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Vorwort 

Die 20. Fachtagung “Datenbanksysteme für Business, Technologie und Web” (BTW‘23) 

des Fachbereichs “Datenbanken und Informationssysteme” (DBIS) der Gesellschaft für 

Informatik (GI) findet vom 6. bis 10. März 2023 an der Technischen Universität Dresden 

statt (https://btw2023-dresden.de). Die BTW‘23 sticht dabei nicht nur durch das Jubiläum 

hervor – seit 40 Jahren wird sie alle zwei Jahre an einem anderen Standort veranstaltet und 

findet somit in diesem Jahr zum 20. Mal statt – sondern sie ist nach der Corona-Pandemie 

eine der ersten Möglichkeiten der Datenbank-Community in Deutschland und den Nach-

barländern, sich wieder in Präsenz zu treffen und fachlich auszutauschen. Organisiert wird 

sie von der Database Research Group der TU Dresden (https://wwwdb.inf.tu-dresden.de/), 

die soeben ihr 20-jähriges Bestehen beging. Auch die BTW‘21 wurde vom Team der TU 

Dresden organisiert, musste jedoch pandemiebedingt in den virtuellen Raum verlegt wer-

den. Im Rahmen einer wöchentlichen Lecture Series fand das wissenschaftliche Pro-

gramm einschließlich der geplanten Keynotes während des Sommersemesters 2021 gro-

ßen Zuspruch. Umso mehr freuen wir uns auf die 20. Ausgabe der BTW – nach 1995 – 

zum zweiten Mal vor Ort in der sächsischen Landeshauptstadt Dresden. 

Der Großraum Dresden, bekannt für die Vielzahl touristischer Highlights, hat sich mitt-

lerweile zu einem weltweit sichtbaren Standort der High-Tech Industrie entwickelt. Neben 

der Halbleiterindustrie hat sich in den letzten Jahren eine junge und extrem erfolgreiche 

Software-Szene etabliert, die das gesamte Portfolio von Embedded Systems (als logische 

Ergänzung der klassischen hardware-orientierten Industrie) bis hin zu KI-Lösungen um-

fasst. Neue Forschungsinstitute interagieren im Umfeld einer agilen Gründerszene. „Data 

as the new oil“ ist in diesem Kontext von zentralem Interesse für die Wissenschaft und 

Wirtschaft. Entsprechend zeugt die BTW-Schirmherrschaft des Ministerpräsidenten des 

Freistaates Sachsen, Herrn Michael Kretschmer, von großem Interesse und umfangreicher 

Unterstützung seitens der Politik. 

 

Die BTW als Treffpunkt für die deutschsprachige Datenbank-Community hat von Anfang 

an Internationalität gelebt. Mittlerweile sind internationale Teilnehmende, ausschließlich 

englische Tagungsbeiträge, sowie Englisch als die Vortragssprache zur Normalität gewor-

den. Auch das Spektrum der Beiträge hat sich kontinuierlich verändert. Das wissenschaft-

liche Kernprogramm wird ergänzt durch ein Demonstrationsprogramm und ein Studieren-

denprogramm, letzteres wurde erstmals auch zentral in das Hauptprogramm integriert. Die 

Data Science Challenge, vier Workshops, zwei Tutorials und ein eigener Industrietag 

(„Dresden Data Day“), welcher neben Vorträgen von „Big Playern“ auch die regionale 

IT-Industrie involviert, komplettieren das Programm der BTW‘23. 

Einreichungen zum wissenschaftlichen Hauptprogramm konnten einem oder mehreren 

von vier Tracks, die die fachliche Breite der Datenbank-Community konsequent abde-

cken, zugeordnet werden: „Database Technologies and Systems“, „Text, Semi-structured 

Data and IR“, „Data Engineering, Data Science and Machine Learning“ sowie „Database 

Languages and Theory“. Bewusst wurden Beiträge aus der Praxis in die einzelnen Tracks 

mit einbezogen. Die hohe Zahl von Einreichungen, bei denen mehr als ein Track angege-

ben wurde, spiegelt die engen Querbezüge zwischen unterschiedlichen Schwerpunkten der 

Datenbankforschung wider. 



Aus insgesamt 60 Einreichungen wurden 19 reguläre Beiträge sowie 12 Kurzbeiträge zur 

Präsentation angenommen. Der eigens organisierte Review-Prozess mit einer zusätzlichen 

Feedback- und Revision-Phase und das hohe Engagement der PC-Mitglieder schufen hier-

bei beste Voraussetzungen für diese qualitativ hochwertigen Beiträge für das Tagungspro-

gramm. 

Zum zweiten Mal wurde im Begutachtungsprozess besonderes Augenmerk auf die Repro-

duzierbarkeit wissenschaftlicher Artefakte, also von Experimenten und Analysen gelegt. 

Autorinnen und Autoren der akzeptierten Beiträge konnten ihre Arbeiten einem entspre-

chenden Verfahren unterziehen lassen. Die Beiträge, die dies erfolgreich durchlaufen ha-

ben, sind im vorliegenden Tagungsband entsprechend gekennzeichnet.  

Als wissenschaftliche Keynote-Speaker konnten zwei herausragende Persönlichkeiten der 

internationalen Datenbank-Forschung gewonnen werden: Sihem Amer-Yahia, CNRS Re-

search Director Laboratoire d'Informatique de Grenoble/Frankreich mit einem Vortrag 

zum Thema „Commodifying Data Exploration“ sowie Andy Pavlo, Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity/USA mit seinen Ausführungen über „Why Machine Learning for Automatically 

Optimizing Databases Doesn‘t Work“.  

Die „Fresh Thinking Talks“ – erstmals bei der virtuell durchgeführten BTW‘21 eingeführt 

– setzen innovative Impulse. Meike Klettke, Universität Regensburg spricht zum Thema 

“Between Data Lakes and Research Data Management – Data Engineering Tasks for the 

Next Decade”. Der Beitrag von Wolfram Wingerath, Universität Oldenburg steht unter 

dem Motto „What You Say is What You Get: Hands-Free Coding in 2023”. 

Ergänzt wird das wissenschaftliche BTW-Programm durch im Vorfeld stattfindende 

Workshops, in denen aktuelle Trends aufgegriffen werden und im kleinen Rahmen anhand 

von Impulsvorträgen diskutiert werden. Diese Beiträge sind auch in diesem Tagungsband 

enthalten: 

 Workshop on Novel Data Management Ideas on Heterogeneous Hardware Ar-

chitectures (NoDMC) 

 Workshop on Big (and Small) Data in Science and Humanities (BigDS2023) 

 Workshop on Data Engineering for Data Science (DE4DS) 

 A Tutorial Workshop on ML for Systems and Systems for ML 

Zwei Tutorials, die jeweils parallel zum wissenschaftlichen Programm abgehalten werden, 

ergänzen das Programmportfolio der BTW‘23. Mit dem Tutorial “From BERT to GPT-3 

Codex: Harnessing the Potential of Very Large Language Models for Data Management” 

adressiert Immanuel Trummer, Cornell University/USA einen extrem spannenden und für 

die Rolle von Datenmanagement in modernen Anwendungsszenarien überaus relevanten 

Themenkomplex. Auf der Systemebene wird das Tutorienprogramm durch ein von Al-

berto Lerner, University of Fribourg/Schweiz und Philippe Bonnet, ITU University of Co-

penhagen/Dänemark gemeinsam angebotenes Tutorial zum Thema „The Principles of 

Database and SSDs Co-Design” getragen. 

Das Demo-Programm bietet die Möglichkeit, praktische Ergebnisse der Forschung im Be-

reich der Datenbank- und Informationssystemtechnologien auf interaktive Weise vorzu-

stellen. Von den 11 Einreichungen wurden sechs Beiträge akzeptiert, die während der 

Konferenz präsentiert werden und deren Beschreibungen in diesem Tagungsband veröf-

fentlicht sind. 



Die Förderung des wissenschaftlichen Nachwuchses ist ein zentrales Anliegen das Fach-

bereichs DBIS. Das Studierendenprogramm der BTW ermöglicht Studierenden und ange-

henden Nachwuchswissenschaftlerinnen und Nachwuchswissenschaftlern, ihre Arbeiten 

einem Fachpublikum vorzustellen, das Fachgebiet "Datenbanken und Informationssys-

teme" kennenzulernen und sich mit Fachleuten und Gleichgesinnten aus Wissenschaft und 

Praxis auszutauschen und zu vernetzen. Erstmals wird bei der BTW23 das Studierenden-

programm in das Hauptprogramm integriert: so haben die Studierenden freien Zugang zu 

allen Programm-Elementen der BTW, können ihre Arbeiten in den Poster-Sessions prä-

sentieren und erhalten ein gezieltes Mentoring durch wissenschaftliche Persönlichkeiten 

der Datenbank-Community. Selbstverständlich werden die qualitätsgesicherten Beiträge 

des Studierendenprogramms auch in diesem vorliegenden Tagungsband veröffentlicht. 

Zum 12. Mal werden bei der BTW mit dem Dissertationspreis des GI-Fachbereichs DBIS 

hervorragende Dissertationen aus dem Gebiet der Konzepte, Verfahren, Erweiterungen 

und Anwendungen von Datenmanagement- und Informationssystemen gewürdigt. Aus 

den insgesamt zwölf Einreichungen wurden zwei Arbeiten ausgezeichnet und Kurzfassun-

gen in diesem Tagungsband veröffentlicht: „Adaptive Architectures for Robust Database 

Management Systems“, Dissertationsschrift von Tiemo Bang an der TU Darmstadt und 

„Enhancing Explainability and „Scrutability of Recommender Systems” Dissertations-

schrift von Azin Ghazimatin an der Universität des Saarlands. 

Neben dem Dissertationspreis werden weitere Awards im Rahmen der BTW‘23 verliehen: 

Mit dem „Best Long Paper Award“ für den besten wissenschaftlichen Beitrag wird die 

Arbeit mit dem Titel „WannaDB: Ad-hoc SQL Queries over Text Collections” von Ben-

jamin Hättasch, Jan-Micha Bodensohn, Liane Vogel, Matthias Urban und Carsten Binnig 

ausgezeichnet. Mit dem „Best Short Paper Award“ für den besten wissenschaftlichen 

Kurzbeitrag wird die Arbeit zum Thema „NN2SQL: Let SQL Think for Neural Networks” 

von Maximilian Emanuel Schüle, Alfons Kemper und Thomas Neumann ausgezeichnet. 

Des Weiteren wird ein „Best Demo Award“ für die innovativste Demo vergeben. 

Im Rahmen der Data Science Challenge haben sich vier teilnehmende Gruppen der Her-

ausforderung der Lösung konkreter datenzentrischer Anwendungsproblemen gestellt. 

Thema der im Rahmen der BTW‘23 stattfindenden Data Science Challenge sind städtische 

Verkehrs- und Fahrraddaten und die Entwicklung innovativer Konzepte für die Verkehrs-

wende von morgen. 

Erstmalig auf der BTW‘23 wurde das Industrieprogramm ausgegliedert und zu einem ei-

genständigen „Industrietag“ erweitert (http://dresden-data-day.de/). So steht der Freitag 

als abschließender Konferenztag im Zeichen der Vernetzung mit der Praxis durch eine 

Keynote von Stefan Bäuerle (SAP SE) zum Thema „Enabling Enterprise Data Applica-

tions with SAP HANA Cloud”, Sessions mit eingeladenen Vorträgen der regionalen und 

überregionalen Industrie sowie Break-Out Sessions. Als Co-Organisator konnte hierfür 

der Silicon Saxony e.V., die Digitalagentur Sachsen sowie als idealer Gastgeber die Säch-

sische Aufbaubank SAB als Partner für die BTW‘23 gewonnen werden. 

Ein ganz besonderer Dank geht natürlich an die Vielzahl der Sponsoren, ohne deren En-

gagement die Durchführung einer BTW nicht möglich wäre. Auch gilt ein großer Dank 

der GI-Geschäftsstelle für die umfangreiche Unterstützung in der finanziellen Abwicklung 

der Tagung. 

 

Vielen Dank an alle Beteiligten für das große Engagement! 

Dresden, im Februar 2023 
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Priority queues for database query processing

New techniques for tree-of-losers priority queues and for offset-value coding

Goetz Graefe1

Abstract: Interesting orderings let sort-based query processing out-perform hash-based algorithms,
but only tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding permit competing in all cases including
large unsorted inputs with large or complex keys. As long as this competition persists, alternative
algorithms with equivalent functionality will plague query execution, e.g., in software maintenance
and in query plan scheduling, and mistaken algorithm choices will plague query optimization, e.g.,
for joins, intersection, and grouping.
After explaining tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding, our work introduces necessary
extensions for efficient run generation (in external merge sort) with variable-size records. The required
changes in tree-of-losers priority queues support increasing and decreasing any key value at any
time in logarithmic time, including incremental maintenance of offset-value codes, with the expected
time for key value increases independent of the size of the priority queue. As all kinds of scheduling
applications use priority queues, our contributions go beyond database query processing. A discussion
of double-ended priority queues illustrates the concepts.
This may be the first time that tree-of-losers priority queues are extended to addressable priority
queues and to non-monotone sequences of input keys; and that offset-value coding is extended to
non-monotone sequences of input keys. The proposed solutions and the included code snippets are
simple, small, and fast, in contrast to the time and effort spent on bringing them to this state.

Keywords: sorting; grouping; merge join; interesting orderings; tree of losers; offset-value coding.

1 Introduction

In many classic algorithms for database query execution [BE77, Ep79], from in-stream
duplicate removal, grouping, and aggregation (for sorted streams) to in-sort grouping, merge
join, and index nested-loops join, each algorithm’s core is either a database index or a
sort operation. Hash-based query execution algorithms, e.g., [Br84, DG85, De84, KTM83,
NKT88], seem to have changed that, but other than computing hash values from column
values, hash join and hash aggregation have at their core an index, i.e., a hash table, and a
sort, i.e., internal and external distribution sort [IS56] on hash values rather than column
values. Thus, sorting techniques are crucial for efficient database query processing, e.g.,
distribution sort, quicksort [Ho62], merge sort [Fr56], and priority queues.

Tree-of-losers priority queues [Go63, Kn98] are more efficient than the traditional and
better known tree-of-winners priority queues because the former use only leaf-to-root
1 Google; Madison, Wisconsin, USA GoetzG@Google.com
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passes with 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 comparisons, whereas the latter also need root-to-leaf passes with up to
2× 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 comparisons. Therefore, tree-of-losers priority queues can guarantee internal and
external sorting with counts of comparisons practically equal to the provable lower bound2.
Just as importantly, tree-of-losers priority queues work with offset-value coding [Co77],
which minimizes the effort per row comparison by combining prefix truncation and order-
preserving surrogate keys. Together, these techniques guarantee at most 𝑁 × 𝐾 column
value comparisons when sorting 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns; the remainder of the required
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!) row comparisons are compiled-in single-instruction integer comparisons and thus
similar to hash values in hash-based query processing.

Tree-of-losers priority queues seem to require monotone (ever-increasing) sequences of
keys, making tree-of-losers priority queues perfect for merging sorted runs. They can
be adapted [Go63] to internal sorting, run generation in read-sort-write cycles, and run
generation with continuous replacement selection for fixed-size data records. In continuous
replacement selection for variable-size data records, e.g., using best-fit or first-fit memory
management [LG98], occupancy counts in a priority queue change frequently, which
published methods for tree-of-losers priority queues cannot accommodate.

Tree-of-losers priority queues as used to-date, i.e., with complete leaf-to-root passes, can
serve neither as non-monotone priority queues nor as addressable priority queues. On the
other hand, only tree-of-losers priority queues can sort with comparison counts near the
provable lower bound – neither quicksort nor tree-of-winners priority queues do. Moreover,
only tree-of-losers priority queues can use offset-value coding for linear costs for column
value comparisons – neither quicksort nor tree-of-winners priority queues do.

Initially motivated by variable-size records in replacement selection, our contributions are:

1. a small extension to leaf-to-root passes in tree-of-losers priority queues that elevates
them to addressable priority queues;

2. a significant extension to leaf-to-root passes in tree-of-losers priority queues that
supports non-monotone sequences of input keys, including early and late fences for
invalid (not occupied) slots;

3. new techniques for offset-value coding in tree-of-losers priority queues with non-
monotone sequences of input keys;

4. an implementation of double-ended priority queues that uses two priority queues in
opposite sort order and that, after popping the top element from one priority queue,
repairs the other one in constant expected time (independent of the size, capacity, or
tree height of the priority queue); and

2 Sorting is equivalent to finding a permutation: 𝑁 distinct key values permit 𝑁 ! permutations; at best, each key
comparison disproves half of the remaining possibilities; determining the permutation of the input requires at
least 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁 !) ≈ 𝑁 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁/𝑒) comparisons with Euler’s number 𝑒 ≈ 19/7.
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5. an implementation of run generation using offset-value coding and continuous
replacement selection for variable-size records.3

The next section provides technical background and reviews related prior work. Section 3
introduces a small extension in leaf-to-root passes of tree-of-losers priority queues that
elevates them to addressable priority queues, whereupon Section 4 introduces a significant
extension to support non-monotone sequences of input keys. Section 5 employs these
extensions for a double-ended priority queue using two priority queues, one ascending and
one descending. Section 6 adds a third extension for efficient incremental maintenance of
offset-value codes in spite of non-monotone sequences of input keys. Section 7 uses all
three extensions for run generation with variable record counts in memory. The final section
sums up and concludes with thoughts on adopting offset-value coding in a broader context,
specifically in all sort-based algorithms for database query evaluation.

2 Background and related prior work

This section provides some technical background about priority queues, offset-value coding,
and external merge sort.

2.1 Priority queues

A priority queue manages a set of pairs, each a priority and some associated information.
The priority is the sort key within the pair. The associated information can be detailed
information, a pointer, an array index, or something else. The purpose of priority queues is
to provide the minimum (or maximum) key value very quickly (from the root of a tree) and
to absorb additional key-value pairs efficiently. For simplicity, all data structures considered
here for priority queues assume a balanced binary tree of height 𝑛 and capacity 2𝑛 or 2𝑛 − 1.

In a tree-of-winners priority queue [Kn98], the principal invariant is that a parent’s key
is lower than the key values in its two children (assuming an ascending ordering of key
values). Popping (removing) the key-value pair with the minimum key value moves the
right-most leaf entry to the root and then pushes it into the tree (with 2𝑛 comparisons in a
worst-case root-to-leaf pass). A subsequent insertion requires only a leaf-to-root pass with n
comparisons. Alternatively, if the removal leaves an invalid entry in the root (with logical

3 Prior work [LG98] used a very early version of this technique, without explicit mention, without detail or
explanation, and without offset-value coding. Early versions built a stack of move targets, which nominally cut
moves to one third but on superscalar CPUs performs no better than swapping (see line 7 in Figure 1), separated
partial and complete leaf-to-root traversals and their different looping conditions (see line 15 in Figure 3),
gated the repair loop with an extra key comparison (see line 31 in Figure 4), supported incomplete binary trees
(capacities other than 2𝑛), and organized the tree as b-tree of cache lines, with no benefit if the entire tournament
tree easily fits into the L1 cache as recommended for sorting.
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key value −∞), pushing (inserting) a new key value simply replaces the invalid entry but
then repairs the tree invariants, which usually requires two comparisons per tree level and
may require all 𝑛 tree levels, for 2𝑛 comparisons in a worst-case root-to-leaf pass.

2.1.1 Tree-of-losers priority queues

A tree-of-losers priority queue [Go63, Kn98], also known as a tournament tree, is a balanced
binary tree. When mapped to an array, the tree’s unary root is in array slot 0. It is efficient
due to leaf-to-root passes with one comparison per tree level; root-to-leaf passes with two
comparisons per tree level are not required. A pair of “pop” and “push” operations requires
only a single leaf-to-root pass. The principal rules are that (i) two candidate keys compete at
each node in the tree and (ii) after a comparison of two candidates, the loser remains in the
node and the winner becomes a candidate in the next tree level. Thus, a new overall winner
reaches the root node after 𝑛 comparisons in a priority queue with 2𝑛 entries. When merging,
a fixed pair of runs competes at each leaf node. Run generation using read-sort-write cycles
merges “sorted runs” of a single row each. Run generation by continuous replacement
selection tries to extract longer sorted runs from the unsorted input.

Fig. 1: The traditional leaf-to-root pass

Figure 1 shows code extracted from a working prototype of a tree-of-losers priority queue.
The “index” parameter is the information associated with the key value, e.g., a run identifier
between 0 and 𝐹 − 1 during a merge step with fan-in 𝐹. Line 3 creates a new tree node that
will be swapped into the array “heap” that holds the priority queue. Line 4 defines an index
for this array; line 5 initializes it, halves it to navigate from a child to its parent, and terminates
the loop at the root. An equivalent to lines 4 and 5 is “for (Index slot = capacity + index;
(slot /= 2) != 0; )”, but the syntax in Figure 1 more readily enables the extensions required
later. Another alternative is “for (Index slot = capacity/2 + index/2; slot != 0; slot /= 2)”,
which more directly shows skipping over the non-leaf nodes in the tree and assigning two
index values to each tree leaf. Lines 6 and 7 in Figure 1 compare key values and ensure that
the loser remains behind as the winner becomes a candidate at the parent. Line 8 saves the
overall winner in the tree’s root node.

With only leaf-to-root passes (and no root-to-leaf passes), run generation and merging
with tree-of-losers priority queues guarantee near-optimal comparison counts. The count
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of comparisons in the best case, the worst case, and the expected case are all within
rounding errors of the provable lower bound of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!), i.e., better than the expected case
of quicksort and far better than the worst case of quicksort. This includes the expected
case for replacement selection, where one additional comparison per input row doubles
the expected run size, cuts the run count in half, and saves one comparison per row
in the merge process. With excellent expected and worst-case run-time complexity yet
very limited implementation complexity, some hardware supports tree-of-losers priority
queues. More specifically, the UPT “update tree” instruction of IBM’s 370- and z-series
mainframes [IB88, Iy05] implements essentially the logic of Figure 1.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, each key value is paired with an index in the range 0 to
2𝑛 − 1 for a priority queue with tree height 𝑛. During a merge step, these indexes identify
runs; during run generation, they identify rows in memory or more precisely slots in an
array. These indexes determine where a leaf-to-root pass starts. At all times, each index
value exists exactly once in the priority queue, possibly marked as an invalid entry by a
fence with logical key value −∞ or +∞.

2.1.2 Addressable priority queues

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, an index value maps to a specific leaf and therefore to a
specific leaf-to-root path, which can be used to identify, find, read, and perhaps modify or
even delete any entry. For the same functionality, a tree-of-winners priority queue requires
an additional data structure to find an entry in the tree. While this data structure permits
finding an entry quickly, it must track every movement in the tree representing the priority
queue, thus increasing the cost of any movement within the priority queue.

If a key value is modified or deleted, the priority queue and its invariants need repair.
For tree-of-losers priority queues, Section 3 introduces efficient techniques without any
additional data structure yet with efficient maintenance for key change and deletion.

2.1.3 Monotone priority queues

A tree-of-winners priority queue tolerates insertion of any low or high key value at any time.
In contrast, a traditional tree-of-losers priority queue depends on ever-increasing key values.
Section 4 introduces an efficient leaf-to-root pass that overcomes this limitation.

2.2 Offset-value coding

Offset-value coding [Co77] encodes one row’s key value relative to another key that is
earlier in the sort sequence. Offset-value codes are a by-product of comparisons, specifically
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in the loser of a comparison. The offset within a loser’s new offset-value code is the position
where the keys first differ, e.g., a column index, and the value is the loser’s data value at that
offset. Alternatively, the offset is the size of the shared prefix. For example, a duplicate key
shares the entire key and thus has an offset equal to the key size.

Fig. 2: Offset-value codes in a sorted file or stream

Figure 2 illustrates descending and ascending offset-value codes in a stream of rows in
ascending sort order on all columns. With four sort columns, the arity of the sort key is 4; the
domain of each column is 1 to 99. For an ascending sort order, descending offset-value codes
take the actual offset but the negative of the column value, whereas ascending offset-value
codes take the negative offset but the actual column value. The first row has offset 0 by
definition. Figure 2 ignores that small key domains permit encoding multiple key columns
together. IBM’s CFC “compare and form codeword” instruction [IB88, Iy05] supports
offset-value coding for a descending sort order of normalized keys (order-preserving byte
strings), blocks of bytes as values, and block counts as offsets.

With offsets and values combined as shown in Figure 2, a single integer instruction may
decide a comparison. If two rows and their key values 𝐴 and 𝐵 are encoded relative to the
same key 𝐶 that is earlier in the sort sequence, and if the offsets of 𝐴 and 𝐵 differ, then
the one with the higher offset is earlier in the sort sequence. Otherwise, if the two data
values at the common offset differ, then these data values decide the comparison. Otherwise,
additional data values in 𝐴 and 𝐵 must be compared.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue with offset-value coding, each tree node lost to the local
winner and its local offset-value code is set relative to the local winner. Conversely, the local
key value in a tree node other than a leaf was a winner in all nodes up from the leaf where it
entered the tree, and all key values along that path are encoded relative to this local key
value. The overall winner in the tree’s root is no exception: along its entire leaf-to-root path,
all key values lost to (and are encoded relative to) the overall winner.

Merging sorted runs repeatedly replaces the overall winner with its successor from the
same merge input. With merge inputs’ fixed assignment to leaf nodes in a tree-of-losers
priority queue, a successor retraces the leaf-to-root path of the prior overall winner. As
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this successor and all keys on its leaf-to-root path are encoded relative to the prior overall
winner, offset-value coding applies to all comparisons in a tree-of-losers priority queue.

Offset-value codes decide many comparisons in a tree-of-losers priority queue. Column
value comparisons are required only if two rows have equal offset-value codes. They start
after the offset and value encoded in these offset-value codes. After such a row comparison
is decided, the loser’s offset is incremented by the count of column value comparisons.
With 𝐾 sort columns, the sum of all offset increments is limited to 𝐾 in each row; in
an input with 𝑁 rows, the sum of all increments and thus the count of all column value
comparisons are limited to 𝑁 × 𝐾. Importantly, there is no 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁) multiplier here. Thus,
tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding guarantee that the effort for column
value comparisons is linear in the count of rows and in the count of sort columns, quite like
the effort for computing hash values in hash-based query execution.

This limit on column value comparisons resonates with data-specific analysis of string
sorting [Se10]: the total count of “=” comparisons of symbols (within strings) or of column
values (within database rows) equals the opportunity for compression in a sorted dataset.
Compression here may be prefix truncation in row storage (e.g., using offset-value coding
as shown in Figure 2), run-length encoding of leading columns in column storage, or shared
prefixes in a trie [Se10]. Conversions between these alternative formats do not require
additional comparisons of symbols or column values [DG22].

Comparisons of offset-value codes are free if they are subsumed in other algorithm activities.
In quicksort, for example, the inner-most loop not only compares key values but also looping
indexes: when the loops from the left and the right meet, the partitioning step is complete.
In priority queues, the inner-most loop compares key values only after testing whether there
even are valid key values. This is needed because during queue construction, some entries
have not yet been filled; after the end of some merge inputs, some queue entries no longer
have valid keys; and during run generation by merging single-row runs, there is only queue
build-up and tear-down.

During run generation by continuous replacement selection, the run identifier can prefix the
user-defined key as an artificial leading key column. If so, early and late fence values may
be modeled as initial and final runs with multiple early and late fence key values, e.g., one
for each merge input [Gr06]. All of this can be folded into each row’s offset-value code: if
two rows have equal offset-value codes, they are both valid (neither early nor late fences),
they go to the same output run, they differ from their shared base row (an earlier winner)
at the same offset, they have the same value at that offset, and the next step must compare
further columns. Thus, comparisons of offset-value codes are not overhead as they simply
take the place of testing for fence keys during continuous replacement selection.

The design also reduces CPU cache faults. If a tree-of-losers priority queue requires 8 bytes
per entry, an L1 cache can retain a priority queue (an array) of 512 or 1,024 entries. The
data records may or may not fit in a lower-level cache but offset-value codes decide many
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comparisons without cache fault, many more than traditional pairs of key prefix and data
pointer [Hu63, Ny95]. Mini-runs of this size remain in DRAM until merged (with fan-in
512 or 1,024) to form initial runs on temporary external storage [BL89, Fr56, Ny95].

2.3 External merge sort

Priority queues enable efficient external merge sort in multiple ways. The most obvious
one is merging sorted runs. In fact, merging runs is a perfect application for traditional
tree-of-losers priority queues with only complete leaf-to-root passes. A related application is
forecasting [Fr56], i.e., predicting which merge input benefits most from an additional input
buffer for asynchronous read-ahead. Forecasting tracks, for each merge input, the highest
key value read so far and selects the lowest of these values. A third application of priority
queues in external merge sort chooses which runs to merge next, e.g., the smallest existing
runs [Hä77b] or the set with the most similar sizes. The former heuristic is widely used; the
latter heuristic applies when the final input size is not yet known, i.e., when merging while
still consuming unsorted input rows.

Another well-known application of tree-of-losers priority queues in external merge sort is run
generation, whether in read-sort-write cycles or in continuous replacement selection [Go63].
In read-sort-write cycles, priority queues suffer from repeated build-up and tear-down such
that quicksort is often preferred. In cache-optimized read-sort-write cycles, however, merging
cache-sized runs in memory to form the initial run on external temporary storage [BL89,
Fr56, Ny95] uses a priority queue; moreover, creating many cache-sized runs permits using
a tree-of-losers priority queues very efficiently in a way similar to replacement selection.
In traditional replacement selection using a single priority queue for all unsorted rows
in memory, fixed-size rows enable runs twice the size of memory, but variable-size rows
require the techniques introduced in Sections 4 and 6.

Finally, priority queues are useful in many scheduling decisions around external merge sort,
e.g., which query to run next, where to grant more memory, where to pinch memory, etc.

3 Addressable priority queues

In a scheduling application or a simulation, if a future event is cancelled, an entry in the
priority queue must be found and deleted, which requires an addressable priority queue. In
a tree-of-losers priority queue, a deletion replaces a valid key value with a late fence.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, the index is the handle by which to find and identify
an entry. As each index maps to a specific leaf node, a search along one leaf-to-root path
suffices. The search ends at the sought index value, with a 50% probability that the sought
entry was a loser left behind in the leaf, a 25% probability for the parent node, etc. On
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average, just less than two nodes are inspected along a leaf-to-root path, for a constant
expected time independent of the size or capacity of the priority queue.

If the new key value associated with an index is higher than the one in the priority queue,
which is always true if the new key value is a late fence, the leaf-to-root pass can repair the
tree-of-losers priority queue and its invariants. In fact, the required logic treats the sub-tree
rooted at the sought index as the entire priority queue. The principal code change merely
adds a termination condition to the core logic of tree-of-losers priority queues.

Fig. 3: The modified leaf-to-root pass

Figure 3 highlights the code changes relative to Figure 1, including saving the final candidate
in the position of the replaced entry (line 18), not necessarily in the tree’s root (line 8 in
Figure 1). Note that swaps may occur along the path from leaf to replaced value (lines 16
and 17), that the new loop continuation condition (line 15) could replace rather than augment
the original condition, and that line 18 could replace line 8 in Figure 1.

If the new key value associated with an index is lower than the one in the priority queue,
the final position of the new key value is not between leaf and replaced entry but between
replaced entry and root. Section 4 introduces the required new logic.

4 Non-monotone priority queues

If, in an ascending sort, a new key value is higher than the key value it replaces, the input
key value cannot go further on its leaf-to-root pass than the position of the replaced key
value. If, however, a new key value is lower than the key value that it replaces, including a
valid key value replacing a late fence, its final position is on the path between the position
of the replaced key value and the root. This requires an initial leaf-to-root pass that ends at
the key value to be replaced. This first part equals the search discussed in Section 3, except
that the lower key does not swap places with tree entries between the leaf and the replaced
value. In fact, the absence of such swaps indicates that the new key value may be smaller
than the key value that is about to be replaced in the priority queue.

The new key value may even be lower than some of the key values between the replaced
value and the tree’s root. If so, such a value might need to move backward on its leaf-to-root
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path in order to make room for the new, lower key value. Importantly, only one key value
between replaced tree entry and root is a candidate for moving backward, namely the entry
that formerly emerged as winner from the sub-tree rooted at the replaced key value. Thus,
the first step is to locate this former winner between replaced value and root. The second
step compares the new key value with this former winner; if the former winner wins again,
then the new value simply overwrites the value to be replaced. Otherwise, the former winner
moves backward, overwriting the replaced key value, and the steps repeat.

Fig. 4: The repair loop added

Figure 4 shows the repair loop (lines 30 to 43) that moves former winners backward on
their leaf-to-root path. Instead of saving the final candidate directly (line 18 in Figure 3),
the replaced key value becomes the initial destination for the candidate (line 30) and the
candidate moves into the heap eventually (line 43). Line 31 ensures that the repair loop
runs only if the new key value is small, i.e., after a search loop (lines 25 to 28) without a
swap. The repair loop ends when it reaches the tree root (line 32) or when it finds a former
winner with a lower key value (line 38). A nested loop searches for a former winner to
move backward (lines 35 and 36). After a backward move (line 40), its source becomes the
candidate’s new destination (line 41). The tree level is tracked to test whether an ancestor
was a former winner at the current destination and therefore could move backward to the
current destination (lines 24, 25, and 34 to 36). Extended “leaf” and “parent” methods
(lines 25 and 35) initialize the level to 0 and increment it by 1. Even with three loops in total
(lines 25, 32, and 35), the complexity of the entire process is still strictly logarithmic like
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the height of the tree, with at most n invocations of the “less” comparison method (lines 27
and 38) in a tree-of-losers priority queue with capacity 2𝑛.

The conditions for the repair loop permit a few optional optimizations. First, the repair loop
is not required if the old key value is an early fence or if the new key value is a late fence.
Second, the four conditions for entering the loop could be reordered by probability and
execution cost [Ha77a]. Third, the loop’s continuation test could move to the bottom.

Fig. 5: Alternative conditions for the repair loop

Figure 5 shows the relevant code fragments with these optional optimizations in lines 46
and 47. Lines 45 and 52 are lines 30 and 43 in Figure 4, respectively. Line 50 stands for
lines 34 to 41 in Figure 4.

5 Double-ended priority queues

The example problem to be solved here is the following: a number of sellers frequently
change their asking prices (for some goods or service); the lowest-price sellers often sell out
and must withdraw their offer or raise their asking prices; and the highest-price sellers often
withdraw their uncompetitive offers or drop their asking prices. Both buyers and sellers
want the current lowest and highest asking prices readily available.

The solution employs an array of sellers with their current asking price if any. In addition,
two priority queues, one ascending and one descending, track the lowest and highest asking
prices. Together, they form a double-ended priority queue.

Both priority queues use the same indexes as the array, must be addressable to support
deletion by index, and must be non-monotone to track all possible changes in asking prices,
both increases and decreases.

Seeing current lowest and highest asking prices requires “top” methods. The lowest-price
seller withdrawing requires a “pop” method in the ascending priority queue and a “delete”
method in the descending priority queue. The highest-price seller withdrawing is just the
opposite. Any other seller withdrawing requires a “delete” method in both priority queues.
Any change in asking price requires an “update” method in both priority queues.

All of these methods invoke the “pass” method of Figure 4. The exception is “pop”: it might
just replace a valid key value in the tree root with an early fence, but then subsequent “pop”
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or “top” invocations must invoke the “pass” method with the appropriate index and a late
fence to propel a valid key value to the tree root. “Delete” also invokes “pass” with a late
fence and “update” invokes “pass” with the new asking price.

Each invocation of the “pass” method requires time at most linear with the height and
logarithmic with the capacity of the priority queue. The “delete” and “update” methods
inspect just less than two tree nodes on average for constant expected time (independent of
the size of the priority queue). The effort required in “delete” is likely less when invoked
to match a “pop” in the other priority queue, but deleting the entry at a tree root forces a
complete leaf-to-root pass in one of the priority queues. An optimization avoids or delays
this full pass by placing an early fence in the root node.

The following experiments simulate up to 1,024 sellers (tree height 2-10) and 225 ≈ 33.5𝑀
changes in asking prices. They ran the code of Figures 4 and 5 on an Intel Celeron N3060
CPU (launched in 2016, 1.6 Ghz base frequency, 2.48 GHz burst frequency).

Fig. 6: Maintenance effort for changing key value [CPU seconds]

Figure 6 shows the CPU times in seconds for two experiments. The first experiment (middle
column) assumes that only lowest- and highest-price sellers change their asking prices.
In other words, the double-ended priority queue runs “pop” and “delete” followed by an
“insert” in both priority queues. For tree capacities of 4 and 1,024, i.e., tree heights of 2
and 10, the time difference is 1.796 seconds (3.046−1.250). Multiplying with the burst
frequency (2.48 GHz) and dividing by the count of changes in asking prices (225) as well as
the difference in tree heights (10−2) suggests that each tree level adds only about 17 CPU
cycles to the effort of maintaining a double-ended priority queue constructed from two
tree-of-losers priority queues.

The second experiment (right column) assumes that all sellers randomly change their asking
prices. Recall that a randomly chosen seller (index in a priority queue) has remained in
a tree leaf with a 50% probability, in a leaf’s parent with a 25% probability, etc., for an
average search depth of just under two tree nodes. This is independent of the tree height,
and indeed the elapsed times remain fairly steady. The differences observed are more likely
a result of array sizes and CPU caches than of algorithm or code complexity.
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6 Offset-value coding for non-monotone priority queues

Offset-value coding speeds up sorting with tree-of-losers priority queues. In fact, Section 2.2
shows how, in an external merge sort for 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns, these techniques
reduce worst-case counts of column value comparisons from 𝑂 (𝐾 × 𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁) to 𝑁 × 𝐾.
It has been unclear, however, whether scheduling and sorting applications with complex
keys can benefit similarly from offset-value coding. Of course, no crisp benchmark and
complexity metric exist for scheduling, but can offset-value coding reduce the comparison
effort and can comparisons skip over column values already compared earlier?

The main difference to merging sorted runs is that predecessors and successors in a merge
input are sorted and their offset-value codes can be known. In contrast, in scheduling
applications, predecessor key values may not be known and successors may not have
offset-value codes. In fact, as offset-value coding always is relative to a smaller key, a
replacement value smaller than its predecessor cannot possibly have an offset-value code. A
replacement key value without offset-value code relative to its predecessor (for the same
index) requires full comparisons, i.e., starting at offset 0 within the key.

Fortunately, such a replacement key value still requires only a single leaf-to-root pass with
a search loop (lines 25 to 28 in Figure 4) and a repair loop (lines 30 to 43 in Figure 4).
Just as fortunately, full comparisons without the benefit of offset-value coding are required
only until the search loop swaps a replacement key value into its correct location within
the tree-of-losers structure. Thereafter, all comparisons benefit from offset-value coding. A
replacement key value belongs into the leaf with 50% probability, into the leaf’s parent with
25% probability, etc., for only about two full comparisons on average.

The first swap puts the new key value into its correct place within the tree-of-losers priority
queue. After a swap, no repair loop is needed (see line 31 in Figure 4 and line 46 in Figure 5).
A repair loop, if needed, may move some key values backward on their leaf-to-root paths
(see Section 4 and Figure 4). In this case, offset-value codes along the leaf-to-root path must
be adjusted such that losers are always encoded relative to the correct winner.

Figure 4 shows the traditional search loop (lines 25 to 28) and the new repair loop (lines 30
to 43). The traditional search can maintain offset-value codes in the traditional way: if
column value comparisons are required, the loser’s offset increases by their count. The
comparison logic (line 27) can readily adjust the loser’s offset-value code in this way.

Maintenance of offset-value codes in the repair loop seems expensive when a former winner
moves backward on its leaf-to-root path, skipping backward over other tree nodes and key
values (the ones skipped in lines 35 and 36 of Figure 4). When a new key value emerges as
the new winner, existing skipped-over offset-value codes must be re-encoded relative to the
new winner, incurring full row comparisons and thus column value comparisons.

Fortuitously, a recent theorem [GD22] on offset-value codes supplies a remedy: for
three sorted key values 𝐴 < 𝐵 < 𝐶, the offset-value code of the third key value rela-
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tive to the first one is the extreme of the other two offset-value codes, or 𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐴,𝐶) =

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐴, 𝐵), 𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐵,𝐶)) for ascending offset-value codes4. When a former winner
moves backward, the new winner is lower (earlier in the sort order) than the former winner,
which in turn is lower than the skipped-over key values between the former winner’s old and
new locations along the leaf-to-root path. If the new winner is key value 𝐴 in the theorem,
the former winner is key value 𝐵, and each skipped-over key value is key value 𝐶, then
the new offset-value codes for the skipped-over key values is simply the maximum of their
existing offset-value codes relative to the former winner and the offset-value code of the
former winner relative to new key value.

In order to adjust those offset-value codes, the repair loop of Figure 4 needs another nested
loop. Its range matches the first nested loop (lines 35 and 36 in Figure 4). The new nested
loop does not change the complexity of the process even if it is no longer strictly true that a
tree-of-losers priority queue can absorb any new key in a single leaf-to-root pass.

Fig. 7: Repair of offset-value codes added

4 This theorem implies Iyer’s “unequal value theorem” [Iy05]: After offset-value codes decide a row comparison,
the loser retains its offset-value code. Formally: 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) < 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) ⇒ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) = 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) . Proof:
𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) , 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) ) ∧ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) ≠ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) ⇒ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) = 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) .
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Figure 7 adds a parameter to the “pass” method (line 55) to indicate whether full comparisons
ought to be used in the “less” method (lines 62 and 73). If set initially, it remains true until
the new key value is in its correct place after the first swap (line 63).

Figure 7 also adds the new loop (lines 76 and 77). The variable “dest” is abused as a looping
variable, yet the loop’s continuation condition (“dest != slot” in line 76) echoes the direct
move that the loop replaces (“dest = slot” in line 41 of Figure 4). The “parent” method in
line 76 is the same as in Figures 1 and 3. The loop body (line 77) applies the theorem to any
skipped-over offset-value codes. The “key” field in each tree entry is the offset-value code
relative to the local winner. Auxiliary method “setMax” is given in line 53.

Like the key comparison in the search loop (line 62), the “less” method in the repair loop
(line 73) must set the loser’s new offset-value code if column value comparisons are required.
If the candidate wins, then the key value in the heap is the loser and must be encoded relative
to the candidate when it travels backward to the current destination (line 75). Otherwise, the
candidate goes back to the current destination (line 79) and must be encoded relative to the
(old and new) winner.

In a general scheduling application and its priority queues, many index values will be active
and inactive at various times. In a merge step, e.g., in an external merge sort, some of the
merge inputs might disconnect from the merge and reconnect later, e.g., during a key range
that is not represented in one (or several) of the input runs. A tree-of-losers priority queue
models such inactive index values using invalid keys or fences with effective key value +∞.
But how does offset-value coding deal with fence keys? What are the offset-value codes for
a valid key value relative to an early fence and for a late fence relative to a valid key value?

The solution follows directly from the role of fences: artificial keys preceding the first row
and succeeding the last row in a sorted run. If all column values in fences are −∞ or +∞,
then the first difference with any valid key value is at offset 0 and the value at that offset is
+∞ in a late fence. With these definitions, all algorithms above, including calculation of
offset-value codes, work not only with valid key values but also with fences.

There is one important difference for “pop” and “delete” operations, however. Without
offset-value coding, deletion of a valid key value in the root node can simply replace the key
value with an early fence. With offset-value coding, offset-value codes in its leaf-to-root
path require repair. This new leaf-to-root pass resets all offsets to 0 (because the winner is
or would have been the new early fence in the root node); the value is the first column or
±∞ for fence keys. Alternatively, instead of a “pop” operation, a “top” operation is more
desirable and is sufficient if the next operation is a “push” for the same index. For “delete”
operations, the optimization above must be disabled in a priority queue with offset-value
coding such that deletion always invokes a leaf-to-root pass, even when deleting the key
value in the tree’s root.
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7 Replacement selection for variable-size records

In the context of external merge sort and specifically run generation, multiple situations
require the repair loop of Figure 4. First, in run generation for fixed-size records arriving
and evicted in groups (e.g., pages) rather than one record at a time, the logic of Figure 3 can
replace multiple entries in the tree by late fences until a group is complete. When new valid
key values replace these late fences, the repair logic of Figure 4 is required because all valid
key values sort lower than late fences. If the external merge sort uses offset-value coding to
reduce column value comparisons to 𝑁 × 𝐾 , it requires the new logic of Figure 7.

Second, run generation with variable-size records may require evicting multiple records
from the in-memory workspace before it can absorb an arriving large record. In the opposite
situation, when the sort logic evicts a large record from the workspace, multiple arriving
small records might be inserted, replacing multiple late fences with valid key values.

Third, if a key range of non-trivial size occurs in only one of the merge inputs, there is no
need to “merge” each key in this range. After observing successive overall winners from the
same merge input, one might want to know the runner-up key and then scan or skip forward
within the winning input. One way to determine the runner-up pushes the runner-up to
the root by using a late fence to fake the winner’s end-of-input. Re-introducing the former
winner into the tree-of-losers priority queue after moving a key range directly to the merge
output requires the new logic of Figure 7.

Fig. 8: Priority queue comparison counts with various group sizes

Figure 8 shows counts of comparisons in a priority queue during run generation in an
external merge sort. There are 225 ≈ 33.5𝑀 input rows; the priority queue holds 210 = 1, 024
entries. The run generation logic deletes groups of rows (to fill an output page) and re-inserts
the same count of rows (from an input page). The group or page size varies from 1 row,
i.e., traditional replacement selection, to 256 rows. The center pair of columns in Figure 8
clearly shows that grouped removal and insertion into priority queues is somewhat less
efficient than traditional replacement selection. Large group or page sizes require about 25%
more comparisons.
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The right pair of columns in Figure 8 shows how many comparisons benefit from offset-value
coding and the new techniques of Section 6 and Figure 7. Their practical impact depends on
column count, each column’s count and distribution of distinct values, etc. This experiment
aims to assess the new techniques independently of these parameters. It is obvious that in
one-for-one replacement, practically all comparisons benefit from offset-value coding. For
larger group or page sizes, the benefit remains substantial as about 70% of all comparisons
might be decided by offset-value codes alone, meaning that in practical settings the new
techniques saves substantially more than half of the effort for row comparisons.

8 Summary and conclusions

In summary, prior work has shown that

1. a tree-of-losers priority queue requires fewer comparisons than an equivalent tradi-
tional tree-of-winners priority queue;

2. internal and external merge sort with tree-of-losers priority queues comes very close
to the provable lower bound of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!) row comparisons for 𝑁 rows;

3. offset-value coding reduces column or byte comparisons in large keys;

4. the count of column value comparisons in internal and external sorting with offset-
value coding is bounded by 𝑁 × 𝐾 for sorting 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns, i.e., linear
in the count of rows and the count of key columns; and

5. the core logic for a traditional leaf-to-root pass in a tree-of-losers priority queue is
small, simple, and efficient.

In addition, new work shows how

6. data-specific analysis of string sorting [Se10] applies equally to prefix sharing in a
trie of strings, to offset-value coding in a sorted database table, and to the count of
symbol comparisons or of column value comparisons in an internal or external merge
sort using tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding;

7. a small extension turns tree-of-losers priority queues into addressable priority queues,
i.e., any key value can increase at any time and can be logically deleted at any time;

8. a larger extension turns tree-of-losers priority queues into non-monotone priority
queues, i.e., new key values may be lower or higher than earlier key values;

9. a third extension enables efficient incremental maintenance of offset-value codes,
even in cases of non-monotone sequences of input key values;

10. the first two extensions permit very efficient double-ended priority queues, among
many other scheduling applications within and beyond database systems; and
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11. all three extensions together enable new flexibility and efficiency in external merge
sort for query processing, index creation and maintenance, database reorganization,
and data processing frameworks such as MapReduce and its many successors.

In conclusion, the new techniques for tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding
complement recent innovations in database query processing. These innovations include
passing offset-value codes from one query execution operation to the next, thus reducing
most of their matching logic to comparisons of compiled-in integers rather than comparisons
of large records with complex fields and expensive comparison logic [DG22, GD22]. For
example, when a query like “. . . count (distinct. . . ). . . group by. . . ” requires first duplicate
removal and then grouping, these operations can share not only the sort but also offset-value
codes such that the grouping logic never compares column values. For a second example,
merge joins of sorted scans or streams can avoid many column value comparisons, perform
their required row comparisons using offset-value codes just as efficiently as a hash join
does using hash values, and save lots of CPU effort, memory, and overflow (compared to
a hash join). In a variation of this example, complex-object assembly by multiple merge
joins on the same column can use offset-value codes in all join operations if the join logic
produces offset-value codes for its sorted output even if a join suppresses some input rows
and duplicates others [GD22]. For a third example, if grouping on a foreign key can be
“pushed down” to a join input, early aggregation and wide merging [DGN22] can speed up
the sort and offset-value codes from the sort can speed up the merge join. On the other hand,
if a grouping operation cannot be pushed down but the merge join produces offset-value
codes for its output, then grouping on the join column(s) never needs to compare column
values. More examples readily come to mind.

Put differently, wherever query planning can exploit interesting orderings in storage structures
and intermediate query results [Se79], query execution can exploit offset-value codes [Co77].
Just as any industrial-grade state-of-the-art query optimizer exploits interesting orderings,
query execution should exploit offset-value codes. Although both concepts originated in the
1970s, almost half a century ago, they were linked only recently by widening the scope of
offset-value coding from merge sort to all sort-based query execution algorithms. Together,
recent innovations for priority queues and for offset-value coding enable sort-based query
processing to compete with hash-based query processing and to shine even for large unsorted
inputs with large keys.
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Workload-Driven Data Placement for Tierless In-Memory
Database Systems

Ben Hurdelhey1, Marcel Weisgut2, Martin Boissier3

Abstract: High main memory consumption is a significant cost factor for in-memory database
systems. Tiering, i.e., placing parts of the data on memory or storage devices other than DRAM,
reduces the main memory footprint. A controlled data placement can assign rarely accessed data to
slow devices while frequently used data remains on fast devices, such as main memory, to maintain
acceptable query latencies. We present an automatic data placement decision system for the in-memory
database Hyrise. The system organizes the memory and storage devices in a tierless pool, with no fixed
device class categorization or performance order. The system supports data placement use cases, such
as minimizing end-to-end query latencies and making cost-optimal purchase recommendations in
cloud environments. In this paper, we introduce an efficient calibration process to derive cost models
for various storage devices. To determine data placements, we introduce a linear programming-based
approach, which yields optimal configurations, and an efficient heuristic. With a set of main memory
and SSD devices, we can reduce the main memory consumption for base table data of the TPC-DS
benchmark by 74 percent when accepting a workload latency increase of 52 percent. In a comparison of
data placement algorithms and cost models, we find that simplistic algorithms (e.g., greedy algorithms)
can present viable alternatives to optimal linear programming algorithms, especially under cost
prediction inaccuracies.

Keywords: Tiering; Data Placement; In-Memory Database Systems; Linear Programming; Cost
Models

1 Data Placement for In-Memory Database Systems

In contrast to traditional disk-based database management system (DBMS), in-memory
database management systems (IMDBMSs) store their data in dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM) instead of comparatively slow hard disk drives (HDDs) or solid state
drives (SSDs). Holding all data in main memory allows for faster query processing, which
in turn facilitates business applications, for example, by flexibly computing aggregates
on-the-fly [ÖTT17, Pl14]. However, IMDBMSs inherently come with high main memory
consumption, which can result in increased operating costs for pure in-memory database
systems [Lo19]. The continuously growing amounts of data aggravate this problem,
increasing the need for larger-than-memory DBMS [Ma16]. Furthermore, DRAM capacity
growth is slowing down and is expected to reach an upper limit [Ma02, Sh20].
Concluding, we argue that it can be desirable to reduce the main memory consumption
of IMDBMS. Tiering, i.e., placing selected data on other memory/storage devices with a
lower cost per dollar, is a viable strategy to reduce the DRAM consumption [Du16]. When
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moving data from DRAM to devices such as persistent memory (PMem) or SSD, we have
to keep in mind that these memory/storage devices offer worse performance characteristics
than DRAM, i.e., higher latencies and lower bandwidths. Moving the entire stored database
to another device could therefore cause substantial data access cost increases and, thus,
increased query latencies. However, data access in database queries is often highly skewed
because some part of the data is frequently accessed while another part is only rarely or
never queried. This skew is demonstrated by analyses of production database systems by
Höppner et al. [HWR14, p. 68], Dreseler [Dr22, p. 12], and Boissier et al. [BSU18, p. 210].
With tiering, we can exploit data access skew by preferably storing the infrequently accessed
data on the slower but less expensive memory/storage devices. The critical challenge is
determining a data placement [Dr22, Vo20], i.e., an assignment of data to devices, to
minimize the runtime performance impacts while reducing the DRAM usage. We refer to
the series of instructions that determines a data placement as the placement algorithm.
We make the following contributions to advance automatic data placement for IMDBMS.

• We propose a placement system for columnar relational in-memory database systems
with horizontally partitioned tables. The system is based on linear programming (LP)
algorithms and supports multi-constraint multi-device data placement decisions before
and after the hardware purchase (Sect. 2). We exemplarily implemented the placement
selection system for the open-source in-memory research database Hyrise [Dr19].

• For efficient and accurate placement cost prediction, we propose and evaluate a
calibrated cost model based on access tracking data, which allows for efficient cost
prediction (Sect. 3).

• We propose and compare multiple placement algorithms and determine a Pareto-
optimal trade-off between resource efficiency and result quality, demonstrating that
simple algorithms (e.g., Greedy, Knapsack) can be viable alternatives to optimal
linear programming algorithms (Sect. 4).

2 Automatic Placement Decisions

Our data placement approach has the following general characteristics.
• The data placement module works autonomously. Manual database administration is

laborious and error-prone [Ma21]. Placement decisions can be complex, and it can
be infeasible to manually determine the optimal data placement.

• While it is possible to place temporary data structures used during query processing
on secondary devices (i.e., devices other than DRAM) [Da21], we focus on evicting
append-only data structures of the database system’s base tables. Eviction of temporary
data structures is required for database operator execution when an operator requires
more DRAM than available.

• Our goal is to move infrequently accessed data to slower devices to maintain
acceptable query latencies. The workload of the database, i.e., the queries being
run, determines the access characteristics of the stored data. We incorporate access
tracking information. Thus, our approach is workload-driven.
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• While some of the related research has considered only two de-
vices [BSU18, Dr22, La22], we examine data placement techniques that support an
arbitrary number of devices. In addition, we organize the devices in a tierless pool,
with no fixed categorization or performance ordering of the devices, similar to [Vo20].
Contrarily to the traditional memory and storage hierarchy shown in Fig. 1a, we regard
the devices as separate entities with different access characteristics, as illustrated
in Fig. 1b. The term tiering is widely used and understood [BSU18, Dr22, Du16].
However, we use the term devices instead of tiers to not imply any fixed categorization
or ordering of the devices by their price or access performance4.
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Fig. 1: Tierless device pool concept. Device characteristics based on [Am21, Ap19, Dr22, Wu21] and
fio [Ax22] measurements for the devices in Sect. 2.2 as specified at https://github.com/benrobby/
hyrise-data-placement#fio.

2.1 Data Placement in Hyrise

We propose a data placement selection module for Hyrise. The module’s main objective
is to support placement algorithm and cost model experiments. The placement module
consists of a plugin for Hyrise, which interacts with the database system, and a standalone
module to determine the data placements5.
Hyrise is a columnar in-memory database system. As described by Dreseler et al. [Dr19,
p. 316], tables are horizontally partitioned into chunks, whereas chunks are mutable as long
as data is added and become immutable and read-optimized once their capacity is reached.
With the default chunk size used in this work, a single chunk stores 65 535 tuples. Each
chunk is vertically partitioned into segments, whereas each segment corresponds to one
fraction of a column of the table. Each segment can be encoded independently. Dictionary
encoding is the default encoding in Hyrise, which we also use in this work. Hyrise uses

4 The Encyclopædia Britannica defines a tier as “a row or layer of things that is above another row or layer”. The
definition can be found at https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/tier

5 More information on the placement selection module for Hyrise can be found at https://github.com/benrobby/
hyrise-data-placement.
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multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) to isolate concurrent transactions. Instead of
updating a row, a new row is written, and the old row is marked as invalid [Dr19, p. 320].
The placement granularity defines the data unit at which we make placement decisions
and move data between tiers. We make placement decisions at a segment granularity to
capture both unused columns and vertical skew with multi-dimensional access tracking and
placement decisions [Dr22, pp. 97–100].
Access tracking allows observing the access frequencies of stored data. This information
is crucial for deciding on which device a specific part of the data is to be stored on.
Corresponding to the segment granularity of the placement decisions, we track data accesses
for each individual segment using Hyrise’s per-segment access counters [Dr22, pp. 102–104].
For each segment, Hyrise maintains access counters for sequential, monotonic, random,
and point access patterns [Dr22, p. 92].
Hyrise uses C++17’s polymorphic memory resources (PMRs) to encapsulate the alloca-
tion behavior on different devices and add eviction capabilities to arbitrary data struc-
tures [Dr22, p. 79-81]. We supply custom memory resources to allocate and deallocate
memory on given devices. This approach is based on an existing implementation for
Hyrise [We22]. The memory resources use jemalloc to manage the memory allocations and
deallocations. In particular, the resource for block devices supplies hooks (i.e., function
pointers) to jemalloc to control the underlying memory allocations of the memory allocator.
These hooks allocate memory from memory-mapped UMap regions corresponding to
one file on the given device (e.g., on an SSD). UMap [Pe19] is a user-space page fault
handler that allows for configurations such as adjusting the page size or buffer size. Limiting
the memory mapped buffer size gives us control over UMap’s eviction behavior. For
our experiments, restricting the memory mapped buffer size is crucial so a device does
not degenerate to a buffer that can hold all stored data in DRAM. Therefore, we limit
the UMap buffer size to 250 MB. Previous research found the optimum page size to be
workload-dependent [We22, p. 1205]. However, we use a fixed page size of 128 KiB as this
configuration is not our research focus. With the segment granularity, we migrate given
segments between devices during the runtime of the DBMS. The database system might
perform work during the migration and even access the exact segment currently being
migrated. For this reason, we first copy the segment to the new device and then replace the
old segment in the chunk with the new segment using an std::atomic_store [Dr22, p. 83].

2.2 Multi-Objective Data Placement with Linear Programming

In modern cloud environments, traditional on-premise assumptions regarding the device
purchase no longer apply. For example, the device hardware is no longer purchased and
used throughout the entire device lifespan. Instead, cloud environments allow users to
easily migrate between different compute and storage hardware6 with pay-as-you-go pricing
models. This ability to flexibly reconfigure the used devices allows for new data placement

6 For example, virtual machines can be rented and migrated on Amazon AWS (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/
AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-instance-resize.html).
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applications throughout the entire DBMS life-cycle. Our placement selection module
supports the following three use cases, which we refer to as objectives. For objective O1, we
assume the devices are already purchased, and their respective byte capacities constrain the
data placement. The goal is to achieve the best possible query runtime performance within
the memory budget. Objective O2 occurs during the purchase phase of database deployment.
This objective aims to determine purchase recommendations that satisfy a latency constraint
for the workload runtime while minimizing the monetary costs for the memory and storage
devices. Objective O3 aims to determine purchase recommendations that minimize the
predicted query runtimes given a fixed monetary budget for memory/storage devices. We
formulate these placement selection problems as linear programming models.

Objective O1: Byte Capacity Constrained Placement Configurations The first objective
that our solution supports is minimizing the end-to-end runtime of the database system for a
given set of devices, each with a fixed byte capacity. The task of the placement selection
algorithm is to determine values for the decision variable 𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 , which corresponds to
assigning a segment in table 𝑡, attribute 𝑎, partition 𝑝, to a device 𝑑.𝑇 and 𝐷 are the numbers
of tables and devices. 𝐴 and 𝑃 are the maximum numbers of attributes and partitions over
all tables. For these numeric parameters, we use the notation 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 , which is equivalent to
𝑡 = 1, ..., 𝑇 , for improved readability. For example, for three devices, 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 ≡ 𝑑 ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎,𝑝,𝑑∈{0,1}𝑇×𝐴×𝑃×𝐷

∑︁
𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃,𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑐𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 (1)

𝑠.𝑡.
∑︁

𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ≤ 𝑏𝑑 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 (2)

(
∑︁
𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑) = 𝑖𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 (3)

The objective (1) of the integer linear programming (ILP) model is to minimize the predicted
costs 𝑐𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 of all segment assignments. Depending on the cost model’s accuracy, the
objective value can become an accurate runtime prediction for data placements. The LP
objective is subject to two constraints. The constraint (2) ensures that the capacity of each
device 𝑏𝑑 is not exceeded by the accumulated segment size 𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 of the segments assigned
to it. Furthermore, the constraint (3) requires the model to assign each segment to exactly
one device: 𝑖𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ∈ {0, 1} is a binary function guaranteeing that only existing segments
(due to some tables having more attributes than other tables) will be assigned to a device.
Contrarily, non-existing segments will not be assigned to any device.

Objective O2: Latency Constrained Buying Recommendations Objective O2 assumes
that the user, i.e., the database administrator, wants to pose latency constraints on the
database system and spend as little money as possible on devices to satisfy these constraints.
In our case, we select the latency constraint that the cumulative runtime of all queries in a
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given workload must not exceed a given maximum latency. The algorithm minimizes the
dollar costs for the devices required to comply with the given latency constraints. For this,
the algorithm determines the hypothetical data placement that satisfies the given latency
constraint. In the resulting data placement, the memory or storage usage per device will
become the buying recommendation for the memory/storage devices.

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎,𝑝,𝑑∈{0,1}𝑇×𝐴×𝑃×𝐷

∑︁
𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃,𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 · 𝑔𝑑 (4)

𝑠.𝑡.
∑︁

𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃,𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑐𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 ≤ 𝑜 (5)

(
∑︁
𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑) = 𝑖𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 (6)

The ILP model is similar to the O1 model. We introduce the maximum runtime cost value 𝑜
and the variable 𝑔𝑑 for the cost of a device 𝑑 in dollars per byte. The objective (4) of this ILP
model is to minimize the total dollar cost of the data placement. The model calculates the
dollar cost for a specific data placement using the segment sizes in bytes and the respective
device prices in dollars per byte. The constraint (5) calculates the total predicted runtime
cost value and poses an upper limit to this cost.
Our cost model’s runtime predictions are inaccurate. Therefore, we infer the maximum
runtime cost value 𝑜 from a given maximum end-to-end latency using experimentally-
determined linear interpolation. Calculating the parameters for this formula requires
measurements of end-to-end database execution times, which can be slow. Furthermore, a
recalculation is necessary for every database and hardware change. For these reasons, we
consider improving the underlying cost model to output more accurate end-to-end runtime
predictions as the critical challenge.

Objective O3: Dollar-Budget Constrained Buying Recommendations The third ob-
jective serves the use case that a user has a certain amount of money to spend on their
infrastructure. While allocating more central processing unit (CPU) resources can be a
strategy to reduce query runtimes, we focus on a given budget for memory and storage
devices. With their monetary budget 𝑚, the user wants to buy the devices that allow for the
best runtime performance. The parameter 𝑔𝑑 stores the cost of a device 𝑑 in dollars per byte.
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎,𝑝,𝑑∈{0,1}𝑇×𝐴×𝑃×𝐷

∑︁
𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃,𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑐𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 (7)

𝑠.𝑡. (
∑︁

𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃,𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 · 𝑔𝑑) ≤ 𝑚 (8)

(
∑︁
𝑑∈𝐷

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑) = 𝑖𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃

(9)

The objective (7) of this ILP model is to minimize the predicted runtime costs of the data
placement. The objective is subject to two constraints. The constraint (8) asserts that the
data assignment to the devices does not exceed the monetary budget. Furthermore, this ILP
model also includes constraint (9) that forces segments to be assigned to exactly one device.
In the above model for objective O3, we considered the dollar costs of the devices as a
continuous price in dollars per used byte. This assumption can hold for fine-granular storage
rentals from cloud service providers. However, we are limited to a discrete set of available
byte capacities when purchasing raw storage device hardware. To support discrete device
capacities, we replace the constraint (8) with the constraint (11). For each device 𝑑, we
assume a given list of length 𝐽 that is sorted in ascending order. The list contains the
discrete device capacities 𝑒𝑑, 𝑗 where 𝑗 = 1..𝐽 indexes the 𝐽 distinct available capacities.
Furthermore, equation (10) introduces a variable 𝑠𝑥,𝑑 for the size in bytes of the segments
assigned to a device 𝑑 according to the values of the decision variables 𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 .

𝑠𝑥,𝑑 =
∑︁

𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,
𝑝∈𝑃

𝑥𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 · 𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 (10)

(
∑︁
𝑑∈𝐷

𝑔𝑑 · 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑, 𝑗 ,𝑠𝑥,𝑑≤𝑒𝑑, 𝑗 𝑒𝑑, 𝑗 ) ≤ 𝑚 (11)

The formalization above contains a non-linearity in the 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 expression (11) as it is not
a linear combination of its input variables. Therefore, we cannot solve this model in the
presented form using linear solvers. However, the non-linearity can be substituted by an
equivalent formulation in linear terms.

Evaluation Setup We conduct our measurements on a machine with two AMD EPYC
7F72 CPUs, each with 24 physical cores, 48 threads, a 192 MB shared L3 cache, and 256 GB
of DDR4 memory with a theoretical per-socket memory bandwidth of 204.8 GB/s [Ad21].
Per CPU, the DRAM is distributed across eight Samsung M393A4G43AB3 dual in-line
memory modules (DIMMs), each with a size of 32 GB. We pin processes and memory to a
single node using numactl for our measurements on this multi-socket system. The machine
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runs Ubuntu 22.04 LTS with the Linux kernel 5.15.0-41-generic. We compile Hyrise with
GCC 10.3 and use Python 3.10.4 to execute the placement selection module. We configure
Hyrise to use all available cores on the given non-uniform memory access (NUMA) node.
For our measurements, we set the number of cores that Hyrise can use to 24, which is the
number of available physical cores on one NUMA node of our test system. Furthermore, we
set the number of clients to eight. Each client corresponds to one stream of queries we send to
the database system concurrently. Moreover, we randomize the order of the queries for each
client to utilize the database’s resources evenly. In combination, our parameter values for the
number of cores and clients allow us to measure the multi-threaded database performance.
To evaluate the query latencies, we execute queries of the join order benchmark (JOB), TPC
Benchmark DS (TPC-DS), and TPC Benchmark H (TPC-H) benchmarks. Unless specified
otherwise, we set the scale factors of TPC-H and TPC-DS to ten to obtain a data size that
exceeds the benchmark machine’s cache sizes. The JOB does not have a scale factor.
In our experiments, we use the following three devices: DRAM, a redundant array of
independent disks (RAID) of two Micron 7450 NVM Express (NVMe) SSDs (SSD_BAND),
and a low-latency Intel Optane DC Series SSD (SSD_LAT). The SSD RAID is of type
0. SSD_LAT has a lower access latency, while SSD_BAND offers higher bandwidth.
In measurements with the fio utility [Ax22] and the Intel Memory Latency Checker
(MLC) [Vi21], the devices DRAM, SSD_BAND, and SSD_LAT had a read latency of 130,
70 000, and 12 000 nanoseconds, respectively. Furthermore, the sequential multi-core read
bandwidth was 141.3, 12.5, and 2.4 GB per second. As a baseline, we also investigated a
second set of devices consisting of DRAM, an SSD, and an HDD. We refer to this set as the
ordered device set, opposed to the tierless device set. These devices have a clear ordering
by their access performance.
We use the commercially available Gurobi solver [Gu21a] to solve the specified LP models.
Previous research has found this solver to offer good runtime performance for similar
applications [Bo22, p. 785] compared to other solvers, such as SCIP [Ga20] or Cbc [Lo03].
The optimality gap [Gu21b] is the maximum accepted gap between the objective value of
the solution that the solver terminates with and the optimal objective value. We set this
optimality gap to 1% as we experienced solver timeouts for smaller values. Furthermore, we
limit the maximum execution time to 500 seconds. Finally, we set the number of threads to
the number of cores of the test machine, i.e., 24 threads. We formulate the LP models using
Pyomo [By21, HWW11], a Python-based open-source optimization modeling language
that allows for interchangeable solvers.

Exemplary Placement Decisions Fig. 2 shows exemplary placement decisions of our
system for the TPC-H benchmark using the three objectives O1, O2, and O3. The placement
behavior for the JOB and TPC-DS benchmark shows similar patterns. For each given
constraint (e.g., DRAM capacity, latency budget, dollar budget) that we vary along the
x-axis, the plots display the percentage of data stored on the respective devices on the y-axis.
Fig. 2a shows the objective O1 placements. For each DRAM budget, the algorithm uses
all available DRAM as it allows for the lowest predicted workload runtime. We define the
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(a) O1 device usages. The DRAM
budget is varied between zero and
ten GB in 11 steps.

(b) O2 purchase recommenda-
tions. The latency budget is var-
ied between 9 and 132 seconds
in 50 steps.

(c) O3 purchase recommendations for dis-
crete device sizes. The dollar budget is varied
between 241 and 6436 dollars in 50 steps.

Fig. 2: Exemplary Data Placements for objective O1, O2, and O3 for the TPC-H benchmark with
scale factor ten. TPC-H scale factor five for the O2 purchase recommendations.

workload runtime as the runtime required to execute all queries of a workload (e.g., all
TPC-H queries) once. For a DRAM budget of zero GB, most segments are assigned to
SSD_LAT while SSD_BAND holds two GB of data. The latency-optimized SSD_LAT
holds the segments with predominately random accesses, while SSD_BAND holds segments
that are frequently accessed sequentially. In a comparison between the tierless device set
and the alternative ordered device set, we found that our placement system can leverage
the tierless property adequately. Fig. 2b shows the placements for objective O2. For the
minimum latency budget, approximately 45 percent of the data is stored in DRAM. In
comparison, the remaining 55 percent of data are unused segments that can be stored on
SSD_BAND without affecting the workload latency. For the JOB and TPC-DS benchmark,
25 and 49 percent of the data is unused, respectively. In our algorithm, a post processing
step assigns the unused segments to the least expensive device with available capacity.
Directly implementing this functionality in the LP model by adding a device penalty to the
unused segments’ cost proved infeasible. The device penalty value had to be larger than the
optimality gap but smaller than the minimum cost for used segments. With the minimum
cost for used segments being smaller than the optimality gap in our experiments, this was
not possible. Fig. 2c shows the objective O3 placements for discrete device sizes. With an
increasing dollar budget, the algorithm can gradually afford more device space for faster
devices, such as DRAM. As we artificially limited the available discrete device capacities to
integer GB values (e.g., 1 GB, 2 GB, 3 GB), the algorithm affords the devices in steps. The
less expensive SSD_LAT precedes the DRAM purchase. Interestingly, the DRAM usage is
not monotonically increasing. For a dollar budget of 2000 cents, the model increases the
SSD_LAT usage to two GB while it reduces the DRAM usage from two GB to one GB.
Random access is the dominant access pattern of the segments assigned to SSD_LAT. As
the bandwidth-optimized SSD_BAND has a higher read latency than the other devices,
this decrease in DRAM usage thus allows the model to assign more random access-heavy
segments to other devices than SSD_BAND and minimize the predicted runtime.
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2.3 Dynamic Workloads

We define a workload as dynamic if it has a temporal skew in the queries being run during
its duration. Our system supports these workloads by updating the placement regularly. We
use windowing to collect access tracking information. The system bases the placement
decisions on only the tracked segment accesses that occurred since the last placement update.
In our experiments, we set the window size to two minutes. With these periodic updates,
we successfully adapted the placement to the changing workload and reduced the query
latencies accordingly. However, this reactive approach cannot predict future workloads.
Furthermore, recurring workload changes might cause the placement to oscillate between
multiple configurations, incurring high segment migration costs. Frequent and fast updates
of the data placement are critical to quickly react to workload changes. The update frequency
is limited by the runtime of the placement algorithm and the runtime required to apply a
placement configuration. Thus, dynamic workload support is an application that requires
low-latency placement algorithms, which we investigate in Sect. 4.2.

3 Data Placement Cost Models

We want to investigate how to efficiently estimate data placement effects on query runtime
with sufficient accuracy using simple cost models. For this, we build cost models based on
(i) Hyrise’s segment access counters and (ii) device calibration data.

3.1 Assumptions

All cost models proposed in this work make the following similar underlying assumptions.

I/O-Dominated Workloads Our approach focuses on estimating data access costs. Thus,
we do not directly estimate the costs of operators, such as joins or aggregates, executed
during query processing. However, we indirectly include their costs as these operators might
perform data accesses tracked with Hyrise’s access counters. Similarly to Vogel et al. [Vo20,
p. 2666], we argue that our focus on data access costs might decrease the absolute accuracy
of our runtime predictions. However, the runtime predictions can still be correct in relation
to each other. Nevertheless, even this relative measure is subject to the accuracy of the
data access runtime cost predictions. As an example for input/output (I/O)-focused runtime
predictions, let us consider a workload defined by one query that is executed. For this query,
we assume that the CPU-heavy work in the query’s operators (e.g., building a hash map in
a join operator) is independent of the data access in the operators (e.g., materializing all
values of a position list before building the hash map). The CPU-heavy work then adds a
static overhead that is independent of the data placement of the segments. Therefore, we can
compare the cost estimations of different data placements, and the differences between the
estimates are correct, except for a constant overhead. In general, I/O is often a bottleneck
for modern CPUs [HSY01]. Thus, I/O-dominated workloads are a relevant category of
workloads. We argue that data access costs can be a good approximation for these workloads’
overall query latency performance with the previous reasoning.
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Independent Data Placement Decisions In this work, a placement decision for one
segment can be made independently of a placement decision for another segment. While
interactions between placement decisions could be possible, we exclude this case to limit
the complexity of the placement algorithms. Similarly, our cost models make independent
predictions per segment. This simplification allows us to limit the complexity of the cost
models but can lead to inaccuracies. For example, an operator execution might read two
columns in parallel, and its execution time might be determined by the maximum scan time
of both columns. Furthermore, we consider the devices’ access performance characteristics
unaffected by our placement decisions. Similarly to the simplification above, this assumption
allows us to limit the complexity of the data placement algorithms and cost models. To
illustrate where this assumption can fail, let us assume that an operator execution reads
two segments in parallel. If these two segments reside on the same device, the device’s
bandwidth can be impacted, and it could be beneficial to distribute the segments to different
devices. On HDDs, multi-threaded reads can even decrease the read throughput due to
increased seek time [Vo20, p. 2666].

3.2 Cost Model Definition

We propose the calibrated and workload-based cost model C3. Furthermore, we compare
model C3 with previous development iterations C0, C1, and C2. The cost model C3 uses
device calibration data and segment access information to estimate the runtime performance
impact when a segment is assigned to a specific device.

𝑐3
𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 =

∑︁
𝛾∈Γ

𝑢𝑑,𝛾, b𝑡,𝑎,𝑝 · ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾 ·
𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝

𝑛𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝
(12)

Model C3 predicts the runtime cost of assigning a segment in table 𝑡, attribute 𝑎, and
partition 𝑝 to device 𝑑 using the formula in (12). The formula sums over all access patterns
𝛾 ∈ Γ (sequential, monotonic, random, and point). Per access pattern, the model calculates
the cost prediction as a product of the calibration value 𝑢𝑑,𝛾, b𝑡,𝑎,𝑝 , the access counter
ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾 for the respective access pattern, and the byte size per value 𝑠𝑡,𝑎,𝑝

𝑛𝑡,𝑎,𝑝
, where 𝑛𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 is

the number of values in a segment. The calibration value 𝑢 takes the parameter b𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 that
yields the segment’s data type. The set of possible values b𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝 ∈ Ξ = {𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔¬𝑆𝑆𝑂, 𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑡}
contains two data types: non-small string optimization (SSO) strings and floating-point
numbers. Our specialized 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔¬𝑆𝑆𝑂 calibration reads strings with an average length of 44
bytes, which exceeds the SSO threshold. The float calibration is used as the default for all
other segment data types. SSO is a technique that compilers use to avoid dynamic memory
allocations on the heap and improve data locality. As Hyrise stores the values of string
segments as C++ std::string objects, this optimization applies in Hyrise. If a string’s
size is below the SSO threshold, the content of the string can be stored on the stack in
the string object itself. For example, GCC has an SSO threshold of 15 bytes. Contrarily,
the content of strings that exceed this threshold is stored on the heap, which means that
the string object has to hold a heap pointer to the underlying string buffer. This additional
pointer redirect when reading the string’s content is equivalent to random access, as the
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memory layout of the underlying string buffers is undefined. For strings residing on devices
with poor random access characteristics (i.e., a high read latency), access to string segments
can incur high runtime costs. We experimentally determine the calibration values 𝑢𝑑,𝛾, b𝑡,𝑎,𝑝
by benchmarking a read workload for each combination of access pattern, device, and
data type. For the data type, we consider strings with a length larger than 15 bytes and
floating-point numbers with single precision. However, segments of integer data type showed
the same calibration values in our experiments. The calibration workload reads all values of
a column with an uncompressed total size of 720 MB. Google Benchmark [Go22a] repeats
the measurements until a stable runtime is reached. Between benchmark iterations, random
data is read to flush the UMap cache and the CPU caches, so we do not measure cache
effects. The calibration finishes in less than 90 minutes, though it could be reduced to a
fraction of that by reducing the number of values read without significantly sacrificing
accuracy.

Fig. 3: Device calibration for different access patterns, data types, and devices. Multi-threaded reads
(24 threads) measured on TPC-H data with scale factor ten.

Fig. 3 shows the calibrated runtimes for both data types. The calibrated values are the
read times normalized as nanoseconds to read one byte with the respective access pattern.
For example, the calibrated sequential byte access time for DRAM is 0.011 nanoseconds,
equivalent to a read bandwidth of 90 GB per second. This calibrated DRAM bandwidth is
smaller than the maximum bandwidth measured with Intel MLC of 141.3 GB per second,
demonstrating that the calibration can improve the cost model’s accuracy. We explain this
difference between theoretical and utilized bandwidth with CPU overhead for decoding
and processing the read data. In the calibration data, the low-latency SSD_LAT shows
faster random access speed while SSD_BAND is faster for the remaining access patterns.
For example, for the sequential accesses, the SSD_BAND achieves a bandwidth of 8.25
GB per second, which exceeds the theoretical maximum bandwidth of SSD_LAT by 3.4
times. The calibration not only allows us to distinguish the runtime performance of the
devices but also supplies information about the importance of specific access patterns and
data types. Fig. 3 shows that sequential access allows for the fastest read speed while the
random access pattern has the highest runtime. Previous research showed that the ability to
pre-fetch and cache data significantly influences the runtime performance of random data
accesses [He21, p. 32]. Therefore, data accesses that follow the random and point access
pattern incur the highest runtime. However, in an exemplary TPC-H benchmark run in
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Hyrise, 106 as many random accesses as point accesses were recorded. These measured
calibration values thus support the findings of Dreseler [Dr22, p. 120] that random access
runtime performance greatly influences end-to-end database system runtime for Hyrise. The
calibrated runtime for the string data type is significantly higher than for the float data type.
The geometric mean of the string calibration values is 389.6 nanoseconds, which is 20 times
higher than 19.9 nanoseconds, the geometric mean of the float calibration. We explain these
differences with the second pointer indirection required to read non-SSO strings, which is
equivalent to random memory access.
We compare the presented cost model with three iterations shown in (13)-(15). Model C0
does not use calibration data and corresponds to the model proposed by Dreseler [Dr22]
using manually-determined weights 𝑤𝛾 . The superscript number 𝑣 in the cost formula
𝑐𝑣
𝑡,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑

indicates the cost model version.

𝑐0
𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 =

∑︁
𝛾∈Γ

𝑤𝛾 · ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾 (13)

𝑐1
𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 =

∑︁
𝛾∈Γ

𝑢𝑑,𝛾 · ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾 (14)

𝑐2
𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝑑 =

∑︁
𝛾∈Γ

𝑢𝑑,𝛾 · ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾 ·
𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝

𝑛𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝
(15)

Furthermore, we considered extending our cost model C3 with a cache miss rate prediction,
as introduced by Lasch et al. [La22]. However, the proposed function did not model the
CPU cache behavior accurately in our experiments. The maximum segment size in Hyrise
was one order of magnitude smaller than the last level cache size, and thus the predicted
cache miss rate was 0.05 for all segments. Therefore, the authors’ assumption that the cache
miss rate is independent for each single data structure was not met in our application.

3.3 Evaluation

The upper plots in Fig. 4 show the measured workload runtime for data placements
determined with the objective O1 algorithm based on the respective cost model. The
runtimes were measured for the JOB, TPC-DS, and TPC-H benchmark with scale factor
ten and the DRAM capacity is varied between zero GB and full capacity. We consider only
DRAM and SSD_BAND due to the limitations of cost model C0. The data placements
for zero GB DRAM capacity and full capacity are thus the same across all cost models
because all segments are assigned to the same device. Consequently, the measured query
latencies are almost equal for these two cases. For all three workloads, the figures show
that DRAM capacity thresholds exist where adding additional capacity does not decrease
the end-to-end runtime. These thresholds correspond to the unused data per benchmark.
Compared to the C3 cost model, the mean end-to-end measured runtimes for the C0, C1,
and C2 models are 31, 18, and 3 percent higher, respectively. The lower plots in Fig. 4
show the predicted runtimes by the respective cost models. The cost models predict the
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Fig. 4: Comparison of (i) measured end-to-end workload runtime and (ii) runtime prediction accuracy
for data placements determined with the objective O1 ILP algorithm based on the respective cost
model.

workload runtimes for data placements determined with the O1 algorithm and cost model
C3. Model C0 underestimates the runtime by up to two orders of magnitude compared
to the end-to-end measured runtimes. We argue that the costs predicted by C0 are on an
arbitrary scale as it is not calibrated and cannot be seen as runtime predictions. Model C3
often overestimates the workload runtime. Potential reasons why the end-to-end measured
runtimes are lower than expected are that model C3 overestimates data access costs because
parallelization and caching speed up data accesses.
In conclusion, we showed that calibrated cost models offer significantly better cost predictions
than models with manually-determined weights. To efficiently estimate data placement
effects on runtime, we argue that our calibrated cost models are both simple and offer
sufficient accuracy for our application. Assessing the accuracy of single cost predictions is
challenging because no gold standard cost model exists to compare against. Experimentally
determining the cost of each segment placement is infeasible due to the large size of
the placement decision space. However, the demonstrated end-to-end placement decision
and the runtime prediction accuracy of cost model C3 show solid results and allow us to
recognize differences between the placement selection algorithms. Further adjustments
to the device calibration (e.g., by better modeling the caching behavior) could improve
the runtime prediction accuracy. Based on our development efforts, we argue that both
(i) the usage of calibration data and (ii) the calibration data quality are significant factors for
making calibrated cost models a reliable decision basis for placement selection algorithms.
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4 Placement Selection Algorithms

Previous research [Bo22] has shown that simple heuristics can be tractable alternatives to
optimal solutions because they often offer comparable results at lower algorithm runtime
and memory usage. We investigate which trade-offs users have to make between different
data placement algorithms. We compare algorithms for objective O1 as a proxy for all
objectives. The algorithms include the LP algorithm introduced in Sect. 2, a second linear
programming algorithm that makes placement decisions with column granularity, a greedy
heuristic, and a multi-tier Knapsack algorithm.

4.1 Algorithm Descriptions

In the Greedy and Knapsack algorithm, we require computing an access performance
metric 𝑣𝑑 per device 𝑑 and calculate it with the formula in (16). The existence of such an
access performance metric implies an ordering of the devices by their access speeds (e.g.,
latency, bandwidth). This ordering contradicts our goal to organize the memory and storage
mediums in a tierless device pool with no fixed ordering. However, this sorting is not used
in our ILP solution.

𝑣𝑑 =
∑︁
𝛾∈Γ

(
∑︁
b ∈Ξ

𝑢𝑑,𝛾, b ·
∑︁

𝑡∈𝑇,𝑎∈𝐴,𝑝∈𝑃
ℎ𝑡 ,𝑎, 𝑝,𝛾) (16)

Multi-Device Greedy The Greedy algorithm orders the devices by their access perfor-
mance and assigns the segments greedily to the fastest devices. This algorithm bases on
the greedy heuristics proposed by Boissier et al. [BSU18, p. 214] and the HOT strategy by
Vogel et al. [Vo20, pp. 2667–2668]. These two related works use cost models optimized
for their respective database systems and intertwine the cost models with the placement
selection algorithms. In our work, we focus on the Greedy algorithm itself and distinguish
the placement selection algorithm from the cost model.
In the algorithm described in Algorithm 1, we first sort the devices by their access
performance 𝑣𝑑 in ascending order. To assign segments to devices, we regard the devices in
a pairwise manner, starting with the fastest devices. We thus model the decision problem
as a series of binary decisions between two devices. For each pair, we compute in Line 6
the segment scores and sort the segments according to these scores in descending order. A
segment’s score is calculated as the difference between the segment’s cost values for the two
corresponding devices. The variable 𝑐𝑤,𝑑 holds the predicted costs for assigning a segment
𝑤 to device 𝑑. We then greedily assign the segments to the current device as the device’s
byte capacity permits. Assuming 𝑆 is the number of segments and 𝐷 the number of devices,
the asymptotic complexity of this Greedy algorithm is O(𝑆 · log 𝑆 · 𝐷 + 𝐷 log 𝐷). However,
the number of devices 𝐷 is constantly three in our experiments. Another difference between
our Greedy algorithm and the previously-mentioned greedy algorithms from related work is
our focus on supporting more than two devices. For example, the HOT algorithm at table
granularity by Vogel et al. “places tables descending in order of their number of accesses on
the fastest device with enough space for the whole table” [Vo20, p. 2668]. In comparison
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Algorithm 1: Greedy Placement Selection Algorithm
Data: set of all segments 𝑊 , segment sizes, segment costs 𝑐𝑤,𝑑 , device byte capacities, device

calibration
Result: data placement

1 sorted devices = sort devices by 𝑣𝑑 ascending;
2 for (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖+1) in sorted devices do
3 if all segments assigned then
4 return data placement;
5 end
6 sorted segments = sort segments 𝑤 ∈ 𝑊 that are unassigned by (𝑐𝑤,𝑑𝑖+1 − 𝑐𝑤,𝑑𝑖 ) descending;
7 for segment 𝑤 of sorted segments do
8 if 𝑤 fits onto device 𝑑𝑖 then
9 assign 𝑤 to 𝑑𝑖 ;

10 end
11 end
12 end

with these related work algorithms, we argue that our Greedy algorithm can produce data
placements for multiple devices that induce lower end-to-end query latencies because we
model the cost increase between the two devices instead of the absolute costs. With the
proposed technique, our Greedy algorithm resembles the cost model usage of our ILP
models.

Linear Programming with Column Granularity We compare the objective O1 LP
algorithm and an adapted version that uses columns instead of segments as the placement
decision unit. We refer to this segment-granular LP algorithm as LP and the algorithm that
makes decisions at a column granularity as Column-LP. In related work by Vogel et al.
[Vo20, p. 2674], the authors of the Mosaic storage engine find that their column-granular
HOT column strategy outperforms the table-granular HOT table algorithm by a factor of
1.99. Similarly, we compare column and segment granularities. Our Column-LP is inspired
by Mosaic’s LOPT optimization model, which also uses column granularity. A complete
re-implementation of the LOPT model was infeasible for our comparison because the LOPT
model builds on a cost model that is intertwined with the authors’ proposed LP model and
specific to the database system’s execution model.

Multi-Tier Knapsack The multi-tier Knapsack algorithm is an implementation of the
multilevel generalized assignment problem (MGAP) simplification proposed by Dreseler
[Dr22, p. 113]. The author models the placement selection problem as a series of independent
binary decision problems between pairs of devices, similarly to our proposed Greedy
algorithms in Sect. 4.1. Due to this simplification, the MGAP approach does not necessarily
yield the optimal solution. The algorithm first sorts the devices by their access performance
𝑣𝑑 in ascending order. The devices are regarded in a pairwise manner to assign the segments
to them, starting with the fastest devices. Each binary decision problem is formulated as
a Knapsack problem to determine which segments to place on the current device 𝑑𝑖 . All
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segments not selected for the current device will be reconsidered for the next device pair. Thus,
we do not assign segments to device 𝑑𝑖+1. The segments correspond to the Knapsack items.
The computed segment costs 𝑐𝑤,𝑑𝑖+1 − 𝑐𝑤,𝑑𝑖 are the items’ values, and the segment sizes are
the items’ weights. The byte capacity of the current device defines the size of the Knapsack.
We use the Google OR-Tools KNAPSACK_MULTIDIMENSION_BRANCH_AND_BOUND_SOLVER with
a timeout of 500 seconds [Go22b].

4.2 Evaluation

The upper plots in Fig. 5 show the predicted workload runtime for data placements determined
with the respective algorithm. The LP algorithm consistently determines the placements with
the lowest runtime predicted by cost model C3. Relative to the LP algorithm’s mean predicted
runtime, the Column-LP algorithm’s placements incur the highest mean predicted runtime
with 203% of the LP placement’s runtime. The Column-LP is followed by the Greedy
algorithm at 136% and the Knapsack algorithm at 115% of the LP placement’s runtime. The
column-granular decisions of the Column-LP incur significantly higher runtimes because
(i) they cannot capture vertical data access skew and (ii) they cannot exhaust the device
capacities as efficiently as segment-granular placements. Furthermore, the Knapsack and
Greedy algorithms are unable to determine the optimum data placement in some conditions
due to their greedy strategy.
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Fig. 5: Predicted and measured runtime of data placements determined with different placement
algorithms based on cost model C3. Measurements for JOB, TPC-DS with scale factor ten, and
TPC-H with scale factor ten.

The lower plots in Fig. 5 show the end-to-end measured workload runtime for data
placements determined with the respective algorithm. Due to cost prediction inaccuracies,
not all measured runtimes show the same patterns as the predicted runtimes. In our
experiments, we also discovered cases where simpler algorithms (e.g., Greedy, Knapsack)
produced placements that incurred lower end-to-end runtimes than the placement determined
by the LP algorithm because of these inaccuracies. However, on average, the LP algorithm
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determines the placements with the lowest end-to-end workload runtime. The Knapsack
algorithm’s results have the highest mean predicted runtime at 147 percent of the LP
algorithm’s results. The Greedy algorithm follows at 135 percent and the Column-LP
algorithm at 132 percent.

Fig. 6: Mean algorithm runtime and solution quality
across JOB, TPC-DS, and TPC-H benchmarks. The
solution quality corresponds to the cost model C3’s
predicted runtime to execute the workload queries
once per data placement.

An evaluation of the trade-off between al-
gorithm runtime and solution quality is
shown in Fig. 6. The algorithm choice is
subject to a pareto-optimal trade-off be-
tween both metrics. Compared to the LP
algorithm, the Knapsack algorithm’s result-
ing data placements are only 15 percent less
optimal, while the algorithm has an 80 per-
cent shorter runtime. Similarly, the Greedy
algorithm trades a 36 percent optimality de-
crease for an 81 percent runtime decrease,
making it a viable alternative to the op-
timal LP algorithm. For example, for the
TPC-H benchmark with scale factor 1 000,
1 818 000 segments need to be assigned to
the devices. In this context, the LP algorithm takes 60 minutes to determine a data placement,
whereas the Pyomo setup time and the Gurobi solver runtime are responsible for one-third of
the runtime, respectively. In contrast, the Greedy and Knapsack algorithms terminate within
20 minutes, and the Column-LP algorithm takes only 81 seconds. Memory consumption
measurements show similar patterns.

5 Related Work

Several related works on automated decision-making are shown in Tab. 1. Some of the stated
research does not determine data placements but related configurations, such as encoding
or index selection. Similar to our approach, the Mosaic storage system for the Umbra
DBMS [Vo20] determines data placements with a linear optimization model and two greedy
algorithms. However, Mosaic uses a cost model focused on sequential reads, matching
Umbra’s data access patterns. The authors compare column-granular data placements with
table-granular placements and find a 1.99× relative speedup. Further related works include
the Hybrid Data Layouts for Tiered HTAP Databases [BSU18] and the automatic tiering
research by Dreseler [Dr22].
Boissier [Bo22] proposes an optimal linear programming encoding selection algorithm
and a greedy heuristic that he often found on par with the optimal solution. The heuristic
strategy weighs the candidates by their benefit-to-cost ratio [Va00]. To predict runtime costs
of encoding configurations, Boissier uses multiple linear regression models comparable to
the work of Ma et al. [Ma21]. Another cost model approach are zero-shot models [HB22].
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Mosaic [Vo20] Columns n
Hybrid Layout Hyrise [BSU18] Columns 2
Automatic Tiering [Dr22] Segments 2
Encoding Configuration [Bo22] Segments - - - -
Config Optimization [RSB22] Segments n
Cost Modeling HANA [La22] Data Structures 2
Proteus and Tiresias [ALD22] Varying 2
This Work Segments n

Tab. 1: Overview of Related DBMS Configuration Selection Research

However, compared to our calibrated cost models, such learned models have high complexity,
long training times, and are hard to generalize.
Richly et al. [RSB22] optimize multiple configuration aspects jointly. The underlying cost
model exhaustively calibrates scan operations for various configurations, which results in a
long preparation phase to establish cost estimates.
Lasch et al. [La22] propose a data placement cost model for PMem, limiting the number
of devices where a data unit can be placed to two (DRAM and PMem). Their model uses
(i) device calibration data and (ii) workload information in the form of access counts, similar
to our model C3. However, the authors also model the costs for additional data structures
and regard cache miss ratios.
Finally, Abebe et al. [ALD22] propose Tiresias, a storage cost model that can predict future
workloads to optimize multiple configuration aspects jointly. Such a predictive capability
could be useful for our data placement system to anticipate dynamic workload changes.

6 Discussion

We proposed an automatic placement selection system for IMDBMS that supports multiple
placement objectives, makes workload-driven placement decisions, and manages its devices
in a tierless pool. In our exemplary implementation for the database system Hyrise, we
compared several cost models and placement selection algorithms. The proposed cost
models are applicable for database systems making similar assumptions as Hyrise (cf.
Sect. 3.1), while the proposed placement algorithms have general applicability.
Based on our comparison of an optimal linear programming algorithm, a heuristic based
on the Knapsack problem, and a greedy algorithm, we argue that the algorithm choice is
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subject to a pareto-optimal trade-off between algorithm resource usage and solution quality.
The Knapsack and Greedy algorithms are viable alternatives to the resource-intensive LP
algorithm, especially under inaccurate cost predictions. Placement granularity significantly
influences the solution’s optimality, as we found column-granular placements to incur, on
average, 103 percent higher query latencies than segment-granular decisions. However,
such column-granular decisions can be viable for low-latency applications (e.g., frequent
placement updates for dynamic workloads) requiring fast re-computations of the data
placement, as the column-granular linear programming algorithm to required up to two
orders of magnitude less runtime compared to the segment-granular LP algorithm.
We found our cost model using (i) data access pattern tracking information and (ii) device
calibration data to offer sufficient accuracy to distinguish the differences between placement
selection algorithms and determine suitable placements. While other approaches, such as
learned cost models, can offer higher accuracy, they can be complex, hard to generalize, and
require expensive data collection. In comparison, our cost model is inexpensive to calibrate.
Merely moving the unused data from DRAM to secondary devices already allows for
significant DRAM usage reductions. For the JOB, TPC-DS, and TPC-H benchmark, the
share of data that could be removed from DRAM without increasing the workload latencies
were 25, 49, and 55 percent, respectively. Even naive algorithms and cost models can
determine such placement decisions, as it suffices to track data accesses.

Future Work To further improve our system’s data placements and determine the optimal
end-to-end placement, the choice of both the placement algorithm and the cost model
is relevant. Placement selection algorithms determining placements close to the optimal
solution are a necessary condition. In comparison, an optimal cost model accurately
predicting all real-world database system behavior does not exist. Thus, placement cost
modeling is a complex challenge that requires further research. Future improvements to our
cost model include calibration for all available data types and predicting database system
behavior such as caching. Additionally, operator-granular placement cost models could
enable robustness guarantees for single query runtimes. Furthermore, an open question is
whether the Greedy placement algorithm could be improved with alternative segment sorting
metrics (e.g., by their benefit-to-cost ratio). In addition, we consider extending objective O3
to optimize purchases of the entire infrastructure, including CPU resources, a future work
item. In this work, we focused on block-level devices as placement alternatives to the system’s
DRAM. Extending our system to place data on heterogeneous memory with different access
qualities, e.g., CPU-local DRAM and Compute Express Link (CXL)-attached [CX22],
disaggregated memory, is a potential future effort.
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Workload-Aware Contention-Management
in Indexes for Hierarchical Data

Kevin Wellenzohn1, Michael H. Böhlen2, Sven Helmer3, Marcel Reutegger4

Abstract: Queries in hierarchical databases (HDBs) often combine predicates referring to values of
node properties with path predicates relating to the structure, which are called property-and-path (PP)
queries. Usually, PP indexes are used to support these types of queries efficiently. In an environment
in which HDBs are updated concurrently, we encounter conflicts which may lead to transaction aborts.
We identify preventable aborts caused by conflicts in the index, while the operations in the actual
database are executed without any problems. These index conflicts are due to the deletion of a path
in the index concurrently taking place with an insertion underneath a node on the deleted path. We
leverage recent workload information to detect and suspend the deletion of substructures in PP indexes
that are likely to conflict with concurrent insertions. However, the suspension of these deletions has
a detrimental effect on the query performance, which means this becomes a tradeoff between the
number of transaction aborts and the speed of the query evaluation. We implement our approach
in Apache Jackrabbit Oak and FOEDUS, experimentally investigate the tradeoff, and show how to
balance the effects to maximize the transactional throughput for a given workload.

Keywords: hierarchical databases; structural indexes; concurrency control

1 Introduction

A lot of the data in business and engineering applications, such as bills of materials [Fi13],
enterprise asset hierarchies [Fi13], and business rules [Lo15], is organized in a hierarchical
way. Additionally, many NoSQL content stores manage hierarchical data, e.g. in the form of
JSON. Similar to relational databases, though, in which we index a subset of attributes in
a relation to speed up query evaluation, in hierarchical databases (HDBs), we also often
index a subset of nodes in a hierarchy relevant for frequent queries. This set of nodes is
application-dependent and we assume that a user flags these nodes, which are then indexed
by the system.

Clearly, in a multi-user environment, node indexes can become a bottleneck if nodes are
frequently updated concurrently. This leads to conflicts not just on the node level, but may
also result in path conflicts on common ancestor nodes of updates. We show how to prevent
path conflicts in node indexes that would otherwise lead to transaction aborts. Figure 1a
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Fig. 1: Transactions 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇 𝑗 conflict when 𝑇𝑖 deletes index node msft and its ancestors upwards (red
nodes), while 𝑇 𝑗 adds a new child to a deleted ancestor (green hatched nodes).

shows an example of a content management system (CMS), such as Adobe Experience
Manager [Ad23] or Magnolia [Ni06], built on top of an HDB. In this application scenario,
users change webpages in a private workspace of the CMS and, when finished, flag them as
being publishable: this adds a property pub with the value now to publishable nodes. For
example, in Figure 1a, the node msft is ready to be published. Eventually, the CMS pushes
the changes to the webserver and removes the property pub:now from the node msft. We
marked the indexed nodes in the HDB with an asterisk (∗) to make them easier to spot and
Figure 1b shows the corresponding index, containing the flagged nodes and their ancestors.
We now run the two transactions 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 on this database: 𝑇𝑖 removes the property pub
from the node msft, while 𝑇𝑗 concurrently adds pub:now to the node wmt. These updates
need to be propagated to the index (Figure 1c). 𝑇𝑖’s deletion of index node msft propagates
upwards: the empty path pub/now/content/dow/tech/msft is deleted (red nodes) since
we do not have any nodes with the property pub anymore. Concurrently, 𝑇𝑗 needs to add
the green nodes retail/wmt below dow to update the index. This results in a path conflict
between 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 since 𝑇𝑖 wants to delete a path, while 𝑇𝑗 wants to insert a branch on
this path. The conflict arises at the shared ancestor nodes. In our example, the nodes msft
and wmt in the index have the lowest common ancestor dow and share the path from dow to
the root. We propose a technique identifying problematic regions in node indexes leading
to conflicts, i.e., regions in which the same shared ancestor nodes are frequently inserted
and deleted. In our example, if we had kept the path from dow upwards in the index when
removing node msft, anticipating an insertion, we could have inserted node wmt without any
problems. However, this comes at a price: we temporarily keep purposeless nodes in the
index, slowing down query evaluation. We experimentally show how to balance reducing
contention with query performance to maximize the throughput.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We describe and define preventable aborts, which are aborts caused by propagated
node insertions and deletions in node indexes for hierarchical databases.
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• We introduce the notion of node volatility, which allows us to identify nodes that are
repeatedly involved in preventable aborts.

• We develop the robust node index (RNI), which detects and suspends the deletion of
volatile nodes to decrease the number of preventable aborts significantly.

• We implemented RNI in Apache Jackrabbit Oak [Ap22] and FOEDUS [Ki15] and
evaluated it experimentally with different workloads and datasets. We show that
making the node index robust is more effective than (a) alternative concurrency-
control protocols reducing aborts [WK16] and (b) lazy techniques for node deletions
in indexes [Lo04, LS97], increasing the throughput by up to a factor of six.

2 Related Work

High-contention workloads are a significant bottleneck for database systems [Ap17, Ha17,
RFA16, RTA14, Ti18]. We discuss approaches that deal with contention (a) on the level of
the concurrency-control protocol and (b) on the level of the index.

The most similar approach to RNI among the protocol-level approaches is MOCC [WK16]
(that is the reason why we chose it for the experimental evaluation). It starts by using
optimistic concurrency-control (OCC) to synchronize accesses to records. However, it
also monitors the number of aborts caused by a record due to concurrent accesses. If this
number reaches a certain threshold, the record is regarded as hot and MOCC switches
to a pessimistic locking protocol to reduce the number of aborts. Like MOCC, in RNI
we monitor the load on heavily contentious nodes and switch to a different mode when
necessary. In the following, we briefly describe other protocol-level approaches. Yuan
et al. [Yu16] reduce the number of aborts in OCC by aborting a transaction only if an
essential pattern exists between transactions, which is more restrictive than the read-write
conflict OCC checks for. Similarly, Bumper [DR13] only aborts a transaction if a so-called
triad (conceptually similar to an essential pattern) is detected. Tian et al. [Ti18] propose a
contention-aware locking scheme that reduces the overall lock-waiting times. They choose
which transaction 𝑇 to grant a lock to based on the number of other transactions that depend
on 𝑇’s progress. Johnson et al. [JPA09] reduce contention in the lock manager by passing
hot locks directly from transaction to transaction, without releasing and re-acquiring them.
QURO [YC16] analyzes program code and reorganizes the code within transactions to
reduce contention by acquiring a lock as late as possible. Deterministic concurrency-control
has been proposed to reduce synchronization in replicated databases [TA10]. A transaction
acquires all locks at its start, which means that transactions competing for exclusive access
to a contended record must execute in serial order [Th12]. This prevents conflicts and aborts
due to deadlocks at the expense of concurrency (especially under contention). Calvin [Th12]
and other deterministic systems require that the read/write sets of transactions be known a
priori [Ha17], which is not the case in our application scenario.
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Frequently inserting and deleting nodes into and from indexes is a known concurrency
bottleneck [LY81, LS97]. Lomet et al. [Lo04, LS97] propose to defer node deletions during
updates in B-trees. During deletion, the key is (eagerly) removed from the correct leaf
and if it becomes underutilized, the node deletion is deferred and processed later. When
to exactly process deferred operations is not specified [LS97], though. Even though there
is a lot of work on indexing hierarchical data [HL11, Sh15], concurrency control (CC)
specifically for indexes in HDBs has received little attention in comparison to CC for HDBs
in general [Be15, Be11, Fi02, HHL06]. For instance, there are path indexes only considering
the structure, such as DataGuides [GW97] and APEX [CMS02], and indexes that consider
the structure and values, such as IndexFabric [Co01] and CAS (content-and-structure)
indexes [Ma15, WBH20]. However, none of these papers discuss concurrency control and
we believe there is still untapped potential in this area. For example, node deletions in HDB
indexes can be suspended as long as the indexed values are removed during the deletion.
In general, this is not possible for CC in the HDB itself, as the actual removal of the node
is part of a transaction’s semantics. Workload-aware indexing has been shown to improve
index query and/or update performance [CMS02, Id11, TYJ09]. APEX [CMS02] optimizes
frequently queried paths in XML databases. QU-Trade [TYJ09] uses the recent workload
to balance the cost of writing/reading frequently updated/queried objects. Again, none of
these approaches discuss concurrency control. In contrast, adaptive indexing incrementally
sorts and refines an index during query execution [Id11], sketching ideas on how to realize
CC in the future work section. This promise is delivered in [Gr14], which provides more
details on concurrency control. Queries can cause contention if they concurrently attempt
to optimize overlapping query-ranges. In that case adaptive indexing forgoes the chance to
optimize the index and skips the optional optimization.

3 Background

3.1 Data Model

We model a database 𝐺 as an unordered tree that is defined as a set of nodes 𝐺 =

{𝑛1, 𝑛2, . . .}.5 A node 𝑛 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥 is uniquely identified by the node labels _𝑖 on the
path from the root node to node 𝑛. The last node label in this sequence, _𝑥 , is 𝑛’s label. The
label of the root node is the empty string.

Example 1 Consider the database 𝐺 in Fig. 1a. Node 𝑛 = /content/dow/tech/msft

has label msft. If no ambiguity arises, we shorten node labels by using only
the initials, hence 𝑛 = /c/d/t/m. 𝐺 consists of the labels of all its nodes
{/, /c, /c/d, /c/d/t, /c/d/r, /c/d/t/a, /c/d/t/m, /c/d/r/w, . . .}. From now on, we denote
a node by its label _; the full ID can be derived from its ancestors’ labels. �

5 Based on Apache Jackrabbit Oak’s data model [Ap22].
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A node may have an arbitrary number of properties. We define the property set 𝑃(𝐺) of
tree 𝐺 as a set of triples (𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑣), which denote that node 𝑛 ∈ 𝐺 has property 𝑘 set to
value 𝑣 ≠ 𝜖 . We use the notation 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺) = 𝑣 iff (𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑃(𝐺), and 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺) = 𝜖 iff
�𝑣((𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑃(𝐺)) to denote that node 𝑛 does not have property 𝑘 in 𝐺. If it is clear
from the context which tree we are referring to, we omit the subscript and write 𝑛[𝑘] = 𝑣 or
𝑛[𝑘] = 𝜖 . A node 𝑛 is an ancestor of node 𝑚 (and 𝑚 is a descendant of 𝑛) iff 𝑛 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥

is a prefix of 𝑚 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥/. . ./_𝑦 or, stated shortly, prefix(𝑛, 𝑚). A node is an ancestor
and descendant of itself, i.e., prefix(𝑛, 𝑛) is true for every node 𝑛.6

Example 2 Consider Fig. 1 and let 𝑛 = /c/d/t/m. We have 𝑛[pub] (𝐺) = now before running
transaction 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑛[pub] (𝐺) = 𝜖 after running 𝑇𝑖 . Node /c/d is an ancestor of 𝑛, since
prefix(/c/d, /c/d/t/m) is true. �

Typically, queries in HDBs are property-and-path (PP) queries, meaning we need to provide
a property, a value to compare to, and a path. As we only consider paths (and not twigs), the
order of the siblings in a tree does not matter.

Definition 1 (PP Query) A PP query 𝑄 = (𝑘, 𝑣, 𝑚) returns the set of nodes with property
𝑘 equal to value 𝑣 that are descendants of 𝑚, i.e., {𝑑 | 𝑑 [𝑘] = 𝑣 ∧ prefix(𝑚, 𝑑)}. �

3.2 The Property-and-Path (PP) Index

A property-and-path (PP) index 𝐼 is used to efficiently query all nodes in a subtree that have
a property 𝑘 set to a value 𝑣. Essentially, a PP index is modeled as an unordered tree, similar
to an HDB as described in Section 3.1. The first label of every path in 𝐼 is called index, the
second is the name of a property 𝑘 , and the third is a value 𝑣 for 𝑘 . This is then followed
by paths to all nodes in the indexed database 𝐺 that have a property 𝑘 with a value 𝑣 (cf.
Figure 1b). In a typical application, a node can have many properties (e.g., author ID aid
and other metadata), but usually only some are indexed.

Querying: Evaluating PP query 𝑄 = (𝑘, 𝑣, /_1/. . ./_𝑥) with index 𝐼 translates to
navigating down the path /index/𝑘/𝑣/_1/. . ./_𝑥 , traversing all descendants of _𝑥 , searching
for index nodes 𝑛 with 𝑛[𝑘] = 𝑣, and returning their corresponding content nodes. These
are obtained by truncating the three leading node labels of 𝑛. For example, for index node
/i/p/n/c/d/t/m the corresponding content node is /c/d/t/m.

Example 3 Assume we want to find pages under dow that are ready for publication, i.e., we
run the query 𝑄 = (pub, now, /c/d) on 𝐺. Using the index 𝐼 in Figure 1b, we descend to

6 This is similar to the ancestor-or-self and descendant-or-self axes in XPath.
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node /i/p/n/c/d and check if any descendant contains the property-value pair pub:now.
This is the case for node 𝑚 = /i/p/n/c/d/t/m, thus the query returns {/c/d/t/m}. (As we
will see later, there may be unproductive nodes in the index missing the property-value pair
pub:now. These nodes are currently not active and will not be returned.) �

Insertion: An insertion into index 𝐼 is described by a triplet (𝑘, 𝑣, 𝑛 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥),
where 𝑘 is a property, 𝑣 is a value, and 𝑚 is a node (that now has a property 𝑘 set to value
𝑣). The insertion is executed as follows. First, the system traverses the nodes along path
𝑛 = /index/𝑘/𝑣/_1/. . ./_𝑥 or creates them if they do not exist yet. Then, the system sets
𝑛[𝑘] = 𝑣.

Example 4 When transaction𝑇𝑗 adds property pub:now to node /c/d/r/w in𝐺 (cf. Figure 1a),
we add a branch /r/w underneath /i/p/n/c/d in index 𝐼 in Figure 1b, setting the property
pub in node wmt to now. �

Deletion: A deletion is also described by a triplet (𝑘, 𝑣, 𝑛 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥). During the
deletion, we first descend to node 𝑛 = /index/𝑘/𝑣/_1/. . ./_𝑥 and remove property 𝑘 by
setting 𝑛[𝑘] = 𝜖 . However, it does not stop there. We prune 𝑛 and all its ancestors one by
one as long as they are a leaf and do not have the property 𝑘 (we do not prune the index
definition /index).

Example 5 When transaction 𝑇𝑖 removes property pub from node /c/d/t/m in 𝐺, the
property pub is removed from index node 𝑛 = /i/p/n/c/d/t/m. As 𝑛 is now a leaf node
without a property, it is deleted. The pruning continues up to index, essentially removing
the path p/n/c/d/t/m from index 𝐼 (cf. Figure 1b). �

4 Conflicts and Aborts

This section describes concurrent operations that lead to conflicts in HDBs.We assumemulti-
version concurrency control (MVCC) with snapshot isolation. MVCC resolves conflicts by
aborting transactions.

4.1 Snapshots

The state of an HDB logically progresses from one snapshot of the database to the next as
transactions commit. A history is a sequence 𝐻 = 〈. . . , 𝐺𝑖〉 of databases (including any
indexes) ordered by commit time. A committed HDB 𝐺𝑖 ∈ 𝐻 is an immutable snapshot.
A new transaction 𝑇𝑗 logically creates a mutable copy 𝐺 𝑗 of the last committed snapshot
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HDB 𝐺0, Index 𝐼0 HDB 𝐺1, Index 𝐼1 HDB 𝐺2, Index 𝐼2 HDB 𝐺3, Index 𝐼3

Transaction 𝑇1 Transaction 𝑇2 Transaction 𝑇3

Each transaction’s changes to the content subtree:
⊲ Transaction 𝑇1: An author adds a webpage wmt with property pub set to now
⊲ Transaction 𝑇2: The CMS removes property pub from wmt after pushing it to the webserver
⊲ Transaction 𝑇3: An author publishes webpage msft by setting its property pub to now

Fig. 2: A typical CMS-workload in which authors repeatedly publish webpages.

𝐺𝑖 ∈ 𝐻 with snapshot 𝐺𝑖 being the base snapshot of 𝑇𝑗 . Transaction 𝑇𝑗 applies all its read
and write operations on 𝐺 𝑗 .

Example 6 Our running example (see Figure 2) shows an initial HDB 𝐺0 with a corre-
sponding (empty) index 𝐼0.7 After running the transactions 𝑇1 to 𝑇3, one after the other, we
have the history 𝐻 with the committed snapshots 𝐺0 to 𝐺3: 𝐻 = 〈𝐺0, 𝐺1, 𝐺2, 𝐺3〉. �

4.2 Conflict Detection and Handling

Before going into the details of resolving conflicts between concurrent transactions, we
define basic notions of transactions in HDBs. A transaction 𝑇𝑗 can change a database with
two primitives: node-write operations wn(𝑛), to insert or delete nodes, and property-write
operations wp(𝑛, 𝑘), to add, delete, or change a property 𝑘 of node 𝑛.

Definition 2 (Write Set) The write set Δ𝑇𝑗 of a transaction 𝑇𝑗 is the set of node- and
property-write operations in tree 𝐺 𝑗 . Let 𝐺𝑖 be 𝑇𝑗 ’s base snapshot. Δ𝑇𝑗 contains:

1. Node-write operations wn(𝑛):

wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 ⇔ (𝑛 ∈ 𝐺𝑖 − 𝐺 𝑗 ) ∨ (𝑛 ∈ 𝐺 𝑗 − 𝐺𝑖)
7 For the sake of simplicity, we dropped the property aid.
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2. Property-write operations wp(𝑛, 𝑘):

wp(𝑛, 𝑘) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 ⇔(𝑛 ∈ 𝐺 𝑗 − 𝐺𝑖 ∧ 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺 𝑗 ) ≠ 𝜖) ∨
(𝑛 ∈ 𝐺𝑖 − 𝐺 𝑗 ∧ 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺𝑖) ≠ 𝜖) ∨
(𝑛 ∈ 𝐺𝑖 ∩ 𝐺 𝑗 ∧ 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺𝑖) ≠ 𝑛[𝑘] (𝐺 𝑗 ) ) �

Example 7 The write set Δ𝑇1 of transaction 𝑇1 in Figure 2 contains the follow-
ing operations: wn(/c/d/r and /c/d/r/w), creating the node retail and then
the node wmt, and wp(/c/d/r/w, pub:now), adding the property pub with the
value now to the node wmt. Moreover, it also includes the operations wn(/i/p),
wn(/i/p/n), wn(/i/p/n/c), wn(/i/p/n/c/d), wn(/i/p/n/c/d/r), wn(/i/p/n/c/d/r/w),
and wp(/i/p/n/c/d/r/w, pub:now), updating the index. �

We have to distinguish different types of conflicts between two concurrent transactions 𝑇𝑖
and 𝑇𝑗 : path conflicts and property conflicts. Path conflicts include at least one wn operation
that inserts or deletes a node and are denoted by wn-wn, wn-wp, and wp-wn. We encounter
a wn-wn conflict if one transaction adds/deletes a node while the other adds/deletes one
of its descendants, i.e., the label of one node is a prefix of the other. A wn-wp or wp-wn
conflict exists if one transaction deletes a node, while the other adds, changes, or deletes
any property on the same node. Property conflicts (wp-wp conflicts) occur when 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗

simultaneously try to change the same property on the same node.

Definition 3 (Path Conflict) We have a path conflict between concurrent transactions 𝑇𝑖
and 𝑇𝑗 iff at least one of the following conflicts occurred:

1. wn-wp conflict: ∃𝑛, 𝑘 (wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑖 ∧ wp(𝑛, 𝑘) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 )

2. wp-wn conflict: ∃𝑛, 𝑘 (wp(𝑛, 𝑘) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑖 ∧ wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 )

3. wn-wn conflict: ∃𝑛, 𝑚(wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑖∧wn(𝑚) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 ∧(prefix(𝑛, 𝑚)∨prefix(𝑚, 𝑛)))�

Definition 4 (Property Conflict) A property conflict, i.e., wp-wp conflict, exists between
concurrent transactions transactions 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 iff ∃𝑛, 𝑘 (wp(𝑛, 𝑘)∈Δ𝑇𝑖 ∧ wp(𝑛, 𝑘)∈Δ𝑇𝑗 ) �

Example 8 Assume that transactions𝑇4 and𝑇5 start concurrently in HDB𝐺3 (see Figure 3),
hence 𝐺3 becomes 𝑇4’s and 𝑇5’s base snapshot. 𝑇4 and 𝑇5 run into a path conflict (wn-wn),
since the former deletes a node under which the latter adds a child. The conflicting operations
in the write sets of 𝑇4 and 𝑇5, wn(/i/p/n/c/d) ∈ Δ𝑇4 and wn(/i/p/n/c/d/r) ∈ Δ𝑇5, are
highlighted in red in Figure 3. �

When a transaction 𝑇𝑗 attempts to commit, a verification phase checks whether 𝑇𝑗 conflicts
with a concurrent transaction. If a conflict is detected one of the involved transactions
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deleted nodes/properties created nodes/properties

Fig. 3: Transactions 𝑇4 and 𝑇5 conflict, because 𝑇4 deletes index node dow, while 𝑇5 adds child retail.

has to abort. Oak implements the first-committer-wins rule [Be95], which means that the
transaction that issues the commit first is allowed to commit, while the other is aborted (other
policies, such as timestamp-based priority to favor older transactions are also possible). In
our running example 𝑇4 commits first and therefore 𝑇5 must abort due to the conflict shown
above.

Clearly, if there is a conflict caused by operations in the database, one transaction has to
abort. Two different transactions concurrently changing the same node at the same time
are just not compatible. However, what is particularly interesting in Example 8 is that the
conflict is caused by operations updating the index. The operations updating the actual
database 𝐺3 are perfectly fine, as they update properties in two completely different nodes.
It turns out that if a conflict occurs only in the index, we sometimes have options to avoid
such an abort. We take a closer look at this in the following section.

5 The Robust Node Index (RNI)
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5.1 Volatile Nodes

Path conflicts occur frequently in index hotspots where transactions insert and delete nodes
sharing a large number of ancestors. We call nodes that are repeatedly inserted and deleted
volatile. These are a main source for path conflicts in indexes. We propose the robust node
index (RNI) that detects and manages volatile index nodes. RNI suspends the deletion of a
volatile index node, as we expect the node to be inserted again soon. Not repeatedly deleting
and inserting a volatile node 𝑛 means that node-write operations on 𝑛, wn(𝑛), are avoided,
reducing contention and, consequently, the number of aborting transactions.

We define the volatility of a node 𝑛 as the number of times 𝑛 was inserted or deleted.
This corresponds to checking the number of wn(𝑛) operations that have been executed
(cf. Definition 2). In order to do so, we look at the recent transactional workload, which
is defined by a sliding window SW(𝐻, 𝐿) of length 𝐿 over history 𝐻. SW(𝐻, 𝐿) denotes
the set of transactions that committed over the last 𝐿 ≥ 0 time units. Let 𝑡now be the
current time and 𝑡 (𝑇) be the commit time of transaction 𝑇 , then SW(𝐻, 𝐿) = {𝑇𝑗 | 𝑡 (𝑇𝑗 ) ∈
(𝑡now − 𝐿, 𝑡now] ∧ 𝐺 𝑗 ∈ 𝐻}.

Definition 5 (Volatile Node) A node 𝑛 is volatile in history 𝐻 iff the number of transactions
in sliding window SW(𝐻, 𝐿) that executed a wn(𝑛) operation is at least equal to the
volatility threshold 𝜏, i.e.,

|{𝑇 | 𝑇 ∈ SW(𝐻, 𝐿) ∧ wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇}| ≥ 𝜏 �

Example 9 Consider index node 𝑛 = /i/p/n/c/d in index 𝐼3 in Figure 2. Assuming time
𝑡now = 11 and sliding window length 𝐿 = 10, Figure 4 shows the commit times 𝑡 (𝑇1), 𝑡 (𝑇2),
and 𝑡 (𝑇3) of the transactions we ran on our HDB. Since all commit times lie in the sliding
window, SW(𝐻1, 𝐿) = {𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝑇3}. All these transactions either insert or delete 𝑛, thus
∀𝑇 ∈ SW(𝐻1, 𝐿) : wn(𝑛) ∈ Δ𝑇 and for a volatility threshold 𝜏 ≤ 3, node 𝑛 is volatile. �

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 𝑡

𝑇0 𝑇1 𝑇2 𝑇3

𝑡nowSliding Window length 𝐿 = 10

Fig. 4: Transactions 𝑇1 through 𝑇3 from Figure 2 are contained in the sliding window 𝑆𝑊 (𝐻1, 10).

RNI checks for volatile nodes during the pruning of nodes in the index. The deletion of
pair (𝑣, 𝑚) with path 𝑚 = /_1/. . ./_𝑥 and value 𝑣 from index 𝐼 is described in Algorithm 1.
RNI descends to index node 𝑛 = /index/𝑘/𝑣/_1/. . ./_𝑥 , deletes 𝑛’s property 𝑘 , and tries
to prune 𝑛. RNI only prunes a node if three conditions are satisfied: (a) it is (or has become)
a leaf, (b) it does not have property 𝑘 , and (c) it is not volatile.8

8 It also does not prune the topmost node, index.
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Algorithm 1: Deletion in RNI
Input: Index 𝐼 , pair (𝑣, 𝑚) , and history 𝐻 . 𝑘 is a property, 𝑣 a value, and 𝑚 = /_1/_2/. . ./_𝑥 a node.

1 𝑛← /index/𝑘/𝑣/_1/_2/. . ./_𝑥

2 𝑛[𝑘 ] ← 𝜖

3 while 𝑛 ≠ /index ∧ isLeaf(𝑛) ∧ 𝑛 [𝑘 ] = 𝜖 ∧ ¬volatile(𝑛) do
4 𝑢 ← 𝑛

5 𝑛← parent of 𝑛
6 Delete node 𝑢

Example 10 RNI prunes node 𝑢1 = /i/p/n/c/d/t/m in response to transaction 𝑇4 deleting
property pub from node /c/d/t/m. The node can be deleted since 𝑢1 is not volatile. The
pruning propagates to 𝑢1’s parent node 𝑢2 = /i/p/n/c/d/t, which can also be pruned.
However, the parent of 𝑢2, 𝑢3 = /i/p/n/c/d, is not pruned and the deletion is not propagated
farther up the index, because 𝑢3 is volatile (cf. Example 9). Since /i/p/n/c/d is no longer
deleted by 𝑇4, 𝑇5’s insertion of a child node is not a conflict anymore. �

Currently, we have implemented the tracking of volatile nodes in a naive fashion, i.e., we
just count the number of insertions and deletions executed on each node. However, the
performance of volatility tracking can be improved considerably by employing algorithms
from stream processing for finding frequent items. For our purposes, we do not need exact
numbers, so an approximation is enough, which improves the performance even more. For
instance, Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou use a sketch algorithm for finding frequent items in
data streams [CH10].

5.2 Preventable Aborts

As we have seen in Example 10, we can avoid aborting a transaction when a path conflict
occurs in the index by not deleting volatile nodes. We now take a closer look at these
preventable aborts.

Definition 6 (Preventable Abort) Let 𝑇𝑗 be a transaction that is aborted due to a conflict
with transaction 𝑇𝑖 . 𝑇𝑗 ’s abort is preventable iff each conflict with 𝑇𝑖 is a path conflict in the
index. �

Lemma 1 Let 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 be two concurrent transactions. 𝑇𝑖’s and 𝑇𝑗 ’s write operations on
an existing node 𝑛 in a RNI index cannot cause a preventable abort if 𝑛 is volatile or has a
volatile descendant. �

Proof 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 can only cause a path conflict if both contain operations changing the same
property 𝑘 . If they change different properties, the index updates take place in completely
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separate branches of 𝐼. Let node 𝑛 be a node in RNI 𝐼. Let 𝑑 be a volatile descendant of
𝑛 (recall that 𝑛 is a descendant of itself). Since 𝑑 is volatile, neither 𝑇𝑖 nor 𝑇𝑗 can prune
𝑑 or any of its ancestors, including 𝑛. Therefore wn(𝑛) ∉ Δ𝑇𝑖 and wn(𝑛) ∉ Δ𝑇𝑗 . As a
consequence, we can rule out any path conflict (i.e., wn-wn, wn-wp, and wp-wn conflicts).
The only possible conflict between 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 is a wp-wp property conflict on property 𝑘 .
However, this is a property conflict, i.e., wp(𝑛, 𝑘) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑖 and wp(𝑛, 𝑘) ∈ Δ𝑇𝑗 , for which an
abort is not preventable. �

5.3 Unproductive Nodes

While not deleting volatile nodes reduces the number of aborting transactions, this slows
down query evaluation, thus it is a trade-off. We call non-deleted volatile nodes unproductive,
as they have to be traversed during query evaluation, but do not contribute to the result set
of the query. A characteristic of an unproductive node in an RNI is that neither the node
itself nor any of its descendants have a value for a property.

Definition 7 (Unproductive Node) An index node 𝑛 is unproductive in tree 𝐺 iff no
descendant of 𝑛 has any property:

∀𝑑
(
(𝑑 ∈ 𝐺 ∧ prefix(𝑛, 𝑑)) ⇒ �𝑘 (𝑑 [𝑘] ≠ 𝜖)

)
�

Example 11 After running 𝑇4 in Example 10, the index node /i/p/n/c/d and its ancestors
are unproductive because they do not have any properties. Nevertheless, during query
evaluation, we still traverse these nodes. �

5.4 Parameterization

Volatility Threshold 𝜏 Let us consider two extreme values for 𝜏. With 𝜏 = ∞, RNI is
identical to a basic PP index as described in Section 3.2, since a node never becomes volatile.
With 𝜏 = 0, index nodes are never pruned and the performance of queries deteriorates,
because many nodes will be unproductive. Additionally, the index will keep growing,
meaning we also waste a lot of space. Our goal is to choose threshold 𝜏 that best balances
the number of path conflicts and query runtime to maximize the throughput.

This tradeoff is workload-dependent; a write-heavy workload calls for small values of 𝜏 to
reduce the number of aborts, while a read-heavy workload benefits from larger values of
𝜏 so that query performance does not suffer too much. In a balanced workload, moderate
values of 𝜏 are most promising. Nodes in mostly static subtrees with few updates and few
conflicts, which constitute the largest part of the index, are pruned and queries perform well.
Nodes in dynamic subtrees that are repeatedly inserted and deleted are already retained after
a small number of updates, minimizing the number of aborts. We investigate this tradeoff in
our experimental evaluation (Section 6).
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Sliding Window Length 𝐿 Parameter 𝐿 determines how much of the recent workload
is used to determine whether a node is volatile. If we set 𝐿 = 0, the sliding window is
empty and a node cannot become volatile unless 𝜏 = 0. As we increase 𝐿, a node is more
likely to be classified as volatile, because we consider a larger portion of history 𝐻. The
sliding window length 𝐿 is naturally upper-bounded by the time frame that history 𝐻 covers.
For instance, Oak periodically runs a garbage collection to delete old snapshots in 𝐻 and
snapshots are retained for a minimum amount of time (the default is 24 hours). We choose
𝐿 = 24 hours to use all workload information that Oak provides.

6 Experimental Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation considers synthetic and real-world datasets (see Section 6.1)
as well as different workloads (see Section 6.2), i.e., read-heavy and write-heavy scenarios.
We organize the evaluation as follows:

1. In Section 6.3 we show how to calibrate RNI. We experimentally determine the
optimal threshold 𝜏 that balances query performance and number of aborts. We also
look at the impact of the length of the sliding window.

2. In Section 6.4, we compare RNI to an enhanced basic PP index running the
concurrency-control protocol MOCC [WK16] that was specifically designed to
reduce the number of aborts. We demonstrate that a basic PP index modified with
MOCC still suffers from many path conflicts and show that RNI provides a better
throughput.

3. Finally, in Section 6.5, we investigate an approach deferring node deletions to improve
concurrency during updates (proposed by Lomet et al. [Lo04, LS97]). However,
this only delays the conflicts: the deferred deletions often clash with regular user
transactions later on and RNI’s performance is still better.

6.1 Preliminaries

We use real-world and synthetic datasets in our experimental evaluation. The real-world
dataset is the Dell website9 and contains 12,244,893 nodes. A node has an average
(maximum) depth of 13.68 (24) and an average (maximum) fanout of 2.88 (1729). The
synthetic dataset is a binary tree of depth 19 and contains 220−1 ≈ 1M nodes. Using a
binary tree increases the likelihood of path conflicts, so this dataset simulates a kind of
worst-case scenario.
9 https://dell.com; Dell uses AEM [Ad23] as CMS and Oak as HDB for its website. The Dell dataset has been
extracted from a dump of Oak.
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Each experiment was run for five minutes. At the beginning of an experiment, the index is
pre-populated with 10% of the nodes from the dataset. The experiments are conducted on
virtual machines, each having 8 CPU cores and 32GB of RAM. Unless stated otherwise, we
use 8 threads that run concurrent transactions.

6.2 Workloads

We use two types of transactions, writers and readers, that simulate the publishing of
webpages. Each writer picks a set of 50 content nodes, adds a property, and updates the
index accordingly. A subsequent writer removes this property from the same content nodes
and updates the index. A reader simulates the background process that looks for publishable
webpages by executing a PP query against the index. We use three variations of this workload
that differ in the ratio between writer and reader transactions (cf. Table 1).

Workload Abbrev. Writer:Reader Ratio
Write-Intensive WI 5:1
Balanced BA 1:1
Read-Intensive RI 1:5

Tab. 1: The three considered workloads.

Writers We generate the writer transactions to provoke preventable aborts. We do so
by splitting the database 𝐺 into the same number of partitions as concurrent transactions
(or threads) and assigning them to writers. Writers only randomly modify properties of
nodes in their partition, i.e., there are no conflicts in the database itself, we can only have
path conflicts in the index. The partitioning is done as follows. We assign each node 𝑛
a unique rank 𝑟, 1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑁 , with 𝑁 being the number of nodes in the tree 𝐺. The rank
of each node is determined by an inverse level-order traversal of 𝐺, i.e., the first leaf has
rank 1 and the root has rank 𝑁 . A node with rank 𝑟 belongs to partition 𝑝 = 𝑟 mod 𝑃,
where 𝑃 is the number of partitions, thus each partition contains b𝑁/𝑃c nodes. When
determining the write set of a write transaction, the 𝑗-th node in a partition is picked
with a probability of Zipf ( 𝑗 , b𝑁/𝑃c, 𝑠𝑤 ), where 𝑠𝑤 is the skew (of the write transactions).
The Zipfian distribution Zipf ( 𝑗 , 𝐽, 𝑠) is equal to ( 𝑗 𝑠 ∑𝐽

𝑖=1
1
𝑖𝑠
)−1, where 𝐽 is the number of

elements, 𝑗 the position of an element (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽), and 𝑠 the skew (𝑠 = 0 being the uniform
distribution). The default value of 𝑠𝑤 in our experiments is 1.

Readers A reader executes a single PP query 𝑄 = (𝑘, 𝑣, /_1/. . ./_𝑑). The root of the
traversed subtree is randomly chosen among all nodes at a certain depth 𝑑 (in our experiments
we choose 𝑑 = 8). For our synthetic dataset, which is a binary tree with depth 19, a PP
query with 𝑑 = 8 traverses a subtree with at most 219−8+1 = 4096 nodes. Let 𝑁𝑑 be the
number of nodes at depth 𝑑. The 𝑗-th node among all nodes at depth 𝑑 is picked with
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probability Zipf ( 𝑗 , 𝑁𝑑 , 𝑠𝑟 ), where parameter 𝑠𝑟 is the reader skew. The default value of 𝑠𝑟
in our experiments is 1.

6.3 Calibration of RNI and Comparison with Basic PP Index

We begin with the calibration of the threshold 𝜏 and show how it affects the tradeoff between
contention (expressed as the number of preventable aborts) and the query performance
(expressed as the number of nodes read). The results of the experimental evaluation in
Figure 5 also serve as a comparison of RNI with a basic PP index. The measurements at the
far right-hand side of every diagram (𝜏 = 1000) represent the performance of a basic PP
index: all the curves flatten off at that point and continue on the same level for even larger
values of 𝜏.

6.3.1 Volatility Threshold 𝜏

Volatile Nodes The first column of diagrams in Figure 5 shows the percentage of index
nodes that are volatile, depending on the threshold 𝜏, at the end of an experimental run.
Clearly, the smaller 𝜏, the more volatile nodes there are. For 𝜏 = 1, between 40% and 70%
of all index nodes are volatile for the synthetic dataset, while the numbers are lower for the
Dell dataset at around 10% to 20% (this dataset is larger and, thus, each individual node is
inserted and deleted less frequently). Also, write intensive workloads have more volatile
nodes than read-intensive ones, as they contain more insert and delete operation. With
increasing 𝜏 the percentage of volatile nodes eventually reaches zero, which is equivalent to
a basic PP index: it has no volatile nodes.

Abort Ratio The second column of diagrams in Figure 5 illustrates the impact of 𝜏 on the
abort ratio of transactions. For small values of 𝜏, we can eliminate almost all preventable
aborts, as many nodes become volatile and path conflicts occur rarely. With increasing 𝜏,
the abort ratio increases. For write-intensive workloads, the abort ratio reaches 50%, while
for read-intensive workloads, this ratio is much lower, at about 10%, since read transactions
do not conflict with each other. In summary, this confirms that RNI is able to detect and
retain index nodes that are responsible for preventable aborts, which are detrimental to the
performance of a basic PP index.

Number of Read Nodes The third column of diagrams in Figure 5 shows the flip side:
while a small value of 𝜏 reduces the number of aborted transactions, the query performance
suffers, as many unproductive volatile nodes have to be traversed. For 𝜏 = 1, a PP query
visits two-and-a-half to four times as many nodes during query evaluation for the synthetic
dataset compared to the number of nodes for a large value of 𝜏. Due to the larger size of the
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Fig. 5: Threshold 𝜏 trades query performance and abort ratio to increase the throughput.

Dell dataset and (therefore) fewer volatile nodes, these numbers are smaller. For increasing
𝜏, the number of read nodes eventually levels off at just under 500, which is the number of
nodes that have to be accessed to answer a query in a basic PP index.

Throughput We report normalized values here to make the results comparable to those in
Sections 6.4 and 6.5. Normalizing means calculating the ratio between the serial execution
of the basic PP index (as a baseline) and the concurrent execution of RNI. The last
column of diagrams in Figure 5 shows the results for our experiments on throughput. As
already mentioned, RNI trades the reduction of contention against query performance.
However, the situation is not quite that simple. For write-intensive workloads, aborts are the
major performance bottleneck as opposed to query performance, so 𝜏 = 1 yields the best
throughput (recall that we run the experiments on an eight-core machine, so a throughput of
eight means perfect parallelization). We observe the most pronounced effect for balanced
workloads: here values of around 10 for 𝜏 feature the best performance, with smaller and
larger values showing significantly less performance. For read-intensive workloads, the
optimal throughput performance is not as distinctive as for balanced workloads. Moreover,
the optimal value for 𝜏 is shifted to the right, as query performance plays a more important
role. Nevertheless, by using an appropriate value of 𝜏, we can always achieve a better
performance with RNI compared to a basic PP index.

6.3.2 Sliding Window Length 𝐿

Finally, we look at the impact of the length 𝐿 of the sliding window. 𝐿 = 0 mirrors the case
𝜏 = ∞: in both cases no node can be become volatile, so a number greater than zero has to
be chosen to see any kind of effect. As we see in Figure 6, the measured numbers for the
throughput stabilize quickly.
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Fig. 6: RPP’s throughput is insensitive to 𝐿 as long as 𝐿 > 0.

6.4 Comparison with MOCC

Next, we investigate whether a basic PP index running the MOCC protocol [WK16],
which we call MOCCPP, is able to compete with our approach RNI. We ran the MOCCPP
experiments in the in-memory system FOEDUS [Ki15], in which MOCC is natively
implemented. Table 2 illustrates the differences in terms of (normalized) throughput
between MOCCPP and RNI (the best result per dataset and approach is shown in boldface).
For RNI, we show two rows with results. The first row (optimized) uses the optimal value
of 𝜏 for each of the different workloads. In practice, it will be difficult to tune RNI for
every individual workload, so the second row (𝜏 = 10) shows the results for a configuration
employing a common value of 𝜏 = 10 for all the workloads.

workload SYNTH DELL
approach WI BA RI WI BA RI
MOCCPP 1.48 3.45 5.94 1.63 3.30 5.80
RNI (optimized) 4.69 4.00 4.48 7.51 6.39 7.42
RNI (𝜏 = 10) 4.15 4.00 3.74 6.73 6.31 7.07

Tab. 2: Comparison of normalized throughput between MOCCPP and RNI.

We make a couple of observations here. The higher the ratio of read transactions, the better
MOCCPP performs. This does not come as a surprise: for highly contentious workloads,
MOCC runs an optimistic concurrency protocol with a low overhead, i.e., no locks are used,
and during a validation phase transactions that are in conflict with other transactions have to
abort. In read-intensive workloads, conflicts rarely occur. However, when faced with heavy
contention, MOCC switches to a pessimistic lock-based protocol to avoid a large number of
transactions to abort during the validation phase. While this does bring down the number of
aborted transactions, it introduces an overhead in the form of lock management and in a
write-intensive workload with many conflicts, transactions have to wait for the release of
locks. In case of a deadlock, we may even have to abort transactions. The performance of
RNI is much more balanced across the different workloads: it can handle environments with
a lot of write conflicts much better than MOCCPP. In summary, there is only one scenario,
the read-intensive synthetic workload, for which MOCCPP performs better than RNI. In all
other cases, RNI outperforms MOCCPP.
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6.4.1 MOCCRNI: Combining MOCC with RNI

Since RNI and MOCC use orthogonal principles, we can combine the two to obtain an even
better approach by running MOCC with volatile nodes. We call this protocol MOCCRNI.
Figure 7 shows the results for calibrating the parameter 𝜏 for MOCCRNI. Comparing these
results to the last two diagrams in the bottom row of Figure 5 (illustrating the tuning of RNI),
we see that the performance of MOCCRNI is worse than that of RNI for write-intensive
and balanced workloads (i.e., workloads with a higher proportion of write transactions).
In these cases, the advantage of using a small value of 𝜏 is offset by the overhead of using
a pessimistic locking protocol. Consequently, we should never use small values of 𝜏 for
MOCCRNI.
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Fig. 7: Optimal thresholds 𝜏 for MOCCRNI.

6.4.2 Comparing MOCCRNI with MOCCPP

We now take a closer look at the performance of MOCCRNI versus that of MOCCPP. As
combining MOCC with volatile nodes aims at improving the performance of MOCC for
write-heavy scenarios, we focus on the WI and BA workloads.

First, we investigate how well MOCCPP and MOCCRNI handle skewed workloads with
hotspots, i.e., nodes that are accessed very frequently. The first two columns of Figure 8
depict the results for varying the skewedness (determined by the parameter 𝑠 of the Zipfian
distribution). In the first column, we alter the writer skew 𝑠𝑤 , in the second column the
reader skew 𝑠𝑟 . We can see clearly, that MOCCPP cannot cope with high writer skew at all.
As soon as 𝑠𝑤 increases beyond 0.5, the performance of MOCCPP deteriorates drastically.
Due to the high contention, MOCCPP switches to a pessimistic lock-based protocol. This
keeps transactions from aborting, but introduces waiting times for the release of locks,
because a lot of transactions want to access the same data items in a skewed workload.
The only case for which MOCCPP performs better is a uniformly distributed workload on
the synthetic dataset. However, this case is the least relevant one in practice: real-world
workloads are rarely uniformly distributed. The picture changes, when we look at the reader
skew 𝑠𝑟 (second column of Figure 8). MOCCRNI’s performance degrades slightly for a
higher reader skew, as the skewed read operations traverse unproductive nodes more often.
MOCCPP, on the other hand, shows constant performance for the synthetic dataset and even
profits a bit for the Dell dataset. Nevertheless, MOCCRNI maintains an edge over MOCCPP.
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Fig. 8: MOCCRNI has a higher throughput than MOCCPP.

Second, we illustrate how MOCCRNI and MOCCPP compare for different degrees of
concurrency (third column in Figure 8, 𝑠𝑤 and 𝑠𝑟 are set to the default value of 1). We
increase the number of transactions that are running concurrently to see how well the two
approaches can adapt to higher levels of concurrency. MOCCRNI scales much better, since
it avoids many path conflicts from the outset with the use of volatile nodes.

6.5 Comparison with Deferred Node Deletions

In the next set of experiments, we compare RNI with an approach that defers node deletions
as proposed by Lomet et al. [Lo04, LS97]. We implement deferred node deletions in PP as
follows. When a user transaction attempts to delete an index node, the indexed property is
removed (so that query results are correct) but the node deletion is deferred and the node
is added to a queue. A background process periodically polls this queue and attempts to
batch-prune the queued index nodes. If a background transaction fails due to a conflict, the
index nodes are re-enqueued. We call this approach DeferredPP. Table 3 shows a comparison
of the (normalized) throughput of DeferredPP with RNI. We conducted these experiments
in Oak.

workload SYNTH DELL
approach WI BA RI WI BA RI
DeferredPP 2.90 2.44 1.70 4.62 4.41 4.13
RNI (optimized) 4.69 4.00 4.48 7.51 6.39 7.42
RNI (𝜏 = 10) 4.15 4.00 3.74 6.73 6.31 7.07

Tab. 3: Comparison of normalized throughput between deferred node deletion and RNI.

The first interesting observation is that DeferredPP’s performance goes down with an
increasing ratio of read transactions. For read-intensive workloads, deferring the deletions
comes with a drawback. Essentially, the nodes scheduled for deletion are unproductive
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nodes that have to be traversed by queries, driving down the query performance. The
more read transactions we have, the more pronounced this effect is. More generally, when
pruning a batch of nodes in background transactions, these transactions can clash with other
transactions running in the system. While we always roll back a background transaction in a
conflict (i.e., the regular transactions have precedence), this still consumes system resources
and further reduces the throughput. Thus, DeferredPP is worse than RNI for all workloads.
A scenario for which DeferredPP could potentially work is a system with write-intensive
workloads that experiences phases of calm with a light load, e.g. during the night, in which
the pruning takes place with a low probability of causing conflicts.

7 Conclusion

We investigated a problem that property-and-path (PP) indexes are faced with in hierarchical
databases: the occurrence of path conflicts in the index when nodes with the same property
(on different paths but with common ancestors in the database) are concurrently inserted
and deleted. While the operations in the database go ahead without any issues, due to the
propagation of deletes to ancestor nodes in the index, this causes a conflict and aborts the
whole transaction. However, these aborts are preventable by leaving volatile nodes, i.e.,
nodes that are frequently inserted and deleted, in the index.

We propose the robust node index (RNI) that detects volatile nodes and prevents path
conflicts due to the propagation of deletes. However, leaving volatile nodes in the index has
a cost attached to it. The index becomes larger than it has to be and traversing additional,
unproductive nodes during query evaluation has a negative impact on the performance. We
experimentally evaluated the tradeoff between reducing the number of aborts and increasing
query execution time and show how to tune RNI to maximize the throughput. This is done
by only keeping volatile nodes in the index if their volatility is above a threshold 𝜏, i.e., if a
node is inserted and deleted more than 𝜏 times during a certain timeframe. Comparisons
with other approaches, such as MOCC [WK16] and deferred delete [Lo04, LS97], confirm
that RNI is able to significantly reduce the abort ratio from around 50% to below 10% for
write-heavy workloads, thereby increasing the throughput up to a factor of five.
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Tuning Cassandra through Machine Learning

Florian Eppinger1, Uta Störl2

Abstract: The distributed nature and scalability of NoSQL databases make them an ideal data storage
repository for a variety of use cases. While NoSQL databases are delivered with a default ”off-the-shelf”
configuration, they offer configuration settings to adjust a database’s behavior to a specific use case
and environment. The abundance and oftentimes imperceptible inter-dependencies of configuration
settings make it difficult to optimize and performance-tune a NoSQL system. This work explores
Machine Learning as a means to automatically tune a NoSQL database for optimal performance.
Using Ensemble Machine Learning algorithms, multiple ML models were fitted with a training dataset
that incorporates properties of the NoSQL physical configuration (replication and sharding). The best
models were then employed as surrogate models to optimize the Database Management System’s
configuration settings for best performance using a Black-box Optimization algorithm. Multiple
experiments were carried out with an Apache Cassandra database to demonstrate the feasibility of
this approach, even across varying physical configurations. The tuned Database Management System
configurations yielded throughput improvements of up to 4%, read latency reductions of up to 43%,
and write latency reductions of up to 39% when compared to the default configuration settings.

Keywords: AI for Database Systems; NoSQL; Machine Learning; Performance Modeling; Tuning;
Black-box Optimization

1 Introduction

The rate at which data is created, used, and persisted increases rapidly. While Relational
Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) continue to play an important role in today’s
technology environments, Non-relational SQL or Non-SQL (NoSQL) Databases (DBs)
have become an integral part of real-time analytics or big data applications [CL19; SF12].
Choosing the best NoSQL solution and developing the best physical design for a given use
case can be a challenging task on its own [HAR16; Lo15; QCH18]. Furthermore, NoSQL
technologies offer an abundance of configuration settings that allow the system administrator
to adjust the DB behavior to further meet the requirements of a particular use case. Many of
the configuration parameters have an impact on the performance of the NoSQL DB, i.e., its
throughput and latency.

Finding the configuration that maximizes throughput or minimizes latency for a given use
case is complex, and DB behavior is not always self-explanatory as shown by Preuveneers;
Joosen [PJ20].
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Having the ability to predict performance measures for varying workloads and physical
configurations, and to optimize Database Management System (DBMS) configuration
settings accordingly, could be beneficial due to a variety of reasons, including sudden
changes in user behavior, application changes, and changes to the hardware environment.

The methodology and results outlined in this study consider aspects of the physical
configuration and the DBMS configuration settings during tuning, and we thus make the
following contributions:

• We analyze the quality of Machine Learning (ML) models that are trained to predict
performance metrics for varying workloads, physical configurations, and DBMS
configurations.

• We measure the influence of the training dataset size on the quality of these ML
models.

• We evaluate how features representing the physical configuration impact the quality
of the ML models.

• We explore the ability to tune the DBMS configuration settings for a specific physical
configuration using the ML models and Black-box Optimization (BBO).

Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 briefly introduces the end-to-end methodology
and the training dataset. Results and findings are presented and evaluated in section 4. The
document concludes with section 5, which discusses the results and suggests areas of future
work.

2 Related Work

A variety of proposals have been made to mitigate the performance tuning challenges
outlined in section 1 through automation. Some of these methods are able to tune a variety
of software solutions in a generic fashion [Wa18; Zh17], while others are geared specifically
toward RDBMS or NoSQL technology. This work can be categorized into solutions that
tune DB performance via the DBMS configuration settings [Ak21; KAS15; Xi17; Zh19]
and solutions that tune DB performance via the physical design of the DB [Be15; Cr13;
Fa16]. Tuning Methods include Control Theory, Expert Systems, and a variety of Machine
Learning algorithms.

The main difference between this paper and related performance-tuning work for NoSQL
systems is that the Tuning Domain includes both DBMS configuration settings and the DB
physical design in form of sharding and replication. While Preuveneers and Joosen consider
both aspects [PJ20], their technique differs in several ways. First, Preuveneers and Joosen
utilize multiple predefined tactics in an attempt to tune the NoSQL system online. Second, the
authors utilize the ML model to map DB scenarios consisting of workload metrics, resource
utilization, physical configuration, etc. to an ideal DBMS configuration and DB physical
design. On the other hand, this study evaluates ML techniques to fit ensemble models to
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predict DB performance. These models are then used by BBO algorithms to find an optimum
DBMS configuration for a given workload and physical configuration. Consequently, the
methods used in this paper are related much closer to the approach presented by Xiong et
al. [Xi17], except that this work includes features for the physical configuration, utilizes
Apache Cassandra instead of HBase, and employs a different optimization algorithm. For
an in-depth study of related work and a point-by-point comparison refer to the extended
version of this paper [ES22].

3 Methodology

Apache Cassandra3 (“Cassandra”) was selected as the basis for the experiments. A tuning
domain was defined, and a training dataset was generated using a sample database. This
training dataset was then transformed into input for Decision Tree (DT) ML algorithms
to fit various ML models. The models’ objective is to accurately predict performance
metrics of the database for a given workload, DBMS configuration, and physical design. The
performance of the ML models was evaluated using commonly accepted quality measures.
The predictions of the ML models were then used to find optimized DBMS configuration
values for a given workload and physical configuration using a Black-box Optimization
algorithm. Finally, actual performance of the optimized configurations was evaluated and
compared against the DB performance of the default DBMS configuration.

3.1 Tuning Domain

This section describes the Tuning Domain (TD), i.e., the workload properties, the specific
DBMS configuration settings, as well as aspects of the Cassandra physical configuration
that were considered within the scope of this study:

• Workload: To follow the approach chosen in related work, such as [Cr13] and [PJ20],
three workloads were included:

– 50% read using the primary key, 50% write (readwrite)
– 95% read using the primary key, 5% write (readyheavy)
– 5% read using the primary key, 95% write (writeheavy)

• DBMS Configuration: To reduce the complexity of this study, a subset of performance-
relevant Apache Cassandra configuration settings was selected through research and
targeted experiments.

• Physical Design: to account for aspects of the physical configuration, we considered
both sharding and replication.

Table 1 provides a summary of the features and feature domains that were considered in this
study.

3 https://cassandra.apache.org/ (visited on Sept. 19𝑡ℎ , 2022)
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Feature Feature Category Domain

wl_read_% Workload (0% − 100%)
wl_write_% Workload (0% − 100%)
trickle_fsync DBMS Configuration {true, false}
key_cache_size_in_mb DBMS Configuration {0, 20, ..., 25}
row_cache_size_in_mb DBMS Configuration {0, 20, 40, 60, ..., 200}
commitlog_segment_size_in_mb DBMS Configuration {22, ..., 26}
concurrent_reads DBMS Configuration {21 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑠, ..., 25 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑠}
concurrent_writes DBMS Configuration {21, ..., 28}
memtable_heap_space_in_mb DBMS Configuration {2−5 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑝, ..., 2−1 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑝}
node_count (n) Physical Design {2, 3, 4}
replication_factor (rf) Physical Design {1, 2, 3, 4}

Tab. 1: Features included in the Tuning Domain

3.2 Tuning Subdomains

In this study, we analyzed the impact of the workload, DBMS configuration, and the physical
design on the accuracy of the ML models and their ability to serve as a surrogate model for
performance tuning. We, therefore, defined TD1-TD4 as subsets of the TD. As shown in
table 2, these Tuning Subdomains focus on specific aspects of the feature set.

TD Physical Config. Workload DBMS Config.

TD1 * * *

TD2 * wl_read_%=fixed, wl_write_%=fixed *

TD3 n=fixed, rf=fixed * *

TD4 n=fixed, rf=fixed wl_read_%=fixed, wl_write_%=fixed *

Tab. 2: Definition of the tuning subdomains

TD1 represents the entire tuning domain, i.e. all of the features introduced in Table 1. TD2
reduces complexity by removing the workload features from the feature vector. It was
designed to train ML models that are able to make predictions for a fixed workload. TD3,
on the other hand, excludes the physical configuration features from the feature vector. TD4
only considers the DBMS configuration settings.

3.3 Tuning Methodology

The methodology applied in this study used ensemble-based ML algorithms to develop
models that are able to make DB throughput and latency predictions. Leveraging the
ML models’ predictions, a BBO algorithm is then utilized to search the optimum DBMS
configuration for a given workload and DB physical configuration.
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Ensemble methods combine multiple ML models to make a final prediction. Two popular
ensemble methods are Bootstrap Aggregation (Bagging) [Br01] and Boosting [Fr01; NK13],
which were explored in form of Random Forest (RF) and Gradient Boosting Decision
Tree (GBDT) ML algorithms for various reasons that are outlined in the extended version
of this paper [ES22].

The fitted ML model can be considered a surrogate model that can respond with a
performance prediction for a given set of inputs. Because the model itself is a black-box
and does not expose any meaningful information that could be used to find an optimum
using a gradient-based optimization approach, this study utilized BBO as a means to find
an optimum configuration using the ML model’s performance predictions. Various BBO
algorithms were explored. However, the results presented in this paper are based on the
Simulated Annealing algorithm, which was shown to be the most efficient among the ones
evaluated [ES22]. The algorithm is similar to Local Optimization except that it attempts
to avoid getting stuck in a non-global optimum by adding a random element for further
exploration of the domain [Jo89].

3.4 Training Data

A new dataset consisting of 32,757 training examples was created. A training example
comprises workload properties, the values for DBMS configuration settings, a representation
of the DB physical configuration, as well as the actual performance values that were measured
when the workload was executed against the DB using this particular DBMS and physical
configuration. Additional details about the training dataset can be found in the extended
version of this study [ES22].

4 Experimental Evaluation

The following results and findings were gathered during experiments that were carried
out on a DB cluster with 5 nodes provided by the University of Hagen. Please refer to the
extended version of this paper [ES22] for additional details regarding the implementation as
well as a more in-depth analysis of results beyond the DB read and write latencies that this
paper focuses on.

4.1 ML Model Quality

Table 3 lists the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for
DB throughput and latencies. The measurements were established by training a total of 6
individual ML models using TD1, i.e. the entire training dataset as defined in section 3.2.
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Overall Throughput Read Latency Write Latency
RF GBDT RF GBDT RF GBDT

MAE 2,810.940 2,880.110 0.307 0.279 0.203 0.189
MAE (%) 3.290 3.370 2.940 2.730 3.030 2.890
RMSE 4,646.420 5,064.020 0.500 0.493 0.369 0.369

Tab. 3: ML Model Quality

It should be noted that the hyperparameters of the ML models referenced in this study were
tuned for each ML model individually. Using a random split methodology, 75% of the
dataset was used to fit the models with holdout validation (see [Gé17]), and the remaining
25% were used for testing.

To understand the correlation between dataset size and ML model prediction accuracy,
various experiments were conducted with artificially reduced datasets. A total of 9 ML
models were trained for each of the performance measures using the following dataset
sizes: 128, 256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384, 24,672. To ensure a fair evaluation
and reduce the chance of randomly selecting a non-representative test distribution, the
test dataset was kept at a fixed size of 8,000 examples. The results are shown in figure 1.
A training dataset size of 128 examples yielded a GBDT model that predicted overall
throughput with an MAE of 7,326 and a RF model that predicted overall throughput with
an MAE of 9,973. Increasing the training dataset size to just 1,024 records significantly
reduced the MAE values to 3,903 (GBDT) and 4,305 (RF). Additional accuracy could be
gained by further increasing the dataset size. However, only minor improvements could be
seen for read and write latencies with datasets exceeding 4,096 examples.
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Fig. 1: Influence of the dataset size on the prediction accuracy of the ML models

To compare the TD1 ML model quality to the less complex Tuning Domains, ML models
were trained for TD2-TD4 to predict write latencies. Four individual models were fitted for
each combination of TD and ML algorithm using datasets with 128, 256, 512, and 1,024
training examples. For this experiment, a test dataset size of 250 was used to determine
the MAE values for each of the models. The results are shown in figure 2 and confirm
that the ML models trained with TD1 performed worse compared to TD2-TD4 when
identically sized training datasets were used. A GBDT model trained with 128 randomly
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selected examples from the TD1 dataset yielded an MAE of 1.42, which represents an error
percentage of 13.62% compared to 0.65 (5.88%) for TD2. The MAE of the GBDT model
dropped to 0.39 (3.55%) with 512 training examples for TD2, while it took four times the
number of training examples to reach comparable accuracy within TD1. It is also worth
noting that with 1,024 training examples, the TD1 and TD3 models were of similar quality
despite the added complexity of the TD1 model that is able to make predictions for eight
different physical configurations.
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Fig. 2: Influence of the dataset size on the write latency prediction accuracy of the ML models trained
with different Tuning Domains

4.2 Tuning performance with Black-box Optimization

The Simulated Annealing BBO algorithm was then used to optimize the DBMS configuration
settings in a variety of experiments that involved the fitted ML models. The configurations
proposed by the algorithm were then applied to the Cassandra cluster, workloads were
executed, and results were captured.
First, we optimized DBMS configuration settings for various workloads with a fixed physical
configuration (n=4, rf=3) using the fitted TD1 model. In addition to the readwrite (50%
read, 50% write), readheavy (95% read, 5% write) and writeheavy (5% read, 95% write)
workloads, experiments were conducted with a workload that differed from the workloads
used to train the ML model (25% read, 75% write). For each performance measure, five
independent experiments were carried out for each proposed DBMS configuration and
workload, and the average performance was calculated. Results for the actual read and write
latencies are shown in figure 3. Tuned configurations reduced the read latency by more than
42% for write-heavy workloads and the write latency by more than 39% for workloads with
a significant amount of read operations. It should be noted that configurations that improved
read latency resulted in a higher write latency and vice versa, reducing overall throughput.
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Fig. 3: Actual latency measurements for default and ML/BBO-tuned DBMS configurations

However, the results clearly demonstrate that the ML model was able to successfully derive
information regarding the DBMS configuration settings’ impact on the DB performance.

Next, we applied the optimization method to different physical configurations. This time the
objective of the algorithm was to tune the performance by adjusting the DBMS configuration
for varying physical configurations. The measurements also included a physical configuration
with two nodes and a replication factor of one to analyze how well the methodology works
for previously unseen physical configurations. Figure 4 compares the write latency of the
ML-tuned configuration to the default configuration (readwrite workload). The results
demonstrate that the ML-based tuning method successfully tuned the DB latency for a
variety of physical configurations. However, it also highlights that it failed to optimize
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Fig. 4: Write latencies for default and ML/BBO-tuned DBMS configurations under varying physical
configurations

performance for the physical configuration that was not previously encountered during
the training phase. The write latency increased by 12.58% from 4.57𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠(ms)
to 5.14ms. It is possible that the ML algorithms failed to extract and derive a meaningful
trend or that the ordinal encoding method for the corresponding features did not cultivate
this kind of predictive quality in the model.

We also analyzed models that were trained with the tuning subdomains TD2-TD4. Section 4.1
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showed significant accuracy differences depending on what tuning domain was used to fit
the ML models. To evaluate the ability to tune the DBMS configurations with these models,
the Simulated Annealing algorithm was used to search for an optimum DB configuration
for each of the TDs using the ML models fitted with 1,024 training examples. The actual
DB performance was then measured for the proposed configurations. This process was
repeated three times for each TD, and average performance results were calculated. The
goal of the experiment was to optimize read and write latency for the readheavy workload
(95% read/5% write). The results are shown in figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Actual latency measurements for DBMS configurations that were optimized with ML models
trained with TD1-TD4

The superior accuracy of TD2 and TD4 models did not result in better DBMS configuration
proposals. We determined that the model’s tuning ability depended both on its accuracy as
well as the quality of the training data. Because the training subset was chosen randomly,
it contained examples with poor performance. The ML models for the less complex TDs
were able to make more accurate predictions, but this did not help the BBO algorithm find a
better configuration if they were not fitted with high-performance training examples.

5 Discussion

This study evaluated Machine Learning and Black-box Optimization as a means to
performance-tune NoSQL DBs for varying physical configurations and workloads. When
fitted with the entire dataset, the ML models yielded an MAE of 2.73% and 2.89% for
read and write latencies, respectively. Omitting the workload from the feature set (TD2)
significantly improved accuracy, while omitting the features representing the physical
configuration (TD3) resulted in moderate improvements only. This observation may lead
to the conclusion that the physical configuration adds less complexity to the model than
varying workloads. When using training datasets of 1,024 examples, the MAE of the TD1
and TD3 GBDT models were almost identical when predicting read latencies, thereby
implying that it is more efficient to train a single predictive model for multiple physical
configurations than it is to train an individual model for each physical configuration.
The most accurate models were then used to optimize DBMS configuration settings for
a given workload and physical configuration using BBO. The algorithm was able to find
configurations for improved performance in most situations. For a physical design with
four NoSQL nodes and a replication factor of three, latencies could be reduced by up to
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42.96% (read) and 39.29% (write) depending on the workload composition. Similar results
were achieved for varying physical configurations. Additional experiments showed that DB
latency could be improved even for previously unseen workloads.
While the tuned DBMS configurations did result in performance improvements, none of
the results matched or exceeded the performance of the best-performing training examples.
As an example, the BBO-tuned DBMS configuration (n=4, rf=3, writeheavy) resulted in
maximum throughput of 103,965 operations per second (op/s) compared to 95,240 op/s
for the default configuration. However, the most performant training example resulted in
111,018 op/s, implying an additional tuning potential of 6.5%. A potential explanation for
this is the generalization capability of the ML model, which enables the ML model to make
more accurate predictions for previously unseen DBMS configurations but also regulates
outlier configurations. These outliers represent subpar and also optimum configurations.

Several discoveries and choices were made regarding technology and methodology. Fur-
thermore, several areas remained unexplored due to time and resource constraints. The
following list reflects on some of these items and highlights potential areas for future work:

• This study targeted individual DB performance measures. Performance objectives
vary, and it may be necessary to meet multiple performance goals. Xiong et al.
approach this by combining multiple weighted performance measures into a single
optimization objective [Xi17], an attempt that could be explored further.

• It was also noted that the training dataset captures performance results that are specific
to the hardware environment and technologies used. Exploring the transformation
or scaling of training examples or derived knowledge for a different environment or
technology stack appears worthwhile.

• The tuning domain of this study is limited. More aspects exist, including indexes,
schema design, consistency levels, etc., that could be evaluated in more detail.

• Attempting to tune the DBMS configuration for previously unseen physical designs
did result in performance that under-performed the default DBMS configuration. The
corresponding features were encoded as ordinal values, and changing the encoding
scheme may improve these results.

• The study treated DBMS configuration settings as global settings, i.e., the same
configuration settings were used for all nodes of the Cassandra node ring. However,
many settings can be configured individually for each cluster node. Research in
this area presented by Cruz et al. [Cr13] could be evaluated as an extension to the
methodology outlined in this document.

• This study evaluated RF and GBDT to develop a surrogate model for DB performance
predictions. Other ML algorithms exist and may exhibit a better prediction quality.
Similarly, various BBO algorithms exist, some of which have been shown to produce
better results than the Simulated Annealing algorithms [Ch21]. A more systematic
evaluation of different algorithms could be carried out.
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GTPC: Towards a Hybrid OLTP-OLAP Graph Benchmark

Muhammad Attahir Jibril1, Alexander Baumstark2, Kai-Uwe Sattler3

Abstract: Graph databases are gaining increasing relevance not only for pure analytics but also
for full transactional support. Business requirements are evolving to demand analytical insights on
fresh transactional data, thereby triggering the emergence of graph systems for hybrid transactional-
analytical graph processing (HTAP). In this paper, we present our ongoing work on GTPC, a hybrid
graph benchmark targeting such systems, based on the TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks.

Keywords: Benchmarking; Graph HTAP; Graph Databases

1 Introduction

With the ever-growing amount of data from various real-world applications that lend them-
selves to being modelled as graphs, graph databases are receiving more and more attention
from both the industry and academia for efficiently managing and processing such graph
data. Various enterprises driven by their respective markets such as social media, logistics,
e-commerce etc., are capitalizing on graph analytics for decision-support purposes. On top
of that, in reality, the graph data is hardly without update operations. In fact, enterprises aim
at continuously acquiring fresh business insights in order to make crucial business decisions.
Some graph databases e.g. Neo4j [Neo4j], TigerGraph [TigerGraph], Ultipa [Ultipa] etc.
support analytical workloads in addition to transactional workloads [Be19]. Additionally,
more work is being put into graph storage systems such as LiveGraph [Zh20] that support
concurrent execution of transactional and analytical workloads – towards the development
of hybrid transactional-analytical (HTAP) graph databases.

Despite the relevance of emerging HTAP graph database systems, we identify the lack of a
hybrid benchmark with mixed workloads that aims at these systems. Although there exist
hybrid OLTP-OLAP benchmarks for other data models e.g, the relational model, however,
they cannot be used directly for graphs. One such benchmark is the CH-benCHmark [Co11],
which is based on the TPC-C [TPC-C10] and TPC-H [TPC-H21] benchmarks. In this paper,
we propose GTPC, a hybrid graph benchmark modelled on a product graph (as obtained
in domains like e-commerce) by adapting the underlying concepts of the CH-benCHmark.
Firstly, GTPC employs schema optimizations to convert the relational CH-benCHmark
schema into a property graph schema. Secondly, it provides a data generator (presently
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a modified version of the CH-benCHmark data generator) for generating product graphs.
Thirdly, it transforms the CH-benCHmark queries into transactional and analytical graph
queries. Lastly, it specifies a mixed workload of the formulated graph queries. Although
relational databases would traditionally be the solution for product graphs (i.e. products,
orders and transactions data modelled as graphs), however, interestingly, product graphs
are the most popular among graphs that model non-human entities [Sa20]. There is a need
for benchmarks targeting such graph data and workloads, as none of the existing property
graph benchmarks addresses the issue [Sa20]. This would provide a metric(s) with which
to compare the systems used for such product graphs. Moreover, it would allow obtaining
empirical insights into why industry practitioners use graph systems for processing data
that would otherwise be considered suitable for relational systems.

To summarize, the increasing relevance of executing mixed workloads using HTAP graph
databases as well as the huge adoption of graphs in modelling product data by industry
practitioners motivate the need for a hybrid OLTP-OLAP graph benchmark. Such a
benchmark is important as it serves as a useful tool for testing and comparing systems
in terms of HTAP metrics such as freshness and performance isolation of concurrently
running transactional and analytical workloads. Therefore, we present our ongoing work on
benchmarking graph HTAP systems. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

• We propose GTPC, a hybrid graph benchmark with mixed OLTP-OLAP workloads on
a synthetically generated product graph based on the TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks.

• Using our Poseidon graph database [Ji21] as an example, we implement and run the
GTPC benchmark4 to show its effectiveness in testing graph systems’ handling of
mixed workloads and revealing the performance interplay between analytical and
transactional graph query workloads executed concurrently in a multi-user setting.

2 Related work

There exist various benchmarking solutions for graph databases stressing different workloads
such as subgraph pattern matching, recursive path queries etc. These solutions include
HPC Scalable Graph Analysis Benchmark [HPC09], LSQB [Mh21], gMark [Ba17], Wat-
Div [Al14] etc. All of these target specific use cases but without considering any OLTP.
The rapid growth of social media led to the development of benchmarks modelling social
networks, e.g. LinkBench [Ar13], Linked Data Benchmark Council (LDBC) Social Network
Benchmark (SNB) [Er15; LDBC FinBench] etc. However, unlike GTPC, they do not consider
HTAP. Moreover, they are built around social graphs while GTPC targets product graphs
(see Sect. 1). The LDBC Financial Benchmark (FinBench) targets workloads for financial
scenarios. It is still ongoing, with the analytical queries not yet specified. Nevertheless, it
also does not consider HTAP.
4 https://dbgit.prakinf.tu-ilmenau.de/code/gtpc-neo4j
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None of the aforementioned graph benchmarks tackles our use case of a product-graph-based
benchmark for HTAP graph databases. GTPC stresses graph systems with transactional
updates and analytical queries concurrently on the same graph. Contrary to graph databases,
there are HTAP benchmarks for relational databases such as CH-benCHmark [Co11]
and HTAPBench [Co17]. Both aim at merging the transactional-workload-based TPC-C
benchmark and the analytical-workload-based TPC-H benchmark into a hybrid benchmark.
The mixed workloads are run concurrently on the same tables in the same database.

3 Benchmark Design

In the following, we describe the design of the GTPC benchmark, which adapts the
CH-benCHmark to a property graph model and the corresponding mixed query workload.

3.1 Data Model

The product graph of GTPC is based on the Labeled Property Graph Model (or property
graph) [An17]. The property graph model is widely adopted as it offers a rich representation
of graphs where nodes (vertices) and relationships (edges) have types or labels and are
associated with a set of properties stored as key-value pairs. In mathematical notation, a
property graph 𝐺 is a tuple

(𝑁, 𝑅, 𝑠𝑑, 𝐿, 𝑙𝑁 , 𝑙𝑅, 𝐷, 𝑃𝑁 , 𝑃𝑅)

where 𝑁 is a finite set of nodes, 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑁 × 𝑁 is a set of relationships, 𝑠𝑑 : 𝑅 ↦→ 𝑁 × 𝑁

is a relationship function that maps each relationship to its source and destination nodes,
𝐿 is a set of labels that define different types of nodes and relationships, 𝑙𝑁 : 𝑁 ↦→ 𝐿

and 𝑙𝑅 : 𝑅 ↦→ 𝐿 are labelling functions that assign types to nodes and relationships,
𝐷 = ∪𝑖𝐷𝑖 is the union of atomic domains 𝐷𝑖 (since nodes and relationships may have an
arbitrary number of properties), and 𝑃𝑁 and 𝑃𝑅 are sets of node and relationship properties
respectively. A node property 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑁 is a partial function 𝑝𝑖 : 𝑁 ↦→ 𝐷𝑖 ∪ {NULL}, which
assigns a property value from a domain 𝐷𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 to a node 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 if 𝑛 has the property
𝑝𝑖 , otherwise 𝑝𝑖 (𝑛) returns NULL. Similarly, a relationship property 𝑝 𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝑅 is a partial
function 𝑝 𝑗 : 𝑅 ↦→ 𝐷 𝑗 ∪ {NULL}, which assigns a property value from a domain 𝐷 𝑗 ∈ 𝐷

to a relationship 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 if 𝑟 has the property 𝑝 𝑗 , otherwise 𝑝 𝑗 (𝑟) returns NULL.

3.2 Schema

The product graph of GTPC results from a merging of the TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks,
and their adaptation for graphs. Merging of TPC-C and TPC-H schemas had been done prior
with the CH-benCHmark [Co11], a mixed workload benchmark for relational databases.
We adopt some of its design considerations in GTPC.
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Fig. 1: (a) TPC-C Schema (b) TPC-H Schema.

TPC-C. The TPC-C simulates a general complex OLTP environment by way of five
read-only and update-intensive transactions for the management, sale and distribution
of a product or service. Specifically, it models a wholesale supplier having a certain
number of warehouses and respective sales districts. The TPC-C schema covers nine
relations as depicted in Fig. 1a, each associated with an entity of the database: warehouse,
district, customer, order, order-line, item, stock, new-order and history.
The transactions are New-Order, Payment, Order-Status, Delivery, and Stock-Level. In
Fig. 1a, the arrows point in the direction of many-to-one relationships between the tables.
The numbers denote the table cardinalities (the number of rows) and are expressed as factors
of W, the number of warehouses, to show the scaling of the database. The “+” sign means
that the number is subject to small variations as the number of rows changes [TPC-C10].

TPC-H. The TPC-H on the other hand simulates a business analytics application. It
consists of 22 analytical queries for operations such as pricing, shipping management and
market study. The business queries are executed on 8 relations: region, nation, supplier,
customer, order, lineitem, part and partsupp, as shown in Fig. 1b. Similarly to
Fig. 1a, the arrows in Fig. 1b point in the direction of many-to-one table relationships and
the numbers represent the cardinalities of the tables, expressed as factors of SF, the Scale
Factor, which determines the database size [TPC-H21]. As we are adopting aspects of
the CH-benCHmark, we use TPC-H instead of TPC-DS [TPC-DS21]. Moreover, unlike
TPC-H, TPC-DS has a snowflake schema with multiple dimension and fact tables. It also
incorporates an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process, which is contrary to HTAP systems.
And with regards to having a unified schema for the mixed workloads, the similarities
between the TPC-C schema and the TPC-H schema make TPC-H more suitable.

GTPC. GTPC combines the entities of TPC-C and TPC-H, where the entities are
transformed into nodes. Both TPC-C and TPC-H share customer and order as common
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entities. Also, orderline and item entities of TPC-C map to lineitem and part
entities of TPC-H respectively. We thus maintain the entities of TPC-C as base entities and
incorporate the remaining supplier, region and nation entities of TPC-H which are
used solely for the analytical queries. By incorporating nation, there is a need to introduce
a relationship function 𝑠𝑑 that associates customers to their respective nations. Similarly to
the CH-benCHmark, we take it from the first character of the state property of a customer,
which has 62 distinct values. Thus, we top up the 25 nations of the TPC-H to 62 nations.

We introduce identifiers for all node entities. This is required since, unlike in the relational
model where entities contain foreign key attributes to denote relationships, nodes in a
property graph do not store reference properties to other nodes. Each and every node of
any given label is associated with an identifier that is unique to it within nodes of the same
label. However, the identifiers are not unique across different labels. Nevertheless, each
node is identifiable irrespective of the nodes to which it is connected, obviating the typical
identifiers that are composites of foreign keys in the relational model.

Five out of the eight attributes of the history entities in TPC-C are foreign key attributes.
As the benchmark does not require the history entities to be uniquely identifiable, we
simply merge the remaining three attributes into the customer entity in GTPC. As a result,
history is not a separate entity in GTPC. This is a property graph schema optimization
step that we take to avoid extra relationship traversal when retrieving history information.
Additionally, we save space because the history data are simply stored as property key-
values instead of as entire node objects [Al21]. Similarly, we do not store new-order as
separate node entities. And coupled with the fact that there are no attributes associated
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with new-order entities, we simply extend the properties of order nodes with an extra
property that indicates whether or not an order node is new. The graph model elevates
relationships to first-class entities. We thus model all relationships between all pairs of node
entities as separate relationship entities. Fig. 2 depicts the resulting GTPC schema.

Note that Part_Supp in the TPC-H schema is an instance of a part entity supplied by
a certain supplier. In the TPC-C schema however, stock is an instance of an item
entity available in a certain warehouse. Since item maps to part, it follows that the
information in Part_Supp in the TPC-H schema is analogous to that in stock in the GTPC
schema. Hence, there is a relationship between supplier and stock in the GTPC schema
(supplier does not exist is the TPC-C schema) much like there is a foreign key relationship
between supplier and Part_Supp entity.

Future work includes addition of more graph features in the schema, e.g. self-edges. Self-
edges could be introduced via supplier to supplier edges where bigger suppliers supply
to smaller ones, via merging the region and nation entity types into a single entity type,
thereby transforming the existing regular edges with label isPartOf into self-edges etc.

3.3 Data Generation

Product graphs in GTPC are generated as property graphs based on the GTPC schema.

Generator: The GTPC graph generator is adapted from the CH-benCHmark data gen-
erator [CH]. Different graph generators employ various distributions such as power-law,
Zipfian, uniform etc [Bo20]. As a first step, we simply follow the original TPC specification
and adapt it in terms of assigning node degrees and property values, i.e. based on a uniform
distribution. The graph data sets are output as CSV files.

Scaling: We use the number of warehouses as the basic scaling unit, similar to TPC-C. It
determines the total number of nodes and other graph characteristics such as the degrees of
all nodes, with the exception of item, supplier, region and nation.

3.4 Query Workloads

GTPC stresses the execution of concurrent OLTP and OLAP graph workloads. GTPC’s
OLTP graph workload is an adaptation of the five TPC-C transactions while its OLAP graph
workload is an adaptation of the 22 TPC-H queries. We implement the OLTP and OLAP
queries in C++ using the set of operators provided by Poseidon5. For other graph systems,
the queries simply need to be implemented in the corresponding query language. As an
example, we show the implementation of the GTPC OLAP #4 for Neo4j in List. 1.

5 https://dbgit.prakinf.tu-ilmenau.de/code/poseidon_core
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OLTP: GTPC OLTP queries 1–5 are transformations of the New-Order, Payment, Order-
Status, Delivery, and Stock-Level transactions respectively into graph queries.

OLTP #1: This read-write transaction inserts an order node along with a number of
orderline nodes associated with it. The association is captured by adding a contains
relationship for each orderline node, with the order and orderline nodes as source
and destination nodes respectively. Note that no new-order nodes are created. Rather,
the newly created order nodes have one of their properties set to indicate they are new
orders. Also note that additional relationships are created to connect the inserted order
node with its respective customer node, and to connect the inserted orderline nodes to
their respective stock nodes. The transaction also entails other read and write operations
like retrieving warehouse, district, customer and stock nodes, as well as projecting
some of their properties; and updating the properties of district and stock nodes.

OLTP #2: This transaction updates a customer’s balance. The transaction additionally
updates the warehouse and district nodes so that the sales tally with the new payment.

OLTP #3: This read-only transaction checks the order status of a customer. It covers retrieval
of the customer node, a relationship traversal(s) to retrieve the order node(s), and a
further relationship traversal(s) to retrieve the orderline node(s) connected to it.

OLTP #4: This read-write transaction delivers a batch of 10 new orders. It consists in
retrieving the order node and updating its properties to signify that it has been delivered
and thus no longer a new order. Besides that, in order to reflect the delivery, its relationships
are traversed to retrieve and update the delivery date properties of its associated orderline
nodes; as well as the balance and delivery count of its associated customer node.

OLTP #5: This read-only transaction computes the number of stock items sold recently and
having a stock level below a certain threshold value. The transaction entails relationship
traversals of up to four levels and an aggregate operation (count).

OLAP: We adapt the 22 queries of TPC-H for graphs, resulting in GTPC’s OLAP queries
1–22. The TPC-H presents systems with a rich set of chokepoints or challenges with respect
to optimized and efficient query processing. An analysis of the TPC-H chokepoints is
presented in [BNE13]. The authors integrated chokepoints in their design of the LDBC
benchmarks [LDBC SNB]. GTPC thus preserves those chokepoints. Additionally, since the
OLAP queries are largely traversal operations ranging from one to eight hops, GTPC thus
tests a system’s ability to efficiently traverse the graph topology by choosing the optimal
traversal order. This is central to the performance of graph processing.

Execution Mode: GTPC’s mixed workload is run as concurrent streams of OLTP and
OLAP queries. We dispatch an OLTP stream as a randomly permuted yet complete set
of OLTP queries while an OLAP stream consists of the full set of OLAP queries ordered
sequentially. Each OLAP stream starts with a different query. Each stream (OLTP or OLAP)
is assigned a thread from a thread pool and, within the thread, the queries of the stream are
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executed sequentially. Hence, the mixed execution mode consists in a mix of OLTP and
OLAP streams that are dispatched in parallel from the thread pool and executed concurrently.
As part of future work, an aspect of the execution to consider for fair comparison, especially
as to systems with high OLTP performance, is bounding the graph size. This could be done
by converting inserts into updates after a certain size limit or by using the number of OLTP
streams that results in the maximum OLTP throughput.

MATCH(o:Order)-[:contains]->(ol:OrderLine)
WHERE o.entry_d >= datetime('2007-01-02T00:00:00.000000')
AND o.entry_d < datetime('2012-01-02T00:00:00.000000')
AND ol.delivery_d >= o.entry_d

WITH o.ol_cnt AS o_ol_cnt, COUNT(*) AS order_count
RETURN o_ol_cnt, order_count

List. 1: GTPC OLAP #4 in Cypher.

3.5 Benchmark Parameters

Our benchmark parameters are the database size in terms of the total number of nodes,
which is a function of the number of warehouses; the number of concurrent OLTP and
OLAP streams, which determines the level of contention between transactions; and the
transaction isolation level, which determines transactional guarantees.

3.6 Performance Metrics

Most of the benchmarks discussed make use of execution time (latency) and/or throughput
as performance metrics. Other metrics considered in benchmarking include CPU usage,
memory footprint etc. In GTPC, we currently evaluate OLTP-OLAP performance interplay
based on execution time and throughput.

4 Evaluation

We use our graph database, Poseidon [Ji21], as an example graph system for our evaluation
in this paper. It should be noted here that although Poseidon is based on persistent memory,
however, persistent memory is not relevant to GTPC. Poseidon is only a graph system we
use here to make an example implementation of the GTPC benchmark. For concurrency
control in this evaluation, we use the multi-version two-phase locking protocol, where the
number of versions is limited to two (2V2PL).

We conduct our evaluations on a dual-socket Intel Xeon Gold 5215 with 10 cores per socket
running at a maximum of 3.40 GHz. The machine is equipped with 384 GB DRAM, 1.5
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Fig. 3: (a) OLAP-only throughput (in Qph) with increasing number of OLAP streams (b) OLTP-only
throughput (in Qph) with increasing number of OLTP streams (c) Execution time of OLAP stream
(in sec) with increasing number of OLTP streams (d) Execution time of OLTP stream (in sec) with
increasing number of OLAP streams.

TB Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory Module (DCPMM) operating in AppDirect mode,
4x 1.0 TB Intel SSD DC P4501 Series connected via PCIe 3.1; and runs on CentOS 7.9
with Linux Kernel 5.10.6. We use the Intel Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK)
version 1.9.1 and libpmemobj-cpp version 1.11 for directly accessing the PMem device.
Meanwhile, all executions were fixed to a single socket to factor out NUMA effects.

We load the GTPC dataset of two warehouses into Poseidon to execute the GTPC workloads.
The input graph has 1.031.312 nodes and 1.992.528 relationships. We first execute OLAP
streams exclusively. There is thus no contention for graph objects in this setting. Although
the latency per OLAP stream increases with an increasing number of concurrent streams,
Fig. 3a shows that the overall query throughput (expressed in queries per hour) increases.
With OLTP-only stream execution, however, contention between transactions on graph
objects results in some of them aborting. Also, different transactions abort at different stages
of execution – with computation being wasted for each transaction that aborts. All these
depend on the graph characteristics and workload pattern. More skew would result in higher
contention on common graph objects, as transactions are more likely to access the same
nodes – especially those with higher degrees. We currently adopt the TPC specification in
our relationship mapping and substitution parameters. Nevertheless, we see in Fig. 3b that
transaction throughput increases initially with an increase in concurrent OLTP streams until
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it reaches a threshold at 10 streams, after which dispatching additional concurrent streams
decreases throughput.

Thereafter, we run the mixed OLTP-OLAP workload to demonstrate the effectiveness of
GTPC in testing performance isolation in a system – i.e. the system’s ability to handle the
interference between concurrently running OLTP and OLAP query streams without the
performance of either of the two being compromised as a result of the other. We start by
fixing the OLAP stream at a single stream while varying the concurrent OLTP streams.
Fig. 3c shows the execution times (in seconds) of the individual queries in the OLAP
stream when run concurrently with a varying number of OLTP streams. For each query,
its execution times in the presence of the varying number of OLTP streams lie within a
relatively narrow range. This shows that the OLTP streams do not interfere much with the
OLAP query execution times, as the OLTP transactions do not block the OLAP queries due
to multi-versioning. Compared with the earlier OLAP-only runs, we see that the execution
time of an OLAP stream is influenced more by concurrent OLAP streams than by the same
number of OLTP streams. Finally, we maintain a single OLTP stream and run it concurrently
with a varying number of OLAP streams. We expect the OLTP stream execution time to
increase with more OLAP streams partly because the improved concurrency of OLAP
queries in the 2V2PL is a trade-off with delaying transaction commit when the OLTP
transactions wait for OLAP queries before acquiring a certify lock. The initial part of Fig. 3d
shows that. We note here that we omit the execution time of OLTP #4, which is the most
write-heavy transaction after OLTP #1, as it fails starting from 10 OLAP streams.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our ongoing work on GTPC, a hybrid OLTP-OLAP graph
benchmark based on the TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks. We implemented and ran GTPC
on Poseidon, our graph database, as an example to showcase the effectiveness of GTPC in
testing HTAP graph systems with respect to performance isolation between concurrently
running OLTP and OLAP graph query streams. Future work towards developing GTPC into
a fully-fledged hybrid graph benchmark include extending the mixed workload to further
include graph algorithms, incorporating more real-world data characteristics in the data
generation, introducing more benchmark parameters and performance metrics to facilitate
better comparison between different HTAP graph systems.
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IBM Data Gate: Making On-Premises Mainframe Databases
Available to Cloud Applications

Knut Stolze1, Felix Beier1, Vassil Dimov1, Eirini Kalogeiton1, Mateo Tošić1

Abstract:

Many companies use databases on the mainframe for their mission critical applications. It is important
to exploit this existing data for analysis and business decisions via modern applications that are often
built exclusively for cloud environments. IBM Db2 for z/OS Data Gate (Data Gate) is bridging the
gap between mainframe databases and such cloud-native applications. It offers high-performance data
synchronization for connecting both worlds, while providing data coherence at the level of individual
transactions. Data Gate is a hybrid cloud solution that protects existing systems, applications, and
investments into those, while enabling new use cases to work with mainframe data. In this paper, we
give an overview of Data Gate and discuss how it evolved from IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA)
technology by adjusting the system architecture and some of the functionality in order to make IBM
Db2 for z/OS (Db2/z) data a first-class citizen the cloud.

1 Introduction
Database systems are the well-established approach to manage application data since the
relational model was invented. In 1983, IBM released Db2/z, a relational DBMS for IBM’s
mainframe. As of today, Db2 and Db2/z are the core data management products for many
organizations, as they ensure excellent availability, performance, scalability, and storage
saving options. Nowadays, the need of organizations has grown to take advantage of their
huge amount of data that is generated or collected every day. To cope with this need, cloud
solutions are introduced, providing a simple, efficient, cost-effective, scalable, and flexible
environment [Ch15]. IBM offers various solutions for making on-premises data sources,
such as Db2/z, available as first-class citizens in cloud-native environments while addressing
a series of requirements, like ensuring that business-critical systems are not impacted
negatively, existing investments are protected, and risks to such systems are minimized.

This paper focusses on an approach for integrating on-premises databases into the new cloud-
native landscape rather than migrating such systems. While this integration methodology
protects decades of customers’ investments in their data management infrastructure, it rises a
set of requirements that have to be addressed in order to seamlessly integrate business-critical
databases into a managed cloud ecosystem, without having to relocate existing applications
and/or workloads. First, integration solutions have to optimize data placement with caching
strategies in order to collocate cloud-based data accesses. Those cloud-based caches need
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to be synchronized with the on-premises data sources, which comes with high requirements
w.r.t. change replication performance. Second, any data replication mechanism inevitably
introduces latencies that need to be hidden by some cache coherency protocols to guarantee
consistent views when data is accessed by consuming applications. Third, compatibility
aspects need to be considered. Although the SQL standard pretends a uniform specification
of relational data management and processing, the actual systems implementing them
differ largely in available features and functions. These differences need to be hidden
from customer applications for a truly transparent data access experience. Finally, various
non-functional requirements w.r.t. security, administration, monitoring, stability, etc. have
to be satisfied for enterprise readiness. In the following, we will discuss how Data Gate
[IB22e] solved these challenges for making Db2/z data available and synchronized in the
cloud. Based on well-proven database accelerator technologies of IDAA [IB22d], Data Gate
replicates Db2/z data into a cloud database and uses patented cache coherence protocols to
guarantee data consistency, irrespective from where the data is accessed. Data Gate can be
considered the cloud evolution of IDAA. We will present important aspects of Data Gate’s
architecture and will also shed some light on architectural decisions that led to dead ends.

2 Related Work
Data Gate is primarly an integration component that makes data available from mainframe
databases (ie. Db2/z) in established cloud databases. Generally, different approaches exist to
integrate on-premise data sources in the cloud The most common ones are described below.

The Lift-&-Shift approach transfers not only the data, but the complete on-premises
environments, consisting of data stores and the applications working with them, to a
virtualized cloud-based infrastructure. This is beneficial for data stores and applications
running on platforms that are available in the cloud already. Lift-&-Shift may require
recompiling code, changes to the packaging/installation procedures or security and user
management due to the different underlying environment. Additionally, data and file
conversions may change [Me18]. If suitable, this approach eliminates the need for on-
premises environments, as it benefits from reusability and is faster then rewriting existing
applications [In20]. On the other hand, future enhancements are slower to adopt because
the software stack is not modernized [PP20].

Custom data ingestion pipelines use a combination of tools for bulk loading and continuous
data replication to copy the data from on-premises databases to a cache in the cloud for
minimizing data access costs of cloud-native applications. The required tools can be
implemented from scratch or by combining open-source technologies, like Kafka [Kr11],
Debezium [Co22] and others [De21]. Alternatively, a combination of existing products
with different performance characteristics and consistency semantics can be used, e. g.,
AWS Database Migration Service [Ge22]. Such data ingestion pipelines minimize risks for
existing applications because the source database systems are not impacted and allow to
embed data transformations that may be required by consuming cloud applications. On the
other hand, this approach has a longer time-to-market because multiple components are
involved that have to be separately implemented and integration-tested as a whole system.
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Many companies offer integrated data replication tools that provide all benefits of custom
data ingestion pipelines while abstracting the implementation complexity, e. g. Oracle
Golden Gate [Gu16] and Cyniti Data Replication [Sy19]. Those tools replicate data from
the on-premises data store to a target database in the cloud, offering features for initial bulk
data ingestion, continuous data replication, and utilities to orchestrate the whole process.
These tools take care of encryption and data transformations and, usually, offer better data
movement performance and superior consistency semantics than home-grown solutions.
An integration with other cloud services is provided to ease data consumption in cloud
environments. Examples for such integrations are cataloging data in enterprise data catalogs,
automated data governance, and data profiling. Data Gate falls into this group.

While the previous approaches involve movement of data from on-premises data sources to
the cloud, data virtualization allows consuming the data from cloud-based applications
without creating a cached data copy. Inconsistencies between different data versions are
avoided because all data consumers operate on the same data. To achieve that, a data
virtualization layer is defined that combines separate data sources from different platforms.
The ease of integrating various data platforms at one place enables rapid prototyping of new
cloud applications [MAT19]. On the other hand, the on-premises data store has to facilitate
the whole workload, analytical and transactional, stemming from both, on-premises and
cloud applications. Thus, a virtualization approach can be more costly in terms of operations
of the source data store and pose a risk for existing business-critical applications.

3 Evolution from IDAA to Data Gate
Data Gate can be categorized as integrated data replication tool that facilitates the movement
of data from an on-premises mainframe database to a cloud database. Data Gate is integrated
into IBM Cloud Pak for Data (CP4D) [IB22c], IBM’s cloud platform for data analytics
with a unified service architecture for user management, encryption, and common user
experience for working with a wide variety of data sources. It interacts with the platform’s
metadata catalog for making mainframe data discoverable and consumable by any cloud
application. Applications can access the data in the cloud database at any time with the
guarantee that they always operate on the latest, consistent view of the data. Furthermore,
Data Gate supports seamless routing of analytic workload stemming from Db2/z to the
cloud. It evolved from IDAA, an on-premises accelerator appliance for processing analytical
Db2/z queries. The architectural evolution is illustrated in Figure 1.

The architecture of IDAA that acts as the base for Data Gate is illustrated in Figure 1A. IDAA
is a pre-configured cluster that runs a tuned IBM Db2 Warehouse (Db2 WH) installation and
an accelerator server middleware. IDAA is deeply integrated into Db2/z as internal resource
for processing analytic queries (green flow in Figure 1A). IDAA exists only as an extension
to Db2/z and the data residing on the accelerator can only be accessed through Db2/z.
IDAA’s main purpose is to make mainframe workload more predictable and to execute
the analytical part of it more efficiently. Queries that are submitted by client applications
are analyzed by the Db2/z optimizer which decides to route the query to IDAA if it is

IBM Data Gate: Making On-Premises Mainframe Databases Available to Cloud
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Fig. 1: IDAA and Data Gate Architecture Overview

an analytical one. Otherwise, it is executed locally. In case it is routed to IDAA, it will
be transformed to the Db2 WH SQL dialect, executed on the appliance, and its result set
is streamed back to the application via Db2/z. The offloading is, therefore, completely
transparent to the application and no modifications are needed. That is a critical requirement
for many Db2/z users. The data residing on IDAA is always kept in the same encoding as on
the source database so that queries will deliver the same results as if they are run on Db2/z.

Accelerated queries are executed on a copy of the Db2/z data. An administrator selects tables
that should be accelerated and adds them to the appliance (orange flow in Figure 1A), which
registers the table’s schema. The actual copy of the table data is triggered via a bulk load
mechanism that unloads table partitions from Db2/z in an efficient way using a dedicated
utility (see [IB22b]). The partition data is transferred to the accelerator and inserted in
parallel to Db2 WH (blue flow Figure 1A). The load process creates a snapshot of the tables
that can later be updated with another bulk load in case many changes accumulated before
the accelerator data copy needs to be refreshed.

Consistency of the copied data in the accelerator is realized by a multi-version concurrency
control (MVCC) mechanism that employs views to define visible vs. invisible rows [SBM19].
Therefore, each bulk load assigns a unique ID to all processed rows which is stored in an
internal column of the target table. This ID is used by a view for filtering rows when queries
are executed. The view is updated after each load operation and synchronized with potential
concurrent incremental update operations. Cross-table consistency is guaranteed because
DDL statements are fully transactional in Db2 WH and adhere to the ACID properties.
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An alternative to bulk loading is the incremental update strategy, called IBM Integrated
Synchronization (InSync) (red flow in Figure 1A). It can be used if changes happen frequently
and accelerated queries should run on the latest data version. InSync captures changes to
observed tables from the Db2/z transaction log and applies them to the target database [Bu20].
The overall data flow is highly optimized and avoids data transformations, e. g., the raw log
format written by Db2/z is directly consumed by Db2 WH. The specialized incremental
update implementation is further exploited during query processing. An application can
request to process the data as it was in Db2/z at the time when a query was submitted. Upon
such a request, the accelerator captures the current head-of-transaction-log from Db2/z or
the newest log position for the tables specified in the query. Query execution is delayed until
this log position has been applied by InSync to the target database.

IDAA provides a High Performance Storage Saver (HPSS) feature to move data from Db2/z
to Db2 WH. Historical partitions that do not change anymore on Db2/z can be loaded to
IDAA and are removed from the source database. Only partitions that are still being updated
remain on Db2/z. Although the “archived” data is not present on Db2/z anymore, it can
still be queried via the accelerator [IB22a]. HPSS reduces the data volume on Db2/z which
leads to faster index maintenance, more efficient reorganizations and statistics collection,
and, thus, processing overall.

Another feature allows tables to exist only on the accelerator without being present on Db2/z
at all [BSM16]. For those Accelerator-only Tables (AOTs), not only analytical queries but
also all Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements are routed to the accelerator. AOTs
can be used for efficient in-database transformations, data preparation tasks, and are a
perfect fit for storing temporary data for subsequent queries or reports.

IDAA’s architecture has been adjusted several times in the past in order to enable additional
use cases and data access patterns. Figure 1B) illustrates the IDAA on Cloud modification
that provided query acceleration capabilities as standalone cloud service [BS17]. The data
flow and use cases are comparable to the appliance form factor of IDAA. From a high-level
perspective, just the deployment of the accelerator software stack changed so that it can be
hosted in IBM’s public and private cloud environments. Therefore, the Db2 WH as well as
the accelerator middleware have been containerized. To meet the security requirements of
a cloud-based database service offering, encryption mechanisms were introduced, which
were not needed before in the isolated on-premises environment of IDAA. Both, data at rest,
i. e. the table copies stored inside Db2 WH, as well as data in motion, i. e. data that flows
between Db2/z and the accelerator, are protected via encrypted storage and VPN gateways.

A second direction of the IDAA architecture aimed at opening the encapsulated target
database to minimize data transfer overheads for large result sets to external applications.
The corresponding IDAA DRDA Gateway architecture is depicted in Figure 1C). An
application can directly connect to the accelerator for executing a query via the DRDA
protocol [DRD03]2 (purple flow in Figure 1C). From there, the query is passed on to Db2/z

2 For IBM’s database systems, the DRDA protocol is the underlying technology used by ODBC/CLI or JDBC.
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where the statement is validated (privileges, object existence, etc.) and rewritten according
to the SQL dialect of Db2 WH. Db2/z routes the query to the accelerator, which hands it
over to the cloud database for execution. Contrary to normal query execution, IDAA returns
an empty result set to Db2/z while forwarding the actual result set from Db2 WH to the
application.

Although the DRDA gateway showed a 10x performance improvement for transferring
result sets, data could not be directly accessed. All queries had to be processed by Db2/z
during preparation and IDAA was handling the execution in Db2 WH. IDAA itself was an
additional hop for transferring result sets and applications had to use the SQL constructs of
Db2/z and could not take advantage of native constructs available in the cloud database.
Hence, the product never got beyond the prototyping stage. The standalone IDAA on Cloud
service was also discontinued because it lacked a deep integration into a cloud-based data
analytics environment.

A third direction was the integration of additional data processing engines with the target
database. For example, IBM Netezza Analytics Stored Procedures [IB16, BSM16] have
been made available as separate package that could be added to IDAA. The package enabled
additional stored procedures for analytics that directly run in the target database. The
stored procedures were callable in Db2/z, but processing was forwarded to the accelerator.
The intention was to generalize the query acceleration idea to custom analytical packages.
Spark was also provided as additional processing engine that was collocated with the target
database, Netezza at that point in time. Stored procedures could be used to submit Spark
jobs. However, a shift in the underlying database technology from Netezza to Db2 WH lead
to a setback.

The path of Db2/z data towards the cloud has been paved by Data Gate which can generally
be regarded as consolidation of the previous architectures. Data Gate’s architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1D), which will be explained in more details in Section 4.

4 Deep Dive into Data Gate

4.1 Data Gate Architecture

Data Gate mainly inherited its functionality from IDAA on Cloud. IDAA and Data Gate
can coexist and be connected to the same Db2/z system. While IDAA is attached locally and
used for accelerating analytic queries, Data Gate is an extension of Db2/z to a cloud-based
environment where it maintains a cached twin copy of the tables. In contrast to IDAA,
Data Gate allows direct access from applications to the target database. In fact, it is the
user’s responsibility to provide, configure, and maintain a Db2 on Cloud instance and
connect it to Db2/z via Data Gate. This offers the flexibility to use the cached Db2/z data
for various use cases in the cloud-based environment.

Unlike IDAA on Cloud, Data Gate is integrated in a common cloud architecture (cf.
section 4.2), which is more flexible since it allows organizations to tailor their system
architecture towards specific needs of the target applications by allowing:
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• Independent configuration of the computation and storage resources that should be
allocated for Data Gate and the cloud database instance

• Selection between multiple storage types with different capabilities with regard to
failover and performance characteristics

• Selection of different cloud database form factors: row store for OLTP workloads,
Db2 WH for analytics, and Db2 WH with query acceleration for OLAP workloads from
cloud-native applications and accelerated query routing via Db2/z, like IDAA

Internally, Data Gate uses a microservices architecture. Therefore, IDAA’s monolithic
middleware was split into more fine-granular component containers which are loosely
coupled and controlled over an API layer that maintains stateful information and metadata.
These APIs communicate with Db2/z over secure connections and invoke administrative
stored procedures that are used to control IDAA or Data Gate. Data Gate uses encryption in
all layers of communication and data propagation (cf. section 4.2). This differs from IDAA
where a dedicated, private network is used to avoid any encryption-related overhead.

4.2 Cloud Platform Mandates
Data Gate is available through CP4D that is deployed on top of an Red Hat OpenShift
(OpenShift) cluster. One advantage of OpenShift is the use of operators for integrating
all components. A Data Gate operator observes container registries and automatically
reconciles the cluster on updates, e. g., for security patches, which can be applied in short
time intervals. Moreover, CP4D provides a set of common services that can be used by
any service offering, like user and credentials management, logging and diagnostics, and a
common user interface. Unlike IDAA, Data Gate enables direct access to the cloud database,
which allows to consume Db2/z data by cloud-native applications. Since the target database
is not fully controlled by Data Gate, high security requirements are implemented by:

• Providing fewer privileges for run-time users
• Deploying a dedicated init container for separation of duties and target database tuning
• Encrypting data everywhere: at rest and in motion between all components, e. g., TLS

encryption between Db2/z and Data Gate is provided via a dedicated stunnel container

4.3 Integration with Cloud Services
Most organizations have huge amounts of data stored in many forms in various locations.
Finding relevant data quickly and connecting disparate data sources can be challenging and
time-consuming. IBM Watson Knowledge Catalog (WKC) [IB22f] unites all information
assets into a single metadata catalog. A single click in Data Gate’s User Interface (UI)
is sufficient to publish metadata about the source database connection and its data assets
(tables), along with the target database connection and all replicated data assets to WKC
(orange data/metadata flow in Figure 1D). In addition to making the metadata discoverable,
the main purpose of the integration is to enable WKC’s built-in tools for data governance,
lineage, and profiling, as well as numerous other cloud-native applications, e. g., Watson
Studio for data analysis. This is particularly useful to ensure that each user can only see data
according to their roles, where WKC masks and randomizes sensitive data.
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4.4 Changes in the Backend Database

The target database is not owned by Data Gate but integrated as separate cloud service.
To ensure high performance of the whole system the target database has to be tuned.
For example, the archive log is disabled for better data synchronization performance in
any deployment. Other parameters, such as automated statistics maintenance and table
reorganizations, are enabled for the analytical use case only. For protecting the runtime
environment, the tuning is done in a special init container that runs as privileged user in
comparison to the normal Data Gate operations (see Figure 1D).

Data Gate caches data in the cloud for new applications which require data in UNICODE
rather than EBCDIC encoding that is typically used in Db2/z. Thus, Data Gate is re-encoding
the data when it is copied. Because such code page conversions may increase string lengths,
the column widths of target tables is increased based on heuristics that implement a trade-off
between the range of supported values, maximum column widths, and storage utilization.

In IDAA, queries are routed from Db2/z to the target database. With Data Gate, the cloud
database is directly accessible by applications. The replicated database is impacted by the
data synchronization latency and is only eventually consistent to the source database –
similarly to most asynchronously replicated databases. Eventually consistent systems make
no guarantees for the staleness of the data [Vo09]. Applications accessing the target database
could retrieve data older than the one already persisted in the source database. Similarly
to IDAA, Data Gate provides a way to run queries on the target database with the newest
data from Db2/z. Query can retrieve transactionally consistent data as if the execution
happens on the source database by using new SQL syntax in the cloud database, which uses
Data Gate under the covers. A query can be annotated to wait for the newest data from the
on-premises database to be replicated to the cloud database:

SET CURRENT QUERY WAITFORDATA = 10;

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM BANK.TRANSACTION;

The first line sets the WAITFORDATA special register of the cloud database to 10 seconds.
The subsequent query will wait until the most recent changes from the source database
have been replicated or the 10 seconds timeout has expired. Since Data Gate comes with
very low latency (usually a few seconds only), query execution commences well before
the timeout expires. If the timeout is reached, an appropriate error is returned. With this
extension, read-after-write inconsistencies [Je] are avoided for applications that access data
on the target database.

5 Performance Evaluation
After discussing the most important architectural changes that transform IDAA from a
highly tuned on-premises analytical database accelerator to Data Gate as cloud database
replication tool, this section sheds some light on the performance impact of these changes.
From a use case perspective, we compared the performance of the initial data loading
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phase (bulk load), the incremental update performance for replicating changes from the
source database to the target database, and also the query acceleration flow from Db2/z.
Additional Data Gate use cases that employ different Db2 service versions as target database
or different data access patterns, such as direct query processing from cloud applications on
the target database, are out of scope for this paper.

Operation IDAA Data
Gate

Initial Load 4.2 1.4Throughput
(TB/h)
Average InSync 511 k 364 kThroughput
(Tx/s)
Average InSync 6.4 10.4Latency (s)
Total Query 969 1260Runtime (s)

Tab. 1: Operations Fig. 2: Accelerated Query Performance

Since IDAA and Data Gate share large portions of the underlying code base, comparable
performance results were expected with respect to the software stack. However, the cloud
infrastructure abstraction layers (from OpenShift) and the new microservices architecture
(introducing additional network communication between containers) may result in overhead
reflected in the performance of Data Gate. The biggest performance impact is expected from
the hardware resources and the Db2 service configuration that need to be specified when
Data Gate is instantiated. While IDAA is preconfigured and tuned under lab conditions,
Data Gate offers more options for its users. For the sake of space, just a single comparable
configuration will be examined, without additional tuning on Data Gate side.

As testbed, a full-rack IDAA V7.5.8 on IBM Integrated Analytics System (IIAS) cluster
with 168 cores, 3.5 TB RAM, SSD storage, and 20 Gbps network connection to Db2/z was
used. As counterpart, a Data Gate 2.1 on a IBM Cloud Pak for Data System (CP4DS) cluster
with comparable hardware specification was used. Since the CP4DS offers more resources
than the IIAS cluster, the Db2 WH service was configured with less resources than the
maximum to obtain a comparable target database. Data Gate uses Red Hat OpenShift Data
Foundation (ODF) for storage which creates three replicas of each block that are distributed
over multiple worker nodes. By using hostpath storage mapping, the performance could be
increased because no data replicas are created and each worker node just mounts locally
attached disks. However, since this configuration does not guarantee high availability, just
the ODF results will be discussed. We used a 5 TB TPCH benchmark, extended by additional
queries to match existing IDAA production workloads.

The performance results are outlined in Table 1. It can be seen that the initial load performance
of Data Gate did not match expectations. The reason is a bottleneck in the network layer
where additional tuning will be required. However, we do not consider this as a restriction
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because tables are typically bulk-loaded just once and then incremental update is used.
Hence, InSync performance is more important. Table 1 shows that both IDAA and Data Gate
perform well in terms of throughput and latency during the incremental update process.
We highlight that both IDAA and Data Gate were validated in real environments where the
InSync pipeline could keep up with the maximum change rate of the corresponding Db2/z
subsystem. The query results of the benchmark were also almost on par. The drill-down
in the query timings in Figure 2 shows that most queries perform equally good in both
environments. Some regressed while others performed better, both stemming from the
configuration differences.

Overall, the assumptions were met. The experiments have shown that the architecture
changes of Data Gate work well. In most cases the requirements of current Data Gate users
are already satisfied. But the load performance may be improved with additional tuning.

6 Conclusion & Outlook

In this paper, we gave an introduction on Data Gate and demonstrated how it makes Db2/z
data accessible to cloud applications by replicating and subsequently synchronizing the data
with a cached twin in a Db2 on Cloud service. We discussed how Data Gate was built on
IDAA technology, which parts of it could be reused, and which parts had to be adjusted and
why. Our performance measurements revealed that classic IDAA use cases can be executed
by Data Gate without major performance impact and identified bottlenecks that can be
addressed by additional architecture tuning.

The evolution is not done, however. Today, the interfaces between Data Gate and IDAA are
kept very similar which is not practical in the long run. Applications accessing the data in the
cloud database should not have to use Db2/z to obtain information, like replication latency
or details about synchronization errors. We are working on providing such administrative
and monitoring information directly in the cloud database.

Another feature we are working on is to use the cloud database as a replication source.
Organizations have expressed interest to selectively propagate data provided by Data Gate on
to other database for further processing. Such a daisy-chain replication requires adjustments
in how Data Gate stores the data in its cloud database because internal abstraction layers,
like views that are used today, cannot serve as sources for replication tools like CDC [Be12].

A third major functional enhancement is to enable data modifications in the cloud database,
propagating such changes back to the mainframe, and making other tables that exist in the
cloud database known on the mainframe. Of course, such features will break the concept of
treating Db2/z as master of the data. In this respect, security, consistency, and durability are
important concerns that needs to be taken into account.
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The Easiest Way of Turning your Relational Database into a
Blockchain — and the Cost of Doing So
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Abstract: Blockchain systems essentially consist of two levels: The network level has the responsibility
of distributing an ordered stream of transactions to all nodes of the network in exactly the same way,
even in the presence of a certain amount of malicious parties (byzantine fault tolerance). On the node
level, each node then receives this ordered stream of transactions and executes it within some sort of
transaction processing system, typically to alter some kind of state. This clear separation into two levels
as well as drastically different application requirements have led to the materialization of the network
level in form of so-called blockchain frameworks. While providing all the “blockchain features”, these
frameworks leave the node level backend flexible or even left to be implemented depending on the
specific needs of the application. In the following paper, we present how to integrate a highly versatile
transaction processing system, namely a relational DBMS, into such a blockchain framework to power
a large variety of use-cases. As framework, we use the popular Tendermint Core, now part of the
Ignite/Cosmos eco-system, which can run both public and permissioned networks and combine it
with relational DBMSs as the backend. This results in a “relational blockchain”, which is able to run
deterministic SQL on a fully replicated relational database. Apart from presenting the integration and
its pitfalls, we will carefully evaluate the performance implications of such combinations, in particular,
the throughput and latency overhead caused by the blockchain layer on top of the DBMS. As a result,
we give recommendations on how to run such a systems combination efficiently in practice.

Keywords: Blockchain; Relational Databases; Distributed Query Processing; Tendermint

1 Introduction
In recent years, blockchain systems gained interest in various contexts, as they provide dis-
tributed transaction processing in potentially untrusted environments. Whereas the original
applications mainly targeted public environments such as crypto currencies [Na09, Et22],
blockchain systems have also gained interest in permissioned setups, where independent
and potentially distrusting organizations, such as for instance companies trading with each
other, want to perform some sort of mutual transaction processing [IB22a, IB22b, Te22a].
While the needs and environments for blockchain systems exist, a major downforce for the
application of this technology has always been its hard entry level. Existing blockchain
systems are often tailored towards a specific use-case or application domain and therefore
are hard to apply for new application types. To deal with this challenge, one of the three
following strategies is typically applied: (1) To reinvent the wheel and to engineer a new
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blockchain system from scratch, fitting to the specific needs. (2) To carefully adapt an
existing blockchain system to the new requirements. (3) To not install a blockchain solution
at all. Of course, often, consequence (3) is picked as (1) and (2) are cumbersome and
therefore costly.

A step towards solving this problem is the observation that all blockchain systems essentially
consist only of two major components. The first component manages the network level. It
receives input transactions, orders them globally, and distributes the transaction sequence to
each node of the network in exactly the same way. The challenge here lies in performing
this in an untrusted environment, where a certain amount of participants might behave
maliciously. To guarantee safety and liveness in such an environment, network levels
implement sophisticated consensus mechanisms, secure message passing, and tamper-proof
transaction logging. Despite various different implementations, the network level is rather
independent from the actual application, as the semantics of the transactions are not
relevant for this part. The second component manages the node level and centers around the
processing of transactions within each node. Naturally, the requirements here are highly
application dependent. As a consequence of these observations, blockchain frameworks have
emerged that try to strictly separate their components by design. The prominent framework
Tendermint Core [Te22b], that we will utilize in the following, even leaves the node level
backend fully unimplemented. It is up to the application to provide a backend which receives
and processes the transactions that are distributed by the framework to each node.

This allows us to easily tackle another typical downside of blockchain systems: an overly
simplistic data model and low-level transaction logic. Many prominent systems, like the
widely-used Hyperledger Fabric [An18], implement only a key-value model that is accessed
via put()/get()/delete() calls, from a smart contract containing the transaction logic,
often written in a general-purpose programming language like Go [An18]. Of course, this
highly complicates the process of transaction writing. To tackle this problem, we want to
support the widely-used relational model SQL, by connecting a relational DBMS as backend
to the framework. Therefore, we create a “relational blockchain” with minimal effort and are
especially interested in the overhead that is caused by this combination. We will investigate
the latency and throughput of the relational blockchain under the drastically different
synchronous, pseudo-synchronous, and asynchronous communication, each appropriate for
different types of applications. Further, we will look at the scaling behavior of the system and
discuss important configuration parameters. In summary, we will provide recommendations
on how to use such a relational blockchain efficiently in practice.

1.1 Contributions

(1) We present how to integrate a stand-alone single-node relational DBMS into the
blockchain framework Tendermint. Our current implementation supports PostgreSQL and
MySQL and can easily be extended for further systems. As a result of this combination, we
produce a relational blockchain that can execute (deterministic) SQL transactions equally
across a set of potentially untrusted nodes to modify a fully replicated database.
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(2) We evaluate latency and throughput/end-to-end runtime of the relational blockchain
under Smallbank [Sm13] and TPC-C [TP22] transactions. We compare its performance
with a standalone execution of the workloads in single-instance and distributed PostgreSQL
to identify the overhead that is caused by the blockchain framework.
(3) We evaluate the impact of three different communication methods, namely synchronous,
pseudo-synchronous, and asynchronous communication. We show that the choice of the
communication method has a drastic impact on the performance of the system.
(4) We evaluate the impact of the relational backends, namely PostgreSQL and MySQL,
under synchronous and asynchronous communication.
(5) We evaluate the scaling capabilities of the relational blockchain. Here, we first scale
the number of virtual nodes within a physical node, which factors out network latency and
resembles the Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) setup. Then, we scale number of physical
nodes within and across data-centers, resembling the classical distributed setup, facing
network/internet latency.
(6) We provide practical recommendations in which situations a relational blockchain yields
a good performance – and in which situations it does not. To allow and easy application of
our findings, all code, results, scripts and auxiliary material of this paper is available in the
repository: https://gitlab.rlp.net/fschuhkn/relational-blockchain

2 Related Work
Before presenting our relational blockchain, let us discuss other work that sits at the
intersection of blockchains and database systems.

There exists other interesting work that analyzes and/or builds upon the Tendermint
framework. In [Ca21, Bu22], the authors perform an interesting performance analysis of the
internal behavior of the framework. In [Am18], the authors analyze correctness and fairness
of the system. The findings in these works justify our use and setup of Tendermint: The
framework powers hundreds of applications of the Cosmos network, where most networks
are tightly coupled with only few nodes. Latency and throughput decreases gracefully with
the number of nodes participating in the consensus. Tendermint has also been used before
to connect DBMSs as the backend. A prominent example is BigchainDB [Bi22], which
uses the document store MongoDB [Mo22] as backend. Apart from Tendermint, there exist
other blockchain frameworks. The most prominent representative is clearly Hyperledger
Fabric [An18], designed to power permissioned blockchain networks. The modular design is
composed of interchangeable components that allow a tuning of the network to the specific
needs of the application up to a certain degree. Unfortunately, the system is hardcoded
against a key-value model, such that the integration of a relational backend is not possible
without deep changes of the system. Another blockchain framework is ChainifyDB [Sc21b],
that allows the creation of heterogeneous blockchain networks. Here, heterogeneous means
that different relational systems can be used across a single network. The applied processing
model still ensures correctness of transaction processing.
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Apart from frameworks, many research papers discuss the interconnection and rela-
tion of classical DBMSs and blockchain systems and how to combine both worlds. In
BlockchainDB [El19b, El19a], a database layer is placed on top of a blockchain layer to
combine the proper query interface of a database systems with the replication guarantees
of a blockchain. In [Na19], the authors take the other route and extend a relational system,
namely PostgreSQL, with a blockchain layer in order to create a blockchain network between
multiple PostgreSQL instances. Unfortunately, this project requires a deep modification of
PostgreSQL. Another interesting project is Veritas [Ge19]. Therein, the authors propose
to extend existing DBMSs with blockchain features in a cloud environment. Apart from
architectural works, many projects try to improve the performance of blockchain systems
in order to converge towards the performance of traditional (distributed) DBMSs. In Fab-
ric++ [Sh19], several optimization techniques from the database domain are transferred to
Fabric in order to speed up processing. Other works try to improve blockchain performance
via sharding [Da19] and various low-level optimizations in the transaction processing
flow [Go19].

Note that originally, we planned to add a comparison with another comparable blockchain
system to this paper to put our system into perspective. Unfortunately, there are very few
systems targeting our specific setup and if they target it, they either (a) deeply modify the
relational DBMS, (b) their code is not available, (c) have a very different query interface, or
(d) run a different execution model providing different guarantees. Consequently, in this
paper we focus on an in-depth evaluation of our relational blockchain system.

3 Setting up a Relational Blockchain
In the following section, we will discuss how to integrate a relational DBMS into the
Tendermint framework, which we believe is a good template for how blockchain frameworks
are reasonably engineered. On the backend side, we will focus on relational DBMSs in this
work. However, the general process is applicable to non-relational transaction processing
backends in a similar fashion.

3.1 The Blockchain Framework: Tendermint Core

The design goal of the blockchain framework Tendermint Core [Te22b] is to provide
essentially all those components that are shared in typical blockchain environments [Di18,
Sc21a], but nothing more than that. Precisely, the entire transaction processing backend is
left unimplemented and must be provided by the application side. There are two requirements
for the backend: (1) The same backend must be used within all nodes of the network. (2) This
backend must be deterministic, i.e., it executes a block of transactions in the same way on
all nodes.

The most essential components that are already provided by Tendermint Core are:
(1) A transaction pool which has the responsibility to receive and hold transactions that
are pending for ordering and execution. All submitted input transactions first go into this
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pool, where they can be rejected already, if they do not match user-specified criteria, by
implementing the function CheckTx(). The pool itself is lazily replicated across the nodes,
i.e., nodes share pending transactions with other nodes via gossip broadcasting.
(2) A consensus mechanism called Polka, which is a variation of the well-known
PBFT [CL99] consensus. It can tolerate up to 𝑓 maliciously behaving parties in a set
of 3 𝑓 + 1 parties. While the mechanism is tailored towards a permissioned setup, where all
participants are known at all times, it can be extended to work in a public environment as
well by using a Proof-of-Stake-like approach. As this requires the integration of a currency,
we run the default version of the consensus mechanism in a permissioned setup.
(3) The ledger, which stores the observed sequence of committed transactions at the
granularity of blocks within each node in a tamper-resistant way.
(4) A message passing system that ensures a secure communication between individual
parties of the network.

On the network level, the workflow of the system essentially looks as follows: First, a client
submits a new transaction to the network. The network then stores this transaction in the
transaction pool with other pending transactions. A node then picks a set of transactions
from the pool and groups them into a block in an ordered way. The block then goes through
multiple consensus rounds until it is either globally accepted or globally rejected. If it
is rejected, another block will be proposed (potentially by another node) and consensus
restarts. However, if the block is accepted, it is distributed to all nodes of the network. Each
node that receives a block then appends it to its copy of the ledger and passes the block to
the transaction processing backend.

Apart from transaction processing, Tendermint Core also handles the network coordination
such as the integration of new nodes to an already established network. A joining node
essentially downloads the ledger from another node, verifies its integrity, and executes all
blocks and their transactions in the backend to reach the up-to-date state.

3.2 Communicating with the Transaction Processing Backend

The block passing between the framework and the transaction processing backend happens
via a so-called Application Blockchain Interface (ABCI). The interface essentially consists
only of the four functions BeginBlock(), DeliverTx(), EndBlock(), and Commit(), which
must be implemented by the backend and which are called by the framework. For every
agreed-upon block that is distributed, the core first calls BeginBlock() on each node to
signal the arrival of a new block to the backend. Then, for each transaction within the
block, the core calls DeliverTx() sequentially. This function is responsible for the actual
processing of the transaction. It also returns whether the execution of a transaction was
successful or not. After all transactions have been delivered, the core calls EndBlock()
to signal that the block is done. Finally, the core calls Commit(). This tells the backend
that all changes made by the transactions of the block must become real and visible for
upcoming processing, if all transactions in the block succeeded. Otherwise, Commit() is
responsible for rolling back all changes made by all transactions of the block. To implement
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this ABCI and to connect a backend to Tendermint core, there are two options which we call
the server-variant and the builtin-variant. In the server-variant, the backend implementing
the ABCI runs as an independent socket-server and the core calls the interface via TCP. In
the builtin-variant, the ABCI is implemented by the backend as a component of Tendermint
core and directly compiled into it. While the server-variant offers a higher flexibility, the
builtin-variant allows the core to communicate with the backend via simple function calls.
In Section 4.2, we will evaluate both variants.

3.3 Integrating a Relational DBMS as Backend

Connecting a relational DBMS to the blockchain framework by implementing the ABCI is
fairly natural, as both sides provide transaction semantics. However, to avoid confusion,
we now have to clearly differentiate between different types of transactions and different
types of commits in our system composition: We will call transactions, that are submitted to
the blockchain network as bc-transactions. As discussed, multiple bc-transactions can be
grouped in a block, which is committed as a whole by the framework. We call this a bc-
commit. In contrast to that, we refer to transactions that are executed by the relational DBMS
as db-transactions. The DBMS commits at the granularity of individual db-transactions,
which we call db-commit.

Before being able to communicate with the relational DBMS from within the ABCI
functions, we establish a connection to it in the bootstrapping part of Tendermint Core. To
do so, we utilize the drivers pgx [pg22] and go-sql-driver/mysql [go22a] for PostgreSQL
and MySQL, respectively, to open a connection to the DBMS instance. Table 1 now shows
the pseudo-code implementation of BeginBlock(), DeliverTx(), and Commit(), where we
show only the communication with the DBMS and removed any boilerplate code or error
handling. As EndBlock() does not involve any DBMS communication, we do not show it.

1 BeginBlock() {

2 // start db-transaction

3 db-transaction dbTx

4 = db.Begin()

5 return dbTx

6 }

1 DeliverTx(db-transaction dbTx,

2 bc-transaction bsTx) {

3 // extract SQL statement

4 // from bc-transaction

5 sql stmt = DecodeTx(bsTx)

6 // execute SQL statement

7 // as part of db-transaction

8 status s = dbTx.Execute(stmt)

9 return s

10 }

1 Commit(db-transaction dbTx,

2 status[] s) {

3 if(s.Contains(bsTxFailed))

4 dbTx.Rollback()

5 else

6 // perform db-commit

7 // (= perform bc-commit)

8 dbTx.Commit()

9 }

Tab. 1: Pseudo-code for BeginBlock(), DeliverTx(), and Commit().

In our implementation, BeginBlock() has the sole purpose to begin a new db-transaction.
The context db is provided by Tendermint and implements a generic interface from the
Go package sql [Go22b] that allows the communication with relational DBMSs. Relying
on a generic interface enables an easy switching between PostgreSQL and MySQL (and
other relational systems). Underneath this generic interface, we again use pgx respectively
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go-sql-driver/mysql as a compatibility layer. It essentially translates the generic calls to
their DBMS-specific counterparts. In each call to DeliverTx(), we receive the db-transaction
in progress as well as a bc-transaction of the current block. We first decode the received
bc-transaction and extract the SQL statement that is stored therein as a string. Then, we
pass the SQL statement to the db-transaction context for execution. This execution returns a
status (success or failure), which also contains the result of the db-transaction. We return this
status to Tendermint Core. After all bc-transactions have been delivered, Commit() is called,
which receives the open db-transaction and the execution statuses of all bc-transactions
of the block. Based on the statuses, we check whether there is a bc-transaction that failed
the execution. This could for instance be the case if the SQL statement contained in a
bc-transaction is malformed. If a failed bc-transaction exists, we command the DBMS to
rollback the db-transaction, including all changes made by bc-transactions of the block.
Otherwise, we can safely db-commit the db-transaction, such that all changes of this block
become visible for the processing of the next block.

Note that we use the previously described communication protocol only for modifying
transactions. To answer read-only transactions, we implement the ABCI function Query()
which allows us to fire read-only queries against the backend of a single node3, effectively
bypassing the costly transaction processing flow of the blockchain framework.

3.4 Synchronous vs Asynchronous Transaction Processing

To process modifying transactions in the blockchain network, the client has essentially two
different modes available: (1) A synchronous mode, where a client-request blocks until it
receives an answer from the system. (2) An asynchronous mode, where the request returns
before receiving an answer. As we will evaluate both modes in the following, let us discuss
their precise realization and behavior in the following.

We start with synchronous processing. First of all, to communicate with Tendermint Core,
the client uses a Broadcast API in order to submit bc-transactions. From this API, we utilize
the function BroadcastTxCommit(). This function basically resembles a synchronous submit
that receives a bc-transaction and blocks until either it has been worked into a bc-committed
block or it is rejected from the transaction pool (due to being malformed). Consequently, our
test suite looks fairly simple for the synchronous case: In each iteration of the loop, a client
fires a bc-transaction using BroadcastTxCommit() and waits for the result before proceeding
with the next iteration. The asynchronous transaction processing is more complex. Here, we
use the weaker API function BroadcastTxSync() to communicate with Tendermint Core,
which already returns after the bc-transaction has been successfully added to the transaction
pool. Thus, the client does not get a synchronous response on whether the transaction was
committed successfully in a block or not. As we still require a reliable feedback on the
success of execution, we implement a test suite as depicted in Figure 1.

3 This can be extended to query multiple nodes to handle the risk of querying a malicious node.
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Fig. 1: Workflow of asynchronous transactions processing.

It consists of three components: (a) The coordinator, responsible for orchestrating the
entire run. (b) The RPC-sender, which broadcasts the bc-transactions to the framework.
(c) The RPC-listener, which listens for bc-committed blocks. In 1 , the main loop first starts
both RPC-sender and RPC-listener. Then, in 2 , the RPC-sender uses the aforementioned
BroadcastTxSync() to push bc-transactions into the network. While doing so, the RPC-
sender monitors the number of bc-transactions that made it into the transaction pool –
this is the number of transactions expected to make it through the system. In 3 , after
submitting all bc-transactions, this number is passed to the RPC-listener. For every block
that is bc-committed by the framework, in 4 , the RPC-listener receives a NewBlockHeader
event from the framework and calculates the number of already seen bc-transactions based
on it. As soon as it has seen all previously entered bc-transactions, in 5 , it informs the
coordinator that all bc-transactions have now been processed and passes the blockIDs
containing these transactions. In 6 , the coordinator then requests all relevant blocks and
checks whether the bc-transactions have been processed successfully. Note that the steps 2
and 4 can happen interleaved, i.e., the sender can still push in new bc-transactions while
the listener is already receiving headers of committed blocks.

3.5 Deterministic Execution, Error Handling, and Provided Guarantees

As the blockchain framework essentially resembles a fully replicated state machine, it
requires the backend to behave deterministically, which we ensure in two steps:
(1) The repetitive calls to the ABCI function DeliverTx() by the framework happen
sequentially. As we ensure that any communication with the relational DBMS within
DeliverTx() happens synchronously, all bc-transactions will be executed within a db-
transaction in exactly the same order within the relational DBMS of each node. Note that
there exist mechanisms [Sc21b] to process transactions concurrently and deterministically in
the backend of all nodes that could be used here. However, as we will see in the experimental
evaluation, the backend-execution is dominated by Tendermint Core, and therefore, such an
optimization would not lead to significant performance improvements. Consequently, we
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kept the execution sequential. (2) We submit only bc-transactions that contain deterministic
SQL statements, similar as done in the related work [El19b, El19a]. This requires stripping
SQL from components such as random-number generators, timestamp functions, and the
LIMIT-statement.

Orthogonal to that, our framework supports the (optional) computation and comparison
of checksums on the state after each block commit to detect any occurred state deviation.
However, this check comes with a significant overhead and is currently not practical in
performance-critical production systems. Also note that a state deviation would require
to be followed by a roll-back of the block that caused the deviation in order to recover.
Such a recovery is currently not supported by our system, similar to the situation for other
blockchain systems. Instead, a deviating node is excluded from the network. In terms
of transactional safety, any communication with the relational DBMS happens through
db-transactions. This also holds for read-only queries. Therefore, read-only queries are also
guaranteed to see a consistent state (resembling the state after a block commit).

4 Experimental Setup
Before starting with our actual experimental evaluation and analysis, let us discuss the setup
in the following. As blockchain systems are used in different setups, we will evaluate different
network configurations. First, to completely factor out network latency overhead, we perform
a set of experiments on a single powerful machine equipped with an Intel i9-12900K CPU
(Alder Lake) running at up to 5.2GHz with 16 cores. This state-of-the-art processor is able
to run a set of virtual nodes and simulates a very low latency blockchain network. The
machine contains 128GB of DDR4-3200. All database files are located on a 2TB Samsung
980 Pro M2 PCIe 4.0 SSD. As operating system, a 64-bit Arch Linux is installed. Note that
such a setup consisting of a single physical node running the blockchain network is not fully
artificial nowadays: So called Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) solutions [So22, AEE21]
host all virtual nodes of the network in a single data-center, often also on the same physical
node. Second, to measure the impact of a distributed setup across the internet, we also
perform an additional set of experiments on a network of up to eight AWS EC2 instances
(t2.small), which are distributed across the four regions Frankfurt, Ireland, London, and
Paris, with up to two instances per region. Each instance has one vCPU, contains 2GB of
RAM, has 16GB of gp2 volume attached (general purpose SSD), and runs Ubuntu 20.04.
Additionally, in the Frankfurt data-center, we run a separate instance (t2.micro) that serves
as the client and orchestrates our runs. Note that for all experiments, each client establishes
a single connection that is kept alive and re-used during the benchmark run to keep the
communication overhead as low as possible.

4.1 Benchmarks: Smallbank & TPC-C

In the following evaluation, we use transactions and datasets from two established transac-
tional benchmarks from the world of blockchains and databases, namely Smallbank [Sm13]
and TPC-C [TP22]. We use transactions from these two benchmarks as they offer very
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different characteristics: While Smallbank contains a set of five extremely simple and short-
running transactions which essentially resemble only money transfers between accounts,
the three used TPC-C transactions are far more complex and long-running. In the following,
we give a brief overview of the used benchmarks.

For Smallbank, the database consists of a single table with four columns, where each tuple
contains a user-ID and a name having both a balance for a checking account and a savings
account, initialized with random integers. We use the five modifying transactions that are
specified in the original benchmark description. The transactions TransactSavings and
DepositChecking each increase the respective account balance. SendPayment modifies two
checking account balances. WriteCheck decreases a checking account balance. Finally,
Amalgamate moves money from a savings account to the checking account of the same
user. For each transaction, we randomly pick the account(s) as well as the amount to
modify/move following a uniform distribution. For TPC-C, the database has nine tables
in total and essentially represents a multi-warehouse wholesale operation. We implement
the two modifying transactions NewOrder and Payment and select the parameters of each
fired transaction randomly within meaningful bounds as specified by the TPC-C benchmark
description. Additionally, we implement the read-only transaction OrderStatus to test the
query-interface of the framework. We selected these three transactions as they are rather
complex by accessing all nine tables and by modifying five of them, resulting in more
long-running transactions than for Smallbank. The warehouses and districts are accessed
by the transactions following a uniform distribution. Note that all Smallbank transactions
are transmitted to the system on-the-fly. In contrast to that, the TPC-C transactions are
registered in the relational DBMS as stored procedures due to their significantly higher
code complexity and size. The transactions of TPC-C then simply contain a call of the
corresponding stored procedure.

4.2 Framework and Backend Configuration

For Tendermint Core, we use the latest stable version 0.34 for all experiments. For
PostgreSQL, we use version 14.5, for MySQL, we run version 8.0.30. Tendermint Core,
PostgreSQL, and MySQL run in Docker containers and are installed from the corresponding
Docker images. Tendermint Core as well as the relational DBMS are deeply configurable.
To measure the “out-of-the-box” performance, we start with the default configuration and
try to tune the systems as little as possible. We state and justify in the following all changes.

On the side of Tendermint Core, we first increase the size of the transaction pool from
5,000 to 100,000 transactions, such that the whole transaction sequence of each benchmark
always fits in. Next, there are multiple timeout parameters that have an impact on both the
performance and the behavior of the network. We set timeout_broadcast_tx_commit to
a sufficiently large value (10s), such that synchronous communication never times out in
our experiments. Also, we have to tune the important parameter timeout_commit, which
determines how long the consensus mechanism does wait for additional votes, if 2/3 of
the votes have been received already. To empirically identify a good value, in Figure 2, we
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perform an experiment where we vary timeout_commit from 25ms to 1000ms for both
1,000 synchronous and 10,000 asynchronous transactions of Smallbank. As a value of
100ms yields the best end-to-end runtime in both cases, we use a timeout of 100ms in all
upcoming experiments. Further, we set the maximum allowed block size to 21MB such that
the size is never the limiting factor for forming a block. We disable the creation of empty
blocks (in case the transaction pool runs dry) as well. For PostgreSQL and MySQL, we
essentially keep the configuration of the used Docker images as is.
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Fig. 2: Varying the timeout_commit parameter from 25ms to 1000ms.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are two ways of connecting the backend to the
framework, where the server-variant is more flexible than the builtin-variant. To identify the
performance impact, we implemented both variants and evaluate them against Smallbank
and TPC-C transactions. Figure 3 shows the results for both synchronous and asynchronous
communication. We can see that for synchronous communication, there is hardly a difference
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Fig. 3: Server-variant vs builtin-variant.

visible. The type of connecting the backend is fully overshadowed by the high cost of
synchronous communication (which we will evaluate in detail in Section 5.1.1). However, for
the cheaper asynchronous communication, the builtin-variant is 1.53x faster for Smallbank
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and 1.23x faster for TPC-C than the server-variant. This is due to the fact that in the server-
variant the ABCI calls happen via TPC sockets, which are significantly more expensive
than the direct function calls in the builtin-variant. Due to the higher performance, we use
the builtin-variant in all following experiments.

5 Experimental Evaluation & Analysis
In the following, we perform a set of experiments to determine the performance of the
relational blockchain. We are particularly interested in its overhead (Section 5.1) over the
raw relational DBMS. Then, we perform a cost breakdown to see where the time actually
goes (Section 5.2). Next, analyze the impact of the number of clients (Section 5.3) and
the relational DBMS (Section 5.4). Then, we investigate the scaling capabilities of the
network (Section 5.5). Finally, we analyze the overhead of our relational blockchain over a
distributed PostgreSQL cluster (Section 5.6).

5.1 Overhead of the Blockchain Framework

We start our experimental evaluation with the central question of how much overhead
the blockchain frameworks actually adds on top of the relational DBMS. We compare
the performance of our relational blockchain setup (Tendermint Core + PostgreSQL) as
described previously, with the performance of the raw (single-instance) DBMS (PostgreSQL
only). Note that the idea of this is not to compare our relational blockchain with PostgreSQL,
but to measure the overhead of the blockchain framework over the backend.

As setup we use a fairly typical permissioned configuration: We have a single client firing
the bc-transactions into a network of four virtual nodes, where each node consists of a
Tendermint Core instance as well as a PostgreSQL instance, each running in its docker
container. Again, we use virtual nodes here to factor out any network latency. We test two
workloads: (1) The previously described TPC-C workload with 10 warehouses. (2) The
Smallbank workload with 100,000 accounts. Note that to distinguish the transactions of the
workload from bc-transactions/db-transaction, we will call the former wl-transactions in
the following. As the type of communication impacts cost and usability, we perform in the
following a synchronous as well as an asynchronous variant of the experiment.

5.1.1 Synchronous and Pseudo-synchronous Communication

We start with synchronous communication. It basically resembles the typical communication
with a DBMS: A client submits a transaction to the system and the call blocks until eventually,
it returns the result. As we have described in Section 3.4, the blockchain framework supports
such a communication style via its Broadcast-API. Additional to this fully synchronous
communication, where one wl-transaction is packed into one bc-transaction, we also test a
pseudo-synchronous communication style. Therein, we pack multiple wl-transactions into a
single bc-transaction and fire this bc-transaction synchronously. On one hand, this results in
fewer bc-transactions that have to go through the system, potentially lowering the pressure
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on the network and the transaction processing overhead. On the other hand, this relaxes our
notion of synchronicity (hence pseudo), as the client receives a synchronous response only
for a batch of wl-transactions, not for each wl-transaction individually.

To asses the overhead, we are interested in both the latency and the end-to-end runtime.
In this context, latency is the time between submitting a bc-transaction and receiving a
response to it. Note that we submit a new bc-transaction only after receiving a response
to the previous one. The end-to-end runtime is the time between submitting the first
bc-transaction and receiving the response to the last bc-transaction. Figure 4 and Figure 5
show the results for Smallbank and TPC-C, respectively, where we fire a uniform mixture of
1,000 writing wl-transactions in total. On the 𝑥-axis, we vary the number of wl-transactions
per fired bc-transaction from 1 to 2,048 in logarithmic steps. As discussed, 1 resembles the
synchronous case, whereas 2 to 2,048 resemble different pseudo-synchronous configurations.
On the 𝑦-axis, we show in the Figures 4a and 5a the average latency of a wl-transaction over
the whole transaction sequence. In Figures 4b and 5b, we show the end-to-end runtime on
the 𝑦-axis. To improve readability, we use a logarithmic scale on the 𝑦-axis.
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Fig. 4: Synchronous communication (Smallbank)

In the results, we can observe a significant overhead of the blockchain framework over the
relational DBMS under both workloads and all synchronicity configurations. However, we
can also see that the overhead depends on (a) the type of workload and (b) the number of
wl-transactions packed into a single bc-transaction, i.e., the amount of required synchronicity.

Regarding (a), we can see that under Smallbank (Figure 4), the overhead of the blockchain
framework over the raw relational DBMS is much more significant than under TPC-C
(Figure 5). While for Smallbank, the smallest observed overhead is a still a slowdown of 32x
and 25x in latency and end-to-end runtime, respectively, for TPC-C, the latency and runtime
overhead decreases to only 2.5x and 2.4x in the best case. The reason for this lies in the
complexity and individual runtime of the wl-transactions. As complex TPC-C transactions
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Fig. 5: Synchronous communication (TPC-C)

require more processing time in the relational backend than the short-running Smallbank
transactions, the overhead of the framework makes a smaller fraction of the total runtime.

Regarding (b), we observe that packing mutliple wl-transactions into a single bc-transaction
heavily impacts the performance, both for the relational blockchain and the raw relational
DBMS. While for the fully synchronous case, we measure a devastating overhead of
218x (latency) and 208x (end-to-end runtime) for Smallbank and 133x (latency) and 129x
(end-to-end runtime) for TPC-C, the situation gradually improves when relaxing the required
synchronicity. Particularly for TPC-C, a reduction in synchronicity has a positive impact on
the amount of overhead introduced by the framework, which decreases to the aforementioned
acceptable 2.5x (latency) and 2.4x (end-to-end runtime). This is due to the fact that less
blocks are formed for the transaction sequence, requiring less consensus rounds, decreasing
the central bottleneck of the blockchain framework.

5.1.2 Asynchronous Communication

Let us now look at the asynchronous case, which resembles the typical communication style
with a blockchain system: The client submits a bc-transaction and the submission returns
immediately. Then, after some time, the client checks whether the transaction has been
bc-committed or not (yet).

Here, ensuring a fair experimental setup between the relational blockchain and the standalone
DBMS is a bit more complicated. The reason lies in the way Tendermint Core handles
asynchronous transaction processing internally: As we do not have to wait for a response,
we push the whole batch of wl-transactions into the network in one go. Tendermint Core
then forms blocks out of pending wl-transactions and commits them one after the other. As
previously described, for each block, an individual db-transaction is opened and eventually
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committed, each containing a sequence of applied wl-transactions. However, as Tendermint
now decides by itself how many wl-transactions it packs into a single block, it is more
difficult to set up a comparable run for the standalone DBMS. To solve the problem, we
record the transactions that were packed in each committed block during the run of the
relational blockchain. Then, to set up the run with standalone PostgreSQL, we pack the
exact same transaction sequences in individual db-transactions and fire them one by one.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the experimental results. As asynchronous communication
is less expensive than synchronous communication in total, we fire a larger sequence of
10,000 wl-transactions this time. In the Figures 6a and 7a, we show the measured latency of
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Fig. 6: Asynchronous communication (Smallbank)
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Fig. 7: Asynchronous communication (TPC-C)

each block respectively fired db-transaction. Here, we measure latency as the time between
the start of the experiment (firing the first wl-transaction) until the notification about the
bc-commit of the respective block (step 4 in Figure 1). We fire a uniformly selected mix of
only writing transactions of the respective benchmark and plot the ID of each block that
has been generated on the 𝑥-axis in relation to the latency of the corresponding bc-commit
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on the 𝑦-axis. Additionally, we plot the number of wl-transactions that were packed by the
framework in each individual block (blacks dots) with respect to a second 𝑦-axis. As for
individual runs, the framework might produce a different number of blocks, we plot each of
the three performed runs individually.

Additionally, in the Figures 6b and 7b, we perform a set of experiments where we measure
the end-to-end runtime. In this case, we fire 10,000 transactions of each type individually
to analyze an effect of the transaction type. For the relational blockchain, we split the
end-to-end runtime for the sequence of modifying transactions into the actual transaction
processing time (steps 1 to 5 of Figure 1) and the time to check whether the transaction has
been processed successfully (step 6 of Figure 1). For the read-only transaction OrderStatus
of TPC-C, we show the runtime when using the query-interface of the framework.

Let us first look at the results for Smallbank in Figure 6. We can see that the difference
in latency and end-to-end runtime between the relational blockchain and stand-alone
PostgreSQL is significant. Processing the transactions in the framework increases the
latency of the last generated block respectively db-commit by up to 24x and the end-to-end
runtime by an average of 21x over all transactions. We see that the result inspection (step
6) is not responsible for the overhead, the actual transaction processing in the framework
takes the majority of time. We can also see that the framework packs around 1, 000 to
2,000 wl-transactions in one block, leading to the generation of 8 blocks in total. This clearly
improves the performance over the synchronous case, however, still generates significant
overhead. Between the individual transaction, we observe little difference. All transactions
are extremely short-running in the backend and modify at most two accounts each.

Let us now inspect the TPC-C results in Figure 7, which look quite different to the results
of Smallbank. First of all, we can see that the overhead of the framework over stand-alone
PostgreSQL is significantly smaller for this benchmark. This time, the framework increases
the latency at most by 2.6x. The end-to-end runtime of the sequence of NewOrder and
Payment transactions increases only by 2.0x and 4.3x, respectively. The reason lies in the
much higher complexity of the performed transaction: If the backend requires more time
to process a transaction, the overhead of processing it in the framework becomes less
significant in the end-to-end runtime. For the read-only transaction, the overhead of the
framework is even smaller with 1.52x, as we can bypass block forming and consensus
entirely. This shows that for queries, the framework should be bypassed entirely. Overall, we
can also see that the overhead under asynchronous communication is significantly smaller
than in the synchronous case.

5.2 Cost Breakdown

To get a deeper insight on where the overhead originates from, we analyze the produced
logfiles of Tendermint Core and isolate four individual phases: (1) The proposal phase, in
which pending transactions are grouped in a block to propose. (2) The consensus phase, in
which consensus on the proposed block is performed. (3) The execution phase, in which
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the bc-transactions of the block are executed against the backend. (4) The commit, that
marks the state change. Figure 8 shows the life a block under synchronous and asynchronous

Sync.

Async.

Time [s]

0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5

Proposal phase Consensus phase Execution phase Commit

Fig. 8: Cost breakdown into individual phases.

communication. In the synchronous case, it contains one bc-transaction, whereas in the
asynchronous case, 1311 bc-transactions are packed in the block. We can see clearly that
the consensus phase is by far the dominating phase of the pipeline. In both cases, the actual
execution is negligible in comparison. Also, we can observe that the runtime of the proposal
and consensus phase varies across runs.

5.3 Impact of the Number of Clients

Let us now inspect the impact of the number of clients on the end-to-end runtime of the
system. In Figure 9, we vary the number of clients firing transactions from 1 to 32 in
logarithmic steps while keeping the total number of Smallbank transactions fixed to 10,000.
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Fig. 9: Impact of the number of clients.

We can see that in the synchronous case, the performance drastically increases with the
number of clients. This is the case as concurrently submitted transactions are now packed
in the same block. For asynchronous communication, the performance improvement is
naturally smaller, but also significant, showing that a single client does not saturate the
system.
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5.4 Impact of the Relational Backend

So far, we used PostgreSQL as the relational DBMS in the backend for all experiments. Let
us now investigate whether the choice of the relational system actually matters or whether
its performance is completely overshadowed, if it is part of the blockchain framework.
In Figure 10, we show the end-to-end runtime of our relational blockchain under a
uniform mixture of 1,000 synchronous respectively 10,000 asynchronous wl-transactions of
Smallbank, where we use either PostgreSQL or MySQL as the backend in all four nodes.
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(a) Synchronous communication.
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(b) Asynchronous communication.

Fig. 10: Impact of the relational DBMS in the backend.

Let us first look at the raw backend performance shown on the right side of the plots. We
can see that PostgreSQL is able to process the sequence of transactions significantly faster
than MySQL. In the synchronous case, PostgreSQL is 6.6x faster than MySQL. In the
asynchronous case, where multiple wl-transactions are packed in a single db-transaction,
the speedup is still 2.6x. While the backends perform drastically different, this difference
becomes less significant when embedding the backend within the relational blockchain. In
the synchronous case, the backend makes no difference at all, as the runtime is dominated by
block forming and consensus. Only in the asynchronous case, we see a significant difference.
Therein, using PostgreSQL improves the end-to-end runtime by 1.2x over MySQL.

5.5 Impact of Scaling across Virtual Nodes and Physical Nodes

Until now, we ran all experiments using four virtual nodes running on one physical node. In
the following, we will vary both the number of virtual nodes (Figure 11a) as well as the
number of physical nodes (Figure 11b) to represent the network.

We start by varying the number of virtual nodes in Figure 11a. This experiment still factors
out network latency. We set up a network of only one virtual node, four virtual nodes, and
eight virtual nodes and report the end-to-end runtime for 10,000 modifying Smallbank
transactions using asynchronous communication. Additionally, we show the number of
generated blocks for the total run. Note that a network consisting of only one node can
skip the consensus phase, as no other participants exist to coordinate with. We see this
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(b) Physical scaling.

Fig. 11: Scaling the number of virtual and physical nodes.

setup as the baseline for the throughput that can be achieved in the system. When looking
at the results in Figure 11a, we can see that the end-to-end runtime is unsurprisingly the
shortest when running only one node. When using four nodes, the runtime increases by
a factor of 1.47x over the single node configuration, when using eight nodes, it increases
by a factor of 1.69x. This shows that an increase in the number of nodes clearly increases
the overhead, however, only sublinearly. When inspecting the number of generated blocks,
we can see that for one node, 20 (smaller) blocks are generated on average, whereas for
four and for eight nodes, only 6 (larger) blocks are generated for the whole sequence of
10,000 transactions. This shows that the consensus that is performed for a block throttles
the forming of the next block.

Let us now look at the results when scaling the number of physical nodes in Figure 11b.
Here, we test one physical node in one region (Frankfurt), four physical nodes in two
different regions (Frankfurt and Paris), four physical nodes in all four different regions, and
eight physical nodes in all four different regions. Note that for this experiment, we repeat
each run 10 times (instead of 3 times as before) to factor out variance caused by the cloud
provider as much as possible. First of all, we can observe that the end-to-end runtime is
overall higher than when scaling the number of virtual nodes within one physical node. This
is caused by the internet latency, but also by the slower physical nodes. Again, using only
one node is unsurprisingly fastest, however, using more physical nodes does not decrease the
performance as heavily as for virtual scaling. Using four physical nodes within two regions
shows worse performance than four physical nodes within four regions. We deduct from this
that the internet traffic between the nodes is not the bottleneck here, but that the two physical
nodes within the same region potentially share the same hardware resources. Going to eight
physical nodes decreases the performance only marginally in comparison to four nodes.
We also observed a relatively high variance between individual runs as soon execute on a
distributed setup. For four physical nodes on two regions, we measured runtimes between
22s and 37s, for four physical nodes across four regions, we observed runtimes between 20s
and 25s, and for eight physical nodes, we saw runtimes between 21s and 28s. This indicates
that other computations happened on the same instances.
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5.6 Comparison with a Distributed Relational DBMS
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Fig. 12: Comparison of our relational blockchain
with a fully-replicated distributed PostgreSQL.

Let us finally investigate the overhead of
our system in comparison with a fully-
replicated distributed PostgreSQL cluster
using Citus [Cu21] across our four EC2
nodes. We fire our typical set of Small-
bank transactions against the coordinator
node. This coordinator uses 2PC to syn-
chronize all modifications with the three
replicas. In comparison, we install our
relational blockchain on the same nodes.
Figure 12 shows the results for a varied
pseudo-synchronous communication. We
can see that for few wl-transactions per
bc-transaction, distributed PostgreSQL per-
forms drastically better. However, the fewer bc-transactions are formed, the more the
performance of our relational blockchain approaches distributed PostgreSQL.

6 Takeways and Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a practical and feasible way of integrating a full-fledged
relational DBMSs into a blockchain framework to support the execution of deterministic
SQL transactions in byzantine environments. We analyzed the performance implications
of such a systems combination and identified situations where the overhead is acceptable.
Also, we have seen setups where the overhead is dramatic and completely overshadows the
backend performance. In Table 2, we conclude with practical recommendations on how to
achieve the best performance of such a setup.

Property Recommendation

Communication
If possible, chose asynchronous communication. Alternatively, chose
pseudo-synchronous communication with as many wl-transactions per
bc-transaction as acceptable.

Clients Use several clients to propose bc-transactions (improvement till up to 32
clients), especially under synchronous communication.

Backend
If the workload contains complex transactions and communication is
asynchronous, chose a high-performance backend (e.g. PostgreSQL over
MySQL). Otherwise, the choice of backend is less important.

Transactions Fire transactions as read-only transactions if possible to bypass the
transaction processing flow of the framework.

Network
Use as few nodes as possible to keep the overhead of the consensus phase and
the communication between the nodes as low as possible. Across physical
nodes, the system scales better than across virtual nodes.

Tab. 2: Practical recommendations on how to achieve good performance.
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WannaDB: Ad-hoc SQL Queries over Text Collections

Just tell it what you want, what you really, really want

Benjamin Hättasch,1,2,3 Jan-Micha Bodensohn,1,2 Liane Vogel,1,2 Matthias Urban2 and
Carsten Binnig2,3

Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new system called WannaDB that allows users to interactively
perform structured explorations of text collections in an ad-hoc manner. Extracting structured data
from text is a classical problem where a plenitude of approaches and even industry-scale systems
already exist. However, these approaches lack in the ability to support the ad-hoc exploration of texts
using structured queries. The main idea of WannaDB is to include user interaction to support ad-hoc
SQL queries over text collections using a new two-phased approach. First, a superset of information
nuggets from the texts is extracted using existing extractors such as named entity recognizers. Then,
the extractions are interactively matched to a structured table definition as requested by the user based
on embeddings. In our evaluation, we show that WannaDB is thus able to extract structured data from
a broad range of (real-world) text collections in high quality without the need to design extraction
pipelines upfront.

Keywords: interactive text exploration; text to table; matching embeddings

1 Introduction

A question like “What were the days with a COVID-19 incidence rate higher than 750 in
Germany?” can be answered with a simple SQL query if the relevant information is present
in a database. Yet, in case there are only written (i.e., textual) reports available such as those
published by governmental organizations like the RKI in Germany,4 the situation is much
more complex: answering such queries over collections of textual documents that each
contain only a part of the information needed requires that first the relevant attributes are
extracted from each document, before they are stored in a structured form (i.e., a spreadsheet
or a database table) in order to make them available for structured queries.

One could now argue that extracting structured data from text is a classical problem for
which there is a plethora of approaches and where even several industry-scale systems
already exist: for example, DeepDive [Sa16] that was acquired by Apple or System-T
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SELECT report_date WHERE incidence_rate > 500;
SELECT region, AVG(incidence_rate) GROUP BY region HAVING AVG(incidence_rate) > 500;
SELECT AVG(vaccinated_twice) WHERE report_date > 21-01-01 AND report_date < 21-02-01;

Fig. 1: Exemplary ad-hoc information needs phrased as SQL-like queries in WannaDB. Two classes of
ad-hoc queries are supported: Queries that extract facts from individual documents (e.g., first query)
as well as queries that involve aggregation and grouping (e.g., the latter two queries).

[Le20a] from IBM are such systems that have developed rather versatile tool suites to
extract structured facts from textual sources. However, these systems require a team of
highly-skilled engineers that compile extraction pipelines, which often includes training
particular machine learning models, and then populate a structured database from the given
text collection. And even more importantly, the resulting extraction pipelines are typically
static and can only be used to extract a pre-defined (i.e., fixed) set of attributes and tables
for a certain text collection. This prevents exploratory scenarios where users can ask ad-hoc
queries regardless of whether a pipeline has been set up to extract the attribute or not.

Hence, being able to ad-hoc execute SQL-like queries over a text collection without the
need to manually compose extraction pipelines would be a major step forward compared to
existing approaches for structured data extraction from text. Use cases with needs for such
ad-hoc structured querying of unstructured text can be found in various domains beyond the
example mentioned before, e.g., data scientists together with medical doctors looking for
new insights through medical reports or data journalists examining hundreds of documents
as part of their investigations. Structured queries provide a higher expressiveness (e.g.,
aggregation and filtering operations), and more rigorousness in the calculation of the results
compared to the usage of natural language queries in classical question answering systems.

Contributions. In this paper, we hence propose WannaDB, a system that can execute
SQL-like queries on text collections in an ad-hoc manner. Examples for queries that
WannaDB supports can be found in Figure 1. Overall, WannaDB supports two classes
of queries: (1) Ad-hoc Fact Queries: queries that extract facts from text documents to
construct table rows. This also involves applying filter predicates and projection operations,
as shown by the first query in Figure 1. (2) Ad-hoc Aggregate Queries: queries that in
addition involve aggregations and grouping over multiple documents as shown by the
two other queries in Figure 1, which come with additional challenges like named entity
disambiguation/cross-document co-reference resolution that we discuss later in this paper.
WannaDB can therefore directly produce tables stating information that is not explicitly
mentioned in the documents and hence not discoverable by pure extraction or search
approaches. To enable such ad-hoc SQL queries over a given text collection, WannaDB
implements a novel extraction and querying pipeline that builds on two key ideas:

The first key idea of WannaDB is that, different from existing approaches which aim to
extract information for a specific (i.e., fixed) information need from a given text collection,
WannaDB instead implements a holistic extraction approach that aims to extract a wide
spectrum of information from a given text collection (called information nuggets in the
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sequel). For this holistic extraction, WannaDB implements a framework approach and
relies on a set of different general-purpose extraction methods, such as approaches for
named-entity recognition. Moreover, during extraction, WannaDB computes embeddings
for all the information nuggets, taking several signals such as the textual mentions itself,
and the position in the text into account.

As a second key idea, to answer ad-hoc queries on top of the extracted information
nuggets, WannaDB implements a novel interactive matching approach that aims to map
the information nuggets to the information needs specified by the user in form of an SQL
query: embeddings of the extracted information nuggets together with the embeddings of
the query attributes are used to decide which information nuggets qualify for answering
the query. For this matching, WannaDB requests feedback from the user whether certain
information nuggets are the correct values for the required query attributes. The system
carefully selects these requests to minimize the amount of required feedback. The query
attributes can be of a much finer granularity than the labels of the extraction approaches
used in the first stage (e.g., airline instead of ORG) and WannaDB can even distinguish
between similar attributes with just a small semantic difference (e.g., the amounts of people
vaccinated once and twice).

While other approaches that can extract tables from text such as learned sequence-to-
sequence models [WZL22] often suffer from a phenomenon called hallucination (i.e., they
generate values that are not in the actual source document), our approach can guarantee
that the contents of the produced result tables always originate from the queried documents.
Moreover, compared to learned question answering approaches, WannaDB can perform
numerical reasoning on the data without the need to rely on the limited mathematical
abilities [He21] of a language model.

In order to evaluate the abilities of WannaDB, we conduct a wide range of experiments on
text collections from different domains ranging from aviation reports over daily COVID-19
situation reports to multiple text collections created from Wikipedia that cover different
categories (Nobel laureates, countries, and skyscrapers). We show that WannaDB not only
outperforms other baselines that can be used for ad-hoc query answering on text collections,
but is also competitive with approaches that are trained or refined on domain-specific data.
Moreover, our evaluation shows that typically only a few interactions per query attribute
are sufficient to answer a query over hundreds or thousands of source documents. Overall,
answering an SQL query over text documents with WannaDB (by providing minimal
interactive feedback) only takes a few minutes, compared to hours and hours of manually
extracting information or refining an extraction pipeline without WannaDB. Finally, to make
the results reproducible, we will make our source code and the data sets used for evaluation
available at https://link.tuda.systems/wannadb.

Outline. Next, we describe the functions of WannaDB in an exemplary usage scenario,
before we explain the different components in Section 3. In Section 4, the algorithms behind
the interactive components are discussed in further depth, followed by a short overview of
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the current limitations in Section 5. We provide an evaluation of WannaDB in Section 6 and
an overview of existing and related work in Section 7, before we conclude in Section 8.

2 Exemplary Usage

In this exemplary usage scenario, we aim to show how WannaDB can be used to satisfy
an information need based on a text collection. Imagine, e.g., a data journalist who just
obtained a large collection of airline incident reports and is now looking for noticeable
events, like a high rate of incidents for a certain carrier or airport. They use WannaDB for
that purpose. The data journalist starts by loading the collection of text files into WannaDB
for processing and triggers the pre-processing of the files, a process that needs to be done
only a single time for each text collection.

Next, the data journalist enters an SQL-like query as a starting point for their exploration
(e.g., SELECT airline, airport, COUNT(*) GROUP BY airline, airport). As there is no
pre-existing table yet, the FROM-part of a typical SQL query can be omitted, simplifying
the query syntax. After entering the query, WannaDB presents a list of possible matches for
each required attribute (e.g., airline) found in texts of the collection, as shown in Figure 2.
Not all the found matches will be correct right away, therefore WannaDB relies on some user
input to adjust the results. The data journalist confirms a few of the correctly found matches,
corrects wrong matches by choosing the relevant extraction or marks if the required attribute
does not occur in a given text (see Figure 2). Meanwhile, WannaDB continuously updates
the list of all guessed matches during this interactive phase, leveraging the feedback. The
user interface allows to quickly identify entries that stand out and get an impression of the
quality already achieved. Once the data journalist is satisfied with the quality of the matches,
they continue with the next attribute of their query.

Fig. 2: Graphical user interface of WannaDB, more details can be found in our SIGMOD’22 demo
[HBB22]. Left: potential matches over and under the threshold are shown, the user is asked to either
confirm or fix them. Right: Inspect a document and fix by selecting the correct match.
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After all attributes are processed, WannaDB will execute the query on the resulting table. If
the query contains grouping operations, the data journalist might be asked again for some
interactive feedback (e.g., to confirm that Lufthansa and LH refer to the same airline, but
LHS does not). WannaDB will again try to transfer this feedback to other rows. In the end,
the data journalist will receive an answer to their query and can export the resulting table to
a spreadsheet, an SQLite table, or a Pandas Dataframe for further investigation. If they have
further queries to submit to WannaDB, the interactive matching process only needs to be
repeated for new attributes, as WannaDB leverages existing results from previous queries.

3 System Overview & Architecture

In this section, we describe the architecture of WannaDB. It consists of two stages: an
offline stage to extract information nuggets (i.e. short information-bearing text snippets),
followed by the interactive stage to answer the query by table extraction and if required
interactive filtering or grouping. The overall workflow is visualized in Figure 3. Here, we
give an overview of both stages and the relevant components of WannaDB. More details of
the table extraction as well as grouping and filtering, which are the main contributions of
WannaDB, are described in Section 4.

Fig. 3: Architecture & exemplary usage: The offline extraction phase obtains information nuggets from
the documents. The online phase then infers the required structure from a query, matches between the
extracted information nuggets and the user’s schema, performs the grouping and executes the query.
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3.1 Stage 1: Offline Extraction

In the first stage we employ off-the-shelf information extractors to extract a superset of
potentially relevant information nuggets (e.g., named entities) from the given text collection.
This step is independent of user queries and can thus be executed offline to prepare the
text collection for ad-hoc exploration by the user. The extractors process the collection
document-by-document to generate the corresponding extractions. Clearly, a limiting factor
of WannaDB is which kinds of information nuggets can be extracted in the extraction stage,
since only this information can be used for the subsequent matching stage. As a default, we
use named entity recognizers from Stanza [Qi20] and spaCy [Ho20]. In general, WannaDB
can be used with any extractor that produces label-mention pairs; i.e. a textual mention of
an information nugget in the text (e.g., American Airlines) together with a natural language
descriptor representing its semantic type called label (e.g., Company). Moreover, additional
information about the extraction (e.g., its position in the document and the surrounding
sentence) is also stored and used for computing the embeddings, as we describe below.

After extraction, the information nuggets are pre-processed to derive their actual data values
(i.e., a canonical representation, e.g., for timestamps) from their mentions. For this we also
rely on state-of-the-art systems for normalization [Ma14]. The nuggets are then represented
based on the following signals: (1) label – the entity type determined by the information
extractor (e.g. Company),5 (2) mention – the textual representation of the entity in the text
(e.g., Lufthansa), (3) context – the sentence in which the mention appears, (4) position – the
position of the mention in the document. Each information nugget representation comprises
embeddings for the individual signals (1-4). We compute semantic representations for the
natural language signals using FastText [Mi18] (1), Sentence-BERT [RG19] (2) and BERT
[De19] (3) and normalize the position by dividing it by the document length.

3.2 Stage 2: Interactive Query Execution

At runtime, a user issues queries and interacts with the system. WannaDB infers the table
structure required to answer a query, and employs a novel interactive matching stage to map
the information nuggets extracted in the first stage to the required query attributes.

Interactive Table Extraction. The first step of the interactive query execution of WannaDB
is the interactive table extraction from the text documents. In this step, a table with
attributes is filled by WannaDB to answer a given user query. The required table structure
is automatically inferred from the user’s SQL query. WannaDB checks which attributes
are mentioned explicitly as attributes to return, and as part of aggregation operations, or
implicitly in filter predicates or group-by statements. Then, WannaDB starts to fill the table
with the derived schema by executing the interactive table extraction algorithm.

5We map the named entity recognizers’ labels like ORG to suitable natural language expressions according to the
descriptions in their specification.
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In the interactive table extraction, the user interacts with WannaDB in order to fill the
required attributes of the result table with the information nuggets extracted before. To find
matching nuggets, WannaDB first computes embeddings for the target attributes similar to
the ones computed for the information nuggets in the offline phase.

A classical approach to determine a mapping between information nuggets and attributes of
the user table would be to train a machine learning model in a supervised fashion to classify
to which attribute the extracted information nugget should be mapped to. However, learning
such a classification model would require a substantial set of labeled training data for each
attribute and thus prevent ad-hoc queries. Instead, our approach leverages embeddings to
quantify the intuitive semantic closeness between information nuggets and the attributes of
the user table. For the attributes of the target table, only the attribute names are available to
derive an embedding, while for the extracted nuggets we can make use of more information
as we described above.

WannaDB therefore employs a novel interactive matching strategy that incorporates user
feedback and operates in the joint embedding space of nuggets and target attributes. This
strategy works in an attribute-by-attribute fashion and collects user feedback (e.g., confirming
or correcting a possible match). WannaDB uses distances between possible and confirmed
matches to populate the remaining cells. This process is steered by carefully selecting
potential matches that are presented to the user for feedback to reach a high matching quality
with as little feedback as possible.

Interactive Filtering & Grouping. After the interactive table extraction step, WannaDB
executes the interactive filtering and grouping stage for answering a user query. Remember,
WannaDB has the aim to work on text collections from domains without pre-existing
resources like refined language models or custom knowledge bases. Grouping and filtering
the extracted table thus is challenging, since it is filled with mentions from the text directly,
hence applying these operations might lead to faulty query results if entities are not correctly
resolved: e.g., the table might contain entries such as Deutsche Lufthansa and German
Lufthansa Airline which both refer to the same entity. Applying GROUP BY or a WHERE directly
on such an extracted table would return multiple lines (i.e., one for each different mention
even though they refer to the same entity). WannaDB therefore again uses interaction to
perform those operations on the level of embeddings instead of string representations, as
will be described in detail in the next section.

4 Interactive Query Execution

WannaDB introduces novel embedding-based algorithms for interactive table extraction as
well as filtering and grouping. In this section, we describe these algorithms in further detail
(see Figure 4 for a pseudo-code representation).
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4.1 Interactive Table Extraction

In the interactive table extraction stage, WannaDB populates the attributes of the table one by
one. To fill the cells of a certain attribute, WannaDB aims to select one matching information
nugget from each of the documents. To do so, WannaDB associates each information nugget
with a cached distance that corresponds to the certainty with which it believes that the nugget
matches the attribute. For each document, WannaDB considers the information nugget
with the lowest cached distance as the document’s currently guessed match. Furthermore,
WannaDB uses a distance threshold for each attribute to decide when a cell should be left
empty instead. The details of how this threshold is calculated and interactively adapted are
explained in Section 4.2. The overall procedure of the table extraction is shown in Figure 4.

In the beginning, each nugget’s cached distance is initialized as the cosine distance between
the nugget’s label embedding (e.g., Organization) and the embedding of the attribute name
(e.g., Airline) (Figure 4, line 2-3). After initialization, the interactive feedback phase starts.
WannaDB presents a ranked list of documents with their currently guessed matches to the
user for feedback (see Figure 2) and will continuously update the list after every given
feedback. This allows the user to quickly identify (incorrect) entries that stand out and to
get an impression of the quality already achieved. The ranked list is centered around the
threshold and thus hopefully shows both correct guesses with a low certainty, and incorrect
guesses, where WannaDB would profit most from feedback.

The user can then provide feedback for any of these guesses (line 7): they may either
confirm the guess, select another information nugget from the document, or state that the
document does not contain a matching information nugget. In case their feedback results
in a confirmed match, this matching information nugget is used to update the cached
distances of all other remaining information nuggets (line 13-16). To compute the distance
between two information nuggets, WannaDB calculates the mean of the cosine distances
between their individual signal embeddings. The distance updates ensure that a nugget’s
cached distance is always the distance to the closest confirmed match. Considering distances
between information nuggets allows WannaDB to capitalize on more signals like the textual
mentions (e.g., American Airlines) of other matching information nuggets.

Next, WannaDB updates the documents’ currently guessed matches by selecting the
information nuggets with the lowest cached distances (line 21). Finally, WannaDB then
adjusts the threshold accordingly (see Section 4.2 for more details). Moreover, the user can
at any time decide to terminate the interactive feedback phase and continue with the next
attribute. All remaining documents’ cells without explicitly confirmed matches will then be
populated with their currently guessed matches (line 24-28) if there is at least one with a
distance that is low enough (i.e., below the threshold).
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1 for attribute in query.attributes: # Process each attribute separately
2 for nugget in all_nuggets:
3 nugget.distance = compute_distance(attribute, nugget) # Compute initial distances

4

5 while interactive_feedback_phase: # Interactively get user feedback

6 ranked_list = make_ranked_list(threshold, documents)

7 feedback = get_user_feedback(ranked_list)

8 match feedback:
9 # Positive feedback (confirmation or manually correction):

10 case ConfirmNugget(document, confirmed_nugget):
11 # Mark this particular cell as manual confirmed...

12 set_match(document, confirmed_nugget)

13 # ... and update distances for all nuggets based on user feedback

14 for nugget in all_nuggets:
15 new_distance = compute_distance(nugget, confirmed_nugget)

16 nugget.distance = min(new_distance, nugget.distance)

17 # Negative feedback:

18 case NoMatchInDocument(document):
19 # Direct effect only on the given document...

20 leave_empty(document)

21 update_guessed_matches(documents)

22 adjust_threshold(feedback) # ... but both feedback types can have effects indirectly

through threshold adjustment on other document's rows, too↩→
23

24 for document in documents: # Only consider values up to a given maximum distance

25 if current_guess(document).distance < threshold:
26 set_match(document, current_guess(document)) # compute final result table

27 else:
28 leave_empty(document)

29

30 def adjust_threshold(feedback): # Feedback can be further exploited in certain cases

31 match feedback:
32 case ConfirmNugget(document, confirmed_nugget):
33 if confirmed_nugget.distance > threshold:
34 increase_threshold(confirmed_nugget)

35 case NoMatchInDocument(document):
36 if current_guess(document).distance < threshold:
37 decrease_threshold(document)

38

39 def decrease_threshold(document): # Consider fewer matches as valid (especially those

above last marking as incorrect that are currently accepted nevertheless)↩→
40 nuggets = ranked_list.between(threshold, document)

41 min_dist = min(n.distance for n in nuggets)
42 threshold = min(min_dist, threshold)

43

44 def increase_threshold(confirmed_nugget): # Consider more matches as valid (especially

those below last confirmation that are currently discarded because of the threshold)↩→
45 nuggets = ranked_list.between(confirmed_nugget, threshold)

46 max_dist = max(n.distance for n in nuggets)
47 threshold = max(max_dist, threshold)

Fig. 4: Pseudo-Code representation of our interactive algorithm for table extraction, including threshold
adjustment.
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4.2 Threshold Adjustment

WannaDB uses a threshold for two purposes: (a) to decide when it is better to leave a cell
empty than to use a very unlikely guess (mostly because the desired value is not mentioned
in the document) and (b) to select guesses to present to the user where feedback will have
as much effect as possible. This threshold is automatically tuned during the runtime of
WannaDB to fit the data at hand. Given the approximate query setting WannaDB is built
for, we decided to use a common threshold for all regions forming in the embedding space
instead of individually tuning it, to keep the number of interaction cycles low.

The adjustment of the threshold is shown in Figure 4 (line 30-47). The general idea is to
incorporate the additional knowledge gained from the user confirming a nugget even though
it was above the threshold or correcting an entry below the threshold. This feedback action
will only affect a certain nugget directly, but other similarly well fitting nuggets from other
documents might still be accepted or discarded wrongly because of the threshold, which is
therefore carefully adapted after feedback actions: If the user confirms a nugget from the
ranked list that is above the threshold, all nuggets between the threshold and this nugget
should be considered as a good guess. In the case that any of the nuggets is still above the
threshold after the calculation of the new distances, the threshold is adapted accordingly. In
contrast, if the user states that for a nugget with a distance below the threshold there is no
match in the document, the threshold is decreased to also exclude other matches that are
in the list above the nugget if necessary. The threshold is only adapted in these two cases,
where implicit hints about the quality assessment by the user can be incorporated.

4.3 Interactive Filtering & Grouping

In the following, we explain how interactive grouping is supported in WannaDB to tackle
the problem of different surface forms for the same entries. Filtering works similarly, but
we omit the details due to space limitations.

To resolve entities correctly, the interactive grouping algorithm is based on agglomerative
clustering using the distances between the information nugget embeddings for an attribute.
Entries with the same string representation are merged without interaction. For the remaining
ones, the different signals from the extraction phase are utilized. WannaDB presents all
distinct members of two clusters that should potentially be merged to the user and asks them
to confirm whether these all describe the same entity. If that is the case, the clusters are
merged and the distances are recalculated. To minimize the amount of necessary interactions
with the user, WannaDB does not always ask for the pair of clusters with the lowest distance,
but chooses a pair with a higher distance, using a step size that is adapted based on the last
interactions. If the user confirms the equivalence of the candidates, not only that pair but
also those with a substantially lower distances are merged. If the entries of the merging
candidates are marked as different, WannaDB continues to search for a better threshold for
the distance between clusters using a binary search pattern.
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5 Current Limitations of WannaDB

In order to build a system that can quickly compute query results on various domains, we
introduce two limitations: First, WannaDB currently can only answer single-table queries on
top of document collections; i.e., we extract one table per document collection where each
row of the table corresponds to one document. However, this is not a severe limitation, since
the extracted table can be seen as the materialized result of a join. WannaDB will extract a
wide table (e.g., containing information about an incident itself but also the airlines and
airports involved)—but only with the attributes that are required for a given query.

Second, the results produced by WannaDB are always approximate. While WannaDB can
achieve a high F1-score for all attributes (as we will show below), query results might be
incomplete (i.e., values of attributes might be missing) or the extracted values might be
dirty (e.g., a group-by statement might result in two instead of one group due to a not fully
correct clustering). However, we believe that the query results of WannaDB are still of
high value to users, providing them with a trend and allowing them to decide if something
interesting is contained in the document collection in a short time.

6 Experimental Evaluation

In this evaluation, we aim to show the abilities of WannaDB on text collections from
different domains. We will demonstrate the end-to-end performance, compare our table
filling approach to non-interactive and learned models, and evaluate the effects of interaction,
and the scalability of WannaDB. To the best of our knowledge, there is no system working
like WannaDB yet. Therefore, we cannot compare our results end-to-end with existing
systems. As the whole task of running SQL queries over text collections is quite complex,
there is no simple baseline for comparison either. However, we evaluate the components of
our approach individually, and show that WannaDB performs better compared to various
baselines. We perform our evaluation on three data sets from very different domains. Each
of them consists of a document collection as well as a ground-truth extraction of structured
data that we can use to evaluate the results of executing ad-hoc queries with WannaDB.

Aviation. The first data set is based on aviation accident reports published by the United
States National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).6 Each report documents a severe
aviation accident and provides details like the prevailing circumstances, probable causes,
conclusions, and recommendations. For the experiments, we use the executive summaries
that the NTSB publishes with each report. As a ground-truth, we compiled a list of twelve
attributes based on frequently occurring facts from the summaries. We then manually created
annotations that capture where the summaries mention the attributes’ values. The final
data set comprises 100 annotated documents and a table which provides the ground-truth
structured data for all attributes.
6https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/Reports.aspx?mode=Aviation
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COVID19. The second data set is based on the German RKI’s daily reports outlining the
situation of the Covid-19 pandemic in Germany.7 We again used the summaries of the
full documents, which contain information like the number of new laboratory-confirmed
Covid-19 cases or the number of Covid-19 patients in intensive care. We compiled a list of
seven all-numeric attributes, which is in particular challenging compared to string-valued
attributes, since these are harder to separate into different attributes in the embedding space.
As a ground-truth for the experiments, we manually annotated the occurrences of all these
seven attributes again in 100 reports.

T-REx: Countries, Nobel & Skyscrapers. In addition to the data sets before that we
explicitly created for evaluating WannaDB, we adapted the T-REx data set [El18] that was
also used in other papers. The original data set consists of 11 million Wikidata triples
aligned with 3.09 million Wikipedia abstracts. We extracted three subsets based on article
categories from different domains: Countries consists of 187 documents with three annotated
attributes, Nobel challenges to extract four attributes (date of birth and death, field of work
and country) for 209 Nobel Prize laureates, and Skyscrapers is by far the largest data set
with 2683 documents containing annotations for three attributes. All these data sets are quite
sparse, since most of the time only a subset of the attributes is contained in a document.
Therefore, this data set is valuable to test how well WannaDB can work when information
in documents is missing.

Metrics. As a main metric, we report the F1 score in most experiments (values between
0 and 1, higher is better) as an aggregated value that incorporates both the precision (i.e.,
the correctness of the table cell values) of our approach and its recall (i.e., the extent to
which table cells are filled as expected). The F1 scores we report are calculated based on
the ground truth and predictions in the filled tables. We thereby consider cells (i.e., an
attribute value) as true positives when they are correctly filled with information from the
text corresponding to that row, and as true negatives when they are correctly left empty,
in case the required information is not present in the corresponding text. False positive
predictions occur, when a cell is filled incorrectly. False negatives occur when a cell is left
empty that should have been filled with data from the text, and also for incorrectly filled
cells, as the correct nugget has not been found.

6.1 Exp. 1 – End-to-end Queries

To provide an indication of how WannaDB works end-to-end, we perform a qualitative
analysis on queries involving aggregation and grouping over multiple documents before we
later-on show quantitative results for WannaDB. For the experiments, we assume that a user
always provides correct feedback for WannaDB to execute the matching of extractions to
query attributes. However, we do not expect optimal feedback, i.e., the simulated feedback
actions are not chosen in a way to maximize speed of convergence. We report the results after

7https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/Gesamt.html
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using 20 simulated user interactions (i.e., 20 times confirming an extraction or choosing an
alternative one as a match for a query attribute). We discuss the interaction effort that is
needed for WannaDB to perform extractions in a separate experiment.

Figure 5 shows the first five rows of the query results for two aggregation queries executed
on the T-REx Nobel and the T-REx Countries data sets. Additionally, precision and recall, as
well as a numeric score of the correctness of the clusters, can be seen. While WannaDB
delivered the correct values for the group-by operation, the aggregation (COUNT) deviates
slightly from the ground-truth. The reason is that for some documents, WannaDB could
not extract the requested information. As such, the results of WannaDB can be seen as
an approximation of the true query result that can be used for quickly gaining (initial)
insights into text collections. Moreover, it is important to note that existing extraction
baselines—that in contrast to WannaDB do not support ad-hoc queries—also do not provide
perfect extractions (as we show in the following experiments).

Fig. 5: End-to-end results for two queries executed on T-REx data sets. The tables show the first five
rows of the resulting table (one attribute column filled by WannaDB plus aggregation results). The
bracketed values indicate the ground truth values. Additionally, precision (P) and recall (R) computed
at cluster level, and mean Jaccard Index (MJI) averaged over all clusters are reported.

6.2 Exp. 2 – Interactive Table Extraction

In the second experiment, we quantitatively evaluate how well WannaDB can fill a table
specified by a user’s query with information from the texts. For this, we focus on the quality
of the interactive table extraction, which is the most important step for WannaDB to provide
high-quality query results; i.e., if the table extraction is not able to provide high accuracy,
grouping and filtering will also not be able to provide high accuracy. For showing the
quality of WannaDB, we run the experiments in this section on all three data sets (Aviation,
COVID19 and T-REx).

Baselines. To put the results of WannaDB into perspective, we compare it to two baselines
based on BART [Le20b]. BART is a state-of-the-art pre-trained transformer model, with
a high capacity to learn text-based tasks with minimal overhead of fine-tuning. Its robust
architecture outperformed older transformers, especially on tasks like question answering.
We use the openly available bart-large model from the Huggingface [Wo19] library and
formulate information extraction for individual query attributes as a sequence-to-sequence
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Fig. 6: Text-to-Table Results

task (i.e., the input is a text document and the output is the structured data extracted from
the text). For fine-tuning BART for the information extraction task on a particular data set
(i.e., transforming a text into a table) we use the following procedure: We split each data set
into 75% that we use as train set for fine-tuning, 15% as validation set and 10% as a holdout
test set. We then fine-tune one BART model on each data set for 50 epochs with a learning
rate of 1𝑒 − 5 and batch size of 2, which yielded the best performance in our experiments.
Moreover, we select the best checkpoint from the 50 epochs based on the validation set
for evaluation. Important to note here is that the resulting fine-tuned BART models are an
upper baseline for WannaDB, as they are trained supervised on the annotated data and all
possible query attributes; i.e., with this baseline we do not test the ad-hoc scenario that we
envision for WannaDB, but instead assume that all query attributes are known in advance.

For comparing WannaDB to a baseline that supports ad-hoc queries on a new (unseen) text
collection, we use a second variant that is also based on BART but not pre-trained on the
particular data set and query attributes. For this baseline, we instead use a BART model8
that is already fine-tuned for extracting structured information from the SQuAD 2.0 data
set [RJL18].9 For the experiment, we use this fine-tuned model on an unseen data set and
extract attributes that the model has not seen during fine-tuning.

WannaDB vs. Baselines. The results of WannaDB in comparison with the two BART
models are shown in Figure 6a. For WannaDB, we report the median over 20 randomized
runs, and again use 20 simulated user interactions per attribute. As baselines, we use the
two variants of BART discussed before.10 BART models fine-tuned per data set (red bars)

8Used Checkpoint: phiyodr/bart-large-finetuned-squad2 from Huggingface [Wo19]
9In particular the fine-tuning task is QA on text collections which can be used to extract query attributes.
10The results of WannaDB and the second BART model that is used out-of-the-box are calculated on the whole

data sets, whereas the results of the first BART model that is fine-tuned for the given data set are computed only
on the 10% holdout test sets.
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are able to achieve high F1 scores on the data and query attributes they were trained on,
outperforming WannaDB on all data sets. Nevertheless, this approach is relying on the
availability of annotated training data, which prevents ad-hoc queries. In comparison to the
BART model that is used without fine-tuning on a given data set and set of query attributes
(yellow bar), WannaDB achieves substantially better results. Especially for the Aviation and
COVID19 data sets, WannaDB clearly outperforms this BART baseline. On the T-REx data
sets, WannaDB provides competitive or better performance depending on the subset of data.
We assume that BART’s performance on the T-REx data is influenced by the fact that both
the SQuAD data set it was fine-tuned on and the T-REx data set are based on Wikipedia.

Generalization of BART. As we have seen, while fine-tuning a BART model per data
set yields the best performance, the BART model that is not fine-tuned for a data set
provides inferior performance up to a point that it cannot extract any attributes correctly.
To understand the generalization capabilities of BART in more depth and see if this is a
systematic problem of BART, we now systematically use BART on data sets it has not been
fine-tuned for. To be more precise, Figure 6b shows the results of two fine-tuned BART
models: one fine-tuned on the Aviation data set and then used on the T-REx Countries
data set and another model that we used vice versa; i.e., we applied both of them to the
respective other data set, for which they have not been fine-tuned. The model fine-tuned on
the Aviation data (reaching an F1 score of 91.95% tested in-domain on the Aviation data)
only achieves 21.23% when tested on the T-REx Countries data set. At the same time, the
model fine-tuned on the T-REx Countries data set (reaching an F1 score of 0.6633 on the
in-domain test set) fails completely for extracting information correctly from the unseen
aviation data domain with an F1-score of 0.0. This shows that a fine-tuned BART model
is a valid approach to information extraction when annotated data is available and a fixed
set of attributes is queried, but the resulting models are not able to generalize ad-hoc to
other domains. In contrast, the results of WannaDB show that it can generalize well across
data sets even without any particular training per data set and that the interactive approach
provides an advantage over using generic embeddings or transformers directly.

Detailed Analysis of WannaDB. As a last point, we now zoom into the performance of
WannaDB and analyze the results for all data sets on a per-attribute level to show that
WannaDB can provide stable high performance and not just high performance for some
query attributes. We used a combination of two different named entity recognizers,11 Stanza
[Qi20] and SpaCy12 [Ho20] followed by our interactive matching approach.
Figure 7 shows that WannaDB can provide high accuracy and recall (measured by the
combining F1 score, blue bars, right axis) for a wide spectrum of attributes from the three
different data sets used in our evaluation. However, for some attributes the table is filled
with a much lower quality than for others or not at all (e.g., for weather conditions). One

11WannaDB allows using multiple extractors at the same time, even if they produce overlapping nuggets. As
default configuration for WannaDB and our experiments, we employ a combination of two robust general
purpose extractors that are designed to work for a broad variety of domains. However, any other (combination of)
extractors could be used in WannaDB as well.

12Using the en_core_web_lg model
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reason can be that the currently employed information extractors are not able to extract the
necessary information nuggets from the text (yellow bars). In particular, aircraft_damage
and weather_condition are examples, where not only a large heterogeneity of mentions can
be found but also very domain-specific terminology is used. Another reason for low table
filling quality can be that the attributes occur in only a small fraction of the documents, as
in the case of the attribute owned_by (which only occurs in 6% of the documents).
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Fig. 7: ■ Fraction of values that could be extracted successfully and ■ table filling results per attribute
of the Aviation, COVID19 and T-REx data sets (in this order). WannaDB produces high scores for the
majority of attributes, more than half are 0.7 or above.

In conclusion, WannaDB has the advantage over fine-tuned BART models, that it neither
requires annotated training data, nor several hours of training time in order to work on
unseen text collections. Furthermore, it does not suffer from the problem of hallucination
[Ma20] that transformer-like models regularly experience, since they aim to also generate
values for attributes even if no information nugget is present in the text. WannaDB instead
generates an empty value in that case.

6.3 Exp. 3 – Effects of Interaction

In the previous experiments, we assumed a fixed amount of user interaction. In the third part
of our evaluation, we instead investigate how the amount of interactive feedback given affects
the table filling performance of WannaDB. We therefore simulate the interactive matching
process with different interaction limits (i.e., the number of interactions per extracted query
attribute). The resulting F1 scores can be seen in Figure 8.
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As we can see, for some attributes, WannaDB achieves very high F1 scores with only
one interaction with the user (e.g., for event date or aircraft registration number in the
Aviation data set). These are attributes where the entity type of the extracted information
nugget is very similar to the attribute name or the pattern of the extracted information
nugget is rather unique. For example, the extraction has the named entity tag DATE which
is similar to event date. For other attributes though, the performance of WannaDB strongly
depends on the amount of interactive feedback. However, important is that WannaDB can
typically provide high quality with only a few interactions. For most attributes, the first
5 − 10 interactions massively improve the F1-score to achieve gains of up to 0.5. This
overall confirms the interactive matching procedures we presented in Section 4 and the
algorithm to select the right threshold. Yet, as we can additionally see, for a few attributes
(e.g., weather condition), even many interactions cannot further improve the F1 scores. As
we showed in the last experiment, the reason is that none of the extractors used in WannaDB
can provide the information nugget for this attribute. Thus, as a future direction we want to
combine WannaDB with a much broader set of existing extraction approaches beyond the
named entity recognizers which we currently use, such as approaches for open information
extraction.

6.4 Exp. 4 – Scalability

In our final experiment, we aim to assess the scalability of WannaDB to large text collections.
Since WannaDB is an interactive system, the response times experienced by users are the
most important performance metric. Across all used data sets, we measure that WannaDB
takes on average 0.43 seconds to process a single user interaction.13 This latency includes all
computations between two user interactions; i.e., updating the cached distances and guessed
matches as well as presenting the next set of candidate matches to the user for feedback. In
general, we find that the interaction latency scales linearly with the number of nuggets. To
measure the offline extraction phase, which has to be executed only once per text collection,
we report the runtime on our largest data set T-REx Skyscrapers, which comprises 2, 683
documents. Running our default extraction phase takes about 48 minutes and produces
102, 467 nuggets. Comparing runtimes across data sets, we again find that the extraction
runtime scales linearly with the number of generated nuggets.

In summary, it can be seen that WannaDB can scale to extensive text collections with
thousands of documents and more than 100, 000 information nuggets by finishing the offline
phase in a reasonable time and providing response times that allow for an interactive usage
of the system [LH14].

13We executed this and all other of our experiments on a consumer desktop machine (CPU: AMD Ryzen 9 3900X;
RAM: 32GB @3000MHz; GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 SUPER with 8GB VRAM).
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Fig. 8: F1 scores of WannaDB for the different attributes of the Aviation, COVID19 and T-REx data
sets for different amounts of feedback iterations per attribute (1-40). For most attributes, already a
small amount of interactions drastically improves the quality, and more interactions lead to continuous
improvements.

7 Related Work

Running SQL queries on text collections is a new task, and to the best of our knowledge,
there is no other system yet working in the same way as WannaDB. However, some parts of
the task resemble existing tasks and for some components of our approach there is previous
work. Therefore, in this section, we give an overview of the related work of different areas,
including knowledge base population and schema matching based on embeddings.

Information Extraction Systems. Existing approaches to answer queries over text collec-
tions heavily rely on manual labor, requiring users either to read through vast amounts of
texts and extract relevant information manually, or to build specific extraction pipelines.
One category of information extraction systems focuses on the task of knowledge base
population, where a graph-structured knowledge base is constructed or expanded based
on knowledge from natural language texts. Extractive approaches like DeepDive [Sa16],
SystemT [Ch10], DefIE [BTN15], and QKBFly [Ng17] build upon (open) information
extractors like ClausIE [CG13] and also perform the adaption, cleaning, and combination
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stages of the knowledge base building process. Most of these approaches require high manual
efforts to design extraction pipelines for each knowledge base and domain specifically.
Google Squared could be used to create fact-tables similar to the ones we propose from
web contents, but was unfortunately discontinued without publications about the underlying
techniques. Closest to our work are recent approaches for query-driven on-the-fly knowledge
base construction, such as QKBFly. Yet, QKBFly extracts general subject-predicate-object
triples and does not populate a user-defined table as WannaDB does. The vision of INODE
[Am21] is to provide an end-to-end data exploration system that is also able to include
information from natural language texts. For this task, the knowledge base population
approach LILLIE [Sm22] extracts triples from text domain-independently. However, the
system has not been thoroughly evaluated for generalization to unseen domains. Recent
approaches use transformer models to tackle information extraction tasks like relation
extraction [EU21, CN21, Ng20] in an end-to-end fashion to avoid the errors accumulating
in pipeline-based approaches. However, transformer-based methods are costly to train and
suffer from issues like hallucination [Ma20]. A more explainable approach to information
extraction is introduced by [Ko22, Re21] with a framework for learning text classifiers with
a human-in-the-loop. Recently, [Sa22] introduced an interactive system that allows users to
specify templates that are then used to perform zero-shot information extraction.

Text-To-Table. The idea of automatically transforming a text into a table was also approached
by [WZL22] as text-to-table task, which inversely tackles the well studied table-to-text
problem. Yet, their work is not directly comparable, since they assume that each text fills
one or more entire tables, while we assume that a text collection fills one table in which
each text corresponds to a row.

Template Filling & Named Entity Recognition. The goal of slot or template filling is
similar to our objective [GS96], yet in contrast to our approach, most template filling
approaches are specifically crafted for a fixed set of slots. A common approach to extract
a fixed set of attributes from a text is to learn a named entity recognizer specifically for
the desired entity types (e.g., [SJ19]). Named entity recognizers extract a set of entity
types like organizations, locations, or products from natural language texts. However,
the training requires a substantial amount of annotated data, and the learned system will
not generalize to entity types not present in the training data. Some approaches (e.g.,
[Ch15, We19, Kh17]) attempt to avoid this problem by using active learning, which allows
the learning algorithm to query the user, for example by selecting training instances that
the user then labels by hand. Another strategy is distantly-supervised or weakly-supervised
named entity recognition (e.g., [Fr17, Li20]). In contrast to our system, these approaches
train named entity recognizers specifically for the desired set of entity types, whereas we
use the output of conventional named entity recognizers to populate the user-provided
attributes. Together with the interactive matching, this allows WannaDB to generalize to
unseen domains without the costly training of domain-specific named entity recognizers.

Other Matching Tasks. Approaches for schema matching (e.g., [Hä20, He20]), are related
to WannaDB, too, since we frame the mapping between the information extractors’ output
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and the user-provided list of attributes as a matching problem, but try to find correspondences
between attributes and possible values, and not between columns or even full tables. Another
recent approach focuses on matching texts to structured data, in particular also matching
texts to table rows [ASP21]. Yet, this task differs from the matching task in WannaDB, as it
assumes the tables are given, whereas in WannaDB a table is filled through the matching.

Entity Disambiguation & Cross Document Co-Reference Resolution. The surface form
of an entity in a text is often not sufficient to uniquely identify it. Yet, knowing whether
two mentions of the same type describe the same entity is relevant for correct grouping in
our case, but also existing tasks like entity linking/knowledge base alignment. For the latter
there are three main challenges (see [Dr10]): name variations (e.g., different mention forms,
abbreviations, alternate spellings, and aliases), entity ambiguity (same written form for
different entities), and absence (i.e., the text mentions a previously unknown entity). The last
one is not relevant for our use-case, since we do not rely on a given KB but build tables only
based on the current text collection. We can concentrate on the problem of ambiguity, i.e.,
decide, whether two nuggets that were matched as different rows of the same attribute are in
fact the same or represent different concepts. The field of computing equivalence classes
of textual mentions for the same entity is called cross-document co-reference resolution
(CCR). It was, e.g., tackled by [DW15, KCP18, Ca21], but these existing approaches often
concentrate only on entities from certain domains or of certain types (like events).

Prior Results of WannaDB. A first version of the matching component of WannaDB
including an initial evaluation on two real-world data sets was published at [HBB21]. In
this paper, we pick up the vision of the whole application cycle presented at [Hä21]. As
such, we present the integration of the table extraction procedure of WannaDB into a
full system. Moreover, compared to the original submission, we also developed a new
interactive matching procedure where we leverage the human ability to quickly find patterns
by presenting multiple guessed matches at once, which allows users to quickly correct wrong
matches. Multiple ways to give feedback (confirm, fix, or mark that there is no match in the
document) further enhance quality and flexibility of matching. A demo of the interactive
GUI for this matching process was presented at [HBB22].

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented WannaDB, a novel tool to explore the contents of unstructured
data (text) using SQL-like queries in an ad-hoc fashion and without the need to manually
design extraction pipelines upfront. It builds on embeddings and a novel interactive query
execution strategy and consists of components to infer the required table structure from
the query, extract and organize the required information from the text, group results on the
embedding level and execute the query. Our evaluation shows that the individual components
of WannaDB can achieve similar performance to models trained on large data sets for partial
or related tasks, and gives an impression of the end-to-end quality that makes WannaDB
suitable for many exploratory use cases.
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NN2SQL: Let SQL Think for Neural Networks

Maximilian E. Schüle1, Alfons Kemper2, Thomas Neumann3

Abstract: Although database systems perform well in data access and manipulation, their relational
model hinders data scientists from formulating machine learning algorithms in SQL. Nevertheless,
we argue that modern database systems perform well for machine learning algorithms expressed in
relational algebra. To overcome the barrier of the relational model, this paper shows how to transform
data into a relational representation for training neural networks in SQL: We first describe building
blocks for data transformation in SQL. Then, we compare an implementation for model training using
array data types to the one using a relational representation in SQL-92 only. The evaluation proves
the suitability of modern database systems for matrix algebra, although specialised array data types
perform better than matrices in relational representation.

Keywords: SQL-92, Neural Networks, Automatic Differentiation

1 Introduction

Modern database systems generate code to achieve a nearly hard-coded performance. In
pipelined processing, code-generation eliminates interpreted function calls, so that the
generated machine code processes data in-place of CPU registers. Together with modern
hardware trends leading to a performance increase of database servers, code-generation
allows database systems to take over more complex computations. One example for complex
computations is the emergence of machine learning [Bu22] to solve several tasks such
as image classification or even replacing database system’s components [He22; MD22].
These tasks rarely happen within database systems but in external tools [Re22; WP22]
requiring the data to be extracted from database systems [Na22]. Thus, current research
mostly focuses on eliminating the extraction process [Bu20; Ma15; Sc21a; SK22; WGR20]
and developing systems that combine data management and machine learning [Ra18]. In
contrast, in this paper, we argue that code generation allows database systems to perform
well for machine learning when training neural networks [WH21] based on matrix algebra
in SQL only [MAF21; OVZ22; Sa22; Sc19; Sc21d].

In a previous study, we stated that training neural networks in SQL is possible as long as the
database system provides an array data type and recursive tables for gradient descent [Sc21c].
However, the use of an array as a nested data type interferes with the first normal form
(referring to the definition of arrays as a non-atomic data type) and requires copying the data
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Fig. 1: Tabular and relational representation of matrices in database systems: the latter is used in this
study for representing the weights and training neural networks.

between operations. Instead, to process data in-place of CPU registers, we suggested an array
backend for code-generating database systems [Sc21b], which stores matrices in a relational
representation (cf. Figure 1). This representation stores arrays in normal formwith the indices
and the elements as table attributes [Sc22]. In a vision paper, Blacher et al. [Bl22] combined
our both approaches to show that recursive CTEs (common table expressions) [DMG22]
can deal with matrices in relational representation as input. Nevertheless, their study was
limited to logistic regression using matrix algebra and no study has benchmarked training
neural networks in SQL without further extensions such as arrays before.

In this paper, we even argue that the relational representation allows database systems
to efficiently process the computations along with neural networks. Therefore, this paper
uses the relational representation of matrices to train neural networks. We first describe
the mathematical background for reverse mode automatic differentiation that is needed to
understand the individual matrix operations. We then discuss the intuitive implementation
in Python and deduce an implementation in SQL using the relational representation. This
includes building blocks for data transformation using one-hot-encoding, matrix/Hadamard
product and recursive tables to imitate procedural loops. The evaluation compares the
relational representation to the use of array data types within the Umbra database system.
An implementation in Python provides the baseline, whose runtime is compared with regard
to the batch size and the size of the hidden layer. We conclude with an outlook on optimising
recursive tables for this context and on automatically generating the proposed queries.

2 Machine Learning in SQL

This section first describes the theoretical background for training neural networks and
names the variables, which are later used to name the CTEs. Each variable represents one
cached expression computed in the forward pass on function evaluation or in the backward
pass on deriving the weight matrices. To discuss the derivation rules, we exemplary choose
a neural network with one hidden layer. Although this limits the number of hidden layers,
the derivation rules can be applied similarly to deep neural networks with further weight
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Algorithm 1 Automatic Differentiation (Matrices)
1: function derive(𝑍, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑)
2: if 𝑍 = 𝑋 + 𝑌 then derive(𝑋 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑); derive(𝑌 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑)
3: else if 𝑍 = 𝑋 ◦ 𝑌 then derive(𝑋 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 ◦ 𝑌 ); derive(𝑌 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 ◦ 𝑋)
4: else if 𝑍 = 𝑋 · 𝑌 then derive(𝑋 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 · 𝑌𝑇 ); derive(𝑌 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑇 · 𝑋)
5: else if 𝑍 = 𝑓 (𝑋) then derive(𝑋 ,𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 ◦ 𝑓 ′(𝑋))
6: else 𝜕

𝜕𝑍
← 𝜕

𝜕𝑍
+ 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑

7: end if
8: end function

matrices in-between. Thus, the limitation keeps the example short enough to present the
implementations in SQL.

2.1 Theoretical Background

Neural networks consist of subsequently applied matrix multiplications each followed by
an activation function. They transform an input vector 𝑥 with 𝑚 attributes into a vector
of probabilities for 𝑙 categories. With one hidden layer of size ℎ, we gain two weights
matrices 𝑤𝑥ℎ ∈ R𝑚×ℎ and 𝑤ℎ𝑜 ∈ Rℎ×𝑙 . The first one computes the vector 𝑎𝑥ℎ ∈ Rℎ for the
hidden layer, the second one the result vector 𝑎ℎ𝑜 ∈ R𝑙 . Each activation function returns a
normalised value (e.g. 𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑥) ∈ [0, 1], Equation 1) that is interpreted as the probability per
category. The result vector is compared to the one-hot-encoded categorical label (𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠).
The difference is elementwisely taken to the power of two (�◦2), which is called mean
squared error, a common loss function (Equation 3).

𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑥) = (1 + 𝑒−𝑥)−1, (1)

𝑚𝑤𝑥ℎ ,𝑤ℎ𝑜
(𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔(

𝑎𝑥ℎ︷         ︸︸         ︷
𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑥 · 𝑤𝑥ℎ) ·𝑤ℎ𝑜)︸                       ︷︷                       ︸

𝑎ℎ𝑜

, (2)

𝑙 (𝑥, 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠) = (𝑚𝑤𝑥ℎ ,𝑤ℎ𝑜
(𝑥) − 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠)◦2. (3)

After computing the loss, reverse mode automatic differentiation computes the derivatives
per weight matrix in one pass. This mode derives a function 𝑓 (𝑔(𝑙)) by decomposing and
partially deriving its parts in top-down order: 𝜕 𝑓 (𝑔 (𝑙))

𝜕𝑙
=

𝜕 𝑓

𝜕𝑔
· 𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑙
. Alg. 1 shows reverse

mode automatic differentiation for matrices [Mu17]: The function DERIVE takes as input an
arithmetic expression 𝑍 and a seed value 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 (the parent partial derivation). The algorithm
follows pattern matching on the arithmetic expression 𝑍 to compute and further propagate
the partial derivatives until arriving at a leaf node.

By step-wise applying the derivation rules, we obtain the expression tree shown in Fig-
ure 2. The derivative of mean squared error calculates the difference between propagated
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probabilities and the one-hot-encoded labels (Equation 4). This value gets propagated as
initial seed value. Each seed value is elementwise multiplied to each partial derivation, so
either the derivation of each activation function (Equation 5, 7) or the matrix multiplication
(Equation 6). Finally, the derivation of each weight matrix times the learning rate 𝛾 is
subtracted from the weight matrix to form the updated weights (Equation 8, 9).

𝑙ℎ𝑜 = 2 · (𝑚𝑤𝑥ℎ ,𝑤ℎ𝑜
(𝑥) − 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠), (4)

𝛿ℎ𝑜 = 𝑙ℎ𝑜 ◦ 𝑠𝑖𝑔′(𝑎ℎ𝑜) = 𝑙ℎ𝑜 ◦ 𝑎ℎ𝑜 ◦ (1 − 𝑎ℎ𝑜), (5)

𝑙𝑥ℎ = 𝛿ℎ𝑜 · 𝑤𝑇
ℎ𝑜, (6)

𝛿𝑥ℎ = 𝑙𝑥ℎ ◦ 𝑠𝑖𝑔′(𝑎𝑥ℎ) = 𝑙𝑥ℎ ◦ 𝑎𝑥ℎ ◦ (1 − 𝑎𝑥ℎ), (7)

𝑤′ℎ𝑜 = 𝑤ℎ𝑜 − 𝛾 · 𝑎𝑇𝑥ℎ · 𝛿ℎ𝑜, (8)

𝑤′𝑥ℎ = 𝑤𝑥ℎ − 𝛾 · 𝑥𝑇 · 𝛿𝑥ℎ . (9)

(𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑥 · 𝑤𝑥ℎ) · 𝑤ℎ𝑜) − 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠)◦2

�◦�

− 2

𝑠𝑖𝑔 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠

·

𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑔

·

𝑤𝑥ℎ𝑥

𝑎ℎ𝑜

𝑎𝑥ℎ

𝑙ℎ𝑜

𝑙ℎ𝑜

𝛿ℎ𝑜

𝑎𝑇
𝑥ℎ

𝛿ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑥ℎ

𝛿𝑥ℎ

𝑥𝑇 · 𝛿𝑥ℎ

Fig. 2: Automatic differentiation for (𝑚𝑤𝑥ℎ ,𝑤ℎ𝑜
(𝑥) − 𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠)◦2.

2.2 Implementation in Python and SQL-92

Having defined the equations for training a neural network, we can deduce a Python
implementation (List. 1) that uses NumPy for data loading (line 3), transformation (lines 4-8)
and generating randomised weights (lines 10-12). Afterwards, a procedural loop (line 14)
performs gradient descent that updates the weights according to the derivation rules in each
iteration (lines 15-24). So each variable represents one equation needed to backpropagate
the loss.

In order to update the weight matrices of neural networks in SQL, we need to map
matrix multiplication (𝑋 · 𝑌 ), function application ( 𝑓 (𝑋)) and elementwise operations
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(addition: 𝑋 + 𝑌 , Hadamard multiplication 𝑋 ◦ 𝑌 ) to the relational representation in SQL.
For binary elementwise operations such as Hadamard multiplication or addition/subtraction,
a join on the indices combines both tables so that the arithmetic operation is part of the
select-clause. Multiplication of two matrices 𝑚 ∈ R𝑚×𝑜 and 𝑛 ∈ R𝑜×𝑛 with equal inner
dimensions is defined as the sum of the product over 𝑜 row/column elements for each
entry (𝑚 · 𝑛)𝑖 𝑗 =

∑𝑜
𝑘=1 𝑚𝑖𝑘𝑛𝑘 𝑗 . In relational algebra, this means a join on the inner index,

followed by a summation: 𝛾𝑚.𝑖,𝑛. 𝑗,𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑚.𝑣 ·𝑛.𝑣) (𝑚 ⊲⊳𝑚. 𝑗=𝑛.𝑖 𝑛). To transpose a matrix in
relational representation, only the indices have to be renamed. The corresponding SQL
building blocks are shown in List. 3 with their NumPy counterparts in List. 2.
1 import numpy as np

2 # load data

3 arr = np.loadtxt("iris.csv", delimiter=",", dtype=float,skiprows=1)
4 X = arr[:,0:4]/10

5 y = arr[:,4].astype(int)
6 # one-hot-encode y

7 y_oh = np.zeros((y.size, y.max()+1))
8 y_oh[np.arange(y.size),y] = 1 # one-hot-encode: set one

9 # initialise weights

10 np.random.seed(1)

11 w_xh = 2*np.random.random((X[0].size,20)) - 1 # size: 4*20

12 w_ho = 2*np.random.random((20,3)) - 1 # size: 20*3

13 # train

14 for j in range(10):
15 print("Iteration: " + str(j))
16 a_xh = 1/(1+np.exp(-np.dot(X,w_xh))) # sigmoid(x*w_xh)

17 a_ho = 1/(1+np.exp(-np.dot(a_xh,w_ho))) # sigmoid(a_xh*w_ho)

18 l_ho = 2*(a_ho - y_oh)

19 print("Loss: " + str(np.mean(np.abs(l_ho))))
20 d_ho = l_ho * a_ho * (1-a_ho)

21 l_xh = d_ho.dot(w_ho.T)

22 d_xh = l_xh * a_xh * (1-a_xh)

23 w_ho -= 0.01 * a_xh.T.dot(d_ho)

24 w_xh -= 0.01 * X.T.dot(d_xh)

List. 1: Training a neural network with NumPy.

1 m.dot(n) # matrix multiplication

2 m * n # hadamard multiplication

3 1/(1+np.exp(-m)) # sigmoid function

4 m.T # transpose

List. 2: Building blocks for matrices in NumPy.

1 -- create two matrices m and n

2 create table m (i int, j int, v float); create table n (i int, j int, v float);
3 insert into m ...

4 -- matrix multiplication

5 select m.i, n.j, SUM(m.v*n.v)) from m inner join n on m.j=n.i group by m.i, n.j

6 -- hadamard multiplication

7 select m.i, m.j, m.v*n.v from m inner join n on m.i=n.i and m.j=n.j

8 -- sigmoid function

9 select i, j, 1/(1+exp(-v)) from m;

10 -- transpose

11 select i as j, j as i, v from m;

List. 3: Building blocks for matrices in SQL-92.
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i j v
1 1 1
1 2 0
1 3 0
. . . . . . . . .

150 3 1

i j v
1 1 5.1
1 2 3.5
1 3 1.4
1 4 0.2
. . . . . . . . .

row sepal length s. width petal length p. width species
1 5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

150 5.9 3.0 5.1 1.8 2

Feature Matrix
One-Hot-Encoded

Fig. 3: Transformation of the original data set into the relational representation.

To train the neural network in SQL, we first have to convert the data into the relational
representation (List. 4). Therefore, we create a table of two indices and a value corresponding
to the two-dimensional feature matrix (img: {[𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑣]}, line 3). We assign a column index 𝑗

to each attribute of the original input table (lines 5-8) and use the row number as index 𝑖.
Afterwards, we one-hot-encode the label: We generate a sparse matrix containing only the
one values (line 11) and a matrix shape—defined by all indices within the dimensions—out
of null values (lines 12-14). Then, an outer join (lines 11/15) combines both tables and
assigns zero to missing values (coalesce: line 10).
1 create table if not exists iris (id serial, sepal_length float, sepal_width float, petal_length float,

petal_width float, species int);
2 copy iris from './iris.csv' delimiter ',' HEADER CSV;

3 create table if not exists img (i int, j int, v float);
4 create table if not exists one_hot(i int, j int, v int);
5 insert into img (select id,1,sepal_length/10 from iris);

6 insert into img (select id,2,sepal_width/10 from iris);

7 insert into img (select id,3,petal_length/10 from iris);

8 insert into img (select id,4,petal_width/10 from iris);

9 insert into one_hot(

10 select n.i, n.j, coalesce(i.v,0), i.v

11 from (select id,species+1 as species,1 as v from iris) i right outer join
12 (select a.a as i, b.b as j from
13 (select generate_series as a from generate_series(1,select count(*) from iris)) a,

14 (select generate_series as b from generate_series(1,4)) b

15 ) n on n.i=i.id and n.j=i.species order by i,j);

List. 4: Data transformation: Feature matrix img and one-hot-encoded label one_hot.

After having transformed the data, we can create and initialise the weights again in relational
representation. Using generate_series according to the matrix dimensions together with
random, we initialise all required weights matrices.
1 create table if not exists w_xh (i int, j int, v float);
2 create table if not exists w_ho (i int, j int, v float);
3 insert into w_xh (select i.*,j.*,random()*2-1 from generate_series(1,4) i, generate_series(1,20) j);

4 insert into w_ho (select i.*,j.*,random()*2-1 from generate_series(1,20) i, generate_series(1,3) j);

List. 5: Create and initialise weights in SQL-92.

The feature matrix in relational representation forms the input for training the neural
network within a recursive CTE (List. 6) that computes the weights per iteration of gradient
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descent. As we need to compute all weights within the recursive CTE, a unique number (id)
identifies each weight matrix. Thus a union of all weight matrices forms the base case for
the recursion. Within the recursive step, nested CTEs help to evaluate the model (lines 6-15),
to backpropagate the loss (lines 16-29) and to compute the derivative per weight matrix
(lines 30-37). The first CTE w_now—just referring to the original weights—is necessary, as
PostgreSQL only allows one reference to the recursive table. Each following CTE computes
one matrix operation, so either a matrix or a Hadamard multiplication, whose CTE name
refers to the variable name (cf. Section 2.1). Finally, the weights were updated by subtracting
their derivatives (lines 39-41).
1 with recursive w (iter,id,i,j,v) as (

2 (select 0,0,* from w_xh union select 0,1,* from w_ho)

3 union all
4 ( with w_now as ( -- recursive reference only allowed once in PSQL

5 select * from w

6 ), a_xh(i,j,v) as ( -- sig(img * w_xh)

7 select m.i, n.j, 1/(1+exp(-SUM (m.v*n.v)))

8 from img as m inner join w_now as n on m.j=n.i

9 where n.id=0 and n.iter=(select max(iter) from w_now) -- w_xh

10 group by m.i, n.j

11 ), a_ho(i,j,v) as ( -- sig(a_xh * w_ho)

12 select m.i, n.j, 1/(1+exp(-SUM (m.v*n.v)))

13 from a_xh as m inner join w_now as n on m.j=n.i

14 where n.id=1 and n.iter=(select max(iter) from w_now) -- w_ho

15 group by m.i, n.j

16 ), l_ho(i,j,v) as ( -- 2 * (a_ho-y_ones)

17 select m.i, m.j, 2*(m.v-n.v)

18 from a_ho as m inner join one_hot as n on m.i=n.i and m.j=n.j

19 ), d_ho(i,j,v) as ( -- l_ho ° a_ho ° (1-a_ho)

20 select m.i, m.j, m.v*n.v*(1-n.v)

21 from l_ho as m inner join a_ho as n on m.i=n.i and m.j=n.j

22 ), l_xh(i,j,v) as ( -- d_ho * w_hoˆ T

23 select m.i, n.i as j, SUM (m.v*n.v)

24 from d_ho as m inner join w_now as n on m.j=n.j

25 where n.id=1 and n.iter=(select max(iter) from w_now) -- w_ho

26 group by m.i, n.i

27 ), d_xh(i,j,v) as ( -- l_xh ° a_xh ° (1-a_ho)

28 select m.i, m.j, m.v*n.v*(1-n.v)

29 from l_xh as m inner join a_xh as n on m.i=n.i and m.j=n.j

30 ), d_w(id,i,j,v) as (

31 select 0, m.j as i, n.j, SUM (m.v*n.v)

32 from img as m inner join d_xh as n on m.i=n.i

33 group by m.j, n.j

34 union
35 select 1, m.j as i, n.j, SUM (m.v*n.v)

36 from a_xh as m inner join d_ho as n on m.i=n.i

37 group by m.j, n.j

38 )

39 select iter+1, w.id, w.i, w.j, w.v - 0.01 * d_w.v

40 from w_now as w, d_w

41 where iter < 20 and w.id=d_w.id and w.i=d_w.i and w.j=d_w.j

42 )

43 )

44 select * from w;

List. 6: Training a neural network in SQL-92.
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In order to predict the accuracy of the trained weights, an SQL query measures the number
of correctly classified labels (List. 7). Evaluating the model (lines 3-9) returns a vector of
probabilities per tuple and category. The SQL query ranks the predicted probabilities per
tuple (line 2) and the one-hot-encoded vector of the original labels (line 11) to compare
whether the index of the highest probability matches the index of the one value (line 14).
Although window functions were used for the ranking, they could be replaced by an anti-join
using not exists to conform SQL-92.
1 select iter, count(*)::float/(select count(distinct i) from one_hot)

2 from ( select *, rank() over (partition by m.i,iter order by v desc)
3 from ( select m.i, n.j, 1/(1+exp(-sum (m.v*n.v))) as v, m.iter

4 from ( select m.i, n.j, 1/(1+exp(-sum (m.v*n.v))) as v, iter

5 from img AS m inner join w as n on m.j=n.i

6 where n.id=0

7 group by m.i, n.j, iter ) AS m inner join w as n on m.j=n.i

8 where n.id=1 and n.iter=m.iter

9 group by m.i, n.j, m.iter

10 ) m ) pred,

11 (select *, rank() over (partition by m.i order by v desc) from one_hot m) test

12 where pred.i=test.i and pred.rank = 1 and test.rank=1

13 group by iter, pred.j=test.j

14 having (pred.j=test.j)=true
15 order by iter

List. 7: Prediction in SQL:2003 (with window functions).

3 Evaluation

System: Ubuntu 22.04 LTS, 20 Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2 CPU with hyper-threading, running
at 2.20 GHz with 256 GB DDR4 RAM.

We compare the performance of the relational representation for matrices (SQL-92, List. 6)
to their representation as an array data type [Sc21c] (SQL + Arrays). We apply both
representations for use within neural networks in SQL and let the benchmarks4 run in
Umbra [NF20] and PostgreSQL (PSQL) 14.5 [SR86] as target engines. The implementation
with NumPy (List. 1) serves as the baseline. We use two different data sets: Fisher’s Iris
flower data [Fi36] (four attributes, one label) and the MNIST data [CMS12] for image
classification (ten categories, 784 pixels).

3.1 Scaling the Number of Input Tuples

Figure 4 shows the first benchmark on the Iris data set. As we are interested in the
performance numbers and not in the model quality, we replicate the Iris flower data set
for the first benchmark to enable a flexible input size. A neural network with one hidden

4 https://gitlab.db.in.tum.de/MaxEmanuel/nn2sql
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Fig. 4: Runtime for training a neural network with one hidden layer (size 20/50, 10/100/1000 iteration).
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Fig. 5: Runtime for training one epoch with the MNIST data set with increasing batch size (one hidden
layer size 20/200).
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layer is trained to classify the flower category. We vary the size of the training data set, the
number of iterations and the size of the hidden layer. Although the NumPy implementation
outperforms both SQL variants, the performance increase of Umbra with its in-memory
performance in comparison to PostgreSQL is visible. With only four attributes, the overhead
for array operations dominates, so the relational representation performs better than the
array data type for larger input data. Both SQL variants perform better with an increasing
number of tuples per iteration. A small number of input tuples corresponds to a small
batch size, leading to a small number of tuples used during one recursive step. This thwarts
database systems as they excel in batched processing.

3.2 Image Classification

The second benchmark simulates image classification based on the MNIST data set using
a neural network with one hidden layer. We measure the runtime for training one epoch
depending on the batch size. As we can see in Figure 5, database systems perform better the
bigger the batch size is. With a larger batch size, the runtime of the SQL implementations
approximates the one of the baseline implementation. As the MNIST data set contains
more attributes than the latter, the cost for aggregation into arrays is amortised and the
SQL array data type outperforms the relational representation. To conclude, in-memory
database systems are able to carry out matrix operations as required for neural networks.
Nevertheless, use-case-specific optimisations are needed to support smaller batch sizes.

4 Conclusion

This paper has discussed and benchmarked building blocks for training neural networks
in SQL. In order to deduce the necessary SQL queries that represent matrix algebra
for evaluating and training neural networks, we first discussed reverse mode automatic
differentiation to reuse partial derivations. The partial derivations formed the foundation for
nested CTEs. They were cached within a recursive CTE when deriving the weight matrices
to compute the optimal weights. In the evaluation, in-memory enhanced database systems,
i.e. Umbra, showed comparable performance to state-of-the-art libraries used in machine
learning, i.e. NumPy in Python, when training with larger batch sizes only.

Future research is required on optimising recursive CTEs for this use case and on automati-
cally generating the presented queries. As we are using recursion to imitate a procedural
loop, the recursive CTE grows with each iteration. Therefore, the memory consumption
increases per iteration, which restricts the number of iterations and the model size. To
overcome the restrictions, database optimisers should either detect subsequent selections to
eliminate intermediate results within the CTE or output intermediate results to free memory.
Assuming these optimisations, one can use the presented queries to train more complex
models with more weight variables.
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On the State of German (Abstractive) Text Summarization

Dennis Aumiller1, Jing Fan2, Michael Gertz3

Abstract: With recent advancements in the area of Natural Language Processing, the focus is slowly
shifting from a purely English-centric view towards more language-specific solutions, including
German. Especially practical for businesses to analyze their growing amount of textual data are
text summarization systems, which transform long input documents into compressed and more
digestible summary texts. In this work, we assess the particular landscape of German abstractive
text summarization and investigate the reasons why practically useful solutions for abstractive text
summarization are still absent in industry.
Our focus is two-fold, analyzing a) training resources, and b) publicly available summarization systems.
We are able to show that popular existing datasets exhibit crucial flaws in their assumptions about
the original sources, which frequently leads to detrimental effects on system generalization and
evaluation biases. We confirm that for the most popular training dataset, MLSUM, over 50% of the
training set is unsuitable for abstractive summarization purposes. Furthermore, available systems
frequently fail to compare to simple baselines, and ignore more effective and efficient extractive
summarization approaches. We attribute poor evaluation quality to a variety of different factors, which
are investigated in more detail in this work: A lack of qualitative (and diverse) gold data considered for
training, understudied (and untreated) positional biases in some of the existing datasets, and the lack
of easily accessible and streamlined pre-processing strategies or analysis tools. We therefore provide a
comprehensive assessment of available models on the cleaned versions of datasets, and find that this
can lead to a reduction of more than 20 ROUGE-1 points during evaluation. As a cautious reminder
for future work, we also highlight the problems of solely relying on =-gram based scoring methods
by presenting particularly problematic failure cases. The code for dataset filtering and reproducing
results can be found online: https://github.com/dennlinger/summaries

Keywords: Abstractive Text Summarization; Natural Language Generation; German; Evaluation

1 Introduction

Libraries simplifying the access to pre-trained neural models have greatly pushed the recent
advancement of state-of-the-art performance in many tasks [Wo20]. However, with the
general absence of non-English resources, one of the prevalent challenges in the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) community is the extension of approaches to other languages
beyond English. Subsequently, evaluation quality and consistency is even harder to maintain
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in setups, where high-quality gold data is scarce. This can lead to unintended consequences
during the interpretation of model performance and generalization capabilities beyond
narrow domain-specific use cases.

A sub-task of the NLP community that deserves particular attention is text summarization.
The focus here is to produce an abridged version of an input text that accurately summarizes
the key points of the original text. Such systems offer an immediate benefit in times with
ever-increasing amounts of textual information, and allow users to quickly grasp the contents
of even complex documents. In particular, we differentiate between various sub-tasks of text
summarization: extractive systems provide summaries by simply copying text snippets from
the original input, which is efficient to compute, but comes at the cost of lower textual fluency.
On the other hand, abstractive summarization systems may introduce new phrases, or even
full sentences, which are not present in the original document. This potentially increases a
summary’s fluency and conciseness over extractive methods. Abstractive text summarization
systems are generally built upon the more recent development of sequence-to-sequence
neural models [SVL14, BCB15], which come with an exploding computational cost.

Particularly for (abstractive) summarization, the previously mentioned issues of data scarcity
for non-English methods are further worsened by a lack of diverse (and readily available)
evaluation metrics. Most works rely entirely on =-gram-based analysis of system summaries,
such as ROUGE [Li04], which cannot accurately judge the truthfulness of a generated
summary, i.e., how accurately the original text’s factual statements are represented in the
generated summary. Only few works extend their evaluation to human result inspections,
given its higher cost. However, there are several critical assumptions that –even under
basic premises– are exposed as oftentimes insufficient for a comprehensive analysis [SJ97,
tHKdR20]. Examples are the focus on singular target summaries, ignoring the subjective
nature of differing viewpoints of annotators, as well as the focus on particularly prominent
sentences in the first few paragraphs of reference articles [Zh21b].

In this work, we focus on German abstractive summarization systems and set out to investi-
gate, reproduce, and evaluate summarization systems. In conjunction to a model-centric view
of summarization, we further review the existing training resources for German, including
their particular domain and data curation processes.

1. We find that in particular automatically created and multilingual resources suffer from
insufficient pre-processing, potentially due to the absence of a native speaker during
the curation process.

2. News documents seem to be overly represented in trained systems, potentially due to
a popularity bias in English summarization datasets for news resources.

3. Baseline scores are heavily affected by data biases in test sets of prominent datasets.
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Upon conducting a qualitative analysis of outputs from publicly available models, we further
find that most systems fall severely short of the expected quality in at least one of the
following areas:

1. Due to positional biases, text snippets may be directly copied from the beginning of
the input text, constituting an extractive instead of an abstractive summary. Especially
considering the computational requirements of neural systems being orders of mag-
nitudes greater than simple extractive summarizers, this undermines the quality of
neural text generations.

2. Generated outputs may contain (severe) syntactic errors, to the point of becoming
illegible or hard to interpret.

3. Semantic mistakes introduce factual errors, leading to incorrect conclusions from the
summary alone. This problem is exacerbated for longer input documents, where a
structured content understanding is necessary to maintain factual consistency.

For data-centric issues, current pipelines are not taking user-specified filtering steps into
account; oftentimes, datasets are directly used “out of the box”, without any further data
verification step involved. For this purpose, we extend available summarization-specific
filtering steps and provide a simple-to-use and language-agnostic processing library.
For model-centric problems, it is near impossible to identify failure cases with existing
metrics; costly manual inspection of individual samples would be required. Simultaneously,
we work towards expanding the available scores to help facilitate a better understanding of
current expectations towards summarization systems. In the following, we will briefly men-
tion work on automated evaluation of summarization systems, including a comprehensive
look at the current landscape of German abstractive summarization; we follow with a formal
introduction of our proposed filtering methods for summarization datasets, as well as a list
of model-centric checks to consider. We discuss exhibited quality issues in existing datasets
and systems for German summarization, and conclude with a brief outlook for future work.

2 Related Work

We establish an extensive overview of currently available training resources for German
summarization systems and survey the landscape of trained models, with a particular focus
on publicly available methods.
Aside from this, we further reiterate some of the common pitfalls in evaluating summarization
systems, which will become particularly relevant during the experiments in this work.
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2.1 German Data Sources for Summarization

In our experiments, we focus on seven different datasets across a variety of domains. To
our knowledge, these cover all of the publicly available sources used for training German
systems.

MLSUM [Sc20] This multilingual dataset was presented as one of the first efforts in
making larger-scale training sets available for multiple languages that also include German
as a language. MLSUM is constructed by extracting news articles and associated summary
sections as generation targets. We use the German subset in this work, which is by far the
most popular dataset used for training and evaluating resources in German, based on our
survey. Despite its popularity, issues in the quality of samples have gone unnoticed until
early 2022, when Philip May [Ma22] was the first to report on problems with fully extractive
summaries, an aspect we will analyze in more detail later.

MassiveSumm [VS21] The construction of this particular dataset is similar to MLSUM
and focuses on a large number of automatically extracted summaries from news articles in
multiple languages. The authors perform some rudimentary filtering with respect to empty
samples and even go as far as avoiding similar issues to MLSUM by removing what they call
“ellipsoid summaries”, i.e., fully extractive summaries that appear at the beginning of the
reference text. While the quality of the samples is comparatively low due to the automated
extraction process, this corpus is by far the largest considered, with around 480,000 samples,
and has the potential to improve existing training setups with its sheer number of samples.

Swisstext [FVM20, Fr20] In contrast to the –generally shorter– news articles available in
MLSUM, the Swisstext dataset provides longer-form summaries based on German Wikipedia
pages, which has been later extended to the GeWiki corpus [Fr20]. For the construction,
the central argument is that the introductionary paragraph serves as a “summary” of the
remaining article text. The provided dataset comes with a training portion and a private test
set, meaning no ground truth summaries are available for the test samples. A multilingual
variant of this idea, the XWikis corpus, was introduced shortly after [PBL21]. While the
XWikis corpus contains more samples per language, including for German, monolingual
data is not readily available for download. Adding the fact that German summarization
works primarily deal with the Swisstext dataset, we choose the latter for our experiments.

Klexikon [AG22] Another Wikipedia-related resource, but with different target summaries.
Instead of utilizing a page’s introductionary paragraph, the authors align articles from a
simplified children’s encyclopedia (Klexikon) on the same topic. Consequently, this dataset
has much longer summary lengths but covers a much smaller subset of only around 3,000
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samples. Given the secondary focus on simplification in the target summaries, this corpus
requires a considerably higher level of abstractive reformulations during the generation.

WikiLingua [La20] As the third multilingual resource, summaries in this corpus are
extracted from the WikiHow platform. Here, Ladhak et al. [La20] consider short instruction
summaries of individual steps in WikiHow guides and align those with the referenced
paragraphs. The general tone of the dataset is rather informal and is in a more imperative
style in comparison to other data sources. To align non-English samples, associated images
are used to identify paragraphs occurring in different languages. Importantly, this means that
for German articles, frequently only some of the article’s paragraphs are actually contained
in the dataset.

LegalSum [GMM21] Another area benefiting enormously from high-quality summaries
is the legal domain. LegalSum is the first German resource providing summaries of around
100,000 court rulings. On average, these samples require the highest amount of compression
across evaluated datasets.

EUR-Lex-Sum [ACG22] As a secondary resource for legal texts, Aumiller et al. present
a multilingual corpus based on EU-level legal acts, semi-aligned across languages. The
corpus is considerably smaller than LegalSum, with only about 1,900 German documents
available. While the EUR-Lex-Sum corpus has extremely long documents, it also presents a
more challenging summary generation with the longest average summary length across all
considered corpora (generally between 600-800 words). Importantly, summaries are also
written by human expert annotators and therefore present a much higher-quality standard
for summaries compared to some of the other datasets.

Further Resources In addition to these datasets, we are aware of at least two more news-
related resources. One is used in experiments by Nitsche [Ni19], where data was supplied
by the German Press Agency, but no public record of it exists. The second corpus is hinted
at online by users on Huggingface’s platform4.
For clinical summarization, Liang et al. [Li22] present a resource of about 11,000 radiology
reports; given the sensitive nature of the data, no publicly available version exists as of
now. We are also aware of a secondary source of the WikiLingua dataset by GEM5, which
provides additional samples, as well as a pre-split validation and test section not provided in
the original German subset. In preliminary experiments, we found that > 99.89% of the data
were valid samples for the GEM source. Most problematic is the automatic combination of
4 A news corpus with ca. 400,000 articles is indicated here: https://huggingface.co/Einmalumdiewelt/

PegasusXSUM_GNAD/discussions/1#6308eb5037556c4ab03258df, last accessed: 2023-01-14
5 https://gem-benchmark.com/data_cards/wiki_lingua, last accessed: 2023-01-14
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paragraphs into one summary, which can cause disjoint reference texts or summaries.
Finally, all of the discussed corpora so far are types of single document summarization
resources, where a summary is extracted from a singular text only. Datasets for training
summarization systems that consider multiple source texts exist at smaller scales, but require
further manual adjustment for acquisition [Be16, Zo18]. More recent experiments with
neural models utilizing the latter corpus have been conducted by Johner et al. [JJB21].

2.2 German Summarization Systems

Model Training data Test Set Evaluation Filtering Public Reprod.
mrm8488/bert2bert6 MLSUM MLSUM ROUGE None 3 3

ml6team/mt5-small7 MLSUM MLSUM ROUGE Length 3 7

T-Systems/mt5-small8
CNN/DailyMail,
MLSUM, XSum,

Swisstext
MLSUM ROUGE Length &

Overlap 3 7

Shahm/t5-small9 MLSUM MLSUM ROUGE None 3 7

T5-base10 ? ? ROUGE ? 3 7

german-t511 Swisstext MLSUM ROUGE ? 7 7

BERT-Copy [Ak20] Swisstext Swisstext ROUGE &
manual ? 3 ?

Transformer [PM19] Swisstext &
CommonCrawl Swisstext ROUGE &

manual None 7 7

Fact-Encoder [Ve19] Swisstext Swisstext ROUGE &
manual None 7 7

Pointer-Gen [FBZ19] Swisstext Swisstext ROUGE &
manual ? 7 7

Enc-Dec [GMM21] LegalSum LegalSum ROUGE ? 3 ?

bert2bert [Li22] Radiology Radiology ROUGE &
manual ? 7 7

Tab. 1: List of German abstractive summarization systems. We detail their known properties from
training recipes or papers. If we have access to models, we denote whether public scores are repro-
ducible within ±0.5 ROUGE points (“Reprod.”); ? in the reproducibility column indicates models
that are available, however, we were unable to successfully run locally.

While we are slowly starting to see a greater diversity in the available training resources
for German text summarization, it comes as a small surprise that the availability of trained
system is much less diverse. As will become more apparent in later sections, the primary
focus for training systems is a combination of a pre-trained checkpoint and one predominant
training resource (“MLSUM”, particularly the German subset). Below, we elaborate on
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considered model properties, differentiating between the availability levels of related works
and their backgrounds. A summary of known properties can be seen in Table 1.

2.2.1 Publicly Available Systems

The primary source for available models is the Huggingface Hub12, which allows filtering by
supported language and appropriate task (in our case summarization). We note that some of
the available models are not properly tagged, but spent considerable time to ensure no other
models were accidentally ignored. For users who have uploaded several different versions,
we selected the model with the highest self-reported evaluation scores.
Given that users on the platform are likely familiar with other services of Huggingface
(including their datasets browser), it comes as no surprise that the diversity between models
and training setups is low. The primary choice falls on either mT5 [Xu21] or variants of
T5 [Ra20], with some alternatives based on (m)BART [Le20, Li20] being consistently
outperformed according to self-reported metrics by authors. In order to train effectively on
large quantities on data, most approaches use one of the smaller checkpoints, referring to
model variants with fewer parameters. Outside of the model hub, code repositories exist for
the BERT-Copy architecture by Aksenov et al. [Ak20] and Encoder-Decoder models used
by Glaser et al. [GMM21]. However, we were unable to set up inference for custom datasets
based on the respective code bases.

2.2.2 Private Models

A further selection of models has been published in response to the Swisstext 2019 sum-
marization challenge [PM19, Ve19, FBZ19]. However, neither team has published any
associated public repository. Similarly, no models are available from Liang et al.’s work on
radiology reports [Li22]. As the only one of the major cloud providers, Microsoft offers an
extractive summarization service through Azure that supports German.13 Otherwise, the
only commercial solution providing a platform for abstractive summarization also supporting
German texts is currently Aleph Alpha.14

6 https://hf.co/mrm8488/bert2bert_shared-german-finetuned-summarization, last accessed:
2022-10-06

7 https://huggingface.co/ml6team/mt5-small-german-finetune-mlsum, last accessed: 2022-10-06
8 https://huggingface.co/T-Systems-onsite/mt5-small-sum-de-en-v2, last accessed: 2022-10-06
9 https://huggingface.co/Shahm/t5-small-german, last accessed: 2022-10-06

10 https://huggingface.co/Einmalumdiewelt/T5-Base_GNAD, last accessed: 2022-10-06
11 https://github.com/GermanT5/german-t5-eval, last accessed: 2022-10-06
12 https://huggingface.co/models, last accessed: 2023-01-14
13 https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/language-service/

summarization/language-support, last accessed: 2022-10-06
14 https://www.aleph-alpha.com/use-cases/conversion#trilingual-summary, last accessed: 2022-

10-06
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2.3 Evaluation Metrics for Summarization

As previously mentioned, the de-facto gold standard for evaluating summarization systems
is the usage of ROUGE [Li04]. The authors introduce unigram overlap (ROUGE-1), bigram
overlap (ROUGE-2) and the longest common subsequence (ROUGE-L) between system
and gold predictions. The underlying core assumption is based on =-gram co-occurrences
in the generated text with respect to one or more gold summaries. The fact that ROUGE
can handle several reference samples at the same time is crucial for understanding some of
the implications in the later parts of this work: with several references, variation in wording,
e.g., particular expressions, are much easier to compare against than in a single reference
summary. However, despite the theoretical support for multi-labels, few datasets ever provide
such costly annotations.
In turn, more recently proposed alternatives to ROUGE rely on score computation from a
single gold summary only [ECM19]. Examples include primarily neural similarity scoring
between a generated summary and a gold reference [SDP20, Zh20]. Ultimately, neural
methods are also incredibly expensive to employ for evaluation settings, potentially taking
several days to evaluate a single test set [Na21]. Besides the cost factor, the main issue
with such alternative scores is two-fold: On the one hand, a distinct advantage of simple
co-occurrence-based metrics such as ROUGE is the simplicity in transferring it to another
language. Even basic extensions, such as stemmers, are readily available in a multitude
of languages other than English. Trained metrics, such as BERTScore [Zh20] or QAE-
val [DBWR21], however, are severely limited in their transferability to other languages,
and would require dedicated efforts to port them to German, for example. On the other
hand, recent statistical analyses have shown that when accounting for annotator expertise,
correlation can vary significantly [Fa21]. When additionally controlling for variance and
confidence intervals, correlation with human judgments over ROUGE correlation is only
statistically significant in rare cases [DDR21]. A particular investigation on metrics for
German summarization was conducted during the second Swisstext challenge [FVM20].
However, submitted resources were only marginally better than ROUGE baselines for judg-
ing system quality [PC20, Bi20]. For crowd-sourced evaluation approaches, Iskender et
al. [IPM20] further elaborate on the importance of survey setups and considerations for
expert annotators to ground evaluation results.

3 Assessing the Quality of Summarization Systems

When using existing models for abstractive text summarization, the expectation is that
they should work “as expected”, meaning that a model provides appropriate and correct
summaries. However, in practice, the automated collection of samples may lead to insufficient
sample quality or systematic biases in the data. This has further detrimental consequences
for models trained on those datasets.
In this section, we lay out a series of very basic sanity checks for both data and models,
which help to ensure a minimal level of generalization from experimental results. As we will
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Issue Reference Summary
Short text Wir verwenden Cookies, um

unser Angebot für Sie zu
verbessern. Mehr Informatio-
nen [...].

–

Duplicates ‘Virtuelles Bergsteigen mit
dem Project360 [...]

Leben und Kultur in Europa

Historische Dokumente:
Bilder der Wende [...]

Leben und Kultur in Europa

Relative Length Chef-Sprüche: “Ich sehe
meine Kinder auch nur im
Urlaub.”

Die besten Chef-Sprüche zum
Thema Überstunden.

Fig. 1: List of faulty summarization samples in the MassiveSumm dataset uncovered by various
data checks. Despite checking for unrelated issues, we notice a trend where filtered samples are of
especially low semantic quality, too.

later find, even such basic data assurances lead to a significant reduction of valid samples in
available German summarization data.

3.1 Data-centric Sanity Checks

The best strategy to achieve decent experimental results is ensuring high quality in the
training data – in line with the popular saying “garbage in, garbage out”. We present a
list of minimal quality checks for individual samples, as well as dataset-wide assurances
of data quality. Most of these measures are fully automated and at most require single
hyperparameter settings to filter datasets.
Further, suggested data checks are language-independent at their core and can therefore be
applied in basic form to any dataset, even beyond German. This also implies that no further
existing tools or libraries for tokenization, etc., are required.

Empty Samples The most trivial sanity check is verifying that both the reference text
and summary are present for all samples. This is simultaneously the most prevalent check
implemented by authors of resource papers in our experience. Even so, several issues can
arise for this criterion, primarily revolving around varying definitions of “emptiness”. For
example, one could also consider a sample as empty if only whitespaces (or whitespace-like
symbols, such as \t) are present. Extensions are, for example, faulty encodings or only
special characters in a text (cf., data audit insights by Kreutzer et al. [Kr22]).

Minimum Text Length A superset of “empty samples”, imposing a required minimum
text length presents a stricter filtering criterion for sample validity. Where empty texts
are universally to be avoided, hard length requirements are harder to impose, since the
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appropriate cutoff depends strongly on the dataset domain. For domain-specific datasets,
e.g., the instruction-like texts in the WikiLingua dataset [La20], having extremely short
summaries with only a few characters (and comparatively short references) may make sense.
For summaries stemming from news articles, however, length requirements imposed on the
reference might ensure a longer minimum text length for quality control.

Compression Ratio Filtering Another key metric used in summarization research is the
Compression Ratio (CR), defined as the relation between reference text length and summary
length. We follow the definition by Grusky et al. [GNA18]: �'(ref, summ) =

len(ref)
len(summ) .

For filtering by compression ratio, a significant difference should be ensured by establishing
a minimum compression ratio. For our purposes, we argue that a reduction of at least 20%
in the summary length is required, which equals �' ≥ 1.25. We note that this is not a
strict requirement per se and may depend on domain-specific factors. It can be argued,
however, that samples with summaries longer (or equal) than their respective references
(i.e., �' ≤ 1.0) always pose an inadequate sample and must be filtered.
Related work sometimes takes a more drastic approach to compression ratio filtering, arguing
that extreme content reduction may result in a lossy summary and should therefore also be
avoided [Ur22].

Duplicate Removal Some lesser-checked property seems to be the existence of duplicates
in training data, which is also applicable in more general machine learning settings. However,
given that each sample for summarization comes with two distinct texts (the reference and
the summary), we can further distinguish between different instances of duplication. Trivial
to consider are instances of what we call exact duplicates, i.e., samples that have the exact
same combination of reference and summary appearing as another tuple in the dataset.
We can further expand this idea by three more considerations, which we call partial dupli-
cates. These are instances where we find either the reference or summary in other dataset
instances. Finally, it could also occur that both summary and reference are duplicated,
but across different samples; such instances are also considered partial duplicates and are
relatively rare.
To understand why duplicates, including partial ones, can be considered harmful as a training
resource, we need only look at the potential effects during training or evaluation. For exact
duplicates, no real gain is achieved by including one sample several times in the training
data. Worse yet, if we encounter exact duplicates across different splits, this can cause active
falsification of evaluation results (train-test leakage). While partial duplicates are less severe,
we still encourage removal, as they can cause confusion during the learning process: cases
where different input texts should generate the same summary hamper generalization of
models, and the reverse case of similar input texts generating different summaries conveys
unclear learning signals during training. Finally, we also want to note that partial duplicates
can uncover incorrectly aligned samples (cf. Fig. 1).
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While spotting duplicates is fairly straightforward, removing duplicate content is often non-
trivial, as there exist several valid strategies for deduplication, leading to differing results.
In an attempt to reduce impact on smaller test and validation sets, we adopt a “additive”
strategy for the remainder of this work. We start with an empty dataset, and iteratively add
new samples if and only if neither the reference nor the summary have been previously
included.

Sample Inspection Even with all of the proposed automated measures, nothing can ensure
data quality quite as well as manually inspecting data. All of the previous measures can point
to systemic failures in the data collection process, but may ignore more localized quality
issues for particular samples. While a manual analysis step is not feasible at scale, often
enough reviewing few samples will already reveal tendencies about the underlying data
quality. We generally differentiate between the following strategies to inspect data samples
and their respective up- and downsides:

1. Reviewing samples in order: A linear sequence of samples may reveal particular
issues in the consistency of samples, which can be linked to the crawling process.
We emphasize that “linearity” can follow many particular axes, not just the order in
which data is stored. Further possible orderings can be based on available metadata
descriptors, such as sortings by timestamps, source or length. In-order samples are
most likely to uncover systematic issues, such as incorrect alignment settings that
span several samples.

2. Reviewing random samples: Another popular approach is to shuffle data and ran-
domly select instances for review. This is fairly easy to implement and does not require
iterating over the full dataset or sorting operations. Advantages of random reviews
are a more holistic coverage of the data distribution, but requires potentially more
manual reviews to find systemic failures.

3. Outliers and representative samples: If data statistics are already known or easy
to compute, a more targeted approach is to look for distributional outliers. There
are again a variety of metrics that can be considered, with the most obvious being
text length and compression ratio of individual samples. Manually reviewing outliers
can also sharpen the requirements of expected outputs, e.g., the minimum/maximum
length of a summary in relation to the input text. Related are representative samples,
which constitute instances close to the mean or median of a distribution.

3.2 Model-centric Checks

While we have compiled a detailed list of what can be done about checking the data used
for summarization systems, it is significantly harder to judge a trained system, especially
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given that many neural methods can only be treated as black box systems. But even with
a lack of clarity around the original training procedures and model learnings, we can use
several probing techniques to estimate the robustness and performance of systems.

Evaluation on Cleaned Test Sets The standard procedure to evaluate on withheld (but still
in-domain) test sets. While these evaluation approaches may give insights on the overfitting
of trained models, such experiments tend to fall short of giving more concrete evidence on
the pattern of how summaries are generated. This is especially crucial if no further manual
evaluation is performed. Testing models on modified or generalized test data can serve
as a partial remedy to this, by probing the generalization ability of particular systems. In
combination with the proposed filtering techniques, we suggest the evaluation on cleaned
test sets for models that were trained on the unfiltered training set. The main advantage
is that no additional re-training with altered training sets is required, and insights can be
acquired from a generally much smaller evaluation set through inference alone. Further, we
hypothesize that intrinsic summarization metrics [NCL18, GNA18, Zh19, BC20] applied
to system summaries can be used as a preliminary gauge for text quality in comparison to
the original input. Especially abstractiveness of generated outputs, essentially constituting
the number of novel =-grams in summaries, could indicate changes in the vocabulary.

Domain Generalization An extreme case of the previous point is testing on completely
out-of-domain data, which usually means taking test splits of a different dataset. While this
approach can be useful to evaluate general purpose summarization systems, the evaluated
models in this work all present rather focused domain-specific summarization systems. For
this reason, we refrain from evaluating performance based on out-of-domain abilities.

Factual Consistency A rather important argument for summarization especially: facts
that are stated in the original reference text must be maintained in the respective summary.
Therefore, models should be measured with respect to their truthfulness, which has been
previously attempted with automatic metrics for English summarization systems [Kr20], or
even implemented as an optimization target for more truthful summaries [Zh21a].

3.3 Extractive Models and Baseline Systems

Given the relatively one-dimensional approach to evaluation, we should at least expect
additional context for better interpretability of model scores. In practice though, we rarely
find a consistent reporting of baseline scores, if any comparisons are reported at all. To this
end, we strive to provide consistent baselines and reporting of such in the context of German
abstractive summarization. In addition to the scores, baselines also serve an important
purpose by providing a sensible complexity trade-off: Unlike most neural methods, they
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should be able to generate summaries faster and with fewer parameters than heavy-weight
state-of-the-art approaches. Similar to English works, we therefore fall back on extractive
summarization systems, which – as the name indicates – simply copy text snippets from the
reference to generate a summary.
To our knowledge, the only work that has explicitly worked on extractive summarization for
German is over 20 years old [Re00]. This does not imply, however, that there is no dedicated
extractive system available. Especially for unsupervised methods, such as TextRank [MT04]
or LexRank [ER04], language-specific taggers or lemmatizers can easily be replaced in
existing libraries to enable application on German texts as well. For our experiments, we
rely on three variants of baselines, which extract a specified number of sentences from the
input text to generate a summary. Overall, extractive summaries are guaranteed to ensure a
more factually consistent summary, and have high intra-sentence coherence. On the other
hand, these methods cannot be fine-tuned and rely on singular hyperparameters – the length
of the generated summary. This can still significantly impact the evaluation performance,
but does not factor in domain-specific variance in text distribution. For all systems, we rely
on the sentence splitting module by spaCy15, unless datasets provide a pre-split sentence
format.

Lead-3 The simplest possible baseline system is lead-3, popularized by Nallapati et
al. [NZZ17] as a simple but strong baseline for news article summarization. Here, the
summary is equal to the first three sentences of an input text. The method works particularly
well for news texts, where key information has to be conveyed early on to both inform and
catch the interest of a potential reader. The prevalence of this so-called “lead bias” differs
significantly across different domains.

Lead-: For other domains, three sentences may underestimate the actual summary length.
For this purpose, Aumiller and Gertz [AG22] introduce a variant that extends the lead
baseline to the : leading sentences, in their particular context the full first paragraph of a
Wikipedia page. Given that in general, datasets do not contain paragraph-level information,
the authors later extended this baseline and instead consider an approximate :̂ for each
sample by using the average compression ratio [ACG22]:

:̂ =
len(reference)

�'avg
, (1)

where len(reference) is the number of sentences in the summary, and �'avg denotes the
average compression ratio across the training split of a dataset.

Modified LexRank (LexRank-ST) A more complex baseline that also considers sentences
at other positions of the article is a modification of LexRank [ER04], similarly used by

15 We use the model de_core_news_sm in our experiments.
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Aumiller et al. [AG22, ACG22]. The key modification lies in exchanging the centrality
computation – which is originally based on pure occurrence counts – with dense sentence
embeddings obtained through sentence-transformers [RG19, RG20]. While the underlying
neural model can be of arbitrary complexity, it does not need to be trained further to work
in the summarization application. After scoring individual sentences, the highest-ranking :

sentences are selected as the summary; we use the same method for estimating an optimal
length :̂ as for the lead-: baseline.

Finally, we also point towards oracle extractive summaries as a form of upper-bound
for extractive summarization, which can be computed from greedy ROUGE-2 align-
ments [NZZ17, GMM21]. Given that we focus on abstractive results in this work, we
omit the computation of extractive oracle summaries.

4 A Sober Look at State-of-the-Art Results

Given the presented set of tools, we now set out to put current models’ capabilities into a
better context. To this end, we conduct a set of four experiments: We start by applying the
filters introduced in Sect. 3.1 to available German summarization datasets, noting varying
size reductions as a result. To remedy the changes introduced by our filtering, we re-compute
a set of strong baselines as updated results for datasets with available validation and test sets.
Further, given the previously uncovered discrepancies in some datasets, we repeat more
comprehensive experiments on MLSUM and MassiveSumm across the pre- and post-filtered
dataset to highlight the effect of filtering on ROUGE scores. We are able to show that this
change in data quality also significantly impacts the reproducibility of results. Finally, we
provide a small case study in which we examine a subset of generated samples that highlight
some of the particular model-centric issues.

4.1 Filtering Datasets

Key Finding 1: German subsets of two popular multilingual resources (ML-
SUM and MassiveSumm) have extreme data quality issues, affecting more
than 25% of samples across all splits.

Table 2 presents our findings for filtering the available German summarization datasets;
hyperparameters for filters are specified in the table caption. We refrain from imposing any
particularly strict filtering metrics, particularly for the length of texts. Most concerning is
the fraction of affected samples in MLSUM, given its popularity as a training resource for
many public models. While a strong lead bias is to be expected due to the domain of these
samples being exclusively news articles, the eventual performance of models trained on the
unfiltered dataset is severely impacted; a finding that we confirm in subsequent experiments.
Primarily, it indicates that for fully extractive samples, summaries can be generated by
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Min Length Min Fully Duplicates
Dataset Split Samples Ref Summ Id CR Extr Exact Ref Summ Valid Samples

Train 220,887 0 0 39 30 126,204 31 45 105 94,433 (42.75%)
MLSUM Val 11,394 0 0 0 0 3,285 1 1 5 8,102 (71.11%)

Test 10,701 0 0 0 0 3,306 1 5 2 7,387 (69.03%)
MassiveS Train 478,143 253 16,294 0 33,959 0 805 73,886 4,882 348,064 (72.79%)
Swisstext Train 100,000 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 99,995 (100.00%)
WikiLing Train 58,341 11 0 0 1,435 0 4 2 52 56,837 (97.42%)

Train 2,346 0 0 0 10 0 0 2 0 2,334 (99.49%)
Klexikon Val 273 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 272 (99.63%)

Test 274 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 273 (99.64%)
Train 1,115 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 1,097 (98.39%)

EUR-Lex Val 187 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 187 (100.00%)
Test 188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 188 (100.00%)
Train 79,937 0 2 0 12 326 233 95 3,106 76,163 (95.28%)

LegalSum Val 9,992 0 0 0 4 32 14 2 157 9,783 (97.91%)
Test 9,993 0 0 0 7 33 8 1 59 9,885 (98.92%)

Tab. 2: German text summarization datasets in numbers. Given are the original sample count and
breakdown of filtered samples by automated assessment (cf., Sect. 3.1) for all provided splits. We set the
Minimum Length to 20 characters for summaries and 50 for references, except for WikiLingua, which
has limits of 8 and 20 characters, respectively, due to a different domain. Id refers to samples with same
reference and summary text, Min CR ensures references are at least 25% longer than summaries, and
Fully Extr identifies consecutive segments that are used as fully extractive summaries. For duplicates,
we differentiate between both reference and summary appearing in the corpus (Exact), versus partial
duplicates where only one of reference (Ref ) or summary (Summ) are appearing elsewhere. Numbers
in bold highlight issues affecting more than 2% of the split data.

directly running an extractive summarization system, and thus obtain similar (or better)
quality at a much lower cost. For MassiveSumm, a large fraction of invalid samples can be
attributed to duplicate content; manual inspection reveals that there are frequent generic
references or summary texts, such as “Read more after logging in!”. We assume the reason
to be a faulty extraction of HTML elements for particular websites.
The remaining inspected datasets were affected at a much lower rate; we see several subsets
that have only a handful of faulty instances. Depending on the overall size of the dataset,
this implies that evaluation scores will differ less between unfiltered and filtered splits of
largely unaffected datasets.

4.2 Consistent Results and Baseline Runs

Key Finding 2: Existing evaluation scores are hard (if not outright impossible)
to reproduce, even with model weights publicly available.
Key Finding 3: Authors frequently fail to put scores into context, not comparing
their own results against baseline methods for further scrutiny.

Another worrying trend we observe in the “reproducibility” column of Tab. 1, is the consis-
tent inability to even approximately reproduce self-reported scores for any of the evaluated
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models. In our reproduction attempts, we employed no particular further filtering, and
observed scores that were anywhere from 5 points worse to 3 points better than self-reported
ones on the test set. Only a singular result was reproducible within 0.5 ROUGE points of
the expected results. In particular, we find that implementation details on filtering steps and
other subselection criteria are rarely (if ever) included in the documentation of training pro-
cedures. While the usage of so-called “model cards” [Mi19], i.e., dedicated documentation
pages for particular training results, has improved the availability of at least some form of
documentation, these descriptions are still insufficient to fully reproduce results. As a side
note, it should also be mentioned that multiple implementations for the ROUGE evaluation
metric exist16, which may result in scoring differences by utilizing different text processing
tools or implementations. To ensure reproducibility of our own scores, we mention that
scores were computed with help of the rouge-score package, version 0.1.2. We further
replaced the default stemming algorithm with the German Cistem stemmer [WF17] to
provide a reasonable upper-bound of scores and use the provided bootstrap sampler with
= = 2000.

Aside from the lack of reproducible results, we also noted that only few public models report
against a set of (consistent) baselines, with the most commonly compared approach being
lead-3. Given that we have also presented a cleaned portion of popular evaluation models,
we strive for a more comprehensive comparison of actual results, and investigate resulting
implications that were omitted in the original evaluation settings.
In our particular setup, we compare against the three mentioned extractive baselines men-
tioned in Sect. 3.3 and report scores in Tab. 3. Depending on the dataset, the choice of a
baseline can heavily skew the interpretation compared to neural methods. For example, on
the Klexikon dataset, using lead-3 can lead to a roughly 12-13 point drop in ROUGE-1 scores
compared to scores by the lead-: or LexRank-ST baseline. On the other hand, for lead-heavy
and short texts in MLSUM, lead-3 serves as the best baseline method. Our recommendation
is therefore to similarly use multiple (different) baseline approaches, resulting in a more
defined context for evaluation based on ROUGE scores. While it may be easier to simply
copy results from prior work, we highly recommend the reproduction of these results first,
as scores may ultimately vary between different experimental setups.

4.3 Impact of Data Filtering

Key Finding 4: After filtering, scores can drop by more than 20 ROUGE-1
points on the MLSUM test set.

To illustrate the effect of dataset filtering on downstream performance, we further compare
results on the two most-affected datasets (MLSUM and MassiveSumm). Without any
additional training, we run all available public models on the validation and test portion of

16 e.g., rouge-score (https://pypi.org/project/rouge-score/, last accessed: 2022-10-06) or pyrouge
(https://pypi.org/project/pyrouge/, last accessed: 2022-10-06)
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Validation Set Test Set
Dataset Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

lead-3 19.06 5.58 13.21 18.90 5.47 13.04
MLSUM lead-: 14.93 4.12 11.31 15.08 4.17 11.45

LexRank-ST 15.78 3.36 11.52 16.04 3.30 11.55
lead-3 15.19 3.46 9.10 15.87 3.64 9.35

Klexikon lead-: 28.11 5.51 12.43 28.34 5.50 12.50
LexRank-ST 27.23 4.63 11.48 27.42 4.58 11.55

lead-3 16.72 2.80 10.51 16.74 2.86 10.53
LegalSum lead-: 14.34 2.27 8.78 14.36 2.34 8.78

LexRank-ST 21.54 6.22 12.97 21.35 5.99 12.74
lead-3 3.31 2.25 2.72 3.31 2.19 2.67

EUR-Lex-Sum lead-: 41.74 17.77 16.04 39.42 17.08 15.52
LexRank-ST 39.37 15.13 15.26 38.48 15.18 15.19

Tab. 3: Baseline results for all datasets with available validation and/or test splits. We report ROUGE
F1 scores on the filtered datasets.

MLSUM, for which we also obtain scores on the original unfiltered sets. Our findings can
be seen in Tab. 4, where one can observe a performance drop in every model, even those
that were not originally trained on the MLSUM dataset itself (t5-base). By far the worst
affected are the two baselines constructed from leading sentences, as well as the mT5-small
models by users mrm8488 and Shahm. These four models all achieve unreasonably high
ROUGE-2 scores before filtering and see a reduction to about one fifth of the original scores
after filtering. Upon inspection, we similarly found that these models were ultimately simply
re-generating the first tokens from the input article. These findings are concerning, as they
ultimately question the current state-of-the-art on the MLSUM dataset. It further validates
the necessity of filtering, given that we can ultimately change the course of evaluation and
interpretation of models. For MLSUM, per our results, the t5-base model, trained on a
related news dataset and utilizing the largest underlying neural model, seems to perform best
on filtered datasets while originally lagging behind even a simple lead-3 baseline. This is
particularly interesting, because the underlying model checkpoint used is primarily trained
on English texts.

Figure 2 further visualizes the impact of filtering on the length distributions of the two
heavily affected datasets, MLSUM and MassiveSumm. Analyzing the resulting changes in
more detail, we can observe a more strictly enforced minimum length for both references and
summaries in the MLSUM dataset even before filtering. In stark contrast, MassiveSumm is
shrunk considerably by the minimum length filter, which in turn shifts the samples towards
generally longer reference texts. Since MLSUM is affected more by the extractiveness filter,
one can observe a noticeable change in the mean of the distribution of summary texts,
particularly longer ones.
Changes in the length distribution, however, do not explain any of the deterioration in raw
ROUGE scores; a further indicator that several different evaluation methods need to be
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(a) Reference Text Lengths (b) Summary Text Lengths

Fig. 2: Violin plots illustrating the distributional shift on the MLSUM and MassiveSumm training
splits through filtering. Black dashed lines indicate mean and quartiles of the distribution.

combined in order to paint a more complete picture for the realistic performance of models.
We particularly recommend the utilization of violin plots also for the evaluation of system
outputs, as they allow the comparison of length estimates by the system in comparison to
ground truth data.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis of Generated Summaries

Key Finding 5: With the exception of one work [Ak20], no publicly available
system performs experiments beyond simple ROUGE score computation.
Key Finding 6: Despite high reported scores, catastrophic failures can be
observed in some systems.
Key Finding 7: All utilized architectures only work with a relatively limited
context, proving to be incapable of dealing with long-form summarization.

The first criterion we were looking at when checking for existing systems is the evaluation
setting that was used in the respective work. The findings, reported in Tab. 1, point towards a
more rigorous evaluation setting for models backed by a scientific publication, which comes
as no surprise. However, we also note that these systems are also more likely to withhold
their respective models from public access. This ultimately means that those models can
only be judged based on the reported evaluation and no further black-box model checks can
be performed on them. To aggregate the insights gained across these works, most frequently
mentioned is the issue of factual consistency [Ve19, FBZ19], which does not bode well for
the practical suitability of such systems beyond simple settings. Secondly, several works
also investigate system outputs’ fluency [FBZ19, Ak20], where abstractive models could
provide sensible improvements over extractive systems. However, especially for earlier
works, consistent generations from language models still prove to be difficult.
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MLSUM Validation Split MLSUM Test Split
Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered Filtered

Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
Lead-3 36.22 26.24 31.89 19.06 5.58 13.21 37.15 27.48 32.94 18.90 5.47 13.04
Lead-: 29.25 20.92 26.51 14.93 4.12 11.31 31.35 22.86 28.58 15.08 4.17 11.45
LexRank-ST 18.62 6.46 14.26 15.78 3.36 11.52 18.83 6.45 14.36 16.04 3.30 11.55
mrm8488 42.77 31.89 38.93 21.63 6.64 16.32 44.05 33.44 40.36 21.31 6.36 16.09
ml6team 28.17 18.81 26.05 17.08 5.03 14.18 28.51 19.52 26.53 16.56 4.80 13.78
T-Systems 23.74 11.08 20.34 19.87 6.49 16.40 23.67 11.21 20.36 19.20 6.11 15.84
Shahm 42.59 31.96 38.70 21.50 6.87 16.15 43.92 33.62 40.09 21.20 6.62 15.79
t5-base 27.54 11.31 20.88 23.31 7.19 16.99 27.99 11.65 21.20 23.40 7.20 16.91

Tab. 4: ROUGE F1 scores on the MLSUM validation and test splits, comparing results with and
without data filtering. Across all tested models, a stark drop in performance can be observed. We
highlight the highest score for each split in bold.

To follow our own advice, we manually investigated instances of generated outputs from
systems in Table 4. In addition to samples from the MLSUM dataset, we further tested with
instances from the Klexikon and WikiLingua datasets to check for domain generalization.
As others have noted, the factual consistency of abstractive systems is questionable at best,
but understated just how badly summaries can deviate from the original. Several times a
reversed order of aggressors and victims (respectively, winners or losers in sports game)
was generated, and in one particular instance the context was altered from “live-saving”
to “drowning (someone)” by the summarization system. This happened on “in-domain
samples” from the MLSUM test set.
A similar observation can be made for the syntactic quality of generations, where overfitting
of systems becomes particularly apparent during the zero-shot evaluation on other datasets.
While it can be expected that the quality of a generated summary may lack in content
accuracy or truthfulness, oftentimes no coherent sentence was provided. Less tragic, but
difficult for system comparison, is the multitude of parameters for generation functions.
While self-reported scores of public models generally rely on greedily decoded summaries,
one model frequently started repeating short sequences of about three words indefinitely
until the maximum generation length was reached. Importantly, such repetitions are not
obvious from looking at a ROUGE-based evaluation of model outputs alone, but could be
easily suppressed by enabling =-gram-based filtering during the generation.
We were also able to verify that the highly-scoring models by users mrm8488 and Shahm
indeed only copy the leading tokens from the input samples, likely due to training on
unfiltered MLSUM splits. This spells further trouble for “state-of-the-art” models, as it
requires a deeper examination for determining which summaries are actually better than
simple string selection approaches, such as lead-3. We hypothesize that the same concept
used in our extractiveness filter can also be applied to generated outputs; with a slightly
altered similarity scoring mechanism, e.g., the longest common subsequence algorithm,
even near duplicates could be detected and flagged for manual review.

Most prominently though, due to architectural constraints of the underlying neural models,
none of the currently public systems is able to capture an input context beyond 512 subword
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tokens, the default length limit for the Transformer architectures [Va17]. In the instance
of domain-specific datasets, such as EUR-Lex-Sum, this means that even the length of
summary texts exceeds the limitation of models, effectively rendering them useless in this
particular context.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Studying the current landscape of German abstractive summarization initially paints a grim
picture: While the general willingness and ease of sharing systems has greatly increased
over the past years, around half of the currently known German summarization systems still
remain inaccessible to the public. Of those that are available for public scrutiny, a prominent
focus on news summarization is still persisting, preventing more broader applications. Even
worse, the most prominent dataset contains severe flaws in the sample quality, leading to
models whose generalization capabilities, even in-domain, are severely hampered by the
unfiltered data. This also hints at the general level of care practitioners take with respect
to exploratory data analysis, given that several issues can be spotted by simply inspecting
just a few samples. And finally, even models that take care of filtering some of these issues,
a qualitative analysis of generations can still reveal catastrophic problems that prevent an
ethically responsible deployment of the solution in practice.

However, there are some silver linings at the horizon. Many of the major data-centric issues
can be easily fixed with the introduced quality checks, which can be applied cost-effectively
across multiple datasets, as we have demonstrated in this work. Through publishing our pre-
processing pipeline, we hope to encourage others in taking a more data-centric exploration
before starting with the ultimate model training.
Within just two years, we have also seen an unbelievable influx of available summarization
datasets for German, importantly extending past the narrow domains into application-specific
fields, such as law and medicine, and totaling more than 700.000 samples across publicly
available resources. This hopefully paves the way towards a more consistent and generalized
approach in German abstractive summarization research; should the efforts of the community
keep at the current rate, we will likely see meaningful progress within the next year. The
latest trends in the English summarization community also indicate a shift towards greater
awareness of long-form summarization [PZL22]; while dedicated long context German (or
multilingual) model checkpoints are still absent, we estimate that such systems will become
available shortly, serving as a compute-intensive way to escape the current restrictions on
input length.

As for our own efforts, we are currently investigating how systems can be designed to
work well across multiple domains at once, without the need for several distinct models.
This requires careful analysis of the underlying data, as well as a more agnostic training
framework to prevent overfitting towards a particular style.
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Detection of Generated Text Reviews by Leveraging Methods
from Authorship Attribution: Predictive Performance vs.
Resourcefulness

Manfred Moosleitner1, Günther Specht1, Eva Zangerle1

Abstract: Textual reviews are an integral part of online shopping, provided the reviews are authentic.
To this end, pre-trained large language models have been shown to generate convincing text reviews
at scale. Therefore, a critical task is the automatic detection of reviews not composed by humans.
State-of-the-art approaches to detect generated texts use pre-trained large language models, which
exhibit hefty hardware requirements to run and fine-tune. Previous work has shown that texts generated
by the same language model show a coherent writing style. We propose to leverage this property
to identify whether a text was indeed automatically generated. In this paper, we investigate the
performance of features prominently used for authorship attribution, using classifiers with substantially
lower computational resource requirements. We show that features and methods from authorship
attribution can be successfully applied for the task of detecting generated text reviews, leveraging the
consistent writing style exhibited by large language models like GPT-2. We argue that our approach
achieves similar performance as state-of-the-art approaches while providing shorter training times
and lower hardware requirements, necessary for, e.g., ad-hoc detection tasks.

Keywords: Text Classification, Stylometric Text Features, Generated Text Detection

1 Introduction

User-created reviews are often available on online e-commerce platforms. Such reviews
allow users to express their satisfaction or disappointment with products or services in the
form of numeric ratings or written text reviews. While user ratings provide a quantitative
view of user experiences, text reviews allow for providing a more detailed report about
the perceived quality of the product or service. Such reviews may inform other users in
the process of comparing products, finding viable alternatives, or eventually, purchasing a
product. However, this assumes that reviews are authentic and not fictitious and therefore,
fake. Fake reviews can be a threat to businesses [La12, LSV16, LZ16], regardless of whether
a counterfeit review is written by a human or generated with the help of an algorithm.

Recently, machine learning approaches like pre-trained large language models (LLM), such
as BERT [De18] or GPT-2 [Ra19], are prevalent in many natural language processing
and text generation tasks. To this end, GPT-2 was used to generate convincing text
reviews [Ip20, Sa22], substantiating that we need to findways to differentiate between human-
written and algorithmically generated texts. Ott et al. [Ot11] investigated differentiating
1 Universität Innsbruck, Department of Computer Science, Austria; firstname.lastname@uibk.ac.at
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between genuine and fabricated human-written reviews based on psycho-linguistic, lexical
and n-gram features. They used these features and trained a Naïve Bayes and a linear Support
Vector Machine as classifiers. Notably, in their evaluation, they also show that automated
classification achieves better results than human judges. Ippolito et al. [Ip20] show that a large
BERT model, fine-tuned for classification, can classify texts as either machine-generated or
written by a human with an accuracy of up to 0.88, but also note less diversity for words
used, due to preferably choosing words with a higher likelihood from the prevailing word
distribution. Shahid et al. [Sh17] argue that if texts are generated by the same algorithm,
these texts share the same author. Along these lines, we propose formulating the task of fake
review detection as an authorship attribution task. Therefore, we leverage stylometric text
features prominently used in the field of authorship attribution [Zl18, St21, TMS19, MS22]
to detect text reviews that are generated by an LLM. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows: (1) We propose modeling the task of detecting generated text reviews as an
authorship attribution task. (2) We investigate and compare the performance of different
stylometric text features and state-of-the-art authorship attribution approaches. (3) We show
that Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees achieve predictive performance (F1,
precision, recall) comparable to those of LLM-based classifiers while having much lower
requirements in terms of training time and hardware requirements. Particularly given the
recent trend towards greener IT and more energy-efficient computing [Mu08], we argue
that this is a pivotal dimension that needs to be considered when evaluating and comparing
potential approaches. (4) To ensure reproducibility, we publish the code of our experiments
and analysis at https://git.uibk.ac.at/c7031305/btw23_textreviewdetection.

2 Related Work

Ott et al. [Ot11] used part-of-speech (POS) tags, psycholinguistic and statistical text features,
and 𝑛-grams to differentiate if human written reviews are genuine or fictive. They used 400
genuine reviews from Tripadvisor and 400 fabricated reviews, created by crowd workers.
The authors used classifiers based on Naive Bayes, and on Support Vector Machines
(SVM). Shahid et al. [Sh17] aim to separate Wikipedia articles and texts generated by
content-spinning tools, using said articles as seed documents, by using an SVM-based
classifier. They employed an assortment of stylometric features like 𝑛-grams, vocabulary
richness, readability, and others. Salminen et al. [Sa22] evaluated the predictive performance
of a RoBERTa [Li19] based model, a GPT-2 based model2, and an SVM based classifier.
They created a balanced data set, consisting of approximately 40,000 text reviews, based on
the Amazon Customer Review data set3. From the ten most occurring product categories in
this data set, they sampled customer reviews to fine-tune an LLM to generate approximately
20,000 artificial text reviews. The authors additionally drew roughly 20,000 reviews from
the Amazon data set as reviews written by humans.

2 https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset/blob/master/detection.md

3 https://s3.amazonaws.com/amazon-reviews-pds/readme.html
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Shahid et al. [Sh17] note that the seed documents and the generated texts differ in the way
the texts are composed (i.e., their grammatical structure). Therefore, methods and features
from the field of authorship attribution and plagiarism detection should be able to catch these
differences. Zlatkova et al. [Zl18] proposed to use various frequencies on word and sentence
level, lexical richness, readability metrics, and other features. They reached first place in the
multi-author analysis shared challenge at the PAN4 workshop in 2018. Strøm [St21] used a
similar configuration for this challenge in 2021, reaching high performance in this authorship
attribution task. Murauer et al. [MS22] proposed Dependency Tree-grams (DT-grams) for
the task of authorship attribution. DT-grams capture the writing style of authors by using
the grammatical structure of sentences. Substructures, extracted from the dependency trees,
are used to represent the grammatical style of the text and author.

In this work, we put our focus on identifying whether a reviewwas written by a human, or was
generated by an LLM. Along the lines of Shahid et al. [Sh17], we argue that texts originating
from the same language model share the same author, which in turn should exhibit a similar
writing style across all generated texts. Therefore, contrary to previous works, we model
the task of detecting whether a review was manually written or automatically generated as
an authorship attribution problem. We particularly investigate the use of state-of-the-art
authorship attribution models to the task and particularly investigate the feature sets by
Zlatkova [Zl18]/Strøm [St21], and Murauer et al. [MS22].

3 Methodology

In the following, we first detail the different features employed and subsequently, describe
the experimental setup used for the evaluation.

3.1 Features

The main goal of this work is to investigate generated review detection by leveraging features
and models from the field of authorship attribution. Therefore, we rely on features that have
been shown to capture the writing style of authors well for authorship attribution tasks,
specifically in the sub-tasks of style change detection [Zl18, St21], intrinsic plagiarism
detection [TMS19], and cross-language authorship attribution [MS22], leveraging the
consistent writing style exhibited by texts generated by LLMs [Sh17, Ip20]. As baselines, we
rely on word and character n-grams for comparison, along the lines of previous work [JL08,
Ot11, Sh17]. We propose three types of features to represent reviews: (1) textfeatures
(frequencies on word, phrase, and sentence level, and readability metrics); (2) dtgrams
(substructures extracted from dependency trees); and (3) ngrams (word and character
n-grams of varying lengths).

4 https://pan.webis.de/shared-tasks.html
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As textfeatures, we use the same collection of features as Zlatkova et al. [Zl18] and
Strøm [St21] to represent thewriting styles of the corresponding authors. Our implementation
is based on the work by Strøm5, in which the following five feature sets are extracted from
the text reviews: (1) count metrics (for instance, number of sentences and words, count of
English POS tags, capitalized words, and others); (2) number of occurrences of function
words and function phrases; (3) the number of uses of digits (0, 1, ..., 9) and their alphabetical
counterpart (zero, one,..., nine), use of UK English (e.g., colour) and US English words (e.g.,
color), and the use of contractions and non-contractions; (4) the frequency of punctuation
marks and other special characters; and (5) nine readability metrics (e.g., Flesch reading
ease [Fl48]). This provides us with a total number of 487 features. For the dtgrams features,
we rely on dependency-tree-based features, aiming to find texts that are composed with a
similar grammatical style, therefore, attributing it to the generating LLM as the single author.
In the following, we briefly introduce DT-grams. At first, we create the dependency tree for
a given sentence (cf. Figure 1 for an example tree of the sentence “The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog.”). In the resulting tree, each node holds the English POS tag for
the corresponding word. Next, specific substructures of the tree are grouped together, where
the substructures can be of different shapes. For our work, we used the shape of pq-grams
with 𝑝 = 2 and 𝑞 = 3, which means that we use the parent-child relation of two nodes
(“jumped” and “dog” as one example from Figure 1) and three sibling nodes (“over”, “the”,
and “lazy” as one example from Figure 1). In the next step, the DT-grams are constructed
using a sliding window, similar to n-grams. Here the grouped substructures are traversed
(from parent to child, and siblings from left to right) and their corresponding POS tags are
concatenated using the underscore as delimiter and the asterisk for when nodes are absent in
the sliding window. The sentence in the given example results in a total of 18 strings, with
“VBD_NN_IN_DT_JJ” being an example with no absent node and “VBD_NN_*_*_IN”
being an example with absent nodes.

VBD
jumped

NN
fox

DT
The

JJ
quick

JJ
brown

NN
dog

IN
over

DT
the

JJ
lazy

.

.

Fig. 1: Tree representation for the given sentence, based on the dependency tree. In each node, we
display the word and its corresponding POS tags. Highlighted in blue is the parent-child relationship
between jumped and dog, and marked in red is the sibling relationship between over, the, and lazy.
Here, “VBD_NN_IN_DT_JJ” and “VBD_NN_*_*_IN” are two examples of the 18 dtgrams.

For the calculation of the dt-grams, we used two Python libraries fromMurauer et al. [MS22]:

5 https://github.com/eivistr/pan21-style-change-detection-stacking-ensemble
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tuhlbox6 parses the texts and calculates the dependency trees using the Python library
Stanza [Qi20] from the Stanford NLP group, and treegrams 7, is used to extract the dt-grams
from these dependency trees. For the n-grams feature set and as a baseline, we employ word
and character n-gram TF-IDF vectors, using the scikit-learn library8. We utilized similar
parameters for the vectorization as [Zl18, St21], further details are given in Section 3.2.

3.2 Experimental Setup

We evaluated the classification performance of the proposed approach in multiple experi-
ments. Specifically, we employed stratified ten-fold cross-validation and used F1, precision,
and recall, as evaluation metrics. For the binary classification, the generated reviews were
used as the positive class. Furthermore, we also measured classification runtimes and
memory usage to compare the efficiency and required resources for each of the feature sets
and classifiers. Memory usage was recorded using the Python library memory-profiler; the
experiments were executed on a general-purpose processor.

3.2.1 Dataset

We relied on the data set provided by Salminen et al. [Sa22] for the evaluations. The data set is
balanced in the amount of original and generated text reviews, featuring approximately 20,000
text reviews per class. We computed all features proposed and normalized them by removing
the mean and scaling the values to unit variance (using scikit-learn’s StandardScaler).

rating class text

1 CG Editor was too busy watching “Duck Dynasty” and not paying attention to his work!!!

5 CG I loved this book. The characters were believable and the plot was interesting.
I really enjoyed this book

1 OR Just a bit strange and different for me. Probably excellent for others.

5 OR A truly riveting page turner. All three in the series were fantastic.

Tab. 1: Example reviews from the category Book_5 for the classes Computer Generated (CG) and
Original Review (OR), one with the highest and lowest rating each.

3.2.2 Classification Algorithms and Evaluation Strategy

For the classification, we rely on five established classifiers: Support Vector Machine (SVM)
with linear kernel, SVM with Radial Basis Function kernel, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN),

6 https://pypi.org/project/tuhlbox/

7 https://pypi.org/project/treegrams/

8 https://scikit-learn.org/
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Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (gbdt), and Random Forest (rf). For the two SVM-based
and the kNN-based classifiers, we used the corresponding scikit-learn implementations.
For the tree-based classifiers, we utilized the gradient boosting framework LightGBM9.
Following the example of Strøm[St21], we also used the hyperparameter optimization
framework Optuna10 to efficiently tune the hyperparameters for gbdt. The hyperparameters
for the SVM-based classifiers were optimized using a grid-search approach.

This optimized hyperparameters11 were then used for the final set of experiments, where all
the necessary data and results were collected. Since we used the data set from Salminen et
al. [Sa22], we reproduced their setup using a basic RoBERTa [Li19] model and added it
as a state-of-the-art baseline to our experiments. As a more lightweight LLM, we added a
DistilBERT [Sa19] model to the list of classifiers.

Furthermore, we tested the values for F1, precision, and recall, per ten-fold cross-validation,
for normal distribution by performing a Shapiro-Wilk [SW65] test. This showed 𝑝 > .05
for all cases, therefore, we assume that the determined results all stem from a normal
distribution. This allowed us to perform statistical significance tests using paired t-tests,
where the pairs were built within feature set and also within classifier.

3.2.3 Preliminary Experiments

In preliminary experiments, we conducted a coarse grid search for the classifiers. Regarding
the feature set ngrams, the texts were used as input without any further pre-processing. The
following parameters were supplied with the stated values: maximum number of n-grams
(5,000, 25,000, no limit), word and character n-grams, range of n-grams (uni- to six-grams).
The classifier hyperparameters used for the grid search are shown in Table 2.

linear SVM C: 0.1, 1.0, 10; dual: False; tol: 0.001

rbf SVM C: 0.1, 1.0, 10; kernel: rbf; tol: 0.001

kNN n_neighbors: 5, 40, 100

gbdt & rf objective: binary
learning_rate: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001
bagging_freq: 40; bagging_fraction: 0.85

Tab. 2: Hyperparameters used for the initial grid search.

These experiments showed that the linear SVM, the SVM with a radial basis function
kernel, and the Gradient-boosted decision tree constantly outperformed kNN and Random
Forest classifiers. Therefore, we excluded kNN and Random Forest classifiers from further
experiments.

9 https://github.com/microsoft/LightGBM

10 https://optuna.org/

11 Details can be found at https://git.uibk.ac.at/c7031305/btw23_textreviewdetection
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Likewise, we also experimented with different ranges for n-grams, using word and/or
character n-grams, and the maximum number of features. Again, we performed a grid-
search approach to get the individual F1-scores for word and character uni- to six-grams,
varying values of 5,000, 25,000, 50,000, and unlimited number of maximum features.
The results have shown that character four-, five-, and six-grams performed best with all
three classifiers. Regarding the maximum number of features, the SVM with radial basis
function kernel performed best with a limit of 25,000 features, while the linear SVM and
the Gradient-boosted decision tree performed best without limiting the number of features.

Based on the findings of these preliminary experiments, we performed a final optimization
of the hyperparameters for the classification algorithms. Both SVM variants were tuned
again using a grid-search approach, to find the best-performing value for the regularization
parameter. For the SVM with radial basis function kernel, a value of 10 showed the best
performance across the three feature sets. Regarding the linear SVM, a value 0.1 performed
best for the feature set dtgrams, and 0.001 for the feature sets textfeatures and ngrams.

4 Experimental Results

Based on the collected predictions and measurements from our experiments, we compared
the performance of the combinations of the feature sets with classifiers, in terms of prediction,
runtime, and memory consumption.

4.1 Predictive Performance

We present the average F1, precision, and recall from the stratified ten-fold cross-validations
per feature set for the three classification algorithms and the two LLMs in Table 3.

For the textfeatures feature set, the gradient-boosted decision tree achieved the highest
performance with an F1-score of 90.83%, followed by the SVM with radial basis function
kernel and the linear SVM with a slightly lower performance (89.46% and 89.04%,
respectively). The best performance for the feature set dtgrams was achieved by the SVM
with radial basis function kernel with an F1-score of 91.86%. Here, the F1-score of the linear
SVM achieved a 1.85% and the Gradient-boosted decision tree a 2.82% lower F1-score. For
the ngrams feature set, the SVM with radial basis function kernel obtained an F1-score of
95.45%. This outperformed the F1-scores of the other two classifiers, with the linear SVM
achieving a 1.35% and the gradient-boosted decision tree a 2.16% lower F1-score.

The results of the paired t-tests within the evaluated feature sets and classifiers showed
𝑝 < .05 for all pairs. The paired t-test with the results of RoBERTa and DistilBERT also
showed 𝑝 < .05. We also compared the results of the best non-LLM model with the
RoBERTa model in a paired t-test, which also showed significant differences (𝑝 < .05).
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linear SVM SVM rbf GBDT
` 𝜎 ` 𝜎 ` 𝜎

F 1
textfeatures 0.8904 0.0037 0.8946 0.0044 0.9083 0.0027
dtgrams 0.9028 0.0036 0.9186 0.0042 0.8904 0.0046
ngrams 0.9410 0.0039 0.9545 0.0019 0.9329 0.0039
RoBERTa 0.9794 0.0027
DistilBERT 0.9670 0.0035

PR
EC
IS
IO
N textfeatures 0.9011 0.0050 0.8910 0.0056 0.9078 0.0053

dtgrams 0.8765 0.0044 0.8998 0.0054 0.8832 0.0060
ngrams 0.9639 0.0034 0.9446 0.0020 0.9244 0.0050
RoBERTa 0.9946 0.0015
DistilBERT 0.9882 0.0022

R
EC
A
LL

textfeatures 0.8799 0.0053 0.8982 0.0053 0.9089 0.0037
dtgrams 0.9308 0.0066 0.9384 0.0052 0.8977 0.0091
ngrams 0.9193 0.0078 0.9646 0.0039 0.9415 0.0054
RoBERTa 0.9647 0.0055
DistilBERT 0.9466 0.0065

Tab. 3: Mean and standard deviation for F1, precision, and recall over the values from the ten-fold
cross-validation. Results are reported per classifier per feature set. The best results for the non-LLM
and LLM approaches are marked in boldface.

From these results, we conclude that RoBERTa, as expected, achieves the best F1-scores
regarding the predictive performance. The proposed text features, on the other hand, achieve
only slightly lower F1-scores, with the best classifier achieving a less than 2% lower F1-score.
However, we argue that the differences are subtle and, as we will show in the following
experiments, the non-LLM approaches are able to outperform RoBERTa w.r.t. resource
consumption and runtime.

4.2 Runtime Performance

Given the ever-increasing need for more energy-efficient computation, another important
aspect is the runtime performance of the different approaches. We analyzed the time needed
to fit the algorithms on average for the ten-fold cross-validation. All the experiments
regarding runtime were conducted on the same virtual machine (Debian GNU/Linux 10
(buster) OS with 12 cores and 128GiB of memory). We utilize the grid-search functionality
of scikit-learn. We present the average time to fit a classifier and the corresponding standard
deviation in Table 4. The reported runtimes for ngrams, RoBERTa, and DistilBERT, include
the time to convert the text reviews into their respective representations. The feature sets
textfeatures and dtgrams were pre-computed, with a runtime of ≈ 380 seconds for the former
and 73439.468 seconds for the latter.

The time to fit the models increases with the number of features, with the exception of the
linear SVM when trained with ngrams. This constellation was about 2.4 times faster than
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linear SVM SVM rbf GBDT
` 𝜎 ` 𝜎 ` 𝜎

textfeatures 357.69s 54.09s 1,259.42s 107.04s 54.59s 2.17s
dtgrams 490.26s 52.40s 4,020.95s 145.32s 2,135.30s 145.16s
ngrams 146.29s 26.00s 17,605.94s 439.07s 9,695.23s 137.98s

RoBERTa 28149.44s 243.10s
DistilBERT 8293,96s 104.49s

Tab. 4: Average (`) and standard deviation (𝜎) of the measured runtimes in seconds per classifier per
feature set over the ten-fold cross-validation. The best values per feature set are marked in boldface.

when paired with textfeatures, and about 3.3 times faster when using dtgrams. Most notable
are the runtimes for the gradient-boosting decision tree with textfeatures, the SVM with
radial basis function kernel and ngrams, and RoBERTa. The first two displayed the shortest
and the longest mean time to fit, respectively, from the non-LLM models, and RoBERTa
the overall longest average time to fit. These experiments showed that the proposed simple
approaches clearly outperform RoBERTa.

4.3 Memory Usage

Besides runtime, a second important cornerstone when evaluating and comparing these
methods is theirmemory usage and hence, resource consumption. Particularlywith LLMs, the
amount of memory required has increased substantially. Therefore, we are also interested in
comparing memory usage among the proposed approaches. One run of the final experiments
was used to measure the amount of memory that was allocated during the execution of the
cross-validation (cf. 4). We present the results of these analyses in Table 5. As expected, the
memory profiler reported memory usage numbers for the non-LLM classifiers that are only
a fraction of the memory needed by the RoBERTa model. Particularly, the recorded memory
requirements of RoBERTa are in the range of 245.62 to 778.79 times higher compared to
the non-LLM models with the lowest memory consumption.

SVM linear SVM rbf GBDT

textfeatures 42.516 MiB 17.027 MiB 19.520 MiB
dtgrams 17.301 MiB 16.961 MiB 14.152 MiB
ngrams 13.312 MiB 19.543 MiB 13.910 MiB

RoBERTa 10,364.988 MiB
DistilBERT 4,880.535 MiB

Tab. 5: Memory usage was acquired with cross-validation using the memory profiler.
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4.4 Discussion

RoBERTa achieved the highest F1-scores, followed by ngrams with rbfsvm, and ngrams
with linsvm. When comparing these three, the highest F1-score comes at the price of 1.6
and 192.2 times longer training times, for a difference of 1.8% and 3.15% in F1-score,
respectively. In terms of memory requirements, RoBERTa’s memory usage is about 530
and 778 times higher when compared to rbfsvm with ngrams and linsvm with ngrams.
In comparison, textfeatures with gbdt showed the shortest training time. Compared to
RoBERTa, training times of ngrams with rbfsvm, ngrams with linsvm, and textfeatures with
gbdt, were around 515, 322, and 3 times faster, and with a difference in F1-scores of 6.42%,
4.62%, and 3.27%, respectively. The lowest memory requirement was recorded for ngrams
with linsvm, which was 779 and 1.47 times lower than RoBERTa and ngrams with rbfsvc,
with a difference in F1-score of 3.15% and 1.35%.

Our experiments show it is possible to train classifiers quicker or with lower hardware
requirements while sacrificing at most 6.42% of F1-score, which is still higher than the
performance of human raters [Ot11, Sa22]. Therefore, we argue that the proposed features
borrowed from authorship attribution tasks are a valid option for the task of generated text
detection.

5 Conclusion

We proposed using text features borrowed from the field of authorship attribution for the task
of detecting generated product reviews. Related work suggests that generated texts differ in
writing style, grammatical structure, and the diversity of words used from their input texts.
Therefore, we used statistical textfeatures, features based on dependency-tree-grams, and
𝑛-grams to train a linear Support Vector Machine, a Support Vector Machine with radial
basis function kernel, and a gradient-boosting decision tree as classifiers. We utilized a
balanced dataset to evaluate their predictive performance using F1-score, investigated their
runtimes and memory requirements, also in comparison with a state-of-the-art RoBERTa
LLM model. Our results show that classification algorithms like Support Vector Machines
and Decision Trees can be trained using different stylometric features and achieve F1-scores
that come close to the performance of a basic RoBERTa model. While these non-LLM
models show slightly lower performance, they can reach up to 515 faster training time and
need up to 779 times less memory—two factors that become more and more central when
choosing an approach.

In future work, we aim to investigate the importance and impact of individual features and
extend the experiments to further datasets and text domains.
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Seamless Integration of Parquet Files into Data Processing

Alice Rey1, Michael Freitag1, Thomas Neumann1

Abstract: Relational database systems are still the most powerful tool for data analysis. However, the
steps necessary to bring existing data into the database make them unattractive for data exploration,
especially when the data is stored in data lakes where users often use Parquet files, a binary
column-oriented file format.

This paper presents a fast Parquet framework that tackles these problems without costly ETL steps.
We incrementally collect information during query execution. We create statistics that enhance future
queries. In addition, we split the file into chunks for which we store the data ranges. We call these
synopses. They allow us to skip entire sections in future queries.

We show that these techniques only add a minor overhead to the first query and are of benefit for
future requests. Our evaluation demonstrates that our implementation can achieve comparable results
to database relations and that we can outperform existing systems by up to an order of magnitude.

1 Introduction

Data is stored less and less in relational database management systems (RDBMS) [AAS13;
Al12; Id11; Ka14; Ol17]. Instead, users tend to store large amounts of data in data lakes
with standardized file formats such as Parquet [ASF13]. Nevertheless, the users still expect
the same performance as if the data resides in an RDBMS, which improvised tooling cannot
achieve. Even though database systems are much better suited for data exploration, existing
RDBMSs that support directly querying files still cannot reach the performance of database
relations. They face the problem of not having any insights about the underlying data, which
are crucial for efficient data access and query plan optimizations. Usually, an RDBMS
knows the processed data well since it can collect all sorts of information while the user
loads the data into the database.

Parquet files are one of the most used data structures for storing large amounts of data. Big
companies like Twitter [De13], Netflix [WG17] or Skyscanner [SE19] use it to store large
amounts of data for big data analysis. The column-wise storage format is close to how an
RDBMS with a columnar storage engine would store the data, making the Parquet format a
great candidate for integrating it into a data processing pipeline.

The Parquet file format tries to balance data compression and data access. The format
supports different encoding and compression schemes. Therefore, additional decoding and
1 Technische Universität München, Boltzmannstraße 3, 85748 Garching, Germany, {rey,freitagm,neumann}@in.
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decompression steps are required to access the underlying values, which database relations
typically do not have. Furthermore, the Parquet file offers a lot of optional fields such as
the minimum and maximum values or the number of null values, which can be helpful for
query execution. However, since these fields are optional, we cannot rely on them.

Naive file access would be very costly if the dataset resides on a remote server. The lineitem
table with 10 million rows of the TPC-H dataset at scale factor 10 has a total size of 2 GB
when we store it in a Parquet file generated by Spark [ASF14]. When accessed via HTTP,
it would require 16 seconds to download the entire file in a typical local network with a
bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s. If we only require one column, a smart access logic can minimize
the download time to less than 2 seconds. Parquet files allow us to use byte-range requests
to only download required columns. In addition, we also keep structural information about
the data in a fixed number of synopses. We split the file into equally sized chunks and track
the minimum and maximum value of the contained data, which allows us to skip entire
chunks in future queries. Since this technique was already used in previous works under
different names [El13; La16; Mo98; Ol17; Zi17], we chose the generic name synopses. To
keep the computational overhead of these synopses small, we only compute the data ranges
for columns that are currently required. If a user requests additional columns in the future,
the corresponding ranges can be added incrementally.

Most users will switch to more complex analytical queries after an initial exploratory phase,
where a fully-fledged database system with a query optimizer comes in handy. Database
systems usually perform great on complex queries since they have prior knowledge about
the data gathered while copying it into database relations. Since we skip this step, we save
initialization costs and avoid accessing data we would never use. On the other hand, we
lose crucial information that might have helped during future query optimization steps.
Therefore, we take the Parquet view feature one step further by allowing a smooth transition
from exploratory data analysis to more complex analytical queries. We will not add an initial
scan over the Parquet file, but instead, we will collect samples and sketches of the used data
while executing the queries. We do not expect complex operators during the exploratory
phase so that we can accept some slowdown. We then benefit from the information we
gathered during the exploratory phase for later queries. To the best of our knowledge, our
implementation is the first to reach comparable execution times to database relations for
Parquet files with these techniques.

The key contributions of this paper are:

1. A smart access logic for Parquet files that introduces minimal initial overhead to the
query execution time and improves performance over time.

2. An incremental procedure for cheap statistics computation that enhances query
optimization steps for future queries.

3. A remote access strategy that minimizes execution time overhead.
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The remainder of this work is structured as follows: We start by briefly explaining the
challenges the Parquet file format introduces to an RDBMS in Sect. 2. Second, in Sect. 3, we
explain the techniques we used to conquer the imposed challenges and how scanning Parquet
files can be integrated into database systems. Third, we perform a detailed evaluation of our
implementation in Umbra [NF20] with different benchmarks (Sect. 4). Finally, we conclude
with some related work in Sect. 5 and summarize the work in Sect. 6.

2 Background

Parquet files are an excellent match for databases that use a column-wise storage format
due to their columnar file format. Nevertheless, Parquet files pose some challenges when
integrating them into query processing. In this section, we will discuss the structure and
versatility of the Parquet format in the first two subsections to understand the need for
certain design decisions. Finally, we conclude the section with the challenges that the file
format introduces.

2.1 Parquet File Format

Parquet stores data in columnar format and is not human-readable in contrast to CSV or
JSON files. Instead, the goal of the Parquet format is to store data as densely as possible.
Fig. 1 (b) shows the basic structure of a Parquet file. The data is first separated into row
groups that split the dataset horizontally. Each row group is then split into column chunks
vertically, storing each column in a separate column chunk. The actual elements of the
column chunk are stored on one or more data pages. Parquet does not enforce the number of
rows which should be stored per row group or page. In addition, the number of rows stored
per page does not need to be synchronized between the column chunks of the same row
group or the same column. In our example, we store the values of x on two pages in the first
row group and on three pages in the second row group. Column y stores the values on four
pages and column z on one page for both row groups.

row group 1

x y z

(b) Parquet file

metadata footer

row group 1 meta data: 

column "x" meta data:
num values

first page offset
column index offset
column offset offset

min(x11) 
min(x12)
max(x11)
max(x12)

pageOffset(x11)
pageOffset(x12)

page header

definition level

data

column chunks

(a) data page

column offsetrow group 2

x y z
column chunks

column index

Fig. 1: Parquet File Structure
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The schema and data arrangement are stored in the Parquet file’s footer. In our example, we
display the first row group’s metadata of column x. In addition to much other information,
the column chunk has to store the offset of the first page as the starting point. The column
index and column offset data structures, which are usually located close to the metadata
footer, are optional and can be referenced via their offset. The column offset stores the offsets
to all pages of the column chunk, and the column index stores the minimum and maximum
value of each page of the column chunk.

In Fig. 1 (a), we display the general structure of a data page. Each page starts with a page
header that contains the page type, the number of contained values, the used encoding,
and the compression. The page writers we examined used SNAPPY [GG11] as the default
compression format for pages. The most commonly used page encoding we found is
dictionary encoding, where the actual values are stored on a dictionary page, and the data
pages store indices into the dictionary. The number of bits required to store the dictionary
indices depends on the number of elements in the dictionary. The indices are stored in
multiple run-length encoded or bit-packed encode runs. Nevertheless, the encoding can
switch to plain pages if the number of distinct elements exceeds the dictionary size.

Parquet also supports nested data types with the record shredding and assembly algorithm
presented in the Dremel paper [Me10]. Datasets containing nested types violate the first
normal form, which poses a fundamental challenge for any relational database management
system regardless of the specific data storage format [DLN21; Sh99]. Our framework is
able to scan any nesting level. Connecting multiple levels is a problem we consider to
be orthogonal to the objective of this paper. We plan to investigate possible solutions in
future work using our current framework as the base layer. The main idea of the Dremel
algorithm is to use definition and repetition levels to store how many elements belong to
the same parent element and at which level a value is undefined. The definition level is
located below the header and is also relevant for nullable columns. If the column chunk
is nullable, each page keeps a definition level buffer at the beginning of the page, which
stores for each row if it is NULL with run-length and bit-packed-encoded. The rest of the
page contains the actual values. Since the definition level already encodes NULL values,
only non-NULL values are stored in this section. Parquet supports a fixed set of physical
types such as BOOLEAN, INT64, or BYTE_ARRAY. All other types combine a physical type
with a converted type. To store decimal values in a Parquet file, the physical type INT64 is
combined with the converted type DECIMAL. The optional fields precision and scale store
additional information about the type.

2.2 Versatility of Parquet Writers

In the previous section, we described the general structure of a Parquet file. However, the
data in a Parquet file can be spread over the row groups and the pages using any encoding
and compression the writer or user wants. This freedom leads to inhomogeneous files even
though they have the same file format. Our goal is to have a fast Parquet framework that
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can achieve good performance independently of the used Parquet writer. Therefore, in this
section, we look at three different Parquet writers to show how much Parquet files differ
even though they store the same data.

Generator Rows per Pages per File Sizes
Row Group Row Group SF1 SF10 SF100

CSV - - 719 MB 7.2 GB 74 GB
Spark 3,000,000 150 192 MB 2.1 GB 20 GB

uncompressed 3,000,000 150 333 MB 3.3 GB 33 GB
DuckDB 100,352 1 281 MB 2.8 GB 28 GB
Arrow 67,108,864 15 - 1800 189 MB 2.0 GB 20 GB

Tab. 1: Parquet Writer Comparison

In Tab. 1, we listed the properties of three different writers: Spark [ASF14], Arrow [ASF16],
and DuckDB [RM19]. To measure their differences, we let each generator write the lineitem
relation of the TPC-H benchmark to a Parquet file for the scale factors 1, 10, and 100. Apart
from the size of the generated Parquet files, we listed the size of the underlying CSV file
created by the TPC-H generator to show the compression ratios that the different writers
achieve. The lineitem relation contains 6 million rows times the respective scale factor. We
also included a version where we force Spark not to use any compression to measure the
benefit of page-level compression with SNAPPY.

For each generator, we measure the number of rows and the number of pages that are
stored per row group. The Spark and DuckDB Parquet writers store a fixed number of
elements per page and a fixed number of pages per row group. Since Parquet does not force
synchronization between the column chunks, there are writers such as Arrow that do not
store the same number of elements per page. Arrow uses a fixed data page size between
roughly 0.5MB and 1 MB. For DuckDB and Spark, the page sizes vary from 0.5 MB
to 6 MB. Out of all three writers, DuckDB has the worst compression ratio of 2.6. The
major difference between DuckDB and the other two formats is that DuckDB does not use
any encoding for the columns of the lineitem table. Spark and Arrow have a very similar
compression ratio of 3.6. If we force Spark to write the pages uncompressed into the Parquet
file, the resulting file size is less than 20 % bigger than the DuckDB file. Even though we
only cover three different Parquet writers, we have already observed two extremes. DuckDB
and Arrow do not take advantage of the hierarchical data layout: DuckDB will only use one
page per row group, and Arrow stores the entire dataset in one row group for scale factor 1
and 10 since each row group stores 67 million rows.

2.3 Parquet Format Challenges

In the two preceding sections, we pointed out the structure of the Parquet files and their
versatility. We will conclude our preliminary discussion with the format’s challenges on
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the Parquet integration. We highlighted the freedom Parquet writers have in Tab. 1. The
consequence of this freedom is that we cannot assume anything about how the data is
split across the Parquet file hierarchy. Unfortunately, especially for parallel processing, this
freedom makes scanning more difficult. If Parquet, for example, forces all writers to store
the same amount of elements per page for each column, this would allow more optimized
accesses. The elements of one row would all be stored at the same page index and the same
page offset in the different column chunks, at least for non-nullable columns.

Parquet offers a lot of data structures such as the column index that greatly facilitate data
access since we can directly jump to the page that contains the required value. Nevertheless,
a lot of these structures are optional. If the data structure does not exist, we need to access all
preceding page headers to compute the offset of the required page. Parquet’s encoding and
compression techniques can minimize the size of Parquet files. On the other hand, it adds
additional decompression and decoding steps when reading the data. Dictionary encoded
pages use multiple run-length or bitwise encoded runs. Each run stores the number of values
it encodes in its header. If we search for an element at a specific page offset, we have to
access each run to compute the start of the following run until we reach the required offset.

The definition level encoding is another limiting factor. Storing only non-NULL values on
the page helps decrease the overall size of the file. However, if we want to access an element
at a specific page offset, we have to scan the definition level first to count the number of
preceding non-NULL values to get to the actual offset. Some data types stored in Parquet
also introduce additional transformation steps. For example, BYTE_ARRAY elements are
represented as 32 bit values for the length followed by the actual value. We transform these
into fixed-length 16 byte fields in our internal buffer. If the strings are longer than 12 bytes,
we store the size of the string and the first 4 bytes of the value in the upper 8 bytes. The lower
8 bytes contain a pointer that points to the location where the entire string is stored [NF20].
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(a) Parquet files
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Fig. 2: Q-errors of the cardinality estimates of TPC-H query 10 with scale factor 10.

The only statistics available in Parquet files are the cardinality of the contained dataset and
each page’s minimum and maximum values. Unfortunately, the minimum and maximum
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values are optional fields, so Parquet writers are not forced to use them. Out of three Parquet
writers we analyzed, only Spark stores minimum and maximum values. These minimum and
maximum values, as well as the cardinality of the datasets, are the only sources available
for performing cardinality estimates. Therefore, we get imprecise results since we do not
know how the data is distributed within the given boundaries. As a consequence, we get
erroneous cardinality estimates and suboptimal query plans.

For efficient query processing, it is necessary to produce optimal query plans independently
of the amount of metadata the Parquet file provides. Since cost-based query optimizers
heavily rely on statistics and samples gathered during table initialization, the optimizer
suffers a lot when these do not exist. In Fig. 2, we visualize the optimized query plans of
TPC-H query 10 based on Parquet files on the left and database relations on the right. For
each operator, the optimizer tries to estimate the resulting cardinalities. The q-error next to
each operator gives us the deviation of the estimates from the actual cardinality [MNS09].
In the case of the Parquet file version, the estimated result cardinality of the join between
orders and lineitem is off by a factor of 38. The q-error gets even worse with the following
join with a factor of 144 thousand, which is the reason for the suboptimal query plan for the
Parquet files. This shows how crucial a good cardinality estimate is for a Parquet scan to be
an acceptable alternative to database relations. The Parquet scan cannot get close to the
execution times of database relations as long as the query optimizer cannot choose the same
query plans for the Parquet files.

3 Integrating Parquet Files into Query Processing

We now explain the different techniques for integrating Parquet files seamlessly into a query
processing pipeline. We tackle their complex structure, versatility, and lack of metadata
described in the previous section. We propose a parallelization technique with stable
performance, independently of how the data is distributed over the Parquet file hierarchy. In
addition, we minimize the amount of data we have to access, which is especially beneficial
for remote files. Thirdly, we present a technique for collecting information about the dataset
that benefits future queries without notably sacrificing the execution time of the currently
executed query.

Figure 3 describes the concept of how future queries can benefit from information gathered
in preceding scans. We visualize a simplified execution of three different queries, executed
sequentially from left to right. All three queries access the same Parquet file during the
Parquet Scan phase. The Parquet file is split into four row groups (r1, r2, r3, r4) and contains
three columns, namely x, y, and z. Throughout the three queries, we incrementally collect
information about the Parquet file. In the statistics we store HyperLogLog [Fl07] sketches to
estimate the distinct values. We also keep a small set of rows as a sample for multi-column
estimates and predicate selectivity estimates [FN19]. The synopses store the minimum and
maximum value of each column chunk for each row group. To limit the required space of
synopses, the user can choose an upper limit for synopses. If we have more row groups
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than synopses, multiple row groups are grouped into one synopsis. With the help of the
statistics, further queries can choose better query plans during the query optimization phase.
The synopses can be used in future queries to skip the row groups that do not meet the
restrictions of the queries. This is only applicable if the data in the Parquet file is implicitly
clustered, which is often the case in real-world datasets [Mo98; Vo18].

Query Optimizer

Q1

Parquet Scan (x,z)

Result

r1, r2, r3, r4

Statistics

Synopses

x

z

x

z
Query Optimizer

Q2

Parquet Scan (x,y)

Result

r1, r2, r3, r4

Statistics

Synopses

x

y

z

x

y

z
Query Optimizer

Q3

Parquet Scan (z)

Result

r1, r2

Fig. 3: Sequential execution of three queries (Q1, Q2, Q3) with the incremental computation of
synopses and statistics for the accessed Parquet file.

The first query (Q1) in Figure 3 requires the columns x and z. We do not have any prior
knowledge about the Parquet file during the query optimization phase, which we could
consider. Therefore, we most likely end up with a suboptimal query plan. During the Parquet
scan, we will access the column chunks of x and z of all row groups. We store statistics
about those two columns and leave space between them for the second column y. We also
track the data ranges of all four row groups for both requested columns and store them in
the synopses. The next query (Q2) requests the columns x and y. The query optimizer can
consider the statistics for column x that we gathered during the first query, which will help
select a better query plan. While scanning the Parquet file for the second query, we will
gather information about the column y, which we can use to fill in the gap in the statistics
and the synopses.

Since Q1 and Q2 cover all columns, any following query will not have to compute any
statistics or synopses. For query 3 that requests column z, the query optimizer can work
with the statistics and develop a cost-optimized query plan as it could for any database
relation. During the Parquet Scan phase, we can take advantage of the synopses. Query 3
restricts column z. Since we know the minimum and maximum values, we can check if the
requested range and the row group range overlap for each row group. In the case of the third
and fourth row groups, the ranges do not overlap. For this reason, we will only process the
first and second row groups, which we reference with r1 and r2 in Figure 3. Query 2 cannot
take advantage of the synopses yet, since we still need to gather information about column
chunk y while executing that query. To compute correct statistics for column y, we need to
consider all row groups of that column.

To achieve stable parallelization over the Parquet file, we looked at different possible ways
of splitting the Parquet file, which we visualized in Fig. 4. We split the entire workload into
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Fig. 4: Comparison of different parallelization approaches for Parquet files.

smaller work units to be able to process them independently of each other by all threads in a
work-stealing framework such as the one provided by Umbra [NF20]. In our example, the
Parquet file consists of three row groups that contain 60,000 rows each. We assume that we
have four threads available for this Parquet scan. The sections that each thread is scanning
are colored in the corresponding color.

In Fig. 4 (a), each thread is assigned to an entire row group. One of the threads is idle in
this case because we do not have enough row groups in the Parquet file. As we know from
Tab. 1, there are Parquet file generators such as Arrow that only use one row group to store
60 million rows. In that case, all threads except for one would be idle. Therefore, we opted
for another more adaptive approach, as visualized in (b). We work with a fixed-sized chunk
size. For this example, we assume a chunk size of 20,000 rows. Our goal is to keep all
threads busy while ensuring that the helper structures required for the scan do not take up
too much space. Therefore, we limit the number of row groups we process in parallel. We
tested different spaces between 265 MB and 4 GB and achieved the best results by limiting
the required space to 1 GB.

3.1 Parallelizing the Parquet File Scan

Achieving stable parallelization over Parquet files requires parallelizing the scanning below
row group level. We split the Parquet files into independently processable chunks to reach
similar performance to queries that are based on database relations and executed in a
work-stealing framework. The maximum granularity level is the row group size. We further
split each row group into fixed-sized chunks, which we call morsels [Le14], depending
on the row group size. The threads that are processing morsels of the same row group
will have to access and prepare the same file ranges. We therefore reduced the amount of
duplicate work as much as possible while avoiding contention. In Fig. 5 we describe how
we parallelized our framework and how the different aspects we already mentioned work
together.

During the setup of the scan, we use the synopses to filter out row groups that do not meet
the restrictions, which are the filter predicates of the query (Line 3). If the synopses are
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1 def setupScan:
2 if !computeStatistics:
3 requiredRowGroups = synopses.filter(rowGroups)
4 else:
5 if noStatsAvail: computeSamplePos()
6 else: loadSamplePos()
7 computeConcurrentRowGroupCount()

8 rowSize = sum(requiredColumnSizes)
9 blockSize = bufferSize / rowSize

10 bufferPointers = computeColumnWriterOffsets()

11
12 def prepareDictionary(column c, dictionary d):
13 if d.isCompressed:
14 singleAccessBlocking(() => {

15 rowGroupBuffer[c][d] = decompress(d)})

16 if c.tye == 'BYTE_ARRAY':
17 singleAccessBlocking(convertDictionaryEntries)

18
19 def prepareDataPage(column c, page p):
20 if p.isCompressed:
21 singleAccessBlocking(() => {

22 rowGroupBuffer[c][p] = decompress(p)})

23 if p.dictEncoded:
24 prepareDictionary(c, rowGroupBuffer.dictionary)

25 if p.dictEncoded or c.type == 'BYTE_ARRAY':
26 singleAccessNonBlocking(computeSparseOffsets)

27
28 def moveToOffset(row, column):
29 page = moveToPage(row)

30 prepareDataPage(column, page)

31 if sparseOffsetsComputed:
32 moveToSparseOffset(row)

33 moveToRowOffset(row)

34
35 def readColumn():
36 moveToOffset(morsel.currentRow, column)

37 insertElements(column)

38
39 def readNextBlock(morsel):
40 if computeStatistics:
41 for column in reqColumns: readColumn()
42 computeStatistics()

43 else:
44 matches = list(range(0, blockSize)
45 moveToPageWithMatches(restrictedColumns)

46 for column in resColumns:
47 readColumn()

48 checkRestrictions(matches)

49 for column in unresColumns: readColumn()
50
51 setupScan()
52 threads.doInParallel((morsel) => {
53 # wait until rowGroup in rowGroupBuffer

54 singleAccessBlocking(setupRowGroupProps)

55 while not morsel.allRowsProcessed():
56 readNextBlock(morsel)

57 processBlock()

58 })

Fig. 5: Pseudocode for scanning Parquet files in parallel

not available yet, or if we need to compute statistics for a column that is accessed for the
first time, all row groups will be processed. As part of the statistics, we also retrieve a data
sample. If the file is accessed for the first time, we compute 1024 random sample positions
(Line 5). We allocate enough space to store the sample values of all columns. Then, when
the user queries the file again and requires other columns this time, we incrementally add
samples for these columns as well. We also choose the number of row groups we will
process in parallel such that all threads are busy while the required space is limited. The
next step is to prepare for each thread a fixed-sized buffer in which we will write the values
of all required columns (Lines 8 to 10). At first, we compute the space we would require
to store one row, which is the sum of the sizes of all required columns. We group the data
inside the buffer by column for the vectorized evaluation of restrictions and to be able to
copy entire blocks if possible. We use a fixed-sized buffer between the Parquet file layer and
the next operator since it allows consistent processing of all columns independent of how
they were stored inside the file. For strings, the database engine has to use an out-of-line
format to allow fixed-sized elements. Many columns are dictionary encoded by the writers
we examined in Tab. 1 and many data types require additional transformation steps to data
types available in the RDBMS. Therefore, we have to touch most of the tuples either way
and storing them into a buffer only adds minor overhead. The buffer makes our approach
applicable for both push-based execution models [Ne11] as well as vectorized execution
models [BZN05].
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After the initial setup, all threads can work in parallel (Line 52). The row groups are split
into morsels that are assigned to free threads until no morsels are left. Whenever a thread
starts processing a specific morsel, the thread has to check at first if the currently required
row group is loaded into the row group buffer. Then, it sets up the data structures for the row
group which is only done by one morsel per row group. Afterwards, the thread processes
the morsel in blockSize chunks that fit into the fixed-sized buffer by repeatedly calling the
readNextBlock function until no data is left.

For each column, we will at first move to the correct offset and then insert the elements at the
correct position in the buffer, given by the bufferPointers. Each morsel can independently
compute the start position of the current block since we know how many rows are stored
per row group and how many values are stored per page. Given the currently required row
number, we will move to the page that contains the row we need, prepare the page and
then move to the correct offset inside the page. For the page preparation (Line 19), we
let only one thread decompress the page and store it in a buffer where all other morsels
can access it afterwards. If the page is dictionary encoded (Line 12), one morsel per row
group decompresses the dictionary and converts the dictionary into a fixed-sized out-of-line
representation in case of a BYTE-ARRAY column. For all other data types, the index can
be multiplied by the data type size to get to the correct offset in the dictionary page. The
same holds for data pages. If Parquet stores the values plainly, we can get to any offset by
multiplying the required offset by the data type size. If the data page is dictionary encoded
or stores plain BYTE-ARRAY values, we can not easily jump to a certain offset. Given we
have multiple morsels that work on the same page, they all have to start reading from the
start of the page to reach their required offset. Letting one morsel compute sparse offsets
distributed over the data page (Line 26) helps future morsels to reach the required offset
earlier. To avoid any contention at this step, we do not let the other threads wait until the
offsets are available. If they are available, the other threads can use them (Line 31). In the
last step we move to the actual row offset, either starting at the beginning of the page or
starting from the closest sparse offset if available.

For the loading step (Line 37), we favor copying whole data blocks at once for each column,
which is only possible for fixed-size, plainly stored, non-nullable columns that need no
transformation step. For nullable columns, we first have to scan the run-length-encoded and
bit-packed-encoded runs of the definition level buffer. Since the pages store non-null values
densely, we will have to check how many non-null values we have to read. In our buffer,
we do not store the non-null values densely. Instead, we store the null information for each
tuple in one byte and leave an empty gap if the element is null. Leaving gaps for null values
makes the access cheaper since we can precompute all offsets independently of other rows.

If we access columns for the first time, we will compute statistics and synopses for each
block independently after all the values of all columns are loaded into the buffer (Line 42).
If the Parquet file stores min/max information, we use these to compute the synopses only
once per row group.
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If we do not have to compute statistics (Lines 43 to 49), we will at first skip as many pages
as possible based on our restrictions and the min/max information from the Parquet file.
Afterwards, we start loading the restricted columns one after the other into our buffer and
evaluate the restrictions with vectorized functions. In the matches list, we store which
indices of our current block are still valid. At the beginning, all indices are stored in the list
since all are valid. Each restricted column evaluates its restriction on its values and updates
the matches list accordingly. Further restricted and unrestricted columns use the matches
list to only load the values of rows that are still valid.

3.2 Parquet File Access

The data retrieval becomes our main bottleneck if the Parquet file is located on a remote
server. We will not download the entire file at once since this would include a lot of unused
data, especially if the user only requires a small fraction of the entire dataset. We can
guarantee that we only request the required data with byte-range requests, given our remote
source is accessible via HTTP. As with query 3 in Fig. 3, we can use the synopses computed
in preceding requests to exclude row groups that do not match the restrictions of the query,
and we only retrieve the column chunks that the query requires.

During data exploration, users will likely access the data of a queried Parquet file again in
the following queries. Therefore, if the user works on a remote Parquet file, it is crucial
to cache the used data locally to reduce the access costs for future queries. Since we want
to integrate the Parquet files into an existing database system, we can utilize its buffer
manager. The buffer manager in Umbra is based on LeanStore [Le18] with the addition of
variable-size pages [NF20]. At first, we will request the size of the Parquet file with a HEAD
request. If the file is smaller than 64 KB, we will download the entire file and load it into
one 64 KB page. Otherwise, we will first access the metadata block at the end of the file to
get some general information about the contained data, such as the data types, the number
of row groups, and the cardinality. Then, when our morsels start processing, we will request
the data as needed. Each column chunk is requested separately and stored on a buffer page.
The only difference between the Parquet file pages and the standard database pages is that
we drop the page instead of writing it to disk when it is evicted. Therefore, we can not
reload an evicted page, but instead we have to download it from the remote source again.

For local Parquet files, we could, in theory, work with memory-mapped files, but its usage
was discouraged by Crotty et al. [CLP22]. Therefore we treat local and remote Parquet files
the same and load both as needed into our buffer manager.

3.3 Query Plan Optimizations

Databases heavily rely on cardinality estimates when it comes to query plan optimizations.
This information is usually provided by the user or computed by the database engine. The
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user can give hints to the database with primary and foreign keys. The database computes
its metadata during the INSERT statement. We compute HyperLogLog sketches for single
columns and retrieve samples from our data [FN19; NF20].

When we access our Parquet file for the first time, we do not have any prior knowledge
about the contained data. Nevertheless, we do not want to waste time with an additional
initialization step before starting to work on the actual query. Therefore, we will collect the
information we need while executing the first query. We can use the statistics for query plan
optimizations starting from the second query. Typically, users will start with exploratory
queries when they access Parquet files for the first time. These queries are simple and not very
complex, so we do not need metadata to get a relatively good query plan estimate. However,
suppose the users still want to execute complex queries on a Parquet file immediately. In
that case, they could trigger the computation of the statistics beforehand by accessing all
required columns with a simple scan request. For the first execution, we use vague estimates
for the query plan optimization: For each column chunk that uses dictionary encoding, we
use the number of values in the dictionary as a distinct value estimate. This estimate can be
wrong since the encoding of a column chunk can change back to plain encoding.

During execution of the first query, we will compute HyperLogLog sketches and store a
data sample from the file for each required column, similar to the synopses computation.
For the sample, we compute 1024 random row numbers (Line 5 in Fig. 5). We allocate
enough space to store the sample values of all columns. Then, when the user queries the
file again and requires other columns this time, we will incrementally add sketches and
samples for these columns as well. Since strings are stored using a fixed-sized, out-of-line
format, and all other types required to store the Parquet types have a fixed length, we can
precompute the required space we need. All morsels can fill the sample in parallel since the
sample positions are stored in a sorted list. Each morsel knows its row range in the Parquet
file and can independently check if it contains one or more of the sample positions. The
index in the sample positions list tells the thread the offset of the row in the sample. We
can compute the required position in the data sample with the sample positions’ index, the
index of the required column in the schema, and the type size. Since strings are stored using
an out-of-line string format, we allocate additional space at the end of the data sample for
string columns, as needed. The string format has to work with offsets to allow relocations of
the data sample when the data sample outgrows its current memory location.

In Fig. 5, we depict how the morsels are scanned: We fill our fixed-sized buffers with as
many rows as possible and then push them to the parent operator. Before we call the parent
operator, we reuse the buffer representation to cheaply retrieve all the information we need
for our sketches and statistics computation (Line 42). This step saves much time since we
do not have to decode and decompress the values from the Parquet file separately. We
mentioned that we first load the restricted columns into the buffer and check the restrictions
before loading the values of the qualifying rows for the remaining columns. To compute
correct statistics, we need all rows, and we will therefore load all values when statistics have
to be computed, even though they do not meet the restrictions.
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Fig. 6: Q-errors of TPC-H query 9 with scale factor 10 on Parquet files.

The data sample and the HyperLogLog sketches already help to generate optimal query
plans. Nevertheless, we still have a significant performance loss for queries that heavily rely
on primary key information, which we do not have in Parquet files. For example, query
9 of the TPC-H benchmark contains multiple primary/foreign key joins. The impact of
the primary key information can be seen in Fig. 6. The query plan without primary key
information is displayed in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b) displays the usage of primary key estimates.
Without primary key estimates, the q-errors are significantly higher, which leads to a
suboptimal query plan.

To enhance query plans such as the one depicted in Fig. 6, we try to retrieve the primary
key from the given Parquet file. A lot of work has already been done on exact methods
for the detection of unique column combinations (UCCs) and functional dependencies
(FDs) [AGN15]. However, discovering all minimal UCCs is an NP-hard problem. Checking
if a column combination is unique, is very costly, therefore we only work with estimates
here. In the literature, some approaches already exist that define different heuristics either to
select a primary key from a given set of primary key candidates [JN20; PN17] or to estimate
them from scratch [MK17].

Since we know the query already, we can also benefit from the query plan properties, as
already discussed by Andersson [An94]. We need the primary keys in our example to know
whether a join is a primary key/foreign key join. Therefore, we only consider those columns
used in an equality condition of a join operator. We might miss the correct primary key.
However, if the primary key is not part of the join condition, knowing the primary key
would be useless since it does not influence the join order. For our approach, we only look
at possible primary keys that consist of one or two columns to keep the complexity of our
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estimates low. In addition, according to Papenbrock, Naumann, and Jiang [JN20; PN17], it
is more likely to have short keys because it is easier to work with these.

In their work [MK17], Motl and Kordík present different features that they consider for
their primary key predictions. According to their evaluation, the ordinal position is the
most relevant factor. Therefore, we check the columns in positional order. The first column
used as an equality condition by a join operator that has a distinct values estimate close
to the cardinality of the relation will be our estimated primary key. If we cannot find a
single-column candidate, we repeat our search from the beginning with column pairs. Both
columns have to be a part of an equality comparison in a join, and their combined selectivity
should select almost only one tuple to be considered the primary key. We can compute very
accurate distinct value estimates for single columns with the HyperLogLog sketches we
computed during the first query execution. Our combined selectivity estimates are based on
our retrieved samples.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we measure the performance of our Parquet scan framework, which we
implemented in Umbra. We start with the statistics and synopses computation. We evaluate
the computational overhead they introduce and their benefit by measuring the speedup
the statistics introduce and the data transfer savings of the synopses. The second step is a
look at the scalability of our system. Afterward, we compare our system with three other
systems, namely DuckDB [RM19], Hyper [KN11], and Trino [Se19; TSF20]. We end
our evaluation by comparing the performance of Parquet files and database relations. We
ran all our experiments on an Intel Xeon Gold 6338 CPU with 32 physical cores and 64
logical cores running at 2.0 GHz. The server has 256 GiB of main memory, and all Parquet
files were placed on a local Samsung 850 Pro SSD with 2 TB of storage space. For our
benchmarks, we used the decision support benchmark TPC-H with different scale factors
and the join order benchmark (JOB) [Le15]. All measurements were repeated ten times,
and we always selected the fastest execution to measure performance with warm caches.

4.1 Impact of Statistics and Synopses

When a user accesses a Parquet file for the first time, we will compute statistics and synopses.
This section evaluates the overhead and the benefit of the statistics and synopses for future
queries using the TPC-H benchmark with scale factor 10. In Fig. 7, we display the execution
time of the first and second execution for all 22 TPC-H queries. By first execution, we mean
a pass where we we compute statistics while running the query. For the second execution,
we have statistics available that we can use to optimize our query plan. The first execution
and the second execution are repeated 10 times. For the first execution, we distinguish
between the statistics computation and the query execution time. On average, the statistics
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Fig. 7: Overhead and benefit of computing statistics on
the performance of Parquet scans in Umbra.
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Fig. 8: Impact of synopses on the amount
of transferred data for the TPC-H queries.

and synopses computation takes up 20% of the overall execution time of the first pass.
In addition, the statistics and synopses for the lineitem Parquet file of the TPC-H dataset
only require 260 KB of space, independently of the scale factor when we limit the number
of synopses to 100. Even though there are queries that do not benefit from the statistics
computation, since the naively chosen query plan is already optimal, they speedup the
queries by 3.6 on average.

To demonstrate the benefit of the synopses, we assume the TPC-H datasets are sorted by
the timestamp columns. In real-life datasets, we will most likely have some bias [Mo98;
Vo18]. For example, the data might have been collected over time, which results in sorted
timestamps. We used the compressed Parquet dataset with a scale factor of 10 for the
measurements and stored the data on a remote server. In Fig. 8, we visualize the amount
of data we have to transfer from the remote server to evaluate the TPC-H queries that are
restricted by timestamps. We compare the total size of all required files with the amount of
data we request from the server, once without synopses and once with synopses available for
each row group. Even without the synopses, the amount of data we request is significantly
smaller than the actual file sizes since we only request the required column chunks. On
average, we request a fourth of the total file size. The benefit of the synopses is dependent
on the restrictiveness of the queries. For queries 1 and 8, we cannot exclude any row groups,
but for query 14, only one of the sixteen row groups meets the restrictions.

4.2 Scalability

Since we work with the buffer manager of Umbra to process local and remote Parquet files,
we can also process files bigger than the main memory. We measured the execution times of
all TPC-H queries for scale factors 1, 10, 100, and 1000 and displayed them in Fig. 9 with a
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Fig. 9: Execution time of TPC-H queries with different scale factors.

logarithmic scale with base 10. Since the server in our experiments has 256 GiB of main
memory, the lineitem Parquet files for scale factor 1000 do not fit into the buffer manager
of Umbra. All queries are repeated ten times, meaning the data will be preloaded in the
buffer manager if possible. The results show that our approach is stable and scales well on
growing workloads. There are some queries where scale factor 1000 is more than 10 times
slower than scale factor 100, because large chunks of the Parquet files have to be accessed
for these queries, which do not fit into our buffer manager at once, so we have to evict pages.
We also scanned all columns of the Parquet file lineitem and explicitly cleared the cache
beforehand for all four scale factors. In this case, we observed perfect scalability.

4.3 System Comparison

We will now compare our implementation with the Parquet views of other systems. Apart
from the two RDBMSs, DuckDB and Hyper, we also included a distributed query engine,
namely Trino. For these measurements, we used the Trino CLI (v402) and the respective
Python APIs for DuckDB (v0.4.0) and Hyper (v0.0.15530). To compare the systems, we
measure the TPC-H benchmark with a scale factor of 10 and the JOB benchmark for this
evaluation. We use the Parquet files generated by Spark, compressed and uncompressed, to
evaluate the additional costs of the decompression. Fig. 10 shows the relative speedup of
Umbra compared to the other three systems. We grouped the sets by the benchmarks into
two separate graphs. We used a logarithmic scale for the speedup factor. We can see that
our system outperforms all other systems for all queries. Moreover, our implementation is
rarely less than twice as fast as the compared systems. We only display the speedups over
the files generated by Spark since the way it distributes data is between the extremes of
DuckDB and Arrow, but our system outperforms the other systems for all three writers. The
geometric mean speedup for Umbra compared to DuckDB is 7.5× on the TPC-H benchmark
and 13× for the JOB benchmark for the compressed versions. Compared to Hyper, Umbra
is, on average, for both benchmarks 13× faster. Trino is the slowest of all four systems. For
the TPC-H benchmark, we measure a geometric mean slowdown of 21× for the compressed
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version. For the JOB benchmark, the compressed version is 26× faster in Umbra on average.
The speedup for the uncompressed versions is mostly higher than for the compressed
versions. Our system is significantly faster than the other systems because of our advanced
statistics and sample computations. In addition, our approach allows parallelization beneath
the row group level, which makes the approach more stable.

To factor out the impact of the query plan optimization, we reran the TPC-H benchmark
for Hyper and Umbra and forced both systems to use the same query plans. To exclude the
efficiency of other operators, we will execute the queries once on Parquet files and once
on database relations in both database systems. We then compare the slowdown factors
of the Parquet scans over their respective database relation versions. Fig. 11 visualizes
the slowdown of Parquet files for the TPC-H benchmark for scale factors 1 and 10. We
grouped them by the respective benchmark and used a logarithmic scale. We display
the uncompressed version on the left and the compressed version on the right for each
benchmark. On average, the uncompressed Parquet files have a slow down factor of 2.2 in
Umbra. The compressed versions are, on average, 3.4× slower. Hyper is 10.2× slower than
the corresponding database relation version for the compressed version. If we compare the
execution times of the Hyper and Umbra Parquet scans with one another, we still achieve a
speedup factor of 3.5× over Hyper. Compared to our black box evaluation, where we were
12× faster than Hyper, we can see that the statistics computation also added an average
speedup of 3.5× to the overall query execution time.

4.4 Database Relation Comparison

The main goal of adding the Parquet view functionality to our database system is to offer a
reasonable alternative to database relations. The main advantage of database relations is
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that they have additional time to get to know the data during the initialization phase. For a
fair comparison, we, therefore, have to consider the time it takes to execute the CREATE
TABLE and INSERT statements. We measure how often a query has to be executed to make
it reasonable to preload the data into the database instead of working on the Parquet files:

𝑑𝑏_𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝑥 · 𝑑𝑏_𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐 > 𝑝𝑞_ 𝑓 𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 + (𝑥 − 1) · 𝑝𝑞_𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐 (1)

We use the TPC-H benchmark with scale factor 10 and the uncompressed Parquet files for
this evaluation. To get the number of required repetitions, we have to solve Inequality 1. As
long as the left side of the inequation takes longer than the right side, preloading the data is
not beneficial. The left side consists of the execution time of the given query (𝑑𝑏_𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐)
multiplied by the number of repetitions (𝑥) plus the time it takes to initialize all relations we
require for the query (𝑑𝑏_𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡). The right side contains the execution time of the Parquet
version (𝑝𝑞_𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐) times the number of repetitions (𝑥) minus one. We add the first execution
(𝑝𝑞_ 𝑓 𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) separately since it contains the statistics computation overhead. All queries must
be executed at least 30 times to amortize the initialization cost. On average, the queries
would need to be executed more than 200 times to pay off the initialization and loading
steps. Our evaluation shows that our framework presents a reasonable alternative to database
relations with comparable performance and without initial loading costs.

5 Related Work

Most related work towards integrating raw data into query processing focuses on CSV
files. Mühlbauer et al. [Mü13] bulk load CSV files in parallel by splitting the file into
chunks, and utilize vectorization methods to speed up the loading process. Similar to our
framework, they allow the user to query CSV files without initial loading. Nevertheless,
missing metadata and the row-wise format limit the performance of CSV scans. The NoDB
system PostgresRAW presented by Alagiannis et al. [Al12] identified and resolved these
performance bottlenecks. Their adaptive indexing strategy collects metadata about the CSV
files that improve future queries, such as the positions of attributes in the CSV file referenced
in previous queries. They also work with the built-in statistics routines of Postgres, which
are very limited, to improve the selectivity estimates of their query plans. Similar to our
approach, they will only compute statistics for columns required by the current query. Olma
et al. [Ol17] partition the underlying CSV file logically depending on the user’s access
patterns. Per partition, they store index structures, statistics, access frequencies and the
average query selectivity to tune the partitions and indices continuously. While we add
new estimates over time when new columns are accessed, the LEO optimizer presented by
Stillger et al. [St01] introduces a feedback loop to incrementally fix estimates that are off by
comparing them to the actual results.

Durner et al. [DLN21] deal with JSON files, where the main challenge is the lack of a schema
and the possibility that the schema can change over time. Li et al. [Li20] build a storage
engine based on the Apache Arrow file format. Their work focuses on improving the export
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costs for data science and machine learning engines. Vogel et al. [Vo20] use the Parquet
file format in their storage layer. Their main goal is to spread the data column-wise across
a tierless device pool, depending on its usage. They split the Parquet files onto different
devices to optimize the throughput. Idreos et al. [Id11], Abouzied et al. [AAS13], and Chenk
et al. [CR14] incrementally improve query execution time on RAW files by loading more
and more parts of the data into the database while executing queries. SAHARA[Br22], a
table partitioning advisor, collects data access statistics and chooses a partitioning layout
based on these statistics. Our synopses come in handy if the SAHARA optimizer is used
since the data will be sorted by columns that are frequently used in the filter predicates.

The idea of synopses was used in the literature under different names. Moerkotte et
al. [Mo98] called them small materialized aggregates (SMAs). They are used to store min,
max, count, and sum aggregates on page-level granularity. Lang et al. [La16] extended these
to PSMAs (positional SMAs) with a lightweight index structure to narrow down scan ranges
further. E3 (Eagle-Eyed Elephant) is the term Eltabakh et al. [El13] used to describe a set
of techniques, namely range indices, inverted indices, materialized views, and a caching
algorithm to prevent reading unnecessary data. Ziauddin et al. [Zi17] store minimum and
maximum values of one or more columns over contiguous blocks called zone maps. Presto,
introduced by Sethi et al. [Se19], is a distributed query engine that also uses the optional
min/max statistics of Parquet files to skip pages and row groups if possible. The system has
custom implementations, for example, for joins that work with the dictionary-encoded data
to build hash tables, which is an interesting opportunity for future work. Armbrust et al.
and Brehm et al. describe in their work [Ar20; Be22] how they process Parquet files. They
can skip unneeded data more aggressively due to the clustering of Delta Lake. In addition,
instead of collecting statistics to make future executions faster, Photon, their vectorized
query engine for lakehouse environments, supports batch-level adaptivity and can switch
execution kernels based on the metadata collected from previous batches.

6 Conclusion

Parquet files are great candidates for integration into the query processing of a database
engine. In this paper, we introduced a framework that solves the challenges of this file format.
We presented different techniques for making the performance of analytical workloads on
Parquet files more convenient. We demonstrated that we achieve comparable execution
times to database relations. Computing statistics while accessing the columns of a Parquet
file for the first time introduces a small overhead, but the query plan optimizer benefits
a lot from these. Furthermore, the synopses computation introduces another significant
performance boost for Parquet files stored remotely. In addition, our approach can compete
with existing Parquet scans and outperforms them in all presented scenarios.

This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement
No 725286).
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The Evolution of LeanStore

Adnan Alhomssi 1, Michael Haubenschild 2, Viktor Leis3

Abstract: LeanStore is a high-performance key-value storage engine optimized for many-core
processors and NVMe SSDs. This paper provides the first full system overview of all LeanStore
components, several of which have not yet been described. We also discuss crucial implementation
details, and the evolution of the entire system towards a design that is both simple and efficient.
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1 Introduction

In-Memory DBMS. For more than a decade, main-memory database systems have been
the focal point of research on high-performance transaction processing. Academically, this
research program has been a tremendous success, introducing innovative techniques and
achieving unprecedented performance results. However, the real-world adoption of pure
in-memory database system has been limited. It is fair to say that even the most successful
in-memory systems such as VoltDB [SW13], Hekaton [Di13], and HANA [Fä11] remain
niche products. General-purpose transaction processing is still dominated by traditional
(disk-based) database systems such as Oracle, SQL Server, and their cloud-native cousins
Aurora [Ve17] and Socrates [An19].

Storage Cost Trends. The main-memory revolution was primarily fueled by rapidly
shrinking DRAM prices. From 2000 to 2012 the price/byte for DRAM dropped by about
300× [HHL20]. This made it feasible to keep non-trivial databases in main memory. After
2012, however, DRAM prices have largely stagnated [HHL20]. And with Intel cancel-
ing Optane in 2022, persistent memory failed to achieve its promise as a replacement for
traditional storage technologies.

Flash to the Rescue. In contrast to DRAM, the last decade has seen dramatic price reductions
for flash. In 2005, the cost per byte for DRAM and for flash was comparable. Today, flash
is about 20–50× cheaper [HHL20]. And flash SSDs have not just become cheap, with the
introduction of NVMe they have also become very fast. For example, a Samsung PM1733
PCIe 4.0 SSD achieves up to 7 GB/s read throughput and 1.5 million random reads per
second [Sa22a]. Commodity servers have dozens of PCIe lanes, which means that hardware
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setups with 8 or 10 NVMe SSDs have become common (see Azure’s Lsv2 [AW22b] and
EC2’s i3en [AW22a] instances). Consequently, servers with 10+ million I/O operations per
second and an aggregated bandwidth rivaling DRAM are not just possible – but affordable
and readily available. And the trend will continue with the upcoming PCIe 5.0 servers and
SSDs [Sa22b], which will almost double I/O bandwidth once more.

NVMe-Optimized Systems. Neither in-memory nor disk-based systems even come close
to being able of exploiting the capabilities of modern SSDs. Many of the design decisions
of in-memory systems (e.g., small index nodes) are simply not suitable for storage on flash.
Existing disk-based systems, on the other hand, look more conceptually promising (e.g.,
page-based data organization), but were developed when storage was slower by several
orders of magnitude. As a result, a system such as PostgreSQL is completely CPU-bound
on out-of-memory workloads on NVMe SSDs [HHL20]. Even though they are often treated
that way, SSDs are not just fast disks – for good performance they require new DBMS
designs.

LeanStore. The LeanStore [Le18] project started in 2016. The goal was to show that one
can achieve performance close to in-memory systems without having to keep all data in
memory. To be efficient and robust on modern hardware, LeanStore combines many of
the modern in-memory optimizations (e.g., CPU and cache efficiency, lightweight syn-
chronization [LHN19], contention avoidance [AL21]) with traditional decades-old DBMS
techniques (e.g., buffer management [Le18], B-trees, paged storage, physiological logging,
fuzzy checkpoints [Ha20]).

This Paper. While many of these novel techniques have already been published in separate
papers [AL21; Ha20; Le18; LHN19] (or will be published in upcoming papers [AL23]),
this paper provides the first overview of the full LeanStore system. Because research papers
usually focus on a single contribution rather than the full system and the interaction of
components, this includes many crucial unpublished aspects – such as the B-tree design,
synchronization primitives, and logging optimizations. Doing so, we also describe the
evolution of the system, which changed considerably over its lifetime. Many original design
decisions had to be reconsidered in the light of hardware evolution, and over time we
managed to radically simplify important implementation details. For example, the original
paper [Le18] argues that a single latch for managing I/O operations is fast enough, and
describes epoch-based memory reclamation. The former quickly proved wrong with fast
SSDs, while the latter proved to be completely unnecessary.

Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 discusses related work. Sect. 3
then provides an overview of the functionality and key components of LeanStore. We then
focus on four components, namely the B-tree in Sect. 4, the synchronization primitives
in Sect. 5, the buffer manager in Sect. 6, and logging in Sect. 7. Sect. 8 experimentally
compares LeanStore with two state-of-the-art storage engines for both in-memory and
out-of-memory workloads. Finally, we summarize the paper in Sect. 9.
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2 Related Work

Surprisingly, in the past decade research on designing flash-optimized database systems
has been fairly sparse. Most of the new system developments focused on designs optimized
for main memory (e.g., VoltDB [SW13], Hekaton [Di13], HANA [Fä11], HyPer [Ke12],
Silo [Tu13]) or persistent memory. A notable exception is the Umbra [NF20] system, which
adopted LeanStore’s swizzling-based buffer management design, but extends it with support
for variable-sized pages. There are two state-of-the-art open source storage engines optimized
for flash that should be mentioned. WiredTiger [Mo22], which is the default storage engine
of MongoDB, has several conceptual similarities with LeanStore, including reliance on
B-trees and pointer swizzling. RocksDB [Do21], in contrast, is the most prominent LSM-
based storage engine, optimizing for lower write amplification rather than read performance.
We experimentally compare with both systems in Sect. 8 and descriptively in the remaining
of this section.

Unlike LeanStore, WiredTiger uses a separate representation for on-disk and in-memory B-
Tree nodes. In-memory nodes are dynamically allocated and not hosted on a fixed-size page
like traditional buffer-managed systems do. On-disk nodes images are stored in immutable
block that are grouped in files. In-memory node use prefix compression while on-disk
blocks are mostly compressed with snappy algorithm. An index operation follows virtual
memory pointers until it hits a non-resident (unswizzled) node. In this case, it reads the
file and builds an in-memory node out of it. Updating a key in a leaf inserts a new entry
in the node’s per-key skip list. When the node is full and it is time to evict, WiredTiger
reconciles, i.e., serializes, the node and merges all updates in the node to create the disk
image. In LeanStore, we update nodes in-place and write the in-memory node as it is on
SSDs without any serialization overhead.

To synchronize indexes, WiredTiger uses lock-free algorithms where LeanStore uses opti-
mistic lock coupling. To make sure a thread is following a valid pointer, WiredTiger pushes
the node’s pointer to a hazard list before it accesses it. Nodes pointed by this list are excluded
from memory reclamation or eviction. The processing thread removes the pointer once it
leaves the node. Compared to LeanStore’s optimistic lock coupling and pointer swizzling,
hazard pointers in WiredTiger cost one more memory flush (fence) to publish the new hazard
pointer for each node access.

RocksDB relies on the Log-Structured Merge-tree (LSM) data structure to reduce (ran-
dom) write and space amplification and prolong the lifetime of SSDs which have limited
endurance. By choosing B-trees as the foundational data structure, LeanStore is a more
read-optimized design. Nevertheless, our design reduces write amplification by using 4 KiB
pages and increases space utilization for B-Trees through the XMerge [AL21] technique
that optimistically merges under-fill neighboring nodes.

The first layer “MemTable” in the LSM resides in memory and absorbs all write operations.
Once it reaches a configured size, RocksDB flushes its content to an immutable Sorted
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Fig. 1: Overview of main system components

String Table (SSTable). The earlier versions of RocksDB only supported single-writer to the
MemTable. The newer ones allow multiple writers but only for the skip-based implementa-
tion. This signals how multi-core CPU support came a second thought where LeanStore is
built up from the ground to scale on many-core with optimistic lock coupling.

To cache SST blocks, RocksDB relies on third-party allocator to manage its buffer pool
instead from implementing its own. Concretely, RocksDB uses jemalloc to cache KV pairs
from SSTs in variable-length blocks [Do21]. However, this reliance on jemalloc leads to
fragmentation and performance issues that differ between workloads and instances. RocksDB
user has to set two memory budgets. The first one for the size of the first LSM in-memory
layer (called MemTable) – which also impacts the compaction strategy. The second one for
caching which should account for the overhead by the allocator. The complex design and
the resulting different configuration parameters made Tuning memory configuration is one
of the LeanStore design does not suffer from this complication. We use a single buffer pool
with exact capacity and fixed-size pages to host all kind of nodes.

3 LeanStore System Overview

Functionality and System Overview. LeanStore is a storage engine supporting basic key
value operations (insert/update/delete, point/range lookup) and transactional semantics
(begin, commit, rollback). This functionality is exposed through a C++ interface, i.e., as an
embeddable library rather than a server process. Systems with comparable functionality
include RocksDB and WiredTiger, which are often used as building blocks for full-blown
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data management systems. Fig. 1 illustrates the main components and the layering of the
system. In the following, we provide a high-level overview of each component.

B-tree. The main data structure in LeanStore for both indexing and storing data is a B+-
tree. Keys and values are opaque byte sequences and the application is responsible for
transforming and interpreting the data4. Although B-trees are not as fast [Wa18] as pure
in-memory data structures such as ART [LKN13] or HOT [Bi22], they offer reasonable
in-memory performance and work well in most out-of-memory situations. We implement
several optimizations to narrow this gap to in-memory data structures as described in
Sect. 4. In comparison with Log-Structured Merge (LSM) trees, which offer lower write
amplification, B-trees are faster for reads and are simpler to implement while having far fewer
parameters. Nevertheless, it is possible to offer LSM-trees in LeanStore as an additional
option, and we already experimented with a prototype LSM implementation.

Synchronization Primitives. Modern CPUs have dozens of cores, which means that overall
performance is often determined by scalability rather than single-threaded performance. In
LeanStore, we implement an innovative synchronization framework that is scalable, has
low overhead, and that is generic and easy to use. The synchronization primitives and their
implementation is described in Sect. 5.

Buffer Manager. The first LeanStore paper [Le18] demonstrated that it is possible to imple-
ment buffer management with very little overhead in comparison with in-memory systems.
The key ideas of that paper are pointer swizzling [Gr14] and a lightweight replacement
strategy. With pointer swizzling, cached pages are directly accessible through pointers –
avoiding any indirection data structure necessary in traditional buffer manager designs.
An access to swizzled pages also does not incur any overhead for the page replacement
algorithm. Once the system is running low on free memory, candidate pages for eviction are
randomly unswizzled and put into a cooling stage. Two things can happen now: a candidate
page is either fairly hot, in which case it will be swizzled again (without incurring I/O); or it
is cold, in which case it is eventually evicted once it reaches the end of a FIFO list. Sect. 6
describes how we have significantly simplified page eviction and how we optimized I/O
management to catch up with the increasing SSD performance.

Snapshot Isolation and MVCC. LeanStore supports snapshot isolation through an im-
plementation of Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC). Surprisingly, we found that
the OLTP performance of state-of-the-art out-of-memory MVCC schemes collapses in the
presence of long-running OLAP queries (and vice versa). In an upcoming paper [AL23], we
propose a design that solves this problem. To do this, we combine (1) a novel out-of-memory
commit protocol that enables efficient fine-granular garbage collection, (2) an auxiliary data
4 LeanStore stores both keys and values/payloads as is. For payloads this is not a problem, but it presents an

additional challenge for keys. For example, if we have a integer key and store it in the index as signed big endian,
range scans will not yield the expected order. To solve this, it is necessary to transform keys (e.g., swap bytes for
little endian). This is a widely-used technique that Graefe [Gr11] calls normalized keys.
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Tab. 1: The motivation behind the design decisions and techniques behind LeanStore.

Technique Motivation Technique Motivation

Pointer Swizzling [Le18] Large Buffer Partitioned I/O Stage NVMe IOPS
Optimistic Locking [LHN19] Scale Reads Batched Async Writes NVMe IOPS
Contention Split [AL21] Scale Writes Group Commit NVMe IOPS
Distributed Logging [Ha20] Scale TXs XMerge [AL21] Space Utilization
Tuple-Wise Depend. Tracking Scale TXs 4 KiB Pages Write Amplification

structure that moves logically-deleted tuples out of the way of operational transactions, and
(3) an adaptive version storage scheme.

Logging. In disk-based database systems, transactional durability is guaranteed by a write-
ahead log (WAL). Because the WAL is usually a centralized data structure, it becomes a point
of contention that prevents multi-core scalability. In a SIGMOD paper from 2020 [Ha20],
we propose a solution that uses one WAL per thread, and that ensures correctness through a
lightweight page-based tracking mechanism called Remote Flush Avoidance (RFA). Since
then, we refined this scheme to further reduce unnecessary log flushes as described in
Sect. 7.

In Tab. 1, we list the design decisions and techniques we have implemented in LeanStore
as a response to the different hardware trends like large DRAM buffers, NVMe SSDs and
many-core CPUs. The ones without citations are presented in this paper.

4 B+-Tree

Based on a classic slotted page B-tree node layout, we implement a number of B-tree
optimizations that have been proposed in the literature.

Node Layout. Fig. 2 shows the layout of a leaf node storing three keys (“http://fau.de”,
“http://tum.de”, and “http://uni-jena.de”). The slots at the front of the page contain the offset
and length of the key/payload stored at the end of the page. An inner node looks the same
except that it stores child pointers as a payload instead of values.

Fence Keys and Prefix Compression. Fence keys [Gr04] simplify the implementation of
prefix compression, and they are stored in every node. They are immutable and determined
on node initialization, i.e., after a split or merge. The lower and upper fence values are the
exclusive lower and the inclusive upper bound for the keys that could be potentially stored in
that node. When a new B-tree is created, the initial leaf page conceptually has its fence keys
set to special values −∞ and ∞. All other fence keys are given automatically by the split (or
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header + hints lower_fence = "hp://e" upper_fence = "hp://h" prefix = "hp://"

Slot 1: head = "fau." key/value_offset = 

Remaining of Key: "de" Value: "…" RK: "de" V: "…" RK: "jena.de" V: "…"

Slot 2: "tum." Slot 3: "uni-" 

Fig. 2: Our variable-length keys and values B+-tree features fences, prefix compression, heads extrac-
tion and hints to accelerate binary search and save space

“separator”) keys during node splits. Using the fence keys, it becomes straightforward to
implement the well known key prefix compression technique [BU77]. The prefix is derived
from the fence keys by taking the longest common prefix of both fence keys.

Speeding Up Binary Search with Heads. Although the basic slotted page layout enables
binary search, it does so quite inefficiently because every key comparison will require
dereferencing a pointer to obtain the key – leading to many cache misses. To reduce the
number of cache misses, Graefe and Larson proposed “poor man normalized keys” [GL01],
which are a fixed-size prefix of the key. In each key slot, we therefore store the first 4
bytes of the key in the equivalent unsigned integer representation and call it head. By
default, all keys are stored as strings and we use lexicographical order to compare keys.
That means on little-endian systems (the majority of today’s CPU architectures), we fold
integer and compound keys using byte swap operations to maintain the same sort order
for their serialized string representation. This allows efficient less-than comparisons based
on the integer representation. With the heads available, we can first perform binary search
solely on the heads in the slots array using cheap integer comparison. Only for heads that
equal the lookup key, it becomes necessary to retrieve the full key and perform a byte-wise
comparison.

Avoiding Binary Search with Hints. To accelerate binary search in B-Tree nodes, we
further implement the hints optimization, which can be considered a form of in-page micro-
index [Lo01]. Instead of starting the binary search over the whole range, i.e., [0, #slots],
we try to first shrink the range using cache efficient search over hints. These hints are
stored in a dense array with a fixed number of entries (we use #hints = 16). The distance
between keys from which the heads are taken is constant and defined as distance =

#slots÷ (#hints+ 1). The original position of each hint key is determined using a simple
formula. As shown in List. 1, after finding the candidate range in hints, we can translate it
to the corresponding range in the node keys’ slots array. We also store just a copy of the
first four bytes (hint_size) instead of the whole key in the hints array. Because all hints fit
in a single cache line, we can perform a quick binary search using integer comparisons to
minimize the candidate range (lower, upper) for the key we are looking for. We also found
updating the hints structure to have negligible overhead.
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Keys:

Hints:

separators
Lower Fence Higher Fence

Heads:

copy first 
4 bytes

Fig. 3: Hints optimization: the heads of equally-distanced keys are stored as 4-byte integers, inner
node binary search starts by narrowing the range using quick binary search over hints

updateHints() { // hints_count = 16, hint_size = 4 -> 64 Bytes
u32 dist = slots_count / (hints_count + 1);
for (u16 i = 0; i < hints_count; i++)

hint[i] = key[dist * (i + 1)].substr(0, hint_size);
}

searchHints(u8* key, u16 key_length) { // Binary search starts with returned range
u32 key_head = head(key, key_length); // first hint_size bytes of key
u32 pos, pos2;
for (pos = 0; pos < hint_count; pos++) // skip smaller hints

if (hint[pos] >= key_head)
break;

for (pos2 = pos; pos2 < hint_count; pos2++) // find equal hints
if (hint[pos2] != key_head)

break;
// convert pos and pos2 to full key range
u32 dist = slots_count / (hints_count + 1);
u32 lower = pos * dist;
u32 upper = (pos2 < hint_count) ? ((pos2 + 1) * dist) : slots_count;
return {lower, upper};

}

List. 1: Narrowing binary search range using efficient integer search over hints

Contention Split and XMerge. In contrast to deterministic data structures such as tries,
the same set of keys may result in different B-tree structures (usually only depending on
the insertion order). We exploit this observation by dynamically and adaptively optimizing
the B-tree structure using the Contention Split and XMerge optimizations. Contention Split
reduces unnecessary latch contention (i.e., where a page contains more than one hot tuple),
by splitting the node – even though the node may not be full. The second optimization,
increases the fill factor of B-tree nodes by opportunistically merging X neighboring nodes
into X-1 nodes. Both optimizations have been described in detail previously [AL21].
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5 Practical and Scalable Synchronization

5.1 Optimistic Lock Coupling and Buffer Management in C++

With optimistic latching, we eliminated unnecessary read contention for short page
reads [Le16]. The original implementation relied on a single atomic version counter and a
spin lock implementation. This simple design is not robust enough to handle the variety of
workloads that a database has to deal with [Bö20]. Reverse CPU priority and unfairness are
examples for anomalies that such spins locks exhibit.

Hybrid Latches. In the latest iteration of the LeanStore design, we use hybrid latches
with OS support that allow a “pessimistic shared” and an “exclusive” mode besides the
original optimistic mode. We implemented them using a std::shared_mutex next to a
std::atomic<uint64_t> which serves as the version counter. With the three options in place,
we can use the most suitable one for each operation: For long page reads, e.g., in scans, we
directly use the pessimistic shared mode, which also simplifies the scan logic compared
to our original implementation. Before, we had to worry about concurrent modifications
could lead to restarts while scanning a page. For short reads in leaf nodes and for inner
node traversal, we first try to latch optimistically and immediately fallback to the pessimistic
shared mode if we find the latch is already locked. Page modification operations, i.e., insert,
update, and delete, latch the page in exclusive mode.

Page Guard. To help with the complexity of buffer management and the different latching
modes, we use Page Guards to abstract some of the complexity away from the data structure
implementation. Page Guards are a C++ template class that handle latching and buffer
management and provide a simple interface to implement a data structure with. They follow
the known Resource acquisition is initialization (RAII) programming idiom. Once a page
guard is created on the stack in certain latch mode, it keeps the page latched in that mode
until the guard object goes out of scope. This protects against leaking latches for pages
that we forget to unlock in Code. We also use the page guard to access the underlying data
structure by overloading the “->” operator, which is helpful to make sure we are accessing a
latched page. In List. 2, we show how we use page guards to implement the B-tree insert
method. For tree traversal, we use the optimistic guard to avoid contention on inner nodes.
Once we locate the required leaf node, we upgrade to exclusive mode by constructing an
ExclusivePageGuard from the moved OptimisticPageGuard. The overloaded arrow operator
(->) returns the underlying buffer managed object which is the BTreeNode in our case.

5.2 Implementing Restart in C++

One consequence of our optimistic latch implementation and the fact that we do not hold
a latch on a parent page while reading one of its children from storage is that we have to
make data structure operations restartable. Unlike optimistic concurrency control, where
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void insert(key, value) {
while(true) { // restart until success

jumpmuTry() {
// Traverse inner nodes optimistically
OptimisticPageGuard<BTreeNode> p_opt_guard;
// Swizzle the root_swip (load the page) if necessary and
// optimistically latch the page (load the version).
// It can trigger restart if root_latch version has changed in-between
OptimisticPageGuard<BTreeNode> c_opt_guard(root_swip, root_latch);
while(c_opt_guard->is_inner) {

// Binary search to find the child swip
Swip &c_swip = c_opt_guard->searchInner(key);
p_opt_guard = std::move(c_opt_guard); // reassigns without releasing latch
// Checks if p_opt_guard has been modified before following c_swip
c_opt_guard = OptimisticPageGuard(p_opt_guard, c_swip);

}
// Latch the leaf in pessimistic exclusive mode
ExclusivePageGuard c_ex_guard(std::move(c_opt_guard));
p_opt_guard.release(); // parent is not needed anymore
if(c_ex_guard->canInsert(key,value)) {

c_ex_guard->insert(key, value);
jumpmu_return; // success

} else { // Leaf is full. We can't immediately split because
// we released the parent. Thus, we copy the inclusive
// upper bound and release all latches.
upper_bound = c_ex_guard->upper_bound;
c_ex_guard.release();
// Then find and split the leaf that covers given upper bound
// starting from the root
trySplit(upper_bound); // Next iteration will find space in leaf

}
} jumpmuCatch() {} // Jumps are handled simply by restarting from root

}
}

List. 2: B-tree Insert Code Illustrating Page Guard Usage
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we potentially restarts the whole transaction at the end, low-level optimistic latching can
force the index operation to restart any point in the code. This makes optimistic latching
more challenging to adopt. In the following, we discuss the options in C and C++ that one
could use to implement such restarts. Then we discuss our custom solution JumpMU that
allows us to implement scalable and efficient restarts while maintaining readable code.

Goto and Labels. The goto statement immediately transfers control to another statement
in the same function. When we detect a concurrent write to the page we optimistically
read from, we can goto back to the first statement in our data structure operation. However,
this works only in the same stack frame (same function call in C++). Storage engines are
usually complex and are composed out of several components like a buffer manager and a
B-tree with several functions calling each other. With goto, a function call has to inform
its caller if it returned successfully or faced a synchronization error that forces a restart.
Integrating these checks everywhere in the code wherever an optimistic read could occur is
very wearisome, error-prone, and makes the code hard to read.

C++ Exceptions. Another native option in C++ is using exceptions. Exceptions at first sight
look like a very good fit. They support jumping up several stack levels to the place where
the data structure started its operation. Also, they automatically unwind the stack and call
the destructors along the path to the exception handler. However, the standard exceptions
implementation does not scale with many CPU cores, because common implementations
(GCC and LLVM) acquire a global lock every time an exception is thrown. Although
the scalability issue can be mitigated by avoiding the global lock that protects the list of
dynamically loaded objects, the CPU cost of handling an exception remains high. A C++
exception is handled in two phases. The first phase traverses the stack up until it finds a
landing pad that handles the thrown exception. The second phase starts from scratch and
unwinds each call stack on the way up to the exception handler. This process costs around
10K instructions and lies on the hot path of B-tree accesses in our engine. For instance, if
the exclusive lock acquisition for a child node failed after we managed to lock the parent,
then the restart process will be triggered after around 10K instructions. During this time, the
parent remains exclusively locked which also affects scalability besides being inefficient.

Long Jump in C. The C standard library provides a mechanism to change control flow back
to a certain checkpoint set by the user across multiple levels of call stacks. The function
setjmp sets this checkpoint which can be used later as a landing pad by the complementary
function longjmp. For storage engines written in C, this mechanism is all what one could
need to implement restarts efficiently. However, the correct stack unwinding that C++ takes
care of automatically for the programmer does not happen with longjmp. This means that
none of the destructors of the objects allocated on the stack between longjmp and setjmp will
be called, which can lead to resource leaks and many other problems. Thus, this mechanism
alone is no viable option either.

JumpMU: Long Jump with Manual Stack Unwinding. To implement restarts efficiently,
we propose a solution that combines the benefits of C++ exceptions and the C longjmp
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function at the cost of additional destructor tracking that could be also automated. We
call our solution JumpMU where MU stands for manual unwinding. JumpMU builds on
setjmp and longjmp and provides a C++ safe variant by manually calling all non-trivial
destructors that the C longjmp alone would. Concretely, just before longjump is called,
JumpMU destructs all statically created objects on the stack since the last setjmp – effectively
unwinding the stack. Objects without non-trivial destructors are irrelevant for JumpMU. To
achieve this efficiently, we split the work between compile-time and run-time. At run-time,
we maintain a stack of two pointers: one to the object we destruct when we jump and one to
its destructor function. The order in which the pointers pair is inserted corresponds to the
order of objects construction on the thread stack. An object constructor pushes the needed
pointers to destruct it into JumpMU stack and its destructor pops it from the stack. At
compile-time, we augment the constructors and destructors with the necessary instructions
to keep the JumpMU stack in sync, i.e., push and pop pointers.

JumpMU: Interface. We provide a similar programming experience to C++ exceptions
by using C macros as shown in the example in List. 2. Similar to the C++ try keyword, we
use the jumpmutry() to define a code block that can trigger a restart. Implementation wise,
jumpmuTry calls setjmp and saves the current environment in a thread local array that holds
multiple environment structs so we can nest setjmps. Once a jump is triggered – by calling
jumpmu::jump(), the control is transferred to the block defined in jumpmuCatch().

JumpMU: Current Caveats. When we force the control flow out of a jumpmuTry block, we
have to care of destroying the setjmp environment that was created by the jumpmuTry block.
For now, we use extra macros for every keyword that could move the control flow out of the
surrounding try block. This includes jumpmu_continue, jumpmu_break and jumpmu_return.
Moreover, the current implementation requires the user to manually annotate all objects
definition that lie in a jump range with JumpMU macros. All of the above can be automated
using a compiler plugin, which we leave for a future work.

6 Buffer Manager

In this section, we describe the changes that our buffer manager design witnessed since
its introduction in the original LeanStore paper [Le18]. The changes are geared towards
simplification and better scalability. Although our initial designed delivers very competitive
in-memory performance that is similar to an in-memory system, its implementation remained
complicated. We revised our design and managed to simplify it significantly as we show in
the following.

6.1 Memory Reclamation is Unnecessary

In the original LeanStore design, we implemented an epoch-based memory reclamation.
The epoch-based approach was not only invasive and complex to maintain, it also lacked
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Fig. 4: The revised buffer manager design obliterates the need for a cooling stage and partitions the
I/O stage by the page id to avoid contention on the hash table latch

robustness because a single slow thread could impede the advancement of the current global
epoch which hinders the eviction of pages. Surprisingly, although memory reclamation
seems mandatory for optimistic and lock-free synchronization, we eventually realized that
this component is not needed after all. Thus, we could simplify our system by ensuring that
1) we do not reset or change the address of the atomic version counter of any buffer frame
and 2) we do not release the memory allocated to the buffer back to the operating system.
Condition 1 can easily be satisfied, and condition 2 is generally true in buffer managers.
Thus, memory reclamation is completely unnecessary. We consequently we removed the
code and got rid of the robustness issues of epoch-based reclamation.

6.2 Page Replacement

Lightweight Replacement Strategy Without a Cooling Stage. To achieve near in-memory
performance, we aim at removing any overhead from the hot path, i.e., from read-only
access to frequently visited pages. To that end, we designed our replacement strategy right
from the start to work differently than in a traditional buffer manager. Instead of tracking
the hot set of accessed pages, we identify the cold set of unused pages in a background
fashion. Our first proposal LeanEvict follows this design principle [Le18], but did so using
an unnecessarily complicated cooling stage, which was also vulnerable to contention. In this
paper, we propose replacing LeanEvict with the well-known Second Chance replacement
strategy. Second Chance does not add any overhead to the hot path and works in the same
background fashion as LeanEvict. At the same time experimental results show that it does
not lead to worse eviction candidates than the much more elaborate LeanEvict. In the
following we describe our implementation of Second Chance in LeanStore.

Swizzling-Based Second Chance Implementation. Whenever free pages are needed, we
pick a set of 64 random buffer frames and load their status. Then, we iterate over them and
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“cool the hot” (swizzled) buffer frames by 1) setting the most significant bit in the parent’s
swip that points to them 2) changing their buffer frame status to “cool”. Any page that
is already cool gets written back to disk if dirty, or evicted immediately otherwise. Note
that with second-chance, the whole cooling stage, which includes a hash table and FIFO
queue, is not needed anymore. Moreover, a cool swip holds a virtual memory pointer also
when it is cool but the pointer is tagged to mark the page it points to as cool. This is in
contrast to our previous design where a swip to a cool page gets unswizzled and replaced
by the page identifier. Accessing a cool page does not require any access to the cooling hash
table as is the case in LeanEvict. A hot page access does not require any extra work with
our Second Chance implementation because we encode the status of the child node in the
swip that points to it. If the cooling bit is not set, then it follows the swip pointer as usual.
Otherwise, in the cold page access case, the bit is unset in the swip and the buffer frame
status is changed back to hot.

No Parent Pointers with Top Down Tree Traversals. In order to evict a page, LeanStore
has to unswizzle it by replacing the virtual memory pointer to the page in its parent node
with the page identifier. This means we need to be able to get the parent node of each node
we want to evict. The initial LeanStore implementation [Le18] achieves this by storing a
parent pointer in each buffer frame. Although this seems an efficient way to reach the parent,
it imposes several restrictions and complicates the system. Concretely, whenever we split a
B-tree node, we have to update the parent pointer in the buffer frames of half of its child
nodes. Also, care needs to be taken when latching the parent, as in general lock coupling in
B-trees is based on the invariant that latches may only be acquired top-down. In our current
design, we refrain from storing parent pointers and use a generic findParent method that
returns a handler to the parent by traversing the data structure via its usual access path from
the root down to the requested node. The same mechanism is also used when splitting or
merging a node in the B-tree, as these also require access to the parent node.

6.3 Scaling to Multiple NVMe SSDs

For efficiency and correctness reasons, the system must synchronize I/O requests to prevent
different threads from loading the same page into possibly different locations in the buffer
pool simultaneously. To this end, we use an I/O stage to explicitly serialize I/O requests by
page identifier (PID) like traditional buffer managers. The I/O stage uses a hash table that
maps each PID to its state and a waiting queue that other threads sleep in until the page I/O
finishes. With one SSD, the single I/O stage with the global mutex in the original LeanStore
design from 2018 was enough to saturate the SSD bandwidth. With today’s PCIe 4.0, we
can attach an array of, e.g., ten NVMe SSDs [HHL20], where each drive can deliver up to
7000 MB/s read bandwidth and 3800 MB/s write bandwidth. In such a system, we need high
concurrency to issue a large number of parallel I/O requests to fully utilize all SSDs. The
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global mutex that protects the I/O hash table5 would quickly become a scalability bottleneck
and prevent us from reaching exploiting the maximum bandwidth that modern flash drives
can deliver.

Partitioned I/O Stage. We partition our I/O stage according to the page identifier (PID) as
shown in Fig. 4. The least significant bits of a Page ID determines the I/O stage partition
that we will use to handle the I/O operation. Page IDs are assigned randomly and as a result,
the I/O operations are evenly distributed among the different partitions regardless of the
workload characteristics. This reduces the contention on the mutex that protects the I/O
stage significantly and allows more worker threads to read pages in parallel. The number
of partitions is a freely configurable parameter. As a heuristic, we set the number of I/O
partitions at least equal to the number of threads in the system to maximize bandwidth. Note
that the buffer pool is still not partitioned and a buffer frame can host a page that is assigned
to any of the I/O partitions.

Background Page Provider Threads. In the original design, foreground worker threads
cool and evict the pages. This adds latency to transactions that suddenly get paused to
evict the needed free pages. We deviate from this design and implement a page provider
thread routine that cool and evict pages in the background [Ha20]. To fully utilize the
available IOPS, multiple page provider threads can be launched in parallel. Moreover, to
write back dirty pages, each thread submits batches of write commands to the kernel using
a native asynchronous interface like libaio or io_uring. As we have removed the cooling
stage, synchronizing the background threads become simpler.

7 Logging

In our first logging paper [Ha20], we describe a scalable distributed logging scheme that
uses persistent memory (pmem) as a first landing stage for WAL records. However, the
slow adoption of pmem and its total abandonment by Intel encouraged us to implement
a logging scheme that is optimized for flash SSD characteristics solely. LeanStore now
also implements Early Lock Release (ELR) [De84; Jo10] which reduces transaction abort
rates by releasing write locks without having to wait for flushing the log. Both ELR and
distributed logging amplify the cost of cross-worker logging dependencies. Therefore, we
introduce a new fine-granular dependency tracking mechanism to reduce the false positive
dependencies. In the following, we assume that transactions run in Read Committed or
Snapshot Isolation level.
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7.1 Group Commit

Despite being a widely implemented technique in database systems, few research papers
describe SSD-optimized group commit. In Fig. 5, we illustrate our group commit imple-
mentation. Group commit works in rounds of 3 steps each. Most of the work is done by a
background Group Committer Thread (GCT). Worker threads only push the pre-committed
transactions, which have already passed the concurrency control validation phase, into a
ready-to-commit queue and the GCT takes on from this point. The first step in a group
commit round is to write WAL records from every worker thread on SSD. On Linux, we
use the asynchronous IO interface from libaio to batch all log writes and submit them using
a single system call. Once the writes are done, we flush the block device with fsync to make
sure that the log records we have just written are durable. Consequently, we calculate the
new safe set of transactions that are hardened and ready to signal their commit to the client.
With this information in hand, we can commit the pre-committed transactions in each worker
that have their own log and their dependencies hardened.

7.2 Dependency Tracking

With distributed logging [Ha20] and Early Lock Release (ELR), transaction commit depen-
dencies to other transactions must be determined. With ELR, a transaction T1 releases the
write locks in its pre-commit phase before having its WAL records hardened on SSD. This
means that a transaction T2 that reads from T1 cannot commit before T1. This dependency
must be determined and hardened with the WAL commit log to preserve this dependency at
recovery. Dependencies across transactions processed by the same worker thread have no
impact on performance as they are processed serially. Cross-worker thread dependencies,
on the other hand, impact latencies negatively as the system has to wait until all of the
transaction’s dependencies are hardened. Coarse-grained dependency tracking using the
Global Sequence Number (GSN) on each page leads to many false positive dependencies.
5 The I/O hash table tracks in-flight I/O operations and is required to avoid race conditions which could otherwise

occur when the same uncached page is accessed multiple times [Le18].
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For example, if T1 and T2 concurrently update different tuples on the same page, GSN
synchronization will lead to a false dependency between the two transactions.

System vs. User Transactions Before we define the dependency rule, let us mention
the two types of transactions in our storage engine and how they differ from each other.
User TXs execute the commands of the storage engine client. They have a start and commit
timestamp that are drawn from the same global atomic counter. Their side effects are only
visible after commit and only to user transactions that started from the commit. System TXs
are triggered by the storage engine itself [Gr11]. For example, they are used to split or merge
B-tree pages, manipulate the free space inventory and their side effects are immediately
visible to all other transactions. They have do not change the data written by the user but
only impact the physical representation. A system transaction exclusively locks all the pages
it wants to modify before applying the changes. The start and commit timestamp of a system
TX are thus always equal and drawn from another global atomic counter separate to the user
transactions.

Commit Condition. Because read committed is the lowest sensible isolation level, user
transaction dependencies can be tracked at transaction granularity instead of log sequence
numbers like LSNs or GSNs. A user transaction depends on previous user and system
transactions. For system transactions, it is enough to track the maximum system transaction
ID it has witnessed while reading pages. Each page stores the maximum system transaction
that had written on it. For the user one, we can either use the user TX start timestamp in
case of snapshot isolation level or the start timestamp for the most-recent (pre-)committed
user transaction it has read from. The Group Commit Thread calculates the two watermarks:
user_tx_hardened_up_to and system_tx_hardened_up_to of all workers during each round
and commits the pre-committed transactions that are below them.

8 Evaluation

In this section, we first experimentally compare LeanStore with WiredTiger and RocksDB
using TPC-C and YCSB. Both benchmarks do not involve complex analytical operations like
join or aggregation and are fully supported in all of the competing transactional key-value
storage engines. We then show the effectiveness of the B-tree optimizations described in
Sect. 4 and of the commit dependency tracking discussed in Sect. 7. All benchmarks are
implemented as a C++ client linked with the storage engine library. Unless explicitly stated,
all engines have been configured to run under snapshot isolation. WiredTiger supports the
lower isolation mode read uncommitted (RU) only for read-only transactions which we
denote as WiredTiger (RU) and evaluate to measure the impact of snapshot construction. All
experiments were performed on a single-socket server with an AMD EPYC 7713 64-Core
CPU (128 hardware threads) with 512 GB of DRAM running Linux. For storage, we use a
RAID-0 of ten 3.8 TB Samsung PM1733 SSDs using XFS as file system.
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8.1 In-Memory Scalability
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Fig. 6: TPC-C in-memory scalability
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Fig. 7: YCSB read-only in-memory scalability

Let us first investigate in-memory scalability. We compare the performance of LeanStore
with its competitors on TPC-C (Fig. 6) (with warehouse affinity) and a YCSB-like random
lookup workload (Fig. 7). In both experiments, the buffer pool is configured to be large
enough to fit the data sets.

On TPC-C, we see that LeanStore performs much better than the other two systems at
higher thread counts. Note that, as expected, when more than 64 worker threads are used,
the scalability is slightly worse due to hyperthreading. The absolute performance of over 2
million TPC-C transactions per second shows that LeanStore can compete with the fastest
in-memory systems (despite also supporting out-of-memory workloads).

On the read-only random lookup workload, only WiredTiger under the lower isolation
mode read uncommitted (RU) comes close to LeanStore snapshot isolation scalability.
Despite running on higher isolation level, LeanStore remains around 30% faster. In the
absence of concurrency control (RU), hazard pointers and free-lock techniques employed
in WiredTiger make the index lookup scales similar to LeanStore’s pointer swizzling and
optimistic lock coupling. This result highlights the importance of scalability primitives on
modern hardware. In WiredTiger, the cost of constructing a snapshot is proportional to the
number of active threads in the systems. At higher threads count, snapshot construction costs
more the actual lookup which leads to the performance deterioration beyond 20 threads.
With our novel’s MVCC implementation [AL23], LeanStore scales linearly without hard
coding any optimization for single-statement or read-only transactions.
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8.2 Out-Of-Memory Scalability
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Fig. 8: TPC-C out-of-memory scalability
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Fig. 9: YCSB read-only out-of-memory scalability

For the next two experiments we configured the buffer pool to be smaller than the data set.
For TPC-C we use a 10 GB buffer pool for a 24 GB data set, and for YCSB we use a 10 GB
buffer pool for a 100 GB data set. Fig. 8 shows that only LeanStore scales well, reaching
500 thousand TPC-C transactions per second in an out-of-memory setting. Interestingly, on
the read-only YCSB benchmark shown in Fig. 9, the gap to the other systems is smaller. The
impact of snapshot construction in WiredTiger diminishes because of the dominance of I/O
cost. Apparently, these systems can handle read-only workloads reasonably well, but not
write-intensive workloads like TPC-C. The observed performance with 120 threads of over
1 million random reads per seconds can be explained by being entirely I/O latency bound:
the latency of a single read I/O is about 100 microseconds [HHL20], which corresponds
to 10K per second per thread. Our hardware setup could theoretically support an order of
magnitude higher I/O rates, but this would require more concurrent operations.

8.3 B-tree Optimizations

Tab. 2: Performance impact of B-Tree optimizations on single-threaded lookup performance in a
B-tree of 10 million 8-byte integers or 6.4 million strings with an average length of 63 bytes

Integers Strings

operations/s instr./op. L1-miss/op. operations/s intr./op. L1-miss/op.

baseline 1,094,092 1,255 71 914,693 1,266 99
+ prefix 1,127,396 1,261 72 1,013,265 1,252 83
+ heads 1,811,594 590 36 1,296,897 1,067 58
+ hints 2,427,184 567 17 1,383,918 1,137 45
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Let us next evaluate the impact of the B-tree performance optimizations. We look at the
single-threaded in-memory lookup performance. As keys, we use 10 million dense random
8-byte integers (plus 8-byte payload), and 6.4 million real-world URLs with an average
length of 63 bytes. Tab. 2 shows the performance, CPU instructions and L1 cache misses for
both workloads. The baseline is the basic slotted page layout without any optimizations. We
then cumulatively enable the prefix, heads, and hints optimizations. As the table shows, each
optimization improved performance significantly for both workloads. What is interesting is
that in the baseline case, the integer workload is only 20% faster than the string workload,
while with all optimizations the gap increases to 76%. This is because for string data set and
its long keys (63 bytes), many of the cache misses are hard to avoid. In the integer case, on
the other hand, the optimizations are extremely effective, reducing the number of L1 misses
by from 71 to 17 and improving overall performance by 2.2×.

8.4 Commit Dependency Tracking
Tab. 3: Percentage of cross thread transaction dependencies (lower is better)

Tracking Granularity Warehouse Affinity Cross Warehouse

Page Wise 52.0% 95.5%
Tuple Wise 3.9% 91.9%

In our final experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of Commit Dependency Tracking
by measuring the ratio of remote flushes necessary. We use TPC-C benchmark with 120
worker threads and 120 warehouses, which corresponds to about 15GB of data. In [Ha20] we
proposed a lightweight page wise tracking scheme, which we now compare with tuple-wise
tracking described in Sect. 7. Tab. 3 shows that tuple-wise tracking reduces the number
of log flushes in both TPC-C settings. In the “Cross Warehouse” setting, many conflicts
are unavoidable, but even here the tuple-wise scheme is more precise. With “Warehouse
Affinity”, there are few logical conflicts, and tuple-wise tracking reduces the flush rate from
52% to 4%.

9 Summary

The goal of LeanStore is to build a high-performance storage engine optimized for multi-core
CPUs and NVMe SSDs. In this paper, we describe some important LeanStore components
for the first time. Seemingly intricate implementation details of the B-tree, synchronization,
buffer management, and logging are crucial for overall performance, scalability, and code
maintainability. While the goal of LeanStore has stayed the same since the start of the project,
many internals have changed and we expect this evolution to continue. For example, we have
recently designed an OS-assisted buffer manager [Le23], which we are now considering for
LeanStore.
Acknowledgments. This work was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG,
German Research Foundation) – 447457559.
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Abstract: A variety of query optimization papers have shown the disastrous effect of poor cardinality
estimates on the overall runtime for arbitrary select-project-join (SPJ) queries. Especially, underesti-
mating join cardinalities for multi-joins can lead to catastrophic join orderings. A promising solution
to overcome this problem is query optimization based on upper bounds for the join cardinalities. In
this domain, our proposed UES concept is presently the most efficient technique featuring a simple,
yet effective upper bound for an arbitrary number of joins. To foster research in that direction, we
introduce PostBOUND, our generalized framework to seamlessly integrate upper bound SPJ query
optimization in PostgreSQL. PostBOUND provides abstractions to calculate arbitrary upper bounds,
to model joins required by an SPJ query and to iteratively construct an optimized join order. To
highlight the extensibility of PostBOUND, and to show the research potential, we additionally present
two tighter upper bound UES variants using top-k statistics in this paper. In our evaluation, we show
the efficiency and applicability of PostBOUND on different workloads as well as using different
PostgreSQL versions. Additionally, we evaluate both presented tighter upper bound variant ideas.

Keywords: SPJ queries; join order; join cardinalities; upper bound; generalization

1 Introduction

The optimization of arbitrary select-project-join (SPJ) queries is still an open research topic
and far from being solved [Le15]. For example, one of the most challenging and open issues
for complex SPJ queries is finding a good join order [CBS19, He21, Le15]. To tackle this
issue, the majority of existing approaches requires reliable precise cardinality estimates for
arbitrary joins including joins over intermediate join results and pre-filtered base tables. To
provide these reliable estimates, traditional techniques frequently rely on basic heuristics that
may assume predicate independence and a uniform distribution of attribute values [Le15].
However, relying on these assumptions can lead to disastrous join orderings [Le15]. Thus,
various sophisticated techniques for the join cardinality estimation have been proposed in
recent years. On the one hand, sampling approaches seem appealing [Le17, MH20, Zh18],
but they do not scale well to many joins [CY17, Zh18]. On the other hand, modern estimation
approaches rely on machine learning techniques [Ki19a, Wo19] as they are able to model
complex data characteristics. However, these ML approaches do not yet cover all relevant
filter predicate types and their training depends on executing a plethora of joins, which may
take days or even weeks [Wo20, Wo21].
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Fig. 1: Upper bound overestimation of UES for the Join-Order-Benchmark.

Thus, state-of-the-art approaches to find good join orders based on reliable cardinality
estimates do not seem to be the right way. In contrast to that, approaches using guaranteed
upper bounds for join cardinalities are a very promising alternative leading to better and
more robust join ordering for complex SPJ queries [CBS19, De22, He21]. In that direction,
we have recently introduced a novel concept called UES [He21]. The most outstanding
feature of UES is its simplicity, achieved by three building blocks:

U-Block: Assuming only basic attribute statistics and accurate selectivity estimates for
filters over base tables, we defined a simple, yet effective Upper bound for an arbitrary
number of joins. In particular, our UES upper bound calculates the worst-case
cardinality using only the maximum value frequency per join attribute.

E-Block: Appropriately Enumerating joins according to our upper bound effectively
prevents overly aggressive (sometimes disastrous) join orderings.

S-Block: To guarantee accurate selectivity estimates even for complex filters in SPJ-queries
required by the U-Block, we propose using customized Sampling strategies. In case
of less challenging filter operations, other synopsis such as standard histograms might
be used.

Our Contributions: In this paper, we introduce PostBOUND, our generalized framework
implementation around the general UES concept to seamlessly integrate upper bound SPJ
query optimization in PostgreSQL. PostBOUND provides abstractions to integrate arbitrary
upper bounds for join cardinalities, to model joins required by a query and to determine
an optimized join order. These abstractions are supplemented by a customized version of
the UES algorithm and accompanied by other assisting components such as estimation
strategies for base table filters or an infrastructure for physical operator selection. Our overall
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framework is implemented in Python with extensibility being one of the primary design
goals.

To demonstrate this extensibility and to show ongoing research potential, we additionally
introduce two tighter upper bound variant ideas as a generalization of UES. Fig. 1 exemplarily
illustrates the overestimation factor of the UES upper bound compared to the real query results
for the Join-Order-Benchmark (JOB) [Le15]. It is clearly visible that the overestimation
in the range from 103 to 1016 is extreme, leading to a very pessimistic approach. One of
the problems of such a high overestimation is that the determined join order for a SPJ
query could be too defensive and there could be a join order providing a faster runtime.
Another disadvantage is that the upper bound cannot be used for the physical operator
selection [He21, He22]. Thus, an obvious optimization opportunity of our UES approach is
to compute tighter upper bounds to overcome these disadvantages.

Contributions in Detail and Outline: To summarize, we make the following contributions,
which also define the outline of this paper:

• In Section 2, we recap our UES concept as foundation for the remainder of the paper.
• Our developed PostgreSQL extension called PostBOUND2 is described in Section 3.

PostBOUND enables seamless integration of upper bound SPJ query optimization in
PostgreSQL and PostBOUND is designed as an extensible framework.
• We enhance the UES concept with an idea for a generalized approach to tighten our

upper bound based on top-k statistics in Section 4.
• Section 5 presents selective results of our comprehensive evaluation. In particular,

we focus on the evaluation (i) of the upper bound optimization on different workloads
as well as different PostgreSQL versions and (ii) of the impact of the tighter bounds.

Finally, we close the paper with related work in Section 6 before concluding in Section 7.

2 UES - Join Ordering with Simple Upper Bound

In contrast to state-of-the-art approaches (see Section 6), our UES concept [He21] follows a
completely different idea to determine good join orderings for SPJ queries: instead of trying
to obtain precise estimates for join cardinalities, it calculates theoretical upper bounds of
the sizes of intermediate result sets and uses these bounds in a heuristic join enumeration
algorithm. This concept is based on the insight that the duration of query workloads is often
dominated by the runtime of very few queries that take an exceptionally long amount of
time. Meanwhile, most queries in a typical workload can be answered rather quickly. This
phenomena is referred to as tail latency. Thus, a novel query optimization strategy should
focus on improving these long-running queries, instead of speeding up queries that are
already fast. However, this can usually not be achieved by improving the runtime in the

2 PostBOUND is available open-source at https://github.com/rbergm/PostBOUND. The btw23-reproducibility
branch is prepared specifically for the reproducibility effort of BTW 2023.
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average case, since new outliers can become part of the tail latencies. In contrast, a correct
theoretical upper bound can never be wrong in the sense that the true cardinalities exceed
the bound. By feeding these worst-case estimates to the join enumeration algorithm, it will
probably choose a join order that is too pessimistic in the sense that another join order could
have provided a faster runtime. But it will never choose a join order that is too optimistic, i.e.
a plan that only works if the intermediate cardinalities are indeed small and takes a much
longer time to execute if this hope is not met. Following this general philosophy of focusing
on the long running queries, it is acceptable if very fast queries get slightly slower, as long
as the tail latencies are removed. In the following, we sketch both the upper bounds for join
cardinalities, as well as the heuristic join enumeration algorithm of UES.

Our UES upper bounds of join intermediate cardinalities are estimated via most frequent
value statistics on the join columns. In fact, the only metadata necessary to calculate upper
bounds with UES are the frequencies of the most common values of the join attributes
and the total number of (filtered) tuples per base table. These statistics are then combined
with a number of pessimistic assumptions regarding the distribution and correlation of the
attribute values. For brevity the calculation is only summarized here, since the final formula
is already presented and justified in [He21]. To estimate the size of a join 𝑅.𝑥 ⊲⊳ 𝑆.𝑦 on
(filtered) base tables 𝑅 and 𝑆 while only using the most frequent values for 𝑅.𝑥 and 𝑆.𝑦, a
first pessimistic assumption is used: the attributes are assumed to be uniformly distributed,
with the maximum value frequency (MF) therefore also being the only frequency shared
by all values. Based on these frequencies and the total number of tuples per (filtered)
relation (|𝜎(𝑅.𝑥) |, |𝜎(𝑆.𝑦) |), the minimum number of distinct values per attribute can
be estimated as |𝜎(𝑅) |/𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥) for 𝑅 and likewise for 𝑆. To combine these per-table
values into an estimate for their join result, a second pessimistic assumption is used: the
attribute values are assumed to overlap perfectly, i.e. each value in 𝑅.𝑥 has a matching
join partner in 𝑆.𝑦 and vice-versa. This leads to 𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥) · 𝑀𝐹 (𝑆.𝑦) many outgoing
tuples per value combination due to the uniformity assumption. Since there are at most
𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝜎(𝑅.𝑥) |/𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥), |𝜎(𝑆.𝑦) |/𝑀𝐹 (𝑆.𝑦)) many such combinations, the upper bound
can be calculated as

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 ( |𝜎(𝑅) ⊲⊳ 𝜎(𝑆) |) := 𝑚𝑖𝑛

( |𝜎(𝑅) |
𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥) ,

|𝜎(𝑆) |
𝑀𝐹 (𝑆.𝑦)

)
· 𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥) · 𝑀𝐹 (𝑆.𝑦)

Fig. 2 illustrates our UES upper bound concept, using an example. The left-hand side depicts
the worst-case – used to derive the upper bound – constrained by the table statistics, while the
right-hand side depicts the actual join. Note that 𝑅 and 𝑆 do not need to be base tables. Instead
they can be the result of some other join just as well. For example, without loss of generality,
we can assume that 𝑅 = 𝑅1 ⊲⊳𝑅1.𝑥=𝑅2.𝑦 𝑅2. In this case, |𝜎(𝑅) | = 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 ( |𝑅1 ⊲⊳ 𝑅2 |) and
𝑀𝐹 (𝑅.𝑥) = 𝑀𝐹 (𝑅1.𝑥) · 𝑀𝐹 (𝑅2.𝑦). This enables the calculation of upper bounds for any
join in a recursive manner. One central downside of this approach is the propagation of
errors, in this case of overestimated result sizes. Since the estimation of an 𝑛-way join
requires estimates of 𝑛 − 1 smaller joins building on top of each other, estimates grow larger
and larger as already shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the UES upper bound (taken from [He21]).

Based on this upper bound for join cardinalities, the join order in UES is obtained using
a heuristic algorithm [He21]. The UES join enumeration algorithm tries to choose each
join such that the sizes of intermediate results are minimized in each step. To make this
choice, the upper bounds of candidate joins are calculated and the join with smallest bound
is executed. However, this process is only applied to n:m joins. Primary key/foreign key
joins (P/K joins) are greedily included as soon as possible. This strategy is justified by
a central property of P/K joins: When the foreign key partner is already present in the
intermediate result, joining the primary key table may only reduce but never expand the
size of the intermediate result. In this sense, P/K joins act as special filters. To facilitate
this filtering property even further, a P/K join can be executed as a subquery: suppose an
(intermediate) table 𝑇 should be joined with a foreign key table 𝑇𝐹𝐾 , which in turn has to
be joined with a Primary Key table 𝑇𝑃𝐾 . The canonical way of executing this join would be
(𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑇𝐹𝐾 ) ⊲⊳ 𝑇𝑃𝐾 . The n:m join 𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑇𝐹𝐾 would most likely (i.e. following the pessimistic
assumption) increase the size of the intermediate result. Afterwards, joining 𝑇𝑃𝐾 could
potentially reduce the size of the intermediate result again. If such a reduction is guaranteed,
executing 𝑇 ′ := 𝑇𝐹𝐾 ⊲⊳ 𝑇𝑃𝐾 first and afterwards 𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ′ would minimize work for the
second join. Thus, when choosing the next n:m join to execute, UES tries to pre-filter the
join partners via P/K joins. If this does not guarantee a smaller intermediate result, the
Primary Key partner will be joined after the n:m join has been executed. To some extent,
this strategy resembles the well-known pushdown of filter predicates.

To better illustrate the concept of P/K filters, consider part of query 8d of
the JOB: SELECT * FROM cast_info ci, company_name cn, movie_companies mc

WHERE cn.country_code = ’[us]’ AND mc.company_id = cn.id AND ci.movie_id =

mc.movie_id. Overall, this query fragment produces about 59 million result tuples. It
contains one P/K join between movie_companies and company_name and one n:m join
between cast_name and movie_companies. In this case, the P/K join 𝑚𝑐 ⊲⊳ 𝑐𝑛 reduces
the cardinality of movie_companies from about 5 million to 2 million. This essentially
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Fig. 3: The basic PostBOUND query optimization workflow.

halves the work for the following n:m join between cast_name and movie_companies, since
company_name “filtered” its P/K partner.

3 PostBOUND - PostgreSQL Extension

In this section, we present PostBOUND, our developed framework to seamlessly integrate
upper bound-driven optimization of SPJ queries into PostgreSQL. At its core, PostBOUND
consists of two components as depicted in Fig. 3, which are completely implemented in
Python: First, for each incoming SQL query, the join ordering component determines
an optimized join order that is used for query execution. The underlying process applies a
generalized and extensible implementation of our UES concept (see Section 2). The output
of this first component is a rewritten SQL query with an explicit join order. Secondly, our
subsequent physical operator selection component enforces the usage of individual
physical join and base table scan operators. The resulting query annotations to enforce
physical operators are used together with the rewritten SQL of our first component to execute
the query with an arbitrary PostgreSQL instance. With this approach, the join order as well
as the physical operator selections are fixed by PostBOUND using an upper bound-driven
optimization concept. Implementation details of both components are described in the
following sections3.

3.1 Upper Bound-driven Join Ordering Component

The upper bound-driven join ordering is the first component of PostBOUND and it focuses
on a robust join sequence in order to prevent disastrous execution plans. The main goal of
this component is to optimize the join order of an arbitrary SQL query by transforming
implicit joins like SELECT * FROM R, S, T WHERE ... into an explicit ordering via JOIN
clauses, such as SELECT * FROM S JOIN R ON ... JOIN T ON .... During query execution,
PostgreSQL provides means to enforce such an ordering of JOIN statements. Fig. 4 shows
the general steps involved in this process: First, a join graph is constructed by parsing the

3 Although PostBOUND is currently tailored to PostgreSQL, it can be adapted to other database systems and we
plan to integrate different backends in the near future.
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Fig. 4: Interaction between the core PostBOUND components for join ordering.

incoming SQL query. This graph serves as the central data structure for optimization and
describes the role each table plays in the query. We apply the same distinction between n:m
joined tables and primary key joined tables, as originally proposed in UES [He21]. Based on
this graph, the actual optimization loop is executed in the join graph enumerator. During
each iteration, the algorithm pulls n:m candidate tables from the join graph and evaluates
their current upper bounds, such that the candidate with minimum bound is inserted into
the join tree (tables colored in orange in Fig. 4). This selection focuses only on n:m joined
tables, because primary key/foreign joins are again treated as special filters of the foreign key
(and by extension n:m joined) table that can potentially lower the candidate’s upper bound.
Therefore, primary key tables are inserted into the join tree together with their foreign key
counterpart. Again, following the UES philosophy, the join between the candidate table
and its primary key partners can be executed as a subquery, as the enumerator sees fit (see
below for details). Once all tables of the join graph have been included in the join tree,
the rewritten query with an explicit join order syntax is constructed based on the derived
optimal join order.

In PostBOUND we expand on the original UES algorithm in two ways: On the one hand,
this entire enumeration process can be adapted with custom policies to modify specific
aspects of its behavior. These policies include:

Base table estimates: The join ordering component of PostBOUND does not require a
specific strategy to estimate the number of tuples in a (filtered) base table. It only relies
on the existence of a numerical estimate and makes no assumption about how it is
obtained. Nevertheless, three basic strategies are already provided and new strategies
can be injected easily. The provided strategies include: (i) delegating the estimation
process to the PostgreSQL-native optimizer, (ii) sampling a fraction of the filtered
table, or (iii) executing the entire filter predicate and counting the result tuples.

Upper bound calculation and statistics: To obtain upper bounds of join cardinalities,
different strategies have been proposed in recent literature [CBS19, De22, He21].
PostBOUND does not restrict the choice of any particular formula, as long as
it is capable of the calculation of an upper bound of any 𝑛-ary join. Currently,
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the UES formula (see Section 2) and two variations (see Section 4) are provided
with PostBOUND. Since join upper bound calculation oftentimes relies on specific
statistical information, each calculation strategy ships its own tailored implementation.
The statistics interface receives update information from the optimization loop.

Subquery generation: Lastly, the join ordering component of PostBOUND also dele-
gates the decision when to generate subqueries for primary key/foreign key joins
to custom policies. In this case, four strategies are already supplied by default: (i)
a greedy strategy that always generates subqueries, (ii) a defensive strategy that
generates subqueries if they guarantee to reduce the size of the foreign key table (as
proposed in [He21]), (iii) a “smart” strategy that generates subqueries if a reduction
below a certain threshold is guaranteed (which is a generalization of strategy (ii)),
and finally, (iv) a strategy that never generates subqueries at all, thereby leaving all
join paths linear.

On the other hand, the entire enumeration process is mainly tailored to SPJ queries containing
a mixture of n:m and primary key/foreign key joins. To broaden this scope, if an incoming
SQL query does not match this structure, it will be handled by specialized procedures:

Primary key/foreign key queries: To optimize queries that do not contain any n:m join –
such as queries on star- or snowflake schemas – a heuristic approach inspired by UES
is used. In this case and since primary key/foreign key joins are bound to never produce
more tuples than the cardinality of the foreign key relation, our enumeration algorithm
starts with the smallest foreign key table and iteratively includes connected tables
according to their respective cardinality estimates. This strategy tries to minimize the
number of tuples that have to be processed, but only treats the join order as a local
optimization problem. An extension that also considers the join cardinalities could be
a natural and effective improvement in future work.

Cross product queries: Queries with cross products are characterized by tables that are
neither directly nor indirectly linked with join predicates. Using the join graph, this
situation can be easily detected through the existence of multiple graph components.
Since each of these components represents a complete join graph on its own, an
optimized upper bound-driven join order can be obtained per partition. Afterwards, a
final join order can be constructed by sorting the individual join trees according to
their upper bounds.

Composite join predicates: In contrast to the two previous extensions, composite join
predicates do not influence the join order itself. Rather, composite join predicates
need to be handled during the upper bound calculation and are, thus, subject to the
policies. However, they still constitute a special case that needs to be considered to
ensure independence from specific workloads. Therefore, they are quickly discussed
here. For upper bound-driven calculation, composite join predicates can be handled
quite naturally: Since a conjunctive predicate requires each of the individual base
predicates to be fulfilled, the final upper bound is constrained by the smallest estimate
of the base predicates. Thus, the upper bound approach can simply calculate the
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minimum of base estimates. Other upper bound approaches may rely on different
strategies such as the calculation of mean bounds, but for UES as well as the two
presented variants in Section 4, the minimum strategy is used.

Based on these extensions, PostBOUND is currently capable of optimizing SPJ queries,
as well as some non-SPJ queries, as long as the following requirements are met: (i) each
part of the SELECT clause is either directly derived from a base attribute or an aggregation
of such attributes, (ii) all joins are either equality predicates over base table attributes,
or conjunctions of such predicates, (iii) each base table can optionally be filtered using
arbitrary predicates that are not optimized further, and (iv) each query can optionally
contain a GROUP BY, ORDER BY, or HAVING clause, which are also ignored during optimization.
These restrictions are mostly due to technical reasons to keep the implementation effort
manageable, rather than being caused by limitations of the underlying ideas.

3.2 Physical operator selection component

For an efficient query execution, not only the join order is important, but also the selection of
the best-fitting physical operators [He22]. In PostBOUND, this selection process is handled
by a dedicated physical operator selection component (cf. Fig. 3). Although many state-
of-the-art query optimizers intertwine the operator selection and the determination of the
optimal join order, the upper bound approach makes this difficult due to the overestimation
as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, new, specific approaches are required. In [He22], we have
recently presented such a selection approach using a learning-based concept that allows
physical operator decisions for arbitrary join paths based on learned query feedback. Other
approaches are also conceivable and thus, we decided to provide a specific component in
PostBOUND to accommodate such selection approaches.

Since forcing the execution of joins or table scans with specific algorithms depends
strongly on the concrete database system, PostBOUND focuses on two means supported
by PostgreSQL. The first strategy uses runtime variables that modify the behavior of the
PostgreSQL planner. For example, the SET enable_nestloop = ’off’; option used by
UES disables nested loop joins globally for all following queries in a workload. Secondly,
PostBOUND also provides interfaces that force individual joins to be executed with specific
operators. This feature is based on the pg_hint_plan4 extension that specifies a number
of query hints. A hint is essentially a comment preceding an SQL query that modifies the
execution and optimization behavior of PostgresSQL for that specific query. For example,
the hint /*+ HashJoin(movies actors) */ would enforce the join between movies and
actors to be executed by a Hash join. How these hints are generated is left to user-specific
selection strategies. In our ongoing research, we want to generate query hints for joins based
on upper bounds, which however requires tighter upper bounds. One approach to infer such
bounds is presented in the following section.

4 https://github.com/ossc-db/pg_hint_plan/
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4 Towards Tighter Upper Bounds with Top-K Lists

As presented in the previous section, PostBOUND is a novel framework for upper bound-
driven query optimization of SPJ queries based on a generalized version of the UES
concept [He21]. Since the original UES algorithm only calculates upper bounds based on
the most frequent attribute value [He21], this upper bound approach highly overestimates the
join intermediate cardinalities (cf. Fig. 1), leading to a very defensive approach and refrains
from using physical join operators and join orders that work best on small amounts of join
tuples. To overcome that challenge and to demonstrate the extensibility of PostBOUND, we
introduce two tighter upper bound variant ideas in this section.

A natural extension of the UES upper bound is to consider not only the largest attribute value
frequency, but the largest 𝑘 frequencies along with their corresponding attribute values.
Such information is typically stored in top-k lists (sometimes also called most frequent
values), which basically are an ordered sequence ((𝑣1, 𝑓1), ..., (𝑣𝑘 , 𝑓𝑘)) of attribute values
𝑣𝑖 and their corresponding frequencies (i.e. number of occurrences) 𝑓𝑖 , such that 𝑣1 is
the most frequent value, 𝑣2 the second most frequent value, and so on. Such a top-k list
can be used for two basic purposes: for all attribute values that are present in the top-k
list of both join partners, their frequency can be used directly to calculate the number of
outgoing tuples for a join. For all attribute values that are not contained in the top-k list,
their maximum frequency can still be derived based on the minimum frequency in the list,
i.e. the 𝑓𝑘 frequency: If the frequency were higher, the attribute value would be present in
the top-k list in the first place.

Based on these top-k lists, we devise two basic families of algorithms to calculate an upper
bound for a join R.a = S.b: The first family divides both R.a and S.b into two disjunct sets,
one that encompasses all attributes that are contained in the respective top-k list, and one
that contains the remaining values. For all values that are in either top-k list, the number of
tuples in the join result can be calculated accurately. For all values that are in neither top-k
list, a fallback strategy is used. The second family calculates the upper bound by simulating
a worst-case join scenario. This is achieved by iteratively joining attribute values from the
top-k lists, such that the overall cardinality is maximized. This strategy directly adopts
the pessimistic nature of UES in that it considers the absolute worst case distributions of
attribute values for both R.a and S.b.

In the remainder of this section, we present two examplary algorithms from both families,
starting with the approximate top-k bound as an instance of the first family, followed by the
cautious top-k bound from the second family. These formulas are not the only instances
of their respective families and they are by no means perfect. Instead, they serve as a
starting point for further research. The section concludes with some remarks regarding the
update of top-k lists when considering 𝑛-way joins. To keep notation short, we use the
following definitions: we calculate an upper bound for a join R.a = S.b between attributes
𝑅.𝑎 = (𝑎1, 𝑎2, ..., 𝑎𝑛) and 𝑆.𝑏 = (𝑏1, 𝑏2, ..., 𝑏𝑚), where 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 denote the different
attribute values in each column. As long as there is no ambiguity, we refer to each attribute
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Fig. 5: Static top-k lists can be misleading in the light of filter predicates.

by its relation, e.g. instead of 𝑅.𝑎 we simply write 𝑅. |𝑅 | and |𝑆 | denote the number of
tuples in each relation. Both attribute sets have an associated top-k list top𝑅 ⊆ 𝑅.𝑎 and
top𝑆 ⊆ 𝑆.𝑏. For each attribute value 𝑥, we define the attribute value frequency as follows:

𝐴𝐹𝑅 (𝑥) B
{
|{𝑎 ∈ 𝑅 | 𝑎 = 𝑥}| if 𝑥 ∈ top𝑅
𝑓 ∗
𝑅

otherwise

𝑓 ∗
𝑅

denotes the minimum frequency of any value in the top-k list of 𝑅.

4.1 Approximate Top-k Bound

The main idea of the approximate bound is to split the calculation into two parts, i.e.
upper(𝑅.𝑎 = 𝑆.𝑏) B uppertop (𝑅.𝑎 = 𝑆.𝑏) + upperrem (𝑅.𝑎 = 𝑆.𝑏), where the first bound is
directly based on the top-k lists and the second bound accounts for all remaining attribute
values with lower frequencies. Deriving an upper bound for values in the top-k lists is
pretty straightforward: for each value in either top-k list, its frequency is multiplied by the
value frequency in the other top-k list, falling back to 𝑓 ∗ if necessary. Thus, uppertop can be
expressed as

Definition 4.1 (Top-k based approximate upper bound).

uppertop (𝑅.𝑎 = 𝑆.𝑏) B
∑︁
𝑎∈𝑅.𝑎

𝐴𝐹𝑅 (𝑎) · 𝐴𝐹𝑆 (𝑎) +
∑︁

𝑏∈𝑆.𝑏\𝑅.𝑎
𝐴𝐹𝑅 (𝑏) · 𝐴𝐹𝑆 (𝑏) (1)
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Deriving an upper bound for all remaining attribute values is significantly harder: Although
in principle the UES formula can be used to estimate the maximum cardinality of two
attribute sets based on their maximum frequency, some of these values might have already
been processed as part of uppertop. Thus, these values should not be considered again in the
remaining bound. At the same time, frequencies from the top-k lists cannot simply be used to
“initialize” the remaining values, due to a fundamental disconnect between the top-k list of
an attribute R.a and the attribute instances that are actually available during query execution:
while top-k lists are computed for all attribute values in a base table, at query runtime, the
distribution and count of these attribute value instances may be changed fundamentally after
applying filter predicates on the base tables. Consider Fig. 5: the filter predicate completely
removes the most frequent value and changes the order of the remaining two attribute values.
Since the filter predicate can be entirely independent from the attribute being joined, the
top-k list can only be considered as a static upper bound of the true attribute frequencies.
Since there is no direct way to determine which attribute instances are actually available
after executing the filter predicate as long as only basic statistics are considered, we make
the pessimistic assumption that none of the values from the top-k list are actually available
and the remaining values lie entirely in the scope of upperrem. Thus, the upperrem bound
becomes a full UES bound based on the maximum remaining frequency, i.e. 𝑓 ∗:

Definition 4.2 (Remaining UES bound of the approximate top-k bound).

upperrem (𝑅.𝑎 = 𝑆.𝑏) B min
(
|𝜎(𝑅) |
𝑓 ∗
𝑅

,
|𝜎(𝑆) |
𝑓 ∗
𝑆

)
· 𝑓 ∗𝑅 · 𝑓 ∗𝑆 (2)

The issue of top-k lists that are unrelated to the attribute instances is actually also present when
calculating the uppertop bound: the processed frequencies can significantly overestimate the
number of tuples that are truly available. However, in this case, we know the total number of
available tuples as well as the number of processed tuples per relation. Thus, we can slightly
mitigate the impact of overestimation by constructing an adjustment factor for R as well as
for S. Each factor is simply the ratio between available tuples and processed tuples. The
factors will be applied as soon as they are smaller than 1 (i.e. there was an overestimation).
Strictly speaking, this trick assumes a uniform distribution of the overestimation, i.e. that
each attribute value is overestimated by the same fixed delta. This may drop the upper
bound for the top-k list below the actual cardinality in some rare cases. By applying the
upperrem bound as defensively as presented in Definition 4.2, this issue is largely mitigated,
leaving the bound effectively as an upper bound. Still, there may be situations where the
overestimation via upperrem is not enough to compensate the underestimation caused by the
adjustment factors, hence the name of an approximate upper bound.
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Fig. 6: Join cardinality estimation using the cautious top-k bound.

4.2 Cautious Top-k Bound

The approximate nature of the previous bound motivates research in an entirely different
direction. The cautious top-k bound iteratively tries to construct the maximum number of
join tuples based on the entries in the top-k lists and the total number of available tuples.
A pseudo-code implementation of this strategy is given in Algorithm 1 and illustrated in
Fig. 6 (branches and decisions of the algorithm are depicted in green):

In each iteration, the cautious top-k bound tries to obtain the maximum possible bound
given its current state. This is achieved by systematically simulating the number of outgoing
tuples for each attribute value in the top-k lists. In Fig. 6, this initially means exploring the
attribute values 𝑎 and 𝑏. For each value, the size of its partial join result is calculated (line
8) and included in the upper bound. Afterwards, the top-k lists as well as the total number
of available tuples are adjusted based on the value that was just “consumed” (lines 9 to 12).
To adjust the total number of tuples available for each relation, the value’s frequency is
simply subtracted from the current count. Top-k lists are updated to no longer include the
candidate value and each frequency including 𝑓 ∗ is enforced to be at most as large as the
remaining number of tuples. In Fig. 6, the top-k lists contain just 1 more value after the first
selection. At this point, the maximum bound for the smaller top-k lists can be calculated
(line 13), leading to a recursive structure. Recursion terminates if either no more tuples are
available (line 2), or the top-k lists are empty (line 4). In the first case, both relations have
been consumed completely and the current bound is the maximum bound for this branch. In
the second case, the remaining values are estimated using the UES bound. Once the bound
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code implementation of the cautious top-k bound.
1: function cautious bound(top(R), top(S), |R|, |S|, current bound)
2: if |R| = 0 or |S| = 0 then
3: return current bound
4: if top(R) is empty and top(S) is empty then
5: calculate UES bound based on 𝑓 ∗ and remaining tuples counts
6: return current bound + UES bound
7: for all attribute values 𝑣 in top(R) and top(S) do
8: 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← 𝐴𝐹𝑅 (𝑣) · 𝐴𝐹𝑆 (𝑣)
9: |𝑅′ | ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥( |𝑅 | − 𝐴𝐹𝑅 (𝑣), 0) ⊲ adjust the remaining tuples

10: |𝑆′ | ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥( |𝑆 | − 𝐴𝐹𝑆 (𝑣), 0)
11: limit top(R’) frequencies and 𝑓 ∗

𝑅
to |R’| ⊲ top(R’) B top(R) \ 𝑣

12: limit top(S’) frequencies and 𝑓 ∗
𝑆

to |S’| ⊲ 𝑓 ′
𝑖
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑓𝑖 , |𝑅′ |)

13: value bound← 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 + cautious bound(top(R’), top(S’), |R’|, |S’|, current bound)
14: return current bound + maximum value bound

for all candidate values has been determined, the algorithm selects the maximum possible
bound and calculates the final bound (line 14).

This strategy effectively determines the upper bound for each permutation of attribute value
instances and thus suffers from a large computational complexity if implemented naively.
However, a more elaborate implementation can effectively prune large parts of the search
space by checking, whether the largest possible bound still contained in the top-k lists can
exceed the maximum bound already observed. If this is not the case, there is no point in
further exploring the current branch. Furthermore, many bounds of intermediate joins can
be re-used if the top-k lists of their recursion branches are equal. For example, if a bound
has been calculated for join 𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵 ⊲⊳ 𝐶 ⊲⊳ 𝐷 and join 𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵 ⊲⊳ 𝐷 ⊲⊳ 𝐶 is explored, the
previous results could potentially be re-used. Additional optimization techniques for an
efficient implementation should be explored in future research.

4.3 Updating Top-k Based Statistics for 𝑛-way Joins

Besides the calculation of the upper bounds themselves, the underlying data structures also
have to be updated to estimate higher-order joins that involve 3 or more relations. In the
case of top-k lists, this issue is twofold: First, the top-k lists of the join attributes have
to be combined, integrating the knowledge of both individual lists. This problem can be
solved in a straightforward manner: The resulting top-k list contains the sum of both source
frequencies for each value in either top-k list, again falling back to the 𝑓 ∗ frequencies as
necessary (Fig. 7). The 𝑓 ∗ frequency of the merged top-k list can likewise be estimated as
the product of both source 𝑓 ∗ frequencies. The second case is the update of a top-k list that is
not directly involved in the join (a third-party list). This process is especially important since
that list may take part in a later join and the associated frequencies must therefore reflect the
current state of the intermediate join result. The fundamental problem for this update is the
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a: 10 b: 8 c: 7 d: 7 e: 4 ∗: 4 c: 12 f: 10 a: 8 b: 8 g: 8 ∗: 8

Top-5 List of R.a Top-5 List of S.b

Top-k based update after join R.a = S.b

a: 80 b: 64c: 84 d: 56 e: 32f: 40 g: 32 ∗: 32

Fig. 7: Merging two top-k lists after a join.

lack of correlation information between the joined top-k list and the third-party list. For an
upper bound-driven approach, this demands another pessimistic assumption: In the worst
case, each entry in the third-party list could correlate entirely with the maximum frequency
of the joined top-k list. Thus, the maximum possible frequency of each updated value in the
third-party list is the product of its current frequency and the maximum frequency in the
joined top-k list. In general, this strategy will heavily overestimate the frequencies in the
updated top-k list, but without additional information or simplifying assumptions it is not
possible to figure out how much each frequency has been overestimated. This matches the
basic maximum frequency update of UES and generalizes that idea to top-k lists.

5 Evaluation

We focus our evaluation on two major aspects of PostBOUND: On the one hand, we
examine the independence of PostBOUND from specific workloads using two well-known
benchmarks and different PostgreSQL versions. On the other hand, we explore the potential
of upper bound-driven query optimization in more detail. This includes (i) the computed
join orders, (ii) the generation of subqueries, (iii) the effect of tighter upper bounds, and (iv)
the potential of the selection of physical operators. Generally, all experiments are executed
on an Ubuntu 20.04 machine with an Intel i7-6700 HQ processor, 32 GB of main memory
and an SSD storage. Unless stated otherwise, we run the benchmarks on PostgreSQL 14.

Analyzing UES - Join Orders: To analyze PostBOUND’s applicability to different database
schemas and workloads, we examine the Join-Order-Benchmark (JOB) [Le15] as well
as the Star-Schema-Benchmark (SSB) [Sa16]. Queries of the JOB are optimized with
UES using the precise base table estimation and defensive subquery generation strategies
(cf. Section 3.1). Precise base table estimation allows for the best reproducibility of the
optimized queries, since the estimates are derived directly from the live database. Moreover,
the defensive subquery generation was also used in [He21], enabling better comparability
with these results. The queries of the SSB are optimized based on the base table estimates of
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Benchmark PostgreSQL v12.4 PostgreSQL v14.2
Native UES Native UES

Join-Order-Benchmark (JOB) 895.8s 399.5s 848.0s 377.0s
Star-Schema-Bechmark (SSB) 5.1s 5.5s 5.1s 5.3s

Tab. 1: Total runtimes of different benchmarks using different PostgreSQL versions.

the native PostgreSQL optimizer to demonstrate this functionality. The underlying TPC-H
database is setup to use a scale factor of 1. In addition to different benchmarks, we also
evaluate both workloads on two versions of PostgreSQL: v12.4 was already used in [He21]
and v14.2 was the latest release of PostgreSQL at the time initial work on PostBOUND
began. Table 1 contains the total runtime for each benchmark setting. Native optimization in
this context means optimization by the built-in optimizer of PostgreSQL, but without usage
of nested loop joins. This constraint matches a similar requirement by UES and enables us
to focus on the join order, rather than the operator selection, which is beyond the scope of
original UES.

The JOB benchmark results highlight two interesting insights: On the one hand, both
PostgreSQL versions show a much better performance of UES compared to the native
optimizer. This basically confirms the results presented in [He21]. On the other hand, nearly
the entire speedup of UES on both PostgreSQL versions is caused by two queries with
catastrophic join orders. In the case of Postgres v14.2, these queries are 8c and 19d. Each of
these queries is running more than 200 seconds faster when optimized with UES. Execution
of the UES variants takes less than 10 seconds, which demonstrates the disastrous effects bad
join orderings can have. However, some queries are also slowed down by UES, although to
a much smaller degree. For example, query 7c is slowed down the most by about 4 seconds.
Results on SSB are much more similar, which is mostly caused by the much smaller data set.
However, the runtimes show that the UES optimized queries are neither significantly better,
nor significantly worse than native optimization. Nonetheless, the overall simpler queries of
the SSB also stray away from the primary focus of upper bound-driven query optimization,
which is intended for complex queries with many joins and complicated filter predicates.

Analyzing UES - Subquery Generation: A central idea of UES is the evaluation of
primary key/foreign key joins in subqueries to achieve an up-front reduction of the foreign
key cardinality. However, introducing subqueries also implies additional pipeline breakers
when executing the query in PostgreSQL. Thus, we investigate the impact of subqueries on
individual queries next by optimizing the JOB workload with two UES settings: The first
one uses the smart subquery generation strategy while the second setting produces entirely
linear queries. Based on this setup, for example, query 6c shows the largest speedup of about
33% (5.7s to 3.8s) when using subqueries. The resulting execution plans for both settings
are sketched in Fig. 8: executing the join between name and cast_info as a subquery not
only reduces the number of processed tuples, but also allows for a parallel processing of that
join. Nevertheless, subqueries do not always lead to a performance benefit. In fact, query 7a
is slowed down the most with about 0.6 seconds (13% of the linear runtime). Thus, it is
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Fig. 8: Generating subqueries for JOB query 6c can improve performance substantially.

important to create subqueries carefully and a smart generation policy – e.g. based on tight
upper bounds – seems to work well in these cases.

Advancing UES - Tighter Upper Bounds: Tight upper bounds have been proposed as a
potential solution for many problems in this paper. In this section, we evaluate how large
the impact of the cautious and approximate algorithms presented in Section 4 already is.
For this, we vary the length of the top-k lists for both algorithms and compare the results
to a UES baseline. In all cases, the JOB queries are upper bound-driven optimized using
precise base table estimates and the smart subquery generation policy.

Looking at the median upper bounds across all JOB queries in Fig. 9a indeed reveals a
substantial improvement of the bounds as the top-k lists become longer. In fact, using
top-500 lists achieves a maximum improvement of factor 210,000 compared to the UES
bound. Although this is an extreme case, many upper bounds still improve several orders
of magnitude when using top-k lists with just 50 or 100 attribute values. For shorter top-k
lists, the improvement is much smaller, as is expected. This is caused by two main factors:
shorter lists allow for fewer actual matches of attribute values, causing more usage of the 𝑓 ∗

frequencies. At the same time, shorter lists also allow for less drop-off of frequencies, again
resulting in values that are closer to the UES bound.

A central advantage of the approximate formula becomes apparent when looking at the
optimization time in Fig. 9b: It stays very low at a maximum of 3 seconds for all queries
in the JOB. This is a sharp contrast to the cautious formula, which takes over 1 minute of
optimization time already at top-5 lists. This increase in optimization time is also the reason
why larger top-k lists are not optimized with the naive implementation of the algorithm.
Despite the smaller bounds, only a few join orders are actually updated. In fact, the cautious
algorithm only updates 5 queries across all settings. Although this number becomes slightly
larger with 31 queries for the approximate formula, it is still quite small considering the
113 queries that are executed. This indicates that UES is sufficient for many queries and
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Fig. 9: Impact of the top-k based bound estimation on the JOB queries.

that more elaborate algorithms are required to close in on the estimates of the native
optimizer. The few updated queries also lead to very little change of the overall workload
runtime. Across all settings, the maximum deviation from UES is about 10 seconds, which is
almost negligible considering the complexity of the workload and its overall duration. Even
though the evaluated formulas are prototypes by nature, they still achieve a considerable
improvement in terms of their upper bounds. This motivates further research in that direction
and especially the application of the bounds for different tasks.

Advancing UES - Physical Operator Selection: Besides the generation of optimized join
orders, PostBOUND also enables the selection of physical operators (cf. Section 3.2), thereby
removing the restriction to hash joins normally imposed by UES. A natural application of
the operator selection is to further exploit the performance gains enabled by subqueries.
Since these queries are by design joins between a primary key and a foreign key table,
they can be implemented more efficiently using index-nested loop joins. Thus, we again
optimize the JOB workload using UES and the smart subquery generation policy. For each
resulting subquery, we use PostBOUND to generate query hints that enforce the execution
of that subquery as an index-nested loop join. Fig. 10 shows the final execution plan for
query 8d, which is improved the most by this strategy. Primary key filters are shown in
yellow boxes while tables that are n:m joined appear in blue. Each join is annotated by
its operator, as well as the point in time when it is executed. The subquery cast_info
⊲⊳ role_type is executed as an index-nested loop join in parallel to the join aka_name ⊲⊳

name. The choice of operators results in a 45% speedup (5.7s to 2.6s) compared to a pure
hash join-based execution. This simple strategy barely scratches the surface of elaborate
techniques for physical operator selection, it focuses exclusively on joins between base
tables within subqueries and does not consider the upper bounds associated with each join
at all. Advanced approaches such as TONIC [He22] could perform much better. Still, the
simple strategy of executing all subqueries as index-nested loop joins already shows the
potential of appropriate operator choice that can be explored in future work.
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Fig. 10: Join order and operator selection for JOB query 8d. Subqueries use Index-NLJ hints.

6 Related Work

Generally, the optimization of SPJ queries entails two major challenges: (i) finding a
good join order and (ii) selecting the best-fitting physical join operator for each single
join within the chosen join order. According to [Ch98], to solve both challenges, state-
of-the-art SPJ query optimizers require precise estimates of intermediate join result sizes
(cardinalities). Unfortunately, as shown in [Pe19], ad-hoc estimation techniques are unlikely
to achieve such precise estimates. Additionally, Leis et al. [Le15] provide empirical
evidence that cost-based optimizers are prone to disastrous planning decisions if precise
cardinality estimates cannot be provided. To tackle this issue, recent work investigates
more computationally intensive sketches [CBS19, Iz21, Ki19b] or machine learning (ML)
approaches [Hi20, Ki19a, Ne21, Wo19, Ya20] to achieve precise cardinality estimates.
Beyond cardinality estimation, some ML approaches apply reinforcement learning (RL)
for holistic query plan optimization [Kr18, Ma21, Ma19]. For example, Bao [Ma21] learns
and injects SQL hints to guide general planning decisions of the underlying optimizer.

An alternative approach to precise cardinality estimates is to compute an upper bound for each
intermediate result. This approach originated in the database theory community [GM06].
Atserias et al. [AGM08] introduced a smart formula – nowadays called the AGM bound
– that gives a tight upper bound on the query result in terms of the cardinalities of the
input tables. This upper bound was improved by the polymatroid bound, which takes into
account both the cardinalities, and the degree constraints as well as including functional
dependencies as a special case [Go12, KNS16, Ng18]. Fundamentally, an upper bound
could be used by any cost-based query optimizer in lieu of precise cardinality estimates
and this idea was recently pursued by the database systems community, where the upper
bound appears under various names such as bound sketch, cardinality bound, or pessimistic
cardinality estimator [CBS19, De22, He21]. For example, Cai et al. [CBS19] introduced a
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pessimistic cardinality estimator, which uses Count-Min sketches for capturing join crossing
correlations. The sketch building process introduces significant overhead when the number
of joins increases. In contrast to that, our UES concept [He21] maintains the pessimistic
property for cardinality estimation while replacing sketches with a simple formula based on
available basic statistics (most frequent attribute values). With PostBOUND, we presented a
comprehensive framework for all these upper bound approaches in PostgreSQL consisting
of two separate components as described in Section 3. Each component focuses on a single
challenge for SPJ query optimization, namely finding a good join order and selecting the
best-fitting physical operator. Moreover, we introduced and evaluated ideas to improve our
simple formula on basic statistics – top-k lists – to tighten the upper bound. In this context,
the main challenge is to find upper bound approaches whose computational cost is low.

7 Conclusion

The optimization of arbitrary select-project-join (SPJ) queries is still an active research
topic. In this context, deriving the necessary cardinality estimates from upper bounds is a
promising strategy. To foster research in that direction, we have introduced PostBOUND,
a generalized framework implementation to seamlessly integrate upper bound SPJ query
optimization in PostgreSQL. PostBOUND provides abstractions to integrate arbitrary upper
bounds, to model joins required by an SPJ query and to iteratively construct an optimized
join order. Other than calculating the join order, PostBOUND also enables the selection of
physical operators, and can thus mimic the entire query optimization process. To highlight
the extensibility of PostBOUND and to show the research potential, we have additionally
presented two tighter upper bound variant ideas using top-k statistics in this paper. Our
evaluation has shown the efficiency and broad applicability of PostBOUND on different
workloads and using different PostgreSQL versions. Moreover, we have also highlighted the
impact of the proposed tighter upper bound variants.
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RMG Sort: Radix-Partitioning-Based Multi-GPU Sorting

Ivan Ilic1, Ilin Tolovski2, Tilmann Rabl3

Abstract: In recent years, graphics processing units (GPUs) emerged as database accelerators due
to their massive parallelism and high-bandwidth memory. Sorting is a core database operation with
many applications, such as output ordering, index creation, grouping, and sort-merge joins. Many
single-GPU sorting algorithms have been shown to outperform highly parallel CPU algorithms.
Today’s systems include multiple GPUs with direct high-bandwidth peer-to-peer (P2P) interconnects.
However, previous multi-GPU sorting algorithms do not efficiently harness the P2P transfer capability
of modern interconnects, such as NVLink and NVSwitch. In this paper, we propose RMG sort,
a novel radix partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm. We present a most-significant-bit
partitioning strategy that efficiently utilizes high-speed P2P interconnects while reducing inter-GPU
communication. Independent of the number of GPUs, we exchange radix partitions between the GPUs
in one all-to-all P2P key swap and achieve nearly-perfect load balancing. We evaluate RMG sort on
two modern multi-GPU systems. Our experiments show that RMG sort scales well with the input size
and the number of GPUs, outperforming a parallel CPU-based sort by up to 20×. Compared to two
state-of-the-art, merge-based, multi-GPU sorting algorithms, we achieve speedups of up to 1.3× and
1.8× across both systems. Excluding the CPU-GPU data transfer times and on eight GPUs, RMG sort
outperforms the two merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms up to 2.7× and 9.2×.

Keywords: Multi-GPU sorting; radix partitioning; high-speed interconnects; database acceleration

1 Introduction

Today’s data volumes oftentimes exceed the size that database systems can analyze
efficiently [Gu15, Ja14]. To improve the data processing performance, research and industry
exploit modern hardware. GPUs provide high computational power via thousands of cores,
and a high-bandwidth memory [NV17, NV20]. For compute-intensive tasks on small,
in-GPU-memory data sets, GPUs achieve orders of magnitude higher instruction throughput
(e. g. TFLOPS) than CPUs. Thus, they are commonly used as accelerators for deep learning
and HPC workloads [SMY20]. However, GPUs experience a slower adoption into the
database systems market, because of the transfer bottleneck [CI18, Lu20]. For many GPU-
based operator implementations, copying the data to the GPU and back over the PCIe 3.0
interconnect has been the limiting factor [GK18, Lu20, Ra20, RLT20].

In recent years, high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnects, such as NVIDIA’s NVLink,
AMD’s Infinity Fabric, and the Compute Express Link (CXL) have been introduced [AM18,
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NV18, ST20]. They increase the GPU-interconnect bandwidth close to that of main memory,
accelerating CPU-to-GPU and P2P transfers. On hardware platforms with high-speed
interconnects, GPUs efficiently accelerate data analytics workloads and core database
operations [Lu20, Ma22, Ra20]. Sorting is one such operation, with applications in index
creation, duplicate removal, user-specified output ordering, grouping, and sort-merge
joins [Gr06]. Over the past years, numerous single-GPU sorting algorithms have been
proposed and shown to outperform highly parallel CPU algorithms by orders of magnitude.
Parallel radix sort algorithms are best suited for modern GPUs [MG16, SMY20, Ma22].

Modern server-grade systems combine multiple GPUs for an even higher computing power.
The research community extended algorithms to utilize multiple GPUs [RLT20, Pa21].
To the best of our knowledge, all published multi-GPU sorting algorithms are sort-
merge approaches [GK18, PSHL10, RLT20, Ta13]. The P2P merge sort by Tanasic et al.
utilizes inter-GPU communication to merge the previously sorted chunks within GPU
memory [Ta13]. The HET merge sort by Gowanlock et al. uses the CPU to merge GPU
chunks. Evaluated on modern multi-GPU systems, both algorithms show promising speedups
over a single GPU [Ma22]. However, their merging workload increases with the number
of GPUs. For HET merge sort, the final multiway merge on the CPU quickly becomes a
bottleneck [GK18, Ma22]. For P2P merge sort, scaling up the number of GPUs linearly
increases the number of key swaps over the P2P interconnects. During their merge phase,
each GPU swaps data with only one other GPU at a time. Thus, multiple merge steps are
necessary. This algorithm design made sense in a time when GPUs had no direct P2P
interconnects and GPUs communicated with each other via the host-side. On such systems,
many concurrent P2P transfers over the PCIe 3.0 tree topology would suffer from shared
bandwidth effects and throttle the overall throughput [Ma22]. Today, modern multi-GPU
platforms incorporate direct high-bandwidth P2P interconnects. Recent hardware systems
support non-blocking all-to-all inter-GPU communication [NV18, NV21b]. In the light
of these hardware improvements, we propose RMG sort, a novel radix-partitioning-based
multi-GPU sorting algorithm that utilizes the bandwidth of modern P2P interconnects more
efficiently. We reduce inter-GPU communication by exchanging the radix partitions between
all GPUs once and in parallel, independent of the number of GPUs. Our contributions are:

1. We design a novel multi-GPU sorting algorithm (RMG sort). We employ an MSB
radix partitioning strategy to exploit modern P2P interconnects (Section 3).

2. We implement RMG sort in the CUDA framework and publish our source code with
automated benchmark scripts to enable reproducible evaluation results4 (Section 4).

3. We evaluate RMG sort on up to eight GPUs. We compare to parallel CPU-only algo-
rithms and state-of-the-art, merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms (Section 5).

4 https://github.com/hpides/rmg-sort
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2 Background

In this section, we explain the required background information about the GPU hardware
architecture, modern interconnect technologies, and radix sort algorithms.

GPU Architecture. GPUs are designed to support massively parallel computations, hiding
memory access latency with concurrently executed computation [NV22b]. They are equipped
with thousands of cores that are organized in a specialized hierarchy. The main unit of
computation is the streaming multiprocessor (SM) [NV20], equivalent to the compute unit
for AMD GPUs [AM20]. One GPU consists of an array of SMs [NV17, NV20]. Each SM
can run multiple concurrent groups of threads (thread blocks). A thread block can run up to
1024 threads. The SM schedules these high numbers of threads in groups of 32 consecutive
threads, so-called warps, that execute the same instruction. GPUs excel at achieving high
instruction throughput rates and provide a high-bandwidth memory. The memory hierarchy
is divided into off-chip and on-chip memory. Off-chip memory mainly consists of global
HBM2 memory which all running threads access. It provides peak bandwidth rates of up to
1555 GB/s [NV20]. Compared to main memory, the GPU memory capacity is limited (up to
80 GB). The GPU’s L2 cache hides the latency of global memory accesses. In addition, each
SM comes with a local, high-bandwidth, low-latency L1 cache to accelerate computation
on frequently used data. While the L1 cache automatically hides accesses of all threads of
its SM, shared memory needs to be explicitly managed by the programmer.

GPU Interconnects. GPUs are attached to the CPU memory controller via an interconnect.
The interconnect topology significantly impacts the performance of multi-GPU applica-
tions [Li20]. In the following, we explain modern interconnect technologies. PCIe 3.0 is
used as the standard interconnect for many peripheral devices, including GPUs. It supports
full-duplex communication at 16 GB/s per direction. PCIe 4.0 doubles this bandwidth rate
for a theoretical peak of 32 GB/s. Multi-GPU systems with no direct P2P interconnects only
support P2P communication through multi-hop host-side transfers. Over the last few years,
hardware vendors introduced high-bandwidth, low-latency GPU interconnects for direct P2P
transfers. AMD released the Infinity Fabric interconnect [AM18], while NVIDIA launched
NVLink. NVLink 2.0 achieves 25 GB/s per link per direction. One NVLink 2.0-enabled
GPU supports six links for a theoretical peak bandwidth of 150 GB/s per direction. NVLink
3.0 doubles the number of links per GPU for a bandwidth of 300 GB/s. NVLink is primarily
designed to accelerate inter-GPU communication. NVSwitch is an NVLink-based switch
chip by NVIDIA that enables non-blocking, all-to-all, inter-GPU communication at high
bandwidth. It connects up to 16 GPUs between each other in a point-to-point mesh [NV18].

Radix Sort. Radix sort is a non-comparison-based sorting algorithm with linear computa-
tional complexity [Ag96, Gi19, SJ17]. Radix sort algorithms iterate over the keys’ bits and
partition the keys into distinct buckets based on their radix value. To reduce the number of
iterations, radix sort algorithms look at multiple consecutive bits 𝑐 at a time. Typically, a
radix sort algorithm either starts from the most or the least significant bit (MSB or LSB).
Given 𝑘-bit keys, the number of partitioning passes is 𝑝 = ⌈𝑘/𝑐⌉. In each partitioning
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pass, each of the 𝑛 input keys is scattered into one of 2𝑐 distinct buckets depending on the
currently considered 𝑐 bits until all 𝑘 bits have been considered, i. e. the keys are sorted.
This leaves radix sort with a computational complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛 × 𝑝). An LSB radix sort
algorithm stores the 2𝑐 buckets of the current partitioning pass only, as long as it respects
the keys’ sort order from preceding rounds. In contrast, an MSB radix sort algorithm refines
the partitioning within each bucket in each round, keeping track of increasing numbers of
buckets. To scatter the keys into their corresponding buckets in parallel, many GPU-based
radix sort algorithms operate out-of-place [Sa10, SJ17, ZB91, ZW12].

3 Algorithm

In this section, we explain our radix-partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm (RMG
sort). It sorts the input keys using only the GPUs. Therefore, it only sorts data sets that
fit into the combined device memory of the system’s GPUs. We use a most significant bit
(MSB) radix partitioning strategy. Our algorithm requires one all-to-all key swap between
the GPUs over the P2P interconnects, independent of the number of GPUs. Our algorithm
reduces the inter-GPU communication compared to previous sort-merge algorithms. In
summary, RMG sort works as follows: First, the unsorted input keys are copied to the
GPUs in chunks of equal size. Each GPU partitions its keys locally, starting from the most
significant bit, until every radix bucket on each GPU is small enough for the following
all-to-all P2P key swap between the GPUs. The P2P key swap re-distributes all buckets
across all GPUs so that afterwards, 1) each GPU contains keys of a distinct value range
and 2) bringing all keys into the global sort order across the 𝑔 GPUs does not require any
further key swaps. In other words, after the P2P key swap, all keys of GPU 𝑖 have smaller or
equal most significant bits compared to the keys of GPU 𝑖 + 1. Then, each GPU sorts its
buckets locally to bring the keys across all 𝑔 GPUs into the final sorted order.

This allows for two optimizations: First, we reduce the final sorting workload. Instead of
sorting the entire chunk, each GPU sorts its radix buckets individually. Given that the
partitioning phase already examined the most significant 𝑟 bits of each key, we sort each
bucket on the remaining 𝑘 − 𝑟 bits. Secondly, we interleave the sorting computation with
copying the data back to the CPU. Once a bucket is fully sorted, we transfer it back, while the
remaining buckets are still being sorted. Thereby, we hide the time duration of the sorting
computation on the GPUs. In the following sections, we explain how the radix partitioning
phase ensures that one bucket exchange (P2P key swap) between the GPUs is sufficient,
even for skewed data. We outline how we distribute the keys across the GPUs with nearly
perfect load balancing and how we accelerate the final sorting computation.

3.1 On-GPU MSB Radix Partitioning

After the 𝑛 input keys are copied to the 𝑔 GPUs in equal sized chunks, each GPU partition its
keys locally (i. e. in its own device memory). Each GPU first computes the histogram over
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its ⌈𝑛/𝑔⌉ keys on the most significant 𝑐 bits. Calculating the prefix sum on the histogram
returns the starting write offsets for each of the 2𝑐 buckets. Using the prefix sum, each GPU
partitions its chunk in device memory so that all keys of bucket 𝑖 precede bucket 𝑖 + 1.

For most data distributions, the probability is high that there is a radix bucket for which
every GPU finds associated keys. In fact, for uniformly distributed keys, every GPU likely
contains keys that belong to every one of the 2𝑐 possible buckets. The goal of the P2P key
swap is to re-distribute the keys across all 𝑔 GPUs so that all keys that belong to the same
bucket are aligned in the device memory of one and the same GPU. We also have to ensure
that all keys of GPU 𝑖 are smaller than or equal to the ones on GPU 𝑖 + 1. We satisfy both
constraints by distributing the keys across the GPUs in the order of their radix digit values,
i. e. by distributing the buckets in ascending order: The buckets of the smallest radix values
to GPU 0, and those with the highest radix values to GPU 𝑔−1. After each partitioning pass,
each GPU sends its histogram to all other GPUs via the P2P interconnects. Thus, each GPU
knows about the entire key distribution and computes the logical distribution of buckets,
i. e. the placement of buckets across the 𝑔 GPUs in ascending order. Here, we check whether
the current level of partitioning allows for each complete bucket to fit onto its designated
GPU. A bucket 𝑏 on GPU 𝑖 is complete if all of the keys that reside on GPU 𝑖 and that
fall into bucket 𝑏 are aligned at subsequent addresses in the memory of GPU 𝑖. Given 𝑔

GPUs, each GPU might produce a complete bucket 𝑏. A set of at most 𝑔 complete buckets
[𝑏]0, [𝑏]1, ..., [𝑏]𝑔−1 forms a spanning bucket under a given logical bucket distribution
if all keys that belong to bucket 𝑏 will not fit into the memory of the designated GPU. A
spanning bucket prevents us from performing the P2P bucket exchange because we could
not fully sort the spanning bucket without further communication between those GPUs that
the bucket spans. We need to refine each spanning bucket in subsequent partitioning passes.

The number of partitioning passes necessary depends on the distribution of input keys. The
input data might be highly skewed and contain only leading zeros in the most significant 𝑐
bits. It is desirable for our partitioning phase to split the keys into reasonably small buckets
to avoid load imbalances between the GPUs. We perform multiple partitioning passes on
subsequent sets of 𝑐 bits, starting from the most significant one, until there are no spanning
buckets left. Any subsequent partitioning pass refines only the spanning buckets while the
buckets that already fit onto one GPU stay untouched. In Figure 1, we show an example of
our radix partitioning algorithm on four GPUs. In the example, we sort 32-bit keys while
considering 𝑐 = 8 bits at a time. In the first pass, each GPU scatters its keys based on the
bits [32..24). We show the result of the local partitioning step in the top half of each pass,
i. e. the physical view of the GPU memory. All GPUs find many keys that belong to bucket
0. They exchange their histogram information which allows each GPU to construct the
logical distribution of complete buckets, shown in the bottom half of each pass in Figure 1.
The complete bucket [0] is a spanning bucket after the first partitioning pass. Consequently,
we continue with another pass on bits [24..16) on the spanning bucket [0]. In the second
partitioning pass, each GPU with keys of the spanning bucket [0] refines its part (e. g. into
two smaller buckets [0:0] and [0:1] on GPU 0). After the histogram exchange of the second
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[0]

GPU 0 GPU 1 

[0] [0]

GPU 2 GPU 3 

[1] [3] [3] [2]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [1] [2] [3] [3]

[0]

[0:0]

Logical Distribution of Buckets

Physical View of the GPU Memory after Radix Partitioning on MSB [24..16)

[0:0] [0:1][1] [3] [3] [2]

[1] [2] [3] [3]

[0:0][0:1] [0:1] [0:3] [0:2]

[0:0] [0:0] [0:1] [0:1] [0:1] [0:3][0:0] [0:2]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

Logical Distribution of Buckets

Physical View of the GPU Memory after Radix Partitioning on MSB [32..24)

Fig. 1: Radix partitioning phase example

pass, we compute the logical bucket distribution and find that we resolved the spanning
bucket. Bucket [0:2] (resident on GPU 3) is not a spanning bucket because we allow for
nearly-perfect load balancing. Thus, our radix partitioning phase is completed.

3.2 Multi-GPU P2P Bucket Exchange

The bottom of Figure 1 shows an example of a final, logical bucket distribution. It aligns the
complete buckets in globally sorted order across the GPUs. After the partitioning phase,
the keys of each bucket still reside in the memory of their initial GPU as they have only
been partitioned locally. In the multi-GPU P2P key swap, we re-distribute them between all
GPUs. Each bucket’s destination GPU can either be the same as the source GPU or a remote
GPU in which case the memory copy goes over the P2P interconnects. For the P2P bucket
exchange, the logical bucket distribution computed from the histogram broadcast of the final
partitioning pass is sufficient. We measure that the overhead of calling one asynchronous
copy per bucket is negligible even for high numbers of buckets. The CUDA driver appends
calls into the CUDA stream queue and performs the copies at peak bandwidth.

Load Balancing. To reduce the number of partitioning passes, we do not enforce perfect
load balancing. Instead, certain GPUs can handle slightly more keys than others. The first
partitioning pass very rarely results in a bucket distribution that is perfectly aligned with
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GPU 0 GPU 1 GPU 2 GPU 3 

[0]

After P2P Key Swap

[0] [1][3] [2] [2] [2]

[2] [3] [3] [3]

[0][1] [1] [3]

[0] [0] [1] [1] [1] [2][0]

[3]

[2]

Before P2P Key Swap

[0] [0] [1][3] [2] [2] [0][1] [1] [3]

Fig. 2: P2P bucket exchange example

the chunk size. We define a threshold 𝜖 as the number of keys that each GPU can use as
additional padding at the start and the end of its chunk buffer. This avoids treating slightly
overflowing buckets as spanning buckets. Whenever a bucket overflows into a GPU by a
number of keys 𝜎 ≤ 𝜖 , these 𝜎 keys are assigned to the adjacent GPU that already holds
keys of that same bucket. If an overlapping bucket would span over two or three GPUs for
a perfectly load-balanced approach, our additional 𝜖-padding can, in the best case, avoid
an entire partitioning pass. If the spanning bucket spans over more than three GPUs, our
nearly-perfect load balancing approach reduces the number of GPUs that the bucket spans
by up to two. This is because each GPU employs the 𝜖-padding at the start and the end of its
chunk. We empirically determine an optimal 𝜖-padding of 0.5% of the initial GPU chunk
size. With this 𝜖 , we measure that uniformly distributed keys require one partitioning pass.

For extremely skewed distributions, spanning buckets can occur after the last partitioning
pass on the least significant 𝑐 bits (e. g. if all 𝑛 keys are of the same value). Having considered
all 𝑘 bits after the radix partitioning phase, there will still be one spanning bucket with 𝑛

keys over all 𝑔 GPUs. In fact, any spanning bucket that remains after the last partitioning
pass must consist of keys of the same single value. Thus, we can choose arbitrary borders
for where to split the spanning bucket. We simply distribute the keys of each last-pass
spanning bucket in a perfectly load-balanced manner across the involved GPUs. Since
we employ MSB radix partitioning, the number of buckets grows continuously with each
partitioning pass. Considering 𝑐 bits at a time, partitioning one spanning bucket divides
it into 2𝑐 sub-buckets. We view the initial input of 𝑛 keys on the 𝑔 GPUs as the initial
spanning bucket. A GPU can be involved in at most two spanning buckets (one per adjacent
GPU). Thus, the maximum possible number of spanning buckets per partitioning pass is
𝑔 − 1. In that case, each spanning bucket spans over two GPUs. In total, we perform a
maximum of 𝑝 partitioning passes, with 𝑝 = ⌈𝑘/𝑐⌉. In the first pass, we partition the input
data as one spanning bucket. This leaves us with an upper bound for the spanning buckets
of 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝑔 − 1) · (𝑝 − 1) + 1. The total number of buckets can not exceed 2𝑐 · 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 . For
𝑐 = 8, 64-bit keys and eight GPUs, this is equal to 256 · 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 12.545.
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3.3 On-GPU Bucket Sorting

After the P2P key swap, each GPU contains buckets of distinct value ranges. While the
different buckets are correctly ordered by their MSB values, the keys within each bucket
are still unsorted. To sort each bucket, we use the single-GPU LSB radix sort algorithm
cub::DeviceRadixSort::SortKeys, provided in NVIDIA’s CUB library as it achieves the fastest
performance [NV21a, Ma22]. Depending on the number of partitioning passes performed,
we have already examined a certain number of most significant bits of each key. We use this
information to accelerate the sorting computation. For each bucket, we specify the bit range
that the local radix sort sorts on. The final bucket partitioning level is heterogeneous in the
following sense: Some buckets are sufficiently partitioned after the first pass while others
are refined through multiple passes. As a consequence, for each bucket that we sort, we
have taken a different number of most significant bits into account during the partitioning
phase. Since we store the partitioning pass 𝑝𝑏 that generated each bucket, we determine the
bit range to sort on as follows: [𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡..0], with 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑘 − ((𝑝𝑏 + 1) · 𝑐). If a bucket
went through the maximum number of partitioning passes 𝑝, we do not need to sort the
bucket at all. Compared to sorting on all bits, specifying a reduced bit range improves the
sorting performance of the local radix sort significantly. We measure a speedups between
30% and 200% for one, two and three partitioning passes on the NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

The overhead of a single kernel launch is insignificant. When calling one kernel per bucket
to sort, the launch times add up. In order to reduce the total number of buckets and mitigate
the associated kernel launch overhead, we fuse neighbouring buckets whose number of
keys is below a certain threshold. We can only fuse neighbouring buckets because we
have to preserve the buckets’ global sort order. We configure the threshold equal to 1%
of the initial GPU chunk size. Whenever we fuse two buckets, the bit range that we sort
the combined bucket on needs to be extended. To avoid extending the bit range too much,
and thereby losing the benefit of the reduced sorting duration, we only fuse buckets of
the same partitioning pass. As a result, the combined buckets share their initial bit range
[𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡..0] which we extend by the necessary minimum, i. e. by the most significant bit
position in which the two bucket values differ. After the buckets have been fused and each
final bucket’s bit range is determined, each GPU sorts its buckets individually. As soon as
a bucket is sorted, we transfer it back to the CPU, asynchronously launching the memory
copy that transfers the latest sorted range of keys. This approach effectively overlaps the
sorting computation with the device-to-host copy operation.

4 Implementation

In this section, we explain how we implement our MSB radix partitioning phase. Each
partitioning pass includes computing histograms and scattering keys accordingly.
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4.1 Histogram Computation

After the input data is copied to the GPUs, each GPU computes the histogram on the most
significant 𝑐 bits of its keys. To compute the histogram, we read all keys of the chunk,
and atomically increment one of the 2𝑐 bucket counters in our histogram array depending
on the key’s radix. When parallelizing the computation, we assign each thread block an
equal number of keys to process. To achieve peak performance, each thread block first
computes a block-local histogram stored in its shared memory. Atomic operations on shared
memory are significantly faster than on global memory. After writing each block-local
histogram back to global memory, we need to aggregate these partial histograms into the
final GPU-global histogram. For this, we implement a second kernel function that reads the
block-local histograms from memory and performs global atomic operations. To reduce the
number of global atomics, we launch enough threads for each to pre-aggregate a fixed-sized
group of block-local histograms. The resulting read pattern to the block-local histograms is
perfectly warp-aligned because we orchestrate the memory accesses based on the thread-id.

For very skewed distributions, the shared memory atomics on the block-local histogram
are under increased pressure. In the most extreme case, all keys processed by a thread
block have the same 𝑐 bits. Thus, all threads try to increase the same bucket counter of the
block-local histogram concurrently. To mitigate this performance degradation, we employ
the following lightweight optimization: Each thread stores its first key’s bucket value and
holds back the atomic increment. For every following key, we check if it falls in the same
bucket as the first key, and if so, we increment a local variable. After the thread iterated over
its keys, we perform the postponed shared atomic increment. With this optimization, our
histogram computation is equally fast on skewed and uniform data.

4.2 Key Scattering

In the key scattering step, each GPU locally partitions its keys based on the computed
histogram, i. e. based on the considered 𝑐 bits. Afterward, all keys of bucket 𝑖 precede those
of bucket 𝑖 + 1. To avoid synchronization between reading from and writing to the same
memory buffer with many threads, we perform the key scattering step out-of-place. We
allocate two alternating input/output buffers. Depending on the bucket, each key needs to
be scattered to different locations in global memory. To avoid random write patterns, we
pre-scatter all the keys of a thread block into their respective buckets in shared memory.
This allows each thread block to write its buckets back to global memory one after another.
As a result, the write pattern is sequential for keys of the same bucket. We launch the
same number of threads and thread blocks for our ScatterKeys kernel as for the histogram
computation. Thus, we can re-use the block-local histograms. For both, the pre-scattering
and the global write-back, we know the write position for each key of a bucket. In both
cases, we determine the write positions by computing the prefix sum on the corresponding
histogram, i. e. either the GPU-global or a block-local one.
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Shared Memory Pre-Scattering. Each thread block, scheduled to one SM, is responsible
for pre-scattering its share of keys into its shared memory buffer. First, the thread block
loads its block-local histogram and computes the prefix sum on it. This gives us the starting
write position 𝑤𝑠ℎ for each bucket 𝑏, i. e. the write position for the first key of 𝑏. Then,
each thread iterates over its assigned keys, determining their buckets. For a key of bucket
𝑏, we performs an atomicAdd operation that reads 𝑤𝑠ℎ [𝑏] and adds 1. We then scatter the
key into the shared memory buffer at the position that we read from 𝑤𝑠ℎ [𝑏]. Thus, we
ensure that any subsequent writes by another or the same thread will be performed on the
incremented offset, avoiding write conflicts. We deliberately perform significantly more
atomic operations in shared memory than in global memory because they are substantially
faster in shared memory. The limited shared memory size (128 KB on the Tesla V100)
sets an upper bound for the number of keys that each thread block can pre-scatter. We
configure our implementation to process twelve 32-bit keys per thread, and each tread block
to run 1024 threads. For 64-bit keys, each thread processes six keys. This results in a shared
memory usage of 49.152 KB, leaving enough memory to be used as the L1 cache.

Global Memory Write-Back. We compute the prefix sum on the GPU-global histogram
before calling the ScatterKeys kernel. It returns the starting write position to the global
memory output buffer 𝑤𝑔𝑙 for each complete bucket. Since all thread blocks concurrently
write their share of keys back to global memory, we pre-determine the exact global memory
buffer spaces that each thread block writes to. For this, every thread block atomically
increments 𝑤𝑔𝑙 [𝑏] by the number of keys it will write per bucket 𝑏. This ensures that the
global memory write-back phase needs no further synchronization. The pre-scattering step
enables sequential writes. But to achieve peak memory throughput, the write pattern needs
to be warp-aligned. We implement each thread warp to be responsible for writing a small,
constant number of consecutive buckets, one after the other. Each thread of a warp writes
one of 32 consecutive keys of the warp’s current bucket, iterating over the bucket’s keys
with a stride of 32 (= thread warp size [NV22a]). With this approach, the bucket size can
negatively influence the memory throughput. If many buckets contained very few keys, the
memory throughput would drop considerably as many threads idle. It is desirable that all
non-empty buckets contain enough keys to fill at least one thread warp memory transaction.
We cannot increase the number of keys per bucket by processing more keys per thread
block because the shared memory size is limited. Rather, the number of consecutive bits
𝑐 considered per partitioning pass influences how many keys can fall into a bucket. For
example, if we chose 𝑐=16, the number of possible buckets 216 would be higher than the
number of keys one thread block processes. This would drastically reduce the memory
throughput since most of the buckets would contain very few or no keys, assuming uniform
distributions. If 𝑐 is too small, we increase the number of partitioning passes, ultimately
increasing the total sort duration. We configure 𝑐=8 as an ideal trade-off between minimizing
the number of partitioning passes and maximizing the throughput. Thus, we confirm the
findings of Stehle et al. for their single-GPU MSB radix sort [SJ17]. We measure a global
write-back throughput of 70-95% of the A100 GPU’s peak memory bandwidth.
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5 Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of RMG sort to highly parallel CPU algo-
rithms (Section 5.1), and two state-of-the-art merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms
(Section 5.2). We analyze RMG sort for varying distributions and data types in Section 5.3.

Experimental Setup. We evaluate our algorithm on two multi-GPU platforms with state-
of-the-art interconnects. We provide system information in Table 1. The IBM Power AC922
is a two-socket system that attaches two NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs to each NUMA
node [NSH18] (Figure 3, bandwidth per direction). On the IBM AC922, NVLink 2.0
accelerates data transfers between a NUMA node and its two GPUs. Our second system is
the DGX A100 [NV21b]. It connects eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs with NVLink 3.0-based
NVSwitch for high-speed transfers between all GPUs at 300 GB/s per direction (Figure 4).

Tab. 1: Hardware systems overview

(a) IBM Power System AC922 (b) NVIDIA DGX A100
CPU 2× IBM POWER9 à 16 cores 2.7 GHz 2x AMD EPYC 7742 à 64 cores 2.3 GHz
GPUs 4× NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 32 GB 8× NVIDIA A100 SXM4 40 GB
RAM 2× 256 GB DDR4 2× 512 GB DDR4
Tools CUDA 11.2, GCC 10.2.1 CUDA 11.4, GCC 9.3.0

CPU 0 64 GB/s
X-Bus

GPU 
0

GPU 
1

CPU 1

GPU 
2

GPU 
3

75 GB/s

75 GB/s

75 GB/sNVLink 2.0
3x

Fig. 3: IBM AC922 topology
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3

GPU 
6

GPU 
4

GPU 
7

NVSwitch
via NVLink 3.0

300 GB/s

PCIe 4.0 PCIe 4.0

32 GB/s

Fig. 4: NVIDIA DGX A100 topology

For all experiments, we measure the end-to-end sort duration which includes the data
transfer times between CPU and GPUs. We run every experiment five times and report the
arithmetic mean. Our experiments results are stable with a standard error across all runs
of less than 4% from the mean. We assume that the input data is not distributed perfectly
among the NUMA nodes. Instead, it lies in the main memory of NUMA node 0 only. An
optimized NUMA strategy would benefit all three evaluated multi-GPU sorting algorithms
equally, and is to consider in future work. We pre-allocate the GPU memory and the pinned
host memory because we assume exclusively reserved accelerators. We publish the source
code of RMG sort with benchmark scripts to automatically run and plot the experiments.
Optimal GPU Sets. Given a fixed number of GPUs 𝑔with 𝑔 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥}, the interconnect
topology determines which exact 𝑔 GPUs achieve the fastest sorting execution. For instance,
when using a P2P-based algorithm on the IBM AC922, the optimal two-GPU-set is the
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Fig. 5: Sorting performance: CPU vs. GPU(s) on the DGX A100

CPU-local GPU pair (0, 1) (for NUMA node 0). The optimal four-GPU-set on the DGX
A100 is (0, 2, 4, 6) as it includes only one GPU of each pair that shares a PCIe switch.
Across our evaluation, we depict the performance for optimal GPU sets.
Baselines. To compare the performance of RMG sort to that of the CPU, we use the state-
of-the-art parallel CPU radix sort PARADIS as our baseline [Ch15]. We add the parallel
multiway merge sort from the GNU parallel algorithms as our second CPU baseline [FS21].
To compare the performance of multiple GPUs against one, we use the same primitive as in
RMG sort, namely cub::DeviceRadixSort [NV21a]. This LSB radix sort is, to the best of our
knowledge, the fastest single-GPU sorting algorithm [Ma22]. As such, it is integrated into
NVIDIA’s Thrust library as the standard sorting method thrust::sort [NV21d].
Memory consumption. Since CUB’s device radix sort works out-of-place, RMG sort and
the two multi-GPU sorts we compare to have a memory consumption of at least 2𝑛 for 𝑛
input keys. For RMG sort, we additionally store histograms and bucket mapping tables. The
additional memory overhead of RMG sort depends on the upper bound of spanning buckets,
and thus increases with the number of GPUs and partitioning passes. In our implementation,
sorting 16 billion 32-bit keys with eight GPUs requires an additional memory overhead of
3.7 GB – 22% of the 2𝑛 memory overhead (=16 GB). When sorting 8B keys on four GPUs,
the additional overhead is 11%. However, as part of future work, we want to improve our
implementation and reduce the additional overhead significantly by re-using buffers in each
partitioning pass. Then, the additional memory overhead only depends on the number of
GPUs. In the above cases, it would constitute 7%, and 3.5%, respectively.

5.1 CPU Comparison

First, we compare the performance of RMG sort to the CPU. We sort two billion uniformly
distributed 32-bit integer keys with our proposed RMG sort, and our single-GPU and CPU
baselines. We depict the results for the NVIDIA DGX A100 in Figure 5. The system’s
optimal four-GPU-set is (0, 2, 4, 6). We observe that one GPU achieves a speedup of 3×
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over gnu-parallel and 2.6× over PARADIS. Given that radix sort algorithms are memory-
bandwidth-bound, one main reason why the GPU outperforms the CPU is the GPU’s
substantially higher memory bandwidth. Compared to gnu-parallel, RMG sort is 9.8×
faster with four GPUs and 10.8× with eight. Also, RMG sort outperforms PARADIS 8×
with four GPUs, and 9× with eight. Overall, eight GPUs achieve the best performance. On
the IBM AC922, we measure that RMG sort outperforms the CPU up to 20×. The speedup
is higher than on the DGX A100 because the POWER9 CPU has 4× fewer cores than the
AMD EPYC 7742 and the IBM AC922 achieves faster CPU-GPU copies with NVLink 2.0.

5.2 Radix-Partitioning vs. Sort-Merge

In this section, we compare the performance of RMG sort to two state-of-the-art merge-
based multi-GPU sorting algorithms, the P2P merge sort by Tanasic et al. [Ta13], and the
heterogeneous merge sort (HET merge sort) by Gowanlock et al. [GK18]. P2P merge sort
sorts and merges on multiple GPUs using P2P interconnects. By selecting a pivot within the
sorted chunks of a GPU pair, blocks of keys are swapped so that the first GPU contains keys
smaller than or equal to the keys of the second GPU. Merging the two blocks of keys on each
GPU locally brings the data across both GPUs into globally sorted order. The algorithm
sorts on more than two GPUs using many subsequent P2P key swaps and GPU-local merge
steps. The number of P2P transfers scales linearly with the number of GPUs 𝑔. P2P merge
sort can only sort on 𝑔 = 2𝑘 GPUs, 𝑘 ∈ N. RMG sort runs on any number of GPUs. HET
merge sort uses a parallel multiway merge algorithm on the CPU to merge chunks that the
GPUs have sorted, and is not limited by the combined GPU memory capacity. Since RMG
sort only sorts data that fits onto the GPUs, we disregard the evaluation of out-of-core data.

To evaluate the performance differences between RMG sort and the merge-based algorithms,
we break down the total sort duration of each algorithm into phases. All three algorithms
start with the host-to-device (HtoD) copy. For RMG sort, the remaining phases are the
radix partitioning, the P2P key swap, and the bucket sorting phase which is interleaved with
copying the buckets back to the host. For P2P merge sort, we analyze the HtoD copy, the
sort phase, the P2P merge phase on the GPUs, and the device-to-host copy (DtoH). In its
sort phase, each GPU chunk is sorted using CUB’s single-GPU radix sort. HET merge sort
entails the same phases as P2P merge sort except for its CPU-based multiway merge.

Sort Duration Breakdown – IBM AC922. In Figure 6, we depict the sort duration
breakdown for RMG sort, P2P merge sort, and HET merge sort for 2B (two billion)
uniformly distributed 32-bit integer keys on the IBM AC922. We depict the results for the
single-GPU baseline, the GPU pair (0, 1), and all four GPUs. Both RMG sort and P2P
merge sort exchange keys via the P2P interconnects. Since the merge phase of P2P merge
sort is bound by the P2P key swaps and not the GPU-local merge steps, we display the P2P
merge phase using the same plot label and bar pattern as for RMG sort’s P2P key swap. We
observe that the radix partitioning achieves the shortest duration out of all algorithm phases,
scaling linearly to the number of keys, i. e. the GPU chunk size. On two GPUs it makes
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Fig. 6: Sort duration breakdown: Sorting two billion integer keys on the IBM AC922

up 11% of RMG sort’s total sort time with 22.8ms, while it takes four GPUs 11.4ms. For
the GPU pair (0, 1), the second shortest time duration is the P2P key swap. Powered by a
bandwidth of 75 GB/s, the P2P bucket exchange takes 36ms (16% of the total sort duration).
While the HtoD copy is halved compared to the single-GPU baseline, the Sort Buckets &
DtoH Copy phase makes up 47% of the total sort duration. This is because the DtoH copy
throughput drops by 30% compared to HtoD copies for parallel transfers from multiple
GPUs to the same NUMA node [Ma22]. In addition to this hardware anomaly, we measure
that the sort-copy-overlap does not perfectly hide the sorting time. Still, overlapping the
sorting computation with the DtoH copy saves 50% of the sorting time (=32ms) on two
GPUs. This explains why RMG sort achieves a speedup of 1.6× with two GPUs over one.

Figure 6a also shows why four GPUs perform worse than two on the IBM AC922. The
CPU-interconnect is the system’s transfer bottleneck, as the X-Bus reaches only 41 GB/s of
the theoretical peak bandwidth of 64 GB/s [Pe19, Ma22]. Thus, the slow CPU-GPU copies
on the remote GPUs 2 and 3 slow down the execution. Also, the P2P throughput suffers
from the low X-Bus bandwidth, as the P2P key swap takes 3× longer on four GPUs than on
two. As a result, RMG sort performs 7% slower on four GPUs compared to one GPU. In
Figure 6b, we observe that the number of P2P key swaps of P2P merge sort scales linearly
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with the number of GPUs. On two GPUs, P2P merge sort requires only a single key swap,
similar to RMG sort, which results in nearly identical transfer times. However, since we
overlap the sorting computation with the DtoH copy, RMG sort outperforms P2P merge sort
on two GPUs by 11%. When comparing RMG sort with HET merge sort (see Figure 6c),
we observe that the CPU multiway merge is significantly slower compared to our on-GPU
partitioning. On two GPUs, it takes RMG sort 2.7× less time to partition and swap the keys
than it takes the CPU to merge the two sorted chunks. On four GPUs, the P2P throughput of
RMG sort is significantly reduced. Still, the radix partitioning and the P2P key swap phase
combine for a time duration that is 44% lower than that of the CPU merge. In total, RMG
sort outperforms HET merge sort 1.6× on two, and 1.2× on four GPUs for 2B keys.

We conclude that on GPUs with high-bandwidth P2P interconnects, GPU-only approaches
like RMG sort and P2P merge sort are superior to the CPU-based merge. RMG sort reduces
the inter-GPU communication compared to P2P merge sort only for 𝑔 > 2. On this system,
where two NUMA-local GPUs are optimal, we outperform P2P merge sort because we
overlap the sorting computation with the DtoH copy – an optimization of our MSB radix
partitioning. P2P merge sort waits for the last key to be merged before the DtoH copy.
Sorting Large Data – IBM AC922. We observe that the speedup of RMG sort over P2P
merge sort increases with larger inputs. RMG outperforms P2P merge sort by 11% for 2B
keys, and by 17% for 4B keys. We outperform HET merge sort 1.6× for 2B keys, and 1.7×
for 4B keys. Sorting 12B integer keys (48 GB) with four GPUs on the IBM AC922, RMG
sort outperforms HET merge sort by 2.1×. P2P merge sort cannot sort more than 232 keys
per GPU due to an input size limitation in its on-GPU merge implementation.

Sort Duration Breakdown – DGX A100. Figure 7 depicts the sort duration breakdown
sorting 2B (two billion) uniformly distributed keys on the DGX A100. We evaluate the
GPU sets (0, 2), (0, 2, 4, 6), and all eight. First, we note that the HtoD and DtoH copies
take significantly longer on this system than on the IBM AC922 due to the comparatively
low PCIe 4.0 bandwidth. For RMG sort, the CPU-GPU transfers make up 90% of the
end-to-end duration. In Figure 7a, we observe that our partitioning phase scales well to
increasing numbers of GPUs. It takes 14.4ms on two GPUs, 7.2ms on four GPUs, and 3.6ms
on eight GPUs, which constitutes 4%, 3%, and 2% of the total sort duration, respectively.
The P2P key swap time stays constant, independent of the number of GPUs. Given the
high bandwidth of NVLink 3.0. We measure 14-17ms for two, four and eight GPUs (less
than 8% of the total sorting time). The P2P swap time is not reduced when increasing
the number of GPUs even though each GPU copies less data. Even though NVSwitch
does achieve simultaneous all-to-all transfers at high throughput, P2P transfers between
individual pairs of GPUs tend to perform best. Similar to our partitioning phase, the time of
the sorting computation gets halved when we double the number of GPUs. However, the
sorting time on the A100 GPU is insignificant compared to the HtoD/DtoH copies. Thus,
the sort-copy-overlap does not notably improve the end-to-end performance on this system.

Despite the CPU-GPU copy bottleneck on the DGX A100, we observe RMG sort to
scale comparatively well from one to eight GPUs. Compared to a single GPU, we achieve
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Fig. 7: Sort duration breakdown: Sorting two billion integer keys on the DGX A100

speedups of 1.9× with two, 3.2× with four, and 3.5× with eight GPUs. We cannot expect
much higher speedups on eight GPUs because of the shared bandwidth effects that result
from the system’s limited number of PCIe switches. As seen in Figure 4, neighbouring
pairs of GPUs share a PCIe switch. For parallel CPU-GPU transfers, the throughput for
neighbouring GPU pairs cannot exceed the 32 GB/s of one PCIe 4.0 instance. This hardware
limitation negatively influences any multi-GPU sorting algorithm, not just RMG sort. In
Figure 7b, we again see that the P2P merge phase time of P2P merge sort increases with the
number of GPUs. We measure it to take almost 4× longer when eight GPUs merge their
chunks compared to two. This explains why RMG sort’s speedup factor over P2P merge
sort increases: 3% with 𝑔=2, 10% with 𝑔=4, and 17% with 𝑔=8. When RMG sort uses
eight GPUs, the radix partitioning phase and the P2P key swap take 20ms, which is 2.7×
less than the P2P merge phase takes. In Figure 7c, we again observe the CPU merge as
the limiting factor of HET merge sort. Compared to the combined duration of RMG sort’s
partitioning phase and its P2P swap on two, four, and eight GPUs, the CPU merge takes
6.6-9.2× longer. In total, RMG sort outperforms HET merge sort up to 1.8× on eight GPUs.
Thus, if we compare the execution times for the on-GPU (or on-CPU) computation and
the P2P transfers only, i. e. excluding the HtoD and DtoH copies, RMG sort outperforms
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Tab. 2: Sorting performance by data distribution (2 billion keys, 8 GPUs, DGX A100)

zero sorted nearly-sorted reverse-sorted uniform normal
RMG sort 182ms 190ms 192ms 193ms 205ms 215ms
P2P merge sort 182ms 189ms 200ms 250ms 240ms 243ms

P2P merge sort 2.7×, and HET merge sort 9.2× with eight GPUs. The slow HtoD and DtoH
copies reduce the total end-to-end speedup. Still, we demonstrate the potential speedup
that RMG sort could achieve if the system included high-speed CPU-GPU interconnects.
For the DGX A100, we confirm that P2P-based multi-GPU approaches sort significantly
faster than the heterogeneous strategies. We conclude that, compared to P2P merge sort,
RMG sort more efficiently utilizes the non-blocking all-to-all P2P transfer capability of
NVLink-based NVSwitch. RMG sort scales linearly with the number of GPUs 𝑔 in the radix
partitioning phase and keeps a constant P2P key swap time, independent of 𝑔.
Sorting Large Data – DGX A100. We compare the performance of the three multi-GPU
sorts for increasing input sizes (up to 16B keys) on eight GPUs on the DGX A100. Compared
to P2P merge sort, RMG sort is faster up to 1.3× while outperforming HET merge sort up
to 1.8×. For 32B integer keys (128 GB), RMG sort takes about 3 seconds, which is 1.85×
faster than HET merge sort. Including the data transfers, RMG sort achieves an end-to-end
sorting rate of over 10 billion keys per second and scales linearly to larger input sets.

5.3 Sorting Performance By Data Distributions and Data Types

Varying Data Distributions. In Table 2, we compare the sorting time of RMG sort to that
of P2P merge sort for varying distributions on the DGX A100 for eight GPUs. HET merge
sort is stable across these distributions and purely bound by the main memory bandwidth.
We sort 32-bit unsigned integers and find that RMG sort performs better on sorted (13%),
nearly-sorted (8%), reverse-sorted (7%), and zero entropy (6%) distributions than for
uniform ones. For the zero entropy distribution (i. e. all keys are the same), and already
sorted data, RMG sort skips the P2P key swap. Nearly-sorted distributions require almost
no key swaps. Additionally, for zero entropy data, we skip sorting the buckets as each one is
a last-pass spanning bucket. During the partitioning, we computed the histograms 𝑝 times,
considered all 𝑘 bits, but never scattered the keys. RMG sort is quick for read-intensive
workloads. In the end, P2P merge sort and RMG sort are equally fast for zero and sorted
data, while RMG sort is slightly faster on nearly-sorted keys. Reverse-sorted distributions
benefit RMG sort as the keys are exchanged only between pairs of mirrored GPUs. We
measure that this copy pattern achieves a higher P2P throughput (1.3 − 4.7×). Normal
distributions require two partitioning passes. Overall, RMG sort outperforms P2P merge
sort for reverse-sorted (30%), uniform (17%), and normal distributions (13%).

Sorting Skewed Data. In this section, we evaluate the performance of RMG sort for Zipfian
distributions. For increasing Zipf exponents 𝑧, the probability of a key being one of only a
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few highly frequent key values increases. Given two billion keys and 𝑧=1.0, the probability
that a key is one of the top-1000 most occurring keys is 34%. The same probability is
at 97.5% for 𝑧=1.5. In Figure 8a, we depict the sort duration of RMG sort for varying 𝑧.
We sort 2B 32-bit keys on two GPUs on the IBM AC922. The sort duration increases for
𝑧 > 0. At the peak at 𝑧=1.5, it reaches 273ms, (+26% over the sorting time of the uniform
distribution). For 𝑧 ≥ 1.5, the sort duration steadily decreases down to the initial duration.

For 𝑧=0.5, one pass completes the partitioning phase. We measure average execution times
for the key scattering and the histogram computation. However, the number of buckets on
the second GPU is greater than our threshold MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 = 128, despite our optimization
to fuse small neighbouring buckets. For more than MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 buckets, we sort the entire
GPU chunk instead of individual buckets to avoid too many kernel launches. As a result, we
cannot overlap the sorting with the DtoH copy, which explains why the total time increases
by 30ms. For 0.5 < 𝑧 ≤ 1.5, fusing neighbouring buckets reduces the total number of
buckets significantly, e. g. from 575 to 90 in some cases. For 𝑧 ≥ 0.75, RMG sort performs
the sort-copy-overlap at peak throughput and the bottleneck shifts to the radix partitioning.

For 0.5 < 𝑧 ≤ 1.5, the distribution becomes more skewed, and more spanning buckets
need to be resolved. For 𝑧=1.0, three partitioning passes are necessary, while the 𝑧=1.5
requires all four. Thus, we have little to no sorting computation left after the partitioning
phase considered (almost) all bits. However, the duration of multiple ScatterKeys kernel
executions adds up significantly on this system, i. a. because of the many shared memory
atomic conflicts. We measure the time of one ScatterKeys kernel execution to increase up to
20ms (+25%). This adds 40-70ms to the total sort duration for 𝑧 ∈ [1.0, 1.5]. For 𝑧 ≥ 1.5,
the sort duration decreases as almost all keys belong to the same few buckets, approaching
the zero entropy distribution. Then, we increasingly skip the key scattering steps during the
partitioning passes because all keys of a GPU chunk belong to the same bucket. Computing
the histogram (6ms) takes less than the key scattering (16ms). Also, we do not sort the
buckets since we partitioned on all 𝑘 = 32 bits. We evaluate the sort duration of P2P merge
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Fig. 8: Sorting performance for skewed data (2 billion keys)
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sort and HET merge sort to be independent of the Zipf exponent. In the worst case of 𝑧=1.5,
RMG sort is up to 13% slower than P2P merge sort, but 1.3× faster than HET merge sort.

In Figure 8b, we depict the sort duration of RMG sort for varying Zipf exponents 𝑧 on the
DGX A100 on eight GPUs. We measure significantly fewer differences in the sort duration
for skewed data compared to the IBM AC922. The peak sort duration for 𝑧=1.0 constitutes a
6% increase over the sorting time of uniform keys. Again, the time duration increases as the
radix partitioning phase needs multiple passes. The low CPU-GPU interconnect bandwidth
of the DGX A100 is one reason why the performance impact of the Zipf exponent is less
significant on this system. Also, distributing the buckets across eight instead of two GPUs
results in fewer buckets per GPU. Thus, the number of buckets per GPU is less likely to
exceed MAX𝐵𝑅𝑆 . For RMG sort, scaling up 𝑔 reduces the negative performance impact of
data skew. Moreover, the accumulated execution times for all histogram computations and
key scattering steps are less than on the AC922 because 1) the NVIDIA A100 GPU has a
higher global memory bandwidth and faster atomic operations, and 2) each GPU processes
fewer keys. For skewed data on the eight GPUs of the DGX A100, RMG sort outperforms
P2P merge sort by at least 11% and up to 1.3×, and HET merge sort by 1.7-1.8×.

Sorting Different Data Types. We evaluate RMG sort’s performance for unsigned integer
and floating-point keys in their 32-bit and 64-bit variant. We sort unsigned key values,
i. e. unsigned integer types, and positive floating-point numbers. Extending the algorithm
to support negative value ranges is possible without sacrificing performance [Te00]. We
sort uniformly distributed integers, and floating-point keys whose values follow a Zipfian
distribution with an exponent of 1.0. In that way, the 𝑘 bits of the floating-point keys are
distributed similarly to the uniform integer distribution. When sorting 2 billion keys with
two GPUs on the IBM AC922, the sort duration of 32-bit integers is approximately the
same as for 32-bit floats. This is expected given that RMG sort’s time duration depends on
the number of bits per key. However, on the IBM AC922, the sort duration of 64-bit data
types is 2.2× higher than for the same number of 32-bit keys. This is the case for all three
multi-GPU sorting algorithms, and confirms the findings of Maltenberger et al. [Ma22]. For
the same experiment on the DGX A100, sorting 64-bit data types takes exactly 2× longer.

6 Related Work

Various single-GPU sorting algorithms have been proposed [Ba20, Ca17, DZ12, Go06,
KW05, LOS10, SHG09, Sa10, SA08]. Ha et al. propose an LSB radix sort algorithm that
considers two bits at a time and performs a block-local key shuffle in shared memory to
ensure coalesced writes [HKS09]. Merrill et al. design an LSB radix sort algorithm that
dynamically adjusts the number of keys a thread processes [MG11]. They also implement an
analytical performance model that determines the optimal number of bits per pass, reducing
the memory workload for any target architecture. Their approach has been integrated into
NVIDIA’s high-performance CUB library [NV21a, Ad20]. Stehle et al. publish an MSB
radix sort algorithm that increases the number of bits considered at a time to eight [SJ17].
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They partition the keys into smaller and smaller buckets until a local sort algorithm sorts
the buckets in on-chip memory. These sorting algorithms are single-GPU approaches. We
publish a novel multi-GPU sorting algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, all previous
multi-GPU sorting algorithms are merge-based. Peters et al. propose a multi-GPU sorting
algorithm that sorts large-out-of-core data [PSHL10]. The authors use multiple GPUs
to sort chunks. After copying the sorted chunks back to main memory, the CPU finds
splitter elements to form disjoint data sets that individual GPUs can merge independently.
Gowanlock et al. publish a heterogeneous multi-GPU sorting algorithm for large data where
the CPU merges sorted chunks [GK18]. Both these algorithms sort large-out-of-core data,
but neither one utilizes inter-GPU communication. Tanasic et al. propose a multi-GPU
sorting algorithm for in-memory data that merges chunks using P2P transfers [Ta13].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we design and evaluate the first radix-partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting
algorithm (RMG sort). It outperforms CPU-only algorithms by up to 20×. Our MSB
radix partitioning strategy exploits all-to-all P2P interconnects. As a result. RMG sort
scales linearly with the input size and reduces the inter-GPU communication as it requires
only one all-to-all P2P key swap, independent of 𝑔. Our evaluation shows that RMG sort
utilizes high-speed P2P interconnects more efficiently than prior work. Compared to two
state-of-the-art merge-based multi-GPU sorting algorithms, RMG sort scales best with
increasing numbers of GPUs. We outperform P2P merge sort up to 1.3× and HET merge
sort up to 1.8×. When we exclude the CPU-GPU copy times to directly compare the on-GPU
computation and P2P communication, RMG sort is 2.7× faster than P2P merge sort and
9.2× faster than HET merge sort. Thus, RMG sort benefits from future accelerator platforms
given that hardware vendors continue to increase the number of GPUs, and the P2P and
CPU-GPU interconnect bandwidth [NV22c, NV21c, NV22d].

RMG sort can improve the performance of an existing out-of-core sort-merge algorithm,
reducing the number of chunks that need to be merged. Alternatively, we suggest extending
RMG sort by a preliminary partitioning step on the CPU which divides the input into chunks
of distinct value ranges that fit into the combined GPU memory. Then, out-of-core data
sets are sorted in independent sorting rounds. In future work, we want to analyze RMG
sort’s performance as part of a real-world database use case. RMG sort can be extended to
support key-value pairs. For each key permutation, we use the block-local histograms to
rearrange the corresponding values equivalently in the key scattering step.
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Approach to Synthetic Data Generation for Imbalanced
Multi-class Problems with Heterogeneous Groups
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Abstract: To benchmark novel classification algorithms, these algorithms should be evaluated on data
with characteristics that also appear in real-world use cases. Important data characteristics that often
lead to challenges for classification approaches are multi-class imbalance and heterogeneous groups.
Heterogeneous groups are sets of real-world entities, where the classification patterns may vary among
different groups and where the groups are typically imbalanced in the data. Real-world data that
comprise these characteristics are usually not publicly available, e. g., because they constitute sensitive
patient information or due to privacy concerns. Further, the manifestations of the characteristics cannot
be controlled specifically on real-world data. A more rigorous approach is to synthetically generate data
such that different manifestations of the characteristics can be controlled as well. However, existing
data generators are not able to generate data that feature both data characteristics, i. e., multi-class
imbalance and heterogeneous groups. In this paper, we propose an approach that fills this gap as it
allows to synthetically generate data that exhibit both characteristics. We make use of a taxonomy
model that organizes real-world entities in domain-specific heterogeneous groups to generate data
reflecting the characteristics of these groups. Further, we incorporate probability distributions to
reflect the imbalances of multiple classes and groups from real-world use cases. The evaluation shows
that our approach can generate data that feature the data characteristics multi-class imbalance and
heterogeneous groups and that it allows to control different manifestations of these characteristics.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Classification, Data Generation, Real-world Data Characteristics

1 Introduction

Data are the basis to evaluate and benchmark classification algorithms. For such benchmarks,
algorithms should be evaluated on data that reflect characteristics that also appear in real-
world use cases. Besides general characteristics, such as the number of data instances, features,
or classes, we focus on characteristics that lead to significant challenges for classification
algorithms and that are present in many real-world use cases. According to major literature in
this field, two of the most challenging data characteristics aremulti-class imbalance [HG09,
Ga12,WY12] and heterogeneous groups [SWK09,HRM19,Me21, SG21]. Multi-class
imbalance means that the data contains multiple classes that are unevenly distributed [HG09].
This leads to the challenge that less frequent classes are typically ignored by classification
algorithms [WY12]. We define groups as specific sets of real-world entities, e. g., genders,
ethnic groups [SG21], or product groups [HRM19]. These groups are usually heterogeneous
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in real-world data in the sense that classification patterns may vary among the groups and that
the groups are imbalanced in the data [HRM19,Me21,SG21]. This leads to very different
analysis results when performing the same analysis on the entire data or on each group
separately [Me21,SG21]. Both characteristics together are present in several use cases, e. g.,
in use cases across the industrial value chain [KBT11,Su14,Wu16,KM16,HRM19,Gr22]
or in medical use cases [KU15,SGG18,Ch20,MGTM20,SG21].

However, it is typically not possible to obtain representative benchmark data that contain
both a multi-class imbalance and heterogeneous groups. Real-world datasets are usually
not publicly available, e. g., because they constitute sensitive patient information or due to
privacy concerns. Obtaining data from publicly available repositories, e. g., OpenML [Va14],
is also not a feasible option, since they do not reflect both characteristics to the same extent as
they occur in data of real-world use cases. To make meaningful evaluations and benchmarks
of classification algorithms, it should furthermore be possible to control the manifestations
of both characteristics in the data, i. e., the degree of class imbalance or the heterogeneity
and imbalance of domain-specific groups. This is however neither possible with individual
real-world datasets nor with data from common repositories. Therefore, a more rigorous
approach is to generate synthetic data with both multi-class imbalance and heterogeneous
groups. Existing data generators (e. g., [SH05,Fr11,FS18, Ig19,Gu03]) are able to generate
data characteristics that are based on statistical properties. That is, they can generate data
with different degrees of multi-class imbalance. Yet, to generate data with heterogeneous
groups, domain knowledge about the groups from real-world application domains is required.
However, existing data generators do not use such domain knowledge and thus are not able
to generate data with heterogeneous groups. In addition, when the data to be generated has
to contain both a multi-class imbalance and heterogeneous groups, a data generator has to
ensure that all dependencies between both data characteristics are properly reflected within
the data. For instance, the class imbalance not only has to be reflected within the whole
dataset, but also within each subset of the respective groups.

In this paper, we propose an approach to generate data synthetically that mitigates the
drawbacks of existing data generators and publicly available data repositories. That is, our
approach is capable of generating numerical and categorical data with both multi-class
imbalance and heterogeneous groups. An important design guideline of our approach is the
applicability in many different domains. Our contributions include the following:

• Our approach is the first that is capable of generating numerical and categorical data
with domain-specific heterogeneous groups. To realize this, we use a taxonomy that
organizes such groups in a hierarchical structure. A taxonomy is the simplest form of
knowledge models and can thus be found in a wide range of domains. In consequence,
our approach can be used in a variety of domains as well.

• We use probability distributions to reflect the imbalances of real-world groups and
classes. To this end, we state requirements that such probability distributions have to
fulfill. In our approach, we use the Zipf distribution as it fulfills all requirements.
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• We propose a two-step procedure to generate the data synthetically based on the
taxonomy and the probability distribution. First, we traverse the taxonomy top-down
to specify important data characteristics regarding the group distribution. Second, we
specify the class distributions among the groups and generate the data bottom-up.

• In our evaluation, we show that the data our approach may generate comprise both data
characteristics. To this end, we assess the characteristics with different metrics such
as classification complexity, statistics, or a detailed view on classification accuracy.
In addition, we show to which extent individual parameters of our approach influence
the characteristics and the aforementioned metrics.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we define the characteristics that
we generate with our proposed approach.We examine limitations of existing data repositories
and data generators in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our method to generate data
synthetically and how this method may be parameterized to incorporate different degrees of
each characteristic. We discuss the results of evaluating our data generation approach with
different parameter configurations in Section 5. Section 6 finally concludes our work.

2 Data Characteristics

We assume a classification problem with 𝑐 > 2 class labels, i. e., a multi-class problem with
classes C = {𝐶1, ..., 𝐶𝑐}. This problem consists of a dataset X = {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖)}𝑛𝑖=1 with 𝑛 tuples,
where each tuple contains an instance 𝑥𝑖 of the data and a class label 𝑦𝑖 ∈ C. Here, 𝑥𝑖 is a
feature-vector from a 𝑓 -dimensional feature space F = {𝐹1, .., 𝐹 𝑓 }. Each feature 𝐹𝑖 either
has categorical or numerical values. The problem is then to generate data that comprise the
data characteristics multi-class imbalance (DC1) and heterogeneous groups (DC2).

2.1 Multi-Class Imbalance (DC1)

A prevalent challenge in literature and in many practical scenarios is multi-class imbal-
ance [HG09,WY12,Wu16]. Here, certain classes are represented more often inX than other
classes. The classes occurring more often C+ ⊂ C are called majority classes, while the less
frequent classes C− = C \ C+ are called minority classes. Machine learning algorithms aim
to optimize the overall accuracy of the predictions for the whole dataset X. Majority classes
have a big share of all instances in X so that the overall accuracy highly correlates with the
accuracy of predictions for these majority classes. Thus, machine learning algorithms tend
to ignore the instances X− of minority classes and are therefore biased towards majority
classes. However, making accurate predictions for minority classes is in many real-world use
cases even more important [Wu16]. In data-driven medical diagnoses, they may represent
rare, but dangerous or even lethal diseases that must be detected with the highest accuracy
possible [Ch20]. While literature comprises many approaches that may handle binary
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class imbalance, e. g., approaches to over- or under-sampling, these approaches are not
able to deal with multi-class imbalance [WY12, Fe13]. Further, multi-class imbalance
often comprises accompanying symptoms that likewise lead to challenges for classification
algorithms [HG09,WY12]. For instance, this concerns overlapping classes, i. e., instances
from classes that are next to each other (a.k.a border points [HB02]).

2.2 Heterogeneous Groups (DC2)

Data in real-world scenarios often represent the observations for diverse groups of entities.
In industrial use cases, these groups of entities constitute the various product groups,
e. g., a vehicle engine can be differentiated by ’Diesel’ or ’Gasoline’ engines, which
each may be further divided into four- and six-cylinder engines [HRM20]. In medical
applications, different groups of patient populations exist, e. g., patients with different gender
types [ULP19,WLL21] or with different skin colors [Ch20]. Hence, data from real-world use
cases typically comprise 𝑘 domain-specific groups 𝐺1, ..., 𝐺𝑘 ⊂ X such that

⋃𝑘
𝑖=1𝐺𝑖 = X

and𝐺𝑖 ∩𝐺 𝑗 = ∅ for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 . Further, each group𝐺𝑖 can comprise multiple classes𝐶𝑖1, ..., 𝐶𝑖𝑐,
while each class may be included in multiple groups. These real-world groups and their
data are heterogeneous in the sense that they are distributed in an imbalanced way in the
dataset X (DC2a) and show heterogeneous class patterns (DC2b).

Imbalanced Groups (DC2a): Data from real-world use cases often comprise imbalanced
groups, i. e., some groups occurmore frequently than others. Inmedical applications, different
groups of patients are typically more frequent than others, e. g., patients with lighter skin
colors are typically more frequent than patients with darker skin colors [Ch20]. For industrial
use cases, certain product groups occur more often than others [Su14,Wu16,KM16,HRM20],
e. g., ’Gasoline’ engines are more frequent than ’Diesel’ engines. Thus, the dataset X
comprises majority groups 𝐺+ ⊂ X that appear more frequently than minority groups
𝐺− = X \ 𝐺+. Learning algorithms tend to favor the majority groups 𝐺+ as these comprise
much more instances of the data. Further, the data may comprise underrepresented minority
groups 𝐺− that occur very rarely and may thus be ignored by classification algorithms. This
is also known as representation bias in literature [Me21,SG21].

Heterogeneous Class Patterns (DC2b): Real-world use cases often exhibit a heterogeneity
of class patterns, i. e., a single class is described by different patterns in the data subsets of
different groups 𝐺𝑖 . An example in medical applications is that the symptoms for specific
types of skin cancer vary for different skin colors [Ch20], i. e., the different groups (skin
colors) exhibit different patterns (symptoms) for the same class (cancer type). In many
industrial use cases, the patterns for the same class likewise vary across different product
groups [Su14,KM16,Wu16,HRM20,Wi20]. In different groups, the same class may for
instance have different value ranges for the same feature [HRM20]. This heterogeneity
of class patterns usually leads to an aggregation bias [Me21,SG21]. That is, a particular
data analysis carried out on the entire dataset X yields different results than the very same
analysis performed on each group 𝐺𝑖 separately.
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Tab. 1: Overview of related repositories and data generators regarding their data characteristics and
domain-independence. A ’✓’ means that the characteristic can be generated or that the criterion is
fulfilled, while a ’✗’ means the opposite.

Category Examples Domain-
Independent

DC1: Multi-class
Imbalance

DC2: Heterogeneous
Groups

Repositories UCI [DG17], OpenML [Va14],
KEEL [Al11], Kaggle, etc. ✗ ✓ ✗

Domain-specific
Data Generators

fraud detection [LKJ02],
health care [DC19],
production-oriented [Fe20], etc.

✗ ✓ ✗

Data Augmentation GANs [GBC16,RHW21],
SDV [PWV16], etc. ✗ ✓ ✗

Domain-agnostic
Data Generators

Clustering [SH05,Fr11,FS18, Ig19],
Classification [Gu03], Scikit-learn ✓ ✓ ✗

3 Related Work

Table 1 summarizes our key findings of related work, which we discuss in the following.

Machine Learning Repositories: Literature often makes use of data from publicly available
machine learning repositories to develop and evaluate novel machine learning algorithms.
Several machine learning repositories exist, e. g., OpenML [Va14], KEEL [Al11], Kaggle3,
and the UCI ML Repository [DG17]. These repositories include around 3500 datasets. The
above mentioned repositories together only offer 40 data sets with more than 10 classes
and with at least a moderate multi-class imbalance (DC1). Regarding heterogeneous groups
(DC2), some works in the area of fair machine learning consider the adult4 or COMPASS5
dataset, where different groups of gender or skin color are present, e. g., ’male’ and ’female’
or ’white’ and ’black’ [ULP19,WLL21]. Yet, these datasets typically contain only two or up
to four groups [ULP19,WLL21]. For industrial use cases, there may be thirty [HRM20] or
even thousands [Su14] of different groups in the data. Hence, data from publicly available
repositories do not have heterogeneous class patterns or imbalanced groups (DC2) to the
same extent as found in real-world use cases [Su14,HRM20,Ch20]. Further, each dataset is
specific for a certain domain and thus we evaluate the repositories as domain-dependent.

Domain-specific Data Generators: As common repositories do not offer data containing
both data characteristics, the next possibility is to generate data synthetically. Literature
comprises different synthetic data generators that focus on specific domains, e. g., fraud
detection [LKJ02], health care applications [DC19], or production-oriented data [Fe20].
These works are typically structured into two steps: First, they define a specific data model
for the domain at hand and second, generate the data according to this data model. Yet,

3 Kaggle datasets: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets
4 Adult dataset: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult
5 Machine Bias article: https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-
criminal-sentencing
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these data models are specific to the given domain. For instance, Fernandes et al. pre-define
15 production-oriented features for the data model such as customer demand, total parts,
or available time [Fe20]. Hence, these generators are only applicable to the domains for
which appropriate data models are available [SB21]. Further, none of them focus on DC2.
Although they use domain knowledge in terms of the data model, this data model usually
does not consider the domain-specific groups or their heterogeneity. Therefore, they are for
instance not able to generate different class patterns for these groups (see Table 1).

Data Augmentation from Real-World Data: The next group of synthetic data generators
requires existing real-world data and uses this data as basis for data augmentation [RHW21,
PWV16]. These approaches take a sample of the existing data, learn the distribution of the
data sample and then generate new data from the learned distributions [RHW21,PWV16].
They typically employ generative adversarial networks (GANs) [GBC16], which are based
on two networks: A generative network learns to map a latent space to a data distribution,
and a discriminative network then draws samples from the learned distribution. However,
these approaches require existing real-world data to model the distribution of DC1 and DC2.
Since available data only covers DC1 (see Table 1), approaches to data augmentation can
only generate new data that resembles an existing multi-class imbalance. Yet, they are not
able to generate heterogeneous groups (DC2).

Domain-Agnostic Data Generators: The last group of related work covers domain-agnostic
data generators [SB21], i. e., generators that are independent of specific domains and that
do not require real-world data as basis. Literature comprises domain-agnostic generators
for clustering [SH05,Fr11,FS18, Ig19] or for classification tasks [Gu03]. The approaches
can vary the number of instances 𝑛, the number of features 𝑓 , and the number of classes 𝑐.
Most of them are able to generate data with multi-class imbalance (DC1). For example,
scikit-learn6 offers a data generator for classification that is taken from Guyon [Gu03].
To generate multi-class imbalance, users can pass in weights 𝑤 = {𝑤1, ..., 𝑤𝑐} for each
class. These weights define the share of instances for each class, i. e., 𝑤𝑖 ∈ [0; 1] and∑𝑐

𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1. The approach then generates the instances of each class separately. To this end,
it generates for each class one or several clusters, where each class 𝑐𝑖 has 𝑛 · 𝑤𝑖 instances.
It can generate multiple clusters for each class, but each cluster has the same number of
instances. Hence, the domain-agnostic generators do not generate clusters (or groups) in
the data with varying cluster sizes, i. e., imbalanced groups (DC2a). Moreover, they do not
generate a heterogeneity of the class patterns among different clusters (DC2b). The reason
is that they do not use domain knowledge about the groups and their distributions.

Summarizing related work, none of the related approaches is able to generate datasets
that show both data characteristics (see Table 1), i. e., multi-class imbalance (DC1) and
heterogeneous groups (DC2). Nevertheless, our approach employs existing domain-agnostic
data generators to generate data with DC1 and extends them to also generate data with DC2,
as well as with different manifestations of both DC1 and DC2.
6 Scikit-learn data generator: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.make_
classification
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Fig. 1: Simplified excerpt of a taxonomy that defines hierarchical relationships of various engine types.

4 Approach to Synthetic Data Generation of DC1 and DC2

In this section, we describe our approach to generate data synthetically that comply with
both data characteristics DC1 and DC2. Our approach can vary the number of instances 𝑛,
features 𝑓 , and classes 𝑐. Furthermore, our approach has the following parameters that
influence the manifestations of DC1 and DC2:

• 𝑠𝐶 ∈ R≥0: Parameter to control the extent of imbalance for the classes in the generated
data (DC1).

• 𝑠𝐺 ∈ R≥0: Parameter to control the extent of imbalance for the groups (DC2a).

• 𝑐𝑜 ∈ R≥1: Controls the class overlap between the groups. For 𝑐𝑜 = 1, the classes are
distributed disjoint across the groups, i. e., each class occurs only in one group. The
higher the value, the more classes are in one group und thus finally also more classes
tend to overlap across the groups. Then, the classification task gets more difficult.

• 𝑔𝑠 ∈ R≥0: Parameter to control the group separation. It mainly influences the
heterogeneity of the groups (DC2b). A low value means that the groups highly overlap
with respect to the feature ranges of their instances. Higher values indicate more
clearly separable groups.

• 𝑐 𝑓 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 𝑓 }: Number of characteristic features for each group, i. e., the number
of features for which we separate the groups with 𝑔𝑠 (DC2b).

In the following sections, we first describe the domain knowledge model that we use to
generate data that comprise real-world groups (DC2b). Subsequently, we examine probability
distributions to generate data with imbalanced distributions for the classes (DC1) and for
groups (DC2a). Finally, we detail on our algorithms to generate the data synthetically.
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4.1 Taxonomy

For the generation of data with the characteristic DC2, we use information and characteristics
regarding groups occurring in an application domain. Usual ways to model domain-specific
groups and their relationships are knowledge graphs [Ho21] and semantic nets, e. g.,
taxonomies, thesauruses, or ontologies [So91]. Such models commonly organize the entities
of a domain, amongst others, via hierarchical relationships of superordinate and subordinate
groups. Subordinate groups, i. e., child nodes in the hierarchy, are more specific than their
associated superordinate groups, i. e., the parent nodes [So91]. Hence, data related to any
subordinate child group is a subset of the data of its parent group.

Our approach to generate data solely builds on hierarchical relationships among domain-
specific groups. We do not need other more complex types of relationships as found in
thesauruses, ontologies, or knowledge graphs. Hence, it is sufficient to use taxonomies,
which already come with hierarchical relationships. As taxonomies are the simplest form of
a semantic net, the effort to create them is moderate. Hence, they are pre-defined in various
domains, e. g., for product families [AK04,Su14,HRM20] or skin colors of patients [Ja04].
Even if not present, literature comprises several ontology learning approaches to extract
hierarchies from data, e. g., hierarchical clustering or association rule discovery [Ci09].

We define the hierarchical tree structure of a taxonomy as 𝑇 = (𝑉, 𝐸) with nodes 𝑉 =

{𝑣1, ..., 𝑣𝑡 } and edges 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 × 𝑉 . 𝑇 is a directed, acyclic tree with exactly one root node
and where each child node has exactly one parent node. An edge 𝐸𝑖 𝑗 = (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) furthermore
represents the hierarchical relationship of nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 , i. e., 𝑣𝑖 is the parent node or the
superordinate concept of 𝑣 𝑗 . This taxonomy model is also often encoded in the data itself.
Therefore, the levels of 𝑇 are encoded by level-specific key features. A node 𝑣𝑖 on a level 𝑙
has a distinct value in the key feature specific to level 𝑙.

Example:Figure 1 shows an example of a taxonomy that defines the hierarchical relationships
of different engine types of motor vehicles. This taxonomy is adapted from a recent work
regarding the end-of-line testing of complex truck engines [HRM20]. In this example, an
engine is first distinguished between Diesel or Gasoline engines, and further divided by its
engine type and model. Thus, we have three level-specific key features series, type, and
model. The level-specific feature series may have one of the distinct values ’Diesel Engine’
or ’Gasoline Engine’. Furthermore, every model ’DE6123’ has also the type ’Six-cylinder’,
and is of series ’Diesel Engine’, i. e., the edges describe the hierarchical relationships.

4.2 Probability Distribution

In our data generation, we use probability distributions (𝑃𝐷) to reflect the imbalances of
the classes (DC1) and groups (DC2a). That is, we use 𝑃𝐷 in two ways: First, to assign
the number of instances for each class, and second, to assign the number of instances and
classes among the groups. Therefore, the probability distribution has to (i) sample univariate
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(b) 𝑠 = 1.5
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(c) 𝑠 = 0.5

Fig. 2: Probability distribution to sample a group from 10 possible groups with the Zipf distribution.
We vary the parameter 𝑠 with (a) default value 𝑠 = 1, (b) a more imbalanced setting with 𝑠 = 1.5, and
(c) a more balanced setting with 𝑠 = 0.5.

random variables, (ii) reflect imbalanced distributions of the groups or classes, (iii) be
discrete, as we sample integer values, i. e., the number of instances for the groups or classes,
(iv) allow for specifying the number of possible values to sample from, e. g., we want to
sample from 10 groups or 100 classes, and (v) allow to parameterize the distribution such
that we are able to generate different manifestations of DC1 and DC2a.

A distribution that fulfills these criteria is the Zipf distribution from the family of exponential
or power-law distributions [Sc12]. We examined several distributions that fulfill our criteria,
e. g., Boltzman and Poisson [Sc12], but Zipf obtained the most similar data distribution
compared to real-world data [HRM19,HRM20]. The first input is the number of classes 𝑐 to
generate. Furthermore, we have information about the groups from the taxonomy, i. e., we
assume we have 𝑘 groups 𝐺1, 𝐺2, ..., 𝐺𝑘 that are the leaf nodes of the taxonomy. We also
assume that a ranking exists that orders the groups by the number of samples |𝐺𝑖 | to generate
for each group 𝐺𝑖 , i. e., |𝐺1 | ≥ |𝐺2 | ≥ ... ≥ |𝐺𝑘 |. Hence, given the number of groups 𝑘 ,
the rank 𝑟𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 𝑘} of a group 𝐺𝑖 , and the exponent 𝑠 ∈ R≥0 that parameterizes the
Zipf distribution, the probability to sample an instance for group 𝐺𝑖 can be expressed as

𝑃𝑘;𝑠 (𝑟𝑖) =
1

𝑟𝑠
𝑖
𝐻𝑘,𝑠

, (1)

where 𝐻𝑘,𝑠 =
∑𝑘

𝑗=1
1
𝑗𝑠
is the 𝑘-th harmonic number [Sc12]. Thereby, we can control the

imbalance degree of the classes or groups using the parameter 𝑠 of the distribution. As we
use 𝑃𝐷 for two different purposes in our approach, we use the parameters 𝑠𝐶 and 𝑠𝐺 to
describe the imbalance degrees for the classes and groups, respectively.
Example: Figure 2 shows an example of the Zipf distribution and the influence of the
parameter 𝑠. We focus on the distribution of different groups, but it is analogous for the
distribution of the classes. In this example, we assign the number of instances to 𝑘 = 10
groups. We show the probability to sample an instance for the 𝑖-th group on the y-axis.
Figure 2a shows the probability to sample an instance for a group with the default setting
𝑠 = 1. The probability to sample the first group is around 35% and for the second group
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Parameters:
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Data for node is 
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Result

Fig. 3: General overview of the two main steps of our approach.

around 17.5%. Hence, if we sample 100 times on this distribution, we have one group that
gets around 35 instances, a second group with around 18 instances, and so on. In particular,
for 𝑠 = 1, the element that occurs most often occurs twice as often as the second-most
occurring element [Sc12]. Furthermore, we show the effect of varying the exponent 𝑠:
Figure 2b shows a more imbalanced setting with 𝑠 = 1.5 and Figure 2c a more balanced
setting with 𝑠 = 0.5. In general, a setting with 𝑠 < 1 leads to more balanced and 𝑠 > 1 to
more imbalanced distributions. A value 𝑠 = 0 describes an equal probability for each group.

4.3 Data Generation

Figure 3 gives a general overview of our two-step approach: First, we generate imbalanced
groups (DC2a). To this end, we assign the number of instances and classes for each group,
i. e., for each node in the taxonomy. Second, we generate an imbalanced class distribution
for each node (DC1) and ensure the heterogeneity of the class patterns among the groups
(DC2b). Note that due to DC2b, the heterogeneous class patterns are specific for each group.
Thus, we first have to generate the groups and subsequently the classes and patterns within
them so that we can directly ensure that the class patterns are different between the groups.

4.3.1 Assign Number of Instances and Classes

In the first step, we aim to generate imbalanced groups (DC2a), i. e., we assign the number
of instances and classes to all groups of the taxonomy. Algorithm 1 outlines the procedure
for this first step. The inputs are the number of instances (𝑛), number of classes (𝑐), the class
overlap across the groups (𝑐𝑜), the taxonomy (𝑇), the probability distribution (𝑃𝐷), and the
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parameter for the group imbalance degree (𝑠𝐺). First, we initialize the root node in line 1.
Since the root node should comprise the entire dataset X, we assign the overall numbers of
instances 𝑛 and classes 𝑐 to the root node. Furthermore, we initialize the set of 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 that
we traverse in the following with the root node (line 2). Hence, as long as we have nodes
to traverse (line 3), we pick and remove the next 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 from the nodes set (line 4). If 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
does not have any child nodes, i. e., 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 = 0, we continue with the next iteration of
the while loop (lines 6 - 8).

If the current 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 has children, we assign the number of instances and the number
of classes for all its child nodes. To this end, we use the 𝑃𝐷 by calling the function
Sample_PD(𝑃𝐷, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛, 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛, 𝑠𝐺) (line 9). We use this function to distribute the
number of instances of a parent node (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛) among its child nodes (lines 16 - 23). For each
individual instance, we decide to which group it belongs using 𝑃𝐷. Thus, we sample 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛
times from the 𝑃𝐷 and sample each time one of the child nodes 1, ..., 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛. We
control the imbalance of sampling the groups with the parameter 𝑠𝐺 . In the Sample_PD()
function, we first initialize a 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 list that keeps track of the number of instances for each
group (line 17). Subsequently, we sample one of the groups from 𝑃𝐷 and update the count
for that group (lines 19 and 21). Finally, we return a list 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 that contains for each
group the number of instances according to the 𝑃𝐷. As this is an exponential distribution,
we get an imbalanced distribution of the number of instances across all nodes for 𝑠𝐺 > 0.

In line 10, we do the same procedure for the classes, i. e., we derive a list 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 that
specifies the number of classes for each group. However, as mentioned in Section 2.2,
classes typically occur in multiple groups. Thus, we add a factor of 𝑐𝑜 ≥ 1 to control the
number of classes among the groups. For 𝑐𝑜 = 1, the classes are disjoint among the groups.
For 𝑐𝑜 > 1, classes may occur in multiple groups. In line 11, we set the number of instances
and the number of classes as attributes of the child nodes. That is, we update the attribute
of the child nodes with the corresponding samples of the lists 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 and 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
in the Update(𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛, 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠) function (lines 24 - 30). In line 12, we
add the child nodes to the 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 set to traverse them as well. Finally, we return the modified
taxonomy, where each node contains the number of instances and the number of classes.

4.3.2 Assign Class Distribution and Generate Data

In the second step, we assign the class distributions and generate the data in a bottom-up
manner. To this end, we use the information that we assigned in the previous step to each
node. We first generate the data on all leaf nodes and subsequently pass the data upwards to
the parent nodes.

Algorithm 2 outlines our procedure. First, we retrieve the leaf nodes from the taxonomy
(line 1). Further, we initialize a key-value map to store the current feature limits (line 2).
Then, we iterate over each leaf node (lines 3 - 17). We first retrieve the number of instances,
number of classes, and the actual class labels from each leaf node (line 4). In line 5, we
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to assign the number of instances and classes.
Input: T: Tree-structured taxonomy,

𝑛: Number of instances for the entire data,
𝑐: Number of classes for the entire data,
𝑐𝑜: Class overlap across groups,
𝑃𝐷: Probability distribution,
𝑠𝐺 : Value for the group imbalance degree used by 𝑃𝐷.

Output: T: Tree-structured taxonomy that has the number of instances and classes assigned as attributes on each
node.

⊲ Initialize root node and nodes set
1: 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡.𝑛← 𝑛; 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡.𝑐 ← 𝑐; 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡.𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 ← {1, ..., 𝑐};
2: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← {𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 }

⊲ Iterate while we have nodes
3: while 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ≠ {} do

⊲ Get and remove node from nodes set
4: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒← 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠.𝑝𝑜𝑝 ()
5: 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛← |𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 |
6: if 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 == 0 then
7: continue ⊲ Leaf node, so continue with next node
8: end if

⊲ Draw the number of instances for each child node
9: 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 ← Sample_PD (𝑃𝐷, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛, 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛, 𝑠𝐺)

⊲ Draw the number of classes for each child node
10: 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 ←Sample_PD(𝑃𝐷, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝑜, 𝑛_𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛, 𝑠𝐺)

⊲ Update 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 and 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 of child nodes
11: update (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛, 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠)
12: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠.append (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛)
13: end while
14: return T
15: procedure Sample_PD(𝑃𝐷, 𝑘, 𝑛_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠, 𝑠)
16: 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← [0, ..., 0] ⊲ Initialize counter of size 𝑛_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠
17: for 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑘 do
18: 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ← PD (𝑛_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠, 𝑠, 𝑖) ⊲ Sample group from 𝑃𝐷

19: 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 [𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝] ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 [𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝] + 1
20: end for
21: return 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

22: end procedure
23: procedure Update(children, n_instances, n_classes)
24: for 𝑖 = 1, ..., |𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 | do
25: 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 ← 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 [𝑖 ]
26: 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑.𝑛← 𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 [𝑖 ]
27: 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑.𝑐 ← 𝑛_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 [𝑖 ]
28: end for
29: end procedure
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ensure the multi-class imbalance (DC1). Here, we assign the class occurrences, i. e., how
often a particular class occurs in the dataset. To this end, we use 𝑃𝐷 to decide for each
instance the associated class, similar as for the groups in Algorithm 1. Hence, we sample
𝑛 times one of the classes 1, ..., 𝑐 via the distribution 𝑃𝐷 and the function Sample_PD
(cf. lines 18 - 25 in Algorithm 1). In lines 6 and 7, we ensure the heterogeneity of the class
patterns (DC2b). First, we pick 𝑐 𝑓 characteristic features from the current group, i. e., the
features that separate the current group from all other groups. To separate the groups, we
ensure that the current group has different value ranges for the characteristic features than
the other groups. To this end, we increment the feature limits with the 𝑔𝑠 parameter to
control the differences in the value ranges between the groups.

In line 8, we generate the data using the input parameters 𝑛, 𝑐, the number of features 𝑓 ,
and the list 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠. That is, we generate the feature values for all instances
with their associated class labels. To this end, we can use any multivariate probability
distribution to generate the data that supports these inputs as parameters. As existing
domain-agnostic data generators (cf. Section 3) already support generating data using
different probability distributions, we can use them for that purpose. For example, the
approach from Guyon [Gu03] may be used to generate the feature values and feature ranges
for specific class labels according to a Gaussian distribution. However, this multivariate
probability distribution can also be altered by the user to capture different feature correlations
of real-world applications.

To guarantee the heterogeneity of class patterns, we ensure that each class has different value
ranges in different groups for certain characteristic features. Such feature dependencies in
form of characteristic features also appear frequently in industrial application scenarios that
comprise heterogeneous groups [Wu16,HRM19,KRM19]. Therefore, we ensure in lines 9
and 10 that the groups have different value ranges according to the picked features for each
group and the current 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠. To this end, we normalize the feature values of all
instances, i. e., we normalize the values of each feature inX into [0;1] (line 9). Subsequently,
we add the current limits of the features (line 10). In line 11, we store X in the current node.
In lines 12 - 15, we update the data and the class labels of the parent nodes. That means we
traverse the parent node and append the data X of the child node to the currently stored data
of the parent node. Finally, we return the taxonomy, where we set the data for each node.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the evaluation results for our approach, i. e., whether our approach
is able to generate data synthetically that comply with the data characteristics DC1 and DC2.
First, we describe the setup of our evaluation. Subsequently, we discuss to which extent our
data generator can generate different manifestations of the data characteristics DC1, DC2a,
and DC2b using different parameterizations.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to generate the data bottom-up.
Input: 𝑓 : Number of features to generate,

𝑠𝐶 : Imbalance degree for the class distribution,
𝑔𝑠: Group separation,
𝑐 𝑓 : Number of characteristic features to use for each group,
𝑃𝐷: Probability distribution,
T: Tree-structured taxonomy, where the numbers of instances and classes as well as the class occurrences are
defined for each node with Algorithm 1.

Output: T: Tree-structured taxonomy, where we assigned for each leaf node how often each class occurs.

1: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← get_leaf_nodes (𝑇)
2: 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠 ← Init_Dictionary ( {1, ..., 𝑓 }, 0, 1)
3: for 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 do
4: 𝑛← 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑛; 𝑐 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐; 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠;

⊲ Draw the number of instances for each class
5: 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 ← Sample_PD (𝑃𝐷, 𝑛, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠, 𝑠𝐶 )

⊲ Pick characteristic features for this group
6: 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← pick_random_features ( {1, ..., 𝑓 }, 𝑐 𝑓 )

⊲ Separate the groups
7: Increment ( 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠, 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠, 𝑔𝑠)

⊲ Actual data generation for each leaf node
8: X ← generate_data (𝑛, 𝑐, 𝑓 , 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠)
9: X ← Normalize 𝑋 into [0; 1]

⊲ Add for each feature its current limits
10: X ← X + 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠

⊲ Store data in current node
11: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑋 ← X;

⊲ add X to parent node
12: while Has_parent (𝑇, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) do
13: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒← get_parent (𝑇, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒)
14: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑋 ← append (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑋, X)
15: end while
16: end for
17: return T

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Implementation. Our prototypical implementation is available on Github7. For the evalua-
tion, we use a taxonomy that we derived from a real-world use case regarding end-of-line
testing of complex truck engines [HRM20]. A simplified excerpt of this taxonomy is shown
in Figure 1. The taxonomy has three levels and 26 groups at the bottom level of the hierarchy.
For more details on the taxonomy, we refer to our repository.

Evaluation of the data characteristics. The goal of our evaluation is to show that the
generated data of our approach comply with the data characteristics DC1, DC2a, and DC2b.
We evaluate the presence of each data characteristic with different evaluation measures, i. e.,
class imbalance measures for DC1, group imbalance measures for DC2a, and complexity

7 Prototypical implementation: https://github.com/IPVS-AS/DataGenerator
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Tab. 2: Overview of parameters that we discuss regarding their influence on the data characteristics.
The bold values indicate the parameters that we vary for the respective characteristics, while we use
default values for the other parameters.

Data Characteristics Parameter values

Class imbalance (𝑠𝐶 ) Group imbalance (𝑠𝐺) #charact. features (𝑐 𝑓 ) Group separation (𝑔𝑠)

Multi-Class Imbalance (DC1) {0, 1,2†, 3, 4, 5} 1 10 0.25
Group Imbalance (DC2a) 2 {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5†, 2} 10 0.25
Heterogeneity of Class Patterns (DC2b) 2 1 {1, 5, 10†, 15, 20, 25, 30} {0†, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
† Parameter values that lead to similar statistics as the real-world data in the work of Hirsch et al. [HRM19,HRM20].

Tab. 3: Gini coefficient values for the generated datasets with varying 𝑠𝐶 parameter.

Class Imbalance (𝑠𝐶 ) 𝑠𝐶 = 0 𝑠𝐶 = 1 𝑠𝐶 = 2 𝑠𝐶 = 3 𝑠𝐶 = 4 𝑠𝐶 = 5

Gini Coefficient 28% 41% 60% 69% 72% 73%

measures for DC2b. To this end, we also vary the parameter values of our data generator
to show that it is capable of generating different manifestations of the data characteristics.
This is an essential requirement for generating data that may serve as basis for benchmarks
of classification algorithms. Furthermore, we also compare the statistics of the generated
data with the statistics of a real-world data set of Hirsch et al. [HRM19,HRM20].

Parameters. Our data generator has eight parameters in total. As our goal is to evaluate
which manifestations of the data characteristics it can generate, we only vary the parameters
that have a strong influence on these characteristics. Therefore, we generate data with fixed
parameters 𝑛 = 1000 instances, 𝑓 = 40 features, 𝑐 = 30 classes, and 𝑐𝑜 = 1.5. Table 2
shows the parameters that we vary to study the influence on individual data characteristics.
To evaluate the manifestation of a single data characteristic, we only vary and discuss the
results for the parameters that influence this particular characteristic, using default values
for the other parameters (cf. Table 2).

5.2 Evaluation of Multi-Class Imbalance (DC1)

We evaluate the presence of the data characteristic DC1 w.r.t. the class imbalance and the
accuracy for minority and majority classes of a classification model.

Class imbalance. There is no consensus on proper statistical metrics to determine the
degree of class imbalance within data [Fe13]. Yet, an often-used metric for inequality that
takes the value of 100% in case of total imbalance and 0% for total balance is the Gini
coefficient [Co00]. Thus, we use the Gini coefficient to measure the imbalance of the classes
for the generated datasets.

Table 3 shows the Gini coefficients for the generated datasets with different 𝑠𝐶 parameter
values. We observe that the Gini coefficient values for the generated data vary from 28% for
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Fig. 4: Overview of accuracy for all classes (𝑎X), and separately for minority (𝑎X− ) and majority
classes (𝑎X+ ) for the different 𝑠𝐶 values.

𝑠𝐶 = 0 to 73% for 𝑠𝐶 = 5. Thus, the class imbalance is increasing with an increasing value
of the 𝑠𝐶 parameter. We also observe that the Gini coefficient is increasing faster for lower
𝑠𝐶 values, i. e., it is increasing by 19%-points from 𝑠𝐶 = 1 to 𝑠𝐶 = 2, but only by 2%-points
from 𝑠𝐶 = 4 to 𝑠𝐶 = 5. The reason why the coefficient does not increase as much for higher
𝑠𝐶 values is due to the calculation of the Gini coefficient. For example, to achieve a Gini
coefficient of 100%, the generated data would contain instances for solely one class [Co00].
So, for the generated data to have a higher Gini coefficient, some of the classes must not
appear in the data at all. However, in our implementation, we ensure that each class occurs
at least once. The real-world data in the work of Hirsch et al. [HRM19,HRM20] shows
a Gini coefficient of 55%. Thus, with 𝑠𝐶 = 2, we can generate data with a similar class
imbalance as real-world data that also comprise DC1 and DC2.

Accuracy of minority and majority classes. As described in Section 2.1, the accuracy
of a classifier typically correlates with the accuracy for the majority classes in multi-class
imbalance problems. In particular, the accuracy for minority classes usually decreases as
the degree of class imbalance increases [HG09,WY12]. Therefore, we examine whether
the generated data by our generator also exhibit this trend. To measure the accuracy, we
split each generated dataset into 70% training data X𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and 30% test data X𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 . Thereby,
we preserve the same class distribution in both data subsets. Subsequently, we train a
classifier 𝑀X on X𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and denote the accuracy of 𝑀X on X𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 as 𝑎X . We also denote
with 𝑎X+ the accuracy among only the instances of the majority classes and with 𝑎X− for the
minority classes. We declare a class as minority class if it has less instances than the median
number of instances of all classes and otherwise as majority class. We use Random Forest as
classification model due to its robustness regarding the characteristics [HRM19,HRM20].

Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the minority and the majority classes for each generated
dataset. We observe that the more imbalanced the data, the higher is the accuracy for the
whole dataset (𝑎X) and for the majority classes (𝑎X+ ). The reason for this high correlation
between 𝑎X and 𝑎X+ is that the majority classes have by far the biggest share of instances
of the data. So, they also contribute much more to the overall accuracy than the minority
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Fig. 5: Overview of the number of instances per group as well as the Gini coefficient values for
different 𝑠𝐺 values.

classes. However, the accuracy of the minority classes decreases with an increasing class
imbalance. As mentioned above, this is the expected behavior for the accuracy in multi-class
imbalance problems. Hence, when we control the imbalance with the 𝑠𝐶 parameter, the
generated data has the expected accuracy curves regarding minority and majority classes.
Thus, we are able to generate various and proper manifestations of DC1.

5.3 Evaluation of Group Imbalance (DC2a)

To evaluate the presence of DC2a, we examine the imbalance of the generated groups and
measure the extent of representation bias in data, i. e., if certain groups are underrepresented.
To this end, we vary the 𝑠𝐺 parameter as it has the highest influence on DC2a. We use the
Gini coefficient to measure the degree of imbalance for the generated groups, i. e., we apply
the Gini coefficient to the group labels. Further, we report aggregated statistics about the
number of instances for all groups. Figure 5 shows the minimum and the maximum number
of instances of all groups as well as the Gini coefficient for the groups.

We observe an increase in the Gini coefficient for increasing 𝑠𝐺 values. For 𝑠𝐺 = 0, we have
a Gini coefficient of around 20%, while it is around 70% for 𝑠𝐺 = 2. Thus, we are able to
control the imbalance of the groups (DC2a). The maximum number of instances for each
group is also increasing for higher 𝑠𝐺 values. In particular, for 𝑠𝐺 = 0, we have a maximum
of 84 instances for a group, while it is 398 for 𝑠𝐺 = 2. On the other side, the minimum
number of instances for a group is decreasing from 21 to 2. For the lowest parameter value
𝑠𝐺 = 0, the Zipf distribution assigns the same probability to all groups. However, not
exactly the same number of instances are assigned to all groups because it is still a random
distribution. Therefore, slight deviations occur. In our approach, small deviations can occur
at each level of the taxonomy due to our top-down procedure (cf. Algorithm 1), resulting in
a Gini coefficient of 20% for 𝑠𝐺 = 0. For the highest parameter value 𝑠𝐺 = 2, some groups
are underrepresented as they solely occur 2 times in the generated dataset. This shows that
we can generate and control different manifestations of a representation bias in the data
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Fig. 6: Values of complexity measures for the entire data X and averaged over the groups G regarding
(a) 𝑔𝑠 and (b) 𝑐 𝑓 .

with the 𝑠𝐺 parameter (DC2a). The real-world data from the use case of end-of-line testing
have a Gini coefficient of 54% regarding the group distribution, while the rarest group has 2
instances and the most frequent group has 300 instances [HRM19,HRM20]. Thus, we are
able to generate a similar group distribution with 𝑠𝐺 = 1.5.

5.4 Evaluation of Heterogeneous Class Patterns (DC2b)

To measure the manifestation of the characteristic DC2b, we measure the effects of the
aggregation bias in data (cf. Section 2). So, we focus on the difference in carrying out a data
analysis (1) for the whole data and (2) for each group separately. To this end, we examine (i)
the complexity of the classification problem in the generated data and (ii) the accuracy of a
classification model on the generated data.

Difference of complexity measures.Weuse commonly used complexitymeasures [HB02] to
assess the complexity of the classification problem independently of a specific classification
algorithm. For sake of clarity, we focus in our discussion on the results of two commonly
used complexity measures that are accompanying symptoms of the characteristics DC1
and DC2: i) The Directional-Vector Maximum Fishers Discriminant Ratio (Fishers DRv)
measures how well the classes can be separated by the feature values. ii) The fraction of
Border Points measures the fraction of all instances where the nearest instance belongs to a
different class. We note that for both complexity measures, lower values indicate simpler
classification problems, i. e., the classes are better separable or the data has less border points.
We compare the complexity measures on the entire data X and the average values over all
groups (DC2). More formally, for each of the complexity metrics 𝐶𝑀 , we denote the value
of the 𝐶𝑀 on X as 𝐶𝑀 (X). We calculate the average over the groups 𝐺 = {𝐺1, ..., 𝐺𝑘} as
𝐶𝑀 (𝐺) = 1

𝑘

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝐶𝑀 (𝐺𝑖).
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Fig. 7: Overview of accuracy results for the varying parameter configurations for our data generator.
The accuracy is shown for training the model on the whole data or solely on the groups, as well as the
difference in the accuracy of both.

Figure 6 shows the difference of the complexity measures averaged over all groups and on
the entire data. We observe in Figure 6a that for 𝑔𝑠 ≤ 1, the whole data X comprise more
border points compared to the average over all groups 𝐺. In particular, the highest absolute
difference is around 25%-points for 𝑔𝑠 = 0, while it is decreasing with higher 𝑔𝑠 values.
Thus, different classes are more often close to each other on the whole data compared to the
data subsets of all groups for 𝑔𝑠 = 0. Nevertheless, this difference decreases for higher 𝑔𝑠
values. The reason is that for 𝑔𝑠 = 0, the groups are not separated at all. As a result, classes
from different groups have the same feature ranges and are therefore more likely to border
on each other. For 𝑔𝑠 > 0, the groups have different value ranges for their characteristic
features and thus a slight increase of 𝑔𝑠 leads to a high decrease in the border points. Yet,
for higher 𝑔𝑠 values, the border points for X converge to around 45%.

We observe a similar trend for Fishers DRv, i. e., for 𝑔𝑠 = 0, the average value over the
groups is less compared to the entire data X. Thus, the classes are more easily separable,
when considering the individual data subsets of the groups. Yet, for higher 𝑔𝑠 values, Fishers
DRv is decreasing on X and is even less than the average over the groups for 𝑔𝑠 ≥ 0.5.
Hence, the classes are better separable on X for 𝑔𝑠 ≥ 0.5. This concludes that there is a
similar correlation for the Fishers DRv as for the border points regarding the 𝑔𝑠 value. For
the 𝑐 𝑓 parameter (cf. Figure 6b), we observe similar trends as for 𝑔𝑠. Thus, we do not
discuss these results in more detail.

Difference in accuracy. We also measure the difference in accuracy averaged over all
groups and on the entire data. To this end, similar as in Section 5.2, we train a Random Forest
classifier 𝑀X on X𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and report the accuracy on the test set X𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 as 𝑎X . Further, we
train a set of classifiersM𝐺 = {𝑀1, ..., 𝑀𝑔}, where each 𝑀𝑖 is a Random Forest classifier
trained separately on a group 𝐺𝑖 ⊂ X𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛. In this case, we predict the class label for each
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test instance 𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∈ X𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 that belongs to group 𝐺 𝑗 with the model 𝑀 𝑗 . Thus, we denote
the accuracy ofM𝐺 for X𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 with 𝑎𝐺 . Further, we define the difference in accuracy as
Δ𝑎𝐺−X = 𝑎𝐺 − 𝑎X .

Figure 7 shows the accuracy results. For the 𝑔𝑠 parameter (cf. Figure 7a), we observe that
the highest difference in accuracy is obtained for 𝑔𝑠 = 0, which is more than 30%-points.
Thus, we have the strongest effect of an aggregation bias for 𝑔𝑠 = 0. Yet, the difference in
the accuracy is decreasing for higher 𝑔𝑠 values, i. e., for 𝑔𝑠 = 1 it is about 5%-points. The
reason can be seen in the previous results for the complexity measures: The data has less
border points and the classes are more separable on X for higher 𝑔𝑠 values. Thus, it is easier
for a classification model to predict the classes more accurately on X. Again, we observe
similar results for the 𝑐 𝑓 parameter in Figure 7b. We note that Random Forest achieves an
accuracy of 33% on real-world data that comprise both characteristics [HRM19,HRM20].
Thus, we can generate data with similar accuracy results using 𝑔𝑠 = 0.

Concluding, the results show that we are able to control the difference of the complexity
measures and the accuracy with the 𝑔𝑠 and the 𝑐 𝑓 parameters. In other words, our data
generator is able to control the heterogeneity of the class patterns, i. e., the aggregation bias
in the generated data (DC2b).

6 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is an approach to generate synthetic data comprising two
data characteristics that often occur in real-world use cases: multi-class imbalance (DC1)
and heterogeneous groups (DC2). The actual manifestations of these data characteristics are
domain-specific, i. e., dependent on the actual real-world use case. Therefore, our approach
uses a taxonomy model and a two-step process to generate data that reflect the characteristics
of a given real-world use case. A taxonomy is the simplest form of knowledge model
to organize real-world entities in domain-specific groups and it can be found in various
domains. So, our approach is not limited to a specific domain. In our evaluation, we unveil
that the generated data comprises the characteristics DC1 and DC2 together. Moreover,
the parameters of our data generator may be steered to reflect different manifestations of
these characteristics. Our approach builds the fundamental basis for future work to create a
benchmark that evaluates machine learning and data engineering approaches systematically
on data with the characteristics DC1 and DC2. Thereby, correlations between different
manifestations of the characteristics and the performance of approaches can be examined.
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No Mayfly: Detection and Analysis of Long-term Twitter
Trends

John Ziegler1, Michael Gertz1

Abstract: The focus of social media is characterized by stories about short-lived breaking news.
Often, such “mayflies” make it hard to keep track of more profound topics that are prevalent over a
long period of time. To provide such capabilities, we present a method to detect long-term trends
based on temporal networks and community evolution. Connecting those methods with trend analysis
approaches allows to study the temporal development of trends, their contextual information and how
they are interrelated over time, which is of great benefit compared to existing work. Results obtained
from a Twitter case study are discussed in detail and evaluated based on real-world event linkage,
which proves the good functionality of the proposed method.

Keywords: Social Media Analytics; Temporal Networks; Trend Analysis; Twitter Data

1 Introduction

In today’s social media landscape discussed topics and attention are rapidly changing. It is
hard to not get distracted by short-lived trends (“mayflies”) and instead keep focused on
more profound and steady topics. In this work, inspired by the slow journalism movement
[Le15], we do not analyze breaking news and trends of short attention but instead, focus
on long-term trends. For this, a framework to detect and analyze long-term social media
trends is outlined. It builds on existing work that is adopted and extended to fit the use
case requirements. These extensions include: 1. Leveraging a temporal network model to
study long-term trends, 2. Pruning of less prevalent nodes based on a power law degree
distribution model, 3. Temporal tracking of hashtag communities via a core of central
nodes, and 4. Appropriate visualizations to analyze the temporal development of found
trends. The proposed methodology is applied to the German political Twitter-sphere to
analyze long-term political trends. Thereby, the network-based approach allows to intuitively
represent detected trends within their semantic context. In contrast to related work, e.g.,
the work by Chae and Park [CP18], our analysis specifically investigates semantic shifts of
detected trends over time.

Regarding the used terminology, we do not refer to “trends” as they are often used in a
time series analysis setting, e.g., [CC08, pp. 27-54]. Instead, trends in our social media
analysis setting do come with a semantic meaning. Asur et al. describe trends as topics that
1 Heidelberg University, Institute of Computer Science, Im Neuenheimer Feld 205, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany;
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“[. . . ] capture the attention of a large audience [. . . ]” [As11]. We follow this definition and
start by taking Twitter hashtags as representatives of topics, which is in line with previous
work, e.g., [As11] [BAE11]. According to Bhulai et al. [Bh12], these hashtags might also
be clustered. As a result, we extend the previous definition of a “topic” and do not refer
to it as a single hashtag, but as a community of hashtags. Tracking those communities of
hashtags over time results in “temporal topics”. A topic can be said to make up a “trend”
if its popularity is large enough (cf. [As11]) and is further called a “long-term” trend if it
is prevalent over a sufficiently long time period. Together, we denote them as “long-term
topical trends”. Further, for differentiation between short- and long-term trends, we refer
to the concept of “news cycles” or rather “political information cycles” as described by
Chadwick [Ch11]. These cycles describe news production processes and typically cover a
time span of a few days. Topics that are discussed in the context of such short-lived media
attention cycles are defined as short-term trends. In contrast, long-term trends describe
topics that are prevalent in media for several weeks, months, or even years. This distinction
is in line with past work, e.g., [Ha16].

This paper is structured as follows: First, in Section 2 related work is described and
compared. Section 3 then covers the methodology concerning the detection of long-
term trends. The proposed method is applied to a collected political Twitter dataset,
and the according analysis is described and evaluated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
gives a summary of the present framework and describes future work. Also, the source
code used for the analysis steps is publicly available at the following URL: https:
//github.com/jomazi/twitter-long-term-trends.

2 Background

Most studies related to social media trend analysis focus on short-lived and mostly event-
driven scenarios, e.g., [As11] and [BAE11]. Nevertheless, Chae and Park [CP18], as
an example, apply topic detection to a long-term Twitter dataset and investigate trends
within the corporate social responsibility domain. They study how the popularity of topics
changes over time and how topics are interrelated. In contrast to their work, we focus on
the political domain, specifically aiming to analyze topical shifts over time and follow a
temporal network-based approach. Also related to trend analysis, Annamoradnejad and
Habibi [AH19] study the trends published by Twitter itself. Thereby, they analyze the
trending time as well as the trend’s re-occurrence over time. Further, Majdabadi et al.
[Ma20] propose a graph-based Twitter trend extraction method and do not only take hashtags
but also terms into account. Still, they do not track those trends over long time periods.
Similarly, the work by Khan et al. [Kh21] is dealing with the detection as well as ranking of
trends based on Twitter data. Some existing work from the field of information retrieval
also approaches trend-related use cases. As an example, Hashvati et al. [Ha16] propose
an online method to detect trends in a user search context. Notably, they also use social
network communities as trend candidates and distinguish between short- and long-term
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trends. Further, focused on classifying trends on Twitter, the work by Zubiaga et al. [Zu15]
outlines a classification system of Twitter trends, along with methods to correctly identify a
trend’s category at its initial stage. For trends, they rely on the official trends shown on the
Twitter platform. These trends are short-living [Tw] and, are either related to news, ongoing
events, memes or commemoratives [Zu15].

3 Methodology

In the following section, the methodology underlying the detection of long-term trends is
outlined. For this, we first introduce the leveraged dataset in Section 3.1, then continue
by describing the temporal network-based model formalism in Section 3.2 and outline the
processing of the used hashtag co-occurrence networks in Section 3.3. Finally, Sections 3.4
and 3.5 cover the detection of topics and their tracking over time, which also leads to the
extraction of topical long-term trends.

3.1 Dataset

The EPINetz Twitter Politicians Dataset 2021 provides “[. . . ] Twitter accounts of German
parliamentarians, ministers, state secretaries, parties, and ministries on a state, federal, and
European Union level for the year 2021” [Kö22]. We rely on the Twitter search API v22

to gather the raw tweets based on those user accounts. We collect tweets posted by the
2,449 accounts for the time range from January 2021 until July 2022 without filtering. In
total, the dataset contains about 1.8 million tweets. Hashtags used in the tweets are taken
as representatives of topics, which corresponds to the procedure of other works [As11]
[BAE11]. We extract timestamped information about the (co-)occurrence of the hashtags
from the unprocessed tweets and use them as the basis for detecting long-term topical trends.

3.2 Temporal networks

Taking the timestamped information about hashtag (co-)occurrences as described above,
temporal networks are created as aggregations based on a given time window. To formally
describe the temporal snapshot networks we rely on the framework of multi-slice networks
as outlined by Bianconi [Bi18, pp. 106-110]. A multi-slice temporal network is a special
kind of multilayer network with each layer/slice representing a temporal snapshot of the
complete network. As in our case, no interactions across snapshots exist, we focus on the
intralink networks only, i.e., multi-slice networks without interlinks. Such a multilayer
network 𝑀 is defined as a tuple, 𝑀 = (𝐿,G). It consists of the network layers 𝐿 with |𝐿 | = 𝑙.

2 Twitter Developer Platform: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/search/introduction; Ac-
cessed 28-12-22
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A single layer is referred to as ℓ ∈ 𝐿. Additionally, G describes the time-ordered list of
networks that are made up of the interactions within each of those layers:

G = (𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . . , 𝐺ℓ , . . . , 𝐺𝑙) with 𝐺ℓ = (𝑉ℓ , 𝐸ℓ) (1)

Each network 𝐺ℓ consists of a set of nodes 𝑉ℓ , which are in our case hashtags and their
co-occurrences as edges 𝐸ℓ . Given that a multi-slice network 𝑀 covers the interactions
within a time period 𝑇 and the time-window Δ𝑡 is chosen as snapshot size, e.g., one month,
there are 𝑙 = 𝑇/Δ𝑡 layers. Thereby, layer ℓ captures the interactions that occur in the
timeframe [(ℓ − 1)Δ𝑡, ℓΔ𝑡). Within such a layer ℓ the degree of a node 𝑖 is denoted as 𝑘ℓ

𝑖
.

Further, for the aggregated network �̃� of the multi-slice network, the temporal nature of the
interactions is simply neglected and edges from all snapshots are taken into account.

3.3 Network processing

In contrast to mostly event- or breaking news-related short-term trends [Zu15], which are
often represented by a single hashtag, long-term trends deal with more complex topics and
can therefore be seen as communities of interrelated hashtags (see Section 1). To obtain
more meaningful community networks and to further save computational costs during the
community detection step (see Section 3.4), we focus on popular and highly connected
hashtags. For this, less connected hashtags, i.e., with a low co-occurrence degree, are
removed from the temporal networks. We take the median node degree per snapshot as a
reference and remove all hashtags with a degree below this threshold from the according
temporal network. An investigation of the degree distribution reveals its power law nature
(𝑘 ∝ 𝑘−𝛼). Therefore, we leverage the median as defined by Newman [Ne05]:

𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑑 = 21/𝛼−1𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 (2)

An exemplary degree distribution is shown in Figure 1. The fitting procedure, for which
the “powerlaw” package provided by Alstott et al. [ABP14] is used, reveals a power law
exponent of 1.42 and according to that a median 𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑑 of 5.31. In addition to the pruning
step, the temporal snapshot networks are weighted. Ideally, respective edge weights reflect
the semantic expressiveness of a hashtag and the strength of interrelations between hashtags.
For this, we refer to Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [RN11]. Given that 𝑓 ℓ

𝑖
describes

the frequency of occurrence of node 𝑖 during the timeframe covered by layer ℓ and 𝑓 ℓ
𝑖 𝑗

the
frequency of co-occurrence of nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 , the according PMI value is defined as:

PMIℓ𝑖 𝑗 = ln
𝑓 ℓ
𝑖 𝑗

𝑓 ℓ
𝑖
· 𝑓 ℓ

𝑗

= 𝑤ℓ
𝑖 𝑗 (3)
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As indicated in Equation 3, those PMI values are used as co-occurrence edge weights 𝑤ℓ
𝑖 𝑗

between hashtag 𝑖 and 𝑗 in layer ℓ of the temporal multi-slice network.

Fig. 1: Degree distribution of the January 2021 network snapshot

3.4 Detection of hashtag communities

Hashtags, i.e., the nodes of the temporal networks, are taken as representatives of topics
[As11] [BAE11]. Further, according to Bhulai et al. [Bh12] in a comprehensive trend
analysis framework related topics should be clustered. Therefore, we rely on methods
developed in the field of community detection to find groups of densely interrelated hashtags.
Those groups of hashtags then form a topic with all of its aspects as multiple hashtags might
describe different semantic dimensions of the topic. To be precise, we leverage the Leiden
community detection algorithm by Traag et al. [TWV19] and use the implementation as
provided by the igraph software package [CN+06]. The community detection is applied to
all layers of the temporal network described in Section 3.2.

3.5 Long-term trend detection

Of course, temporal communities of hashtags, i.e., temporal topics, as described in Section
3.4 do not yet make up a long-term topical trend. Asur et al. describe trends as topics that
“[. . . ] capture the attention of a large audience [. . . ]” [As11], which means that trends need
to reach a certain level of popularity. For this to measure, we take the accumulated count
of hashtag occurrences per community and time window as trend scores. A community
𝑖 in the network layer/slice ℓ is given as a subset of hashtag nodes: 𝐶ℓ

𝑖
⊆ 𝑉ℓ . Together

with a mapping of those nodes to their respective occurrence counts for the given layer ℓ,
𝑜ℓ : 𝑉ℓ → N, we define the trend scores 𝜏 as follows:

𝜏(𝐶ℓ
𝑖 ) =

∑︁
𝑣∈𝐶ℓ

𝑖

𝑜ℓ (𝑣) (4)
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Those scores allow to rank detected trends by their popularity and, as an example, only the
top-𝑛 trends can be investigated. Long-term trends, opposed to short-lived trends, need to be
prevalent over a sufficiently large time span. Therefore, detected hashtag communities need
to be tracked over time. In their work, Lorenz et al. [Lo17] specifically propose a method
to capture the dynamics of weighted hashtag co-occurrence networks. Not only does their
method allow to track communities of hashtags across subsequent time steps, but also across
further distant snapshots. Considering higher-order memory, i.e., taking the networks of
multiple previous snapshots into account, their approach allows to overcome issues related
to temporal fluctuations and instabilities of the single-layer (static) community detection
process. We built on this existing work and leverage their approach to track popular temporal
hashtag communities over time, which then form long-term topical trends.

4 Analysis and Evaluation

To illustrate the long-term trend detection method described in Section 3, it is applied to
the political Twitter dataset as outlined in Section 3.1. Extracted hashtag co-occurrences
are aggregated into monthly snapshots. For a global description of a trend, independent
of time, the aggregated network as described in Section 3.2 is leveraged. As described in
Section 3.4, the Leiden algorithm [TWV19] is used for the community detection step. We
use modularity as the objective function along with a resolution parameter of 1, 𝛽 = 0.01
and 1000 iterations. Edge weights as outlined in Section 3.3 are taken into account. The
algorithm is applied 10 times, and only the clustering that leads to the highest modularity
score is taken to define the communities of hashtags, i.e., topics. Of course, due to the
built-in randomness, repeated runs do not always lead to the exact same results but slight
variations might occur. Per community, the induced subgraph of the 10 nodes, i.e., hashtags,
with the highest PageRank scores [Pa99] is taken to represent a trend. Trend networks
consist of those hashtags as nodes and their weighted interactions. As many communities
contain hashtags that are either used for only a short time on social media or are very
specific, we focus on the set of the 25 most central nodes, according to their PageRank, and
link communities according to the similarity between those sets. For this, we leverage the
method proposed by Lorenz et al. [Lo17] as described in Section 3.5. Four months are used
as memory for the matching procedure to also link communities with temporal fluctuations
and focus on the long-term prevalence of a trend.

In the following Section 4.1, we present analysis results covering the prevalence of trends
over time, their evolution in Section 4.2, and temporal interactions in Section 4.3. Finally,
results are evaluated in Section 4.4.

4.1 Prevalence of trends

As topics are tracked over time, their prevalence and popularity can be investigated with a
focus on their temporal development. Not all topics might be equally prevalent at a given
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point in time, nor might they be occurring across all time windows. Also, the popularity
of an individual topic might change significantly over time. Figure 2 shows a temporal
heatmap of the trend scores as outlined in Section 3.5. Trend scores are normalized on a
trend basis, meaning that a value of 1 indicates the maximum of reached popularity for an
individual trend. The heatmap shows the 10 trends with the overall highest trend scores and
visualizes their development over the 18 months of the entire dataset.

Fig. 2: Temporal heatmap of trend scores

First of all, it has to be noted that some trends, such as the one related to foreign policy and
the European Union, are present across the entire time span whereas, for others, gaps in their
prevalence over time become visible. That those gaps are occurring in the trend detection
results confirms that the used method is indeed capable of handling temporal fluctuations.
The topic is tracked over time even though it might not be detected in all intermediate
snapshots. In contrast, some trends do not show gaps but are only present for a limited time
span. As further described in Section 4.4, those trends are often related to some sort of event,
e.g., the flood in the Ahr region. During the occurrence of that event, the trend’s popularity
is often at its high. All trend developments show periods of higher and lower prevalence.
As an example, the COVID-19-related long-term trend is most prevalent during the spring
and winter of 2021, which might be due to a more tense pandemic situation during those
periods. Further, some trends do peak at approximately the same time. Of course, one cannot
conclude any causality or correlation from that but at least the heatmap makes such patterns
visible. Exemplary of this are the peaks of the trends related to the Russian invasion of
Ukraine, which also triggered an ongoing media discussion about public transportation
(“mobilität”, “verkehrswende”) and renewable energy (“klimaschutz”, “energiewende”).
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4.2 Temporal evolution

Topical trends do usually not consist of only a single keyword but are instead described by
multiple aspects. With the proposed trend networks those aspects, represented by hashtags,
and their interrelations are intuitively visualized. More interestingly, by tracking them
over time the temporal changes in the topical trends can be analyzed. As an example, see
Figure 3 that shows the trend networks related to the COVID-19 pandemic, as indicated by
the respective hashtags, for the two time periods of January and November 2021. For the
graph layout, the igraph [CN+06] implementation of the Fruchterman and Reingold [FR91]
algorithm is used. Even though some hashtags can be found in both networks, e.g., “corona”
and “pandemie”, other aspects and their importance change over time, e.g., “lockdown” and
“impfstoff” vs. “impfpflicht” and “2g”. Also, it seems as for this trend, hashtags are a lot
more interrelated during November 2021 as more edges in the network show. Represented
by their weighting, those edges also indicate relationships of different strengths.

(a) January 2021 (b) November 2021

Fig. 3: Trend networks related to the COVID-19 pandemic covering different time periods

4.3 Trend interrelation

Chae and Park [CP18] already highlight the importance of topic interrelations. We go in the
same direction and analyze temporal interrelations between topics. Topics do not co-exist
independently of each other, but might instead be merged over time or at least become more
or less interrelated.

Figure 4 visualizes the temporal interrelations between tracked trends for the time period of
February until March 2022. The veins of the alluvial diagram [RB10] represent the flow
of nodes between two communities and therefore, also the interrelation between topics
across time. For the most part, topics seem to be quite stable as the majority of nodes stays
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Fig. 4: Alluvial diagram visualizing the temporal interrelation of trends

within the same community. Nevertheless, some topics, e.g., the one related to climate
protection, also influence multiple other ones, and nodes of these communities move to
other topics. Most notably, a large portion of the climate protection topic shifts to the public
transportation topic. To quantify these observations, 114 hashtags stay in the community,
whereas 81 shift to the public transportation-related topic. Additionally, 21 shift to the
foreign policy topic and 17 go to the one covering the Ahr flooding (see Section 4.4). Those
results indicate a context switch of certain topical aspects as they become relevant for other
trends as well.

4.4 Evaluation

To confirm that computed trends are actually meaningful, we leverage an event-based
evaluation and manually check if detected trends are related to real-world events. For the
top 10 most prevalent trends (see Figure 2), the time frame of their highest popularity is
taken as prediction and related events are checked for their temporal occurrence as kind
of ground truth. In a subsequent step, the trend peak and the temporal occurrence of the
related event are then compared and checked for accordance.

Table 1 shows that half of the top 10 long-term trends can be related to events, such as the
COVID-19 pandemic or the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Popularity peaks of these trends
are in close temporal proximity to the occurrence of the related events. We argue that for
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Tab. 1: Long-term trends and related events
Hashtags Peak Event Reference (accessed 28-12-22)

1 corona, covid19, pandemie, lock-
down, impfpflicht, impfung

January 2021 COVID-19 pandemic (17 November
2019 – present)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-
19_pandemic

2 eu, ukraine, europa, russland,
deutschland, putin

February and
March 2022

2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine (24
February 2022 – present)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_
Russian_invasion_of_Ukraine

3 cdu, spd, laschet, csu, btw21, kli-
maschutz

September 2021 2021 German federal election (26
September 2021)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021_
German_federal_election

4 klimaschutz, energiewende, klima,
landwirtschaft, klimakrise, nach-
haltigkeit

March 2021

5 afd, bundestag, thüringen, berlin,
deutschlandabernormal, brandner

May 2021

6 berlin, wohnen, mietendeckel, mi-
etenwahnsinn, ampel, r2g

September 2021

7 nrw, afd, landtagswahl, ltwnrw22,
teamkinderschutz, spd

May 2022 2022 North Rhine-Westphalia state elec-
tion (15 May 2022)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2022_North_Rhine-Westphalia_state_
election

8 sachsen, antisemitismus, noafd,
polizei, dresden, rassismus

January 2022

9 rlp, hochwasser, bildung, flutkatas-
trophe, digitalisierung, ltrlp

July 2021 Flooding of Ahr and Eifel region in Ger-
many (15 July 2021)

https://www.dw.com/en/flooding-in-
germany-before-and-after-images-
from-the-ahr-and-eifel-regions/a-
58299008

10 mobilität, verkehrswende, bahn,
öpnv, mobilitätswende, verkehr

March 2022

the other trends as well meaningful descriptions can be found, like “climate protection” for
trend 4, “AfD party” for trend 5, “housing market” for trend 6, “discrimination” for trend 8
and “public transportation” for trend 10. Nevertheless, those trends are not directly linked to
real-world events. Together, the event-referenced and manually labelled trends prove good
functionality of our long-term trend detection method.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work tackles the issue of detecting long-term prevalent topics, hidden in the large
volume of short-lived news media. Based on methods known from the field of temporal
network analysis and community evolution, an approach to detect such long-term trends
is presented. A case study based on German political Twitter data proves that actually
meaningful trends are detected. For a lot of the top trends, related real-world events can
be identified, as shown in Section 4.4. Future work might target more extensive evaluation
procedures and additional quantitative metrics to describe the long-term evolution of trends.
Also, the current trend detection approach could be extended by a more sophisticated
semantic topic model.

Acknowledgements: We thank the Klaus Tschira Foundation for funding this research in
the framework of the EPINetz project: https://epinetz.de.
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Duplicate Table Detection with Xash

Maximilian Koch1, Mahdi Esmailoghli2, Sören Auer3, Ziawasch Abedjan4

Abstract: Data lakes are typically lightly curated and as such prone to data quality problems and
inconsistencies. In particular, duplicate tables are common in most repositories. The goal of duplicate
table detection is to identify those tables that display the same data. Comparing tables is generally
quite expensive as the order of rows and columns might differ for otherwise identical tables. In this
paper, we explore the application of Xash, a hash function previously proposed for the discovery of
multi-column join candidates, for the use case of duplicate table detection. With Xash, it is possible to
generate a so-called super key, which serves like a bloom filter and instantly identifies the existence of
particular cell values. We show that using Xash it is possible to speed up the duplicate table detection
process significantly. In comparison to SimHash and other competing hash functions, Xash results in
fewer false positive candidates.

Keywords: data discovery; data lakes; duplicate table detection

1 Introduction

The accelerating decentralized creation and publishing of data as well as the need for
integration of such sources has led to a new wave of research on data market places [FSF20]
and data lakes [Ar20]. Yet, these centralized data repositories have to deal with the
distributed nature of data acquisition and the resulting data quality problems, one of
which is duplicate data artifacts. An example of this is the Open Research Knowledge
Graph (ORKG) project [Au20; Ja19]. On the ORKG platform, users can categorize and
describe contributions from research papers and create additional properties to make them
comparable and searchable in a structured form. Out of 524 tabular comparisons in the
ORKG dataset, 48 are duplicates (9%). Figure 1 shows an example of two manually created
comparison tables from the ORKG sharing duplicate rows [Te22]. As shown in Figure 1,
two generated tables on a specific political science topic contain identical content derived
from different literature. The discovery of such identical artifacts is useful. However, the
attribute labels are rather misleading and the order of rows and columns is different. In
a different real-world dataset, the DWTC corpus, containing 174M tables, there are 49M
duplicates (28%) [Eb15a; Eb15b].
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Fig. 1: Duplicate table example in the Open Research Knowledge Graph.5

Duplicate detection has been the focus of research for several decades. Most existing
work focuses on record linkage, i.e., finding records that represent the same real-world
entity [Ch12a; Ch12b; Li20; LSR21; Th20]. Another line of research has dealt with the
identification of (near-)duplicate documents [CGS03; Jo72]. In general, the fundamental
challenges in duplicate detection are that pairwise comparisons of all considered entities are
computationally expensive, i.e., 𝑂 (𝑛2) for 𝑛 entities, and that effective similarity metrics are
necessary to capture non-exact matches. To reduce the number of table-to-table comparisons
one has to resort to pre-filtering techniques that apriori discard non-matching pairs.

In this paper, we focus on the discovery of duplicate tables within a data lake. We consider
two modes of duplicate table detection:
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1. Duplicate table retrieval: Given a user table, the goal is to identify the existence of
all tables that match or contain the given table.

2. Lake de-duplication: Given a repository of relational tables, the goal is to identify all
duplicate tables within a lake.

We consider two tables 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 to be duplicates if a permutation of columns in 𝑇1 exists 𝑇 𝑝

1
so that 𝑇 𝑝

1 and 𝑇2 contain the same set of tuples. While this definition simplifies the problem
of duplicate table detection by excluding fuzzy matches, there are still runtime bottlenecks.
In table retrieval, the initial identification of candidate tables requires the retrieval of tables
with matching rows. In lake de-duplication, we require a blocking technique similar to what
has been proposed in the duplicate detection literature [Ch12a; Fi15; Ga22]. After which
again table-to-table matches have to be considered. As we exclude fuzzy matches, blocking
can be as simple as grouping tables based on the number of rows and columns and then
hashing them via Simhash into smaller buckets.

The overarching challenge in both detection modes is that in order to verify the match of
two tables one has to compare the entire content of both tables after aligning the columns,
which is a computationally expensive process when carried out in a naïve manner. A naïve
approach to compare two such tables is to first sort the values inside each row alphabetically
(horizontally) and then hash the rows into matching buckets. Note that sorting based on
column labels might be misleading as duplicate tables might differ in the actual column
labels. To circumvent this, the column position is stored for each unsorted row. For 𝑚
columns and 𝑘 rows, this results in 𝑂 (2 · 𝑚 · log(𝑚) · 𝑘 + 3 · 𝑘), i.e., sortation of 𝑚 values
of all 𝑘 rows and the application of a collision-free hash function to match the sorted
rows into 𝑘 different buckets. A final pass is necessary to verify that the original column
order is consistent in all matched rows. For large number of tables, this approach will be
prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, in a retrieval scenario, where tables are retrieved via
an inverted index, one has to first retrieve a set of candidate tables that partially match on a
chosen query column.

In this work, we propose hash-based solutions for fast comparison of duplicate candidates as
well as fast discovery of candidates from a large data lake. Our proposed solution is inspired
by a previously introduced hash function framework Mate [EQA22], which was designed
for efficient discovery of multi-column join candidates. Mate leverages a hash function
Xash to mask the existence of each row value of a row within a unified bit string and
applies a bloom-filter-inspired approach with a so-called super key to discard non-joinable
candidates. Doing so speeds up the identification of joinable tables by orders of magnitude.

Inspired by the capabilities of Xash, we explored its application for the table de-duplication
case, which in a sense translates to joining two tables on all attributes of both tables. When
searching for duplicates, the bloom-filter-like structure can be used to rule out non-duplicate
rows without the need of reordering the columns and knowing the schema of the tables.
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If the hash values of two rows are not equal, the rows are not equal and do not need to be
checked in more detail. Otherwise, it could be evidence of a duplicate table relationship.

In this paper, we explore the application of Xash and other similar hash functions for the
two detection modes described above: lake de-duplication and duplicate table retrieval. We
describe the workflow of each detection process and possible optimizations when dealing
with tables. We compare the pruning power to other hash functions and discuss situations
where the application of the filtering with Xash is beneficial over direct comparisons.

2 Related Work

Duplicate table detection is related to several lines of research, such as duplicate web page
detection, entity resolution, fuzzy joins, and data discovery.

2.1 Duplicate document detection

Duplicate document detection has been vastly studied to enhance the effectiveness of search
engines and diversify search results by finding duplicate web pages and dropping these
results from the search output [CGS03; He06]. Web pages are mainly comprised of HTML
content and are treated as text documents instead of structured data such as tables. Because
of this, the tables in web pages are also treated as pure text [CCB02]. These duplicate
detection approaches apply feature generation techniques, such as shingling [Br97], sentence
extraction [Ku17], and stop word removal, and tokenization [TSP08].

These techniques do not consider the highly structured nature of relational tables with
numerical and distinct columns [Br97; TSP08]. Generally, any approach based on the
approximation of table content through stop word removal and tokenization can serve the
table grouping step and is orthogonal to our proposed techniques. Once a group of candidate
tables is retrieved, the filtering with the super key can take place.

2.2 Entity resolution

In entity resolution, the goal is to discover data records that represent the same entity in
the real world [Ch12b; Ch21; KTR10; Si22]. Entity resolution methods leverage matching
functions that employ similarity metrics to create clusters of table rows that are candidates
to be duplicates [Si22]. To reduce the number of pairwise comparisons, entity resolution
typically applies blocking methods for fast discovery and exclusion of non-matching
pairs [Ch12a; Fi15].

The main difference between entity resolution and duplicate table detection is that the former
only focuses on the similarity of the rows [KPN20]. For two tables to be duplicates, all rows
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of the two tables should find a pendant duplicate. Furthermore, the schema should be very
similar. Entity resolution, cannot directly apply to table-level discovery. It is challenging to
systematically decide on two tables being duplicates based on the similarity score of their
rows. Therefore, we focus on the case of exact table duplicates where only reordering of
rows and columns is allowed, which is already hard enough for a large set of tables.

2.3 Fuzzy Joins

Fuzzy joins, i.e., non-equi or similarity joins, aim to discover the joinable rows from
different tables, where the rows have similar keys [WLF11; Yu16]. Xiao et al. aim to
discover near-duplicate tables using join discovery, i.e., set similarity search [Xi11]. They
leverage the positioning filter to efficiently prune the search space and discover joinable
tables for a given table and a join column. However, they only consider single-attribute joins.
Thus, joinable tables are not necessarily duplicates. Because the similarity join discovery
algorithms only discover the similarity based on one key column per table, these approaches
can only serve at the initial candidate retrieval stage.

2.4 Data Discovery

Other data discovery approaches, such as union discovery [Na18] algorithms, also focus on
partial similarities. For instance, two tables with a very high unionability score might not
even have a single overlapping value, which means that they are not duplicates while they
might be unionable.

3 Fundamentals

The core component of our table duplication approach is the so-called super key, which is a
bit string aggregated from multiple applications of the hash function Xash developed for
multi-attribute join table discovery [EQA22]. In this section, we briefly review important
characteristics of Xash to motivate its suitability for duplicate table detection and describe
the inverted index structure that maintains the generated super keys.

3.1 Xash Design Goals

The design goal for Xash was to hash each row of a table in a way that within a constant
operation it is possible to identify whether the row contains a specific value combination
or not. Thus, it has the core properties of a bloom filter as it does not lead to any false
negatives and is highly effective in differentiating non-equal but similar rows, regardless of
the column order.
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Furthermore, Xash is designed in a way that the hash of any set of values is masked by the
hash of any of its potential supersets. That is why it can serve for arbitrary multi-attribute
join keys.

To differentiate row values that are non-identical, Xash captures differentiating features of
each value. For each row value, Xash encodes the least frequently occurring characters, the
location of these characters, and the length of the value. To further differentiate non-identical
rows that by accident end up with the same set of rare characters being encoded. Given a
value of length 𝑙, Xash shifts the resulting code 𝑙 bits to the left. Thus for two values to
have the same hash, length, rare character distribution and positions must match.

Given a hash string of 𝑛 bits, Xash divides the bit string into several segments, one segment
per eligible character and a remaining segment to encode the length. Typically the hash
size must be chosen in a way that each eligible character (space, 0-9, lower-case a-z) can
be covered by at least a 1-bit segment. In practice, with a hash size of 128 and larger,
the segments can be larger, which makes it possible to encode the relative location of the
occurrence of the encoded characters within the corresponding segment.

The remaining bits that equal to the remainder of the division of hash size and a number of
eligible characters are used to encode the length of each encoded row value. The encoding
of the length calculates the string length modulo the number of available bits for the length
segment. Thus only one bit needs to be set to encode the length.

3.2 Xash-Aggregation per row

After generating the Xash for each value of a row, all hash results are aggregated via a
bitwise OR operation. The result of this aggregation is a so-called super key.

The super key is generated while indexing the corpus and can now be probed like a
bloom-filter to check whether a value combination is included or not. Given the aggregated
hash value ℎ𝑐 of a candidate value combination 𝐶 and the super key ℎ𝑟 of a row 𝑟 , the
operation ℎ𝑐∨ℎ𝑟 should result in ℎ𝑟 if there is a chance that the candidate value combination
is contained. Similar to a bloom-filter, ℎ𝑐 ∨ ℎ𝑟 ≠ ℎ𝑟 will always correctly identify that the
𝐶 is not contained in 𝑟, however, might be inaccurate if ℎ𝑐 ∨ ℎ𝑟 = ℎ𝑟 . In the latter case,
additional verification is necessary. Experiments and proofs in prior work show that Xash
leads to significantly fewer false positives than the state-of-the-art [EQA22].

Example. To illustrate the hash generation using Xash, we use the following example
from the World Bank’s current GDP dataset [Wo22] as shown in Table 1.

Figure 2 visualizes the process of Xash generation and the merge into the super key. The
hash size is 128 bits. To select the least frequent characters, each row value is converted
to lower case and only the characters a-z, 0-9, and space are kept. For each row value, the
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Tab. 1: Example data: entry from the World Bank’s current GDP dataset.

Country Name Country
Code 2020

Europe & Central Asia (excluding high income) ECA 3222403620453.33

three least frequent characters are selected (marked bold): europe central asia excluding
high income); eca; 322240362045333.

In the hash value, there are three bits available per character. If the average location of one
of the least frequent characters is in the first third of the row value, the first bit will be set to
1, the second bit if it is in the second third, and the third bit if it is in the third third. For
example, p in “europe central asia excluding high income” appears in the first third of the
entire value. Thus, the first bit of the p-segment is set to 1.

With 128 bits and 37 eligible characters, 128 − 37 ∗ 3 = 17 bits remain for the length
segment. To encode the length of the first row value, 41𝑚𝑜𝑑17 = 7 (41 is the length of the
row value, 17 the segment length) is calculated, which means that the seventh bit in the
length segment will be set to 1.

Lastly, all set bits are shifted left by 41 while the overflow is added from the right, ignoring
the length segment.

Country Name Country Code 2020

Europe & Central Asia 
(excluding high income)

ECA 3222403620453.33

0 … 1 … 0 …
1            3        17

0 … 1 … 0 …
1           15         17

0 … 1 … 1 … 1 … 0 0 1 … 1 0 0 … 0 1 0 …

B
it-

w
is

e 
O

R

 1          3            7                 15                 28      29      30                 37      38      39                103    104    105         128

0 … 1 … 0 … 0 1 0 … 0 0 1 … 1 0 0

1            7        17

Length Segment

42         43       44

         ‘d’

78        79       80

         ‘p’

69      70        71

        ‘m’

41 Bits

0 … 1 … 0 … 0 0 1 … 1 0 0 … 0 1 0
28         29        30

         ‘m’

103      104      105

         ‘d’

37        38         39

         ‘p’

1            7        17

Super key

Fig. 2: Example of Xash super key generation
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3.3 Xash for duplicate detection

While the probing operation of Xash for join discovery probes for containment, its
application for duplicate row detection can be more strict as the containment has to go both
ways. Thus, for two rows to be duplicates both hash values have to be exactly the same.

For two tables to be duplicates of each other there has to be a permutation of columns, so
that all tuples of one table are contained in the other and vice versa. For practical reasons
we relax this duplicate definition as follows:

• We ignore the duplication of rows within a single table and consider two tables to be
duplicates as long as each unique row exists in both tables.

• In our implementation, we also enable the discovery of tables that fully contain the
rows of another table, meaning that one table has more rows than the other. Note, that
the number of columns has to be equal. As we will see in Section 4, this decision
does not affect the way Xash is applied for filtering.

3.4 Inverted Index

To achieve fast query results when interacting with the lake, data discovery systems usually
leverage one form of an inverted index [Ab16; EQA22; Fe18; Zh19]. An inverted index is
well-known in the context of information retrieval and maps tokens to containers, such as
documents or tables [GF98]. In the context of data lakes, the containers are the corresponding
tables, rows, and columns. As we rely on the Mate framework, we use their inverted
index, where an entry inside the index consists of the mapping of the tokenized value to the
corresponding table, row, and column IDs [Ab16; EQA22].

In the example shown in Figure 1, the row values ’Turkey’, ’South Africa’, and ’Kenya’
appear in both tables whom for simplicity we assign the ids 1 and 2. With that the content
of the inverted index would be as follows:

Turkey → {1, 2}

South Africa → {1, 2}

Kenya → {1, 2}

The schema of the index includes one row of one table from Figure 1 and the super key
column is shown in Table 2.

In addition to the aforementioned mapping, the Mate framework also maps the super key
to each row value so that information about each row is readily available when probing for
one of the row values [EQA22]. Additionally, an index is created on the super key column,
to be able to retrieve results from the table when using the super key as a filtering criteria.
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Tab. 2: Schema of the inverted index in the database

tokenized tableid colid rowid super_key
Turkey 1 0 0 ...
South Africa 1 1 0 ...
Kenya 1 2 0 ...

Algorithm 1: Duplicate table retrieval
1 Inputs: user_table
2 duplicate_tables = []
3 super_key_mapping = csvToSuperKeyRowIdMap(user_table) /* Map super key to row ids */
4 input_rows = super_key_mapping.values()
5 input_superkeys = super_key_mapping.keys()
6 rows = getDbRowsWithSameSuperKey(input_superkeys) /* Get all rows from the database, that have one of

the super keys from the input rows */
7 foreach row in rows do
8 input_rows_candidates = super_key_mapping.get(row.superkey) /* Get all rows from the input table, that

have the same super key as the current db row using hash join */
9 foreach input_candidate in input_rows_candidates do

10 /* check the correspondence of rows, yet make sure that column positions remain consistent across
matched rows */

11 if verifyRows(input_candidate, row) then
12 table_id_to_rows.add(retrieveTableId(row), retrieveRowId(row));
13 table_id_to_rows_input.add(retrieveTableId(row), retrieveInputId(row));
14 foreach (tableid,rowids) in table_id_to_rows do
15 /* It is checked if there are duplicate tables, based on the detected duplicate rows for each db table */

duplicate_tables.add(getDuplicateTables(tableid, rowids, table_id_to_rows_input[tableid],
table_id_to_rows[tableid]));

16 return duplicate_tables;

4 Duplicate Table Detection

In this section, we describe how a hash-based index can be used for duplicate table retrieval
as an online process for a given user table and as an offline process to de-duplicate a group
(a block) of tables. For both applications, we present algorithms that leverage the super keys
based on Xash.

4.1 Duplicate Table Retrieval

In the first scenario, the user provides a table and is searching for all possible duplicates or
subsuming tables inside the data lake at hand.

Given an inverted index as suggested in Section 3, the naïve approach would use the content
of one column to fetch all tables that contain all values of that particular column. Then all
remaining columns of the fetched tables would be loaded so that the remaining columns of
the input table can be verified against each candidate table.
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To reduce the runtime of this step and the number of string comparisons, one can leverage
Xash as a filter. This requires us to hash all rows of the input table using Xash and to
retrieve the super keys of lake tables that were generated during the indexing phase.

Algorithm 1 depicts the process in more detail. Given the user table, the algorithm first
iterates through its rows to calculate the super key for each row and keeps them accessible
for later probing.

After processing the input table, the approach retrieves candidate rows from the lake. Using
the inverted index, a query is submitted to the data lake where to retrieve any row with a
super key that appears in the input table (line 6). Each retrieved row from the data lake is
compared with all rows from the input table having the same super key (line 11). This step
verifies for two rows with the same super key whether they indeed contain the same row
values, regardless of the order.

If an input row and a row from the lake match, the table ID and the row ID of the data lake table
as well as the row ID of the input table are temporarily stored in table_id_to_rows(line 12)
and table_id_to_rows_input (line 13).

After all of the rows passed the aforementioned checks, all tables that share any row with the
input table are verified (line 15). Using the aforementioned table-to-row maps, tables that
either contain all input table rows or are subsets of the input table are identified ( line 15).
The getDuplicateTables function uses the table_id_to_rows_input map to check which of
the rows of the input table occur in the database table and the table_id_to_rows map, to
check which rows of the database table occur in the input table.

4.2 Lake De-Duplication

Finding duplicate tables in a data lake requires comparing all pairs of tables.

Typically, some sort of blocking has to be applied to reduce the number of pairwise table
comparisons. For the sake of context, Figure 3 shows a conceptual pipeline for Lake
De-Duplication including the blocking step. Generally, the blocking strategies have to be
tailored to the type of duplicates we are after. If only exact duplicates with arbitrary row
and column orders are considered, the blocking can already take the table dimensions into
consideration. If fuzzy duplicates are of interest hashing approaches based on Simhash
for near-duplicate document detection can be considered. In this paper, we consider the
former situation and apply a very simple blocking technique that sorts out tables with equal
dimensions. Our approach is orthogonal to blocking. Rather we show, that given a coherent
group of tables, i.e., all tables that are in the same block or have the same row and column
dimensions and share some general similarity, the existence of the super key significantly
improves the overall pairwise comparisons.
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All pairs of tables contained in a block must undergo pairwise comparisons. To this end, we
join each pair of tables using hash join with Xash super keys and pass the joint table to the
validation step. In this step, the joinable rows are validated to discover and drop the false
positive rows, i.e., rows that have the same super keys but are not joinable. Ultimately, the
tables are duplicates if the number of duplicate rows equals to the number of rows in the
smallest table.
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Fig. 3: Lake de-duplication pipeline.

Algorithm 2 shows the process of comparing two tables in detail. CompareTables receives
two tables as input and returns as the result whether the tables are duplicates, or strictly
contained in one direction. First, the smaller and the bigger tables are identified (Line 3).
This helps us to create the hash table effectively and to find the candidate subset table. In
the first loop, the algorithm (Lines 4-6) creates a hash table based on the super keys in the
bigger table. The hash table is created based on the bigger table because in the filtering
phase using the smaller table, we can also identify a one-directional subset relationship.
Creating the dictionary based on the bigger table allows us to make sure that if even one
super key in the smaller table does not exist in the dictionary, we can make sure that the
two tables at hand are neither duplicates nor subsets of each other (Lines 9, 10). On the
contrary, if a super key from the smaller table exists in the hash table (Line 13), we get the
corresponding candidate rows from the larger table (Line 14) and verify them (Line 15).
The verifyRows compares the actual cell values of rows with the same super key. For this
purpose, it sorts the cell values of each row and checks whether the two rows are equal. To
save runtime, each row is only sorted at most once and the sorted row is cached in case it
is needed for later comparisons. For each matched row the function records the resulting
column alignment. If two consecutive row matches result in different column alignments,
the tables are considered as non-duplicates. If the rows are duplicates, they will be stored in
the matched_rows list (Line 16). If the size of matched_rows equals the size of the smaller
table, it means that the bigger table contains all the rows in the smaller table and there is a
subset relationship (Line 17).

The proposed algorithm and pipeline lead to zero false negatives. Based on the definition
of duplicates in this paper, two duplicate tables must have the same number of columns.
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Algorithm 2: CompareTables
1 Inputs: =t1: table 1, t2: table 2,
2 matched_rows = []
3 smaller_table, bigger_table = getSmallerBiggerTable(t1,t2)
4 foreach row_t1 in bigger_table do
5 super_key_t1 = bigger_table[row_t1].get_super_key()
6 hashjoin_map[super_key_t1].append(row_t1)
7 foreach row_t2 in smaller_table do
8 super_key_t2 = smaller_table[row_t2].get_super_key()
9 if super_key_t2 not in hashjoin_map then

10 break
11 else
12 row_t2_values = smaller_table[row_t2]
13 foreach hit_row_t1 in hashjoin_map[super_key_t2] do
14 row_t1_values = bigger_table[hit_row_t1]
15 if verifyRows(row_t1_values, row_t2_values) then
16 matched_rows.append(hit_row_t1, row_t2)

17 return ∥matched_rows∥ == ∥smaller_table∥

As our blocking method groups the tables based on their column dimensionality, i.e., the
number of columns, there will be no misses in during blocking.

The bloom-filter-like property of Xash assures that any two rows that are duplicates will
have the same super key. Therefore, no duplicate rows will be missed if their super keys do
not match.

5 Experiments

We carried out a series of experiments to answer the following questions: (1) Can we
significantly improve the runtime of duplicate table detection using the Xash filter? (2)
How does modifying the Xash generation affect the number of false positives? (3) How do
other hash functions perform for the same purpose?

5.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct experiments for both setups: duplicate table discovery and table group de-
duplication.
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5.1.1 Dataset for duplicate table discovery

To test the efficiency of our approach, we executed duplicate detection tasks on top of
the DWTC dataset [Eb15a]. The corpus consists of 145,533,822 tables and is indexed as
described in Section 3.

As the algorithm expects a table for input, we randomly selected 5 tables for each row and
column number dimensions of 1, 10, 100 and 5, 10, 50, respectively. In all our experiments,
we also retrieve tables with subset relationships (see Section 4). Turning this check to exact
duplicates does not change the performance.

5.1.2 Dataset for lake de-duplication

To evaluate the effectiveness of the super key filter in a lake de-duplication scenario, we
simulate the generation of groups where table-to-table comparisons have to take place at
the row level. We sampled coherent groups of tables, i.e., with equal table dimensions, from
the Wikipedia dataset6 [Au07].

The Wikipedia dataset consists of 7,684,431 different tables, with 380,475,701 total entries
in the inverted index described in Section 3. For the different test runs on this dataset, we
sampled real groups of 1,000-50,000 tables to represent duplicate blocks.

5.1.3 Competitors

For both scenarios, we are interested in the number of false positives and the runtime in
comparison to the naïve approach and other hash functions.

• Naïve approach: In this approach, duplicate rows are detected by checking if two
rows are equal through sortation and step-wise comparison of the aligned row values.

• Xash: Two rows are compared by checking if the super keys generated using
Xash are equal. The super keys consist of 128 bits, as proposed in the original
paper [EQA22]. If the super keys of two rows are equal, the row values need to be
checked the same way as described for the naïve approach, to rule out a false positive.

• SimHash: SimHash was developed for the purpose of finding similar content using
hash values [MJS07]. Its application is similar to using Xash, with the difference
that SimHash was used to generate the super keys.

• CityHash: CityHash was developed to generate hashes quickly, while still resulting in
mostly unique values [PA22]. The application is similar to using Xash or SimHash.

6 https://databus.dbpedia.org/dbpedia/text/raw-tables
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• MD5: MD5 was chosen, as it is a broadly used hash function. Its application is similar
to using Xash, SimHash, or CityHash.

All experiments were executed on a server with an AMD EPYC 7702P CPU with 64
cores/128 threads, 528 GB RAM, and 10 TB storage space. All code is implemented in
Python 3.9.2.

We used PostgreSQL 13.7 to store the inverted index. The indexes map tokenized row values
of the dataset tables to the corresponding table, row, and column ids as well as the row super
keys. Further, there is an index on the tableids and a third one on the super keys. All code is
available on GitHub: https://github.com/LUH-DBS/XashDedup.

5.2 Response time in duplicate table discovery

Table 3 displays the results of our main experiments to assess the efficiency of duplicate table
retrieval under the presence of different hash functions for super keys. We report the runtime
average for five tests per input dimension, i.e., (X rows and Y columns). Furthermore, we
report the average percentage of false positives (FP %), which is calculated as FPs

FPs+TPs and
measures the ratio of non-duplicate rows that wrongly passed a hash-based filter. In essence,
a good filter has a low FP%.

The approach based on Xash has the lowest percentage of false positives across all input
table dimensions, except for 10 rows / 50 columns. Note that although for 50 columns the
FP rate is about the same rounded number of 100% for CityHash, SimHash and MD5 there
are significant differences in the absolute numbers. Using Xash, on average 148k false
positives passed the filter, while for other hash functions this number was 750k, 580k, and
632k, for CityHash, SimHash, and MD5 respectively. This difference is clearly reflected in
the runtime. Xash yields the lowest average runtime by at least one order of magnitude,
compared to the filters with the other hash functions. The experiment is repeated 5 times
and the runtime superiority of Xash compared to the other hash functions is statistically
significant within 99% confident interval. For 100 rows and 5 columns, the approach based
on Xash clearly shows an advantage in terms of false positives and runtime: with only
3.4% of the passed rows being false, the runtime of 688ms is at least 57x faster than the
competitors. For the (1,5) dimension SimHash has a slightly better average runtime despite
the higher FP rate because in some experiments high similarity of rows inside the input
table result in identical hash functions, which in turn reduces the retrieval effort for such
input tables.

We make several further observations with regard to the influence of the input dimensions
on the overall runtime and FP rate. First, the more columns the input table contains the
higher is the overall false positive rate. This is because the hash functions are aggregates of
row value hashes. Thus, the more values are hashed and ORed the higher will be the number
of 1-bits, i.e., bits that turned to 1, and the more likely it will be that by chance the same
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Tab. 3: Runtime, result size, and false positives (FP) averaged over 5 experiments per input dimension

1 Row / 5 Cols 1 Row / 10 Cols 1 Row / 50 Cols
Average... Runtime (ms) FP % Runtime (ms) FP % Runtime (ms) FP %
Xash 1,023 1.1 320 2.3 713 74.6
CityHash 34,470 74.6 5,002 100.0 21,611 100.0
SimHash 963 1.1 19,977 99.9 9,754 100.0
MD5 16,038 50.0 58,353 100.0 21,856 100.0
No Hash 2,639,586 - 1,787,112 - 1,823,862 -

10 Rows / 5 Cols 10 Rows / 10 Cols 10 Rows / 50 Cols
Average... Runtime (ms) FP % Runtime (ms) FP % Runtime (ms) FP %
Xash 135 23.4 150 0.0 10,440 100
CityHash 41,428 99.8 23,420 100.0 36,927 100
SimHash 24,406 100 25,692 100.0 37,610 100
MD5 8,464 98.6 23,238 100.0 370,843 78.4
No Hash 403,565 - 2,767,554 - 1,495,390 -

100 Rows / 5 Cols 100 Rows / 10 Cols
Average... Runtime (ms) FP % Runtime (ms) FP %
Xash 688 3.4 397 10.5
CityHash 39,707 99.9 79,712 100.0
SimHash 445,152 99.5 71,710 100.0
MD5 280,832 100.0 80,524 100.0
No Hash 2,156,850 - 1,454,387 -

bits are turned to 1. There is an anomaly in the runtime with the (1,5) input datasets for
Xash as the runtime is higher than all other chosen dimensions except (10, 50). The reason
is that there are too many actual duplicates that need to be processed for (1,5). For larger
dimensions, the probability for duplicates and so true positives naturally decreases so that
the number of FPs and the rate becomes more relevant. As expected, the approach with no
hash function filter displays a significantly higher runtime than the hash-based approaches.
We enforced a limit of 1M cells for the number of retrieved rows so that the naïve approach
would be able to finish. Small deviations in the number of true positives are a result of a
hard limit of the enforced limit. The runtime might be higher in cases where the limit is
exceeded, i.e., the other hash functions.

5.3 Runtime Lake De-Duplication

As we make no claims on how to obtain the duplicate groups in lake de-duplication,
we only present experiments on the pairwise comparison approach in randomly selected
duplicate groups of 1,000 tables (7,284 rows; 54,434 row values, 96 duplicate tables tuples),
5,000 tables (33,937 rows; 233,807 row values, 2,528 duplicate tables tuples), and 10,000
tables (66,091 rows; 404,999 row values, 10,845 duplicate tables tuples). We repeat each
experiment five times and report the average.

Duplicate Table Discovery with Xash 381
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Fig. 4: Avg. false positive rates of table comparisons in duplicate groups

1,000 Tables 5,000 Tables 10,000 Tables
Avg. runtime in ms Avg. runtime in ms Avg. runtime in ms

Xash 401 9,229 48,601
SimHash 424 9,935 50,920
CityHash 457 10,417 52,610
MD5 458 10,509 52,738
No Hash 7,669 203,769 716,738

Tab. 4: Runtime of table comparisons in duplicate groups

Figure 4 shows the false positive rate and Table 4 contains the runtime for the different hash
functions and table groups.

Across all tested groups, Xash has the lowest percentage of false positives with a false
positive rate below 2.5%, followed by SimHash with a minimum of 58% false positives,
CityHash and MD5 with both around 74% false positives at minimum. Accordingly, Xash
application results in the lowest runtime.

The number of false positives increases with the size of the groups for all approaches.
Similarly, the runtime of each approach increases each time by an order of magnitude when
increasing the group size from 1,000 to 5,000 and then to 10,000.

For 1,000 tables, 2,509,878 row comparisons were performed on average for 5 runs with
the naïve comparison algorithm, which leads to a runtime of 7,669ms. Using the MD5 hash
function reduces the number of comparisons to 15,797 similar to CityHash with 15,681.
Despite the drastic reduction of comparisons by a factor of 160, the runtime is only reduced
by a factor of 16, to 458ms for MD5 and 457ms for CityHash. This is due to the fact, that
while using a super key eliminates some row comparisons, the super keys still need to
be compared with each other using a hash join approach. Furthermore, the overhead of
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retrieving tables becomes a more noticeable process. Using Xash, there are on average only
67 false positives out of 1,734 rows, making its approach the fastest. Xash outperforms
SimHash significantly within the 99% confidence interval.

For groups of 5,000 and 10,000 tables, we see a similar relative performance relationship as
observed for the group of 1,000 tables. Using Xash results in the fastest execution time
of 48,601ms for 265,067 rows in 10,000 tables, while SimHash, CityHash, and MD5 are
slightly slower. Using SimHash leads to the second-best runtime with 50,920ms, but around
62x more false positives.

Using no hash functions and therefore comparing all rows with each other results in a
runtime of 716,738ms and 270,718,502 row comparisons in the largest group. Using any
hash function the runtime can be reduced by more than 93%, 92% with Xash.

5.3.1 Varying the Hash Size

The hash functions usually require size parameters that specify the number of bits the
returned hash value has. To examine the effect of the hash size, the compareTables algorithm
is executed with different hash sizes of 64, 128, and 256 for Xash and Cityhash. For
SimHash, 64 and 128 bits were used, as there was no implementation for 256 bits available.
The experiment was performed on the 10,000 tables group of the Wikipedia dataset.

Tab. 5: Runtime comparison: different hash sizes

Runtime in ms FP SUM (FP+TP)
Xash 64 32,051 5,725 70,562
Xash 128 31,537 5,535 70,354
Xash 256 31,809 4,455 69,266
SimHash 64 35,813 632,478 697,627
SimHash 128 35,058 277,666 342,792
CityHash 64 38,576 1,891,030 1,956,452
CityHash 128 36,653 1,021,649 1,087,033
CityHash 256 36,753 654,260 719,393

Table 5 shows that increasing the hash size reduces the number of false positives, thus
leading to a decreased runtime. For Xash, the number of false positives decreases when
using 128 instead of 64 bits, but increases slightly with 256 bits. This is because the FP
rate is already very low with 128 bits and increasing the hash size increases the runtime of
the hash value checks. When using a 128-bit super key, only 5,535 FPs passed the filter
compared to more than 275,000 with SimHash and more than 1,000,000 with CityHash. For
SimHash and CityHash, the effect is more significant. Increasing the bits from 64 to 128
nearly halves the number of false positives for SimHash and CityHash from around 630,000
to fewer than 275,000 for SimHash and from more than 1,900,000 to around 1,000,000 for
CityHash.

Duplicate Table Discovery with Xash 383
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This experiment shows that a larger hash size generally leads to better pruning. Increasing
the number of bits for the hash value reduces the number of false positives as there are more
bits available to encode the row. However, as seen for Xash, there might be a cap on how
much pruning can be achieved. It is important to note that increasing the size requires more
disk space for storing the hashes. Increasing the hash size for CityHash from 64 bits to 256
bits quadruples the space required for storing the super keys. In particular, the super key
with 64-bit hash space requires 11.3 GB and 0.4 GB for DWTC webtables and Wikipedia,
respectively. This increases to 45.2 GB and 1.5 GB when using 256 bits. For large data
lakes, this increase could mean significant storage space that could be saved by using a
more effective hash function, such as Xash.

5.3.2 Modifying the Xash Generation

It is possible to modify the generation of Xash, either by altering the Xash function itself
or by changing the input value based on which the hash value gets generated.

Rotation Xash uses a bit rotation routine to differentiate strings with the same rare
characters but different lengths. With the rotation, it is expected that more unique hashes
will be generated and as such, the number of false positives will be reduced. We test this
assumption by comparing Xash with and without rotation on the different samples of the
DWTC dataset.

Table 6 shows the number of false positives with and without rotation. Generally, the runtime
differences are not statistically significant.

Tab. 6: Number of false positives with/without rotation

With rotation Without rotation
1,000 Tables 156 164
5,000 Tables 517 515
10,000 Tables 815 821

As the shifting of the hash values consumes additional resources, the higher resource
consumption makes the use of the rotation unjustifiable with the low number of additional
false positives when removing the rotation.

To further explore the influence of the rotation step, we also compared the FP-rate for different
table sizes. For this purpose, we sampled 383 tables with 20 columns and systematically
removed columns so that the actual duplicate tables remained duplicates with just fewer
columns. This experiment as well showed that turning off the rotation showed only a minor
improvement in the filtering ability.
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Input String So far, the super key for each row is generated using Xash by generating the
hash value for each row value and then logically OR’ing all hash values of the row values.

A different approach for generating the super key is to concatenate all values of a row and
then generate a single hash value for the concatenated string.

This would have the advantage that fewer hashes need to be generated. If the number of
false positives using the concatenated input string for the hash generation is lower or equal
to when OR’ing the row value hashes, the concatenation method could be preferred as the
hash function will have a higher overhead.

To evaluate this theory, we obtained 1,000 tables having 20 columns from the Wikipedia
dataset. The row values of each row in all tables are then sorted. After finding duplicates
among the tables and recording the false positives, we remove the last column from all
tables. The tables that now contain 19 columns are tested for duplicates again and the false
positives are reported. This is repeated until the tables contain only 1 column each.

We ran each test twice, one time using the super keys generated by logically OR’ing the hash
of the row values of each row and one time using the super key generated by concatenating
the row values of each row and then generating the Xash value. The super keys were
generated using Xash with 64 bits.

Fig. 5: False positives of Xash with different input formats

Figure 5 shows the FP rate for each group of columns per table for both approaches. It can
be observed that generating the super key based on OR’ing has fewer false positives for <6
columns per table, while concatenation has fewer false positives for ≥6 columns per table

The false positive rate is increased when using OR’ing when there are more columns per
table. This is due to an increased number of 1-bits existing in the super key when more hash
values are combined using the bitwise OR. When using concatenation to generate the super
key, this problem does not occur.

This characteristic also explains the spike using concatenation on tables with fewer columns.
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When using concatenation, there is still the same limited number of 1-bits is used as for
more columns, while OR’ing uses more 1-bits to encode the rows more uniquely.

5.4 Experimental Summary

The number of false positives has a direct influence on the runtime of the pairwise table
comparison and duplicate table discovery. The false positive ratio increases with the number
of columns as the same hash function has to represent more information. We also conducted
preliminary experiments on the effect of Null values on our hash functions. For input tables
that only contain null values in one or multiple rows, all hash functions have an equally high
percentage of false positives and therefore a high runtime. The same row values produce the
same hash value. When the hash values are logically OR’ed, the super key generated is the
same for the row, no matter whether the table consists of 1 or 10 columns.

Increasing the hash size decreased the number of false positives for all hash functions. This
however leads to more storage space required to store the hashes.

6 Conclusion

We explored the benefits of using hash-based filters in finding duplicate tables. We showcased
the duplicate table discovery use case as well as the pairwise comparison use case for lake
de-duplication.

The evaluation shows that using hash functions generally improves the overall runtime. In
particular, Xash shows the highest promise, followed by SimHash, CityHash, and MD5. In
comparison to the original use case of multi-column join discovery, one can say that it is
possible to further simplify Xash for efficiency reasons as rotation plays a minor role. The
duplicate detection setting is already stricter than join discovery as the probing requires the
equality of the hash functions and one-sided containment.

A challenge for all hash functions is when tables with many columns have to be encoded, as
the length of a row negatively impacts the pruning power of the hash function.

Future improvements for table de-duplication could be to consider hashing for the grouping
phase of large table corpora and to devise algorithms that are independent of lake indexes.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to research fuzzy table duplicates. Our current
approaches consider tables to be duplicates only when two tables contain the same set of
tuples regardless of row and column order.
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Abstract: Data profiling describes the activity of extracting implicit metadata, such as schema
descriptions, data types, and various kinds of data dependencies, from a given data set. The
considerable amount of research papers about novel metadata types and ever-faster data profiling
algorithms emphasize the importance of data profiling in practice. Unfortunately, though, the current
state of data profiling research fails to address practical application needs: Typical data profiling
algorithms (i. e., challenging to operate structures) discover all (i. e., too many) minimal (i. e., the
wrong) data dependencies within minutes to hours (i. e., too long). Consequently, if we look at the
practical success of our research, we find that data profiling targets data cleaning, but most cleaning
systems still use only hand-picked dependencies; data profiling targets query optimization, but hardly
any query optimizer uses modern discovery algorithms for dependency extraction; data profiling targets
data integration, but the application of automatically discovered dependencies for matching purposes
is yet to be shown - and the list goes on. We aim to solve the profiling-and-application-disconnect
with a novel data profiling engine that integrates modern profiling techniques for various types of data
dependencies and provides the applications with a versatile, intuitive, and declarative Data Profiling
Query Language (DPQL). The DPQL enables applications to specify precisely what dependencies are
needed, which not only refines the results and makes the data profiling process more accessible but
also enables much faster and (in terms of dependency types and selections) holistic profiling runs. We
expect that integrating modern data profiling techniques and the post-processing of their results under
a single application endpoint will result in a series of significant algorithmic advances, new pruning
concepts, and a profiling engine with innovative components for workload autoconfiguration, query
optimization, and parallelization. With this paper, we present the first version of the DPQL syntax and
its semantics, which introduces a fundamentally new line of research in data profiling.

Keywords: data profiling; query language; functional dependencies; unique column combinations;
inclusion dependencies

1 About Data Profiling and Application Requirements

Structural metadata is a set of rules that shape datasets, their formats, evolution, correctness,
and accessibility. For this reason, metadata is an essential input to many data management
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and data cleaning [IC15; VA18] to query optimization [KPN22; Pa00] and machine
learning [Ch19; KPN20] to name only a few. Due to the importance of metadata, most
database management systems store not only the data but also structural information, such as
data types, basic statistics, and constraints. This is only a fraction of the structural metadata
that characterizes a dataset, and actually having access to it is a lucky case because many
formats and systems for storing datasets do not even provide any metadata. For this reason,
data engineers (and scientists) conduct data profiling [Ab18] to extract metadata from
raw data. This first manual and meanwhile largely automated process has been improved
significantly over the past 30 years. To give a few examples, we can now automatically
mine unique column combinations [Bi20], functional dependencies [PN16], inclusion
dependencies [Dü19], order dependencies [SP22], matching dependencies [Sc20] and many
more in exact and various relaxed versions [CDP16]. In the quest to meet application needs
and user skills, the corresponding data profiling algorithms have been built into practical data
profiling tools, such as Metanome [Pa15a], Desbordante [De22], or Viadotto [Vi22]. Despite
these technological advances, data profiling still requires complicated and often manual
post-processing efforts to make use of the discovered metadata in different applications.

To illustrate the current limitations in data profiling, consider the following example: In a
data integration scenario, a data engineer is looking for possible foreign-key candidates
between two to-be-integrated datasets 𝑅 and 𝑆. A suitable foreign-key candidate is an
inclusion dependency (IND) 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌 where the attributes 𝑋 and 𝑌 are from different datasets
and the target 𝑌 is a key candidate, i. e., a unique column combination (UCC). The standard
approach would be to, first, discover all INDs and UCCs and, then, filter the required
statements for the actual results. This process introduces the following major issues:

Discovery of too many results: Many data profiling algorithms are exponential in their
output complexity because the amount of syntactically valid and, hence, discoverable
metadata is huge. They usually restrict the outputs to only minimal (or maximal) metadata
statements, but the metadata result sets still often outgrow storage capacities and the
data itself [Dü19; Pa15b]. Any semantic metadata selection is usually conducted as a
post-processing step and deferred to the metadata application. If these applications could
formulate their metadata requirements as pruning rules for the profiling of the data, giant
result sets could be avoided. In our example, only very few INDs overlap with a UCC, such
that a clever profiling run would never need to enumerate all INDs and UCCs.

Discovery of the wrong results: To limit the size of metadata result sets, the profiling
algorithms restrict the enumeration to only minimal (or maximal) statements. It is possible
to derive any valid metadata statement from these collections, but the inference requires
complex post-processing procedures based on different axiomatizations [Ab18]. If the INDs
in our example are all maximal and the UCCs are all minimal, then the needed foreign-key
candidates might be formed by an IND-UCC-combination in which neither the IND is
maximal nor the UCC is minimal; and apart from linking the two dependency statements,
additional inference work based on IND- and UCC-axioms is needed. A sophisticated
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profiling algorithm would do this already during metadata discovery, which requires a
standardized profiling language to configure the algorithm executions accordingly.

Discovery in the wrong way: All state-of-the-art data profiling tools operate on a one-type-
at-a-time basis, which means that they offer distinct discovery functionalities for every type
of metadata. To fulfill a certain metadata need, a user must first decompose the application
demands into these different metadata types. For each type, the best algorithm then
needs to be selected and parameterized. The latter involves specifying whether relaxation,
approximation, parallelization, disk-swapping, etc. is needed and if yes, to what degree. The
user must also configure algorithm-specific parameters, such as window sizes, search depths,
or filter sizes. This complexity prevents many users from applying modern data profiling
tools. For the foreign-key discovery example, the data engineer needs to parameterize
an IND and UCC algorithm and combine the results, which is something that a holistic,
application-driven data profiling tool with a simple, declarative query language should be
able to do automatically.

Discovery that takes too long: Data profiling algorithms are highly optimized, extremely
effective metadata discovery tools; they are still output bound, and the outputs grow
exponentially with the input sizes. For this reason, even the most effective algorithms
may take hours to days to enumerate complete metadata sets for certain inputs [Kr16].
The only way to achieve further significant performance improvements is to pull the
application-specific selection of the metadata statements from the preprocessing into the
profiling algorithms. This requires a generic language for pruning rules and holistic profiling
algorithms that discover multiple types of metadata simultaneously. In our example, we aim
to discover INDs and UCCs simultaneously and, for this, need to specify the relationship
between them. These relationships can be specified with a data profiling query language
and translate directly into pruning rules for the discovery.

A holistic data profiling engine with a standardized Data Profiling Query Language (DPQL)
would resolve all four mentioned issues: The declarative query language serves to formulate
exactly what metadata statements are needed, such that only truly required results (not too
many) and carefully linked results (not the wrong) are discovered. Based on the explicit
metadata queries, the data profiling engine can automate the parameterization (not in the
wrong way) and optimize the discovery strategy (not too long). In this paper, we introduce
the first version of such a data profiling query language and provide concrete examples of its
usage. DPQL is a generic, SQL-like language that serves to specify metadata requirements
across different metadata types. From a user perspective, DPQL is an intuitive interface to
filter and join metadata statements that are transparently discovered on demand.

Holistic data profiling via a standardized, declarative metadata query language is a fundamen-
tally new approach to data profiling and should have a major impact on how data profiling
algorithms and tools are developed in the future. The descriptions of the DPQL language in
this paper focus on the three most popular data dependencies, which are UCCs, FDs, and
INDs, but they generalize to all other types of dependencies and metadata statements.
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In the subsequent sections, we first introduce a small running example with a practical
DPQL query (Sect. 2). Then, we discuss related work on data profiling and profiling-related
query languages (Sect. 3) and recap the definitions of UCCs, FDs, and INDs (Sect. 4).
Afterward, we introduce DPQL’s SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax and result format (Sect. 5). We
then present the novel functions that can be used within a DPQL query and explain their
purposes (Sect. 6). As an evaluation of DPQL, we consider different application areas of
data profiling and formulate their demands in DPQL (Sect. 7). In the end, we motivate novel
research challenges inspired by DPQL (Sect. 8) and summarize our proposal (Sect. 9).

2 A Running Example

ID Name Evolution Location Sex Weight Size Type Weak Strong
25 Pikachu Raichu Viridian Forest m/f 6.0 0.4 electric ground water
29 Nidoran Nidorino Safari Zone m 9.0 0.5 poison ground gras
32 Nidoran Nidorina Safari Zone f 7.0 0.4 poison ground gras
63 Abra Kadabra Cerulean Cave m/f 19.5 0.9 psychic ghost fighting
64 Kadabra Simsala Cerulean Cave m/f 56.5 1.3 psychic ghost fighting

(a) Pokemon
Title Biome Region

Viridian Forest gras Kanto
Safari Zone gras Kanto

Cerulean Cave rock Kanto
Fuchsia City fighting Kanto

Anemonia City water Jotho

(b) Locations

Firstname Rank Pokecount
Marcian 8 38
Sebastian 5 42
Alexander 2 19
Thorsten 1 2

Elisa 9 73

(c) Trainers

Trainer Pokemon
Marcian 64

Elisa 29
Elisa 32

Sebastian 25
Sebastian 64

(d) Teams

Tab. 1: A running example with a small excerpt of Pokémon data.

1 SELECT
2 X AS ForeignKey, Y AS Key
3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,Locations,Trainers,Teams) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,Locations,Trainers,Teams) Y
6 WHERE
7 IND(X,Y)
8 AND UCC(Y)
9 AND SPLIT(X,Y)

10 AND SIZE(Y) <= 2
11 AND CARDINALITY(X) >= 2

List. 1: Find all foreign-key candidates between the
tables Pokemon, Locations, Trainers, and Teams.

As an introduction to DPQL, let us ex-
amine a small example with the Poké-
mon data shown in Tab. 1. In this exam-
ple, we aim to discover all foreign-key
relationships between the tables in the
Pokémon dataset. A foreign-key is an
integrity constraint between two lists
of attributes that requires an inclusion
dependency between the attribute lists
and a unique column combination on
the referenced attribute list. In some
domain-specific settings, we might also
want these relationships to cover at
most two attributes, to link attributes
from different tables, and to have at
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least two different values in the foreign-key columns. All these conditions can be formulated
in a single DPQL query, such as the one shown in List. 1. Following the SQL syntax, the
SELECT clause defines the output to be pairs of attribute lists X and Y, which represent the
needed ForeignKey and Key attributes, respectively. The FROM clause specifies the search
space for X and Y with the help of the CC() function that describes all possible column combi-
nations of its arguments; for this, DPQL needs to be able to fetch attribute information from
relations. The WHERE clause specifies the constraints on the metadata that we are looking for:
the IND X⊆Y and the UCC Y should be valid (IND(X,Y) and UCC(Y)), X and Y should be from
different relations (SPLIT(X,Y))), the size of the foreign-key should not be greater than two
(SIZE(Y) <= 2), and X should contain at least two different values (CARDINALITY(X) >= 2).
The answer to this query contains the tuples ( [Trainer], [Firstname]), ( [Pokemon], [ID]),
and ( [Location], [Title]), which are precisely the foreign-keys of the Pokémon dataset.

To obtain the result of a DPQL query, a novel data profiling engine is needed that can parse
the filter criteria from the query and apply them effectively. Note that the query implies
many implicit profiling constraints, e. g., that X and Y need to be of the same size, both
column combinations need to be lists while column combinations that do not appear in
INDs can be interpreted as sets, and the results should be minimal/maximal according to
dependency axioms. These constraints do not need to be specified and can automatically be
derived by the profiling engine and algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, not a single
existing data profiling system can consider all such profiling constraints.

For demonstration purposes, we implemented a very early query processing prototype for
the DPQL language that can answer the queries shown in this paper. With the prototype, we
executed the foreign-key query of List. 1 on the TPC-H (425 MB, 7 Tables, and 56 Attributes)
and the MusicBrainz (104 GB, 232 Tables, and 1 562 Attributes) datasets: The foreign-key
query on the TPC-H dataset yields 19 foreign-key candidates containing all seven true
foreign-key constraints; in contrast, a full profiling run yields 52 maximal INDs and 408
minimal UCCs that still need to be combined. The foreign-key query on the MusicBrainz
dataset yields 7 625 foreign-key candidates; in contrast, a full profiling run yields 209 572
unary INDs and 496 minimal UCCs that still need to be combined. These experiments
demonstrate that DPQL queries can produce smaller and more specific results; it enables
holistic profiling and new pruning rules for faster executions.

We need to emphasize that most real-world datasets are much wider and longer than our tiny
Pokémon example dataset; additionally, they often lack descriptive labels, offer only cryptic
values, and are hard to parse. For this reason, automatic data profiling starting at the source
data and delivering suitable results directly to the applications – just as we did with the
foreign-key query – is highly needed. DPQL is a first and essential building block for this.
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3 Related Work

Most of the research on data profiling focuses primarily on improving existing data
profiling algorithms including aspects, such as their scalability [Sc20; SGI19; SP22],
relaxation [Ca21b; CDP16; Li20; WHL21], or dynamics [Ca21a; Xi22]. Consequently,
many very effective algorithms exist for the discovery of basic metadata [HN17; HPN21],
unique column combinations [Bi20; WLL19], functional dependencies [PN16; WLL19],
inclusion dependencies [Dü19; Pa15c], order dependencies [SP22; Sz17], matching depen-
dencies [Sc20; Wa17], denial constraints [BKN17; PAN21] and many further. All these
algorithms target only one type of dependency and try to enumerate complete result sets;
they are written in different languages and serve quite heterogeneous interfaces and result
formats, which makes them relatively difficult to apply in real-world settings.

So far, very little research has been done on holistic profiling techniques. Some works exist
that consider UCCs and FDs simultaneously [Eh16; Hu99] or reason about FDs and INDs
jointly [HL18]. These approaches demonstrate the potential of holistic data profiling w.r.t.
runtime improvements, but a query language is needed to cover more than two types of
dependencies and semantically combine and filter the results.

Data profiling tools aggregate profiling algorithms and present them as services to the user.
They make the algorithms easier to operate and store the results in some tool-specific but at
least type-unified format. The open-source research framework Metanome [Pa15a] was the
first data profiling tool to support the discovery of various types of metadata. Another very
recent profiling tool inspired by Metanome is Desbordante [De22]. Meanwhile, commercial
products, such as Viadotto [Vi22], developed the idea further and professionalized the
concepts. All these tools effectively ease the profiling for non-expert users, but since they
do not offer any metadata management features, they effectively shifted the problem from
complicated-to-operate data to complicated-to-operate metadata.

A promising approach to the metadata management concern is to store the discovered
metadata in the form of data profiles in a database. In this way, users can issue SQL
queries to find, join, and filter the metadata according to their specific application needs. A
practical implementation of this idea, which works nicely with Metanome, is the metadata
management system Metacrate [Kr17a]. Metacrate proposes effective, relational storage
formats for various types of metadata, and SQL as a flexible and generic query language.
Another metadata store that focuses on statistical metadata rather than structural metadata
is Splash [FL10]. Similar to Metacrate, Splash is based on SQL and tries to persist all
metadata. The general approach of persisting the metadata, though, comes with various
issues: Synchronization of data and metadata is expensive, metadata contains a lot of
redundancy, schemata with many types (UCCs, INDs, FDs, ODs, . . . ) and relaxations
(partial, approximate, conditional, . . . ) become incomprehensible, and, most importantly,
metadata sets are huge if they are stored in their entirety. Standard SQL also appears to be
an unfavorable match for working with metadata, which is why we propose a novel query
language and a profiling engine that collects the metadata at query time.
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As part of our related work, we also consider the enormous space of business intelligence
systems with data profiling capabilities, including IBM InfoSphere, Talent Data Quality,
Informatica Data Explorer, Trillium Software Data Profiling, OpenRefine, SAP Business
Objects, and many, many more. Apart from the fact that many data profiling features of
these tools are still behind state-of-the-art in research, they suffer from the same metadata
management and accessibility issues as the whole field of data profiling.

Because metadata statements, and data dependencies in particular, are defined on schema
level, a data profiling query language needs to be able to access schema elements.
SchemaSQL [LSS96] is an SQL extension that already offers these capabilities: The
queries can access database-, relation-, and attribute-names, join values with labels, compare
schema elements, and alter them. The only schema operation needed for data profiling,
though, is referring to attribute lists. For this reason and because SchemaSQL also lacks
data profiling features, we create a new SQL-like dialect.

Defining SQL extensions or entirely new query languages to query derived information is
not a novelty. In the data mining area, which is closely related to data profiling, various
efforts have been made to extend SQL with data mining capabilities. For example, MINE
RULE is a keyword extension to discover rules [MPC+96; MPC98] and the profile function
is Splash’s extension to extract estimated joint probability density functions [FL10]. Data
mining algorithms have also been defined via user-defined functions [OP11] or virtual
views [Bl12]. Similar extensions would be possible also for data profiling algorithms, but a
query language specifically designed for data profiling is easier to understand, clearer in
semantics and result formats, and better to be parsed into data profiling pruning rules.

The SQL-like data mining language RQL [Ch17] is a query language for discovering exact,
extended and relaxed functional dependencies. It is the closest challenger of our proposal,
but it can discover only simple if-then-statements and no arbitrary complex metadata
constructs with different types of metadata. The extension of RQL to a more comprehensive
data profiling language would change not only the language, but also its execution engine
significantly. Therefore, we propose a novel, more intuitive query language.

4 Data Dependencies

Throughout the paper, we follow established notations for data profiling [Ab18]: Because
these notations consider schemata and data to be ordered (e. g. by their physical order on disk),
we use the terms attribute and column, as well as record, tuple, and row interchangeably.
We denote a relational schema as 𝑅 and instances of 𝑅 as 𝑟. Letters from the start of the
alphabet denote attributes (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, . . . ∈ 𝑅) and letters from the end of the alphabet
denote attribute lists (. . . ,𝑊, 𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ⊆ 𝑅). Attributes in these lists can be accessed via
index, e. g., as 𝑋𝑖 . For some metadata statements, the order of the attributes in attribute lists
is important (e. g. INDs) and for others it is not (e. g. UCCs and FDs). We, therefore, name
these lists column combinations and let the profiling algorithm infer, based on the type of
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dependency, whether a combination needs to be interpreted as a list or a set. The notations
𝑅[𝑋] and 𝑡 [𝑋] denote projections of schema 𝑅 and tuple 𝑡 on the attributes 𝑋 , respectively.
With these notations, we define UCCs, FDs, and INDs as follows:

Definition 1 (Unique column combination (UCC)) Given a schema 𝑅 with instance 𝑟 , a
UCC 𝑋 with 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑅 is valid in 𝑟 , iff ∀𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 ∈ 𝑟, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 : 𝑡𝑖 [𝑋] ≠ 𝑡 𝑗 [𝑋].

Definition 2 (Functional dependency (FD)) Given a schema 𝑅 with instance 𝑟, the FD
𝑋 → 𝐴 with 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑅 and 𝐴 ∈ 𝑅 is valid in 𝑟 iff ∀𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡 𝑗 ∈ 𝑟 : 𝑡𝑖 [𝑋] = 𝑡 𝑗 [𝑋] ⇒ 𝑡𝑖 [𝐴] = 𝑡 𝑗 [𝐴].

Definition 3 (Inclusion dependency (IND)) Given the schemata 𝑅 and 𝑆 with instances
𝑟 and 𝑠, respectively, the IND 𝑅[𝑋] ⊆ 𝑆[𝑌 ] (abbreviated 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌 ) with attribute lists 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑅

and 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑆, and cardinalities |𝑋 | = |𝑌 | is valid iff ∀𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑟, ∃𝑡 𝑗 ∈ 𝑠 : 𝑡𝑖 [𝑋] = 𝑡 𝑗 [𝑌 ].

Considering our running example in Tab. 1, we find that, for example, {Name, Sex} is
a UCC, {Type}→{Weak} is an FD, and {Location}⊆{Title} is an IND. Because UCCs
indicate keys, FDs indicate value associations, and INDs indicate referential integrity, these
three dependencies are among the most important metadata statements. For more details on
axiomatization, inference rules, and minimality/maximality properties, we refer to [Ab18].
In the context of this paper, it should be sufficient to understand that all profiling-related
aspects are pushed down to the profiling engine and/or algorithm(s).

5 Data Profiling Query Language

The Data Profiling Query Language (DPQL) is a variant of SQL that follows the popular
SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax. A central element of this syntax is the column combination
function CC(). This function allows DPQL to access schema elements as values. In the
following, we first introduce the CC() function and, then, discuss the DPQL query syntax.

5.1 DPQL Column Combination Function

Data profiling is about discovering metadata statements on column combinations. With
the column combination function CC(), the user can refer to these groups of attributes
and, then, specify restrictions and connections for them. The parameter list of the CC()
function is a list of relational attributes from which the column combinations should be
drawn. For example, CC(Pokemon.ID, Pokemon.Size) describes the following list-based
column combinations: {∅, [Pokemon.ID], [Pokemon.Size], [Pokemon.ID, Pokemon.Size],
[Pokemon.Size, Pokemon.ID]}. We can enumerate these from the list of attributes when
considering the power set lattice of these attributes [Ab18]. While the CC() function defines
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the origin of the columns, we later introduce further restrictions on column combinations
that filter concrete patterns of specific dependency types. Note that the CC() function in
DPQL is used as a declarative construct to define sets of column combinations, which can
be named in the queries. CC() provides the context for the data profiling and describes the
search space for the profiling algorithms, but it is not supposed to be fully materialized.

The attributes for a CC() call can be provided explicitly, collectively via their relations, or as
negations; we can also specify concrete column combination sets as literals. Tab. 2 provides
an overview of the specification options for column combinations:

Attributes: The most basic call of the CC() function lists all relational attributes that should
be considered for the generation of column combinations. If the parameter contains attributes
from different tables, these attributes will also form column combinations. For many types of
metadata, such as FDs, UCCs, and INDs, all attributes of a column combination must stem
from the same relation and the profiling algorithms will prune the search space accordingly;
for some types, such as MDs and DCs, mixed column combinations are needed, though.

Relations: By specifying relations in the CC() parameter lists, we denote all attributes of
the respective relations. This shortcut is well established in the data profiling community, as
most data profiling algorithms operate on this abstraction level.

Negations: With negations, the user can exclude certain attributes from relations in a CC()
call. In Tab. 2, we consider all attributes in the Pokemon relation and exclude only the
Pokemon.ID attribute from it. The negation is particularly useful to profile the majority of
attributes while excluding certain irrelevant attributes, such as empty, generated, or binary
attributes. Note that negative statements supersede positive statements, and a negative
statement without a positive relation is redundant.

Literal: Instead of modeling the search space with the CC() function, sets of column
combinations can also be specified explicitly with a literal statement. A literal groups one or
multiple column combinations, which are represented as attributes in square brackets, into a
set in curly brackets. A literal takes the place of any CC() call and can contain arbitrary many
column combinations, which the profiling uses exactly as specified. If the literal cannot be
parsed into a valid column combination, an error is thrown. The option to provide fixed
column combinations is important to ask specific profiling questions, such as "Where does
this foreign-key point to?" or "Which attributes functionally depend on this key candidate?".

Parameter Example Description: All CCs formable with . . .
Attributes CC(Pokemon.ID,Pokemon.Size) the provided attributes.
Relations CC(Pokemon,Teams) the attributes of the provided relations.
Negations CC(Pokemon,!Pokemon.ID) all attributes but the provided exceptions.
Literals {[Pokemon.ID,Pokemon.Size], exactly the two provided column combinations.

[Trainers.Rank]}

Tab. 2: Specification options for column combination sets.
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Because the order of column combinations matters for INDs (and some other dependencies),
column combinations in DPQL queries are always considered as lists, i. e., the order of
attributes in column combinations is meaningful. However, for set-based data dependencies,
such as UCCs and FDs, the profiling engine automatically prunes redundant results.

5.2 DPQL Query Syntax

We now introduce the SELECT-FROM-WHERE syntax of DPQL and provide further examples
of DPQL queries. The queries use the CC() function to reference column combinations
(short CCs) and the functions UCC(), FD(), and IND() to specify dependencies (and their
interactions); we provide more details on the metadata discovery functions later in Sect. 6.

1 SELECT
2 X AS Left, Y AS Right
3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,Trainers) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,Trainers) Y
6 WHERE
7 FD(X,Y)

List. 2: Find all functional dependencies in the
relations Pokemon and Trainers.

SELECT The SELECT clause defines the
column combinations that shall appear in
the query’s result. Each listed column com-
bination translates into a column in the
relational output, and every row in the re-
lational output is a set of column combina-
tions that answers the DPQL query. Column
combinations refer to the search spaces de-
fined by the CC() calls in the FROM clause,
and can be renamed with the AS keyword.
List. 2 shows a DPQL query with a sim-
ple SELECT clause that selects the left- and right-hand-sides of functional dependen-
cies within the relations Pokemon and Trainers. Result tuples of this query would be
( [Pokemon.Type], [Pokemon.Weak]) or ( [Trainer.Rank], [Trainer.Pokecount]), which rep-
resent the FDs Type→Weak and Rank→Pokecount. Note that SELECT describes a projection
on the column combinations defined in the FROM clause and, therefore, does not need to list
all CCs – if we require only left-hand-sides, we would project on X alone in List. 2.

1 SELECT
2 X AS Dependent, Y AS Referenced
3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon) X,
5 CC(Locations,Teams) Y
6 WHERE
7 IND(X,Y)

List. 3: Find all inclusion dependencies from the
relation Pokemon to either Locations or Teams.

FROM The FROM clause uses the CC()
function (or literals) to specify the search
space of the profiling. Every CC()-defined
set of column combinations needs to be
named, such that it can be referenced in
the SELECT and/or WHERE clause. The DPQL
query in List. 3 demonstrates the discovery
of inclusion dependencies in the Pokémon
example with two different CC() sets. The
results of this query contain all X and Y
column combination pairs, for which the X
values link Pokemon to Y values in either Locations or Teams.
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1 SELECT
2 X Determinant, Y AS Unique
3 FROM
4 CC(Teams,Trainers) X,
5 CC(Pokemon) Y
6 WHERE
7 UCC(Y)
8 AND (IND(X,Y) OR FD(X,Y))

List. 4: Find all unique column combinations that
are a target of a functional or inclusion dependency.

WHERE The WHERE clause is a logical
filter expression. It defines the metadata
patterns that serve a specific application
need and follows SQL operator precedence.
While the FROM clause restricts the data
profiling process to certain tables (and at-
tributes), the WHERE clause can be used to
formulate conditions and metadata patterns
that further prune the metadata search space.
Handed over to the actual data profiling,
these restrictions can greatly reduce runtime
and memory consumption. Expressions in
the WHERE clause are based on data profiling functions that cover different types of meta-
data statements, such as UCC(), FD(), and IND(), and additional restrictions on column
combinations, such as SIZE(), MIN(), and MAX() (more details in Sect. 6). Filter criteria
can be linked via AND and OR, and any valid answer to a DPQL query needs to fulfill
the entire WHERE clause. An example with a slightly larger WHERE clause than before is
shown in List. 4: The query asks for all inclusion and functional dependencies that point to
unique column combinations. Both ( [Pokemon.Name,Pokemon.Sex], [Pokemon.ID]) and
( [Teams.Pokemon], [Pokemon.ID]) are valid answers to the query, the former being the FD
{Name,Sex}→{ID} and the latter the IND {Pokemon}⊆{ID}; the result does not differentiate
FDs and INDs, but the way this query is issued (via OR) indicates that this information is
irrelevant for the application.

5.3 DPQL Result Format

In contrast to SQL, which queries database records, DPQL extracts statements about the
schemata, i. e., combinations of attributes and their interactions. These schema statements
are compositions of column combinations, which introduce special challenges for the output
format. To understand these challenges and our design decisions for overcoming them, we
first describe the straightforward case and address the complicated situations afterwards.

Basic DPQL Results

A DPQL query returns a result in relational format: The SELECT clause determines the
schema of the result table by turning every provided column combination variable, which
is a CC() call, into a relational attribute. The name of each result attribute is equal to the
column combination’s variable name or, if provided, its AS-alias. Each row in the result
relation is a valid response to the DPQL query; structurally, a response row is a set of
column combinations, which is a set of attribute lists. For example, Tab. 3 lists the results of
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our introductory foreign-key example (see List. 1). Each of the three result tuples describes
a valid foreign-key candidate according to the specified filter criteria.

ForeignKey Key

[Teams.Pokemon] [Pokemon.ID]
[Teams.Trainer] [Trainers.Name]
[Pokemon.Locations] [Location.Name]

Tab. 3: The result table for the DPQL query from List. 1 with column combinations X and Y.

Finding the most effective strategy for obtaining DPQL query results will be subject to
extensive future research, but a possible way of processing the foreign-key query with state-
of-the-art algorithms is as follows: We first discover all INDs, which are {Pokemon}⊆{ID},
{Trainer}⊆{Firstname}, {Location}⊆{Title}, and {Strong}⊆{Biome}; then we discover
all UCCs, which are {ID}, {Weight}, {Name, Sex}, {Name, Size}, {Title}, {Firstname},
{Rank}, {Pokecount}; after obtaining both type-specific profiling results, we intersect the
IND right-hand-sides and the UCCs with a subset-aware comparison (i. e., if any subset
of a right-hand-side is a UCC, the IND-UCC-pair is valid); this leaves us with the INDs
shown in Tab. 3; finally, we apply the size and origin filters, which do not change the
results. This process demonstrates that DPQL queries can be answered automatically with
state-of-the-art profiling technology, although this way of processing is terribly expensive.

Normalization

While the foreign-key example is an ideal case of a result table, the relational result structure
for data profiling statements has a major size issue when it comes to more complex result
sets: Because every row in the table represents a unique valid result, DPQL queries with
more than one dependency in the output column combinations generate a lot of redundancy.
For illustration purposes, consider the DPQL query in List. 5 that aims to profile all unique
column combinations in the relations Pokemon and Trainers. Because these UCCs are
associated with two independent CC() calls, every combination of a Pokemon UCC and
a Trainers UCC is a valid answer to the query. We show the list of results in Tab. 4.

1 SELECT
2 X AS PokemonUCCs,
3 Y AS TrainersUCCs
4 FROM
5 CC(Pokemon) X,
6 CC(Trainers) Y
7 WHERE
8 UCC(X)
9 AND UCC(Y)

List. 5: Find all UCCs in Pokemon and Trainers.

PokemonUCCs TrainersUCCs

{𝐼𝐷} {𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}
{𝐼𝐷} {𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘}
{𝐼𝐷} {𝑃𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡}
{Name, Sex} {𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}
{Name, Sex} {𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘}
{Name, Sex} {𝑃𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡}
. . . . . .

Tab. 4: UCCs of List. 5 in one result.
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1 SELECT
2 X, Y, Z

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,Trainers,Teams) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,Trainers,Teams) Y,
6 CC(Pokemon,Trainers,Teams) Z
7 WHERE
8 IND(X,Y)
9 AND FD(Y,Z)

List. 6: Find all INDs that point to FDs.

The redundancy that we find in this result
table can be described as a join or multival-
ued dependency [Ab18]. The redundancy
introduced with such dependencies grows
quadratically with increasing data volume,
which is problematic considering that data
profiling result sets grow exponentially with
the input schema sizes – even the increased
pruning capabilities of DPQL cannot re-
solve this general issue.

In a first solution attempt, we might reject
DPQL queries with non-correlated column
combinations, but the redundancy issue also exists for properly correlated column com-
binations: The DPQL query in List. 6 asks for all inclusion dependencies that point to
functional dependencies; the result should list both the INDs and FDs. Now, if an IND
points to multiple FDs or an FD is the target of multiple INDs, we generate duplicate, i. e.,
redundant IND and FD outputs, respectively. So, we again observe redundancy from join or
multivalued dependencies in the results. To resolve these dependency-caused redundancies,
relational database theory suggests schema normalization. For this reason, we propose
normalized outputs for DPQL queries and, hence, potentially multiple result tables. The
algorithm for creating these tables is shown in Algorithm 1. It creates a table for every pair
of column combinations that appears together in at least one binary dependency, such as an
IND or FD (Lines 3-6); then, it creates separate tables for individual column combinations
that are not linked to other column combinations (Lines 7-10). In this way, DPQL results
can be represented without their inherent redundancy.

Algorithm 1 Creation of the normalized DPQL result schema
1: procedure createResultSchema(𝑑𝑝𝑞𝑙𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦)
2: resultSchema← ∅
3: for every binary dependency 𝐷 (𝑋,𝑌 ) in the WHERE clause of the 𝑑𝑝𝑞𝑙𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 do
4: if there is no table 𝑇 (𝑋,𝑌 ) or 𝑇 (𝑌, 𝑋) with 𝐷’s two CCs 𝑋 and 𝑌 in resultSchema then
5: if both 𝑋 and 𝑌 are selected in the SELECT clause then
6: create the table 𝑇 (𝑋,𝑌 ) and store it in resultSchema
7: for every CC 𝑍 in the SELECT clause of the 𝑑𝑝𝑞𝑙𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 do
8: if there is no table 𝑇 (𝑍), 𝑇 (𝑋, 𝑍) or 𝑇 (𝑍, 𝑋) with this CC in resultSchema then
9: if 𝑍 is selected in the SELECT clause then

10: create the table 𝑇 (𝑍) and store it in resultSchema
return 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎

With normalization, the output of the DPQL query in List. 1 remains one table with
schema {[ForeignKey, Key]}. The output of the DPQL query in List. 5, though, becomes
{[PokemonUCCs], [TrainerUCCs]} and the output of the DPQL query in List. 6 becomes
{[X, Y], [Y, Z]}. To reconstruct the single, not-normalized result table or to read a full result
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row, we simply join the individual result tables on common column combinations (e. g. Y
for the query in List. 6); the reconstruction of unrelated result tables requires a cross join.

In summary, we recommend normalizing DPQL query results for result compaction. The
non-normalized, single relation results can always be obtained by joining the result tables,
which is useful, for instance, if a DPQL query is embedded into an SQL query.

Extension Columns

Many data profiling results, such as functional and inclusion dependencies, simply mark a
special relation between column combinations. These relations can be expressed with the
(normalized) relational result format on column combinations. However, the data profiling
toolbox offers a plethora of metadata statements, relaxations, and conditions that provide
additional information about the properties of a column combination or column combination
relationship. Therefore, we propose to extend DPQL result schemata dynamically with
additional columns that store well-defined, metadata-dependent information. The rationale
here is simple: If a DPQL function, such as UCC(), FD(), or IND(), extracts more than a
relationship of column combinations, the DPQL engine adds a DPQL function-specific,
additional column to the output schema. In theory, we can assume that the union of all
possible extension columns is implicitly present in all DPQL query results and the fields
are NULL by default, but in practice, these columns should be hidden if they are empty. We
now briefly introduce some basic extension columns for popular data profiling metrics
(see Tab. 5). It is worth noting that the table is incomplete and needs to be extended in the
development process of the data profiling engine:

Name Property Type Values
Approximate Relaxation boolean true if validity is not certain
Partial Relaxation float Fraction of records that fulfill the statement
Conditional Relaxation string Condition for defining the statement’s scope
Minimum Statistic <target type> Minimum value of the target CC
Maximum Statistic <target type> Maximum value of the target CC
Histogram Statistic string Value distribution in the target CC
Denial Special string Denial constraint expression on the target CC
Matching Special string Matching dependency expression on the target CC
Order Special string Order dependency expression on the target CC

Tab. 5: Extension columns that relax metadata statements or belong to special metadata statements.

Relaxation: Any relational metadata statement can be relaxed in different ways [CDP16]:
We can, i. a., make the statement approximate signaling that the statement’s validity is not
guaranteed, partial to restrict the statement’s validity to a certain percentage of records, or
conditional to tie the statement’s validity to specific constraints. Such relaxations have been
implemented for many data profiling algorithms and are required by many data profiling
applications. With the extension columns, we can also return them in DPQL results.
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Statistic: Data profiling often targets basic statistics, such as a column combination’s
min-, max-, avg-, or median-values, NULL-counts, data types, histograms, lengths- and
size-measurements, or frequent item sets. The results of such profiling tasks can easily be
stored in extension columns.

Special: Some special data dependencies, which are frequently extensions of functional
dependencies, can describe more complex relationships between column combinations.
This includes, for example, matching dependencies (MDs) [Fa08], order dependencies
(ODs) [GH83], and denial constraints (DCs) [Be11]. The extra information hidden in these
relationships can be similarity functions and thresholds (see MDs), order directions (see
ODs), or entire first-order logic statements (see DCs). While the column combinations of
these dependencies are stored in the normal CC-columns of the relational DPQL result sets,
the engine adds extension columns for the dependency-specific details.

As shown in Tab. 5, extension columns can be typed to improve their accessibility for
applications. The standard for basically all existing data profiling tools and algorithms is to
provide all results as strings; therefore, typed extension columns can add some additional
information. The concept of extension columns adapts well to the dynamic nature of data
profiling, as it allows a flexible combination of properties. For example, Tab. 6 shows the
result of a DPQL query that discovered all partial, conditional matching dependencies.
Although no existing data profiling algorithm can actually discover such dependencies,
there is certainly a practical use for them in, for instance, data integration. The result table
lists the two column combinations of this dependency (Pokemon and PoMos), the matching
dependency condition (Matching), and the two relaxations (Partial and Conditional) in
one relational table. Each entry in this result relation – in this case, only one entry – is an
answer to the discovery query. The shown example describes the matching dependency
{Pokemon[Name] ≈Jac,0.92 PoMos[ID]} → {Pokemon[Sex] ≈Lev,1.0 PoMos[Gender]},
which is true for 97% of the tuples under the condition {Weight > 0 ∧ Name ≠ ’Mewtwo’}.

Pokemon PoMos Partial Conditional Matching
[Pokemon.Name, [PoMos.ID, 0.97 {Weight > 0∧ [(Jaccard, 0.92),
Pokemon.Sex] PoMos.Gender] Name ≠ ’Mewtwo’} (Levenstein, 1.0)]

Tab. 6: Result of a DPQL query that discovered all partial, conditional matching dependencies.

6 DPQL Functions

The purpose of DPQL is to restrict data profiling activities and their results in such a way
that only truly needed metadata is delivered to the application. To filter and combine the
column combinations purposively, DPQL offers a variety of functions that are applied in
the WHERE clause. This section introduces the most important DPQL functions.
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Metadata Discovery Functions

Metadata discovery functions are the core of DPQL. These functions represent the data pro-
filing services that were traditionally implemented as separate algorithms. In this paper, we
already used three metadata discovery functions in the various examples, namely UCC(<CC>),
FD(<CC>,<CC>), and IND(<CC>,<CC>) for unique column combinations, functional dependen-
cies, and inclusion dependencies, respectively. The reading order of column combinations
in dependency functions is from left to right: First, the dependent/cause/included part,
then the referenced/effect/containing part. Throughout this paper, we showed example
queries with UCCs, FDs, and INDs, but thanks to extension columns (see Sect. 5.3), the
functional concept extends seamlessly to all other types of metadata, such as order depen-
dencies (OD(<CC>,<CC>)), matching dependencies (MD(<CC>,<CC>)), or denial constraints
(DC(<CC>,<CC>)). Short DPQL queries with a single metadata function call can be used
as an interface for existing data profiling algorithms, but the strength of DPQL lies in the
combination of metadata functions. With a good understanding of the discovery functions, a
query engine can combine multiple functions into a single, holistic profiling task and, then,
optimize execution orders, share intermediate results for additional search space pruning,
and re-use temporary data structures.

To support possibly all variations of data profiling, we need a standard to pass optional
configuration parameters to metadata functions. For example, suppose we want to relax a
dependency as discussed in Sect. 5.3 or force the declarative query into a certain execution
strategy, which is to bypass the automatic query optimizer. In such cases, we can specify
these objectives as parameters in the metadata functions. Passing parameters to DPQL
functions is done via named parameters with the <parameter>=<value> syntax. This syntax
ensures that parameter specifications are order-invariant and differ from column combination
specifications. To enforce, for instance, a partial functional dependency that has at least a
coverage of 95% of the tuples, we could write FD(X, Y, partial=0.95) or to force the
engine to discover approximate INDs with the FAIDA method [Kr17b], we write IND(X, Y,
approximate=true, method=’FAIDA’). We acknowledge that this is not the most idiomatic
approach for a declarative query, but it addresses the variety of data profiling demands and
the fact that data profiling is still a quickly evolving discipline.

Result Restriction Functions

CARDINALITY: The CARDINALITY(<CC>) function counts the number of distinct values in a
column combination. It can be used together with numeric comparators (i. e., <,<=,=,>=,>)
in filter statements to restrict valid column combinations to those that have a certain
(minimum or maximum) cardinality. We have seen this function already in the query of
Tab. 1, where we demanded foreign-keys to hold at least two different values.
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1 SELECT
2 X, Y

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon) X,
5 CC(Pokemon) Y,
6 CC(Teams) Z
7 WHERE
8 FD(X,Y) AND SIZE(X) < 3
9 AND IND(Y,Z) AND SIZE(Y) = SIZE(X)

List. 7: Find FDs with less than three attributes
in Pokemon that functionally determine an IND of
same size into the Teams relation.

SIZE: The SIZE(<CC>) function can be
used to restrict the number of attributes
in a column combination to a fixed, min-
imum or maximum size. Recall that the
CC() function creates a (virtual) power-set-
shaped lattice of column combinations of
various sizes. With the SIZE() function and
a numeric comparator (i. e., <,<=,=,>=,>),
we can bind the sizes of certain column
combinations to numeric values or the sizes
of other column combinations (see List. 7).
In this way, SIZE() effectively prunes the
search space with a simple criterion that
many profiling algorithms can already pro-
cess.

1 SELECT
2 X AS ForeignKey, Y AS Key
3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,Teams,Trainers) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,Teams,Trainers) Y
6 WHERE
7 UCC(Y) AND IND(X,Y) AND MIN(X)

List. 8: Find foreign-key candidates with attribute
sets of minimal size – effectively unary INDs.

MIN and MAX: To keep metadata re-
sults concise, data profiling algorithms dis-
cover only result sets of minimal (UCCs,
FDs, MDs, . . . ) or maximal (INDs) de-
pendencies; via dependency axioms, all
non-enumerated dependencies can be de-
rived from these sets. Now that we combine
dependencies into patterns via DPQL, min-
imality/maximality properties are less clear.
Consider, for example, the query in List. 8.
The answer to this query might be an (X,Y)-
tuple, where neither Y is a minimal UCC
nor X⊆Y is a maximal IND – this is what makes the traditional application of data profiling
results such a hard task. To lead the results in a useful and clear direction, we can define
specific CCs to be MIN(<CC>) or MAX(<CC>). Minimizing means that we cannot remove a
single attribute from the CC without violating the entire query result; maximizing means
that we cannot add any further attribute. By default, all profiling functions but IND() produce
minimal results; IND() and combinations with this function produce maximal results.

CONTAINS: The DPQL function CONTAINS(<CC>,<CC>) specifies that in every valid result,
the first column combination contains all attributes of the second column combination. To
understand the usefulness of this function, again consider the example query in List. 8.
Assume we want, as an output of this query, not the actual IND-UCC-pair that answers the
query but instead the maximal IND and minimal UCC that frame these solutions. Hence, we
specify three outputs X, Y, and Z constrained to UCC(X), IND(Y,Z), and CONTAINS(Y,X), then
X⊆Y (referring to attributes here; not INDs!) with minimal X and maximal Y and Z column
combinations.
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1 SELECT
2 X, Y

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,Teams,Trainers) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,Teams,Trainers) Y
6 WHERE
7 UCC(X) AND UCC(Y) AND PAIR(X,Y)

List. 9: Find redundant keys in multiple relations.

SPLIT and PAIR: Column combinations
in DPQL query results are, by default,
unrelated unless some metadata function
connects them. Occasionally, however, we
want to filter results such that certain col-
umn combinations in a result (= a row in
the result table) are either paired (= po-
tentially different attribute lists but from
the same relation) or split (= different at-
tribute lists from different relations). The
PAIR(<CC>,<CC>) and SPLIT(<CC>,<CC>)
functions allow the user to specify these requirements in a DPQL query. We recall that
in our introductory example on foreign-key discovery (see List. 1) the source and target
columns should stem from different relations; this was ensured with the SPLIT() function.
If we would like to discover, for example, redundant keys (= more than one UCC in the
same table) in multiple relations (see List. 9), we need the PAIR() function to co-locate X
and Y. Note that PAIR() and SPLIT() are commutative operations, so that e. g. PAIR(X,Y) =
PAIR(Y,X).

7 DPQL in Practical Applications

Data profiling has many applications in data management and data analytics. To evaluate
our data profiling query language, we selected a few representative scenarios from different
applications to showcase the implementation of their profiling activities in our novel dialect.

Data linkage: Our foreign-key discovery example from List. 1 has been drawn from a data
engineering task that aims to connect previously unconnected datasets or datasets for which
the foreign-key relationships have been lost. The discovered combinations of INDs and
UCCs present an application with structurally valid constraint candidates.

1 SELECT
2 W, X, Y, Z

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon) V, CC(Pokemon) W,
5 CC(Pokemon) X, CC(Pokemon) Y,
6 CC(Locations) Z
7 WHERE
8 IND(V,Z,partial=0.8)
9 AND UCC(W,partial=0.95)

10 AND FD(X,Y,partial=0.90)

List. 10: Find partial dependencies in the Pokemon
relation for error detection.

Data cleaning: Metadata is an important
asset for error detection and correction. A
cleaning system could, for instance, issue
the DPQL query in List. 10 to discover par-
tial INDs, UCCs, and FDs in the Pokemon re-
lation. The system would then check the re-
sults for meaningful but not 100% correct re-
sults. We should, for example, find the IND
Location ⊆ Title, the UCC {Name, Sex},
and the FD Type→ Weak. If one of these is
indeed partial and not exact, we can use the
dependency to identify and possibly correct
the erroneous records [MA20].
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Q 1 SELECT
2 UCC_C, IND_L, IND_R

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon.Name,Pokemon.Sex) UCC_C,
5 {[Pokemon.Location]} AS IND_L,
6 {[Locations.Title]} AS IND_R
7 WHERE
8 UCC(UCC_C) AND IND(IND_L,IND_R)

List. 11: Find a specific UCC and IND.

Query optimization: Research on op-
timizing SQL queries with profile-
able metadata has generated many ap-
proaches, ranging from various query
rewriting strategies over physical exe-
cution optimization techniques to cost-
based query plan rewriting rules [Ko22].
For illustration purposes, consider an
example of a distinct semi-join fil-
ter, which is an SQL query of the
form SELECT DISTINCT Name, Sex FROM
Pokemon WHERE Location IN {SELECT Title FROM Locations}; The DPQL query in
List. 11 checks if {Name, Sex} is unique to remove the DISTINCT operator and if
Location ⊆ Title is an IND to remove the entire WHERE clause.

1 SELECT
2 X, Y

3 FROM
4 CC(Pokemon,PoMos) X,
5 CC(Pokemon,PoMos) Y
6 WHERE
7 MD(X,Y,partial=0.95,
8 conditional=true)

9 AND SPLIT(X,Y)

List. 12: Find partial conditional MDs.

Data integration: Schema matching is an
integral part of data integration. One flavor
of schema matching are structure-based
approaches [RB01]. The partial conditional
matching dependency that we discussed in
Sect. 5.3 is such a structure that describes
matching attributes (the MD) with some
failure tolerance and context information
(the conditional properties). To discover
the partial conditional MDs between the
Pokemon and PoMos relations, we can use
the DPQL query in List. 12.

1 SELECT
2 UCC_C, FD_L, FD_R, IND_L, IND_R

3 FROM
4 CC(P,L,T,T) UCC_C,
5 CC(P,L,T,T) FD_L, CC(P,L,T,T) FD_R,
6 CC(P,L,T,T) IND_L, CC(P,L,T,T) IND_R
7 WHERE
8 UCC(UCC_C) AND FD(FD_L,FD_R)
9 AND IND(IND_L,IND_R)

List. 13: Find UCCs, FDs and INDs in all tables;
table names in CC() calls were shortened for brevity.

Data exploration: A look at the metadata
of a relational dataset often helps to under-
stand its structure and implicit logic better.
Because data often comes without metadata,
data profiling is conducted to gather pos-
sibly many insights from a given instance.
The DPQL query in List. 13 does exactly
this: It collects all UCCs, FDs, and INDs
that are true in our Pokémon example. The
normalized output presents the results in
three tables – one for each dependency.

Q
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8 Future Work

The data profiling query language (DPQL) that we introduced in this paper is an essential
building block for a new generation of data profiling systems. For its practical implementation,
we envision a database-like system that covers all standard query processing components.
The setup of this system, however, is more like a virtually integrated database [DHI12] or,
in modern terms, a DataLakehouse [Ar21], because the system answers metadata questions
in a virtual fashion, across potentially multiple datasets, and without manipulating the
data itself. Due to the size and complexity of this system, we expect that DPQL will spark
innovative research on at least the following components:

Query parser: The DPQL queries require a parsing component that translates them into
logical (and physical) execution plans. We assume that DPQL can be combined with SQL,
but this imposes interesting parsing challenges. Another challenge for the parser (and all
other components) is that further iterations of DPQL must be able to introduce new features,
such as additional metadata types, metadata properties, or filter functions, because data
profiling – in contrast to relational query processing – is a still evolving area.

Query optimizer: Despite their similarities with SQL queries, DPQL queries translate
into quite different execution plans, for which other optimization rules apply. For query
optimization, novel approaches for indexing, caching, query rewriting, operator ordering etc.
need to be found. Effective approaches for selecting the most efficient execution strategy
(e. g. UCCs first, INDs first, or both at the same time?) and automatically inferring empty
results (e. g. from CC(Pokemon,!Pokemon) or SIZE(CC(Team))>3) are crucial for the system.

Query execution engine: The actual data profiling might change significantly given the new
application-specific pruning rules and the potential of holistically combining profiling runs.
Given the many existing profiling algorithms (and new techniques of the future), research
will need to investigate which algorithms to combine, how to combine algorithms, and how
to integrate them into one system. Considering the comprehensive amount of metadata types
and discovery flavors, we expect a lot of future research on the actual query processing.

9 Summary

In this paper, we proposed DPQL, a declarative query language for the discovery of data
dependencies and other metadata statements. DPQL is the first uniform data profiling
language and an essential building block for a new generation of data profiling systems. The
SQL-like language relieves data scientists from deploying complex profiling algorithms,
and it renders most of the expensive and difficult post-processing efforts obsolete. Due
to the increased filter- and pruning-capabilities, we expect significant efficiency gains for
DPQL-based data profiling activities. With DPQL, we started to close the gap between
data profiling results and actual applications needs; now, much research is needed for the
technical design of the language and its profiling capabilities.
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ExtracTable: Extracting Tables from Raw Data Files

Leonardo Hübscher1, Lan Jiang2, Felix Naumann3

Abstract: Raw data, especially in text-files, comes in many shapes and forms, often tailored toward
human readability. They include preambles and footnotes, are formatted visually, and in general do
not follow csv-guidelines. The ability to easily ingest such files into data systems opens up many
opportunities for data analysis and processing. With ExtracTable, we present a system that can
automatically ingest a large variety of raw data files, including text files and poorly structured csv-files
by detecting row patterns and thus separating their values into coherent columns. We manually
annotated 957 files of a wide variety containing 1 208 tables. We show experimentally that ExtracTable
can correctly parse 90% of all lines in structured files and 76% of all lines in files with a visual layout
only, significantly outperforming state-of-the-art.

1 Table Extraction

As more and more data is created and made accessible, the ability to automatically ingest
and analyze them becomes increasingly desirable. Various open data portals are a means
for governments, companies, and individuals to make data publicly available. However, to
support data creators to easily share their data, these platforms do not enforce specific data
formats, and we observe very many home-grown formats that are not amenable to easy
parsing and ingesting into a data system.

Data wrangling summarizes the process of transforming raw data into a well-defined format.
According to multiple studies from Kaggle, Anaconda, IBM, and Forbes, data scientists
spend 26% to 80% of their time on data wrangling, distracting them from tackling the original
data processing task [An20; Ch14; Mo18; Pr16]. This effort is not only time-consuming,
but also tedious and error-prone. Still, data preparation is necessary, as data quality issues
otherwise prevent subsequent algorithms from working well.

Data is often displayed and stored in a tabular format that is suitable for both humans and
machines. However, tables may appear quite different when persisted as files. Plain-text files,
for instance, lack proper instructions on how to interpret tables therein. Our work regards two
table formats: csv tables and ascii tables. The widely used csv (character-separated-values)
format was first used by IBM to store tabular data in 1972. However, a formally specified
csv format, which is now known as the rfc 4180 standard, had not been formalized until
33 years later [IB72]. Meanwhile, companies and data practitioners have developed their
1 Hasso Plattner Institute, University of Potsdam, Germany leonardo.huebscher@student.hpi.de
2 Hasso Plattner Institute, University of Potsdam, Germany lan.jiang@hpi.de
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#   OBIA4RTM config file for setting up Prospect4SAIL 
# 
#   Typical values (taken from J Gomez-Dans on https://pypi.org/project/prosail/) 
# 
#   ============================================================================= 
#   | Parameter   | Description of parameter        | Units        |Typical min | Typical max | 
#   |-------------|---------------------------------|--------------|------------|-------------| 
#   |   N         | Leaf structure parameter        | N/A          | 0.8        | 2.5         | 
#   |  cab        | Chlorophyll a+b concentration   | ug/cm2       | 0          | 80          | 
#   |  caw        | Equivalent water thickiness     | cm           | 0          | 200         | 
#   |  car        | Carotenoid concentration        | ug/cm2       | 0          | 20          | 
#   |  cbrown     | Brown pigment                   | NA           | 0          | 1           | 
#   |  cm         | Dry matter content              | g/cm2        | 0          | 200         | 
#   |  lai        | Leaf Area Index                 | N/A          | 0          | 10          | 
#   |  lidfa      | Leaf angle distribution         | N/A          | -          | -           | 
#   |  lidfb      | Leaf angle distribution         | N/A          | -          | -           | 
#   |  psoil      | Dry/Wet soil factor             | N/A          | 0          | 1           | 
#   |  rsoil      | Soil brigthness factor          | N/A          | -          | -           | 
#   |  hspot      | Hotspot parameter               | N/A          | -          | -           | 
#   |  tts        | Solar zenith angle              | deg          | 0          | 90          | 
#   |  tto        | Observer zenith angle           | deg          | 0          | 90          | 
#   |  phi        | Relative azimuth angle          | deg          | 0          | 360         | 
#   | typelidf    | Leaf angle distribution type    | Integer      | -          | -           | 
#   ============================================================================= 
# 
#   You can enter your values below -> make sure not to alter the overall structure of this 
#   template -> otherwise bad things might happen 
# 
#   Further Explainations: 
# 
#   min: Minimum Value of Parameter 
#   max: Maximum Value of Parameter (in case min=max, the parameter will not be retrieved) 
#   num: in case min!=max, the number of samples to be drawn for the specific parameter 
#   dist: which statistical distribution of values should be used for drawing the samples (ignored if min=max) 
# 1: truncated Gaussian (between min and max) 
# 2: uniform distribution (between min and max) 
# 0: non-applicable 
#   mean: mean in case of truncated Gaussian distribution 
#   std: in case of truncated Gaussian standard deviation of parameter for drawing the samples 
# 
#   min max num dist mean std comment 
min max num dist mean std comment 
1.8 1.8 1 0 1.5 0 N 
20 60 40 1 40 15 cab 
 0 0 1 0 0 0 car 
 0 1 10 2 0 0 cbrown 
 0.01 0.01 1 0 0 0  cw 
 0.009 0.009 1 0 0 0 cm 
 0.2 7 40 1 4 2.5 lai 
-0.35 -0.35 1 2 0 0  lidfa 
-0.15 -0.15 1 0 0 0 lidfb 
 0.5 0.5 1 0 0 0 rsoil 
 0.2 0.2 1 0 0 0 psoil 
 0.01 0.01 1 0 0 0 hspot 
27.947 27.947 1 0 0 0  tts 
7.04345 7.04345 1 0 0 0 tto 
146.691 146.691 1 0 0 0 psi 
1 1 1 0 0 0  typelidf 

Fig. 1: A real-world plain-text file including two tables in different formats (framed in blue) taken
from the Mendeley data portal (doi: 10.17632/vs55cwssyh.2#file-54e4f7c2-0156-4be8-9960-d95b0ba0f940)
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own formats that use different utility characters, such as “|” as delimiters, which deviate from
the specification. Unfortunately, the rfc formalization does not account for such variations.
Our previous work recognizes table regions in csv files with visual features based on
different cell data types [VJN21]. To use this approach, however, one must first identify
cells. ascii tables are another type of plain-text data format used to deposit data. Unlike
csv tables that structure data with particular utility characters, ascii tables merely store
characters, leaving the interpretation of file structures to users. The existence of customized
file structures forces data scientists to take care of each file individually.

Figure 1 shows the content of a single real-world file with two tables. While the first table
uses special characters, such as “|”, “=”, and “-” to frame the header row and different
columns, the second table uses whitespace regions to separate columns. To facilitate human
readability, columns in the two tables visually align their values by using different numbers
of utility characters as field separators. There are also texts before or after tables that typically
deliver contextual information, such as experimental setups or sensor information. Texts
might be misinterpreted as structured data when they contain table-like elements. Due to
the ad-hoc shapes of tables, common commercial tools fail to load them correctly [HN20].

We propose the ExtracTable algorithm for automatic table extraction from plain-text
files, which takes all the aforementioned file varieties into consideration. Given a file,
ExtracTable first detects its structure interpretation and uses it to interpret structures of its
lines. Then, the algorithm extracts value patterns of the interpreted lines and builds table
candidates with the optimal pattern consistency. Finally, a subset of table candidates are
selected as the output tables. Our approach makes the following contributions:

1. A set of 957 annotated raw data files selected from a variety of sources, totaling 1 208
tables across all files.

2. The ExtracTable approach, which detects column and row patterns in data, and
ultimately extracts table elements from raw data files.

3. A detailed experimental evaluation, also comparing to multiple csv parsing tools
and the Pytheas system [Ch20]

To encourage further research on this topic, we have published all annotated data and the
code4. We organize the rest of this paper as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work.
We formalize the terms used in this work and the table extraction problem in Section 3. We
elaborate on the proposed ExtracTable algorithm in Section 4, and present the results of a
series of experiments in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper and point out future work
in Section 6.
4 https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/ExtracTable
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2 Related Work

The Pytheas system addresses the problem of table discovery in csv files using a set of
weighted fuzzy rules that exploit column patterns [Ch20]. The weights were trained on a
dataset collected from open data portals containing governmental data. The paper focuses
on table discovery and row classification While the authors optimized their approach for
csv tables, Pytheas could also be applied to tables in ascii files if adapted accordingly. A
limitation of this approach is that input files must have been parsed properly, which the
authors conduct with the standard Sniffer module of Pythons csv library in a pre-processing
step. In comparison, our approach can parse raw files automatically before detecting tables
and classifying rows. We use Pytheas as a baseline for table range detection.

Pyreddy and Croft propose an approach to detect text lines containing tabular structures
represented in ascii [PC97]. A followup work improves the line classification step [Pi03].
From their work, we learn that whitespace alignments in continuous lines are important for
ascii tables. This observation is confirmed by additional related work, such as [SJT03]
and [Hu99]. Thus, our approach also makes uses of whitespace alignments. However, we
note that line classification is only one aspect toward actually extracting tabular data. The
original approach relies solely on the structural features of tables and does not take cell
content into account, which we consider in our approach.

Döhmen et al. noted that existing csv parsers make decisions during the file parsing process
sequentially, which they suspect to negatively impact the overall quality [DMB17]. They
propose a solution that makes decisions about sub-criteria as late as possible, trading run
time for parsing quality. Besides csv parsing, their heuristics cover file encoding detection,
table normalization, and table area detection. While the approach includes a stage dealing
with table area detection, it does not handle multi-table files that account for about 7% of
the cases in our dataset. Additionally, the authors tested only a limited set of csv variants.
We include their published implementation as a baseline when comparing parsing accuracy.

In [BNS19] the authors introduce a novel data consistency measure to correctly parse csv
files. The consistency measure consists of a row pattern score and a data type score. The row
pattern represents the column count per row, depending on the detected csv dialect. The type
score uses regular expressions to detect known data types within cell values and represents
the ratio of known cells compared to the total number of cells. Both scores contribute
equally to the consistency measure, favoring the pattern score on ties. The pattern-based
approach seems to work well according to the provided evaluation. Yet, this solution also
does not work with files containing multiple tables that our approach is able to handle. As
the authors noted, it can become problematic if many of the cell data types are unknown.
We use the publicly available implementation in our experiments.

Ill-formed csv and ascii files are not the only opportunity to extract relations from content
that is designed to be human-readable. For instance, Chu et al. suggest the Tegra approach to
recognize relational tables that appear as lists on web pages with the global record alignment
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technique [Ch15]. As our approach is not designed to handle web tables, we do not compare
to this approach.

Overall, existing works lack at least one of the aforementioned features: 1) parse input files
automatically; 2) take content into account; 3) handle multi-table files. Our approach can
handle all these limitations.

3 Table Formats

We recognize two table formats used for persisting data tables in raw plain-text files:
character-separated-values tables (csv) and other (ascii) formats. We first introduce these
two table formats in detail, and then state the table extraction problem.

3.1 CSV and ASCII tables

According to rfc 4180, a csv file is a line-wise plain-text file that stores a table: each line
represents a data record, and the first line optionally represents the table header [Sh05]. The
cells of each line are separated by a special character, the delimiter. If a cell value includes
the delimiter character itself, the value must be put into quotes using quotation characters.
An escape character is used to escape a quote character or the escape character itself, if they
appear within quoted field values. A file’s dialect specifies the used delimiter 3, quotation @,
and escape characters 4, denoted as 〈3, @, 4〉 [Sh05]. Although the rfc document specifies
comma as delimiter and double quote as quotation and escape, it acknowledges the usage of
a wide variety of characters for each dialect component in real-world data [Sh05]. Because
csv files do not carry metadata, the presence of different dialects within and across files
acts as a barrier to the automatic table interpretation and extraction.

A W3C working group for “CSV on the Web” proposes the delivery of an additional json
file, which contains information about the used dialect and the schema [BTH16]. CSVY is a
similar development, which stores such information as a yaml meta block at the beginning
of the file (www.csvy.org). However, neither standard has been widely adopted.

An ascii table separates columns with white space. To visually align values within each
column, ascii tables fill the column gap between fields with one or more space or tab
characters. With their visual alignment, ascii tables are more suitable for human readability.
Fields are separated by white space so that values from different columns do not horizontally
interfere each other. Two columns must be separated by at least one whitespace character.
Because the characters and their number may vary between different pairs of neighboring
fields, we cannot simply delimit lines by using a fixed number of whitespace characters. It
is also not possible to accept an arbitrary number of space characters as delimiter, as empty
fields would not be recognized properly and field values themselves might include spaces.
Instead, a set of column boundaries is required: each boundary defines the inclusive start and
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exclusive end of a column as the interval [start, end), based on the character index. Figure 2
shows an ascii table using [0, 5), [7, 23), [26, 31), and [32, 35) as column boundaries.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

P a r a m D e s c r i p t i o n U n i t s M i n
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l a i L e a f a r e a i n d e x N / A 0
l i d f a L e a f a n g l e d i s t . N / A -

Fig. 2: Exemplary ascii table – columns aligned by layout

ascii tables can include style information, such as borders, which canmake the table structure
clearer to human readers. In particular, horizontal lines are often used for underlining
headers or separating tables. We therefore distinguish two line types. We refer to a line as a
helper line if its content includes only non-alphanumeric characters or whitespace. All lines
with at least one alphanumeric character are content lines.

3.2 The Table Extraction Problem

Before we can extract tables from plain-text files, we must understand the structures of these
files by identifying the dialects and the column boundaries of tables stored in these two
respective file formats. We refer to dialects and column boundaries as parsing instructions
for the two types of files. Here, we highlight the difficulty resulting from the lack of parsing
instructions due to multiple valid ways of interpreting lines.

Figure 3 shows a file excerpt allowing for multiple ascii interpretations. When regarding
the first two lines only, we might split each line into five fields, namely Leaf, angle,
distribution, N/A, and -. However, the introduction of the third line yields multiple
interpretation possibilities.

Leaf angle distribution N/A -
Leaf angle distribution N/A -
Dry/Wet soil factor 0

Fig. 3: ascii table adapted from Figure 1 emphasizing the ambiguity of some ascii records

Similar effects can be observed for tables stored in the csv format. Even if we consider only
dialects using single non-alphanumeric characters, we can generate seven valid delimiter
candidates for a line with the text "N, \"Leaf\"structure";N/A;"0.8". A simple approach
may select the delimiter character based on the candidate frequency across lines. However,
this method is sensitive to the content. For example, cells including delimiter-characters
could easily fail this approach.

We state the table extraction problem from plain-text files as follows: Given a plain-text
file containing one or more vertically stacked tables, determine the line structure and the
range (the beginning and the end row indexes) of each table and transform every table to
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the rfc 4180 standard. For simplicity, we assume that individual cells do not contain line
breaks. Moreover, we exclude the detection of the file encoding from our problem and
assume utf-8 as specified in rfc 4180.

4 The ExtracTable algorithm

We propose ExtracTable, an algorithm that exploits data type consistency within columns
to tackle the table extraction problem. To interpret fields in a file, ExtracTable first detects
per-line valid dialects for csv tables and possible column boundaries for ascii tables
(Section 4.1). After applying the detected parsing instructions, the resulting interpretations
divide each line into several fields, which are passed to the next step to identify data type
patterns (Section 4.2). Then our approach generates table candidates with the compatibility
score (Section 4.3). Finally, the algorithm selects a subset of the table candidates (Section 4.4).

4.1 Parsing instruction detection

Detecting parsing instructions is modeled as dialect detection for csv tables and column
boundary detection for ascii tables, respectively. ExtracTable first pre-processes a file by
classifying each line as either a helper line or a content line. It prunes all helper lines, as
they neither deliver content nor help detect correct column boundaries of ascii tables, and
may be incorrectly treated as part of the header or the data region of a table.

Dialect detection for csv tables. To recognize a csv table’s dialect, we propose a two-step
approach that first detects all delimiter candidates, and then quotation and escape characters
for each delimiter candidate. First, ExtracTable replaces consecutive alphanumeric
characters and excluded characters within a line ; with a placeholder character. It then splits
the resulting string by the placeholder character, yielding a list of delimiter sequences and
empty values. All substring combinations of each delimiter sequence are appended to the
list. Values that are empty or longer than the maximum length are removed.

For each detected delimiter, ExtracTable tries to recognize the quotation and escape
characters using a depth-first search method, shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm receives
the line content ; and a delimiter sequence 3 as input. It tries to parse the line using the
dialect dialect0 = 〈3, Y, Y〉 (see line 16). The parse method iterates over the character
positions of the trimmed line content. For each iteration, get_dialect_component returns the
component matching the dialect specified in the method parameters following the rfc 4180
grammar. The component can be one of content, delimiter, quotation, escape, or error (see
line 5). In cases where the character at the current position cursor violates the rfc 4180
grammar, the get_dialect_component method returns an error and disregards the dialect
(line 7). The state machine for parsing the dialect specified in the ?0AB4 method parameters
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is updated in update_parser_state (line 12) based on the returned component. Additionally,
the algorithm checks whether the remaining line starts a new component from the given
dialect. If the current position was classified as content and is not alphanumeric, we could
interpret the content as a quotation or escape. Line 9 starts a new branch of the DFS using the
remaining line content and the updated dialect dialect1 = 〈3, @, Y〉, where @ is the character
sequence at the current position. The same logic is applied to the escape character, as shown
in line 11. If the parser can process the whole line without errors, it found a legitimate
dialect. Finally, the parser returns all valid dialects.

Algorithm 1: Quotation @ and escape 4 character detection
Input: Line content ; and delimiter 3
Output: A set of dialects

1 Def parse(;, 3, @, 4, cursor):
2 cursor=0
3 tl=trim(;)
4 while cursor < |tl| do
5 〈component, length〉 = get_dialect_component(tl, cursor, 3, @, 4)
6 if component=“error” then
7 return Y
8 if @ = Y ∧ component = ”content” ∧ ¬isalnum(tlcursor) then
9 parse(tl, 3, tlcursor, Y, cursor)

10 if @ ≠ Y ∧ 4 = Y ∧ component = ”content” ∧ ¬isalnum(tlcursor) then
11 parse(tl, 3, @, tlcursor, cursor)
12 update_parser_state(component)
13 cursor = cursor + length
14 dialects = dialects ∪ 〈3, @, 4〉
15 dialects = [] // square brackets denote list
16 parse(;, 3, Y, Y, 0) // start DS using delimiter 3, empty quotation and escape
17
18 return dialects \ {Y}

Column boundary detection for ascii tables. Per our definition of ascii tables, two
columns must be separated by a vertical line that has at least one space character. A vertical
line is a consecutive set of character positions, where all characters in lines are whitespace.
To infer the boundaries for all columns, ExtracTable detects vertical lines in-between
columns. Algorithm 2 shows the proposed approach to detect vertical lines in an ascii table.
We explain the algorithm using the example depicted in Figure 4. The variable : depicts the
line index. The file width is the length of the longest line within a file. The set of whitespace
characters is represented by the variable WS.

Transform line content into bitmap with transform(;,width): The algorithm first
transforms the line content ; into a bitmap. As lines may contain a combination of tabs and
spaces for aligning columns, all tab characters are expanded with the corresponding number
of space characters first. We use a tab size of eight, which is the default number in Python’s
expandtabs function. All whitespace characters are then replaced with 1 (True) and any
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

𝑘 = 0 N a m e M i n u t e Q u o t e

𝑘 = 1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

𝑘 = 2 V i c t o r i a N / A

𝑘 = 3 H a r r y 4 0 I l i k e c o m p l e x .

(a) An example file with four lines where characters are displayed in monospaced font.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

𝑘 = 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

𝑘 = 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

𝑘 = 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

𝑘 = 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) A bitmap representation where green and orange shaded areas show vertical lines and
the ending of them, respectively. Spacers of two table candidates (shown in red and blue
frames) are detected.

Fig. 4: Example for the column boundary detection algorithm.

other character with 0 (False). Lines are padded using multiple 1s to the width of a file.
Figure 4b shows the bitmap representation for the lines in Figure 4a.

After transforming the line content into a bitmap, the algorithm searches for vertical lines.
Subsequent text lines, where bitmapF = 1 for the same character position F, form a vertical
line at F. Consecutive vertical lines are grouped into spacers, which are represented as
a set of consecutive indexes. Each index represents the character positions of a vertical
line. Spacers are significant, if they contain more than one vertical line (|indexes| > 1)
and are not leading (0 ∈ indexes) or trailing (width − 1 ∈ indexes). Significant spacers are
mandatory for tables. For the first and the second lines, there are three spacers: columns 4-9,
16-18, and 24-33.

Append discovered tables with start_table(counter,;): The algorithm identifies a new
table if there is at least one vertical line spanning %mrc (min row count) text lines. The new
table is defined by its starting line index and a set of spacers. For our example, we choose
%mrc = 2. Thus, there was no table discovered after processing the first line. However, after
proceeding with the second line of the example, multiple vertical lines span the minimum
required number of text lines. The first two lines in Figure 4b show a table C0 that has three
spacers shaded in green.

Update existing tables with update_table(C,bitmap): While processing subsequent lines,
the existing tables are updated based on the continuation of vertical lines. If a subset of
vertical lines belonging to a significant spacer is discontinued, the spacer shrinks or is
split into smaller ones so that the continued lines are represented. If the vertical line of an
insignificant spacer was discontinued, the algorithm removes it from the set of table spacers.
The interruption of all indexes of any significant spacer marks the end of the table.
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Algorithm 2: Column boundaries detection
Input: File content !, file width, white space charactersWS
Output: Row range of C01;4B, table 1>D=30A84B

1 counter = {F → 0|0 ≤ F < width} // number of consecutive lines for each vertical
index

2 tables = [] // stores tables (indexed by C) with their starting/ending line indexes
3 boundaries = [] // stores boundaries of tables C
4 for : ← 0 to |! | do
5 closed = []
6 bitmap = transform(;: , width)
7 if ∃char ∈ ;: : char ∉ WS then
8 for F ← 0 to width do
9 if bitmapF = 1 then

10 counterF = counterF + 1
11 else
12 counterF = 0
13 for C ← 0 to |tables| do
14 〈closedC , boundariesC 〉 = update_table(C, bitmap) // closedC ∈ {0, 1}
15 if ∃F ∈ 0, . . . ,width : counterF = %mrc ∨ closed |tables |−1 = 1 then
16 tables = tables ∪ start_table(counter, ;: )
17 for C ← 0 to |tables| do
18 boundaries = close_table(C)
19 return tables, boundaries

Close tables with close_table(C): If a closed table covers less than %msr (min significant
rows) rows, insignificant spacers are omitted from the final set, which the algorithm uses to
compute the column boundaries. If the number of resulting column boundaries exceeds
%mcc (min column count), they are stored along the table lines in boundaries. The table
is finally closed by removing it from the set of running tables. However, if there are still
spacers of that table left, the algorithm creates a duplicate of the table. The clone uses the
same set of spacers, but without the discontinued ones. The line index : − 1 is used as the
start for the cloned table.

After processing the third line in the example, all spacers of C0 still exist, whereas the first
one shrinks, because the values included in the indexes 4-7 in the third line are zero (shaded
orange). The algorithm does not find new tables. When reaching the last line, it updates the
last spacer of table C0 by shrinking it into a smaller, insignificant one. Additionally, vertical
lines spanning %mrc rows were found. A new table C1 is created using the spacers [8, 13],
[16, 18], and 25. The last spacer is insignificant as it contains only one index.

In our example, only the table C0 is left. The set of column boundaries is the complement of
the spacer indexes indicated by the red frames, in all indexes. When using %msr = 5, the
insignificant spacer at index 25 is dropped, as the table has only four rows. The remaining
two spacers cover the indexes 8-9 and 16-18. Therefore, the column boundaries for C0 are:
[0, 8), [10, 16), and [19, 34). They are assigned to all four table lines.
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The algorithm applies the detected parsing instructions to obtain the resulting interpretations
and the values of every field for each line. Leading and trailing whitespace are trimmed
from all fields.

4.2 Field pattern extraction

In the previous steps, ExtracTable collected all valid parsing instructions for each line
and returned the resulting interpretations for them. The algorithm generates data types
for the values in each interpreted line and uses them in the next step to select the optimal
interpretation for the line based on the data type consistency of the field values. Here, we
explain how the algorithm determines the data type for a given value.

ExtracTable uses a set of 15 domain-agnostic regular expressions to detect known data
types, covering all types mentioned in [BNS19]. Additionally, we include regular expressions
for Boolean values, file paths, expressions in brackets, and hash-like values. The algorithm
assigns the index of the first matching expression to the known data type (K). If no data type
matches the value, the algorithm falls back to detect the atomic data type for the value. If a
field value cannot be covered by any known data type, we use a sequence of atomic type
components to describe the type of this value. We support three atomic types: number (N),
string (S), and other (O). The remaining class other matches everything that is neither a
number nor a string.

Empty values (E) are ignored when calculating the consistency of tables. Therefore, the
appearance of missing values in combination with another data type in a column has no
negative impact on the overall consistency. We use a list of values to represent various forms
of empty values, including empty string Y, N/A, NA, NaN, Null, Unknown, and a sequence
of more than one question mark, dash, star, or number sign, respectively.

Finally, we define a pattern as a vector of pattern components. A pattern component can be
one of String, Number, Known, Empty, or Other. For the input file, ExtracTable detects
several valid interpretations, each of which is applied to obtain a set of fields for each line.
The field pattern extraction step assigns a pattern for the value of every field.

4.3 Table candidate generation

With the value pattern for each field, we calculate a consistency score for a set of lines
over corresponding fields across these lines. We introduce a score-based approach that
exploits this consistency score to build table candidates. Similar to the detection of column
boundaries, ExtracTable iterates over all lines and builds table candidates on the fly. It
groups line interpretations by two criteria: The primary information is the column count
= and the secondary is the parsing instruction instr. The algorithm compares the list of
represented groups with the set of existing table candidates TC. A new table candidate C
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is started upon the discovery of an unrepresented group. Table candidates are terminated,
if they are no longer represented or if the file end has been reached. Terminated table
candidates are passed to the final step of ExtracTable.

The algorithm then adds the corresponding interpretations to the table candidates. Before
doing so, it checks whether the current line and the lines in a table candidate are compatible
with regard to the consistency score of corresponding fields across the lines. If the data
types are consistent, the interpretations are appended to the table candidate. If the lines are
incompatible, the algorithm starts a new table candidate. Based on our observation, we can
assume transitivity: If ;: is consistent with both ;:−1 and ;:+1, then ;:−1 and ;:+1 are also
consistent. Therefore, we compare the current line with only the most recent row of the table
candidate. The new table candidate might be created twice: once with and once without
using the previous block of compatible lines as a header. The row count of potential headers
must not exceed %mhr (max header rows) and the headers should not include any floats.

Given two rows, our data type-based consistency score returns a number between 0
(completely inconsistent) and 1 (perfectly consistent). We consider two interpretations to be
compatible if the consistency score exceeds the threshold %mbc (min block compatibility).
We use the pattern consistency as the primary measure for the consistency score. The value
uniformity within columns is calculated to compare consistent tables:

score : � →


−1, if |rich| = 0
0, if |cons| < blog2 ( |rich|)c
|cons |
|rich | ∗

1
|rich |

rich∑
col

u(col) otherwise
(1)

where rich is the non-empty subset of columns in �, and cons is the homogeneous subset of
rich. A column is homogeneous if its homogeneity score exceeds one of the thresholds %mbs
(min block score) or %mcs (min column score). We calculate the score using the homogeneity
metric proposed in [Gu11], which considers the distribution of different data types within
one column. Based on our experiments, we require at least blog2 ( |rich|)c pattern-consistent
columns to compute the table’s consistency with the third case of Formula (1). Otherwise,
the score for that table is 0. The function u returns the value uniformity of a column col.

To calculate the uniformity of a column, we first generate the patterns for all values
therein and group them by pattern. For each group, we calculate the uniformity using
the homogeneity metric for each component in the pattern. For example, “ABC1” and
“XYZ0.8” are both mapped to the pattern “SN”. Therefore, the uniformity for both “S” and
“N” are calculated. For number components, we compute the homogeneity of both integers
and floats based on their respective counts. A similar calculation is performed for other
components, where the homogeneity of the values is used. For known components of the
same type and string components, we simply assume that all values are homogeneous and
return 1. The value uniformity of empty values is undefined. Therefore, the score for the
“S” and “N” classes in the above example are 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. Then we denote the
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uniformity for this pattern by the maximum uniformity score across all components. Finally,
the uniformity of the whole column is the weighted average of the pattern uniformity scores,
where the weights are the occurrences of the patterns. The final score of a table is the
average uniformity of all rich columns.

4.4 Table selection

In the final step, ExtracTable selects a subset of table candidates whose line ranges do
not overlap. We model the table candidate selection problem as a shortest path problem.
We first transform the set of table candidates to a multi-edged directed acyclic graph. The
set of vertexes + represents the line indexes of a file. Each table candidate represents one
edge, using the first and last line index for the source node src and the destination node
dst, respectively. The distance for a given table candidate is calculated using the following
formula. Lower distances represent larger and more consistent tables.

dist : C→− score(data(C)) · (<C − ℎC)2

− score(header(C)) · (<2C − (<C − ℎC)2) − 0.0001 · sgn(ℎC)

where<C is the number of lines in the table and ℎC is the number of header rows therein. The
function calculates the consistency scores score(header(C)) and score(data(C)) for the
header and data parts, respectively. When comparing tables of the same size and consistency,
we favor tables with a header by subtracting a small constant from the consistency score if a
header exists. Before mapping table candidates to edges, the algorithm prunes the ones that
have fewer than %mrc rows and %mcc columns, or have a consistency score of the data part
lower than %mts (min table score).

After the dag has been filled, adjacent vertexes are linked. We connect each vertex pair
〈E, E + 1〉 by an edge with a distance of dis = 0. Figure 5 shows the graph for the seven table
candidates shown in Table 1. The numbers at the edges represent the distances, and the
squared boxes are the table candidate indexes.
Tab. 1: Example table candidates. ‘From’ and ‘To’ fields indicate the beginning and the end indexes
of a table candidate. SH and SD stand for score(header(C)) and score(data(C)), respectively.

# From To ℎC <C − ℎC SH SD

1 5 35 0 31 n/a 1.0
2 5 35 0 31 n/a 0.8
3 38 45 0 8 n/a 1.0
4 38 55 0 18 n/a 1.0
5 46 55 0 10 n/a 1.0
6 58 75 0 18 n/a 0.9
7 58 75 2 16 1.0 0.9
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5

45 46

5535 38 58 75

2 -768.8

1 -961

4 -324

3 -
64

5 -100

7 -294.4001

6 -291
0 0

Fig. 5: Table selection graph for example of Table 1

We apply the Bellman-Ford algorithm [Be58] to find the shortest path. In case of a tie, we
pick the candidate that has (i) a higher ratio of recognized fields to total fields; (ii) a higher
number of rich columns; (iii) a lower pattern length; (iv) a lower column count. The best
table candidates are found by sorting the edge candidates by their weight and by the criteria
above. In the unlikely event that multiple candidates still qualify, we choose the first one.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated ExtracTable on large sets of files taken from open data portals, and compared
it with existing solutions regarding accuracy and runtime. The experiments were executed
in Python 3.8.5 on a Linux machine. The test system was equipped with an AMD EPYC
7702P CPU with 64 cores, operating at 2GHz with 512GB memory.

5.1 Datasets

The basis of our ground truth are two existing corpora from related work using plain-text files
taken from Mendeley Data, GitHub, and UKdata5. The Mendeley data corpus was crawled
in August 2020 to study line and cell classification tasks on verbose csv files [JVN21]. This
first corpus includes all projects that contain at least one plain-text file and were hosted on
Mendeley’s servers. It consists of 235 471 files distributed over 1 554 projects. Within the
corpus, we found files of 1 040 different extensions. We kept all files with extensions .txt,
.dat, .csv, .md, and .out, resulting in 94 474 files.

The second corpus was provided as part of [BNS19]. It consists mainly of csv files taken
from GitHub and UKdata. A repository hosted on GitHub typically contains a diversity
of files required for the development of software. The British government uses UKdata to
publish datasets from different departments, such as education, economy, or health. The
dataset consists of 5 000 files each from GitHub and UKdata. Using the authors’ script for
downloading the corpus6 from the original sources, some files were no longer available,
leaving us with 2 577 and 2 539 files from GitHub and UKdata, respectively.

5 https://data.mendeley.com/, https://github.com/, https://data.gov.uk/
6 https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/CSV_Wrangling/
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Annotating all almost 100 000 would be too time-consuming, so we selected a subset. We
noticed that the Mendeley data source provides a larger variety of files and decided to
grant it a larger share in our final dataset. Ultimately, we randomly selected 598 files from
Mendeley Data, 176 files from GitHub, and 183 files from UKdata, resulting in 957 files.
All files and annotations are publicly available7.

We annotated all tables containing at least two columns and two rows. All rows belonging
to the same table must have the same column count. Our definition of data tables includes
tables with multiple header rows. In our 957 files, we annotated 1 208 tables and obtained
first insights into the dataset. A regular table of our ground truth is quite small, with fewer
than 1 000 rows and between two and ten columns. Approximately 75% of the 190 ascii
tables have fewer than 100 rows. While files containing a single table are represented using
csv in nine out of ten cases, ascii tables are used for more than a third of all tables contained
in multi-table files. Confirming the general observation of [DMB17], we found that 47% of
the csv tables follow rfc 4180. Also, 1% of the files contained at least one csv table using
a multi-character delimiter, e.g., an arrow (->), multiple slashes (//), or multiple tab or space
characters. The majority of fields represent numbers (84%) and only a small portion of cells
did not match any of our data types (4%).

5.2 Comparison targets

Our comparative analysis regards a simple baseline and four solutions from related work,
which we used to evaluate table range selection and parsing accuracy. The simple baseline
approach always returns the dialect specified in rfc 4180. By including this baseline when
evaluating the parsing results, we were able to gain insights into the complexity of files and
the dialect distribution. The Sniffer class is part of the csv package8 of Python. Sniffer
infers the delimiter by character frequencies across lines. Hypoparsr covers multiple parsing
steps, such as file encoding detection, dialect detection, and table area detection [DMB17].
While the R package was removed from the Comprehensive R Archive Network by the
authors, we used the archived version 0.1.0 from GitHub9. Finally, the authors of CleverCSV
propose a pattern-based approach to infer the dialect of a file [BNS19]. It is capable of
handling surrounding text, but does not return the table ranges explicitly. Its command-line
tool (version 0.6.7) is available via the Python Package Index10.

To evaluate the quality of our table range selection, we used the Python implementation
of Pytheas [Ch20] published by the authors11 using the weights that the authors suggest.
In addition, we use a naive approach for this particular evaluation, which simulates the
missing baselines by classifying the complete file content as belonging to a single table.

7 https://owncloud.hpi.de/s/uhHJFzC9mNcdF4i

8 https://docs.python.org/3/library/csv.html (we used Python 3.8.5)
9 https://github.com/tdoehmen/hypoparsr

10 https://pypi.org/project/clevercsv/

11 https://github.com/cchristodoulaki/Pytheas/tree/d77b82a
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Other solutions mentioned in related work could not be applied to the table range selection
problem. The authors either assumed only a single table to be present within a file, or their
implementations did not return the explicit table ranges.

5.3 Table range selection

ExtracTable can be configured by a set of ten parameters. Half of the parameters, such
as the minimum table dimensions, are subjective and depend on specific tasks. For our
datasets, we require tables to have at least two columns and two rows. Based on a related
work [Em16], we allow tables to have up to four header rows. The length of a dialect
component must not exceed four characters, and all bracket characters are not allowed to
appear within the delimiters. To find the optimal values for the remaining five parameters,
we ran a grid search on a subset of our ground truth. We found the following settings to be
optimal: %msr = 4; %mbc = 0.71; %mbs = 0.31; %mcs = 0.51; and %mts = 0.51.

We measure the quality of the table range selection by calculating the Intersection over
Union (iou) for each pair of detected and annotated tables [Re19]. In [Do19] the authors
use the iou metric for evaluating the performance of the table detection in spreadsheets.
Since we need to compare only the vertical table boundaries, we use the Jaccard index for
the iou. It returns a number between 0 (no match) and 1 (perfect match).

After calculating the Jaccard index for each table pair, we used the maximum Jaccard index
to determine one of four match types: Annotated tables that returned a Jaccard index of 1
for some returned table are a perfect match. In contrast, if the maximum Jaccard index of
an annotated table is 0, no match was found. All remaining annotated tables fall into the
category of partial matches. We refer to returned tables that have no matching annotated
table as eager match. Figure 6 shows the match type counts for the naive approach and
for Pytheas and ExtracTable (ignoring eager matches). For each individual solution, we
excluded those files that were not processed successfully within three minutes. Pytheas
finished around 79% of all files, whereas ExtracTable processed around 87% successfully.
The naive approach worked on all files due to its nature.

The naive approach returned the correct range for precisely 50% of the tables. The remaining
half was classified as a partial match, as every file contains at least one table. Pytheas
was able to detect 59% of the table ranges correctly, yet the approach missed every eighth
annotated table. The tables that were not recognized are of different sizes and are equally
balanced regarding their formats. 6% of all tables returned by Pytheas were not present in
the ground truth.

ExtracTable identified the correct table ranges in more than 70% of all tables and missed
seven tables (1%). A limitation is the high number of eager matches that are not depicted in
the chart. Nearly one out of every six tables returned by ExtracTable is not present in our
ground truth, and therefore are false positives. After manually examining a sample of these
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Fig. 6: Table range selection performance (higher number of perfect matches is better).

eagerly matched tables, we realized that it found consistent data tables within unlabeled
tabular structures, such as dictionary fragments and single column tables. Pytheas returned
fewer false positive tables than ExtracTable. However, we believe that for users, finding
missing tables is more difficult than identifying incorrectly recognized tables in ascii files,
which appear in various shapes and forms. Therefore, the number of eagerly matched tables
is a secondary metric compared to the number of correctly matched ones.

5.4 Line parsing

To evaluate parsing accuracy, we compared the returned lines of the comparison targets
and ExtracTable line-wise with our annotations. A line was parsed correctly if the
returned fields corresponded to the values in the ground truth, taking into account the
order. We compared ExtracTable to four other solutions: rfc 4180, Hypoparsr, Sniffer,
and CleverCSV. Some aspects of csv parsing, such as the handling of space characters
in-between fields, are implementation-specific. Therefore, we first extracted the dialects
returned by the candidates. We then interpreted lines by feeding the dialect to the same parser.
By doing this, we ensured a fair comparison, independent of the parser implementations.

The first experiment examines parsing correctness per table format. Figure 7 shows the ratio
of fields that have been correctly parsed for both table formats. For csv tables, we note that
Sniffer, CleverCSV, and ExtracTable performed similarly well and detected the correct
parsing instructions in about 90% of the cases. ExtracTable achieved slightly lower results
than CleverCSV, as it interpreted some tables as ascii instead of csv. When disabling the
ascii support, ExtracTable parsed 94% of all table lines correctly: a higher generality
(the ability to also parse ascii tables) can be a cause for misinterpretations.

ExtracTable is the only solution optimized for ascii tables: The remaining solutions
recognized merely a small subset of lines correctly. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see
that they returned a few correct interpretations. We identified three reasons that led to the
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proper representation of single lines. First, empty lines occurring for a small subset of tables
between the header and data part of a table are correct, independent of the used parsing
instruction. Second, the nature of ascii tables lets them use a different number of spaces to
separate columns. Solutions besides ExtracTable sometimes chose the single space as the
delimiter for interpreting these lines. While this does not result in the correct representation
of the whole table, it sometimes yields the proper interpretations for a subset of lines, which
is likely to happen for tables with few columns. Third, some tables can be interpreted using
both ascii and csv. Such a situation may occur if the same number of spaces is used to
separate all columns. Independent of these corner cases, we note that ExtracTable could
correctly interpret 76% of the lines appearing in ascii tables.

In general, the errors made by ExtracTable were independent of the table format but were
caused by the table selection, which favors bigger tables. Lines were interpreted incorrectly
for three main reasons: (i) over-segmented and under-segmented tables; (ii) short texts
surrounding tables; (iii) misinterpretation of tables using tab characters. An annotated table
was represented by multiple returned tables that contained partially sorted or similar values
(over-segmented). ExtracTable under-segmented annotated tables if it found a parsing
instruction that could be applied to neighboring tables of the same schema. As the table
selection prefers tables with higher row counts, it merges both tables in such cases. Short
texts surrounding the tables, such as table titles, causes ascii tables to merge the first
columns as the algorithm tried to include the header row. ExtracTable misinterprets csv
tables when it finds a dialect applicable to both the table and the surrounding text. We traced
both reasons to our design decision to prefer tables having a higher row count. Finally, csv
tables delimited by the tab character were sometimes misinterpreted as ascii tables.

To summarize the results, ExtracTable performed similarly to CleverCSV and Sniffer on
parsing accuracy for csv tables. Hypoparsr did not perform well, yet it outperformed the
rfc 4180 baseline. For ascii files, only ExtracTable could correctly parse a reasonable
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number of lines: our approach is more general across the two file types. We assume that the
parsing accuracy could be enhanced by pruning non-table lines – a main source of errors.

5.5 Runtime

We measured the runtime using Linux’s internal system call getrusage. We compared the
runtime of our approach to the ones of rfc 4180, sniffer, hypoparsr, clevercsv,
and pytheas. To reduce the overall runtime of our experiments, we used a timeout of
three minutes, which allowed the slowest approach, Pytheas, to finish for more than 70%
of the files, covering the majority of the dataset. Only one file fails all approaches with
this timeout, which consists of 450 lines, each having 17 365 characters. For each file, we
recorded whether the approach was able to process the files within the processing time and
returned some result. To make the runtime comparable, we kept only files completed by all
parsers within the limit. While this could add a bias towards simpler files, it ensures a fair
comparison. Figure 8 shows the resulting runtimes per line in milliseconds on a logarithmic
scale, based on 551 files.
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Fig. 8: Runtime comparison using logarithmic scale.

The solution that always returns the configuration of rfc 4180 does not read the file contents
and always had a runtime of zero milliseconds. Sniffer and CleverCSV are both very fast,
needing less than 10ms per line on average. Hypoparsr, Pytheas, and ExtracTable were
slower and took 190ms, 217ms, and 90ms, respectively. We acknowledge that all solutions
cover a different feature set: While Sniffer is a heuristic approach, CleverCSV uses a more
advanced, pattern-based dialect detection. Hypoparsr includes multiple stages, such as
encoding detection and normalization. Pytheas uses a large set of fuzzy rules to detect table
ranges. Our approach includes aspects from different solutions as it covers a wider range of
csv dialects, handles ascii tables, and is capable of detecting multiple tables within files.
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One driver for the longer runtimes is the number of interpretations. This number depends
on the chosen configuration, line count, and the actual file content. Lines that are very long
or contain many space characters or non-alphanumerical characters take longer to process.
The second driver is the number of table candidates. How many table candidates are found
depends on the actual content and data type compatibility across lines.

6 Summary and Outlook

Tables are stored in arbitrary shapes and forms in plain-text files. To enable automatic
information extraction from these types of files, we must first detect the positions of tables
and their structures. We proposed the ExtracTable algorithm, which tackles the table
extraction problem. For a given file, the algorithm first detects and tests possible parsing
instructions: dialects and column boundaries for csv and ascii tables, respectively. After
applying the parsing instructions to the line content, ExtracTable infers the data type of
each field. It then builds table candidates based on the consistency of data type patterns,
field count, and parsing instruction. Finally, the algorithm models the optimal table selection
problem as the shortest path problem, and outputs a set of tables for the given file.

To evaluate our algorithm, we annotated a dataset consisting of nearly 1 000 files taken from
Mendeley Data, GitHub, and UKdata. We analyzed two aspects of our algorithm: (i) the
table range selection; (ii) the parsing accuracy. Our evaluation showed that ExtracTable
outperforms the other approaches in determining the table ranges, detecting the correct
range for more than 70% of the tables. Comparing the parsing results between ExtracTable
and the related approaches, we found that CleverCSV performs best on csv tables, parsing
93% of the lines correctly. Yet, ExtracTable performs similarly well, yielding correct
parsing results for 90% of the lines. Our solution was the only one capable of parsing a
significant number of ascii tables and achieved an accuracy of 76%.

While ExtracTable supports more complex files, we still had to make a few assumptions,
whose relaxation could be interesting future work. This includes the support for cells
containing line breaks, as well as spanning rows and spanning columns. The main challenge
lies in the scoring of different table candidates. Future work may investigate to what extent
the algorithm benefits from learning the structure and content of typical tables [VHN22].
We hope that by inferring that knowledge during table selection, wrong interpretations
yielding high consistencies can be pruned. Additionally, we identified table selection to be
misled by text lines preceding or succeeding a table, because we favor tables with higher
row counts. This effect could be reduced by filtering non-table lines as a pre-processing
step.

By using the ExtracTable algorithm, data scientists can extract tables from a wider variety
of plain-text files. Therefore, they spend less time dealing with data wrangling and instead
focus on their actual data-driven tasks. While the evaluation returned good results already,
we are still far away from handling files fully automatically.
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Value-specific Weighting for Record-level Encodings in
Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage

Florens Rohde1, Martin Franke1, Victor Christen1, Erhard Rahm1

Abstract: Privacy-preserving record linkage (PPRL) determines records representing the same entity
while guaranteeing the privacy of individuals. A common approach is to encode plaintext data of
records into Bloom filters that enable efficient calculation of similarities. A crucial step of PPRL is
the classification of Bloom filter pairs as match or non-match based on computed similarities. In the
context of record linkage, several weighting schemes and classification methods are available. The
majority of weighting methods determine and adapt weights by applying the Fellegi&Sunter model
for each attribute. In the PPRL domain, the attributes of a record are encoded in a joint record-level
Bloom filter to impede cryptanalysis attacks so that the application of existing attribute-wise weighting
approaches is not feasible. We study methods that use attribute-specific weights in record-level
encodings and integrate weight adaptation approaches based on individual value frequencies. The
experiments on real-world datasets show that frequency-dependent weighting schemes improve the
linkage quality as well as the robustness with regard to threshold selection.

Keywords: Privacy-preserving record linkage; Bloom filter; Weighting; Value-specific

1 Introduction

Record linkage is an essential component in many data integration tasks with multiple
data sources. It aims to detect records that belong to the same real-world entity such as a
person. Typically, unique record identifiers are not available which would enable a join-like
operation [Ch12]. Therefore, records are compared pairwise based on their attributes, such as
first name, last name, date of birth and gender. The attribute similarities are used to classify
pairs as match or non-match. Often weights are involved in this step to take the different
discriminatory power and error rates of attributes into account [WT91]. For example, an
equal date of birth is a stronger indicator for a match than an equal gender as there are much
more values (and thus each value occurs less often) for date of birth than for gender.

Simple weight-based classification approaches only use attribute-specific weights that are
equal for all values of a certain attribute. Thus, the very common last name Smith would
result in the same weight as the rarer last name Voigt. Therefore, the use of value-specific
weights based on the frequency of a specific attribute value can increase the linkage
quality [WT91]. For uncertain duplicate candidates, e. g., due to a different address as in the
following example (see Tab. 1 and 2), the likelihood of a match is higher if the agreeing
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attributes – here first and last name – are rare. This is reflected in a higher record similarity
score (weighted average) due to increased weights of those attributes.
Tab. 1: Example of a similarity computation of two records with common first and last name.

First name Last name Date of birth ZIP code City Total
Record a LISA SMITH 23.09.1973 28451 LELAND
Record b LISA SMITH 23.09.1973 28075 HARRISBURG
Similarity 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.79
Weight 12 13 15 7 7

Tab. 2: Example of a similarity computation of two records with rare first and last name.

First name Last name Date of birth ZIP code City Total
Record a WYNONA VOIGT 23.09.1973 28451 LELAND
Record b WYNONA VOIGT 23.09.1973 28075 HARRISBURG
Similarity 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.85
Weight 20 25 15 7 7

To enable the assignment of globally unique record identifiers multiple data owners share
their respective datasets with a trusted institution, called linkage unit, which is responsible
for the actual linkage and determines pairs of records considered as a match. Using these
identifiers the data owners can combine their respective data on matching entities. The
exchange of sensitive data, such as identifying personal information, between the data
owners or with the linkage unit is, however, restricted by law [CRS20]. Privacy-preserving
record linkage (PPRL) addresses this challenge. It has been an active research subject for
the last decades [VCV13]. To protect the sensitive data, it is encoded before being sent to
the linkage unit which performs the linkage on the encoded data only. A variety of encoding
techniques have been proposed, but the most popular and quasi-standard is based on Bloom
filters [Gk21]. However, the initially proposed attribute-level encoding [SBR09], where
each attribute is encoded in a separate Bloom filter, has been shown to be susceptible to
frequency and pattern mining attacks [Vi22]. Therefore, state-of-the-art techniques combine
multiple or all attributes into a joint record-level encoding to impede those attacks.

In general, Bloom filter based encodings (both attribute-level and record-level) allow for
weighting attributes. Attribute-level encodings are very similar to traditional (plaintext)
record linkage with regard to weighting. The attribute similarities can be aggregated to a
record similarity, for example, by using a weighted average. The only difference effectively
is the use of a similarity function that is suited for the encoded data structure. When using
record-level encodings, the data owners can use different parameters per attribute to change
the attributes’ relative weight in the joint Bloom filter. However, weight adaptation and
application in the PPRL context with record-level encodings differ from traditional record
linkage as they must be applied by the data owners.
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Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We study the challenges that arise when applying value-specific weighting in the
PPRL context to record-level encodings, e. g., the handling of name variations and
missing values during the encoding phase.

• We modify record-level encoding techniques for PPRL to allow for frequency-
dependent weight adaptation.

• We thoroughly evaluate these techniques and compare them to existing weighting
approaches on attribute-level and record-level encodings. Moreover, we analyze the
effects of using limited information on value frequencies as the complete information
is considered sensitive in the PPRL context.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we discuss Related Work. In Sect. 3
we describe the PPRL encoding and matching process. Then, we discuss weighting-based
classification approaches in the PPRL context (Sect. 4) and present an extensive comparative
evaluation of the different approaches using a real-world dataset (Sect. 5). Finally, we
conclude our work in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

The idea of assigning weights to different attributes when used for calculating similarities
between records is part of the probabilistic record linkage approach proposed by Fellegi
and Sunter in [FS69]. The weighting of attributes addresses the fact that each attribute
has a different number of (possible) values and these values follow a certain distribution.
Attributes can also be erroneous or out of date, with some attributes being affected more
often than others. Consequently, for each attribute 𝑖 two probabilities, namely the 𝑚- and
𝑢-probability, are determined as

𝑚𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 |𝑎 ≡ 𝑏)
𝑢𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 |𝑎 . 𝑏)

where 𝑎 is a record from database 𝐴, 𝑏 is a record from database 𝐵 and 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 are the
values of attribute 𝑖 of record 𝑎 and 𝑏, respectively. With ≡ we denote the equivalence
relation, i. e., both records refer to the same entity. The𝑚-probability specifies the probability
that two records have the same value for attribute 𝑖, given the records refer to the same
entity. Ideally, 𝑚𝑖 = 1 if all true matches agree on attribute 𝑖. This is exactly the case
if attribute 𝑖 does not contain any errors. If, for example, 20% of the duplicates have a
non-equal value, for instance due to a typographical error, then 𝑚 = 0.8. In contrast, the
𝑢-probability specifies the probability that two records have the same value for attribute 𝑖
given the records refer to different entities. The 𝑢-probability is low if the attribute has a
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wide range of possible values. In contrast, if, for example, an attribute has only two possible
and equally likely values, then 𝑢 = 0.5 as the chance that the attribute agrees for two random
records is 50%. 𝑢 is typically frequency-dependent as a random agreement is more likely
for common than for rare values.

Using the 𝑚- and 𝑢-probabilities the weight 𝑤𝑖 for attribute 𝑖 is calculated as

𝑤𝑖 =


𝑤𝑚 = log2

(
𝑚𝑖

𝑢𝑖

)
if 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖

𝑤𝑢 = log2
(
1−𝑚𝑖

1−𝑢𝑖

)
if 𝑎𝑖 ≠ 𝑏𝑖

(1)

The probabilistic record linkage approach by Fellegi and Sunter is the basis for many record
linkage approaches and is still frequently used and adapted [Ch12; HSW07].

Herzog et al. [HSW07] propose a method to adjust match and non-match weights also
based on the frequency of individual attribute values. Consequently, an attribute-specific
and a value-specific weight is used. The authors provide a detailed discussion about the
calculation of these weights. Similarly, Zhu et al. [Zh09] propose a scaling factor that is
applied directly to the attribute weights of the Fellegi-Sunter approach. The scaling factor is
calculated based on the present dataset without an external source of (name) frequencies.

Attribute weighting has been used in the PPRL domain as well. The record linkage and
pseudonymization service Mainzelliste, which supports Bloom filter based matching, only
uses the agreement weights to combine attribute similarity scores to a record similarity using
the weighted average [Ro21]. In [Br17], weights are estimated based on partial agreement
models for each individual attribute of a sensitive dataset. However, this approach can
only be utilized for attribute-level encodings. Ranbaduge et al. proposed decay weights
for record-level encodings based on time distances [RC18]. Value-specific weighting
approaches, however, have received limited attention so far in PPRL. Giersiepen et al.
apply the Fellegi-Sunter approach with frequency-dependent 𝑢-probabilities to encrypted
attribute-level hashes [Gi10]. This approach is the standard procedure used by German
cancer registries. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has studied value-specific
weight adaptation based on individual value frequencies for record-level encodings so far.

3 Background

The general privacy-preserving record linkage process is shown in Fig. 1. We follow a
three-party protocol that uses a semi-trusted third party, called linkage unit (LU), to conduct
the linkage [CRS20]. The protocol is based on an Honest-But-Curious adversary model
which means that all parties follow the protocol but try to learn as much as possible about
the sensitive data of others. To protect the privacy of individuals, the quasi-identifying
attributes, such as names, dates of birth or addresses, are encoded by the data owners (DO).
Often, a preprocessing step is performed before to reduce data quality problems and to
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convert the data into a standardized format. Only the encoded quasi-identifiers are then
shared with the LU. The LU compares records pairwise and classifies them as Match or
Non-Match. The following subsections explain the matching and encoding phases in more
detail.

Plain dataset A

Preprocessing

Encoding        

Encoded dataset A

Data Owner A

Plain dataset B

Preprocessing

Encoding        

Encoded dataset B

Data Owner B
Parameters

Comparison          

Classification        

Matching record IDs

Linkage Unit

Blocking / Filtering

Fig. 1: Privacy-preserving record linkage protocol with two data owners and a semi-trusted third party
as the linkage unit.

3.1 Encoding

In the encoding phase the plaintext is transformed into an encoded representation that
cannot be reverted to its original form. An obvious solution is the use of cryptographic
hash functions. However, simple hashes are only suitable for exact matching, as even small
differences in the input result in very distinct hash values. Therefore, similarity-preserving
encodings have been developed to enable approximate matching of records containing errors
or inconsistencies, such as typos or outdated values.

The use of Bloom filters for PPRL has been proposed by Schnell and colleagues [SBR09].
It became the most popular encoding scheme for PPRL in research as well as in real
applications [CRS20]. In general, quasi-identifying attributes are split into 𝑛 substrings of
length 𝑞 (𝑞-grams) to build a set of record features 𝐹 = {𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑛} being represented
in a Bloom filter. The original strings can be surrounded by leading and trailing padding
characters to ensure that all characters are included in the same number of 𝑞-grams, which
has been shown to lead to a higher linkage quality [Fr21]. At first, a bit vector of size 𝑙 is
initialized with each bit set to zero. Moreover, 𝑘 hash functions ℎ1, . . . , ℎ𝑘 are defined and
used to hash (map) the elements of 𝐹 into the bit vector. Therefore, each hash function
is applied on each element of 𝐹 and produces a position in the range [0, 𝑙 − 1] as output.
Finally, the bits at the resulting positions are set to one. Given that identical q-grams are
mapped to the same bit positions, a high overlap of q-grams leads to similar Bloom filters
making them suitable for determining the record similarity.
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However, due to the deterministic encoding, frequent patterns in the plaintext values will
lead to frequently set bit positions in the encoded data and thus enabling frequency attacks.
This is true in particular for attribute-level Bloom filter (ABF) where a separate Bloom filter
is used for each attribute. Consequently, frequently occurring plaintext attribute values can
be aligned with frequently occurring Bloom filters. To hamper such attacks, state-of-the-art
encodings combine multiple or all attributes into a joint Record-level encoding [Vi22]. The
encoding procedure must not be known to the Linkage Unit because otherwise it could
conduct dictionary attacks by encoding possible records, e.g., from a similar public dataset,
in the same way and infer the membership of a possible record in the dataset. Therefore the
encoding output must depend on secrets that are private to the data owners, e.g., by using
keyed hash functions.

3.2 Matching

In the matching phase records are compared pairwise and classified as match or non-match.
To reduce the quadratic complexity of comparing each record of one source with each record
of the other source, blocking or filtering techniques can be used [Ch12]. Records that do
not meet specific pre-defined blocking or filtering criteria are considered a non-match and
thus, are not further compared. Possible blocking keys on plaintext are, for example, year
of birth, geographical data items or phonetic encodings of the name. Blocking techniques
for Bloom filter based PPRL using Locality-sensitive hashing have been proposed and
evaluated [FSR18].

Similarities of Bloom filter encodings can be computed with set similarity measures. In this
work we use the Dice coefficient [Di45] which is defined as 𝐷 (𝑎, 𝑏) = (2 · |𝑎∩𝑏 |)/(|𝑎 | + |𝑏 |)
for Bloom filters 𝑎 and 𝑏 where ∩ denotes the intersection (logical AND) operation and | · |
the hamming weight of a Bloom filter (number of 1-bits). The resulting similarity score is
normalized in the range [0, 1]. When using ABF encodings, the attribute similarity scores
have to be aggregated to a record similarity score, for instance, by computing a weighted
average (see Sec. 4.1). If the record similarity score is above a predefined threshold 𝑡, the
record pair is classified as a match, otherwise as a non-match.

4 Methods

In this section we describe how attribute weights can be applied in the PPRL context,
followed by a discussion of methods to adapt the weights depending on the attribute values
and their frequencies. Furthermore, we describe approaches to estimate weights and the
limitations that arise when transferred to the PPRL domain using record-level encodings.
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4.1 Weight application

Attribute weights can be applied in different ways in the PPRL process depending on
the encoding strategy. If attribute-level Bloom filter (ABF) are used, the linkage unit can
compare record pairs attribute-wise. In the probabilistic record linkage theory of Fellegi
and Sunter [FS69] (positive) agreement and (negative) disagreement weights are assigned
to each attribute depending on whether they are equal or not (see Equation (1)) The total
weight is calculated by adding up the respective weights of all attribute pairs. However, this
approach does not make use of approximate similarity functions.

Another approach is based on normalized attribute similarity scores in the range [0, 1] [Ro21].
Those are aggregated into a single record similarity with a weighted average as follows

sim𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑 =

∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑤𝑖 · 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖∑𝑁−1

𝑖=0 𝑤𝑖

(2)

where 𝑁 is the number of attributes and the index 𝑖 represents attribute 𝑖.

These techniques are equivalent to the application of weights on plaintext data in conventional
record linkage as they can make use of attribute-level comparisons. Weights can be
determined and applied at the linkage unit during the matching phase. When using record-
level encodings, however, attribute weights must be incorporated in the encoding phase at
the data owners.

Record-level Bloom filter (RBF) encodings, proposed by Durham et al. [Du14], use a
sampling based approach. Initially, separate (attribute-level) Bloom filters are generated for
each attribute. Based on the respective weights a proportional number of bits is sampled
from each attribute-level Bloom filter to construct a record-level Bloom filter. Finally, the
bits in the RBF are permuted to ensure that an attacker cannot easily reassign bits of the
Bloom filters to specific attributes.

Following the CLK-RBF approach by Vatsalan et al. [Va14], weights can be reflected in the
number of hash functions 𝑘𝑖 that are used for each attribute 𝑖. The more hash functions are
used for an attribute, the more bits in the final Bloom filter are set based on that attribute.
Consequently, the influence of that attribute on the Bloom filter similarity is stronger. The
number of set bit positions related to a certain attribute also depends on the (average)
attribute length. Shorter values consist of fewer record features and thereby fewer bits are
set. We compute 𝑘𝑖 with the following equation to ensure that the average number of hash
functions of each attribute with respect to the total number of hash functions is proportional
to the relative weight of this attribute.

𝑘𝑖 · 𝑛𝑖
𝑘 ·∑𝑁−1

𝑖=0 𝑛𝑖
=

𝑤𝑖∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑤𝑖

→ 𝑘𝑖 =
𝑤𝑖 · 𝑘 ·

∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖 ·
∑𝑁−1

𝑖=0 𝑤𝑖

(3)
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where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight, 𝑛𝑖 the average number of features, and 𝑘𝑖 the number of hash
functions for attribute 𝑖. 𝑘 is the reference number of hash functions and determines the
average fill rate (amount of 1-bits relative to the length 𝑙) of the Bloom filters.

#L LI IS SA A# DO

Permutation

RBF

#D NOON VAOV N#AN #5 6#56

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

#L LI IS SA A# DO#D NOON VAOV N#AN #5 6#56

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

ABF

CLK-RBF

k=1 k=1 k=3

k=2 k=1 k=3

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

Sampling based on weights

Fig. 2: Encoding of an example record using the weighted record-level techniques RBF and CLK-RBF.

4.2 Frequency-depending weight adaptation

In this section we describe methods to determine value-specific weights that reflect the
relative significance of the respective attribute value based on its frequency.

Value frequencies can be incorporated in the Fellegi-Sunter approach by computing a
value-dependent 𝑢-probability with 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖/𝑇, where 𝑓𝑖 is the absolute frequency of value 𝑖
and 𝑇 is the total number of values. Consider, for example, an attribute with three possible
values ’A’, ’B’ and ’C’ and their respective frequencies in the dataset are 100, 50 and 2 then
𝑢𝐴 = 100/152 ≈ 0.66 and 𝑢𝐶 = 2/152 ≈ 0.01. The likelihood that two random records agree
on this attribute is much larger for the most frequent value ’A’ than for the rarest value ’C’.
Hence, the weights 𝑤𝑚 and 𝑤𝑢 are 0.45 and −1.77 for value ’A’ and 6.10 and −3.30 for
value ’C’ (see Equation (1), assuming a constant 𝑚 = 0.9).

Another approach to modify attribute-level weights is a value-dependent scaling factor 𝑆,
so that 𝑤′ = 𝑆 · 𝑤. This approach is independent of the method used to determine default
weights. Furthermore, it is applicable to other parameters such as the number of hash
functions 𝑘 in CLK-RBF encodings. We therefore focus on this weight adaptation method.

Zhu et al. [Zh09] proposed a scaling factor defined as

𝑆Zhu,𝑖 =

√︄
𝑇

𝑄 · 𝑓𝑖
(4)
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where 𝑇 is the total number of values, 𝑄 is the number of unique values and 𝑓𝑖 is the
absolute frequency of the value 𝑖. For values that are more common than the average, 𝑆Zhu
is in [0, 1) and for rare values the factor is larger than 1. In our previous example we
would compute 𝑆𝐴 =

√︁
152/(3·100) ≈ 0.71 and 𝑆𝐶 =

√︁
152/(3·2) ≈ 5.03. Zhu’s scaling factor

has, however, two unfavorable properties: (1) The reference for 𝑆 = 1 is fixed to the mean
frequency. Since value frequency distributions, e. g., of names, typically have few very
common values and many rare values, this reference can be quite low leading to 𝑆 < 1 for
many mid-common values. (2) The values of the scale factor are biased towards the lower
bound. As a consequence, the scale factors are low for values that are not very common.

To address these issues, we propose an alternative scaling factor based on the inverse
document frequency (idf) which is defined as idf = log2 (𝑇/ 𝑓𝑖). To achieve 𝑆 = 1 for a
desired reference frequency 𝑓ref, we define the scaling factor as

𝑆idf = 1 + idf( 𝑓𝑖) − idf( 𝑓ref) (5)

Moreover, we define 𝑓ref as the frequency of the median attribute value, which is the value in
the middle of the ordered list of values with repetition according to the respective frequency.
For example, if we have a frequency distribution [{𝐴, 4}, {𝐵, 3}, {𝐶, 1}, {𝐷, 1}, {𝐸, 1}],
then the (lower) middle of the list [𝐴, 𝐴, 𝐴, 𝐴,B, 𝐵, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸] is position 5 or value 𝐵.
This results in 𝑆idf < 1 for values that are more frequent than 3. For 𝑆Zhu the reference
(mean) frequency is (4 + 3 + 1 + 1 + 1)/5 = 2. The median-based approach results in half of
the values having a scale factor of below 1 and half above 1.

In practice, the scaling factor 𝑆Zhu can be unreasonably low or high. For instance, in one of
the datasets used in our evaluation, we have 𝑇 = 200 000 records with 𝑄 = 20 060 unique
first names. For the most common name ’James’ ( 𝑓𝑖 = 3401 (1.7%)) we get 𝑆Zhu = 0.05
and for the rarest names with 𝑓𝑖 = 1 we get 𝑆Zhu = 3.2. This very large weight reduction
for the name ’James’ would result in an almost complete disregard of this attribute in the
classification which is not desirable. 𝑆idf can even be negative for common values which
makes normalization inevitable. Therefore, we normalize and restrict the scales as follows:
(1) The scaling factor is normalized to the interval [0, 2]. We use a separate min-max
normalization for scaling factors below and above 1 to ensure that this value is not modified.
(2) 𝑆 is restricted to a more narrow interval [𝑆min, 𝑆max], e. g., [0.75, 1.5], to constrain the
effect of the weight adaptation.

𝑆lowest = min(𝑆𝑖) (6)
𝑆highest = max(𝑆𝑖) (7)

𝑆norm,𝑖 =

{
𝑆𝑖−𝑆lowest
1−𝑆lowest for 𝑆𝑖 < 1
1 + 𝑆𝑖−1

𝑆highest−1 for 𝑆𝑖 ≥ 1
(8)

𝑆restricted,𝑖 =

{
𝑆min + 𝑆norm,𝑖 · (1 − 𝑆min) for 𝑆norm,𝑖 < 1
1 + (𝑆norm,𝑖 − 1) · (𝑆max − 1) for 𝑆norm,𝑖 ≥ 1

(9)
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ALGORITHM 1: Computation of value-specific scale factors
Input: AF: Lookup table for attribute value frequencies

𝐴𝑖 : Attribute value i
Output: scale𝑖 : Scale factor for value i

1 if 𝐴𝑖 is in AF then
2 freq𝑖 ← GetFrequency(AF, 𝐴𝑖);
3 scale𝑖 ← ComputeScale(freq𝑖); /* Eq. (4) (Zhu) or Eq. (5) (idf) */

4 scale𝑖 ← MinMaxNormalize(scale𝑖); /* Equation (8) */

5 scale𝑖 ← RescaleToBoundaries(scale𝑖); /* Equation (9) */

6 else
7 scale𝑖 ← 1.0;

The scale factor is applied to weights at the linkage unit for ABF (see Algorithm 2) and at
the data owner for RBF (see Algorithm 3) whereas in CLK-RBF the scale factor is applied
to the number of hash functions 𝑘 (see Algorithm 4). The weight adaptation technique based
on a scaling factor requires only a few simple computations as can be seen in Algorithm
1. Therefore, it can be easily integrated into existing frameworks that already support
(attribute-level) weighted Bloom filter encodings.

4.3 Weight estimation

In this section we describe how weights can be estimated and the issues that arise when
applying these methods in the PPRL domain. As described in Sect. 2, a popular method
to determine weights is based on the probabilistic approach of Fellegi and Sunter. The
computation of the weights requires estimates of the 𝑚- and 𝑢-probabilities for the attributes.
Given ground truth data, we can calculate 𝑚 = 1 − 𝑒 where 𝑒 is the error rate, i. e., the
share of true duplicates with a different value for that attribute. In real-world use cases the
error rate must be estimated based on expert and domain knowledge or be determined in a
pre-study with a clerical review.

A naive approach to estimate attribute-specific 𝑢-probabilities is 𝑢 = 1/#uniqueValues, which
means that the probability that two attribute values agree by chance is equal to the
average relative frequency. We use a different approach which is sensitive to the frequency
distribution by setting 𝑢 =

∑𝑄−1
𝑖=0 𝑝2

𝑖
, where 𝑄 is the number of distinct values and 𝑝𝑖 the

relative frequency of the 𝑖-th value. As an example, consider the attribute gender that can
take the values ’female’, ’male’ and ’undesignated’. The first two values are nearly equally
frequent (𝑝 = 0.48), the last value, however, is far less common (𝑝 = 0.04). The estimated
probability that the values of two random records agree is 1/3 in the naive approach, but
46% when considering the frequency distribution.
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ALGORITHM 2: Linkage with attribute-level similarities and value-specific weighting
Input: R: Dataset with attribute-level encoded records

wdefault: Default attribute-specific weights
t: threshold

Output: M: Matching record pairs
1 Candidates← GenerateRecordPairsWithStandardBlocking(R);
2 M← [];
3 for Candidate ∈ Candidates do
4 AP← GenerateAttributePairs(Candidate);
5 AS← ComputeAttributeSimilarities(AP);
6 w← wdefault;
7 for sim𝑖 ∈ AS do
8 if sim𝑖 = 1 then /* Adapt only if attributes are equal */

9 scale← GetScale(AP𝑖); /* Algorithm 1 */

10 𝑤𝑖 ← 𝑤default,𝑖 · scale;

11 RS← ComputeWeightedRecordSimilarity(w, AS); /* Equation (2) */

12 if RS > t then M.append (Candidate) ;

ALGORITHM 3: Record-level Bloom filter (RBF) encoding with value-specific weighting
Input: 𝑅: Plaintext record

wdefault: Default attribute-specific weights
𝑙RBF , 𝑙ABF : Length of the record-level / attribute-level Bloom filter
kABF : Attribute-level number of hash functions

Output: RBF: Encoded Bloom filter record
1 B← []; w← wdefault;
2 for 𝐴𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 do
3 ABF𝑖 ← GenerateBloomFilter (𝐴𝑖 , 𝑙ABF , 𝑘ABF,𝑖);
4 scale← GetScale(𝐴𝑖); /* Algorithm 1 */

5 𝑤𝑖 ← 𝑤default,𝑖 · scale;

6 share← ComputeProportionalNumbersOfBits(w, 𝑙RBF);
7 for ABF𝑖 ∈ ABF do B.append (SampleBits(ABF𝑖 , sharei) ;
8 RBF ← Permute(B);

ALGORITHM 4: CLK-RBF encoding with value-specific weighting
Input: 𝑅: Plaintext record

kdefault: Default attribute-specific number of hash functions
𝑙: Length of the record-level Bloom filter

Output: RBF: Encoded Bloom filter record
1 RBF = InitializeEmptyBloomFilter (𝑙);
2 for 𝐴𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 do
3 scale← GetScale(A𝑖); /* Algorithm 1 */

4 𝑘𝑖 ← 𝑘default,𝑖 · scale;
5 BFi ← GenerateBloomFilter (𝐴𝑖 , 𝑙, 𝑘𝑖);
6 RBF ← RBF ∪ BFi;

Value-specific Weighting for Record-level Encodings in Privacy-Preserving Record
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The application of this approach in the PPRL domain comes with additional challenges,
for attribute-specific weights as well as for frequency-dependent value-specific weights.
The estimation of 𝑢-probabilities and the computation of weight scale factors are based on
frequency distributions which are not readily available for the datasets to be linked as this
information is considered sensitive. We discuss this restriction in Sect. 4.4.

Furthermore, in PPRL with record-level encodings, weights cannot be chosen depending on
the agreement/disagreement of attributes. This is because weights must be applied at the
data owners where the comparison result is not known yet. Therefore, the two weights of
the Fellegi-Sunter model have to be combined into a single weight. Durham et al. [Du14]
proposed the range 𝑤 = 𝑤𝑚 − 𝑤𝑢. The combined weight, however, can be dominated by
𝑤𝑚 if the attributes have a large variety of values which is typically the case for names. As
a consequence, we normalize 𝑤𝑚 and 𝑤𝑢 with respect to the maximum/minimum value
across all attributes.

𝑤𝑚𝑖,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
𝑤𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑚)
(10)

𝑤𝑢𝑖,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
𝑤𝑢𝑖

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑤𝑢)
(11)

𝑤𝑖,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤) · (𝑤𝑚𝑖,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 − 𝑤𝑢𝑖,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚) (12)

4.4 Limited frequency information

Accurate global frequency distributions of attributes across all linked datasets are not readily
available in the PPRL context. This information is considered sensitive as it could be used to
perform frequency attacks on Bloom filter encodings. In the following, we discuss possible
solutions to deal with this limitation.

Frequency distributions can be gathered from an external source on similar datasets, e. g.,
statistical data from a census of the same geographical region or be computed for the data
to be linked. While the first approach is especially useful for smaller datasets where the
calculated value counts may not represent the real-world frequency distribution well, the
latter ensures that the used frequencies correspond to the actual properties of the dataset.

Each data owner could determine its own source-specific frequency distribution and compute
weights based on it. This will result in different weights for identical values. We discuss
these effects in Sect. 4.5.

Data owners cannot exchange the complete frequency information as this would leak
information on rare values. However, the data owners might be willing and allowed to
exchange and combine the relative frequencies of their most common values. While this can
increase the linkage quality, it does not affect the privacy as the linkage unit does not learn
this information. For 𝑆idf a different reference frequency must be used as the median cannot
be determined for an incomplete frequency distribution. We therefore propose using the
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least frequent value in the list of most common attribute values as the reference. The scaling
factor for this value as well as values not in the list is 1. For values on the list, it is below 1.

The limitation of frequency-dependent weight adjustments to common values will likely
lead to smaller effects on the linkage result. Additionally, the weight application can be
restricted to certain attributes, e. g. first and last name, because frequency information on
other attributes is missing. However, it still could be beneficial with respect to the precision.
We experimentally evaluate this effect in Sect. 5.

4.5 Effects of attribute differences in duplicates

Real-world data often contains typographical errors. Besides, names can have natural
variations, for instance, the German last name ’Schmidt’ with its variants ’Schmid’ or
’Schmitt’. These varying values occur with different frequencies which leads to different
frequency-dependent weights. The consequences of varying weights depend on the weight
application technique that is used.

For the RBF approach a single different attribute weight changes the proportions of the
weights and hence the sampling rates for all other attribute-level Bloom filters. If these
Bloom filters have equal fill rates, the fill rate of the RBF does not change for different
weights.

Using CLK-RBF with weight adaption, as described in Algorithm 4, the scaling factor of an
attribute 𝑖 is applied by changing the number of hash functions 𝑘𝑖 for that attribute only.
This does not affect the number of hash functions for the other attributes. Nevertheless, the
fill rate of the final Bloom filter is changed as the total number of hash functions is modified.

In Tab. 3, we illustrate the effect of changing a single weight using the two encoding methods.
Based on the default weights and the average number of features per attribute, we compute
the sampling rates for RBF and the number of hash functions 𝑘 for the CLK-RBF approach
for an example record 𝑎, that has 𝑆 = 1 for all attributes. Record 𝑏 has the same last name
and year of birth, but a different and very common first name. Therefore, we set the scaling
factor 𝑆𝑏 (FN) = 0.5. The sampling rates for all attributes of record 𝑏 are changed due to
the decreased sum of all weights. For CLK-RBF, however, only 𝑘𝑏 (FN) is adapted. As a
consequence, the generated Bloom filter encodings based on the RBF method are more
affected by weight variations compared to the CLK-RBF approach.

The same applies if we compute a different scaling factor 𝑆′
𝑏
(FN) = 0.67 based on a

different frequency information, e. g., when using source-specific frequency distributions
(as described in the previous section) where in each distribution the name ’Lisa’ occurs
often, but with different relative frequencies. If two sources encode the same record 𝑏 based
on their respective scaling factors 𝑆𝑏 and 𝑆′𝑏, the resulting Bloom filters are different. In
contrast, using the CLK-RBF approach, this affects only a few hash functions and thus the
difference between the Bloom filters is lower.

Value-specific Weighting for Record-level Encodings in Privacy-Preserving Record
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Tab. 3: Example of a variation of a single weight on record-level encodings (𝑙 = 1024) based on RBF
(𝑙𝐴𝐵𝐹 = 256) and CLK-RBF (𝑘 = 20).

First name Last name Year of birth
Record a LISE DONOVAN 1956
Record b LISA DONOVAN 1956
n (avg. #features) 7 8 5
wdefault 12 11 14
Sb 0.5 1 1
S′b 0.67 1 1

RBF
wa (= wdefault) 12 11 14
wb 6 11 14
w′b 8 11 14
% of sampling for a (wa) 12/37 = 32% 11/37 = 30% 14/37 = 38%
% of sampling for b (wb) 6/31 = 19% 11/31 = 36% 14/31 = 45%
% of sampling for b (w′b) 8/33 = 24% 11/33 = 33% 14/33 = 43%

CLK-RBF
ka (for S = 1) 18 15 30
kb (for Sb) 9 15 30
k′b (for S′b) 12 15 30

To avoid different weights for attribute variations, such as ’Lisa’ and ’Lise’, we consider the
use of frequency distributions based on generalizations of the plaintext values, e. g., using
the Soundex phonetic encoding function [OR18]. Consequently, the weight for each value is
computed based on the frequency of its generalized value (Soundex code). For example, the
Soundex code for both ’Lisa’ and ’Lise’ is ’L200’, and thus, the same weights are computed,
although the values might have different frequencies.

4.6 Handling missing values

Apart from erroneous attributes, missing values often occur in real-world datasets and a
strategy is needed to handle them. When working with plaintext or attribute-level encodings,
the linkage unit can detect missing values. Multiple strategies can be used, e. g., ignoring
the attribute in the similarity score aggregation or setting its similarity score to 0. When
working with record-level encodings the linkage unit cannot detect missing values. If a
data owner detects a missing value during the encoding phase the respective weight could
be redistributed to the other attributes. However, as the missingness is source-specific, a
true match with that value set would be encoded with different weights for all attributes.
This would in turn lead to differences in the resulting Bloom filters and thus likely to
misclassifications. We therefore do not adapt weights of missing values and simply treat
them as empty attributes.
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5 Evaluation

We evaluate the methods described in the previous section with respect to the linkage quality,
while focusing on the following aspects: (1) Quantification of the effects of frequency-
dependent weight adaptation. (2) Comparison of weight application approaches in PPRL.
(3) Investigation of the effects of limited information on frequency distributions.

5.1 Datasets

To study the effects on real-world data, we use a dataset based on the North Carolina Voter
Registration (NCVR) database (https://www.ncsbe.gov/) provided by Panse et al. [Pa21].
This dataset contains over 120 million historic voter records with person-related attributes
such as first name (FN), middle name (MN), last name (LN), year of birth (YOB), place of
birth (POB), city, ZIP code and sex. From that dataset we extracted a subset, tagged F, by

(1) Sampling 80 000 individual records (singletons) contained in the snapshot from ’2021-
01-01’ into set 𝐴𝑆 and 𝐵𝑆 each, ensuring that 𝐴𝑆 ∩ 𝐵𝑆 = ∅.

(2) Sampling 20 000 pairs of records 𝑎, 𝑏 (duplicates) into sets 𝐴𝐷 and 𝐵𝐷 respectively,
where 𝑎 is from any snapshot between ’2008-01-01’ (inclusive) and ’2021-01-01’
(exclusive), and 𝑏 is from snapshot ’2021-01-01’. Moreover, ∀𝑎, 𝑏 : (YOB(𝑎) =

YOB(𝑏)) ∧ ∃attr ∈ {FN,MN,LN, POB, SEX} : attr(𝑎) ≠ attr(𝑏).

(3) Constructing the final subsets as F𝐴 = 𝐴𝑆 ∪ 𝐴𝐷 and F𝐵 = 𝐵𝑆 ∪ 𝐵𝐷 respectively.

Based on F (‘Full‘) we derive another dataset, tagged R (‘Reduced‘), where we removed
the attributes middle name and place of birth, thus, making the dataset more challenging to
match, see also Tab. 4.

Tab. 4: Description of used datasets.

Name |A | |B | |A ∩ B | Attributes
F 100k 100k 20k FN, MN, LN, YOB, POB, CITY, ZIP
R 100k 100k 20k FN, LN, YOB, CITY, ZIP

For our evaluations with external statistical information we use frequencies of first and last
names from the 1990 US Census.2

5.2 Encoding

We set a fixed length of 𝑙 = 256 for the attribute-level Bloom filter. The plaintext attributes
are preprocessed by removing leading and trailing whitespace, conversion to lowercase

2 https://www.census.gov/topics/population/genealogy/data/1990_census.html
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and removal of diacritics before being split into overlapping bigrams using padding. The
number of hash functions 𝑘𝑖 is selected based on the average length of each attribute to
achieve a unified average fill rate of the respective Bloom filter of approximately 40%. RBF
encodings are based on the same ABF parameters. We set the length of the record-level
Bloom filter to 𝑙 = 1024. For the computation of attribute-specific 𝑘𝑖 in the CLK-RBF
encoding we use the reference number of hash function 𝑘 = 12 (F) and 𝑘 = 15 (R) which
results in an average Bloom filter fill rate of approximately 40%.
Tab. 5: Attribute properties (availability, average length ∅𝑙, 𝑚- and 𝑢-probability, normalized weight)
and derived encoding parameters for Attribute-level Bloom filter (number of of hash functions 𝑘),
Record-Level Bloom filter (share of each attribute) and CLK-RBF (number of hash functions 𝑘 .)

Attr. Properties ABF RBF CLK-RBF
Avail. ∅l m-prob u-prob wnorm k %(F) %(R) k(F) k(R)

FN 99.99% 6 0.9300 0.0027 12.83 18 19.95 24.07 15 18
MN 92.16% 5.1 0.4380 0.0037 7.43 21 11.55 – 12 –
LN 100% 6.4 0.7187 0.0010 11.14 17 17.32 20.90 11 15
YOB 100% 4 0.9900 0.0135 14.44 26 22.45 27.09 24 29
CITY 99.97% 8.9 0.6507 0.0193 6.63 13 10.31 12.44 6 7
ZIP 99.89% 5 0.5318 0.0031 8.27 21 12.86 15.51 11 14
POB 79.13% 2 0.6436 0.1513 3.57 43 5.55 – 10 –

5.3 Matching

In this work, we focus on the evaluation of comparison and classification rather than
techniques to improve scalability. However, to run the experiments in a reasonable time, we
use standard blocking to reduce the number of comparisons that need to be computed. To
ensure the comparability of the results, we use the same blocking keys independent of the
encoding method. For each record we generate blocking keys at the data owners based on
the plaintext attribute combinations FN+YOB, LN+YOB and Soundex(FN)+Soundex(LN)
and encode them using a cryptographic one-way hash function. These hashed blocking keys
are transmitted together with the encoded records to enable blocking at the linkage unit.
Additionally, we add a blocking key of the global record id that is unique for each duplicate
pair based on the ground truth. This blocking key is used to ensure that no true duplicates
are excluded from the comparison.

For attribute-level encodings, attribute pairs with one or both values missing in essential
attributes (first name, last name and year of birth) are assigned a similarity score of 0. Other
missing attributes are ignored in the weighted average aggregation.

We conduct additional experiments where a post-processing routine on the set of matches
is applied, using a symmetric best match strategy (Max1-both) to restrict the result to 1:1
links. In many practical use cases this is reasonable when the sources can be considered
duplicate-free and therefore each record of a database has at most one duplicate in the other
database [Fr18].
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5.4 Evaluation measures

We use the standard measures recall, precision and F1-score to evaluate linkage quality.
Recall measures the proportion of found true matches from all true matches. Precision
measures the proportion of found true matches from all found matches. The F1-score is the
harmonic mean of these two measures.

Rec. =
#TruePos.

#TruePos. + #FalseNeg. , Prec. =
#TruePos.

#TruePos. + #FalsePos. , F1 =
2 · Rec. · Prec.
Rec. + Prec.

We evaluate these measures for similarity thresholds 𝑡 in the range of [0.7, 1.0] in steps
of 0.01. In practical record linkage, however, ground truth data is not available and the
used thresholds are rarely optimal. For a high linkage quality in real-world applications the
results should be stable for a broader range of thresholds. We therefore introduce a loss
measure 𝐿𝑑

𝑀
for the linkage quality that describes the maximal loss of measure 𝑀 in the

threshold range [𝑡opt − 𝑑, 𝑡opt + 𝑑]. Furthermore, we report the area under the curve (AUC)
of precision-over-recall as a threshold-independent measure.

5.5 Results

The threshold-dependent quality measures are reported for the classification thresholds 𝑡opt
that are optimal for this linkage configuration and used dataset with respect to the F1-score.
First, we evaluate different weight adaptation methods based on the scaling factors 𝑆Zhu and
𝑆idf (see Tab. 6). We use ABF encodings as described in Algorithm 2 and the full frequency
distribution computed for the respective datasets and test multiple scale factor intervals.

Tab. 6: Comparison of weight adaptation methods on Attribute-level Bloom filter.

DS S Smin Smax AUC topt Rec. Pre. F1 L0.01
F1 L0.03

F1 L0.05
F1

R

– – – 0.841 0.85 0.786 0.787 0.787 0.029 0.089 0.180

Zhu
0.5 2.0 0.869 0.82 0.813 0.813 0.813 0.032 0.094 0.189
0.5 1.5 0.867 0.82 0.810 0.812 0.811 0.031 0.093 0.188
0.75 1.5 0.856 0.84 0.786 0.817 0.801 0.022 0.080 0.160

idf
0.5 2.0 0.884 0.84 0.830 0.839 0.835 0.030 0.091 0.184
0.5 1.5 0.877 0.84 0.817 0.839 0.828 0.024 0.083 0.174
0.75 1.5 0.866 0.85 0.795 0.837 0.815 0.019 0.087 0.156

F

– – – 0.918 0.83 0.809 0.914 0.859 0.008 0.050 0.151

Zhu
0.5 2.0 0.933 0.79 0.853 0.904 0.878 0.019 0.080 0.210
0.5 1.5 0.932 0.79 0.849 0.904 0.875 0.017 0.078 0.208
0.75 1.5 0.927 0.81 0.834 0.906 0.868 0.014 0.066 0.185

idf
0.5 2.0 0.940 0.81 0.863 0.913 0.887 0.017 0.072 0.191
0.5 1.5 0.937 0.81 0.851 0.916 0.882 0.014 0.064 0.180
0.75 1.5 0.931 0.82 0.838 0.914 0.875 0.012 0.058 0.167

All weight adaption configurations improve the linkage quality compared to static weights.
However, the 𝑆idf-based approaches generally show a higher rise of the AUC than the
𝑆Zhu-based with a maximum improvement by 0.043 (R) and 0.022 (F) each with a constraint
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Tab. 7: Comparison of averaging, attribute-specific and value-specific weighting (𝑆idf [0.5,2]) for
different encoding methods.

DS Enc. Weighting AUC topt Rec. Pre. F1 L0.01
F1 L0.03

F1 L0.05
F1

R

ABF
– 0.777 0.86 0.609 0.803 0.693 0.015 0.045 0.052
Attribute-specific 0.841 0.85 0.786 0.787 0.787 0.029 0.089 0.180
Value-specific 0.884 0.84 0.830 0.839 0.835 0.030 0.091 0.184

CLK-
RBF

– 0.749 0.85 0.580 0.806 0.674 0.014 0.047 0.078
Attribute-specific 0.837 0.83 0.782 0.767 0.775 0.028 0.093 0.221
Value-specific 0.875 0.81 0.804 0.849 0.826 0.015 0.070 0.189

RBF
– 0.787 0.86 0.605 0.828 0.699 0.007 0.024 0.043
Attribute-specific 0.845 0.85 0.770 0.806 0.788 0.015 0.074 0.179
Value-specific 0.675 0.76 0.373 0.973 0.539 0.001 0.001 0.001

F

ABF
– 0.900 0.80 0.808 0.857 0.832 0.009 0.046 0.134
Attribute-specific 0.918 0.83 0.809 0.914 0.859 0.008 0.050 0.151
Value-specific 0.940 0.81 0.863 0.913 0.887 0.017 0.072 0.191

CLK-
RBF

– 0.845 0.77 0.714 0.804 0.756 0.009 0.034 0.067
Attribute-specific 0.917 0.80 0.824 0.903 0.861 0.019 0.079 0.192
Value-specific 0.938 0.77 0.866 0.917 0.891 0.019 0.072 0.185

RBF
– 0.874 0.77 0.793 0.815 0.804 0.020 0.120 0.291
Attribute-specific 0.920 0.81 0.834 0.905 0.868 0.024 0.099 0.248
Value-specific 0.801 0.77 0.677 0.958 0.793 0.005 0.023 0.054

interval of [0.5, 2.0]. The optimal F1-scores show similar increases by 0.048 (R) and
0.028 (F). Therefore, we use that weight adaption strategy for the following experiments.

We compare the results of the value-specific weight adaptation strategy for the encoding
techniques ABF, CLK-RBF and RBF (see Tab. 7). We report two baselines, with and
without attribute-specific weights. The latter is implemented by using the arithmetic mean
of the attribute similarity scores (ABF), equal number of hash functions 𝑘 for all attributes
(CLK-RBF) and by sampling equal shares from each attribute (RBF). The value-specific
weighting scheme achieves AUC improvements for CLK-RBF comparable to those of the
attribute-level application despite the missing restriction of weight adjustments to equal
attributes: +0.038 (R) and +0.021 (F) with respect to the attribute-specific weight baseline
and +0.126 (R) and +0.093 (F) to the averaging baseline. However, with the sampling-based
approach (RBF) AUC decreases for value-specific weighting. As we discussed in Sect. 4.5,
this is because even a single different weight, e. g., due to a typo, leads to considerably
dissimilar Bloom filters. Even with a low threshold of 0.76 the recall is as low as 0.373 (for
R). Thus, we subsequently focus on the CLK-RBF encoding.

In general, we observe that weight adaptation methods lead to lowered optimal thresholds
with increases in recall as well as in precision. While the first is expected when lowering
the threshold, the rise of precision suggests that non-match candidates with comparatively
high similarity due to common values are less often wrongly classified as matches as these
attributes are weighted lower. Moreover, we note that the improved results are also equally
or more stable regarding the threshold selection. For R with an increase of the F1-score by
0.051, 𝐿𝑑

𝐹1 is reduced from 0.028 to 0.015 in 𝑑 = 0.01 and decreases by 0.023 in 𝑑 = 0.03,
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Fig. 3: Comparison of quality measures for
attribute- and value-specific weighting on CLK-
RBF for R.

which indicates that a higher linkage quality can
be achieved in real-world applications with non-
optimal threshold selection (see also Fig. 3).

As explained above, the restriction of the link-
age result to 1:1 links is reasonable in some ap-
plications and enhances the linkage quality. In
order to study whether weight adaption further
improves the results, we evaluate the weighting
methods for CLK-RBF where the links have
been post-processed before the linkage quality
assessment (see Tab. 8). The results show in-
creases of AUC, +0.026 (R) and +0.011 (F),
indicating that the weight adjustment technique
is beneficial under these conditions as well.

Tab. 8: Comparison of attribute-specific and value-specific weighting (𝑆idf [0.5,2]) for CLK-RBF
where the found matches have been restricted to 1:1 links in a postprocessing step (PP).

DS PP Weighting AUC topt Rec. Pre. F1 L0.01
F1 L0.03

F1 L0.05
F1

R
yes

Attribute-specific 0.867 0.81 0.833 0.799 0.816 0.016 0.058 0.117
Value-specific 0.893 0.80 0.820 0.876 0.847 0.007 0.038 0.093

F Attribute-specific 0.936 0.79 0.848 0.915 0.880 0.007 0.032 0.077
Value-specific 0.947 0.76 0.881 0.927 0.904 0.012 0.045 0.101

Finally, we study how variations of available frequency information affect the results
(see Tab. 9). Again, we report two baselines, with and without value-specific weight
adaption, to allow for a comparison with the current state-of-the-art of attribute-specific
weights and with value-specific weights under ideal conditions. The results with frequency
distributions based on Soundex encodings instead of plaintext values show lower linkage
quality, because weights of rare values can be decreased in this setting if these values
share the encoding with a common value. Using source-specific frequency distributions
the results are almost equal to those with access to the overall frequency information as
the distributions are similar. When linking smaller datasets, the distributions will have
larger differences, in particular for rare values. We therefore conduct additional experiments
where we limit the available frequency information to the most frequent values, as described
in Sect. 4.4. The results show that even with a limitation on the 20 most frequent values
AUC increases by 0.027 (R) and 0.014 (F) compared to attribute-specific weights. However,
when using external statistical data on the 100 most frequent first and last names only, the
linkage quality improvements are comparatively low. The inclusion of information on the
frequencies of additional (geographical) attributes could potentially improve the results.

Generally, we see that the quality improvements for F are lower than for R because the
inclusion of information on value frequencies is more relevant in linkage scenarios where
fewer attributes are available.
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Tab. 9: Comparison of weighting methods with limited frequency information based on CLK-RBF.

DS Weighting limitation AUC topt Rec. Pre. F1 L0.01
F1 L0.03

F1 L0.05
F1

R

Attribute-specific 0.837 0.83 0.782 0.767 0.775 0.028 0.093 0.221
Value-specific 0.875 0.81 0.804 0.849 0.826 0.015 0.070 0.189
⊢ Soundex-based 0.858 0.82 0.788 0.832 0.809 0.016 0.075 0.207
⊢ Source-specific 0.875 0.81 0.791 0.864 0.826 0.009 0.058 0.171
⊢ Top 10 0.858 0.83 0.789 0.836 0.811 0.014 0.077 0.218
⊢ Top 20 0.864 0.82 0.825 0.813 0.819 0.032 0.117 0.286
⌞ Top 100 Names (Census) 0.851 0.82 0.802 0.769 0.785 0.025 0.082 0.195

F

Attribute-specific 0.917 0.80 0.824 0.903 0.861 0.019 0.079 0.192
Value-specific 0.938 0.77 0.866 0.917 0.891 0.019 0.072 0.185
⊢ Soundex-based 0.930 0.78 0.852 0.915 0.882 0.016 0.073 0.197
⊢ Source-specific 0.938 0.77 0.858 0.924 0.890 0.013 0.062 0.168
⊢ Top 10 0.928 0.79 0.845 0.913 0.877 0.018 0.080 0.212
⊢ Top 20 0.931 0.79 0.844 0.924 0.882 0.013 0.065 0.183
⌞ Top 100 Names (Census) 0.929 0.79 0.841 0.906 0.872 0.016 0.067 0.168

6 Conclusion

Privacy-preserving record linkage enables the integration of sensitive data and thus, its
comprehensive analysis. A main challenge is the classification of record pairs as match or
non-match based on computed similarities between quasi-identifying attributes of these
records. Several studies focus on attribute- and value-specific weightingmethods for plaintext
data. Nevertheless, only few works adapt these methods in the context of PPRL.

In this work, we apply existing record-level Bloom filter encodings and combine them
with frequency-dependent weight adaptation approaches. We extensively evaluate our
adapted encoding schemes and compare them with attribute- and record-level Bloom filter
encodings. The results show that the modified CLK-RBF encoding outperforms the existing
(record-level) methods and achieves comparable results to attribute-level weight application
techniques regarding linkage quality and robustness. However, the latter require attribute-
level encodings, which are susceptible to cryptanalysis and thus not secure in practical
applications. While the weight adaptation disturbs certain frequent bit patterns in the
record-level Bloom filters due to the reduced number of hash functions for frequent values,
it introduces other frequent patterns in the encoded data as lower weights systematically
result in lower fill rates.

In future work, we therefore plan to integrate Bloom filter hardening techniques in our
approach to further improve the resistance against cryptanalysis. Furthermore, we will study
approaches to estimate attribute-specific weights with limited information on frequency
distributions and error rates.
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Abstract:

Anomaly detection is a popular activity in time series analytics and covers various techniques for the
identification of rare data patterns. These techniques are often presented in the form of automatic
anomaly detection algorithms, whose performance depends significantly on the configuration of
hyperparameters. Frequently, specifying the hyperparameters of an anomaly detection algorithm
manually is particularly difficult because it requires an in-depth understanding of the data and the
algorithms’ internal behavior. While automatic methods for hyperparameter optimization exist, they
require labeled training data and many trials to assess a system’s performance before the system can
be applied to production data. Hence, existing methods basically shift the efforts from parameter
optimization to the labelling of datasets, which is – due to a general lack of high-quality, domain-
specific labeled training data – a complex and time-consuming task in time series analytics.
In this paper, we propose a novel hyperparameter optimization framework called HYPEX that learns
a parameterization model for anomaly detection algorithms from synthetically generated training data.
Based on a (user provided or automatically measured) description of a few time series characteristics,
HYPEX quickly suggests effective settings for unseen datasets. The suggestions are based on (i)
explainable hyperparameter rules and (ii) learned default parameters, and require no labels for the
to-be-analyzed target time series. Our evaluation shows that HYPEX’ suggestions significantly improve
an algorithm’s performance compared to the algorithms’ default values and handcrafted heuristics;
they often even compete well with the optimal performance achieved with full Bayesian optimization.

Keywords: Time Series Anomaly Detection; Bayesian Optimization; Causal Discovery

1 The Curse of Hyperparameters

Anomaly detection algorithms for time series data analyze sequences of real-valued, usually
time-dependent data for rare subsequence patterns, called anomalies. To obtain good
results with these algorithms, various hyperparameters need to be specified. Many of these
hyperparameters are algorithm-specific and cover properties, such as learning rates, window
sizes, maximum cardinalities, move distances, node degrees, and neighbor counts, some of
which hidden behind cryptic names, such as k, phi, or delta. What makes the specification
of these hyperparameters hard is that (i) their implications are often hard to guess even by
technical experts, (ii) the algorithmic performance is often highly sensitive to the chosen
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settings, (iii) most hyperparameters are numeric with an infinite parameter space, and (iv) the
optimal values often depend on certain characteristics of the input data. For example, many
time series anomaly detection algorithms take a window size as input. The optimal value for
this hyperparameter then correlates, i. a., with the time series’ base oscillation frequency,
the expected anomaly length, or the time series’ extreme values. Most anomaly detection
algorithms, therefore, do not perform well with their default parameterization [SWP22].

Hyperparameter optimization is the process of tuning the hyperparameters of an algorithm to
a well performing setting [FH19]. This process can be conducted manually or automatically.
While the manual search is largely based on domain knowledge, automated approaches
find optimal values via, e. g., systematic Bayesian Optimization [DC21; DMC16; PGC+99;
Sh15] or comprehensive Grid Search [Hi12; Le12]. To make any of these approaches work,
labeled training data is required to measure the quality of specific hyperparameter settings.
Following established machine learning practice, we would collect possibly many labeled
time series, and use classical hyperparameter optimization to find optimal settings for some
anomaly detection algorithm. The default values found with this global optimization will
likely perform poorly on a given target dataset because they cannot consider that some
hyperparameter values, which are often the most important ones w. r. t. detection accuracy,
depend on time series characteristics. Furthermore, real-world data is regularly poorly
labeled and, hence, hardly usable for machine learning [SWP22]. For this reason, we would
require high-quality training data for every input dataset to effectively optimize an anomaly
detection algorithm. However, most practical use cases for time series anomaly detection do
not offer any labeled training data, and labeling a sufficient amount of training data is hard.

To ease the hyperparameter optimization process and improve upon globally defined
default values, we propose a novel approach: Given a to-be-analyzed target dataset and a
to-be-optimized anomaly detection algorithm, we ask the user to specify a set of dataset
characteristics, such as variance, min and max values, oscillation frequencies, and expected
anomaly lengths. These characteristics can mostly be profiled automatically from the input
data; if profiling is not possible, they are still easier to guess than hyperparameter values
and easier to provide than a sufficient amount of labeled training data. Our novel system,
then, generates training data based on the provided data characteristics and optimizes the
algorithm on this data. The optimization of the hyperparameters is an effective but also
expensive process. It, therefore, yields not only a set of possibly robust default parameters,
but also a generalizable parameterization model. Because the model learned the relationship
between data characteristics and optimal hyperparameter settings, it can quickly optimize
the algorithm for different target datasets with different characteristics.

More specifically, we propose Hyper Parameter Explanation (HYPEX), a hyperparameter
optimization framework that provides hyperparameter optimization models consisting of
explainable parameter rules. Assuming that data scientists can specify discrete hyperparam-
eters, such as preprocessors, CPU/GPU switches, or ML model types, easily (or at least
intuitively), HYPEX focuses on the optimization of continuous, numerical hyperparameters.
For this, HYPEX uses synthetically generated datasets to determine optimal hyperparam-
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Algorithm Family [SWP22] Float Integer Total

STOMP [Zh16] distance 1 2 3
DWT-MLEAD [TKB17] distribution 1 2 3
Series2Graph [BP20] encoding - 4 4
Sub-LOF [Br00] distance - 5 5
Donut [Xu18] reconstruction 1 5 6
Sub-IF [LTZ08] trees 2 3 5

Tab. 1: Selection of anomaly detection approaches and their hyperparameters by category.

eter values and to identify relationships between (a) different hyperparameters and (b)
hyperparameters and dataset characteristics. To learn a reliable hyperparameter model,
HYPEX takes as input (i) a time series anomaly detection algorithm, (ii) a hyperparameter
configuration that defines the to-be-optimized algorithm parameters, and (iii) a dataset
generation configuration that describes possible dataset characteristics. Both configurations
require the user to specify value ranges for the hyperparameters and data characteristics,
respectively. These ranges should cover the expected use cases and define the scope of the
optimization – the larger the ranges, the more general the trained model and the longer the
training time. The dataset generation configuration, for example, might specify an oscillation
frequency between 1Hz and 2Hz, a maximum value between 0.8 and 1.0, and anomaly
lengths between 5s and 30s. Any target dataset in this scope can later be parameterized.
Because HYPEX optimizes only numerical hyperparameters, the configurations need to
provide settings for all discrete hyperparameters. Once started, HYPEX uses the configura-
tions for automatic training data generation with the GutenTAG [WSP22] dataset generator
and for specifying the trials in a systematic Bayesian Optimization [PGC+99]. From the
many optimal configurations on different datasets, the system then distills all dependencies
between hyperparameters and data characteristics into a causal parameter model. With the
learned model, we can use HYPEX on any dataset with characteristics in the before specified
ranges to propose optimal settings. For this, the user provides the (profiled or estimated)
dataset characteristics of a concrete input dataset such that HYPEX can apply them to the
parameter rules. Note that all discrete settings, such as type of input data or learning strategy,
need to match the settings of the training. With the learned default values and parameter
dependencies, HYPEX finally derives well-performing hyperparameter values.

We evaluate HYPEX on the six algorithms shown in Tab. 1 using synthetic datasets in
Sect. 4.2. In Sect. 4.4, we exemplarily solve the hyperparameter optimization task for the al-
gorithm Sub-LOF [Br00] on five real-world time series. The algorithms are well-performing
representatives from five anomaly detection families that we introduced in a larger evaluative
study [SWP22]; they contain between three and six hard-to-optimize numerical hyperpa-
rameters of type float or integer. Our evaluation shows that the automatically suggested
hyperparameters improve the anomaly detection quality of the algorithms significantly com-
pared to their default parameters and a manual, heuristics-driven parameterization approach
from related work [SWP22]. In summary, HYPEX makes the following contributions:
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(i) Training data generation: We extend the GutenTAG data generator with mutation
rules to explore numeric dataset characteristics (Sect. 3.1).

(ii) Workload distribution: We design a distributed system for the scalable execution of
very many Bayesian optimization tasks (Sect. 3.2).

(iii) Causal structure learning: We propose an algorithm for the identification of
dependencies between numeric dataset characteristics and hyperparameters (Sect. 3.3).

(iv) Parameter inference: We discuss the automatic inference of hyperparameters from
Baysian optimization runs on generated data (Sect. 3.4).

2 Related Work

Optimizing hyperparameters is a well-known task in many research areas. The three most
common approaches for this task are (i) Random Search [BB12], (ii) Grid Search [Hi12;
Le12], and (iii) Bayesian Optimization [DMC16; PGC+99; Sh15]. All three algorithms
optimize hyperparameters in a way that a user-defined optimization criterion, such as F1
score, AUC-ROC score, or accuracy score, is maximized on a given dataset. While Random
Search uniformly samples from a given parameter distribution until its time constraint is
met, Grid Search tests all parameter combinations given by a user-defined parameter grid.
Bayesian Optimization uses a feedback loop to learn from previous parameter evaluations
and improve its parameter suggestions over time. All three algorithms require large amounts
of labelled data to evaluate the algorithm or machine learning (ML) model, which is subject
to optimization. Our approach overcomes this limitation by generating synthetic, labelled
datasets and then transferring learned parameter dependencies. The research community has
also come up with systems specifically designed to optimize hyperparameters in the context
of anomaly detection. We now discuss two such systems, namely Opprentice and Isudra.

Opprentice Opprentice [Li15] is an interesting approach that uses supervised machine
learning to improve the quality of anomaly detection in practice. The proposed algorithm
focuses on removing the manual work required to adjust parameters and thresholds to
reliably detect anomalies. Opprentice applies multiple existing anomaly detectors to the
incoming data (in parallel) while collecting all detector’s outputs, i. e. anomaly scores.
Moreover, domain experts are required to label anomalies in the incoming real-world data.
The combination of the detectors’ outputs and the manually generated labels are used to
train a random forest classifier to find reliable detector parameters and thresholds. The
authors show that their system removes the manual iterative parameter and threshold tuning.
However, domain experts are still required for data labelling purposes.

Isudra Isudra [DC21] was developed in the context of detecting anomalous data points
in clinical health data. The indirect supervision approach for anomaly detection methods
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serves to optimize existing unsupervised anomaly detectors and to tune them to concrete
application settings. The approach requires clinicians to label sensor time series data with
health events. The labelled data gets decomposed into smaller sub-sequences using the
sliding window approach with window size ws. From each of the resulting windows w,
Isudra extracts descriptive features fs(w) and, then, applies an anomaly detector 𝐷 with
a specific set of detector hyperparameters to these features. Once the anomaly detector
terminates, the Isudra supervisor calculates a score by comparing the detected anomalies
with the ground truth data. Subsequently, Bayesian optimization is used to identify the most
effective configuration of window size ws, feature set fs, unsupervised anomaly detector 𝐷,
and detector hyperparametersH . The authors show that the indirect supervision approach
delivers significantly better performance than the alternative methods iForest and One-Class
SVM in detecting six out of seven health events. While Isudra automatically optimizes
detector parameters, it still requires domain experts, i. e., clinicians, to label a significant
amount of anomalous events and, in this way, generate ground truth data.

Our approach also uses the automated hyperparameter optimization technique Bayesian
optimization. However, we overcome the requirement of domain experts providing anomaly
labels by using a data generator that generates synthetic ground truth data with anomaly
labels. Moreover, our work returns a set of parameter-rules, which can be used to adjust a
detector’s parameters to new, yet unseen datasets.

3 Finding Hyperparameter Explanations

In this section, we propose HYPEX, a framework to automatically optimize time series
anomaly detector hyperparameters and extract parameter rules without requiring access to
manually labelled ground truth data. We use a fully controlled data environment to gain
insights on causal dependencies between numerical data characteristics and well-performing
parameter sets, as well as relationships between hyperparameters themselves. Because we
demonstrate HYPEX in the domain of time series anomaly detection, we first introduce the
data (time series) and algorithms (anomaly detection algorithms), we work with.

A time series is an ordered sequence 𝑇 = {𝑇0, 𝑇1, ..., 𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛} of real-valued data points
𝑇𝑖 ∈ R𝑚. An anomaly in such a time series is a subsequence of data points that deviates
w. r. t. some measure or model from the frequent patterns in the time series. In our work, we
consider w.l.o.g. only univariate time series with a single attribute per data point (𝑚 = 1). An
anomaly detector takes a time series 𝑇 as input and computes an anomaly score 𝑠𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}
for each data point 𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝑇 . The anomaly score 𝑠 indicates the detector’s confidence that a
data instance𝑇𝑖 is anomalous. The anomaly scores cannot be compared to the anomaly labels
unless they are turned into binary labels using a threshold. Hence, the choice of threshold
significantly impacts the anomaly detector’s performance and to eliminate it as another
tuning parameter, we use the AUC-PR score [Br97; DG06] as a performance measure for
the anomaly detectors’ outputs. This measure is especially popular in applications dealing
with learning on imbalanced data, which is the case for anomaly detection.
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Worker #nWorker #1 Legend
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Parameter-Rule-
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Parameter Model Validation

Fixed Parameter Identification

Best Parameter Model
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Fig. 1: Control flow of a distributed HYPEX execution consisting of five major steps: (i) data generation
(Sect. 3.1), (ii) hyperparameter optimization (Sect. 3.2), (iii) parameter-rule-discovery (Sect. 3.3),
(iv) parameter model validation (Sect. 3.3.5), and (v) fixed parameter identification (Sect. 3.4).

HYPEX consists of five consecutive steps that are explained in the following sections: (i) The
data generation step creates time series, injects anomalies, and labels them (Sect. 3.1),
(ii) the hyperparameter optimization step uses Bayesian Optimization to find optimal
parameters on the generated datasets (Sect. 3.2), (iii) the parameter-rule-discovery step finds
causal dependencies between data characteristics and the detector’s hyperparameters, which
creates a set of parameter model candidates (Sect. 3.3.1 to 3.3.4), (iv) the parameter model
selection step validates the parameter model candidates to produce the final parameter model
that incorporates all significant parameter rules (Sect. 3.3.5), and (v) the fixed parameter
identification step finds data-independent, fixed parameter values for those parameters that
are not covered by the parameter model (Sect. 3.4). The resulting final parameter model and
the fixed parameters can be used to calculate future hyperparameters on yet unseen time
series based on that time series’ characteristics. It is worth noting that training the parameter
model, including data generation, Baysian optimization and causal inference, is a costly
process. For this reason, we propose to parallelize and distribute the efforts. But the training
enables HYPEX to afterwards parameterize an algorithm for different input datasets in
constant time. Fig. 1 provides a high-level architecture overview of our HYPEX approach.
All time-intensive tasks, namely steps (i), (ii), (iv) and (v), are executed on a distributed
Dask [Ro15] cluster utilizing multiple parallel worker nodes to speed up the overall runtime.

3.1 Data Generation

We use the time series anomaly data generator GutenTAG [WSP22] to generate the synthetic
datasets used to optimize the anomaly detector’s parameters. Each generated time series has
a base oscillation behavior and potentially multiple injected anomalies of different types.
GutenTAG pre-defines six base oscillations and nine anomaly types. When generating a
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time series datasets, GutenTAG provides access to the time series, the anomaly labels,
and the generation metadata. This information is used to extract and control the dataset
characteristics. Fig. 2 shows a generated, univariate, real-valued time series, where the
underlying base oscillation simulates electrocardiogram (ECG) data. Two anomalies were
added, both indicated by the red background color: the first at position 140 of type frequency
and length 12, the second at position 240 of type extremum and length 1.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
timestamp

0

10

va
lu

e

Fig. 2: Exemplary time series generated with GutenTag [WSP22]

To test how an anomaly detector’s parameters need to adapt w. r. t. a change in a specific
data characteristic, we introduce time series mutations. We define a time series mutation as
an attribute change in the GutenTAG configuration used to generate the synthetic time series
data. A generated dataset may contain multiple time series mutations, so-called mutation
sets, which means that two datasets can differ in multiple characteristics. HYPEX uses
user-defined mutation sets to generate synthetic datasets that vary in an arbitrary but fixed
set of data characteristics, such as anomaly lengths, oscillation frequencies, variances etc.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a mutation set that contains a single time series mutation of the
attribute base-oscillation.frequency applied to the predefined time series ecg-data. In this
case, HYPEX uniformly samples values for the attribute base-oscillation.frequency of the
user-provided time series ecg-data from the provided range [10, 50]. The sampling creates a
total of n_samples = 50 mutated GutenTAG configurations. Subsequently, those 50 different
GutenTAG configurations are used to generate the actual 50 datasets. More datasets improve
the training quality, but also increase the training time; our experiments use a generously
high value of 50 because we focus on quality. By randomly selecting dataset characteristics
from the specified ranges, the generated data has all the important characteristics of real
data, but with a certain variety and controlled anomalies – for this reason, the learnings on
the generated data translate well to real data. To conclude the data generation, HYPEX splits
the set of generated time series datasets 60:20:20 into distinct train, validation, and test sets.
All physical nodes in the Dask cluster perform the data generation task concurrently.

3.2 Hyperparameter Optimization

Once the data generation completes, HYPEX enters the distributed hyperparameter opti-
mization. For each time series dataset in the training split that GutenTAG generated, we
independently optimize the given anomaly detector’s parameters such that the algorithm
performs well on the selected dataset. Each step, i. e., a particular hyperparameter configu-
ration, of the optimization process is called trial and HYPEX keeps track of the dataset,
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1 name: ecg-data # The time series to mutate
2 n_samples: 50 # The number of mutation sets to generate
3 mutations:
4 - paths: ["base-oscillation.frequency"] # The attribute to mutate
5 dtype: int
6 min: 10
7 max: 50

Fig. 3: Exemplary mutation of the data characteristic base-oscillation.frequency of a user-defined
time series called ecg-data.

its characteristics, the tested hyperparameters, and the resulting performance scores for all
performed trials over all datasets. The number of required trials to achieve reliable results
strongly depends on the number and data types of the hyperparameters to optimize.

Optimization Procedure HYPEX uses Bayesian Optimization for the optimization
procedure. While Random Search and Grid Search simply return the best performing
hyperparameters after testing several parameter configurations, Bayesian Optimization bases
hyperparameter guesses on past parameter evaluations, leading to a faster convergence.
Bayesian optimization is commonly used to optimize an objective function 𝑓 [Fr18]
that is expensive to evaluate, such as tuning an ML model’s architecture, or finding
the best hyperparameters for an anomaly detection algorithm. The most widely adopted
Bayesian optimization method is Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO). Instead of
optimizing the objective function 𝑓 directly, SMBO uses a probabilistic model 𝑃( 𝑓 (H) | H)
as a surrogate for 𝑓 [DMC16]. Until a time constraint C is met, SMBO keeps repeating
the following four steps: (i) update the probabilistic model based on previously collected
benchmark results, (ii) select the next best guess parametersH based on the probabilistic
model, (iii) evaluate the objective function 𝑓 with the parameters H , which is the most
expensive step, and (iv) collect and save the benchmark results (H , 𝑓 (H)) for the upcoming
optimization steps. The research community came up with several samplers to generate the
next best parameter guess based on the previous evaluated parameters [Be11]. Our approach
uses the Tree-structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) algorithm. In each iteration, it fits two
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) per hyperparameter [ ∈ H , the first GMM 𝑙 ([) on the
set of well performing hyperparameters 𝑓 ([) > 𝑦∗ and the second 𝑔([) on the remaining
ones 𝑓 ([) ≤ 𝑦∗. The split value 𝑦∗ is automatically chosen by the TPE algorithm to match
some quantile 𝛾 of the observed values for the optimization criterion. In each iteration, for
each hyperparameter, TPE chooses the value [ that maximizes the ratio 𝑙 ([)/𝑔([). Finally,
of all the evaluated parameter guessesH , the one with the best performance score 𝑓 (H)) is
returned. Our work builds upon the open-source SMBO framework Optuna [Ak19], which
implements the TPE algorithm with its TPESampler, and we use the AUC-PR score [Br97;
DG06] as the optimization criterion.
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Task Distribution HYPEX speeds up the optimization procedure using distributed
computing techniques: It splits the workload into smaller sub-tasks, which can be computed
independently and in parallel on potentially different physical nodes. For the implementation
of this distribution, we have chosen the framework Dask [Ro15]. Dask provides dynamic
task scheduling as well as a data collection library - both accessible through a convenient
Python API. We wrap each optimization trial into a Dask task such that we can submit the
entire set of tasks to the Dask scheduler at once. Dask then controls and schedules the tasks
on the cluster’s worker nodes. This procedure requires us to ensure that each trial can run on
each included physical node, i. e., the synthetic data must be present on all nodes. HYPEX,
therefore, seeds the random number generator in GutenTAG such that all physical nodes
generate all and the exactly same input datasets. To ensure the Bayesian optimizer bases its
parameter suggestion on previous parameter evaluation runs, each trial requires access to not
only the trial runs on the same physical cluster node, but to all trials from all cluster nodes.
Optuna achieves this trial synchronization by storing trial results in a MySQL database,
which HYPEX launches on the Dask scheduler on start up. Each trial first connects to the
database to fetch previous trials’ results, then suggests a new set of hyperparameters, runs
the desired algorithm with the suggested hyperparameters, computes the AUC-PR score
from the algorithm’s anomaly scores, and finally persists the tested parameters and AUC-PR
score in the MySQL database.

3.3 Parameter Rule Discovery

We use the optimized hyperparameters found by Optuna (Sect. 3.2) to discover parameter
rules that specify (a) how hyperparameters depend on other hyperparameters and (b) how
hyperparameters depend on specific data characteristics. These data characteristics are
represented by the applied time series mutations in our optimization process. To discover
the parameter rules, we first present a de-noising step for the trial results, which is the
basis of HYPEX’s rule discovery (Sect. 3.3.1). Then, we guide through the estimation of
an undirected causal graph, the so-called causal skeleton (Sect. 3.3.2). Because the causal
skeleton is undirected, we then need to orientate the edges into determinant and dependent
hyperparameters/characteristics (Sect. 3.3.3). Once the dependence graph is completed,
we discuss how HYPEX compiles the identified parameter rules into a parameter model,
which is used later in the process to predict hyperparameters on new, unseen time series
dataset based on specific data characteristics (Sect. 3.3.4). Finally, we present an approach
to validate discovered parameter rules (Sect. 3.3.5).

3.3.1 Noise Reduction

The set of collected Optuna trials consists of hyperparameter configurations with different
performance AUC-PR scores. To find parameter rules, HYPEX should, however, consider
only such trails that performed well, because configurations that led to poor trail results
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with low AUC-PR scores are not indicative for hyperparameter/characteristic correlations
and must, therefore, be considered as noise. To remove a large portion of that noise, we filter
out all trials with AUC-PR scores lower than a dynamic threshold 𝛾, which we calculate for
each time series in the training split: We define the threshold 𝛾 as the top 10% AUC-PR
score quantile, which has shown to be a robust selection strategy in all our experiments.

To further improve the explainability of the discovered parameter rules, we also prune
parameter rules for hyperparameters with low impact on an anomaly detector’s performance.
For this, HYPEX uses the parameter importance evaluator fANOVA [HHL14] to identify
important hyperparameters. fANOVA trains a random forest regressor to predict the AUC-PR
scores based on a given parameter configuration. The random forest regression’s feature
importance is used to assign importance scores to the anomaly detector’s hyperparameters.
Then, we prune all hyperparameters with an importance of less than 1% – these parameters,
which are usually runtime performance related parameters, do not require optimization.

After noise reduction, HYPEX combines the noise-reduced trials and the information on
hyperparameter importance into a matrix 𝑀 of dimensionality 𝐶 × 𝑁 . 𝑁 defines the number
of trials left after reducing the noise and 𝐶 = 𝑝 + 𝑑 + 1 defines the number 𝑝 of anomaly
detector hyperparameters with an importance score ≥ 0.01 plus the number 𝑑 of applied
time series mutations and an extra column for each trial’s achieved AUC-PR score. Consider
an anomaly detector taking two parameters window size with an importance score of 99.5%
and random state with an importance score of 0.5% as input. Moreover, let the datasets
contain the single applied time series mutation base-oscillation frequency. The resulting
matrix 𝑀 would consist of three columns, namely window size, base-oscillation frequency,
and the AUC-PR score; random state was removed due to its low importance score of 0.5%.
The number of rows in 𝑀 depends on the performed trials’ AUC-PR score distribution.
With the assumption of a uniform AUC-PR score distribution and 300 trial runs, we expect
𝑀 to have 0.1 · 300 = 30 rows.

3.3.2 Skeleton Estimation

To identify causal dependencies between columns of the noise-reduced data matrix 𝑀

(Sect. 3.3.1), HYPEX performs linear and non-linear independence tests. For these tests,
we found that most existing approaches for the detection of non-linear dependencies are
too sensitive on our data, given the potentially still tiny signal-to-noise ratio. This is why
we use a fairly simple, still powerful, regression-based non-linear independence test with
the PC algorithm [Sp00]. The PC algorithm is one of the oldest methods to discover
causal dependency graphs [GZS19; Sp00]. It supports plugging in many statistical tests
for checking independence and Conditional Independence (CI), which makes it usable in
a variety of settings. In HYPEX, we integrate an open-source implementation of the PC
algorithm in Python4 and extend it with own regression-based independence and CI tests

4 Code available at https://github.com/keiichishima/pcalg
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called Non-Linear Regression by Transformation (NLRegT) independence test and NLRegT
CI test. Note that they are applicable and perform well only on parameters of the numerical
data types integer and float. The PC algorithm uses the following five steps to estimate an
undirected version of the true causal graph, which we call the causal graph skeleton:

(i) Create a fully connected graph 𝐺 where each column in the data matrix, i. e.,
hyperparameter and dataset characteristic, is represented by a node in 𝐺.

(ii) For each edge (𝐴, 𝐵) ∈ 𝐺, run the (in-)dependency test and remove it from 𝐺 if the
variables 𝐴 and 𝐵 are (unconditionally) independent. We use dynamic confidence
thresholds 𝛼 (for more details, see Sect. 3.3.5).

(iii) For each of the remaining edges (𝐴, 𝐵) ∈ 𝐺 and each set of nodes 𝑍 = {𝑍1, ..., 𝑍𝑛}
with 𝑛 ∈ N+ that are all either connected to 𝐴 or 𝐵, remove the edge (𝐴, 𝐵) if 𝐴 and
𝐵 are conditionally dependent under 𝑍 . Start with 𝑛 = 1 and repeat this step with
increasing set sizes 𝑛. Consider a true causal graph 𝐴 → 𝐵 → 𝐶. Step (ii) finds
(unconditional) dependencies between {𝐴, 𝐵}, {𝐵,𝐶}, and {𝐴,𝐶}. However, the
dependency {𝐴,𝐶} only gets identified because there exists a path (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) between
𝐴 and 𝐶. The PC algorithm uses the conditional independence test to identify such
dependencies {𝐴,𝐶} and remove them from the estimated causal graph. Note, that it
is possible to additionally have an edge 𝐴→ 𝐶 in the true causal graph. In this case,
{𝐴,𝐶} is not tested conditional dependent and their edge is therefore not removed
from the estimated causal graph.

In the following, we explain our NLRegT independence and CI tests, which HYPEX uses
with the PC algorithm to estimate the causal graph.

NLRegT Independence Test Our NLRegT test is a very robust and powerful independence
test for our application scenario. It runs the least squares optimization on pre-transformed
data and comes with two transformations by default: linear and hyperbola. The linear
transformation in front of the least squares optimization allows testing for relationships
between a predicting variable 𝑢 and a predicted variable 𝑣 of the form 𝑣 = 𝛽 ·𝑢+𝑐. 𝛽 being the
linear regression’s coefficient, and 𝑐 being its intercept. The hyperbola transformation, on the
other hand, enables us to detect causal dependencies between 𝑢 and 𝑣 of the form 𝑣 = 𝛽 · 1

𝑢
+𝑐.

This set of transformations is easily extendable, but our experiments strongly suggested
that (at least in the domain of anomaly detection on time series data) linear and hyperbola
dependencies are most common and, hence, sufficient. To fit the non-linear regression with
these transformations, our approach takes the following inputs: the slices X of the data
matrix 𝑀 containing the predicting variable and Y containing the predicted variable, a data
seriesW containing the achieved AUC-PR scores, and a set of transformation functions T .
For each of the provided transformation functions in T , the algorithm transforms the input
data of the predicting variable X and fits a linear regression on the transformed data X𝑇 :
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𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ← 𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(X𝑇 ,Y,W2). Then, the linear regression of Y onto the
transformed data X𝑇 gets fit by using the trials’ squared AUC-PR scoresW2 as sample
weights. We thereby increase the weight of trials with higher AUC-PR scores and decrease
the weight of those with smaller score values. Afterwards, the fitted regression model itself
is scored using the 𝑅2-Score. Finally, the model with the highest 𝑅2-Score and the 𝑅2-Score
itself are returned. To test for independence between X and Y, HYPEX checks whether the
calculated 𝑅2-Score is smaller than a provided threshold 𝛼. Hence, the quality of the causal
discovery output strongly depends on the chosen value for 𝛼. We provide more detailed
information on how we use 𝛼 to generate different model candidates in Sect. 3.3.5.

NLRegT CI Test While the provided (unconditional) independence test is generally
applicable, our conditional independence test performing X ⊥ Y | Z assumes the data to
be generated under the Additive Noise Model (ANM). For this case, Peters et al. [Pe14]
showed that the conditional independence test can be mapped to an unconditional one.
The ANM assumes that there is a functional relationship between Z and X such that
X = 𝑓 (Z) +N𝑥 withN𝑥 being a zero-mean noise independent ofZ. The same assumption
applies to Y = 𝑔(Z) + N𝑦 . These assumptions allow the redefinition of X ⊥ Y | Z to
N𝑥 ⊥ N𝑦 [Zh17]. Algorithm 1 shows the application of this redefinition: The CI test uses
two steps, which are (i) the estimation of the noise terms N𝑥 and N𝑦 , and (ii) the test for
independence between the two estimated noise termsN𝑥 andN𝑦 . To estimate the two noise
terms, we fit the non-linear regression of Z onto X (Line 2) and Y (Line 5); we then
calculate the regressions’ residuals 𝜖𝑋 (Line 3) and 𝜖𝑌 (Line 6). To test for independence
between the residuals 𝜖𝑋 and 𝜖𝑌 , we once again fit a non-linear regression (Line 8) to
check whether the 𝑅2-Score is larger than a threshold 𝛽. HYPEX evaluates the different 𝛽
threshold values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The best performing among these gets selected (for
more details, see Sect. 3.3.5).

Algorithm 1 NLRegT CI Test
1: procedure NLRegTCI(X,Y,Z,W, 𝛽)
2: 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑋 ← 𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(Z,X,W)
3: 𝜖𝑋 ← X − 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑋 .𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 (Z)
4:
5: 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑌 ← 𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(Z,Y,W)
6: 𝜖𝑌 ← Y − 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑌 .𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 (Z)
7:
8: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜖𝑋 , 𝜖𝑌 )
9: return 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 𝛽

3.3.3 Edge Orientation

Until now, we found correlated hyperparameter-hyperparameter and hyperparameter-
characteristic edges as undirected relationships. To derive hyperparameters from other
hyperparameters or dataset characteristics, these relationships need to be oriented, which is
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done in three steps: (i) incorporation of prior knowledge on dataset characteristics, (ii) esti-
mation of the Completed Partially Directed Acyclic Graph (CPDAG), and (iii) conversion
of the CPDAG to a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

In step (i), we incorporate a task-specific constraint: Because we aim to find good hyperpa-
rameters given certain dataset characteristics, edges need to point from characteristics to
parameters. Hence, given the edge (𝐴, 𝐵) with orientation 𝐴 → 𝐵, HYPEX removes all
edges (𝐴, 𝐵) from the graph skeleton where the node 𝐵 is a dataset characteristic. Step (ii)
then executes the PC algorithm’s CPDAG estimation. The PC algorithm is guaranteed to
converge to the Markov Equivalence Class (MEC) under the causal Markov condition and
faithfulness assumption and when there is no undiscovered confounder [GZS19]. Consider,
for example, a true causal graph 𝐺 containing only two nodes 𝐴 and 𝐵 with a single
undirected edge {𝐴, 𝐵} ∈ 𝐺. Here, the PC algorithm identifies 𝐴 and 𝐵 as dependent on
one another, but it cannot decide the dependency direction. Therefore, the resulting graph
contains an undirected edge between the nodes 𝐴 and 𝐵. Such a graph that represents the
MEC and possibly contains a mixture of directed and undirected edges is called a CPDAG.
To estimate the CPDAG, the PC algorithm executes the following two steps [GZS19]:

(i) Search for v-structures and orient edges accordingly. A v-structure is a triple of nodes
(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) such that there exist the undirected edges {𝐴, 𝐵} ∈ 𝐺 and {𝐵,𝐶} ∈ 𝐺, but
{𝐴,𝐶} ∉ 𝐺 and the node 𝐵 is not contained in the set 𝑍 = {𝑍0, ..., 𝑍𝑛} under which
𝐴 and 𝐶 were tested conditionally independent. The edges in such a v-structure are
oriented 𝐴→ 𝐵 and 𝐶 → 𝐵.

(ii) Use orientation propagation to orient possibly many of the remaining edges. To
do so, search for a triple of nodes (𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) such that there exists a directed edge
(𝐴, 𝐵) ∈ 𝐺, an undirected edge {𝐵,𝐶} ∈ 𝐺, but no edge between 𝐴 and 𝐶. In each
of the found triples, the undirected edge {𝐵,𝐶} gets oriented 𝐵→ 𝐶.

The resulting CPDAG might still contain undirected edges, but our final parameter model
requires all discovered parameter rules to have a clear orientation. To ensure this requirement,
step (iii) of the edge orientation converts the estimated CPDAG to a DAG with a colored
depth-first search [Su17; ZG07]. The search removes back edges in the graph, thus breaking
existing cycles and creating a DAG with no undirected edges or cyclic dependencies.

3.3.4 Parameter Model

Given the dependency DAG, HYPEX now trains a set of parameter models that predict
optimal values for dependent anomaly detector hyperparameters from the set of data
characteristics and other hyperparameters: For each node in the DAG, HYPEX identifies all
predecessor nodes and fits the NLRegT model once again using the trials’ squared AUC-PR
score as the sample weight. While the NLRegT model previously contained just a single
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feature, which was used to predict the target variable, the number of features here depends on
the number of predecessors in the graph. The parameter model stores at most one NLRegT
model for each anomaly detector hyperparameter. Once the parameter models are trained
on generated data, HYPEX can use them to predict hyperparameter values on unseen data.
For this, the algorithm iterates over the estimated DAG in topological order. In each step, it
uses the stored NLRegT model to predict the respective parameter based on all previously
estimated parameters and data characteristics. In Sect. 3.4, we discuss how HYPEX assigns
fixed values to the hyperparameters that are not covered by the parameter model.

3.3.5 Parameter Model Selection

Our experiments show that the optimal 𝛼 and 𝛽 thresholds to choose for the parameter-
rule-discovery (Sect. 3.3.2) are algorithm- and base oscillation-specific. Therefore, we
run the parameter-rule-discovery for different 𝛼 and 𝛽 thresholds, leaving us with a set
of parameter model candidates. The set of 𝛼 thresholds to test is determined by fitting a
non-linear regression on each pair of variables in the data matrix 𝑀 , rounding the regressions’
𝑅2-scores to two decimal places and considering only 𝑅2-scores ≥ 5% as significant; the
set of 𝛽 thresholds is fixed and set to {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}. These settings have been found
via systematic ablation tests and showed to be dataset and algorithm independent; hence,
we propose them as default settings for HYPEX. For each unique combination of 𝛼 and 𝛽

thresholds, we create a parameter model candidate by running our parameter-rule-discovery
using the respective threshold values. Subsequently, we measure the parameter model
candidates’ performances on the validation data split, which contains 20% of the generated
time series datasets. To test a candidate’s performance, we use the parameter model to
predict the anomaly detector’s parameters based on data characteristics. All parameters that
are not covered by the parameter model candidate are filled up with uniformly sampled
random values. For each pair of model candidate and time series dataset, we independently
sample non-covered parameters 10 times and, finally, choose the parameter model with the
highest mean AUC-PR score across all conducted tests.

3.4 Fixed Parameters

Our parameter models are expected to cover only such anomaly detector hyperparameters
that depend on either a data characteristic or another hyperparameter. For the remaining,
data-independent anomaly detector hyperparameters, we identify generally well-performing,
fixed values. To find these values, HYPEX again uses the Bayesian optimizer to optimize
the mean AUC-PR score across all generated validation time series datasets. For each time
series, we utilize the parameter model to predict the data-dependent hyperparameters based
on the contained time series anomalies. Only the data-independent parameters are subject to
optimization in this final step. Eventually, the hyperparameter values of the best performing
trial are selected as generally applicable, fixed parameters for the tested anomaly detector.
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The final parameter model holds a combination of NLRegT models and fixed parameters,
thus being able to predict all anomaly detector parameters on unseen time series data.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate HYPEX on a variety of anomaly detection algorithms and
time series datasets. We start with the explanation of the experimental setup (Sect. 4.1),
then compare the performance scores achieved by our parameter suggestions with relevant
alternative approaches (Sect. 4.2), review HYPEX’s sensitivity to automatically chosen
thresholds (Sect. 4.3), and show the application of HYPEX to real-world data (Sect. 4.4).

4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our approach5 on six anomaly detection algorithms and four time series dataset
groups containing different base oscillations and anomaly types. The included base oscillation
behaviors are (i) sine, (ii) ECG, (iii) random walk, and (iv) cylinder bell funnel [WSP22].
Each base oscillation is considered separately, as we find this to have a large impact on
possible parameter rules and algorithm behaviors. All generated time series datasets consist
of 10, 000 individual data points and contain 3, 6, or 9 same-length anomalies at different
positions of types (i) variance, (ii) frequency, or (iii) pattern [WSP22]. We apply time series
mutations to (a) the base oscillation frequency (only applicable for sine and ECG), (b) the base
oscillation variance, (c) the length of anomalies, and (d) the number of anomalies. For each
of the four dataset groups characterized by the four base oscillation behaviors, we incorporate
50 time series mutations. We recall that 20% of the generated datasets are reserved for
evaluation purposes only (Sect. 3.1). We evaluate our approach on algorithms from five
out of six anomaly detector families defined by Schmidl et al. [SWP22]. The algorithms
stem from the areas (i) distance (STOMP [Zh16] and Sub-LOF [Br00]), (ii) distribution
(DWT-MLEAD [TKB17]), (iii) encoding (Series2Graph [BP20]), (iv) reconstruction
(Donut [Xu18]), and (v) trees (Sub-IF [LTZ08]). Each algorithm has between 3 and 6
hyperparameters that are subject to optimization. For the evaluation, we use the AUC-PR
score to measure the algorithms’ detection quality.

We do not have any information on the true relationships between data characteristics and
hyperparameters for any of the anomaly detectors, on which we evaluate our framework
HYPEX. Therefore, we measure the quality of our parameter model and fixed parameter
suggestions by comparing them to (a) the algorithms’ default parameters, (b) the manually
tuned parameter recommendations of TimeEval [SWP22], and (c) the optimization results
achieved by the Bayesian Optimizer Optuna (full optimization). While each detector’s
default hyperparameter configuration stays constant, regardless of which time series it runs

5 Code and evaluation scripts: https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/hypex
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of Donut [Xu18] on 10 sine time series comparing our Parameter Model with
Donut’s Default Parameters, the Timeeval Heuristics, and a Full Optimization run.

on, HYPEX’s parameter model as well as TimeEval’s parameter suggestions use specific
data characteristics to adapt a selected subset of the hyperparameters to the time series input
while keeping others constant. The full optimization, however, tunes every single parameter
to the specific input time series. Thus, the best scores of the full optimization represent an
upper bound for any optimization effort (which is achievable only with suitable training data)
while the algorithm’s default parameters represent a lower bound for HYPEX’s performance;
the TimeEval results show what results can be expected with significant manual effort.

4.2 Parameter Model Performance

In this section, we first show a single anomaly detector’s performance using HYPEX’s
suggested hyperparameters. Then, we present a general overview of the performance
achieved on the tested algorithms and base oscillations.

Fig. 4 visualizes our evaluation results on the anomaly detector Donut [Xu18] and 10 time
series datasets with base oscillation sine that cover various time series mutations with
different dataset characteristics and, in particular, different types and numbers of anomalies
in each time series. It compares the performance of HYPEX’s parameter model with
the performance achieved by (i) the detector’s default parameters, (ii) TimeEval’s
manually found default parameters and heuristics, and (iii) a full Bayesian optimization
run (full optimization). While the default parameters, the TimeEval heuristics, and our
parameter model recommend a single hyperparameter configuration per input dataset, the
full optimization is granted 300 trials to optimize Donut’s hyperparameters for each of
the 10 time series. Our first insight is that especially Donut’s default parameters perform
poorly, which clearly emphasizes the need for hyperparameter tuning. In comparison to
the algorithms’ default values, both the TimeEval approach and HYPEX’s parameter
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Fig. 5: Distribution of maximum AUC-PR scores achieved by Default Parameters, Timeeval
Heuristics, our Parameter Model, and Full Optimization per base oscillation and algorithm.
† Empty parameter model for base oscillations random walk and cylinder-bell-funnel.

model achieve high AUC-PR scores; the difference is that no manual work was needed
to find the parameter model. Furthermore, HYPEX’s performance scores get even close
to the maximum scores achieved via Bayesian optimization (consider the highest point
for comparison); as an unsupervised parametrization approach, though, HYPEX does not
require labels for the input time series to optimize it, but instead generates training data
automatically.

We summarize our evaluation results across all six tested algorithms on four base oscillations
in Fig. 5. A single box plot shows the distribution of 10 AUC-PR scores. Each score represents
the evaluation result on a single evaluation time series dataset. To represent the Bayesian
full optimization trials, we pick the maximum AUC-PR scores per time series dataset
obtained in each of the 300 trial runs. As expected and confirmed in this experiment, a full
optimization for a target dataset with training data performs best on all dataset types, i.e.,
base oscillations. Again, the algorithms’ default parameters achieve the worst performance
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scores in the majority of the conducted experiments. The manual hyperparameter settings
and heuristics of TimeEval mostly deliver higher performance scores than the algorithms’
default parameters. In some cases, such as Donut on random walk, Series2Graph on ECG
and random walk, and Sub-IF on ECG, however, the TimeEval efforts could not predict
better-performing hyperparameters than the default parameters. With no human effort and no
pre-labeled training data, our parameter models’ hyperparameter suggestions surpass both
default parameterization and TimeEval performances in most experiments. Even in cases
where HYPEX did not discover any parameter rules for an anomaly detector and simply
suggested fixed values, these values still outperformed the detector’s default parameters
(see DWT-MLEAD on base oscillations sine, random walk, and cylinder bell funnel).

In terms of absolute performance, we see that all evaluated anomaly detectors tend to perform
best on cyclical base oscillations, such as sine and ECG, and struggle with non-cyclical
ones, such as random walk and cylinder bell funnel.

4.3 Sensitivity to Thresholds
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Fig. 6: Comparison of AUC-PR score distribu-
tions by selected 𝛼 and 𝛽 threshold values on 10
evaluation datasets for algorithm STOMP [Zh16]
and base oscillation sine. Each named threshold
tuple represents a set of tuples that all result in the
identification of identical parameter-rules.
† The threshold value HYPEX automatically se-
lected (see Sect. 3.3.5).

HYPEX uses two thresholds, namely 𝛼

and 𝛽, to adjust the minimum confidence
scores of the (in-)dependence and CI tests.
In Sect. 3.3.5, we discussed how the algo-
rithm automatically determines the optimal
values for 𝛼 and 𝛽 during the parameter
model selection. Fig. 6 shows the parame-
ter model results on the evaluation datasets
when HYPEX performs the optimal thresh-
old determination on the validation datasets.
We optimized each parameter model’s fixed
parameters independently for each of the
threshold tuples. Many experiments indi-
cate that the full optimization trial runs have
only low variances in optimal parameter
values across different evaluation datasets.
Thus, parameter rules do not showcase their
full potential, as optimized fixed parameters
achieve similar high-performance scores. However, the full optimization’s best parameter
value suggestions for the algorithm STOMP on the base oscillation sine showed high
variances across the different datasets. The (𝛼, 𝛽) threshold tuple (0.46, 0.2) resulted in an
empty causal graph, thus the suggested parameters on the evaluation datasets are based on
fixed values only. However, it achieves the second-best detection results on average among
the compared parameter models. We also see that using fixed values only comes at the cost
of increased variance across the evaluation datasets. Hence, HYPEX automatically chooses
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the threshold values (0.24, 0.2). Across all experiments, the resulting parameter models
contain a mixture of parameter rules and fixed hyperparameter values, which is a result that
performs best on the evaluation datasets and shows to have a lower variance than using only
fixed parameter values.

4.4 Application on real-world data

In this section, we evaluate how HYPEX’ hyperparameter suggestions perform on five
real-world datasets taken from the KDD-TSAD benchmark collection [Ke21]. All five
time series represent ECG signals with varying properties, and contain different anomalies.
Due to the space limitation and because Sub-LOF performed consistently well in all our
previous evaluations, we restrict our experiment to the Sub-LOF algorithm. We configured
HYPEX to optimize all four hyperparameters of Sub-LOF, which are window size, number
of neighbors, leaf size, and random state, and to create datasets with similar data
characteristics to the target datasets, i. e., ECG shaped data. We allow HYPEX to mutate
base oscillation frequency, noise level, amplitude, mean, and anomaly details, such
as position, length, and anomaly shift size. For both the generated training datasets
and the real-world datasets, HYPEX uses tsfresh [Ch18] to extract 12 time series features as
the dataset characteristics.

variance standard deviation maximum

window size

number of neighbors

constant

random state leaf size

dataset characteristic hyperparameter

(a) HYPEX parameter model learned for the Sub-LOF
algorithm on the synthetically generated training data.
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Fig. 7: HYPEX’ parameter model and AUC-PR scores for Sub-LOF on real ECG datasets.

Fig. 7a shows HYPEX’ final parameter model for Sub-LOF. The optimization on the
synthetic training datasets identified dependencies for the hyperparameters window size
and number of neighbors: While window size depends solely on the dataset characteristic
maximum, number of neighbors dependents not only on dataset characteristics, but also
on the hyperparameter window size. HYPEX assigned constant values to the parameters
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random state and leaf size because they had no significant influence on the algorithm’s
performance on the training datasets.

In Fig. 7b, we show the AUC-PR scores of Sub-LOF on the five real-world datasets using
(a) HYPEX’ parameter model, (b) the algorithms’ default parameters, (c) the parameter
recommendations of TimeEval, and (d) the maximum of a full optimization run with
300 trials. The full optimization run indicates the optimal performance that Sub-LOF
could achieve on each dataset when taking the ground truth into account. Both the
default hyperparameters and the TimeEval hyperparameters perform poorly for the datasets
sel840mECG1 and mit14134longtermecg. For the dataset ECG1, the AUC-PR scores using
the default values (1.00) and the hyperparameter values from TimeEval (1.00) are marginally
higher than HYPEX’ score (0.98). HYPEX’ hyperparameter values, however, can achieve
an AUC-PR score close to the full optimization run for all datasets. This demonstrates
HYPEX’s capability to learn a parameter model on synthetic training datasets that can
significantly outperform alternative parametrization strategies, and that routinely approaches
the maximum achievable score.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the time-consuming process of tuning hyperparameters. Our
proposed system HYPEX extracts parameter rules that can be used to transfer knowledge
about the relationship (a) between parameters and data characteristics, and (b) between two
parameters to yet unseen application data. While previous work included manually crafted
heuristics [SWP22] or long-running optimization tasks [DC21; Le12; PGC+99; Sh15],
which both require labels on large test datasets, our work proposes an automated approach
using synthetic datasets to derive parameter calculation rules based on identified causal
relationships. In our evaluation, HYPEX’s parameter suggestions outperformed the anomaly
detectors’ default parameters as well as hand-crafted heuristics across different anomaly
detection methods and base oscillations. We showed that identified fixed parameters perform
well on a variety of different datasets at the cost of higher variance. HYPEX’s approach,
using a mixture of parameter rules and fixed hyperparameter values with the automatic
parameter model selection, predicts well-performing, reliable hyperparameter values on
different datasets. Future work includes the extension of HYPEX to categorical data types
and its application and evaluation in other domains, such as data cleaning or pattern mining.
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Evolution of Degree Metrics in Large Temporal Graphs

Christopher Rost1, Kevin Gomez1, Peter Christen2, Erhard Rahm1

Abstract: Graph metrics, such as the simple but popular vertex degree and others based on it, are
well defined for static graphs. However, adapting static metrics for temporal graphs is still part of
current research. In this paper, we propose a set of temporal extensions of four degree-dependent
metrics, as well as aggregations like minimum, maximum, and average degree of (i) a vertex over a
time interval and (ii) a graph at a specific point in time. We show why using the static degree can lead
to wrong assumptions about the relevance of a vertex in a temporal graph and highlight the need to
include time as a dimension in the metric. We propose a baseline algorithm to calculate the degree
evolution of all vertices in a temporal graph and show its implementation in a distributed in-memory
dataflow system. Using real-world and synthetic datasets containing up to 462 million vertices and 1.7
billion edges, we show the scalability of our algorithm on a distributed cluster achieving a speedup of
around 12 on 16 machines.

Keywords: Temporal Property Graph; Temporal Degree; Degree Evolution; Temporal Graph Metric

1 Introduction

Temporal graphs are graphs that change in structure and content over time, where changes
are captured and maintained as part of the graph data model. Many approaches exist to
formally define a temporal graph [Iy21, Ko09, Ro22, HR21]. A graph’s evolution is either
represented as a series of snapshots, or by vertex and edge annotations for timestamps
or time intervals describing their validity. These extended graph models allow analyzing
the current or a past state of a graph as well as the evolution of the graph. Examples
for temporal graph analysis are the exploration of human contact networks to detect the
transmission of a disease [SK05, RKC01] or analyzing the change in the utilization of bike
rental stations [Li15, Tl20]. In such graphs, the concepts of graph metrics also change
because time is added as a new dimension. Metrics used for the characterization of static
graphs need to be redefined or extended to take temporal evolution into account [Ni13].

One simple yet important metric of a vertex is the vertex degree [GY03]. It is determined by
the number of incoming and outgoing edges (which is, except for multigraphs, equal to the
number of neighbors) and thus a simple indicator for the relevance or importance of a vertex
in a static graph. A vertex with a high degree can be seen as a strongly connected vertex,
whereas a vertex with a degree of zero is an isolated vertex or singleton. The vertex degree
is also known as the centrality measure degree centrality [Fr78], that can be used to find,
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Fig. 1: Degree evolution of selected rental stations in NYC for 2018. For each day, the average degree
is plotted. A indicates peaks on weekends, B a construction embargo event and C a Halloween parade.

for example, popular people according to their number of friendships in a social network, or
the stations with the highest throughput of bike rentals in a bike-sharing network.

The minimum and maximum degrees are metrics that describe the vertices with the
smallest and largest numbers of connections, respectively. The degree range [LJ21], degree
variance [LJ21, Sn81, SE20] and the average nearest neighbor degree (ANND) [LJ21,
YvdHL17], are aggregate metrics that can reveal important graph and vertex characteristics.
The degree range of a graph (the difference between the maximum and minimum degree)
describes the connectivity gap between the best and least connected vertices. For a bike-
sharing network, a small degree range indicates a good distribution of rental stations without
any hardly visited stations, whereas a high degree range indicates irregular usage. Another
extended measure of a graph’s heterogeneity is the degree variance, where a high variance
shows a high inequality in the connectivity of the vertices. The ANND, on the other hand,
reveals if a vertex is connected to others with a high connectivity, e.g., a social network user
who is mainly friend with other users who are strongly connected.

Using only the static vertex degree is of limited value in an evolving graph as it cannot
reflect the impact of topology changes. The same restriction applies for static aggregated
metrics such as the average degree value [KA12] or the sum of all degrees [TBF17]. There
is no information about when a vertex has what degree, how long this degree is valid, and
when it increases or decreases. This is important, for example, in a bike-sharing network
where vertices represent stations and directed edges connect the start and return stations of
bike rentals.

Fig. 1 shows the time series representing the evolution of the vertex degree of three selected
bike rental stations in NYC for 2018, calculated from the publicly available dataset also used
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Fig. 2: An example temporal graph.

in our evaluations (see Sect. 6). For example, one can see the popularity of the station at
Centre St & Chambers St on weekends by periodic peaks (marked with A) or the significantly
higher rental rate of two stations during the Summer Streets Construction Embargo3 in
August (marked with B). Further, the impact of a Halloween parade4 on Cherry St. (marked
by C) is visible in these time-series. This shows that there are stations that are generally
popular, such as in a city center or near train stations, as well as stations that are only popular
at certain times, e.g., on weekends or during events. Further, comparing stations using the
static or aggregated metrics, which are shown in Fig. 1 as dotted lines, may lead to the
assumption that they seem equal by sharing a similar degree value, which in fact is not true
over time which can be revealed by temporal metrics.

Fig. 2 shows a toy example of a temporal graph, which we use to illustrate the problem further.
Each vertex and directed edge has a unique numeric identifier and a left-close right-open
time interval [𝜔𝑎, 𝜔𝑏) 5 assigned. For example, the edge with identifier 5 (hereinafter
referred to as 𝑒5) is valid from time point 3 (in the following denoted as 𝜔3) to 𝜔6, whereas
the vertex 𝑣1 is valid from 𝜔0 to the maximum upper bound, denoted by the infinity symbol
∞ (𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥).

From a static perspective, if we disregard the graph’s evolution, we can see that the vertex
degrees are 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣1) = 6, 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣2) = 7, and 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣3) = 3. However, if time is considered,
then the degree values change continuously so that the evolution of the degree value forms a
time series. For example, at time 𝜔1, the degree of 𝑣1 is 1, and the same at time 𝜔5. Further,
since 𝑣1 is valid until forever and the last validity of its edges end at time 𝜔11 (exclusive),
the degree from 𝜔11 to forever (𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥) is 0. Fig. 3 exemplifies the evolution of the degrees
of 𝑣1, 𝑣2 and 𝑣3, inclusive in- and outdegree of 𝑣1 (𝑑𝑒𝑔− (𝑣1) and 𝑑𝑒𝑔+ (𝑣1)).

It can be seen that the maximum degree of vertex 𝑣1 is only 3 over its entire period of
validity. From the vertex lower bound 𝜔0 to time 𝜔1, the degree is 0 – the same from 𝜔11

3https://www.milrose.com/insights/2018-summer-streets-construction-embargo (visited 2022-11-01)
4https://patch.com/new-york/east-village/halloween-dog-parade-2018-what-you-need-know (visited

2022-11-01)
5For simplicity we use integer interval bounds. It holds [𝜔𝑎 , 𝜔𝑏 ) := {𝜔 ∈ N : 𝜔𝑎 ≤ 𝜔 < 𝜔𝑏 }.
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Fig. 3: Degree evolution of vertex 𝑣1, 𝑣2 and 𝑣3 from 𝜔0 to 𝜔12. In addition, the indegree 𝑑𝑒𝑔− (𝑣1)
and outdegree 𝑑𝑒𝑔+ (𝑣1) are given for 𝑣1.

onwards. Compared to the static point of view, where the degree is 6 for 𝑣1, we can see
that during the evolution of the graph the vertex never reaches this value. The same holds
for the bike rental example of Fig. 1. For example, the static degree of the station “Cherry
St.” is 50, whereas the maximum value over the year is just 20 for a single day. This shows
the importance of considering the changes of the degree metric over time. The use of the
static degree metric for assessing the importance of a vertex can lead to misinterpretations,
whereas using the degree evolution provides the exact degree for any time in the lifetime of
the graph.

Contributions: In this work we focus on four time-sensitive degree-dependent graph
measures: the vertex degree itself and its aggregations, the degree range, the degree variance,
and the average nearest neighbor degree. We extend these well known static metrics with a
time dimension and establish two new formal definitions per metric: (i) a temporal version
which defines the metric at a specific point in time, and (ii) an evolutionary version which
defines the change of the metric within a time interval as a time series. We then present a
baseline algorithm that can calculate the degree evolution for all vertices of a given temporal
graph. Using a binary search tree called degree tree, the algorithm efficiently maintains the
degree changes of each vertex. We show how our algorithm can be adapted to a distributed
processing model, which is further illustrated by the implementation as a graph analysis
operator using a distributed in-memory dataflow system. In our experiments, we evaluate the
scalability of our implementation which shows a sublinear growth of runtime by increasing
dataset size as well as a speedup of up to 12 on a cluster with 16 physical machines.
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2 Related work

Some works have defined a degree metric for vertices in a temporal graph, mainly by
expanding the static version for temporal graphs. Thompson et al. [TBF17] introduce a
temporal degree centrality metric for the domain of network neuroscience. They show that
a node’s influence in a temporal network can be represented by the centrality metric, which
is the sum of the number of edges across a series of time points. If an edge is valid for
multiple time points, it will be counted multiple times. However, this approach does not
quantify the temporal order of edges so that different vertices with identical metrics cannot
be distinguished.

A similar definition of temporal degree centrality is given by Long et al. [Lo20] and Wu
et al. [Wu14]. Both calculate the sum of degrees over a time interval, which provides an
estimate of a node’s centrality in a temporal network. Wang et al. [Wa17] propose the
temporal degree deviation centrality metric that can be calculated from a temporal network
using graph snapshots. A similar approach defines the temporal degree as the number of
nodes to which a vertex is linked in all timestamps of an interval without interruption [Ci20].

The time-ordered graph model by Kim et al. [KA12] can represent a dynamic network
with a fixed vertex set and interval edges. For graphs of this model, several centrality
metrics were introduced (including degree) to include the graph’s temporal characteristic.
Temporal degree is defined as the degree 𝐷𝑖, 𝑗 (𝑣) for a vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 in a time interval [𝑖, 𝑗].
Tlebaldinova et al. [Tl20] use the degree as a temporal measure of centrality for bike-sharing
stations. They show that the changing degree determines the time-distributed intensity of
incoming and outgoing bike flows at a station.

In all these related works, the temporal degree is mostly seen as a scalar, aggregated
(summed) value over a certain time interval, that is used as a centrality measure. In our
approach, described next, we define both a temporal degree at a specific point in time as
well as degree evolution for a time interval as a time series. This allows exact statements
when a metric has what value for how long. In addition, our data model allows both changes
in vertices and edges, as we describe in Sect. 3.1.

3 Degree-dependent metric evolution

We first define the temporal graph data model we use as a basis for our work, and then
introduce new temporal notations of degree-dependent metrics for vertices in Sect. 3.2, and
metrics for a whole temporal graph in Sect. 3.3.

Evolution of Degree Metrics in Large Temporal Graphs 489
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3.1 Temporal graph model

We use a simplified version of the Temporal Property Graph Model (TPGM) data
model [Ro22]6. Although the model supports bitemporal versioning, for simplicity we limit
ourselves to one time dimension. Thus, vertices and edges are assigned with a left-closed
right-open time interval to represent the element’s validity according to application-specific
valid-time. Unlike most temporal graph models [Ca21], not only the edge set is dynamic,
but the vertex set can also change over time. Contact sequence graphs [Ho18] can also be
modeled by representing the time 𝜔𝑖 of the contact as time interval [𝜔𝑖 ,∞), [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖+1)
or [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔 𝑗 ) (depending on the use-case), where 𝜔 𝑗 is the time of a subsequent contact. A
TPGM graph is formally defined as follows:

Definition 1 (TPGM graph [Ro22, GS20]) A TPGM graph is a directed multigraph G =

(𝑉, 𝐸,Ω) with the following specifications:

𝑉 is a finite set of vertices. Each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 is a tuple ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩, where 𝑣𝑖𝑑 is a unique vertex
identifier, 𝜏 is a time-interval of the form [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑) for which the vertex is valid with
respect to Ω (defined below). We constrain that each 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 has at least one edge throughout
the graph history, i.e., vertices that were isolated over the entire graph lifetime are not part
of 𝑉 .

𝐸 is a finite set of edges. Each edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 is a tuple ⟨𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝑠𝑖𝑑 , 𝑡𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩, where 𝑒𝑖𝑑 is a unique
edge identifier that allows multiple edges between the same nodes, 𝑠𝑖𝑑 and 𝑡𝑖𝑑 are the source
and target vertex identifier, 𝜏 is the time-interval of the form [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑) for which the
edge is valid with respect to Ω.

Ω represents the valid-time domain where an instant in time is a time point 𝜔𝑖 with limited
precision, e.g., milliseconds. A time interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑) with 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 ∈ Ω

starts at 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and ends at 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 . Since it is a left-close right-open interval, it includes
𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 but excludes 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 .

We refer to our previous work [Ro22], in which several constraints are defined to ensure
a consistent TPGM graph. Since the set of nodes 𝑉 and edges 𝐸 changes over time, we
introduce two time-dependent sets of nodes and edges that we use later in the formal
definitions in Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 3.3:

• 𝑉 (𝜔𝑖) ⊆ 𝑉 is a finite subset of vertices, where each vertex is valid at the given
time point 𝜔𝑖 , i. e., for all 𝑣 = ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩ ∈ 𝑉 (𝜔𝑖) with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑) it holds:
𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ≤ 𝜔𝑖 < 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 .

6A TPGM graph, in addition, formally defines the concept of so-called logical graphs and assigns type labels
and properties (key-value pairs) to nodes, edges, and logical graphs. Since neither is relevant for this work, we
excluded it for the sake of simplicity.
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• 𝐸 (𝜔𝑖) ⊆ 𝐸 is a finite subset of edges, where each edge is valid at the given time
point 𝜔𝑖 , i. e., for all 𝑒 = ⟨𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝑠𝑖𝑑 , 𝑡𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩ ∈ 𝐸 (𝜔𝑖) with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑) it holds:
𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ≤ 𝜔𝑖 < 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 .

• 𝐺 (𝜔) = (𝑉 (𝜔), 𝐸 (𝜔)) is a graph snapshot (or state) of a temporal graph 𝐺 at a
specific point in time 𝜔.

3.2 Vertex-centric temporal degree metrics

For each of the following degree-based metrics, we first refer to the static version and then
introduce our temporal and evolutionary version of the respective metric.

Vertex degree and aggregations. According to graph theory [GY03, Di10], the static
(non-temporal) vertex degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) is formally defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Vertex degree [GY03, Di10]) The degree (or valence) of a vertex 𝑣 in a
static graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), denoted 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣), is the number of proper edges incident to 𝑣 plus
twice the number of self-loops. Simplified, the degree of a vertex is the number of its edges.
The indegree of a vertex 𝑣, denoted as 𝑑𝑒𝑔− (𝑣), is the number of edges directed to 𝑣 whereas
the outdegree of vertex 𝑣, denoted as 𝑑𝑒𝑔+ (𝑣), is the number of edges directed from 𝑣. Each
self-loop at 𝑣 counts one toward the indegree of 𝑣 and one toward the outdegree.

Having a static view on the graph of Fig. 2, example vertex degrees are 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣1) = 6,
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣2) = 7, 𝑑𝑒𝑔+ (𝑣2) = 3, and 𝑑𝑒𝑔− (𝑣3) = 1.

For temporal graphs, we now define the temporal degree as the degree of a vertex at a
specific point in time.

Definition 3 (Temporal degree) The temporal degree of a vertex 𝑣 in a temporal graph
𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), denoted as 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔), is the degree of that vertex at time 𝜔 in the graph
snapshot 𝐺 (𝜔). It is defined as:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔)
{
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣), if 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (𝜔),
𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑑𝑒 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑, otherwise.

(1)

If 𝑣 ∉ 𝑉 (𝜔), the degree is not defined. Analogous to the static degree, the temporal indegree
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡− (𝑣, 𝜔) is the number of edges directed to 𝑣, and temporal outdegree 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡+ (𝑣, 𝜔) is
the number of edges directed from 𝑣, at time 𝜔.

For example, in the graph of Fig. 2, the temporal degree of vertex 𝑣1 at time 𝜔4 is
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣1, 𝜔4) = 2, whereas the temporal indegree of vertex 𝑣1 at time 𝜔8 is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡− (𝑣1, 𝜔8) =
3. There are clear differences between the static compared to the temporal metrics.
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From the perspective of a vertex 𝑣, the degree of that vertex changes according to the
existence of neighbours of 𝑣. For a given time interval 𝜏, we thus define the degree
evolution as a time series of temporal degrees, which contains all degree values with their
corresponding time in the given interval.

Definition 4 (Degree evolution) The degree evolution 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣(𝑣, 𝜏) := {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑚} of a
vertex 𝑣 is a time series of elements 𝑥𝑖 := 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔), with 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑚 = 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑−𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 .
Each 𝑥𝑖 represents a temporal degree at time 𝜔 𝑗 , i.e., 𝑥1 at time point 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑥𝑚 at
𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1, for the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑). Further, the temporal degree is a special case
of the degree evolution: 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣(𝑣, 𝜏) = {𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔𝑖)} with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖+1) as an interval with
a single time point. Furthermore, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣+ (𝑣, 𝜏) denotes the outdegree evolution whereas
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣− (𝑣, 𝜏) denotes the indegree evolution.

For our example graph of Fig. 2, the degree evolution of vertex 𝑣1 in the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔0, 𝜔11)
is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣(𝑣1, 𝜏) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1}.

The degree evolution defines the development of a vertex degree over a given time interval.
This can now be used to determine the minimum, maximum and average degree of a vertex
over a time interval, i.e., a vertex-centric aggregation.

Definition 5 (Vertex-centric min/max/avg degree) The vertex-centric minimum degree
of a vertex 𝑣 within a time interval 𝜏 is the smallest value of all temporal degrees of 𝑣 in
this interval. Similarly, the vertex-centric maximum degree is the largest value and the
vertex-centric average degree is the average value over all time points 𝜔 ∈ 𝜏. With |𝜏 | as
the number of all time points in the interval 𝜏 holds:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑣, 𝜏) := 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) |∀𝜔 ∈ 𝜏}, (2)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑣, 𝜏) := 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) |∀𝜔 ∈ 𝜏}, (3)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑣, 𝜏) :=
1
|𝜏 |

∑︁
𝜔∈𝜏

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔). (4)

Average Nearest Neighbor Degree. An analyst may be interested in whether entities in a
graph tend to connect to others with a high connectivity, or, the opposite case, connections
occur randomly and irrespective of the degree [LJ21]. The former situation is referred to
as preferential attachment in network science [JNB03] and applies to many real-world
networks [Ne01, Ca06], including evolving networks [JNB03]. A metric to measure this
tendency is the average nearest neighbor degree (ANND) 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣). For a vertex 𝑣, the
ANND is the sum of the direct neighbor degrees divided by the degree of 𝑣.
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Definition 6 (Average nearest neighbor degree [LJ21]) The average nearest neighbor
degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣𝑖) of a vertex 𝑣𝑖 of a static graph 𝐺 is defined as the sum of the degrees of
each of the vertex’ neighbor 𝑣 𝑗 divided by the degree of 𝑣𝑖:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣𝑖) :=
1

𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣𝑖)
∑︁

𝑣 𝑗 ∈𝑁 (𝑣𝑖 )
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣 𝑗 ). (5)

The set 𝑁 (𝑣𝑖) ⊂ 𝑉 is defined as the set of vertices incident to a vertex 𝑣𝑖 (its neighbors).

From a static perspective of the example graph of Fig. 2, the ANNDs are 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣1) =
𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣2 )+𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣3 )

𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣1 ) = 1.67, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣2) = 1.43 and 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑛𝑛 (𝑣3) = 4.34. These results suggest
that vertex 𝑣3 seems to have the strongest tendencies to connect to others who are also
popular, while 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 display weaker tendencies. The average degree of the graph (here
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 5.34) can be used to interpret an ANND value. The larger the value compared to
the average degree of the graph, the more likely we can assume that its neighbors are more
popular than average. As the other degree-dependent metrics, the ANND will change over
time if a graph evolves. To calculate the ANND of a vertex at a specific point in time, we
now define the temporal average nearest neighbour degree:

Definition 7 (Temporal ANND) The temporal average nearest neighbor degree (TANND)
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝜔) of a vertex 𝑣𝑖 is defined as the sum of the temporal degrees of each of the
vertex’ neighbor (at time 𝜔) divided by the temporal degree of 𝑣𝑖 . Furthermore, the set
𝑁 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝜔) ⊂ 𝑉 (𝜔) is defined as the set of neighbors of vertex 𝑣𝑖 at time 𝜔. It then holds:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝜔) :=
1

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝜔)
∑︁

𝑣 𝑗 ∈𝑁 (𝑣𝑖 ,𝜔)
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝜔). (6)

For the example in Fig. 2, the TANND for 𝑣1 at time 𝜔4 is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣1, 𝜔4) = 2.5, while at
time 𝜔9 it is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣1, 𝜔9) = 1.

An analyst may be also interested in the evolution of the ANND over a time interval, like
how people’s propensity to rent a bike from one popular location and ride to another popular
location is changing within a month. We introduce the average nearest neighbor degree
evolution to define a series of TANND values within a time interval.

Definition 8 (ANND evolution) The average nearest neighbor degree evolution (ANNDE)
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑛𝑛 (𝑣, 𝜏) := {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑚} of a vertex 𝑣 is a time series of elements 𝑥𝑖 := 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣, 𝜔),
with 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑚 = 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 . Each 𝑥𝑖 represents the TANND at time 𝜔 𝑗 , i.e., 𝑥1
at time point 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑥𝑚 at 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1, for the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑). The TANND
is a special case of the ANNDE: 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑛𝑛 (𝑣, 𝜏) = {𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑛𝑛 (𝑣, 𝜔)}, with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖+1) as
an interval with a single time point.
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(a) ANNDE and degree range evolution.
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(b) Degree variance evolution.

Fig. 4: Resulting time-series of selected degree evolution metrics of dataset citibike for year 2018.

For example, the ANNDE of 𝑣1 in the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔1, 𝜔5) is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑛𝑛 (𝑣1, 𝜏) =

{1, 1, 2.67, 2}. For our small example graph, the ANND remains quite small in this
interval, which means that the popularity of the neighbours of 𝑣1 does not increase much.
Fig. 4a shows the resulting ANNDE time series of a selected rental station for the real world
bike-sharing graph we are using in our evaluation in Sect. 6. One can see that the tendency
that rentals happen between popular stations are high during the summer months.

3.3 Graph-centric temporal degree metrics

After looking at metrics for individual vertices of a graph, we now develop metrics that
concern an entire graph. Several metrics have already been defined for aggregating all
vertices of a static graph, such as the minimum, maximum, and average degree.

Definition 9 (Min/max/avg degree of a graph [LJ21]) The minimum, maximum, and
average degree of a static graph 𝐺 are defined as the minimum, maximum, and average
value of all vertex degrees 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 . It holds:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺) := 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) |𝑣 ∈ 𝑉}, (7)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺) := 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) |𝑣 ∈ 𝑉}, (8)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺) :=
1
|𝑉 |

∑︁
𝑣∈𝑉

𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣), (9)

with 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺) ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺) ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺).

For the example graph in Fig. 2, the minimum, maximum, and average degrees are
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺) = 3, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺) = 7 and 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺) = 5.34.

With the evolution of a graph, any aggregated graph metric can change over time. We
therefore define the minimum, maximum, and average temporal degree as an aggregated
value of all vertices 𝑉 (𝜔) in a temporal graph at time 𝜔.
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Definition 10 (Min/max/avg temporal degree) The minimum, maximum and average
temporal degree of a temporal graph 𝐺 are the minimum, maximum and average values of
all temporal vertex degrees at time 𝜔. With 𝑉 (𝜔) as the set of vertices at time 𝜔 it holds:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺, 𝜔) := 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) |𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (𝜔)}, (10)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺, 𝜔) := 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) |𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (𝜔)}, (11)

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺, 𝜔) :=
1

|𝑉 (𝜔) |
∑︁

𝑣∈𝑉 (𝜔)
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔), (12)

with 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺, 𝜔) ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺, 𝜔) ≤ 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺, 𝜔).

For the example graph in Fig. 2, at time 𝜔4, the aggregated degrees are 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺, 𝜔4) = 1,
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺, 𝜔4) = 5 and 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺, 𝜔4) = 2.67.

Degree range. The minimum degree reveals the smallest set of connections of a graph’s
vertices, whereas the maximum degree gives a measure of the most connections an vertex
has in the graph. The difference between the minimum and maximum degree of any vertex
in a graph is called the degree range [LJ21]. It provides a measure of the heterogeneity (or
gap) between the connectivity of the most and the least connected vertices in a graph [LJ21].

Definition 11 (Degree range [LJ21]) The degree range of a static graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸),
denoted as 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟 (𝐺), is the difference between the maximum and minimum degree:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟 (𝐺) = 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺) − 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺). (13)

From a static view on the example graph of Fig. 2, the degree range is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟 (𝐺) = 7− 3 = 4,
which suggests that it has a high inequality related to connectivity. Now considering a
temporal graph, the temporal degree range provides information about the degree range of
a graph at a specific point in time.

Definition 12 (Temporal degree range) The temporal degree range 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔) of a
temporal graph 𝐺 at time 𝜔 is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum
temporal degree:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔) = 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺, 𝜔) − 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐺, 𝜔). (14)

With respect to the example graph from Fig. 2, the temporal degree range at time 𝜔4 is
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔4) = 5−1 = 4, which is equal to the static metric, while at times 𝜔1, 𝜔6 and 𝜔10,
the temporal degree range is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔1) = 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔6) = 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔10) = 1. Thus, as
the graph evolves, the degree range changes as well.

To obtain any changes of the degree range over a defined time interval, we introduce the
degree range evolution that defines a series of temporal degree range values for all time
points in a given interval.
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Definition 13 (Degree range evolution) The degree range evolution 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜏) :=
{𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑚} of a temporal graph 𝐺 is a time series of elements 𝑥𝑖 := 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔), with
1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑚 = 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 . Each 𝑥𝑖 represents the temporal degree range at time
𝜔 𝑗 , i.e., 𝑥1 at time point 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑥𝑚 at 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1, for the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑).
The temporal degree range is a special case of the degree range evolution: 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜏) :=
{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜔)}, with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖+1) as an interval with a single time point.

For the example graph of Fig. 2, the degree range evolution for 𝜏 = [𝜔0, 𝜔7) is
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑟 (𝐺, 𝜏) = {0, 1, 2, 5, 4, 3, 1}, which shows a changing gap of connectivity in this
interval. Fig. 4a shows the time series of the degree range evolution for the real world bike
sharing graph we are using in our evaluations. One can see that the value is below 2 over
the whole year which indicates a low inequality of rentals between all rental stations.

Degree variance. Besides the simple metric of range, Snĳders introduced the more complex
metric called degree variance of a graph [Sn81], which involves its average degree to
characterize the heterogeneity in connectivity across nodes. This metric reveals information
about the spread of both well-connected and not so well-connected vertices in a graph. It is
formally defined as follows:

Definition 14 (Degree variance [LJ21]) The degree variance 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑣 (𝐺) of a graph 𝐺 is
defined as the sum of the square of the difference between each vertex degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) and
the average degree of the graph 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺), divided by the total number of vertices |𝑉 |:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑣 (𝐺) :=
∑

𝑖 (𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) − 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺))2

|𝑉 | . (15)

This metric quantifies the extent to which there are differences in the connectivity of the
vertices in a graph. High differences in connectivity mean high variance; if all node degrees
are the same then the degree variance is zero. If the example graph in Fig. 2 is considered
static it has a degree variance of 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑣 (𝐺) = 2.89.

For temporal graphs, the degree of vertices can change over time, and so can the average
degree as well as the number of vertices. Therefore, we formally define the temporal degree
variance as follows:

Definition 15 (Temporal degree variance) The temporal degree variance, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔),
of a temporal graph 𝐺 is defined as the sum of the square of the difference between
each temporal vertex degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) and the temporal average degree of the graph
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺, 𝜔) at time 𝜔, divided by the total number of vertices |𝑉 (𝜔) | at that time:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔) :=
∑

𝑖 (𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣, 𝜔) − 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝐺, 𝜔))2

|𝑉 (𝜔) | . (16)
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Considering the example graph in Fig. 2 at 𝜔4, the temporal degree variance is
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔4) = 2.89, which is equal to the static value since the inequality of con-
nectivity is the same for this small example. In contrast, at time 𝜔1, the temporal degree
variance is 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔1) = 0.22 since there is a quite high equality of connectivity at this
time. To evaluate whether and how the degree variance changes in a given time interval,
i.e., if the inequality of degrees in a graph decreases or increases over time, or if it retains a
similar value, we define the degree variance evolution.

Definition 16 (Degree variance evolution) The degree variance evolution 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜏)
:= {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑚} of a temporal graph 𝐺 is a time series of elements 𝑥𝑖 := 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔),
with 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑚 = 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 −𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 . Each 𝑥𝑖 represents the temporal degree variance at
time 𝜔 𝑗 , i.e., 𝑥1 at time point 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑥𝑚 at 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1, for the interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑).
Further, the temporal degree variance is a special case of the degree variance evolution:
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜏) = {𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜔𝑖)} with 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖+1) as an interval with a single time point.

The degree variance evolution of vertex 𝑣1 in the example graph of Fig. 2, for time interval
𝜏 = [𝜔0, 𝜔5), is the series: 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣𝑣 (𝐺, 𝜏) = {0, 0.22, 0.89, 2.89, 2.89}. The degree variance
increases over time in this example, which indicates a growth of the inequality of the vertex’
connectivity. With regard to the real world bike sharing graph, Fig. 4b shows the degree
variance evolution of the temporal graph. The inequality of the rental stations’ utilization is
low over the whole year but reaches its lowest values in the winter months.

4 Degree evolution algorithm

We now describe a baseline algorithm that calculates the degree evolution (see Definition 4)
for all vertices in a temporal graph.

We assume that the input is a temporal graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) including a set of temporal
vertices 𝑉 and temporal edges 𝐸 according to the TPGM model described in Sect. 3.1,
where the degree type Ψ = {𝑖𝑛, 𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ} is given as configuration parameter. The output
of the algorithm is a time series representing the degree evolution for each vertex, where we
reduce the size of the result by merging succeeding time points without a degree change into
intervals. These intervals are tuples ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏𝑖 , 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔 𝑗 )⟩, where 𝑣𝑖𝑑 is a vertex identifier,
𝜏𝑖 is the interval in which the degree is valid without interruption, and 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑖) the
constant temporal degree of 𝑣𝑖𝑑 for any time point 𝜔 𝑗 of the interval 𝜏𝑖 . We split the
algorithm into five steps which we described next.

(1) Vertex mapping. For each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 we extract the vertex identifier and its time
interval into a tuple ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩. This tuple is later used as input of step (5). This
step can be skipped if the vertex times are not of relevance. Considering our example graph
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Fig. 5: Degree tree building for vertex 𝑣1 and Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡.

in Fig. 2, each of the graph’s vertices 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3} is mapped to a tuple, resulting in a
set of three tuples ⟨𝑣1, 0,∞⟩, ⟨𝑣2,−∞,∞⟩ and ⟨𝑣3, 0, 11⟩7.

(2) Edge mapping. For each edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 we extract the required vertex identifiers and the
edge’s time interval into one or two tuples ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩ depending on the degree type
Ψ. For Ψ = 𝑖𝑛, one tuple is created with 𝑣𝑖𝑑 ← 𝑡𝑖𝑑 (the target vertex identifier), for Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡

one tuple is created with 𝑣𝑖𝑑 ← 𝑠𝑖𝑑 (the source vertex identifier), and for Ψ = 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ both of
these tuples are created. Considering the example graph in Fig. 2 and Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡, each of the
graphs edges 𝐸 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, ..., 𝑒8} is mapped to one tuple as described above. For example,
edge 𝑒4 is mapped to ⟨𝑣2, 6, 10⟩, whereas 𝑒5 is mapped to ⟨𝑣2, 3, 6⟩.

(3) Interval collection. We group the set of tuples ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩ from step (2) by
vertex identifier and create a mapping 𝑣𝑖𝑑 → 𝐼𝑣𝑖𝑑 = {𝜏0, 𝜏1, ..., 𝜏𝑛} which assigns a
unsorted set of edge intervals 𝐼𝑣𝑖𝑑 to the corresponding vertex identifier. For vertex 𝑣1 and
Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡 of our example, the mapping to the collection of all incident edge intervals is
𝑣1 → 𝐼𝑣1 = {[1, 5), [2, 6), [3, 4)}.

(4) Capture degree evolution. For each vertex 𝑣 and its corresponding unsorted set of
(incoming, outgoing, or both) edge intervals created in step (3), a data structure maintaining
the rise or fall of the metric at all respective points in time, i.e., when the degree of the
vertex changes, is needed. A baseline approach is the maintenance of a typed list holding
two types of points in time: the lower interval bounds which indicate a degree rise of 1,
and the upper interval bounds which indicate a fall of 1. The space complexity is always
𝑂 (𝑛) with 𝑛 = 2 · |𝐼𝑣𝑖𝑑 |, i.e., the number of all time points including duplicates. All points
in time can be inserted with a time complexity 𝑂 (𝑛) (𝑂 (1) each), and the list has to be
sorted before the iteration which costs 𝑂 (𝑛 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)). The degree evolution for this vertex
can be created by iterating the list (with 𝑂 (𝑛)) and adding 1 to a aggregate value for all
lower interval bounds and -1 for all upper bounds.

An alternative is a Binary Search Tree (BST) [Be75] 𝑇𝑣 . Each node of the tree has a value
𝜔 ∈ Ω and a payload 𝜌 ∈ Z. 𝜔 represents a point in time, whereas 𝜌 (initialized with 0)
stores an aggregated value indicating the quantity of change (positive or negative) of the

7Note that we use integers for time points to improve readability.
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degree at this specific time 𝜔 compared to the aggregated value of the evolution until this
point in time. For a left-close right-open interval 𝜏 = [𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑), the payload 𝜌 of
node 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is increased by 1, whereas 𝜌 of 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 is decreased by 1. Further, the left child
node 𝜔𝑙 of a parent node 𝜔𝑝 has a value 𝜔𝑙 < 𝜔𝑝 and the right child node 𝜔𝑟 has a value
𝜔𝑟 > 𝜔𝑝 , respectively. The worst case space complexity is 𝑂 (𝑛), too, but having 𝑛 without
duplicate time points. The time complexity of inserting a node in this tree is 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛))
on average (𝑂 (𝑛) if all time points are different). The random insertion of points in time,
while keeping the tree sorted, and the lower memory requirements by avoiding duplicated
points in time, is our reason for choosing the BST, which will be called degree tree in the
following. Thus, the output of this step (4) is a mapping 𝑣𝑖𝑑 → 𝑇𝑣 that assigns a degree tree
to its corresponding vertex identifier.

If we again consider 𝑣1 in our example, the building of the degree tree 𝑇𝑣1 assuming Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡

is shown in Fig. 5. Inserting the interval [1, 5) first inserts a node with value 𝜔 = 1 and
payload 𝜌 = 1, and then a node with 𝜔 = 5 and payload 𝜌 = −1. For the subsequent two
intervals, four additional nodes are added. A degree tree with six nodes is the result, as
shown on the right side.

(5) Tree traversal and result collection For each vertex, we now have a degree tree 𝑇𝑣 that
represents the degree evolution of this vertex for the degree type Ψ, and the lower and upper
bounds of the vertex’ validity interval, 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 . If the validity of the vertices can be
neglected, a default minimum and maximum time point can be used as initial values. Each
degree tree is now traversed using Depth First Search (DFS) [Ta72] and in-order traversal
(LNR) starting at the root node to obtain an ascending order of points in time. Algorithm 1
outlines this step.

The algorithm starts by traversing the tree 𝑇𝑣 in line 5 with the recursive function In-
OrderDFS (lines 8 to 11). Function ProcessNode describes the logic of a node visit,
where we first handle the special case of an vertex lower interval bound that is equal to the
value of first visited node of the tree (lines 13 to 15). For every following visited node, the
resulting temporal degree tuple is collected in line 17 if payload 𝜌 ≠ 0.

Next, to get the degree for the subsequent interval, the payload 𝜌 is first added to 𝑑 (line 18),
and second the time point 𝜔 is remembered as lower interval bound for the next interval
(line 19). After all nodes of the tree are visited, we check for a remaining time interval
from the last time point 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 to the vertex upper interval bound 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 and collect a last
tuple with 𝑑 = 0 accordingly (line 7). The final algorithm output is a series of tuples
⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔)⟩, with 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔) as constant temporal degree for all time points
𝜔 ∈ 𝜏, that were collected by both collect() calls (lines 7 and 17).

For a better understanding, we exemplary go through Algorithm 1 by using the degree
tree 𝑇𝑣1 of vertex 𝑣1, shown on the right side in Figure 5, as input. Remember this is
the representation of the outdegree of 𝑣1. In addition, from step (1), the algorithm gets
the lower bound 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 = 0 and upper bound 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 = ∞ of the vertex interval as input
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Algorithm 1: Tree traversal and result collection
Data: 𝑇𝑣 , 𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 ; /* Input data */

1 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ← 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ; /* 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 = −∞ if not given */
2 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ← 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 ; /* 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑 = ∞ if not given */
3 𝑑 ← 0 ; /* Initialize degree with 0 */
4 Function Main():
5 InOrderDFS(𝑇𝑣); /* Traverse the tree with in-order DFS */
6 if 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 < 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 then /* Check for last remaining interval */
7 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 (⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , [𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥), 𝑑⟩); /* Collect tuple for last interval */

8 Function InOrderDFS(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒):
9 if 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑡 ≠ 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 then InOrderDFS(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑡);

10 ProcessNode(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑);
11 if 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≠ 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 then InOrderDFS(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡);
12 Function ProcessNode(𝜔, 𝜌):
13 if 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 == 𝜔 then /* Check first node visit */
14 𝑑 ← 𝑑 + 𝜌; /* Add payload to degree */
15 return ; /* Leave function */

16 if 𝜌 ≠ 0 then /* Check if the degree changes */
17 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 (⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , [𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 , 𝜔), 𝑑⟩) ; /* Collect tuple */
18 𝑑 ← 𝑑 + 𝜌 ; /* Add degree change to degree */
19 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ← 𝜔; /* Remember 𝜔 for next call */

parameters to initialize 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 and 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 . During the in-order traversal of the DFS, function
ProcessNode(𝜔, 𝜌) is called first with the arguments (1, 1) (value,payload), followed by
(2, 1), (3, 1), (4,−1), (5,−1) and (6,−1).

According to the first tuple, the interval [0, 1) is defined and collected as part of the
first resulting temporal degree tuple ⟨𝑣1, [0, 1), 0⟩ afterwards (line 17). Then, the payload
1 is added to the degree value 𝑑 (line 18) and the timestamp value 1 is remembered
in variable 𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 (line 19). In the next function call with input tuple (2, 1), an interval
𝜏 ← [1, 2) is defined and collected together with the current degree value of 𝑑 which is
1. The collected result tuple is thus ⟨𝑣1, [1, 2), 1⟩. Again, the degree value is updated by
the payload and the timestamp is remembered. For the remaining four input tuples (3, 1),
(4,−1), (5,−1) and (6,−1) will be the following result tuples collected: ⟨𝑣1, [2, 3), 2⟩,
⟨𝑣1, [3, 4), 3⟩, ⟨𝑣1, [4, 5), 2⟩ and ⟨𝑣1, [5, 6), 1⟩.

To collect also the remaining interval from 6 to∞, the condition (line 7) checks whether the
largest timestamp in the tree (𝜔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ) is smaller than the maximum timestamp (𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∞).
Since this is true in our case, we define the remaining interval 𝜏 = [6,∞) and collect the
output tuple ⟨𝑣1, [6,∞), 0⟩ which states that the degree of 𝑣1 is 0 for the interval [6,∞). The
result of this final step is a compact representation of the degree evolution of the outdegree
of vertex 𝑣1 as defined by Definition 4: 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣+ (𝑣1, [0,∞)) = {⟨0, [0, 1)⟩, ⟨1, [1, 2)⟩,
⟨2, [2, 3)⟩, ⟨3, [3, 4)⟩, ⟨2, [4, 5)⟩ ⟨1, [5, 6)⟩ ⟨0, [6,∞)⟩}.
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Fig. 6: Implementation details of the Degree Evolution-Operator.

5 Distributed implementation

The ability to process very large graphs efficiently is often a limitation of existing graph
processing systems [Sa20], requiring partitioning of large graphs and distributed processing
for example of analytical tasks. There are distributed graph processing systems, such as
Tegra [Iy21] based on Apache Spark [Za16], or Gradoop [Ro22, Ro21] which uses
Apache Flink [Ca15]. An analytical operator in Gradoop is a smart combination of Flink
transformations. A Flink transformation, e.g., map, flatMap and join, is a processing unit that
can be applied in parallel on a distributed Flink DataSet. A DataSet represents a distributed
collection of elements of the same type in Apache Flink. Its tuples are distributed among all
nodes of a cluster according to a partitioning strategy. We use this operator concept for our
distributed implementation of the algorithm described in Sect. 4.

Fig. 6 shows an architectural sketch of a Degree Evolution-Operator8 as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) representing multiple Flink transformations that are applied on the input
graph DataSets: 𝑉 with 𝑣𝑖 = ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩ and 𝐸 with 𝑒𝑖 = ⟨𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝑠𝑖𝑑 , 𝑡𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏⟩. The enumeration of
the data flow follows the algorithm steps given in Sect. 4.

First, in step (1), each vertex of the input vertex DataSet 𝑉 , is mapped to a minimal
representation holding the vertex identifier and the bounds of the vertex’ time interval. The
resulting DataSet is named 𝑉1 in the figure. If the temporal information of the vertices
can be neglected, this step can be skipped and default min/max timestamps can be used
as input to step (5), which avoids the later described distributed join. Then, we apply a
FlatMap transformation, step (2), to the edge DataSet 𝐸 that is configured by the degree
type (Ψ ∈ {𝑖𝑛, 𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ}) as selected by the user. According to the degree type, one or two
tuples of the format ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩ are extracted from an input edge tuple (step (2) in
Sect. 4). The resulting DataSet is denoted as 𝐸1.

On 𝐸1, we apply a Group transformation which groups all entities by the vertex identifier,
and creates a set of tuples ⟨𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩ for each group. In the figure, this step is marked
by (3), whereas the resulting grouped DataSet is denoted as 𝐸2. Due to the grouping, 𝐸2 is
partitioned by the vertex identifier. For each group, we apply a GroupReduce transformation

8The operator code is open-source: https://github.com/dbs-leipzig/gradoop/tree/develop/gradoop-
temporal/src/main/java/org/gradoop/temporal/model/impl/operators/metric.
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|𝑉 | |𝐸 | Size (GB)
∑ |𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣() |

LDBC SF1 3.2 M 17.3 M 4.2 30.6 M
LDBC SF10 30.0 M 176.6 M 42.3 319.6 M
LDBC SF100 282.6 M 1.77 B 421.9 3.18 B
Citi Bike 1174 97.5 M 22.6 381.0 M
Stackoverflow 462.9 M 664.8 M 199.0 1.3 B

Tab. 1: Dataset statistics, including their sizes on HDFS and number of result set tuples for Ψ = 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ,
i. e.,

∑ |𝑉 |
𝑖=1 |𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑣(𝑣𝑖) |. For example, 3.18B tuples result for the LDBC dataset with SF 100.

in step (4) which calls a user-defined function for each group. This function receives the
whole group at once and produces a mapping 𝑣𝑖𝑑 → 𝑇𝑣 assigning a degree tree to its
corresponding vertex identifier, represented as a tuple ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝑇𝑣⟩. The resulting tuples are
part of DataSet 𝐸3, which is partitioned by the vertex identifier.

Now, each tuple of 𝑉1 needs to be joined by the vertex identifier to it’s corresponding degree
tree tuple of DataSet 𝐸3 to extend it with the interval bounds of the vertex. As said before,
this step can be optionally skipped. As a result of the join, the DataSet 𝐸3 consists of tuples
⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝑇𝑣 , 𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑑⟩. As a last step, annotated with a (5), a FlatMap transformation is
applied on DataSet 𝐸3 where its internal logic implements the tree traversal and result
collection process defined in Algorithm 1. For each input tuple, the transformation produces
multiple (at least one) result tuples in the form ⟨𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜏, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑡 (𝑣𝑖𝑑 , 𝜔)⟩, describing the constant
temporal degree (see Definition 3) of vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (identified by 𝑣𝑖𝑑) for the whole interval
𝜏. The resulting DataSet is named 𝐸4.

6 Experimental Evaluation

We now evaluate the runtime and scalability of the temporal degree operator we discussed
in Sect. 5 with respect to increasing data set and cluster sizes. We ran all experiments on a
cluster with 16 worker nodes connected via 1 GBit Ethernet, where each worker consists of
a E5-2430 6(12) 2.5 Ghz CPU, 48 GB RAM, two 4 TB SATA disks, and running openSuse
13.2, Hadoop 2.7.3 and Flink 1.9.0. On a worker node, a Flink Task Manager [Ca15] is
configured with 6 task slots and 40GB memory.

We use three datasets for the evaluation, referred to as LDBC [Io16] (a synthetic social
network in three scale factors), citibike9 and stackoverflow10 (both real-world data). In Fig. 4
we show example time series of four evolution metrics for the citibike dataset. Each graph
is stored distributed using the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) by hash partitioning
as two datasets 𝑉 and 𝐸 . Table 1 shows statistics of the three datasets with the different
scaling factors (SF) for LDBC. Each experiment includes reading the graph dataset from

9https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data/ (visited 2022-10-01).
10https://archive.org/details/stackexchange (visited 2022-10-01).
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Fig. 8: Factor of runtime increase for linearly
growing dataset sizes.
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Fig. 10: Speedup of algorithm for Ψ = 𝑜𝑢𝑡.

the HDFS, executing the specific workflow, and finally writing all results back to the HDFS.
We ran each experiment five times and report average runtimes.

Impact of dataset size. Fig. 7 and 8 show the impact of the dataset size to the operator runtime
with full parallelism of 16 workers with respect to different degree types Ψ ∈ {𝑖𝑛, 𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ}.
While Fig. 7 shows the actual runtime in seconds for all three dataset sizes, Fig. 8 visualizes
the factor by which the runtime has increased compared to the runtime of the LDBC SF1
dataset. For example, the runtime for the LDBC SF1 dataset for Ψ = 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ is only 23.3
seconds, for LDBC SF10 164.6 seconds (factor 7 higher compared to LDBC SF1) and for
LDBC SF100 1433.6 seconds (factor 61). The best result is given by degree type Ψ = 𝑖𝑛,
where the runtimes of LDBC SF100 are only 35.4 times larger compared to LDBC SF1,
although the dataset is 100 times larger. From LDBC SF10 to LDBC SF100 the runtimes of
all three degree types rise equally.

The results, specifically Fig. 8, show that a linear increase of the dataset size leads to only a
sublinear increase in the running time for a constant graph structure. Further, the runtimes
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of Ψ = 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ are always higher compared to the others which is due to the double amount
of collected tuples in step (2), as we discussed in Sect. 5.

Impact of worker count. We next examine the runtime and scalability of the algorithm for
all datasets. In addition, the effect of excluding the vertex time information as described in
Sect. 4 is evaluated. Without using the vertex time, the complete step (1) and the expensive
join after step (4) can be avoided (see Sect. 5). In the following, we refer to an execution
without vertex time as base and extended for the full algorithm. The results in Fig. 9 show
that the mentioned higher complexity has a significant impact on the running time. For
example, the runtime on a single machine for the citibike dataset is 397.6 seconds (base)
and 533.6 seconds (extended), which means an increase of 34.2%. For the stackoverflow
dataset, the execution takes 2,536 seconds (base) and 5,216 seconds (extended), which
means almost doubling the runtime on a single machine.

The more workers are added, the smaller the runtime and the difference between the two
algorithm variants, which can be seen in Fig. 10. With the citibike dataset, we can see that
the runtimes on a single machine are already low and that only a moderate improvement can
be achieved through horizontal scaling of resources. For this dataset, we reach a speedup
of about 6.7 for 16 machines using the extended variant, while for the LDBC SF100 and
stackoverflow datasets we achieve a speedup of up-to 11.1 and 12.07, respectively.

7 Conclusion

Most graphs that model real-world entities and their relationships are dynamic, where edges
and vertices can be valid for only a certain period of time. One simple but often used
centrality measure is the degree centrality using a vertex’ degree to judge it’s popularity
in a network. We show in this work that it is necessary to determine a vertex degree over
time, to know exactly when a node has which degree and how long this value is valid and
in which quantity it does change over time. We therefore provide temporal extensions to
the vertex degree metric itself, its aggregations and others based on it, namely the degree
range, the degree variance and the ANND, and define them formally. We further describe an
algorithm to calculate the newly introduced degree evolution for all vertices of a temporal
graph. We implemented the algorithm as a graph analysis operator in Gradoop [Ro22], an
open-source distributed graph analysis system.

We evaluated runtimes and scalability of the operator on a cluster with 16 machines to
determine the impact of different datasets and sizes. In summary, we have shown that a linear
increase in the dataset size leads to only a sublinear increase in runtime of our algorithm. We
also showed that the operator scales well by increasing the number of machines. Speedup
values between 10 and 12 were achieved on 16 machines using the two largest datasets.

Acknowledgement. The authors acknowledge the financial support by the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research of Germany and by the Sächsische Staatsministerium für
Wissenschaft, Kultur und Tourismus for ScaDS.AI.
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Discovering Multi-Dimensional Subsequence Queries from
Traces – From Theory to Practice
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Abstract: Subsequence-queries with wildcards and gap-size constraints (swg-queries, for short) are
an expressive model for sequence data, in which queries are described by patterns over an alphabet of
variables and types, along with a global window size and a number of gap-size constraints. They are
evaluated over a trace, i.e., a sequence of types, by replacing variables by single types, while satisfying
the window and the gap-size constraints. Kleest-Meißner et al. (Proc. ICDT 2022) formalised the task
of discovering an swg-query that describes best a given sample consisting of a finite number of traces,
and developed a discovery algorithm solving this task. However, in practical application scenarios,
traces are often multi-dimensional, i.e., a trace corresponds to a sequence of tuples of types, which
renders the existing technique inapplicable.
In this paper, we lift the notion of swg-queries to such a multi-dimensional setting, thereby enlarging
the applicability of the query model and the techniques for query discovery. We introduce a mapping
between one-dimensional and multi-dimensional sequence data, such that a multi-dimensional trace
matches a multi-dimensional query if and only if the corresponding one-dimensional trace matches
the corresponding one-dimensional query. We complement our formal results with a description of
our prototypical implementation of query discovery for multi-dimensional sequence data. Results
from evaluation experiments with real-world data indicate the feasibility of our approach.

Keywords: multi-dimensional subsequence queries on traces, detecting descriptive multi-dimensional
queries, subsequences, embeddings

1 Introduction

Models for sequence data define an order for a set of data items [Bab+02], which typically
follows from the order in which these items have been created, observed, or received. They
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facilitate the analysis of the evolution of some system over time and have been adopted in
various domains. For instance, in cluster monitoring, sequence data describes the process of
executing tasks on machines [Ver+15]; in urban transportation, sequence data captures the
routes taken by vehicles [Art+14]; and in finance, sequence data represents a transaction
history [TRP12].

Sequence data may be queried for relevant patterns by specifying which data items, in which
order, and in which temporal context are of interest for a specific analysis question [Gia+20;
CM12]. This way, situations of interest that happened in the past and materialized in historic
data can be detected by evaluating a suitable subsequence query. Employing such a query
over a stream of data items also enables the detection of such a situation immediately upon
its occurrence, thereby enabling reactive and even pro-active applications.

As an example, consider a cluster monitoring scenario as illustrated in Figure 1. Here, data
items indicate transitions in the lifecycle of a task, see Figure 1a. A query may then specify
a subsequence of abnormal task execution in the cluster, e.g., as a sequence of data items
that indicate that a task was scheduled, killed, and, after being treated in the same way twice
(e.g., being updated twice), scheduled again for execution. Here, the respective subsequence
is not necessarily continuous and certain lifecycle transitions that are not indicative may
occur between the relevant ones. Figure 1b shows how such a query would be written
following common languages for complex event recognition [Gia+20].

In practice, finding a suitable query that detects a particular situation is far from trivial,
though. Users often know the time at which a situation occurred in the past, but lack insights
into the exact materialization of the situation in the sequence data. To provide guidance
in the formulation of an adequate query, it was therefore suggested to discover queries
that describe patterns linked to the situation of interest [GCW16; MCT14]. These queries
may then be interpreted and validated by a user in order to provide traceability and avoid
overfitting.

Previously, we proposed a query language for describing subsequence queries with wildcards,
a window size, and gap-size constraints [Kle+22], referred to as swg-queries. In essence, an
swg-query defines a pattern over an alphabet of variables and types, a global window size,
and gap-size constraints that bound the number of items that may occur between the queried
types and variables. Taking up the query from Figure 1b, the respective swg-query includes:
(i) a pattern SCH KIL 𝑥 𝑥 SCH with 𝑥 denoting a variable; (ii) a global window size of at
most 15 items; and (iii) gap-size constraints, e.g., (0, 10) to define that between zero and
ten data items may occur between the type KIL and the first occurrence of variable 𝑥.

The general concept of subsequences has extensively been studied both in a purely
combinatorial sense (in formal language theory, logic and combinatorics on words) and
algorithmically (in string algorithms and bioinformatics); see the introductions of the recent
papers [Gaw+21; Day+21] for a comprehensive list of relevant pointers. The problem of
matching subsequences with gap-constraints (and analysis problems with respect to the set
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⟨SUB, SCH, EVI, SCH, KIL, UPD, CHE, UPD, SCH, FIN⟩

(a) Sequence of data items recorded for a task and indicating the task’s lifecycle: Submitted (SUB), scheduled
(SCH), evicted (EVI), killed (KIL), updated (UPD), checked (CHE), finished (FIN).

PATTERN SEQ(Item a, Item b, Item c, Item d, Item e)

WHERE a.status = e.status = SCH AND b.status = KIL AND c.status = d.status

WITHIN 15 data items

(b) A query over sequences of data items following common languages for complex event recognition [Gia+20].
It detects if a task was scheduled, killed, and, after treated in the same way twice (e.g. being updated twice),
scheduled again for execution. It matches the sequence in Figure 1a.

Fig. 1: Illustration of a query over sequence data in the domain of cluster monitoring.

of all gap-constrained subsequences of given strings) has been investigated in the recent
papers [Day+22; Kos+22a] (see also [Kos+22b] for a survey).

Patterns with variables were introduced by Angluin [Ang80]; they play a central role for
inductive inference, in formal language theory and combinatorics on words (see [SA95;
MS19; RS97]). Syntactically, our swg-queries are Angluin-style patterns, but adapted in a
way that variables refer solely to single types (whereas in Angluin’s semantics they refer to
finite sequences of types) and matches are further constrained by a global window size and
a number of gap-size constraints (such constraints are not available in Angluin’s pattern
queries).

Despite the fundamental semantic differences between swg-queries and Angluin-style
patterns, it is possible to adapt concepts and algorithms from inductive inference of the so-
called pattern languages that can be described by Angluin-style patterns. Most importantly,
the classical concept of descriptive patterns (already introduced in [Ang80], see also [FR10;
FR13]), can be adapted to swg-queries [Kle+22]: a query 𝑞 is called descriptive for a given
sample S (i.e., a finite set of sequences of data items) and a given support threshold sp if it
matches in at least a fraction of sp sequences of S and there is no strictly more restrictive
query 𝑞′ that also matches in a fraction of at least sp sequences of S.

For classical Angluin-style semantics, Shinohara’s algorithm [Shi82] computes a descriptive
pattern query upon input of a sample S and the support threshold sp = 1 (see also [Fer+18]
for a thorough analysis and extensions of Shinohara’s algorithm). In [Kle+22] we presented
an adaptation and extension of Shinohara’s algorithm that is capable of discovering, upon
input of a sample S and a support threshold sp ⩽ 1, a descriptive swg-query — and different
executions of this algorithm may be used to compute a number of different descriptive
swg-queries.

However, a major drawback of swg-queries as well as related models of Angluin-style
patterns is that they are based on a one-dimensional model of sequence data, i.e., data items
refer to atomic types. As a consequence, they are not applicable in many practical scenarios
in which sequence data comprise items that are instances of a multi-dimensional schema.
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(job=1, task=2, machine=5, status=SCH, priority=low)
(job=4, task=3, machine=5, status=SCH, priority=high)
(job=2, task=1, machine=1, status=UPD, priority=high)
(job=1, task=2, machine=5, status=EVI, priority=low)
(job=1, task=2, machine=3, status=SCH, priority=low)

(a) A sequence of multi-dimensional data items. Each data item has five attributes that characterise the job to
which a task belongs (job), the identifier of the task (task), the machine to which the task is assigned (machine),
the task’s lifecycle transition (status), and the execution priority of the task (priority).

PATTERN SEQ(Item a, Item b, Item c)

WHERE a.status = b.status = SCH AND c.status = EVI

AND a.job = c.job AND a.task = c.task AND

AND a.machine = b.machine AND b.priority = high

WITHIN 10 data items

(b) A query over sequences of multi-dimensional data items (again, following common languages for complex
event recognition [Gia+20]). The query is matched in the sequence depicted in Figure 2a by associating a, b, and c
with the first, second, and fourth tuple of the sequence.

Fig. 2: Illustration of a query over multi-dimensional sequence data.

Considering the application domain of cluster monitoring, data items may capture not only
the lifecycle transitions related to a task, but also the job to which the task belongs, the
assigned machine, and the priority of task execution, see Figure 2a. These attributes enable
the definition of more elaborate subsequence queries that incorporate predicates over the
respective values of data items. For instance, the query depicted in Figure 2b detects the
situation that a task is scheduled on a machine for which, subsequently, the scheduling of a
task of a high-priority job on the same machine leads to the eviction of the first task.

In this paper, we address the above limitation by lifting swg-queries to multi-dimensional
sequence data. This way, we extend the applicability of the query model and also enable the
discovery of descriptive queries from a sample database of multi-dimensional sequences.
Our approach is to formulate a suitable mapping between one-dimensional and multi-
dimensional sequence data that facilitates query evaluation: A multi-dimensional sequence
matches a multi-dimensional query if, and only if, the corresponding one-dimensional
sequence matches the corresponding one-dimensional query. We complement these formal
contributions with a description of our prototypical implementation of query discovery
for multi-dimensional sequence data. We further report on experiments on applying this
prototype to a real-world dataset in the domain of cluster monitoring, i.e., the Google Cluster
Traces [RWH11]. Our results indicate the general feasibility of discovering swg-queries
from multi-dimensional sequence data and also shed light on the sensitivity of the runtime
of the approach with respect to structural characteristics of the sequence database.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the multi-dimensional
query model and relates it to the previously studied one-dimensional case. Section 3 provides
a solution for the query discovery problem and briefly describes our implementation.
Section 4 presents our experimental evaluation. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Multi-Dimensional Subsequence-Queries

This section introduces the syntax and semantics of multi-dimensional subsequence-queries
with wildcards and gap-size constraints, for short: mswg-queries (Section 2.1). After briefly
discussing their relation to the (one-dimensional) swg-queries introduced in [Kle+22]
(Section 2.2) we present a way to encode mswg-queries as swg-queries (Section 2.3). Prior
to this, we fix some basic notation.

Let N and N⩾1 be the set of non-negative integers and positive integers, respectively. For
ℓ ∈ N we let [ℓ] = {𝑖 ∈ N : 1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ ℓ}.

Let 𝐴 be a non-empty set. We write 𝐴∗ (and 𝐴+) for the set of all strings (and the set of
all non-empty strings) over 𝐴. We denote the length of a string 𝑠 by |𝑠 |. For a position
𝑖 ∈ [|𝑠 |] we write 𝑠[𝑖] to denote the letter at position 𝑖 in 𝑠. A factor of a string 𝑠 ∈ 𝐴∗ is a
string 𝑣 ∈ 𝐴∗ such that 𝑠 = 𝑢𝑣𝑢′ for 𝑢, 𝑢′ ∈ 𝐴∗. A subsequence of a string 𝑡 = 𝑡1𝑡2 · · · 𝑡𝑛,
where 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛], is a string 𝑠 = 𝑠1 · · · 𝑠𝑚 where 𝑚 ⩽ 𝑛 and there exist integers
1 ⩽ 𝑖1 < · · · < 𝑖𝑚 ⩽ 𝑛 such that 𝑠 𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖 𝑗 for all 𝑗 ∈ [𝑚]; the mapping 𝑒 : [𝑚] → [𝑛] with
𝑒( 𝑗) = 𝑖 𝑗 for all 𝑗 ∈ [𝑚] is called an embedding of 𝑠 in 𝑡. For example, the string a c c is a
subsequence of the string a b a c c b with embedding 𝑒 where 𝑒(1) ∈ {1, 3}, 𝑒(2) = 4 and
𝑒(3) = 5. We write 𝑠 ≼𝑒 𝑡 to indicate that 𝑠 is a subsequence of 𝑡 with embedding 𝑒, and we
suppress the subscript 𝑒 if we only want to indicate that 𝑠 is a subsequence of 𝑡.

For the rest of this paper we define Γ to be a (finite or infinite) alphabet with |Γ | ⩾ 2. The
elements in Γ will be called types. Furthermore, we fix a countably infinite set Vars of
variables, which is disjoint with the set Γ of types.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics of mswg-queries

We fix a number 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1 which we will henceforth call the dimension. We model a data
item 𝑑 with 𝑘 attributes as an ordered 𝑘-tuple over Γ, i.e., an element in Σ := (Γ𝑘).6 A
𝑘-dimensional trace over Γ (for short: 𝑘-trace) is an element in Σ+, i.e., a finite non-empty
sequence of 𝑘-tuples over Γ. The length |𝑡 | of a 𝑘-trace 𝑡 is the number of 𝑘-tuples it
comprises — i.e., |𝑡 | is 𝑡’s length as a string over alphabet Σ. We write types(𝑡) for the set
of types in Γ that occur in 𝑡.

Example 1. We consider 5-dimensional data items with attributes job, task, machine,
status and priority (which, for a unique tuple representation, are ordered as indicated
above), and let Γ := {SCH, UPD, KIL} ∪ {0, 1, . . . , 10}. For example, (1, 2, 5, SCH, 0) and

6 When considering (Γ𝑘 ) as an alphabet, i.e., each 𝑘-tuple is viewed as a single letter of this alphabet, we use
brackets to visualize this.
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(1, 1, 5, KIL, 0) are two 5-dimensional data items (i.e., 5-tuples).
The following are two examples of 5-dimensional traces over Γ:

𝑠 := (1, 2, 5, SCH, 0) (1, 1, 5, KIL, 0) (1, 2, 5, SCH, 1)

𝑡 := (1, 2, 5, SCH, 0) (1, 2, 4, UPD, 0) (1, 1, 5, KIL, 0) (1, 2, 5, SCH, 1) (2, 3, 2, UPD, 1)

These traces have length |𝑠 | = 3 and |𝑡 | = 5. The mapping 𝑒 : [3] → [5] with 𝑒(1) = 1,
𝑒(2) = 3, and 𝑒(3) = 4 is an embedding of 𝑠 in 𝑡 and hence witnesses that 𝑠 is a subsequence
of 𝑡. From now on, we will illustrate such an embedding in the following way:

𝑠 = (1, 2, 5, SCH, 0) (1, 1, 5, KIL, 0) (1, 2, 5, SCH, 1)

𝑡 = (1, 2, 5, SCH, 0) (1, 2, 4, UPD, 0) (1, 1, 5, KIL, 0) (1, 2, 5, SCH, 1) (2, 3, 2, UPD, 1)

Definition 2. A 𝑘-dimensional subsequence-query with wildcards and gap-size constraints
(𝑘-swg-query, for short) 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) (over Vars and Γ), consists of a query string
𝑠 ∈ ((Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘)+ (i.e., 𝑠 is a non-empty string of 𝑘-tuples built from variables and types),
a global window size 𝑤 ∈ N⩾1 ∪ {∞} with 𝑤 ⩾ |𝑠 |, and a tuple of local gap-size constraints
𝑐 = (𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐 |𝑠 |−1), where 𝑐𝑖 = (𝑐−

𝑖
, 𝑐+

𝑖
) ∈ N × (N∪ {∞}), such that 𝑐−

𝑖
⩽ 𝑐+

𝑖
for every

𝑖 ∈ [|𝑠 |−1] and |𝑠 |+∑ |𝑠 |−1
𝑖=1 𝑐−

𝑖
⩽ 𝑤.

We speak of multi-dimensional subsequence-queries (for short: mswg-queries) to refer to
𝑘-swg-queries for arbitrary dimension 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1. For an mswg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) we write
types(𝑞) (or types(𝑠)) and vars(𝑞) (or vars(𝑠)) to denote the set of types (from Γ) and the
set of variables (from Vars), respectively, that occur in 𝑞’s query string 𝑠. Such a query 𝑞 is
called an (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)-query for ℓ := |𝑠 |. We will refer to (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) as query parameters.

The semantics of mswg-queries is defined as follows: Each variable in a query string 𝑠

serves as a wildcard representing an arbitrary type from Γ. A 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐)
matches in a 𝑘-trace 𝑡 (in symbols: 𝑡 |= 𝑞), if the wildcards in 𝑠 can be replaced by types in
Γ in such a way that the resulting 𝑘-trace 𝑠′ satisfies the following: 𝑡 contains a factor 𝑡′ of
length at most 𝑤 such that 𝑠′ occurs as a subsequence in 𝑡′ and for each 𝑖 < ℓ := |𝑠 | the gap
between 𝑠′ [𝑖] and 𝑠′ [𝑖+1] in 𝑡′ has length at least 𝑐−

𝑖
and at most 𝑐+

𝑖
. I.e., 𝑡′ is of the form

𝑠′ [1] 𝑔1 𝑠
′ [2] 𝑔2 · · · 𝑔ℓ−1 𝑠

′ [ℓ] and 𝑐−
𝑖
⩽ |𝑔𝑖 | ⩽ 𝑐+

𝑖
for all 𝑖 ∈ [ℓ−1].

An alternative, more formal description of these semantics relies on the following additional
notation: An embedding 𝑒 : [ℓ] → [𝑛] is said to satisfy a global window size 𝑤, if
𝑒(ℓ) − 𝑒(1) + 1 ⩽ 𝑤; and we say 𝑒 satisfies a tuple 𝑐 = (𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐ℓ−1) of local gap-size
constraints (for ℓ and 𝑤), if 𝑐−

𝑖
⩽ 𝑒(𝑖+1)−1− 𝑒(𝑖) ⩽ 𝑐+

𝑖
for all 𝑖 < ℓ. Consider a mapping

` : (Vars ∪ Γ) → Γ with `(𝑎) = 𝑎 for all types 𝑎 ∈ Γ (such mappings will henceforth
be called substitutions). We lift ` to a mapping from (Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘 to Σ := (Γ𝑘) by letting
`((𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘)) := (`(𝑎1), . . . , `(𝑎𝑘)) for all (𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘) ∈ (Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘 ; and we further
lift ` to a mapping from query strings 𝑠 ∈ ((Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘)+ to 𝑘-traces of length ℓ := |𝑠 | by
letting `(𝑠) = `(𝑠[1]) · · · `(𝑠[ℓ]).
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Using these notions, we obtain that a 𝑘-trace 𝑡 matches a 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) if, and
only if, there exist a substitution ` : (Vars ∪ Γ) → Γ and an embedding 𝑒 : [|𝑠 |] → [|𝑡 |]
such that `(𝑠) ≼𝑒 𝑡 and 𝑒 satisfies 𝑤 and 𝑐. We call (`, 𝑒) a witness for 𝑡 |= 𝑞.

Example 3. We consider 5-dimensional data items with attributes job, task, machine, status,
and priority (in this order) and types in Γ = {SCH, EVI, UPD, KIL} ∪ {0, 1, . . . , 10} ∪ {ℎ, 𝑙} (with
ℎ, 𝑙 being abbreviations for high and low). Consider the query from Figure 2b. This query
searches for a subsequence of three 5-dimensional data items, the first two of which have
status SCH (schedule) and the third of which has status EVI (evict) such that the following is
true: the first and third data items are related to the same job and to the same task, the first
and second data items are related to the same machine, and the second data item has a high
priority; all within at most 10 data items.
This can be expressed as a 5-swg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) as follows: The query string length is
ℓ := 3. The window size is 𝑤 := 10. As there are no particular constraints on the gap sizes
between the data items, the gap size constraints 𝑐 are chosen to be 𝑐 = ((0,∞), (0,∞))
(meaning that each gap can be of arbitrary length). The query string 𝑠 is

𝑠 := (𝑥j, 𝑥t, 𝑥m, SCH, 𝑦1) (𝑦2, 𝑦3, 𝑥m, SCH, h) (𝑥j, 𝑥t, 𝑦4, EVI, 𝑦5)

where 𝑥j, 𝑥t, 𝑥m, 𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦5 are pairwise distinct variables in Vars. The sequence of 5-
dimensional data items depicted in Figure 2a corresponds to the 5-trace

𝑡 := (1, 2, 5, SCH, l) (4, 3, 5, SCH, h) (2, 1, 1, UPD, h) (1, 2, 5, EVI, l) (1, 2, 3, SCH, l).

Observe that 𝑡 |= 𝑞, and a witness substitution ` and embedding 𝑒 can be illustrated as:

𝑠 = (𝑥j, 𝑥t, 𝑥m, SCH, 𝑦1) (𝑦2, 𝑦3, 𝑥m, SCH, h) (𝑥j, 𝑥t, 𝑦4, EVI, 𝑦5)
𝑡 = ( 1, 2, 5, SCH, l ) ( 4, 3, 5, SCH, h) (2, 1, 1, UPD, h) ( 1, 2, 5, EVI, l ) (1, 2, 3, SCH, l)

2.2 One-dimensional swg-queries

For the special case of dimension 𝑘 = 1 we identify 𝑘-tuples of elements in Vars ∪ Γ with
plain elements in Vars ∪ Γ; i.e., we simply write 𝑎 instead of (𝑎) for (𝑎) ∈ (Vars ∪ Γ)1.
Using this identification, a 1-dimensional trace over Γ precisely corresponds to the notion
of trace over Γ used in [Kle+22]; and the syntax and semantics of 1-swg-queries precisely
coincides with the syntax and semantics of the swg-queries over Vars and Γ introduced and
studied in [Kle+22]. Hence, the notions introduced in Section 2.1 are a natural generalisation
of the notions of [Kle+22] from dimension 1 to arbitrary dimension 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1. Furthermore,
all results achieved in [Kle+22] for swg-queries over Vars and Γ immediately carry over
to the 1-swg-queries over Vars and Γ considered in the current paper. A brief survey of
[Kle+22] can be found in [Sch22].

The following example illustrates the correspondence between the swg-queries of [Kle+22]
and 1-swg-queries.
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Example 4. The sequence of data items depicted in Figure 1a corresponds the the 1-trace

𝑡 := (SUB) (SCH) (EVI) (SCH) (KIL) (UPD) (CHE) (UPD) (SCH) (FIN)

which, by omitting brackets around 1-tuples, we shortly write as

SUB SCH EVI SCH KIL UPD CHE UPD SCH FIN

and this is a trace in the sense of [Kle+22]. The query depicted in Figure 1b searches for
a subsequence of data items that indicates that a task was scheduled, killed, and, after
treated in the same way twice, scheduled again; all within a global window size of at
most 15 data items. This can be expressed as a 1-swg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) as follows: The
query string length is ℓ := 5. The window size is 𝑤 := 15. As there are no particular
constraints on the gap sizes between the data items, the gap size constraints are chosen as
𝑐 := ((0,∞), (0,∞), (0,∞), (0,∞)) (meaning that each gap can be of arbitrary length).
The query string is 𝑠 := (SCH) (KIL) (𝑥) (𝑥) (SCH) , which, by omitting brackets around
1-tuples, is identified with SCH KIL 𝑥 𝑥 SCH , and this exactly yields a swg-query as considered
in [Kle+22]. We observe that 𝑡 |= 𝑞, and a witness substitution ` and embedding 𝑒 can be
illustrated as follows:

𝑠 = SCH KIL 𝑥 𝑥 SCH

𝑡 = SUB SCH EVI SCH KIL UPD CHE UPD SCH FIN

2.3 A one-dimensional representation of multi-dimensional traces and queries

This subsection fixes an encoding that allows to represent 𝑘-dimensional traces and
𝑘-swg-queries over Vars and Γ by corresponding 1-dimensional traces and 1-swg-queries
over Vars and a slightly extended type set Γ̃. This will allow us to transfer the results
obtained in [Kle+22] for the 1-dimensional case to the multi-dimensional setting.

We let Γ̃ := Γ ∪ {#} where # is a new symbol that belongs neither to Γ nor to Vars. We
will use # as a separator to mark the beginning of the encoding of every 𝑘-dimensional
data item. For each 𝑘-dimensional data item 𝑑 = (𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘) ∈ Γ𝑘 we let 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑑) be
the 1-dimensional trace over Γ̃ of length 𝑘+1 defined as 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑑) := # 𝑎1 · · · 𝑎𝑘 (recall
from Section 2.2 that we omit brackets around 1-dimensional data items, i.e., 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑑) is
(#) (𝑎1) · · · (𝑎𝑘)).
We lift 𝑒𝑛𝑐 to be a mapping from 𝑘-traces over Γ to 1-traces over Γ̃ in the canonical way: for a
𝑘-trace 𝑡 = 𝑡1𝑡2 · · · 𝑡𝑛 with 𝑡𝑖 ∈ Γ𝑘 for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛] we let 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡1)𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡2) · · · 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡𝑛).
Note that the 1-trace 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) has length (𝑘+1)·|𝑡 |.

The following example illustrates how an embedding 𝑒 of a 𝑘-trace 𝑠 in a 𝑘-trace 𝑡 (witnessing
that 𝑠 ≼ 𝑡) can be transferred into an embedding 𝑒 of the 1-trace 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠) in the 1-trace
𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡).
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Example 5. Let 𝑘 = 2 and Γ = {a, b, c}. Consider the following 2-traces 𝑠 and 𝑡:

𝑠 = (a, b) (a, b) (b, c) (a, c)
𝑡 = (a, b) (a, b) (a, c) (a, b) (b, c) (a, b) (a, c)

Note that 𝑠 ≼𝑒 𝑡, witnessed by the embedding 𝑒 illustrated above. I.e., 𝑒 : [4] → [7] with
𝑒(1) = 2, 𝑒(2) = 4, 𝑒(3) = 5, and 𝑒(4) = 7. The 1-traces 𝑠 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠) and 𝑡 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) are

𝑠 = # a b # a b # b c # a c
𝑡 = # a b # a b # a c # a b # b c # a b # a c

Observe that 𝑠 ≼�̃� 𝑡 by the embedding 𝑒 illustrated above. This embedding is obtained from
𝑒 by translating each position of a 𝑘-tuple in the 𝑘-trace into a block of 𝑘+1 consecutive
positions in the corresponding 1-trace.

Note that there also exist other embeddings of 𝑠 in 𝑡 that do not correspond to embeddings
of 𝑠 in 𝑡; an example is the embedding 𝑒 illustrated as follows:

𝑠 = # a b # a b # b c # a c
𝑡 = # a b # a b # a c # a b # b c # a b # a c

The following notion is a straightforward generalization of the way the embedding 𝑒 was
obtained from 𝑒 in Example 5.

Let 𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ N⩾1 and let 𝑒 : [𝑚] → [𝑛] such that 𝑒(𝑖) < 𝑒( 𝑗) for all 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ [𝑚] with 𝑖 < 𝑗 .
Recall that 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1 is the fixed dimension. We let rep𝑘 (𝑒) be the mapping from [(𝑘+1)𝑚]
to [(𝑘+1)𝑛] defined as follows. We subdivide [(𝑘+1)𝑚] into 𝑚 consecutive blocks of length
(𝑘+1) each — the 𝑖-th block starting at position (𝑖−1) (𝑘+1) + 1 and ending at position
𝑖(𝑘+1), for every 𝑖 ∈ [𝑚]. The 𝑖-th block of [(𝑘+1)𝑚] is mapped by rep𝑘 (𝑒) onto the 𝑒(𝑖)-th
block of [(𝑘+1)𝑛]. I.e., for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑚] and all 𝑝 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑘+1} we let

rep𝑘 (𝑒) ((𝑖−1) (𝑘+1) + 𝑝) := (𝑒(𝑖)−1) (𝑘+1) + 𝑝.

The following lemma provides the property intended by the choice of the definition of
rep𝑘 (𝑒); the proof is straightforward and therefore omitted in this paper.

Lemma 6. Let 𝑠 and 𝑡 be two 𝑘-traces over Γ and let 𝑠 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠) and 𝑡 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) be the
corresponding 1-traces over Γ̃. If 𝑒 is an embedding of 𝑠 in 𝑡 (witnessing that 𝑠 ≼𝑒 𝑡), then
𝑒 := rep𝑘 (𝑒) is an embedding of 𝑠 in 𝑡 (witnessing that 𝑠 ≼�̃� 𝑡).

Next, we focus on how to translate a 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) (over Vars and Γ) into a
1-swg-query 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑞) = (𝑠, �̃�, 𝑐) over Vars and Γ̃ in such a way that for all 𝑘-traces 𝑡 we
have: 𝑡 |= 𝑞 ⇐⇒ 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) |= 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑞).
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The choices of �̃� and 𝑠 are obvious: We let

�̃� := rep𝑘 (𝑤) :=
{
∞ if 𝑤 = ∞
(𝑘+1)𝑤 otherwise.

The query string 𝑠 is obtained from 𝑠 in the analogous way as 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) is obtained from
𝑡. I.e., every 𝑘-tuple 𝑑 = (𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘) ∈ (Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘 is mapped to 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑑) = #𝑎1 · · · 𝑎𝑘 ,
and 𝑠 = 𝑠1 · · · 𝑠ℓ with 𝑠𝑖 ∈ (Vars ∪ Γ)𝑘 for all 𝑖 ∈ [ℓ] is mapped to 𝑠 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠) :=
𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠1) · · · 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑠ℓ).

Note that each position 𝑖 of 𝑠 now corresponds to 𝑘+1 consecutive positions in 𝑠. The
gap-size constraints in 𝑐 are chosen in such a way that they ensure that the 𝑘 gaps between
these positions are of size exactly 0. Consequently, we let

𝑐 := rep𝑘 (𝑐) =
(
(0, 0), . . . , (0, 0)︸               ︷︷               ︸

𝑘 times (0,0)

, 𝑐1, (0, 0), . . . , (0, 0)︸               ︷︷               ︸
𝑘 times (0,0)

, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐ℓ−1, (0, 0), . . . , (0, 0)︸               ︷︷               ︸
𝑘 times (0,0)

)
where for each 𝑖 ∈ [ℓ−1] the component 𝑐

𝑖
= (𝑐−

𝑖
, 𝑐+

𝑖
) is obtained from the 𝑖-th component

𝑐𝑖 = (𝑐−
𝑖
, 𝑐+

𝑖
) of 𝑐 by letting

𝑐−𝑖 := (𝑘+1)𝑐−𝑖 and 𝑐+𝑖 :=
{
∞ if 𝑐+

𝑖
= ∞

(𝑘+1)𝑐+
𝑖

otherwise.

The following theorem states that the above definitions indeed have the intended functionality.

Theorem 7. For every 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 over Vars and Γ and every 𝑘-trace 𝑡 over Γ we have:
𝑡 |= 𝑞 ⇐⇒ 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) |= 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑞).

Proof. We prove the direction “=⇒” (the proof of the opposite direction is analogous).
Let 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) be a 𝑘-swg-query over Vars and Γ and let 𝑡 be a 𝑘-trace over Γ. Let
𝑞 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑞) = (𝑠, �̃�, 𝑐) and 𝑡 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑡) be the corresponding 1-swg-query and 1-trace. Let
ℓ := |𝑠 | and 𝑛 := |𝑡 |. Assume that 𝑡 |= 𝑞. I.e., there exists a substitution ` : (Vars ∪ Γ) → Γ

and an embedding 𝑒 : [ℓ] → [𝑛] that satisfies 𝑤 and 𝑐, such that `(𝑠) ≼𝑒 𝑡. In other words:
(`, 𝑒) is a witness for 𝑡 |= 𝑞.
We let 𝑒 := rep𝑘 (𝑒). And we define ˜̀ : (Vars ∪ Γ̃) → Γ̃ with ˜̀(𝑥) := `(𝑥) for all 𝑥 ∈ Vars
and ˜̀(𝑎) := 𝑎 for all 𝑎 ∈ Γ̃ = Γ ∪ {#}. We claim that ( ˜̀, 𝑒) is a witness for 𝑡 |= 𝑞. To prove
this, we have to show that ˜̀(𝑠) ≼�̃� 𝑡 and that 𝑒 satisfies �̃� and 𝑐 .
Let us start with the first task. By assumption we know that `(𝑠) ≼𝑒 𝑡. From Lemma 6 we
obtain that 𝑒𝑛𝑐(`(𝑠)) ≼�̃� 𝑡. Therefore, we are done by noting that 𝑒𝑛𝑐(`(𝑠)) = ˜̀(𝑠).
Let ℓ̃ := |𝑠 |. Let us now verify that 𝑒 satisfies �̃�. In case that 𝑤 = ∞, this is obvious. Let us
focus on the case where 𝑤 ≠ ∞. By assumption we know that 𝑒 satisfies 𝑤. We have:

𝑒(ℓ̃) − 𝑒(1) + 1 = 𝑒(ℓ) (𝑘+1) − ((𝑒(1)−1) (𝑘+1) + 1) + 1
= (𝑘 + 1) ·

(
𝑒(ℓ) − 𝑒(1) + 1

)
⩽(𝑘 + 1) · 𝑤 = �̃�.
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Finally, let us verify that 𝑒 satisfies 𝑐. Note that 𝑐 contains ℓ−1+ℓ ·𝑘 = (𝑘+1) ·ℓ−1 = ℓ̃−1 gap-
size constraints, where ℓ−1 constraints correspond to the constraints 𝑐𝑖 in 𝑐 = (𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐ℓ−1),
which got multiplied by (𝑘+1). The remaining ℓ·𝑘 constraints in 𝑐 are equal to (0, 0). Our
definition of 𝑒 ensures that the (0, 0)-constraints are satisfied.
By assumption we know that 𝑒 satisfies 𝑐. Hence, for each 𝑖 ∈ [ℓ−1] we have: 𝑐−

𝑖
⩽ 𝑔𝑖 ⩽ 𝑐+

𝑖

for the actual size of the 𝑖-th gap 𝑔𝑖 := 𝑒(𝑖+1) − 1 − 𝑒(𝑖). Note that the size of the
corresponding gap in the 1-dimensional representation is (𝑘+1)𝑔𝑖 . This implies that the
corresponding gap-size constraints in 𝑐 are satisfied.
This completes the proof of the “=⇒”-direction of Theorem 7.

Theorem 7 serves as a tool to lift results known for the 1-dimensional case to the multi-
dimensional setting. In the next section, we implement this for the results on the query
discovery problem obtained in [Kle+22].

3 Query Discovery and Implementation

The following notions were introduced in [Kle+22] for the 1-dimensional case and straight-
forwardly carry over to the multi-dimensional setting.

The model set of a 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 over Vars and Γ is ModΓ (𝑞) := { 𝑡 ∈ (Γ𝑘)+ : 𝑡 |= 𝑞 }.
A query 𝑞′ is said to be strictly more restrictive than 𝑞 if ModΓ (𝑞′) & ModΓ (𝑞).
A 𝑘-dimensional sample (over Γ) is a finite, non-empty set S of 𝑘-traces (over Γ). The
support supp(𝑞,S) of a 𝑘-swg-query query 𝑞 in a sample S is defined as the fraction of
𝑘-traces in S that match 𝑞, i.e., supp(𝑞,S) := | {𝑡∈S : 𝑡 |=𝑞} |

|S | .
A support threshold is a rational number sp with 0 < sp ⩽ 1. A query 𝑞 is said to cover a
sample S with support sp if supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp.

Let us fix the query parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) and a support threshold sp. Let S be a sample. A
𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) is said to be descriptive for S w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)) if
𝑞 covers S with support sp, and there is no 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞′ with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) that is
strictly more restrictive than 𝑞 and that still covers S with support sp. I.e., supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp
and there is no (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)-query 𝑞′ such that supp(𝑞′,S) ⩾ sp and ModΓ (𝑞′) & ModΓ (𝑞).

The remainder of this section as well as the subsequent Section 4 are devoted to the
following query discovery problem for arbitrary dimension 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1: The input consists
of a support threshold sp, a 𝑘-dimensional sample S, and query parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐). The
goal is to compute a 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) that is descriptive for S w.r.t.
(sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)). An algorithm solving this discovery problem for the 1-dimensional case
(i.e., where 𝑘 = 1) was presented in [Kle+22]. In Section 3.1 we utilize Theorem 7 to lift
this algorithm to arbitrary dimension 𝑘 ⩾ 1; Section 3.2 gives a brief description of our
implementation of this algorithm.
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3.1 An algorithm solving the query discovery problem for arbitrary dimension 𝑘

Let 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1 be the given dimension and let (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) be the given query parameters. Note
that the most general 𝑘-swg-query with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) is the query 𝑞mg = (𝑠mg, 𝑤, 𝑐)
whose query string 𝑠mg is of the form ((𝑥1,1, . . . , 𝑥1,𝑘) (𝑥2,1, . . . , 𝑥2,𝑘) · · · (𝑥ℓ,1, . . . , 𝑥ℓ,𝑘))
where the 𝑥𝑖, 𝑗 for 𝑖 ∈ [ℓ] and 𝑗 ∈ [𝑘] are ℓ·𝑘 pairwise distinct variables in Vars. It
is straightforward to see that ModΓ (𝑞′) ⊆ ModΓ (𝑞mg) for every 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞′ with
parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐).

The discovery algorithm takes as input a 𝑘-dimensional sample S, a support threshold sp,
and the query parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐).
If supp(𝑞mg,S) < sp, then there does not exist any 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)
with supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp, let alone a query that is descriptive for S w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)).
Therefore, the algorithm can safely abort with an error message indicating that the desired
query does not exist.
If, on the other hand, supp(𝑞mg,S) ⩾ sp, then the algorithm searches for an admissible
replacement operation for each variable 𝑥 ∈ vars(𝑞mg). Such an operation replaces 𝑥 by a
symbol 𝑦 (which can be a type or an available variable). It is admissible if the resulting
query 𝑞′ satisfies supp(𝑞′,S) ⩾ sp. If no replacement operation is possible, we keep 𝑥, i.e.,
the current query string remains unchanged, and 𝑥 becomes available. After each variable
𝑥 ∈ vars(𝑞mg) has been considered, the algorithm terminates and produces the current
query as output.

Pseudocode implementing this is provided in Algorithm 1. We start by letting 𝑞 be the
most general 𝑘-swg-query with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) and we let 𝑠 be the query string of 𝑞.
If 𝑞 does not cover S with support sp, we abort and return the message ⊥, indicating that
there does not exist any 𝑘-swg-query with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) that is descriptive for S
w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)). Otherwise, we proceed by letting Δ be the set of types that satisfy the
support threshold (these will be the types available for replacement operations), and we
initialise the set 𝑈 of unvisited variables to be the set of all variables occurring in 𝑞. The set
𝑉 of available variables is initialized to be the empty set. During the main loop in line 5,
each variable 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈 is considered exactly once, and for each such variable, the algorithm
tests whether there exists a type or variable 𝑦 from Ω := (Δ ∪ 𝑉) such that replacing all
occurrences of variable 𝑥 by 𝑦 is an admissible replacement operation.7 If such an 𝑦 ∈ Ω

exists, we perform the actual replacement in line 12. Otherwise, no replacement operation is
possible, hence we do not change the current query string but add 𝑥 to the set 𝑉 of available
variables (line 16).
For dimension 𝑘 = 1, this algorithm was presented in [Kle+22].

Note that the lines 6 and 9 of Algorithm 1 allow to make an arbitrary choice. Different
choices lead to different “runs” of the algorithm, and different runs might produce different
output queries.

7 We write 𝑠⟨𝑥 ↦→ 𝑦⟩ to denote the query string obtained from 𝑠 by replacing every occurrence of the variable 𝑥

by the symbol 𝑦.
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ALGORITHM 1: ComputeDescriptiveQuery(S,sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐))
Input :𝑘-dim. sample S; support threshold sp with 0 < sp ⩽ 1; query parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)
Returns :descriptive 𝑘-swg-query 𝑞 for S w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)) or error message ⊥

1 𝑠 := 𝑠mg; 𝑞 := (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) // query string and query; start with the most general query
2 if supp(𝑞,S) < sp then stop and return ⊥
3 Δ := {𝛾 ∈ Γ : | {𝑡∈S : 𝛾∈types(𝑡 ) } |

|S | ⩾ sp} // types to be considered

4 𝑈 := vars(𝑞); 𝑉 := ∅ // unvisited variables and available variables
5 while 𝑈 ≠ ∅ do
6 select an arbitrary 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈 and let 𝑈 := 𝑈 \ {𝑥}
7 Ω := (Δ ∪𝑉); replace := False // available symbols
8 while Ω ≠ ∅ do
9 select an arbitrary 𝑦 ∈ Ω and let Ω := Ω \ {𝑦}

10 𝑞′ := (𝑠⟨𝑥 ↦→ 𝑦⟩, 𝑤, 𝑐)
11 if supp(𝑞′,S) ⩾ sp then
12 𝑠 := 𝑠⟨𝑥 ↦→ 𝑦⟩ // ReplaceOp
13 replace := True
14 break inner loop
15 if replace is False then
16 𝑉 := 𝑉 ∪ {𝑥} // NoChangeOp

17 stop and return 𝑞 := (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐)

Theorem 8. Let 𝑘 ∈ N⩾1, let S be a 𝑘-dimensional sample, let sp be a support threshold
with 0 < sp ⩽ 1, and let (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) be query parameters.

(a) If there does not exist any 𝑘-swg-query with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) that is descriptive forS
w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)), then there is only one run of Algorithm 1 upon input S, sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐),
and this run stops in line 2 with output ⊥.

(b) Otherwise, every run of Algorithm 1 upon input S, sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) terminates and outputs
a query that is descriptive for S w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)).

Proof sketch. For the special case where 𝑘 = 1, the theorem was proved in [Kle+22].
Moreover, [Kle+22] provided the following slightly stronger result — again, for the 1-
dimensional case: The algorithm obtained from Algorithm 1 by omitting line 1 and, instead,
starting with an arbitrary input query 𝑞, outputs either a query 𝑞′ that is descriptive for S
w.r.t. (sp, (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐)) and satisfies ModΓ (𝑞′) ⊆ ModΓ (𝑞) or, in case that no such 𝑞′ exists, the
message ⊥. We use this for the particular 1-dimensional input query 𝑞 := 𝑒𝑛𝑐(𝑞mg), where
𝑞mg is the most general 𝑘-swg-query with parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) for an arbitrary dimension
𝑘 ⩾ 2. Utilizing the one-dimensional representation of 𝑘-dimensional traces and queries
presented in Section 2.3 and, in particular, Theorem 7, this yields the theorem’s statement
for arbitrary dimension 𝑘 ⩾ 2.
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The above theorem guarantees that the output produced by Algorithm 1 is correct in the
sense that it is either a query that is descriptive for its input or the message ⊥ indicating
that no such query exists. Different runs of the algorithm may produce different queries
(each with the guarantee that the delivered query is descriptive for its input). Let us mention,
however, that (as shown in [Kle+22]) there exist inputs for which there exist some queries
that cannot be delivered by any run of Algorithm 1 but that are descriptive for the input.

We close this subsection with two example runs of Algorithm 1.

Example 9. For simplicity, the example deals with dimension 𝑘 = 1. Let Γ = {a, b, c},
S = {a b b, a c c}, sp = 1, ℓ = 𝑤 = 3, and 𝑐 = ((0, 0), (0, 0)). Upon this input, each run of
Algorithm 1 lets 𝑠 := 𝑠mg = 𝑥1𝑥2𝑥3, where 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 are three pairwise distinct variables
in Vars. Since supp(𝑞,S) = 1, the algorithm proceeds by computing Δ = {a} and letting
𝑈 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3} and 𝑉 = ∅.
Let us assume that in the first transition through the outer loop the algorithm selects 𝑥 := 𝑥3.
Due to Ω = {a}, the only possible replacement is 𝑠⟨𝑥3 ↦→ 𝑎⟩ — but it turns out that this
replacement is not admissible as its support on S is < 1. Hence, 𝑥3 remains unchanged in
the query string and is inserted in the set 𝑉 of available variables, i.e., 𝑉 = {𝑥3}.
Let us assume that in the second transition through the outer loop the algorithm selects
𝑥 := 𝑥1, and in the inner loop it selects 𝑦 := a. It turns out that the replacement of 𝑥1 by a is
admissible (as it has support 1 on S). Hence, 𝑠 is replaced by the new query string a 𝑥2𝑥3
and 𝑉 remains unchanged.
In its last iteration through the outer loop, it turns out that 𝑠⟨𝑥2 ↦→ 𝑥3⟩ is the only admissible
replacement operation. The algorithm’s run terminates after this iteration and outputs the
query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) with 𝑠 = a 𝑥3𝑥3.
We illustrate this entire run as follows:

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3
Δ={a}, 𝑉=∅
⇝ 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3

Δ={a}, 𝑉={𝑥3 }
⇝ a 𝑥2 𝑥3

Δ={a}, 𝑉={𝑥3 }
⇝ a 𝑥3 𝑥3

Another run (that outputs a very similar query) is:

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3
Δ={a}, 𝑉=∅
⇝ 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3

Δ={a}, 𝑉={𝑥2 }
⇝ a 𝑥2 𝑥3

Δ={a}, 𝑉={𝑥2 }
⇝ a 𝑥2 𝑥2

3.2 Implementation

In this section, we describe a prototypical implementation of our approach as a stand-alone
Python tool, which is publicly available.8 We explain how we express multi-dimensional
samples and queries. We also briefly discuss how to decide whether supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp for
given S, sp and 𝑞 in Algorithm 1. Our implementation is designed for 1-dimensional as
well as multi-dimensional queries and samples; in the context of this paper we focus on the
multi-dimensional setting.

8 https://gitlab.com/kleemeis95/sfb-1404-fonda-querydiscovery-prototype
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Samples. We model traces as Python strings and use dedicated characters to separate data
items as well as data item attributes. Moreover, a (multi-dimensional) sample S is described
by an instance of a specific class (MultidimSample). It combines a list of traces (the actual
sample) with meta information, e.g., the sample size (i.e., the number of traces), the data
item dimension, and the set of all types occurring in S (optionally partitioned by the data
item attributes and filtered by a given support threshold).

Queries. A query 𝑞 = (𝑠, 𝑤, 𝑐) is implemented as an instance of a respective class
(MultidimQuery). It encapsulates the query string (a Python string, using different separator
symbols), the global window size (an integer), the local gap-size constraints (a list of tuples),
and meta information, e.g. the set of types which occur within 𝑠, and the set of variables
that occur more than once in 𝑠.

Matching. The matching routine is implemented as part of the class MultidimQuery. Here,
a function match_sample takes as input a MultidimSample-instance S and a support
threshold sp, and outputs true, if supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp, whereby 𝑞 denotes the query which
is represented by the current class instance. During a run of match_sample, we start by
transforming the query string into a regular expression according to the Python re module,
which takes into account the gap-size constraints 𝑐. We then test whether 𝑡 |= 𝑞, for each
𝑡 ∈ S, by using the function search provided by Python for regular expressions.

Discovery Algorithm. Algorithm 1 is implemented according to the pseudocode presented
in Section 3.1. However, we allow the user to influence the arbitrary choices in lines 6 and 9
of the algorithm: one may choose the next, not yet visited variable in the query string either
(i) arbitrarily (as described in Section 3.1) or (ii) by scanning the query string from left to
right, or vice versa. Furthermore, types (available variables) may be preferred over available
variables (types), instead of making an arbitrary choice.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Using the prototype introduced above, we applied our approach to real-world data in the
domain of cluster monitoring, a scenario that we already used as a running example. Our
goal has been to assess the general feasibility of our approach to the discovery of descriptive
queries for multi-dimensional sequence data. We summarize our results as follows:

• We have been able to discover queries from the real-world data, thereby providing
evidence that query discovery is indeed feasible. We note though, that the number
of discovered queries that cannot immediately be linked to situations of interest is
very large, since the given traces consist of many regularities that materialize in the
discovered queries.

• Comparing the runtime of our approach for different data samples, it turned out that,
in addition to the dataset size, the traversal of the query string and the need to assess
variable operations have a major impact.
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Below, we first describe our experimental setup in Section 4.1, before we discuss the
obtained results in Section 4.2.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. Our experiments used the Google Cluster Traces [RWH11], a dataset that
contains cell information over multiple days. Cells are sets of machines that share a cluster-
management system. The machines handle incoming jobs, which consist of at least one task.
The dataset contains six types of tables, capturing information about machines, jobs, tasks,
constraints, and resources. For a detailed description of the dataset, we refer the reader
to [RWH11].

For our experiments, we considered the information on task executions. Specifically, each
data item includes the following attributes:

(1) job: The job to which the task belongs. Each job is assigned a unique 64-bit identifier.
(2) task: The task index within a job, given as an integer value.
(3) machine: The machine on which the task shall run. Each machine is assigned a unique

64-bit identifier.
(4) status: The task’s status in terms of its lifecycle. It is encoded an integer 𝑖 ∈ {0, . . . , 8}

that corresponds to one of the following states: SUBMIT (0), SCHEDULE (1), EVICT (2), FAIL
(3), FINISH (4), KILL (5), LOST (6), UPDATE_PENDING (7), or UPDATE_RUNNING (8).

(5) priority: The execution priority of the task, modelled as an integer. The larger the
number, the higher the priority.

To achieve a controlled setup for query discovery, we employed a setup that is based on
three pre-defined queries 𝑞𝑖 for 𝑖 ∈ [3]. The idea being that based on the matches of such a
query 𝑞𝑖 , we derive a sample of traces S𝑖 , so that our discovery algorithm can be expected
to discover query 𝑞′

𝑖
, with Mod (𝑞′

𝑖
) ⊆ Mod (𝑞𝑖), when using a support value of sp = 1.0.

We realised this approach with the following three queries:
q1: PATTERN SEQ(Task a, Task b, Task c)

WHERE a.status = c.status = 1 AND b.status = 5

AND a.job = b.job = c.job AND a.machine = b.machine = c.machine

WITHIN 1000 data items

q2: PATTERN SEQ(Task a, Task b, Task c, Task d)

WHERE a.status = b.status = c.status = d.status = 4

AND a.machine = b.machine = c.machine = d.machine

WITHIN 100 data items

q3: PATTERN SEQ(Task a, Task b, Task c)

WHERE a.machine = b.machine AND a.job=c.job

AND a.status = b.status = 1 AND c.status=2

WITHIN 100 data items

Based on the matches of these queries, we constructed the samples S𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [3], as follows:
For samples S1 and S2, the end of a trace was determined by the last item of a match. The
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start of a trace was defined as the item following the last item of the previous match (or the
first item of the whole dataset, respectively), so that traces are non-overlapping, i.e., any
data item appears in at most one of the traces of a sample. Moreover, the traces for samples
S1 and S2 were partitioned by the machine attribute, as the respective queries refer solely to
items within such a partition. Finally, all traces with at most 100 items were included in
the sample, which selected more than 98% (S1) or 91% (S2) of the constructed traces. For
sample S3, again, the end of a trace was determined by the last item of a match. The start of
a trace, however, was defined to be the first item of a match. The constructed samples had
the following characteristics:

Sample Size Min. trace length Max. trace length

S1 558 3 96
S2 679 22 99
S3 84 4 197

Experimental Procedure and Measures. For each sample, Algorithm 1 was executed
using the most general query, setting its parameters (ℓ, 𝑤, 𝑐) as follows. For the length of
the query string, we set ℓ = 3 for S1 and S3, and ℓ = 4 for S2. The global window size was
set to 𝑤 = 100 for S1 and S2, and to 𝑤 = 200 for S3, as derived from the sample generation
procedure. We defined the local gap-size constraints to be least restrictive by setting them
to 𝑐 = ((0, 100), (0, 100)) for ℓ = 3, and to 𝑐 = ((0, 200), (0, 200), (0, 200)) for ℓ = 4,
respectively. We considered several support thresholds (namely, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0).

Concerning the choices in Algorithm 1 on the next unvisited variable and replacement
preference, we consider all options outlined in Section 3.2: the next variable is derived
left-to-right (l2r), right-to-left (r2l), or arbitrarily (a). This choice is combined with no
preference (a), or preference given to types (t) or variables (v).

In addition to illustrating some of the discovered queries, we measure the runtime of our
approach for different instantiations. We further break down the runtime by profiling the
our implementation with Python’s cProfile to shed light on the contribution of the various
algorithmic steps.

Experimental Environment. All experiments have been executed on a 64 Bit Manjaro
system with an AMD Ryzen 5 Pro 5650U processor running at 4.1 GHz and 16GB RAM.

4.2 Evaluation

Discovered queries. Applying our approach for each sample S𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [3], we successfully
discovered multi-dimensional swg-queries. Moreover, the discovered queries turned out to
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be more specific than the queries used to create the samples (see Section 4.1). For instance,
we discovered the following query strings for sp = 1.0 for the three samples:

S1 : 𝑠1 = (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑚, 1, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑚, 5, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦1, 𝑥𝑚, 1, 𝑦2)
S2 : 𝑠2 = (𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑥𝑚, 4, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑦3, 𝑦4, 𝑥𝑚, 4, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑦5, 𝑦6, 𝑥𝑚, 4, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑦7, 𝑦8, 𝑥𝑚, 4, 𝑥𝑝)
S3 : 𝑠3 = (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦1, 𝑥𝑚, 1, 𝑥𝑝) (𝑦2, 𝑦3, 𝑥𝑚, 1, 𝑦4) (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦5, 𝑦6, 2, 𝑥𝑝)

whereby 𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑚, 𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦8 are pairwise distinct variables in Vars. We note that
these query strings can be used to derive queries in common languages for complex event
recognition. Taking 𝑠1 as an example, we derive the following query 𝑞′1:
q1': PATTERN SEQ(Task a, Task b, Task c)

WHERE a.status = c.status = 1 AND b.status = 5

AND a.job = b.job = c.job AND a.machine = b.machine = c.machine

AND a.task = b.task AND a.priority = b.priority

WITHIN 1000 data items

Comparing query 𝑞′1 with query 𝑞1 from Section 4.1, we observe that the last line of the
WHERE-clause renders the discovered query more specific. Similar observations are done
for the descriptive queries discovered for the other samples. For instance, the above query
strings 𝑠2 and 𝑠3 enforce conditions on the priority attribute that have not been part of the
queries used to generate the samples.

Our results indicate that it is feasible to discover multi-dimensional swg-queries from
real-world data. However, we also note that we discovered descriptive queries that would
not match the last item of a trace, i.e., the supposed situation of interest. This highlights that
the discovered queries will still have to be assessed by domain experts.

Runtime. Figure 3-5 provide the results for our runtime measurements in seconds, when
varying the support threshold and the configuration of Algorithm 1 for selecting the next
unvisited variable and the replacement preference. Overall, a higher support threshold
yields smaller runtimes. This is due to a smaller number of supported types that have to
be tested as well as the fact that the match test stops as soon as the support threshold
cannot be satisfied any more. Moreover, the fastest runs have in common that the algorithm
goes through the query string from left to right (l2r), while there is no clear trend for the
replacement preference. However, this result highlights the potential for improvements
based on heuristics to guide the exploration of the search space.

Performance profiling. We illustrate the results of the performance profile for S3 in
Figure 6, using a SnakeViz’ icicle plot [sna]. Here, each rectangle represents a function,
while the layering of rectangles captures the call hierarchy between functions (the top
function is called first). Moreover, each function is annotated with its overall runtime, which
is visualized by the width of the rectangle.
We observe that the runtime of the main function of our experiments is dominated by

the function compute_descr_swgquery, which implements Algorithm 1. It has to decide
whether supp(𝑞,S) ⩾ sp multiple times, i.e., for each unvisited variable 𝑥 the algorithm
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Fig. 3: Runtime measurements for sample S1.

Fig. 4: Runtime measurements for sample S2.

Fig. 5: Runtime measurements for sample S3.
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Fig. 6: Icicle visualisation of sample S3’s profile.

tests, whether there exists a type or variable so that the replacement yields a query satisfying
the support threshold. This check is realised by function _check_next_type_or_variable.
After building the regular expression corresponding to the current query, the matching
problem is solved. Figure 6 illustrates that this function search of re.Pattern dominates
the overall runtime. We conclude that performance improvements for query discovery may
be achieved through optimizations of the function to decide whether a trace matches a
query. In future work, we strive for algorithmic optimizations that exploit the fact that many
subsequent match tests are conducted over the same set of traces with only slightly changed
queries.

5 Concluding Remarks

Motivated by sequence data over a multi-dimensional schema, we defined an encoding to lift
swg-queries and corresponding concepts as described in [Kle+22] to a multi-dimensional
setting (Section 2). Furthermore we described our prototypical implementation of query
discovery for multi-dimensional data (Section 3) and discussed experiments and their results
on a real-world dataset (Section 4).
Our experiments’ main result can be summarised as general feasibility of discovering
swg-queries from multi-dimensional data: for each data set and configuration of Algorithm 1
we discovered a bunch of descriptive queries. This query set includes queries which are
more specific than the queries we used for the data set generation.
Furthermore, our experiments suggest that structural characteristics of the sequence data
plays an important role regarding the runtime of our discovery algorithm at various levels.
Firstly, we observed notable differences in runtime regarding the way we select the next
unvisited variable and its possible replacement. Hence we are interested in finding heuristics
to predict which combination is most promising. Besides, we might be able to exploit the
facts that 𝑞′ does not change while testing supp(𝑞′,S) ⩾ sp once and that S does not
change during the entire run of the discovery algorithm.
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Learn What Really Matters: A Learning-to-Rank Approach
for ML-based Query Optimization

Henriette Behr1, Volker Markl2, Zoi Kaoudi3

Abstract: Query optimization is crucial for any data management system to achieve good performance.
Recent advancements in Machine Learning (ML) have led to several efforts in the database research
community that aim at improving query optimization with the help of ML. In particular, many works
propose replacing the cost model used during plan enumeration with an ML model. The goal of
these works is to learn a regression model from previously executed query plans that estimates the
runtime of a given plan. Interestingly, it is well-known that what really matters in query optimization
is the relative order of the query plan alternatives and not their actual cost or runtime. We thus take a
learning-to-rank approach and propose a novel neural network model architecture that can predict the
rank of a plan. It considers a plan in comparison with alternative plans of the same query and together
with a loss function that incorporates ranking metrics into the learning process we highlight the
learning-to-rank objective.To enable training, we first extract features from query plans by adapting a
state-of-the-art deep learning approach so that all features are independent of the input dataset schema.
Second, we devise two score functions that map the runtime of plans to scores which are then used as
labels during training. We integrate the trained model into an adapted bottom-up plan enumeration
algorithm that finds the best possible execution plan for a given query. We evaluate our approach
against two state-of-the-art ML models and the highly tuned cost model of a commercial database and
measure the runtime of the plans chosen in each case when executed in the database. We show that our
approach achieves up to an order of magnitude better query performance than the comparison models
and is able to either match (for short and medium-running queries) or outperform the commercial
database (up to 5× for long-running queries).

Keywords: query optimization; learning-to-rank; cost model

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in machine/deep learning (ML)§ have shed light to many open data
management problems, ranging from indexing and query optimization to database tuning. As
query optimization is at the core of any database system, there are several efforts towards using
ML in various (or all) steps of the process, e.g., for cardinality estimation [Ya19, Ne21, Ki19],
join ordering [Yu20, MP18], and cost modeling [Ma19, Ma21, MP19]. In particular for
cost modeling, the main idea is to completely replace the cost model and statistics used in a
query optimizer with an ML model. Following the term cost-based query optimization, we
1 TU Berlin, Germany, henriette.behr.1@gmail.com. Work done while conducting master thesis in TU Berlin.
2 TU Berlin, Germany, volker.markl@tu-berlin.de
3 IT University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, zoka@itu.dk. Work done while at TU Berlin.

§We use the term ML to also refer to deep learning.
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call such an optimization learning-based or ML-based query optimization. The benefit of
ML-based query optimization compared to cost-based is twofold. First, the optimizer can
learn more complex models that are not necessarily linear functions and can thus better
depict the database’s performance. Second, it mitigates the tedious and time-consuming
task of manually tuning the cost model.

Recent works that follow the learning-based paradigm, such as [Ma19, Ma21, Ka20], build
a regression model based on previously executed query plans (training data). Such models
provide an estimation of a plan’s runtime which is then used for plan enumeration and
pruning. Even though current approaches focus on estimating the real cost of query plans,
in the end what really matters for the query optimizer is their relative order: Is plan A
faster than plan B? By considering just the order of the plans the optimizer can still prune
inefficient ones, keep more promising ones, and select one that performs well. Based on
this observation, we argue that it suffices to learn the order (rank) of query plans instead of
estimating their runtimes. We, thus, devise an ML-based learning-to-rank (LTR) approach
that ranks execution plans without estimating their execution time. Our approach scores
execution plans of a given query and ranks them based on their scores. Although researchers
have extensively used LTR models for information retrieval or recommendation [Li11], to
our knowledge, an LTR approach has not been used for query optimization yet.

To reach this goal, we have to overcome some challenges. First, there is a wide spectrum
of LTR approaches (pointwise, pairwise or listwise), loss functions, and neural network
architectures that one has to choose from. We, thus, need to make design decisions in all
these directions so that our solution performs at least as good as a highly-tuned cost-based
optimizer, if not better. Second, although one could use the estimated runtimes to get a
ranking over the plans, these are not only hard to estimate but also do not always preserve
the ordering of the plans. To train an ML model that can rank execution plans, we need to
devise a score function that uniformly ranks the different execution plans. Third, we need to
study whether and how existing enumeration algorithms can be used with LTR models.

We tackle these challenges and make the following main contributions:
(1) We devise a listwise LTR approach that is more suitable for ML-based query optimization.
We consider several loss functions and a neural network architecture tailored to the query
optimization problem (Section 3.1).
(2) We propose two score functions, one local, which assigns scores to plans per query,
and one global, which assigns scores across the plans of all training queries (Section 3.2).
(3) We describe our featurization scheme and adapt a well-known bottom up plan enumera-
tion algorithm to work with our listwise LTR model (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
(4) We extensively evaluate our LTR approach against other ML models as well as SQL
server which includes a well-tuned cost model. Our results show that our LTR approach
matches the performance of a commercial database’s optimizer for short-running queries
and even outperforms it (up to 5×) for long-running queries. Our approach consistently
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outperforms state-of-the-art ML-based baselines: it chooses plans with up to an order of
magnitude better runtime performance.

We conclude the paper with related work and a discussion on future directions.

2 Preliminaries

Learning-to-rank (LTR) algorithms are a special type of supervised machine learning – the
task of ranking is neither a classification nor a regression task. Instead, the goal of LTR
algorithms is to predict a score for a set of items with the goal of sorting them by their
predicted score such that a ranking can be given as a result [Li11]. An LTR algorithm
considers an item with a high score to be more relevant to a given query than an item
with a low score. Consequently, the goal of LTR tasks is different from classification or
regression tasks and the algorithm itself does not regard the predicted score but the correct
order of the input items for calculating the loss and improving the model. Similarly, the
metrics for measuring predictive performance also differ from the “standard” metrics used
for classification or regression tasks.

Generally, there are three main approaches for LTR algorithms: pointwise, pairwise, and
listwise [Li11]. Pointwise algorithms handle each item separately as input and calculate its
relevance score, which in turn is used to sort all items and get the final ranking. However,
these algorithms do not consider the inter-dependency between items as the loss is calculated
separately for each item. Unlike pointwise approaches, in a pairwise approach two items
serve as input for one prediction which is given by three distinct values {−1,0,1}. The model
outputs −1 when it predicts that the first input sample has a lower rank than the second input
sample; otherwise, it outputs 1. The result is 0 if the two inputs are the same or if the model
considers them to have the same relevance. In the listwise algorithms, the entire list of items
belonging to the same query is used as input and the output is a corresponding sorted list.
Both pairwise and listwise algorithms belonging can often be further categorized based
on their underlying ML algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) or Neural
Networks (NN). As we will detail in the next section, we chose a listwise approach, and in
particular the LambdaLoss [Wa18], which uses the idea that the scores define a distribution:

L(y, s) = −
∑
yi>yj

log2

∑
π

(
1

1 + e−σ(sj−si )
)δi j |Gi−G j |H(π |s) (1)

where si is the true score for item i, and yi describes the weight, i.e., the relevance grade the
model predicts, H(π |s) is a “hard assignment distribution” [Wa18] with H(π̂ |s) = 1 and
H(π |s) = 0 for all permutations of the items with π , π̂. Thereby, π̂ is the permutation in
which all documents are sorted correctly. δi j a tunable parameter and G is the gain function
2y − 1. Furthermore, the researchers extended this loss function to a top-k approach, similar
to ListNet, with k being a tunable parameter. The authors define this extended loss such that
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Abb. 1: Overview of proposed approach and contributions (in blue).

only those elements with i ≤ k or j ≤ k regarded, i.e., if one of the elements belongs to the
true top-k elements.

3 Learning-to-rank for Query Optimization

Our goal is to alleviate database administrators from the burden of tuning the cost model
of a database and potentially improve query performance by replacing the cost model
and statistics of a query optimizer with an LTR model. Figure 1 shows an overview of
our proposed ML-based query optimization process that uses an LTR model. The LTR
model is crucial for evaluating and ranking the execution plans enumerated during the plan
enumeration phase. To train the LTR model we first need to determine the LTR approach we
will use (point-wise, pairwise, or list-wise) and a neural network architecture (Section 3.1).
Then, to train the model, we need to determine our training data (data points and labels).
Given a dataset composed of previously executed plans and their runtimes, we first need to
determine how to featurize (i.e., extract a numeric vector) the execution plans to construct
the data points (Section 3.3) and how to extract relevance scores based on the provided
runtimes to construct the labels for our training data (Section 3.2). Once the LTR model is
built, the plan enumeration uses it to prune the search space and determine the (near-)optimal
execution plan. In Section 3.4, we elaborate on how we adapted an existing bottom-up plan
enumeration to be able to use the LTR model.

3.1 LTR model architecture

First, we need to decide on the LTR approach we will use. As discussed in Section 2,
most LTR algorithms can be categorized into one of the three following groups: pointwise
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Abb. 2: Neural network architecture of our LTR model.

approaches, pairwise approaches, and listwise approaches [Li11]. Pointwise algorithms do
“not consider the inter-dependency between items” [Li11] as the loss is calculated separately
for each item. In our case, this means that the rank of an execution plan would be solely
based on its (estimated) runtime and would not consider any comparison metric among
equivalent plans. This would defeat the purpose of using an LTR model in the first place.
For this reason, we discard a pointwise approach. Because traditional plan enumeration
algorithms prune the search space by comparing two subplans at a time, it is intuitive to use
a pairwise approach for our LTR model. However, such an approach (i) uses an objective
loss for minimizing errors in classification of pairs rather than minimizing errors in ranking
of items, (ii) requires a large number of pairs to train on, which can be computationally
costly to generate, and, (iii) assumes that the pairs are generated i.i.d. which is not true in the
case of equivalent execution plans. We, thus, aim for a listwise approach. Our experimental
results shown in Section 4.3 demonstrate how our proposed listwise solution outperforms a
pairwise approach.

Once we settle for the LTR approach, the next problem that we need to tackle deals with the
neural network architecture that we shall use to build an LTR model. We get inspired by a
popular listwise LTR architecture called FATE [PGH18], and the architecture of [Ma19]
that uses a neural network for estimating the runtime of execution plans. Figure 2 depicts
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the neural network architecture of our LTR model. Similarly to FATE, our model uses
equivalent execution plans as additional information to the current plan, for which the model
has to predict a relevance score. Consequently, the model expects multiple equivalent plans
as input and estimates the relevance score for each one of them. The model considers every
plan of the inserted list individually as the current plan and utilizes every other plan in the
list as a comparison plan.

For a given query (either during prediction or training), we first calculate the query encoding
and plan encoding, both depicted with violet color in Figure 2. The query encoding forms
a vector while the plan encoding is tree-shaped (see Section 3.3). Then, a first sub-model
(Sub-Model 1), consisting of several fully-connected layers, takes the query encoding as
input and outputs a vector of length 16. Subsequently, the model concatenates the output of
Sub-Model 1 with the plan encodings of all plans, i.e., the current plan and the comparison
plans. The extended plan encoding of the current plan serves as input for a second sub-model
(Sub-Model 2) while all extended comparison plans are inserted into a third sub-model
(Sub-Model 3) separately. Both mentioned sub-models have a similar architecture consisting
of multiple tree convolution layers, a dynamic pooling layer, and several fully-connected
layers. The difference between the two sub-models is the number of layers as (Sub-Model 2)
consists of more layers. The reason for this is that we want to put more focus on the current
plan than on the comparison plans. Sub-Model 3 consists of a final layer that calculates
the mean of the outputs of the comparison plans. Before the model transfers this vector to
the last sub-model (Sub-Model 4), it concatenates this resulting mean vector and the vector
produced by (Sub-Model 2) so that the final model considers each plan in comparison with
the rest. Finally, it inserts the result into (Sub-Model 4), consisting of five fully-connected
layers. The last fully-connected layer outputs the relevance score.

Note that the model architecture itself already implies a listwise comparison strategy
regardless of the loss functions used. To further enforce the listwise approach we use
the LambdaLoss [Wa18] function, which incorporates a ranking metric, as described in
Section 2. Note that our main focus is not the implementation of a new loss function, which
is why we choose to use an existing one.

3.2 Scoring of execution plans

The required training data to build an LTR model include execution plans (data points after
featurization) and their rank (label). Yet, the data we usually have available from execution
logs is execution plans and their runtimes.¶. One may think that it suffices to simply sort the
plans and based on their runtime and convert it to a rank. However, this is not ideal because
we lose information on how the runtimes differ among the plans. For example, in the case
of OLAP queries, if plan A has a runtime of 200ms and plan B has a runtime of 205ms,

¶The way to acquire such data is orthogonal to our approach and we thus, do not discuss it in the paper. For
our implementation we have used DataFarm [Ve21].
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we would like to give them the same score as their difference in runtime is insignificant.
Conversely, in the case of OLTP workloads we would like to assign a different score to the
above two plans. In few words, the goal of using a score function is is to take into account
the relative performance among the plans.

To enable the model to learn relevance scores to rank different plans, we need to devise a
score function for scoring the training plans. The intuition behind devising such a score
function is that, based on the runtimes of the plans, we want to teach the model which
plans are good and bad, but also which plans have a similar performance. The best plan for
a specific query should receive the highest relevance score, while the worst plan should
receive a low score. Additionally, we want to be able to map plans with a similar runtime
to the same score. However, the definition of “plans with a similar performance” can vary
from query to query when looking only at execution times. Depending on the query, similar
plans can differ, for example, in their run time by only 1ms or by 2000ms. Utilizing a score
function ensures that the plans follow a uniform scoring scheme. We devise two different
score functions: a linear score function and an advanced global score function utilizing
agglomerative clustering. For both functions, we use a hyperparameter smax that determines
the maximum score of an execution plan. Thus, by tuning smax we can adjust the granularity
of the score assignment, depending on our scenario (i.e., OLAP vs OLTP cases).

3.2.1 Linear score function

Our first proposed score function is the linear score function, which is a straightforward
approach for transforming the increasing run times into decreasing relevance scores. The
function uses a decreasing linear function f : N→ R for calculating the scores such that
the larger the execution time for a specific plan, the smaller the relevance score becomes. To
calculate a score, the function maps an execution time in ms to a real-valued score [0, smax]

with respect to other equivalent plans for the same query and the hyper-parameter smax

defining the maximum score. The parameter smax influences the upper bound beyond which
the values are receiving a score of 0, which we explain in the following.

Considering one query at a time, the linear score function calculates a linear function
between the minimum run time tmin of a set of equivalent plans and smax × tmin. This
minimum value tmin receives a score of smax , and the value smax × tmin gets mapped to a
value of 0. Between those two values, the score decreases linearly. Additionally, the function
sets every execution time higher than smax × tmin to 0. Equation 2 expresses this formula.

fsmax (xi) =


smax, if xi = tmin
−smax

(smax−1) (
xi

tmin
− smax), if tmin ≤ xi ≤ tmin × smax

0, if xi ≥ tmin × smax

(2)
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Abb. 3: Features used in the plan encoding.

To clarify this score function, we consider the following example for the linear score
function with smax = 5. For a query, the best plan of all possible plans, i.e., the plan with
the shortest run time, needs 10s for its execution. Therefore, the function sets tmin = 10
and maps this plan to a score of 5. Every plan with a run time higher than or equal to
50 s (smax × tmin = 5 × 10) receives a score of 0. Between these two runtimes, the score
decreases linearly, e.g., a query with a run time of 25s receives a score of 2.5 and a run time
of 20s receives a score of 3.75.

3.2.2 Global agglomerative score function

Besides the linear score function, we devise a second score function, the global agglomerative
score function. This function utilizes the unsupervised clustering algorithm agglomerative
clustering [SB13]. Unlike the linear score function, it considers all available plans with their
execution time at once, independently of the query they belong to. To make a global scoring
feasible, the score function scales the query plans at first. For each query separately, it takes
the minimum execution time and divides every equivalent plan for this respective query by
the minimum execution time of this query. This results in factors in [1,+∞) describing how
many times slower the execution of this plan is w.r.t. the minimum execution time for this
query. During calculation, all factors for all queries of the training set are stored in an array,
and on this array, we apply agglomerative clustering. However, before the clustering step, we
need to remove outliers. This is because a huge outlier, i.e., a plan with long execution time,
could be clustered as its own cluster while plans with small values can be all assigned into
one cluster due to the nature of the agglomerative clustering algorithm. To achieve this, the
function calculates the border-th percentile of factors, where border is a hyperparameter.
The algorithm sets every factor below a percentile border to the value of border .

After execution of the agglomerative clustering, we sort the resulting clusters by the
minimum value for each cluster. Finally, all query plans within the cluster with the smallest
value receive a value of smax , and for every next cluster in the sorted version, the scores
attached decrements by 1. We show the explained procedure in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Featurization of execution plans

As described in the previous subsection, our model architecture requires two different
inputs: the query encoding and the plan encoding. The query encoding is a simple vector
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Input: smax ∈ N, border ∈ (0,1] and execution times T = {T11, . . .Tnq} with q being the query
number and n being its index inside query q

Output: Scores S = {S11, . . . Snq}
Create empty array f actors
for i ∈ [1,q] do

minimum = min({T1i, . . . ,Tni})
for t in {T1i, . . . ,Tni} do

Append t
minimum to factors

end
end
percentile = get borderth-percentile of factors
for f in factors where f ≥percentile do

f = percentile
end
AgglomerativeClustering(factors, numberClusters=smax)
Sort clusters by their minimum value
Give first cluster a score of smax and decrement smax for succeeding clusters

Algorithm 1: Calculation of the global agglomerative score

Abb. 4: Example featurization of an execution plan (plan encoding). For the sake of simplicity, we
omit the last feature, which is the estimated intermediate cardinalities.

describing several different query features, such as whether a GroupBy exists or how many
joins the query contains. The plan encoding consists of multiple vectors arranged in a tree
shape describing the utilized operators of the execution plan at each position by using a
one-hot-encoding strategy. The features of the plan encoding are similar to the features used
in [Ma21]; we encode every operator to a one-hot-encoded vector for every important node
in the plan. Thereby, we consider the different join and aggregate physical operators as well
as two scan operators – index scan and table scan – and the sort operator. Figure 3 shows
the features we use for the one-hot-encoding of each operator in the plan encoding.

The tree-shaped plan encoding considers binary trees which is the most popular type of
query plans. As the tree convolution layer requires each inner node of the tree to have two
children, we need to “fill” the children of unary operators, such as sort or aggregate. For
this, we use a feature vector “Null” to indicate “null-children” and add a second “null-child”
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Abb. 5: Example featurization of an execution plan (plan encoding).

to unary operators. In addition to the one-hot-encoding of the operator, we extract the
estimated resulting rows from the database optimizer and append this estimation to our
feature vector. Figure 4 illustrates an example featurization of an execution plan. The plan
in this example consists of two joins, three scans, a sort, and an aggregate. Moreover, we
can see the use of null-children, which are inserted as the right child for the sort and the
aggregate node. In the figure, we omit the estimated rows feature for simplicity.

In addition to the plan encoding, we have to encode the query into a feature vector as
illustrated in Figure 5. In contrast to [Ma21], we keep this vector simple and independent of
the relations used, i.e., there is no one-hot-encoded information about the utilized columns
or relations. This allows our featurization to be used out of the box for any dataset. Instead,
it includes information about whether the query utilizes a GroupBy and an OrderBy as
well as the number of joins and the result size of the query estimated by the database.
Furthermore, we append information about the maximum and the minimum number of
rows of the relations used.

Before training, we normalize all features of the plan and query encoding. Therefore, for
every feature used, we extract its maximum and minimum value and normalize all the
features using the formula: norm(x) = (x−min)

(min−max) .

3.4 LTR-based Plan Enumeration

Bottom-up enumeration algorithms are very popular with existing database systems. In a
learning-based query optimizer, these algorithms are responsible for calling the model and
receiving its cost estimations (see Figure 1). However, they utilize a pairwise comparison
of plans during the enumeration. This can work out of the box with an ML model that
simply outputs the estimated runtime of a plan or with a pairwise LTR model. However,
our model is listwise, i.e., it ouputs a ranked list of plans. One could use it with the default
plan enumeration if the list consists of only two plans. However, this would be inefficient.
For this reason we need to adapt the state-of-the-art enumeration algorithms to work with
ranked lists of plans and not with the cost of pairs of plans.

After considering different bottom-up enumeration algorithms, we decide to use the DPccp
algorithm by Moerkotte and Neumann [MN06]. This algorithm has the benefit of using
graph algorithms, making it a better fit to transform the graph into the tree-structured
plan-level encoding, which is needed for the LTR model to estimate the relevance score. To
make DPccp work with our model we need to adjust the part of the algorithm that compares
two plans at a time w.r.t. their cost. As a result, the decision for the best sub-plan in a set of
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equivalent sub-plans is made shortly before the sub-plan is needed for joining purposes.
Furthermore, we extended the algorithm to get a third input, parameter k, next to the query
graph G and model model. Parameter k is tunable and decides to how many execution
plans the model reduces the list of possible plans during its prediction. For example, for
k = 10, at every prediction of the model, the model returns the top k = 10 plans with the
highest predicted relevance score. Consequently, the enumeration algorithm calls the model
whenever the number of possible equivalent plans exceeds k.

Input: A connected query graph G with relations R = {R0, . . . ,Rn−1}, LTR model model and
parameter k

Output: an optimal bushy join tree
for all Ri ∈ R do

PossiblePlans({Ri}) = getScan(Ri);
end
for every S1 in EnumerateCsg(G) do do

for every S2 in EnumerateCmp(G,S1) with S = S1 ∪ S2 do
if length of PossiblePlans(S1) > k then

p1 = model.predictBestK(PossiblePlans(S1), k=k)
end
else

p1 = PossiblePlans(S1)
end
if length of PossiblePlans(S2) > k then

p2 = model.predictBestK(PossiblePlans(S2), k=k)
end
else

p2 = PossiblePlans(S2)
end
Append plans from CreateJoinTrees(p1,p2) to PossiblePlans(S)

end
end
return model.predictBestK(PossiblePlans(R), k=1)

Algorithm 2: Adjusted DPccp algorithm based on [MN06]

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of our adapted enumeration algorithm. In the beginning,
the algorithm starts a for-loop for receiving all possible scans for each node in G, similar to
the first loop in the original DPccp. After it has calculated every possible scan and saved
it in a data structure PossiblePlans, it starts a second and third for-loop for calling the
sub-graphs with two functions – EnumerateCsg and EnumerateCmp – that we extracted
from the original DPccp algorithm and left unchanged. Inside the inner for-loop, for both
sub-graphs S1 and S2, the algorithm tests if the number of possible plans for calculating
the respective subgraph exceeds k. If it does, the algorithm calls the LTR model, reducing
the number of possible plans to k plans for which it predicts the highest relevance scores.
Afterward, it stores the remaining k plans in variable p1 or p2. If the number of possible
plans is already smaller or equal to k, the algorithm directly stores all plans in p1 or p2
without further reduction. After p1 and p2 are created, the function CreateJoinTrees
calculates all possible joins for each pair in p1 and p2, i.e., it considers every join operation.
The algorithm stores the resulting sub-execution plans for S with S = S1 ∪ S2 in our data
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structure PossiblePlans(S). Eventually, when both for-loops have finished, the model
predicts the best plan from PossiblePlans(R), i.e., for the entire graph, with k = 1.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed solution against the cost-based query optimizer of a commercial
database system and two state-of-the-art learning-based query optimizers. Specifically, we
evaluate whether the query performance for a well-known query workload improves with
our learning-to-rank approach compared to other baselines for both seen and unseen data.

4.1 Setup

We first describe our experimental setup, which includes our utilized hardware/software,
baselines, and characterization of the utilized training and test data.

Hardware and Software Specification. We used a computer with an AMD Ryzen 7 1700X
Eight-Core processor at 3.77 GHz with 32 GB main memory. We implemented all our
components in Python version 3.9.7 and used PyTorch 1.10.0 for building both ours and the
comparison ML models. For fair comparison, we use a commercial database to execute the
plans chosen in of the cases we study. To automate the execution of our execution plans in
the database system, we used the Python library pyodbc version 4.0.32.

Baselines. We use a commercial database (denoted as DB X) and three different comparison
models as baselines. The latter are plugged in our implementation that uses the adapted
enumeration algorithm as described in Section 3.4. We compare against two state-of-the-art
models of learning-based optimizers – Bao [Ma21] and Neo [Ma19]‖ – as well as a simple
baseline comparison model. This baseline model is a pairwise LTR approach and has
a similar architecture to Bao’s model. It uses the linear score function with smax = 50
and RankNet [Bu10] as a loss function for training. For enumerating through the plans,
we use our adapted DPccp enumeration algorithm for every case and set k = 10. For
our approach (denoted as LTR model), we have ran extensive experiments to find the best
combination of score functions and hyperparameters as well as loss functions. However,
due to space limitations, we report the performance of our best model which uses the
global agglomerative score function with smax = 50 and border = 97 and the LambdaLoss
function with the top-k extension (see Section 2).

Training Data. For training, testing and evaluating our solution, we decide to mainly use the
database schema from the TPC-H benchmark∗∗. Due to the lack of already labeled training
data fitting TPC-H’s database scheme, we generate and label appropriate training data

‖In the future, we plan to experiment with zero-shot cost models [HB22] as well.
∗∗See: https://www.tpc.org/tpch/
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Tab. 1: Number of generated testing queries based on their number of joins and runtime on 1GB data.

Query Length 1 Join 2 Joins 3 Joins 4 Joins 5 Joins 6 Joins 7 Joins
Short Queries (< 2sec) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Medium Queries (≥ 2sec & < 30sec) 2 8 8 8 8 8 8
Long Queries ≥ 30sec 0 2 4 7 8 8 5

using DataFarm [Ve21], a training data generation tool for ML-based query optimization.
DataFarm uses as input a small amount of SQL queries and information about the different
tables to create further similar queries. The initial version of the tool was implemented
for Flink and, thus, we had to adapt some parts for our purpose. Specifically, we use six
different TPC-H queries serve as input (namely, Q1, Q3, Q11, Q13, Q17, and Q21). These
queries contain operators that our featurization process supports. Based on these six queries,
we let DataFarm generate 2,000 SQL queries with maximum seven joins and five variations
each. However, to get our training data we need runtimes for specific execution plans and
not only for SQL queries. Thus, we insert each query into the plan enumeration algorithm
and receive different valid execution plans. Because the amount of possible plans increases
exponentially with the amount of relations in the query, we decided to implement a limit
of 100 different execution plans per query. Thereby, the enumeration algorithm prunes
the sub-plans randomly such that the resulting execution plans differ for different queries.
Lastly, we need the runtime of these execution plans. Therefore, we let DB X run the different
execution plans on 1GB TPC-H, forcing the usage of a specific plan. Due to time limits, we
are not able to label all generated plans, resulting in a training set consisting of 25,067 plans.
Furthermore, we set the timeout for all queries to six hours, which results in the problem
that not all execution plans have an execution time in the end. For our LTR model, this does
not pose a problem, as plans with a bad execution time are always assigned a relevance
score of 0. However, for the two comparison models, Bao and Neo, this circumstance is a
problem, as these models need the execution time of the plans for their estimations. To solve
this problem, we set these estimations to 6 hours.

Testing Data. For evaluating the results of the different models, we decide to use several
different queries. The first set of testing queries consists of 136 queries which we generated
during the training data generation process but did not use for training purposes. We
distinguish these queries based on their runtime: short queries with a run time of less than
2sec, medium queries with a run time of less than 30sec but more than 2sec, and long
queries needing more than 30sec. For every model tested, we let it predict the best execution
plan for each query with the help of our plan enumeration algorithm. Afterward, we insert
this plan into the commercial database to measure its real execution time. In Table 1, we
show the exact number of queries split by their number of joins for each category.

To test whether the performance of our model’s suggested execution plan remains similar
when increasing the size of the database, we increase the size of the data to 5GB and let
our model predict the same test queries but using the larger dataset. However, due to time
limitations, we had to reduce the number of queries from 136 to 95. As many queries have
longer execution times on the larger dataset, we do not use the same definition of short,
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Tab. 2: Number of generated testing queries based on their number of joins and runtime on 5GB data.

Query Length 1 Join 2 Joins 3 Joins 4 Joins 5 Joins 6 Joins 7 Joins
Short Queries 8 8 7 7 6 2 0

Medium Queries 2 5 4 7 4 2 3
Long Queries 0 5 6 4 9 3 3

medium and long queries. Every query with a runtime with 15 seconds or less is regarded
as short query. Medium queries have an execution time between 15 and 60 seconds, and we
consider every query with more than a minute execution time as long query. Table 2 shows
the corresponding queries distribution.

Lastly, to evaluate the performance of our models on unseen data, we use the IMDB dataset
in combination with queries from the Join Order Benchmark (JOB)††. Out of these queries,
we use 26 different queries all of them having between 3 and 11 joins for our experiments.
Note that the TPC-H data we use for training has a maximum of 7 joins, and, using this
dataset, we can test our model’s performance for queries with a larger number of joins.

Evaluation Metrics. For each query q we measure the execution time of the models’ best
predicted plan when inserted in DB X. Furthermore, we record the time the commercial
database, DB X, needs for running q. To ensure a fair comparison, we let DB X at first ouput
the execution plan for q and then insert it again into DB X as we do for the other models
and measure its runtime. For our evaluation, DB X’s time serves as a baseline as it contains
a highly tuned cost-based optimizer. We, thus, use not only the exact execution times but
also the ratio of the execution time of the models’ predicted plans to DB X baseline, i.e., we
divide for every query the time of our models’ plans by the time that DB X needs.

4.2 Performance against State-of-the-Art

We first evaluate how the models perform on our generated test queries.

4.2.1 Absolute performance

For a first overview of the model’s performance, we plot the median execution time for the
predicted plans categorized by the query type in Figure 6a. Note that the y − axis is in
logarithmic scale. While our LTR model seems to have a good performance which is able
to match DB X’s performance, the plans of the comparison models have an extremely poor
performance. To investigate the reasons for their bad performance, we analyze some of their
predicted execution plans. In examining some of the plans, we note that Neo often predicts
merge and nested loop joins for queries where the other models predict mainly hash joins.

††https://github.com/gregrahn/join-order-benchmark
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(b) 5GB data – not used in training data generation–

Abb. 6: Median runtime of our LTR model, the three comparison models, and DB X. Our LTR model
matches the performance of DB X and exceeds it for long-running queries while it always outperforms
Neo, Bao, and the baseline model.

Most of these predicted merge joins require a preceding sort. We hypothesize that this is the
reason why the plans predicted by Neo often throw a timeout. When analyzing the plans of
the baseline model and Bao, we observe that also these models often predict merge joins
with a preceding sort even though not as often as Neo does. Similar to Neo, we assume that
these join operators in combination with sorts result in worse plans.

Note that we trained our model on execution plans with runtimes retrieved over a database
with size of 1GB. Therefore, it is possible that our model has a different performance on
queries for larger datasets. To test this, we run another set of experiments on 5GB of data for
our model, the three comparison models and DB X. Here, we again use the same generated
queries as before even though we had to reduce the number of test queries to 95 queries (see
Table 2). We show the median runtimes of the different query types in Figure 6b. Similar to
the prediction on the smaller dataset, our model significantly outperforms the comparison
models. For short and medium queries, it matches SQL Server’s performance, and it is also
able to outperform SQL Server for long queries.

4.2.2 Relative performance

To gain more insights on the results of the predicted plans, we plot the relative performance
of the models’ chosen plans in relation to DB X. Here, we divide for every predicted plan its
time by the time DB X needed. Figure 7 shows the resulting boxplots when the 1GB TPC-H
dataset is loaded in DB X. A value below the red line signals that the corresponding model
predicted a plan with a runtime lower than the DB X suggestion. In the boxplots, we can see
clearly that our model has the best performance of all four models. Furthermore, except
for some outliers, it is often able to match or outperform DB X, especially for medium and
long queries. For short queries, it is worse than DB X. However, since short queries need
only 2sec for execution on DB X, we can see that for most queries our model’s plan is only
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Abb. 7: Relative performance of our LTR model and the comparison models in relation to DB X. Values
> 1 denote worse performance compared to DB X while values < 1 denote better performance.

slightly slower, i.e., the time difference lays within a second, while for the long queries our
model can be 5 hours faster (4,015sec for LTR model compared to 22,292sec for DB X).

Similarly, Figure 8 shows the boxplots for 5GB of TPC-H data, while using 1GB for training.
These plots emphasize that for most long-running queries and for many medium ones,
our model is able to outperform DB X. The two queries for which our model’s plans are
significantly faster than DB X’s plans are a query with performance difference of 4,857sec
and 1,467sec, respectively. For most queries where our model’s plan is faster, DB X utilizes
a stream aggregate with a pre-appended sort which slow down the query runtime.

4.3 Performance on Unseen Data

The goal of our solution is also to work with unseen data. To validate this, we load the IMDB
dataset into DB X and execute 26 different queries, extracted from the same dataset. Again,
we evaluate our model against Bao, the baseline model and DB X. Due to the fact that Neo’s
query featurization is tailored to the TPC-H dataset, we cannot use it for comparison. For
the other models and DB X, we measure the plans runtime shown in Figure 9.

We observe that our LTR model and DB X have very similar performance for most queries,
such as 14a or 3a. This is an astonishing result per se as our LTR model requires no manual
tuning compared to the hours of human-engineered cost model of DB X. For some queries,
such as 17a and 31a, our LTR model even manages to outperform DB X and achieve up to
5× better query performance. When analyzing our model’s predicted plans, we observed
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Abb. 8: Relative performance of queries on 5GB of data for our model and the comparison models to
DB X. Our LTR model performs the best among all four models.

that our model predicts only hash joins. We assume that this might result from the nature of
the IMDB data. In contrast to the data from the TPC-H benchmark, this dataset does not
contain any indexes referencing to other tables which can be used to sort the table while
scanning. Therefore, a merge join would always require at least one sort. We hypothesize
that these sorts let the model predict a worse relevance score for queries with a merge join.
Nevertheless, it seems that our model overfits slightly in favor of hash joins because it
also does not predict any nested loop joins. However, in some cases DB X outperforms our
model, e.g., for queries 20a and 26a. An analysis of the corresponding plans shows that DB
X utilizes adaptive joins for these queries, a join algorithm we did not use while training
because we were not able to produce valid plans with this join type. We, thus, consider
the integration of adaptive joins future work. In addition, we observe that LTR performed
slightly better than the baseline for most queries and for some of them (e.g., queries 17a, 5a,
6a) it was significantly better. Interestingly, we also observed that Bao predicts plans with
a bad performance for almost every query. Looking into its predicted execution plans for
queries where Bao timeouts, we realized that it always predicts bushy join trees with nested
loop joins as well as many merge joins with preceding sorts for both relations. For most
queries, this seems to be a bad combination.

In conclusion, our model’s performance on unseen data is good even though it only predicts
hash joins. We assume that including data of queries for other datasets as well as adaptive
joins might solve its overfitting issue. Nevertheless, our model is able to predict proper
execution plans on unknown data, and it predicts some better plans than DB X resulting to a
performance increase up to 5×, while it does not require manual tuning.
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5 Related Work

To our knowledge there is no work that leverages an LTR approach for query optimization.
Works aiming at replacing a cost model with an ML model focus on estimating the execution
time of plans, typically using regression models. Similarly, there are several efforts using
ML for query performance prediction.

Early works that incorporated the use of ML for query performance prediction, mainly
use a set of models, e.g., one for each operator, and aggregate them into a single cost.
For example, [Ak12] uses different granularities for encoding and estimating plans, such
as on plan-level, operator-level, and a hybrid approach. Compared to our solution, they
not only use a different encoding strategy, but also different models for the plan-level and
operator-level and not one model for the whole process.

A more recent work [MP19] for predicting query performance proposes the use of a modular
principle to combine NNs with two hidden layers. Depending on the operator, the model
utilizes a different neural network unit, whereas every unit produces an output with a similar
structure to ensure consistency. The resulting deep NN represents the tree structure of the
plan. The main difference to our solution is that the tree structure lies inside the model
while we use it in the feature vector. Furthermore, the model building requires the execution
time of every operator on its own, which leads to a more elaborated training data collection.

Neo [Ma19], a learned query optimizer, includes a model architecture for estimating the
execution time of plans with NNs and uses a reinforcement approach for the join ordering.
Their NN also uses tree convolution layers combined with a query vector, similar to our
model approach, even though they do not use equivalent execution plans for their estimation.
Another difference to our approach is that they do not inspect other important operators like
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aggregation or sort, only joins and scans and their featurization scheme is tight to the input
dataset schema. Bao [Ma21], another learned query optimizer, uses a NN combined with
reinforcement learning to predict the cost of an execution plan. However, the estimated cost
is not used for selecting the best plan but for providing query hints to the database. While
the NN layers are similar to our neural network, the featurization and the architecture of the
model are different. In their features, they use no query encoding, which is also depicted in
the architecture. Importantly, they do not use comparison queries during prediction.

[Ka20] proposes the use of ML, in particular a regression model, in the plan enumeration
for predicting plan performance for the cross-platform system, Apache Wayang (incubating)
(former Rheem) This work differs from ours not only because they use a vector representation
and not a tree-based representation for the featurization but also because their focus is on
performing the plan enumeration using entirely vectors.

6 Conclusions

We presented a learning-to-rank (LTR) approach for ML-based query optimization. Our
proposal consists of (i) a novel listwise neural network architecture that considers not only
one plan at a time but also its equivalent plans and a ranking-based loss function, (ii) two
score functions that transform the runtime of the execution plans to a ranking score used as
label, (iii) a featurization scheme for the execution plans that covers a wide range of operators
and is oblivious to the dataset, and (iv) an adaptation of a bottom-up enumeration algorithm
to work with our listwise LTR model. We evaluated our approach with a commercial
database that includes a cost-based optimizer and two state-of-the-art regression-based ML
approaches. Our results show that our LTR approach was able to match the performance
of the commercial database for short and medium queries, while it outperformed it for
long-running queries (up to 5×, leading to a runtime decrease of up to 5h). In addition, our
approach systematically chooses better plans than state-of-the-art learning-based approaches,
resulting in a performance speedup of over an order of magnitude.
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Pairwise Learning to Rank for Hit Song Prediction

Maximilian Mayerl1, Michael Vötter2, Günther Specht3, Eva Zangerle4

Abstract: Predicting the popularity of songs in advance is of great interest to the music industry,
possible applications include assessing the potential of a new song, automated songwriting assistants,
or song recommender systems. This task was traditionally solved by using pointwise models focused
on single songs, either using classification to categorize songs into classes like hit and non-hit, or
regression to predict popularity metrics like play count. In this work, we draw inspiration from
research on learning to rank and instead use a pairwise model. Our model takes a pair of songs
𝐴 and 𝐵 and predicts whether song 𝐴 is more popular than song 𝐵. We present a neural network
model that is trained in a pairwise fashion, as well as two data augmentation strategies for improving
its performance. We also compare our model to one trained in a traditional pointwise manner. Our
experiments show that the pairwise model using our proposed augmentation strategies outperforms
the pointwise model.

Keywords: Learning to Rank; Hit Song Prediction; Pairwise Ranking

1 Introduction

Hit song prediction, also called song popularity prediction, is a common task in music
information retrieval. Its goal is to predict how popular a particular song is going to be,
where popularity is usually defined in terms of sales, streaming counts, or a proxy like chart
positions. Solving this task is of high interest to members of the music industry. A record
label could use it to screen potential new releases, decide whether to release a record or to
determine how much to invest in a particular record’s promotion. Musicians could use it
to get automated feedback while writing songs. Music retailers or streaming sites could
employ it to augment their recommender systems.

In general, hit song prediction is often framed as a classification or regression problem.
In the classification case, models are trained to divide songs into classes like popular and
unpopular, while in the regression case, models predict popularity measures such as a song’s
top chart position or listening counts. As their input, hit song prediction models typically
use intrinsic features of the song’s audio signal, ranging from low-level features like Mel
spectrograms to high-level features like danceability. Some models also incorporate song
lyrics.
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At its core, hit song prediction can also be viewed as a ranking problem—ordering songs by
their popularity provides an implicit ranking of songs by popularity. This is also reflected
in how song popularity is often communicated in the form of charts. To model hit song
prediction for our approach, we borrow from a related field in information retrieval—learning
to rank [Li11]. Most existing approaches to hit song prediction have one thing in common:
they seek to predict the popularity—either in the form of a class label or a continuous
popularity measure—of a single song; they are pointwise ranking models. In learning to
rank (LTR), pointwise models have historically been superseded by pairwise and listwise
models, which show better results than pointwise approaches. We, therefore, propose to
tackle hit song prediction using a pairwise approach, solving the following task: Given a
pair of songs 𝐴 and 𝐵, predict whether song 𝐴 is more popular than song 𝐵.

The core contributions of this paper are: (1) We propose a neural network model that takes
the audio features of two songs as its input and outputs a label 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1}, indicating whether
the first song is more popular than the second song. (2) We propose two approaches to
augment the data used for training this model, and show that both of these approaches
improve the performance of the resulting model. (3) We compare the performance of our
model against a model that is trained in the traditional, pointwise way—i.e., as a regressor
predicting a popularity score for a single song—and show that the pairwise model performs
better for ranking songs by popularity than the pointwise model. (4) For our experiments,
we construct a dataset based on data from MusicBrainz5, AcousticBrainz6, and Last.fm7,
which we make publicly available.

2 Related Work

Given its big potential impact on the music industry, a body of research has investigated
possible solutions, with mixed results. Originally, there was doubt whether predicting song
popularity based on audio features of a song was even possible. To that end, Pachet and
Roy [PR08] performed a classification experiments using audio features, and concluded
that “hit song science is not yet a science”. Later approaches were more successful, and
used either classification or regression models. The machine learning models employed for
this include support vector machines [LL18, DL05], boosting classifiers [DL05], shifting
perceptrons [Ni11], and more complex neural network architectures [Za19, Ya17, Yu17].
What most of those approaches have in common is that they only consider single songs at
a time; their models take individual songs, and seek to predict their popularity. However,
song popularity does not exist in isolation. Songs are competing with each other for the
attention and time of music listeners.

Therefore, our approach aims to take this competitive context into account by looking at
pairs of songs. To the best of our knowledge, there exists only one similar approach. Yu et

5 https://musicbrainz.org

6 https://acousticbrainz.org

7 https://www.last.fm
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al. [Yu17] use a pair of CNNs with shared parameters, which they then train using a loss
function incorporating a ranking loss. This makes their CNNs predict popularity scores that
reflect the relative popularity ranking of the songs. However, different from our approach,
their model still produces a scalar popularity score for every song, whereas our approach
aims to directly answer whether one song is more popular than another.

3 Dataset

To conduct our experiments, we require a dataset of songs with both audio features as well
as popularity information. Such a dataset needs to have the following properties: (1) It
has to be large enough to make training of a neural network model with a large number
of parameters feasible. (2) The songs have to follow a realistic distribution of popularity,
to avoid introducing biases into models trained on the dataset. (3) The dataset needs to
feature a popularity measure that can be used equally well for popular and unpopular songs.
(4) Ideally, it should be publicly available or consist only of data that is publicly available,
to make our research reproducible. To our knowledge, no such dataset is currently publicly
available. Therefore, we propose a new dataset, which we also make available publicly for
other researchers via Zenodo8. Datasets that were previously used for hit song prediction
are either too small (with only a few thousand songs), have a biased (unrealistic) distribution
of popularity (e.g., are balanced in hits and non-hits), use popularity measures that are
not suitable for unpopular songs (e.g., chart positions only being available for popular
songs), or are not publicly available. A comparison of our dataset to the ones used in prior
research is given in Table 1. For the construction of our dataset, we used three sources of
data: MusicBrainz9 for song metadata, AcousticBrainz10 for acoustic features, and Last.fm11

for play counts as popularity measure. As can be seen from Table 1, our dataset is the
largest, features a realistic popularity distribution, and uses a popularity measure that equally
addresses popular and unpopular songs. In the following, we describe the creation of the
dataset.

3.1 Song Metadata

MusicBrainz is an openly available database of music metadata. It provides information
about artists, recordings, releases, etc., and gets its data via crowd-sourcing. We use this
database as our ground set of songs. Since MusicBrainz contains information about a large
number of songs, both popular and unpopular, we reason that a random sample of songs
drawn from its database should give us a set of songs that is reasonably representative in
terms of the distribution of their popularity. We do note, however, that songs only known to

8 https://zenodo.org/record/7525833#.Y77d-7XMJaY

9 https://musicbrainz.org

10 https://acousticbrainz.org

11 https://www.last.fm
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Used By Size PD PM PA

Pachet and Roy [PR08] 32,000 no yes no
Dhanaraj and Logan [DL05] 1,700 no no no
Lee and Lee [LL18] 16,686 no no no
Lee and Lee [LL18] 1,264 no no no
Ni et al. [Ni11] 5,947 no no no
Zangerle et al. [Za19] 11,646 no no yes
Yang et al. [Ya17] ~125,000 no yes no

Our Dataset 142,963 yes yes yes

Tab. 1: A comparison of datasets used in prior research and our dataset. Size is given in number
of songs. PD: Is the popularity distribution of songs in the dataset realistic? PM: Is the popularity
measure used in the dataset suitable for popular as well as unpopular songs? PA: Is the dataset publicly
available?

very few people are unlikely to have an entry in MusicBrainz, which could introduce a slight
bias towards more popular music. For our dataset, we used a dump of the MusicBrainz
database obtained at the beginning of 2020. From the songs in the database, we drew a
random sample of approximately 20%, providing us with 3,407,667 songs.

3.2 Acoustic Features

After obtaining our ground set of songs, the next step was to gather audio data for these
songs. For this, we used AcousticBrainz, a project in the same vein as MusicBrainz to
collect a set of rich audio features for as many songs as possible. These audio features are
obtained by contributors of AcousticBrainz running a client application, which performs
feature extraction using the open-source Essentia library [Bo13b, Bo13a] and then uploads
the results to the AcousticBrainz platform. We chose to use AcousticBrainz because (1) its
data is indexed by MusicBrainz IDs, making it easy to merge the audio data with our set of
songs, (2) it provides audio features for a large collection of songs, and (3) Essentia is a
well-known feature extractor which is frequently used in music information retrieval.

For our dataset, we used the newest AcousticBrainz data dump, released in January 2015.
This limits our dataset to songs that were released before that date. This way, we were
able to obtain audio data for 201,047 of the 3,407,667 songs in our ground dataset. Via
AcousticBrainz, we added the following audio features to our dataset, which are a subset of
the features provided by AcousticBrainz12 (we mainly retained features describing the whole
song, as opposed to individual time slices of a song): 71 high-level audio features (mood
and genre descriptors, gender of the singer, etc.), 236 low-level audio features (loudness,
dissonance, spectral features like MFCCs, etc.), 57 rhythmic features (beats per minute,
onset rate, etc.), and 45 tonal features (the key of the song, the tuning frequency, etc.).

12 https://essentia.upf.edu/streaming_extractor_music.html#music-descriptors
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Property Count Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Median

Number of Songs 142,963 - - - - -
Number of Artists 25,667 - - - - -
Number of Features 409 - - - - -

Songs per Artist - 5.57 14.25 1.00 588.00 2.00
Play Count - 100,046.28 464,534.19 0.00 16,668,020.0 4,325.0

Tab. 2: Summary of the properties of our dataset.

3.3 Popularity Measure

The last step for constructing our dataset was adding a suitable popularity measure. Along
the lines of Schedl [Sc16], we used the play counts provided by Last.fm for this. Last.fm is
a popular music listening platform that can be queried using MusicBrainz IDs, making it
easy to crawl the play counts for the songs in our dataset. Using play counts as a popularity
measure has the benefit of providing a natural measure for the popularity of all songs, as
opposed to only for popular songs like chart position or similar measures. Of the 201,047
songs with audio features, we were able to obtain a play count for 146,075 songs. Finally,
we removed songs for which audio features were missing (i.e., had no value), resulting in a
total of 142,963 songs for our final dataset. Those songs were performed by 25,667 distinct
artists. Table 2 features an overview of the dataset.

4 Methods

Our approach to hit song prediction relies on a pairwise model which, given a pair of songs
𝐴 and 𝐵, attempts to predict whether song 𝐴 is more popular than song 𝐵. This approach is
grounded in research on learning to rank [Li11], where pairwise models have superseded
pointwise approaches. We propose a neural network model that takes the audio features
(cf. Section 3.2) of two songs as its input and produces a binary label answering the above
question as output. Further, we present two techniques for augmenting the training data to
further improve the model’s performance. In the following, we present the model, followed
by our approaches toward training data augmentation.

4.1 Pairwise LTR Model

The model we propose is a quite straightforward neural network architecture. We employ
a feed-forward network with six hidden layers of sizes between 256 and 64 neurons, and
an output layer with a single neuron. A schematic depiction of our network architecture is
given in Figure 1. The hidden layers all use SELU activation, as proposed by Klambauer
et al. [Kl17]. We chose SELU units because they showed the best results in preliminary
experiments, where we tested them against ELU, ReLU and tanh activations.
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Fig. 1: A schematic depiction of our model.

As described by Klambauer et al. [Kl17], we initialized the weights of the network with
values drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance, as is necessary
to obtain the self-normalizing property of SELU units. We also use the modified dropout
variant proposed by Klambauer et al., with a dropout factor of 10%. For the output layer, we
use a single neuron with sigmoid activation. The output is a value 𝑦′ ∈ [0, 1], which is then
mapped to a label 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1}, where 𝑦 = 1 signifies that song 𝐴 is more popular than song
𝐵, and 𝑦 = 0 signifies that the opposite is the case. The mapping is done via

𝑦 =

{
0 if 𝑦′ < 0.5
1 otherwise.

(1)

4.2 Training Data Augmentation

To improve the classification performance of our model, we propose two augmentation
strategies for the training data that aim to force the model to focus on those aspects that
potentially make a song more popular than another. Note that these augmentation strategies
are only possible due to the model being trained in a pairwise fashion—they could not be
applied to a pointwise model. In the following, we explain those strategies and our reasoning
behind them. Note that these augmentation strategies work independently of each other and
always operate on the base dataset. In other words, samples generated by one augmentation
step are not used as the input to another step.
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4.2.1 Mirrored Training

The first augmentation strategy we propose is mirrored training. It works as follows: If our
training dataset contains a pair of songs 𝑥 = (𝐴, 𝐵) with label 𝑦, we add the pair 𝑥′ = (𝐵, 𝐴)
with label 𝑦′ as defined in the following equation to the training set:

𝑦′ =


0 if 𝑦 = 1
0 if 𝑦 = 0 and A and B have same play count
1 otherwise

(2)

In other words, we mirror the pair of songs and invert the label (or leave it as 0, if both
songs have the same play count, meaning that none is more popular than the other). We
expect this augmentation strategy to help the model with learning to work independently of
the order of the two input songs.

4.2.2 Reflexive Training

The second augmentation strategy we propose is reflexive training. It works as follows: If
our training dataset contains a pair of songs 𝑥 = (𝐴, 𝐵), regardless of the label, we add the
following two instances to the training data:

• (𝐴, 𝐴), with label 𝑦 = 0
• (𝐵, 𝐵), with label 𝑦 = 0

In other words, we add pairs for both songs compared with themselves. The label is 0 in
both cases since no song can be more popular than itself. Our reasoning for this strategy is
that it should force the model to focus on comparing the two songs to determine which one
is the more popular one, instead of focusing on the features of one of the songs. Without
this augmentation, we expect that the model could, for example, simply learn to classify
whether the first song in a pair is popular, essentially ignoring the second song.

5 Experiments

Given our model and dataset, we performed the following experiments to evaluate the
performance of our pairwise model and the effectiveness of our augmentation strategies
against a traditional pointwise model.

5.1 Generating Pairs of Songs

To obtain training and testing data for our pairwise model, we have to draw random pairs of
songs from our dataset that we described in Section 3. For this, we first split our dataset
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into training (64,175 songs), test (47,178 songs), and validation set 31,610 songs). The
validation set was only used for preliminary experiments. For training and testing, we took
the training and test sets, respectively, and then generated pairs of songs from each set
as follows. Suppose we want to draw 𝑛 pairs. We then generate two lists of length 𝑛 of
random integers in the range [1, 𝑚] with 𝑚 = 142, 963 being the number of songs in the
set. Those two lists are then used as the indices of the first and second song in the pairs,
respectively. This means that if, for example, the two lists were [1212, 2342, 1, 42, ...] and
[96, 232, 3636, 5, ...], the first pair would consist of songs number 1212 and 96, the second
pair of songs 2342 and 232, etc. For the labels, we use the Last.fm play count of song 𝑋 ,
pc(𝑋), and for pair (𝐴, 𝐵) set 𝑦 as follows:

𝑦 =

{
1 if pc(𝐴) > pc(𝐵)
0 otherwise

(3)

5.2 Experiments for the Pairwise Model

To verify the performance of our pairwise model and the effectiveness of our augmentation
strategies, we performed a set of four experiments:

• pairwise: An experiment with our model as described in Section 4, without using
any of our augmentation strategies.

• pairwise-mirror: An experiment with the proposed model, but using the mirrored
training augmentation strategy.

• pairwise-reflexive: An experiment with the same model, but using the reflexive
training augmentation strategy.

• pairwise-full: An experiment with the same model, and using both the mirrored
training and reflexive training augmentation strategies.

For our experiments, we drew 300,000 pairs of random songs for the training and 100,000
pairs for the test set. The random seed was fixed, so that all experiments were performed
with the same base set of song pairs. For testing, we also performed mirroring augmentation
if the model was trained with mirroring. We never performed reflexive augmentation for
the test set, as in a practical application the model would never be used to predict if a
song is more popular than itself. For all experiments, our model was trained using binary
cross-entropy loss using the Adam optimizer [KB14]; we trained for 100 epochs.

5.3 Comparison: Pointwise Model

To judge how well our pairwise model performs compared to traditionally trained pointwise
models for hit song prediction, we also performed experiments with a model trained in a
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Model Mirrored Training Reflexive Training F1 Precision Recall

pairwise-full yes yes 0.670 0.622 0.726
pairwise-mirror yes no 0.640 0.637 0.642
pairwise-reflexive no yes 0.626 0.653 0.602
pairwise no no 0.617 0.633 0.602

pointwise n/a n/a 0.629 0.627 0.631

Tab. 3: The results of our experiments.

traditional way—i.e., as a pointwise regression model predicting the play count of a given
song. For this, we used the same general model architecture as for our pairwise model, to
make results as comparable as possible, but reduced the input layer to only contain the
features for a single song, as opposed to a pair of songs. For this experiment, the output layer
activation function was removed, since we need the network to be able to output arbitrary
values for predicting the play count of a given song. For training and testing, we used the
same training and test set splits as outlined in Section 5.1. The training was done over 100
epochs, using mean squared error loss. For the evaluation, we randomly drew 100,000 pairs
of songs from the testing set, using the same procedure as described in Section 5.1, and then
used the model to predict the play counts for both songs in the pair. If the predicted play
count of the first song was higher than that of the second song, we set the predicted label to
1, meaning that the model predicted the first song to be more popular, and otherwise we set
it to 0. This procedure allows us to evaluate how well a pointwise model performs relative
ranking—i.e., detecting which of two songs should be the higher ranked one—and makes it
possible to compare the results of the pointwise and the pairwise model.

6 Results and Discussion

For the evaluation, we use the F1 score, precision and recall metrics, since those metrics
are widely used to measure the performance of classification models and provide a fair
evaluation even if a dataset is not balanced, which should make our results more easily
comparable to others. The results of the evaluation are given in Table 3. Looking at the
pairwise models, a clear difference can be seen between the models using augmentation
and the one which does not. The model without any form of data augmentation achieves an
F1 score of 0.617, which is outperformed by all models using augmentation. The models
using only a single augmentation strategy show slight to moderate improvements, with an
F1 score of 0.626 for the model using reflexive training, and 0.640 for the model using
mirrored training. Notably, mirrored training seems to primarily boost recall, improving
from 0.602 for the model without augmentation to 0.642, while reflexive training seems
to primarily boost precision, improving from 0.633 for the model without augmentation
to 0.653. Combining both augmentation strategies leads to the best performance, with an
F1 score of 0.670. This shows that the proposed augmentation methods are individually
effective and complement each other well.
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The pointwise model achieves an F1 score of 0.629. Comparing to the pairwise models,
we see that while the pointwise model perform better than the pairwise model trained
without any augmentation, the models using a single augmentation strategy perform about
as good as the regression models. The model combining both augmentation strategies
clearly outperforms the regression models, with an F1 score of 0.670 compared to 0.629.
This shows that training a model in a pairwise fashion and leveraging suitable augmentation
strategies—which only becomes possible due to the model being a pairwise model—leads
to a model that is better at predicting the relative popularity of two songs, at least in our
setup.

We do note, however, that there are limitations to our results. First, while we tried to keep
the bias towards more popular songs in our dataset as low as possible, we acknowledge that
our data sources most probably still exhibit such a bias. Nonetheless, the popularity in our
dataset shows a characteristic long tail distribution, implying that this bias is small. Second,
our dataset is also biased towards slightly older songs, containing no songs released after
January 2015. We note that, in the context of using play counts as a popularity measure,
this, in fact, helps reduce a popularity bias in the data, as older songs naturally had more
time to accrue plays, which would unfairly disadvantage newer songs.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a pairwise approach for hit song prediction. We created a model
which, given a pair of songs 𝐴 and 𝐵, predicts whether song 𝐴 is more popular than
song 𝐵. For this, we proposed a neural network architecture which takes as its input audio
features of two songs and thus can be trained to directly answer that question, as opposed
to traditional pointwise approaches for popularity prediction. Furthermore, we proposed
two data augmentation strategies to improve the performance of our model. Our results
showed that both augmentation strategies are effective in improving the performance of our
pairwise model, and that using both together leads to the best results. We also performed
a comparison with a model trained in a traditional way—i.e., as a pointwise model—and
showed that our pairwise model trained using both of our augmentation strategies clearly
outperforms it.

Future work includes analyzing the importance of individual features, to determine which
features allow a pairwise model to determine which song is more popular. Another possible
direction for future work is to investigate whether other popularity measures (distinct listener
count, chart positions, etc.) can also effectively be used with a pairwise model. As our
results suggest that approaches from learning to rank seem to be transferable to hit song
prediction, a natural next step would also be to use more sophisticated pairwise learning to
rank models to predict the popularity of songs.
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Communication-Optimal Parallel Reservoir Sampling
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Abstract: When evaluating complex analytical queries on high-velocity data streams, many systems
cannot run those queries on all elements of a stream. Sampling is a widely used method to reduce
the system load by replacing the input with a representative yet manageable subset. For unbounded
data, reservoir sampling generates a fixed-size uniform sample independent of the input cardinality.
However, the collection of reservoir samples itself can already be a bottleneck for high-velocity data.

In this paper, we introduce a technique that allows fully parallelizing reservoir sampling for many-core
architectures. Our approach relies on the efficient combination of thread-local samples taken over
chunks of the input without necessitating communication during the sampling phase and with minimal
communication when merging. We show how our efficient merge guarantees uniform random samples
while allowing data to be distributed over worker threads arbitrarily. Our analysis of this approach
within the Umbra database system demonstrates linear scaling along the available threads and the
ability to sustain high-velocity workloads.

Keywords: Reservoir Sampling; Parallel Sampling; Stream Processing

1 Introduction

With the widespread deployment of cheap connected sensors and the increased use of
off-premise systems, there is an ever-growing need to analyze the log and data streams
generated by these sensors and systems remotely. Due to this data’s high volume and
high velocity, analyzing all generated entries and values is often infeasible. Therefore,
many analyses are performed on a reduced version of the data. Some applications rely
on aggregates over windows or subsets of the data, e.g., monitoring average temperature
readings in a given area. Others, e.g., for analyzing log streams, apply highly selective filters
to reduce the input cardinality, showing only relevant error messages and surrounding entries.
However, for some applications, representative and unfiltered data points are desirable.
Sampling is employed to reduce the data stream to a manageable size for analytics systems.

By drawing a uniform sample from a stream of data points, each point of the stream has an
equal probability of being part of the resulting sample, and thus the result is representative
of the entire stream. Sampling is utilized in a wide range of applications, e.g., for workload
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statistics [BRN20, LN90], machine learning [Sc22, Sc21, Sc15], and big data [Ma20].
While some sampling algorithms take a variable-sized subset of the input, e.g., selecting
𝑥% of the arriving tuples at random, their resulting sample size can still be infeasible
for analyzing high-velocity unbounded data streams. Therefore, we will focus on those
algorithms that produce a fixed-sized sample independent of the input size, i.e., reservoir
sampling.

While reservoir sampling produces a uniform random sample in a single pass over the input
in O(𝑛(1 + log(𝑁/𝑛))) [Li94], the sheer volume of data can lead to bottlenecks during the
sampling phase. In the past, the growth in data could be compensated by the performance
improvements of new hardware. However, with Moore’s law coming to its end, a single
core can often no longer keep up. Therefore, many solutions for stream processing and
analysis, such as dedicated stream processing engines [Za16, Ze20, Ca15] and in-database
stream-processing approaches [Wi20], have focused on processing incoming streams in a
parallel and distributed manner.

In this paper, we describe a mechanism allowing fully parallel reservoir sampling without
communication between sampling threads. By keeping thread-local samples over chunks
of the input, we can construct a complete sample of size 𝑛 in parallel from 𝑝 worker
samples using only 2𝑝 + 𝑛 messages in an efficient k-way merge. The low message
overhead is especially beneficial in distributed environments, where communication takes
place using comparably slow and expensive network connections. Further, we describe
an O(𝑝 + 𝑛 log(𝑝)) merge strategy optimized for small sample sizes and show that it
can guarantee uniform random samples, independent of how input elements are assigned
to workers. By constraining all communication to our merge stage, our approach can
scale almost linearly in many-core machines. Implementing our approach within the code-
generating Umbra database system [NF20], we demonstrate that our approach is applicable
in real-world systems. Using this implementation, we evaluate our novel merge strategy
against a merge strategy based on a hypergeometric distribution in many-core applications
for different sample sizes, showing that our proposed merge is beneficial for small sample
sizes. Overall, our communication optimal reservoir sampling can scale linearly along the
number of available workers and sustain a sampling throughput of more than 300 million
tuples per second per thread, independent of the distribution used in the merge.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We introduce relevant concepts and
algorithms to our approach in Sect. 2 and discuss related work. In Sect. 3, we present the
design and implementation of both of our contributions and prove the correctness of our
novel merge strategy. To demonstrate our approach’s applicability and performance, we
evaluate its scalability and throughput in Sect. 4 before concluding in Sect. 5.
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2 Background and Related Work

Approximate results are often deemed acceptable to gain instant query response times for
analytics over large volumes of data. Simple random samples of fixed size are a reliable tool
to reduce the costs of computing approximate statistics [SA22]. We will argue why this tool
is particularly interesting and discuss related work in constructing such samples.

When using a random sample, a small random subset of the data is picked and processed
instead of the entire data, significantly improving query response times. Other statistical
tools, such as histograms [Co12] and distinct count sketches [FN19], are useful for
approximate statistics. However, they are inflexible as the filters that they can evaluate are
limited. A histogram can only evaluate simple predicates, such as one (or few) dimensional
ranges. Samples, on the other hand, can evaluate arbitrary predicates, as they are smaller
representatives of the entire data set. In the absence of complex filters, histograms can
provide useful upper bounds, while samples can only provide probabilistic estimates.
However, with large enough samples, the variance of the estimates a sample provides is
relatively low and can be relied upon. Additionally, with complex filters, a histogram’s
upper bounds can be too high to be useful, as it can only consider simple range predicates.

There are many ways to pick a random sample. For computing unbiased statistics, simple
random samples without replacement are a good fit as every subset of the data is selected
with equal probability. Tillé [Ti11] describes the theoretical background of simple random
sampling and computation of statistics from a simple random sample. Ting [Ti21] provides
efficient implementations for a range of algorithms for sampling without replacement. We
focus on samples of fixed size. In contrast to Bernoulli sampling, where every tuple is
picked with independent probability \, fixed-size samples do not grow alongside the input
data size. One might assume a larger sample would be a better fit for a larger data set. This
is true for predicates whose selectivity decrease with increasing data set size, such as filters
for fixed timespan on a data set that grows over time. However, for predicates of constant
selectivity, the size of the data set has little to no effect on the quality of the sample. We will
try to build a simplified intuition as to why and refer the reader to the detailed theoretical
analysis by Moerkotte and Hertzschuch [MH20] for further details.

Given a sample of size 𝑛, a data set of size 𝑁 = 𝜌𝑛, and a predicate of constant selectivity 𝜎,
we want to estimate the number of matches 𝐾 = 𝜎𝑁 = 𝜎𝑛𝜌 where 𝜌 is the ratio of the size
of the data set to the size of the sample. This task is common in cardinality estimation within
database systems [He21]. As a strategy, we evaluate the predicate on the sample and count
the number of matches 𝑘 , which is a random variable from the hypergeometric distribution
𝐻𝐺 (𝜌𝑛, 𝜎𝜌𝑛, 𝑛). We use the simple estimator �̂� = 𝑘𝜌 as our estimate of 𝐾 = 𝜎𝑛𝜌. As a
simple cost metric, we define the expected relative mean squared error of our estimate as:

rMSE = E

[(
�̂� − 𝐾
𝐾

)2]
= E

[(
𝑘𝜌 − 𝜎𝑛𝜌
𝜎𝑛𝜌

)2
]
=

1
𝜎𝑛

Var [𝑘] = 1 − 𝜎
𝜎

𝜌 − 1
𝜌𝑛 − 1

≈ 1 − 𝜎
𝜎

1
𝑛

(1)
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Assuming 𝜌 is relatively large, it disappears from our error estimate, implying that the
relative size of the sample has little to no effect on the accuracy of this estimate. On the
contrary, the predicate’s selectivity and the sample’s absolute size directly influence the error.
An intuitive explanation of this result is that we can assume that the data set from which
we are sampling is itself a random sample drawn from an infinite distribution. Resampling
from this intermediate sample simply means that we construct a smaller sample of the
original data set. The size of the intermediate sample has only a small effect on the final
sample’s contents. So, given requirements on the error and information on the selectivity of
predicates, it makes sense to pick a fixed sample size rather than having sample sizes adapt
to the data set size as adapting the size of a sample is a costly operation requiring that the
sample be rebuilt.

The optimal way to compute a simple random sample depends on various factors. Our
proposed approach focuses on concurrently sampling from many parallel data streams
in environments where communication costs are high (we are optimal in the number of
communications), and memory usage is not a limiting factor. Due to these assumptions,
our approach is flexible and an excellent fit for distributed environments. There are simpler
algorithms for when the size of the data set is known beforehand: The draw-by-draw procedure
iterates over the sample and picks tuples one by one with potentially high costs from random
accesses into the data [Ti11]. The sequential selection-rejection method described by Fan
et al. [FMR62] instead iterates over the data to produce the sample. Vitter [Vi84, Vi87]
further improves the selection rejection method by computing skip lengths; rather than
iterating over the data one tuple at a time, one can probabilistically generate the number of
tuples to skip before the next tuple is selected, significantly reducing the number of random
number generations. This approach is parallelized by Sanders et al. [Sa16] by distributing
the task of random sampling among different workers. Chickering et al. [CRM07] describe
merging parallel reservoir samples using a hypergeometric distribution, which we utilize
for larger sample sizes, and offer proof that the resulting sample is still uniformly random.
However, they send all local samples to a centralized coordinator for the merge, leading to
communication overhead.

To maintain a sample of size 𝑛 in a single pass over a data stream, a set of more than 𝑛
values, the so-called reservoir, needs to be processed to guarantee a simple random sample
at any point during processing. All procedures maintaining a simple random sample in
a single pass over a data stream are variants of the reservoir sampling algorithm defined
by Vitter [Vi85]. Reservoir sampling iterates over input tuples and selects them for the
sample with a probability proportional to the number of tuples seen so far. Vitter [Vi85]
improves on this by probabilistically generating skips, a contiguous amount of tuples not
contained in the sample, thus reducing the costs for generating random numbers from O(𝑁)
to O(𝑛(1+ log(𝑁/𝑛))). Li [Li94] improves on the approach by Vitter by proposing a simpler
distribution to generate skips. These sequential approaches only support sampling data from
a single stream. Hübschle-Schneider and Sanders [HS20] also parallelize reservoir sampling
by independently collecting multiple reservoirs and merging them afterward. However,
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their approach needs to maintain a distributed priority queue, which incurs additional
communication costs but potentially reduces the sizes of their independent samples. For
situations where memory is scarce, Tirthapura and Woodruff [TW11] maintain a single
sample at a central coordinator. Their approach has optimal communication complexity for
the centralized sample setting. Birler et al. [BRN20] reduce the communication costs of
Tirthapura and Woodruff’s approach by accepting temporary imperfections in the central
sample that are eventually corrected. Our approach, in contrast, is communication optimal
among all possible distributed reservoir sampling algorithms. For this property, we accept
a slight increase in per-stream memory consumption, which is acceptable in analytical
workloads as our local samples are fixed-sized and small compared to all the other data the
streams need to maintain.

The performance characteristics of the various approaches can be analyzed by looking at
communication costs, total processing costs, and total memory use. These three metrics are
influenced by the utilized sampling approach, the sample size, the data size, and the number
of workers. Shared-sample-based approaches [BRN20, TW11] benefit from low memory
use and total processing costs. Thus, they are well applicable to low communication cost
environments, such as a single machine with a single CPU socket. However, in settings with
high communication costs, such as manycore machines with multiple sockets or distributed
networks, distributed sampling approaches [HS20] are beneficial as they sacrifice memory
and some computation to cut down on inter-worker communication. These trade-offs are
necessary as Tirthapura and Woodruff [TW11] prove that communication costs may not be
optimal when only one shared sample exists. In our approach, where we focus on minimizing
communication costs, we must maintain a full sample per worker. Otherwise, we must
incur additional communication or provide weaker guarantees, such as a probability of
failure [Sa16].

3 Approach

Having outlined the background in sampling, we can describe our merge-based parallel
reservoir sampling technique and the novel post-sampling merge strategy optimized for
small sample sizes. Our approach aims to draw a sample of 𝑛 tuples uniformly random
in parallel from an input of 𝑁 tuples using 𝑝 workers. Each worker 𝑖 draws a thread-local
reservoir sample of size 𝑛 out of the 𝑁𝑖 tuples assigned to it, denoted as 𝑠𝑖,1 . . . 𝑠𝑖,𝑛, using
algorithm 𝐿 [Li94]. This sample is merged into a global sample on demand. We assume
no prior knowledge about the workload, only the reservoir size 𝑛 has to be known, and
we materialize only tuples selected for a local reservoir. Throughout this section, we will
assume a work-stealing, morsel-based [Le14] distribution of input chunks to workers,
as this is the parallelization strategy of our system Umbra. However, our approach is
applicable to any input distribution strategy. Our contributions are twofold. First, we detail
the communication-optimal merge process, which improves upon prior work independent
of the reservoir size and merge strategy used. Subsequently, we discuss our novel merge
strategy optimized for small reservoir sizes.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the sampling process with three workers consisting of 1 thread-local sampling,
2 the transfer of local cardinalities, 3 determining thread shares in the global sample, and 4 the

transfer of the resulting sample tuples.

3.1 Communication-Optimal Process

Our approach consists of two phases, the sampling and the merge phase, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the sampling phase 1 , all threads create local reservoirs of size 𝑛 over chunks of the input.
While sampling, workers fetch arriving chunks independently from one another, ensuring
that each chunk is assigned to exactly one worker. Reservoir sampling guarantees that all
local samples are uniformly random at any point, with each tuple having a probability of 𝑛

𝑁𝑖

to be contained in the corresponding thread-local sample. To generate the whole sample,
each worker first reports the cardinality of all chunks it processed, 𝑁𝑖 , to a coordinator 2 .

This coordinator can be an external worker or one of the sampling workers. First, the
coordinator determines the share in tuples that each thread-local sample has in the global
sample using either the hypergeometric distribution, or the proposed merge strategy outlined
in detail below. Then, the coordinator notifies each thread of the number of tuples it has
to choose for the global sample 3 , which in turn selects the desired amount uniformly
at random from their sample and reports it to the global sample 4 . In contrast to prior
work [CRM07] sharing all local samples with the coordinator in 𝑝𝑛 messages, our approach
needs at most 2𝑝 + 𝑛 messages: 2 per worker to communicate the local cardinality and the
number of tuples to contribute to the global sample, and 𝑛 to send the selected tuples.

3.2 Merge Strategy for Small Reservoirs

Conceptually, our approach for small reservoirs relies on iteratively evaluating and updating
a categorical distribution over all threads for each position of the final sample to determine
which thread to select for this reservoir slot. In contrast to strategies based on the hyperge-
ometric distribution, the categorical distribution has to be evaluated per sample slot and
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Algorithm 1 Calculating per-thread share of global sample
1: function calculateThreadShare(localCardinalities[])
2: globalCardinality← sum(localCardinalities)
3: fenwickTree← FenwickTree::build(localCardinalities)
4: samplesPerThread← []
5: slot← 0
6: while slot < sampleSize and globalCardinality > 0 do
7: selectedTuple← pickRandom(0, globalCardinality − 1))
8: selectedThread← fenwickTree.rank(selectedTuple)
9: samplesPerThread[selectedThread] ← samplesPerThread[selectedThread] + 1

10: fenwickTree.add(selectedTuple, −1)
11: globalCardinality← globalCardinality − 1
12: slot← slot + 1
13: return samplesPerThread

not per thread. While this is too costly for large sample sizes, it avoids the computationally
expensive hypergeometric distribution. Each thread 𝑖 is selected with a probability of 𝑁𝑖

𝑁
for

the first slot. As we sample without replacement, we decrease the cardinality of the selected
thread 𝑁𝑖 and the global cardinality 𝑁 by 1 for the next draw. All threads 𝑗 with 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 have
the probability 𝑁 𝑗

𝑁−1 of being selected for the next reservoir slot, the selected thread has a
probability of 𝑁𝑖−1

𝑁−1 . We repeat this until we have selected the source for all 𝑛 spaces in the
sample, decreasing 𝑁 and 𝑁𝑖 for the selected 𝑖 at every draw. Note that while conceptually
drawing slot by slot, we do not care about the order of the sample or the actual slot to select
from. This allows us to only track the number of tuples per thread.

Algorithm 1 shows our implementation. In the first step, we calculate the global cardinality
from the thread-local information and build a Fenwick tree over the local cardinalities
(Line 3). Fenwick trees, as described in [Fe94], allow efficient operations over prefix sums
while requiring only linear space. Building a Fenwick tree is possible in linear time, whereas
rank and update operations have logarithmic runtime. Following the setup, we can pick
the shares for each thread. For this, we first generate a random number 𝑟 in the range of 0
to 𝑁 (Line 7). For this, we first generate a random integer 𝑟 ∈ [0, 𝑁) (Line 7). From this
value, we pick the corresponding thread by using the prefix-sums stored in the Fenwick
tree. For 𝑟 ∈ [0, 𝑁1), we pick thread 1, for 𝑟 ∈ [𝑁1, 𝑁2), thread 2, and so forth. Mapping 𝑟
to a thread this way is possible in O(log(𝑝)) using the rank operation of the Fenwick tree
(Line 8). Then, we update the cardinality of the selected thread and the global cardinality
(Lines 10 and 11) for the next draw from the updated categorical distribution. We repeat the
draw and distribution update until we have either selected every tuple or filled every slot in
the final sample.

Our algorithm does not require floating point arithmetic, allowing a fast and exact evaluation.
The Fenwick tree construction dominates the setup step with a runtime of O(𝑝). The loop
of Line 6 is evaluated 𝑛 times, requiring O(log(𝑝)) to update the Fenwick tree, resulting in
an overall runtime complexity of O(𝑝 + 𝑛 log(𝑝)).
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3.3 Proof

To show that the merge strategy outlined above does not change the resulting samples’
probability, we show that it selects tuples from local reservoirs equal to the hypergeometric
distribution. For this, we will use the probability mass function 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) where 𝑋 denotes
the number of tuples selected from thread 𝑖. For our proof, we use the fact that the positions
for which 𝑖 is selected are irrelevant. Consider first the case where all 𝑘 selections of 𝑖
happen in the first 𝑘 draws, followed by 𝑛 − 𝑘 draws of 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖. This results in the probability

𝑃 (first 𝑘 from 𝑖) = 𝑁𝑖

𝑁
× 𝑁𝑖 − 1

𝑁 − 1
× · · · × 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 + 1

𝑁 − 𝑘 + 1
× 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖

𝑁 − 𝑘
× 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 1

𝑁 − 𝑘 − 1
× · · · × 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1

𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1
(2)

=
𝑁𝑖 × (𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 + 1) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 ) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1)

𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1) . (3)

It is clear that, through the commutative property of the product, the draws for 𝑖, 𝑁𝑖 to
𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 + 1, can be moved to any of the draws 𝑁 to 𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1 without changing the resulting
probability. For the full 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘), we additionally need to select the 𝑘 positions for our 𝑖
draws, resulting in the probability

𝑃 (𝑋 = 𝑘 ) = 𝑁𝑖 × (𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 + 1) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 ) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1)
𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1) ×

(
𝑛

𝑘

)
. (4)

Using
(𝑛
𝑘

)
= 𝑛!

𝑘!(𝑛−𝑘 )! and 𝑥 × (𝑥 − 1) × · · · × (𝑥 − 𝑚 + 1) = 𝑥!
(𝑥−𝑚)! we get

𝑃 (𝑋 = 𝑘 ) = (𝑁𝑖 × (𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 + 1) ) × ( (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 ) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1) )
𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1) ×

(
𝑛

𝑘

)
(5)

=
𝑁𝑖 !

(𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 )! ×
(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 ) × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 + 1)

𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1) ×
(
𝑛

𝑘

)
(6)

=
𝑁𝑖 !

(𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 )! ×
(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 )!

(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 )! ×
1

𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1) × · · · × (𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1) ×
(
𝑛

𝑘

)
(7)

=
𝑁𝑖 !

(𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 )! ×
(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 )!

(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − 𝑛 + 𝑘 )! ×
(𝑁 − 𝑛)!

𝑁 !
× 𝑛!

𝑘!(𝑛 − 𝑘 )! (8)
=

𝑁𝑖 !
𝑘!(𝑁𝑖 − 𝑘 )! ×

(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 )!
(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑖 − (𝑛 − 𝑘 ) )! × (𝑛 − 𝑘 )! ×

(𝑁 − 𝑛)!𝑛!
𝑁 !

(9)

=

(𝑁𝑖
𝑘

)
×
(𝑁−𝑁𝑖
𝑛−𝑘

)(𝑁
𝑛

) (10)

which is the probability mass function of the hypergeometric distribution.

4 Evaluation

Having outlined the implementation of our fully parallel communication-optimal reservoir
sampling approach, we demonstrate its performance, focussing on scalability and the impact
of our proposed merge strategy for small sample sizes. The experiments are conducted using
an implementation within Umbra on a server equipped with 2 AMD EPYC™ 7713 CPUs
with 64 cores each and 1 TiB of main memory. To reduce the impact of IO bottlenecks, we
generate all data using the PostgreSQL-derived generate_series6 command. All results
reported are based on averages over 9 runs, each sampling 𝑁 = 100 billion records.

6 https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-srf.html
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Fig. 2: Total sampling throughput with an increasing number of threads: Our communication-optimal
sampling approach scales nearly linearly to more than 30 billion tuples per second.

4.1 Scalability and Performance

In the first experiment, we investigate the scalability of our approach. As we require no
communication between threads during the sampling phase, we expect the sampling phase
to scale perfectly along the thread count. Additionally, the runtime of the merge phase is
independent of the input size, so we expect it to amortize for large data sets. We measure
the total throughput of our implementation with different reservoir sizes and an increasing
number of threads and report the results in Fig. 2. As expected, the throughput of processed
tuples scales nearly linearly with the number of threads. For a reservoir size of 1, our
implementation can process up to 35 billion tuples per second when using all 128 physical
cores. The experiment samples 8 B integers, so in total, our system processes up to 280 GB
of data per second.

Our approach requires each thread to collect a full-size local sample. For this reason, the
memory usage of sampling increases linearly with the number of threads. Therefore, we
expect higher sampling overhead and lower throughput for increasing sample sizes. However,
the results show that the overhead is manageable even for larger sample sizes. For example,
even when collecting a sample of size 10000, our implementation can still process over
30 billion tuples per second.

4.2 Merge Strategy Comparison

Our approach requires communication between threads only in the merge phase. We want
to show that our merge strategy, which employs a categorical distribution, can be more
efficient than a hypergeometric distribution while producing equivalent results. To evaluate
our strategy, we compare the runtime of the merge phase for both distributions. Fig. 3 shows
the relative speedup of our merge strategy with varying numbers of threads and sample
sizes. Note that the merge phase itself always runs single-threaded on a coordinator node.
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Fig. 3: Speedup of our merge strategy based on a categorical distribution over using a hypergeometric
distribution: For sample sizes below 1000, our approach achieves up to 91% speedup independent of
the number of threads.

The number of threads in the figure refers to the number of locally collected samples to be
merged.

For sample sizes up to 750, our approach consistently outperforms using the hypergeometric-
distribution-based merge. The main reason for the efficiency of our merge strategy is that
it uses no floating-point operations. However, we need to perform two operations on the
Fenwick tree for every element in the sample, while the merge phase using a hypergeometric
distribution only generates one value from the distribution for every thread, independent
of the sample size. Therefore, our merge strategy is inefficient for larger sample sizes.
The experiment further shows that our approach’s speedup is generally independent of the
number of threads: Our strategy consistently achieves similar speedup across all sample
sizes, even for several hundred threads.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new communication-optimal parallel reservoir sampling
technique, requiring only 2𝑝 + 𝑛 messages for environments with 𝑝 workers and a sample
size of 𝑛. Our technique relies on an efficient merge of thread-local reservoir samples, each
taken over arbitrarily distributed chunks of the input. In addition, we described a novel merge
strategy optimized for small sample sizes and provide proof that this strategy is statistically
equal to the hypergeometric distribution. With our implementation of communication-
optimal parallel reservoir sampling in the Umbra database system, we evaluated its overall
performance, and both merge strategies. Achieving more than 370 million samples per
thread, we showed near-linear scale up to 128 workers and a clear advantage of our optimized
merge for samples smaller than 1000 tuples.
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CLOCQ: A Toolkit for Fast and Easy Access to Knowledge
Bases

Philipp Christmann1, Rishiraj Saha Roy2, Gerhard Weikum3

Abstract: Curated knowledge bases (KBs) store vast amounts of factual world knowledge, and
are therefore ubiquitous in many information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing (NLP)
applications like question answering, named entity disambiguation, or knowledge exploration. Despite
that, accessing information from complete knowledge bases is often a daunting task. Researchers and
practitioners typically have crisp use cases in mind, for which standard querying interfaces can be
overly complex and inefficient. We aim to bridge this gap, and release a public toolkit that provides
functionalities for common KB access use cases, and make it available via a public API. Experiments
show efficiency improvements over existing KB interfaces for various important functionalities.

Keywords: Knowledge Base; Knowledge Graph; RDF; Efficiency

1 Introduction

Large curated knowledge bases (KBs), also known as knowledge graphs (KGs), like
Wikidata [VK14], DBpedia [Au07], YAGO [SKW07], Freebase [Bo08], and industrial
counterparts (e.g. at Amazon, Apple, Google, or Microsoft), store factual world knowledge
in compact RDF (Resource Description Framework) triples.

Such knowledge bases empower question answering (QA) systems [BH15, Be13, Ch19,
SRA22], that offer natural interfaces for accessing information. Most digital personal
assistants like Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, or Cortana are essentially QA systems accessing
a variety of information at their backends, including curated KBs. There is a wide range of
research on QA, ranging from methods that target simple single-shot questions [Ab18, Be13],
spanning methods dedicated for complex multi-hop questions [Su18], to algorithms that
keep track of an ongoing conversational context [CSRW22b, KSRW21, LJ21, Sa18].

For implementing QA systems, one can identify a common set of basic KB functionalities
that are very often necessary. For example, retrieving all KB facts with a specific entity, or
computing the shortest KG path between two entities, are two such frequent needs.

Apart from QA, there is a range of other tasks/applications that benefit from quick and
easy access to large KBs. Named entity recognition and detection (NERD) systems can be
1 Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik & Saarland University, Saarbrücken, Deutschland, pchristm@mpi-inf.mpg.de
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used for mapping entities in text to canonicalized objects, which can give insights about
a text at hand [FS10, Ho11, Li20]. Another example use case is entity ranking [CD22],
which features in search engines to show entity-centric information for queries like “Angela
Merkel”. Further, information or statistics extracted from the KB can be leveraged for
improving performance on downstream tasks: the distance between entities can serve as
a proxy for their semantic similarity [ZI16], the frequency of an entity in the KB can be
used for understanding how popular an entity is [Ch19], and the KB ontology can help in
relation extraction [Ko14] or answer verification [BH15].

For implementing such methods, several shared KB functionalities are required: identifying
the distance between two entities, retrieving the frequency of a KB item, retrieving the type
of an entity, or computing the shortest path between two KB items.

Available interfaces to large KBs, with multiple terabytes of data, are often based on
query languages like SPARQL. Such interfaces allow for a very general access to the
KB with arbitrary complexity, and are heavily optimized for different query patterns and
workloads [Fe13, Ur16]. However, implementing some of the basic operations mentioned
above can lead to a high degree of query complexity, manual effort and efficiency overhead.

One key problem is that using existing interfaces for accessing KBs requires deep knowledge
and understanding of the respective KB schema, which is different for every KB. Another
problem that we identify is that the whole KB storage and the corresponding query languages
are optimized for the native RDF triple structure. However, modern KBs store n-ary facts,
using reification (e.g. via qualifier statements in Wikidata, or Compound Value Types
(CVTs) in Freebase), going beyond the self-contained triples [HHK15]. In fact, one fourth of
the facts in Wikidata provide additional information via such qualifier statements. Consider
the real-life fact that Angela Merkel was chancellor of Germany, in triple structure:

⟨Angela Merkel, position held, Federal Chancellor of Germany⟩

From this fact, important contextual information is missing: she was chancellor in the past,
from 2005 to 2021, she was the 8th German chancellor, she replaced Gerhard Schröder,
etc. In triple structure, this additional context is represented by reification of the basic fact,
and adding more triples that refer to the basic fact’s identifier and express the contextual
information. The single n-ary (compound) fact discussed above would be represented as:

⟨Angela Merkel, position held, fact-id⟩
⟨fact-id, position held, Federal Chancellor of Germany⟩

⟨fact-id, start time, 2005⟩
⟨fact-id, end time, 2021⟩

⟨fact-id, series ordinal, 8⟩
⟨fact-id, replaces, Gerhard Schröder⟩

Using traditional query interfaces, retrieving all facts with Angela Merkel from the knowledge
base can be cumbersome and inefficient: queries with the entity as subject, object, and
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qualifier-object of the fact are required. An example SPARQL query for detecting all facts
with Angela Merkel as subject from Wikidata is shown below:
SELECT DISTINCT ?fact_id ?subject ?predicate ?object ?qual_pred ?qual_obj {

VALUES (?subject) {(Angela Merkel)}

?subject ?p ?fact_id .

?fact_id ?ps ?object .

?predicate wikibase:claim ?p .

?predicate wikibase:statementProperty ?ps .

OPTIONAL{

?fact_id ?pq ?qual_obj .

?qual_pred wikibase:qualifier ?pq

}

}

Similar queries need to be run binding Angela Merkel to the object and qualifier-object
position. Afterwards, the results need to be post-processed, joining all constituents for one
fact-id. Overall, this causes quite a few KB interactions and processing overhead.

Further, certain KB concepts are not well-defined for such scenarios. How should this fact
be represented in graphical form, where graphs of all facts would be overlaid to obtain a
knowledge graph? Would 2009 belong to the 1-hop neighborhood of Barack Obama? What
would be the KB distance between Barack Obama and George W. Bush? Should the shortest
path include non-content like fact-ids?

We present a fact-centric definition of the KB, which represents KB facts as arbitrary-length
lists, considering context information in qualifiers to be of comparable importance as that in
the main triple4. This allows us to establish intuitive definitions for KB neighborhood, KB
distance, and shortest paths between entities. Based on these definitions, we implement a fact-
centric KB index, ClocqKB, that allows efficient KB access to perform the functionalities
described above. The resulting KB interface is made available to the community for accessing
KBs more conveniently, both as a public API and open-source code repository.

Contributions. Our contributions in this work are as follows:

• Identifying and outline key problems with existing interfaces for common KB access
needs in many NLP and IR use cases;

• Proposing an efficient solution to the problems with existing triple-centric interfaces,
based on a fact-centric view of the KB;

• Proposing concise and unambiguous definitions for basic KB concepts;
• Making our code available, and release a public API that allows people to conveniently

access Wikidata, without having to deal with multiple terabytes of data5.

4 This implements and extends our work in WSDM 2022 [CSRW22a].
5 https://clocq.mpi-inf.mpg.de
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Fig. 1: Graph representation of a KB fact.

2 KB Index

Our primary design choice is to take a fact-centric view of the KB. Therefore, we treat
the KB as a set of facts, instead of a set of triples. As a result, we also directly store and
index the facts as a whole. With that, we avoid any complex query structures or post-hoc
joining of separate fact constituents at runtime. This helps us to significantly improve the
runtime efficiency of several important KB functionalities, like retrieving all KB facts with
a specific KB item, or computing the distance between two KB items.

2.1 Concepts and definitions

Based on a fact-centric view of the KB, we establish the following definitions, answering
the questions posed in Sec. 1.

Knowledge base. A knowledge base K is a set of KB facts.

KB fact. A KB fact f is a list of KB items, and expresses objective information or knowledge.
It consists of the main triple, which has a subject, predicate, and object, and an optional set
of qualifiers represented as ⟨qualifier-predicate, qualifier-object⟩ pairs. The subject is an
entity, the predicate and qualifier-predicate are relations. The object is an entity, type or
literal (date or string), and the qualifier-object can be an entity or literal. An example fact
is ⟨Angela Merkel, position held, Federal Chancellor of Germany; start time, 2005; end
time, 2021; series ordinal, 8; replaces, Gerhard Schröder⟩, which represents the same
information as the compound fact in Sec. 1. A set of facts can be represented in a graph as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In this representation, the qualifiers are connected to the predicate of a
fact, describing the relation between the subject and object in more detail. Note also, that
each instance of a relation becomes an individual node. If, for example, the two country
nodes were merged, information would be lost: ⟨Bundesliga, country, Angela Merkel⟩ could
be inferred as a fact then.

KB item. A KB item x is either an entity (Angela Merkel), relation (position held), type
(human), or literal (2021).
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Neighborhood. The 1-hop neighborhood 𝑁 𝑓 of an item 𝑥 is the set of all facts in 𝐾 with
𝑥: 𝑁 𝑓 (𝑥) = { 𝑓 |𝑥 ∈ 𝑓 ∧ 𝑓 ∈ 𝐾}. To generalize, the ℎ-hop neighborhood 𝑁ℎ

𝑓
(𝑥) is then the

union of all facts with any of the items in the (ℎ-1)-hop neighborhood.

Neighbors. The 1-hop neighbors 𝑁𝑖 of 𝑥 are all KB items in the 1-hop neighborhood of 𝑥:
𝑁𝑖 (𝑥) = {𝑥′ |𝑥′ ∈ 𝑓 ∧ 𝑓 ∈ 𝑁 𝑓 (𝑥)}. Analogously, the set of ℎ-hop neighbors 𝑁ℎ

𝑖
(𝑥) is given

by all KB items in the ℎ-hop neighborhood.

Frequency. The frequency of a KB item is given by the size of its 1-hop neighborhood
|𝑁 𝑓 (𝑥) |, i.e. the number of facts 𝑥 appears in. Without loss of generality, the frequency can
be measured w.r.t. a specific position in the fact (e.g. frequency in subject-position).

KB distance. The KB distance between two KB items 𝑥 and 𝑦 is ℎ, if the items are ℎ
hops away from each other, i.e. ℎ = minℎ′ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁ℎ′

𝑖
(𝑦). For example, the distance of Angela

Merkel and Gerhard Schröder is 1, since they appear in the same fact. The distance between
Angela Merkel and Bundesliga is 2.

Shortest path. The shortest path between two KB items is given by the (set of) fact(s) in
between. This ensures that important contextual information is not skipped, considering
the facts as a whole. For example, if we used only the direct connection between Angela
Merkel and Federal Chancellor of Germany in the graph, incorrect inferences could be made.
Instead, the whole fact 𝑓1 is the shortest path. The shortest path between Angela Merkel and
Bundesliga would be 𝑓2 ◦ 𝑓3, where ◦ denotes concatenation.

2.2 Implementation

For improving space efficiency, each KB item 𝑥 is first integer-encoded as 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥) [Fe13, Ur16],
and we create mappings from 𝑥 → 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥) and 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥) → 𝑥. Each fact 𝑓 = ⟨𝑥0, 𝑥1, ...⟩ is
then stored as 𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑓 ) = ⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥0), 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥1), ...⟩. For facilitating our computations, we index
the following information for each item in the KB: the 1-hop neighborhood 𝑁 𝑓 (𝑥) and
the set of 1-hop neighbors 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥), both in an integer-encoded manner. This allows us to
compute the most important functionalities via simple lookups or set operations at runtime,
improving efficiency. Details on the specific implementations of individual functionalities
can be found in Sec. 3.

The neighborhoods for each item 𝑥 are stored in two lists, holding pointers to the individual
facts: one list for facts with 𝑥 in subject-position, and one for all other facts with 𝑥. This will
be useful later, for retrieving only salient facts with a KB item. The neighborhood lists of 𝑥
are then stored in position 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥) in the index, which is implemented by another list.

The neighbors of an item 𝑥 are stored as a set, which is again stored in position 𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑥) in the
corresponding index list. Another possibility would be to extract the set of neighbors from
the 1-hop neighborhood at runtime. This reduces the memory footprint, but increases the
costs for computing KB distances.
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3 Functionalities

In this section, we will describe the functionalities provided with our KB interface in more
detail, elaborating some of the implementation details. All functions are implemented for
Wikidata, the largest public KB that is actively maintained. However, the principles would
still hold for other large curated KBs like DBpedia as well.

3.1 Direct lookups

Label. To avoid collisions due to duplicate labels, KBs typically use identifiers for
representing KB items. For example, Angela Merkel is stored as Q567 in Wikidata, and
position held as P39 (for simplicity, we use labels to refer to items in this paper). We provide
a simple function to look up the (English) label for a provided Wikidata ID.

Aliases. Another useful information on a KB item are aliases. These are alternative labels
that one can use for the same KB item. For example, “CR7” is an alias of Cristiano Ronaldo,
and “office held” is an alias of position held. Such aliases can be used for improving
relation extraction [Ba21, Va18] or NERD systems [BOM15]. Relation aliases can also be
used for training crisp paraphrase models.

Description. Further, Wikidata stores a crisp description for each KB item, which can e.g.
be helpful for deriving latent representations of an item [GSR17].

Types. Another important information on an entity are the KB types. Typical use cases
are entity linking [GSR17], answer verification [BH15] in QA systems, or enhanced
efficiency [Zi17] of QA systems. For example, Angela Merkel is a human, and Germany
is associated with the types sovereign state, republic, and country. To enhance the
expressiveness of the types, we add the occupations of a human, which are not stored as
types in Wikidata. E.g. Angela Merkel would also be associated with politician or physicist.

Most frequent type. In some use cases, having exactly one type for an entity is desir-
able [CSRW22b]. Unlike the deprecated KB Freebase, Wikidata does not indicate the most
notable type of an entity. As a proxy, we use the most frequent type of an entity in the KB.

3.2 More complex functionalities

1-hop neighborhood. This function is used for retrieving the 1-hop neighborhood of an
item, which is a frequent use case in QA [Ch19, SRA22, Su18], but can also be useful for
other applications like KB completion [Ba19] or entity alignment [Su20]. For implementing
this function, we can simply look up the neighborhood in our fact-centric KB index. We
further implement a mechanism to retrieve the more salient facts for a specific KB item:
frequent KB items like Germany can easily have millions of facts in their neighborhood.
However, retrieving all these facts is often not desired in IR or NLP applications [SRA22].
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A parameter 𝑝 is used to control the amount of facts returned as follows: if there are more
than 𝑝 facts with 𝑥 in the object or qualifier-object position, then these facts are dropped, i.e.
only facts with 𝑥 in the subject-position are kept. This can also help improve the efficiency
of downstream applications: the I/O time can be drastically reduced, and only a subset of
more salient facts needs to be processed. The output of this function is a set of KB facts.

Frequency. For computing the frequency, we count the number of facts with 𝑥 as subject,
and the number of facts with 𝑥 not in subject position, using the neighborhood index. The
output of this function are the two resulting counts.

Connectivity. We can also compute a connectivity score for two KB items. Note that when
retrieving the 3 or 4-hop neighborhood of an item, this will give almost the entire KB.
Therefore, we define a connectivity score of two KB items, which we found more useful
than a standard distance function in practice [CSRW22a]. The connectivity is 1 if the items
have a KB distance of 1, 0.5 if they have a distance of 2, and 0 if they are not connected
within 2 hops. The function can be efficiently implemented using basic set operations:

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) =


1 if 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 (𝑦) ∨ 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥)
0.5 if 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥) ∩ 𝑁𝑖 (𝑦) ≠ ∅
0 otherwise

(1)

Note that the 1-hop neighbors 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥) and 𝑁𝑖 (𝑦) are simply looked up in the index.

Shortest path. Another often-needed KB functionality is obtaining the shortest path between
two items, which can be used to analyze their semantic relationship [JJ19], obtaining training
data for QA [Su18], or for connecting multiple subgraphs [Pr21]. The implementation
makes use of the connectivity function outlined above: if two items 𝑥, 𝑦 have a connectivity
of 1, we search the smaller of the two 1-hop neighborhoods for a fact with both items. For a
connectivity of 0.5, we identify the “items in the middle” {𝑚𝑖}, i.e. the set of items that are
connected with 𝑥 in 1 hop and with 𝑦 in 1 hop. For these items {𝑚𝑖}, we search for the joint
facts with 𝑥 and 𝑦, respectively. The output of this function is a set of facts (connectivity =
0.5), or a set of 2-hop paths, one for each 𝑚𝑖 , where each such path is given by a set of facts
connecting 𝑥 and 𝑚𝑖 , and a set of facts connecting 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑦 (connectivity = 1).

3.3 Search Space Reduction

Finally, we briefly introduce the key algorithm introduced in our recent work [CSRW22a],
which retrieves a set of relevant KB facts for a given question. This is typically the first
step in QA systems [CSRW22b, SRA22, Su18] for reducing the search space. Consider
an input like “Who scored the final goal for Germany in 2014?”. For a human interested
in football it is obvious that “Germany” refers to the German national football team, and
that the question is on the 2014 FIFA World Cup. However, this only becomes clear when
considering the question as a whole, taking the respective context into account. Therefore,
mapping the question words to KB items is a non-trivial task.
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We propose a method that first retrieves a set of candidate disambiguations for each question
word. These candidate disambiguations are then scored based on four different signals.
We use the word-level scores for term matching and question relatedness. Further, to
understand the text as a whole, we also consider the connectivity and coherence among
disambiguations. Note that certain question words may be more ambiguous than others,
and providing additional candidate disambiguations for such question words could alleviate
potential errors. Therefore, we dynamically adjust the number of disambiguations 𝑘 for
each individual question word. The algorithm provides the disambiguations, and facts with
the disambiguated items, as the output.

Entity and relation linking. Based on this algorithm, we also make functionalities for
entity linking and relation linking available. The idea is to prune less relevant entities or
relations from the disambiguations provided by the search space reduction method outlined
above. These functions have been developed using data from the SMART 2022 Task6.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to compare the efficiency of our fact-centric KB
interface with existing triple-centric ones on a set of important KB functionalities.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The ClocqKB is initiated with a Wikidata dump from 31 January 2022, that has been
cleaned for removing information irrelevant for most common tasks7. We show runtimes of
a locally running version of ClocqKB, a version without the neighbors’ index (ClocqKB
w/o 𝑁𝑖), and the publicly available ClocqKB-API8.

We compare our fact-centric KB inferface with two triple-centric ones: Hdt [Fe13] which
implements fast triple lookups based on efficient bitmap encodings, and the publicly
available QueryService9 provided by Wikidata. For Hdt, we used the latest dump made
available (3 March 2021)10, and run it on our local machine. Note that it is highly non-trivial
to perform the cleaning steps (mentioned above) for the HDT dump, since it comes in a
highly compressed form. While function results may therefore not be exactly the same, the
runtimes are still comparable. All experiments with the QueryService are conducted in
September 2022. Note that we measure all network latencies (if any), and subtract these
from the measured timings for fair comparisons. The local experiments are run on an AMD
EPYC 7702 Processor, and the public API is running on an AMD EPYC 7302P Processor.

6 https://smart-task.github.io/2022/

7 https://github.com/PhilippChr/wikidata-core-for-QA

8 https://clocq.mpi-inf.mpg.de

9 https://query.wikidata.org

10 https://www.rdfhdt.org/datasets/
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KB interface Hdt [Fe13] ClocqKB ClocqKB w/o 𝑁𝑖 QueryService ClocqKB-API
RAM consumed 150 GB 470 GB 360 GB − −

Neighborhood 1.21 s 5.99 × 10−5 s 6.01 × 10−5 s 0.561 s 4.36 × 10−3 s
Frequency 3.12 × 10−2 s 1.02 × 10−5 s 1.15 × 10−5 s 0.122 s 4.24 × 10−3 s
Connectivity 0.802 s 1.83 × 10−5 s 5.02 × 10−5 s 1.11 s 4.22 × 10−3 s
Shortest path 3, 046 s 0.553 s 15.8 s 1.18 s 0.591 s

Tab. 1: Large-scale runtime efficiency analysis of KB interfaces.

4.2 Large-scale efficiency analysis

We first compare the efficiency of the KB interfaces for the following four functionalities:
i) retrieving the 1-hop neighborhood, ii) computing the frequency, iii) computing the
connectivity, and iv) identifying the shortest path. We restrict our experiments on the
more complex functionalities (Sec. 3.2) here. However, even for accessing the simpler
functionalities (Sec. 3.1), deep knowledge of the KB schema is required for the baselines.

As input, we use 10, 000 random item (pairs when applicable) for each functionality, using
the same random seed for all interfaces. We only used 100 random pairs for shortest path,
due to substantially higher runtimes. In case an error is thrown for a function call, which
might sometimes occur for the QueryService, the corresponding instance is dropped
from the analysis for all methods. The results are shown in Table 1.

The key observations are as follows. Due to its smart KB indices, ClocqKB can achieve
extremely low runtimes for retrieving 1-hop neighborhoods, frequencies, or performing
connectivity checks. Removing the neighbors’ index only has a minor effect on the
connectivity check, while the effect on the shortest path functionality is notable. The runtime
of the triple-centric baselines is higher by a factor of 103 to 105 than that of ClocqKB in
most scenarios, indicating the runtime benefits of a fact-centric approach for such use cases.
The public ClocqKB-API has higher runtimes than the version running locally, due to a
different processor and some I/O overhead, but is still substantially faster than the baselines.

Note that ClocqKB consumes quite some RAM. One could store the indexes in a dedicated
database to save memory. However, in an industrial use case, ∼500 GB RAM is not a major
concern, and for scientific use cases the ClocqKB-API can be used.

4.3 Anecdotal examples

Results in Table 1 are for a random sample, and can show trends among the different KB
interfaces. We also conducted experiments on a set of popular items that may often appear in
a real application. We chose the following KB items: Angela Merkel, Germany, Bundesliga,
and run the same functionalities on these items. Results can be seen in Table 2. Time-outs
are indicated by "n/a".
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KB interface Hdt [Fe13] ClocqKB QueryService ClocqKB-API
Neighborhood(Angela Merkel) 20.8 s 2.55 × 10−3 s 2.12 s 1.07 × 10−2 s
Neighborhood(Germany) 2, 990 s 2.73 s "n/a" 15.6 s
Neighborhood(Bundesliga) 15.2 s 1.10 × 10−2 s "n/a" 3.56 × 10−2 s

Frequency(Angela Merkel) 2.85 × 10−2 s 2.55 × 10−5 s 0.186 s 5.34 × 10−3 s
Frequency(Germany) 5.20 × 10−5 s 2.56 × 10−5 s 0.280 s 5.39 × 10−3 s
Frequency(Bundesliga) 5.20 × 10−5 s 2.47 × 10−5 s 8.33 × 10−2 s 5.44 × 10−3 s

Connectivity(Angela Merkel, Germany) 61.3 s 3.48 × 10−5 s "n/a" 5.37 × 10−3 s
Connectivity(Germany, Bundesliga) 60.3 s 3.27 × 10−5 s "n/a" 5.21 × 10−3 s
Connectivity(Angela Merkel, Bundesliga) 0.328 s 8.28 × 10−4 s "n/a" 5.10 × 10−3 s

Shortest path(Angela Merkel, Germany) 118 s 7.80 × 10−2 s "n/a" 8.42 × 10−2 s
Shortest path(Germany, Bundesliga) 120 s 8.10 × 10−2 s "n/a" 8.89 × 10−2 s
Shortest path(Angela Merkel, Bundesliga) 5, 260 s 0.156 s "n/a" 0.178 s

Tab. 2: Runtime efficiency analysis on manually chosen function calls for popular entities.

The results reveal that the public QueryService cannot cope with use cases in which
larger intermediate results are obtained (like for Germany or even Bundesliga). Most such
runs faced server-side time-outs. Hdt obtains results for all experiments, but can take
quite some time to do so: runtimes > 1 s are rarely acceptable in IR or NLP applications.
While runtimes for ClocqKB can get higher in extreme cases, like for retrieving the 1-hop
neighborhood of Germany with more than 1.4 million facts, the runtimes remain tractable,
indicating runtime benefits of 103 to 105 of our fact-centric approach in most cases.

5 Related Work

There has been substantial work on optimizing query performance on KBs [EM10, NW08,
Ur16]. Jacobs [UJ20] proposed Trident, for enabling different kinds of workloads (e.g.
SPARQL, graph analytics) on large KBs. Hdt [Fe13] is an efficient representation of
RDF data, that is both space and runtime efficient. The individual triples of the KB are
encoded using bitmaps. Two integer-streams holding all predicates and objects for a fixed
subject are established. The relations between these predicates and objects are encoded
using bit-streams. Using several indexes, Hdt can search for triple pattern very efficiently.
However, there is no dedicated mechanism for querying n-ary facts.

While the proposed approaches show high performance on traditional SPARQL(-like)
queries, we showed through comparison that important KB functionalities can be more
efficiently implemented taking a fact-centric view of the KB.

6 Conclusion

We present a fact-centric view of the KB, and based on this, provide simple and efficient
implementations of several important KB functionalities. These are either not available
in existing implementations, or would be quite complex to use, especially for new users.
Experiments show that we outperform existing KB interfaces w.r.t. runtime efficiency. We
make our code available, and provide a public API to enhance KB applications and research.
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RAPP: A Responsible Academic Performance Prediction
Tool for Decision-Making in Educational Institutes

Manh Khoi Duong1, Jannik Dunkelau2, José Andrés Cordova3, Stefan Conrad4

Abstract: Due to the increasing importance of educational data mining for the early intervention of
at-risk students and the growth of performance data collected in educational institutes, it becomes
natural to employ machine learning models to predict student’s performances based off prior data.
Although machine learning pipelines are often similar, developing one for a specific target prediction
of academic success can become a daunting task. In this work, we present a graphical user interface
which implements a customizable machine learning pipeline which allows the training and evaluation
of machine learning models for different definitions of academic success, e. g., collected credits,
average grade, number of passed exams, etc. The evaluation is exported in PDF format after finishing
training. As this tool serves as a decision support system for socially responsible AI systems, fairness
notions were included in the evaluation to detect potential discrimination in the data and prediction
space.

Keywords: educational data mining; fairness; decision making; machine learning; academic
performance prediction

1 Introduction

Academic performance prediction (APP) systems can be used to identify at-risk students in
higher education early on, allowing the university to use resources in a targeted manner to
prevent them from achieving poor academic performances. The definition of at-risk students
varies as it depends on the context and the purpose of prevention. It can comprise of, e.g.,
higher chances of dropping out, longer study durations, and worse graduation grades. In
this case, the APP system acts as a supporting artificial intelligence (AI) system for the
university at the institutional level. However, given the impact of such systems onto the
student body, social challenges arise. Marcinkowski et al. [Ma20] surveyed the perception
of a student body of the use of such AI-based systems and show that APP is viewed as
problematic by students as far as their own data and planning are concerned. Furthermore,
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the notion of fairness-aware machine learning (FairML) [DL19, Fr19, PS20] becomes an
increasingly important topic and also found its way into educational data mining systems
[LMZ19, KLM22, HR20, KL20, LQN21, AC19].

Acknowledging these issues, we developed a tool for responsible academic performance
prediction (RAPP) which tackles two main tasks: it is a tool for (1) academic performance
prediction and acts as a (2) decision support system for the social responsibility when
employing AI in tertiary education. The first task deals with generating multiple prediction
targets and datasets for the prediction of academic performances. The goal of the second
task is to find socially acceptable machine learning (ML) models and justify their use from
the extensive fairness and interpretability evaluation in the tool. For the full deployment of
an AI system to identify at-risk students, ethical aspects and the perception by those affected
have to be researched. The fairness and interpretability evaluation plays a supportive role
to disregard or regard certain ML models by, e. g., checking whether they comply with
student’s perception of discrimination or do not discriminate through socio-demographic
features.

The source code of the RAPP tool is published under the MIT License and available online
at https://github.com/hhu-rapp/rapp-tool.

2 Related Systems

Our proposed tool combines functionalities from two different research communities:
(educational) data mining and fairness assessment. In this section, we will briefly present
selected tools already available from either community.

RapidMiner [HK16], Orange [De13], and WEKA [Ha09]—to name a few—are data mining
tools with a graphical user interface (GUI) just as the proposed tool in this paper. The
aforementioned tools mostly include data visualization, pre-processing, feature selection,
clustering, classification, regression, and evaluation metrics. The tools are modular, meaning
the pipeline and its specific configurations are highly modifiable. Their aim is to enable
data mining practitioners the comparison of machine learning models on custom datasets
without having to write code themselves.

Although not as comprehensive and powerful, tools that were explicitly developed for
educational data exist as well. They predominantly focus on a specific dataset that was
provided by a particular educational institute. Especially, they analyze and predict several
students’ data such as programming grades [Ba16], examinations of the final school
year [LMP16], students’ contributions in group programming [SA20], or students’ written
feedback [Gr20].

Fairness and transparency in machine learning have become more important in recent
years due to the awareness of potential mistreatment of AI over different demographic
groups [DL19, Fr19, PS20]. As a response, authors began developing tools to audit the
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fairness of an ML system and to produce bias reports, to guide the selection process of a
fitting fairness metric, or to apply intervening methods to reduce exhibited bias. Examples
for such tools are Aequitas [Sa18], FairSight [AL19], Fairlearn [Bi20], or Fairness Compass
and Fairness Library [RD22]. These topics have also been recognized by the educational data
mining (EDM) community lately. To name some, Hu and Rangwala [HR20] and Kizilcec
and Lee [KL20] consider prejudice and unfairness where Le Quy and Ntoutsi [LQN21] and
Alonso and Casalino [AC19] acknowledge the explainability of the used models in EDM.

For the proposal, the RAPP tool aims to take on the preliminary works and combine
functionalities from both communities: It is a data mining tool for educational data that
includes fairness examinations and interventions to address responsibility when employing
AI in educational institutes.

3 RAPP Tool

Making it possible to easily create various datasets from a single database with desired
features and labels to train, save, and evaluate machine learning algorithms is the aim of
the developed tool. For this, the GUI provides an intuitive way to load a particular SQLite
database or a CSV file5 and specify the initial settings for the machine learning pipeline.
The demanded features and target labels can be derived by querying the database. Several
settings are detected automatically such as the prediction type (classification, regression), the
target variable (last column by default), and categorical features. The supported estimators
for classification are decision trees, random forest, support vector machine, naive bayes, and
logistic regression and for regression linear regression, elastic net, bayesian ridge, decision
tree regressor, and kernel ridge. An artificial neural network with two hidden layers is also
available for both of these task types. Experienced users can modify the configuration for
their needs. Fig. 1 displays the user interface for the settings.

In the following, we will outline the two main uses and functionalities of the RAPP tool:
APP and supporting the decision-making process whilst designing a responsible APP.

3.1 Academic Performance Prediction

3.1.1 Pipeline

At the front of the RAPP tool lies the ability to setup and train APP models over the
implemented ML pipeline. The pipeline is outlined in Fig. 2. First, the pipeline’s settings
have to be specified. This includes the selection of a dataset to use for training as well as
picking the ML algorithms to train.

5 The CSV file is treated as a database.

RAPP: A Responsible Academic Performance Prediction Tool for Decision-Making in
Educational Institutes 597
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Fig. 1: RAPP’s Pipeline Settings Interface, 2022.

The data are queried over an SQLite database. While advanced users can enter custom
queries on the database for feature engineering and feature selection, predefined feature and
label sets were added for the given academic database to comfortably reuse and combine
them in any desired pairing. The user can select, for instance, features such as credit points,
grades, or number of passed exams, and target labels such as final GPA, achieved credits
until semester 𝑥, or study duration. To ease working with different sets of features and labels
we implemented an SQL templating engine which produces the final query based on the
user’s selections for a feature and a label set. This avoids combinatoric explosion which
would arise if each feature-label pair’s SQL query had to be implemented manually. The
queried database then acts as a dataset for the machine learning pipeline.

Once the dataset is obtained, the features go through the pre-processing step of one-hot
encoding any categorical features. After this, the data is split into training (80 %) and test
(20 %) data.

Each of the user’s selected models are trained on the training data. We also evaluate
the performance over the training data via 5-fold cross-validation to capture how robust
the models behave during training. The training concludes in an evaluation over various
performance metrics as well as fairness metrics. Fairness is also audited directly over the
dataset as well. The evaluation results are saved into a detailed PDF report file containing
information over the demographics of the dataset as well as the performance and fairness
results of each trained estimator.

598 Manh Khoi Duong, Jannik Dunkelau, José Andrés Cordova, Stefan Conrad
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Fig. 2: RAPP’s Machine Learning Pipeline, 2022.

After the trained models are evaluated, the users can decide which models they want to save
in order to use them later to predict on new data.

3.1.2 Prediction

To tackle the task of identifying at-risk students early, this tool includes a prediction interface
as shown in Fig. 3. This interface enables the user to make predictions based on individual
student’s academic data. The user can then identify students who are more likely to benefit
from the institution’s support programs.

In order to predict the students’ performances, new data from students as well as compatible
models, i. e., models that have been trained with the same features, are required in the
prediction interface. It is possible for the user to load various models trained for different
target variables to predict several targets from the same features simultaneously. Once new
data and selected models are loaded into the GUI, the features go through a pre-processing
step and are then fed into the loaded models for the prediction. Fig. 3 shows an example of
multiple targets being predicted with the data of a single student.

After the prediction has been run, the interface updates and displays the predictions of the
models for each of the selected targets. It is also possible to load multiple models for one
specific target to employ ensemble learning. In case of classification, we apply majority
voting whereas in regression tasks the mean of the predicted values is used.

RAPP: A Responsible Academic Performance Prediction Tool for Decision-Making in
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Fig. 3: RAPP’s Prediction Interface, 2022.

3.2 Decision Support System

The tool acts as a decision support system by providing the user statistical insights of the
dataset as well as an extensive evaluation of the models’ performance and fairness. The
models are automatically evaluated on the training and test data as they progress through
the pipeline. The evaluation is displayed in the GUI, part of it is shown in Fig. 4, and is also
generated as a LATEX report, that is automatically compiled as a PDF file.

Dataset. The dataset tab contains a contingency table that displays the label 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1}
and the sensitive attribute. This allows the user to comprehend the relationship between the
sensitive attributes and the students’ performances.

Performance Metrics. As for stability reasons, the evaluation for the training data is
always done with 5-fold cross-validation. The type of task that was selected beforehand
determines the suitable metrics. Classification metrics included in the tool are accuracy,
balanced accuracy, 𝐹1, recall, precision, and area under ROC. As for regression metrics,
the tool implements mean absolute error, mean squared error, max error, and 𝑅2.

600 Manh Khoi Duong, Jannik Dunkelau, José Andrés Cordova, Stefan Conrad
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Fig. 4: RAPP’s Decision Support System Interface, 2022.

Fairness Notions. The fairness of the models’ predictions is assessed with regard to the
sensitive attributes in order to detect potential discrimination. Similarly to the performance
metrics, the notions are determined by the task type. Classification tasks implement statistical
parity, predictive equality, and equality of opportunity [DL19, BHN19]. While statistical
parity is one of the most commonly used fairness notions, recent work suggests a focus on
equalized odds (requires predictive equality as well as equality of opportunity) as the go-to
notion for APP systems [DD22]. Accordingly, the tool integrates average odds error [Be18]
which quantifies equalized odds. For regression tasks we use the individual fairness and
group fairness notion as introduced by Berk et al. [Be17].

To measure fairness criteria in classification, we use the absolute difference of the outcomes
between two groups. Generally, a lower value describes less discrimination. Because group
sizes greater than two (non-binary genders, multiple nationalities) might occur in the dataset,
we use the maximum value of the absolute differences between all group pairs [Ž17]. This
measures the maximal discrimination a classifier has achieved between two groups.

Pareto Front: Performance and Fairness Trade-Off. Due to the existence of a
performance and fairness trade-off [BFT12], the trade-off can be visually examined in
order to select the best trained models to use for predictions. The Pareto-efficient models,
i. e., models that optimize both a particular performance metric and fairness measure, can
then be identified. The fairness tab includes scatter points of the selected models in a

RAPP: A Responsible Academic Performance Prediction Tool for Decision-Making in
Educational Institutes 601
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Fig. 5: RAPP’s Pareto Front Evaluation, 2022.

performance-fairness plot (see Fig. 5). The Pareto front, i. e., the set of all Pareto-efficient
models [JS08], is shown in a different color to differentiate them from Pareto-dominated
points. Pareto-efficient models are displayed in red whereas Pareto-dominated models are
displayed in lightblue. This visualization limits the decision-making space for the user
as only Pareto-efficient models are of interest. Because Pareto optimal solutions are first
shown and the decision-maker selects her/his preferred model afterwards, this is a posteriori
method in decision-making.

In classification we aim to maximize the performance metric whereas a maximization of the
performance in regression corresponds to minimizing the error. For contextual conveniences,
we maximize the negative error in regression to yield for the same plot.

4 Case Study

The RAPP tool is developed as part of a research project concerning itself with designing a
socially responsible framework on how to approach APP in higher education. For this, we
conducted a case study over data given to us by the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf.
The case study was concerned mostly with probing of which prediction tasks show most-
promising performances and to estimate possible algorithmic fairness problems. Hereby, the
prediction tasks differed in their combination of input features as well as at-risk definition
for prediction.
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Prediction

Input Dropout MA Adm. SDS

ECTP + Exam stats 0.65 0.63 0.67
Grades + Exam stats 0.68 0.67 0.61
Specific modules 0.74 0.62 0.63

Tab. 1: Overview of exemplary training results over CS students in their first semester. Displaying
the best performing balanced accuracy achieved by any trained model over combinations of selected
feature sets and the prediction of student dropouts, master program admission (MA Adm.), and
finishing in standard duration of study (SDS).

As we were interested in any combination of these predefined features and prediction goals,
the RAPP tool was a great help in leveraging the combinatorial explosion problem into
a manageable set of selectable templates, allowing us to quickly train and store models
for each combination. Fig. 4 displays one such training result as reported within the tool,
allowing comparison of the trained models over various performance and fairness measures.
Tab. 1 shows exemplary results conducted with the RAPP tool over computer science (CS)
students after their first semester.

5 Limitations and Future Work

Since the tool is still in development, new opportunities for future improvements present
themselves constantly. These enhancements include changes to the tool’s architecture, as
well as making the prediction process more transparent to the user.

The tool as it currently is comes with SQL templates designed for our database in use.
However, in order to allow other educational institutions to target at-risk students, the tool
allows to write a different set of SQL templates and to load any SQLite database, making the
tool essentially database agnostic. Still, this requires proficiency with writing SQL queries
and modulating them into the templating engine, a skill that end users might not have. Here,
the ease of use could be enhanced.

While allowing to inspect potentially exhibited discrimination by the trained models, it is
not yet possible to train models with fairness-interventions in mind. In the future we would
like to incorporate ways to train models with fairness-accounting measures such as pre-, in-,
and postprocessing [DL19, Fr19, PS20]

RAPP: A Responsible Academic Performance Prediction Tool for Decision-Making in
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6 Discussion

The tool helps in investigating which fairness constraints are met by any trained model and
thus guides the user in their decision making of which model to employ, but by no means
does the tool alone help achieving the overall goal.

Approaching RAPP includes to find a suitable definition for algorithmic fairness by involving
both, the institute’s stakeholders as well as the affected student body [KLM22]. While the
notion of equalized odds seems to be a desirable fairness constraint [DD22], the student
body appears to favor demographic parity [Ma20]. Further, the potential damage caused by
misclassifications needs to be carefully considered. All these above points are not meant
to be resolved by the RAPP tool but rather need to be part of the conceptualization when
planning to employ such a system before actual employment of the system takes place.
However, the RAPP tool helps to investigate whether potential concerns are dealt with
appropriately by the trained models or not.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the RAPP tool for developing responsible academic performance
prediction systems. The tool tackles two main tasks: designing, training, and analyzing
different APP tasks, and acting as a decision support system for selecting the best suited
models in a fairness-sensitive and socially responsible context.

For the setup of APP tasks, the concurrent design and direct comparison of different tasks,
i. e., different input features and target labels, was a main objective as the definition of
academic performances differ depending on the viewpoints of users, the student body, or the
application context. In order to assist the user which model or models are socially responsible
when being employed to target interventions at at-risk students, extensive performance
and fairness metrics are included. The metrics are viewable in the GUI itself but are also
automatically exported to a PDF file. Assessing fairness metrics and highlighting the Pareto
front of classical performance metrics and achieved fairness parities guides the user in the
decision-making process of finding the most suitable model for their desired task.

Overall, the tool provides an interface to non–machine learning engineers to train, evaluate,
and employ models in the APP domain by providing a simplified ML pipeline configuration
and highlighting crucial trade-offs of the model accuracy vs. fairness, rendering responsible
APP systems a step more accessible and approachable to everyone.
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Semantic Watermarks for Detecting Cheating in Online
Database Exams
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Abstract:

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were forced to conduct two exams for a database course as
online exams. An essential part of the exams was to write non-trivial SQL queries for given tasks.
In order to ensure that cheating has a certain risk, we used several techniques to detect cases of
plagiarism. One technique was to use a kind of “watermarks” in variants of the exercises that are
randomly assigned to the students. Each variant is marked by small discrimination points that need
to be included in submitted solutions. Those markers might go through undetected when a student
decides to copy a solution from someone else. In this case, the student would reveal to know a “secret”
that he cannot know without the forbidden communication with another student. This can be used as
a proof for plagiarism instead of just a subjective feeling about the likelihood of similar solutions
without communication. We also used a log of SQL queries that were tried during the exam.

Keywords: SQL; Plagiarism; Online Exams; Cheating; Academic Integrity

1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic made classical, proctored exams for large classes impossible.
Therefore online exams suddenly became interesting in spite of doubts that students might
cheat. We limit our discussion to the case when only the communication between students
during the exam must be prevented. Otherwise the exam is “open book”.

It is often argued that the grade distribution of the online exam results is not very different
from normal exams. Therefore, the percentage of good marks achieved by cheating cannot
be very large. However, this argument disregards the possibility that students participate
in the exams who are not well prepared. Maybe, they would have learnt more, or taken a
later exam, if they had not relied on the possibility of cheating. Conversely, the first online
exams were prepared without much experience, and the exam setting was also new for the
students. It cannot be excluded that some good students got not so good grades. Whoever is
responsible for an exam has the obligation to create a setting in which the honest students
are not the fools.

The paper [Ja21] reports the results of an online questionaire answered by 1608 German
students. 45.9% of the participants admitted „Exchanging ideas with others about possible
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answers during an examination“ at least once in an online exam. The studies cited in [Di03]
are in the same range or higher (but may include homework assignments). The paper [DS17]
proposes statistical tests to check whether cheating occurred in an exam based on the grade
distribution, and also using the normal dependency of the grade on attendance of classes
and the number of completed homework assignments. The results showed that cheating
did occur in most of the investigated online exams. In [Eh21], conversely bad exam results
of some students with good performance in the developed RA/SQL tutoring system were
noticed, leading to the question of plagiarism in the homeworks. [Cl20] mentions exam
questions appearing on commercial websites and being rapidly answered by tutors of these
services (still during the exam). See also [LC15]. In our online exam in February 2022, we
detected 14 students who participated in the exchange of solutions (out of 114, i.e. 12%).

Approaches that have been used to prevent cheating in online exams include software
solutions like exam browsers and video supervision [FMG19, Ba17]. Since the student is
at home and can prepare the setup, software solutions and video supervision do not really
prevent cheating [Bi15]. Other counter measures against cheating include the preparation of
large question pools from which questions are randomly assigned to individual exams. This
prevents cheating between particular pairs of students who agreed to close collaboration
during online exams. However, question pools have limited effects in larger collaborative
groups of students. Furthermore, building such a question pool is a lot of work. Since
questions of an online exam can easily be copied by the students, they also cannot be reused
in the near future.

It is important that there is at least a certain risk involved in cheating to counter the negative
consequences for academic integrity. Discussions among students in anonymous online
forums show that most students thought that the risk is near zero and it would be stupid
not to use the chances offered by online exams [An22]. A good method against cheating in
online exams should fulfill the following criteria: (a) the method should increase the risk
of being caught for the involved students, (b) it should increase the time needed for the
students to cheat in an undetected way, (c) it should be easily applicable and the lecturer,
who designs the exams, should not need to spend much additional time for creating and
checking the exercises.

We propose a method called semantic watermarks that fulfills the above mentioned criteria.
The method works for all types of tasks, where a written answer is required that must include
specific semantic pieces from the task description, e.g. programming and design tasks.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss related work
about cheating in online exams. Section 3 introduces the semantic watermark method
in a formal way, discusses practical issues and ways to strengthen semantic watermarks.
Section 4 describes applications of the method in real exams. The results on SQL queries are
compared with those from a log-file analysis in Section 5. Section 6 gives some additional
practical advice on what to do before and after the exam. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

So far, there has not been a lot of research specifically on SQL plagiarism detection (e.g.,
the literature overview [NJK19] contains no entry for SQL). The paper [RC05] suggests
some methods for detecting “similar” queries, like comparing the queries with ignoring
case and non-essential white space, and a “histogram” method that looks at specific seldom
characteristics of the query, such as trailing (invisible) whitespace in the lines, or inconsistent
case in keywords. The paper contains important ideas, but unfortunately, as also [KS19]
notices, not enough details are given so that one can exactly reproduce the method. [KS19]
have implemented the first two methods of [RC05], and tested them for a coursework dataset
(with lots of plagiarism) and an exam dataset (with basically no plagiarism). It turned
out that even in the exam dataset, many queries were classified as being plagiarized (and
are therefore “false positives”). As [KS19] noted, this might be due to the relative short
length of queries in both datasets. They suggest that for queries of over 200 characters, the
algorithms might work, but they have not enough data to reach a definite conclusion. The
queries in our exam have an average length of 250 characters, and 62% of the queries are at
least 200 characters. Nevertheless, in our tests with such similary-based methods, either
only very few of the actual cheaters are found, or so many quries are detected as similar that
the actual cheaters are like a needle in a haystack (assuming that the methods presented in
this paper give a good approximation of the “actual cheaters”).

The teaching situation in [SSS18] is special, because he students have to develop also a
database schema, which gives a much larger space of possible solutions. The methods
of [MJ08, Si13] are applicable only for Microsoft Access (at least, students need to submit
binary database files). The method of [DH05] also uses a “watermark” for detecting
plagiarized Java programs, but needs to be able to change files on the computer of the
student. A well-known plagiarism checker for Java programs is JPlag [PMP02]. A general
literature overview on cheating in online exams is [NMA22]. Watermarks for relational data
were studied, e.g., in [AHK03, La08, GA11]. During manual grading, copied solutions are
often detected because of the same strange mistakes. For classifications of SQL mistakes
and style/preformance problems, we refer to [BG06, TSV18, MAF21].

Different versions of exercises have been used for a long time, and there are also techniques
where randomly chosen numbers are inserted into the task description of an exercise. Our
“watermark method” works with parameterized task descriptions, too. However, we use this
for detecting cheating attempts. Before, the main goal was that students get no points for an
exercise if they copy a solution, because ideally, every student has a different exercise. One
often cannot distinguish whether the student copied a solution or whether he simply made a
mistake. In our case, the idea is that the watermarks appear in the submitted solution and
can be used as a proof for cheating. Of course, if it was visible that a submitted solution
was for a different exercise variant, a cheating attempt was detected even without having a
fancy name for this method. However, our contribution still is to systematically define this
method, give suggestions for not eye-catching differences, test the method in several exams,
and compare it with other methods for detecting plagiarized SQL-queries.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the semantic watermark method

3 Semantic Watermarks

The method of semantic watermarks is sketched in Figure 1. At the beginning, the lecturer
designs a specific task, e.g. the creation of an SQL query to retrieve specific data that is
described in the task’s text. In a next step, one or more discrimination points are chosen,
which are short pieces in the task text that can be replaced by different values to generate
other but sematically similar variants of the task. In Figure 1, the discrimination points are
represented by different icon shapes and the different values for the discrimination points
are represented by different colors. A discrimination point could be a constant that needs to
be used in the WHERE clause. We discuss several criteria how to choose good discrimination
points and the corresponding values. The discrimination points allow the generation of
a pool of variants of the task that differ only at those points. Most online exam software
packages like ILIAS or MOODLE allow to use such questions pools to randomly generate
exams. A particular student sees only one of the variants of the task in the exam and submits
a solution based on that particular textual task description. The discrimination points are
designed in such a way that a complete solution needs to include values for all discrimination
points mentioned in the task. Therefore, a student could be identified to cheat, when the
solution does not match in the values of all discrimination points with the corresponding
task description. In this case, the student would reveal to know information that he or she
cannot know without the forbidden communication with another student (because the value
was not contained in his/her exam version). In Figure 1, student B cheated in the submitted
solution, because the yellow dot did not appear in corresponding task description.
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3.1 Definition and Preconditions

The formal definition of the semantic watermarks method starts with a given task t that is
described by a text or a picture. Given a task t, a number of n discrimination points needs to
be chosen.

Each discrimination point is associated with a set of several values that are called the
domain Di for the respective point, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each domain needs to have at least two
different values: |Di | ≥ 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The values in a particular domain should identify
the corresponding discrimination point. However, NULL values are not allowed in those
domains. The choice of discrimination points for the task t defines a mapping τ(d1, . . . , dn)
that is called the parameterized task. A parameterized task is a mapping that takes a vector
®d = (d1, . . . , dn) from the cross product of the respective domains D1 × . . . × Dn of the
discrimination points. Such a vector ®d is called a discrimination vector. A parameterized
task outputs a task description, which can be a text or a picture. Usually, the original task
t equals the output of τ for some discrimination vector ®d. The pool of variants of the
parameterized task τ is generated by choosing a set of discrimination vectors and mapping
them to texts or images via τ.

Each student sees the output t ′ of the parameterized task τ based on a particular discrimination
vector. Based on this description she or he develops a solution s for t ′. The solution s needs
to include values for the discrimination points that forms another discrimination vector
that is from the cross product of extended domains D̂1 × . . . × D̂n with D̂i = Di ∪ {NULL}

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The original domains are extended by NULL values because a student
may not submit a complete solution. Thus, certain aspects including some values for
discrimination points might be missing. Given the discrimination vector ®vt responsible
for the task description shown to the student and the discrimination vector ®vs included in
his/her solution, a cheating attempt is detected if and only if there is a discrimination point i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that vti , vsi and vsi , NULL (i.e. the values are both defined and different).

The definition of semantic watermarks requires at least one discrimination point. However,
semantic watermarks with only a single discrimination point are not very useful, even when
the number of values for this point is large. It is likely that students, who want to cheat,
would spot this single point by chance and use the correct value for their variant of the task.
Therefore, multiple discrimination points are preferable and would lower this chance. The
number of values per discrimination point does not need to be large. In fact two different
values would suffice, which would create binary discrimination points.

When a pool of variants of a task is generated, the discrimination vectors of the semantic
watermark should be chosen from the cross product of the domains D1 × . . . × Dn in such
a way that the discrimination vectors have pairwise Hamming distances equal or larger
than two. If the value for more than one discrimination point is wrong, the evidence is very
strong. Furthermore, the larger the minimal pairwise Hamming distance, the lower the risk
that cheating students find all discrimination points.
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3.2 Practical Issues

The design of effective discrimination points requires to balance two conflicting goals: (i)
the discrimination points need to have distinct and clearly different values that could not be
mixed by chance and (ii) the discrimination points should not be striking and eye-catching
to a casual observer. Furthermore, since students were shown the expected result of the
query with respect to a given database state and could try every query, we choose the
discrimination point values in such a way that they do not influence the query result for this
particular state (at least not in an eye-catching way).

A simple case of a discrimination point is a condition of the form A > c. Then we could
choose several constants c1 < c2 < · · · cm as differentiating values, such that the example
table contains no data values between c1 and cm. The constant ci of a different exercise
variant could be a good indicator of cheating if: (1) The constants are sufficiently different,
i.e. differening characters should not be adjacent on the keyboard, and ideally the constants
should differ in more than one character. (2) They should also not appear in the given
database state, so that the student cannot know them. The differences are not so easy to spot
if first and last character are the same. Also many-to-many relationships offer possibilities
for differences in the query without differences in the result. E.g., if the query asks for the
courses taken by a particular student, it might be that two students took the same courses.

“Redundant conditions” are another possibility to design discrimination points. Suppose
the main query condition is C. Now variant j of the exercise (1 ≤ j ≤ m) could require in
addition that the data satisfies C ′j . Therefore, the correct query condition is C ∧ C ′j . But if
the given database state does not contain data satisfying C ∧ ¬C ′j , this condition does not
change the answer in the test state. However, there is a tradeoff: This also means that the
given example state does not test for the missing condition C ′j .

Another option to construct discrimination points are “ORDER BY” specifications, where
two different result columns happen to give the same sequence of table rows. For instance,
in one variant we could ask the students to order employees by HIREDATE and in another
variant by EMPNO, when both cases lead to the same order of employees.

Result column names could be used as discrimination points (we used this a lot). In a similar
way, the task might ask for string constants as part of the SELECT-clause that can be used as
discrimination points. For instance, the students might have to construct a string with some
fixed part and a data value with the string concatenation operator ||. Or the query might
require the UNION operator, and a discrimination point uses a fixed value for a result column
(e.g., some kind of summary row). However, the differences between the different values of
such a discrimination point should not be to small.

We checked for cheating attempts first with grep, then with SQL scripts using LIKE and
SIMILAR TO. In both cases, the values for the discrimination points must be quite specific. Of
course, with a full SQL parser (or manual checking), the range of possible values increases.
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3.3 Risks, Costs, and Countermeasures

Even when a student is able to spot all discrimination points, this operation consumes some
amount of time. Thus, cheating still comes at a certain cost. This cost might be larger than
expected because students, who did not explicitly prepare for this method, will probably
exchange only solutions to the exercises. Checking the solution of another person for small
differences to the assigned task is much harder than comparing the task descriptions.

If the students know in advance that this method will be applied, they will also exchange the
task descriptions and use programs like diff to spot the discrimination points. An effective
counter measure for this behavior would be to render the task descriptions as non-textual
images that could not be automatically compared by diff programs. Alternatively, one
could add many unessential differences, such as doubling some spaces between words.

4 Applications in Online-Exams

We applied semantic watermarks in three exams for an introductory database course — two
online exams with over a hundred participants each (in March 2021 and February 2022)
and one smaller proctored exam (repetion exam in July 2022).

Besides the watermarks, there were two obviously different versions of each SQL exercise
in both online exams. Probably, students expected different exercise versions, and maybe,
after having detected the obvious differences, some did not search for additional, much
smaller differences.

For space reasons, we show only the results of the exam in February 2022 (114 participants).
We detected 7 cheating attempts of 6 students using the watermarks method:

Student Task DPs Hamming DPs DPs DPs Group
Distance wrong adapted omitted Size

A SQL (NOT EXISTS) 3 2 3 0 0 15
B SQL (GROUP BY) 2 2 2 0 0 16
C Logical Design 4 2 1 1 0 7
D Rel. Algebra 4 2 1 0 1 6
E Rel. Algebra 4 2 1 1 0 5
F Rel. Algebra 4 2 1 0 1 5
F BCNF 3 2 2 0 0 15

The columns show the following data: “DPs” is the number of discrimination points used in
the particular task, “Hamming Distance” is the minimal Hamming distance between two
versions of the same task with respect the number of discrimination points, “DPs wrong”
is the number of discrimination points in the student’s answer that do not match the task
description, “DPs adapted” is the minimal number of discrimination points that the student
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found and adapted to match his/her assigned task description, “DPs omitted” is the number
of discrimination points that were omitted in the student’s answer and last the “Group Size”
column shows the number of students who worked on the same variant as the student with
the cheating attempt but included discriminations points in the correct way.

Thus, six students were caught because they submitted solutions with wrong watermarks.
Manual analysis revealed the original authors of the two SQL queries. One further student
had a very similar solution to one that was known to be passed between students (he got the
same exercise variant as the original author, therefore, one cannot say whether he would have
detected the watermark). We did not try to search for the original authors of the non-SQL
exercises. In these exercise types, there was less space for “personal style”. If we had used
more values for the discrimination points, so that each discrimination vector is used only
very few times (ideally once), that would have helped to identify the original authors. Five
more students were caught with the log file analysis explained in Section 5. In total, 14
students were detected as cheating (out of 114, i.e. 12%).

As a test for false alarms, we applied semantic watermarks in the SQL tasks of a proctored
exam (repetition exam with 19 participants in July 2022). Due to proctoring in a single
room, cheating was quite unlikely. There were actually two queries with wrong watermarks,
however, in each case, only one out of two discrimination points was wrong. In the first case,
the student wrote “Informatik” instead of “Bioinformatik”. Since both are programs of study
in our department, the discrimination point values were no secret in this case. In the second
case, the student sorted by course title instead of the ID. Again, the columns are known to
the student, and they might be intermixed. If a student might use a wrong discrimination
value simply by mistake (without communication), the evidential value is small. However,
two or more such wrong discrimination values would again be a strong evidence.

5 Verification by Log-File-Analysis

In the February 2022 exam, we worried that the students might already know the watermark
method, because we applied it already in the exam of March 2021. Therefore, we added a
different method: In all our exams, the students have the opportunity to test their queries with
a given example database using a web-interface (Adminer). The same setup with a single
“read only” database account for all students was used for the lab sessions and homeworks
before. We told the students very clearly that (1) all accesses to our server during the exam
are logged, and (2) the data will be analyzed for cheating attempts. However, it seems that
many students did not forsee what actually can be done with the data. We matched the
tried queries with the queries that were actually submitted in the exam. This gives the IP
addresses used by many (not all) students. It might be that students share an IP address (e.g.,
if they live in the same student residence). However, if the same query Q (submitted by
student S1) is tried from two different IP addresses I1 and I2, and I1 is used for other queries
submitted by S1, and I2 is used for other queries submitted by S2, it seems that S1 passed his
query Q to S2, and S2 tried it unchanged, and later modified it or decided to develop his/her
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own solution. Of course, the query Q must be sufficiently complex so that it is extremely
unlikely that the two students developed it independently.

We have no space to explain this method in detail, but it gives us a chance to verify the
quality of the watermark method: (1) Are innocent students wrongly accused of cheating?
(2) How many cheating students were not caught by the watermark method? The log analysis
detected three clusters of students who exchanged SQL queries:

Cluster
ID

Number of
Students

Students with
wrong Watermark

Students

1 3 1 B, G, H
2 3 1 D, I, J
3 5 1 A, K, L, M, N

In some cases, one can see in the log of an IP address, how the complex query Q suddenly
appears and then is modified by changing the names of tuple variables, the case of SQL
keywords, and so on. Even though it might be conceivable that S1 and S2 independently
developed the same query Q, this process of obfuscation is a clear sign of guilt. In summary,
the log analysis has hardened the case against the students who had the wrong watermark in
their SQL queries, and made clearer who contributed to the cheating attempt by passing a
solution.

6 Practical Advice

A common advice is “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” [Di03]. One
certainly should make very clear before the exam that checks for cheating attempts will be
done, and the consequences of being caught will be unpleasant. One must assume that more
than a few students base the decision to cheat on a risk-benefit analysis. Everybody should
understand that the risk is definitely not zero. It would also be unfair to set up a kind of
“trap” for cheating students without informing them about such dangers. The goal must be
that the students are more likely to overestimate the actual risks than to underestimate them.

In particular, it must clear that the professor really cares about academic integrity. The
students must ask themselves whether they are able to outsmart the professor. If this paper
is read by all of our students, they might be able to avoid being detected by these methods
(although it would cost them at least some time). However, if a professor has once done
things like the log analysis, there is the risk that other unforseen methods are used next time.

Of course, one must respect data privacy laws and should contact the legal department of
the university to be safe. One cannot tell the students the exact methods that will be used for
detecting cheating attempts in their exam. Probably any algorithm for plagiarism detection
can be avoided by the students as soon as they know it. It can be considered ethically
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questionable when the used methods are not completely transparent. But situations, in
which somebody decides to break the rules just because he can do it, often have no ethically
completely satisfying solutions — precisely because the rules do not help anymore.

It is also important how one communicates the discovery of the cheating attempt to the
students. We first tried to keep the details of our method secret (so that we might apply it
again). That probably was a mistake. When a student gets such a message, he/she must
decide whether to admit breaking the rules or not. After denying the cheating attempt, one
cannot later change one’s mind without also admitting that one lied before (which is very
difficult). Therefore, the full evidence should be given to the student from the beginning. We
also got the advice (from a non-lawyer) to ask the student whether he/she wants us to deliver
the evidence. The answer “yes” might be understood as an agreement for data processing.
For data privacy laws, it is also important to inform each student in a separate email, not
containing the names of any other students, even if that would be an important part of the
evidence. This might also have the advantage that students can individually decide whether
to admit the cheating attempt.

One criticism of our work was also that we catch the “small criminals”, but so far we cannot
do anything against really big cases of cheating — such as letting a paid expert write the
entire exam. In future work, we plan to compare the programming style used in previous
homeworks with the style in the exam (see also [MJ15, ORKS18]). It might be possible
to do an additional oral exam (with full identification) in a few very suspicious cases. Of
course, the possibility of such additional exams must be announced in advance.

7 Conclusions

Online exams seem to make cheating much simpler and less risky. However, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, they were often the only option. But even after the pandemic, new
teaching methods and conveniences developed during the pandemic will remain: The
expectations for online teaching are rising. If online exams could be done with trust in the
integrity of the result, it would be possible to rethink the entire examination process. The
techniques presented here might also be used for homeworks.

We used small variations in the exercises (nearly “invisible”) to prove that a solution was
copied (because it contained the wrong “watermark”). For SQL queries, we verified the
detected cheating attempts with data from the log of SQL queries tried during the exam. This
also showed that only about half of the forbidden communication between the students was
detected with the watermark technique. However, when the watermark technique shows a
case of plagiarism, we know that the query from another student was really used for the query
that was finally submitted (not only tried and thrown away). An interesting aspect of our work
is that we wrote nearly the entire analysis in SQL (including recursive queries). More infor-
mation is available from: [https://users.informatik.uni-halle.de/~brass/sqlplag/].
There will also be a longer version of this paper on [https://arxiv.org/].
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Abstract: In the project EILD.nrw, Open Educational Resources (OER) were developed for teaching
database systems. Lecturers can use the tools and courses in a variety of learning scenarios. Students
of computer science and application subjects can learn the complete lifecycle of databases. For this
purpose, we developed and published quizzes, interactive tools, instructional videos, and courses
for learning management systems, under a Creative Commons license. Find an overview of the
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1 Introduction

Using digital teaching and learning materials for teaching offers opportunities for design
of new scenarios: availability anytime and anywhere, customization, especially with the
individual speed of reception, automatable review of solutions, traceability of use as well as
easy reproducibility [Ra21; RF19]. The content consists of presentations, scripts, and tasks.
Activities can be forums and chats, surveys, and tests, enriched with gaming elements, all
provided for learning management systems.

Overall, the EILD.nrw project developed about 80 open educational resources (OERs) for the
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of database management systems [EI22a; Ra22]. The project partners coming from four
universities have many years of experience in teaching database systems with self-developed
learning units. Every semester, about 1,000 students can acquire knowledge in supported
self-study and work on practical tasks for the conception, creation, and programming of
database systems.

The project was funded by the Ministry of Culture and Science (the Ministry) of the State
of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) starting in the winter semester of 2020 as a cooperation
project with the Digitale Hochschule of North Rhine-Westphalia (DH.NRW) The tools can
be used for courses dedicated to studies in Informatics and Media, Business or Technical
Informatics and applied to specific learning scenarios for blended learning. The content
created in this as well as the other projects of the funding line OERContent.nrw are being
made available under the CC BY-SA 4.0 license – sharing and editing with attribution and
passing on under the same conditions [NN22]. Other included software and other material
like logos are licensed as specified.

To our knowledge there is no recent initiative to develop such a huge amount of OERs for
teaching database systems covering the main topics. We present the full scope of material
and make it freely available to promote exchange in the database community and to improve
teaching the database systems subject. Hence, some of the tools and courses developed in
the project were presented at LWDA’22 [Ra22].

We outline studies of OER usage of lecturers internationally, but mainly focus on German
speaking countries’ conditions of use for the database systems subject. We describe the
requirements of OERs in general but also the requirements from the EILD.nrw project. The
developed OER are listed respectively with their teaching form and their technical format.
During development, we also focussed on quality assurance and compare our development
with the findings published at project start [Ra21].

2 Related Work

The use and usability of OERs by lecturers were examined in many international studies with
different focal points [BF21]. A study on how OERs must be designed so that lecturers can
use them for the database systems subject is still pending. However, the results from existing,
non-subject-specific studies already provide many clues that can be implemented for database
systems related OERs. Numerous and frequently examined factors influence teachers in
their decision to use an OER or not. Education, university policy and training can create the
prerequisites for the use of OERs, such as such as knowledge and technical ability. [Pi16;
WT17]. The nature of the OERs (content, technical, qualitative) including their metadata
are crucial for findability and selection. There are solutions to improve metadata, ranging
from cross-repository standardization [DD12] to subject-specific, ontology-based indexing
(RJG14). Quality control and reusability are important for creation and provisioning. To
ensure quality, one suggestion is to implement editorial processes [To19]. As a recent
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initiative by lecturers, the 1st International Workshop on Data Systems Education brought
together case studies and experiences from the use of self-developed tools.

The usability of learning content and Open Educational Resources (OER) have been under
discussion in Germany since 2000 [De16]. Slides, scripts, tasks, wikis, blogs, and video
recordings are made available individually or as collections in online courses - the Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Nevertheless, there is a great deal of helplessness as of
how to integrate these offers into the curricula at German universities [De16].

At the 2008 autumn meeting in Düsseldorf, the German SIG Database Systems of the
German Informatics Society (GI-Fachgruppe Datenbanksysteme) dealt with the topic
"Quo Vadis: Forms of database training and further training"[Ra09]. A special issue of the
journal Datenbank-Spektrum edited by the GI-Fachgruppe Datenbanksysteme was published
introducing several digital and even one analog tool presented in the workshop [Ra09].
But it took a decade to address digital teaching agian prominently in the community. At a
workshop of the database systems conference BTW 2019 both procedures for teaching the
database systems subject – digital communication, portals, blended learning – and their
handling considered from the learner’s perspective were presented [RF19]. In 2021, two
issues of Datenbank-Spektrum were dedicated to the digital lecture of database systems
[STH21].

Our developments in the project EILD.nrw support the start done in 2019 by the German
database community very well. We have extended our effort to make existing or newly
developed tools available as OER. In our journal paper, we introduced the variables and their
features for a good practical usage of OERs [Ra21]. The forms of licensing, sustainability,
and accessibility, as well as the possibilities for contextualization and the content, the
technical adaptability as well as compliance with data protection on platforms are the
determining factors for exchanging digital content in teaching. In the project, we dedicated
our efforts to make already existing or newly developed tools available as OER, and thereby
fulfilling most of the requirements published.

3 Requirements for Database-related OERs

Are there any peculiarities in applying digital teaching to the database systems subject? –
The use of databases is taught using descriptive SQL programming. The desired results
are specified, but not the path to these results. Usually, programming is taught first with
procedural or object-oriented concepts [GI16]. Hence, the methods in SQL seem unfamiliar
and therefore require a special approach on how loops or intermediate results can be
"bypassed".

In computer science, digital tools are used professionally. Teaching has long been conducted
using these tools – commercial ones, open source or self-developed. But does computer
science in general not involve any practical work since “everything” is possible using
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computers? – Not necessarily, even if originally analogue working methods such as pair
programming can be mapped to digital formats. But in application areas such as media
technology with the use of photo and film cameras, as well as the green room, or in media
design using sheets of paper, analogue work continues [He17; Wo19]. Nevertheless, in the
EILD project we focus on the digital tools which is enough work to do.

The requirements for the exchange of OERs [Ra21] are classified with EILD specific marks
(Tab 1). Decisions must be made which types to choose resp. how to fulfil them. In the
project EILD.nrw, some were already set by the by the Ministry’s call for proposals.

Requirement Types

Licensing private without license commercial open

Sustainability permission
to use

customizability technical
feasibility

privacy

Accessibility style layout language language level

Contextual-
ization

vocational
training

school higher
education

professional

Content
description

knowledge learning
goals

competences learning
paths

Technical
adaptability

customization platform

Tab. 1: Requirements for the Exchange of OERs [Ra21],
EILD-specific marks are underlined (must, optional)

• Licensing: The licensing type was required to be Creative Commons with the variants
CC for free at all, CC-BY with a mandatory credit for the original creation, and
CC-BY-SA for the additional requirement using this licensing in case of further
distribution for other versions [NN22]. In all variants, commercial use is allowed. We
have chosen CC-BY-SA to be credited for our substantial work, and to encourage
making changes – not only updates, as well as also language adaptations – available
to the community.

• Sustainability: Permission to use is granted by licensing and cannot be withdrawn.
Customizability and technical feasibility as required by the request are achieved by
using open software and/or state of the art products. As in modular systems, the
resources should be selected based on metadata and a guide for the lecturers explaining
their properties. Privacy must comply with the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). The given distribution platform ORCA.nrw is operated by
a German institution; thus, the responsibility is on their side first [OR22]. If the
OERs log privacy-related data, their usage should be described and optionally made
available.
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• Accessibility: Due to different teaching concepts synchronous digital media like
interactive presentations, courses, and (programmable) tools as well as asynchronous
digital media like instructional videos/ screencasts and tests are offered. Due to their
intended use in basic courses first, the initial content is in German. Translating the
content into other languages is intended, but as there are no funds available in the
project for translation, the OER community will have to rely on voluntary work.
However, for example, learning instructions for textbooks in German - which are
provided in our OER courses - , can only be mapped into other language settings with
a great effort.

• Contextualization: The OERs are provided with descriptions, learning outcomes,
and metadata. Teachers notes contain the didactic concept used in introductional
videos and courses, explained in terms of best practices. The funding line’s purpose
was to encourage the use of digital materials for universities and target the higher
educational sector. A professional level is not intended to be addressed. However,
vocational education and training (VET) and secondary school courses may use some
of the OERs provided.

• Technical adaptability: Easy customization is requested by the lecturers. It can
be achieved in different ways according to the teaching form of an OER – video,
tutorial, software tool, course – of an OER. The ministry requests the installation
of ORCA.nrw as distribution platform [OR22]. Also, the OERs must be useable for
the two learning management systems ILIAS and Moodle, which are widely used in
NRW.

4 EILD Educational Resources

Thematically, for database systems, the following topics are recommended [Ke15, Ku15,
Fa07]: conceptual design, relational data model, SQL programming and mapping from
models, database-based application development, and internals of database management
systems (DBMS). Learning modules building on those fundamentals being suitable for
master’s degree programs are distributed databases, mainly NoSQL databases, and data
analysis. The learning units developed are modular. Competencies (skills) to be taught are
described in the recommendations of the German Informatics Society (GI) for Informatics
[GI16] as well as for application subjects in Business Informatics [GI17], Media Informatics
[He17; Wo19], and Technical Computer Science [GI18]. The study regulations and module
descriptions of specific degree programs implement such recommendations institution
related.

The tools and courses can be selected and adapted to the respective requirements of the
lecturers and the type of their courses based on included guides. Using the open environments
HTML, JavaScript, SQLite, and Jupyter notebooks, ensures to meet these requirements.
For most of the tools, you can download texts in JSON format and change them to your
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own needs. Software versioning via GitHub provisioning [EI22b], inclusion of didactic
descriptions and evaluation results within the courses are also available.

The learning content is currently available on the ORCA.nrw platform [OR22] and partly as
a repository on GitHub as well as an executable version on GitHub Pages. You can run an
OER yourself on ILIAS, Moodle, or similar platforms by uploading the files provided on
the ORCA.nrw platform or in GitHub as a packed file and unpacking it within the LMS.
Another option is to generate the application from the source code using the build script.
The content is thus freely available and easily accessible.

The self-assessment tests provide direct feedback on what was answered correctly or
incorrectly. Thus, no user-specific data is processed at any time and no dependencies on
external servers are implemented. Alternatively, you can use the versions provided via
GitHub Pages making changes available immediately. Note, that the GitHub servers are
outside the scope of the GDPR.

Table 2 shows an aggregation of OERs we have developed. In each case, the topic, a
description of the content, the form of material, and the available formats are indicated.

Topic Description Form Format

Overlapping
Concepts

1300 questions with solution
hints Multiple choice test JavaScript Pages

SQL Database

Generation of crossword puzzles
from 200 items Interactive tool JavaScript Pages

Tutorial for the three-layer archi-
tecture Instructional video Video with subtitles

Conceptual
Design

Modelling ER diagrams Instructional video Video with subtitles

Interactive tool JavaScript Pages

Modelling UML class
diagrams Interactive presentation H5P

SCORM

Relational
Data Model

Introduction to the relational
data model and the
normalization of relations

Instructional videos Video with subtitles

Interactive course Moodle Course

Interactive tool JavaScript Pages

SQL
Programming
and Mapping
from Models

SQL querying and creating
databases

Interactive
programmable tool

JavaScript Pages

SQLite DBMS

Practicing triggers, functions,
and procedures in PL/SQL Interactive

programmable tool

SQL DBMS - Ora-
cle® application

Tab 2, part 1: Overview of the Developed OERs
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Topic Description Form Format

Use of Oracle SQLcl®
[La21] Instructional screencast Video with subtitles

Use of Oracle SQL De-
veloper® for PL/SQL Instructional screencast Video with subtitles

Mapping the ER-Model
or UML-classes to SQL Interactive presentations JavaScript Pages

Optimising databases Interactive presentation Video with subtitles

Applications Object-relational
mapping

Instructional videos Video with subtitles

Interactive
presentation

H5P

ILIAS module

SCORM

Internals

The five-layer DBMS
architecture

Instructional video SCORM

Introduction to transac-
tion management Instructional videos Video with subtitles

Exercises to synchro-
nize transactions Interactive tool JavaScript Pages

Creation of a B-tree
index

Interactive tools JavaScript Pages

Distributed
Systems

Introduction to NoSQL
databases Instructional videos Video with subtitles

Distributed querying Interactive course Video with subtitles

MongoDB Interactive
programmable tool

Jupyter Notebook

Data Analytics

Programming Apache
SPARK with Python Interactive

programmable tool
Jupyter Notebook

Text analyses Interactive
programmable tool

Jupyter Notebook

Image analyses Interactive
programmable tool

Jupyter Notebook

Tab 2, part 2: Overview of the Developed OERs
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5 Quality Assurance

All new and further developed tools were presented and discussed in regular meetings
including all project members such as professors, scientific and student staff. Demonstrations
take place once per quarter. After the presentation of the innovations, the used contents
and concepts are discussed professionally for improvement and review. The discussion was
complemented by the exchange about didactic concept, technical implementation, usability,
and the need for actual use in teaching - with the associated difficulties.

The learning and teaching modules were used in ongoing classes and evaluated anonymously
by students [RF21]. A mixture of quantitative and qualitative surveys has proven to be
helpful. The evaluation results were documented in the learning units to provide students
and lecturers with an aid for selection.

While the quantitative information only records the valuation by the students, specific
suggestions and reasons for the valuation could be given in the free text. The free-text
option was well received by the students, and the suggestions made for improvement could
be evaluated in combination with the scaled answers and integrated into the modules
accordingly. For example, the "Podcast: Introduction to SQLcl from Oracle"was rated as
helpful according to quantitative questioning. In addition, criticism of the visibility of
individual elements in some web browsers was also expressed in the free text. The screencast
was therefore revised according to accessibility guidelines and the problem was solved with
improved browser compatibility.

Students also wanted more helpful tips beyond the DBMS’s error messages. For this
purpose, all faulty SQL statements were logged and compared with the stored sample
solution [FBS20]. Suggestions from student were not only related to the course content
itself, but also to its integration into teaching [RF21]. There was also a desire to improve
the instructions for using the tools, as well as suggestions for structuring the course.

In most cases, the peer discussions as well as student feedback have led to specific
improvements in OER and will be continued.

6 Conclusions

With our developments in the project, we could verify our findings published at the beginning
of the project in Datenbank-Spektrum [Ra21]: (1) a mix of synchronous and asynchronous
digital media, (2) a sustainable licensing, (3) a clear didactic concept, (4) a low-threshold
student participation (through reporting, voting, anonymous questionnaires, suggestion
boxes, breakout, and question sessions, etc.), (5) the agreement among the lecturers of a
degree program to limit the variety of tools and methods, and (6) the use of interactive tools.
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We believe, there is not just one concept for successful teaching, but rather an interaction of
several influencing factors will decide on the success. The EILD.nrw project has made a
significant contribution to these finding.

Focusing on teaching as well as on the successful learning process allows a different view
on the integration of OERs, which in this scenario serves to improve teaching [BF21]. More
purposeful than the question of how teachers use or can use OER is the following question:
How can OERs enhance teaching as well as the learning process? And what do teachers
need for this?

In many projects we have developed predecessors of these OERs. We would like to thank
the students who helped us to improve the content through their questions in lectures and
practical courses. The students of our degree programs in the semesters starting in the winter
semester 2020 up to the summer semester 2022 took thankfully part in the quality assurance
surveys. Especially, we would like to thank the students who made the results of their student
research work available to us: Anne Giesen, Arabella Jackszis, Frederic Cieslik, Jonas Baur
and Monika Joussen. Together with the authors of this article, Alexander Kosmehl, Björn
Salgert, Christian Schindler and Melanie Beutel worked on the EILD.nrw project. Our
heartfelt thanks go to them all.
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Enhancing Explainability and Scrutability of Recommender
Systems

Azin Ghazimatin1

Abstract: Our increasing reliance on complex algorithms for recommendations calls for models
and methods for explainable, scrutable, and trustworthy AI. While explainability is required for
understanding the relationships between model inputs and outputs, a scrutable system allows us to
modify its behavior as desired. These properties help bridge the gap between our expectations as
end users and the algorithm’s behavior and accordingly boost our trust in AI. Aiming to cope with
information overload, recommender systems play a crucial role in filtering content (such as products,
news, songs, and movies) and shaping a personalized experience for their users. Consequently,
there has been a growing demand from the information consumers to receive proper explanations
for their personalized recommendations. To this end, we put forward proposals for explaining
recommendations to the end users. These explanations aim at helping users understand why certain
items are recommended to them and how their previous inputs to the system relate to the generation of
such recommendations. Such explanations usually contain valuable clues as to how a system perceives
user preferences and more importantly how its behavior can be modified. Therefore, as a natural
next step, we develop a framework for leveraging user feedback on explanations to improve their
future recommendations. We evaluate all the proposed models and methods with real user studies and
demonstrate their benefits at achieving explainability and scrutability in recommender systems.

Keywords: Recommender Systems; Explainable AI; Scrutability

1 Introduction

Our increasing reliance on complex algorithms for recommendations calls for models and
methods for explainable and scrutable AI. While explainability helps us understand the
cause of a decision made by an algorithm [Mi19], a scrutable system enables users to correct
system’s assumptions when needed [TM07]. These properties bring about trust by bridging
the gap between humans and AI.

Aiming to personalize content based on user preferences, recommender systems are perceived
as advice-givers that can improve our acceptance through explanations [RRS15]. With
the emergence of more complex models [KBV09] outperforming the simpler and more
explainable ones [Sa01], Explainable AI has progressively received more attention from the
Recommender Systems (RecSys) community [ZC20]. Lack of transparency in recommender
systems can have a direct impact on user acceptance, as based on the content personalized
1 Saarland University and Max Planck Institute for Informatics, 66123 Saarbrücken, Germany aghazima@mpi-

inf.mpg.de
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for users, they may feel that the system is labeling them inappropriately2 or misusing their
private information3. To highlight the gravity of this matter, recently, laws have been passed
to establish users’ right to explanations [GF17].

Despite the close tie between explainability and scrutability [BR20], they do not necessarily
entail each other. In other words, knowing why the algorithm makes particular choices may
not be sufficient for realizing how to modify it. For instance, imagine a user of an online
movie streaming service who is frequently recommended with action movies. The system
explains its choices by drawing connections between the recommended movies and the
action movies the user previously watched on the platform. Now, consider a situation where
the user wants to stop receiving such movies as they do not entirely match her interest.
Here, the provided explanations do not act as a precise guide as to how they can effectively
exert control over their recommendations. Therefore, scrutability in recommender systems
requires separate consideration and handling.

The following sections delve into the concepts of explainability and scrutability and describe
our contributions towards realizing these objectives.

2 Explainable Recommendations

Recommender systems aim at delivering personalized content such as products, movies,
books, and songs to their users. The chosen content is often visualized in a ranked list,
where the order reflects the relevance of the items to the user. To compute these relevance
scores, recommender systems usually train models based on various inputs collected from
their users. User inputs can be explicit (e.g., rating or liking an item) or implicit (e.g.,
watching a movie or listening to a song). The abundance of implicit signals has facilitated
data collection by service providers.

Providing the systems with an enormous amount of data over time, users might not be
able to remember all the details of their interactions, and hence experience difficulty in
understanding why they receive certain items as their recommendations. This problem
particularly worsens when users do not even have access to the complete history of their
interaction with the system, a phenomenon referred to as inverse privacy [GW16]. Therefore,
it is imperative for the recommender systems to be explainable, i.e., to enable users to
understand the relationships between their own input to the system and the recommendations
they receive.

To illustrate how a recommendation can be explained, imagine a user who is a member
of a social cataloging website like Goodreads4 and receives a book recommendation,
titled Recovery: Freedom from Our Addictions. Example 2.1 presents a possible way of

2 https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1038261936872356908

3 https://www.wired.co.uk/article/tiktok-filter-bubbles

4 https://www.goodreads.com
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explaining this recommendation to the user by outlining a connection between the given
recommendation and their past actions on the platform:

Example 2.1 You liked−−−→ Becoming
has genre
−−−−−−−→ Autobiography

belongs to
−−−−−−−→ Recovery: Freedom

from Our Addictions

In Section 2.1, we describe a framework for generating such explanatory paths based on
user’s interactions with a given platform.

Apart from describing why a certain item is relevant to a user, recommender systems are also
expected to be able to explain the rankings, i.e., to reason why a certain item is more relevant
than the others. For instance, the following statement explains the cause of receiving the
book Recovery: Freedom from Our Addictions as the top-ranked recommendation:

Example 2.2 You are recommended with the book Recovery: Freedom from Our Addictions
because you liked the books Becoming and Dreams from My Father. If you did not like
these two books, your top-ranked recommendation would be the book Food and Nutrition.

Example 2.2 shows that liking the books Becoming and Dreams from My Father is the key
reason that the book Recovery: Freedom from Our Addictions is more relevant to the user
than the book Food and Nutrition. The blue text in this example demonstrates the causality
between user’s previous action and system’s outcome. Such explanations are referred to as
counterfactual; they pinpoint those user actions whose absence would result in a different
recommendation for them. Identifying the true reasons behind the recommendations, these
explanations pave the way towards scrutability, i.e., they help shed light on how users can
control what they see as their recommendations. In Section 2.2, we describe a method for
generating counterfactual explanations.

2.1 Post-hoc Explanations for Black-Box Recommenders

Web users interact with a huge volume of content every day, be it for news, entertainment,
or inside social conversations. To save time and effort, users are progressively depending
on curated feeds for such content. A feed is a stream of individualized content items that a
service provider tailors to a user. One example of a feed is the list of questions and answers
recommended to users on Quora5. Since a feed is a one-stop source for information, it is
important that users understand how items in their feed relate to their profile and activity on
the platform.

To help users understand these relationships, we introduce FAIRY, a Framework for Activity-
Item Relationship discoverY. FAIRY enables users to discover useful and surprising

5 https://www.quora.com
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relationships between their own actions on the platform and their recommendations. For this,
we first model the user’s local neighborhood on the platform as an interaction graph. This
graph is constructed solely from the information available to the user. In a user’s interaction
graph, the set of simple paths connecting the user to her feed item are treated as pertinent
explanations. Example 2.1 illustrates one such explanatory path. Next, FAIRY scores the
discovered explanations with learning-to-rank models built upon users’ judgements on
relevance and surprisal of the explanation paths. Longitudinal user studies on two social
platforms, Quora and Last.fm6, demonstrate the practical viability and user benefits of this
framework in different domains. For more detailed analysis, refer to [Gh21a; GSW19].

2.2 Counterfactual Explanations for Recommendations

FAIRY’s explanations are post-hoc, i.e., they are decoupled from the underlying recommender
system. While essential for enhancing transparency of black-box models, these explanations
are not actionable; they may mislead the user when used for modifying the system’s
behavior. To overcome this limitation, we introduce PRINCE, a method for Provider-side
Interpretability with Counterfactual Evidence.

PRINCE enables graph-based recommenders with personalized PageRank at their co-
re [NK19] to generate concise and counterfactual explanations for their users. To see
an example of such explanations, see Example 2.2. PRINCE explains the most relevant
recommendation to the user by identifying the minimum number of their previous actions
whose removal from the user history could displace the top-ranked item. To find the
minimal counterfactual explanations from an exponential search space, Prince uses a
polynomial-time algorithm, and hence it is efficient.

Experiments on two real-world datasets show that PRINCE provides more compact
explanations than intuitive baselines. Insights from a crowdsourced user-study demonstrate
the viability of such action-based explanations. For further details refer to [ghaz; Gh20].

3 Scrutable recommendations

A scrutable recommender system allows its users to tell the system when it is wrong
and enables users to steer their recommendations accordingly [TM07]. This feature is
particularly useful when users experience drifts in their interests or when the system cannot
correctly infer their preferences. Evidence suggests that scrutability can improve user’s
engagement level and their satisfaction [HKN12; Kn12; PB15].

Critique-enabled recommenders have already taken the first step towards scrutability. These
systems employ a feedback mechanism called critiquing that enable users to express their

6 https://www.last.fm
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Figure 1: Example illustrating the intuitions behind ELIXIR.

dissatisfaction with some characteristics of the recommended item [CP12]. For instance,
imagine a student who relies on an online service like Yelp 7 to find a nice place to have
dinner. The recommended restaurants, however, are not suitable for her as they are mostly
expensive and far from her place. In this scenario, she will benefit from system-suggested
critiques such as show me a cheaper or closer restaurant that enables her to explore other
options that suit her interest better. In the next section, we describe how recommender
systems can leverage user feedback on explanations as a critiquing mechanism to improve
their future recommendations.

3.1 Using Explanations to Improve Recommender Systems

Explanations contain valuable information on why a certain item is recommended to the
user. We posit that the similarity between the recommended item and is corresponding
explanation speaks to the reason behind receiving the recommendation in the first place.
This drives the design of a feedback collection mechanism to learn users’ fine-grained
preferences. Fig. 1 shows an illustrative scenario. User 𝑢 receives a recommendation for the
movie Fight Club (𝑟𝑒𝑐) based on her online history and factors like item-item similarities.
This is accompanied by an explanation referring to three items, all previously liked by 𝑢

and being similar, in some aspects, to 𝑟𝑒𝑐. We have 𝑒𝑥𝑝1: Seven Years in Tibet, 𝑒𝑥𝑝2: The
Prestige, and 𝑒𝑥𝑝3: Pulp Fiction. The system generated these three items for explanation
because:

• 𝑒𝑥𝑝1 features the actor Brad Pitt who also stars in 𝑟𝑒𝑐,
• 𝑒𝑥𝑝2 has a surprise ending, similar to 𝑟𝑒𝑐,

7 https://www.yelp.com
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• 𝑒𝑥𝑝3 contains violent content, like 𝑟𝑒𝑐.

Now suppose that user 𝑢 loves Brad Pitt and surprise endings but hates disturbing violence
(she likes Pulp Fiction for other reasons like its star cast and dark comedy, that dominated
her opinion, despite the violence). When receiving 𝑟𝑒𝑐 with the above explanation, user 𝑢
could give different kinds of feedback. The established way is to simply dislike 𝑟𝑒𝑐, as a
signal from which future recommendations can learn. However, this would completely miss
the opportunity of learning from how user 𝑢 views the three explanation items. The best
feedback would be if user 𝑢 could inform the system that she likes Brad Pitt and surprise
endings but dislikes violence, for example, by checking item properties or filling in a form
or questionnaire. However, this would be a tedious effort that few users would engage in.
Also, the system would have to come up with a very fine-grained feature space of properties,
way beyond the usual categories of, say, movie genres.

To facilitate efficient critiquing, we introduce ELIXIR, a framework for (Efficient Learning
from Item-based eXplanations In Recommenders). ELIXIR enables recommenders to
obtain user feedback on pairs of recommendation and explanation items, where users are
asked to give a binary rating on the shared aspects of the items in a pair. To incorporate the
collected feedback, we propose a method to learn user-specific latent preference vectors
used for updating item-item similarities. The underlying intuition is to increase (decrease)
the distance of disliked (liked) items and the like to the user’s profile, such that the quality
of future recommendations is improved. Our framework is instantiated using generalized
graph recommendation based on personalized PageRank. Insightful experiments with a
real user study show significant improvements for movie and book recommendations over
item-level feedback. For a detailed analysis, refer to [Gh21a; Gh21b].

4 Conclusion

In this work, we studied explainability and scrutability of recommender systems. We
introduced FAIRY, a framework for generating post-hoc explanations for black-box recom-
menders. We further proposed PRINCE, a provider-side interpretability tool, to provide
users with concise and counterfactual explanations. Putting explanations into action, we
lastly introduced ELIXIR, a framework for leveraging user feedback on explanations to
improve their future recommendations. Our studies demonstrate the benefits of explanations
for both end users and service-providers: users gain insight into the personalization process,
and service providers enhance their users’ experiences by offering more transparency and
facilitating user control through feedback on explanations. We hope that this work sparks
interest in the community towards responsible systems and pushes forward the mindsets
and infrastructures required for trustworthy AI.
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Adaptive Architectures for Robust Data Management
Systems

Tiemo Bang1

Abstract: “Form follows function” is a well-known expression by the architect Sullivan asserting
that the architecture of a building should follow its function. “Adaptive Architectures for Robust Data
Management Systems” is a dissertation asserting that DBMS architectures should follow changing
workload and hardware to robustly achieve high DBMS performance. The dissertation first evaluates
how workload and hardware affect the performance of DBMSs with static architectures. This evaluation
concludes that static DBMS architectures degrade DBMS performance under changing workload and
hardware, and hence the DBMS architecture has to become adaptive. Subsequently, adaptation concepts
for the architecture of single-server and multi-server DBMSs are proposed. These concepts focus
fine-grained adaptation of DBMS architectures and are realized through asynchronous programming
models. These programming models decouple the implementation of DBMS components from
fine-grained architectural optimization. Thereby, optimizers can derive novel architectures better
fitting individual DBMS components, leading to high and robust DBMS performance under changing
conditions.

Keywords: Database Management System; Architecture; Adaptation; Scale-Up; Scale-Out

Summary of “Adaptive Architectures for Robust Data Management
Systems”

“Unceasingly the essence of things is taking shape in the matter of things. [. . . ] It is the
pervading law of all things organic and inorganic, of all things physical and metaphysical,
[. . . ] that form ever follows function. This is the law. Shall we, then, daily violate this law
in our art?” — Sullivan, 1896 in The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered

Sullivan asserts that the architecture of a building should follow from its function. The
dissertation “Adaptive Architectures for Robust Data Management Systems” [Ba22a] asserts
the same for the architecture of a database management system (DBMS). It particularly
asserts that changing workload and hardware for DBMSs necessitate changing (adaptive)
DBMS architectures. The dissertation contributes to adaptive DBMS architectures through
publications on the performance of DBMSs with static architectures [Ba22b, Ba20a] and
concepts for the adaptation of DBMS architectures for single-server DBMSs [Ba20b] and
multi-server DBMSs [Ba21]. The following provides a brief summary of the overall work.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the volatile conditions challenging DBMS performance. DBMSs are exposed
to a range of workload classes and hardware platforms. These influence the displayed workload
and hardware characteristics and lead to challenging volatile conditions under which DBMSs still
need to perform well. The DBMS design has to align with these changing characteristics, otherwise
performance can degrade significantly.

DBMSs are challenged by changing workloads and hardware. Today’s DBMSs handle
various types of workloads for online commerce, banking, and fraud detection. These
workloads differ in key characteristics like the read-write pattern and further fluctuate
depending on the popularity of individual data items. Similarly, modern DBMSs are typically
compatible with a wide range of hardware platforms which still have different characteristics
like different types or numbers of processors. This presents DBMSs with the challenge to
perform well despite workload and hardware characteristics that widely vary, possibly at
runtime.

The performance evaluation of this dissertation, along with a review of related work, identifies
complex effects of various workload and hardware characteristics on the performance of
DBMSs with static architectures, cf. [Ba22b]. As summarized in Figure 1, the different
workload classes and hardware platforms lead to a wide range of characteristics that
make for volatile workload and hardware conditions a DBMS design has to cope with.
The evaluation surfaces a complex interaction between these characteristics with which
the DBMS components and the surrounding DBMS architecture have to align precisely,
otherwise performance can degrade sharply. Accordingly, the conclusion is that robust
performance under changing conditions requires precise adaptation of the entire DBMS
design, including the DBMS architecture.

DBMSs remain tethered to their static architecture. Serving changing workloads and
supporting diverse hardware platforms is non-trivial for DBMSs. The design of the DBMS
components and the DBMS architecture have to fit the conditions. DBMS components, like
the query execution engine, indeed have developed adaptation mechanisms for that reason.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the established DBMS architectures for single-server and multi-server DBMSs
with static deployment strategies, indicated by the colored boxes. Each architectures follows a static
deployment strategy that determines a resource partitioning (shown by the sizes of the boxes) and
deployment of DBMS components (shown by the colors the boxes). Most architectures uniformly
deploy a stack of each DBMS component onto the resource partitions.

Mechanisms like just-in-time query compilation, for example, allow the query execution
engine to flexibly specialize its operators to different workload or hardware. However, such
adaptation is limited to the internals of these DBMS components. There is no adaptation
outside of or across DBMS components, as the surrounding DBMS architecture is inflexible.

Today DBMS designers select from a handful of static architectures with rigid deployment
strategies. As shown in Figure 2, these static architectures predetermine a fixed resource
partitioning. The DBMS components are then deployed onto these resource partitions,
as stacks containing an instance of each component. For example, the NUMA-aware
architecture accounts for multi-processor hardware through resource partitions per processor
onto which the DBMS components are deployed. Such tailoring, however, is a static design
decision. This decision at design-time leads to an architecture baked into the DBMS
implementation that only fits predetermined workload and hardware. Moreover, this manual
decision also causes oversimplification. That is, all the static architectures uniformly deploy
DBMS components onto coarse-grained resource partitions ignoring the unique workload
and hardware effects within individual DBMS components. As a result, current static DBMS
architectures are not flexible and lack sophistication, such that these architectures become
unfit and degrade DBMS performance.

Adaptive DBMS Architectures

The overall idea for the adaptation of DBMS architectures is to flexibly compose fine-grained
“building blocks” of the DBMS to a best-fit architecture. This dissertation emphasizes
fine-grained adaptation of the architecture to suit the individual internal functions of DBMS
components. Besides a relief from the re-implementation effort, the goal is to create a
navigable optimization space for DBMS architectures, enabling optimizers to flexibly mimic
any existing architecture and more importantly to derive entirely new architectures.
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Fig. 3: Designing static scale-up architectures (left) versus proposed fine-grained adaptation (right).
Left: Current architectures are statically designed with static deployment strategies for specific
hardware/workload and treat all DBMS components uniformly, e.g., the NUMA-aware architecture
dictates the resources partitioning by processor which each contain the complete stack of components.
Right: The proposed adaptive scale-up architecture enables fine-grained arbitrary resource partitioning
for arbitrary compositions of DBMS components, facilitating best-fit architectures.

Adaptive Single-Server DBMS Architecture. The adaptive single-server architecture
introduces flexible configuration for DBMSs on shared-memory hardware, cf. [Ba20b].
It addresses the distinct adaptation demands on a single server, orthogonal to adaptation
across multiple servers.

The key factors for single-server DBMS architectures to address are shared-memory data
structures and the constraint to fixed resources. Single-server DBMS architectures must
carefully organize these limited resources, especially in regard to efficient concurrent
execution on shared data structures. For example, the static NUMA-aware architecture
employs processor-sized resource partitions to enforce processor-local concurrent execution
of DBMS components and explicit coordination of DBMS components across processors.
Generally, single-server architectures strive for a resource partitioning that effectively
balances partition-local concurrent execution on shared data structures within DBMS
components and the explicit coordination of components across resources partitions. Static
DBMS architectures strike this balance only for specific predetermined workloads and
hardware, but likely become unfit under changing conditions. Instead, the proposed adaptive
architecture enables flexible adaptation at the granularity of individual data structures of
DBMS components, for best-fit single-server architectures across changing workloads and
hardware.
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The proposed adaptive single-server architecture introduces abstractions for the generic
implementation of DBMS components and the fine-grained configuration of the architecture.
It introduces a programming model of asynchronous data-aware tasks for DBMS components.
These data-aware tasks divide DBMS components into units of execution on individual
data structures, enabling the fine-grained configuration of the DBMS architecture. As
shown in Figure 3, this configuration enables optimizers to flexibly configure arbitrary
architectures with heterogeneous resource partitions tailored to individual data structures (or
composites thereof). In contrast to the static “prepackaged” architectures, optimizers thereby
can form novel architectures best-fit for each data structure under changing workload and
hardware. The benefits of this flexible configuration are demonstrated through an optimizer
for automatic throughput maximization.

Adaptive Multi-Server DBMS Architecture. The adaptive multi-server architecture
offers flexible orchestration of the DBMS across elastic network-connected resources, cf.
[Ba21]. It complements the above adaptation within a single server.

The key factors for multi-server architectures to address are the network communication
between resources and the flexible addition/removal (scaling) of resources. Especially in the
cloud, multi-server DBMSs can utilize an elastic resource pool to maintain high performance
when facing heterogeneous and fluctuating workloads. Yet, at the same time, the network
communication across this resource pool also poses a significant challenge. Multi-server
architectures therefore aim to balance resource load and network communication overhead
when orchestrating the DBMS across this resource pool. Static multi-server architectures,
however, strike this balance only for specific workloads, e.g., the shared-nothing architecture
for partitionable workloads. Changing or mixed workloads and the properties of individual
DBMS components are not well reflected. For example, analytical queries and the query
executor component can generally utilize more resources than transactional queries and the
transaction manager components.

The adaptive multi-server architecture introduces individually optimized architectures for
simultaneous queries. Rather than compromising on a common architecture, it simultaneously
orchestrates query-optimized architectures across elastic resources. It defines a reactive
programming model with generic DBMS actors for that reason. These actors are flexibly
instrumented to temporarily enact (parts of) DBMS components and together enact a DBMS
architecture. The execution and data flow of the DBMS are essentially broken down into
streams of events and data items that can be routed across the resource pool. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the routing and interleaving of these event and data streams therefore enables
the simultaneous orchestration of multiple query-optimized architectures. The dissertation
focuses on exploring the new degrees of freedom offered by this adaptive multi-server
architecture.
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Fig. 4: The adaptive multi-server DBMS architecture for simultaneous optimization to distinct queries.
The adaptive architecture instruments DBMS actors on elastic resources via event and data streams to
enact DBMS components, allowing to orchestrate query-optimized architectures for the concurrent
OLTP and OLAP queries. The purple streams orchestrate a disaggregated architecture for the OLAP
query, while the green streams simultaneously orchestrate a shared-nothing architecture for the OLTP
query.

Conclusion

The key findings are that both the realized adaptive single-server and multi-server architec-
tures prove effective and efficient. Under changing transactional and mixed workloads, the
proposed adaptive architectures generally perform at least on par with the individually best
state-of-the-art architecture. Indeed, when adopting novel better-fit architectures, all existing
architectures are outperformed, e.g., when partitioning resource at a granularity unlike any
of the existing architectures or when distinctly orchestrating architectures for queries of
mixed workloads. Overall, the proposed flexible and precise adaptation demonstrates higher
and more robust performance.

While the findings exhibit novel better-fit architectures only for a subset of possible workload
and hardware conditions, this dissertation overall indicates high potential for adapting
architectures with the proposed concepts. As the proposed concepts make a vast optimization
space generally navigable, optimizers will be able to adapt DBMS architectures flexibly and
more precisely to many workloads and hardware. Instead of fragile static architectures, the
proposed adaptive architectures thus provide a necessary element for DBMSs to achieve
high and robust performance under changing workload and hardware.
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JumpXClass: Explainable AI for Jump Classification in
Trampoline Sports
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Abstract: Movement patterns in trampoline gymnastics have become faster and more complex
with the increase in the athletes’ capabilities. This makes the assessment of jump type, pose, and
quality during training or competitions by humans very difficult or even impossible. To counteract
this development, data-driven solutions are thought to be a solution to improve training. In recent
work, sensor measurements and machine learning is used to predict jumps automatically and give
feedback to the athletes and trainers. However, machine learning models, and especially neural
networks, are black boxes most of the time. Therefore, the athletes and trainers cannot gain any
insights about the jump from the machine learning-based jump classification. To better understand the
jump execution during training, we propose JumpXClass: a tool for automatic machine learning-based
jump classification with explainable artificial intelligence. Using elements of explainable artificial
intelligence can improve the training experience for athletes and trainers. This work will demonstrate
a live system capable to classify and explain jumps from trampoline athletes.

Keywords: machine learning; applied AI; explainable AI; sports; trampoline

1 Introduction

Over the years, professional sports have experienced a boost in athletic capabilities. Athletes
are able to reach new heights of performance in their respective areas. This has led to the need
for better training tools including digital ones to better capture the athletes’ performance. As
a part of gymnastics, trampoline sport has experienced the same developments. Here, one
central point is the capture of jumps via near-body sensors and their automatic classification
to support the athletes and trainers via auxiliary digital tools [He11, Ca18, Wo22b]. The
idea encompassed by all publications is that athletes can improve their performance and
training experience by quantifying the exercise through near-body sensor measurements.

In recent research, Woltmann et al. promote using ML in a feedback system for trampoline
athletes to improve training experience [Wo22a]. The work enables athletes and trainers
to visualize the sensor measurements and automatically classify their jumps using a deep
feed-forward neural network (NN). All shown data can be manipulated interactively. Part of
the presented work in this demo is based on this preliminary work.
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Fig. 1: System overview of JumpXClass. The numbers represent the different use cases.

The high volume of time series data and their black box characteristic are major drawbacks of
data-driven ML-based approaches. Decisions, like the jump classification, are generally not
traceable by or explainable to the user. This makes it challenging to analyze the interaction
between data and model for the subsequent discussions of model quality and application. The
scientific field researching this phenomenon and its solutions is called eXplainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI). In this area, ML black boxes are analyzed to conclude about the inner
decision-making. For NNs, feature influences are one part of this analysis [LL17, KL17].
These influences quantify the input of an NN according to its influence on the decision. One
representative are shapley additive explanations (SHAP) values [LL17]. SHAP values are a
game theoretic approach modeling the exclusion of features and, therefore, their influence
on the model’s output. With SHAP, any ML model input feature is assigned a numerical
value, representing the absolute influence on the decision. For the jump classification NN,
these values represent the probability that the input feature adds to or subtracts from all
possible classes.

In this demonstrator, we combine the approaches of a feedback system, automated ML-based
classification, and XAI to build an ML-driven exercise assessment tool for trampoline athletes
and trainers. During the live demonstration, we will show that combining these concepts
brings several advantages to athletes and trainers by incorporating digital technologies into
the training.
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2 Demonstrator Features

In this section, we present the features and modules of our demonstrator JumpXClass. Three
core concepts are implemented in three equivalent modules called Data Management to
handle user data and meta data, Jump Classification to make the ML components accessible,
and Explainable Jump Features to include the XAI parts. The three general modules of the
demonstrator are presented in Figure 1 indicated by gray frames. Each module will add up
on the following and improve the feedback given to the athletes and trainers. The four use
cases, indicated by numbers, are detailed in Section 3.

2.1 Data Management

The tool works on the sensor data collected by an accelerometer and a gyroscopic sensor on
the back of the athlete. After exporting the data from the sensor, the athletes upload their
exercise data, usually containing ten consecutive jumps, into the tool. These are usually
CSV files exported from the sensors with a measurement resolution of 500 Hz. Additionally,
athletes need to document their exercise in a jump protocol manually. Our tool allows for the
creation of such a protocol. Therefore, the athletes can store both their data and meta data
for further use. This is important for the reproducibility of a training session or competition
and the self-assessment of the athletes. The combined sensor data and jump protocols can
also be used as labeled training data within the tool.

2.2 Jump Classification

Another aspect of this work is the direct use of a model that takes the sensor data and
classifies all jumps according to their jump type. There are 148 jump types that our model
needs to distinguish. The model is trained and tested on data containing around 2,500 jumps.
The data was labeled by athletes (and their trainers) competing on a national level.

The classification gives direct feedback to the athletes about their high-level performance,
i.e., if they performed the jump correctly. This can be useful for training by giving the
athletes hints on the jumps they need to improve their performance. Another capability is
the direct checking of the jump protocol. Mislabeled or mixed-up entries in the protocol can
be spotted more quickly if the NN contradicts a protocol entry.

All sensor channels are visualized as time series plots, as shown in Figure 2b. Athletes and
trainers can analyze individual jumps from the jump data in more detail. The sensor data
contains fine-grained acceleration and orientation information. This enables the analysis
of wrong movements during individual jumps. As an additional feature, a comparison to
previous jumps or an averaged jump for a jump type is possible via an inlay plot as presented
by the lines with a lighter color in Figure 2b. This provides a comparative movement analysis
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(a) Use Cases (1) and (2): The jump protocol (left) and
the automatic jump classification (right).

(b) Use Case (3): The time series plot for a specific jump
including a reference jump (lighter colors).

Fig. 2: Example screens for three use cases.

to spot improvements or errors. Specifically, trainers can have a more detailed look at the
jump performance and give quantitative and qualitative feedback to the athlete.

2.3 Explainable Jump Features

The jump classification gives a high-level assessment of a jump but no detailed feedback
about the ML model’s decision. With XAI, the ML model can give athletes and trainers
feedback. To achieve this, we analyze the jump classification NN with SHAP and report the
SHAP values to the user via a waterfall plot. With the SHAP influences for each gyroscopic
measurement, the athlete can see what movement patterns define a specific jump type
according to the NN. For the first time in trampoline sports, XAI helps to identify the part
of a jump most influential for good execution. This opens up new possibilities to support
training and enhance athletes’ performances with ML and XAI. Additionally, the trainers
can identify the measurements leading the NN to a wrong classification and give feedback
to the athlete about a changed movement pattern for the jump. The athletes can get manifold
feedback from the ML and XAI components to improve their training.
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Fig. 3: Use Case (4): The SHAP waterfall plot for a specific jump.

3 Demo Description

In the live demo session, the users will see four use cases: (1) the competition mode, (2)
the jump protocol, (3) the measurement plots, and (4) the XAI jump features. The cases
are depicted and highlighted according to their number in Figure 1. Every use case has a
dedicated target group. Whereas use cases (2), (3), and (4) are meant for athletes and trainers,
use case (1) is aimed at competition judges. In (1), only the NN’s jump classification from
an exercise data set is shown. Therefore, the judges can assess the exercise’s difficulty score.

In use case (2), the athletes upload their data for an exercise. The gyroscopic sensor produces
time series data sets containing all required measurement channels. Additionally, the athletes
can add their jump protocols and store them as meta data for the sensor data. Use case
(1) is a subpart of use case (2) since it uses the same sensor data. Both use cases (1) and
(2) are presented in Figure 2a. After uploading the data and adding the protocol, the NN
automatically analyzes and classifies the jumps into jump types according to [Wo22b].
Every classification is annotated by a percentage detailing the confidence of the NN for this
classification. Lower confidence scores usually show that a jump was not cleanly executed.
Another point is the direct comparison of the automatic classification and the jump protocol.
Color coding shows the users any discrepancies between these two parts and allows for a
high-level analysis of the athletes’ performance.

Use case (3) plots the uploaded sensor measurement channels as time series plots by clicking
on a specific jump in the jump protocol from the first use case, as shown in Figure 2b. The
user can (de-)select each channel separately to be plotted or not. Another feature is the
comparison view. Here, the athletes or trainers can choose either another jump from the
jump protocol or an averaged representative for the specific jump type to be plotted for
comparison with the original jump. This gives allows the users to compare their performance
to a quasi-standard.
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Use case (4) shows the SHAP value waterfall plot for the same selected jump as in use
case (3). As detailed in Figure 3, the plot provides feedback regarding the classification
and according to which features the NN decided on the jump type. The plot helps scientific
experts to assess the jump quality from a technical perspective. The measurements and their
influence on the decision can be analyzed and used to find the most important movement of
a jump or a deviation of the athlete from a high-quality jump. Additionally, the SHAP values
can be used to debug the data and model, either to re-record the jumps or to fine-tune the
NN. A re-recording is necessary if a certain feature greatly influences a wrong classification
and the corresponding movement is not part of the jump. Here, the athlete would execute
the jump again and generate new sensor data for verification. If a feature influences the
wrong classification but its corresponding movement is part of the jump, the NN needs to
be adjusted through hyperparameter tuning or retraining with new data.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown JumpXClass, a feedback system for trampoline athletes and
trainers based on ML models and XAI. The multitude and interplay of features make the
tool a valuable asset for athlete quality assessment. It can help to identify errors in jumps
or quality metrics of jump types. We argue that using JumpXClass can also highlight the
advantages of ML and (X)AI in sports and other applications. For future work, we plan to
verify these advantages with actual trampoline gymnasts to obtain feedback for the tool.
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UniDash: Interactive Dashboard for Data Driven Insights on
Universities

Mirjam Bayer 1 2, Yorik Timo Hansen 1, Kimberley Kosbü1, Andrea Kulow1, Peer Kröger1

Abstract: Universities, like other institutions or companies, are under steady quality control in pursuit
of improvement. Generating pertinent insights from consistently collected data at universities is one of
the many possibilities to integrate data science into our educational system. The proposed prototype
dashboard is designed for educational institutions to visually assess their shifts in relevant topics such
as diversity, accessibility, and planning aspects. This paper shows the workflow and dashboard using
the UnivIS database of Kiel University for extracting and preprocessing the data. The proposed demo
revealed interesting insights, such as how, in the planning stage, lecture halls are selected with only
50% capacity utilization; rooms for fewer than 50 people are planned to be used at 100% capacity.
The demonstration web application can be tested in German at unidash.tk.

Keywords: interactive dashboard; academic advising; data-driven decision-making

1 Introduction

In the past decade, it became of paramount interest to assess and improve the quality at
universities, leading up to tackling the required changes as described by Baker and Lenhardt
in [BL08]. In order to evaluate development, one must be able to measure and trace numbers
describing the feature of interest. However, collecting data is only the first step to extracting
valuable insights. Data scientists are trained to compare and visualize the generated data. To
perform quality evaluation on complex questionnaires, and working groups are required,
which are laborious, and demanding of time and monetary resources. Department heads of
large institutions like universities often lack the time to set up these complex evaluation tools
for their institution. Therefore, we approached the challenge and developed a dashboard
showcasing the progression of a university using its own data collected over the past 20 years.
We developed a workflow for extracting the data from open-source tools and implemented a
dashboard, making the shifts in the data clearly traceable. The derivable insights range from
the capacity utilization of classrooms to the percentage of accessible classrooms used by
each department.

Data mining is increasingly utilized for meta-evaluation in the academic world, for example,
the assessment of the student body [Th22], [Gu20], or optimizing teaching methods [MJ12].
1 Kiel University, Department of Computer Science, Christian-Albrechts-Platz 4, 24118 Kiel,
{miba,stu227160,stu207503,stu229089,pkr}@informatik.uni-kiel.de
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The untapped potential of using academic data in the education system is further analyzed
in [We12] and [Fi20], concluding that incorporating data mining will enhance informed
decision-making, leading to optimized teaching effectiveness. This demonstrates the growing
significance of mining the available data in educational systems. In this paper, we propose
a workflow and prototype dashboard to visualize patterns and trends in data from Kiel
University. The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Workflow for the extraction of data from a university management system

• Dashboard with interactive visualizations

2 UnivIS Data

Large institutions like universities have to solve complex planning problems every semester.
The solution must combine human resources, room vacancies, and examination regulations
to name just a few of the constraints all timetables must fulfil. To combine all the required
information, multiple database services are used in the German network of universities.
Like the universities of, e.g., Erlangen-Nuremberg, Bamberg, and Lübeck, Kiel University
uses UnivIS [STU99] to store the relevant data for the planning of the semesters. UnivIS is
a relational database, with an API to extract data as XML. The database schema is adapted
for the university process, to seamlessly combine teaching, room and human data. Through
multiple API requests, [Ki22b], we were able to pull all of the collected data. We merged the
XML responses into a local SQL database using the same scheme as the UnivIS database.
In combination with UnivIS, Kiel University’s Department of Computer Science uses a
module database (the ModulDB) to store additional details regarding their courses. Data
from both sources were gathered for the dashboard.

Fig. 1: Workflow of generating the dashboard, grey fields: implemented processes at
universities, orange: our implemented contribution

3 Dashboard

The implemented dashboard is designed for universities to showcase their strengths and
weaknesses in a customized open-source application. It targets universities to enable them to
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get a clear view of their own position on a variety of current and relevant aspects. Because
the application uses existing data sets the dashboard can also reveal past developments. The
proposed workflow is shown schematically in Figure 1. Steps that have already been taken
at the universities are drawn in grey. The orange steps entail our contribution built upon the
available databases.

On the dashboard, there are currently nine topics visualized. Each topic is designated to a
research question in a timely fashion. In this paper, we explain the following four questions
in more detail.

• Are the rooms used according to their capacity?

• How wheelchair accessible are the courses of different faculties? Is wheelchair
accessibility evenly distributed across faculties?

• Can students reach their classes on time, or are locations too far apart? (Exemplary
for two subjects of study)

• Kiel: ’Best Prof’ Award voted by students. What insights can be extracted from past
winners?

4 Technical details

UnivIS Kiel provides a public API, [Ki22b], supplying the required data for this dashboard.
As a result of the database being maintained and data being inserted manually, one has to
presume many errors regarding spelling, coherence, and missing values. This was especially
problematic when working with the addresses for classrooms. From abbreviations for
buildings, misspelled street names, and missing zip codes to lacking street numbers, all
possible errors had to be caught. Using regular expressions, almost all addresses could
be extracted, but this required expert knowledge of the university community, mainly
concerning common abbreviations.

Regarding the dashboard deployment, the Python library plotly [Pl15] was used for easy
and fast implementation. This also allows for simple modification and transfer to other
universities with few requirements of HTML and CSS knowledge. The code, including the
SQL requests for extracting from UnivIS, is available on a GitHub repository. 3

5 Demonstration

Using the example of Kiel University, the dashboard can be viewed in German at unidash.tk.
The elaborated topics are presented in separate tabs, where one or more interactive graphs
visualize the corresponding data for the different departments and semesters. The navigational
toolbar on the left leads to the different topic pages.
3 https://github.com/doubleblind44/unidash
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Fig. 2: Used capacity in percent of
different room sizes over the semesters

Fig. 3: Percentage of accessible rooms per
department per semester

Room sizes The question of room planning is of ongoing interest due to the exceeding
heating and lighting resources required for larger rooms, [Ki22a]. Are the rooms used to
full capacity, or could events be held in smaller rooms? An excerpt from the dashboard for
this topic can be seen in Figure 2. The rooms are grouped into three different categories,
according to the number of people they can host. This distinction showcases that, based
on the room size, there is a marked difference with respect to the used capacity. Rooms
with fewer than 50 seats are often used up to 100% capacity or even more. Larger rooms
(>=100 seats) on the other hand are often only 50% occupied. For this evaluation, the turn
out parameter, a value describing the planned number of attendees for the module, is used.
It is relevant to keep in mind that student attendance for lectures is often hard to estimate
beforehand. Therefore, it is necessary to allow for a buffer. Based on the obtained insights,
the administrative instances of the university can make an effort to determine the actual
capacity of the rooms during the semester in order to determine whether this discrepancy
could be a starting point for energy-saving improvements.

Accessibility The university strives for inclusiveness and fairness to ensure equal op-
portunities for all its student. This also includes wheelchair accessibility. The wheelchair
accessibility of modules is documented as a flag in the database. The accessibility of the
different faculties is depicted in Figure 3. The plot reveals how many faculties courses are,
on average, located in wheelchair accessible rooms or even buildings. Drastic shifts in
the percentage mostly correlate with changes in the locations of faculties. As an example,
the Faculty of Law (’Rechtswissenschaftliche Fakultät’) moved into a new building in
2021. The difference is obvious when comparing the values before and after the COVID-19
pandemic. Large jumps in the early years, e.g., in the winter semester 2004/2005 (2004w)
for the Faculty of Theology (’Theologische Fakultät’) suggest that the flag was not used in
the years before 2005. As all events during the pandemic took place online, classified as
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non-accessible, an overall drop is observable in the winter semester 2020/2021 (2020w)
and summer semester 2021 (2021s).

Fig. 4: Locations of compulsory modules for
computer science semesters 1 and 3 in winter
semester 2021/2022

Walking distances When creating lec-
ture plans, the distances between module lo-
cations need to be taken into consideration.
For this dashboard, the compulsory mod-
ules for selected semesters of two subjects
of study were gathered, and the locations
were visualized on an interactive map. The
goal was to detect cohorts that were spread
out far and evaluate whether the distances
could lead to time conflicts in the semester
schedules.

In Figure 4 the comparison of two chosen
degree programs and semesters is depicted.
Additional data on the compulsory mod-
ules for the semesters had to be acquired
manually. Because this information changes
frequently, it is not stored in UnivIS but recorded in the examination regulations. Manual
evaluations revealed that some modules could not be chosen in certain semesters due to
time conflicts. With further development, this could be expanded into a tool for automatized
checking of time conflicts and added into the planning process.

Best Prof At Kiel University a ’Best Prof’ award4 is given by vote of the students in
the Department of Mathematics and the Department of Computer Science every year. The
dashboard traces the lectures of the past top three winners of each year. Two excerpts of the
evaluated statistics are shown in Figures 5 and 6. According to these analyses, past winning
professors held noticeably fewer modules on Monday, Friday, and Saturday than the other
days and started their courses mostly at 8 a.m., 10 a.m., or 12 a.m.

These findings were used to predict the top three candidates of 2022. With the above-
described filters, two of the three professors on the podium could be predicted correctly.
The professor in third place did not fit these insights as multiple modules were held on
Monday. This got the better of our logic and proved: Preferences cannot be predicted purely
on statistics. If you teach well, students will appreciate it, despite the course being held on
Mondays.

4 https://www.fs-infmath.uni-kiel.de/wiki/Best-Prof-Hall-of-Fame
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Fig. 5: Lecture days of modules from past
winners

Fig. 6: Starting times of modules from
past winners

6 Conclusion

The proposed dashboard provides insight into the evolution of Kiel University and shows the
benefits from reaping the database systems in place. By using an already existing database,
this project was implemented with little necessary effort on the part of the university.
Thereby, this prototype is a feasible solution for interactively analyzing a large institution
where the gathering of data is often complicated and faces bureaucratic difficulties.

To transfer the dashboard to other universities, it is essential to extract an equivalent data set
from the system in place. Additional topics, that can be analyzed and added to the dashboard
are only limited by the data available. The proposed dashboard contains a baseline of
evaluations for answering the chosen questions of interest for large institutions regarding
the progression of room utilization, diversity, and inclusiveness. Further evaluations are
implemented in the prototype dashboard that could not be explained in detail here due to
brevity. The evaluations and insights are described in German on the demo web application.

Caution has to be exercised when drawing inferences from the data because the data used are
planning data and therefore do not always depict a true representation of the real conditions
at the institution. A strong example is the decision to flag online events as non-accessible,
resulting in a seemingly very retrogressive development concerning accessibility in the
semesters during the pandemic.

As for the evaluation of Kiel University, in the demonstration, we showcased the strong
suits such as the rise of wheelchair-accessible rooms, and make the potential for reasonable
areas of improvement visible. Answering all chosen questions with data visualizations. We
aim to make this dashboard easily transferable to other universities in the future to gather
insights into their performance. Furthermore, we plan on providing additional features, such
as advanced room planning, to reduce unnecessary heating costs. We are convinced that
interactive platforms, like the one proposed in this work, bear the potential to pave the path
for accelerated and improved performance assurance in universities.
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Better Safe than Sorry: Visualizing, Predicting, and
Successfully Guiding Courses of Study
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Abstract:

Successfully going through a course of study is a lengthy and challenging task. To obtain a degree,
many obstacles must be overcome and the right decisions must be made at the right point in time,
often overwhelming students. To reduce the amount of dropouts, the goal of study advisors is to reach
out to endangered students in time and to provide them help and guidance. To support the work of
study advisors, who typically have to monitor a large amount of students simultaneously, we present
in this demonstration an easy-to-use graphical tool that (a) allows the advisor to visualize all relevant
information of study data in a responsive graph in order to overview the current study situation. In
addition to visualization, our tool provides (b) a forecasting functionality based on pre-trained models
and (c) a warning feature to identify endangered students early on. In the on-site demonstration, the
audience will be able to step into the role of a study advisor and use our tool and all of its features to
identify and guide struggling students within anonymized real-world study data.

Keywords: Study monitoring; Study Prediction; Visualization; Machine Learning; Graph Databases

1 Introduction

Successfully studying and obtaining a degree is challenging. While some students are able
to successfully make it through the forest of lectures, seminars, and labs on their own, many
struggle in finding the right individual path by themselves. To counter this problem, many
universities employ so-called study advisors. Their task is essentially threefold: (1) To
identify struggling students, for instance by analyzing their performance over the past
semesters. (2) To provide guidance for the identified students on how to improve their
individual situation. (3) To monitor whether the guidance actually helps and improves
the situation of the students. With their work, study advisors help in reducing (avoidable)
dropouts and eliminate stress and uncertainty on the side of students.

Unfortunately, all three tasks are highly difficult for the study advisor in the present situation.
In terms of (1), typically, a large number of students must be monitored, namely all currently
enrolled students in all stages of their studies. Therefore, overseeing the sheer amount
1 Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Institute of Computer Science, Staudingerweg 9, 55128 Mainz, Germany
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of data is already challenging when done (pseudo-)manually. Connected to this is the
problem that the study data is typically materialized in some sort of course management
system (CMS). The primary purpose of such a database is to reliably log all entered study
data, but not to perform any form of sophisticated analysis on it. This leads to the unpleasant
situation that accessing and analyzing the existing study data is already a cumbersome step
for the study advisor. Assuming that struggling students have been identified somehow in
step (1), step (2) is even more challenging. Now, the study advisor has to come up with
guidances and recommendations that fit to the individual problems of each student. This
requires a deep individual analysis of the study performance so far and the design of a fitting
counter-steering measure. Here, different courses could be advised to be taken in a specific
order. The optimization goal is basically to find a suitable trade-off between progress,
interests, and pressure for the student. When guidance has been given to a struggling student,
in step (3), the performance of the student must be monitored and evaluated throughout
the next semesters in some sort of feedback loop. Here, the study advisor has to carefully
analyze the development of the student over a longer period of time, requiring cumbersome
(repetitive) data analysis and comparison.

To support study advisors in their challenging tasks, in the following we propose a tool to
assist their workflow in all three previously mentioned steps. Note that we specifically use
the term “assist” and not “replace”, as we believe that human advising is (and will always
be) essential in this sensitive field. Precisely, our tool assists the advisor in the following
aspects:

(a) It makes study data accessible for the study advisor by connecting students, lecturers,
courses, and exam results with each other and by presenting their relation in a graph-based
visualization. We provide different views for different analysis purposes: For example, it
is possible to visualize for a particular student all taken courses and exam results. Or it is
possible to focus on a specific course and to see all exam performances of a specific semester
or over multiple semesters for all students. Any available meta-data, such as passing/failure
ratio, is also presented to ease the interpretation of the data.

(b) It contains an early warning system that automatically identifies potentially struggling
students. To do so, it predicts the likelihood of finishing the studies using an ML model,
which has been trained on available study data, and combines it with the number of exams
failed so far. The generated list of students can be ordered and post-filtered by the study
advisor to contact the students in danger.

(c) It allows the advisors to create a course of study forecast for a particular student to
give recommendations on which courses to take. This can come in handy if the curriculum
contains many courses to choose from. Again, we use pre-trained ML models to generate
this forecast and visualize it in an easy-to-digest manner. Besides the proposed courses, the
forecast also contains the predicted grade range and passing probability for each course.

Note that we designed our tool to be usable by non-computer-scientists, i.e., there is no
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programming or query writing required. Therefore, our tool can be applied university-wide
by study advisors of all faculties.

2 Architecture and Setup

Our tool runs in a web browser and uses a multitude of technologies: For the frontend, we
use a combination of PHP, JavaScript, and Bootstrap, running on an Apache web server.
The backend is twofold: To manage the data, we use Neo4j [ht22] as a graph-based database
management system that is queried by the frontend via Cypher [Fr18] queries. Since all
study data in the CMS is typically in relational format, we use a converter that translates
the relational data into the corresponding graph representation by turning foreign-key
relationships into edges. In our case, we extracted the (anonymized) study data in relational
format from JoGu-StINe [Jo22], the CMS of JGU Mainz, and then converted the data into a
corresponding graph representation.

The machine learning part, which is required for forecasting and warning, is realized
in Tensorflow and largely builds upon the N-RELAGGS [PK19] work. The core idea is
to feed a neural network with input features composed of joined study data. The joined
data contains information about enrollment, semester statistics, and exam results for each
student. Underneath, Tensorflow and Keras are used to train the model and to forecast the
performance of students of interest. Note that other works [Zh20, Má13] also tried to predict
the performance of students using data mining and ML-assisted approaches. In general,
these approaches could be integrated into our prediction backend as well.

3 Visualization

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the main view of our tool running in a browser. The depicted
center view shows the visualization of the performance of a specific student (turquoise
node). Around the student, all taken courses of that student are arranged (blue nodes) with
the semester in which the course was taken (yellow nodes). Linked to each course/semester
combination is the grade of the corresponding exam (green nodes for passing, red node for
failing). The border of each course node additionally shows the passing/failing ratio of this
particular course over all semesters. The same applies to exam nodes.

Note that at any time, the user can click a node in the center view to focus the view on that
node. Focusing on a node does more than rearranging the currently visible nodes as it might
trigger the loading of new nodes. For example, when clicking on a specific exam, the center
view will load and show all students of that particular exam. To go back to the previous
view, the user can click on the “return” button on the top of the view at any time.

Alongside the center view, on the right side we list various statistics that support the current
visualization. For example, we show the average grade of the student, the fraction of passed
exams, the number of courses taken, and the passing ratio of all exams. Note that the
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Fig. 1: Frontend overview of our tool running in a web browser.

right-side view automatically adapts to the current visualization of the center view. The left
view of the tool serves as a settings and action panel that can be used to adjust the current
visualization and to trigger the loading of new visualizations. This includes triggering the
the course of study forecast (Section 4) and the early warning system (Section 5).

4 Course of Study Forecast

Besides visualization, our tool supports forecasting the performance of a particular student
in a particular course or even the whole (remaining) course of study. To enable this feature,
the course of study regulations must be encoded in our tool in advance, which contain
information on which courses are available and which combination of course (types) must
be passed to obtain the degree. For this demo, we encoded the study regulations of the B.Sc.
in Computer Science (2016 version) of JGU Mainz.

We now trained four different models for each course on the available study data, where
each model is tailored towards a different stage of study. We train the first model on the
first semester study data of all students, whereas the second model is trained on the first
and second semester study data of all students, and so on. We consider only courses that
contained at least 40 students and feed the model with exam results as well as meta-data such
as achieved credit points per semester and achieved credit points overall. When forecasting
for a particular student, the system automatically picks the model that fits best to the semester
in which the student is currently enrolled. For each recommended course, the model predicts
one of the outcomes “good” (grade range 1-2), “satisfactory” (grade range 3-4), or “failed”
(grade 5).
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Fig. 2: Course of study forecast for a particular student for winter semester 2021/2022 based on the
performance of the previous two semesters.

Additionally, a passing probability is predicted, which might be more relevant for endangered
students than the actual grade. It is based on a Naïve Bayes classifier, which has been used
in this context successfully in [DG17, PP21], using one of two metrics: In the first variant,
which is used by default, it computes the probability of passing a particular exam in the
first try depending on how many previous exams were passed in the first try. In the second
variant, which is used if the sample size is too small, it computes the passing probability
depending on the results achieved in already taken exams. Figure 2 shows how the complete
forecast visualization looks like. For the student of interest, we show for each semester the
already taken exams (winter semester 20/21 and summer semester 21 in this example) as
well as the predicted semester (winter semester 21/22 in this example). For the predicted
semester, we show all recommended courses along with the predicted grade ranges, passing
probabilities, and sample sizes.

5 Early Warning System

In addition to forecasting the performance of a particular student, our tool also supports the
automatic identification of potentially struggling students, so that the study advisor can help
these students as early as possible.
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To do so, we again utilize our four pre-trained models and predict for each currently enrolled
student whether he or she will acquire the degree or not. We then combine this prediction
with the amount of already failed exams to compute a “risk score”, by which we can order all
students. The user can then view all students whose risk score lies above a certain threshold
in the frontend, as shown in Figure 3. From this visualization, the study advisor can then
directly perform a closer inspection of the performance of the endangered students.

Fig. 3: List of “endangered students”, who have a high risk score.
Note that we also support the visualization of “risky courses” that seem to be related to
dropouts. Here, we define risk as the number of students who failed an exam and then
dropped out in relation to the total number of students who took the corresponding course.
Figure 4 shows an example list representation of such identified courses.

Fig. 4: List of “risky courses” that are potentially related to dropouts of students.

6 Demonstration

In our on-site demonstration, the users will be able to freely interact with our tool, which
we pre-load with anonymized real-world student data from the computer science B.Sc.
course of study of JGU Mainz. The audience will step into the role of a study advisor and
experience the entire tool-assisted workflow: Identifying potentially endangered students via
the warning system, exploring their individual problems by navigating through the different
visualizations, and finally predicting the best courses to take alongside with their chances of
success. By inspecting the courses year-by-year, the audience can also identify temporal
trends in the passing/failing ratio and the number of students visiting the course.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Hans-Jürgen Schröder for his contributions to early
stages of this work and his efforts in acquiring the anonymized study data. Also, we would like to
thank JGU Mainz for providing the anonymized study data, as well as Markus Blumenstock for his
input as a study advisor.
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JPTest - Grading Data Science Exercises in Jupyter Made
Short, Fast and Scalable
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Abstract: Jupyter Notebook is not only a popular tool for publishing data science results, but can
also be used for the interactive explanation of teaching content as well as the supervised work on
exercises. In order to give students feedback on their solutions, it is necessary to check and evaluate the
submitted work. To exploit the possibilities of remote learning as well as to reduce the work needed to
evaluate submissions, we present a flexible and efficient framework. It enables automated checking of
notebooks for completeness and syntactic correctness as well as fine-grained evaluation of submitted
tasks. The framework comes with a high level of parallelization, isolation and a short and efficient
API.

Keywords: Jupyter; Teaching; Exercising; Unit-Testing; Automation

1 Motivation

Teaching programming languages, SQL or data science related concepts often involves
exercises in which students have to solve tasks by writing programs and queries on their own.
Often, these exercises need to be evaluated and graded by some faculty member. However,
with hundreds of students, the grading process quickly becomes a burden and often leads
to the fact that only a sample is checked or that the number of tasks for the students is
reduced. However, especially the latter is to the disadvantage for the students as they miss
the potential of exhaustive examples for practicing with valuable feedback.

Thus, in order to exploit the possibilities of online and remote learning as well as to reduce
the burden of manually coding related tasks, our goal is to provide an extensive framework
to distribute and evaluate programming tasks. Especially for data analytic tasks Jupyter
Notebooks4 have become very popular as they allow to mix formatted text with executable
code. Notebooks are also useful for teaching purposes as they allow to show descriptions
and tasks within the same file. In our case, the notebooks are used in the context of a data
science lecture which contains exercises after every chapter to repeat what has been learned.

In order to give students feedback on their solutions, it is necessary to check and evaluate
the submitted work. In our case, this is compounded by the fact that not all assignments
1 Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany, Eric.Troebs@tu-ilmenau.de
2 Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany, Stefan.Hagedorn@tu-ilmenau.de
3 Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany, kus@tu-ilmenau.de
4 https://jupyter.org/
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are submitted at the same time and thus there is no practice effect on those who evaluate
solutions. At the same time, multiple attempts might be allowed and we use tasks that are
complicated to grade manually, for example, when a lot of if-statements need to be used.

In this paper, we present a flexible and efficient framework, called JPTest5, to automatically
evaluate and grade code from Jupyter notebooks. The main goal in developing JPTest was
therefore to automate the evaluation of coding tasks, while creating a tool that can also
check notebooks for completeness and syntax errors. The focus during development was on
fast execution through parallelization, isolated execution of student code and an efficient
interface. Most of our tasks can be evaluated by classical unit testing of single functions or
by comparing manipulated data sets with those of a sample solution. To shorten the process
with these task types, annotations exist to express recurring parts of the tests.

2 Related Work

Although the lockdown of schools and universities has drastically increased the need for
online learning formats, especially in computer science related lectures, various automated
solutions have been created and used for years. However, these are often self-implemented
solutions, that are not available to other groups or lack features important for grading. During
the peak of the lockdown-induced remote learning phase, the database community presented
some of their solutions and experiences with remote learning approaches in the Datenbank
Spektrum journal.

First among these is SQLValidator by Obionwu et al., where students can easily submit
queries to a prepared database and receive detailed feedback and explanations of mistakes
they encountered. SQLValidator also includes the possibility to create questionnaires and
test students automatically. Even though the authors report positive effects on their courses,
the software is limited to SQL [Obi+21].

The second example we would like to mention is a Data Engineering course for 10,000
participants by Alder et al. Based on the openHPI platform of the Hasso Plattner Institute
in Potsdam, a so-called Massive Open Online Course is offered, which includes lectures
supplemented by videos, homework and exams. According to the number of participants,
evaluation by hand is nearly impossible. Automated correction was made possible by the
use of multiple-choice and multiple-answer questions [Ald+20].

Beyond these teaching related approaches and because Jupyter is widely used not only for
prototyping and ad-hoc analytics, there also exist test frameworks for notebooks.

papermill6 is a project to parameterize notebooks. It works by evaluating tags and allows
modifying, storing, inspecting and running notebooks with different sets of parameters.
5 https://github.com/erictroebs/jptest
6 https://github.com/nteract/papermill
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Although not directly related to our work, it might be a valuable alternative to create similar
reports with different values from a single notebook file.

nbgrader7 is an integrated solution for grading Jupyter Notebooks. It can be fully operated
via a graphical interface and also allows mixing manually and automatically graded tasks.
It also allows generating student versions of an assignment. In contrast to nbgrader, JPTest
completely detaches tests from notebooks, allows runs to test syntax and completeness, and
does not require any plugins in Jupyter. In addition, JPTest allows more freedom in the
design of the test code, for example through setup and teardown methods.

3 System Description

JPTest is an unit testing framework for Jupyter Notebooks created with the needs of our data
science lecture in mind. It uses nbclient8 as a base for executing code in notebooks. nbclient
was originally created for running notebooks to get the output of the cells and process it, for
example, for conversion to other formats. As in Jupyter Notebook, a kernel is necessary for
the execution of each code cell. It is not strictly necessary to start a separate kernel for each
notebook. However, JPTest does just that. From the process that was started to execute the
tests, at least a single kernel is started for each test. Each kernel is executed in a separate
process so that proper multiprocessing is possible across all tasks, while the test process
acts as a coordinator. JPTest always runs on an in-memory copy of the notebook and does
not modify files, but tests and code in the notebook still have the possibility to do so.

In summary, there is a process in which the test code runs and from which kernels are
started. We refer to this coordinator as the test context. Since our tests contain parts of the
solution, it is important that they are managed and stored separately from the notebooks.
Each test has exactly one function, which is identified by an annotation. Multiple tests can
be collected in one or more files and run together, adding up the scores and collecting the
comments. On the other hand, a separate Python process exists for each kernel, which we
refer to both individually and as a set of all these processes as the notebook context. Figure 1
visualizes the relationship and communication structure between the created processes.

For communication between contexts the default implementation jupyter_client is used,
resulting in the use of ZeroMQ. Pickle is used to serialize the objects to be transferred,
which, in contrast to JSON for example, can also serialize more complex objects such as
NumPy Arrays or Pandas DataFrames. Code written for the test context relies heavily on
the asyncio framework to exploit this multiprocessing environment.

The easiest way to execute code in the notebook is via the cells property. It returns a list of all
cells present in the notebook and allows to filter and execute them one by one. The function
7 https://github.com/jupyter/nbgrader
8 https://github.com/jupyter/nbclient
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Fig. 1: The coordinator loads the tests and creates at least one kernel in a separate process for each
test. The kernel processes communicate only with the coordinator.

execute_cells represents a shortcut to select only code cells by tags prior to executing them
in their order of appearance.

Besides executing single cells, it is also possible to interact with objects and code in the
notebook context. The most important class in this regard is NotebookReference. References
returned, for example, by the ref and get functions, represent objects in the notebook
context and may be used for interaction in various ways. For example, they can be serialized
and transferred to the test context. However, it is also possible to create sub-references to
attributes or keys. References to functions can also be called, where the parameters can be
either other references or local variables. In the latter case, these are serialized and sent to
the notebook kernel before being called.

The result of almost all operations is delayed. This prevents the need for nesting of await
statements, what really enhances the readability, and improves the performance by less
inter-process communication. Only with a call to receive or execute the final statement is
built and executed in the notebook context, which can cause errors to occur later than their
actual call.

Furthermore, functions in the notebook context may be replaced with others, for example
to skip network requests and return a fixed response instead to speed them up. Even more
interesting is the monitoring of functions, where calls with their parameters and return
values are tracked. This makes it possible, for example, to determine whether a user’s
implementation is using recursion. The available context managers provide the option of
replacing functions only for specific statements.

It is also possible to inject own code from the test context into the notebook context. The
most simple way is to use a string that is inserted as a new cell at the end of the notebook and
executed in the notebook context. However, there are also two methods to inject functions:
The first transfers a function to the notebook context and returns a reference. This can be
called as described before or passed as a parameter to another function. The second copies
the body of a function into a new code cell and executes it. The header is used exclusively
in the test context. We use this functionality to write syntactically correct code with all the
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user_submission.ipynb

[ ]: # task-1

def fib(n):

if n <= 1:

return n

else:

return fib(n-1) + fib(n-2)

1

tests.py
from jptest2 import *1

2
@JPTest('Task 1', max_score=1)3
async def test_task1(nb: Notebook):4
    await nb.execute_cells('task-1')5

6
    fib_fun = nb.ref('fib')7
    yield (8
        await fib_fun(5).receive() == 5,9
        1,10
        'better luck next time',11
        'very good'12
    )13

Fig. 2: Left: A student’s submitted fibonacci function. Right: A unit test that executes all cells with
the tag task-1, creates a reference to the fib function and awards one point if a call to this function
with the parameter 5 returns 5.

benefits of analysis within an IDE, although it is later only executed in the notebook context,
which is a massive advantage over writing code as a string. The parameters in the header
define the necessary variables that are present in the notebook through the execution of
previous cells.

To register tests different annotations are used. They are available to either prepare one
or two notebooks or to run specific cells and copy single variables into the test context.
A maximum number of points can be set as well as an execution timeout. This reduces
the writing of tests to as less code as possible. The assignment of points is done using the
yield keyword. The test function then works as a generator, where each returned value is
understood as a part of the score. The value consists of a tuple containing a condition, a
score to be awarded when it is met and optional comments on success or failure. Figure 2
shows a basic unit test which uses this concept.

Last but not least, it is possible to connect other kernels, but Python-specific features are
lost in this process. Currently SQLite and DuckDB are partly supported.

4 Best Practices

Regarding references, there is also a way to exchange values between notebooks. The
function store can be used to store values, but also references into notebooks. References
can also be used as parameters to call functions within the notebook. If the reference is from
the notebook where it should be used, this operation is trivial. If it is from another notebook,
it automatically is copied to the former. However, copying objects across notebooks should
be avoided where possible.

In general, the test context can become a bottleneck because it uses only one thread. To use
the performance of multiple cores, the notebooks should work as independently as possible
and the test context should only be used for coordination and evaluation. For example, when
we evaluate manipulated DataFrames, one notebook runs the student’s solution and one runs
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the sample solution. Both resulting DataFrames are copied to the test context and checked
there only for equality, so that the computationally intensive operations are outsourced.

In the case of data loading, we use setup functions to modify the data set before starting
the tests. Depending on the task, only a portion of all data is selected or the data set is
modified. This ensures that the student’s code actually solves the problem in general, rather
than exclusively providing the answer for the given data. A reduced data set can also speed
up the execution.

The simplest test possible is the one where no test file is provided. In this case JPTest loads
a default implementation that executes all cells once in the correct order, does not score
and passes exceptions. This can be used to check notebooks for syntax errors, determine if
libraries are missing within an image or if data sets have not been shipped.

Usually we use Docker to create a reproducible environment for our tests. All necessary
dependencies are installed in the image, while required data sets are mounted read-only.
By testing a notebook within the container after it has been modified, we can determine
whether the image does actually include all the required dependencies. In addition, the
containers operate without an internet connection, which creates an isolated environment
for each user’s notebook.

5 Demo Contents

We provide several Jupyter Notebooks and data sets to create and change unit tests using
a set of tasks from our data science lecture, which mainly relies on Python. This includes
submissions where functions are tested by simple unit tests as well as comparisons of objects
with the results from sample solutions. In addition, we show how data sets can be modified
before testing to reject hard-coded solutions and how function replacements can speed up
execution times. We also handle cases where values found experimentally by our students
have to be taken into account.

At the same time, using asyncio, the communication between tests and the concurrently
running notebooks will be explained further. Furthermore, we include test that make use
of the API to grade common tasks in just a few lines of code. As there is no way to avoid
explaining and using database systems in our lectures, we take a look at the use of external
services and how we try to replace them using embedded software.

Last but not least we show the use of the test framework with other kernels, so that SQL
statements, for example, can be graded directly.

Acknowledgements. This work was partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research under grant no. 16DHBKI085.
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MEDUSE: Interactive and Visual Exploration of Ionospheric
Data

Joshua Reibert1, Arne Osterthun2, Marcus Paradies3

Abstract: Spatio-temporal models of ionospheric data are important for atmospheric research and the
evaluation of their impact on satellite communications. However, researchers lack tools to visually and
interactively analyze these rapidly growing multi-dimensional datasets that cannot be entirely loaded
into main memory. Existing tools for large-scale multi-dimensional scientific data visualization and
exploration rely on slow, file-based data management support and simplistic client-server interaction
that fetches all data to the client side for rendering.

In this paper we present our data management and interactive data exploration and visualization
system MEDUSE. We demonstrate the initial implementation of the interactive data exploration and
visualization component that enables domain scientists to visualize and interactively explore multi-
dimensional ionospheric data. Use-case-specific visualizations additionally allow the analysis of such
data along satellite trajectories to accommodate domain-specific analyses of the impact on data col-
lected by satellites such as for global navigation satellite systems and earth observation.

Keywords: Exploratory Data Analysis; Ionospheric Data; Data Cubes

1 Introduction

The Earth’s ionosphere is observed by an ever-growing amount of sensors–both ground-
and space-based–which results in a giant corpus of raw data [Ca20]. The research of this
space weather is important since space weather events (e.g., solar storms) can affect the
quality of satellite communication which in turn can impact services like global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS) such as the widely used global positioning system (GPS) [SJH19].
Hence, scientists have taken on harmonizing and integrating the raw measurement data into
dense models of the ionosphere to relate noise in satellite-based data back to space weather.

The resulting spatio-temporal model data quickly becomes unwieldy as the data volume
grows, especially in the temporal dimension. Hence, researchers oftentimes work on large
sets of small files and resort to static visualizations of small areas of interest which is cum-
bersome and limits interactivity during data exploration. Interactive visualization allows
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users to visually explore the data and quickly gain new insights but it highly depends on
the system’s latency which impacts analysis performance [LH14]. As a consequence, ad-
equate data management technologies to store and access the spatio-temporal model data
are required to support scientists in their tasks. Besides providing fast access to the data
in the data management system, well-known techniques to reduce latency, e.g., client-side
caching, binary & compressed data transfers, progressive visualization, and execution of
native code on the client side, reduce the overall execution time of interactive exploration
queries [BS21]. To the best of our knowledge, currently no such data management and in-
teractive exploration system for spatio-temporal models exists. VirES4 provides some of
the features but is focused on specific satellite products and is hard to extend to model data.

In this paper we present an initial design of the MEDUSE eco system consisting of a data
management backend and a data exploration and visualization component specifically de-
signed to interactively and visually explore and analyze ionospheric model data. MEDUSE
builds on a custom data backend to query metadata and provide fast access to the underlying
multi-dimensional data exposed through a data cube data model. The data backend decou-
ples the physical data layout, i.e., files in specific data formats, such as NetCDF, TileDB,
or Zarr, from the logical layout and data model based on the concept of data cubes [Ba17].
The model data is visualized along the spatial and temporal dimensions–each visualizing
individual slices of the data. This allows users to iteratively navigate the data which is
adaptively loaded to reduce latency and provide fluid interaction. Specialized features like
showing data along satellite trajectories are tailored to expert domain users that want to
analyze the ionosphere’s impact on satellite communications.

2 Background

The ionospheric models in our use case are developed by domain experts from the atmo-
spheric sciences [HJP22]. They are based on ground- and space-based measurements to
compute a dense grid of earth-centric electron density data. In addition to the two com-
mon spatial dimensions of longitude and latitude, this also includes the vertical altitude
dimension and a temporal dimension, thereby resulting in a four-dimensional dataset.

The model includes the electron density (Ne) in the ionosphere with these four dimensions
and three additional, derived variables which omit the altitude dimension and are hence
only three-dimensional: The vertical total electron content (VTEC) is the integral of the
electron density along the altitude dimension. The maximum electron density along the
altitude dimension is the peak density (NmF2) and the corresponding altitude the peak den-
sity height (hmF2). The spatial resolutions are relatively low with 72 values for longitude
and latitude and 112 altitude steps. However, the data can be computed for up to 5-minute
intervals which quickly adds up when larger time spans are processed. While the data for a
single point in time makes up 2.5 MiB, a year worth of data amounts to about 266 GiB. The
4 https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/tools/vires-for-aeolus
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Fig. 1: MEDUSE architecture overview.

data size is then again multiplied by the number of models that are considered. Currently,
we consider two models in our application.

3 Interactive Visual Analysis of Ionospheric Models in MEDUSE

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of MEDUSE consisting of a web-based client and
the data management backend storing all the model data.

Data Backend

The data for the ionospheric models are provided in the NetCDF format from which meta-
data is generated in the spatio-temporal asset catalogs (STAC)5 format in a pre-processing
step. It encompasses data dimensions, axis types, coordinates, extreme values, and free-
form metadata, such as textual descriptions. A custom backend provides endpoints to query
this STAC metadata, queries for dicing and slicing using dimension ranges as well as point
queries for specific dimension value tuples. All of the queries are validated against the
metadata. The actual data access is performed using xarray6 and results are sent over the
network in the inter-process communication (IPC) format of Apache Arrow7 via HTTP.
Furthermore, aggregations can be queried directly by specifying the operation to compute
and the dimensions to apply them on. To support querying along satellite trajectories, point
queries interpolate the model data linearly.

Frontend

We developed a web application that builds on the metadata and the data cubes to enable
analysts and other domain users to quickly and interactively explore the ionospheric data.
5 https://stacspec.org
6 https://docs.xarray.dev/
7 https://arrow.apache.org/
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A B C

D

Fig. 2: The web application visualizes the ionospheric data along the different dimensions. Different
models, variables, and dates in that dataset can be selected (A). The map visualizes the selected
variable along the spatial dimensions (B), the altitude profile visualizes the electron density along
the vertical altitude dimension (C), and the time-series chart visualizes a variable along the temporal
dimension (D).

Figure 2 depicts a screenshot of the interactive data exploration and visualization tool of
MEDUSE. It features a map or globe visualization for the horizontal spatial dimensions as
well as an altitude profile for the vertical spatial dimensions, and a time-series chart for the
temporal dimension. All of these visualizations are linked such that users can select specific
dimension values in them, for example a certain timestamp in the time-series, and the other
visualizations will update accordingly. As a result, users can directly and interactively select
dimension values in the visualizations to explore regions of interest in the data instead of
relying on external widgets.

Users can initially select one of the provided models, a variable, and a date of interest (see
Figure 2 (A)). The central visualization shows the color-encoded data along the horizon-
tal spatial dimensions mapped to Earth with country borders to give a frame of reference
(see Figure 2 (B)). It can be toggled between a 3D globe view and 2D map with a dedicated
button and uses WebGL for real-time rendering and interaction. Users can select individual
grid cells to focus on that spatial region. The altitude profile visualizes the electron density
for the selected timestamp along the altitude dimension (see Figure 2 (C)). It highlights the
peak density value as well as the respective altitude and can be used to interactively inspect
altitude and density values by hovering, and to select a different altitude value. The time-
series visualizes how a selected variable changes over time in a 60 hours window around
the selected date (see Figure 2 (D)). Again, specific values and the respective timestamp are
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Fig. 3: The satellite trajectory visualization shows the trajectory of a selected satellite and color-codes
variable values along it. The time-series chart simultaneously plots the data as a line chart.

shown when hovering the chart and also allow interactively selecting a different timestamp
that is propagated to the other visualizations.

Since the electron density affects the quality of satellite communications, satellite operators
and users of GNSS or earth observation are often interested in investigating electron density
along satellite paths. We accommodate this use case by including a set of satellites and
allowing users to select one. Satellite data is provided as two-line element set (TLE) which
is used to compute the earth-centric 3D position from given timestamps. The resulting set
of values for all four dimensions is used to query the data from the data cube. The satellite
trajectory can then be toggled to be shown on the map or the globe and again color-coding
data values along its path (see Figure 3).

The application aims to allow researchers working with ionospheric data in validating their
models and investigating effects of the electron density on collected data from satellites.
However, this is often just a first step to discover relations and anomalies that entail further,
more focused analyses. Hence, we also provide the functionality to export the underlying
data of visualizations for further inspection and the charts as images for presentation.

4 Demonstration Outline

For the demonstration, we will assume the role of a researcher working with earth obser-
vation data who has encountered unusual levels of noise in their data. We will use the web
application to interactively explore the ionospheric models to look for unusual ionospheric
activity. Finally, we will take a look at the satellite’s path to analyze the electron density
along its path and identify anomalies.

Meduse : Interactive and Visual Exploration of Ionospheric Data 685
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5 Summary & Outlook

In this paper we presented the initial design of MEDUSE, a data management and interactive
exploration and visualization system for spatio-temporal model data from the ionosphere.
In the future, we want to continue to improve our prototype to reduce latency, e. g. by using
web assembly for client-side data cube access and computations as well as WebSockets to
reduce network latency. Furthermore, we want to generalize the data backend to be more
generally applicable to data-intensive web applications working with multi-dimensional
data beyond atmospheric sciences.
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Interactive SQL Queries and Program Code in Presentations

Johannes Schildgen1, Florian Heinz1

Abstract: Nowadays, most database lectures are performed with an accompanying visual presentation
that further illustrates the conveyed facts. Conventional presentation software allows dynamic elements
up to a certain level, for example revealing or changing parts of the slide step by step, or even
an interaction with the viewers by means of polls or similar mechanisms. Recently, HTML- and
browser-based frameworks for presentations have emerged, which allow an even higher degree of
flexibility due to the manifold possibilities of HTML5 and JavaScript. This paper presents an approach
of how to interactively modify parts of a slide during the presentation, like SQL-based queries or
program code snippets, and show the results pretty-printed on the corresponding slide in real-time.
This enables the lecturer to easily show more examples, and answer and illustrate side questions,
which they did not prepare in advance.

Keywords: Lecture Slides; SQL

1 Introduction

Today, a lecture is not thinkable without an accompanying presentation that helps to visually
illustrate the topic. Often, this presentation is handed out to the audience and replaces, or at
least supports, handwritten notices taken by the audience. Classical presentation software is,
for example, Microsoft Powerpoint, Apple’s Keynote, or LibreOffice Impress, which have
roughly the same feature set available. Basic features are to reveal parts of a slide step-by-step
or provide animations. To implement more advanced features for more flexibility in the
presentation, software-specific plugins are needed here, for example, poll-plugins to interact
with the audience.

Recently, anothermethod to create presentations has becomemore andmore popular: browser-
based presentation frameworks that make heavy use of HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. For
example, one of such frameworks is reveal.js [EH13]. A big advantage is the comparatively
easy extensibility of presentation features due to the open nature of the platforms used, to
tailor the presentation to the specific needs of the lecture topic.

In this paper, we present an extension to reveal.js that can be used for lectures in computer
science. Our first implementation was able to send SQL queries on the slides to a real
database, executes them, and shows the results directly within the slides. Then, we extended
our approach to supporting arbitrary program code.
1 OTH Regensburg, Postfach 120327, 93025 Regensburg, Germany
{johannes.schildgen,florian.heinz}@oth-regensburg.de
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The traditional way of creating SQL slides is to think about an example, formulate a database
query for it, execute it in a database system and copy both the query and its result into
the presentation. The disadvantage of this approach becomes imminent when someone in
the audience asks a but what if?-question, where the query is slightly altered. With the
traditional tools, the lecturer has to stick with his prepared visualization and can only explain
verbally, what will happen or they have to make a context switch and reproduce the query
within an SQL client software.

This is where the new method described in this paper comes into play; a JavaScript-based
plugin for reveal.js that executes a query shown in the presentation and presents the results
to the audience. This enables the lecturer to flexibly react on questions regarding the queries
that are raised by the audience. Further benefits of this feature are: No erroneous queries
on the slides (it would show an error message), the avoidance of frequently switching
between the presentation window and a console (and setting up an example environment),
and consistent DB schemata and data values with less effort to produce, as they are based
on a real relational database.

In programming lectures, frequently similar situations occur. Small changes to the code often
result in completely different behavior. Operator precedence, lazy evaluation, out-of-order
processing, and many things more can be illustrated swiftly if questions occur spontaneously.
So, it is a big advantage if the code snippet is already part of a runnable program with the
irrelevant parts hidden and its output presented on the slide: for one, there is no room for
inconsistency or typos on the slide, because it is indeed compiled and executed. For another,
there is no need for the lecturer to set up an IDE for the programming language in question
and write boilerplate code to get a specific example running. This saves a lot of time and
does not confuse the audience: The bigger context of the code part can be concealed, but
modifications to the shown excerpt result in an immediate update of the output on the slide,
together with possible compile-time and runtime errors.

2 Related Work

reveal.js The HTML5- and JavaScript-based framework reveal.js [EH13] is the foundation
for the work presented here. Creating a presentation with reveal.js is similar to designing
an HTML website. For example, each slide is one <section> element, and the sizes of a
slide’s contents are automatically adjusted to the size of the browser viewport. reveal.js
offers a speakers view, math formulae, PDF export, syntax highlighting for code, slide
transitions, and fragments, i.e., elements on a slide can be revealed step-by-step. One of the
most useful features is the plugin interface2, which allows to extend the framework with
self-programmed functions, as for example polls, diagram-creation functions, or dynamic
SQL queries.

2 https://revealjs.com/plugins/
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LaTeX Beamer LaTeX Beamer is a popular alternative to PowerPoint and other presenta-
tion tools, especially in maths and science education. It works in a similar way as reveal.js:
A text-based syntax is used to develop and style the content of the presentation slides, and
then a PDF is generated, which can be presented to the audience with a PDF viewer. There
are tools like SQLTex [vE16] and LaTeXDB [Eß06], which act as a preprocessor for LaTeX
files. They execute SQL queries that are part of the file on a relational database and write
their results directly into the LaTeX document. This approach is similar to ours but—due to
the output format PDF—it does not allow for interactively changing and re-executing the
query while presenting the slides.

Jupyter Notebook Jupyter Notebooks [Kl16, GG16, Pe18] are often used by data scientists
to combine program code, documentation, and visualizationwithin a file that can be inspected
and executed within a browser. As this format is very interactive, users can change the
program code and see its effects immediately. With plugins like sqlalchemy [Co08] or
SQLFlow [Wa20], it is possible to include and execute SQL queries within a Jupyter
Notebook. Another plugin, RISE [Av17], allows for presenting the notebook as a sequence
of slides. While this approach follows the idea of creating an interactive document and
presenting this in the form of slides, our approach is vice versa: We will create slides and
enrich them with interactive elements.

LiaScript LiaScript [Di19] is a browser-based tool using an extendedMarkdown language
to create interactive online courses. It is designed to be easy-to-use and to provide a high
level of flexibility; the markdown source is rendered live in the browser itself. It also
provides the ability to execute code snippets, perform quizzes, surveys and more. The focus
is on providing an online course, while this work strives to augment a presentation with
interactive elements, that is performed by a lecturer with a live audience.

3 Dynamic Content Evaluation in Presentations

A central element of a successful lecture is illustrating the theoretical concepts by means of
examples. This helps to avoid misunderstandings and provokes questions from the public
that otherwise would not have come up. Usually, the lecturer strives to find suitable examples
and tries to anticipate possible questions to answer them in that course. This will, however,
not be possible in all situations. So, a dynamic component is the best option to provide
maximum flexibility during the presentation.

For example, the lecture comes to a point where NULL values in SQL are discussed and the
lecturer tries to convey that each comparative relational operation, i.e. less than, greater,
equality or inequality, with a NULL value is neither true, nor false, but NULL (“unknown”) in
the result and the correct way to test for such values to use the IS NULL operation. Then, one
slide might show a query SELECT * FROM people WHERE email IS NULL (see Figure 1).

Interactive SQL Queries and Program Code in Presentations 689
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Fig. 1: Dynamic Query

Below the SQL statement, an exemplary result table with several rows that might be a
possible result of that query is shown. This is the primarily relevant information and will
also be part of the (printed or digital) handout. But when dynamic queries are used, some
more possibilities exist to further clarify this fact. The query is editable and the IS operator
can be replaced by the relational equality operation =. The keyboard shortcut ctrl +

re-executes that query live in an SQL database and shows that the result set is indeed empty.
After that, the lecturer might be confronted with the question of what the result with the
!= operation might be (people tend to think, that might yield all rows from the table then).
Again, the operator is quickly replaced and the audience notices, that the result set is empty
again. The reason for this can then be reiterated from the theoretical explanation beforehand
and the chances for a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms rise.

Another often-heard question when talking about the JOIN operator is: “How would the
result look with a left join?”. Using this framework, this can also be demonstrated easily by
changing the query in the slide accordingly. These are rather simple examples, but basically
all kinds of queries are possible.

The more complex the query, the more nuances can be demonstrated by changing small
parts of the query and explaining the observed changes in the result. This is exactly what the
SQL plugin is designed for. Figure 2 shows how the plugin works. For the database system
in the backend, there are two fundamentally different possibilities. For one, some modern
web browsers (e.g., Chrome and Opera) contain an internal WebSQL API that allows to
create and query a relational database from JavaScript without the need of any external
program or service. This also means, that the whole presentation can be held from local files
without the need of a web server. This is convenient, however, there are some drawbacks
with this approach. The Web SQL API has been deprecated since 2010. This leads to the
fact, that Mozilla Firefox and other major players in the browser business do not support this
API. The browsers that do support it all use SQLite as implementation, which provides a
rich set of SQL features. However, sometimes more complex database operations have to be
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Fig. 2: Operating principle of the plugin

discussed, which might not be supported by SQLite, full outer joins and stored procedures
for instance. For demonstrating code snippets in programming lectures, a backend server
that compiles and executes code snippets is always needed.

To also be able to cover these and more topics within a database-systems lecture, this plugin
also implements the possibility to connect to external database systems by proxying the
query through a server-side PHP script, which constitutes the adapter between the dynamic
JavaScript query functions and a database system, for example, a PostgreSQL server. Even
NoSQL databases can be connected with some minor effort here. Either way, the user has
the option to reset the database to a default state before loading the presentation or to stick
with the current state, which might be preferable when methods for modifying the database
scheme or the data itself are currently on-topic.

As already mentioned, the presentation framework used in this paper is reveal.js, which
basically is a set of CSS and JavaScript files to set up a presentation by using HTML. The
SQL query plugin uses the plugin interface of the framework and can easily be integrated
by downloading our sql.js file (URL: see below) and adding it to the list of dependencies:
{ src: ’src/sql.js’, async: true } After that, dynamic queries can be defined in the
presentation source like this:

<pre><code class="sql" contenteditable data-sql-engine="postgresql">

SELECT * FROM people WHERE email IS NULL</code></pre>

<span class="sqlresult"></span>

The result might be rendered as shown in Figure 1. If the query would contain an error, the
message from the database would be presented to the audience in a popup window.

Within the <code> element, the following classes and attributes are supported by this
implementation:

Interactive SQL Queries and Program Code in Presentations 691
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• sql, java, . . . : classes for syntax highlighting from the library highlight.js;
furthermore, an indicator for our plugin to execute the query or code

• contenteditable: makes the code editable and re-executable

• data-sql-engine: allows for using different backend database connections

• dont_execute_sql: The SQL query should not be executed (for INSERT, UPDATE, . . . )

• sqlresult: class of span in which the result table will be shown

• data-sql="some_id" / result="some_id": result table / program output will be
shown in the span with the given id (if there are multiple code blocks on one slide)

The following will execute and show the results of a SQL query that is not shown on the
slides: <span data-sql-query="select * from tbl"></span> This is useful for simply
showing a full table, for showing results of relational-algebra expressions, or for faking
queries (e.g., A right join B is shown on the slides, but B left join A is executed instead,
because SQLite does not support right joins).

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a technique for creating slides for database lectures and other teaching
presentations for computer science. SQL queries and program code are executed on a real
system, the result is shown to the audience. This enables the lecturer to flexibly react to
what-if questions from the audience without having to break the medium and frequently
switch to a database client, an IDE, or similar.

While results of SQL queries are displayed in a table format, results of general program-code
snippets is simple plain-text console output. By using JavaScript, this can be further
processed to display, for example, charts, diagrams, chemical formulae, and much more.

The implementation of the dynamic SQL-query plugin for reveal.js can be found under
https://github.com/jschildgen/db-slides.

Description of the Demonstration

We will present the reveal.js presentation framework together with our extensions to the
conference visitors in an interactive way. Everybody can click though slides, edit and execute
SQL queries and code, and they can inspect the source code. Furthermore, we present more
features and extensions of reveal.js, namely an ER-diagram creator and a poll plugin [Sc21].
The audience can use their own mobile phones to participate in polls and see how their
voting will affect the presentation.
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2nd Workshop on Novel Data Management Ideas on
Heterogeneous (Co-)Processors (NoDMC)

Dirk Habich1, David Broneske2

The objective of this one-day workshop is to explore the challenges and opportunities
of data processing on existing and future heterogeneous hardware architectures. On the
one hand, today’s processors are no longer mainly bound by the density and frequency of
transistors, but by their power and heat budgets. The so-called "power wall" forces hardware
suppliers to rely more on the design of specialized devices optimized for certain types
of calculations, which results in an increasingly heterogeneous processor landscape. On
the other hand, memory and storage has seen an unprecedented change as well: novel and
already commercially available techniques have blurred the traditional mental picture of
a memory/storage hierarchy. For example, Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM) is a prominent
example to question the long-standing memory hierarchy reflected in almost all system-level
applications. Moreover, very large caches, High-Bandwidth-Memory (HBM), Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA), or even remote-memory designs as well as extremely fast SSDs
add to the heterogeneous portfolio of available memory/storage techniques. Therefore, to
meet the performance requirements of the modern information society, tomorrow’s database
systems will have to exploit and embrace this increased heterogeneity of processor and
memory technologies.

The purpose of this workshop is to assist with training and fostering a community of
researchers and industry practitioners working on data processing issues on heterogeneous
hardware systems. To this end, we want to provide a forum to discuss challenges, progress and
directions, and to offer an environment for networking persons researching on related topics
and fostering future collaborations. Especially in the view of the SPP 2037 on Scalable Data
Management for Future Hardware and the SPP 2377 on Disruptive Memory Technologies, we
want to strengthen collaborations beyond individual SPP projects by connecting them with
other researchers. This workshop is co-organized by the GI-Arbeitskreis Data Management
on Modern Hardware.

The scope of the workshop includes, but is not limited to:

1 TU Dresden, dirk.habich@tu-dresden.de
2 German Centre for Higher Education Research and Science Studies, broneske@dzhw.eu
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• Applications of modern hardware in
– data mining

– data-intensive machine learning

– query processing

– sensor or stream processing

– non-traditional applications (e.g., graph processing)

• Algorithms and data structures for efficient data processing on and across different
(co-)processors or memory technologies

• Exploitation of specialized ASICs or specialized memories technologies (e.g., pro-
cessing in memory (PIM))

• Efficient memory management, data placement and data transfer strategies in hetero-
geneous systems

• Energy efficiency in heterogeneous hardware environments

• Programming models and hardware abstraction mechanisms for writing data-intensive
algorithms on heterogeneous hardware

• Query optimization, cost estimation and operator placement strategies for heteroge-
neous hardware

• Transaction processing in heterogeneous systems

With the given scope of the workshop, we are happy to announce a great program. The
workshop starts with a keynote by David F. Bacon working at Google Research, who is
the leading architect of the Spanner storage engine. From the submissions, we were able
to accept five technical papers as well as four extended abstracts. The corresponding talks
are organized in two sessions according to the topics of Advances in Storage, Memory,
and Network Technologies in Session 1 and Advances in (Co-)Processing Technologies
in Session 2. The first talk in the first session is by Baumstark et al. who investigate the
capabilities of processing-in-memory technologies for table scans. Afterward, El-Shaikh et
al. present how to store information using DNA-based storage systems. The third technical
paper by Lutsch et al. focuses on the performance of SGX for machine learning workloads.
Next, the extended abstract of Benson et al. gives lessons learned of using persistent memory
under CXL. The last talk in this session by Geyer et al. discusses benefits and drawbacks of
CXL for heterogeneous cloud architectures.

In Session 2, four papers in the area of (co-)processor acceleration are presented. The
first talk by Damme and Boehm is an extended abstract to a CIDR paper presenting an
architecture for exploiting heterogeneous processors for data science applications. Afterward,
Hahn et al. present an FPGA parser and an according parser generator for the Apache Avro
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format – a semi-structured data format used in stream processing applications. The third
talk is by Schuhknecht and Islam, who benchmark heterogeneous multi-core CPUs running
multiple queries at a time in parallel. The workshop program closes with the presentation
by Fett et al. who investigate the performance of matrix multiplication under different
compressed formats and overflow handling on GPUs.

Last but not least, we like to thank everyone who contributed to this workshop, in particular,
the authors, the reviewers, the BTW team, and all participants.

PC Chairs
• David Broneske (DZHW)

• Dirk Habich (TU Dresden)

Steering Committee
• Wolfgang Lehner (TU Dresden)

• Gunter Saake (University of Magdeburg)

• Kai-Uwe Sattler (TU Ilmenau)

Program Committee
• Sebastian Breß (Snowflake)

• David Broneske (DZHW)

• Patrick Damme (TU Berlin)

• Philipp Götze (SAP SE)

• Dirk Habich (TU Dresden)

• Tilmann Rabl (HPI Potsdam)

• Hannes Rauhe (SAP SE)

• Horst Schirmeier (TU Dresden)

• Knut Stolze (IBM Germany)

• Annett Ungethüm (Universität Hamburg)

• Stefan Wildermann (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg)

• Steffen Zeuch (DFKI und TU Berlin)
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Fourth Workshop on Big (and Small) Data in Science and
Humanities (BigDS 2023)

Andreas Henrich1, Naouel Karam 2, Birgitta König-Ries3, Bernhard Seeger4

In the last 20 years, we have seen a continuous digital transformation in science, society,
and economy. The growth of the internet and advancements in data collection have resulted
in the era of Big Data, marked by a massive and continually growing amount of complex,
interconnected, and heterogeneous data. Earth observation sensors, for instance, produce
petabytes of data with improved spectral, temporal, and spatial precision. Social media users
generate high volumes of content. The information and knowledge contained in these data
have huge potential value, which, if uncovered, could aid in improving our understanding of
complex systems such as earth and society, drive innovation, and empower well-informed
decisions.

Thus, the importance of data has increased dramatically not only in business, but also in al-
most all scientific disciplines, e.g., in meteorology, genomics, complex physical simulations,
bio- and environmental research, and more recently in the humanities. This led in particular
to the creation of the unique NFDI (National Research Data Infrastructure), which aims to
“systematically manage scientific and research data, provide long-term data storage, backup
and accessibility, and network the data both nationally and internationally”5. NFDI began
with more than 25 domain-specific consortia and projects in the area of basic infrastructure,
covering a broad range of scientific disciplines from cultural sciences, humanities and
engineering to life and earth sciences.

The availability of such a large volume of multidisciplinary data within NFDI and beyond
leads to a rethinking in scientific disciplines on how to extract relevant information and
on how to foster research. Researchers face severe challenges in leveraging data, since
appropriate data management, integration, analysis and visualization tools have not been
available so far. Recent advances in the development of big data technologies and the progress
in machine learning and semantic technologies allow for a better computational support to
deal with large amounts of heterogeneous data, and offer flexible end-to-end analytic and
1 University of Bamberg, Media Informatics, 96047 Bamberg, Germany andreas.henrich@uni-bamberg.de
2 Fraunhofer FOKUS & InfAI e.V., Berlin, Germany karam@infai.org
3 University of Jena, Heinz Nixdorf Chair for Distributed Information Systems, 07743 Jena, Germany birgitta.

koenig-ries@uni-jena.de
4 University of Marburg, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 35032 Marburg, Germany seeger@

informatik.uni-marburg.de
5 https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/nfdi/index.html
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visualization solutions for various application domains. A critical prerequisite for achieving
those goals is the availability of data that is harmonized and made reusable in a sustainable
and qualitative manner. This needs to be realized following the FAIR data principles, the
fundamental concepts that aim to improve findability, accessibility, interoperability, and
reusability of research data6.

The need to discuss real-world problems in data science as well as the recent advances in
big data technology between database researchers and scientists from various disciplines
already led to the first three editions of the workshop on Big (and Small) Data in Science
and Humanities (BigDS) at BTW 2015, 2017, and 2019. This year’s fourth edition of the
BigDS workshop co-located with the 20th Conference on Database Systems for Business,
Technology and Web (BTW) accommodates the continuously growing interest in methods
to efficiently and effectively manage and analyze Big Data. With workshop contributions
from various disciplines, we hope to promote the dialog between domain experts and data
scientists and to foster the engagement of the database community to NFDI and other
important infrastructure projects.

The workshop program kicked off with Markus Stocker, who gave an inspiring keynote on
machine actionable scientific information. He introduced the basic concepts, discussed the
challenges, and pointed out the great opportunities for producing and sharing knowledge in
research and society.

We further selected eight contributions that address different challenges in the context of data-
driven processing and analytics. The papers contribute to broadly applicable technologies
like provenance for spreadsheets, management and integration of geo-spatial data, ontologies,
trust in AI, and user interfaces. The proposed approaches are applicable to various domains,
such as ecology and digital humanities.

Two papers focus on basic methods and systems for data processing. Müller and Mertová
addressed the provenance problem of data transformations in spreadsheets. Their approach
creates a copy of the source data in a new worksheet and performs data transformations on
this copy while referring back to the original sheet. Beilschmidt et al. presented the basic
concepts of Geo Engine, a new spatio-temporal processing infrastructure that has been
used in several ecological projects, including NFDI4Biodiversity. Their workflows with a
spatio-temporal context offer great potential and flexibility for many applications.

There are two papers addressing data extraction and data integration in scientific applications.
Bartsch et al. described an extraction process of various digital objects from different sources
to create a multimodal corpus for the analysis of climate change publications. Using a variety
of tools, they manage to extract images, graphs, tables or videos and annotate text. Jegan et
al. described an approach to support information integration and improving the data quality
by using multiple external information sources to facilitate disambiguation of geographic
data. The resulting system will be used within the infrastructure of the NFDI project Text+.
6 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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As more data is available, dataset discovery is a frequent task in daily research practice. Thus,
the question of user interfaces becomes more important that is addressed in the following two
contributions. Löffer et al. proposed a semantic search for biological datasets. The authors
evaluated two kinds of search interfaces including free text, categories and annotating of
returned research results. Their results show that users prefer interfaces with a single input
field for search tasks and appreciate explanations of the results. Schildgen et al. reported on
an Alexa-based NLP tool to facilitate natural language querying of databases using SQL.
This also includes the translation of the query result (which is always a table) into text
and voice. Such kind of easy-to-use interfaces would widely facilitate the interaction with
scientific databases.

The work of Abdelmageed et al. addressed the problem of knowledge transfer on ontologies
and data integration towards a concrete application. The authors developed an agricultural
core ontology that is used to link general concepts to more domain-specific concepts.
Bruchhaus et al. presented how trust can be introduced into big data analysis and AI. Their
prototype offers a so-called trust-bus as a component in a microservice architecture.

All contributions to this year’s BigDS workshop provide new domain-relevant insights and
promote the use of generic as well as domain-specific methods for scientific data management
and analysis. We want to thank everyone who contributed to the workshop, especially the
authors, the keynote speaker Markus Stocker, the BigDS program committee, the BTW
team, and all the participants. We are grateful to NFDI4Biodiversity for its financial support
of the workshop.

Workshop Organizers

Andreas Henrich (Univ. Bamberg)
Naouel Karam (Fraunhofer FOKUS & InfAI e.V.)
Birgitta König-Ries (Univ. Jena)
Bernhard Seeger (Univ. Marburg)

Program Committee

Alsayed Algergawy (Univ. Jena)
Thomas Brinkhoff (FH Oldenburg)
Michael Diepenbroek (GFBio e. V., Bremen)
Jana Diesner (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Michael Gertz (Univ. Heidelberg)
Anika Groß (Hochschule Anhalt)
Anton Güntsch (Botanischer Garten und Botanisches Museum, Berlin)
Dominik Hezel (Univ. Frankfurt)
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Alfons Kemper (TU München)
Toralf Kirsten (Univ. Leipzig)
Meike Klettke (Univ. Regensburg)
Ulf Leser (HU Berlin)
Richard Lenz (Univ. Erlangen)
Ulrike Lucke (Univ. Potsdam)
Bertram Ludäscher (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Manja Marz (Univ. Jena)
Wolfgang Müller (HITS, Heidelberg)
Thorsten Papenbrock (Univ. Marburg)
Kai-Uwe Sattler (TU Ilmenau)
Sirko Schindler (DLR Jena)
Heiko Schuldt (Univ. Basel)
Uta Störl (Fernuni Hagen)
Dagmar Triebel (SNSB, München)
Matthias Weidlich (HU Berlin)
Claus Weiland (Senckenberg Gesellschaft für Naturforschung, Frankfurt)
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Workshop on Data Engineering for Data Science

Ralf Schenkel1, Ansgar Scherp2

1 Overview

Data engineering is a crucial part of any data science project: Data collection and metadata
management are the prerequisite of any meaningful analysis and, in practice, take up the
bulk of time spent in data science projects. These aspects, however, are often neglected
in research in favor of more mathematical aspects. The workshop thus focused on typical
data engineering topics such as data preparation and integration, scalable processing of
data science processes, data quality, and benchmarks. In addition to regular papers, the
workshop also offered to submit short reports on work in progress, applications, and tools
(e.g., interesting use cases, problems, data sets, benchmarks, visionary ideas, system designs,
and descriptions of system components and tools). Also, relevant papers that were already
accepted at major database conferences or journals could be presented.

The workshop was an initiative of the DBIS working group „Data Engineering for Data
Science“.

2 Program

The workshop featured an opening keynote by Markus Stocker (TIB Hannover) on recent
advances in the Open Research Knowledge Graph, jointly with the workshop on Big (and
Small) Data in Science and Humanities.

The first session focused on maintaining provenance information, which is clearly an
important aspect of data engineering pipelines. In the first paper by Erik Kleinsteuber et al.
(University of Jena), a provenance management framework for knowledge graph generation
was presented. The second paper by Dominik Kerzel et al. (University of Jena) introduced
provenance management for data science notebooks. The last paper of this session by
Maximilian Emanuel Schüle et al. (University of Bamberg and TU Munich) presented novel
approaches for recursive SQL and GPU support for in-database machine learning.

The second session started with two papers on fairness and responsibility in data science
applications. The first paper by Sabrina Göllner and Marina Tropmann-Frick (Hamburg
1 Universität Trier, schenkel@uni-trier.de
2 Universität Ulm, ansgar.scherp@uni-ulm.de
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University of Applied Sciences) presented VERIFAI, aiming at evaluating the responsibility
of AI systems. The second paper by Valerie Restat et al. (University of Hagen and University
of Regensburg) introduced the design of a framework of metrics that allows for a flexible
evaluation of data quality and data preparation results. The third paper by Arne Grünhagen
et al. (HAW Hamburg, Hamburg University of Technology and Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron) included the results of a systematic literature study on predictive maintenance
for optical synchronization systems.

The third and last session featured four papers. The first paper by Pronaya Prosun Das
(Fraunhofer ITEM) discussed a solution for associative clustering in pediatric intensive care.
The second paper by Björn Engelmann and Philipp Schaer (Cologne University of Applied
Sciences) introduced reliable rules for relation extraction in a multimodal setting. The third
paper by David Burrel et al. (TU Berlin, DFKI, and IT University of Copenhagen) focused
on workload prediction for IoT data management systems. The fourth and last paper in this
session by Sven Langenecker et al. (DHBW Mosbach and TU Darmstadt) presented a new
corpus for semantic type detection.
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A Tutorial Workshop on ML for Systems and Systems for ML

Manisha Luthra1, Andreas Kipf2, Matthias Boehm3

Abstract: This tutorial workshop on ML for Systems and Systems for ML is held on Tuesday, March
7th in conjunction with BTW 2023. In this workshop, we invite and bring together researchers working
actively in the research areas at the intersection of machine learning and data management systems.
There are invited/nominated talks on two topics of concern: (1) how machine learning can help or aid
in data management system tasks (ML for Systems side) and (2) how scalable and efficient system
design can improve machine learning pipelines (Systems for ML side). The talks will present accepted
peer-reviewed work in a tutorial fashion to give hints on the current establishment in the two topics of
concern and open research challenges thereby. The workshop showcases 13 high-quality talks with
speakers from North America and all over Europe.

1 Introduction

The current advances in machine learning (ML) have led to a wide adoption of ML in

different application areas across academia as well as industry. On the one hand, these novel

advancements have helped existing data management systems to improve, by sometimes

even completely replacing specific components with so-called learned system components

(ML for Systems area). On the other hand, the advancements in well-thought and engineered

systems aid in improvements of current ML techniques (Systems for ML area). For instance,

in databases, there has been a surge in replacing the manually designed parts of databases

with learned counterparts, such as learned query optimizers, learned indexes, learned

cardinality and cost estimators, and even query schedulers. There have been also prominent

examples where data access methods, such as indexing, and data flow optimizations have

improved ML techniques. Such approaches have led to autonomy in developing data

management systems and hence avoiding manual tuning by an administrator that current

data management systems succumb in.

It is often challenging for researchers to keep up with the pace of these two emerging

research areas, which is what we aim to make easier by means of this workshop tutorial.

Therefore, in this workshop, we invite 13 speakers working in these areas who will present

their already accepted peer-reviewed work in a tutorial fashion and give hints on their

current work and open research challenges they are currently facing.

1 TU Darmstadt and DFKI, manisha.luthra@dfki.de
2 Amazon Web Services
3 TU Berlin, matthias.boehm@tu-berlin.de
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2 Organization Committee

Workshop Co-chairs. This workshop is co-organized by the following workshop chairs

drawing from their previous experience and papers in this area.

• Manisha Luthra (TU Darmstadt)

• Andreas Kipf (Amazon Web Services)

• Matthias Boehm (TU Berlin)

Local Organization Chair. The local organization of the workshop as well as the website

is handled by Lucas Woltmann from TU Dresden.

3 Workshop Format

Hybrid format. While we encourage in-person speakers and participants, we allow for

hybrid attendance to account for the current travel restrictions. Therefore, the workshop is

held in a hybrid format (in-person and remotely) with the following full-day schedule.

• The first half covers the Systems for ML area

• The second half covers the ML for Systems area

Invited Speakers. We have invited a balanced mix of speakers presenting their published

prior work and open challenges in these two areas. With this workshop, we want to foster

discussions and collaborations among the participants, and at the same time, give the

speakers a platform to boost their work and gain visibility.

• Ziawasch Abedjan (Leibniz University Hannover)

• Stefan Hagedorn (TU Ilmenau)

• Benjamin Hilprecht (TU Darmstadt)

• Madelon Hulsebos (University of Amsterdam)

• Ryan Marcus (University of Pennsylvania)

• Arnab Phani (TU Berlin)

• Theodore Rekatsinas (ETH Zurich)

• Alexander Renz-Wieland (TU Berlin)

• Sebastian Schelter (University of Amsterdam)

• Stefanie Scherzinger (University of Passau)

• Maximilian E. Schüle (University of Bamberg)

• Immanuel Trummer (Cornell University)

• Giorgio Vinciguerra (University of Pisa)
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Benchmarking the Second Generation of Intel SGX for
Machine Learning Workloads

Adrian Lutsch1, Gagandeep Singh1, Martin Mundt1,2, Ragnar Mogk1, Carsten Binnig1

Abstract: For domains with high data privacy and protection demands, such as health care and
finance, outsourcing machine learning tasks often requires additional security measures. Trusted
Execution Environments like Intel SGX are a powerful tool to achieve this additional security. Until
recently, Intel SGX incurred high performance costs, mainly because it was severely limited in
terms of available memory and CPUs. With the second generation of SGX, Intel alleviates these
problems. Therefore, we revisit previous use cases for ML secured by SGX and show initial results of
a performance study for ML workloads on SGXv2.

Keywords: Trusted Execution Environments; Intel SGX; Machine Learning; Benchmarking

1 Introduction
The Importance of Trusted Computing. Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) are
a powerful tool for privacy-preserving, trusted, and secure data processing in cloud
environments. TEEs have been used to build secure systems like databases [PVC18;
VGG19], storage engines [Su21], and data processing systems [Sc15]. Furthermore, they
have also been used for secure machine learning (ML) systems. This includes work for
secure neural network training [Hu18; Le20; Oh16; Qu20] or secure inference [Hu18; Le19;
Qu20], secure federated learning [KCZ21; Mo21a; QF21; Qu20], and many more.
Intel SGX for Trusted Computing. The most widely used TEE implementation of the
aforementioned systems is Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [An13; CD16; In22b;
Mc13]. Intel SGX assures the integrity of processes and the confidentiality of their data by
running them inside of protected memory regions called enclaves. Data inside an enclave
can only be accessed by the process running inside the same enclave, not by other processes,
the operating system, or a hypervisor. Additionally, SGX supports so-called attestation.
With attestation, a process can prove that it is running the expected code inside an enclave
[An13; CD16; Mc13]. Thereby, SGX protects against strong adversaries with full control
over operating system and hardware.
SGXv2 relieves previous Limitations. Although Intel SGX is a useful security technology,
its first version (which we call SGXv1 in this paper) has severe limitations for the shielded
applications, especially: (1) The encrypted and integrity-protected memory (called Enclave
Page Cache, EPC) is limited to 128 MB, of which only ~90 MB are usable for user enclaves.

1 Technical University of Darmstadt, Contact: adrian.lutsch@cs.tu-darmstadt.de
2 Hessian Center for AI (hessian.AI)
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(2) Context switches between normal unprotected execution and secure protected execution
of the enclave are costly. (3) Memory decryption and integrity protection cause overhead on
cache misses, and (4) server-grade and multi-socket CPUs are not supported. With the most
recent generation of SGX-enabled processors (which we call Second Generation of SGX or
SGXv2 in this paper), Intel introduced several enhancements to the SGX technology which
address some of the previous limitations [Jo21]. Primarily, new CPUs support up to 512 GB
of EPC per CPU socket, which alleviates the need for expensive EPC paging. Additionally,
SGX is now supported for multi-socket server systems. Enclaves on these systems can use
the combined cores and EPC of all sockets, enabling higher degrees of parallelization.
Revisit Secure ML on SGXv2. These developments raise the question whether previous
workarounds and optimizations for ML use cases in the restricted SGXv1 are still necessary.
Therefore, we study the performance of ML use cases secured using SGXv2. Towards
this goal, we measure the overhead of securely running ML tasks in SGXv2 enclaves and
compare the results to SGXv1. The impact of SGXv2 was already analyzed for database
workloads [El22]. However, we think that a closer look at machine learning workloads is
justified because they have very different characteristics in terms of data access, compute
intensity, and communication patterns. Furthermore, while the existing benchmarks are
rather low-level, we investigate the performance of more complex algorithms and systems.
In the rest of this paper we will present two of the most important use cases for Intel
SGX in machine learning, Outsourced ML and Federated Learning, and report on our first
evaluation results for outsourced neural network inference.

2 Using SGX for Secure ML
Since SGX is a versatile security technology with strong guarantees, it has been used to
secure different applications in various settings. Next, we discuss two of the main use cases
for SGX in secure ML and how SGXv1 limited them in terms of performance.
Outsourced ML is a setting in which an untrusted cloud provider offers infrastructure or
services used for machine learning applications. In this setting, a malicious cloud provider
is able to access the cloud customer’s model and data while it is decrypted in memory.
Furthermore, the cloud provider can also use its privileges to manipulate model and data
causing false or low quality model predictions. TEEs have been shown to prevent such attacks
[Gr19; Hu18; Le19; Le20; Oh16; Qu20; TB19]. For example, due to the confidentiality
guarantees, cloud customers can be sure that the model can not be accessed by the cloud
provider. Moreover, attestation and integrity guarantees ensure that the cloud provider does
not tamper with the model without the customer being able to detect it.

The main limiting factor, however, of SGXv1 for this use case is the enclave memory
size [Gr19; Le19; Qu20] which causes enclave paging. Enclave paging happens when
the CPU-supported EPC is exceeded. Since today’s deep neural network architectures
commonly require gigabytes of memory and SGXv1 only supports 90 MB of active memory,
previous approaches try to reduce memory consumption to prevent enclave paging [Le19;
Qu20]. Furthermore, previous works suggest that parallelizing training and inference in
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SGXv1 did not yield expected speedups [Qu20]. In Sect. 3 we report our results of using
SGXv2 which shows that these limitations do not hold anymore.
Federated Learning is an approach for machine learning over data of multiple data owners.
Instead of centralizing the data, the data owners (called clients) train their model together.
In the centralized setup, each client trains the model on its own data and a central parameter
server regularly collects model updates, averages them, and sends the updated model
to all clients. This process is repeated until convergence. At the end of this process, all
participants have a model trained on their joint data without exchanging the data itself
[Li20]. Although Federated Learning can mitigate some privacy risks in machine learning
by not centralizing the data, there exist attacks against it. For example, it has been shown
that a curious parameter server can reconstruct training data from model updates of the
clients [Ge20; Ph18]. Furthermore, a malicious parameter server can manipulate the model
and the training process [Ge20]. Running the server inside an SGX enclave mitigates these
kinds of attacks [KCZ21; Mo21a; Mo21b; QF21; Xu21].

The main limitation of SGXv1 for this use case is again the EPC size [KCZ21; Mo21a].
Additionally, the communication of clients and server via the network requires enclave
transitions. Frequent enclave transitions are known as a bottleneck of Intel SGX. Each
transition causes a constant overhead for flushing caches and TLBs as well as a linear
overhead with the parameters and gradients copied to and from the encrypted memory
region. Therefore, we will investigate how parameter servers for federated learning behave
when secured by SGX enclaves and whether SGXv2 improves compared to SGXv1.

3 Benchmarking SGX Neural Network Inference
In this section, we report on our initial results depicted in Fig. 1 and 2. We analyze the
overhead SGXv1 and SGXv2 cause when executing inference on neural networks of different
sizes (Fig. 1) and investigate the potential speedup through parallelism enabled by more
CPU cores in SGXv2 (Fig. 2). To show the influence of increasing network sizes, we
compare a small multi-layer perceptron (MLP), a simplified version of AlexNet [KSH17],
and the VGG19 convolutional neural network architecture [SZ15]. The MLP has three layers
with sizes 784, 100, and 10. The AlexNet was simplified by replacing the three final layers
with one layer of size 500. These networks thus cover a wide spectrum of model sizes: 2
MB (MLP), 80 MB (AlexNet) and 1.4 GB (VGG19). As such, VGG19 (1.4 GB) cannot be
stored in the EPC of SGXv1 whereas the other models fit in the EPC of SGXv1. For our
experiments, we use the Intel DNNL library available as part of the SGX SDK [In22a]. To
show differences between SGXv1 and SGXv2, we executed the inference on an Intel Xeon
E-2288G (SGXv1) and a server with two Intel Xeon Gold 6326 CPUs (SGXv2).

Fig. 1 shows the relative overhead ; i.e., the time required for inference inside an enclave
divided by the time required without SGX on the same hardware. We can see that inference
inside SGX has very low overheads if the enclave fits into the EPC and context switches
are amortized. The overhead for the small MLP can be explained largely by the necessary
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context switches. Context switches are needed to copy the input data to the model in the
enclave and inference results out of the enclave. Since the inference of the MLP takes only
5 - 7 microseconds, the relative cost of two context switches (that take ~4 microseconds) is
high. For the two larger neural networks, the relative context switch cost is negligible. For
the AlexNet we measured around 10% slower inference for SGXv1 and only 3% slower
inference for SGXv2. The large VGG19, which does not fit into the EPC of SGXv1, has a
nearly 5 times longer inference time in SGXv1 due to EPC paging. On SGXv2, paging is
not necessary, which leads to negligible overheads.

Additionally, in a second experiment we analyzed if the increased number of CPU cores
of the SGXv2 hardware can be used to speed up inference of large networks that fit into
the enlarged EPC. For the smaller models that would also fit into the EPC of SGXv1, the
parallelization speed up with higher core counts is outweighed by the overhead of thread
synchronization. Hence, we do not show these results. Fig. 2 shows the speedup gained
through parallelization for the large VGG19 network on the SGXv2 hardware. When using
only CPU cores on one socket, speedups with and without SGX are very similar. For
example, with 16 threads we observe a 12.9 times speedup in an SGXv2 enclave and a
13.9 times speedup without. However, when the work is distributed over both sockets of
the server, SGX seems to reduce parallelization gains. Using the 32 cores of both CPUs,
we observe a 24.9 times speedup without SGX and only a 17 times speedup with SGXv2.
We hypothesize that this is due to the non-uniform memory access and the encryption of
communication between both CPUs in SGX mode.

4 Conclusion
We benchmark SGXv2 for ML workloads. Our first experiments show, among other insights,
that the increased EPC capacity enables inference of today’s deep neural networks with
negligible overhead. We will continue our work with more in-depth analysis of neural
network inference, other secure ML use cases, such as training and federated learning,
an investigation into library operating systems like Gramine [Th22; TPV17], and an
investigation into application optimizations for the new hardware.
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Inter-Query Parallelism on Heterogeneous Multi-Core CPUs

Experience Report

Felix Schuhknecht1, Tamjidul Islam2

Abstract:

Traditional multi-core CPU architectures integrate a set of homogeneous cores, where all cores are
of exactly the same type. With the release of Intel’s 12th generation Core x86_64 processors, this
setup has finally changed in the realm of commodity hardware: Apart from so-called performance
cores, which provide a high clock frequency, hyper-threading, and large caches, the architecture also
integrates so-called efficient cores, which are less performant but rather energy efficient. Obviously,
such a performance-heterogeneous architecture complicates task-to-resource scheduling and should
be actively considered by the application that schedules the tasks. In this experience report, we
discuss our first steps with this new architecture in the context of parallel query processing. We
focus on inter-query-parallelism, where whole transactions/queries are the unit of schedule, and
investigate which type of core fits to which type of workload best. To do so, we first perform a
set of micro-benchmarks on the cores to analyze their different performance characteristics. Based
on that, we propose two scheduling strategies that actively schedule tasks to different core types,
depending on their characteristics. Our initial findings suggest that the awareness of heterogeneous
CPU architectures must indeed be actively incorporated by the task scheduler within a DBMS to
efficiently utilize this new type of hardware.

Keywords: Query Processing; Parallelism; CPU Architectures; Heterogeneous Cores

1 Introduction
For many years, multi-core architectures used to be homogeneous in that they consist of
a set of compute cores that all have exactly the same characteristics. This simplified the
scheduling problem, as the choice to schedule a task to a specific core was solely determined
by the current load and the locality of work to the core.

This situation drastically changed with the advent of heterogeneous multi-core architectures,
a development largely driven by the so-called dark silicon effect [Ha11]. This effect describes
that thermal and energetic limitations force the CPUs developers to tune down compute
units, if they want to increase the overall core count. Initially, heterogeneous designs added
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specialized cores with vastly different feature sets. For instance, the Sparc M7 [Co23]
combines general-purpose x86_64 cores with ASIC data analytics accelerators that support
only scans, selections, and semi-joins. Such feature-heterogeneous designs require a careful
rethinking of the scheduling mechanism [Du19] as it has to factor in which tasks can
actually be carried out by which core. Last year, even mainstream CPUs started to implement
heterogeneous multi-core architectures in form of the AlderLake architecture, which
resembles Intel’s 12th generation Core consumer processor. Therein, while all cores are
general-purpose x86_64 chips, the architecture separates them into performance cores and
efficiency cores. While the faster performance cores are meant to take over highly demanding
compute tasks, the efficiency cores should save energy when executing less demanding or
less performance-critical tasks. In this sense, they implement a performance-heterogeneity
instead of a feature-heterogeneity, on which we will focus in the following report.

As shown in Figure 1, the two core types of an AlderLake i9-12900K highly differ in
clock-speed range, cache hierarchy/cache sizes, and whether hyper-threading is available or
not, potentially resulting in very different performance characteristics.
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Fig. 1: A modern heterogeneous multi-core architecture (Intel AlderLake i9-12900K).

Therefore, we advocate that even though all cores implement the same instruction set, a
scheduler should still be aware of the performance difference of both types of cores and
assign tasks actively to the most fitting core type, as we visualize it in Figure 2. Note that
operating systems such as Windows 11 and Linux (since kernel 5.18) recently became
aware of the heterogeneous design and try to schedule tasks based on classification (a
concept marketed as Thread Director [SP22]). In recent years, alternative general-purpose
OS-level task scheduling mechanisms tailored to heterogeneous CPU architecture have been
proposed [Fa21, SNN22, Ni22, THW02, CJ09, Cr12, AA17]. Typically, they are designed
to optimize arbitrary heterogeneous architectures outside the database context and focus on
limiting energy consumption, the amount of thread migration, and the runtime of a batch of
tasks. We also want to point out that Intel’s new architecture is not the first performance-
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heterogeneous CPU: The ARM big.LITTLE, released several years ago, followed a similar
principle. In this regard, [Mü14] analyzed how to schedule DBMS-pipelines efficiently to
the different core types to optimize for energy-efficiency. With the concept now arriving on
commodity x86_64 CPUs, we see the topic worth to be revisited.

The question remains whether multi-threaded applications such as DBMSs should ad-
ditionally actively schedule threads on specific performance-heterogeneous cores based
on their available domain knowledge on these new processors. As queries have vastly
different characteristics, e.g., being compute-bound, bandwidth-bound, short/long-running,
or read/write-heavy, it is likely that certain query types will utilize a certain type of core
best.

1.2 Die hybride Prozessorarchitektur

Wenn eine hybride Struktur vorliegt, dann ist vor dem Hintergrund der eben be-
schriebenen Anfragearten umso wichtiger, eine gute Entscheidung bei der Wahl
der zu belastenden Struktur zu treffen. Bei modernen, hybriden CPUs können sich
unterschiedliche Ausführungszeiten allein durch die Wahl der ausführenden Kernart
ergeben. Intels zwölfte Core-i Prozessorgeneration mit dem Codenamen Alder Lake
führt einige neue Prozessoren mit hybrider Architektur ein. Das bedeutet, dass solche
CPUs zwei Kernarten mit unterschiedlichen Eigenschaften haben. Diese sind zum
Beispiel bei der maximalen Taktfrequenz oder bei der Cachestruktur vorzufinden. In
Kapitel 2 wird auf die hybride Struktur eingegangen, insbesondere die Turbotakt-
frequenzen sind in diesem Projekt relevant. Für die folgende Motivation reicht es
zunächst zu wissen, dass zwei verschiedene Kernarten existieren.

1.3 Motivation und Problemstellung

Die Abbildung 1.1 zeigt zunächst eine CPU mit einer gewöhnlichen Architektur.

Abbildung 1.1: Verteilen von Anfragen auf einer homogenen CPU Architektur

2 Kapitel 1 Einführung
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(a) Homogeneous multi-core architecture.

In Abbildung 1.1 ist ein Quadcore Prozessor erkennbar, der in dieser Form bereits
seit einigen Jahren erhältlich ist. Es sind zwei Anfragepools abgebildet, welche die
beiden erwähnten Arten von Anfragen darstellen sollen (ein Pool für analytische, der
andere für transaktionale Anfragen). Hierbei ist eine Untersuchung der CPU nicht
notwendig, weil alle zur Verfügung stehenden Kerne homogen sind, wodurch die
Ausführungszeit nicht allein durch die Wahl des konkreten Kerns reduziert werden
kann. Somit ist eine prozessororientierte Optimierung kaum möglich.

Anders ist dies hingegen bei einem Prozessor mit hybrider Architektur. Prinzipiell
sind zwei Ansätze für die Verteilung der Anfragen an die einzelnen Kerne denkbar.
Abbildung 1.2 zeigt vereinfacht einen Ansatz, bei dem nur eine Verteilerfunktion
über den direkten Zugriff auf die beiden Anfragepools verfügt. Die Funktion geht
die Anfragen durch und weist diese den Kernen zu. Es handelt sich hier um einen
Push-Ansatz. Die Verteilerfunktion arbeitet vergleichbar mit einem Vorarbeiter, der
die einzelnen Anfragen an die Kerne (Mitarbeiter) weitergibt.

Abbildung 1.2: Skizzierung zum Push-Ansatz mit hybrider CPU Architektur

Bisher ist jedoch vollkommen unklar, wie die Zuweisung im Detail funktionieren
soll. Aufgrund der unterschiedlichen Anfrage- und Kernarten beeinflusst die Wahl
des konkreten Kerns bereits die Ausführungszeit. Folglich kann pauschal keine zu-
verlässige Aussage darüber getroffen werden, wie dieser Ansatz am besten realisiert
werden kann.

1.3 Motivation und Problemstellung 3

P-Cores

heterogeneity-aware scheduling

E-Cores

(b) Heterogeneous multi-core architecture.

Fig. 2: Task scheduling on uniform architectures (2a) vs heterogeneous architectures (2b).

1.1 Contributions and Structure

Therefore, in the following, we would like to investigate the following questions, which also
mark the contributions of this experience report:

(1) Is there a sufficient performance difference between performance cores and efficiency
cores that would justify a manual core-type-aware scheduling within a DBMS?
(2) Which type of tasks perform well on which type of core? For which type of tasks is the
core choice irrelevant?
(3) Do core-type-aware scheduling strategies (push-based vs pull-based) perform better
than a completely unaware strategy?

The experience report is structured as follows: In Section 2, we first perform an initial
benchmarking of the AlderLake architecture, in which we identify how different workloads
map to the available cores. In Section 3, we present and evaluate two heterogeneity-aware
scheduling strategies and compare them against an unaware strategy. In Section 4, we outline
possible next steps in this topic and conclude with our early findings.
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2 Benchmarking the Architecture
We start by performing a set of micro benchmarks on our performance-heterogeneous
AlderLake CPU to identify which workload fits to which type of core. For all upcoming
experiments, we use an Intel i9-12900K with 8 performance cores of up to 5.2GHz (with
SMT aka hyper-threading) and 8 efficiency cores of up to 3.9GHz (without SMT). This
results in a total of 16 physical and 24 logical cores. The machine is equipped with 128GB
of DDR4-3200 RAM. As operating system, we use Arch Linux running kernel 5.17.5. Note
that in this kernel version, the scheduler was not yet aware of the heterogeneous architecture
– for our experiments, this does not matter as we manually perform all thread assignment in
our code. A comparison with a heterogeneity-aware scheduler on a newer kernel is left for
future work.

Figure 3 shows the results for executing four different workloads on each available logical
core individually. Note that logical cores 0-15 resemble the (logical) performance cores,
whereas cores 16-23 are the efficiency cores. No parallelism is happening here as only one
core is active during each measurement. To get an intuition for the architecture, we perform
the following set of micro-benchmarks on 300M integers in total: In Figure 3a, we schedule
the sorting of an array with integers using std::sort. In Figure 3b, we copy randomly
selected integers from one array into a second array. In Figure 3c, we copy the entire array
of sequentially into another array using memcpy. In Figure 3d, we read the entire array
sequentially to compute the sum of all integers. As we can see, the tasks have a different
runtime on the individual logical cores, where some tasks are highly affected by the type of
core while other tasks hardly show a performance difference at all. The sorting task, being
compute heavy and containing random access clearly benefits from being executed on a
performance core (core 0-15). Also, random copies perform better on performance cores,
although the difference being less prominent. When looking at the sequential tasks, we
interestingly hardly notice any difference between the core types anymore, as these tasks
are rather bandwidth bound than compute bound.

Overall, this gives us a first recommendation on how to utilize the cores: Compute-bound
tasks or tasks that contain random access should preferably go to performance cores, while
sequential tasks, that are mostly bandwidth-bound, could also be scheduled on efficiency
cores.

3 Heterogeneity-aware Scheduling
With the gained knowledge, in the following, we build and evaluate a simple scheduling
mechanism for parallel query processing using two different scheduling strategies.

3.1 Setup and Task Types

We set up a table of 𝑛 integers columns in row-layout represented by a two-dimensional
vector and support two types of tasks on this table: (a) Updating transactions that modify
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Fig. 3: Executing different types of workloads of each available logical core.
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a certain number of rows of the table. These resemble a task from a traditional transactional
workload. (b) Read-only queries that select a specific value of a specific column and
count how often this value has been seen. These could represent a typical query from an
analytical workload. When creating a test workload, we specify the ratio of tasks of type (a)
in relation to tasks of type (b) and fill two pools of pending tasks of each type accordingly.
Our scheduler then executes these tasks using a specific scheduling strategy.

3.2 Scheduling Strategies

We compare three different strategies in the following. The first strategy is push-based and
simply ignores the heterogeneous architecture, as it uniformly distributed tasks of both types
to available cores. It will serve as our baseline. Figure 4 visualizes the setup for a batch of
100 tasks. Each core maintains a pool for update transactions and read-only queries.

4.6 Anfrageoptimierung auf hybrider CPU Architektur

Dank der vorherigen Experimente liegt nun die Vermutung nahe, dass eine op-
timale Verteilungsmethode Reads auf E-Kerne und Updates auf P-Kerne verteilt.
Reads haben sequentiellen lesenden Zugriff, deswegen sind diese Anfragen gut
vergleichbar mit den Aufgaben aus den Experimenten in Abbildung 4.3 und 4.4.
Updates hingegen ähneln aufgrund der zufälligen Zugriffe den Experimenten aus
Abbildung 4.1 und 4.2. Bei den folgenden drei Strategien verwenden zwei Strategien
diese Schlussfolgerungen, um die Ausführungszeiten zu verbessern, während eine
Strategie keinen Gebrauch von den Erkenntnissen macht.

4.6.1 Strategie Push_01: Gleichmäßiges Verteilen

Als erste Strategie (PS_01) wird eine gleichmäßige Push-Funktion verwendet. Diese
eignet sich zu Beginn am besten, da sie leicht zu implementieren ist und wichtige
Referenzzeiten bietet. Diese Strategie entspricht dem Ignorieren der hybriden Ar-
chitektur, da jeder Kern unabhängig von seiner Art möglichst gleich viele Anfragen
erhalten soll. Ist die Anzahl der zu verteilenden Anfragen nicht ganzzahlig durch 24
teilbar, dann beträgt der Unterschied der zu verarbeitenden Anfragen bei je zwei
Kernen 0 oder 1. Die Abbildung 4.11 visualisiert diese Strategie.

Abbildung 4.11: Funktionsweise von Strategie PS_01 bei einem Batch mit 100 Anfragen

4.6 Anfrageoptimierung auf hybrider CPU Architektur 39

Batch with 100 tasks

Logical Cores

Distribution 
Strategy

Pools for K14 Pools for K15 Pools for K16 Pools for K17

Fig. 4: Architecture of the push-based scheduler. As distribution strategy, we test both a non-aware
strategy, which uniformly distributes tasks to all cores and an aware strategy, which tries to schedule
update transactions to performance cores and read-only queries to efficiency cores.

The second strategy is also push-based and resembles the architecture of Figure 4, but does
not uniformly distribute tasks across cores. Instead, it is aware of the heterogeneity and tries
to assign update transactions to performance-cores and read-only queries to efficiency cores.
Only if no core of the respective type is currently available, the task is scheduled on the
other type of core. The availability of cores is recorded in status flags that are accessed by
the scheduler and updated by the threads running on the cores.

The third strategy is also heterogeneity-aware, but follows a pull-based approach as visualized
in Figure 5. Here, the performance cores preferably pull from the pool containing update
transactions, while the efficiency cores pull from the pool containing read-only queries.
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Only if no work is left in a pool, the other pool is considered. A mutex protects each pool to
avoid races during the pulling of tasks.Abbildung 4.13: Funktionsweise von Strategie PL_01 inkl. geschütztem Poolzugriff

Bevor nun in Abschnitt 4.7 alle drei Strategien evaluiert und miteinander verglichen
werden, zeigt diese Auflistung nochmal alle drei Strategien in Kürze:

Gleichmäßiges Verteilen (PS_01):

Erstellt zuerst möglichst gleich große Subpools, die den logischen Kernen zugeordnet
werden. Alle Kerne werden wie in einer homogenen Struktur behandelt.

Verteilende Funktion (PS_02):

Verteilt die Anfragen aus den Pools an die verschiedenen Kerne, wobei Updates
bevorzugt an P-Kerne und Reads bevorzugt an E-Kerne zugewiesen werden. Dabei
wird live überwacht, ob die jeweiligen Kerne derzeit beschäftigt sind oder nicht.

Selbstständiges Einholen (PL_01):

Lässt alle Kerne selbstständig arbeiten und verwendet keine verteilende Funktion.
Dabei versuchen P-Kerne zuerst Anfragen aus dem Update-Pool und E-Kerne zuerst
Anfragen aus dem Read-Pool einzuholen.

42 Kapitel 4 Experimente und Ergebnisse

Logical Cores

for Updates for Reads

Fig. 5: Pull-based scheduler that is aware of the heterogeneous architecture.

Let us now see how the three scheduling strategies perform in comparison. We fire a batch
of 180 tasks and vary the mixture between update transactions and read-only queries in
steps of 25%. We use a table with 60M rows and 150 columns. Every update transaction
updates 12M randomly selected rows. We observe that the strategy indeed has a significant
impact on the runtime. The more update transactions we have in our batch, the more the
strategy matters and the heterogeneity-aware strategies win. This makes sense, as update
transactions must be actively scheduled to performance cores to yield the best runtime.Abbildung 4.17: Direkter Vergleich der Strategien bei unterschiedlichen Batches

Aus dieser Abbildung 4.17 lassen sich einige wichtige Interpretationen ableiten.
Zu Beginn kann festgehalten werden, dass bei Datenbanksystemen, die meistens
analytische Anfragen verarbeiten müssen und damit sequentielle Zugriffe brauchen,
keine besondere Strategie für eine hybride CPU Architektur verwenden müssen. Ein
gewöhnliche Push-Strategie kann hierbei sogar bei bestimmten Parametern bessere
Leistungen erbringen als komplexere Strategien (siehe Abbildung 4.17). Der klare
Vorteil liegt dabei darin, dass eine gleichmäßige Push-Verteilung vollkommen ohne
Mutexe arbeitet, wodurch die verschiedenen logischen Kerne sich nicht gegenseitig
behindern können.

Mit steigendem Anteil rechenintensiver Transaktionen muss aber von der gewöhnli-
chen Push-Strategie abgeraten werden. Dies liegt daran, dass das dabei zu häufig
Aufgaben mit zufälligem Zugriff an E-Kerne verteilt werden, wogegen P-Kerne solche
Aufgaben wesentlich besser bearbeiten. Folglich müssen in solchen Fällen Strategien
verwendet werden, bei denen ein Bewusstsein über die vorliegende hybride CPU
Architektur implementiert ist. Bei der hier modellierten Datenbanktabelle mit 60
Mio. Zeilen und 150 Spalten ist klar zu erkennen, dass die Verwendung einer Pull-
Strategie unter Berücksichtigung der Architektur um bis zu 30% schneller arbeitet
als eine gewöhnliche Strategie ohne Berücksichtigung der konkreten CPU.

46 Kapitel 4 Experimente und Ergebnisse
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Fig. 6: Comparison of scheduling strategies under a varying mixture of update transactions and
read-only queries.

To get a deeper insight in the behavior of the task scheduling, in Figure 7 we additionally plot
heatmaps for the cases of 25% update transactions and 75% read-only queries (Figure 7a)
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respectively 75% update transactions and 25% read-only queries (Figure 7b) that show
the assignment from task (type) to logical core. Additionally to the total latency of batch,
we plot the time the first task of the batch finishes as well as the average task time. We

(a) Workload Mixture: 25% update transactions, 75% read-only queries

(b) Workload Mixture: 75% update transactions, 25% read-only queries

Fig. 7: Comparison of scheduling strategies under different workloads.

observe that the strategy indeed makes a significant impact on the scheduling behavior. Both
heterogeneity-aware strategies indeed try to assign update transactions to the performance
cores and read-only queries to the efficiency cores. However, we also see differences between
the strategies. In Figure 7a, we observe that the push-based strategy primarily distributes
update transactions to performance cores, while it also assigns read-only queries to both
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types of cores. The reason for this is that due to the low number of update transactions, the
performance cores are soon unused and can be used to answer read-only queries as well.
This behavior is different for the pull-strategy, where read-only queries are pulled only by
efficiency cores in the run. In Figure 7b, we see a similar picture, however, more compute-
intensive update transactions must be handled. These are indeed primarily scheduled to the
performance cores by both strategies. When analyzing the whole batch, we also observe
that using heterogeneity-aware strategies homogenizes the latency of individual tasks in a
batch. For the naive strategy, the minimum and maximum latency differs highly, while this
difference is much smaller for the aware strategies, showing that the hardware resources are
efficiently utilized.

4 Outlook and Conclusion

In this experience report, we presented our initial steps in understanding the impact of
a performance-heterogeneous CPU design on parallel query processing. To simplify the
analysis, we focused on inter-query parallelism, i.e., we scheduled whole transactions/queries
to individual cores and evaluated two strategies that try to cleverly assign fitting tasks to
a specific core type. We tested two simple heterogeneity-aware scheduling strategies and
showed that even on this coarse-grained level, a measurable performance boost can be
observed over an unaware strategy.

Of course, this report marks only the very first step towards query parallelism on this type
of hardware. As modern DBMS schedulers typically break down a transactions/query into
more fine-granular compiled pipelines and schedule these individually [Le14, NF20, Ne21],
a next step is to extend such a pipeline scheduler with heterogeneity-awareness. This
involves on-the-fly classification of (arbitrary) pipelines, finding a suitable mapping between
pipelines and core types, handling dependencies between pipelines, and ensuring a constant
utilizations of all cores. Also, an important baseline for any fine-grained approach will be the
new OS-level heterogeneity-aware scheduler. Here, we see a major advantage of a manual
approach by being able to include domain knowledge, such as detailed transaction/query
behavior, into the scheduling process. However, such a comparison is left for future work.
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Abstract: Big Data applications frequently involve processing data streams encoded in semi-structured
data formats such as JSON, Protobuf, or Avro. A major challenge in accelerating data stream processing
on FPGAs is that the parsing of such data formats is usually highly complex. This is especially true
for JSON parsing on FPGAs, which lies in the focus of related work. The parsing of the binary
Avro format, on the other hand, is perfectly suited for being processed on FPGAs and can thus serve
as an enabler for data stream processing on FPGAs. In this realm, we present a methodology for
parsing, projection, and selection of Avro objects, which enforces an output format suitable for further
processing on the FPGA. Moreover, we provide a generator to automatically create accelerators
based on this methodology. The obtained accelerators can achieve significant speedups compared to
CPU-based parsers, and at the same time require only very few FPGA resources.
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1 Introduction

Many Big Data applications in areas such as the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 are not
only confronted with large volumes of data generated at a high frequency but also place high
demands on the latency for analyzing this data. In this area, stream processing is becoming
increasingly important, which means that data is continuously processed and analyzed as
soon as it is generated or received. To meet the growing demands of stream processing
applications in terms of high throughput and low latency, FPGA accelerators have been
proposed as a solution in the past [MTA09; TM11]. Since stream applications typically run
for long periods, the relatively long synthesis times required to generate application-specific
accelerators are tolerable as they enable perfectly tailored and thus very resource- and
energy-efficient data processing.

For being able to build such FPGA accelerators, different approaches to compile queries
to FPGA primitives have been presented in the past [MTA09; MTA10; Sa12]. However,
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these approaches ignore the fact that the data arriving at the FPGA is usually formatted in
ways that are difficult to process directly on the FPGA or even by machines in general. As a
matter of fact, parsing such data may take most of the time when being processed on a CPU.
For example, in case of JSON, it has been shown that parsing may account for around 90%
of CPU time for some stream processing applications [Li17].

Offloading parsing to an FPGA would offer two major advantages. First, would relieve
the CPU from this time-consuming task so that it can be better utilized by other tasks
or workloads. Second, this would be particularly advantageous when FPGAs can directly
access the data stream, e.g., when attaching them to a network interface or in the form of
FPGA-based smart NICs, as additional data movements could be avoided. However, this
requires concepts to parse the serialized data format as a byte stream.

In this realm, two approaches to parsing JSON data on FPGAs have been presented
recently [Da22; Pe21]. However, the presented approaches only consider the acceleration
of the parsing process, thus supporting only traditional software-based data processing.
Consequently, they parse the received data into data structures that are tailored to be further
processed on a CPU. In contrast, the approach presented in this paper aims at enabling
complete data processing on FPGAs.

We specifically target parsing, selection, and projection of Avro objects which are widely
used in Apache-based computing infrastructures. The Avro format [Ap21] has a much
higher information density than semi-structured formats such as JSON. It is better tailored
to FPGA-based processing than to CPU-based processing, as techniques to increase the
performance of modern CPUs, like branch prediction, multi-level caches, and SIMD
instructions, are not of any benefit when parsing Avro data. In this paper, we present general
techniques for parsing data streams consisting of Avro objects on FPGAs. In addition,
we introduce a methodology to automatically generate hardware accelerators for parsing,
selection, and projection on FPGAs based on user-defined Avro schemas and queries. We
present a system architecture where accelerators generated with the methodology can be
loaded to parse data streams of Avro objects at line rate, for example, arriving at a network
interface. Thanks to a fixed data layout, the outgoing data stream can even be forwarded to
other FPGA accelerators and used to process further application steps. Moreover, due to
low resource consumption, sufficient resources are often remaining available on the FPGA
to build further accelerators for subsequent processing of the parsed, filtered, and projected
data stream.

The paper is organized as follows: First, in Sect. 1.1, we will give a brief overview of
common semi-structured data formats and justify our choice of Avro. In Sect. 2 we will
introduce our parser generator and describe how an accelerator can be created given a
schema and a path expression. In Sect. 3, the obtained accelerators are evaluated using the
Yahoo [Ch16] and RiotBench [SCS17] benchmarks. Finally, the paper closes in Sect. 4 with
a conclusion and an outlook for future work.
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1.1 Data Formats for Stream Processing

Despite the huge overheads that parsing semi-structured data formats imply, there are many
good reasons why these formats are nonetheless used universally today. These can be broken
down to being human readable, having a relatively small data footprint, the possibility
to enforce a fixed schema, and the possibility of extending the format while maintaining
forward and backward compatibility (schema evolution).

Semi-structured data formats can be roughly divided into storage formats and exchange
formats. Storage formats arrange objects in such a way that they can be quickly searched
for individual attributes, e.g., by using column-oriented formats. Examples are Apache
Parquet [Ap22b], Apache ORC [Ap13], and Google Dremel [Me10]. The exchange formats
on the other hand are easy to be serialized which makes it possible to write and process
objects continuously as a data stream. Examples are JSON [Br17], Apache Avro [Ap21],
and Google Protocol Buffers [Go22]. In the following overview, we focus on exchange
formats, as we aim to accelerate data stream applications.

JSON, CBOR & Protobuf Tab. 1 gives an overview of the most common exchange
formats. For each format, it rates the (a) readability by human and by machine and (b) the
data footprint. Here, also the footprint for encoding the same record is displayed. List. 1
shows this record formatted in JSON. Finally, the table rates (c) schema evolution and
(d) whether the format uses a schema. The most commonly used exchange format is the
text-formatted JSON [Br17], which particularly stands out due to its high human readability.
However, this in turn has a severe negative effect on its data footprint. In addition, JSON can
also be used to achieve a good backward and forward compatibility by simply adding new
attribute fields in newer versions. CBOR [BH20] is also a schema-less format where fields
are binary encoded, resulting in a smaller data footprint, while still allowing attributes to be
added or omitted as desired. Protobuf, on the other hand, relies on binary encoding and a
schema that can be extended without corrupting older parser versions. This is achieved by
assigning an index to all attributes in the schema so that the old parser versions can simply
ignore indexes they do not recognize.

Tab. 1: Overview of the strengths, weaknesses, and general properties of data formats discussed.

readability footprint (car ex. size) schema evolution schema used

human machine

JSON ++ - - - - (96B) ++ no
CBOR - - + - (50B) ++ no

Protobuf - ++ + (18B) ++ yes
Avro - ++ ++ (12B) + yes
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{
"id": 42,
"name": "Golf",
"engine": {
"serialNr": 1234,
"horsepower": 85.5

}
}

List. 1: Motivational JSON record.

{
"name": "car",
"type": "record",
"fields": [
{"name":"id", "type":"int"},
{"name":"name", "type":"string"},
{"name":"engine","type": {
"name": "engine",
"type": "record",
"fields": [
{"name":"serialNr", "type":"int"},
{"name":"horsepower","type":"float"}]

}}]}

List. 2: Avro schema for a car object.

Avro Avro [Ap21] is a binary schema-based data format. Unlike Protobuf, Avro does not
use indexes to identify fields and consequently requires even fewer bytes for encoding. The
type and order of the fields are defined solely by the schema used. Accordingly, the Avro
object encoding itself does not support schema evolution, as decoding always requires the
corresponding schema. Instead, Avro is usually used in combination with wrapper formats,
as presented in Sect. 1.1, to solve schema evolution at a higher protocol layer.

In the following, the Avro specification [Ap21] will be presented in more detail. Avro offers
a range of elementary and complex data types. As elementary data types, booleans, signed
integers (32-bit), signed longs (64-bit), floats (32-bit), doubles (64-bit), strings, and byte
sequences of fixed and variable length are available. Avro includes records, enums, arrays,
maps of key-value pairs, and union types as complex types. The Avro schema to be used is
specified in JSON. List. 2 shows the Avro schema that complies with the JSON record from
List. 1.

In terms of parsing speed, Avro outperforms all other formats. JSON is the most time-
consuming to parse due to its text-based format. Unlike Protobuf and Avro, both JSON
and CBOR cannot be parsed using finite state machines due to the arbitrarily deep nesting
of records, making parsing again more complex. Since no indexes or attribute names are
required for reading, parsing Avro has the advantage over Protobuf that only the sequence
of fields defined in the schema has to be processed. However, Avro parsing does neither
require complicated control flow nor flexible memory accesses and thus is not the field
for which modern general-purpose processors with their sophisticated branch prediction
and multi-level cache hierarchy have been optimized for. Nonetheless, a required simple
finite state machine can be easily mapped to FPGAs with very low resource requirements.
In this paper, we show in this paper how the generation of such logic circuits can be
performed completely automatically solely based on the specified schema and a query
defining projection and selection in a path expression.
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Avro Container- & Wire-Format The Avro format can be used both for storing data on
a hard drive and for transferring data over a network. In most cases, two wrapper formats
are used, which are tailored to the respective case. For the storage of Avro objects, there is
the Avro Object Container Format, which stores the used schema directly beside the data.
A particular advantage of this format is the partitioning of the objects into blocks, which
enables an efficient separation for parallel processing.

The wire format, on the other hand, is optimized for the transmission of data over a network.
The Avro object stream is organized in a series of buffers. Each buffer begins with a four-byte
length field that specifies the buffer length in bytes. The respective number of subsequent
bytes contain Avro objects. A message may contain multiple buffers. The end of a message
is indicated by a buffer of length zero, i.e., only a length field with value 0, and no buffer
data is transmitted. In contrast to the container format, the schema is not transmitted here.
Instead, the receiver must already be familiar with it, e.g., Apache Kafka uses a registry to
resolve schemas of incoming data.

1.2 Related Work

Extensive literature already exists for processing XML data on FPGAs [EI10; Mi09;
TWN12; WA11]. XML parsing on FPGAs has always been accompanied by path expressions
for projections to reduce the amount and complexity of the outstream data. As Koch et
al. [KSS08] have shown, projecting XML data can be solved most efficiently by transforming
the problem into a string matching problem. However, this makes it difficult to transfer
findings from XML parsing to parsers for binary encoded formats like Avro.

Recently, research attention has shifted to the JSON format which is predominant today.
However, research on JSON parsing on FPGAs is still scarce, and furthermore, there is
no solution for integrating FPGA parsers with existing accelerators for subsequent query
processing on the FPGA. Peltenburg et al. [Pe21] propose to speed up JSON parsing by
converting the input data to the columnar in-memory format Apache Arrow [Ap22a]. The
FPGA performs the parsing of the JSON data, converts the data to the Arrow format, and
then transmits it to the host memory. The authors implement their parser with a one-to-one
relation between fields in the schema and parser blocks, which hence expects the same
schema at all times. However, there is no fixed schema for JSON, so valid data in terms
of the JSON specification can cause the parser to enter an invalid state. PipeJSON [Da22]
follows a more flexible approach where the JSON data is converted into a tape structure,
similar to CPU-based parsers. This tape structure consists of a variable-length array of
64-bit values, which contains the decoded values as well as offsets for navigating through
the array structure (e.g., to the end of a record). While such flexible data structures can be
processed efficiently on the CPU, they are unsuitable for further processing on the FPGA.
Hahn et al. [Ha22; HWT22] present acceleration techniques for raw filtering of JSON data
on FPGAs. Raw filtering is a selection technique on the raw byte stream of serialized JSON
data. As such, it does not require to parse JSON records completely, but only to identify
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specific patterns according to the filter expression in the byte stream. However, since only
irrelevant JSON records are filtered out and the data is not completely parsed, it does not
directly enable any further processing of a given data stream on the FPGA.

2 Proposed Parsing Architecture

In this section, we present a technique for automatically generating hardware parser
accelerators for a given schema and query (specified by JSONPath [Gö07]). The schema
defines all elements that appear in each Avro object. JSONPath defines the selection criteria
and attributes to be projected per Avro object. The parser generator goes through three
phases. In the first phase, an object parser is created that can parse incoming Avro objects
(see Fig. 1 left). In the second phase, this object parser is then extended to a Parse, Project
& Select (PPS) module by augmenting logic for projection and selection (see Fig. 1 right).
During the third phase, this PPS module is then wrapped into an accelerator which can later
be deployed on the FPGA.

1. Phase: object parser generation

FSM

id : int

name : string

engine : record

FSM

serialNr : int

horsepower
: float

byte in

car : record
|-id : int
|-name : string
|-engine : record
| |-serialNr : int
| |-horsepower : float

Avro schema

2. Phase: Parse, Project & Select (PPS)Module generation

FSM

id : int

name : string

engine : record

FSM

serialNr : int

horsepower
: float

byte in

&

=

42

$[id=42].(id |
engine.horsepower)

JSONPath

Fig. 1: Overview of the first and second phase of the parser generation process.

In the first phase, the schema is interpreted and a corresponding object parser is generated.
For this purpose, the schema is traversed recursively. A parser block module is instantiated
for each field of the schema. A finite state machine coordinates which field in the schema,
respectively which parser block module is responsible for parsing the incoming byte at each
clock cycle.
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Example: Fig. 1 (left) schematically illustrates the parser structure generated for the
schema given in List. 2. It contains blocks for id, name, and engine, as well as an FSM that
coordinates the sequential parsing of the respective blocks. The latter is a complex (recursive)
type, which again consists of internal parser blocks as well as an FSM to hierarchically
coordinate the parsing procedure. Sect. 2.1 explains the details of parser block generation.

In the second phase (see Sect. 2.2), the PPS module is generated based on the object parser
from the first phase and the specified JSONPath query, which defines the attributes to be
projected and the selection criteria. First, all parser blocks are determined that provide the
attributes required for selection or projection and their output signals are connected to a
register stage (stage 1). The register stage also contains a valid bit which indicates whether
the object was read completely and that the data in the register represents a valid Avro
object. Subsequently, a further pipeline stage (stage 2) is generated containing the logic
for evaluating the selection expressions by comparisons on the values stored in the stage 1
register and combining the result with the valid bit of the stage 1 register.

Example: Fig. 1 (right) shows an example query with a selection on field id and projection
of attributes id and horsepower together with the generated parser accelerator. Only the
signals of the parser blocks responsible for parsing the respective attributes get connected
to the register stages. The selection logic for id == 42 is added between the register stages.

In the third phase (see Sect. 2.3), an accelerator is generated from the PPS module created
in the second phase, which can finally be deployed on the FPGA. One of the challenges
of parsing Avro data is that some of the elementary data types are encoded with variable
lengths. This makes it very difficult to parallelize generated hardware components to process
multiple bytes in one cycle since in order to interpret a byte, it must first be clear which field
in the schema it corresponds to. Therefore, we choose to process only one byte per cycle
with the introduced object parsers and PPS modules. During the third phase, however, we
again introduce parallelism by inserting multiple parallel PPS modules in the accelerator.
For this purpose, we exploit the properties of the wire format to split Avro objects among
parallel channels, while working with a higher word width.

2.1 Phase 1 – Object parser generation

Avro schemas are composed of different elementary and complex types. In the following,
we present parser blocks for each Avro type, excluding the null and array type. Parser blocks
can likewise be divided into elementary parser blocks (fixed, float, boolean, int, enum &
string) and complex parser blocks (record, map & union). Elementary parser blocks are
the basic blocks that interpret the input bytes to parse the desired fields. Complex parser
blocks, on the other hand, are composed of one or more parser blocks (both elementary
& complex) and do not interpret any input data but merely coordinate when which of the
contained blocks is active and when its output is valid.
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All parser blocks follow the same interface as illustrated in Fig. 2. This consists of an
input in_byte, which contains the current input byte of the Avro object and is directly
connected across all parser blocks. The port in_valid controls which parser block is active.
The activated block accordingly interprets the obtained data on the port in_byte. If a parser
block finished reading an encoded field, the port out_valid is set to one. The signal out_value
remains still unconnected during the first phase and is subsequently connected to the register
stages during the second phase in case it is required for selection or projection. Next, the
details for generating parser blocks for covering all supported Avro types.

field name : block type
in valid

in byte[8]

out valid

out data[n]

Fig. 2: Interface of a parser block.

Fixed parser block (fixed) The fixed parser block reads a fixed amount of 𝑛 bytes,
which is statically defined by the given schema. The block is controlled based on a counter
which is initialized with 𝑛 − 1 and decremented in each clock cycle the signal in_valid is
one. Each input byte is written into a shift register of size 𝑛 − 1 bytes. When the counter
reaches zero, the complete field is available and a one is emitted on out_valid. The signal
out_value with 𝑛 bytes is then composed of the concatenation of the signal in_bytes and the
(𝑛 − 1) bytes in the shift register.

Float/double and Boolean parser block (float and boolean) In the Avro format, floating
point numbers are directly encoded in the IEEE 754 format. Accordingly, a float parser
block is just a special case of a fixed parser block of constant size 𝑛, which is 4 bytes for
floats (single precision) and 8 bytes for doubles (double precision). No further binary format
conversion is necessary by this parser block. The same applies to the boolean parser block,
which is always encoded using one byte and therefore implemented as fixed parser block
with a constant size of 1.

Int/long and enum type parser block (int and enum) Avro integers and longs are
encoded via the zigzag format, which allows for a small data footprint. The zigzag format is
a variable-length quantity code in which both small positive and negative numbers can be
encoded to fewer bytes. This is achieved by reserving the eighth bit of each byte to indicate
whether there are more bytes to follow, as can be seen in the example integer in Fig. 3. The
remaining parts carry payload bits. The task of the int parser block is to take the zigzag
formatted integer byte by byte and to decode it into the two’s complement.

For the sake of clarity, however, let’s first consider a zigzag-formatted number 𝑧 without
byte boundaries or continuation bits. The decoding of this zigzag encoded number 𝑧 into
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its corresponding two’s complement 𝑏 of constant size 𝑛 depends on whether a positive
or negative number is encountered. Accordingly, the first step is to extract the sign of
the number to be decoded, which is located in bit 0 of the least significant byte (𝑧[0]).
Subsequently, the decoding is done via

𝑏 =

{
𝑧 >> 1 if 𝑧[0] = 0 //positive
∼ (𝑧 >> 1) else //negative

where >> is a non-arithmetic right shift (i.e., 0 padding) and ∼ is a bitwise inversion.

0 z20 z19 z18 z17 z16 z15 z14 1 z13 z12 z11 z10 z9 z8 z7 1 z6 z5 z4 z3 z2 z1 z0

payload

signcontinuation

Fig. 3: Example of a 3 byte zigzag integer.

As the decoding is carried out byte by byte, the sign is extracted at the start of the first step
𝑘 = 0. If a 1 is observed, the six payload bits 𝑧6 to 𝑧1 of the first byte are inverted. The
result whether inverted or not is then written into the lowest 6 bits of the destination register
(𝑏0 . . . 𝑏5). Since the obtained number can be smaller than the bit width of 𝑏, all higher
bits (𝑏6 . . . 𝑏𝑛−1) must be initially set to 1 in case of a negative sign, resulting in a sign
extension. Each following byte 𝑘 > 0 is treated as follows: 1.) Invert the 7 payload bits in
case of a negative sign. 2.) Write the result into the next 7 bits of the destination register
(𝑏6+(𝑘−1)∗7 . . . 𝑏6+𝑘∗7−1). The 𝑏 register is then connected to out_data and, as soon as a
continuation bit is 0, the signal out_valid is set to 1.

The size of b, respectively of the signal out_data can be configured freely for the int parser
block. Although 4 bytes are always used for integers and 8 bytes for longs, integer parser
blocks are also used internally for parsing enums and metainformation fields of other types
(see string, maps, union parser blocks below), where smaller sizes may be sufficient. Thus
the parser blocks can be constructed as small as possible. An enum block is accordingly
implemented as an int block with a 𝑏 register size of 𝑛 equal to log2 (# enum elements) bits.

String parser block (string and count_byte) The string parser block consists of an int
parser block and a count_byte block which are processed one after the other as shown in
the flowchart in Fig. 4. As soon as the integer length field len is parsed, the received value
is used to initialize the count_byte block. This block is basically a counter that remains
active for len subsequent valid bytes, with the current input byte written to a shift register
(similar to the fixed parser block). The length of the shift register, and thus the maximum
readable string length, is set to 32 bytes by default but can be altered in the second phase by
specifying a maximum string length in the JSONPath.
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len : int data : count_byte

repeat for len

Fig. 4: FSM for the string parser block.

Record parser block (record) A record type contains multiple fields each being of a
specific Avro type. The record parser block, therefore, contains one parser block for each
field. Once in_valid is set to one, a controller consecutively activates the contained parser
blocks for evaluating the input bytes, as shown in Fig. 5. The signal out_valid is set to one
on completion of the last block.

field_0 : type_0 field_1 : type_1 . . . field_n : type_n

Fig. 5: FSM for the record<type_0, type_1, . . . , type_n> parser block.

Map parser blocks (map, key_value and string_matcher) The map type is encoded by
an int field obj_cnt, followed by as many key-value pairs as specified in the int field. Once
the obj_cnt field is parsed, it is used to initiate the loop counter to control the key_value
parse block, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The key_value parse block sequentially parses first a
key, which is encoded as a string, and then the respective value, which type is defined in
the schema. As long as the loop counter is greater than 0, the key_value parser block is
kept active, which repeats its internal parsing. The loop counter is decremented each time
the signal out_valid of the key_value parser block is one, i.e., after each parsed key-value
pair. The key_value parser block is a special case of a record parser block with only two
fields, where the first field is a string_matcher block. This is a special block that can test
whether the parsed string matches a given string from a dictionary. The rationale for this is
that a query may use values from a subset of keys for projection or selection. This means
that only key-value pairs with keys from this set have to be registered for the next pipeline
stage. Therefore, the second phase of parser generation will populate the string matcher
dictionary with each key string in this subset and augment the corresponding matching
logic. The string matcher will generate one signal per key in this set to indicate when the
respective key-value pair is currently parsed (see Sect. 2.2 for more details). According to
the Avro specification, the specified length of the map can also be negative. In this case, the
absolute value of the length does not indicate the number of objects, but the length of the
payload data in bytes. However, this behavior is not supported in our parser block but could
be added in the future by modifying the loop counter.

Union parser block (union) The Avro union type is a complex type. It is possible to
specify a list of several different types in the schema for a union field. The data contained
in that field of an Avro object can then be of one of these types. This is achieved in Avro
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obj_cnt : int

objects : key_value

key : string_matcher value : value_type

repeat for obj_cnt

Fig. 6: FSM for the map<key_type, value_type> parser block.

by encoding an int index before the payload to indicate which type should be used for
encoding the field. The index can then be used to select the desired type from the given
list of types during interpretation. Accordingly, the union parser block is composed of an
int block followed by all types specified in the schema, respectively their associated parser
blocks, as seen in Fig. 7. Once the parsing of the 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 int block is complete, only
the input of the respective type_⟨union_idx⟩ block is activated. The signals out_valid of
the parallel blocks can simply be combined via an or-reduction, as only one of the blocks
can become active anyway.

union_idx : int

field : type_0

field : type_1

. . .

field : type_n

select with
union_idx

Fig. 7: FSM for the union<type_0, type_1, . . . , type_n> parser block.

Object parser generation The parser generation consists of allocating parser blocks
according to the given schema and generating the control logic of the FSMs (one for
each complex parser block) to coordinate the parsing process. Each Avro schema can be
represented by a object parser tree 𝐺𝑂{𝑉𝑂, 𝐸𝑂} with vertices𝑉𝑂 and edges 𝐸𝑂. The leaves
are elementary types. Complex types have multiple children. The child nodes are ordered
in the order they appear in the given schema. In the object parser generation phase, the
respective Avro parser tree is first generated from the given schema. Then, this parser tree is
traversed depth-first in the given order. At each node, a parser block of the respective type is
generated. As an example, Fig. 8a specifies the Avro parser tree of the schema in List. 2.
Fig. 1 illustrates the parser structure generated for this example. The FSMs are initialized to
schedule the parser blocks in the specified order.
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2.2 Phase 2 – Selection and projection logic generation

The second step deals with creating the Parse, Project & Select (PPS) module based on the
object parser by adding the hardware for selection and projection, given by a JSONPath
expression. The JSONPath expression specifies all attributes that are relevant for projection
and selection. A dollar sign at the beginning represents the root (or start) of an Avro object.
Elements are separated by dots. If several attributes are required, they can be concatenated
with a |. In addition, the JSONPath expression contains the selection criterion consisting of
comparisons of attributes that can be combined via Boolean expressions. The JSONPath
expression spans a tree, which we denote by path tree 𝐺𝑃 (𝑉𝑃 , 𝐸𝑃) in the following, where
the root represents the start of the Avro object and the leaves the attributes of interest. Each
path in this tree also has a corresponding path in the object parser tree.

$ : record

id : int name : string engine : record

serialNr : int
horsepower
: float

(a) Object parser tree 𝐺𝑂 for the schema in List. 2.

$

—

id engine

horse-
power

(b) JSONPath tree 𝐺𝑃 for
$.(id | engine.horsepower).

Fig. 8: Tree structures for the path evaluation.

Extract attributes We first consider only the projection of fields and present the specifics
of selection further below. The extraction of the attributes relevant to a given query works
by recursively traversing every path in the JSON path tree and at the same time determining
the respective path in the parser tree. The algorithm works by starting from the roots of both
trees, 𝑣𝑜 ∈ 𝑉𝑂 and 𝑣𝑝 ∈ 𝑉𝑃 . Then, for each child 𝑣′𝑝 ∈ 𝑉𝑃 of the current path tree node 𝑣𝑝 ,
the corresponding child 𝑣′𝑜 ∈ 𝑉𝑂 of the current object parser tree node 𝑣𝑜 is determined.
The same procedure is repeated for the obtained pair (𝑣′𝑝 , 𝑣′𝑜) of child nodes. Once, the path
tree node 𝑣′𝑝 is a leaf in the path tree, the respective object parser tree node 𝑣′𝑜 represents
one attribute that is required by the query. Therefore, the signals valid_out and data_out of
the parser block that was previously generated for this object parser tree node 𝑣′𝑜 are then
connected with the first stage register.

Example: Take as an example the parser tree 𝐺𝑂 shown in Fig. 8a and the path tree 𝐺𝑃 of
the path expression $.(id | engine.horsepower) shown in Fig. 8b. For extracting all attributes
needed for selection and projection, we first consider the root nodes of both trees, that is,
the record parser block of the parser tree and the $ node of the path tree. Starting from
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the $ node, we next consider the children in the path tree. In Fig. 8b, this is the | node,
which in turn indicates that the path splits into two subpaths, each considering the respective
child node in the path tree and its associated parser block. Thus, in the first subpath, the id
: int parser block and the id node in the path tree are selected. Given that the id node is
a leaf node, the currently selected parser block (id : int) is marked for extraction so that
a later selection or projection can be performed. The same procedure is repeated in the
right subpath. However, in this case, the observed node in the path tree (engine) is not a
leaf node, which is why its child (horsepower) must be again taken into consideration. As
the currently selected parser block is of record type, the corresponding parser block to the
horsepower node can be selected (horsepower : float). At this point, the path node is a leaf
node as well, which means that the horsepower block is also marked for extraction. After
all paths have been traversed, the signals out_data of all parser blocks marked for extraction
are connected to the stage 1 registers, which are written with a one on the signal out_valid
of the selected block.

Attribute extraction works straightforward for elementary and record parser blocks. However,
map and union types have peculiarities as discussed in the following. While with a record
the children in the path tree correspond directly to the children in the parser block, the path
children of the map type correspond to its queried key strings (cf. Fig. 9). Accordingly,
no parser blocks are selected, but the string_matcher match dictionary is set up with the
searched key string. The resulting signal key_match is then used as a write condition for
writing out_data to the projection register in stage 1. Since several entries can be extracted
from a map, there is also the possibility to split the path into subpaths using | nodes, as can be
seen in Fig. 9b. In this case, a separate entry is created in the string_matcher dictionary for
each of the visited children (here "a" and "b"), each with its independent signal key_match.
The signal out_data of the value parser block is then connected to a separate stage 1 register
for each child and only written if the respective key_match is present.

m : map

key : string matcher value : int

(a) Object parser tree 𝐺𝑂 for the map type.

m

—

”a” ”b”

(b) JSONPath tree 𝐺𝑃 for
path .m.("a"|"b").

Fig. 9: Tree structures for the path evaluation of the map type.

Whereas with the maps type, the same parser block can be projected multiple times, the
union type contains multiple parallel parser blocks, one for each data type the field may
potentially take. During the projection and selection phase, it is therefore necessary to
decide which of the types and, with that, which of the parser blocks is relevant for the query
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and should therefore be connected with the stage 1 register. The selection of the target type
could be done at runtime or statically at design time. Since we want to enforce a fixed data
layout for further data processing on the FPGA, we have opted for static types. However,
since the JSONPath syntax does not provide for type casts or similar, we extended the
syntax accordingly. For this purpose, the expected type is specified after the attribute name
separated by two colons (e.g., for a union variable sensor which is to be mapped to the
int type, the syntax is $.sensor::union(int)). Assuming it is not statically known which
union type is to be expected, all possible types must be projected as separate fields, which
of course creates overheads, but still allows to preserve a fixed layout.

Apply selection logic Filter expressions start with a question mark and iterate over all
array entries which can be referenced via the @ symbol. To be able to perform selections
on the record scope, we have again extended the JSONPath notation lightly. Thereby, entire
records can be filtered by specifying the filter expression directly at the root of the record
(e.g., $[?(id=0)]). If the expression evaluates to false, the entire record is discarded in the
parser and not passed on for further processing. The resulting path tree 𝐺𝑃 is depicted in
Fig. 10.

$

|

id engine

horse-
power

[ ]

==

id 42

Fig. 10: Path tree 𝐺𝑃 with selection for JSONPath $[?(id=42)].(id | engine.horsepower).

The filter expression is always placed at the left child of the root node, so before traversing
the path, it is checked first whether there is a filter expression at this position. If this is
the case, the filter expression is evaluated first. When visiting the comparison node, the
corresponding compare logic is instantiated based on the data types of its children. Here, we
support direct comparisons of two strings, two booleans, or two enums and <, >, ≤, ≥, ==
comparisons of two integers or two floats. When referencing attributes, as is the case with
the id block in Fig. 10, the corresponding parser block is connected to a stage 1 register as
described in the previous paragraph. The register is then used as input for the comparison
logic, as shown in Fig. 1 and the result is connected to the valid flag of the stage 2 register.
The right subtree represents the projection paths and therefore is evaluated as described
before. The stage 1 registers of the attributes to be projected must then be connected to the
stage 2 registers.
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2.3 Phase 3 – Accelerator generation

In the third phase, additional logic is generated to obtain an accelerator module that can be
deployed on an FPGA. For communication with other accelerators or system interfaces, the
generated PPS module is connected to AXI interfaces. Furthermore, if the Avro objects are
embedded in a wrapper format, such as the container format or the wire format, its decoding
must be carried out. Furthermore, since the PPS module generated in the previous phase
can only process 1 byte per clock cycle, it is necessary to instantiate multiple PPS modules
to run parallel in order to achieve a high throughput.

Usually, we allocate 8 parallel PPS modules, each being fed by one channel. The wire
format introduced in Sect. 1.1 contains multiple subsequent buffers. Each buffer stores
one or multiple Avro objects. The buffers are assigned to the channels in a round-robin
fashion. As we instantiate 8 parallel channels, this scheme can saturate a 64-bit interface at
a throughput of 1 byte/cycle and channel.

However, this approach also results in limitations concerning the input data. If the objects
are required to be reassembled after processing in the same order they entered, each buffer
may only contain one Avro. Splitting individual Avro objects to the channels and assembling
from the parallel PPS modules has then to happen in the same round-robin fashion. For
larger objects, this is no problem, since the overhead of the buffer length field on the overall
data footprint can be neglected. Should this be a problem nevertheless, it could be solved by
modifying the Wire format: By splitting the 4 bytes of the length field into 3 bytes for the
buffer length and 1 byte for the number of records contained, the output stream could later
be reassembled based on the given number of records in each buffer and channel.

2.4 Automatic hardware generation

Automatic generation of hardware is typically done by emitting VHDL or Verilog code,
using template engines, or even worse, using a large number of print statements in the
generator. This results in extremely poor readability and maintainability of the generator
code. We therefore decided to generate all logic circuits using Python-based HDL called
Amaranth5. In Amaranth, hardware is described at the register transfer level as in VHDL or
Verilog, while allowing for modern language features of Python such as object orientation.
This is especially advantageous for the implementation of the parser blocks, since, for
example, all complex parser blocks can inherit from a class sequential_parser, which
already contains basic FSM logic for sequential activation of the instantiated parser blocks.
In addition, the interface for parser blocks introduced in Sect. 2.1 can be inherited by all
blocks via an abstract class, so instantiating parser blocks in other blocks (e.g., in the record
parser) can be easily implemented using attributes of the abstract class type. Moreover,
the object structure created in this way is perfectly suited for traversing the parser tree

5 Amaranth HDL: https://github.com/amaranth-lang/amaranth
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(see Sect. 2.2). The described hardware can then be finally output in Verilog, allowing the
generated modules to be used platform-independently. The Python-based HDL not only
allows us to create highly nested modules, but it is also possible to leverage well-established
Python modules for parsing the Avro schema and JSONPath expressions.

3 Evaluation

We selected two stream processing benchmarks to evaluate our approach and the generated
circuits. These are the Yahoo Streaming Benchmark [Ch16], which monitors advertising
campaigns, and the RIoTBench [SCS17], which includes various applications for the Internet
of Things. In both cases, we only consider the parsing stage, as well as subsequent projections
and selections for our evaluation. As both benchmarks originally expect JSON-formatted
data as input, an equivalent Avro schema had to be defined first. However, to define these
schemas, we first discuss the input data of both benchmarks. Following this, a path expression
is to be chosen based on the selection & projection applied in each benchmark.

Yahoo Streaming Benchmark The input JSON data of the Yahoo Streaming benchmark
consists of 7 string attributes. These are first three UUIDs (user_id, page_id & ad_id)
to identify the advertisement event, two type fields (ad_type & event_type), a timestamp
(event_time) and the IP address of the user (ip_address). We decided to encode the UUIDs
using the fixed type (16 Byte), the type fields (ad_type & event_type) using one enum in
each case, the timestamp using a long and the IP address using a string. During selection, it
is tested whether the event_type enum type is set to the "view" enum element6 Subsequently,
the attributes ad_id and event_time are projected in the benchmark, which results in the
following path expression: $[?event_type = ’view’].( ad_id | event_time ).

RIoTBench Similarly to the Yahoo Benchmark, the RIoTBench originally works with
JSON formatted data. The structure of the JSON data is based on the SenML format, which
is used as an exchange format for sensor measurements. The JSON records received in the
benchmark are encoded as a JSON record with initially two fields. This is first a timestamp
of the measurements and second an array which contains all measured values. The array is
in turn always comprised of 8 records. Each measurement records contain three fields, a
value field with the actual measured value, a field for the name of the measured value, and a
field for the physical unit. While the name and unit fields are encoded as a string, the value
field can be encoded either as an integer or as a float depending on the physical unit of the
sensor measurement.

We adapted the benchmark for Avro. The Avro schema first contains a long timestamp and a
field of type map (values), which contains the sensor measurements. We chose to use a map

6 In the original benchmark, this is a string comparison as the event_type attribute is formatted as a string.
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for the measurements instead of an array, as this makes it easier to extract its entries. A map
entry, respectively a sensor measurement, consists of the sensor name as key and union type
for its value. The union type, in turn, defines one type for each physical unit. Accordingly,
the correct value type (int or float) can be defined for each physical unit. In the SmartCity
query of the RIoTbench, five variables are initially projected after parsing. All five variables
are then used for a selection expression. The resulting path expression can be seen in List. 3.

$[?values.temperature::union(senml_fahrenheit) >= -12.5
& values.temperature::union(senml_fahrenheit) <= 43.1
& values.humidity::union(senml_percentage) >= 10.7
& values.humidity::union(senml_percentage) <= 95.2
& values.light::union(senml_percentage) >= 1345
& values.light::union(senml_percentage) <= 26282
& values.dust::union(senml_percentage) >= 186.61
& values.dust::union(senml_percentage) <= 5188.21
& values.airquality_raw::union(senml_percentage) >= 17
& values.airquality_raw::union(senml_percentage) <= 363]

.(values.temperature::union(senml_fahrenheit))
|(values.humidity::union(senml_percentage))
|(values.light::union(senml_percentage))
|(values.dust::union(senml_percentage))
|(values.airquality_raw::union(senml_percentage))

List. 3: Path expression for the RIoTBench SmartCity query.

System architecture The generated parser accelerators have been evaluated on a Xilinx
ZCU106 Zynq SoC. Fig. 11 depicts the architecture of our system, based on [Be19],
consisting of a tightly coupled ARM CPU and programmable logic (PL). The PL contains
several dynamically Reconfigurable Regions (RRs), which are connected to each other and
to various interfaces via a crossbar. In each of the RRs resides a DMA engine, managed by
the on-chip ARM CPU.

RR0
Avro Parser

DMA

RR1
(Join)

DMA

RR2
(Window)

DMA

RRn

DMA

. . .

Crossbar

10G network interface

DMA

PCIe

DMA

NVMe controller

DMA

ARM CPU

core0 core1

core2 core3

Programmable Logic (PL)

RAM

Zynq SoC

Fig. 11: FPGA-based system architecture for evaluation.
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In our experiments, 3.6 MB of Avro data from the Yahoo benchmark, as well as 1.5 MB
from the RiotBench, were preloaded into RAM and transferred to the parser accelerator
using DMA. The results containing the parsed Avro objects were again written back to
RAM via DMA. For the experiments, the entire system was clocked at 200 MHz, thus with
a word width of 64 bits, a throughput of 1.6 GB/s should ideally be achievable. In practice,
however, we only achieved a throughput of 1.45 GB/s, which was due to the CPU not being
able to schedule new DMA descriptors fast enough. In the future, this problem could be
solved by using more cores to schedule the DMAs, or even by adding a dedicated hardware
component for scheduling the DMAs. For us, however, the achieved throughput is sufficient
since it suffices to process the incoming data from a 10 GBit/s network interface at line rate.
Our system architecture can thus be used to process and accelerate further stages or even an
entire data stream processing application on the FPGA.

Example: Consider the Yahoo Benchmark again. First, a data stream of Avro objects
is received at the network interface. This stream is then forwarded as described to the
first Reconfigurable Region (RR) which contains our generated Avro parser accelerator,
directly performing the first three steps of the Yahoo benchmark (parse, project & select).
Then the stream of parsed, projected, and filtered Avro objects is passed to the next RR,
which performs a join against a document store in the Yahoo benchmark. The tuples of the
document store required for joining are also transferred via DMA from the NVMe controller
to the corresponding RR. The joined tuples are then passed again to another RR to aggregate
via a window function in the last step. The accelerators for processing joins and windows
can be generated as shown in past research [MTA09; MTA10; TM11]. The output stream of
the window is again to be stored in the document store and must be accordingly transferred
back to the NVMe controller.

Benchmark results Besides the above experiments, we determined the maximum achiev-
able clock frequency as well as the resource consumption of the generated accelerator engine
for both benchmarks. The results are depicted in Tab. 2. The number of LUTs required for
the more complex RIoTBench schema is slightly higher than for the Yahoo benchmark, but
remains low overall for both accelerators, thus allowing resources to be used for further query
processing, as described above. For the same reason, the maximum achieved clock frequency
is also higher for the Yahoo benchmark. If the two generated accelerators are operated at
their maximum clock rate, they can theoretically achieve throughputs of 3.4 GB/s (Yahoo)
and 2.8 GB/s (RIoTBench). Unlike JSON and CBOR, in Avro it is likely that decoded
objects have a larger data footprint at the output than at the input, making the output interface
potentially the bottleneck. However, since we perform additional selections and projections
in both evaluated benchmarks, the amount of data at the output is typically greatly reduced
compared to the input, so the input interface remains practically the bottleneck, meaning
that the given throughput numbers still correspond to the parsing speed.

Finally, the two parsing benchmarks were run with the C++ Apache Avro parser on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU to obtain an x86 CPU baseline. With one thread, a
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throughput of 390 MB/s was achieved for the Yahoo benchmark and a throughput of
96 MB/s for the more complex schema of the RIoTBench. A speedup of up to 4 can be
achieved by parallelizing on multiple threads for exploiting the 8 hyperthreads provided
by the CPU. Here, the limited scaling results from additional overhead due to the memory
management for distribution of the data as well as the synchronization of the threads. Only
the parsing itself was measured in the CPU benchmarks. If selection and projections are
additionally performed and the results of the threads are merged, the throughput would even
be worse. In contrast, the proposed FPGA design could ideally achieve a speedup of 8.8 for
the Yahoo benchmark or 29.4 for the more complex RIoTBench given that the problems of
the DMA scheduling are resolved, while only requiring a minimal share of its resources.

Tab. 2: Resource consumption, clock frequency, and throughput results for two benchmarks.

benchmark Yahoo RIoTBench

resources (% of FPGA) LUTs 4,900 (2.1%) 6,691 (2.9%)
FFs 7,288 (1.6%) 7,173 (1.6%)

maximal clock frequency 430 MHz 359 MHz

throughput (speedup)
CPU single thread 390 MB/s (1) 96 MB/s (1)
CPU multi thread 1,405 MB/s (3.6) 380 MB/s (4.0)
FPGA theoretical 3,440 MB/s (8.8) 2,827 MB/s (29.4)

FPGA experimental 1,450 MB/s (3.7) 1,450 MB/s (15.1)

4 Conclusion & Future Work

Avro’s simple encoding can be interpreted using basic finite-state machines, making the
parsing process perfectly suited for acceleration in hardware using FPGAs. The accelerators
generated by the presented generator can achieve significant speedups compared to CPU-
based parsers, although only a minimal share of the FPGA resources is required. Moreover,
path expressions can be used to parse the received objects into a fixed data layout and reduce
the amount of output data to avoid unnecessary data movement. The enforced data layout is
then perfectly tailored to accelerate further steps of the given application on the available
FPGA resources.

Optimization potential for our approach arises from the fact that parser blocks must be
instantiated multiple times when the same Avro type occurs multiple times in the schema.
Furthermore, the generated parser is only able to parse the schema it was generated
with, making schema evolution only possible by creating and instantiating multiple parser
accelerators. In the future, we want to solve these two problems by coordinating the parser
blocks via an instruction set. The schema would then be translated into a program that would
control the sequence of parser blocks. Thus, different schemas and, accordingly, schema
evolution could be achieved simply by executing different programs.

An FPGA Avro Parser Generator for Accelerated Data Stream Processing 747
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1 Motivation

The usage of disaggregated systems in large scale data-centers offers a lot of flexibility
and easy scalability in comparison to the traditional statically configured scale-up and
scale-out systems. Disaggregated architectures allow for the creation of software composable
systems [Li17, Li18]. On the one hand, this allows seamless integration of specialized
hardware like FPGAs or GPUs as well as a high degree of elasticity to scale a system with
its workload by dynamically adding and removing resources via software. On the other
hand, however, it also brings several challenges like an additional communication overhead
for memory accesses, which is especially critical for In-Memory databases.

With the more traditional scale-up system approach, all communication happens on the
same machine and is – depending on the interconnect and support by specific hardware
components [Yu07] – reasonably fast. To access data from main-memory or storage, it is
only necessary to retrieve it from the directly attached hardware. With growing systems,
the multi-socket system became the de facto standard. This introduced the challenge of
non-uniform memory access (NUMA) [Ps16]. The larger distance to hardware on the same
machine but connected to another socket introduces a latency overhead when collecting
data from this hardware. With growing NUMA distance to the desired hardware, the latency
overhead grows for each communication. Therefore, such systems are designed to keep the
NUMA distances as small as possible, which leads to the Near-Memory Processing (NMP)
or compute paradigm [Ps16, Ki14, Pa10]. Modern software has already mostly adapted to
the challenges NUMA entails, but it is still a research field of its own.

In comparison to these traditional system approaches, the usage of disaggregated systems
in large scale data-centers offer a lot of flexibility and easy scalability. It allows for the
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Fig. 1: Disaggregated Memory Approaches

creation of software composable systems [Wa22]. Therefore, the utilization of the available
hardware can be a lot better than in scale-up or scale-out scenarios. If memory or CPU is not
needed anymore, it is returned to the pool and can immediately be reassigned for other tasks.
However, composing the hardware through any virtualization leads to physically distributed
hardware and thus the inevitable necessity to cope with NUMA effects. Traditionally,
performance optimization was achieved through either copying the data to the execution
unit or moving the function to the data. This communication is a potential bottleneck for
fast computation even though fast communication techniques like Remote Direct Memory
Access (RDMA) and Compute Express Link (CXL) exist.

2 Classification

From a database perspective, data and its locality has always been the center of attention.
Correctly deciding on which data to prefetch from disk into memory was crucial for high
performance. However, hardware in the cloud setting advanced over the years from scale-up
and scale-out servers to disaggregated systems. Thus, imposing an even larger design space
to consider for data placement. With our research, we want to investigate the implications of
different hardware or memory extension techniques, based on RDMA and CXL. To achieve
that, we introduce a classification of the different memory distances, based on their actual
physical distance but taking the transport layer into account.

Figure 1 highlights the multitude of potential distances that can occur when scale-up servers
meet hardware disaggregation. A single compute node can consist of multiple sockets,
where a socket can then be further expanded both via RDMA, e.g. over InfiniBand, and
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CXL-based switches. Hence, we first divide memory into local and NUMA-remote, which
is meant to physically reside in the same server. Extended memory describes CXL memory
devices, which are directly attached via CXL through the PCIe connector of the mainboard.
Devices, that are attached to a socket through a CXL switch are called disaggregated
memory (DM). With CXL 3.0 it will be possible to share this DM between multiple systems.
When RDMA is used to connect two systems, we consider such memory to be disaggregated
remote memory (DRM). The distinction between DM and DRM is made because the DM is
managed from the host on the active side. DRM, however, is managed by another host, which
is just exposing a part of its own memory to remote systems. Additionally, technologies like
high bandwidth memory (HBM) [Ju17] and processing in memory (PIM) [GHI95] can be
used and further increase the performance of the system.

3 Use Cases

Recent research has already outlined the importance of available memory for in-memory
database systems [Ah22]. Without claiming completeness, we see a couple of main use cases
for database centric systems that are necessary to consider when working with hardware
disaggregation.

First, dynamic memory expansion for In-Memory Database Management Systems
(IMDBMS) through CXL. Even when data keeps increasing and the DIMM slots in
the server are already full, the customer can expand the memory space without upgrading
their server nor memory devices for scale-up. For this, the IMDBMS may allocate the
operational memory in the expanded memory without any change in data placement or may
move the table data to the expanded memory. The latter one would be more beneficial as
table data accesses consist of lots of sequential accesses than operational memory in general
and the longer latency of expanded memory can be hidden by prefetching.

Second, integrating memory expansion for multiple sockets of a single server through
CXL 2.0, since it allows the connection of multiple CXL devices through a CXL switch.
Attaching only one socket in a server to a CXL switch will cause NUMA-like effects among
the sockets. Providing a single memory pool, which can be accessed by every socket of the
server will contribute to even access latency with better bandwidth. CXL 2.0 does not allow
full sharing of a whole memory device, hence we would allocate dedicated regions per
socket. A limiting factor of the effectiveness for this scenario is the hardware itself: currently,
we would need the same amount of wired connections between the memory pool and each
socket of the server. With more servers and hence more sockets in the joint, concurrency
becomes an even more serious issue and dedicated memory areas are an important building
block for multi-server memory pools. Further, the amount of required wired connections
scales linearly to the amount of sockets of all servers.

Third, a shared memory pool among multiple servers, but through CXL 3.0 and hence the
ability of sharing the pool as a whole. With the newest CXL standard, even the same memory
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regions on a device can be shared among multiple hosts. This new degree of freedom
requires precise rights management, i.e. read-/write-permissions and data ownership.

Fourth, with PIM and dedicated RDMA-connected servers enabling the offloading of some
operators to the data. Due to computational power near the data this could reduce the data
transfer significantly. Therefore, when grouping the data access like in [Ge23] it would be
possible to reduce the latency and interleave data transfer and computation.

Based on these use cases, we see the possibility to further increase the systems complexity
by linking these multiple servers also with InfiniBand. Such a setup would allow to limit the
amount of CXL wires by replacing them with less InfiniBand cables. In this configuration,
one server could serve as a memory managing unit, which exposes selected data regions to
the other servers.

4 Call to Action

Based on our classification and the presented use cases, we identify a set of promising
research directions. Traditionally, data was either shipped to the central processing unit
(CPU) or the processing function or operator was moved to the data. We argue that with the
rise of high performance interconnects like RDMA and CXL, there is no such black-and-
white decision anymore. Our research focuses on investigating the performance implications
of the different memory categories, based on our classification from Section 2, from the
perspective of an IMDBMS. We already conducted initial experiments for disaggregated
remote memory [Ge23] and want to extend our prototype by combining the different memory
classes following our use case description of Section 3. The scope of our endeavor is not
limited to experimenting with memory extensions, but also on how to include computational
storage or Processing In memory (PIM) in such a system.

Conceptually speaking, we want to build a database prototype, that can leverage different
kinds of attached memory, based on a suitable abstraction layer. Our research aims to emit
three main contributions: (1) define and confirm the different memory classes, based on
our experiments with the combination of RDMA and CXL attached memory. (2) we will
provide an analytical model on when to use which memory. That includes the decision of
when to ship the data, e.g. because of computational limitations and when operators should
be offloaded. Lastly, (3) we will identify a set of common access primitives, that can be
leveraged to work with all memory classes through a dedicated API.

We would be delighted to present our ideas and the memory disaggregation classification at
the workshop and discuss the presented ideas. The valuable feedback of the attendees will
help us to further refine our classification both in terms of preciseness and applicability.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Marcel Weisgut from Hasso-Plattner-Institut,
Potsdam for the fruitful discussions on CXL and his contributions to the memory disaggre-
gation classification.
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What We Can Learn from Persistent Memory for CXL

Lawrence Benson1, Marcel Weisgut1, Tilmann Rabl1

Abstract:
With high-capacity Persistent Memory (PMem) entering the long-established data center memory
hierarchy, various assumptions about the performance and granularity of memory access have been
disrupted. To adapt existing applications and design new systems, research focused on how to efficiently
move data between different types of memory, how to handle varying access latency, and how to trade
off price for performance. Even though Optane is now discontinued, we expect that the insights gained
from previous PMem research apply to future work on Compute Express Link (CXL) attached memory.
In this paper, we discuss how limited hardware availability impacts the performance generalization of
new designs, how existing CPU components are not adapted towards different access characteristics,
and how multi-tier memory setups offer different price-performance trade-offs. To support future
CXL research in each of these areas, we discuss how our insights apply to CXL and which problems
researchers may encounter along the way.

1 Introduction
With the arrival of Intel Optane Persistent Memory (PMem) in 2019, research on new data
management techniques for byte-addressable persistent memory increased significantly.
Among other questions, this research investigates how to handle varying memory access
latency, how to place data based on available capacity, and how to design for memory
access sizes larger than a single cache line but smaller than a page [BMR21; Lu20; Re18].
However, in 2022, Intel announced that their Optane product line will be discontinued in
favor of recent trends toward Compute Express Link (CXL) [GZ22]. We expect that while
Optane was abandoned, research based on it still provides valuable insights.

In light of Intel citing CXL as one of the reasons for ending Optane, in this paper, we raise
the question: “What can we learn from PMem research for future CXL research?” Based on
benchmarks that we conducted in previous work on PerMA-Bench [BPR22], a configurable
benchmark framework for PMem access, we look at three insights from PMem that also
apply to future research on CXL.

First, we discuss how limited hardware access can lead to solutions that are too specialized
for one hardware configuration or not specialized enough. We then discuss how existing CPU
components interact with new memory types, based on the prefetching behavior with PMem.
Finally, we show that different memory types offer different price-performance trade-offs
depending on the use case. Even though CXL-attached memory is not yet generally available,
these insights highlight some challenges that future research faces when integrating new
memory types into a long-established memory hierarchy.
1 Hasso Plattner Insitut, Universität Potsdam, Germany. {first.last}@hpi.de
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2 Transferring Insights from PMem to CXL-Attached Memory
In this section, we discuss how insights derived from PMem transfer to future CXL research.

Persistent Memory.2 PMem can be used as a volatile DRAM extension (Memory Mode) or
explicitly as PMem beside DRAM (App Direct Mode). When using PMem in App Direct
Mode, PMem and DRAM share the application’s unified virtual address space, i.e., data
stored in both types of memory can be prefetched by the CPU. Data in PMem is accessed
via load/store instructions issued in the CPU. Through a modified DDR-4 interface (called
DDR-T), the CPU communicates with PMem DIMMs in 64 Byte cache lines. However,
Optane’s internal media access occurs at 256 Byte, causing read and write amplification for
access smaller than 256 Byte. PMem’s access latency for random reads and writes from
and to PMem is ~2-5× higher than DRAM’s and read/write bandwidth is ~2.5/5× lower.
Thus, even though DRAM and PMem share the same interface, applications designed for
PMem have to account for its worse performance. As future CXL-attached memory will
have higher latency and, for CXL versions 1.1 and 2.0, lower bandwidth than CPU-attached
memory (bound by PCIe 5.0 compared to memory channels), CXL designs face similar
issues as PMem designs.

Benchmark Setup. We evaluate two servers with 256 GB PMem DIMMs of the first and
second-generation Optane. The first generation server contains a Cascade Lake CPU with
18 cores and six PMem DIMMs at 2933 MT/s. The second generation server contains an Ice
Lake CPU with 32 cores and eight PMem DIMMs at 3200 MT/s. Both systems run Ubuntu
20.04 with a 5.4 kernel.

Application Tailoring. To understand how well applications utilize the hardware, we
compare the lookup() performance of PMem index structures modeled in PerMA-Bench
with the actual index implementations. The results obtained with PerMA-Bench show
a performance upper-bound, as they include only memory access without computation
or branching logic. The results for the hash index Dash [Lu20] and the B-Tree index
FAST+FAIR [Hw18] are shown in Figure 1. The memory access for Dash is modeled as a
512 Byte random read, as Dash reads two consecutive 256 Byte hash buckets to find an
entry. For FAST+FAIR, we issue 3× random 512 Byte reads that represent B-Tree node
lookups. The experiments are run with 16 threads. We observe that while the underlying
bandwidth improves across generations, the indexes do not (fully) utilize this. Unlike on

2 For a more in-depth introduction to PMem, we refer to [BPR22].
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the first generation server, Dash spends ~20% of all cycles on non-memory access on the
second generation server, which contains more PMem DIMMs, a newer CPU, and better
DRAM. Due to the high price of Optane, researchers often do not have access to different
setups, which leads to tailoring the application towards only a single setup and, in turn,
does not always generalize. On the other hand, we see FAST+FAIR as an index designed for
general PMem before Optane became available. The improved memory bandwidth does not
translate to the index, as FAST+FAIR spends a lot of time on heavy-weight locking and
inefficient PMem access on patterns. As FAST+FAIR was designed pre-Optane, we see that
the system is not tailored enough to the underlying hardware, and performance is lost.

Insight 1: Due to limited hardware availability, systems are tailored too much toward a single
setup or not tailored enough toward the actual hardware. Through the CXL abstraction,
future systems will cover a wider range of memory performance characteristics. Thus, it is
important to design and research robust systems that generalize across different hardware
and multiple memory tiers.

Prefetching. As a new layer in the long-established memory hierarchy, it is important to
understand how well PMem interacts with existing CPU components, which are optimized
for caches and DRAM. In Figure 2, we show the impact of the hardware prefetchers for
random memory reads on the second-generation Optane server. We en-/disable all hardware
prefetchers and run on 16 threads. We see that for small access sizes (< 256 Byte), the
prefetcher does not impact performance, i.e., the prefetcher does not prefetch. However,
for 512 and 1024 Byte access, the prefetcher speculatively loads unnecessary data not
accessed by the user in the background, reducing the available bandwidth for requested
reads. We observe this in hardware performance counters, where the underlying bandwidth
utilization is identical in both runs, but the effective bandwidth in the application is not.
Thus, disabling the prefetcher actually improves performance in this case. This effect is also
observable for 2048 Byte access but not for 4096 Byte or more [Da21], as page-size access
is a well-understood and optimized pattern in DRAM. As Optane’s internal access occurs
at 256 Byte granularity, most applications design access in multiples of 256 Byte. As a
consequence, a 512 Byte random access to Optane, e.g., a node lookup in FAST+FAIR,
spans only two Optane “cache lines”, which should not trigger prefetching. However, the
prefetcher views these 512 Byte as regular DRAM access, spanning eight consecutive cache
lines, and starts prefetching for sequential access.

Insight 2: Prefetchers are highly optimized toward 64 Byte DRAM cache line access, and
CXL specifies 64 Byte transfers in the transaction layer [Co22, p. 167]. However, CXL
abstracts from the underlying device, i.e., it could support Optane PMem or other memory
devices, and memory behind CXL may not be accessible in 64 Byte granularity. As all
CPU- and CXL-attached memory is available in the same unified virtual address space,
prefetchers operate on both types of memory. Future research should investigate how existing
components, like the prefetcher, interact with memory that is not attached directly to the
CPU and has different access characteristics. However, unlike Insight 1, this cannot be
solved by applications alone and most likely requires hardware changes as well.
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e/GB capacity seq. read rnd. read seq. write rnd. write
PMem 12.77 0.22 0.33 0.60 2.12
DRAM 59.37 0.38 0.46 0.70 0.91

Tab. 1: Price-performance of PMem and DRAM. Read/write values in e/GB/s. Calculation based on
listing prices from dell.de in February 2022.

Price-Performance. In Table 1, we show the price-performance for basic sequential/random
read/write access in PMem and DRAM on the same second-generation Optane server
while disregarding persistence. The data access-related prices per GB of throughput are
normalized to the device’s price per GB to avoid including the higher price for larger
capacity. We see that the price per GB capacity is significantly lower for the PMem DIMMs
than for the high-end DRAM DIMMs. As PMem is not available in cloud vendors, we
base our calculations on the list price on dell.de [De22] in February 2022. Focusing on
the relative scale between the listed prices rather than on the exact monetary values, for
sequential access and random reads, we observe that PMem has a better price-performance
ratio, as the bandwidth is often only 2–3× worse while the price per GB capacity is about 5×
better. DRAM outperforms PMem only for 64 Byte random writes, where PMem bandwidth
is very low because of high write amplification.

Insight 3: For applications that do not require peak performance or persistence, PMem can
be used as a cheaper DRAM alternative with significantly higher capacity. As increasing
memory capacity is a selling point of CXL, future research should investigate the price-
performance trade-off in multi-tier memory setups for slower and potentially cheaper
CXL-attached memory.

3 Conclusion
With PMem, various assumptions about the homogeneity of DRAM access have been
disrupted, leading to new challenges and designs. In this paper, we discussed how insights
from these designs also apply to future CXL research. New CXL-based approaches need to
focus on performance generalizability under initially limited hardware availability. They
should consider how interaction with long-established components, such as prefetchers,
impacts performance. And finally, in multi-tier memory setups, new designs should consider
their economic viability as a key trade-off. While PMem is discontinued for now, we hope
that future CXL work builds on these insights to establish a more general understanding of
how systems interact with multi-tier memory.

Acknowledgements: This work was partially funded by the German Ministry for Education
and Research (01IS18025A/01IS18037A), the German Research Foundation (414984028),
and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (957407).
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Improving GPU Matrix Multiplication by Leveraging Bit
Level Granularity and Compression

Johannes Fett1, Christian Schwarz1 Urs Kober1 Dirk Habich1 Wolfgang Lehner1

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce BEAM as a novel approach to perform GPU based matrix
multiplication on compressed elements. BEAM allows flexible handling of bit sizes for both input
and output elements. First evaluations show promising speedups compared to an uncompressed
state-of-the-art matrix multiplication algorithm provided by Nvidia.

Keywords: GPU; Matrix multiplication

1 Introduction

GPUs are becoming increasingly more popular for data analytics and compute workloads
with increasing memory demands. GPUs share the constraint of having a significantly
smaller memory capacity compared to CPUs with DRAM. One approach to mitigate this
issue is to use compression. Our focus is to explore how to perform calculations on already
compressed data.

In this work, we introduce BEAM (bitwise efficient matrix multiplication), a novel concept
to directly compute on compressed elements in GPU memory. Instead of using native
data types, we offer bit level granularity for unsigned integer based matrix multiplications.
BEAM calculates directly on compressed data on a bit level granularity. Different problems
that arise from bit level computation on GPU are discussed and strategies to deal with them
introduced and evaluated. This paper focuses on unsigned integer based matrix multiplication
to demonstrate that even in unfavourable compute bound use cases, compression can still be
beneficial. In Section 2 preliminaries about compression on GPU and GPU architecture are
introduced. Section 3 focuses on a detailed description of BEAM and strategies dealing
with overflows and calculation of output bit sizes. Section 4 deals with related work and
section 5 summarises the contribution.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 GPU Architecture

A Nvidia GPU consists of a large number of arithmetical logical units called CUDA cores.
Groups of 64 CUDA cores form a functional block called streaming multiprocessor. A
streaming multi processor also shares register memory and shared memory across all its
cores. A shared L2 Cache and VRAM (global memory) is accessible by all streaming
multiprocessors through a shared memory bus system. The total amount of global memory
is up to 80 GB for current GPU generations. Shared memory per streaming multi processor
ranges from 48 KiB to 64 KiB depending on the GPU generation. The programming Model
of a GPU is called single instruction multiple threads. A large number of threads is spawned
to perform a computation (kernel). A group of threads is called a block. The total amount
of threads is partitioned into a number of blocks. Each block is assigned to streaming
multiprocessor. Most instructions are performed in groups of 32 threads at once, which is
called a warp.

2.2 Compression on GPU

Typically, integer calculations work on an element level granularity. With BEAM we
introduce the ability to calculate elements on a flexible bit level granularity. Specifically,
we demonstrate a matrix multiplication on compressed elements. Different approaches to
integer data compression have been covered by [Da17]. By combining different compression
algorithms, an improved compression rate can be achieved. However, in our experiments
we assume that all elements are compressed by zero suppression.

3 BEAM

BEAM allows flexible matrix multiplications by allowing elements on a bit level granularity
instead of typical byte based data types. In case of using zero suppression, empty bits can
be removed from Integer based data types. Test data is generated accordingly to conduct
experiments on different bit sizes of elements ranging from 1 to 64 bit per element. The
input bit size is static across the elements within a matrix to avoid the need for a prefix sum
to access data elements. The supported data format is only unsigned Integers between 1 and
64 bit size.

3.1 Output Bit Strategies

The desired output bit size can vary depending on different strategies. If statistical information
of a matrix is known, there might be a lower possible output bit size that fits all elements. If
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Strategy Description Acronym
Same as input output bits same as input bits sai

Ceil to Power of Two output bits is the smallest power of two c2p2
greater or equal to the input bits

Max Value largest required output value, maximum 64 bit maxv

Tab. 1: An overview of different strategies for calculating the output bit size.

Strategy Description Acronym
Overflow default CUDA behavior: wrap around zero and cycle through the value

range
ovf

Saturate Stay at the largest possible value. This behavior mimics sat
the common Sigmoid activation function from machine learning appli-
cations

Tab. 2: An overview of different strategies for dealing with overflows

Memory layout Description
Canonical Layout (naive) One matrix element uses 64 bits in memory.

Tight types A bit level element is packed into a single next largest native datatype
Padded Slabs (slabs) As many complete matrix elements as possible are placed into one

64 bit slab
Tight Packing (nogaps) Memory is viewed as a contiguous bitstream

Tab. 3: Memory representations for matrix multiplication.

there is no available information, defining a maximum needed bit size to avoid an overflow
is a safer approach.

3.2 Overflow Behavior

In the case the calculated element in the output matrix causes an overflow, our approach
offers two different strategies to deal with overflows. Saturate will pin the result at the max
value of the value range in case of an overflow. This is realized by a builtin GPU intrinsic.
Overflow is the default CUDA behavior that will lead to values cycling through the value
range in case of an overflow.

3.3 Matrix Memory Representation

Because the input (and output) bit length of elements is not fixed to powers of two, using the
native C integer types is inefficient. Therefore we experiment with different memory layouts
to increase the performance. The matrices are stored row-major, without loss of generality.
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Fig. 1: Squarestride Matrix Multiplication example

For an overview of memory representations see Table 3. Slabs tries to fit as many bit level
elements as possible into one 64 bit element. While this simplifies handling the memory it
also leads to internal fragmentation. For example, 8 different 8 bit elements can fit without
fragmentation into one 64 bit element. However, in case of 25 bits per element, only two
will fit and consume 50 bits of space. The remaining 14 bits remain empty and lead to
fragmentation. To avoid fragmentation the nogaps approach has been developed. In this
case a contiguous bitstream is used to store all compressed elements. To allow simpler
computations, end-of-row padding is introduced to the next 64 bit multiple.

3.4 Algorithms

This section contains an overview of all evaluated matrix multiplication approaches.

Squarestride Every thread block is responsible for exactly one sub-block of the output
matrix and for every one of its threads for exactly one element within it (black outlined 3x3
box in the image 1). Both, this sub-block and the currently required sub-blocks for the left
and right matrix, are kept in shared memory to reduce redundant reads from global memory.
This sub-block based computation works such that sub-blocks are loaded one by one going
inwards. Start by loading both red outlined sub-blocks and do partial computation, then
continue to load both green sub-blocks. This pattern repeats until all results values have
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been calculated. If the matrix is not a multiple of the sub-block dimensions, the excess
values are assumed 0, such that they stay neutral to the computation. This avoids additional
bounds checks.

Flex out Because access and computation logic calculation is in some cases significantly
more complex if support for variable number of output bits (unequal to the input bits) is
added, both version are provided for fair comparison. The more flexible version is suffixed
with flex out.

Baseline Guide This kernel uses the squarestride strategy and the naive memory layout.
This is the approach described in the Nvidia programming guide matrix multiplication
example 2 [Nv].

Tight Types Tight types is using the squarestride strategy. Input bitsize is rounded up
to the next native datatype. For example a 31 bit element would be packed into one 32 bit
integer.

Squarestride and Slabs This kernel uses the squarestride strategy and the slabs memory
layout. The slabs memory layout is used in the shared memory sub-blocks as well. In this
case one thread no longer handles one element of the output matrix but one slab. Because
that would make the sub-blocks rectangular by the increased number of vertical slabs
required, each thread handles as many rows as there are elements in one slab.

Squarestride Nogaps and Shared Memory Slabs This kernel uses the squarestride
strategy and the nogaps memory layout. It is very similiar to the squarestride kernel with the
difference of using the noslabs memory layout in global memory. For faster computations,
the slabs memory layout is still used in shared memory. This also avoids stitching together
an element from two slabs during the computation within the individual sub-blocks.

Squarestride Flex Out This kernel is a version of matrix mul squarestride that supports
a variable number of output bits. To achieve this, the number of elements stored in each
shared memory slab is reduced to the number of elements in an output slabs. Note that the
bit size within the shared memory is still only following the input bit count. Flex out means,
that different output strategies are covered by the same kernel.

Improving GPU Matrix Multiplication by Leveraging Bit Level Granularity and
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GPU GPU Generation CMake CUDA NVCC G++
RTX 8000 Quadro Turing 3.25.1 11.5 11.5.119 9.3.0-17

Tab. 4: An overview of used build and compilation tools as used in the evaluation.

Squarestride Nogaps Shared Memory Slabs Flex Out This kernel is a version of matrix
mul squarestride nogaps that supports a variable number of output bits. This is achieved
using the same adaption as described by flex out. Slabs are being held in shared memory.

4 Evaluation

In this section, all of BEAMS algorithms are compared against the state-of-the-art Nvidia
matrix multiplication. While all approaches receive the same input data, Nvidias approach
works on an element level granularity with naive memory layout mentioned in 3. To allow a
fair comparison, a variant of Nvidias matrix multiplication algorithm has been created that
supports the saturated overflow behavior 2. As a rising trend, both general data sizes and
machine learning models are growing in size. Thus, we evaluate both a small 64 MiB matrix
multiplication and a larger 1 GiB matrix. Each data element is generated with varying bit
size ranging from 1 to 64 bit. Bit sizes smaller than 64 bit use zero suppression to create
a compressed data element. The Nvidia approach uses each element as 64 bit element.
All experiments run with 3 repetitions. The average run time of all three is used in the
evaluation. All experiments run on CUDA Cores and no tensor cores are used. Cublas is not
used as frame of reference, as it does not support 64 bit Integer Operations. As BEAM is
designed for Integer calculations, comparing against Cublas would be unfair.

4.1 Implementation

All experiments have been implemented in CUDA and C++. As build system Cmake is
used. The Code builds with Clang and Nvcc. The experiments have been performed on an
nvcc based binary.

4.2 Experimental setup

All experiments have been conducted on a Nvidia RTX 8000 GPU. For an overview of
the system see Table 4. The GPU offers 48 GB GDDR6 Memory with a total theoretical
maximum bandwith of 672 GB/s.
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Fig. 2: 64 MiB Matrix multiplication. Compressed bitwise algorithms compared against Nvidia Matrix
Guide and tight types approach. The best performing compressed algorithm is picked per point.

4.3 Results

Figure 2 shows an overview of different experiments on a 64 MiB data set. The grid of
images is based on the chosen output bits approach in X direction as described in Table 1.
The Y axis of the grid shows both different overflow approaches as shown in Table 2. Three
different approaches are shown in each graph. Tight types and Nvidia guide have been
explained in Section 3.4.. Best compressed is the best performing compressed algorithm
per bit from a pool of all mentioned algorithms in Section 3.4.

In case of saturated overflow behavior, Nvidia’s Matrix algorithm shows the best performance.
Tight types performs better than best compressed across all three different bit output strategies.
For saturated overflow behavior on 64 MiB Matrices, Nvidia’s approach is the best. However,
this changes if the overflow behavior is allowing overflows instead of saturating. In cases
where the matrix multiplication will not overflow because the output data size is sufficiently
large, the best compressed approach outperforms both, the Nvidia approach and tight types
massively.

The size of data sets is constantly growing for machine learning and data management. To
accommodate this trend, another experiment has been conducted on matrices with the size
of 1 GiB. The experiment follows the same approach as the 64 MiB one. The results are
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Fig. 3: 1 GiB Matrix multiplication. Compressed bitwise algorithms compared against Nvidia Matrix
Guide and tight types approach

shown in Figure 3. In case of overflow behavior allows overflow, an increased speedup
compared to the 64 MiB experiment can be achieved.

Saturated 1 GiB For saturated overflow behavior the result is vastly different and the
Nvidia approach is the overall worst performing one. For the bit range of 33 to 64, tight
types mirrors the Nvidia guide behavior, while best compressed outperforms both of them.
The reason for this behavior is that tight types is only able to put one compressed element
into one natively supported data type. Thus, a 33 bit unsigned integer leads to a 64 bit
unsigned integer in case of tight types. Below 33 bits, tight types offers a speedup of about
1.4x compared to Nvidia’s approach. For both output bit behaviors ceil two power two and
same as input combined with saturated overflow behavior, tight types is the best solution
for elements ranging from 1 to 32 bit size. In case of maximum value output behavior, the
compressed approach offers a small speedup between 1 und 7 bits input bit size. In case
of 64 bit, no compression occurs, which leads to similar results for all three approaches.
For very low bit sizes, best compressed performs increasingly worse due to being more
compute intense on a rising number of elements.

Overflow allowed 1 GiB Changing the overflow behavior to allow overflows, reduces the
compute intensity of the algorithm. Instead of using an intrinsic to check for overflow and
handling it with branching within the kernel, this approach is default GPU behavior and
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Fig. 4: 1 GiB Matrix multiplication. Comparison of different compressed computation algorithms

does not need any extra branches. Best compressed performs best across all input bit sizes
with no exception. For larger output sizes in case of maximum value as chosen output bit
strategy, best compressed performs slower than the other output bit strategies.

Comparison of different compression approaches Figure 4 shows 4 different compression
algorithms, that are compared in detail. As the output bit strategy same as input is very
similar to ceil to power two, it has been omitted from the graphs. Slabs is fitting into one
element while ogaps features a contiguous bitstream. The missing data points indicate, that
some CUDA configurations demand more shared memory than available. Overall the slabs
approach outperforms nogaps with few exceptions. Within a block threads are 2 dimensional.
Slab 16 for example uses 16 threads in two dimensions, which results in 256 total threads.
Slab 8 only uses 8 threads per dimension, resulting in 64 total threads per block.

5 Related work

Shabag et. al have designed a compression framework integer based gpu computing [Sh22]
called tile-based lightweight integer compression. It is based on storing compressed data
in global memory and decompresses the data in shared memory. After computations, the
data needs to be re-compressed and written back to global memory. The key difference
to BEAM is, that BEAM does not need to decompress data before using it. However our
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approach is limited to zero suppression, while Shabag et. al combine a number of different
compression schemes to achieve higher compression rates. Also, their approach is focused
on database operators and does not support matrix operations. Fang et. al have proposed
compression for CPU GPU co-processing for databases [FHL10]. In this scenario, PCI-E
becomes a major bottleneck, which can be improved by transferring compressed data.

6 Conclusion and summary

Our approach allows GPU matrix multiplication on a bit level granularity instead of the
usual data element level granularity. It has been evaluated on different overflow strategies
and output bit strategies. BEAM outperforms Nvidia slightly in case of a 64 MiB matrix
and massively on a larger 1 GiB matrix. On average our approach offers a good speedup
compared to the state-of-the-art approach. We look forward to further extend our bitwise
GPU computation approach to other domains.
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DNAContainer: An object-based storage architecture on
DNA

Alex El-Shaikh1, Bernhard Seeger2

Abstract: The digital data volumes produced worldwide per year are ever-increasing. Estimates show
that by 2025, we will have reached 175 zettabytes of globally created digital data. Despite today’s
advancements in storage devices, current database management systems cannot cope with these
amounts of data. More than the recent improvements in storage technologies are needed to meet the
ever-accelerating growth of generated data. This problem is further exaggerated when considering that
current storage technologies such as HDD and tape require replacement every few years. To combat
this deficiency, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) offers a novel durable (millennia scale), extremely dense,
and energy-efficient storage medium. However, current DNA systems lack support for random access
and more expressive query support beyond key-value lookups. In this paper, we present DNAContainer,
a novel storage architecture on DNA that spans an ample virtual address space on objects, enabling
random access to DNA at a large scale while adhering to required biochemical constraints. The
interface of DNAContainer also facilitates the implementation of common external data structures,
such as arrays and lists that store data in blocks of fixed size.

Keywords: DNAContainer; DNA Storage; Random Access; DNA Data Structures

1 Introduction

Current database management systems rely on solid state disks (SSDs), magnetic hard disk
drives (HDDs), and tapes as their primary persistent memory devices [Bo16]. However, due
to the dramatic increase in data produced daily, these devices will no longer cope with the
amount of data soon. As stated in [Li20a], the increase in capacity of current data storage
devices is already behind that of the data created. In addition, these traditional storage devices
are rather expensive [Ma20] and require continuous replacement every few years due to
their low durability [Bo16]. To address these severe problems, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
has recently been considered for managing persistent data. DNA is an extremely dense
biomaterial holding up to 455 exabytes per gram, and thus at least six orders of magnitude
denser than current devices [Bo16]. DNA endures several centuries and consumes around
eight orders of magnitude less energy than traditional storage devices [Li20a, Zh16, Al12].
Despite these apparent advantages, current technologies for reading and writing DNA
induce a high latency (from hours to days). However, around 80% of generated digital
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information worldwide is considered cold [Ap19, QSH22], i.e., the data is not accessed
frequently, making DNA storage a potential candidate for the management of cold data. In
addition, the cost of reading and writing DNA have declined dramatically over the past
years [Li22].

Among the severe drawbacks to using DNA as storage are its unsatisfying direct access
ability and its poor interface for reading and writing dedicated objects. Similar to blocks
on traditional devices, DNA consists of oligonucleotides (oligos) that are contiguous
subsequences, generally of fixed size. Furthermore, an oligo consists of a payload between
a pair of DNA addresses, the so-called primer pair. The primers are addresses used for
random access via Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) [Or18]. Due to strict biochemical
restrictions on primers, only a few hundred primers exist in a DNA library, leading to a very
small address space. However, there is a second approach to direct accessing oligos that
uses microarrays with barcodes that are unique prefixes of the payloads. Then, the available
address space grows up to several million [El22].

In this paper, we primarily address the second drawback that current DNA storage systems
do not provide a coherent interface to write and read random data objects. The reason is
that DNA does not offer a natural linear address space as it is known from disks and tapes.
Instead, there is only a key-value approach that maps a data object identifier (DOI) directly
to a barcode or primer. To access a requested data object, its DOI has to be translated into
the DNA address before performing the actual read operation. A so-called routing table
can manage the mappings on a traditional storage device. Furthermore, an insertion of a
new object first generates a new barcode (or primer) and updates the routing table before
storing the actual object on DNA. This direct approach of current DNA storage systems to
accessing data on DNA has serious drawbacks. For example, the generation of barcodes is
non-trivial because they have to be sufficiently different from the others.

In this paper, we introduce DNAContainer, a novel DNA storage architecture that offers
a virtual address space of objects on DNA, including put and get operations, addresses
translation, and rerouting of invalid addresses. Our system reads objects from DNA
via microarrays that allow using the ample available address space. As a special case,
DNAContainer also offers the same interface as block storage when the objects are defined
as fixed-sized blocks. Furthermore, a block storage facilitates the direct implementation of
essential external data structures like arrays and lists on DNA, hiding the actual complexity
of a DNA device. For example, DNAContainer internally checks if the generated addresses
are too similar by utilizing locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) and approximating the Jaccard
similarity of two DNA sequences [IM98, Br97, Bu01, Be15]. In addition, DNAContainer
supports error correction mechanisms such as Reed Solomon [RS60] to address the inherent
problem of error-prone reading from and writing to DNA. Users of DNAContainer do not
have to deal with these problems anymore and instead use the common interface of storage
systems as it is known from other devices.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The following Sect. 2 discusses recent
works and studies on DNA systems and virtual address spaces. Section 3 introduces notation
and terminology commonly used in the context of DNA storage. Section 4 provides the
design and implementation of DNAContainer and its components. It further shows how
to generate DNA addresses and payloads that adhere to certain biochemical constraints.
In Sect. 5, we detail the implementation of basic data structures like array and list on
DNAContainer. Section 6 presents experimental results of a simulation with DNAContainer
managing millions of oligos. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In the following we first discuss related work on DNA storage systems. Thereafter, we put
our focus on approaches with virtual address spaces.

The approach in [Ap19] encodes relational data objects (records) interleaved with meta-
information as oligos. The meta information contains, e.g., the table name of the record and
its primary key. Reading oligos is achieved by utilizing primers and PCR. Since only a few
primers are available due to the biochemical restrictions, i.e., the address space is small,
the same primer is used to address multiple records. For example, to read a specific record
from DNA, a pre-known primer is used to fetch all oligos tagged with that primer. The
encoded meta-information is further used to return the desired record, e.g., by its primary
key. Moreover, the meta-information encoded within each oligo significantly decreases the
information density per oligo, and the realized storage capacity is around ≈ 16.5%.

In [Or18], 35 different files were placed in a separate DNA pool each, resulting in 200MB
of information. Since PCR utilized random access, this physical separation of files was
necessary to overcome the imposed restrictions on the limited available primers. Additionally,
there are 35 physical addresses, each of which resembles a physical location of a single tube
with one file, which significantly decreases information density over all tubes.

Fountain codes were used in [EZ17] to encode 2.15MB of data plus 7% redundancy. Similar
to our previous work [El22], fountain codes provide a direct way to tune redundancy and
are very practical for DNA encoding. Nevertheless, the work in [EZ17] utilizes PCR for
retrieving data and does not support random access at a large scale.

So far, PCR is still the standard technology to read data from a DNA pool. In [Li20b], an
alternative technology called DORIS is proposed to overcome PCR limitations yielding a
larger address space at around 12, 000 available addresses. However, even 12, 000 addresses
are not sufficient to exploit the massive storage capacity of DNA.

The random access approach presented in [Ba20] encodes data physically encapsulated in
impervious silica capsules that are surface-labeled with selected DNA sequences called
barcodes. These barcode labels re-emit light when excited. Hence, each file is labeled with
specific barcodes and is detected by special optical channels. For example, the file “bird"can
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be detected with the barcode “can fly” and so on. However, only labeled files can be detected.
Additionally, special equipment, such as optical channels, is needed.

According to [CNS19, Xu21], most recent studies do not support random access to their DNA
storage system. These systems require a 5 to 3, 000-fold physical and logical redundancy to
reduce errors, substantially reducing storage density. In addition, many DNA systems fail to
encode information such that the resulting DNA is sufficiently stable for long-time archival.
In particular, many DNA systems fail to restore the original data objects after reading
the DNA [Wa19]. Furthermore, we are unaware of a system with virtual address space to
access a data object. Instead, a user has to provide a primer for reading a data object. These
primers must be managed on a traditional storage device. More complex queries beyond
simple key-value queries are not supported on data collections. In particular, data structures
like lists and arrays are not supported in any system, making data management difficult.
Moreover, we use barcodes to exploit the large available address space [El22], whereas most
current systems still rely on PCR and primers, and thus only support a small address space.

There is a plethora of work related to virtual address spaces in computer systems. For
example, a few object-oriented database systems like O2 [De90] have used an address
transformation table to convert unique object addresses visible to the user into internal
addresses. In addition, a flash disk also offers a similar mapping known as the flash translation
layer (FTL) to implement wear leveling [MFL14]. However, the designs of these approaches
do not consider the unique features of DNA storage and thus are not directly applicable.

A common problem of today’s storage technologies is successfully restoring archived
data after several decades of writing the data to storage devices [AJ20]. For example, as
mentioned above, current storage technologies such as flash memory rely on FTL, which
requires storing meta-information about the corrupted memory cells to keep the device
functioning. Current DNA systems manage the used primers (or barcodes) on a traditional
storage device and face a similar problem. That is, if the used primers and barcodes
are lost, the data on DNA cannot be restored. However, for DNA, storing the required
meta-information also on DNA might solve this problem. DNA is an omnipresent material,
and its principal building structure has never changed over millions of years and is expected
to be ubiquitous for millions of years in the future.

3 Preliminaries

DNA is a long molecule found in all known living organisms. It carries the genetic code,
such as instructions, functions, and reproduction in living organisms, including some viruses.
Moreover, DNA is composed of smaller units called nucleotides. A nucleotide contains one
of the following nucleobases: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Cytosine (C), or Guanine (G). These
nucleotides’ specific combination and order make up living organisms’ different instructions
and functions. Finally, DNA is composed of two polynucleotide strands of the same length
that loop and twist around each other to form a double-helix. Each nucleotide of one chain
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pairs and forms hydrogen bonds with the corresponding nucleotide from the other strand.
According to the canonical Watson-Crick pairing [Sp59], A binds to T and G to C. Hence, we
say A is complementary to T, C is complementary to G, and vice versa.

In the following subsections, we will introduce key terms, such as DNA pool and hybridization,
typically used in the DNA storage context.

3.1 DNA Pool and Library

A DNA pool is a collection of one or more double-stranded DNA fragments held in-vitro,
i.e., outside of a living organism, in a single container or test tube. Typically, one container
refers to a single pool, whereas multiple pools represent a library. Nevertheless, a single
pool can also be referred to as a library.

3.2 Encoding and Decoding

The term encoding is used to describe the process of transforming binary data to DNA, i.e.,
instead of bits, the information is represented by nucleotides. On the other hand, decoding
describes the transformation of nucleotides back to the original binary representation.

3.3 Denaturation and Hybridization

Double-stranded DNA is generally stable under physiological conditions, meaning the bonds
forming the double-helix will remain bonded [Ch99, YPFK06]. However, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, raising the surrounding temperature, e.g., in a laboratory, will cause the strands to
separate as single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA). This process is called denaturation. Therefore,
lowering the temperature will allow the ss-DNA to bind together as double-stranded DNA
(ds-DNA), which is called hybridization.

3.4 DNA Synthesizing and Sequencing

DNA synthesis is writing DNA by linking and joining nucleotides together, forming a
single-stranded sequence. Today’s technologies allow near-perfect DNA synthesis for over
thousands of DNA fragments in parallel. However, a small error can already lead to a
significant decrease in product quality and redundancy is introduced to avoid these errors.
Thus, modern sequencing machines [KC14] read the same sequence multiple times. Both
synthesizing and sequencing costs have been declining dramatically over the past years,
and sequencing productivity has already outpaced Moore’s law by 2008 [Ap19]. However,
sequencing machines are designed for reading an entire DNA and not for random access so
far.
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Fig. 1: DNA denaturation and hybridization.

3.5 Reading DNA with a Microarray

A microarray consists of a small surface (in the size of today’s HDD) usually made of glass.
It contains DNA sites to which DNA sequences can be immobilized or printed [Ku01].
The array can fetch a DNA sequence by printing its complementary sequence to one of its
sites. These printed DNA sequences are often called barcodes or probes, but we simply
call them DNA addresses. For example, a microarray with 20 printed DNA addresses
can simultaneously fetch 20 oligos from an oligo pool. This procedure is done as follows.
First, the oligo pool’s temperature is raised, denaturing the contained DNA. Next, the
denatured oligos are placed onto the microarray. Then, the temperature is lowered to allow
the single-stranded oligos to hybridize to their complementary sites on the array. Finally, the
array is washed, removing all the remaining oligos that did not hybridize, i.e., bind to any
of the array’s sites. The obtained bonded oligos are sequenced, and the data is transferred
to a computer for further analysis. Note that a microarray can fetch a sequence 𝑠, even if
only a complementary subsequence of 𝑠 is printed to the array. Today’s microarrays can
contain up to several million sites [Bu13], allowing access to millions of DNA sequences
simultaneously.

3.6 DNA Constraints

As described above, sequencing and synthesizing DNA is error-prone. For example, it is
well-known that DNA sequences with a too high or low number of G’s and C’s causes a high
error probability in the sequencing process [Sc20]. Hence, to reduce errors, our generated
DNA codes must adhere to the following constraints:
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1. The number of G’s and C’s (GC content) should be around 50%.

2. Consecutive repeats of the same nucleotide (Homopolymer) should be avoided.

3. Mutual overlaps of DNA addresses should be avoided.

4. Mutual overlaps of the oligos should be avoided.

The first and second constraints considerably reduce sequencing and synthesizing errors
[Sc20]. Constraint (3) ensures that the microarray treats every DNA address uniquely.
Finally, constraint (4) guarantees that a DNA oligo does not carry a DNA address as a
payload.

4 The Design of DNAContainer

This section describes the architecture and functionality of DNAContainer. DNAContainer
provides an interface for writing binary data to and reading it back from DNA into the
memory of a computer system. It manages a DNA pool consisting of oligos of the same
length 𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜, similar to a block on common storage devices. Each oligo is composed of an
address and a payload. Addresses are of the same length 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠, and payloads are then
of length 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜 − 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 . Current DNA synthesis and sequencing costs are
typically lower for shorter oligos (𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜 ≤ 250) than for longer ones [HMG19, GMM16].
Thus, the size of an oligo is substantially smaller than a typical block size. Figure 2 provides
an example of an oligo of 𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑜 = 18, 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 6, and 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 12.

A C A TG G T G A TCGTACT A C

PayloadDNA Address

Oligo

Fig. 2: The composition of an oligo in DNAContainer.

Suppose a large data object like a block has to be written to DNA, exceeding the size of an
oligo. In that case, DNAContainer splits the data object into multiple segments, each of
which fits into an oligo’s payload. To read the data object back from DNA, DNAContainer
first computes all DNA addresses of the relevant oligos. Then, a microarray retrieves the
corresponding oligos, and finally, the oligos are assembled and decoded such that the object
(block) is in memory again.

In the following, we give an overview of the functionality of DNAContainer, which can
manage a set of objects in a linear address space. If objects refer to fixed-size blocks,
DNAContainer offers the standard interface of block-based storage. In contrast to traditional
devices, however, objects are not required to be of the same length. Rather than using block,
we prefer using the generic term objects instead.
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Each data object written to the DNA storage is tagged with a unique integer number
Id obtained from a linear virtual address space. Furthermore, the Id is translated to a
DNA address and vice-versa (see Sect. 4.1), creating an unambiguous mapping Id ↔ DNA

address. The Id is a virtual address visible to the user, while the associated DNA address
refers to the root oligo of the object. In particular, a user can read the associated data
object from DNA by simply using the virtual address. Similar to bad blocks on disks, this
mapping ensures that virtual addresses are usable, which is not valid for the underlying DNA
addresses. This process is further explained in Sect. 4.1.2. Furthermore, the data object, i.e.,

DNAContainer Interface

get (Id) register (n)put (object)

Payload 
Encoder/Decoder

Oligo Pool Routing Table

DNA 
Constraints

put (Id, object)

Address Routing

Address
Translation

Address Encoding

Fig. 3: Overview of DNAContainer and its components.

the information in an oligo’s payload, can be encoded with different methods that we mention
in more detail in Sect. 4.2. Even if the payload’s encoder returns a payload that does not
adhere to the constraints in Sect. 3.6, DNAContainer implements additional optimizations
such that it fulfills the required constraints, which are discussed in Sect. 4.3. Figure 3
provides an overview of DNAContainter and its components. To sum up, DNAContainer is
composed of the following main components: address translation to map an Id to a DNA
address and vice-versa, address routing to map a DNA address to a new valid DNA address,
the payload encoder, the payload decoder, and the DNA pool where the data is stored.

Our interface provides an abstraction layer to the methods mentioned above. In particular, to
write a data object to DNA, we use the function put, the function get to read a data object
from DNA, and register to pre-register an Id that can be used to write a data object at
some point in the future, using that Id. The following discusses each of these functions in
more detail.
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register. As mentioned above, our DNA system assigns each data object a unique Id. The
function register returns a unique Id that is not assigned a data object yet. In other words,
this Id is reserved for a future data object that can be stored later. Note that the returned Id
is not yet mapped to a DNA address and is only done once an actual data object is to be
stored in the DNA storage. We implement the function register(n) that returns 𝑛 newly
registered consecutive Id numbers.

put. This function represents the write operation on DNA. It is used to store a data object
in the DNA storage. We implement two variants of put. The first variant takes a data object,
stores it in the DNA storage, and returns a newly registered unique Id. This newly registered
Id is calculated by calling register(1). The second variant takes an Id that was previously
registered along with a data object and stores this data object in the DNA storage given
the Id. We can extract the data object from the DNA storage for both variants by calling
get(Id). The call put(Id, 𝑑) can be used to replace the currently stored data object at Id
with 𝑑. This is done by rerouting the virtual address Id (see Sect. 4.1.2), and the oligos of
the old data object are not physically removed by default. However, to physically remove a
data object from DNAContainer, the corresponding oligos can be fetched using get and
discarded. Hence, the used addresses of physically removed objects can be reused.

get. This operation represents the read operation from DNA. By providing an Id to the
function, get(Id) returns the data object associated with that Id. Hence, get is the inverse
of put. For example, the following equality 𝑑 = get(put(𝑑)) holds for any data object 𝑑.

4.1 Address translation

DNAContainer provides its interface based on the virtual address space on integers. The
put operation writes a data object into the DNA storage by generating a new Id, which is
translated to a DNA address. The data object is encoded to the payload, and the oligo is
formed by annealing the DNA address and the obtained payload. The following sections
detail the encoding of data objects as payloads and the translation of Ids to DNA addresses.

4.1.1 Address Encoding

We utilize the method described in [Go13] to encode an Id to a DNA address. First, the
Id is converted to a string of bytes by mapping every digit in base 10 to a byte character.
Next, the string is compressed with a static Huffman code of base three. Then, each of the
obtained Huffman digits is mapped to a nucleotide, forming a DNA sequence. The obtained
DNA sequence could be longer than 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠; thus, we set 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 to be sufficiently large.
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Note that this method is reversible, i.e., following each mentioned step backward leads to
the Id used.

Furthermore, the obtained DNA sequence could be shorter than 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 or even violate
the constraints mentioned in Sect. 3.6. In that case, we apply the optimizations explained in
Sect. 4.3. The optimizations always return a DNA address of length 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 . However, if
the sequence after optimizations does not adhere to the required constraints, we route the
used Id to a new Id, which is explained in the following section.

4.1.2 Address Routing

Suppose a DNA address obtained after encoding and optimizations fails to fulfill the given
constraints in Sect. 3.6. In that case, the used Id is mapped (routed) to a new Id as shown in
Algorithm 1. Let us refer to the Id as 𝐼𝑑, the new Id as 𝐼𝑑𝑅, and the mapping 𝐼𝑑 ↦→ 𝐼𝑑𝑅

as the routing table. As depicted in Fig. 3, the address translation manages the routing
table 𝐼𝑑 ↦→ 𝐼𝑑𝑅, which is stored on a traditional storage device. The routing table must be
read before accessing the DNA storage. The new 𝐼𝑑𝑅 is encoded with the same method
mentioned in the section above.

Algorithm 1: Routing 𝐼𝑑 to 𝐼𝑑𝑅

Input: 𝐼𝑑
Output: 𝐼𝑑𝑅

1 𝐼𝑑𝑅 := 𝐼𝑑

2 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 := asDnaAddress(𝐼𝑑𝑅)
3 while not constraints.adhere(𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟) do
4 𝐼𝑑𝑅 := 𝐼𝑑𝑅 + 1
5 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 := asDnaAddress(𝐼𝑑𝑅)
6 routingTable.put(𝐼𝑑 ↦→ 𝐼𝑑𝑅)
7 return 𝐼𝑑𝑅

As shown in Algorithm 1, the routing finishes once a new 𝐼𝑑𝑅 that fulfills the constraints is
found. Note that 𝐼𝑑 and 𝐼𝑑𝑅 could be equal if the Id already adheres to the constraints. The
algorithm iterates over the integers 𝐼𝑑𝑅 = 𝐼𝑑, 𝐼𝑑 + 1, 𝐼𝑑 + 2, . . . , translating each to a DNA
address, only stopping once it finds 𝐼𝑑𝑅 of which the DNA address fulfills all the required
constraints.

4.2 Payload Encoding

There are several approaches to how to encode a data object as DNA. We refer to the data
object as a stream of bytes, which can be mapped to DNA nucleotides. For example, a
straightforward method is to map every two consecutive bits to a respective DNA nucleotide,
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e.g., 00 ↦→ A, 01 ↦→ C, 10 ↦→ T, and 11 ↦→ G. In that case, a data object consisting of long
runs of zeros or ones would get mapped to homopolymers, violating the required constraints
in Sect. 3.6. More sophisticated methods [Go13, EZ17, Do20, El22] have been proposed,
providing DNA codes that adhere to some or all the required constraints regardless of
the input byte stream. For DNAContainer, any method encoding the data object to DNA
nucleotides can be used because we apply optimizations (see Sect. 4.3) to return payloads
that adhere to all of the mentioned constraints. However, by utilizing a fountain code [EZ17]
to encode the payload, we already obtain DNA codes that obey the constraints (1) and (2)
and include error correction, which leaves optimizing for the remaining constraint (4).

Ids, n

Ido Payload

Ido

Ido

Ids

Ids+ 1

annealing header
to payload

partitioning

Lpayload Lpayload Lpayload

Oligos of
length Loligo

...

Ids+ n - 2

Lpayload

Fig. 4: Partitioning long oligos in DNAContainer.

Furthermore, if the given data object is too large, meaning that the payload is longer
than 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , then the payload is partitioned among multiple oligos. This procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 4 and is explained in the following. Let us assume that 𝐼𝑑𝑜 is the registered
Id used to store the data object. First, we need to calculate the number of oligos 𝑛 to which
the long payload is split. Next, we register 𝑛 − 1 consecutive Ids, referred to as 𝐼𝑑𝑠 + 𝑖 for
𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑛 − 2. Then, we anneal 𝐼𝑑𝑠 and 𝑛 to the left end of the long payload. We will
refer to these two numbers as the payload’s header, marked in red in Fig. 4. Note that we
map the integers to DNA by representing them in base four and finally map each base four
digit to a corresponding nucleotide. Therefore, the occupied space of the payload’s header
is always the same. After that, we split the payload (payload plus header) into partitions
𝑝𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑛 − 1 of the size 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 . Finally, we need to address the obtained partitions.
The first partition 𝑝0 is addressed by 𝐼𝑑𝑜, and each following partition 𝑝𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1
is addressed with 𝐼𝑑𝑠 + 𝑖 − 1 as shown in Fig. 4. This method only works if the length
of the payload plus its header are divisible by 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 . In the other case, the last split
partition 𝑝𝑛−1 would be smaller than 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 . To solve this issue, we add specific padding
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to 𝑝𝑛−1, resulting in all obtained oligos having the same length. Note that the function put
implements the partitioning procedure and returns 𝐼𝑑𝑜 for the given data object.

To further optimize the oligos (after partitioning), we initially split a long payload into
smaller payloads, each shorter than 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , and further add specific padding to each of
them. This added padding is used to adjust the GC content and is further explained in the
following section.

To decode the obtained oligos, i.e., to read the encoded data object, we read the first oligo
given by 𝐼𝑑𝑜. Next, we decode 𝐼𝑑𝑠 and 𝑛 from the obtained payload to obtain the next virtual
addresses 𝐼𝑑𝑠 + 𝑖, 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑛 − 2. Finally, we read the corresponding oligos, assemble the
payloads, and decode the data object.

4.3 Optimizing DNA Sequences

This section details the optimizations applied for DNA addresses and payloads. We implement
two optimization steps. The first adds specific padding to a given DNA sequence, correcting
its GC content closer to 50%. The second generates a number of permutations of the DNA
sequence, selecting the one that adheres to all the constraints in Sect. 3.6.

4.3.1 Padding

If a DNA sequence is too short and the GC content is not 50%, we append additional
nucleotides until the desired length is reached. For padding, we use 11 pre-computed DNA
sequences 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 10 where 𝑠𝑖 has a GC content of 𝑖

10 . To add padding to a given DNA
sequence 𝑎, we append nucleotides from the padding sequence 𝑠𝑖 that best corrects the GC
content of 𝑎 to 50%. To mark the position at which the padding starts, we first append a
specific delimiter sequence that is not contained as a subsequence in any 𝑠𝑖 . Let us illustrate
this with an example. Suppose 𝑎 = (TCATT) with a GC content of 20%, and the target
length of 𝑎 is 𝑡 = 12. Let the delimiter be 𝑑 = (GT). The sequence 𝑎 after appending the
delimiter sequence is 𝑎𝑑 = (TCATTGT) with a GC content of ≈ 28.5%. There are 5 remaining
nucleotides to add from one of the pre-computed padding sequences. Since 𝑎𝑑 has a GC
content lower than 50%, we need to add padding information with a GC content higher than
50% to obtain a sequence with an overall GC content of nearly 50%. We evaluate the index 𝑖

of the ideal padding sequence 𝑠𝑖 as:

𝑖 =

⌊
10 · max

{
0,

𝑡
2 − |𝑞 |{G,C}
𝑡 − |𝑞 |

}⌋
(1)

The expression |𝑞 | returns the number of nucleotides in 𝑞, and |𝑞 |{G,C} returns the number
of nucleotides in 𝑞 that are either a G or a C. Plugging in 𝑡 = 12 and 𝑞 = 𝑎𝑑 in Eq. (1),
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we obtain the padding sequence’s index 𝑖 = 7. Let us assume 𝑝7 was pre-computed as
𝑝7 = (TGCGGCTCCA). Hence, to reach 𝑡 = 12, we append the first 5 nucleotides from 𝑝7 to 𝑠𝑑
resulting in (TCATTGTTGCGG) with a GC content of 50%.

The obtained DNA sequence after padding is likely to fulfill the constraint (1) in Sect. 3.6
but could still violate the remaining constraints. To adhere to all constraints, we further
optimize the sequence after padding by permutations, which is explained in the following
section.

4.3.2 Permutation

The DNA sequence obtained after padding could still contain homopolymers and have
mutual overlaps with, e.g., other DNA addresses or payloads. To fulfill the remaining
constraints (2), (3), and (4), we generate 𝑚 permutations of the given DNA sequence,
selecting the permutation that fulfills the constraints. We use the classical Fisher-Yates
method [Du64] to compute a permutation. This method generates 𝑘 − 1 index pairs to be
swapped, where 𝑘 is the length of the sequence. This method requires sampling random
numbers from a random numbers generator (RNG) that requires a seed for initialization.
Two RNG instances initialized with the same seed produce the same random numbers in the
same order. To calculate the seed of a DNA sequence 𝑞, we evaluate:

𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑞) = |𝑞 |{A} · |𝑞 |{C} · |𝑞 |{T} · |𝑞 |{G} (2)

where |𝑞 |{𝑏} counts the number of 𝑏 ∈ {A, C, T, G} in 𝑞. Note that 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑞) is invariant
of permutation, i.e., the seed of 𝑞 and all its permutations is the same. Hence, we can
reverse a permuted sequence to its original by knowing the seed. Finally, to compute the
𝑚 permutations of 𝑞, we initialize 𝑚 RNGs with 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑞) + 𝑖, 0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑚 that are used to
permute 𝑞. Additionally, we append the offset 𝑖 to each permuted sequence. Therefore, to
reverse a permuted sequence, first, we decode and remove the encoded offset 𝑖 from the
DNA sequence to obtain the permuted DNA sequence 𝑞 without offset. Next, we initialize
an RNG with 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑞) + 𝑖. Finally, using this initialized RNG, we swap the 𝑘 − 1 generated
index pairs in reverse, i.e., starting from the (𝑘 − 1)-th index pair to the first index pair.

After permutation, the obtained permuted sequence has its GC content corrected and is
not likely to contain any homopolymers. Constraints (3) and (4) are further checked by
approximating the Jaccard distance between two DNA sequences using LSH according
to [El22]. The Jaccard distance is a metric between 0 and 1. A Jaccard distance of 0
means that the given two DNA sequences are as similar as possible, and a Jaccard distance
of 1 is the maximum dissimilarity two DNA sequences can have. Hence, we select the
permuted sequence that simultaneously contains no homopolymers and maximizes the
Jaccard distance to the other DNA sequences.

This optimization is applied to both DNA addresses and payloads. If a DNA address after
padding and permutation still does not fulfill all constraints (1), (2), (3), and (4), we route its
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corresponding 𝐼𝑑 to a new 𝐼𝑑𝑅 as detailed above in Sect. 4.1.2. If a payload does not fulfill
the constraints, even after optimizations, we have the following options: (i) increase the
number of permutations 𝑚, and (ii) incorporate the constraints into the payload’s encoder
and do not apply any optimizations to payloads. The first option to increase the number of
permutations 𝑚 is straightforward. More permutations increase the probability of finding
a permuted DNA sequence that adheres to the constraints. The second option shifts the
problem of generating payloads that adhere to certain constraints to the payload’s encoder
and is illustrated to work by utilizing fountain codes in [El22].

5 Implementing Data Structures on DNAContainer

Data structures provide useful abstractions and are necessary for efficient data access [Co22].
It is the basis for implementing efficient algorithms and even allows the integration of index
structures directly on DNA. Hence, we implement three basic data structures: (i) Reference,
(ii) Array, and (iii) List on DNAContainer, showcasing its usability.

5.1 Reference

This data structure (or data type) is implemented by the function put. In particular, by
calling put(𝑑), the data object 𝑑 is written to DNAContainer, returning a unique 𝐼𝑑. We
call this 𝐼𝑑 the reference to 𝑑. Therefore, essentially, every data object in DNAContainer is
stored by a reference.

5.2 Array

Arrays are a well-known construct that current programming languages implement and
data management algorithms rely on. We implement the array construct on DNAContainer,
enabling concurrent access to its elements using only one 𝐼𝑑. Let 𝐼𝑑𝑜 refer to an 𝑚-elements
array. We further assume that every element of this array is encoded to DNA, e.g., by a
fountain code. To write this array to DNAContainer, we generate 𝑚 consecutive Ids by
calling register(𝑚). Each of these Ids is used as a reference to an array’s element. Let us
refer to these Ids as 𝐼𝑑𝑎, 𝐼𝑑𝑎 + 1, . . . 𝐼𝑑𝑎 + 𝑚 − 1, and to the 𝑖-th element of the array as 𝑒𝑖
where the first element is 𝑒0 and the last is 𝑒𝑚−1. As illustrated in Fig. 5, we utilize the put
function with which we store each array’s element calling put(𝐼𝑑𝑎 + 𝑖, 𝑒𝑖). Note that by
calling put, the element could be partitioned to multiple oligos as explained in Sect. 4.2.
Furthermore, 𝐼𝑑𝑜 is used to store 𝐼𝑑𝑎 and 𝑚 as payload information.

To read an element of the array, we first call get(𝐼𝑑𝑜) to obtain the payload encoding
𝐼𝑑𝑎 and 𝑚. After that, we can access any index 𝑖 of the array by calling 𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝐼𝑑𝑎 + 𝑖),
𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑚 − 1, returning the element 𝑒𝑖 of the array. Moreover, we can read the entire
array in parallel by calling get on each index of the array simultaneously.
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Fig. 5: Implementation of the array construct on DNAContainer.

5.3 List

Like an array, a list is a collection of elements where we assume the elements are mapped
to DNA. However, unlike arrays, lists do not have a fixed size. DNAContainer implements
a list as a chain of elements where each element points to the next one. Let us illustrate
the implementation on DNAContainer by the example given in Fig. 6. 𝐼𝑑𝑜 is the Id used to
reference the list of elements 𝑒0 and 𝑒1 marked as blue. The first element 𝑒0 is stored in
DNAContainer along with a newly registered 𝐼𝑑1 by calling put(𝐼𝑑𝑜, {𝐼𝑑1, 𝑒0})where 𝐼𝑑1
is used to reference the next element of the list. Hence, element 𝑒1 is stored in DNAContainer
along with the next newly registered 𝐼𝑑2 and is referenced by 𝐼𝑑1 by put(𝐼𝑑1, {𝐼𝑑2, 𝑒1}).
Since we invoke a put operation every time we append an element to the list, each element
could be partitioned as detailed in Sect. 4.2. We repeat this procedure for every element
appended to the list. For example, adding a third element 𝑒2 to the list is done by storing 𝑒2
along with a newly registered 𝐼𝑑3 and referenced by 𝐼𝑑2. This is a crucial difference to an
array, where the array structure does not support adding elements after referencing the array.
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Fig. 6: Implementation of the list construct on DNAContainer.

To read an element from the list, we first call get(𝐼𝑑𝑜) to obtain the payload encoding 𝐼𝑑1
and 𝑒0. After that, we could return the first element 𝑒0. Otherwise, we iterate through the
list by sequentially calling get(𝐼𝑑𝑖), 𝑖 = 1, . . . until we obtain the desired element.

6 Experiments

We implemented DNAContainer in Java and tested it by simulating several million
put and get operations. All the experiments were run on a computer with 256 logical
cores (1.5 − 2.25 GHz each) and 1 TB of RAM. We used the data set from the Open-
Sky Network in (https://opensky-network.org/datasets/publication-data/climbing-aircraft-
dataset/trajs/A321_valid.csv.xz), a relational table containing the tracking information of
aircraft. We inserted the first 100, 000 lines (records) into DNAContainer (without error
correcting codes), varying the address and payload sizes, resulting in millions of oligos.

As shown in Fig. 7a, the obtained oligos’ and DNA addresses’ GC content is at ≈ 50%,
adhering to the first constraint in Sect. 3.6. Furthermore, the average longest homopolymer’s
length is between 3 and 4, fulfilling the second required constraint as depicted in Fig. 7b.
Moreover, to check the remaining constraints (3) and (4), we used LSH according to [El22]
and set 𝑘 = 5 for the Jaccard similarity. Hence, our DNA addresses and oligos do not
significantly overlap and fulfill the remaining constraints as shown in Fig. 7c.
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Fig. 7: GC content, the longest homopolymer length, and the mutual Jaccard distance of oligos and
addresses.

The DNA optimization parameters are set as follows. For padding, we inserted ≈ 16% of
the payload’s size as padding information to each payload. Furthermore, we used 𝑚 = 16
permutations for DNA addresses and payloads. After optimization, 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ranged in
100, 120 and 140, and 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 in 60, and 80. Note that by increasing the number of
permutations, we could, e.g., reduce the mutual overlaps of the oligos. However, setting
the permutations count to 𝑚 = 16 was sufficient to obtain DNA without significant mutual
overlaps. We repeated this experiment and turned off the permutations (𝑚 = 0), resulting in
longer homopolymers, and the largest difference was that the mutual overlaps increased
significantly. In particular, the average mutual Jaccard distance of the DNA addresses
dropped from ≈ 1.0 to ≈ 0.5, and the average mutual Jaccard distance of the oligos dropped
from ≈ 1.0 to ≈ 0.75.
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Fig. 8: The bit rate of oligos and payloads by varying the payload size.

Figure 8a depicts the bit rate of oligos, i.e., the information density for each oligo. The
bit rate is calculated as the total number of digital bits divided by the total number of
nucleotides. As expected, the bit rate for oligos with an address size of 80 is lower than that
of 60 because the address does not encode any information. Fig. 8b presents the bit rate of
payloads instead of oligos, i.e., ignoring the DNA address. The bit rate also increases by
increasing the payload’s size because more information can fit into the same number of
oligos as depicted in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. Thus, by increasing the payload’s size, we obtain
fewer oligos encoding the same information. A bit rate of 2.0 bits/nucleotide being optimal,
our system encodes the information to payloads at around 1.3 bits/nucleotide, which is
a ≈ 65% capacity utilization of payloads. Since a payload of length 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 optimally
encodes two bits for every nucleotide and a single byte contains 8 bits, then the maximum
capacity in bytes is calculated as:

maximum capacity (bytes) = 2 ·
𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

8
(3)

For example, by setting 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 140, the payload could encode up to 35 bytes. Plugging
in our system’s capacity utilization of 65% yields ≈ 23 bytes per payload. We repeated the
same experiment above, stored the records in arrays and lists, and obtained similar results.
We also tested turning on the Reed Solomon error correcting code, where the parameters are
set such that up to 4 nucleotide erasures are corrected. The resulting capacity utilization was
slightly lower at ≈ 59%. Despite that, DNAContainer manages to out-compete many recent
DNA systems by supporting large-scale random access capabilities while maintaining a
relatively high bit rate [Xu21, Do20, CNS19, Xu21].
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Fig. 9: The number of oligos representing a single data object and the number of all oligos representing
all the data objects.

Finally, to test the scalability of our approach, we translated 100 million addresses, i.e., we
mapped 100 million Ids to corresponding DNA addresses (see Sect. 4.1) with 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 80,
adhering to every constraint in Sect. 3.6. As shown above, our payloads with 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 140
reach a bit rate of 1.3, i.e., carry 23 bytes of information. Therefore, we could store up to
23 · 108 bytes or 2.3 GB of information using these addresses, storing more information
than the recently proposed DNA systems while providing sophisticated random access
capabilities [Xu21]. Furthermore, only ≈ 4000 addresses were considered invalid of the
generated 100 million addresses, and more addresses could be computed.

To store more information, e.g., in the terabyte range and beyond, in DNAContainer, more
addresses must be generated, or a larger payload must be used. Current DNA synthesis
technologies support synthesizing relatively short DNA sequences, whereas longer sequences
are costly or not supported yet [HA19]. Additionally, we approximate the DNA overlaps
using LSH, which requires extensive memory amounts. The computation time for generating
the mentioned 100 million addresses took ≈ 32.5 hours with our computer, of which most of
the time was spent on synchronizing checking constraint (3) for each generated permutation
in parallel. Hence, the computation times could be significantly higher with a computer
equipped with less memory or fewer processing cores.

Nevertheless, sequencing and especially synthesis technologies are constantly evolving.
Certain synthesis technologies are developed, allowing the synthesis of several thousand
nucleotides [Pi19]. For example, if we choose 𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 5, 000 and use 1014 addresses,
then the theoretical storage capacity of DNAContainer is ≈ 11.5 EB, which could be
extended further by using more addresses or larger payloads.
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7 Conclusion

This paper presents DNAContainer, an interface for DNA storage similar to a traditional
storage device. DNAContainer offers an abstraction layer by providing simple put and
get operations instead of synthesizing and sequencing DNA. Furthermore, we implement
the common data structures array and list on DNAContainer, making data management
more accessible. DNAContainer uses a virtual address space mapped to physical DNA
addresses, facilitating random access to the data objects using traditional methods. Moreover,
DNAContainer is aware of the required biochemical constraints. In particular, it encodes data
objects as DNA oligonucleotides that are stable for long archival times and enables randomly
accessing the data with the used virtual addresses. We tested our approach by simulating
the insertion of several thousand data objects into DNAContainer, proving its scalability of
managing up to millions of oligonucleotides addressed by millions of addresses.

In our future work, we will study multiple extensions of DNAContainer. In particular, we
are interested in supporting more advanced index structures supporting expressive filter
queries like range queries on DNA. Furthermore, we are designing a prototype of a physical
DNA storage system where DNAContainer will be the primary interface.
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Accelerating Large Table Scan using Processing-In-Memory
Technology
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Abstract: Today’s systems are capable of storing large amounts of data in main memory. Particularly,
In-memory DBMSs benefit from this development. However, the processing of data from the main
memory necessarily has to run via the CPU. This creates a bottleneck, which affects the possible
performance of the DBMS. Processing-In-Memory (PIM) is a paradigm to overcome this problem,
which was not available in commercial systems for a long time. However, with the availability of
UPMEM, a commercial product is finally available that provides PIM technology in hardware. In this
work, we focus on the acceleration of the table scan, a fundamental and memory-bound operation.
We show and investigate an approach that can be used to optimize this operation by using PIM.
We evaluate the PIM scan in terms of parallelism and execution time in benchmarks with different
table sizes and compare it to a traditional CPU-based table scan. The result is a PIM table scan that
outperforms the CPU-based scan significantly.

Keywords: UPMEM; Processing-In-Memory; In-Memory Database

1 Introduction

In-memory databases aim at low latency and high throughput for queries and updates in
order to support real-time data processing. By keeping (most of) the data in main memory,
workloads on such databases are typically memory-bound, and accessing main memory
becomes more and more a bottleneck – a phenomenon that is known as memory wall
[WM95]. However, novel and emerging memory technologies open up new opportunities
such as offloading computation to memory. One example is Processing-in-Memory (PIM),
a rather new concept where (simpler) operations can be executed directly in memory (on
the same die) without moving the data from DRAM. The basic idea of this approach is to
equip memory chips with additional processing units. Data can be processed directly on the
memory chips without involving the system’s CPU. PIM offers great potential: CPU load
could be reduced, and memory bandwidth could be increased by reducing the amount of
data to be transferred to the CPU.

Though, many PIM architectures have been proposed in the past (see [Ng20] for a classifica-
tion), the only publicly available commercial product is offered by the UPMEM company. In
addition, Samsung has also announced a product, but it is not available on the market yet. The
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UPMEM technology has only recently become available (first presented at HotChips 2019),
therefore, only a few experimental studies of UPMEM have been published. In [Ni21], the
authors evaluate UPMEM PIM using a few use cases such as data compression, encryption,
JSON processing, and text search. [Gó22] presents PrIM – the Processing-In-Memory
benchmarks – a benchmark suite from different application domains as well as several key
observations and programming recommendations. Though PrIM contains also a database
selection operator, it is not integrated into a database engine. Both papers discuss also the
technical details of UPMEM.

Based on these works, we investigate in this paper the potential of offloading data management
processing to memory using PIM. Based on the observation that the performance of typical
data management operations often depends on memory bandwidth or latency, we try to
answer the question: Can we accelerate in-memory operations in a database using PIM?
For this purpose, we use a graph database engine Poseidon4, which supports in addition to
a persistent memory storage engine [Ji21] also an in-memory mode. However, because we
focus in this paper on scan operations, the findings of our experiments are not limited to
graph databases. Still, they can be generalized to scans on relational and other non-relational
databases.

2 Related Work

PIM is a well-known technique to overcome the CPU-memory bottleneck for several decades.
There have been a number of concepts and approaches to provide PIM on hardware since
the 1990s [Pa97, Pa97, Dr02]. The high cost and lack of industrial support for this concept
prevented the production and sale of real PIM hardware. Still, research was conducted based
on prototypes. The PIM technology follows a similar approach to GPU processing. The
design space of GPU-accelerated architectures transferred to PIM was investigated in the
work of [Zh14]. Further, with LazyPIM, the authors of [Bo17] published a mechanism for
reducing data exchange between CPU and PIM cores by means of caching. With the company
around UPMEM, hardware providing real PIM-enabled DRAM DIMMs was published
[UP22]. There are already a number of works concerning this architecture investigating
its characteristics and applicability. Gomez-Luna et. al investigates the architecture for its
limitations and performance as well as energy consumption [Gó22]. The result of the work
shows that the UPMEM system achieves suitable performance as long as the individual
components (DPUs) do not require communication (DPU-to-DPU). There is also available
work concerning the applicability of PIM hardware on real use cases. [Gu] investigates the
potential of PIM hardware for the acceleration of ML training. The results show that ML
training using PIM hardware can improve the training process compared with GPU-based
ML training. [Gi22] investigates the improvement of sparse matrix-vector multiplication
using real PIM hardware. [Ka22] provided an efficient index data structure that leverages
PIM.
4 https://dbgit.prakinf.tu-ilmenau.de/code/poseidon_core/-/tree/upmem
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However, due to the short availability of real PIM hardware at the time of this work, there is,
to our knowledge, no DBMS that directly integrates PIM.

3 PIM Technology

The first publicly available real-world PIM technology is provided by the UPMEM company
[UP22]. Because our work is based on this technology, in the following we give a brief
overview of this architecture and the programming model.

3.1 UPMEM Architecture

The core of the UPMEM architecture is the UPMEM DIMMs, which are based on regular
DDR4-2400 DIMM modules but equipped with additional PIM chips. A structural overview
is given in Fig. 1. The UPMEM DIMMs are organized into ranks. A UPMEM DIMM
consists of up to two ranks and each rank consists of up to 8 PIM-enabled chips. A PIM
chip usually consists of 8 DRAM Processing Units (DPUs). Each DPU has exclusive access
to 64 MB Main RAM (MRAM), 24 KB Instruction RAM (IRAM), and 64 KB Working
RAM (WRAM) for processing. As DPUs have only access to their own MRAM there
is no direct communication possible between different DPUs. Further, a DPU consists
of a general-purpose 32-bit RISC core with a maximum achievable frequency of 400
MHz, which can execute a special instruction set in a multithreaded in-order pipeline. For
multithreading, there are 24 hardware threads available. The context is switched on every
cycle between the threads, which hides the memory latency [La16]. All threads share the
same memory on the DPU which requires synchronization to guarantee consistency. This
architecture allows the parallel execution of a program on different pieces of data directly
on DRAM.

3.2 Programming Model

For the utilization of the 24 hardware threads of a DPU, up to 24 tasklets can be used. This
follows the Single Program Multiple Data programming model. All threads are executed
with the same code but on different pieces of data. The number of used tasklets must
be defined by the programmer at compile-time. As the MRAM and WRAM are shared
among all tasklets on a DPU, the model provides synchronization primitives like mutexes,
semaphores, barriers, and handshakes. Critical sections in the execution of a DPU program
can be protected by mutexes with mutex_lock and mutex_unlock methods. Their effect is
the same as the mutexes in usual systems. The critical section is then only accessible by one
tasklet at a time. The purpose of the barriers is to control the execution flow of all tasklets.
This can be done by using the barrier_wait method. The tasklets of the DPU wait at this
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Fig. 1: Overview of a UPMEM DIMM with 2 Ranks of 64 DPUs.

point until all other tasklets have reached the barrier. After this, the execution continues.
The handshake primitives are used for direct synchronization between the tasklets and the
semaphores primitives for counters, similar to the counters known in operating systems.
Using these primitives enables the effective utilization of multithreading provided by the
DPUs.

The execution and control of the DPU program are handled by the host application. The host
application allocates the set of desired DPUs and selects the appropriate DPU program. It is
possible to allocate a specific rank or a specific number of DPUs. Further, the host application
manages the execution of the DPU program and the data transfer to and from MRAM.
The actual execution and data transfer can be handled synchronously and asynchronously
by the host application. When executing the DPU program launch or the data transfer
synchronously, the host application waits for the complete execution of the launch or data
transfer. When transferring data, it is often desired to prepare the next batch for data transfer,
while transferring the old batch. For this purpose, the UPMEM host library provides the
possibility to execute the data transfer and DPU launch asynchronously. The asynchronous
execution executes the instructions in the background using another thread and gives the
control back to the host application. It allows the host application to proceed with the next
batch for data transfer, or launch the same of another program on another set of DPUs.

The workflow of a host program running a DPU program with UPMEM technology can be
summarized in the following steps:

1. Environment allocation (DPU, Ranks, DPU Program),

2. Buffer population from the host’s main memory to MRAM of DPUs.
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3. Execution of the DPU Program.

4. Retrieving of the processed results from the MRAM of the DPUs to the host’s main
memory.

The DPU program can be executed several times. The data is retained in the MRAM of the
DPUs and does not have to be reinitialized. This is useful for tasks where a solution has
to be calculated in several iterations. The DPU programs are written in the programming
language C and compiled by a special compiler, which is based on LLVM and Clang.

3.3 Memory Management

As already mentioned, various memory types are available to a DPU. These differ in size
and also in connection to the DPU. The largest memory available to a DPU is the MRAM.
It has a capacity of 64 MB and has the purpose of exchanging data with the host. The host
system can copy data from its main memory to the MRAM and also transfer data from the
MRAM to the main memory of the host.

The WRAM of a DPU is a working memory in which a DPU stores the stack and global
variables. Access to this memory is restricted to the DPU itself. Direct access from the
host is not possible. Further, the DPU can access the WRAM only through 8-64 bit DMA
instructions. The UPMEM runtime library provides for the transfer between MRAM and
WRAM the methods mram_read for WRAM-MRAM and mram_write for MRAM-WRAM
transfer. Each DMA instruction can copy up to 2 KB of data.

Communication with the host is done through data transfers between the main memory
of the host and the MRAM of the DPU. The UPMEM runtime library provides different
instructions for this purpose like dpu_copy_to/dpu_copy_from for copying a buffer from
and to MRAM of specific DPUs. For parallel data transfer, the library provides the method
dpu_prepare_xfer which assigns a buffer to a specific MRAM of a DPU. The actual data
transfer is then performed in parallel using the dpu_push_xfermethod but requires the same
buffer size for all DPUs.

4 The Poseidon Graph Database

The present work is mainly developed for the graph database Poseidon. Although Poseidon
was originally optimized for the characteristics of persistent memory, these characteristics
can also be transferred to the exploitation of in-memory processing in DRAM. For this
purpose, Poseidon already provides the necessary optimized data structures. In the following,
the general architecture of Poseidon is described.
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4.1 Data Model and Storage

The data layout of the Poseidon Graph Database is based on the labeled property graph
model wherein labels and property values can be assigned to nodes and relationships. A
complete graph in the Poseidon Graph Database consists of different tables in which the
nodes, relationships, and respective property entries are stored. The tables are directly
stored on DRAM. The Poseidon Graph Database provides also support for the storage of
data directly on disk or Persistent Memory using similar data structures but optimized for
utilization of the underlying storage. However, for the scope of this paper, we focus on the
implementation of the storage on DRAM. For the underlying data structure, a linked list of
fixed-size arrays (chunks) is used, which is referred to as a chunked vector. Furthermore, the
nodes, relationships, and properties are stored in fixed-size records within the appropriate
chunked vector. For entries with variable sizes, such as string values, an entry is created in
a dictionary, and the corresponding dictionary code is stored in the respective record. To
achieve the connection between nodes and relationships, the offsets of the respective entries
are used. A node record stores the offsets of the first incoming and outgoing relationships.
This offset points to an entry in the relationship table. A relationship record contains the
offsets of the source and destination nodes. Moreover, the corresponding relationships are
also linked to each other. A relationship record, therefore, contains the next offset of the
relationship list of the source and destination node. The traversing through a graph can
be achieved by alternately searching the node and relationship table for the offsets of the
respective records.

4.2 Graph Queries

Processing graph database queries consists mainly of discovering a path between nodes
in a graph. Besides the usual operators known from relational DBMSs like selections,
projections, or joins, the Poseidon Graph Database provides an additional set of operators,
especially for the processing of graph queries. These operators are based on graph algebra
which is an extension of relational algebra [HG16]. For the data flow between operators, we
implemented a push-based query processing approach. Here, the operators are organized
into a pipeline and push their results toward the consuming operator until a pipeline breaker
occurs [NL14]. For various reasons regarding the simplicity of a graph query language, we
implemented an easy and manageable query language oriented to graph algebra.

Project({{0,"name"},{2,"name"}},
Expand(OUT, "Person",
ForeachRelationship(FROM, ":friendOf",
NodeScan("Person"))))

Fig. 2: Example Graph Query in Poseidon
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An example graph query in our language is given in 2. The aim of this query is to find all
Person nodes in the graph, which are connected to another Person node with a :friendOf
relationship, resulting in an overview of all friends in a graph.

The entry point of every query in Poseidon is the NodeScan operator. As the name suggests,
it scans the underlying table for nodes, compares optionally each node with a given label,
and pushes the appropriate nodes to the next operator. A scan as shown in the example is
actually a scan combined with a filter for finding nodes with the given label. Because strings
are dictionary encoded, this kind of filter is a simple integer comparison representing an
appropriate candidate for offloading to UPMEM.

The nodes can be then processed with the ForeachRelationship operator, in order to
find an ingoing or outgoing relationship of the previous node. Optionally, it compares the
relationship label with a given label. The found relationship is then passed to the next
operator. A relationship tuple can then be processed using the Expand operator. This operator
extracts the source or destination node of the handed relationship. With these operators, it is
possible to traverse a graph to find paths between two nodes.

4.3 Query Processing

For the processing of graph queries, Poseidon’s query engine relies on push-based query
processing and Morsel-driven parallelism [Le14]. The data flow at query processing is
organized in a pipeline, and the resulting tuples are pushed from one operator toward their
consuming operator. This flow continues until a pipeline breaker is reached. For parallelism,
the engine exploits Morsel-driven parallelism using the underlying chunked vector data
structure. Before the execution of the query, the query and each individual chunk of the
chunked vector will be assigned to the task and pushed into a task pool. When executing the
query, the engine spawns several threads which pull a task from the pool and executes the
given query on this task until all tasks are processed.

The query engine provides three different execution modes for the actual processing:
executing ahead-of-time (AOT) compiled code, just-in-time (JIT) compilation, and an
adaptive approach. The AOT-compiled mode processes the given query using pre-compiled
C++ methods, which execute the given operators. The JIT-compilation mode transforms the
given graph query into highly optimized machine code and executes it directly. For this, we
use the LLVM compilation framework. The graph query will be transformed into a single
function in LLVM IR. Then, it will be optimized using several optimization passes like
dead-code elimination or instruction combining. The resulting optimized LLVM IR code
will then be transformed into machine code and executed by the engine. To hide compilation
time, the engine can execute queries in the adaptive mode. Here, the engine starts the query
processing using the AOT-compiled mode and compiles the query in the background. As
soon as the compilation is complete, it switches to the new compiled code. Additionally, this
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mode is useful to hide access latencies of the underlying storage type like disk or persistent
memory [BJS21].

5 PIM-based Table Scans

The starting points of most queries are table scans. Often there is no other way than to
traverse the entire table for tuples that match a given predicate. Especially in the case of
predicates with particularly low selectivity, tuples that do not correspond to the predicate
must be transferred unnecessarily via the CPU of the system. This procedure in today’s
usual systems leads to a bottleneck and reduces the possible performance. In this section,
we will show the possibility of implementing a table scan operator by exploiting the PIM
technology.

5.1 Memory layout

For the execution of table scans on the DPU, the memory of the DPUs must be taken into
account according to their characteristics. The tables of nodes, relationships, and properties
of the Poseidon Graph database are based on the chunked vector data structure. The chunking
of the table can also be exploited for the design of the memory layout on the DPUs.

struct mram_node {
uint8_t tx_pad[40];
uint64_t id;
uint64_t from_rship_list;
uint64_t to_rship_list;
uint64_t property_list;
uint32_t node_label;
};

List. 1: Structure of node in MRAM

struct mram_chunk {
struct mram_node data[C_ELEMENTS];
struct mram_chunk* next;
char bitset[BS_SIZE];
uint32_t first;
char padding[PAD_SIZE];
};

List. 2: Structure of chunk in MRAM

Listing 1 shows the structure of the nodes and Listing 2 is the structure of the chunks which
are stored in MRAM. The required size of the nodes for storing the necessary data is 80
bytes. We leave the parts that are used for transactional processing out of the scope of
this paper for the moment and label them as tx_pad. A similar structural layout is used
to represent the relationships and properties in the MRAM of the DPUs. Basically, the
representations are equivalent to those used for storing the data in the main memory of the
host. In addition, care was taken that the size is a multiple of 8 bytes to allow transfer to
MRAM and between MRAM-WRAM without additional transformation. The appropriate
alignment of the data allows the direct transfer to the DPU but also buffering a part of the
data in the DPU WRAM for faster access. With large tables, it may happen that more chunks
exist than available DPUs. To use the memory of a DPU efficiently and to process as much
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Fig. 3: Rank Parallel Chunk to DPU Assigment.

data as possible on it, it is more beneficial to transfer several chunks to a DPU. Considering
the chunk size of 65536 bytes, we reserve in each DPU space that is able to hold up to 1000
chunks. The remaining MRAM space can be used for parameters such as the number of
chunks passed, filter arguments, and storing the results.

5.2 Chunk-DPU Assignment

In order to transfer the data efficiently, we make use of asynchronous and parallel host-to-
DPU data transfer. To implement the data transfer as efficiently as possible the data must
be transferred as parallel as possible. This is achieved with DPU and Rank parallel data
transfer. The underlying data structure in Poseidon, which is used for the storage of nodes
and relationships, is perfectly suited to achieve this with the least possible implementation
effort. Fig. 3 shows the rank parallel chunk-to-DPU assignment. Each chunk is assigned a
DPU on a rank in a round-robin way. After the assignment is done, the data is transferred
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in parallel per rank. This ensures that the workload on all DPUs is similar. Furthermore,
multiple chunks can be assigned to a DPU to make efficient use of the available MRAM
memory. If the table does not fit completely into the MRAM, the program must be executed
with the already transferred part. Then the remaining part must be transferred back to the
DPU. The following listing shows the algorithm for the chunk to DPU assignment.

foreach(chunk) {

DPU_RANK_FOREACH(set, rank) {

DPU_FOREACH(rank, dpu) {

dpu_prepare_xfer(dpu, chunk);

dpu_push_xfer(rank, DPU_XFER_DEFAULT, "mram_chunks",

offset, CHUNKS_SIZE, DPU_XFER_ASYNC);

calc_offset(); }}}

List. 3: Host to DPU chunk transfer algorithm

The algorithm iterates over the available chunks of nodes, relationships, or properties. Then
it iterates over the DPU of a rank. This is advantageous to allow efficient parallel data
transfer, as the buffer for the data transfer must be the same size and write to the same offset
address in the MRAM. Otherwise, the transfer would be serial.

5.3 DPU Scan

To enable an efficient multithreading scan of the chunks, we divide the workload among all
available tasklets. For this, we distribute the elements to all available tasklets per chunk.
Each tasklet thus works on an allocated area in each chunk assigned to the DPU. Then each
tasklet iterates over the allocated area of the chunks. In each iteration, a record is checked
for a given filter predicate. As soon as a record matches the predicate, the result is saved by
setting the corresponding position of the record in the chunk to 1 in a bit vector. Per DPU
there is a single bit-vector for each passed chunk. This tasklet design also has the advantage
that no further synchronization mechanisms are necessary since each tasklet writes the
result to its own memory area.

6 Evaluation

We use the Social Network Benchmark (SNB) dataset from the Linked Data Benchmark
Council (LDBC) for the following benchmarks. This is an applicable benchmark to evaluate
the performance of this approach in a graph DBMS. The used scale factor of the dataset is
1. We further restrict ourselves to the nodes of the dataset which we store in a nodes table in
Poseidon. In total, the table contains 1.180.565 entries, which are stored in 1445 chunks in
DRAM with 817 entries per chunk. For the scan query, we scan the node entries for nodes
labeled as Post with a selectivity of 10%.
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Fig. 4: Table Scan with 2 - 32 DPUs
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Fig. 5: Table Scan with 48 - 160 DPUs

6.1 System

The system used for the following benchmarks runs with two Intel Xeon Silver 4215R with
a total of 16 cores with 2 threads each. A total of 32 threads can be executed on the system.
Furthermore, the system has 512 GB of DRAM, which is made up of 8 x 64 GB DIMMs. In
terms of PIM, the system has 4 UPMEM DIMMs with 16 GB each. Each UPMEM DIMM
has 2 ranks with up to 64 DPUs each. The total number of DPUs is 510, divided into 8 ranks.
The clock rates of the DPUs are between 200-400 MHz. The system runs under Ubuntu
20.04.1 with Linux kernel 5.4.0. The code of the host and DPU program was compiled with
Clang at version 12 and full optimization at -O3.

The data layouts of the baseline and the DPU implementation are based on the same data
structures and the same optimization to get a fair comparison.

6.2 DPU Parallelism

Fig. 4-Fig. 6 show the execution of table scans with different numbers of DPUs as well
as with different numbers of tasklets. The baseline in these experiments is the usual CPU
execution of the table scan with varying numbers of hardware threads (1-32). Furthermore,
each thread performs the scan operation on the same number of chunks. The results in the
baseline execution are saved in a result vector similar to the DPU program in order to obtain
a workload as similar as possible. With a particularly large number of DPUs (164 or more),
the execution runtimes change only slightly, since the size of the workload also changes
only very slightly. The sweet spot for parallelism is around 12-24 task sets and a DPU count
of around 160 for this table size.
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Fig. 6: Table Scan with 164 - 510 DPU

As the number of tasklets increases, the parallelism of the execution also increases. This
can further improve the runtime. Furthermore, with an increasing number of DPUs the
parallelism increases additionally. However, it can be seen that around 32 DPUs, which are
used for the table scan, the runtime approaches the baseline of the CPU execution more and
more. From 128 DPUs and the maximum number of 24 tasklets, the PIM execution is even
faster than the CPU execution with all available hardware threads.

In summary, it can be concluded that the full utilization of the parallelism of the tasklets and
a high number of DPUs can improve the runtimes of table scans by a considerable amount.
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Fig. 7: Execution time of table scan on different table sizes.

6.3 Table Size

The execution times of the DPU scan with different table sizes are given in Fig. 7. The
baseline of this experiment is again the execution of the table scan on the CPU with all
available hardware threads. Each of these hardware threads executes the scan for several
chunks. To achieve a similar workload, the baseline execution stores the result in a result
vector, similar to the DPU program. The table size is represented by a different number of
chunks. One chunk contains up to 817 records. A table that consists of 1000 chunks (1K)
contains up to 817.000 entries. For this benchmark, we created an additional graph from
using the LDBC SNB dataset containing 50% Post-nodes and 50% Person-nodes.
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The linear increase in the execution time can be seen directly for all executions. Furthermore,
the table scan on the DPU itself with a small number of 32 DPUs is much faster than the
corresponding execution on the CPU with 32 threads. The high task parallelism can lead to
very fast processing of the scan. Anyway, to enable the highest possible parallelism of the
DPUs, it is necessary to have as little inter-DPU communication as possible and as little
synchronization as possible at the tasklet level. In our approach, each tasklet worked on its
own allocated memory space on the MRAM. Thus, no synchronization mechanisms were
necessary. The result is a significant runtime improvement of the table scan.
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Fig. 8: Table transfer times from host to DPUs with different numbers of DPUs.
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6.4 Data transfer

Fig. 8 shows the transfer times of large tables for different numbers of DPUs. For this
experiment, we created several graphs with different numbers of chunks, ranging from 1000
(1K) to 12000 (12K). Each chunk contains up to 817 node records. We considered the
transfer times on different numbers of DPUs to study the parallel data transfer. Furthermore,
we made sure that the total number of chunks is distributed among the DPUs. If the amount
of data does not fit into the memory of the DPUs, the data transfer would have to be executed
multiple times. The results clearly show that the transfer times increase as the number of
data increases. Parallel data transfer can reduce the transfer times by a few milliseconds. For
example, the transfer time can be decreased by half if all 510 DPUs are used instead of 32.

Since the data only has to be loaded into the memory of the DPUs at the startup of
the database, the result of the data transfer is acceptable. However, by using interleaved
execution, the transfer times of data can be hidden. However, these possibilities are outside
the scope of this paper.

7 Conclusion

The table scan is the most basic operator in the query processing of databases. In this work,
we have investigated how we can accelerate table scans with filters using PIM technology.
However, this approach requires an adapted design, since this new paradigm brings different
characteristics with it, such as the transfer of data and the partitioning of the workloads in
order to achieve the highest possible parallelism. As shown in the benchmarks presented
here, PIM technology can outperform the runtime of a comparable CPU execution. To
achieve this, however, high parallelism is needed. Furthermore, PIM technology can also be
used to improve other operators. It is conceivable that especially the operators which are
needed in graph databases for traversing can be further improved in their runtime.

Even when utilizing the CPU with its maximum possible parallelism, the results cannot
come close to the runtimes of a table scan on multiple DPUs. With very large tables, this
effect becomes even more pronounced. This has several implications for the execution of
table scans. To save as much runtime as possible, as much data as possible, if not all of it,
must be transferred to the DPUs’ memory. A problem that comes along with this is data
transfer. As shown in the evaluation, the transfer times increase with increasing table size.
To take advantage of this as much as possible, the data must be transferred to the memory
when the DBMS is started. The execution of updates and the maintenance of the consistency
of this data is another problem, which is outside the scope of this paper. Furthermore, the
data transfer can be optimized by using the possible bandwidth of the DPUs to transfer as
much as possible in parallel.
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The economic aspect of the currently available PIM hardware cannot be fairly measured and
compared to the baseline hardware at the time of this work. Current hardware is currently
only prototypically distributed by the UPMEM company.

8 Outlook

In future work, plan to integrate the compilation process of DPU programs directly into the
query compiler. This would allow more flexible filter operations instead of only pre-coded
filters. Furthermore, the design of an approach for asynchronous execution can be subject
to investigation. The data transfer times are particularly high for very large tables. If this
data were to be transferred to the DPUs before query execution, this would have a negative
impact on the overall response time of the system. With an adaptive design, which transfers
data asynchronously and executes it in parallel on different DPUs or on the rank level,
this problem can be efficiently overcome. Finally, having multiple memory technologies
including PIM available in a database server raises the question of data placement and/or
efficient data transfer.
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Enabling Integrated Data Analysis Pipelines on
Heterogeneous Hardware through Holistic Extensibility

Extended Abstract (New Idea)

Patrick Damme1, Matthias Boehm2

1 Introduction

Integrated data analysis (IDA) pipelines, that combine data management/query processing,
high-performance computing, and machine learning training/scoring, become increasingly
common in practice. Systems of these areas share many compilation and runtime techniques,
and stress every hardware aspect of storage, computation, and networking. Accordingly,
these systems are strongly impacted by hardware challenges such as the end of Dennard
scaling and the end of Moore’s law, which ultimately lead to dark silicon and increasing
specialization at device level (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, ASICs), storage level (computational
memory/storage, storage hierarchies), and workload level (data types and sparsity).

While this makes research on novel and heterogeneous hardware more exciting than ever,
researchers are increasingly confronted with the question of how to integrate their prototypes
to evaluate their impact on end-to-end IDA pipelines. Building yet another dedicated system
offers a lot of flexibility, but requires substantial infrastructure efforts. However, enhancing
an established system requires deep knowledge of the system internals and can be very hard.
Thus, already in the 1980/90s, there was a wave of research on extensible DBMSs [CH90].
One of the most famous systems developed at that time is Postgres, which allows adding
user-defined data types, functions, and access methods [SAH87]. Since then, concepts for
extensibility and variability have been proposed for various system components, at different
abstraction levels, and in different kinds of data systems. Recently, extensibility has also
gained traction in the context of component-based systems [HD23]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no system infrastructure that holistically supports user extensions for
all components relevant to the efficient execution of IDA pipelines on today’s heterogeneous
compute/storage hardware. To overcome this problem, we propose holistic extensibility.

In this talk, we present the concept of holistic extensibility for IDA pipelines, sketch how
we approach this concept in DAPHNE, and provide an overview of our ongoing work.
1 Technische Universität Berlin, Germany, patrick.damme@tu-berlin.de
2 Technische Universität Berlin, Germany, matthias.boehm@tu-berlin.de
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2 Holistic Extensibility for IDA Pipelines

Holistic extensibility means that every aspect of a data processing system for IDA pipelines
should be easily extensible by users without a deep understanding of the system internals.
This concept can be seen as an ideal, since it is hard to define a provably complete set
of aspects requiring extensibility, and the need can evolve over time (e.g., integrating
heterogeneous hardware was not a focus in the 1980s). However, we identify the following
extensibility aspects relevant to the integration of novel computing or storage hardware:

Operators. Supporting different hardware accelerators typically requires dedicated operator
code for each device. For instance, a CPU operator may be written in C++ employing SIMD
intrinsics while a GPU operator may be written in CUDA. An extensible system should
enable the integration of different physical operators, targeting different devices, for the
same logical operator. Moreover, it should allow the definition of new (e.g., composite)
operators in cases where this facilitates the execution on a particular device.

Data Representation. Operators targeted at specific hardware often require or enable
specific data representations in terms of the overall storage layout (data types) and individual
values (value types). E.g., in linear algebra for ML and simulations, different dense and sparse
matrix data types were proposed. Furthermore, new value types for certain accelerators are
emerging, e.g., tf32 (GPUs) or bf16 (TPUs). Moreover, specialized hardware often addresses
specific applications, requiring the extension by domain-specific data representations.

Optimization & Scheduling. To make effective use of extensions, the system’s optimizer
must be able to reason about them, which requires an extensible internal representation (IR).
The crucial decisions include when to use which custom operator and data representation,
and how to place operators and data on the available (heterogeneous) computation and
storage devices. For this purpose, it must be possible to add specific optimization passes to
statically decide based on inferred data properties and system architecture, as well as to add
specific runtime schedulers to make dynamic decisions which take the current execution
behavior and system load into account. Both of these can benefit from custom cost models.

Typically, all of these extensibility aspects need to interact to fully integrate a novel hardware
device. However, a low barrier of entry is crucial to achieve adoption and to facilitate
exploratory specialization. For instance, it should be possible to add a physical operator for
an accelerator without building an entire new processing engine. Moreover, existing operator
implementations should be reusable for a custom data representation with acceptable
out-of-the-box performance, to allow the user to focus on specializing and optimizing
heavy-hitter operators for this representation. Finally, a deep integration into the optimizer
should be optional by supporting hints on which physical variant and accelerator to use for
an operator and which representation and storage device to use for an intermediate result.

The crucial aspects of holistic extensibility include: (1) how to balance expressiveness and
additional complexity of the extensible system, and (2) how to achieve superb performance
underneath the newly introduced abstractions.
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// Simple example:
// matrix-vector multiply

// automatically select
// placement, devices,
// representations
// (default)
Y = X @ v;

// place v on GPU0
v = device(v, "/GPU:0");
// represent X as sparse
X = sparse(X);
// execute mult on GPU
Y = X @_gpu v;

manually

automatically

Fig. 1: DAPHNE System Architecture with Three-step Extension Approach.

3 Towards Holistic Extensibility in DAPHNE

DAPHNE3 [Da22] is an open and extensible system infrastructure for IDA pipelines,
including language abstractions, compilation and runtime techniques, multi-level scheduling,
heterogeneous hardware accelerators, and computational storage for increasing productivity
and eliminating unnecessary overheads. IDA pipelines are expressed in DaphneDSL, a
domain-specific language for linear algebra and extended relational algebra over matrices
and frames. DaphneDSL is parsed into DaphneIR. In an MLIR-based [La21] compilation
chain, DaphneIR is optimized by domain-specific and traditional programming language
optimizations, lowered to LLVM with calls to pre-compiled operator kernels, JIT compiled,
and executed in a local or distributed runtime. DAPHNE’s vectorized engine fuses pipelines
of operators, serves as the central means for parallelism, and is the central component for
simultaneously utilizing heterogeneous hardware such as GPUs, FPGAs, and computational
storage. Next, we give an overview of our extensibility design and mention some interesting
research questions. To extend DAPHNE, users follow a three-step approach (Figure 1).

1. Implementation. The user implements the custom extensions for kernels, data/value
types, optimizer passes, or scheduling techniques outside the DAPHNE code base in C++
adhering to well-defined extension hooks, and compiles them as a shared library. This does
not require a deep understanding of the DAPHNE code base. Research questions include
defining the right interfaces to balance expressiveness and complexity, achieving efficiency
underneath these abstractions, and combining existing kernels and new data/value types.

2. Registration. The user registers the extension in DAPHNE’s extension catalog either
through configuration files or from DaphneDSL. This requires providing the name and
shared library as well as information specific to kernels (e.g., DaphneIR operation, expected
input/output data/value types, required interesting data properties), data types (logical data
type, preferred slicing axis for partitioning), and value types (bit width, semantics). More
information can optionally be provided, e.g., traits and cost models to be used by the
DAPHNE compiler. As the extension catalog can get large, its internal structure is decisive
to efficiently serve relevant access patterns like look-up by operation and hardware device.

3 https://github.com/daphne-eu/daphne
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3. Utilization. By default, DAPHNE makes all decisions like the selection of kernels and
physical data types as well as placement automatically, to increase users’ productivity. To
support this behavior for custom extensions, one option is to provide traits and cost models
(e.g., for operator execution times or physical data size) in the extension catalog, which
can be used by built-in optimization passes. Another option is to add a new optimization
pass employing the extension where beneficial, which is simplified in DAPHNE due to the
modular nature of the optimizer pipeline in MLIR. Even entire third-party MLIR dialects
could be added, including operations, traits, and transforms. In fact, this is a promising
option for generating code for hardware accelerators. This approach allows integrating new
accelerators through dedicated dialects. Interesting questions include suitable abstractions
for cost models and the integration of custom traits and interesting properties into the existing
optimizer. To facilitate experimentation, DAPHNE also supports manual decisions. In
DaphneDSL, users can provide hints on which device, kernel, or physical data representation
to use for an operation or intermediate. These hints are treated as constraints by the optimizer.
Interesting questions include the propagation of hints through the IR.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

We proposed holistic extensibility for IDA pipelines to handle increasing specialization from
operators for heterogeneous hardware over the often co-designed data representations to the
corresponding optimization and scheduling techniques. We sketched the extensibility design
of DAPHNE, which offers users great benefits, while requiring low effort. We are currently
implementing this design with a focus on kernels and data/value types, including some
useful example extensions to showcase its simplicity. Our vision is to enable researchers to
easily integrate their prototypes into a full-fledged system for IDA pipelines with minimal
effort, thereby simplifying experimentation with and sharing of their work.

Acknowledgments. The DAPHNE project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 957407.
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Abstract: Typical Alexa skills and other add-ons for voice assistants need to be custom developed for
their one specific use case. This paper presents an approach to map arbitrary data sources (databases,
APIs, services) to the relational model by using SQL/MED and to transform voice-based queries into
SQL. The key challenges for such a universal skill are to correctly map the natural-language question
into a SQL query on the correct source table in the federated database and to convert the result set
back to a compact and well-understandable answer.

Keywords: Voice Assistants; SQL/MED; Natural-Language Processing; User interfaces for big data

1 Introduction and Motivation

Speech recognition and voice-based queries have been research topics for many years. While
transforming speech into written text has basically reached a good-enough level [Hu17], the
big challenge in building voice assistants is understanding what the user wants to know or to
do. As there is no universal machine that understands all kinds of voice queries, companies
develop individual voice applications for each specific scenario: finding train connections,
news, stocks, weather, and so on. Alexa, Siri, and Google Assistant only support a limited set
of built-in commands. Nevertheless, they often use a fallback method by doing a traditional
web search with the full query and speaking out the text of the most relevant search result.
As this approach is very error-prone and does not support customized queries, the typical
approach is developing custom add-ons for voice assistants. For Alexa, these add-ons are
called skills.

Each skill has to be individually developed by defining a list of example sentences, so-called
intents. An intent contains zero or more slots. A slot is like a variable; it has a name and a
data type. The skill developers must implement a when-this-then-that behavior of what to
answer or do when which intent is called. For example, “Which are the meals in the canteen
on <date>”. Voice frameworks work in a flexible way so that this intent also matches the
following input sentence: “Tell me today’s meals in the canteen.” In this case, the slot
<date> will be set to the current date.

Besides these end-user-focused use cases, voice interfaces are increasingly adopted in
professional contexts. A recent trend is the use of natural-language interfaces to work with
1 OTH Regensburg, Postfach 120327, 93025 Regensburg, Germany
{johannes.schildgen,florian.heinz}@oth-regensburg.de; {andreas.olĳnyk,arvid.lindenau}@st.oth-regensburg.de
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data-analytics applications [Go20]. These so-called conversational analytics allow users
without data-science skills to explore and analyze data. Big business-intelligence platforms
like Tableau Ask Data [Ma18] or SAP Conversational AI have been launched in recent
years to enable companies with business data to use natural-language queries.

This paper presents an approach that uses the database language SQL as an intermediate
layer between Alexa skills and arbitrary data sources. Of course, this approach is not
limited to Amazon Alexa; it also works for arbitrary other voice assistants. Our command
from above would be translated into the following query: SELECT name FROM meals WHERE
meal_date = current_date; The table names and column names (meals, name, meal_date)
are determined by exploring the database metadata. If the desired data is stored in the
tables of a relational database, then this query can simply be sent to that database. If not,
our approach uses external tables as proposed by the SQL/MED standard (Management
of External Data) [Me01]. Depending on the federated database management system, this
concept is also called foreign-table wrappers (PostgreSQL), datalinks (DB2), external tables
(Oracle), connect tables (MariaDB) or virtual schemas (Exasol). The idea of SQL/MED is
to virtually integrate external data sources, like APIs or NoSQL databases, and let them
appear in the database catalog like native tables. Each query on these tables is forwarded to
the external system on demand (see Figure 1). In the example above, meals could be an
external table to the API of OpenMensa.org or a view that joins physical and external tables.

Central

Database

System

Databases

Tables

Fields

SQL/MED

Foreign

Data

Wrappers

E-Mail LDAP
RSS

Voice

Interface

Fig. 1: Database System as the central data source for natural language queries

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

1. We present an SQL/MED-based approach for voice queries on arbitrary data sources.
2. We identify how to transform natural-language queries into valid SQL commands.
3. We transform query results back into a compact and well-understandable voice answer.

The following section shows a brief history of natural-language queries and other related
work. In Section 3, we explain our approach for a universal Alexa skill. In Section 4, we
present exemplary use cases and a short evaluation. We conclude in Section 5.
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2 Related Work

Translating natural language into SQL queries (NL2SQL) has been a research topic for
several decades [ART95, LJ14a, LJ14b]. Kim et al. [Ki20] provide an overview of those
NL2SQL techniques. They use different benchmarks and automatic and manual matching
approaches to evaluate whether natural-language commands are translated into a semantically
correct SQL query or not. Some of the systems with the highest accuracy are NSP [Iy17],
TypeSQL [Yu18], GNN [BGB19], and IRNet [Gu19]. They all use deep-learning methods
to learn cross-domain as well as domain-specific terminologies and relationships. The
approach that we used for our prototype implementation uses simple natural-language
processing techniques. But it is easy to replace these techniques with others to increase the
accuracy.

EchoQuery [Ly16] is a system that focuses on voice inputs and voice outputs to query
relational databases. It can be used in an interactive way. The user can refine previous
queries with follow-up questions, and the system can ask clarifying questions back to the
user. The findings from this approach can easily be applied to our approach as well to make
it more interactive. Cyrus [GJ19] is an iPhone app that converts voice commands into SQL
queries for teaching purposes. The app can be used to learn SQL. Cyrus is very similar to
EchoQuery and also to our approach. But our approach is voice-only; Cyrus displays the
query and the result table on the smartphone display. They do not convert the result set into
a well-understandable spoken answer.

There is only a little research on one-size-fits-all conversational systems. Haase et al. [Ha17]
convert voice commands into SPARQL queries and send them to the Wikidata knowledge
graph. However, most skills for Alexa and others are custom-developed for just one single
application scenario. Atefi et al. [At20] studied the user reviews of more than 2800 of those
custom Alexa skills. They found out that the most frequent complaint is that the content
provided by the skill is undesired or uninteresting. The main reason for this is that in custom
skills, users often need to ask questions in a prespecified and fixed form. With our approach,
we try to solve this problem by building a universal Alexa skill. There, fuzzy matching
methods on database metadata allow for a broad diversity of supported queries.

Given that databases are often accessed via an API, some work has been done on querying
APIs with natural language (NLI2API). This is often done by training machine-learning
models on examples of natural-language commands and their mapping to API calls.
In [Su17], the authors proposed a framework to collect high-quality training data and
evaluated it using real-world APIs, yielding good results. In follow-up work, an NLI2API
system with fine-grained control was tested in a user study [Su18]. The participants had to
complete several tasks using text queries, e.g., retrieving emails from their inboxes. The
novel approach in this work was to split the queries into so-called modules that correspond
to different API parameters. After performing a query, users could remove or add modules
to correct their initial query. Eventually, the approach reduced the number of required
interactions and task completion time and thus improved the overall user experience.

Using SQL/MED to Query Heterogeneous Data Sources with Alexa Voice Commands 823
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3 Implementation based on Amazon Alexa
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Fig. 2: Process Overview

Figure 2 sketches the coarse overview of the process. The human interface is a speech-
recognition service as is provided by, for example, Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant, Cortana,
Bixbi, or similar engines. Our reference implementation is basically independent of the
speech-recognition service, but we chose Amazon Alexa for our prototype. The Alexa
skill transcribes the spoken query into a text string, and this string is fully sent to our
Python-based server via HTTPS. The only task of the voice service is the speech-to-text
and text-to-speech part.
The main part of the process happens within a server application. When this server starts up,
it first connects to the database to discover the database schema. In this step, not only the
table and column names are fetched, but also a set of aliases for each of these identifiers is
generated. They contain different word variations such as singular/plural forms or synonyms.
For this task, string-normalization techniques, thesauruses, dictionaries, and the Python
libraries “nltk”, “wordnet” and “inflect_engine” are used.
After receiving the inquiry string, also this query is cleaned and normalized. For example,
Alexa passes numbers up to ten as words, not as a sequence of digits, which is fixed up in
that step, together with several other minor corrections like resolving abbreviations (“who’s”
→ “who is”) or question words (“how much” → “price”). These words are then used to try
to find the correct parts of the database schema in the following order: (1) direct matches
(original identifiers), (2) fuzzy search (using doublemetaphone), (3) matching of aliases, (4)
association matching. After that, the matching concepts of the found tokens in the database
query have to be determined: table name, column name (projection or selection), column
value, and aggregation function. This is performed by heuristics that take into account
the position inside the sentence, preceding or following words, and several more criteria.
Finally, the query is executed and a natural sounding answer is generated from the result set.
So, for example, the following conversations could be happening:
> What is the firstname of the employee with employeeid five?

The firstname of the employees with the employeeid 5 is ’Steve’.
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It is quite useful that the answer always contains parts of the question. If the answer would
just be “Steve”, the user cannot be that sure that the question was understood correctly by
the system.

Limitations Our prototype supports single-table queries with multiple projection columns
in the SELECT clause, simple aggregation functions (COUNT(*), SUM|AVG|MIN|MAX(col))
without GROUP BY, and a WHERE clause with one or many (AND|OR) predicates. Each predicate
consists of a column identifier, a comparison operator (<, <=, =, !=, >, >=, LIKE) and
a numeric or string literal. These are the same limitations as in the WikiSQL [ZXS17]
benchmark. For more complex queries with joins or groupings, the workaround is to create
a view and query that view with a voice command.

4 Use Cases

In the previous section, we presented a simple implementation of how a natural-language
query can be translated into a SQL query. This allows for voice queries on arbitrary tables
in a relational database. This section describes some interesting use cases and evaluates
the overall usability of this system. We will not only use native SQL tables for this but we
will also use external tables. The idea is to virtually integrate external data so that it can be
accessed with SQL. For our prototype, we use PostgreSQL’s foreign data wrappers. One
can develop their own wrapper or use one of the available foreign data wrappers for JDBC,
NoSQL (MongoDB, Neo4J, Redis, ...), files (CSV, JSON, XML, ...), services (Google
Spreadsheet, Open Weather Map, Open Street Map, Twitter, ...) and many more4.

One useful foreign data wrapper is the FileGW module, which spans a bridge between the
database and a local file system. After creating the foreign table, a typical command could
be: “What is the content of the file with the name memo?”.

Another interesting foreign-data wrapper is the RSS gateway5:
CREATE FOREIGN TABLE newsfeed (title varchar(800), description varchar(800),

pubDate timestamp, link varchar(800)) server rss_srv options (url ’...xml’);

A command like “What are the titles of the newsfeed of the last two hours?” or “What is
the description of the newsfeed with the title ’clean energy’?” can now be used to extract
information from arbitrary RSS feed sources.

Many types of information can be represented by a relational schema and the foreign-data-
wrapper method is an easy and practical way to not only retrieve that information from a
database but also link it with other relations in the database. It is for example possible to
create a view that joins several (native or foreign) tables and retrieve information from this
view with a spoken inquiry.

4 https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/Foreign_data_wrappers

5 https://multicorn.org/foreign-data-wrappers/
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External tables in PostgreSQL are not read-only but also writable. This makes it possible
to extend our voice assistant by supporting inserts, updates, and deletes. For example, the
foreign data wrapper for Philips Hue6 shows a table with all lightbulbs and their states. A
voice command can create an UPDATE query to turn on or off one or multiple lights.

Companies are increasingly adopting NLP technologies to power data-driven use cases.
Decision makers use KPIs to monitor the current status of manufacturing processes, make
analyses like trend predictions or get notified in case of critical deviations. We used our
voice-based approach in a proof-of-concept implementation at an automotive company and
it showed that it can improve the usability of a data-analytics application in a manufacturing
domain. As an alternative to using the web application, users can use voice commands to
query an underlying API and retrieve the desired information like “What is the current
production status in plant Berlin?”. There has been a major challenge in implementing
these use cases. Professional environments often have a domain-specific vocabulary that
is difficult to integrate into NLP systems. Thus, it is important that the relevant terms are
present in the database metadata. Database views can be used to structure the data in a
useful way and to name the attributes accordingly, e.g., production_status. Once the data
is structured in a useful way, the system can be used immediately.

Tests with users showed that the system improves the usability of the underlying KPI system
because the information can be easily retrieved in any scenario directly on their phone
without the need to have access to a PC.

5 Conclusion

This work shows a general-purpose method to retrieve specific information from an SQL
database system. The focus where this work excels is to cope with database systems by only
retrieving the database schema; other information is not needed. Nevertheless, the user can
intuitively formulate spoken inquiries and the system often does a good job of translating the
sentence into an SQL query. For this, fuzzy matching with Doublemetaphone and thesaurus
lists is used to find out where the sought information might be stored. External information
can be provided to the database by foreign-data-wrapper modules, where a rich amount of
existing modules is available, but also developing customized wrappers is not a big task.

Further development should include the automatic joining of tables to retrieve information
that cannot be derived from a single table. In the current state of the implementation, one or
more views would have to be prepared in advance to achieve such a task. Beyond that, it
would be desirable to support some more typical operations and aggregations on both sides
- projections and predicates - of a query. As modern AI language models are well-suited for
generating SQL queries, one approach could be integrating systems like OpenAI GPT to
support more complex queries.

Our prototype’s source code is open-source, available at github.com/fwheinz/datalexa
6 https://github.com/rotten/hue-multicorn-postgresql-fdw
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Integrating Access to Authority Data for Improved
Interoperability of Research Data in the Digital Humanities

Robin Jegan1, Leon Fruth1, Tobias Gradl1, Andreas Henrich1

Abstract: Authority data is used to unambiguously identify persons, organizations and places. In this
paper, a means to integrate access to several providers of authority data into data curation processes is
described, which facilitates disambiguation of geographic data. Combined access to general datasets,
in our case the Integrated Authority File (GND), as well as highly specialized datasets, here the
Memorial Archives, improves the resolution of ambiguities and particularly benefits use cases of
the Digital Humanities. The integration is necessary in order to abstract from technical, syntactical
and semantic heterogeneity of the providers. Operations such as querying geographic information
and receiving enriched data from different data sources are facilitated. An overview of the goals
of the system, related projects and authority data providers are presented, as well as details on the
implementation and further steps.

Keywords: authority file; geographic databases; data integration

1 Introduction

FAIR2 has become a prominent keyword in academia that summarizes fundamental
requirements of research data management. Authority files play a key role with respect to
multiple FAIR principles in that entities such as persons, organizations and places can be
unambiguously identified. Potentially ambiguous textual descriptions of entities (i.e. name
attributions) can thus be replaced with references to their representation in authority files –
improving the interoperability and in consequence the findability and reusability of data.

Numerous sources of authority data exist and provide access in terms of distinct data
structures and formats – either by means of downloadable archives or in the form of accessible
APIs. Data selection and their semantic and structural representation are influenced by
requirements and contexts of respective providers. Authority files of national libraries,
such as the Integrated Authority File (Gemeinsame Normdatei, (GND)3 of the German
National Library (DNB) aggregate authority data within their legal setting4 and thus with
a national bias. In contrast, universal data sources such as GeoNames5 might expose a
1 Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg, Lehrstuhl für Medieninformatik, An der Weberei 5, 96047 Bamberg,

Germany, [robin.jegan,leon.fruth,tobias.gradl,andreas.henrich]@uni-bamberg.de
2 Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of digital assets https://www.go-fair.org/fair-
principles/ All links accessed on 18-01-2023.

3 https://www.dnb.de/EN/Professionell/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html

4 https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/dnbg/__2.html

5 https://www.geonames.org/
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reduced descriptive depth. As an example of a highly specific normative data source, the
Memorial Archives6 contain entity descriptions in the specific context of the Flossenbürg
Concentration Camp and as such, entities that are often unavailable in more generic authority
files.

Concurrent access to multiple authority files is required if information of universal and
specific files need to be referenced and combined. Use cases with such integrative require-
ments are often found in the Digital Humanities (DH), where historic entities and attributes
such as names and chronologies are of particular relevance. As an example, the project
Oral-History.Digital (OH.D)7 develops a curation and research platform for collections of
audiovisually recorded narrative interviews. Metadata and transcripts of interviews usually
include geographic data such as historic places connected to the interviewed person or
the location the interview was recorded. In order to clearly label and identify the spatial
information, authority file providers are used to differentiate between ambiguous places.
As such, interviews with survivors of the Flossenbürg concentration camp might contain
references to specific places such as satellite camps, which can be found in the Memorial
Archives. On the other hand, that same interview might reference commonly known places
such as cities and buildings, that can be referenced by using the GND.

In this paper, we present an idea and software component that mediates between the required
contextualization of research data (such as interviews) and the wide-spread authority data
that is available. After presenting a more detailed perspective on data providers and the
technological complexities of accessing provided data, we introduce a service that mitigates
these complexities by modeling and mapping between heterogeneous data structures,
providing integrated access and presenting authority data in an integrated manner. For an
initial realization of the service, we have focused on geographical authority data, but expect
to integrate other entity types in the near future.

Our contributions are twofold. After analyzing and evaluating data providers and use
cases, we identify possibilities to enable access to heterogeneous spatial data through
dedicated APIs. Furthermore, we propose integrative access to spatial data by means of a
Transformation Service, which is realized on the basis of existing modeling and mapping
capabilities, see 4.2.

Authority data in our paper includes data from authority file providers such as the GND,
which are curated by their holding institutions, as well as community-based projects like
WikiData8. With respect to our user-case, both types of data serve the same purpose,
identifying entities, and from a technical perspective can be handled similarly in order to
achieve the objectives presented in this paper.

6 https://memorial-archives.international/

7 https://www.oral-history.digital/

8 https://www.wikidata.org/
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2 Related Work

The features of authority data include identifiers that can serve to clearly identify entities. In
contrast to curated qualitative data from authority file providers, community-based projects,
e.g. WikiData or Nominatim9, are characterized by user-created data and their immense
volume, and can therefore be used to interconnect with information from providers like the
GND, to enrich and broaden the data.

Regarding the flexible integration of different authority file providers for spatial data, to the
best of our knowledge, no solution is available. A similar, but more general effort has been
made to create an overarching authority file across multiple national libraries and archives,
resulting in the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) [Be06]. Other datasets such
as the Library of Congress Name Authority Files (LCNAF)10 serve the same purpose. For
these resources, VIAF and LCNAF, an OpenRefine implementation11 connecting the two
datasets has been implemented. The Open Researcher and Contribution Identifier (ORCID),
a database for researchers, is another authority file, mainly including data on persons and
their publications. However, ORCID has to be separated from VIAF and LCNAF, since
researchers themselves can edit, or even remove, their entries and thus the persistence of
ORCID data cannot be assured [Pi22, p. 137-138].

On a national level, there have been efforts to integrate authority files from many independent
archives and libraries, such as the national network of Italian libraries (Servizio Bibliotecario
Nazionale), whose goal is to integrate roughly 12,000 libraries across Italy and their authority
files [Ma22]. Another project describes the efforts in the research field technology assessment
and its portal for specialists, in which authority files and other data sources are used to
identify persons, organization and other data [Ho18]. There, the GND is used in combination
with data from ORCID or WikiData in order to identify entities.

Regarding spatial data, the Geobrowser project of the Digital Research Infrastructure for the
Arts and Humanities (DARIAH) enables the upload of spatial data in various file formats
and visualization on a geographic map 12. The integration of geographic data in KML, KMZ
or CSV formats is available here as well as various options regarding the presentation of the
data, e.g. individual layers via file upload (again in KML or KMZ file formats), as well as
ArcGIS layers or predefined layers such as historical data for the Roman Empire [Ko16].

The requirement to integrate different authority data providers for geographic data in one
infrastructure and thus to enable querying on this heterogeneous data is a new application
scenario and will be presented below, after a closer look on data providers.

9 https://nominatim.org/

10 https://authorities.loc.gov/

11 https://github.com/mcarruthers/LCNAF-Named-Entity-Reconciliation/

12 https://geobrowser.de.dariah.eu/
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3 Data Providers

During an initial requirements analysis in the OH.D project, several providers for authority
data were identified. These are divided into generic and specialized data sources.

A generic authority file provider that was used for this implementation is the GND entity
Geografikum. The access to the data is enabled through the data service entity facts, which
comprises a web interface as well as dataset dumps13 including over 322,000 GND entities.
The dataset mostly consists of geographical places, including information like different
names of the place and the geographical area code. The metadata included in this dataset
is however lacking in some aspects. Many entities contain little to no alternative names,
like language or historical variants, which can help to resolve ambiguities. Furthermore,
geographic coordinates are only included in roughly 19% of all entities. Some entities
contain references to other data sources, such as WikiData that can be used to further enrich
the available data, for example to add historical places names.

Other generic authority file sources include GeoNames, a geographical database containing
over 12 million entries, which can be downloaded as a data dump. Nominatim, the backbone
of OpenStreetMap (OSM), provides an API, that allows access to over 7 billion OSM nodes.
In addition to the online API, OSM data can be downloaded and has thus been reused in
multiple projects. One prominent example can be found in Photon14, an open-source search
platform for OSM data.

Apart from the previously mentioned services, which offer generic spatial information,
more specialized authority file providers are of particular relevance to the DH and thus
represent interesting use-cases for this project. Interviews in OH.D, which comprise reports
of contemporary witnesses, often include historic place names. Therefore, general authority
data providers, even if they contain alternative place names in their datasets, are not suitable
for connecting these historical places to their use in the interviews. In such cases, providers
like the Memorial Archives, initiated by the Flossenbürg Concentration Camp Memorial15,
are needed for more specialized authority data. The Memorial Archives contain data on over
890,000 persons, 4,700 publications, 5,500 places and more. Furthermore, it incorporates
references between those different data entries. Regarding spatial data, the type of the place,
the time and name are included as well as coordinates. Here, an exemplary use-case for a
historical researcher would be using the Memorial Archives in order to get all names for
the town Chrastava in the Czech Republic. During the Second World War, a concentration
camp near the city was also known by its Polish as well as German name, since the city is
close to the Polish and German border. Through specialized data archives such as Memorial
Archives, the names of this concentration camp in all three languages are available for
further research16.
13 https://data.dnb.de/opendata/

14 https://github.com/komoot/photon/

15 https://www.gedenkstaette-flossenbuerg.de/

16 https://memorial-archives.international/entities/show/56dc6ea9759c022fd48d5286
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The Heterogeneity inherent in these data providers is apparent in different aspects. Direct
API access is seldom available, which is why usually data dumps are downloaded and
indexed. The dumps themselves come in various formats and require processing in a
case-by-case manner.

4 Implementation

Authority data providers are heterogeneous in terms of access types (i.e. data downloads or
query interfaces), models (i.e. query languages and schemata) and contexts (i.e. universal,
national, specific). Our objective is to abstract from these aspects of heterogeneity and to
facilitate integrative access to authority data. With regard to harmonizing access to authority
data sources, section 4.1 describes the process and technical complexity of creating query
APIs based on downloadable data dumps. With harmonized accessibility by means of
existing or created APIs, section 4.2 focuses on the idea of overcoming model and context
heterogeneity by introduction of the Transformation Service – a mediating component that
translates between integrative models and the local models of a dynamic set of data sources.

4.1 Data Preparation & Indexing

To create accessible APIs based on available data dumps, microservices are created that
process and index the different data sources in Elasticsearch17 indices. These indices can
be searched using the names of places and further filtered with information like country
codes and spatial data. Additionally, individual entities can be requested by their respective
identifier. The APIs use POST and GET Requests, with JSON request bodys and are
automatically built and deployed as Docker images using continuous integration and
deployment pipelines. First, the data dumps need to be processed and indexed. To keep data
up to date they are reindexed in fixed intervals.

Fig. 1: Procedure of getting raw data, processing and indexing it to a Elasticsearch instance.

17 https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch/
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Fig. 1 shows the process from downloading data sources to indexing them with Elasticsearch.
The step Resolve dependencies is not necessary for all data sources. Also, the step Enrich
data is not implemented yet and is further discussed in Section 5. So far the database dumps
from the authority file providers GND Geografikum and GeoNames have been considered
and indexed to an Elasticsearch instance, a next step will be to integrate the crawled
Memorial Archives geographic data. Elasticsearch has been chosen due to other software
projects that are connected or will be linked to this service in the future. It allows metadata
to be queried in different ways, for example by filtering based on spatial information, such
as coordinates or country codes.

For illustration purposes, the indexing of the Geografikum data dump is further described.
The files containing the spatial data are available in several formats. Due to the use of
Elasticsearch the format JSON-LD was chosen, since it is easy to integrate. The JSON-LD
file contains entries with three different types of identifiers. One describes a GND entity (e.g.
https://d-nb.info/gnd/4004391-5), which references entries with other types of identifiers,
if available. The second type of identifier (e.g. https://d-nb.info/gnd/4004391-5/about/)
carries further information about the entity. For almost one fifth of the GND entities, a third
type of identifier (e.g. _:node1gf2tc0d5x21379656) is referenced, which points to an entry
in the file containing the coordinates of the location. Before indexing, the dependencies
between the entries in the JSON-LD file need to be resolved and integrated into one entity.
Lastly, the coordinates are defined as so called Geopoints to allow querying and filtering by
distance or location using Elasticsearch.

4.2 Data and Service Consolidation

Based on applied schemata and technical contexts of providers, APIs expect requests in
specific forms (i.e. input models) and provide responses in terms of output models. In
consequence, services with a need for integrated access to multiple data sources such as
OH.D need to implement access to heterogeneous interfaces, input and output models.
Emerging from the modeling capabilities of the DARIAH-DE Data Modeling Environment
(DME)18 [GH16, HG21] we propose the concept of a generic Transformation Service.
Among other roles, the service acts as intermediary to online interfaces – mediating between
integrative data demands and the accessible, yet heterogeneous sources of relevant data.
Integrated query and result models are tailored to individual needs – here the OH.D portal
and its technical setting.

Fig. 2 outlines the main functionality of the service with particular focus on the idea of
interface mediation: Users of the OH.D portal formulate queries in terms of a defined query
model and submit them to an API provided by the service. By applying mappings between
integrated and local input models, queries can be translated and executed against applicable

18 https://de.dariah.eu/en/dme/
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data sources. Returned results are collected and sent to the user in terms of an integrated
result model – again by applying relevant mappings.

Fig. 2: Transformation service

In order to address initial use cases of OH.D, multiple APIs have been configured to
each query one primary data source, whose results are enriched by queries to secondary
sources. Primary and secondary geographical data sources can be configured individually
per interview collection. All APIs oriented towards the OH.D portal share the same input
and output models, despite binding to different data sources.

5 Discussion and Outlook

The advancements presented in this paper are embedded in the infrastructure of the
language- and text-based infrastructure NFDI19 project Text+ and can thus be re-used for
future application scenarios. The integrated access to geographic information will enhance
the capabilities of the Transformation Service (detailed in 4.2), as intermediary between
requests, interfaces and data sources.

Still, the integration of data providers is affected by different file formats and access
modalities. Thus, a procedural approach is necessary in order to handle the integration of
additional data providers to enable comprehensive access.

To further improve the metadata, data providers described in Section 3 can be used. First,
the number of geographic locations can be increased by utilizing more data providers
like Nominatim and the Memorial Archives. Next, the data quality can be enriched by
incorporating more historical place names or adding missing geographic information, like
coordinates or country codes. Moreover, other types of entities such as persons or historical
events should be considered in the future. Additional data dumps from GND and further
sources of authority data can be used for this to index and search the data in a similar way
to geographical data addressed in this work.

Our system is currently used as part of the OH.D project in order to identify spatial
information and enrich metadata of interview transcripts. In doing so, feedback from
researchers is raised and influences further development.
19 https://www.nfdi.de/
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Geo Engine: Workflow-backed Geo Data Portals

Christian Beilschmidt1, Johannes Drönner1, Michael Mattig1, Philip Schweitzer1, Bernhard
Seeger12

Abstract: Geo data portals play a key role in the distribution and exploitation of domain-specific
geo data. While such portals are highly specialized, they share a number of common requirements
that span from data access and processing to UI components. Geo Engine is able to provide all the
necessary parts for portal building. We demonstrate this on a real data portal we built for the dragonfly
community. In addition, we show its general architecture and outline future improvements.

Keywords: Geo processing; Data portals

1 Introduction

In recent years, many tailor-made geo data portals have arisen to provide specific data
and services to a domain-specific user group. The primary goal is to provide powerful
geo-temporal insight as simply as possible for a few dedicated use cases. On the other
hand, geographic information systems (GIS) have matured over the last two decades to
address the needs of processing Big Data regarding volume, variety, and velocity. However,
there is a high demand for systems providing powerful processing and the ability to create
customized portals to empower non-technical users to take full advantage of open and FAIR
data [Wi16]. So far, current portals are not capable of dealing with Big Data.

The foundation of generating customized geo data portals are building blocks for accessing
large raster and vector data, geo-temporal workflow processing and analysis, and flexible data
access by standard-compliant interfaces. These blocks are already integral components of
Geo Engine, a novel service platform that has already served as the basis for various portals.
Geo Engine is the successor of the VAT system (cf. Sect. 5), which already powered GFBio’s
[Di14] data portal until 2021. We took the lessons learned from our five-year development
of VAT and designed Geo Engine as an entirely new system that overcomes previous
limitations. Geo Engine offers new functionality to empower (data) scientists dealing with
large and heterogeneous datasets via different semantically equivalent interfaces (e.g., a
Python interface for programming enthusiasts and a no-code interface for less technically
experienced users). Among the many novel features of Geo Engine is its abstraction for
data access and its consistent temporal approach to treating every data item as a time series.
1 Geo Engine GmbH, Am Kornacker 68, 35041 Marburg, Germany {firstname.lastname}@geoengine.de
2 University of Marburg, Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, Hans-Meerwein-Str., 35032 Marburg,

Germany seeger@mathematik.uni-marburg.de
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This makes Geo Engine a unique system for geo-spatial time series processing. Geo Engine
is also a progressive system [Be19, Ho20] supporting the early delivery of approximate
results to users to support an interactive and exploratory way of working on Big Data. In
addition, Geo Engine offers the building blocks for customized portals such that only a thin
mashup layer is required to meet users’ specific demands.

This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we present Geo Engine’s architecture and
describe its data and processing model, as well as abstractions and components. In Sect. 3,
we outline the requirements of data portals and how Geo Engine tackles them by providing
suitable building blocks. In Sect. 4, we showcase a demo portal that is built on top of Geo
Engine. In Sect. 5, we present related work. Finally, in Sect. 6, we give a brief summary and
point out future directions of Geo Engine.

2 Geo Engine: Architecture Overview

Geo Engine consists of a backend3 and two frontends: geoengine-ui4 for Web and geoengine-
python5 (Fig. 1). The backend handles data access, data management and query execution. It
also provides APIs for the frontends and third-party applications. OGC6-compliant interfaces,
e.g. Web Map Service (WMS), Web Coverage Service (WCS), and Web Feature Service
(WFS), allow access to data layers and computed layers derived on-the-fly at runtime. This
makes Geo Engine compatible with most other geo software. The remaining functionality
is available through a custom RESTful Web API with an OpenAPI7 specification. We
deploy Geo Engine using OCI8 containers (e.g. Docker) where the backend and the selected
frontend run in separate containers.

The backend of Geo Engine is written in Rust, a system language that overcomes many of the
deficiencies of C and C++. It consists of three modules: data types, operators, and services.
Data types contains the primitives for vector and raster data as well as basic operations and
spatial projections. Operators contains the spatio-temporal query execution engine and the
implementation of operators. Services contains the data management, i.e. adding, updating
and removing artifacts such as datasets, workflows and projects, and Web APIs on top of
this functionality. Optionally, it also handles user management, authentication via OpenID
Connect [Sa14] single sign-on (SSO) providers, and authorization, which allows restricting
access to resources such as data and workflows to certain users and groups.

The main output of Geo Engine are layers of spatio-temporal data: either feature collections
or raster images. Workflows specify the processing of the layers as a graph of operators. All

3 github.com/geo-engine/geoengine

4 github.com/geo-engine/geoengine-ui

5 github.com/geo-engine/geoengine-python

6 www.opengeospatial.org

7 www.openapis.org

8 www.opencontainers.org
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Fig. 1: A high-level overview of Geo Engine’s architecture and its main components. The features
in PRO are not open source but source-available. They are also freely available for non-commercial
users and projects.

workflows consist of input operators and optionally processing operators. The two most
important input operators are the GdalSource and the OgrSource that handle raster and
vector data loading, respectively. They use the omnipresent GDAL library [Ro22] in order to
support a variety of geospatial data formats as input. Processing operators either transform
one piece of data into another, e.g. by filtering, or combine multiple inputs into a new output,
e.g. attaching raster values to a point collection.

All data in Geo Engine is spatio-temporal and homogeneous. This means in a single raster
all cells have the same size and the same data type. In contrast to data cubes, however,
different rasters can still have other data types and sizes and will only be harmonized when
it is necessary for a computation. In a feature collection, all features are of the same type,
e.g. MultiPoint (cf. simple feature model [Op10]). This is necessary to define meaningful
operations, e.g., filtering a collection’s points based on them being contained in another
collection’s polygons.
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Everything also has a temporal validity, defined as a half-open time interval [start, end). In
a raster, all cells have the same temporal validity. In a feature collection, each feature has its
own temporal validity. If a feature has multiple geometries, e.g. points in a MultiPoint, all
geometries have the same temporal validity.

In order to enable the processing of datasets larger than the available main memory, all
computations are performed on streams of chunks (vectors) and tiles (rasters) of a fixed
size. A stream is a Rust data type that allows asynchronously producing and consuming
data. Input operators produce chunks when they read the data and operators can await these
chunks to be ready. In turn, other operators that use these outputs can again await them.
This allows Geo Engine to interleave data loading and processing because operations do not
block. The actual work is performed in a thread pool with a fixed number of workers, which
is chosen with respect to the number of CPU cores.

Raster tile streams are produced as time first, and space second. Starting with the first image
in a raster time series, we produce the tiles starting from the top-left and increasing right and
then down. Then, we continue with the image of the next time step in the same way. First
of all, it is crucial to fix the tile order, such that consuming (parent) operators can rely on
these order guarantees. Moreover, from our experience, this particular order is suitable for
most common spatial operations on time series. For different requirements, e.g., temporal
aggregations of single pixels, Geo Engine employs adapters that break the problem down
into a set of subqueries that contain exactly one tile to generate a time-first stream.

Feature collections are split up by a fixed size limit such that chunks are of roughly the
same size. Operators in turn have to produce new output chunks/tiles from input chunks.
This sometimes requires reading the same piece of data multiple times, e.g. for a join or a
convolution. This can be mitigated by employing an LRU cache to alleviate this problem of
redundant computations.

For rasters, all processing is performed on a global grid with a fixed origin and a fixed tile
size (e.g. 512 × 512 pixels). For a given query bounding box (BBox), we compute all the
tiles that intersect this BBox. The major advantage of uniform tiling is that it allows us to
easily combine multiple rasters, as the tiles are always aligned. It also allows easier re-use
of cached results, because elements can be taken as they are and not be stitched together.

Geo Engine can access internal and external data. Our approach is to identify loadable
data by an ID. An input operator obtains this ID as a parameter and resolves the necessary
loading information using a metadata provider. This information is, for instance, the file
name, the location, and the used spatial projection. Here, users can also specify regular
time series by file names with date templates or a list of irregular time steps of a time series.
Internal data are stored as datasets in a database. User can create their own datasets and
share them with other users. External data is provided by Data Providers.

Data Providers allow (1) to browse and (2) to access data that is not managed by Geo Engine
itself. In contrast to internal datasets, external data is referenced by an external data ID that
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Fig. 2: A screenshot of Geo Engine’s GIS UI.

combines a provider ID with a layer ID. When an input operator gets an external data ID,
it uses the data provider to resolve the necessary loading information for the layer ID. In
contrast to local datasets, external data cannot be edited or deleted and the available data
may change over time. Some examples of external data providers are generic WCS and
STAC services, and more specialized ones like the GEO BON EBV Data Portal9 and NFDI
Core Storage10. To browse all available data, Geo Engine exposes internal and external data
in a uniform layer collection API.

Our Web frontend geoengine-ui consists of three parts: a core library, a GIS application, and
multiple apps and dashboards. The core provides a client implementation for the backend
API services, e.g. for managing layers, and building block components like the map, plots,
and operator dialogs. These components are all interconnected via application-wide states
and services within a reactive application architecture. For instance, a data table and a map
layer would relate to the same layer object that is managed by the core library. The GIS
application (Fig. 2) offers the full functionality of Geo Engine, which is targeted at expert
users. They can work with multiple layers, apply operators and review workflow graphs. All
views (map, plots, data table) are synchronized and automatically adjust to the selected time
and map extent. For instance, when a user pans to a different spatial area, a histogram plot
would be recomputed to reflect the visible data on the screen. The dashboards are much
simpler applications that focus on a concrete use case and only require access to a few

9 portal.geobon.org

10 www.nfdi4biodiversity.org
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selected inputs. This allows for building easy-to-use domain-specific dashboards that still
are able to leverage the full power of the Geo Engine data access, operator engine, and UI
components.

3 Building Data Portals using Geo Engine

Data portals are highly specific to their target audience, but most of them share the same
fundamental requirements. From our experience, the following list captures the most
important properties of a modern geo data portal:

R1 Flexible data access to different data types and formats

R2 Combining local and remote data sources

R3 Basic layers and derived layers using GIS operations on available data

R4 A map as a central dashboard component

R5 A web-based user interface and reusable components

R6 User interactions, e.g. panning, zooming or selecting data subsets

R7 Time functionality for working with time series

R8 Multi-views, e.g. data tables and plots

R9 Access control, i.e. ensuring data privacy and having a multi-user system

R10 Administration tools for defining and managing the portal

R11 Response times that allow working interactively

The combination of rich data access (R1), flexible layer definitions that leverage workflows,
basic GIS operators, and a UI component library makes it easy and efficient to build
interactive geo data portals using Geo Engine. The data can either be added as internal
datasets or accessed externally using a data provider, for instance, accessing a project
database (R2). For displaying data as layers on the map, data is either used as it is or
processed using advanced workflows (R3). In both cases, users can group the data as
needed and uniformly browse them via our layer collection API. Then, the portal offers
different display options, e.g., a simple list or cascaded dropdown lists for hierarchies (R6).
Furthermore, the portal is able to show multiple datasets at once and, e.g., to enrich project
data with other public data. As Geo Engine supports time as an integral dimension, it is
easy to realize time sliders (R7). Moreover, in addition to the map, a portal can provide
different kinds of plots and tabular views of the data (R8). If required, it can offer users to
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dynamically input their data, e.g., by drawing areas of interest, which act as new datasets
that are read-to-use for processing in the portal.

Data is, by default, only processed with respect to the current map resolution, i.e. the number
of pixels and the zoom level that is currently visible to the user. This allows Geo Engine
to perform the calculations on overviews and avoids processing all the data at their finest
level of detail. This leads to high interactivity (R11), even supporting a large number of
operators and computing steps. If computations take too long for reasonable user interaction,
administrators can also save the result of a workflow as a new dataset upfront and avoid
recomputations.

Setting up a data portal currently consists of creating a new project that builds upon the
core library of the geoengine-ui project. Then, developers can combine existing components
into a domain-specific dashboard that can be enriched with custom texts and explanations.
Additionally, they can define specific color schemes and styles, and add project-specific
icons and logos. After setting up the application, one can set up datasets, layers, and other
config items in the backend (R10). Datasets and layers are defined as JSON files and either
loaded during the start of the backend or added later via REST. The layer IDs can be stored
in the frontend’s config for their retrieval at runtime. Finally, the dashboard is packaged as a
container and deployed alongside a backend instance. For each user of the data portal, Geo
Engine will create an anonymous user account on the fly and the user is logged into the
system automatically. This allows users to get their own private session while avoiding a
registration. However, it is also possible to add a global password or individual user accounts
to an instance to allow access only to a specific target audience (R9).

Some of the main UI building blocks are the map, the layer list, the data table, plots, legends,
and colorizers (R8). The map is typically the central point of attention in a geo data portal
(R4). It overlays multiple layers of raster and vector data. The rasters are styled in the
backend using a colorizer. The colorizer is predefined for each layer but can be changed by
the user in an editor if it is integrated into the portal. Vectors are styled in the frontend itself
and can also be customized, e.g., by varying the size of points depending on the value of an
attribute. The plots are computed in the backend, but rendered in the frontend using the
Vega plot grammar [Sa17]. This allows for a good visual quality and plot interactions but
requires little computing resources. While in our GIS the plots are always linked to the map
and data table with respect to time and space, portal creators are free to set time and space
for maps and plots independently. Thus, it is, e.g., possible to show a plot for a whole year,
while navigating through time month-by-month on the map.

Geo Engine’s core UI library is based on Angular11 components, which pose a form of Web
Component12 implementation (R5). Since Web Components are not yet fully standardized
and thus have varying implementations, project dashboards currently need to be Angular

11 www.angular.io

12 www.webcomponents.org
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projects as well. Since Angular and its Material Design13 look-and-feel are widely used on
the Web, they are familiar to users. In the future, it is likely that these components can more
easily be used within different Web frameworks.

In addition to UI building blocks, for enthusiasts and advanced users, portal providers can
use the geoengine-python library to allow users extended capabilities. Users can then get
the portal data as geo data frames and xarrays [HH17] into their Jupyter Notebooks. There
they can perform extended analyses and combinations with their own datasets.

4 A Use Case: Dragonfly Portal

As part of the NFDI4Biodiversity project, and in cooperation with the society of German-
speaking odonatologists (GdO e.V)14 we built a demo of a dragonfly geo portal for the
GdOnline 2022 conference [GdOe22]. The portal allows visualizing occurrence data of
dragonflies15 for all of Germany. It offers some basic analysis functions, e.g., correlating
occurrences with monthly temperature aggregates from remote sensing models (ECMWF
ERA-5 Land [MS19]) or land cover based on Sentinel-2 data [Ri21]. It is meant as a
collective hub of information about dragonflies (descriptions, pictures) and a contact point
for people interested in dragonflies. Thus, it is a means to increase the visibility of the
valuable work of volunteers who collect the data.

The portal is divided into two parts (Fig. 3). On the left-hand side, the data selection and
plots are placed. On the right-hand side, we see the map. The user can select a dragonfly
species by name and add an additional environmental layer, e.g. temperature or land use.
Optionally, they can also activate the sampling frequency layer which gives some context to
the absolute occurrence number shown in the observation points. This sampling frequency
is pre-computed by a Geo Engine workflow of all dragonfly occurrences within a certain
time period and the application of a grid-based rasterization that counts the number of
observations per square.

The time selector on the top allows selecting the year. All observations within this year
will be shown on the map as an aggregated number. This is internally done by applying
a workflow that projects the temporal validity of the occurrences to full months. Doing
this aligns the occurrences with the temporal selection as well as the temporal validity
of the environmental layers. To avoid clutter and yield a better visualization, the points
are clustered using the VisualPointClustering [Be17b] operator to present an overlap-free
representation. The second time slider near the bottom allows selecting the month within
the year. This slider is only relevant to the histogram plot that is optionally calculated when
clicking a button at the bottom. The plot visualizes the correlation between the occurrences
and the selected environmental variable within the chosen month.
13 www.material.io

14 www.libellula.org

15 Demonstration data from AK Libellen NRW (2020), www.ak-libellen-nrw.de
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Fig. 3: A screenshot of the GdO e.V. dragonfly portal demonstrator.

The dragonfly occurrence points use a number of Geo Engine features. The data is loaded
from a GeoPackage database via Geo Engine’s OgrSource. The filtering of points by species
and aggregation over time is performed by the workflow processing engine. The selected
time is used in the query rectangle of the query and allows reusing a fixed set of workflows
for different points in time. In addition to the map view, the layer selection and legend
displays are used from the core library. The plots use Geo Engine workflows to combine the
occurrence points with the environmental raster data. This raster data is loaded from a set
of Cloud-Optimized GeoTiffs (COG) via the GdalSource. The plots’ data itself is calculated
in the backend and displayed by the plot component from the core library.

The portal demonstrator poses an easy-to-use GIS subset within a domain-specific data
portal. The portal providers can predefine a fixed set of data and derived data by registering
workflows in the Geo Engine for future re-use. Note, that it is possible to use either Jupyter
notebooks or the Geo Engine GIS application to formulate these workflows. In conclusion,
the demonstrator is a successful example of leveraging Geo Engine’s existing functionality
instead of developing a tailor-fit data portal from scratch.

5 Related Work

Geo Engine is the successor of the VAT System [Au15b, Au15a, Be17a] that was developed
as part of the GFBio project [Di14]. The original purpose of VAT was to make GFBio data
more easily accessibly, but over time it developed into a more full-fledged geo data analysis
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platform. In comparison to VAT, Geo Engine offers a great number of improvements, of
which we highlight the three most important ones. While VAT could only work on single
rasters, Geo Engine is able to process arbitrary raster time series. Both for raster and vector
data, Geo Engine is no longer limited by the amount of available main memory. While VAT
required implementing special operators to access external data, Geo Engine introduces the
data providers that only require creating the loading information and reusing the basic input
operators.

A notable type of geoprocessing software that tackles similar problems as Geo Engine are
data cubes. One representative is the Open Data Cube (ODC) [Ki18]. In contrast to Geo
Engine, ODC harmonizes all data upfront while building the 𝑛-dimensional data cube. This
makes it far more inflexible as the requirements, e.g., for the resolution and the included
datasets must be known up-front, or the data cube has to be rebuilt. It is limited by the
available main memory and does not support vector data in the processing in the same
fashion as Geo Engine.

Google Earth Engine16, as a representative of cloud GIS services, [Go17] is a popular tool
for analyzing earth observation data. It provides a range of datasets that are ready to use and
a variety of processing tools. In contrast to Geo Engine, Google Earth Engine is not Open
Source and cannot be hosted on-premise. All data that is to be analyzed, has to be uploaded
to Google. Also, the Google Earth Engine does not support temporal processing as a core
feature of its language but rather has to be performed manually in its supported scripting
language.

Carto17 and Mapbox18 are two providers that specialize in the creation of maps. Here, the
focus is not on processing, but on designing good-looking and highly informative maps. In
contrast to Geo Engine, there is no focus on processing pipelines and supplying GIS-like
interfaces for generic geoprocessing.

GeoNode19 is a data management platform that builds upon GeoServer [Ia17]. It allows
non-expert users to create interactive maps and to publish data for external tools. As its
focus is on data management and sharing, it lacks a flexible toolbox to process the data
beyond simple filter mechanisms. In contrast to Geo Engine, analysis is done with external
GIS tools, e.g., QGIS20, rather than having workflows within GeoNode itself.

In the context of biodiversity data, GBIF hosted portals21 are an easy way of creating custom
geo portals. The portals make use of the existing GBIF infrastructure which alleviates
the work and costs of hosting. However, the portals are limited to the data that is already

16 earthengine.google.com

17 www.carto.com

18 www.mapbox.com

19 www.geonode.org

20 www.qgis.org

21 www.gbif.org/hosted-portals
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available on GBIF. Also, portals can only be created after a successful application and
review by GBIF.

The Atlas of Living Australia22 (ALA) offers open access to Australia’s biodiversity data. It
offers a rich set of feature modules for discovering and visualizing geo data, which in part
uses existing geo software like GeoServer. The ALA software can be used for custom geo
portals as well. In contrast to Geo Engine, it does not allow for custom interactive analysis.
Also, it cannot be readily installed by anyone, but only on an individual per-request basis.

6 Summary and outlook

In this paper, we presented Geo Engine’s architecture and its usage for powering geo
data portals. For this, we outlined general requirements for modern data portals and how
Geo Engine fulfills them. Moreover, we presented a use case of a Geo Engine data portal
presenting dragonflies. Finally, we compared Geo Engine to related systems.

In the future, we will focus on improving the creation and administration of geo portals
with Geo Engine. We are working on a portal builder that eliminates the need to write
custom code in our geoengine-ui repository (which took the majority of the time in building
the dragonfly portal). Instead, it will be possible to create dashboards declaratively in the
Geo Engine UI. This will also make it easier to host multiple geo portals using a single
Geo Engine instance. Currently, a single backend instance can already serve multiple
frontends, but each portal frontend has to be deployed individually. We will also provide an
administration UI for managing existing portals. This will reduce the required technical
knowledge for operating portals. Furthermore, we are going to develop more geo portals
ourselves as blueprints. This will help the adoption of our technology for portal building
and facilitate community building.

For improving Geo Engine as a platform, we will create more functionality such as new
operators to support a greater variety of use cases. In particular, we will develop means for
creating machine learning models that are fed by Geo Engine’s data pipeline. Then, experts
can learn a model using Geo Engine’s full-fledged capabilities. In data portals, one can use
these models and apply them simply as another operator of a Geo Engine workflow.
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Semantic Search for Biological Datasets: A Usability Study
on Modes of Querying and Explaining Search Results

Felicitas Löffler1, Fateme Shafiei2, René Witte3, Birgitta König-Ries4, Friederike Klan5

Abstract: Dataset discovery is a frequent task in daily research practice, yet studies are missing
that explore the usability of user interfaces (UI) in data portals. In particular, very few user studies
exist that analyze whether particular elements in the user interface are useful for search tasks. We
aim to address those needs for more specific usability evaluations in dataset search. In this work, we
present a flexible semantic search over biological datasets with two user interfaces. The search result
contains semantically related terms, such as synonyms or more specific terms, obtained from domain
ontologies. We evaluated the system in a user study with 20 scholars. We focused on two components,
the query input to explore a search in categories (entity types) in comparison to a single input field,
and we analyzed textual highlightings in the returned datasets to study whether users are distracted
by semantic information such as URIs. Our results show that users prefer interfaces with a single
input field for search tasks they are not familiar with, and that users appreciate explanations with
terminologies and URIs.

Keywords: Dataset Search; Semantic Search; Biodiversity; Life Sciences; User Interface; Usability

1 Introduction

Data-intensive research increasingly requires scientists to retrieve datasets in data portals.
Scholars look for datasets to compare their own results with legacy data, to prevent repeating
cost-intensive experiments or to merge multiple data sources into a new dataset, in order to
explore novel hypotheses. Biodiversity research is one example of a data-intensive research
area. It examines the variety of species and their genetic and ecological diversity [Lo10].
Multiple studies report on various obstacles users encounter while searching for datasets.
Main problems are missing primary data and lacking information on data collection methods
[Pa16], scattered data in different data repositories [Cu18], unsatisfactory user interfaces
[Gr20] and insufficient metadata descriptions and unaligned terminologies [Lö21]. Semantic
search approaches that are going beyond the classical keyword search can partially help
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to overcome the current drawbacks: In particular, using standardized domain vocabularies
and terminologies in the search process enhances sparse metadata and enables users to
find more relevant data [LK16]. However, very few semantic search solutions for dataset
search are publicly available. In this work, we present a semantic search over metadata files
and domain vocabularies. We link entries in metadata files with concepts from relevant
domain taxonomies and ontologies with respective URIs. Based on the linked vocabularies
and its concepts, we also derive an entity type (entity category or type). Both information
(URIs and entity types) are added to metadata as semantic annotations and are utilized in
a semantic index with a URI-based retrieval model. In order to study which search input
users prefer in dataset search, we implemented two user interfaces: a UI with a single
input field and a second UI enabling a search over different semantic categories. In both
interfaces, the search results are enhanced with text highlightings and additional information
on demand, to support users in obtaining a quick overview with explanations of the returned
datasets. We evaluated the system with 20 scholars working in the field of Life Sciences
and Environmental Sciences. The participants performed various search tasks in a given
time frame and answered questionnaires before and after each search task, for each user
interface, and at the end of the session. Thus, our contribution is two-fold:

1. We present an architecture enabling a flexible, semantic dataset search; and

2. We provide a usability study on two main aspects in search: the query input and
search result explanations, such as textual highlightings with additional information.

The structure of the paper is as follows: First, we present related work in Section 2, followed
by the evaluation setup in Section 3, including information on our system architecture. The
evaluation results are presented in Section 4.

2 Related Work

Due to the multitude of heterogenous data formats, research data, such as spread sheets,
multimedia files or questionnaires, are described by metadata. This descriptive information
on, e.g., author, title, abstract, collection time and data format, are utilized by data portals in
search indexes [KCW18]. Very few usability studies for dataset search are publicly available.
Therefore, besides a discussion on user studies in dataset retrieval in the Life Sciences, here
we introduce semantic search approaches in the Life Sciences and user studies for semantic
search systems.

User studies in dataset retrieval. [Di17] and [Ch18] are examples for user studies in the
Datamed portal,6 a federated approach providing datasets from numerous biomedical data
repositories. A second data portal that conducted a user evaluation is DataONE7 [Vo15],

6 Datamed, https://datamed.org/
7 DataONE, https://www.dataone.org/
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a data portal providing environmental and biological datasets from various sources. The
studies by [MM15] and [Ka20, Ka21] report results from user studies in the earth observation
and oceanography domain (dealing with spatial and temporal data). Most of the studies
collected qualitative data with less than 30 subjects. All studies focused on the evaluation of
the usability and utilized various usability methods, such as thinking-aloud, questionnaires
and interviews. Apart from [Ch18], all studies observe two main obstacles: (A) metadata
quality [Vo15, Di17, Ka20, MM15], e.g., different spellings of variable names and (B)
problems with the user interface, e.g., inconsistent information in title and description or a
purely text-based presentation [Vo15, Ka20]. Users of the Datamed portal also suggested
offering an enhanced search input, allowing them to search for domain specific topics, such
as a search for phenotypes or genes [Di17]. Another source for guidelines and good practices
in dataset search are the outcomes of the RDA Data Discovery Paradigms Interest Group.8
Based on 79 data discovery use cases, heuristic evaluations and interviews with experts, they
propose ten recommendations for enhancing dataset search and user experience [Wu19].
The main areas addressed in the RDA’s suggestions are: (i) providing multiple search inputs
in order to support different information needs, (ii) filtering options, and (iii) comprehensible
search summaries on the search entry result page (SERP), by displaying dataset snippets
that belong to a search query.

Semantic search systems in the Life Sciences. Semantic search is a “search beyond
keywords” [BBH16]. Instead of matching query input and document content syntactically,
the result set also contains semantically related content by exploiting additional knowledge
to the search process. Data sources are either plain text, structured data from knowledge
bases or a combination of both. Search approaches vary between keyword search (+ query
expansion techniques), structured search by using specific query languages such as SPARQL
and full natural language questions in question answering [BBH16]. Multiple semantic
search approaches have emerged in the biomedical domain focusing on scientific articles
from PubMed9, e.g., [LLW15, Mu17, Al18, SPA18]. For dataset search, only very few
semantic systems exist such as BioFid [Pa21] (German legacy collection data), Datamed
[Ch18] (biomedical datasets) and GFBio (biological and environmental data) [Lö17]. Most
systems expand the query input. Data discovery with named entities over semantic categories
is only supported by [LLW15, SPA18, Al18]. The search summaries usually present snippets
of the document or datasets, contain information on data sources and highlight the matched
search terms. Explanations on semantic categories or matching entities [SPA18, Al18], full
query information [Ch18] or additional information from external sources such as wikipedia
[Pa21] are only partially available.

User studies on semantic search systems. [KB07] was one of the first studies exploring
different query interfaces on a knowledge base with geographical information. This study
also utilized a combination of search tasks and a System Usability Scale (SUS) question-
naire [Br96] to determine which kind of query input is useful for a search over knowledge

8 RDA DDP IG, https://rd-alliance.org/node/52248/outputs
9 PubMed, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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bases. The user interface with support for full natural language questions obtained the
best success rate and resulted in the highest SUS score (75.73). The authors of [EWC12]
utilized the same geographic knowledge base and analyzed two user types, experts and
casual, for three different query inputs: natural language, form-based and graph-based. Their
results show that casual users prefer the form-based query interface and experts favored the
graph-based search. The study by [Ve16] also conducted an A/B test with 15 users and two
semantic search systems over an RDF dataset with administrative and financial information
of Norwegian companies. The participants performed four search tasks for each system and
filled in questionnaires before and after each search task, after each system, and at the very
end of the evaluation. Similar to the study of [EWC12], the form-based system was favored
by casual users and the graph-based one by expert users.

The evaluation studies in dataset retrieval introduced above only collected qualitative
data, through questionnaires and interviews. In contrast, the semantic search user studies
followed the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) guidelines for interactive information
retrieval [Du05], but did not focus on dataset search. [Ch18] and [Lö17] are dataset search
approaches with semantic enhancements based on query expansion. While [Ch18] extends
the entered keywords with synonyms, scientific and common names obtained from the
UMLS,10 a knowledge base for the biomedical domain, [Lö17] utilizes the GFBio TS
[Ka14]. Both systems do not offer searching for specific entity types and only partially
support explanations on matched entities.

3 Evaluation Setup

Previous studies always examined user interfaces as a whole. In order to identify the impact
of different UI choices more precisely, we decided to focus our study on two main parts
of search: the query input and the search result summary. These two aspects are also
top-ranked recommendations in the RDA guidelines [Wu19]. In the user study of [Di17],
users mentioned the need for searching specific entity types. Our previous work [Lö21]
also revealed that scientific information needs to differ in granularity. Search questions can
be very specific, e.g., a search for a concrete species, or can have a broader scope, e.g.,
a search for datasets with organisms in water samples. Therefore, we implemented two
user interfaces: the first one (Biodiv 1) provides a category-based input of search terms
and the second interface (Biodiv 2) offers a classical single-input field and determines
entity types automatically. The search results in both interfaces can contain datasets going
beyond the entered query terms, to broaden the search on semantically related terms,
like synonyms. Concerning the presentation of the search results, we followed the RDA
recommendations for search summaries in dataset search. To ensure a consistent layout, we
aligned the presentation of each dataset entry to existing data portals, such as GFBio11 and
Zenodo.12 In a previous study [LK16], we determined that end users need more explanations
10 UMLS, https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/index.html
11 GFBio, https://www.gfbio.org
12 Zenodo, https://zenodo.org/
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when being faced with search results going beyond keywords. This motivated us to further
focus our analysis of the search summary to the presentation of explanations, allowing
us to study whether displaying terminologies and matching URIs confuse and distract
users or help them. Through the biodiversity research projects we are involved in (e.g.,
iDiv,13 NFDI4Biodiversity14), we know that most scholars in the Life and Environmental
Sciences are casual users, with no expertise in semantic technologies. However, as FAIR
data management with terminologies are increasingly forming the semantic backbone in
academia, it is necessary to explore what additional information end users need from a
semantic dataset search, in order to understand and assess the relevance of search results.

3.1 System Architecture

The overall architecture (Figure 1) is an extended version of a framework we introduced in
previous work [Sh21]. According to [BBH16], our system represents a structured search
over text and knowledge bases. A semantic search index (see paragraph below on semantic
indexing) and a local terminology service with ontologies of the OBO Foundry initiative15
form the back-end. In order to link entered keywords with concepts in ontologies, we
utilize an updated version of the Semantic Assistants framework [WG08]. This new version
provides several text mining pipelines from various sources in a Spring boot application and
two micro services, accessible via REST services.16 The first micro service offers pipelines
of the text mining framework GATE.17 Currently, three taggers are available: GATE ANNIE
[Cu13], which extracts named entities, such as people, locations and organizations; the
BiodivTagger [Lö20], focusing on the recognition of environmental terms, data parameters,
materials, chemicals and processes; and the OrganismTagger [Na11] extracting species.
A REST API in the middleware enables the front-end to communicate with the back-end
applications.18

Fig. 1: Extended architecture and overall flow, based on the previous version introduced in [Sh21]

13 iDiv, https://www.idiv.de
14 NFDI4Biodiversity, https://www.nfdi4biodiversity.org/de/
15 OBO Foundry, https://obofoundry.org/
16 SA2.0, https://github.com/fusion-jena/SA2.0
17 GATE, https://gate.ac.uk/
18 [Dai:Si] semantic search, https://github.com/fusion-jena/daisi-semantic-search
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Users can either enter keywords per category or they can type all search terms in one input
field (1). In the latter case, the Semantic Assistants service is called to look for matching
URIs and entity types in the entered search terms (1A–1B). Afterwards, the query terms are
sent to the terminology service (2) and matching URIs are returned to the middleware (3).
The obtained URIs and entity types are utilized to fill templates being sent to the search
engine (4). The obtained datasets from the search index (5) are forwarded to the Angular
application, and finally, the result is presented to the user (6).

Dataset corpus preparation and semantic indexing. We downloaded metadata files
from GFBio19 being relevant for the selected search tasks. The files were provided a in
repository specific metadata format.20 We manually annotated the search tasks with URIs
from OBO Foundry ontologies to obtain descendants nodes, labels and alternate labels via
SPARQL queries from our local terminology service. These additional terms were added to
the original query terms. We downloaded only the top-100 datasets per query, to ensure a
manageable corpus size. The obtained ∼52.000 metadata files were semantically annotated
with the OrganismTagger [Na11] and the BiodivTagger [Lö20]. As a result, key terms in the
metadata were linked to matching entities and their types in domain specific ontologies, such
as Organism, Environment, Data Parameter, Process, or Material. Using GATE’s Semantic
Enrichment Processing Resource, we added ancestor nodes to each entity as additional
annotations (subClassOf* relations), facilitating a hierarchy search at run-time. SPARQL
queries for hierarchy relations can become complex, and a call to a terminology service can
take up to several minutes to come back. Therefore, we added these hierarchical relations to
the metadata files in the pre-processing phase as ‘broader’ annotations. All metadata files
were indexed with GATE Mímir [Cu13], a search engine that provides indexing of semantic
annotations with entity types and features, like matching URIs.

User interfaces. We proposed several UIs in clickable paper prototypes, discussing them
in a focus group with three biodiversity scholars. We finally selected two UIs for supporting
scholars who are not experts in semantic web technologies. As a result, we decided to
support keyword search in both user interfaces and to omit an entity-based search. The
first UI (Biodiv 1, Figure 2 (left)) provides a category-based input. Here, users need to
actively sort the search terms into given domain categories. The entered keywords are sent
to the terminology service to find matching URIs. In the second UI (Biodiv 2, Figure 2
(right)), the query terms are additionally sent to the Semantic Assistants server to obtain the
entity types. The retrieved URIs and entity types are then utilized to form the final query
being sent to the search index. In case no matching URI can be found, we also consider the
original keywords in the query (Listing 1).

((((``honeybee'' IN {Organism}) OR (``honeybee'' OVER {Organism}) OR (``honeybee'' AND

{Organism})) OR ({Organism broader=``http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/NCBITaxon_7460''} OR

{Organism inst=``http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/NCBITaxon_7460''})))

List. 1: Full query for the search ‘honeybee’ in Figure 2

19 GFBio Metadata, https://github.com/fusion-jena/GFBioMetadata
20 PAN-MD, http://ws.pangaea.de/schemas/pangaea/MetaData.xsd
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Fig. 2: Screenshots of Biodiv 1 and Biodiv 2, with a search for ‘honeybee’, returning alternate labels

We leverage search templates with the introduced ‘broader’ annotation to consider exact
matches, as well as more specific terms, in the result set. The search results display also
provides two types of highlighting: The original entered query terms and their related
terms are highlighted in bold font (‘default highlightings’). If synonyms are available, they
are displayed with a green underline. On demand (mouse-over) a separate dialog opens
and displays alternate labels. In Biodiv 1, this dialog shows only the entity type of the
highlighted term, whereas in Biodiv 2, the respective terminologies and URIs are presented
additionally. A summarized version of the available synonyms is listed in an explanation
tab. This tab also displays information on the search query. In Biodiv 1, users can view
only a shortened search query, whereas in Biodiv 2, the full query to the search index is
presented. Supplementary highlightings of further biological entities can be displayed with
a ‘biological entities’ button. This function sends the textual information of a dataset to
the Semantic Assistants service and returns annotations obtained from the taggers. These
highlightings of data parameters, environmental terms, processes, materials and species are
underlined in blue color.

3.2 Experimental Design

Our setup generally follows the TREC-9 guidelines.21 The overall aim was to measure
the usability of a semantic dataset search, but with a particular focus on the query input
and provided explanations in the search summary. In total, 20 scholars with a research
background in the Life Sciences and Environmental Sciences took part. Each participant
performed eight search tasks in different orderings, e.g., “What data exists in the repository

21 TREC Interactive Track, https://trec.nist.gov/data/t9i/spec.html
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for bacteria in the groundwater?”. For each user interface, every scholar carried out four
tasks. In a maximum of five minutes, the users had to search for up to three datasets
per task. When they considered a dataset as relevant, they added the dataset to the data
basket, and at the end of the five minutes, the basket was downloaded. We conducted the
evaluation in live sessions at the Friedrich Schiller University Jena (FSU Jena) or visited
the participants at their working places, e.g., iDiv, Leipzig22, Senckenberg, Frankfurt23
and BGBM, Berlin.24 The total evaluation time for each session was around 120 minutes.
The search part took around 80 minutes, with ten minutes per task. The non-search part
was around 40 minutes; 25 minutes were utilized for the post system questionnaires and
five minutes for the exit questionnaire, with questions about a comparison between the
two interfaces and some demographic questions. Before the start, we allotted 15 minutes
for introductory explanations. For instance, we explained the purpose of the study and
demonstrated some example searches to minimize the training effect [RC08].

Fig. 3: Study flow for the first three users. Every user performed eight search tasks in different
orderings. Half of the participants started with Biodiv 1, the other half started with Biodiv2.

Data collection and metric. Measuring the usability involves examining whether users
are able to complete tasks in a given time (efficiency), how easy it is to work with
the system (learnability), how many errors occur (issues), how easy it is to remember
navigations and functions (memorability) and how satisfied users are overall with a system
(satisfaction) [Ni93]. Apart from the memorability, we addressed all variables in our study.
We evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of the query input by means of user tasks
(performance-based metrics). If users found three datasets in five minutes, we counted it as
a complete task; if only one or two datasets could be found, it was considered as partially
complete; and if no dataset was found, it counted as an uncompleted task. We measured the
satisfaction, the learnability and collected usability issues with questionnaires (self-reported
metrics) and through observation. Concerning the highlightings and explanations, we
explored the comprehensibility, completeness and satisfaction through questionnaires. We
also observed the participants and encouraged them to report occurring issues orally.

Search tasks and questionnaires. We selected eight search tasks from the question corpus
we introduced in our previous work, to ensure that relevant categories from biodiversity
research are contained [Lö21]. In order to better guide users through the evaluation, we

22 iDiv, https://www.idiv.de/
23 Senckenberg, https://www.senckenberg.de
24 BGBM, https://www.bgbm.org
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prepared a survey for each user.25 The overall evaluation flow is presented in Figure 3. The
survey provided questions before and after each task, according to the TREC guidelines,
e.g., whether the participants expect certain content in the datasets, as well as questions on
satisfaction, easy of use and ease of learnability afterwards. After four tasks (=each user
interface), the scholars had to assess ten statements (a SUS questionnaire) on a five-point
Likert scale to capture feedback on the usability. However, as we aimed to study the query
input and explanation strategies, we adapted the classical SUS statements to our needs. The
final SUS questionnaire contained two questions on the query input, three questions on the
default highlightings, three questions concerning the biological entities highlighting and
two questions on the provided query explanations. The final search tasks, the questionnaires
and the original survey result files are available in Zenodo [Lö22].

4 Results

We compiled all results into one large CSV file and created a Jupyter notebook26 to analyze
the results. The code and the full results are available on GitHub.27 Two-third of the 20
scholars search for datasets monthly or at least once in a year, and the other seven scholars
use dataset search applications daily or weekly. The overall SUS scores for both interfaces
resulted in values above 68 (Biodiv 1: 68, Biodiv 2: 71), which points to a good usability
with respect to the two studied UI components in both interfaces. However, the dispersion in
Biodiv 2 is large, because eleven users gave higher ratings for the interface with the single
input field (Biodiv 2) than for the category-based search (Biodiv 1).

Search Input. With respect to the task success and task time, more scholars were able to
retrieve three datasets, with fewer failure cases and in a shorter time, with Biodiv 2 (204ms)
than with Biodiv 1 (225ms). However, the differences are small. Figure 4 reveals that for
almost all tasks, the users were able to retrieve datasets. For two tasks, the success rate is
low in both interfaces and the users complained that the returned datasets were not relevant
or only partial information was relevant. This points to missing data in the metadata corpus.
In addition, most scholars were not familiar with the search tasks (see the figures available
on GitHub28). As the provided search tasks addressed a specific research question or a
scientific information need, we did not expect that. However, this lack of specific knowledge
impacted the results.

Concerning the learnability (see the figures on GitHub), the results of the questionnaires
after each task and the respective statements in the SUS questionnaire reveal that it was
easier for users to get started with Biodiv 2. But with respect to the ease of use, there is no

25 Limesurvey, https://www.limesurvey.org
26 Jupyter notebook, https://jupyter.org/
27 Analysis, https://github.com/fusion-jena/semantic-search-usability-analysis
28 Results for 20 users, https://github.com/fusion-jena/semantic-search-usability-analysis/tree/main/analysis/
results20
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Fig. 4: Task success per task

difference between the two interfaces. Looking at the answers in the exit questionnaire paints
the same picture. The pre-defined categories in Biodiv 1 were not as easy to understand, and
it took some time for users to become familiar with the topical categorization of search terms.
However, comments on Biodiv 1 reveal that one half of the users liked the category-based
interface, because categories “helped to narrow down the search criteria and to get pertinent
results.” In contrast, the other half of scholars liked Biodiv 2, because it is “easier, as it goes
straight forward without thinking about categories,” and it “is more general and helped in
searching for topics that I was unfamiliar with.”

Highlightings and explanations. The users gave high ratings for the overall usefulness of
default highlightings in both interfaces (Figure 5). However, in some result sets, the default
highlightings were missing or too many terms were highlighted, which led to medium
ratings. Overall, the provided information is sufficient and comprehensible. Concerning
the highlighting of biological entities in the datasets (see figure on GitHub), we observed
that only 50% of the participants utilized this function. Only when they had to give a rating
on this function in the SUS questionnaire, they investigated it. Thus, this might have led
to medium ratings with respect to the comprehensibility. However, the participants gave
high ratings for the overall usefulness of this additional highlighting. For Biodiv 2, the
users pointed out more than twice as often as for Biodiv 1 that they would need more
information on the presented information of the biological entities. This also correlates with
our observations. In some cases, the biological entity function took some time to deliver a
result (as it was a request to the Semantic Assistant service calling various NLP pipelines)
or not all expected terms were highlighted. In these cases, users looked up the terms in
Google29 or Wikipedia30 (which was permitted), to obtain more information. With respect
to the usage of the query explanation tab, we noticed less usage, too. Thus, the helpfulness
obtained medium ratings (see figure on GitHub). Concerning the comprehensibility, users
gave a little more preference to the simpler query explanations without URI information in
Biodiv 1.

29 Google, https://www.google.de/
30 Wikipedia, https://de.wikipedia.org
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Fig. 5: SUS statements on the default highlighting of query terms in bold font

In comparision to other user studies [EWC12, Ve16], our results show that overall both
interfaces are suitable for a semantic dataset search in biodiversity research. A user interface
with a single input field and automatic category detection is more suitable when users
have no expertise in the search topic. In order to get more insights on daily usage of the
systems with the user’s own search tasks, further long-term studies are needed. The users
appreciated highlightings and explanations and were not confused about information on
terminologies and URIs. Only with respect to query information, users preferred the simple
explanations without information on the linked ontology. Concerning further improvements
of the user interface, the participants suggested to integrate facets and filters to narrow down
the results, e.g., to sort the data along metadata fields such as data repository or data type.
This confirms the RDA recommendations [Wu19] that users need different entry points and
filtering options in dataset search.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed an improved user interface for a semantic search over datasets
in the Life Sciences. We conducted a usability study of this novel system with two user
interfaces, with a particular focus on query inputs and different explanation strategies. Our
results reveal that both interfaces are suitable for semantic dataset search. For users that are
not familiar with a search topic, a user interface with a single input field is slightly more
efficient. Details about utilized ontologies and URIs are helpful and desired. More studies
in other applied domains are needed to examine whether this outcome can be generalized.
In addition, long-term studies would be benefical to study semantic search in daily usage.
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ReStoRunT: Simple Recording, Storing, Running and
Tracing changes in Spreadsheets1

Wolfgang Müller2, Lukrécia Mertová2

Abstract: In addition to the ubiquitous big data, one key challenge in data processing and management
in the life sciences is the diversity of small data. Diverse pieces of small data have to be transformed
into standards-compliant data. Here, the challenge lies not in the difficulty of single steps that need to
be performed, but rather in the fact that many transformation tasks are to be performed once or only a
few times. This limits the time that can be put into automated approaches, which in turn severely limits
the verifiability of such transformations. As much of the data to be processed is stored in spreadsheets,
within this paper we justify and propose a lightweight recording-based solution that works on a wide
variety of spreadsheet programs, from Microsoft Excel to Google Docs.

Keywords: Provenance; Harmonisation; Spreadsheets

1 Introduction

One of the challenges of real-life data harmonisation in the life sciences is the implementation
of standards in everyday work. The challenge lies in the fact that research needs to be flexible
and fast, while in the end, one needs reliable data with known semantics. This is the gist of
the FAIR principles [Wi16] - Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability,
which depend mostly on the known semantics of the data.

The semantics of the data is typically conveyed in one of three ways

1. Annotation to ontologies (for example, using web standards like the Resource
Description Framework [CK04])

2. Description via markup languages (using SBML [Hu03], for example)

3. Via location in a spreadsheet (as done by many MIBBI [FA22] standards that provide
mandatory sets of attributes and sometimes even precise file formats to be filled)

In the latter two cases, the semantics is not conveyed via an ontology but rather via the
documentation of the respective formats.
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CSV files and spreadsheets play an essential role here. They are used as lightweight databases
with bespoke data models and are transformed towards standard formats to convey semantics
by adhering to a pre-defined structure.

As a matter of efficiency, scientists typically use formats compatible with the machines and
the software they are using. They are usually different to standard formats such as MIBBI
formats. Scientists design their everyday formats to be simple to use with their machines
and their software. Often the formats are organized around one cut-and-paste operation
from a key proprietary software. This way of action reduces errors and minimizes time for
an outcome.

Standards like MIBBI provide mandatory sets of attributes or concrete file formats for data
files. However, scientists are left alone with the question of how to bring their day-to-day
files into a common format (e.g. for one partner or the local lab) or a mandatory format (e.g.
a standard format for a data publication).

Both transformation tasks are indeed very similar. They mainly differ in the number of files
concerned. Long-term experience with tools like RightField [Wo11] or openRefine [te22]
showed that a given internal file format is typically used only a couple of times, a common
format is used a couple of tens of times, and finally, the mandatory format is used thousands
of times.

The difficulty in this setup does not lie in the transformations themselves. They are mostly
based on simple operations on single values (such as moving a value to another cell) or
tables (such as the transposition of a matrix or a permutation of columns). The difficulty
lies in the combination of functional and non-functional requirements that are hard to fulfil
via the typical approach, i.e. writing and deploying complex software.

As stated above, most of the transformations to be written pertain to comparatively few files.
As a consequence, one has the following alternatives.

• Perform the transformation fully manually. However, a manual transformation is hard
to check. Errors that distort the meaning of the measurement may go undetected and
are hard to verify after the fact. Tracking changes needs additional software.

• Write a transformation via a program, be it Python [VD09], R [R 22], or workflow
systems like KNIME [Be09]. This has the following potential drawbacks:
– There is more work needed for testing the code than the work needed to do the

transformation itself. This is frustrating, but too little testing may lead to later
undetected errors.

– For a multitude of formats there will be a multitude of pieces of transformation
software. Thereby it becomes a challenge to keep track of which input lead to
which output using which transformation software.

These problems call for the following:
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• A recording-based solution. Creating the transformation software should be as simple
as doing the transformation by hand.

• There must be a trace of both source and destination of the transformation. In addition,
the software used for transformation should be recorded within the workbook that
contains source and transformed data.

• Ideally, the methods used should be platform-independent and should work with as
many spreadsheet systems as possible.

In building the solutions, it has to be kept in mind that there are two types of users in most
realistic scenarios: (i) the data steward, i.e. an experienced user whose focus is on data quality.
They are typically able to choose their toolchain for performing data transformation. (ii) the
end user, i.e. the scientist who is generating the data and has to provide standards-compliant
data. Typically they have the following challenges:

• They are restricted in the tools they can use due to security concerns. The machines are
often managed by the institute, which makes it hard to install plugins and add-ons (e.g.
Excel), install scripts based on languages not yet installed as well as new executables.

• They are restricted in the use of cloud services due to security concerns. Data paths
are carefully monitored, and sending early experimental data to a cloud service is
discouraged, for example.

• They are restricted in the time they can invest into tools that do not directly increase
their chances of getting a paper accepted. It means tools should be easy to use and
cannot e.g. expect dexterity or an advanced level of long-term concentration for their
use.

• Much preliminary data exchange is still done via mail. This favours methods that
easily pass antivirus software (i.e. no macros). This also favours methods that enable
sending related data in one single file as opposed to having to send a collection of
files.

ReStoRunT (Record, Store, Run, Trace transformations in Excel sheets) addresses the needs
expressed above. It is a recording-based solution that comes in two flavours, (i) an operating
protocol that can be performed manually by experimentalists and already captures most of
the advantages of ReStoRunT. (ii) A collection of small Python scripts (to be extended) in
case the use of Python is possible. We took Python, as it is a frequently used programming
language, also in the biological context. In both cases, the original data and the transformed
data stay together in one file, enabling easy sending.

Within this paper, we first describe the key properties of MS Excel that play a role later. We
then describe a toy example that we solve via ReStoRunT. Afterwards, we describe some
software tools that simplify the use of ReStoRunT and then compare the outcome to the
state of the art. This is followed by a summary and an outlook on future work.

ReStoRunT: Simple Recording, Storing, Running and Tracing changes in Spreadsheets 867
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2 Key properties of Spreadsheets and Workbooks

According to Wikipedia [Wi23], the first product introducing the concept of spreadsheets
that auto-update was VisiCalc in 1979. It enabled the interactive laying out of data in a table
containing cells and combining these cells using formulas. A formula in a cell was able to
aggregate information from other cells, such as summing them up. The key innovation was
a simple, intuitively graspable way to update the cells when a dependent cell was changed.

However, Lotus 1-2-3, an early successor, advertised already in 1983 that it had functionality
for using Lotus sheets as a simple database. Excel, starting in 1985, offered the same.
So, it does not come as a surprise that scientists soon took up using Excel as a simple
database. And —while database scientists reserve the term database for software that has
other properties, such as a well-defined data model— the popularity of spreadsheets as
makeshift databases are due to their ease of use and flexibility. The present tool tries to
alleviate some of the drawbacks of use of Excel as a database.

2.1 Definitions

Within this paper, a spreadsheet 𝑆 is viewed as an n-dimensional arbitrarily large matrix:

𝑆 =
©«
𝐴1 𝐵1 𝐶1 ... 𝑍1 𝐴𝐴1 𝐴𝐵1 ...

𝐴2 𝐵2 𝐶2 ... 𝑍2 𝐴𝐴2 𝐴𝐵2 ...

𝐴𝑛 𝐵𝑛 𝐶𝑛 ... 𝑍𝑛 𝐴𝐴𝑛 𝐴𝐵𝑛 ...

ª®®¬ (1)

Each element of a spreadsheet is called a cell, and it contains data of an arbitrary type.
The format of a cell determines how it is interpreted. Numbers adhering to the locale are
recognized as such (e.g. 1, 2 in Germany corresponds to 1.2 in the UK). Formulas are
expressions that start with an ‘=’ sign.

The cell is uniquely identified by a cell address (or location), which consists of a sheet
identification, a column letter, and a row number. For example, cell c has a cell location 𝐴6
in the spreadsheet 𝑆. Formally written as 𝑆!𝐴6, where ! is a delimiter.

Formulas can also reference cells, so = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝐵1 will be the value obtained by multiplying
the number in cell 𝐴1 by the number in cell 𝐵1.

Addresses in cells are implicitly relative. So if the formula = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝐵1 is written into the
cell 𝐶1, copying the data from 𝐶1 to 𝐶2 will change the formula to = 𝐴2 ∗ 𝐵2. This is
very useful for performing the same operation on numerous cells, e.g. multiplying the price
by the number of items or similar. Sometimes this is unwanted, e.g. when applying the
same tax rate to multiple items. For this purpose, it is possible to reference cells fixedly,
= $𝐴$1 ∗ 𝐵1 would become = $𝐴$1 ∗ 𝐵2 upon copying it to 𝐶2.

In this paper, we propose a ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝐶 of a source sheet 𝑆 with 𝑛 lines and
𝑚 columns, which is is a matrix with cells 𝐶!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝑚, where
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𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) denotes the string consisting of column letter and line number for line 𝑙 and
column 𝑐, and each cell 𝐶!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐) is a reference to 𝑆!𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑙, 𝑐).

The formula = $𝐴$1 references the content of the cell 𝐴1. = 𝛼!$𝐴$1 denotes the content of
the cell 𝐴1 in the sheet 𝛼, = 𝛼!$𝐴$2 the cell 𝐴2, and so forth. However if 𝛼!$𝐴$2 is empty,
= 𝛼!$𝐴$2 is not shown and treated as an empty cell, but as 0! This needs to be filtered out,
by an if statement, yielding the following formula:

= if($𝐴$2 =′′′′;′′′′ ; $𝐴$2) (2)

The copy sheet thus consists of such a formula in each cell.

We call ReStoRunT transformation sheet of 𝑆 a ReStoRunT copy sheet of 𝑆 that has been
modified, e.g. by moving cells or deleting cells or adding content such as names and labels.
A relationship between the source sheet and the ReStoRunT transformation sheet can be
viewed as a transformation function applied on the source sheet, returning the ReStoRunT
transformation sheet.

Note: Two cells in the ReStoRunT transformation sheet can reference the same cell in the
source sheet.

3 ReStoRunT by example

Within this section, we will describe ReStoRunT via an example that covers the inner
workings of ReStoRunT and give an insight into the outcomes.

3.1 The transformation task

In the scenario, Alice and Bob have agreed on a common format. Denoting values measured
for two enzymes (called E1, E2), measured at time points 5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes, and
as the measurement can (at times) vary by batch, the batch number is noted. Only Alice
needs an average between the experiments for each time point. Each measurement value
is accompanied by the possibility to make notes. A hypothetical file may look like the
following. The numbers have been picked, of course, so that the reader can easily see how
the transformation moves cells:

Batch# 55
time(min) E1 E2 Average Notes
5 11 21 16 Note1
10 12 22 17 Note2
15 13 23 18 Note3
20 14 24 19 Note4

Alice needs this data form.

time (min) 5 10 15 20
E1 11 12 13 14
E2 21 22 23 24

Notes Note1 Note2 Note3 Note4
Batch # gel 55

Bob has this data form.

ReStoRunT: Simple Recording, Storing, Running and Tracing changes in Spreadsheets 869
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As a consequence, Bob needs to apply transformations in order to share his data with Alice.

3.2 Transformation without ReStoRunT

Imagine that it is a one-off exchange of data. Alice needs Bob’s data in her format (to feed it
into some software or some agreed-on standard format), but currently, there is only one file,
and Bob does not want to waste time before knowing there are more files of the same kind.

So, Bob transforms his data manually. In MS Excel, the easiest way to do this is to cut and
paste “special“, and transpose the data on the way. So he marks data at the first line down to
the fifth, takes an empty sheet and pastes them into that empty sheet, choosing to transpose
the matrix, to the second line of the sheet (Left Table). We replace the empty column with
line averages using the formula =AVERAGE(B1:C1) (Right Table).

time(min) E1 E2 Notes
5 11 21 Note1
10 12 22 Note2
15 13 23 Note3
20 14 24 Note4

The transformation of Bob’s table.

time(min) E1 E2 Average Notes
5 11 21 16 Note1
10 12 22 17 Note2
15 13 23 18 Note3
20 14 24 19 Note4

We replace the empty column with line aver-
ages.

And then we notice that the batch number is missing, which we also have to add on top via
two cut-and-paste operations. By this, we have achieved Alice’s format.

3.3 Weaknesses purely manual transformation

For this one time, this is the most simple that can be done. The goal is met without any
overhead. However, if there is any doubt about the accuracy of the transformation ("Did
Bob mispaste?"), Alice will have to check the original file, which may still be somewhere
on Bob’s hard disk.

It would have been simpler to verify, had Bob used a script or a computational workflow to
modify the data. However, for a one-time transformation spending (in real-life-sized cases)
several hours for preparing and testing the script would have been prohibitive.

With the ReStoRunT approach, a couple of minutes of additional work in preparing the
sheet will suffice, and the rest will work as before. And the result will be a workbook that
(1) contains Bob’s original data sheet, and (2) contains a sheet that holds the data in Alice’s
format. It is a ReStoRunT transformation sheet This sheet contains the information in a
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way that (3) enables each cell to trace the origin into Bob’s sheet. And finally, (4) new Bob
format sheets can be transformed in the same way into Alice format sheets, reusing the
sheet described in (2).

3.4 Copy sheet and transformation sheet

In the previous section, we have described our goal. Creating a transformation sheet that
contains the data in Alice’s format and that can be reused to transform other data in Bob’s
format into Alice’s format.

We do so by creating a copy sheet and then modifying it manually.

As described above ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝛽 of 𝛼 is a sheet, where each 𝑐 in 𝛽 references
the cell in the same line and column in 𝛼 using formula 2 in section 2.1.

3.5 Creating a transformation sheet by manually applying a sequence of changes

We call Bob’s sheet 𝛼, and its ReStoRunT copy sheet 𝛽. In section 3.2, Bob has applied his
changes to 𝛼. Now we just apply the same changes to the copy sheet 𝛽, instead. The result
will just look the same. We omit showing the table for brevity.

We have turned the copy sheet into a transformation sheet that shows the transformed data,
and which —as shown in the next sections– embodies the transformation in a reusable
manner.

Fig. 1: Right: A ReStoRunT copy sheet referencing the original. Left: A ReStoRunT transformation
sheet.

3.6 Tracing the result back to the source

Now imagine that the value 12 is in doubt. We want to know, is there a copy-paste error? The
value 12 is in cell 𝛽!𝐵4. Looking into the cell, the cell 𝛽!𝐵 contains the formula = 𝛼!$𝐶$2
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whose value is 12, as desired. The headers in the sheet 𝛼 appear to be correct. So, after
looking at the formula, we can tell where the value of 𝛽!𝐵4 comes from. The same applies
to all other cells in the sheet 𝛽.

In other words, the sheet 𝛽 now contains all references to the original values in 𝛼 and it
meets Alice’s format requirements. The workbook containing both 𝛼 and 𝛽 contains both
the original values in the original format as well as the transformation. This also works with
single-cell formulas and with many multi-cell formulas.

3.7 Rerunning the transformation sheet on a new data sheet

Now, assume that the data exchange between Alice and Bob has been successful. Bob has
the sheets 𝛼 and the transformation sheet 𝛽. He now has additional data 𝛼′ that he would
like to turn into Alice’s format.

All he needs to do is the following two steps:

1. Create a copy 𝛽′ of 𝛽 that copies all the formulas. Each formula references a cell in 𝛼

2. Now do a replace on all cells in 𝛽′: Replace references to 𝛼 by references to 𝛼′. This
can be done via a simple string replacement on all formulas. Now all these formulas
reference the corresponding cells in 𝛼′.

So, by one copy and one search/replace operation, the same transformation was applied to
another sheet in Bob’s format. This is suitable for small numbers of workbooks and sheets.

4 Software supporting ReStoRunT

Creating a copy sheet 𝛽 for a given sheet 𝛼 in a workbook appears to be the most tedious
and error-prone step. However, it suffices to create a workbook that contains an empty sheet
𝛼 and an 𝑛 × 𝑚 sheet 𝛽 that is a copy sheet of the empty sheet 𝛼. 𝛽 can then be used as a
copy sheet for any non-empty sheet of size 𝑛 × 𝑚 or below.

To further reduce the manual work, e created some lightweight Python tools that simplify
using ReStoRunT. We chose Python as a language that is widely accepted and installed. The
software is small and open source in order to invite checks by its users. [MM22] contains a
repository with the following tools:

ReStoRunTify --infile f.xslx --outfile g.xslx

reads f.xslx, adds ReStoRunT copy sheets for each sheet in f and writes the resulting
workbook to g.xslx.
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IsolateReStoRunTsheet --infile f.xslx \

--tobeisolated "TestSheet" --outfile isolated.xslx

Takes ReStoRunT-TestSheet from f.xslx and creates a workbook that contains just
ReStoRunT-TestSheet and an empty TestSheet. We need the empty TestSheet, as without
such a sheet, all the references in ReStoRunT-TestSheet will be broken and replaced by an
error string.

ApplyReStoRunTsheet --infile f.xslx --sheetfile g.xslx \

--destinationsheet "Sheet 2" --outfile o.xslx

takes the first ReStoRunT sheet in the sheetfile (g.xslx) and applies it to the sheet
--destinationsheet Sheet 2, and then writes out the resulting workbook to the
--outfile o.xslx.

5 Advantages and limitations of the ReStoRunT approach

Using simple and well-known means, we have reached a useful way of storing Excel
transformations for reuse in small series. These transformations are stored within the
workbook and are platform-independent. The representation can be used to create other
software for larger series of documents. This is our priority in future work on this topic.

MS Excel has the functionality to trace back formula references to their origins. That makes
ReStoRunT more useful, as one can see visually which cells depend on which other cells.

ReStoRunT works for arbitrarily large, finite-sized sheets. It is applicable for all use cases
where the maximum size of the matrix to be transformed can be determined beforehand. In
this paper, we described the transformation as the translation of cells. But also normalisation
and other formulas that concern a small, finite number of cells (like the average in our
example) are something that is tackled using ReStoRunT.

ReStoRunT uniquely works on the layout of sheets, so far, it does not make use of labels or
other content within the sheet.

We see as the main limitations (i) that very large numbers of cells will slow down Excel and
(ii) that there are some Excel area functions that make it hard to trace back. For example:
Sorting a column will yield results, but it will be hard to trace back which value really
was the third biggest value in a cell set containing 30.000 cells. This can be countered by
cascading ReStoRunT sheets thereby extending the detail of traces of changes.

ReStoRunT is using basic Excel formulas, RStoRunT works on Google Sheets, LibreOffice,
as well as Apple Numbers and Gnumeric.
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6 State of the art compared to ReStoRunT

For re-applying changes, MS Excel has a built-in macro recorder. When using it, it is hard
to build working code without modifying the recorded VBA macro afterwards. This is
problematic, as the recording needs to be done by experimental scientists who cannot practise
this task sufficiently to reach proficiency. Also, the intended users cannot be expected to be
fluent in VBA. In addition, a drawback of recorded Excel macros is that many spam filters
mark .xlsm (Excel with Macro) files as SPAM, as the powerful embedded VBA code poses
a security risk. Furthermore, the receiver is asked if they want to run the security risk of
using the macro. Especially novices will not be equipped to take this decision. In addition
to that, the resulting transformation code is platform dependent, as it is expressed in Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA). Only through an analysis of a given macro a proficient reader
will be able to find out what field was the source of a change. The reader will have to invert
the operations done while recording the macros to find the source of data.

In contrast, one click on the formula in a ReStoRunT sheet will show which cells in the
original data sheet contributed to the current value. Furthermore, ReStoRunT needs only
key Excel mechanisms for functioning that function across a wide range of spreadsheet
tools, as stated above.

InSituTrac [As13] is a comprehensive Excel add-in for recording changes to Excel files.
The purposes are tracing provenance and re-applying changes. The comprehensive solution
features visualising types and sequences of changes to Excel sheets. Functionality-wise it
goes far beyond ReStoRunT. The Excel add-in centres around a ribbon in Excel that gives
access to the recording and exploration functionality.

In contrast, ReStoRunT is cross-platform, packages both original and result in one workbook,
and the provenance information can be perused without resorting to any add-in.

Google Sheets [Go] are a cloud service for spreadsheets that provide macro recording and
change tracking information. However, recorded macros are not exported alongside an
Excel export of Google Sheets. So the relation between Sheet and Macro is lost. Copying
workbooks provide a way to get a script into another workbook. However, again the users
are asked to take uncomfortable security decisions.

Excemplify [Sh13] was a tool for doing traceable changes to Excel files in the frame of
Immunoblot experiments. However, this was a large piece of configurable bespoke software
with the problems we described above, i.e. it needed too much configuration work for each
format change.

openRefine [te22] is a tool built for cleaning dirty data. It is a separate application to be
installed in user space. It provides functionality to import sheets and then modify them
using point ’n’ click as well as multi-cell operations. The traces of such modifications can
be recorded, stored, imported, and reused. However, the transformation is not shipped with
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the data, and openRefine first imports data into one structure, and then re-exports them.
This makes it hard to work with complex workbooks.

Workflow tools such as KNIME [Be09] and Galaxy [Af18] provide rich table functionality.
But just as using Python’s Pandas library [te20], R [R 22], R tidyverse [Wi19], and another
tooling, creating transformers in these tools does not happen by simple recording and needs
to be tested to a greater extent than recording based solutions. Some of them also import the
table into an intermediate format, thus losing the formatting information of the initial table.

[Wo11] is a tool for adding ontology information to spreadsheets, a complementary approach.
It can read workbooks, add hidden sheets with ontology information and then store the sheet.
These data can then subsequently be read by other tools. RightField’s use is complementary
to the tools described above.

To our knowledge, ReStoRunT has its use in the space of Spreadsheet-related tools, being
a useful addition because it is simple, not in the cloud, and doing quality control using a
ReStoRunT sheet does not need anything beyond standard software.

7 Conclusion

We argued that transforming Excel files and similar spreadsheets is an important task in
experimental biological work. The difficulty lies in the fact that one needs many different
transformations that need to be traced and possibly rerun several times, but not rerun often
enough to warrant a large development or configuration effort.

For this task, we have proposed ReStoRunT, i.e. recording and storing transformations such
that results can be traced to their origin and finally can be rerun, i.e. applied to new data.

ReStoRunT can be used entirely manually as a set of Excel practises or complemented via
tooling, of which we present an initial version. We hope to help scientists in sharing their
experimental data in a harmonized manner.
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A Core Ontology to Support Agricultural Data
Interoperability
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König-Ries2, Susan F. Ellakwa3, Passent Elkafrawy14, Alsayed Algergawy2 5

Abstract: The amount and variety of raw data generated in the agriculture sector from numerous
sources, including soil sensors and local weather stations, are proliferating. However, these raw data
in themselves are meaningless and isolated and, therefore, may offer little value to the farmer. Data
usefulness is determined by its context and meaning and by how it is interoperable with data from
other sources. Semantic web technology can provide context and meaning to data and its aggregation
by providing standard data interchange formats and description languages. In this paper, we introduce
the design and overall description of a core ontology that facilitates the process of data interoperability
in the agricultural domain.

Keywords: Semantic Web; Ontology; Knowledge Modeling; Agriculture

1 Introduction

The Agricultural Research Center (ARC)6 and the Central Lab for Agricultural Expert
Systems (CLAES)7 have been established to enhance the productivity of knowledge engineers
in building agricultural expert systems in Egypt. The ARC center has several institutes
focusing on soil, water, environment, and field crops. The outcome of those institutes is a
large amount of scattered and not well-described data, which makes it hard to integrate and
reuse. Furthermore, there is no availability of those data to the international community due
to lack of data representation and standardization. For example, the Registry of Research Data
Repositories8 has the resource of information about research data repositories, including
agricultural data. Even though it indexes and provides extensive information about more
than 270 agricultural data repositories. However, there are no records from Egypt. Therefore,
there is a growing need to start a process that supports the interoperability of agricultural
data in Egypt.
1 Information Technology and Computer Science School, Nile University, Egypt
2 Heinz Nixdorf Chair for Distributed Information Systems, Friedrich-Schiller University of Jena, Germany
3 Climate Change Information Center Renewable Energy Expert Systems, Agricultural Research Center, Egypt
4 Collage of Engineering, Effat University, SA
5 alsayed.algergawy@uni-jena.de
6 http://www.arc.sci.eg/
7 http://www.claes.sci.eg/
8 https://www.re3data.org/(http://doi.org/10.17616/R3KG8X last accessed: 2022-11-27)
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The objective of this work is to enhance and improve the interoperability of agricultural
data in Egypt collected and coordinated from CLAES. In this context, the semantic web, in
general, and ontology, in particular, play a crucial role. As the ontology formally represents
key concepts, properties, relationships, and axioms of a given domain, where it allows a
richer set of relationships and constraints among key terms in the domain[Pr13, Jo16, Dr19].
These silent features allow the ontology to make domain-specific knowledge more explicit
and in a machine-readable format. As it is hard to develop a single ontology that covers the
entire scope of the agricultural domain, we initially focus on developing a core ontology
for key terms extracted from different datasets collected at CLAES. To this end, we design
and develop a semantic model to capture the domain knowledge and to be used as the core
component in carrying out the Egyptian agricultural data interoperability. It is not a simple
task since agricultural data are described using different languages.

Furthermore, terminologies used in agricultural data, such as names of the crop, equipment,
and activity, have not been standardized because agriculture is local [Jo16]. To this end, we
exploit available resources at CLAES, such as datasets, technical reports, and surveys, to
extract and collect main terms relevant to the agricultural domain. To develop a core ontology
from the extracted set of terms,we employ the fusion-merge approach [PM04,OYD21, Sc11],
where these extracted terms are then used to localize related ontologies that can be reused as
a basis for the core ontology design from available ontology portals, such as BioPortal9 and
AgroPortal10. We employed module extractor strategy to the selected set of ontologies to
reduce the number of selected concepts and properties and to ensure that the core ontology
will not contain unneeded concepts making it more complex than necessary [Al20, Br22].
These modules are then combined to form the initial version of the core ontology. Further
improvements are made, such as revising the ontology and adding missing concepts. The
role of domain experts is very significant and essential in almost all steps during the
development of the core ontology.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present the background
and related work. The main methodology for developing the core ontology will be introduced
in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to concluding the paper and discussing the open issues
and future work.

2 Related work

The rapidly growing population and climate changes have been accompanied by the
emergence of new priorities in agricultural research, which is marked by a large volume
and heterogeneous range of data sources and formats [De23, Dr19]. This data in itself is
meaningless and isolated and therefore may offer little value to the farmer. The usefulness
of data comes from context and meaning, as well as its aggregation with other data sources.

9 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/
10 http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/
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Semantic web technology can provide context and meaning to data and its aggregation
by providing standard data interchange formats and data description languages. The RDA
working group, ’Agrisemantics WG’ 11, has been working on gathering community-based
requirements and use cases for an infrastructure that supports the use of semantics for
agricultural data interoperability. However, the working group has been criticized for not
focusing on data from non-EU countries and for not addressing core ontologies enough.
Despite the large number of domain-specific ontologies in the field of agriculture, there is a
lack of core ontologies that link foundational and domain-specific ontologies.

3 Methodology

In this section, we focus on the strategy used to develop a core ontology that will be used as
a seed for the interoperability of agricultural data. In this context, we first will introduce the
use case and scenario where the development of such a core ontology is necessary, then
we will present our methods to achieve this goal, and finally, we will describe the main
outcome of the development process.

Scenario. To motivate the presented work, we shall start introducing the current scenario
of representing and managing agricultural data in Egypt. As mentioned, the Agricultural
Research Center (ARC) is the responsible unit for gathering agricultural data. These data
can be provided to the center in different formats. It could be unstructured data, such as
technical reports by scientists and surveys through interviews with farmers. It could also
be semi-structured data in XML formats or/and tabular data. The results of modeling and
representing these different data sources are a number of isolated XML files (datasets). For
example, as shown in Fig. 1, where a piece of three different datasets about Wheat, Rice,
and Tomato are illustrated. The figure shows that the three different datasets represent the
same concept ’Soil Salinity’. It has to be repeated in each dataset with a different level
of knowledge. For example, the Wheat dataset models the ’Soil Salinity’ with more
information, such as it gives the Arabic label of the concept, which is missing information
in the other two datasets. Furthermore, the Wheat and Rice datasets provide a legal value
’Salinity’ for the concept, while it is not provided in the Tomato dataset. The legal value
is in both English and Arabic languages in the Wheat dataset, while it is specified only in
English in the Rice dataset.
Another example that demonstrates the need to unify and organize the same piece of
information in the same way is illustrated in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the concept
’Agricultural Operations’ is defined in the Wheat and Rice with three subclasses:
’Pre-Cultivation’, ’Cultivation’, and ’Post-Cultivation’ with different level of
information. The concept ’Pre-cultivation’ from the Rice dataset has one property
defined only in English, while it has two properties defined in English and Arabic in
the Wheat dataset. These examples show that there is a large redundancy and different

11 https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/agrisemantics-wg.html
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Abb. 1: Data sources challenges: Example 1

representations of the same concepts. Therefore, there is a growing need to unify the
representation of these concepts across different datasets, which motivates the development
of a core ontology.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, these words are repeated in these XML files with the same
definitions; thus, domain experts select one of them with its children. In order to have the
semantic model has no redundant concepts. Some concepts have the same meaning but
different structures like disease and disorder, hence domain experts select one of them. All
data types will be linked together using semantic modeling approaches to make it reusable.
Providing a global ontology for the Egyptian community while having wide exposure to the
international research of foreign countries. The international agricultural knowledge base
will provide a common understanding of the huge and continuously growing domain of
agricultural knowledge. The idea is to add Arabic plant knowledge to the global semantic
agricultural knowledge with the German counterpart for a World Global plant knowledge
base. This big goal is to be achieved after defining a core concept design for aligning and
merging CLAES ontologies for a global agricultural knowledge base. Such structure will
facilitate semantic definition and integration of a huge amount of knowledge with different
criteria and presentation.

Strategy. The entire process of developing a core ontology is illustrated in Fig. 3, where
the proposed framework is illustrated. The figure shows that the framework has four main
layers. The data sources layer keeps track of data resources used during the development
of the core ontology. As shown in Fig. 3, these data resources include unstructured data
(PDF files representing technical reports and/or surveys) and semi-structured data (XML
datasets). The preprocessing layer is to allow reading of different data resources. For that,
it has a translator component to translate Arabic into English. Furthermore, to enable the
processing of PDF files, we transform these files into text format using Python libraries such
as pdftextract12. We decided to use these libraries as it is a very simple and efficient python
PDF text extractor that uses the xpdf c++ library. It allows the extraction of text from the

12 https://pypi.org/project/pdftextract/
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Abb. 2: Data sources challenges: Example 2

whole PDF or a specific page from the PDF file. Another important component is the XML
reader which parses XML files to extract elements and their properties. For example, the
XML Reader component reads the Wheat dataset, shown in Fig. 2 and extracts the element
’Agricultural Operation’ with a definition ’A set of operations that is applied during
the agricultural process and is divide according to the applying time to 1-PreCultivation
2-During Cultivation 3-Post Cultivation’ as well as the associated definition in Arabic. The
set of extracted texts is preprocessed and input to a natural language processing API. At
that point, we make use of the TextRazor demo version13. It is an easy-to-use API and very
effective. The main goal to use the TextRazor tool is to extract main terms (entities) from
text information, such as element names, and comments. For example, input the above
definition to the NLP API results in the following terms: set, operation, agricultural
process, cultivation. As shown in Fig. 3, the role of domain experts is needed at the end
of the preprocessing step to validate and confirm the set of extracted terms. At least three
experts from CLAES have proved the preprocessing outcome.

Once we have the set of relevant terms, the next step, as shown in Fig. 3, is to start the
semantic modeling process. The semantic modeling layer has three main components:
ontology selection, module extractor, and ontology merging. The first component, ontology
selection, is to select a set of relevant ontologies that cover the set of input terms. To this
end, we make use of the available ontology portals, such as BioPortal and AgroPortal. To
this end, we make use of available APIs from the two portals, which accept the set of
terms as input and return back a set of ontologies that may cover the terms. We extracted
important information from these ontologies to be revised by domain experts to select the
most suitable ontologies for the domain. For example, the term ’Fruit’ has been found in
24 ontologies representing different pieces of the domain. The fruit concept is defined in the
Agricultural Growers Resource Organization (AGRO) 14 as a multi-tissue plant structure

13 https://www.textrazor.com/

14 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/AGRO
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Abb. 3: Proposed framework architecture

that develops from a Gynoecium or a single carpel, and at maturity may have as parts one
or more seeds. Also, it may contain additional plant structures that are part of a flower
and mature along with the Gynoecium, such as a receptacle. A fruit may develop without
fertilization in cases of parthenocarpy, apomixis, or other hormone-induced conditions
and may not always contain seeds. When annotating fruit that is referred to as ‘aggregate’,
‘multiple’, or ‘compound’, it is annotated directly to the appropriate plant structure, such
as receptacle, hypanthium or infructescence. Fruits only occur in angiosperms. While it
is defined within the Medical Subject Headings (MESH) 15 as the fleshy or dry ripened
ovary of a plant, enclosing the seed or seeds. Another example to demonstrate the need for
feedback from domain experts is the term ’crop’ exists in 16 different ontologies, but our
experts selected only two definitions that align with the intended meaning.

After having a set of ontologies, for each term we extracted the set of corresponding
concepts from different ontologies along with their URIs, labels, and definitions (if they
exist). Then the domain experts shall validate the extracted concepts. After settling on a
number of ontologies to be adopted according to the fusion/merge strategy [AKR19], a
module extractor is applied to each ontology to elicit smaller partitions from the selected
set of ontologies. Those concepts are the ones containing only relevant concepts and those
needed to connect them. Finally, these sets of partitions were combined and merged to form
the initial version of the new ontology.

Outcomes. The outcome of applying the proposed approach to available data sources
at CLAES is summarized in Table 1, and some of the core concepts and their initial

15 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/MESH
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relationships are shown in Fig. 4. The table shows that after applying the preprocessing
step, we got 211 unique terms extracted from available data sources at CLAES. Using
these terms to look up similar concepts from BioPortal and AgroPortal we found 178
concepts. After applying the module extractor and filler irrelevant concepts we got 147
concepts from 11 ontologies. A first trial to build the core ontology is shown in Fig. 4. The
core concepts, as well as the related concepts, form the basis for semantically modeling
significant assumptions in the Egyptian agricultural sector.

Tab. 1: Data Description Results

Number of extracted terms from available resources 211
Number of concepts found in relevant ontology portals 178
Size of output of extracted concepts from the portal 18324
Number of the concepts after filtering ontologies 147 which belongs to 11 ontologies

Abb. 4: Extracted concept

All the resources related to the design of the core ontology as well as the first versions of
the ontology are accessible online at https://github.com/fusion-jena/agriSem.

4 Conclusions and Future work

We attempt to address the interoperability of agricultural data in Egypt. We draw the first
step towards achieving this goal by developing a core ontology that covers core concepts in
the domain. Therefore, we proposed a framework to achieve this goal by producing one
merged ontology of core concepts. Even some successful steps have been drawn to reach
the main goal; however, several rooms for improvement and future directions are arising.
The first is to enhance this initial version of the core ontology, as more work is needed to
edit, revise and consider domain experts’ feedback before publishing and/or deployment
of the ontology. This results into the next issue of how to involve domain experts in the
development process. It is a very hard and time-consuming process, where intelligent
solutions have to be proposed.
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The InsightsNet Climate Change Corpus (ICCC) -

Compiling a Multimodal Corpus of Discourses in a Multi-Disciplinary Domain

Elena Volkanovska1, Sherry Tan2, Changxu Duan3, Sabine Bartsch4 and Wolfgang Stille5

Abstract: The discourse on climate change has become a centerpiece of public debate, thereby
creating a pressing need to analyze the multitude of communications created by the participants in this
communication process. In addition to text, information on this topic is communicated multimodally,
through images, videos, tables and other data objects that are embedded within documents and
accompany the text. This paper presents the process of building a multimodal pilot corpus to the
InsightsNet Climate Change Corpus (ICCC) using natural language processing (NLP) tools to enrich
corpus metadata, thus building a dataset that lends itself to the exploration of the interplay between
the various modalities that constitute the discourse on climate change.

Keywords: corpus; climate change; computational linguistics; annotation; metadata

1 Introduction

In recent years, the topic of climate change has taken center stage in discourses across
different segments of society through different channels, media and publications. While
climate scientists are in agreement that climate change is ongoing and real, debates on this
topic as well as its influences on policy-makers remain highly controversial [SP21].

With the surge of published data on the topic of climate change, linguistics as well as other
related disciplines have identified the study of data representing discourses on climate change
as a research desiderate in order to gain a better understanding of this multidisciplinary
field and the role played by a diverse set of participants with different scientific and
political backgrounds who are assuming different roles and interests. In order to enable such
studies, research is needed to collect and organize suitable corpora in a comprehensive and
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meaningful way to inform the different communities engaging and interested in relevant
discourses as well as processes concomitant with their roles as scientists, laypersons,
politicians, managers and many others involved in the relevant debates and policy making
processes. According to [LCJ20], the climate change related topic of global warming “has
received little attention in natural language processing [NLP] despite its real world urgency”.
One plausible reason for this may be attributed to the lack of available corpora focusing
on climate change. Additionally, as a topic - like many topics with a multidisciplinary
coverage - climate change is represented in many publications not merely by means of
natural language text, but also by means of a multitude of modalities such as images, maps,
data tables and visualizations that are hardly captured, let alone systematically analysed for
their contribution at all. So while there may be an abundant volume of digital text to be
potentially included in corpora, the demonstration of textual and embedded multimodal
data objects extracted and stored together in a corpus on the topic of climate change is
still lacking. Therefore, the research reported in this paper aims to fill this gap by building
multimodal corpora representing discourses from the domain of climate change across
different genres. We furthermore set out to demonstrate some exemplary methods from
corpus and computational linguistics to enrich the corpus data by metadata and annotations
to allow for more in-depth analyses to further our understanding of discourses on the topic
of climate change. We believe the analysis of such corpora and the study of the interlinking
between the multimodal objects with its textual counterparts will create new insights into
the topic of climate change and drive new discussions across various communities.

2 Overview of corpora for discourse analysis on climate change

Prior to embarking on corpus-building, we explored existing corpora and datasets that
have been used in previous studies on the climate change discourse. A good overview of
datasets used to investigate the debate on climate change by practitioners in the community
of NLP and social sciences is provided in [SP21]; unfortunately, none of these studies takes
multimodality into account. A further potentially relevant climate change dataset is the
Science Daily Climate Change (SciDCC) dataset, presented in [MM21], which includes
approximately 11,000 news articles scraped on the topics “Earth and Climate” and “Plant
and Animals” of the Science Daily website. Yet, this is a text-only resource as well. There
is a limited number of studies on the topic of climate change conducted on multimodal
corpora, but these are largely combinations of texts and photographic illustrations (see
[ADY11] and [We16]).

The exploration of existing corpora on the topic of climate change revealed that while they
are well-suited for text-based discourse analysis, none of them can help us fully address the
objective of our study, which is to analyse the climate change discourse as an interaction
between various modalities. The corpora that we inspected do not store data objects of
different formats in a single corpus in a manner that lends itself to the study of the interplay
between a document’s text and any multimedia content embedded in it. In addition, existing
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multimodal corpora take into consideration a set number of media types, which does not
allow for the exploration of the range of embedded media types. Rather than moulding our
research to fit the data that was readily available at the time this study began, we decided to
build a multimodal corpus from authentic data that would allow us to examine (1) the type
of modalities embedded in a document, and (2) how different modalities contribute to the
discourse on climate change.

3 Developing a pilot corpus

The pilot corpus described in this section is a precursor to ICCC. The objective is to explore
the possibilities of developing a multimodal corpus on climate change and to systematically
learn more about the challenges before expanding it. At the onset of the corpus-building
process for the pilot corpus two main criteria were devised: the corpus had to contain content
in both English and German, and any collected multimedia content had to be embedded in
the document. We refrain from incorporating stand-alone collections of single-modality data
such as collections of images or photos etc. We did not set a limit on the types of multimodal
data to be collected with the expectation that we will encounter data objects beyond images
and videos. Beyond this, we adhere to a fairly standard corpus-design procedure, which
includes the following steps: (1) identify genres of interest and data sources that contain
suitable content; (2) contact copyright holders to obtain their approval to collect and use the
data; (3) define metadata properties to store relevant information; (4) collect the data from
each data source, (5) parse it in a project-specific corpus structure.

3.1 Identifying genres, data sources, and obtaining copyright permissions

The objective in this step was to ensure that each genre included in the corpus represents
various entities or members of society that actively take part in the public discourse on
climate change. The pilot corpus entails content from three genres: academic papers on
climate change, reports published by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and
content published on the websites of Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany
(Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)). Academic papers can be found either under
a free open access (OA) policy, which does not require specific copyright permissions,
or hidden behind a paywall, in which case the rules for content use are governed by the
specific publisher. IPCC reports can be downloaded from the official website of IPCC6 and
used for personal, non-commercial purposes as long as the source is duly acknowledged.
Translation of IPCC reports into German is managed by the German IPCC Coordination
Office7 and the translated content can be retrieved from their website. Content published on
the two Greenpeace websites posed the most complex copyright case, mostly because of the

6 https://www.ipcc.ch/
7 https://www.de-ipcc.de/index.php
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different copyright rules applicable to text on the one hand, and multimedia content on the
other. Greenpeace has granted us approval to use images and videos that have been created
by and are sole property of Greenpeace, as long as the content is used for research purposes
[Gr22a, Gr22b] only.

3.2 Developing and implementing a metadata scheme

Metadata support corpus management and exploitation and constitute an integral part of
linguistic research. They can be retrieved from the content description provided by the
publisher, or obtained through data post-processing, including linguistic processing and
information extraction. The metadata framework for the pilot corpus uses properties from
the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI Metadata Terms) as its backbone. We opted
for the DCMI framework because it provides descriptive terms for data objects of different
formats and constitutes a widely acknowledged standard that has been used in the description
of both web and physical collections. This allows us to use the same schema for digitised
collections which were not primarily designed to serve as web content.

At the time of the property selection, DCMI Metadata Terms entailed 55 properties [Du20],
accompanied by a set of datatypes and vocabulary encoding schemes for the description of
digital resources of various formats (including image, video, and audio). We selected 14
DCMI metadata terms: title, type, subject, publisher, contributor, identifier, rights, format,
bibliographicCitation, rightsHolder, license, extent, created, accrualMethod. For a more
detailed description of each term please see [Du20]. This information should be retrievable
for each document in the corpus.

While the DCMI Metadata Terms provide a good selection of descriptive elements, they do
not include fields for encoding all information of relevance to the project. Two containers
of metadata properties were added to address this shortcoming: linguisticInformation and
mediaInformation. The former is a container for project-relevant linguistic information
gathered from both the given metadata, that is, metadata provided by the publisher, and
for metadata derived by performing linguistic processing on the corpus. The latter gives
information about the number and type of multimedia data objects embedded in a document.
The two metadata containers are flexible and more properties can be added as necessary.
At the moment, linguisticInformation stores information about genre, language, text type,
status of content (archived or not, for more information see section 4.3), number of tokens,
number of words, word types, content words, type-token ratio, lexical density, information
about sentence, word, and token length, named entities and abbreviations. Each document
was given a filename according to an agreed workable convention so that various media
types can be linked to the document in which they are embedded. The intention is to apply
this scheme to each document collected from the three data sources described in section 3.1.
The collected metadata is added to each document and helps us build a profile of the whole
corpus.
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As already mentioned, some of the metadata properties are obtained by conducting linguistic
processing and annotation of the content, which at the moment entails tokenization,
part-of-speech (POS) tagging, dependency parsing, named entity recognition (NER), and
abbreviation extraction.8

4 Data collection

This section elaborates on the data collection process from three sources: academic papers,
the website of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and the content published
on the websites of Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany.

4.1 Academic Papers

As a starting point for data collection for the pilot corpus, we used an article published by
CarbonBrief titled “The most influential climate change papers of all time” [Pi15]. In this
article, eight academic writings [AH97, Ca38, MW67, Ke76, No91, GZ00, HS06, HSR12]
were highlighted as the most “cited” papers, which is a measure and an indication of how
much impact the paper has in the scientific world. These seed papers ranged between the
years 1896 to 2012, giving us a wide range of different climate change perspectives as the
topic has evolved over time. We coined these eight papers as “seed papers” and these papers
provided a way for us to extract information from them that would link us to other related
academic works along the same topics across different years, providing a way for us to build
a more comprehensible corpus.

Building a corpus with the seed papers We explored two methods for building a corpus
using the eight seed papers that we have obtained: (1) checking the overlap of references
between the seed papers, (2) extracted keywords and keyphrases from the academic papers
were used as seed terms for search of more academic papers in the similar topic in Google
Scholar.

With the first approach, we were not able to find any overlap between the references of
the seed papers. Therefore, we did a search on Dimensions9 for a list of the top citation
references for each seed paper and from there we looked for overlapping citations. If a paper
referenced to at least two seed papers, then that paper was taken to be included in the corpus.
Based on this method, a total of 84 papers were initially collected.

8 Any metadata obtained through content post-processing will be affected by the choice of tool used to perform
this process. This paper demonstrates how such tools can be applied for metadata enrichment and does not focus
on ways of improving their performance.

9 https://www.dimensions.ai/
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The second method was based on information extraction. The text content of the seed
papers was extracted and analyzed with KeyBERT[Gr20]. KeyBERT provides integration
of different pre-trained language models and since we only have academic papers in the
English language, we opted for the model10 developed initially by [RG19].

The top 10 keywords/keyphrases from each paper were extracted and these were grouped
together according to semantic similarity. After the first iteration of extracting the key-
words/keyphrases from the seed papers and grouping them together, a total of 9 clusters of
keywords were formed. Each cluster of keywords was used as seed terms to search Google
Scholar with AND operator between the terms and the top 20 results were taken and added
to our collection. This iterative process was completed when we evaluated the corpus and
found that we had obtained 1,812 academic papers using this method (see figure 1 for
visualization of the process). The total number of academic papers downloaded was 1887,
ranging from the years 1895 to 2022.

Fig. 1: An example of the iterative process for keywords extraction from seed papers to downloading
the papers from Google Scholar.

4.2 Reports published by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

In the pilot corpus, we included the IPCC synthesis reports from each reporting period11 12.
These reports are originally published in English; translations into German were collected

10 all-MiniLM-L6-v2
11 “Climate Change: The IPCC 1990 and 1992 Assessments”, “SAR Climate Change 1995: Synthesis Report”,

“TAR Climate Change 2001: Synthesis Report”, “AR4 Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report”, “AR5 Synthesis
Report: Climate Change 2014”.

12 At the time of writing this paper, the publication of the AR6 Synthesis Report is pending; only an outline of the
report is available.
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when available13. This means that the pilot corpus contains 5 synthesis reports in English
and 3 synthesis reports or part of the synthesis report in German.

4.3 Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany

The web pages from Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany relevant to
our project were retrieved by entering the prompt ’climate change’ and ’Klimawandel’
respectively in the search bar on each organisation’s web site14 15. The search, performed in
March 2022, returned 4057 links to web pages from Greenpeace International, of which
698 were hosted on the domain of Greenpeace International, while 3359 were archived and
hosted on the domain of the Wayback Machine - Internet Archive16. We only include the
698 web pages hosted on the Greenpeace International domain in our pilot corpus in order
to have a balanced number of tokens in each language (see table 1 for corpus size). From
Greenpeace Germany, the search returned 1281 links to web pages.

5 Data parsing

The process described in section 4 resulted in files in two formats: PDF and HTML. This
section discusses the tools used to parse the documents and extract relevant information.

5.1 Academic papers and IPCC reports

All academic papers and IPCC reports are saved and parsed as PDF files. For the scanned
versions of PDF files, we use Tesseract [Ka07] to do OCR on the text and append the results
as transparent text layers to the original PDF pages.

We combine the VILA [Sh22] and Resnet101 [He15] that was trained on DocBank [Li20]
to parse PDF Files. VILA is a model for token sequence prediction, which does not predict
the images in the document. Resnet101 takes as input the rendered image of each page
of the document and identifies only the location of the figures on each page. The output
label set is Abstract, Author, Caption, Equation, Figure, Footer, List, Paragraph, Reference,
Section, Table and Title.

The models for parsing PDF files are run in an Online Learning [Ho18] framework and
are loaded in Label Studio [Tk22] as a machine learning backend service. We import the

13 At the moment, there are full translations of the synthesis reports for the years 2007 and 2014, and a translation
of the Summary for Policymakers from 2001.

14 https://www.greenpeace.org/international/
15 https://www.greenpeace.de
16 https://archive.org/web/
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documents as a rectangular label object detection task into the front end, use the original
models to make predictions for a small subset of documents, correct the prediction manually,
and then fine-tune the models. Finally, we parse all documents using the updated models.
The goal is not only to extract the text and other data objects from the PDF files, but also
to retain the layout information of the documents so that we can examine the interactions
between the data objects.

5.2 Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany

Since many of the webpages that we needed to download and parse were dynamic, we
used Selenium17 to retrieve the HTML from the collected links (see section 4.3) and
BeautifulSoup [Ri07] to parse the content. When extracting the relevant data objects, we
made sure to preserve the order of appearance of HTML elements containing important
information, to extract their position on the web page, and to extract all HTML elements
that might contain links to data objects in a modality different than text. This resulted in
documents that mirror the output of the PDF parsing process described in section 5.1, hence
allowing us to examine the interaction between various modalities.

6 Data Annotation

This section will highlight some of the methods used to annotate the parsed data. We will
mainly discuss the annotation process for: (1) linguistic annotations including sentence
splitting and tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing, (2) Named-entity
recognition and (3) keywords/keyphrases extraction.

6.1 Linguistic annotation and Named-Entity Recognition (NER)

The linguistic annotation was done in a bottom-up approach: the text of a document was split
into sentences, which were then run through an annotation pipeline. Three libraries constitute
the annotation pipeline for English texts: spacy-stanza18, Stanford CoreNLP [Ma14]19, and
SciSpacy[Ne19]20. Stanford CoreNLP is used to complement the named entity extraction
for categories of named entities not covered by spacy-stanza. The extracted named entities
from the English texts belong to the following 24 categories: PERSON, NORP, FAC, ORG,
GPE, LOC, PRODUCT, EVENT, WORK-OF-ART, LAW, LANGUAGE, DATE, TIME,
PERCENT, MONEY, QUANTITY, ORDINAL, CARDINAL, TITLE, CITY, IDEOLOGY,

17 https://github.com/SeleniumHQ/selenium, v.3.14.0
18 https://spacy.io/universe/project/spacy-stanza, running on stanza language model 1.4.1
19 Version 4.4.0
20 https://github.com/allenai/scispacy
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RELIGION, CRIMINAL-CHARGE, and CAUSE-OF-DEATH. With SciSpacy we extract
abbreviations from each sentence. The German documents were processed with stanza only,
since both stanza and Stanford CoreNLP have only four categories of named entities for
German language texts (ORG, PERSON, LOC, MISC).

In addition to saving the extracted annotations in a JSON file, each document with linguistic
annotations is saved as a pickle file (German content) and both pickle file and spaCy object
(English content). This step allows for consistency should we decide to extract linguistic
patterns or another type of linguistic information.

The linguistic annotation served as the backbone of the linguistic information extracted and
calculated for each document. The result of this process feeds back into the metadata, where
the information is saved in the metadata container linguisticInformation as mentioned in
section 3.2.

6.2 Keywords/Keyphrases extraction

As previously mentioned in section 4.1, KeyBERT was implemented to capture keywords
and keyphrases that are semantically similar to the document content. The same approach
was used to annotate the documents in our corpus. Since our corpus contains documents
both in English and German, using pretrained language models in English is not enough.
Therefore, a multilingual model 21 developed by [RG20] was used for German texts.

Through our implementation and experimentation of using KeyBERT for identifying seed
terms as seen in section 4.1, we found that KeyBERT has the tendency to create noisy results,
which did not have much effect on our results when using them as seed terms to search on
Google Scholar, but would potentially have a much larger effect on keywords/keyphrases
annotation of the data. Therefore, we combined the KeyBERT approach with the textrank
approach proposed by [MT04]. We implemented textrank using PyTextRank [Na16] in the
spaCy pipeline. Both English22 and German23 models were used through spaCy.

The keywords and keyphrases that had a semantic similarity score of 0.7 or higher were
extracted using KeyBERT and the list was compared to the set that were extracted using
PyTextRank; overlapping results were discarded and the final list of keywords and keyphrases
was added to the metadata term subject.

7 Results

We present the results obtained from the data curation process of the pilot corpus and the
type of multimedia data objects retrieved from each of the three data sources.
21 paraphrase-multilingual-MiniLM-L12-v2
22 en_core_web_sm and en_core_web_trf
23 de_core_news_sm and de_dep_news_trf
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Academic papers A total of 1,887 academic papers were collected and 15,461 images
and figures were extracted from the PDFs. 1,095 equations and 2,207 tables were extracted
and these are listed under “Other” in table 1. A total of over 43 million tokens were extracted
from these documents.

IPCC reports The 5 English IPCC reports contained 315 images and figures and 104
tables/equations. A total of 496,477 tokens were extracted. For the 3 reports in German, 135
images and figures were extracted with 31 tables/equations and a total of 170,617 tokens
were extracted.

Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Germany The 698 documents of Greenpeace
International have 2066 embedded images, 123 embedded videos, 67 videos added to the
content as hyperlinks, and 458 other types of multimedia objects. In 1, “Other” entails
iframes, which are web pages embedded within another web page. In the context of the
Greenpeace International corpus, iframes store videos, text, images, animations, dynamic
charts, tweets, Facebook posts, Instagram posts, and files in a PDF format. The 1281
documents of Greenpeace Germany contained 2463 images and 14 videos. We retrieved
188 YouTube videos from Greenpeace International, whose total duration was 25.55 hours.
The 14 videos of Greenpeace Germany amounted to 3.35 hours. Total number of tokens in
the Greenpeace International transcripts were 157,115 and 27,586 tokens for Greenpeace
Germany.

It is evident that of the total number of collected documents (3,874), the majority have
embedded multimedia content (3,317), compared to text-only documents (557). This finding
underpins the need for awareness of the various media types that support textual content,
and for incorporating processing techniques that would enable researchers to analyse media
content in the context of a document as a whole.

Data Source Docs without
MC*

Docs with
MC*

Multimedia Content #
of TokensImgs/Figs Videos Other

Academic Paper 100 1 787 15 461 - 3 302 43 152 714
IPCC reports EN 0 5 315 - 104 496 477
IPCC reports DE 0 3 135 - 31 170 617

Greenpeace
International 228 470 2 066 188 458 676 879

Greenpeace
Germany 229 1 052 2 463 14 463 645 962

*MC: Multimedia Content
Tab. 1: Summary of the pilot corpus with number of extracted contents.
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8 Discussion

This paper describes the process of building a multimodal pilot corpus comprising both
a substantial number and a wide range of data types in documents. The pilot corpus was
the starting point for developing methodologies that would allow us to better design and
curate the ICCC. We believe such a multimodal dataset is needed as a starting point in
order to gain further insights to the climate change topic by analyzing multimodal data and
exploring the additional information that can be obtained.

Possible use-case One example use-case of such analysis can be the study of political
views on a specific policy. With textual information, one can analyze the textual data with
sentiment analysis to extract the sentiments regarding the policy. With the addition of
multimodal data, we can also extract the sentiment in those data objects and determine if
they play a role in strengthening the sentiment found in the textual data or not. Such insight
can lead to a deeper understanding of the views and opinions concerning the specific policy.

Lessons learned We present some of the lessons learned in terms of data modelling of
multimodal corpora, application of data annotation and information retrieval techniques,
and challenges of working with a bilingual corpus.

It is evident that discarding multimedia data objects, as is common practice in corpus
development, results in the possible loss of relevant information and eliminates the opportu-
nity to investigate the interaction between data objects of different modalities. As seen in
this paper, creating a data model that lends itself to modelling and analyzing interactions
between different types of data objects presents another layer of complexity in the process
of collecting, parsing, and analysing multimodal data.

Another important task was to enrich the corpus metadata by incorporating NLP tools
for corpus annotation and information retrieval. While some of these techniques evidently
enriched the metadata of the corpus, others performed well on one type of data, but not on
another, highlighting the necessity of employing tools or models built for specific task in
the specific target domain. More work will need to be done in this respect to seek out the
appropriate tools and models and fine-tuning them to our domain-specific documents.

Lastly, we found that it is difficult to achieve entirely matching annotations for English and
for German corpora, mostly because existing tools and models for processing German texts
do not offer the same level of granularity and linguistic detail. Improving this situation is
identified as a research desiderate in our future work.

As stated previously, the goal of this paper on the creation of ICCC pilot corpus is to explore
the design and curation process of a multimodal corpus. The impact for future research is to
provide a corpus-building methodology that will be applied in the next step of the research,
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which is to expand the ICCC by looking further into collecting data from other sources in
the climate change domain.
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Towards a User-Empowering Architecture for Trustability
Analytics
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Abstract: Machine learning (ML) thrives on big data like huge data sets and streams from Internet of
Things (IOT) devices. Those technologies are becoming increasingly commonplace in our day-to-day
existence. Learning Autonomous Intelligent Actors (AIAs) impact our lives already in the form of, e.g.
chat bots, medical expert systems, and facial recognition systems. Doubts concerning ethical, legal,
and social implications of such AIAs consequently become increasingly compelling. Our society now
finds itself confronted with decisive questions: Should we trust AI? Is it fair, transparent, and respecting
privacy? An individual psychological threshold for cooperation with AIAs has been postulated. In
Shaefer’s words: “No trust, no use”. On the other hand, ignorance of an AIA’s weak points and
idiosyncracies can lead to overreliance. This paper proposes a prototypical microservice architecture
for trustability analytics. Its architecture shall introduce self-awareness concerning trustability into the
AI2VIS4BigData reference model for big data analysis and visualization by borrowing the concept of
a “looking-glass self” from psychology.

Keywords: Trust; Machine Learning; Digital Humanities; Foundation Model; Transparency; XAI

1 Introduction and Motivation

Individuals in our modern society are arguably compelled to accept the presence of
Autonomous Intelligent Actors (AIAs) in their everyday environment. In literature AIAs are
also referenced as “AI systems”, “artificial agents”, “autonomous systems”, and sometimes
“robots”. Applied AI promises tremendous benefits, ranging from such diverse fields like
healthcare to meteorology [Rei+22a; Rei+22b; Hig20]. This begs the question how society
is going to integrate AIAs. A formal verification of their code is basically not unfeasible in
most cases, because their ML models tend to be quite complex. GPT-3 was built in 2020
and has around 175 billion parameters [Bro+20]. On top of that, comprehension of its
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training data is key to understanding a model’s behavior. In practice such knowledge is
often sketchy at best. These properties effectively turn all but the simplest AIAs into black
boxes [Rud19]. The so-called “value alignment problem” results from this fundamental
uncertainty [Had21]. Risk is a necessary prerequisite of trust [Jac+21]. Common sense
forbids overreliance on automated decisions with the penalty of catastrophic consequences
[Lif15]. Stakeholders resort to trust when they choose to accept the risks of an AIA although
its benevolence or robustness cannot be proven rigorously. Trustworthy AIAs in data
analytics and cyber-physical systems will arguably have an empowering effect on their
human users [Rei+21]. They will be an important intermediate step towards real digital
empathy between humans and AIAs [Bon+19].

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Questions

Trust is a necessity when working with AIAs but it is also a somewhat elusive concept. AI
architects and engineers need standardized architectures and best practices that facilitate
qualified trust. These architectures will serve as a foundation and yardstick for trustworthy AI
software systems. This paper identifies the following challenges from the current scientific
debate on trust and AIAs as research problems:

(i) Trust in AI has no canonical definition and lacks an universal vocabulary.
Terms like “transparent AI”, “explainable AI”, and even “responsible AI” or “ethical
AI” may have subtly differentiated connotations with different authors. Researchers
ought to refrain from using their own ad-hoc definitions. A common framework for
trustability analytics needs to be established. There should be an unequivocal language
and a sound understanding with rigorous models of trust as a solid foundation for
future debate [Jac+21; Mil19; Lip18; Rud19].

(ii) Stakeholders must still rely on their intuition or educated guessing in order to determine
the trustworthiness of an AI system.
The concept of trust has been described as “diffuse”, “disappointing”, and even
“useless” by authors like O. Williamson [Wer18]. This paper intendeds to demonstrate
that the latter verdict is an exaggeration. Trust clearly is an important asset for human
society, which empowers us to cooperate and reach otherwise unachievable goals
[Luh14].There is, however, not yet a generally accepted metric for trustworthiness
of AI. Trust is almost universally described as a highly individual and situational
[KCW05]. Therefore it is a desirable feature for AIAs to address users individually
and adjust to feedback.

(iii) There are no actionable guidelines on the practical engineering of trustworthy AIAs.
Despite of the many guidelines for ethical or trustworthy AI on the one hand, and a
growing number of algorithms for ostensibly explainable, robust ML on the other, there
is still hardly any practical, systematic advice on the implementation of trustworthy
AIAs. Existing solutions seem somewhat insular. AIAs should be able to prove their
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adherence to ethical and legal principles in the light of ongoing efforts to regulate ML
for critical domains such as healthcare.

Foundation models are an excellent show case for these open problems, because of their
immense practical usefulness despite a fundamental opacity [Bom+21]. Three questions
shall be addressed in the following:

1. How can trustability of AIAs be practically modeled and analyzed?
2. How can a user empowering AIA maximize its trustability?
3. How can we design systems with regard to trustability?

The goal in answering those questions is to establish qualified trust or trustability in AIAs
and an AIA architecture for big data analytics and visualization that proactively anticipates
and maximizes its user’s level of trust. Therefore it works out an actionable model of
trust in section 3.1 after surveying the state of art of explainable AI (XAI) in section 2.3
and digital trust in section 3.2. It lays out a prototypical microservice architecture for
trustability analytics in 3.2. This will introduce self-awareness concerning trustability into
the AI2VIS4BigData reference model (sec. 2.2) for big data analysis and visualization in
analogy to the “looking-glass self” theory from psychology described in 2.1.

2 State of the Art

A fair amount of literature is devoted to trust in AIAs. Yet there is still a shortage of practical
research results such as complete and ready for use mathematical models. Stenton and
Jensen come close to this with their blueprint model for trust in AI [SJ21]. Abbass lists a
number of mathematical models of trust in [ALM16]: statistical models, Bayesian analysis,
discrete models, belief models, fuzzy models, flow models, and optimization models. Some
of which take the reputation of an AIA into consideration.

2.1 The Looking-Glass Self Theory

The psychologist Cooley developed a theory of an individual’s self that he labeled “the
looking-glass self”. The eponymous “looking-glass” is an archaic term for a mirror. His
theory is opposite the “self-verification theory” which states that we want others to see
as we see ourselves. The self evolves by forming assumptions about the way that other
individuals perceive us according to Cooley. His theory describes the human tendency to
understand oneself through the judgements that others supposedly make In short, humans
form a mental model of their peers and how they perceive them. Then they adjust their
self-view accordingly[McI07]. This happens in a three-step process [Sha04]:

1. Actors imagine how others must perceive them.
2. Actors consider how those others think of them.
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3. Actors feel an affective reaction, e.g. pride or shame.

Consider an artist painting a self-portrait using a mirror, e.g. as depicted in the famous
self-portraits of Johannes Gumpp and Norman Rockwell [Gos10; Roc60]. The artist (a
stand-in for the AIA) uses a mirror (looking glass, the putative user’s perspective on the
AIA) to paint an image of himself. A point of note here is that the affective reaction
spurs a reaction and thus stimulates a feedback loop. This is sometimes is known as the
“Michelangelo phenomenon” in sociology. It causes individuals in romantic relationships to
adjust their behavior in the direction to their assumed ideal self. In the context of AIAs,
users’ mental processes in relation to the AIA must be emulated by a mathematical model
of trust. Such a user models may be based on actual input data from the users or from first
principles. The AIA can then adapt itself according to its supposed trustability score.

2.2 Big Data Analytics and AI2VIS4BigData

Training of ML models usually involves “big data”, i.e. data of high volume, variety,
and velocity. Such a process tends to be lengthy and highly cost-intensive [Bom+21].
Many of the popular pre-trained foundation models, e.g. GPT-3, DALL-E 2, and BERT
[Ram+22; Vas+17] do not enable end-users to inspect their training data. This can lead to
underappreciation of algorithmic bias [Meh+21]. Applying the FAIR principles is arguably
a step in the right direction [Jac+20], but this alone is insufficient to empower humans to
a trustful collaboration with AIAs [Mon+20]. Data engineering for end-to-end machine
learning usually happens in ML pipelines.

Reis developed a generic reference model called AI2VIS4BigData for such pipelines
[Rei+22a]. It is an extension to the IVIS4BigData framework by Bornschlegl [BH21], using
AI both directly and indirectly for analytics and user empowerment, e.g. by recommending
analytics algorithms to subject matter experts without a background in data science
[Rei+22b]. This abstract and versatile rendition of a generic data analytics workflow makes
AI2VIS4BigData a suitable stand-in for a broad class of AIAs. Its focus on visual analysis
for big data in combination with a strong connection to AI predisposes it for XAI use cases
in particular.

AI2VIS4BigData describes a circular process repeating the following four steps of a big
data analytics pipeline: Data Management & Curation, Analytics, Insight & Effectuation,
and Interaction & Perception.

2.3 Trustability, Explanability, and Transparency of AI

Trust is primarily an interpersonal phenomenon. It has been studied extensively in psychology,
sociology, and philosophy. Kracher gives an overview of the theories about trust in sociology
with regard to computer science in [KCW05]. Trust is a prerequisite for human society
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Fig. 1: Reis’ AI2VIS4BigData reference model [Rei+22a]

in Niklas Luhman’s opinion, as it reduces complexity for the individual [Luh14]. The
sources of trust are twofold according to K. Wehrbach [Wer18]: “On one side is a belief
rooted in some combination of rational and emotional factors; on the other is acceptance of
uncontrolled risk.” Three things are essential to trust: a trustor 𝑥, a trustee 𝑦 which may
be an inanimate object or AIA, and an element of uncertainty that introduces a risk. Its
stakeholders must resort to trust. Hoff and Bashir describe a three-layered model of trust
in automation that comprises dispositional, situational, and learned trust [HB14]. Better
yet, users ought to be empowered by informed consent. Hence, they should depend on
qualified trust that deals with risks transparently. Transparency has been identified as a
fundamental prerequisite for trust [HBS11; Jac+21; Rud19; Bon+19]. This insight gave rise
to the explainable AI (XAI) branch of AI research [GA19; Bar+20]. It is a truism in the field
of explainable AI that understandability begets trust [HBS11; Mil19]. This paper follows
the definitions in Barredo Arrieta’s paper [Bar+20]: transparent systems are understandable
by themselves while explainable systems present explanations as an accurate proxy to their
users, etc. Yet the distinction between transparent and non-transparent ML models still
lacks a satisfactory differentiation. The field of XAI is a very active research topic [GA19].
Several ostensibly transparent ML algorithms have been developed in recent years [DR20;
BB21]. These are complemented by post-hoc explainers like SHAP and LIME for the
analysis of black-box models [LL17; RSG16]. As all ML algorithms, these have individual
strengths and weaknesses that can affect their trustability. These are hardly assessable –
even by users with a background in ML. While it is reasonable that stakeholders are prone
to put faith in systems they understand well, this idea should be taken with a grain of salt.
There seems to be a trade-off with explanation completeness, as too complete explanations
can even discourage users’ trust in them [Kul+13; Pap+22]. Sceptics like Rudin and Lipton
criticize current XAI methods and post-hoc explainers for black box models in particular
[Lip18; Rud19].
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3 Model Building

Abbass proposes a trust bus that has a Belief-Desire-Intention-Trust-Motivation (BDI-TM)
architecture [ALM16]. The trust bus learns by passing messages between its six components.
The constituent modules are these: actors and entities memory, trust production, identity
management, intent management, emotion management, risk management, and complexity
management. While Abbass’ BDI-TM architecture is quite abstract and intended also
for interactions between different AIAs, this paper will only consider it in the context of
AI2VIS4BigData. Hence it focuses on AIA-user interactions as trustee and trustor. Therefore
this paper adapts and simplifies the architecture significantly according to its use case,
leading to a prototypical implementation.

3.1 Trustability Analytics

The overall theme of this paper are trustability analytics for AI. Even if a satisfactory model
for trust can be found, it is still not quite clear what the terms “trustability of AI” and
by extension “trustability of AIA” exactly mean. In order to find an answer for research
question 1, i.e. an actionable definition of trust, trustability analytics must be delineated. In
the following, this paper will follow McCarthy’s working definition [McC07]: “Intelligence
is the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in the world.”, considering also the
ISO’s definition of risk as the “effect of uncertainty on an objective” in this context [ISO18].
Without a rigorous definition of AI the subsequent definition of its trustability, this paper
must, however, remain preliminary.

AIAs are complex, emergent systems prone to unintended behavior [SY19]. The time-tested
practice of software verification for critical settings guarantees that a program’s execution
aligns with its programmer’s codified intentions. This is not yet feasible for AIAs. When
the outcome of a computation involves uncertainty, the users knowingly or unknowingly
accept some risk. That is inherently the case with self-modifying software such as any ML
system during its training phase. A certain risk is consequently characteristic for AIAs.

Gerck offers different definitions of trust [Ger02]. The simplest form is: “Trust is to rely upon
actions at a distance.” This describes the concept of trust as reliance. Another is “qualified
reliance on information”. Gerck’s definitions connect information theory and – by extension
probability theory – with risk and its role as a precondition for trust. These thoughts on trust
are rather insightful but too abstract to be directly applicable for software implementation.
In summary, uncertainty begets risk and by extension (dis-)trust. Transparency on the other
hand reduces uncertainty, or rather epistemic uncertainty, for the user (see also fig. 2).

If trust is “qualified reliance”, how is it to be qualified conveniently? In line with the research
question 1 Stanton and Jensen give an answer to the question: “How does our evolutionarily
ingrained and socially conditioned trust mechanism respond to machines?” They present
a mathematical model for AI trustability 𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) depending on a specific user 𝑢, an AI
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AI Model

Risk

Transparency

Trust/
Empathy

Explanations
Gunning [GA19]

Uncertainty
Smithson [Smi18]

Promotes
Hancock [HBS11]

Necessitates
Kate Devitt [Kat18]

Fig. 2: Risk and transparency as influence factors for trust

system 𝑠, and a specific context 𝑎 [SJ21]. They define the User Trust Potential 𝑈𝑇𝑃(𝑢).
This subsumes the cultural, individual and otherwise subjective attributes of a user 𝑢. An
AI system designer has little influence over 𝑈𝑇𝑃 beyond precluding certain potential users
from using his system. Of course, predominantly positive experiences with AI will have a
positive impact on society-wide 𝑈𝑇𝑃 in the long run.

There is also a less arbitrary and subjective factor of trustability that is significantly
determined by the design of software architecture. This factor is Perceived System Trust
Potential 𝑃𝑆𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) in a system 𝑠 within a context 𝑎. This has an extensive overlap
with learned and situational trust in Hoff’s and Bashir’s model. There is arguably also
an additional objective component of qualified trust depending on 𝑠 and 𝑎. The overall
likelihood of trust is defined as:

𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑈𝑇𝑃(𝑢) · 𝑃𝑆𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎). (1)

𝑃𝑆𝑇 itself is defined as an arbitrary function 𝑔 of user experience𝑈𝑋 and perceived technical
trustworthiness 𝑃𝑇𝑇 : The latter is the sum of nine system characteristics 𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑐: accuracy,
reliability & resiliency, objectivity & security, explainability, safety & accountability, and
privacy. Thus

𝑃𝑆𝑇 = 𝑔(𝑈𝑋, 𝑃𝑇𝑇), 𝑃𝑇𝑇 =

9∑︁
𝑐=1

𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑐 . (2)

Each characteristic is the product of its pertinence 𝑝𝑐 and sufficiency 𝑠𝑐:

𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑐 = 𝑝𝑐 · 𝑠𝑐 . (3)

Each of the nine characteristics is assigned a relative Pertinence

𝑝𝑐 =
𝑞𝑐∑9
𝑘=1 𝑞𝑘

. (4)

for an absolute pertinence 𝑞𝑐 and a sufficiency 𝑠𝑐 for a trustworthiness metric 𝑚𝑐 and a
perceived risk 𝑟𝑎 in the given context:

𝑠𝑐 = 𝑚𝑐/𝑟𝑎 . (5)
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Obviously, Stanton’s and Jensen’s model of trust in AI is far from complete. 𝑈𝑇𝑃, 𝑔, 𝑞𝑐,
𝑚𝑐, and 𝑟𝑎 remain uncertain. They address this by posing a number of research questions.
Most are concerned with deducing parameter values from first principles. As this is not
yet possible, a prototypical implementation must resort to preliminary measures like user
and expert surveys or estimation in lieu of deduction. This should happen on a case by case
basis. This paper proposes an XAI knowledge base (KB) that compiles these values for
different ML algorithms and will be updated regularly.

The parameters must be deduced from first principles whenever possible. But what are good
candidates for those principles? Subjective trust is not enough to build robust and beneficial
AIAs. Attributes like reproducibility, transparency, and fairness must be monitored and
quantified, if objective facts are to guide the decision to trust an AIA. Users must be made
aware of risks that they have to accept [HBS11; Kat18; Smi18]. AIAs not only need to
demonstrate the “what?” to their stakeholders but must also be able to explain the “how?”
of their decisions, in order to achieve transparency. The answer to “how?“ will come from
systematically captured and analyzed meta-data presented in unison with the model’s main
results. Concerning the quality of training data, AIAs’ purpose is to receive complex tasks
from a human user. They represent data in action [ASR18] while FAIR is more concerned
with data reusability for scientific knowledge mining and synthesis. Other metrics, e.g. for
fairness or robustness, can be chosen according to the individual use case.
Fig. 3: Trust bus architecture for AI2VIS4BigData, adds a feedback loop that facilitates self-assessment
through empathy with its users (Parts of this image were created with the assistance of DALL-E 2.)

3.2 Trust Bus

The research question 2 asks for the implementation of a software service for trustability
analytics. This service cannot be a data sink, i.e. the meta-data must be processed somehow.
This paper suggests a trust bus architecture to synthesize qualified trust in the trustor. The
trust bus architecture was introduced in section 3.1. See figure 3 for its structure. The authors
of this paper envision a rule based expert system (ES) for this task. This system will be akin
to that in [Rei+22b]. This ES can query an analogue to the looking-glass self for AIAs.
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Thus, the service can self-assess its trustworthiness in the eyes of its users. It computes the
trust value 𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) from eq. 1. The goal is to empower users by suggesting trustworthy,
transparent, and explainable algorithms according to their individual needs. Therefore, the
ES needs knowledge about the specific user 𝑢 and the situation 𝑎 that it addresses.

BDI-TM Module Function

Actors and Entities Memory stores information about past interactions between trustor and
trustees for later evaluation by the trust production module

Trust Production mechanisms to gauge trustworthiness of the AIA
Identity Management identifies users or groups of users for appropriate handling by

emotion and intent management
Intent Management estimates users’ intent, predicts possible consequences of trust and

informs the trust production module accordingly
Emotion Management models and learns affective states of the user from interaction
Risk Management manages a task-specific risk registry and analyzes uncertainties in

relation to possible risks
Complexity Management estimates task complexities and the users’ ability to make reason-

able decisions under these circumstances

Tab. 1: Components of the trust bus BDI-TM architecture from [ALM16]

ES takes care of the trust production in table 1. It requests data from the knowledge
base KB that stores information about explainability and the specific risks encodes as
parameters of ML algorithms. The task specific empathy module holds information about
complexity management that it passes on to ES and evaluates whether a given task has
special requirements concerning fairness, transparency, etc. The metadata store (MS) holds
the actors and entities memory, but also deals with identity management.

The trust bus is intended to be a reference architecture for trustability analytics and
hence ought to be fairly universal. Therefore, it needs to interact with all steps of the
AI2VIS4BigData analytics pipeline in figure 1. It shall recommend analytics, pre-processing
and visualization methods in order to maximize the users’ trust 𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) from equation 1,
which it provides for different users and situations by means of modularization. The system
gauges its own value for 𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) with a use case specific “empathy module” (EM). This
module represents the mirror or looking-glass in the looking-glass self analogy. It has a
user trust model that estimates 𝑈𝑇𝑃(𝑢). It also predicts the values for 𝑃𝑆𝑇 (𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑎) to the
ES. The EM’s input data come from ES, MS, and KM. Cues from its end users are taken in
the last step of AI2VIS4BigData: “insight and effectuation”. This is feedback is taken into
account along with the other metadata when updating this trust model in a feedback loop. It
is possible that the system asks the user to intervene when it passes a predefined uncertainty
level.
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3.3 Towards a Prototypical Implementation

Steps towards a prototypical implementation of the reference architecture are underway. An
experimental system based on AI2VIS4BigData for the explanation of sentiment analysis
of natural language texts was implemented. This system uses the visual presentation of
feature importance calculated by the post-hoc explanation algorithms LIME and SHAP
on variants of the transformer model BERT [Vas+17]. However, it turns out to be highly
sensitive to certain data errors like word permutation and duplication, sometimes resulting
in incomprehensible explanations. A later and structurally similar system is used for the
recognition of emergent, formerly unknown named entities (NER) in medical texts. It
forgoes explicit explanations but adds training on adversarial examples to its ML-pipeline
for improved robustness. More use-cases involving foundation models for semi-autonomous
visual information extraction of highly non-uniform documents and the generation of
ontologies from biomedical research documents are being developed. A commonality
between these systems is their emphasis on interaction with a human in the loop for result
quality control. These systems and more provide input for the knowledge base KB on
different approaches to XAI and test beds for the trust bus. As a next step and future research,
a data schema for the knowledge base KB must be modeled. Concurrently an expert system
will be implemented using miniKanren [Wil20; FBK05]. Together, these will build a first
iteration of a prototypical trust bus as outlined above. The rules for this expert system ES
will be evaluated in cooperation with users and domain experts.

4 Summary and Outlook

This paper has posed a number of open research questions concerning technical solutions of
trust issues arising from the emergence of AIAs in big data analytics. It seeks to answer
these questions by the nascent field of trustability analytics which is multidisciplinary and
is located in digital humanities. The authors proposed a software service that takes cues
from the theory of a looking-glass self. Such a service may fill the role of an architectural
blueprint for future designs of trustworthy AIAs in big data analytics.

Many details of such a trustability service remain for future research because of the
preliminary condition of the scientific debate. In particular, parameters cannot yet be
derived from first principles. First and foremost, a knowledge base for XAI algorithms with
parameters for Stanton’s and Jensen’s trust model has to be compiled before the trust bus
architecture for AI2VIS4BigData can be implemented.

“Trustability analytics” stand for a reductionist concept of trust that can be reasoned about
rigorously and which leads towards practical software engineering. This paper’s outlook on
digital trust will undoubtedly leave something to be desired for humanities’ scholars, but as
George Box famously quipped: “All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
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The authors of this paper hope that the proposed architecture will be a step towards practical
application and a software prototype in the near future.
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“FAIR” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data
Quality through Data Preparation

Valerie Restat1, Meike Klettke2, Uta Störl3

Abstract: Data-driven systems and machine learning-based decisions are becoming increasingly
important and are having an impact on our everyday lives. The prerequisite for good results and
decisions is good data quality, which must be ensured by preprocessing the data. For domain experts,
however, the following difficulties arise: On the one hand, they have to choose from a multitude of
different tools and algorithms. On the other hand, there is no uniform evaluation method for data
quality. For this reason, we present the design of a framework of metrics that allows for a flexible
evaluation of data quality and data preparation results.

Keywords: data quality; metrics; evaluation; data preparation

1 Introduction

Real data is rarely error-free. To use it for analysis and to ensure the quality of the derived
decisions, data preparation is necessary [Ab16]. A variety of different tools exist for this
purpose, which are often combined in a preprocessing pipeline. The difficulty, however, is
to choose from this range of tools and possible combinations depending on the data and the
use case. More support is required for domain experts without in-depth IT knowledge. As a
first step in this direction, we see the need for a framework of metrics to assess data quality.
Such a framework would generate a number of advantages:

• The results of different data preparation tools become comparable.
• New solutions can be evaluated.
• Data quality is measurable and thus the quality of analyses and automated decisions

can be ensured.

To the best of our knowledge, such a systematic framework does not yet exist. Hence, in this
paper we propose a framework of metrics that takes into account many different aspects of
data quality. Depending on the use case, this allows metrics to be selected that are suitable
for the scenario in question.

After the summarization of related work in Section 2, we present this framework in
Section 3. It consists of two dimensions, which are described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2
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subsequently. The measurement of the proposed metrics is defined in Section 3.3. We
conclude the paper in Section 4 and present future work.

2 Related Work

Well-known principles are the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Re-usable) for automatically finding, using, and re-using data [Wi16]. However, these do
not take into account the quality of the data, which must be ensured by preprocessing.

In software engineering, there is a standard (ISO/IEC 9126) that defines software quality
criteria, and various metrics have been proposed to prove each criterion. For data, there is
no such standardization yet. There is some initial research work here.

A variety of different definitions exist for data quality, including timeliness, currency,
accuracy and completeness, credibility, and presentation quality [CZ15; Si12]. In addition,
aspects such as relevance and fairness must be considered [CZ15; Pi20; SS20]. We have
provided a more detailed description of the different dimensions of data quality in [RKS22].
Since the focus of this paper is on the metrics framework, only the most important aspects
are mentioned here.

The multitude of different definitions also leads to the fact that there is no standardized
evaluation. Different metrics exist (e.g. [HH16] and [BM11]), but these only cover a few
aspects of data quality. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic framework that takes into
consideration many different data quality dimensions does not yet exist.

Data quality validation is also addressed in Schelter et al. [Sc18]. The authors describe a
system for automating the verification of data quality. The following aspects are considered:
Completeness, consistency, and accuracy. The system scales well for large data sets and
provides users with a declarative API. By combining common quality constraints and custom
validation code, it offers many possibilities for evaluation. However, our classification is
even more comprehensive. It provides a more detailed classification of the metrics and
distinguishes more precisely to what extent domain knowledge is required.

In Polyzotis et al. [Po17], challenges related to machine learning are addressed, with
particular reference to the deviation between serving and training data. Our framework can
be used to compare the quality of serving and training data. In future work, we also want to
explore how we can further extend the framework to address the challenges that specifically
arise in context of machine learning.

3 Metrics Framework

Our proposed framework consists of two dimensions, which are explained in more detail in
the following subsections:
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• Horizontal dimension – The status of data preparation (Section 3.1)
• Vertical dimension – The extent to which ground truth is known (Section 3.2)
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Fig. 1: Metrics framework

The horizontal dimension, shown in Figure 1a, describes the status of data preparation.
Some aspects have to be considered already at the time of data collection or loading. Other
aspects are continuously improved by preprocessing the data. At the end of preprocessing, a
final evaluation should be performed again.

On the vertical dimension, shown in Figure 1b, a distinction is made between the extent
to which ground truth is known. It is only rarely the case that ground truth is completely
available. In other cases, the evaluation depends on the degree to which domain experts are
involved. If these are available, a manual evaluation can be performed. Otherwise, the data
quality must be checked using rules or external sources. If these are also not available, an
automated check can be performed in individual cases.

In the following, the two dimensions and the corresponding metrics are explained in more
detail. It is described which aspects of data quality must be taken into account. Subsequently,
Section 3.3 outlines how the metrics can be measured.

3.1 Horizontal Dimension

First, the horizontal dimension is considered. It defines the point in time when the evaluation
of data quality takes place.

Data loading At the beginning of data preparation, the data must be loaded. In the process,
some aspects of data quality must first be checked. This includes the following aspects,
which have been mentioned in Section 2:

• Timeliness
• Credibility
• Relevance

“FAIR ” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data Quality through Data
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These aspects must be checked at the beginning and are prerequisites for data quality. If
they are not met, an improvement by e.g. data cleaning is not possible. For example, if the
data is not suitable for the application purpose, data preparation will not improve it either.
New data must then be collected instead.

Data preparation process Other aspects of data quality are only achieved through the
preparation process itself. Continuous evaluation is possible here. After each step, it can
be checked whether the data quality has improved. At the end of data preparation, a final
evaluation should be performed. In [Re22], we have already declared an extensive error
classification that covers a variety of different data quality aspects. Therefore, we base these
kinds of metrics on the error classification presented in [Re22], illustrated in Figure 2. The
different types of errors are shown in Table 1. In the first step, we focus on single relation
levels to assess the quality of individual data sets. In future work this classification should
be extended.

An Attribute Value 
of a Single Tuple

The Values of a 
Single Attribute

The Attribute Values 
of a Single Tuple

The Attribute Values 
of Several Tuples

Relationships among
Multiple Relations

Multiple Data Sources

Data Quality Problems

Single Source

Single Relation

Fig. 2: Error classification specified in [Re22]

Final evaluation At the end of the data preparation process, all aspects from Table 1
should be checked again. As an additional point, depending on the use case, the evaluation
of the presentation quality, mentioned in [RKS22], is also conceivable here.

In the following section, the metrics are described and subdivided in the vertical dimension.

3.2 Vertical Dimension

This dimension describes the extent to which ground truth is incorporated into the metrics.
It also indicates how much domain experts are involved in the verification.
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Tab. 1: Error types specified in [Re22]

Level Error Type

An Attribute Value
of a Single Tuple

Missing value

Syntax violation

Interval violation

Set violation

Misspelled error

Inadequate value to the attribute context

Value items beyond the attribute context

Meaningless Value

Erroneous entry

The Values
of a Single Attribute

Uniqueness value violation

Synonyms existence

Outlier

Missing Attribute

The Attribute Values
of a Single Tuple

Semi-empty tuple

Inconsistency among attribute values

Irrelevant observation

The Attribute Values
of Several Tuples

Redundancy about an entity

Inconsistency about an entity

Bias

Noise

Verification by ground truth When ground truth is present, automated matching can take
place. However, it is only rarely the case that ground truth is fully available. The creation
may also require a high level of involvement of domain experts. In addition, it must be noted
that there is no ground truth for some quality aspects. Along the horizontal dimension, this
concerns mainly the aspects of data loading, as will be shown in Section 3.2.1. In the final
evaluation there is also one aspect for which no ground truth can be determined, shown in
Section 3.2.3.

Manual verification by domain experts If ground truth is not available, human involve-
ment is necessary. Normally, domain experts know the data best and are therefore in the

“FAIR ” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data Quality through Data
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best position to judge the quality of the data. However, this process is very time consuming
and therefore mostly not feasible.

Verification by rules or external sources For this reason, the next step is to permit
domain experts to specify rules that can be used to check errors in the data. In some cases,
it is also possible to use external sources. It should be noted that there are a number of tools
that use pattern enforcement or machine learning models to detect errors. HoloDetect [He19]
and Raha [Ma19] are examples for such tools. Theoretically, those models or rules learned
by models can also be used for evaluation. The result of these could then be compared with
the results present. However, it is difficult to state about which results are more correct. For
this reason, it was not considered in the present framework.

Automatic verification (without learned rules or domain knowledge) If no rules or
external sources are available, there are a number of aspects that can be checked automatically
without any rules. Examples are missing values or duplicates.

In the following, the categories of the horizontal dimension, presented in Section 3.1, are
listed. The individual aspects of these categories are classified on the basis of the categories
of the vertical dimension just presented.

3.2.1 Data loading

On the horizontal axis, the first category is data loading. Table 2 shows the aspects mentioned
and describes how an evaluation can be done.

Tab. 2: Evaluation of data quality at the time of data loading

Evaluation method

Auto-
matic

Rules Experts Ground
Truth

Data quality aspect
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G
ro
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d 
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ut

h
kn

ow
n Manual verification by domain experts

Verification by rules (specified by domain experts)

Verification by rules (learned by artificial intelligence)

Automatic verification (without learned rules or domain knowledge)

Verification by ground truth

Timeliness - (✓) ✓ -

Credibility - (✓) ✓ -

Relevance - (✓) ✓ -

None of the aspects can be tested by automated evaluation without rules or domain knowledge.
With rules, the following evaluations are conceivable: For timeliness, checks can be made
according to the arrival time and intervals of the data. For credibility, a verification by
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domain experts is necessary. In addition, checks according to the range of data or accepted
values are conceivable. In terms of relevance, the assessment of whether data is suitable for
a specific use case, primarily depends on the goal of the analysis or prediction. It must be
evaluated by a domain expert. Information about the distribution of the data, warnings of
protected features and fairness metrics can be supportive in the decision-making process.
However, all these rules can only support the evaluation. The final assessment must be made
by a domain expert. Ground truth cannot be detected for these aspects. For example, there is
no ground truth that tells whether a data set is credible. Such aspects can only be assessed by
domain experts. This is why ground truth cannot be used for an evaluation of these aspects.

3.2.2 Data preparation process

The goal of data preprocessing is to achieve the best possible data quality. As described,
many different approaches and tools exist for this purpose. For better comparability, it must
be possible to evaluate the results of such tools. The following metrics are suitable for this
purpose, but also to subject the data to continuous evaluation. Thus, the quality of the data
can be tracked at any time. Table 3 shows how the quality aspects can be evaluated in the
context of the data preparation process.

All these aspects can be checked with ground truth, if available. If this is not available, the next
step could be a manual verification by domain experts. If domain experts can not support, all
these aspects could be checked using rules or external sources. The better the rules, the more
accurate the assessment of the data quality. If no rules or external sources are available, only
certain data quality aspects can be checked automatically. This includes the following aspects:

Missing values can be easily detected automatically. Rules are only needed here if missing
values are encoded by specific values, such as −9999.

Duplicates can – to a certain degree – be checked automatically. At column level (Uniqueness
value violation), duplicate detection is easy, but it is usually allowed for most columns that
several rows have the same value. Further information is therefore needed to decide for
which columns duplicates must not exist. On row level (Redundancy about an entity) it can
be checked automatically if identical rows exist. For rows that are merely similar, however,
further information is again required for evaluation.

Outliers can – to a certain extent – be detected automatically as well. A common approach
is to apply the three sigma rule, which states that if the data is normally distributed, 99.7%
of the values will be within three standard deviations of the mean [CBK09]. However, if
the values of a column do not follow the normal distribution, this rule is not applicable.
Furthermore, problems arise in this context when data changes and therefore the statistical

“FAIR ” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data Quality through Data
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Tab. 3: Evaluation of data quality at the time of the data preparation process

Evaluation method

Auto-
matic

Rules Experts Ground
Truth

Data quality aspect
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n Manual verification by domain experts

Verification by rules (specified by domain experts)

Verification by rules (learned by artificial intelligence)

Automatic verification (without learned rules or domain knowledge)

Verification by ground truth

Missing Value ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Syntax violation - ✓ ✓ ✓

Interval violation - ✓ ✓ ✓

Set violation - ✓ ✓ ✓

Misspelled error - ✓ ✓ ✓

Inadequate value to the attribute
context

- ✓ ✓ ✓

Value items beyond the attribute
context

- ✓ ✓ ✓

Meaningless Value - ✓ ✓ ✓

Erroneous entry - ✓ ✓ ✓

Uniqueness value violation (✓) ✓ ✓ ✓

Synonyms existence - ✓ ✓ ✓

Outlier (✓) ✓ ✓ ✓

Missing Attribute - ✓ ✓ ✓

Semi-empty tuple ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Inconsistency among attribute values - ✓ ✓ ✓

Irrelevant observation - ✓ ✓ ✓

Redundancy about an entity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Inconsistency about an entity - ✓ ✓ ✓

Bias (✓) ✓ ✓ ✓

Noise - ✓ ✓ ✓

parameters may need to be re-examined. For more extensive outlier detection, additional
rules or sources are needed.
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Semi-empty tuples can be checked automatically. As with missing values, rules are needed
only in case empty fields are encoded by values such as −9999.

Bias: Already at the time of data loading, as described in Section 3.2.1, it should be
checked whether the data is relevant. This also includes the analysis of whether the data
is representative for the use case. However, as described in [SS20], a bias can also be
introduced into the data by preprocessing. Therefore, as a first indicator, an automated check
can be made to see if the distribution of the data changes significantly during preprocessing.

All other aspects cannot be checked automatically. Further information, rules or external
sources are required for an evaluation.

The framework does not yet consider error hierarchies. For example, spelling errors may
also lead to a set violation. After the spelling error has been corrected, there would possibly
no longer be a set violation. In future work, this should be included in the framework.

3.2.3 Final evaluation

As already mentioned, all aspects specified in Section 3.2.2 should be checked again in
the final evaluation. In addition, the presentation quality can also be evaluated. This is not
possible without any rules or domain knowledge, as shown in Table 4.

Tab. 4: Evaluation of data quality for the final evaluation

Evaluation method

Auto-
matic

Rules Experts Ground
Truth

Data quality aspect
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Verification by rules (specified by domain experts)

Verification by rules (learned by artificial intelligence)

Automatic verification (without learned rules or domain knowledge)

Verification by ground truth

Presentation Quality - (✓) ✓ -

For an evaluation against rules, checks can be made based on given standards or specifications.
A detailed evaluation can only be done by a domain expert. Ground truth does not exist in
this case.

3.3 Measurement

In the following, we will look at how the metrics presented can be applied and how a
measurement of quality can be made. Along the vertical dimension, evaluation becomes

“FAIR ” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data Quality through Data
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more accurate once domain knowledge becomes available. Along the horizontal axis, a
distinction is made depending on the time of data preparation.

3.3.1 Data loading

For all these criteria, it is only possible to check whether they are met or not. No percentage
is given. For example, a data set may or may not be suitable for the use case. It is not checked
whether it is 50% suitable. In future work, a more precise distinction could be made here.

3.3.2 Data preparation process

For each error listed in Table 1, the corresponding metric indicates whether that error occurs.
Depending on the level of error classification, a distinction is made: In some cases, the
percentage of errors per column is considered. In other cases, it is only checked whether the
error occurs in the data (yes/no). The mapping depending on the level of error classification
is shown in Table 5.

Tab. 5: Evaluation type per error classification level

Level Evaluation Type

An Attribute Value of a Single Tuple Percentage per column

The Values of a Single Attribute Percentage per column
(except for Missing Attribute)

The Attribute Values of a Single Tuple Percentage per data set

The Attribute Values of Several Tuples Yes/no per data set

For the error types of the first level, An Attribute Value of a Single Tuple, the percentage per
column can be measured in each case. The same applies to the second level, The Values
of a Single Attribute. However, the error type Missing Attribute is an exception. Here, the
percentage per data set must be applied. This is also considered for the third level, The
Attribute Values of a Single Tuple. For the fourth level, a percentage can no longer be
calculated. It is only checked whether the corresponding error type occurs in the data set or
not.

An exception is when ground truth is available. In this case, metrics such as precision and
recall can be used for evaluation.
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3.3.3 Final evaluation

The same aspects apply to the final evaluation. However, for the examination of the
presentation quality (as with the aspects at the time of data loading) it can only be stated
whether it is provided or not.

Example Each quality criterion corresponding to the rows of tables 2, 3, and 4 is assigned
a metric. Thus, the framework is easily extendable. The metric for Missing Value is described
here as an example: The error type belongs to the first level An Attribute Value of a Single
Tuple (see Table 1). Therefore, the metric is measured by the percentage per column
(see Table 5). As can be seen in Table 3, an automatic verification is possible. Thus, the
percentage of missing values per column in the data set can be calculated automatically.
If there is a special encoding of missing values, further rules are necessary to be able to
determine the percentage correctly. If these rules are not available, a domain expert can
give the correct percentage. In case that ground truth is present, precision and recall can be
applied for evaluation as described.

As a result of the evaluation, a corresponding report with all described metrics would be
generated. Via color coding, the reliability of the results could be marked according to the
vertical dimension. Thus, a detailed evaluation of data quality would be possible. In addition
to validating individual data sets, different data sets can also be compared, for example to
contrast the quality of serving and training data in context of machine learning.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

To measure data quality and evaluate data preparation tools, we created a framework of
metrics. This can be used flexibly, depending on the extent to which ground truth is available
or domain experts are available for verification. It also considers the time of the evaluation.
Different aspects need to be checked at the beginning of data preprocessing rather than
during the process itself. It was shown that domain knowledge is needed especially at
the point of data loading and the initial investigation of various quality aspects, such as
the usability of the data. As data preparation continues, more automation in evaluation is
possible.

In the future, the presented framework will be made available to domain experts for an
empirical validation. They should review the framework to ensure that all relevant data
quality aspects for their domain and data engineering application are included in the
classification. Beyond that, we would like to further develop this framework in future work.
This includes further levels of the error classification presented as well as the consideration
of error hierarchies. Moreover, only the metric for Missing Value was described as an
example. The elaboration of the other metrics will be done accordingly to emphasize

“FAIR ” is not enough – A Metrics Framework to ensure Data Quality through Data
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practical relevance. In addition to the further development of the theoretical foundations,
implementation also has to be carried out. In our vision, a framework like this must be
an integral part of every data engineering pipeline to ensure data quality through data
preparation.
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Recursive SQL and GPU-Support for In-Database Machine
Learning

Maximilian E. Schüle1

Abstract: In machine learning, continuously retraining a model guarantees accurate predictions based
on the latest data as training input. But to retrieve the latest data from a database, time-consuming
extraction is necessary as database systems have rarely been used for operations such as matrix algebra
and gradient descent. In this work, we demonstrate that SQL with recursive tables makes it possible
to express a complete machine learning pipeline out of data preprocessing, model training and its
validation. To facilitate the specification of loss functions, we extend the code-generating database
system Umbra by an operator for automatic differentiation for use within recursive tables: With the
loss function expressed in SQL as a lambda function, Umbra generates machine code for each partial
derivative. We further use automatic differentiation for a dedicated gradient descent operator, which
generates LLVM code to train a user-specified model on GPUs. We fine-tune GPU kernels at hardware
level to allow a higher throughput and propose non-blocking synchronisation of multiple units. In our
evaluation, automatic differentiation accelerated the runtime by the number of cached subexpressions
compared to compiling each derivative separately. Our GPU kernels with independent models allowed
maximal throughput even for small batch sizes, making machine learning pipelines within SQL more
competitive.
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VERIFAI - A Step Towards Evaluating the Responsibility of
AI-Systems

Sabrina Göllner 1, Marina Tropmann-Frick 2

Abstract: This work represents the first step towards a unified framework for evaluating an AI
system’s responsibility by building a prototype application. The python based web-application uses
several libraries for testing the fairness, robustness, privacy, and explainability of a machine learning
model as well as the dataset which was used for training the model. The workflow of the prototype
is tested and described using images of a healthcare dataset since healthcare represents an area
where automatic decisions affect human lives, and building responsible AI in this area is therefore
indispensable.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence; Responsible AI; Privacy-preserving AI; Explainable AI; Ethical
AI; Trustworthy AI

1 Introduction

This paper is based on the Structured Literature Review ’Aspects and Views on Responsible
AI’ presented at the LOD conference 2022 [LO22] and on the follow-up paper which is
currently in the writing process. The aforementioned papers conclude from the current
state of the art that Responsible AI encompasses the aspects of ’security, privacy, ethics,
explainability, human-centeredness, and trust’. The trust aspects are also up to the user’s
perception and human-centeredness requires a human-in-the-loop setting and will be part
of our future work. Our first goal is to verify the security, privacy, ethics, and explainability
within an AI system through different metrics in a single framework. Therefore we have
created ’VERIFAI’ (eValuating thE ResponsibIlity oF AI-systems), which is a first step
towards putting this concept into practice. To the best of our current knowledge, there is
no other framework that checks and evaluates multiple responsibility factors, so this is the
novelty of the present work.

2 Implementation

This section is divided into two parts: the first part explains the selection of the data, and
model architecture as well as the selection of toolkits for the evaluations and the second
1 Hamburg University of Applied Sciences, Department of Computer Science, Berliner Tor 7, 20099 Hamburg,
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part consists of the presentation of the resulting web application based on an example
walkthrough.

2.1 Dataset and model architecture

For the prototype implementation the healthcare dataset HAM10000 [Ts18] was chosen
because it satisfies two criteria: 1) it consists of dermatoscopic images from different
populations including a representative collection of all important diagnostic categories in
the realm of pigmented lesions and 2) because it consists not only of image data but also of
metadata for the analysis.
The chosen model architecture for testing is Xception [Ch17], which is a network with a
linear stack of depthwise separable convolution layers with residual connections. It achieved
the best results on the dataset compared to other architectures.

2.1.1 Selection of toolkits

Since the project’s goal was to verify the ethics, security, privacy, and explainability of
both the data and model, the first step was to research state-of-the-art toolkits for testing.
From the result of the libraries found, each of them could be classified into one of our four
categories:

1. Evaluation of Explainability: Quantus [He22], IBM AI Explainability 360: [Ar19]

2. Evaluation of Ethics: Tensorflow Fairness Indicators [Te22], IBM AI Fairness 360
[Be18], Fairlearn [Bi20], Aequitas [Sa18], REVISE [Wa22], VISSL [Go21],

3. Evaluation of Security: IBM Adversarial Robustness 360 Toolkit [Ni18], Foolbox:
[Ra20], Advbox [Go20], UnMask [Fr20]

4. Evaluation of Privacy: Privacy Meter [Sh22], IBM: differential privacy toolkit [Ho19],
Tensorflow Privacy [ACP22]

Based on the features, metrics, quality, and usage limitations of the analyzed toolkits and
libraries we came up with the following decisions for the prototype:
For the ethics/fairness evaluation of the model, there was, unfortunately, no suitable library
that could handle medical image data properly, so the results were calculated without the
usage of a toolkit, but with self-written python functions. The well-documented Tensorflow
privacy was chosen for the privacy verification. For the security verification, the robustness
test was performed using Foolbox because the calculation is reliable and fast, and the
set of metrics can be extended in the future with others from the same library. In terms
of explainability toolboxes, the choice fell on the Quantus toolbox because it supports
evaluations of all kinds of neural networks and provides many different metrics to test
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against that can be used for comparison in the future. To counteract confusion, the terms
’robustness’ will be used instead of security and ’fairness’ instead of ethics hereafter, as
these are also referred to as such in the evaluations in this context.

2.2 Exemplary Walkthrough

This section shows the exemplary program flow based on an example with the presented
data set using screenshots of the results and explanations.

2.2.1 The responsible data science lifecycle and the selection of the use case

(a) Screenshot: index / responsible data science lifecycle (b) Screenshot: use cases

Fig. 1: Dataset

The index page, shown in figure 1a, is intended to introduce the systems’ workflow to the
user. It also offers a figure of the Responsible Data Science Lifecycle, which is the data
science lifecycle extended through responsibility checks. At the top of the web page, there is
an explanation of the current step, this continues throughout the application. Figure 1b is a
screenshot of the step, where the user can choose from different use cases and corresponding
data sets to run the evaluation on. In this case, we choose the HAM10000 image dataset
with pigmented skin lesions which belongs to the healthcare use cases. By choosing the
dataset we can go to the next step.

VERIFAI - A Step Towards Evaluating the Responsibility of AI-Systems 935
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2.2.2 Exploratory fairness analysis of the dataset

In this step, we can analyze our dataset based on an exploratory fairness analysis.

(a) Screenshot: Evaluate Dataset (part 1) (b) Screenshot: Evaluate Dataset (part 2)

Fig. 2: Screenshot: exploratory fairness analysis of the dataset

Figure 2a and 2b display the data exploration for detecting potential biases to the user. For
example, we can see that class melanocytic nevi is the dominant one in the dataset (67%).
Using the data for modeling could result in a bias towards this type of skin lesion. This
analysis is to help users detect such biases and prevent bad modeling.

2.2.3 Evaluate Model

Fig. 3: Screenshot: load model and set configurations

In this step (see figure 3), the user can select the model and configuration for evaluation.
The model in this example is an already trained Xception model. Choosing the batch size
for the test dataset is also possible. The evaluations for robustness, fairness, privacy, and
explainability are explained next.
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Fig. 4: Screenshot: evaluate model robustness (result)

Robustness Evaluation Figure 4 shows the results of testing if the model is robust against
adversarial attacks with perturbated images, a metric which is called adversarial robustness.
This is tested using the Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) attack. It attempts to find the
perturbation that maximizes the loss of a model on a particular input while keeping the size
of the perturbation smaller than a specified amount referred to as epsilon (eps) while max.
eps = 0.3, as this is used for benchmarking in the RobustBench [Cr20]). Each round the eps
is increasing and the robustness score is measured as shown in the plots: starting from 82%,
the model has still an accuracy of 72% in the last round, using a perturbation of eps=0.3,
which is still a good accuracy. The image on the right is an example image from the test
batch with the maximum perturbations (eps=0.3) added.

Fig. 5: Screenshot: evaluate fairness (result)

Fairness Evaluation Figure 5 shows the correctly and incorrectly classified images
through a confusion matrix. We can see, that the tested model is very biased in the direction
of the class melanocytic nevi. The reason for this result is probably because we already
had an imbalanced dataset before. The second plot is the F1-score for the different classes,
which is suitable for imbalanced data. Because we have a bias in the model the end results
are not good enough for a good fairness score.

Privacy Evaluation Figure 6 shows the check of the privacy leakage through a membership
inference attack, which tries to find out if specific examples were in the training set (see fig.
6a). The results show that the membership inference attack was successful but had only an
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(a) Screenshot: membership
inference explanation

(b) Screenshot: ROC curve of the
membership inference attack

Fig. 6: Screenshots: Evaluate model privacy (results)

AUC of 66% (see fig. 6b). This means, that the privacy leakage was only satisfactory for
the attacker, which is better for the model’s privacy score, we can therefore determine that
the leak of information was only moderate in this case.

Fig. 7: Screenshot: Evaluate Model Explainability

Explainability Evaluation Figure 7 displays the quantitative evaluation of the model’s
explanation in combination with the chosen explainability method. We chose the suitable
XAI-Method called Integrated Gradients. The used metrics are: Robustness, which measures
the probability that the inputs with the same explanation have the same prediction label
[Ye19], Complexity that measures if only highly attributed features are truly predictive of
the model output [Ch18], Faithfulness which iteratively replaces a random subset of given
attributions with a baseline value and then measures the correlation between the sum of this
attribution subset and the difference in function output [BWM20], and Randomisation, which
computes for the distance between the original explanation and the explanation for a random
other class [SGL20]. In the barplot on the left, we can see that Robustness, Complexity, and
Randomisation scored well with relatively high percentages, but Faithfulness did not. All
four scores contribute with equal weighting to the final result and their scores were therefore
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averaged. In the figure next to the bar chart, we can see also examples of images from the
test batch, and the corresponding explanation. This is so that the user can also get an idea of
whether the explanation is good enough or not.

Fig. 8: Screenshot: Responsibility Evaluation

Responsibility Evaluation Finally, the Responsibility Evaluation in figure 8 summarizes
the calculated scores using the proposed metrics and highlights them with different colors
according to their scores. The rating was calculated as follows: A ’perfect’ model would
score full points in every aspect, which equals 10 points. In our test case, the security
evaluation was tested with a good result (8/10) as well as privacy (6/10), while the other
metrics fairness and explainability (6/10) show still some weaknesses and achieved therefore
moderate scores. The worst result was the fairness score of the model (5/10) because of the
bias. Thus, our model achieved a final score of 62.5% (25/40) with the metrics currently
implemented.

3 Open challenges and future work

In this work, we created a prototype implementation of VERIFAI, an application for
evaluating an AI system’s responsibility based on several aspects. In the present prototype, we
used a healthcare dataset. The tool can evaluate the dataset for fairness and a trained machine
learning model for fairness, privacy leakage, adversarial robustness, and explainability using
a variety of state-of-the-art metrics. Even though this work only covers a limited number of
metrics so far, it is a good basis for future work. The following extensions are planned for
future work: We will add more data sets belonging to different suitable scenarios, different
machine learning models for each scenario, extend the set of metrics for each category,
choose between selectable or auto-selection of the right metrics for the given problem,
selectable target user, selectable focus for which aspect is most important for the target user,
the tolerance level for each aspect, suggestions for mitigations, evaluation of trustworthiness
and human-in-the-loop aspects. We are also working on making VERIFAI as transparent as
possible for the users for helping to create more responsible AI systems.
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Workload Prediction for IoT Data Management Systems

David Burrell1, Xenofon Chatziliadis2, Eleni Tzirita Zacharatou3, Steffen Zeuch4, Volker
Markl5 6

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging technology that allows numerous devices,
potentially spread over a large geographical area, to collect and collectively process data from
high-speed data streams. To that end, specialized IoT data management systems (IoTDMSs) have
emerged. One challenge in those systems is the collection of different metrics from devices in a central
location for analysis. This analysis allows IoTDMSs to maintain an overview of the workload on
different devices and to optimize their processing. However, as an IoT network comprises of many
heterogeneous devices with low computation resources and limited bandwidth, collecting and sending
workload metrics can cause increased latency in data processing tasks across the network.

In this ongoing work, we present an approach to avoid unnecessary transmission of workload metrics
by predicting CPU, memory, and network usage using machine learning (ML). Specifically, we
demonstrate the performance of two ML models, linear regression and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) neural network, and show the features that we explored to train these models. This work is
part of an ongoing research to develop a monitoring tool for our new IoTDMS named NebulaStream.

Keywords: Internet of Things; stream processing; machine learning; workload prediction

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes a distributed system in which a large number of
devices with sensing or processing capabilities communicate with each other [PPS16]. The
IoT enables new possibilities for applications that have led to advances in many fields,
including healthcare [Ab19], disaster management [OTM21], and smart cities [Mo21].
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To process data in real time in such a distributed environment, stream processing engines
(SPEs) are often used. SPEs enable the continuous execution of user-defined queries on data
streams to extract useful information. SPEs are designed to execute these queries across
distributed devices optimally, in terms of the placement of the data processing operations
and the management of the information flow. However, SPEs are designed for the cloud,
which has significantly different characteristics compared to the IoT.

For system-internal decision-making processes, such as load balancing and query opti-
mization, existing SPEs often require performance metrics from their topology. In an IoT
topology, the collection and sending of these metrics can be detrimental to the overall data
processing efficiency. Many devices have few computational resources, and the collection of
workload metrics leads to reduced processing performance [Ch21, CFSF20]. Additionally,
the collection process affects the network, since it requires a large amount of bandwidth to
send the collected metrics and therefore introduces additional latency [SJL18]. Finally, the
additional processing and network efforts required for the metric collection process reduce
the operational lifetime of battery-powered devices [Ma05].

To mitigate these issues, it would be beneficial for an SPE to be able to infer workload
metric values and avoid the need to collect these metrics continuously. This would reduce
the load on the workers themselves as well as the volume of data being sent through the
network, thus decreasing the response time for user queries. In this work, we show our
current progress in testing the suitability of machine learning techniques to predict the
workloads of the NebulaStream (NES) IoTDMS [Ze20a, Ze20b]. Using a small-scale lab
topology with five devices, we have trained a linear regression and an LSTM model to
predict the CPU, memory, and network utilization of different query workloads. We show
that for all workloads, our linear regression models significantly outperform the LSTMs
with a PRED 25 score (i.e., percentage of predicted values that are within 25% of the actual
value) between 56% and 86%.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we analyze the different
workloads and features for our ML models. In Section 3, we evaluate the suitability of linear
regression and LSTM to predict CPU, memory, and network utilization. We conclude our
work in Section 4 and discuss future work directions.

2 Methodology

Data collection and data engineering steps are of essential importance to produce adequate
training data sets for accurate ML models. To this end, we create an emulated NES topology
where we execute specific queries on predefined data to generate workload information.
During the execution of these queries, we collect metrics on CPU, memory, and network
utilization. We collect these metrics along with additional features about the topology that
can be used to train our ML models. In the remainder of this section, we describe in detail
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how we generate different workloads in NES and the features we investigate to train our ML
models.

Fig. 1: Overview of the emulated topology in NebulaStream.

2.1 Workload Generation

For generating training load data we create a controlled NebulaStream lab topology with
Docker containers [Me14]. Communication between containers is established using the
Containernet network emulation [PKvR16]. In total, the topology consists of one coordinator,
four workers, and an MQTT broker (cf. Fig. 1). The MQTT broker (HiveMQ) has four
topics, one for each worker to subscribe to and where data is pushed in regular intervals.
The data that is pushed to the workers is generated using the humidity and temperature
sensors data set of the UCI Machine Learning Repository [Hu16]. The workers are used to
process and send the data to the coordinator. In order to represent the heterogeneity of the
IoT environment in our lab topology, we assign each worker different resources in terms
of available memory, memory swap limit, and CPU shares. Regarding the distribution of
resources, worker number zero had the fewest available resources with a memory limit
of 10Mb, a memory swap limit of 30Mb, and a CPU share of 20%. For each worker,
we incrementally increased then the resources, such that worker number three has 40Mb
memory limit, 120Mb memory swap limit, and 80% CPU shares.

The coordinator is the central component of NebulaStream, which is responsible for
processing user requests, scheduling queries, and managing the life cycle of running queries.
We used the coordinator as a sink for our streaming queries and an endpoint for our queries.
To generate different load types, we deployed four queries to NES, 1) a select-all query, 2)
a projection, 3) a filter with a selectivity of 0.77, and 4) a user-defined function with the
map operation. These queries were deployed from our Python application via the REST
interface of NES. Workload metrics were collected through the NES monitoring API and
the docker metrics API while running the queries. For analysis and feature exploration, we
stored all workload metrics in the InfluxDB key-value store.
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2.2 Feature Selection

For training accurate ML models, we require feature variables that have some relationship
with the target variables, i.e., the workload metrics. In general, the stronger the relationship
between the features and the target, the higher the model’s prediction accuracy. We have
analyzed two different types of features.

The first type are static features, where the value does not change over time. The static
features collected from the emulated topology are: the worker resource limits, the tuples per
second received at the workers, the executed queries, and their operators. The second type
of features are time-series features that we divide into two classes. The first class belongs
to the independent variables that are recorded separately to the workload metric streams.
These variables are the number of nanoseconds since the query began, the data received
at the coordinator from each worker, and the coordinator’s CPU usage. The second set of
time-series features are the metric streams of the workloads.

Fig. 2: (left) Heatmap of the SRCC between the static variables and the workload metrics.
(right) The moving average of the CPU usage during the execution of the ßelect all"query.

To identify important candidates, we use Pearson and Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
(SRCC) to determine if a relationship exists between potential features and our target variables
CPU, memory, and network usage. Due to space limitations, we highlight here the most
influential features, which can be seen based on SRCC between the resource limits (i.e.,
memory, memory swap, and CPU share) and memory usage, with a particularly strong
negative correlation (cf. Fig. 2 (left)). The reason is that workers with the fewest resources
available to process the arriving data are required to store the data for a longer period before
the data can be sent to the coordinator.

By looking at the moving average of the values over time, it is possible to see the effect of
having different percentages of CPU for each worker (cf. Fig. 2 (right)). For the moving
average, we use a window size of 300ms and a sampling period of 20ms. It can be seen that
worker number zero has the most CPU usage due to having the smallest share of CPU and
requiring more time to complete tasks, while the other workers (which were closer together
in value) followed in order of increasing percentage of CPU share.
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In summary, the patterns we observe via SRCC and the moving average plot confirm that
available resources on the workers have a huge effect on the workload and are thus important
features that should be taken into account when training an ML model.

3 Evaluation

For each load metric, i.e., CPU, memory, and network, we train a linear regression and
LSTM model, which results in six models in total. We evaluate the models using the PRED
25 score, which measures the percentage of predicted values that are within 25 percent
of the actual value (cf. Table 1). The models are trained on 80 multivariant time series
with 246.883 different samples, and for validation on 246.883 samples. Overall, the linear
regression model (LR) is more accurate at predicting the three workload metrics than the
LSTM model, which is similar to the results reported by [AB16]. In the remainder of this
section, we will give a more detailed discussion of our results and findings.

Query Type CPU Model Memory Model Network Model
LR LSTM LR LSTM LR LSTM

Select all 98.53 87.98 0.15 57.11 89.15 16.68
Projection 29.00 20.65 69.13 42.59 83.23 15.39
Filter 94.94 39.83 76.59 43.23 89.26 28.17
Map 49.20 39.45 89.85 36.94 91.97 22.80
Total Mean 73.07 50.32 58.87 46.13 86.34 28.55

Tab. 1: PRED 25 score for each of the machine learning models.

3.1 CPU Model

The linear regression CPU model achieves, on average, for all query types a PRED 25 score
of 73.07%, which significantly outperforms the LSTM model that reaches only 50.32%.
Looking at the scores of individual query types, we can see that the linear regression
performs extremely well for the select all and filter query type with a score over 90%. On
the contrary, for the projection and map query, our models achieve a score below 50%.
For the latter our models had captured in general the trends of the curves. However, they
predicted incorrectly the starting values which consequently lead to wrong forecasts of the
subsequent values.

Workload Prediction for IoT Data Management Systems 947
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3.2 Memory Model

For the memory model we reach with the linear regression in total a mean score of around
59% and the LSTM around 46%. Looking at the different query types individually we can
see, on the one hand, that the performance of the select all query is the biggest detractor for
the linear regression model with a score below 1%. During the execution of the projection,
filter and map query, we could observe often spikes in the curves regarding memory
consumption. However, for the select all query a spiking of memory consumption does not
happen, as the internal memory management of NES is keeping for that particular case
always the same amount of data tuples in memory. We believe that the performance of the
linear regression can be improved here by adding more information about the query type
to the ML model. For the projection, filter and map query, on the other hand, the linear
regression achieved a performance of ca. 70% up to 90%. The LSTM model performed for
the prediction of memory utilization again worse for all query types with a score between
37% and 57%.

3.3 Network Model

The linear regression model is performing consistently well for all different query types
with a PRED 25 score between 83% and 92% and an average score of 86.34%. The LSTM
on the contrary reaches only scores between ca. 15% and 28%. During training, we had
observed that the LSTM model was having problems with over fitting, as the prediction
performance on the training data set was always larger than 90%. In future work, we will
further investigate the reasons why the LSTM was over fitting that extremely for predicting
network utilization.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explores the applicability of ML approaches to predict workload characteristics
in streaming IoT environments. Our early results show that for a particular small-scale lab
topology, workloads can be estimated with a PRED 25 score of up to 86% by using a linear
regression model. However, to completely avoid direct value collection from the devices in
the topology, further work is needed to increase the prediction accuracy. In future work,
we plan to incorporate topological traits and create workload data on the basis of more
complex queries. In our current work, we tested our models only against a single data set
that was generated on a static lab topology. Additionally, we plan to integrate our approach
of workload prediction to NebulaStream, in order to evaluate the general benefits.

Finally, we also plan to investigate different query optimization and operator placement
strategies. By examining the operators that are deployed on each worker we hope to be able
to identify a pattern in which cases the static and time-series characteristics can replace the
continuous collection of performance measures and why in other cases this does not work.
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A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge
Graph Generation in a Web Portal

Erik Kleinsteuber1, Samira Babalou2, Birgitta König-Ries3

Abstract: Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are the semantic backbone for a wide variety of applications in
different domains. In recent years, different web portals providing relevant functionalities for managing
KGs have been proposed. An important functionality of such portals is provenance data management of
the KG generation process. Capturing, storing, and accessing provenance data efficiently are complex
problems. Solutions to these problems vary widely depending on many factors like the computational
environment, computational methods, desired provenance granularity. In this paper, we present one
possible solution: a new framework to capture coarse-grained workflow provenance of KGs during
creation in a web portal. We capture the necessary information of the KG generation process and store
and retrieve the provenance data using standard functionalities of relational databases. Our captured
workflow can be rerun over the same or different input source data. With this, the framework can
support four different applications of provenance data: (i) reproduce the KG, (ii) create a new KG
with an existing workflow, (iii) undo the executed tools and adapt the provenance data accordingly,
and (iv) retrieve the provenance data of a KG.

Keywords: Semantic Web; Knowledge Graph; Knowledge Graph Platform; Provenance Tracking;
Reproducibility

1 Introduction

KnowledgeGraphs (KGs) are graph-structured knowledge bases that store factual information
about a particular domain in the form of relationships between entities. They are the semantic
backbone for awide variety of applications. This brings the need to support their management.
In consequence, different KG management platforms have been suggested for both scientific
and commercial applications [Sy22, SDA20, Ha19, Be20]. Such platforms mostly cover
the whole lifecycle of KG application and include relevant services or functionalities for
creating, using, and further management of KGs. The KG generation process (see Figure 1,
top) can be modeled as an ordered execution of tools to transform source data into a data
graph. Ideally, during this creation process, detailed provenance information should be
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captured and subsequently managed. With this, on the one hand, it is possible to track
where information in the KG stems from. This increases trust in the information provided
and supports open science principles [SKR22]. On the other hand, provenance information
enables rerunning the creation process to check for reproducibility and/or to create an
updated version of a KG. Both are important factors in increasing KGs usage. Capturing,
storing, and accessing provenance data are complex problems. Solutions to them vary widely
depending on many factors like the computational environment, computational methods,
desired provenance granularity, and much more. The decision on a provenance solution
depends on interests, needs, and expectations of the developers or potential users, and heavily
on the domain of applications [PRSA18]. One solution is to integrate a computational task
into an environment capable of capturing provenance of the results of these tasks.

In a KG-generation web portal with user interaction, it is necessary to consider dependencies,
restrictions, security, and fault tolerance issues of different tools during KG generation
process. Third-party tools need to be securely connected, safely executed, and carefully
monitored. It is also important to embed these tools in a way that they do not affect each other
(e.g., writing files or memory usage). Moreover, requirements on the provenance solution
for the web portal might change during development, thus a highly flexible architecture is
required. Existing provenance systems (cf. the reviewed systems in [PRSA18]) tend to have
constraints on programming languages and on domains. Integrating third-party tools into
a computational notebook can be a difficult task depending on the complexity of the tool.
Additionally, connecting such a provenance system or computational notebook to the web
portal’s functionalities adds an extra layer of complexity if possible at all.

In this paper, we present our solution to providing users with all necessary information
(so-called provenance data) about the KG generation process in a web portal. We present
the provenance data of KG generation process as a workflow. It holds information about
all executed tools and necessary inputs and outputs during KG generation. We propose a
framework that can capture the coarse-grained workflow provenance of generated KGs in a
web portal. This framework is customized in our studied platform, but it can be adopted
for any other platform. We capture the necessary information about the user, source data,
intermediate results, and executed tools during the KG generation process. We ensure that
the data about the computational tasks needed to create the KG are stored in a reusable
workflow associated to the KG. We retrieve the captured provenance data accordingly to
provide user convenience and better insight into the KG generation process. Our captured
workflow can be rerun over the same or different source data. We show different applications
of the provenance data. Moreover, we show how the workflow in our framework can be
mapped to the W3C PROV ontology [Le13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries along with
literature review. Section 3 shows our proposed framework, followed by implementation
detail in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
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Fig. 1: Overview of our management framework for managing the provenance of the Knowledge
Graph generation in a web portal.

2 Literature Review & Preliminaries

The provenance of an object is the history of its origin and derivation [MMW13]. Provenance
tracking records the provenance of an object. In the literature, there have been different
surveys (cf. [PRSA18, HDBL17]) on provenance characteristics and provenance models.
The importance of provenance on large-scale KGs and the Web of Data has been highlighted
in [Ho20]. As a solution to manage the provenance, computational Notebooks (cf. Jupyter
Notebook [Kl16]) have gained widespread adoption in recent years, cf. ProvBook [SKR18].
However, implementing large, complex projects in a notebook, especially when multiple
programming languages are used, is not straightforward. Another issue is the automation
of a notebook. We faced different problems to connect a piece of software implemented
in Jupyter Notebook to the backend of our studied platform, and executing cells when
we receive specific user requests. On the other hand, web-based interactive development
environments such as JupyterLab that can be hosted and accessed by multiple people would
introduce security issues. Existing tools such as Open Refine (https://openrefine.org/)
among others, can also track applied operations on the data and thus can be used as a
provenance solution. However, we did not use such tools as a provenance solution, as they
are not a fully-fledged development environment and it is not always possible to extend those
tools with arbitrary code and still make use of its provenance features. To the best of our
knowledge, a few KG platforms [Sy22, SDA20, Ha19, Be20] apply a provenance solution
in some capacity. Of those, Blue Brain Nexus [Sy22] is the only one explicitly mentioning
the importance of provenance data and their usage of the W3C PROV ontology [Le13].

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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The other platforms did not explain their approach on provenance management in their
publications.

Preliminaries. To generate a KG, different phases need to be carried out (see Figure 1, top),
where in each phase a (different) tool will be executed. Definition 1 shows our definition of
the KG generation process.

Definition 1 KG generation is an ordered execution of tools in different phases, where
source data 𝑑𝑠 is the input and a Knowledge Graph (KG) is the output. Formally, this yields
𝐾𝐺 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑𝑠).

The tools are executed to perform different computational tasks e.g., cleaning datasets,
linking the entities to external resources, and generating specific output. In this paper, we
define a tool as:

Definition 2 A tool (TO) is an executable piece of software that performs some
computational task. The input of a tool is a file along with a configuration. The output of a
tool is a new processed file.

A configuration is a set of input parameters for executing the tool. Every configuration is a
set of key-value pairs, containing the name of a parameter and its value. For simplicity, we
assume that tools are run sequentially to generate a KG. This execution order needs to be
preserved. We assume the input of a tool execution is the output of the prior tool execution.
Every tool execution has a file as an input and a new file as an output. We define any such
file as a data object.

3 Our Proposed Provenance Management Framework

Figure 1 shows our provenance management framework in the KG generation of a web
portal. The users go through different phases to generate the KG based on their source data.
The resulting KG is added to the knowledge base. Thus, with each generation of a new
(sub-)KG, the overall KG (in the remainder of the paper referred to as main KG) is extended.
The provenance data of each phase is captured ( 1 ), stored ( 2 ), and associated with the
generated KG ( 3 ). The provenance data can be used for various applications ( 4 ).

3.1 Capturing provenance data

The provenance capture mechanisms collect information related to the KG generation
process. In the web portal, each KG generation starts by uploading source data 𝑑𝑠 by a user.
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After that, the user selects a tool with a specific configuration and then the tool gets executed.
This happens sequentially multiple times until the KG is generated. In our framework, we
capture (see 1 in Figure 1) the provenance of each data object, that got processed by a tool
execution during the KG generation process. All executed tools, configurations, and input
and output of each phase of the KG generation are saved separately. For each, we save a set
of information such as the version of the tool or the storage location of a file. We capture
all provenance data of an executed tool at every phase. We call the information about all
executed tools in the sequential phases of the KG generation a workflow (see Definition 3).
Note that, the provenance data of a data object includes all stored data of prior phases until
that phase. In this view, the provenance data of the generated KG is the complete workflow
𝑊 .

Definition 3 A workflow𝑊 is an ordered collection of provenance data of executed tools
in all phases of the KG generation process.

3.2 Provenance storage and association

During KG generation, we store (see 2 in Figure 1) the provenance of each produced
data object. Note that, each generated KG is a sub-KG of the main KG in the web portal.
We consider two approaches for provenance storage and associating provenance data to a
generated sub-KG (see 3 in Figure 1).

Approach 1: Provenance data is saved in the knowledge base. This would require the
provenance data to be represented as triples. These triples could be grouped by another graph
name. The provenance data can then be coupled by a triple featuring both the provenance
data of graph name and the KG.

Approach 2: The generated KGs are stored in a knowledge base, while their provenance
data are stored in a relational database. To handle the provenance storage in the web portal,
we store provenance data of KG generation process (i.e., workflow) as a JSON-string inside
the provenance record. Listing 1 shows a layout of a workflow𝑊 holding for 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖 . For
every new phase, a new key 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖+1 gets created together with a new dictionary and new
values.

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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{"Phase_i":

{

"input": "referenceTo(data object)",

"tool": "referenceTo(TO)",

"configuration":

{

"argname1": "value1",

"argname2": "value2",

...

},

"output": "referenceTo(data object)"

}

}

List. 1: Example of a workflow holding one phase in JSON-string.

For each request of KG generation in the web portal, we create a new entry in the relational
database (provenance information of KG generation’s phases). Table 1 shows a simplified
version of this database (the database, including provenance data of tools, datasets, and
users, are not shown here). Each KG generation process has a primary key and belongs to a
specific project. All provenance data of a KG generation’s phases (i.e., the workflow) is
saved as a provenance record. We support here both graph- and triple-levels.

At the graph-level, we store the reference (URI of the sub-KG in the knowledge base)
to this sub-KG in our relational database (Column 3 of Table 1). In this case, for each
saved sub-KG in the knowledge base, we save the reference (id) of that sub-KG next to
its provenance data. In the triple-level, subjects, predicates, and objects of all triples are
annotated (e.g., via rdfs.seeAlso, rdfs.comment, or other defined annotations) with their
respective provenance ids. With the provenance id we mean the first column of Table 1. If a
user wants to retrieve the provenance of a specific sub-KG or a term (subject, predicate,
or object), we can lookup for its provenance data via the reference of the sub-KG. The
association is of type “no-coupling” according to [PRSA18]. The associated provenance
data can be stored in different formats such as JSON, XML, or turtle (an RDF KG relying
on the PROV-O ontology (see next section)). In this approach, provenance data is stored in
the relational database and can be exported in different formats.

4 Implementation

We have partially tested our provenance management framework in the iKNOW project
(https://planthub.idiv.de/iknow/), which is distributed under an open-source license in
https://github.com/fusion-jena/iKNOW. iKNOW [Ba21] is a planned semantic-based
toolbox for Knowledge Graph creation and evolution in the biodiversity domain. For the
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Tab. 1: Provenance data about the KG generation process in the web portal.

Project RefTo ProvenanceKey Name Sub-KG Record

001 NameA 𝑒𝑥 : 𝐺1
[[(phase,“1”), (input,“file12”), (tool,“ToolA”), (output,“file33”),(config,“arg1”)]
[(phase,“2”), (input,“file33”), (tool,“ToolD”), (output,“file53”),(config,“arg3”)]
[(phase,“3”), (input,“file53”), (tool,“ToolB”), (output,“file22”),(config,“arg6”)]]

002 NameB 𝑒𝑥 : 𝐺2

[[(phase,“1”), (input,“file10”), (tool,“ToolC”), (output,“file44”),(config,“arg1”)]
[(phase,“2”), (input,“file44”), (tool,“ToolE”), (output,“file42”),(config,“arg4”)]
[(phase,“3”), (input,“file42”), (tool,“ToolG”), (output,“file12”),(config,“arg5”)]
[(phase,“4”), (input,“file12”), (tool,“ToolF”), (output,“file68”),(config,“arg8”)]]

Fig. 2: Provenance Management GUI.

backend, we used the Python web framework Django (www.djangoproject.com/). For
building user interfaces on the frontend, we used Svelte (https://svelte.dev/). We
used Docker (www.docker.com/) to encapsulate the different pieces of software that are
- or will be - implemented on our server. A Docker container packages up code and
all associated dependencies. This prevents dependency issues and provides an isolated
runtime environment that can be used to serve all kinds of tasks. We used Postgresql
(www.postgresql.org/) for saving data of the portal functionalities along with provenance
data, and Blazegraph DB (www.blazegraph.com/) for storing and accessing KGs. We
currently implemented the second approach of provenance association.

5 Provenance Applications

Figure 2 shows the GUI of provenance management. Our provenance framework can support
four different applications (see 4 in Figure 1):

1. Reproducibility. A reproducible KG can increase trust in the information provided and
support open science. Reproducibility of a KG is the capability of getting the same KG by
recreating or reproducing the KG. Reproducing the KG in our framework can be done by
automatically running a pre-existing workflow of a sub-KG with the goal of reproducing
the same KG. Through our GUI, the user can select one of the existing workflows and
run the whole process. After executing the workflow, the resulting KG can be downloaded

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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separately. We also show the original version of the KG, so that the user can compare their
triples and metadata (such as the number of triples).

2. Altered rerun. Let us consider this scenario, where a user wants to generate a new KG
based on one of the existing workflows𝑊 of a pre-generated KG while possibly changing
tools, configurations, or even the source data. To achieve this, we let the user select one of
the existing workflows (see Figure 3), make the desired changes on that (such as selecting
other tools or changing the tool’s configuration), and then run the workflow over the same
or another source data. The main advantage here is the possibility of generating a new KG
automatically with an already known workflow𝑊 . This provides user convenience. In the
end, we save this altered workflow as a new workflow in our portal.

3. Undo operation. Let us consider a user is in the process of generating a new sub-KG
wanting to undo one or multiple tool executions. In this scenario, we let the user roll back one
or several executed tool(s). Upon this action, the provenance data will be updated accordingly.
Some additional implementation details (e.g., deleting files, or making provenance data and
files consistent in the database) have to be considered to ensure the safety of the operation.
This application is implemented in the Knowledge Graph generation scenario (see Figure 5).

4. Provenance retrieval. Retrieving provenance data is important for a user to view the
data and understand how tools were executed during KG generation. Through our GUI
(see Figure 4, top) users can select which sub-KG they want to retrieve provenance data.
They can also retrieve the provenance data of a specific term. The system first search on
which sub-KG the term exists. It then shows the list of sub-KGs to the user. Then, the user
can select one of the sub-KG to see its provenance data. Figure 4, down, shows the result
of provenance retrieval. The user can observe who, when and how the sub-KG is built.
We currently offer the possibility to download provenance data of a sub-KG as a JSON.
Moreover, our provenance data is mapped to the popular, standardized PROV-Ontology and
can be downloaded in any RDF Syntax. We plan to provide downloading provenance data as
a Turtle file, mapped to PROV-Ontology. A workflow can be mapped to the PROV-Ontology,
considering the following rules:

• Every provenance data of each phase of KG generation gets a URI and becomes a
prov:Activity.

• Every data object and configuration of a tool gets a URI according to its reference
and becomes a prov:Entity.

• Every tool gets a URI according to its reference and becomes a prov:Agent.

• For every phase (provenance data of each phase), there is a triple with the URI of the
phase as the subject, prov:wasAssociatedWith as the predicate and the URI of the
tool as the object

• For every phase, there is a triple with the URI of the phase as the subject, prov:used
as the predicate and the URI of the input data object as the object
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Fig. 3: The GUI of altered rerun scenario.
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Fig. 4: Top: Users select which term or sub-KG they want to retrieve the provenance; Down: It shows
the result of provenance retrieval.
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Fig. 5: Undo operation in the Knowledge Graph generation process.

• For every output data object there is a triple with the URI of the output data object
as the subject, prov:wasGeneratedBy as the predicate and the URI of the according
phase as the object

• The configuration gets a URI according to the index of the phase and becomes a
prov:Entity. For every key-value pair in the configuration, a new triple can be created
with the URI of the configuration as the subject.

• To show that the configuration is used in the phase, a triple <ex:phase_i prov:used
ex:config_i> is generated.

• Additionally, the triple <ex:output prov:wasDerivedFrom ex:input> can be
generated to show that the output data object was derived from the input data
object.

Listing 2 shows an example of a phase in PROV format in the turtle syntax. The URIs
of phase, tool, configuration, input, and output data objects are simplified to ex:phase_i,
ex:tool, ex:config_i, ex:input_i, and ex:output_i, respectively. The URI of a tool
ex:tool does not need an index, because we always have a finite set of known tools and no
new tools get generated during tool execution. For every other subject, the URIs can be
individualized e.g., by appending the index of phase i. For every following phase, the URI
of the last output data object ex:output_i can be used without generating a new URI e.g.,

A Provenance Management Framework for Knowledge Graph Generation in a Web Portal
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ex:input_i+1. In general, the URIs of data objects do not necessarily have to contain the
terms input or output. This is just for explanatory purposes. It is only important that these
URIs are unique.

ex:tool a prov:Agent .

ex:config_i a prov:Entity .

ex:phase_i a prov:Activity ;

prov:used ex:input ;

prov:wasAssociatedWith ex:tool ;

prov:used ex:config_i .

ex:input_i a prov:Entity .

ex:output_i a prov:Entity ;

prov:wasGeneratedBy ex:phase_i ;

prov:wasDerivedFrom ex:input .

List. 2: Example of a phase in PROV format and the turtle syntax.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we provided the core concept and design of a framework to capture, store
and retrieve provenance data of KG generation in a web portal and show an environment
capable of provenance management. We presented four different applications to show the
benefit of our proposed framework. However, the experimental test over this framework
via a user study stays for our future work. Another future plan is extending the provenance
capture and storage for tools with special requirements outside of our definition. This can
involve e.g., multiple inputs and outputs of a tool. A possible solution to retrieve provenance
data more efficiently and to enable retrieving triples based on the provenance data of the
KG they belong to, can be achieved by saving provenance data in the same location as the
KG is. In this way, a single query on the knowledge base can be issued, that filters results
accordingly. Thus, we will handle this issue in our future work, too.
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MLProvLab: Provenance Management for Data Science
Notebooks

Dominik Kerzel1, Birgitta König-Ries2, Sheeba Samuel3

Abstract: Computational notebooks are a form of computational narrative fostering reproducibility.
They provide an interactive computing environment where users can run and modify code and repeat
the exploration, providing an iterative communication between data scientists and code. While the
ability to execute notebooks non-linearly benefits data scientists for exploration, the drawback is that it
is possible to lose control over the datasets, variables, and methods defined in the notebook and their
dependencies. Thus, in this process of user interaction and exploration, there can be a loss of execution
history information. To prevent this, a possibility is needed to maintain provenance information.
Provenance plays a significant role in data science, especially in facilitating the reproducibility of
results. To this end, we developed a provenance management tool to help data scientists track, capture,
compare, and visualize provenance information in notebook code environments. We conducted an
evaluation with data scientists, where participants were asked to find specific provenance information
from the execution history of a machine learning Jupyter notebook. The results from the performance
and user evaluation show promising aspects of provenance management features of the tool. The
resulting system, MLProvLab, is available as an open-source extension for JupyterLab.

Keywords: Data Science; Information Extraction; Provenance; Jupyter Notebook; Reproducibility

1 Introduction

Data science and machine learning (ML) techniques significantly impact the scientific
community in developing relevant and practical applications for society. With the rapid
publication of results in the data science and ML field, it is increasingly important for
scientists also to be able to reproduce and recreate results. Jupyter notebook [KR+16] is one of
the adopted approaches researchers use to publish results of their data science and ML projects
to enable reproducible computational research. The notebooks are computational narratives
that data scientists widely use in multiple ways for scientific computing, exploration,
tutorials, documentation, interactive manuals, publications, etc. This is possible because
the notebooks encapsulate code and explanatory text, computational results, visualizations,
etc., in a single document. In addition to being a stand-alone tool, it is also integrated with
different data science platforms like Kaggle, Colab notebooks, etc. As a result of exploration
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and constant changes done in a data science pipeline, it is essential to understand how the
results are derived under which choices and assumptions of researchers. Provenance plays
a significant role to record and reference the history of results. This, in turn, helps data
scientists to enable reproducibility [SK21]. However, scientists do not have direct access to
the history of their frequent experimentation in these notebooks. The rapid development
of data science and ML methods and algorithms results in new releases of libraries and
modules. As a result, running old notebooks without knowing the versions of libraries and
modules can cause execution errors and incompatibility issues. Another significant barrier
is the possibility of running notebooks non-linearly. It becomes difficult to reproduce and
get the same or close-by results without understanding how each cell and the variables
defined in them are dependent on each other.
To address these issues, in this paper, we present MLProvLab as an extension to JupyterLab4,
providing provenance management for reproducibility. This tool provides significant benefits
for data scientists to track, compare, manage, and visualize provenance information of their
computational experiments written in Jupyter notebooks. We can track, at runtime, the
datasets, variables, libraries, and functions used in the notebook and their dependencies
between cells. This is also visualized as a provenance dependency graph with temporal
information. We evaluated its efficiency and features through a performance test and a user
evaluation with 15 participants using practical tasks. The study shows that these 15 data
scientists using MLProvLab for the first time correctly answered an average of 82% of the
tasks they were provided in a machine learning notebook which was totally new to them
and consisted of 55 executions.

2 Background and Related Work

Though data scientists use multiple tools and software for their computational tasks, writing
code using programming languages like Python and R is common in data science and ML.
The open-source libraries like Scikit-Learn5, PyTorch6, Numpy7, etc., provide accessible
and reusable tools for data analysis and are heavily used for data science, ML, and deep
learning applications. Jupyter notebooks that support over 40 programming languages,
including Python and R, are widely used by millions of scientists. This is clearly seen in the
availability of millions of notebooks on GitHub. Hence, in this research, we focus on the
provenance management of Jupyter notebooks, with specific attention on providing support
for the reproducibility of data science workflows.
Tools for capturing provenance from scripts and programs at different levels of granularity
have been actively developed [Da12; Mc15; Pi15]. The noWorkflow tool [Pi15] is one
such tool that captures the definition, deployment, and execution provenance of Python
scripts. With the current wide adoption of Jupyter notebooks [KR+16], research works have

4 https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io

5 https://scikit-learn.org

6 https://pytorch.org/

7 https://numpy.org/
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also focused on tracking provenance from computational notebooks [Ca17; He19; Ho14;
KM18; KP17; Ma21; PGS18; Pi15; Sh23; SK18; Wa20; We19]. Prov-o-matic provides a
provenance-tracking extension for older versions of IPython Notebooks, which saves the
provenance traces to Linked Data file [Ho14]. Another approach to track provenance in
computational notebooks is by integrating noWorkflow [Pi15]. As a result, the features
provided by noWorkflow are available in the IPython notebooks. However, this approach
allows a python script to be run from inside IPython notebooks capturing the provenance of
scripts instead of notebooks. Systems like Verdant [Ke19] are more closely aligned with
MLProvLab. Verdant helps data scientists examine the execution history and notebook
events. However, we analyze the code and provide artifacts used in the code and the
dependencies between the cells based on the artifacts.
Recent approaches have also developed custom Jupyter kernels to trace runtime user
interactions and automatically manage the lineage of cell execution [KP17; Ma21]. In their
approach, the tool is developed as a separate Jupyter kernel, allowing users to update all cells
affected by a change in a cell. This is possible by adding unique and persistent identifiers
to each cell and providing references to results in other cells. This is different from our
approach as these approaches [KP17; Ma21] introduce changes to the kernel and requires
its installation.
Recent works have also focused on the provenance and model management of data science
and ML pipelines beyond computational notebooks. An overview of conceptual, data
management, and engineering challenges in the ML model management is given in [Sc18].
One of the data management challenges concerning the provenance management of ML is
automatically tracking and querying model metadata. Several tools have been developed as
metadata capturing systems in recent years [Or20; Va16; Za18]. ModelDB [Va16] provides
a feature to manage ML models with metadata logging of metrics, artifacts, tags, and user
information. Some systems track detailed provenance data by depending on the users to
understand their complex schema and integrate their code with the corresponding API
provided by the system [Sc17]. These provenance-capturing systems generally require
users to actively configure their code, e.g., by annotating functions, hyperparameters, and
operations. Due to the extra time and effort required, users may omit to configure and
annotate their code. Therefore, tools that automatically extract and manage metadata are
preferable to systems that require human intervention.
It is essential to provide provenance management without changing the code environment
for the user. It is also essential that such platforms provide metadata management to all their
users, irrespective of their skills and experience in data science. JupyterLab is a great basis
for such projects, as shown in other works [Ke19]. Hence, in this paper, we target the users
of JupyterLab and allow automatic provenance extraction from data science notebooks.

3 MLProvLab

Kerzel et al. [KSK21] describe the use case, challenges, and design goals of our data
science and ML provenance management tool to automatically expose the metadata. Based
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on the design goals, we present MLProvLab, a provenance management tool to track,
manage, compare, and visualize the provenance of data science notebooks. The tool is
available as an open-source extension for JupyterLab8. MLProvLab is composed of two
components. A Python backend component provides event listeners for user interactions,
an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) generator for analyzing the code, and a core messaging
plugin to request information from the kernel and notebook panel. On the visualization
side, MLProvLab provides a Javascript frontend component that captures user interactions,
renders visualization, and generates provenance graph. The tool contains provenance capture,
visualization, comparison, and export modules.
Provenance Capture. The provenance capture module of MLProvLab collects and stores
the provenance of a user session triggered by the start of the kernel. We call the lifetime of a
kernel an epoch. For every new kernel, the provenance of epochs is created and stored in
the notebook metadata. The tool defines event listeners for different user actions like the
execution, addition, and deletion of a cell. When a code cell is executed, the cell content
is returned to the backend. The executed code is then analyzed using Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) and string pattern matching techniques to get data provenance. We capture
information on the definition and usage of variables, functions, and classes. The import
statements are also tracked to extract information on the libraries and modules used and
their version information. Additional operations are performed to find data sources for
ML provenance management using string matching. In summary, the MLProvLab tracks
and manages every variable declared in the cell, the dependencies of variables that are
not defined in the evaluated cell, used datasets and the corresponding variables, imported
libraries, and modules, etc.
Provenance Visualization. For the provenance visualization module, the MLProvLab uses
a provenance graph to visualize the provenance of the notebook, including the execution
order of cells and the data dependencies between cells. The tool can be invoked using the
‘MLProvLab’ button in the notebook toolbar. Figure 1 shows the provenance visualization
graph of a sample ML notebook. The data sources and execution provenance are shown in
the graph. A node is created in the graph for every cell in the notebook. Edges show the
dependencies between cells using variables or methods declared in a cell. The outgoing edge
from a node indicates that a data source was defined and is used in the other corresponding
node. The colors of the nodes and edges represent their status. Cells that are colored orange
represent cells with data sources, and green represents cells with output. Cell half colored
with orange and green show that the cell contains both datasets and output. Users can
move the sliders at the bottom of the panel to see the history of the changes and runs
performed by the user. The ‘Epoch’ slider provides the history of the execution of the Jupyter
Notebook every time a new user session of the kernel is started. The ‘Execution’ slider
depicts the execution history of the Jupyter Notebook every time an event on the notebook
cell is registered. Correspondingly, the information for the execution environment, datasets,
and libraries used are shown to the user for the selected execution. The tool also shows
the number of user sessions, executions, and execution time. MLProvLab also provides a

8 https://github.com/fusion-jena/MLProvLab/
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Fig. 1: Provenance Execution Graph in MLProvLab. The notebook cells are depicted as vertices of
the graph. Green nodes in the graph show cells with any output type, orange show cells with data
source, grey shows cells where no data source or output is detected. Edges in the graph show the
dependencies between cells. The footer allows to slide the execution history of the notebook.

Fig. 2: Libraries and modules used in the notebook in the 4th epoch.
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general menu with options to customize the graph to get additional provenance information.
Figure 2 shows the Import Info menu in MLProvLab. It shows the information about the
imported libraries, the module used in the notebook, and their version information. The
libraries which are imported but not used are marked as red. To visualize the definition
provenance, users can click on a node and open a radial context menu. This gives detailed
information on the used datasets, functions, variables, outputs, etc. Users can also compare
the definition provenance from previous runs. The graph is built using Cytoscape.js9.

Fig. 3: Execution environment information of the notebook

Fig. 4: Information on the datasets used in the notebook

Figure 3 and 4 shows the information of the execution environment of the notebook and the
datasets used in the code, respectively. The execution environment of the notebook provides
information on the programming language, kernel, operating system, and the versions of
the selected epoch. Similarly, the General info provides information on the datasets used in
each execution with their variable name.
Provenance Comparison. In the provenance comparison module of MLProvLab, the
changes made to a notebook cell can be examined by users (Fig. 5). Users can select the
execution of previous ML experiments and compare it with the current execution. We use
the react-diff-view10 component to visualize the differences.
Provenance Export. The provenance export module of MLProvLab allows users to export
the collected provenance information of the notebook. Users can also clear the provenance
history. However, users are given an alert to export the provenance before removing the
provenance history from the notebook. This information is currently available in JSON
format. For semantic interoperability, we plan to make this information available in other
formats, including JSON-LD, RDF, etc.

9 https://cytoscape.org/
10 https://github.com/otakustay/react-diff-view
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Fig. 5: Code difference between 2 different epochs

4 Evaluation of MLProvLab

The primary goal of our evaluation was to gather information about how the features of
MLProvLab assist data scientists in the provenance management of Jupyter notebooks. As a
result, we conducted a performance evaluation to test how MLProvLab handles notebooks
with different numbers of cells. We also conducted a user evaluation to gather information
on the impression of MLProvLab and test how the provenance management helps them
understand the notebooks.

4.1 Performance Evaluation

We did a performance test with two different notebooks, one with 25 notebook code cells
and the other with 100 code cells. Based on the study of analyzing 1 million computational
notebooks on GitHub [RTH18], the typical number of total cells in a notebook range from
25-30. Notebook with more than 100 cells is infrequent. Hence, we selected notebooks with
25 and 100 cells. For the performance test, we used notebooks that calculate the Fibonacci
number given an input. We defined ten variables, with each calculating a Fibonacci number
for ten. These ten variables were assigned to each other and were repeated in the other cells.
This was done to get multiple dependencies between every cell. As a result, each node in
the provenance graph had ten outgoing edges to the other node.
Table 1 shows the status of the notebook run scenarios used for the evaluation. We evaluated
six notebook run scenarios with different configurations. For example, in Notebook Run
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Scenario A, the notebook with 100 cells is executed without enabling and updating the
MLProvLab extension and provenance graph. While in Scenario B, the notebook has the
same number of cells, with both MLProvLab extension and provenance graph enabled, and
in Scenario C, MLProvLab enabled but without updating the provenance graph. These
scenarios are also repeated with a notebook with 25 cells. We measured the execution time
of the notebook in each scenario. Table 2 shows the results from the performance test for
each notebook scenario. Each notebook is tested with different numbers of epochs (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 10, and 20). The execution time in seconds for each notebook run scenario for each
epoch count is shown.

Notebook Run Sce-
nario

Count of code cells MLProvLab enabled Provenance Graph
Updated

A 100 no no
B 100 yes yes
C 100 yes no
D 25 no no
E 25 yes yes
F 25 yes no

Tab. 1: Definition of the notebook run scenarios

Epoch Time in seconds
Notebook
Run Sce-
nario

A B C D E F

1 2.46 89.06 4.13 1.02 5.83 1.66
2 2.39 90.94 5.58 1.05 6.64 1.75
3 2.50 7.37 1.02 6.24 1.54
4 2.47 8.56 1.01 6.21 1.99
5 2.48 10.05 1.02 6.37 2.21
10 21.02 7.97 2.62
20 24.18 8.11 3.85

Tab. 2: Performance evaluation of MLProvLab

Notebook size Epochs Count of notebook code cells
12.0 KB 0 25
2.5 MB 10 25
5.0 MB 20 25
36.0 KB 0 100
9.9 MB 10 100

Tab. 3: Cell count and size of evaluation notebooks

As seen in Table 2, the execution time of the notebooks increases as the number of epochs
increases. For notebook scenario B, where there are 100 cells and both MLProvLab and
the provenance graph are enabled and updated, we can see the overhead in loading the
notebook. If one compares the runs with enabled and disabled extensions, one quickly sees
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that a constant overhead is added. It is also noticeable that the execution times increase the
more often the notebook is executed. This behavior is expected, as additional computations
must be performed in the backend. Users working with notebooks with the average number
of cells (around 25-30) are unaffected. However, working with notebooks with around 100
code cells with and without MLProvLab with multiple executions results in overhead in
time. The overhead is due to the recomputation of the graph. However, due to this limitation,
MLProvLab provides an option to disable the recalculation of the graph after every cell
execution. This can further minimize the general overhead.
Table 3 shows the statistics based on the size of the notebooks and the number of execution.
As expected, the size of the provenance information increases with the number of executions
and code cell count. Currently, the captured provenance information is stored in the
metadata of the notebook. This is located in a JSON object that has to be rewritten to
disk after each update. Notebook containing the provenance information benefits users to
share their intermediate and negative results, their choices and assumptions made during
experimentation, etc. Currently, MLProvLab allows users to export the collected provenance
data and then remove the provenance information if the notebook size gets too large. We
plan to provide users an option to efficiently store the data, e.g., in SQLite database outside
of JupyterLab.

4.2 User Evaluation

We present the materials and methods used and the results of the user evaluation conducted
to get the impression of MLProvLab.
Participants. We used convenience sampling for the recruitment of participants. Partici-
pation in the user evaluation was voluntary. Forty participants responded to the survey, of
which 36 agreed to the consent form and filled in their research background. However, only
15 participants finished the user evaluation and submitted their responses. We believe that
this was due to the relative long time (around 25 minutes) needed to complete the tasks.
Participants who read and agreed to the informed consent form and submitted their full
responses were included in the final study. Of 15 participants, 14 have a computer science
background, and 1 has physics. Seven undergraduate students, 2 Master students, 4 PhD
Students, 1 PostDoc, and 1 Professor participated in the user evaluation.
Materials. We explored many publicly available data science notebooks to create a realistic
provenance history for the experimentation. We also selected the evaluation notebook,
which is not difficult for the participants to understand in minimum time. We used the
Digit Recognizer problem from Kaggle, which uses the MNIST dataset11. We adapted the
code and the resulting notebook contained 19 code cells with the provenance information
collected from 4 epochs and 55 executions.
The questionnaire for the user evaluation was designed and developed using the following
resources: (1) interviews conducted with the data scientists [SLK21] in the Werkstatt project

11 https://www.kaggle.com/c/digit-recognizer
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[Sa20] and (2) existing published literature on computational research reproducibility [Pi20].
The interviews and the existing literature provided insights into the challenges and problems
faced by scientists and the provenance information required in reproducing published results
of others in the context of data science and ML. The questionnaire was developed in English.
A group of three researchers from computer science provided feedback on the length of the
questionnaire, the priority and clarity of the defined questions, and technical issues in filling
out the questionnaire. Based on the feedback, changes were made to the final version of the
questionnaire.
The evaluation consisted of 26 questions grouped in 6 sections. The six sections are (1)
Informed Consent Form (2) Research context of the participant (3) Testing MLProvLab
with evaluation notebook (4) MLProvLab Introduction (5) Questions for Evaluation (6)
General Impressions of MLProvLab. In the first section, we asked the consent from the
respondents to participate in the evaluation. The informed consent form contained informa-
tion about the study’s background, purpose, procedure, voluntary participation, and contact
information. Other than the informed consent form, none of the questions in the evaluation
were mandatory.
In the second section, we asked about the research background of the participants. In
addition to their current domain and position, we asked the participants whether they use
Juypter Notebooks and machine learning in their work. In the third section, we asked the
participants to open the evaluation notebook and in the following section, we introduced
MLProvLab. We provided a short tour showing its features and how they worked. This
help page included screenshots and annotations of each feature provided by the tool. In
the fifth section, we provided the questions to answer based on the evaluation notebook
using MLProvLab. This section included 13 questions. Some of the questions were either
single-choice or multiple-choice questions. Here is a list of the questions:

Q1 Which version of the kernel was used in epoch ‘1’?

Q2 Which external modules were used in epoch ‘1’?

Q3 Are there any imported modules that were not used in epoch ‘3’?

Q4 Which one was the most used module in epoch ‘3’?

Q5 Which data sources were used in the notebook?

Q6 In which execution and epoch the following figure got printed?

Q7 Which version of seaborn was used?

Q8 Which versions of python were used in the notebook?

Q9 When was the notebook last executed?

Q10 Are there any differences in the python and kernel versions used in the notebook in
different executions?
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Q11 Which cells of the notebook in epoch ‘4’ are dependent on the variable ‘X_train’?

Q12 What is the accuracy score of the experiment in epoch ‘2’ when RandomForestClas-
sifier was used?

Q13 Has the train-test split ratio for the dataset changed during different executions?

In the last section, we asked the participants about their general impression of MLProvLab.
In the first question, we asked how important is each MLProvLab module for the provenance
management of computational experiments. We used a 5-point Likert scale for the answer
options from Very Easy to Very Difficult. We also asked how easy it is to find provenance
information on data science scripts using MLProvLab. In the next question, we asked the
users to rate the perceived usefulness of MLProvLab. We asked whether they would like to
use MLProvLab in their daily work. In the end, we provided an open-response question to
participants to provide comments regarding the new features or changes they would like
to see in MLProvLab. The average time taken to answer the evaluation questions in the
notebook was 8 minutes. However, the average interview time, including the MLProvLab
tour, was 28 min. The extra loading time of the Binder instance and the tour of MLProvLab
could be some reasons for the long interview time.
The online evaluation was implemented using LimeSurvey12. The evaluation notebook
is available in GitHub and was hosted using Binder13. Binder allows users to open the
notebook with its execution environment, making the code and the extension (in this case,
MLProvLab) available to everyone. We used a Jupyter notebook with Python version 3
to analyze the evaluation results. The source code and the results are available in GitHub
repository14.
Methods. We sent invitations for participation to the PhD, Master, and Bachelor students in
the Fusion group of the Computer Science Department of the University of Jena, Germany,
and the Werkstatt project’s collaborating partners.
Results. Of 15 participants, 80% use Jupyter notebooks regularly or sometimes in their
work. 66.67% of participants use Machine Learning regularly or sometimes in their work.
Analyzing the results from the evaluation tasks of the notebooks, we see that 82% of answers
to each question were correct, while 18% of answers were wrong. Three participants
answered all the questions correctly. Eleven participants answered more than 60% of the
questions correctly. However, the one participant who scored 46% did not attempt four
questions and partially answered three correctly. For multiple-choice questions, we mark
the answer correct only if the participants select all the right options. We observe that the
multiple-choice questions were answered incorrectly, in particularly for Question Q11, where
seven participants gave the wrong answer. Questions Q1 and Q8 were answered correctly
by every participants, followed by Questions Q3, Q7, Q10 and Q12. For Question Q11,
none of the persons selected the wrong option, but all the correct options were not marked.

12 https://www.limesurvey.org/

13 https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/fusion-jena/MLProvLab/HEAD?urlpath=lab%2Ftree%2Fbinder%

2Fevaluation_notebook.ipynb

14 https://github.com/fusion-jena/MLProvLab
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The majority of the questions were answered correctly, which matches the impression given

Fig. 6: Ease of finding provenance information of data science scripts using MLProvLab

by the users as shown in Figure 6. Finding the inputs and outputs of previous executions,
the datasets and modules used, dependencies between cells, execution environment, and
temporal aspects of notebook execution are either very easy or easy to find using MLProvLab
(Figure 6). We did not provide any questions/tasks related to deleted cells; hence, we see
that some participants were not aware of this feature of MLProvLab and chose the difficult
option. Figure 7 shows the perceived usefulness and importance of MLProvLab modules.

Fig. 7: Perceived usefulness and importance of MLProvLab and its modules for provenance management

Most of them marked that it was easy to use and navigate. Everyone agreed that the system
is important for the provenance and metadata management of notebooks. Execution graph,
Input-Output Difference, and Code Information are considered very important for users.
The export information module was not considered important in the survey. We believe
that this is because there were no tasks involving the export module. We received general
comments from 11 participants for the open-response questions. The majority of them
provided positive feedback. Some of the improvements provided by the participants include
renaming the tabs to more meaningful names, rearranging tabs, creating a user option to
directly input the epoch and execution number near the slider, and adding more general
details in the Help tab as some features are not self-explanatory, and graph visualization not
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following temporal order. Some suggested improvements are taken care of and implemented
after the evaluation.
Limitations.
This study was exploratory, and the sample needs to be more diverse to generalize the
findings. Most of the participants have a computer science background. We expected more
participation from other areas of study. Five participants from fields other than computer
science did not complete the study. However, only 1 of these five respondents uses Jupyter
Notebooks and Machine Learning in their work. This could be one of the reasons for not
participating in the user evaluation. Our primary users are data scientists who use and have
used Jupyter Notebooks. Most of the participants are students, but also other academic
grades are represented. We also see many participants who do not use ML in their work.
As a result, we also got opinions from users with and without experience in the domain.
However, we have observed that each such participant has answered nine and more questions
using MLProvLab.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented MLProvLab for the provenance management of data science notebooks. It
is an extension of JupyterLab, to track, manage, compare, and visualize the provenance
of notebooks. Through MLProvLab, users can efficiently and automatically track the
provenance metadata, including datasets and modules used. We provide users the facility
to compare different runs of computational experiments, thereby ensuring a way to help
them make their decisions. The tool helps data scientists to collect more information
on their experimentation and interact with them. It is designed so that the users do not
need to change their scripts or configure them with additional annotations. In our future
work, we aim to extend MLProvLab to identify the relationships between data and models
for ML automatically. We want to track further the datasets and columns that have been
used to derive the features of an ML model. This will help data scientists to get more
information on the configurations used, e.g., hyperparameters, ML methods, etc. We also
plan to provide interoperability by providing semantic annotations and descriptions of the
collected fine-grained provenance information. We plan to use this provenance information
to replay and rerun a notebook.
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1 Introduction

Recently, patient monitoring and clinical documentation in the Intensive care unit (ICU)
are performed with patient data management systems (PDMS). Sophisticated PDMS are
able to directly present and analyze all incoming data, necessary for the diagnosis of a
disease. Systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) was introduced along with the
definition of sepsis for the adult in 1992 [Bo92] and SIRS criteria were modified for the
children with age-specific norms in 2005 [Go05]. Four criteria were proposed to detect
the presence of SIRS in children, which are a) hyperthermia or hypothermia, b) tachy- or
bradycardia c) tachy- or bradypnoea or d) leukocytosis, leukopenia or increased immature
neutrophile count [Go05]. Two of these four criteria must be evident, one of which has to be
abnormal leukocyte count or temperature to be diagnosed with SIRS. For pediatricians, the
recognition of SIRS in children is a challenging duty due to the nature of its definition, as
there are different age-specific values for all these criteria except temperature. Age groups
for some patients, especially newborn children, can even change multiple times within a
short timespan i.e., during their stay on the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) [In09].
Due to this complexity, it is difficult to diagnose SIRS in an early manner, especially in
the stressful surroundings of a PICU. Several studies showed that any delay in recognizing
SIRS and sepsis could increase mortality and morbidity significantly [Ha03]. Yet, by early
identification of SIRS and sepsis, it is possible to prevent organ dysfunction and lead to a
much better outcome for ICU patients.
In this work, a data mining technique is introduced to extract and transform different vital
signs and laboratory tests from the ‘cross-institutional and data-driven decision-support for
intensive care environments’ (CADDIE-2) dataset [Wu19] and to find associations between
them. In clinical settings, these association rule mining approaches can be considered as
supporting methods to better comprehend the disease patterns for the patients. Mainly, the
goal of this work is four-fold: i) to explore a data extraction and transformation technique
for SIRS, ii) to evaluate the extraction process using expert rules (SIRS criteria), iii) to get
important features and iv) to find association rules for associative classification and evaluate
it using the result produced by expert rules.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses prior work. We describe
our feature engineering and extraction techniques in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the
definition of expert rules and association rule mining (ARM). Results and discussion are
provided in Section 5. Finally, we derive conclusions of the study in Section 6.

2 Prior Works

Hospital data are still, to a large extent, under-explored, despite growing awareness of
their particular potential value in health analytics and risk modeling [De06, Ke13]. The
variety and complexity of patient records present a substantial challenge for knowledge
discovery. Generally, disease-specific data are gathered by various medical expertise; for
instance, suicide risk assessments use a distinct data format than white blood cell counts.
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It is apparent that hand-picking features for each analysis are inadequate, and it is also
impossible to ensure that all substantial information in the data is incorporated. Nowadays,
the use of Machine Learning (ML) approaches are escalating for knowledge discovery and
prediction of biomedical data [Ta07, XJ19]. ARM is one of the areas of ML that can also be
used for finding patterns in biomedical data; this commonly used data mining application
determines the patterns of items or events [So17, Iv15]. To mine association rules for
pattern discovery, several incremental techniques were presented recently [Aq19, LNFV21].
It was also utilized to solve various problems in the healthcare sector. Mainly, there are a
number of links between patients’ diseases and vital signs or symptoms. ARM can assist
researchers to comprehend a disease effectively by finding those links. One study identified
early childhood caries using ARM [Iv15]. Other authors [RN20] used ARM in conjunction
with a keyword-based clustering strategy for the prediction of the disease. Risk factors of
heart diseases were determined using ARM in some studies [Na13, So17]; while others
[No18] identified the negative incidents caused by drug-drug interactions. The risk of
diabetes mellitus was predicted using ARM in [Ka16]. Moreover, Borah et al. [BN18]
identified different risk factors of breast cancer, hepatitis, and cardiovascular disease by
applying dynamic rare ARM. However, the use of ARM to find a pattern for SIRS is absent
in the literature which also highlights the importance of this work.

3 Data Preparation

This section provides an overview of the used dataset, extraction and transformation of the
features for ARM. The overall procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Hourly
split and
merging 

Moving
Average

 Thresholding
with age
specific
values

Datasets

Transformed
dataset 

Classification
using expert rules

Association
rule mining

5*5 cross
validation result

Associative 
classification using

mined rules 

Result

Linear
imputation

All features
except lab test

Lab test

Fig. 1: Block diagram for the overall procedure.

3.1 Initial Dataset

In the context of this work, we use routine data from the PICU of the Hannover Medical
School [Wu21]. The data is not currently available for public use, but within the ELISE
project we are creating an Evolutionary Open Pediatric Intensive Care Dataset [Rü22]. The
dataset consists of various vital parameters like temperature values, heart and respiration
rates as well as laboratory test results and information from medical devices such as cooling
blankets, ventilation and pacemaker for each of the included 168 pediatric patients. The
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patients can be distinguished from one another by a unique identifier (study number) that
was generated as part of the pseudonymization. Laboratory test results include leukocyte,
platelet and neutrophil counts as well as INR values derived from the prothrombin time. All
measurements in the dataset come with a timestamp documenting its time of measurement
by which a temporal sequence is ensured. Furthermore, the age of the respective patients
is given. These parameters are supplemented by blood pressure values. In addition to the
existing data, there is also a gold standard for the existence of SIRS for the respective
patients for the period of the documented data available [Wu19, Wu21]. For the generation
of this gold standard, two experienced pediatric intensive care physicians assessed the
patients according to SIRS diagnostic rules defined by the International Pediatric Sepsis
Consensus Conference (IPSCC) [Go05]. The clinician’s decision on the presence of SIRS
has been documented for each day that a particular patient was stationed at the PICU. In
addition to this day-based gold standard, SIRS episodes were precisely documented in terms
of time in order to provide an additional episode-based gold standard. The data set includes
168 patients from the pediatric intensive care in 243 days corresponding to a total of 1,998
days of stay within the ward. From those 1.998 days of stay, 460 days were labeled as SIRS
within the day-wise gold standard [Wu21]. According to the gold standard 101 out of 168
patients suffered from SIRS during their hospitalization corresponding to a proportion of
approximately 60%. The distribution of the sex is 106 to 62 in favor of male patients.

3.2 Feature Extraction

We work with five different vital signs named temperature, pulse rate, respiration rate
and systolic and diastolic pressures, and one lab test result. We use these features due to
the orientation along with the IPSCC criteria. Birthdate, disease diagnosis and gender
information of the patient are also being taken for further analysis. All of these features are
extracted from their respective datasets and merged into a single table based on timestamps
for further processing. The extraction process is described in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Moving Average

In this approach, we obtain the moving average (MA) for temperature, pulse, respiration,
systolic and diastolic pressures data, and used these averages for further processing. However,
we do not apply MA to laboratory test values (leukocyte counts), as very few observations
are available for it. Sometimes, there are only one or two laboratory values per 24 hours.
A MA is a type of finite impulse response filter which is normally used in technical
analysis by constructing a sequence of averages of different subsets of the full dataset. There
are different variations existing in the literature (e.g., simple [Hy11], exponential [Br57],
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weighted [Hy11], etc.). In our work, we have used the standard version of moving average
of order 𝑚 can be written as [Hy11],

𝑇𝑡 =
1
𝑚

𝑘∑︁
𝑖=−𝑘

𝑦𝑡+𝑖 where 𝑚 = 2𝑘 + 1 (1)

MA eliminates randomness in the data, leaving behind a consistent trend-cycle component.
The trend-cycle at time 𝑡 is estimated by taking the average of the values of the time series
within 𝑘 periods (in minutes) of 𝑡. We try to find the optimal k and experiment with different
values from 𝑘 = 10 to 𝑘 = 30. Based on the experiment, we choose 𝑘 = 15, as the result
remains almost unchanged when 𝑘 > 15. We do not apply the MA operation to the lab-test
dataset due to the unavailability of sufficient data points. The effect of the moving average
is shown in Figure 2. It also improves the overall classification result as shown in Section 5.

Fig. 2: The effect of moving average of the temperature data within a particular stay for a specific
study number. (a) raw data. (b) after applying MA operation to the raw data of (a)

3.2.2 Hourly split

The features are split on an hourly basis after obtaining the moving average and merged
into a single table. This produces missing values for laboratory tests due to a lack of hourly
observation as mentioned previously. Table 1 shows the imputation for the feature ‘leukocyte
count’. The column named Lab test represents the actual leukocyte measurement in each
hour. The missing values are imputed before any further processing on this data as follows,

• The missing values between any two numerical observations are imputed by the
equally spaced numbers of those two observations (linear imputation).

𝑋val = 𝐴val +
𝐵val − 𝐴val

Number of observation between 𝐴val and 𝐵val (inclusive) − 1
(2)

where, 𝑋val is the missing value, 𝐴val is the actual assessment taken prior to 𝑋val, and
𝐵val is the the actual assessment taken after 𝑋val.
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• If a column starts with missing values, all the missing values prior a numerical
observation are imputed with the same value of that observation.

• If a column ends with missing values, we look for the last observation with a
numerical value and impute all the missing values after that with the same value of
that observation.

Tab. 1: Imputation for lab test (leukocyte count). The actual lab test measurement and the imputed
values are shown in Lab Test and Imputed columns, respectively.

Study Lab Test Date-time From Date-time To Imputed

2 2018-08-01 16:00:00 2018-08-01 17:00:00 8
2 8 2018-08-01 17:00:00 2018-08-01 18:00:00 8
2 2018-08-01 18:00:00 2018-08-01 19:00:00 8.4
2 2018-08-01 23:00:00 2018-08-01 00:00:00 8.8
2 9.2 2018-08-02 00:00:00 2018-08-01 01:00:00 9.2
2 2018-08-02 01:00:00 2018-08-01 02:00:00 9.2

3.2.3 Thresholds for numerical values

Initially, we convert the age into age groups using Table 2. This table defined the High (H.),
Low (L.) and Normal (N.) thresholds for the body vitals and laboratory test. Using these
thresholds, we also convert the needed features (Temperature (Temp.), Pulse, Respiration
(Resp.), Leukocytes (Leuk.), etc.) to categorical features.

3.3 Feature Transformation

One of our objectives is to apply expert rules to the extracted dataset that contains maximum,
minimum, mean and median values for the vital signs and lab tests for the individual study
numbers in a stay- and day-wise manner. We use the birth date from the Electronic Health
Record (EHR) dataset and calculate the age in weeks for the specific study number by
looking at the day/stay-based Gold standard datasets. Gender information is added as well
from the Gender dataset. Feature Transformation transforms numerical values to categories
using thresholds for numerical values.

As we have mentioned, five vital signs and one laboratory test are used in our experiment
due to the fact that the SIRS criteria (expert rules / IPSCC criteria) only utilize those
variables. Actually, blood pressure is not explicitly used in the four IPSCC criteria, although
Goldstein et al. [Go05] listed norm-values for blood pressure. Therefore, we slightly modify
the SIRS criteria by adding systolic and diastolic blood pressures to it. It increases the
feature count as well as provides us with the impact of systolic and diastolic pressure on
SIRS in rule mining. For each feature, four simple descriptive statistical summaries are
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Tab. 2: Thresholds for age-specific vital signs and laboratory tests [Go05].
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Newborn
(0d-1wk)

>180 <100 >50 >34 - 60-90 20-60 >38.5 <36

Neonate
(1wk-1m)

>180 <100 >40 >19.5 <5 87-105 53-66 >38.5 <36

Infant
(1m-1y)

>180 <90 >34 >17.5 <5 95-105 53-66 >38.5 <36

Toddler
(2-5y)

>140 <60 >22 >15.5 <6 95-110 56-70 >38.5 <36

School age
(6-12y)

>130 <60 >18 >13.5 <4.5 97-112 57-71 >38.5 <36

Adolescent
(13-18y)

>110 <60 >14 >11 <4.5 112-128 66-80 >38.5 <36

obtained (Maximum (Max), Minimum (Min), Median and Average (Avg)). Hence, only
one summary at a time is used by the expert rules. For example, after transforming the
maximum values of the Temperature (Temp.), Pulse, Respiration (Resp.), Systolic (Sys.)
and Diastolic (Dias.) pressure, and Leukocytes (Leuk.) along with the age groups, the data
looks like Table 3. Afterwards, the results (specifically accuracy, sensitivity and specificity)
of expert rules are acquired for each summary.

Tab. 3: An example of a transformed dataset after thresholding.

Pulse Resp. Temp. Leuk. Sys. Dias. Age Diagnosis

Tachyc. High Normal Normal High Normal Neonate No SIRS
Tachyc. High High Normal High Normal Neonate SIRS
Normal High Normal Normal Normal Normal Newborn No SIRS

4 Exploring Rules

Initially, the definition of SIRS criteria is presented. Then, frequency-based association rule
mining along with their definitions is illustrated and associative classification is described.

Data Extraction for Associative Classification using Mined Rules in Pediatric Intensive
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4.1 SIRS criteria

The definition of SIRS is depicted here in simple terms. For diagnosing SIRS, at least two of
the following four criteria must be present, one of which has to be abnormal leukocyte count
or temperature [Go05]. (1) Pulse: high (tachycardia) or low (bradycardia); (2) Temperature:
high or low (3) Respiration: high (4) Leukocyte count: high or low. We modify the expert
rules (SIRS criteria) by adding a new rule for blood pressure: (5) Blood pressure: diastole
high or diastole low and systole high or systole low. Here, high or low value means above or
below age-specific norm values, respectively. The purpose of applying these expert rules is
to understand the quality of the dataset and choose statistical features (maximum, minimum,
average and median) for ARM.

4.2 Association Rule Mining

In ARM, association rules are extracted by mining transaction data to find out the relationships
of different items inside the dataset. Assume, we have a transaction dataset with 𝑛 transactions,
𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3 . . . , 𝑡𝑛} and 𝑚 items, 𝐼 = {𝑖1, 𝑖2, 𝑖3 . . . , 𝑖𝑚}. Here, each transaction is a set of
items, therefore, 𝑡𝑐 ∈ 𝑇 with a distinct identifier TID is a subset of 𝐼. A transaction dataset
is derived from the transformed dataset of Table 3 is shown in Table 4.

Tab. 4: A transaction dataset derived from Table 3.

TID Transaction

𝑡1

(Pulse tachyc.:1), (Resp. high:1), (Temp. normal:1), (Leuko normal:1),
(Syst. high:1), (Diast. Normal:1), (No SIRS:1)

𝑡2

(Pulse tachyc.:1), (Resp. normal:1), (Temp. high:1), (Leuko high:1),
(Syst. high:1), (Diast. Normal:1), (SIRS:1)

..

Suppose, X and Y are the sets of items. Therefore, a rule is inferred by 𝑋 → 𝑌 . Here X and
Y are known as antecedent and consequent, respectively. Also, 𝑋 ∩𝑌 = ∅ and 𝑋,𝑌 ⊂ 𝐼. We
use support and confidence for rule mining.

Support It provides the notion of how frequent or popular an itemset is in all transactions.

Support(𝑋 → 𝑌 ) = Number of transactions containing both 𝑋 and 𝑌

Total number of transactions
(3)

Confidence This metric specifies how regularly the association rule is identified to be
authentic: for a given antecedent, it finds out the likelihood of occurrence of the consequent.

Confidence(𝑋 → 𝑌 ) = Number of transactions containing both 𝑋 and 𝑌

Number of transactions containing 𝑋
(4)
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Following algorithm is used for association rule mining:
𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 :
𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 : 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒;
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡 1 : 𝐼1;
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡 2 : 𝐼2;
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 :
𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 : 𝐼1→ 𝐼2;

𝑋 ← 𝐼1
𝑌 ← 𝐼2
if 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌 then

𝐶𝑜𝑛 𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ← 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑋) ÷ 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑌 )
if 𝐶𝑜𝑛 𝑓 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑓 then

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 ← 𝐼2→ 𝐼1
end

end
Return 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒

Algorithm 1: ARM algorithm

4.3 Associative classification

By using a set of provided rules, specifically the class association rules, it is possible to
design a rule-based classifier consisting of two phases [AT14]. Initially, the ARM technique
is used to obtain a set of rules for the classifier. Afterwards, the rules are refined and joined
together in order to construct the finalized rule-based classifier. Refining the rules requires
pruning, tuning and ranking operations. The evaluation of the classifier can be performed on
the test set using standard metrics. In this work, the accuracy, the sensitivity or true positive
rate (TPR) and the specificity or true negative rate (TNR) are obtained for evaluation.

5 Results and Discussion
Tab. 5: Classification results of expert rules.

Using MA Summary Accuracy Sensitivity (TPR) Specificity (TNR)

Yes Maximum 0.87 0.76 0.93
Yes Median 0.86 0.76 0.93
Yes Average 0.86 0.76 0.93
Yes Minimum 0.86 0.76 0.92

No Maximum 0.86 0.76 0.92
No Median 0.86 0.75 0.93
No Average 0.86 0.75 0.92
No Minimum 0.83 0.72 0.90

We now assess the extraction process using expert rules, find association rules for classi-
fication and evaluate it with the result produced by expert rules. We analyse the effect of
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MA as part of extraction process. The definition of expert rules from Section 4.1 is applied
to the transformed datasets (with and without MA) and the results are shown in Table 5.
We can see that applying MA during data extraction, gives us the increments of 1% in
Accuracy and Specificity while considering Maximum summary. For median and average
summaries, Accuracies remain the same, however, Sensitivities improve while applying
MA. For minimum summary, we get better results in all three metrics while applying MA.
Therefore, the result justifies the use of moving average to the features.

Tab. 6: Classification results of mined rules.

summary Confidence Accuracy Sensitivity (TPR) Specificity (TNR)

Maximum 0.709 0.70 0.96 0.43
0.712 0.72 0.92 0.52
0.715 0.77 0.85 0.69
0.724 0.79 0.83 0.76

For associative classification, we perform 5 × 5 cross validation with the mined rules and
the results are shown in Table 6. We consider the Maximum summary, as it gives the best
result for expert rule in terms of Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity (see Table 5). We
can see that Confidence 0.724 gives us better accuracy whereas Confidence 0.709 has
lower accuracy but higher Sensitivity. In our work, we prioritize Sensitivity over Specificity.
Sensitivity corresponds to the true positive rate for SIRS. Therefore, it is crucial that we
do not miss a significant amount of diagnosis regarding SIRS. However, we also want the
difference between Sensitivity and Specificity to be minimized. Therefore, Confidence 0.712
is more preferable, as Sensitivity and Specificity are more than 0.90 and 0.50, respectively.

Tab. 7: Top 10 generalized rules (N=14920, Rules=103, Min.confidence=0.71).

LHS RHS Confidence

Leukocyte high, Respiration high, Temperature low

SIRS

1.0
Leukocyte high, Pulse tachycardia, Respiration high 1.0
Leukocyte high, Respiration high, Temperature high 1.0
Leukocyte low, Respiration high 1.0
Leukocyte high, Respiration high 0.971
Leukocyte high, Pulse tachycardia 0.967
Respiration high, Temperature low 0.923
Leukocyte high, Temperature high 0.913
Pulse normal, Respiration high, Temperature high 0.909
Respiration high, Temperature high 0.905

Figure 3 shows the frequency of the features or items in the itemsets. From this figure, we
can see the importance of the features which is crucial for the validation of the SIRS criteria.
In the SIRS criteria, abnormal leukocyte count and temperature is given higher importance
as mentioned in Section 4.1. From Figure 3, we can see, both features are at the top. The
third, fourth, and fifth features are pulse tachycardia, high respiration and normal diastolic
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pressure, respectively. Naturally, the normal categories are in the bottom. Normal diastolic
pressure is in the fourth place, which tells us that in many SIRS cases diastolic pressure
remains normal when other parameters are abnormal (either high or low). We discover rules
for SIRS patients using ARM techniques and the top 10 mined rules are shown in Table 7.
Our study reports a relatively higher proportion of abnormal Leukocyte count, temperature
and pulse in SIRS patients. Applying these mined rules to the transformed dataset gives us
better results than the SIRS criteria in terms of Sensitivity. As we present the top 10 rules,
most of the rules are aligned with the SIRS criteria which also validates the criteria itself.

12.41Leuk_high
9.22Temp_high

8.51Pulse_tachycardia
8.51Resp_high

7.8Diastol_normal
7.8Leuk_low

6.74Systol_high
6.38Temp_low
6.38Systol_normal

6.03Systol_low
4.96Diastol_low

4.26Pulse_normal
3.55Diastol_high

2.84Resp_normal
2.38Pulse_bradycardia

2.13Temp_normal
0.1Leuk_normal

0 13
Frequency (%)

Fig. 3: Frequency of vital signs and lab test (items in the itemsets).

Better accuracy does not imply better results. From the experiment, we see that the expert
rules have an accuracy at most 0.87 (Table 5). However, for that accuracy, we have a
Sensitivity around 0.76 and Specificity around 0.93. As we prioritize Sensitivity over
Specificity, the result of the mined rules with Maximum summary is more favorable. It
can also be noted that the Sensitivity (TPR) and the Specificity (TNR) have a reciprocal
relationship. With increasing confidence, Sensitivity (TPR) reduces whereas Specificity
(TNR) escalates. Therefore, we can easily choose a confidence that can give us Sensitivity
over 0.9 and Specificity over 0.5.

6 Conclusion

This work demonstrated a data mining technique in terms of feature extraction and
transformation for finding association rules using Apriori algorithm. These rules are used to
perform Associative Classification and compared with the results found using SIRS criteria.
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Using SIRS criteria on the transformed dataset also showed the quality of the extraction
process. We analyzed the effect of Moving Average (MA); it was found that MA improved
the result to some extent in terms of Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity when applying
SIRS criteria. In simple terms, we extracted a feature set with four summaries (Maximum,
Minimum, Median and Average). Then we applied the SIRS criteria with a set of thresholds
for age-specific vital signs and laboratory variables from the literature to see which summary
is better. Then we used that summary for rule mining. After generating a set of rules, we
again applied the mined rules for classification. This experiment was carried out to show
the efficacy of mined rules while evaluated with expert rules (SIRS criteria).

Due to the nature of the diagnosis, Sensitivity was given more priority than Specificity and
they showed a reciprocal relationship. By tuning the confidence of the mined rules, we
gained control over Sensitivity and Specificity. From the SIRS criteria, the best result was
found with Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity up to 0.87, 0.76 and 0.93, respectively for
the Maximum summary. While applying mined rules with varying Confidence, we were able
to achieve higher Sensitivity up to 0.96. However, Accuracy and Specificity were reduced
to 0.70 and 0.43, respectively. Therefore a Confidence with 0.712 was more suitable where
the Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity were around 0.72, 0.92 and 0.52, respectively.

In future work, we plan to explore other ways of feature extractions and perform a comparative
analysis with SIRS criteria. We will also apply different Machine Learning algorithms like
Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine.
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SportsTables: A new Corpus for Semantic Type Detection

Sven Langenecker1, Christoph Sturm2, Christian Schalles3, Carsten Binnig4

Abstract: Table corpora such as VizNet or TURL which contain annotated semantic types per column
are important to build machine learning models for the task of automatic semantic type detection.
However, there is a huge discrepancy between corpora that are used for training and testing since
real-world data lakes contain a huge fraction of numerical data which are not present in existing
corpora. Hence, in this paper, we introduce a new corpus that contains a much higher proportion
of numerical columns than existing corpora. To reflect the distribution in real-world data lakes, our
corpus SportsTables has on average approx. 86% numerical columns, posing new challenges to
existing semantic type detection models which have mainly targeted non-numerical columns so far.
To demonstrate this effect, we show the results of a first study using a state-of-the-art approach for
semantic type detection on our new corpus and demonstrate significant performance differences in
predicting semantic types for textual and numerical data.

Keywords: Semantic Type Detection; Column Annotated Corpora

1 Introduction

Semantic type detection is important for data lakes. Semantic type detection of table
columns is an important task to exploit the large and constantly changing data collections
residing in data lakes. However, manually annotating tables in data lakes comes at a high
cost. Hence, in the past many approaches have been developed that automatically derive
semantic types from table data [Hu19b, Zh20, De21, Su22]. Many of the recent approaches
use deep learning techniques to build semantic type detection models. As such, corpora
containing large amounts of table data with assigned semantic types are required for training
and validating. Existing annotated table corpora (e. g. VizNet, TURL) primarily contain
tables extracted from the web and therefore limit the capability to represent enterprise data
lakes.

Existing corpora and models fall short on real-world data lakes. However, as we can see
in Fig. 1, almost all existing corpora that provide annotated columns labeled with semantic
types have a lack of table columns that contain numerical data, and tables in these datasets
incorporate either only or a very high percentage of textual data. Only GitTables [HDG21]
contains a more balanced ratio of textual and numerical data. Nevertheless, compared to real
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Fig. 1: Average percentage of textual and numerical based columns per table in existing semantically
annotated corpora6 (left bars) compared to real-world data lakes (right bar). This shows the fact that
there is a significant shift in the ratio of textual to numeric columns per table from existing corpora
to real data lakes. Since all existing semantic type detection models were developed by using the
existing corpora, shortcomings in validating the models on numerical data are present and it has not
yet been studied in depth how well the models can perform on datasets containing a high proportion
of numerical data.

enterprise data lakes, there is a significant discrepancy in the ratio of textual to numerical
data. An inspection of a large real-world data lake at a company5 has shown that on average
approx. 20% textual data and 80% numerical data are present (see. Fig. 1 bars on the right).
Moreover, semantic type detection models [Hu19b, Zh20, De21, Su22] that are trained on
the available corpora also mainly target non-numerical data.

Semantic type detection for numerical data is challenging. Detecting semantic types
of numerical columns is generally harder than for textual columns. For example, for a
textual column with the values {Germany, USA, Sweden, ...} a model can easily identify the
semantic type country. Instead, for a numeric column with e. g. the values {20,22,30,34,...}
it is not that straightforward and several possibilities for a matching semantic type exist such
as age, temperature, size, money. The fundamental reason here is that numerical values
can be encoded with much fewer bits than string values [Sh48], resulting in a lower overall
entropy and thus providing less information content that can be used by a machine learning
model to infer the underlying semantic type. Due to the existing corpora providing annotated
columns that have been used to create and validate semantic type detection models, we see
several essential shortcomings that could not be addressed until now because of the absence
of a sufficient dataset for this purpose.

5 The analyses were done at the company LÄPPLE AG
6 Notice that for GitTables we only considered the tables and columns labeled by terms from DBpedia using the

semantic annotation method as described in the GitTables paper. Therefore our reported ratios of textual and
numerical data differ from those shown in the GitTables paper because they consider all data, whether annotated
or not.
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Contributions. In this paper, we thus contribute a new corpus containing tables with
semantically annotated columns with numeric and non-numeric columns that reflect the
distribution of real-world data lakes. We will make the corpus available which should
stimulate research directions such as working on new model architectures that can reliably
annotate types to numeric and non-numerical columns. In the following, we discuss the
main contribution of this paper.

As a first contribution, we present and provide our new corpus SportsTables7. To the best
of our knowledge, SportsTables is the first corpus with annotated table columns, which
contains a significantly larger proportion of numerical data than textual data. In total, the
tables in our corpus have on average about 3 textual and 18 numerical columns. Moreover,
the tables in our new corpus are much larger in both the number of columns and the number
of rows than in existing corpora which better reflects the characteristics of real-world tables.

As a second contribution that comes together with the corpus, we specify an ontology
with semantic types for the sports baseball, basketball, football, hockey, and soccer. This
ontology provides fine granular semantic types for all kinds of sports we considered to
build SportsTables and allows us to semantically describe each occurring table column,
which is not possible with the current ontologies (e. g. DBpedia) at this level of detail.
Using a manually created dictionary, we assign a semantic type to each existing column in
SportsTables.

As a third contribution, we present our initial results of using our new corpus on Sato [Zh20],
a state-of-the-art semantic type detection model. Overall, we can see that when trained on
our new corpora, Sato can improve the performance on numerical data types. However, one
shortcoming that our analysis shows is that current model architectures are not targeting
numerical columns. To be more precise, our analysis demonstrates that textual data columns
are mostly correctly semantically interpreted with Sato (F1-Score of 1.0), but on numerical
data columns, the model only achieves an F1-Score of about 0.55. This large difference
indicates that new model architectures that take the characteristics of numerical columns
into account are needed which is a direction that could be stimulated by the availability of
our corpus.

Outline. In Section 2, we first provide an overview of existing corpora which was used to
build and validate semantic type prediction models and discuss their characteristics and
statistics. Afterward, in Section 3, we then introduce our new corpus SportsTables and
describe in detail how we created the corpus and labeled the table columns with semantic
types. Section 4 first demonstrates the main characteristics of our corpus before we then
show the initial results of using our new corpus on Sato. Next, further research challenges
are discussed in Section 5 before Section 6 concludes the paper.

7 Available on https://github.com/DHBWMosbachWI/SportsTables.git
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Corpus #Table #Total Columns Avg. #Columns per Table Avg. #Rows per Table

VIZNET 78,733 120,609 1.53 18.35
TURL 406,706 654,670 1.61 12.79
SemTab2019 13,765 21,682 1.58 35.61
SemTab2020 131,253 190,494 1.45 9,19
SemTab2021 795 3,072 3.86 874.6
GitTables 1.37M 9.3M 6.82 184.66
SportsTables 1,187 24,838 20.93 246.72

Tab. 1: Corpus statistics about the number and sizes of tables.

2 Existing Corpora with Semantic Data Types

In the following, we describe different existing corpora that contain annotated table columns
and therefore can be used to build and validate semantic column type detection models. We
summarized the main statistics for all corpora in Tab. 1.

VizNet [Hu19a]. The original VizNet corpus [Hu19a] is a collection of data tables from
diverse web sources ([Ca08, Vi07, Pl18, NUP16]) which initially do not contain any
semantic label annotation. The corpus we consider in this paper is a subset of the original
VizNet corpus, which was annotated by a set of mapping rules from column headers to
semantic types and then used to build and validate the Sherlock [Hu19b] and Sato[Zh20]
prediction model. The corpus contains in total 78,733 tables and 120,609 columns annotated
with 78 unique semantic types. Overall, the tables in the corpus contain only 1.53 columns
and 18.35 rows on average. Furthermore, the distribution of the column data types is 87.58%
textual and 12.42% numerical and thus leads to the shortcomings as described before.

TURL [De21]. The TURL corpus uses the WikiTable corpus [BND15] as basis. To label
each column they refer to the semantic types defined in the Freebase ontology [Go22] with a
total number of 255 different semantic types. What distinguishes TURL from other corpora
is that columns can have multiple semantic types assigned. In total, there are 406,706 tables
resulting in 654,670 columns, and on average a table consists of 1.61 columns and 12.79
rows. Again, these are rather small dimensions. In addition, the Turl corpus includes no
numerical data at all, which leads to the shortcomings mentioned above when using the
corpora.

SemTab. SemTab is a yearly challenge with the goal of benchmarking systems that match
tabular data to knowledge graphs since 2019. The Challenge includes the tasks of assigning
a semantic type to a column, matching a cell to an entity, and assigning a property to
the relationship between columns. Every year, the challenge provides different datasets to
validate the participating systems against each other. In this paper we observed the provided
corpora for the years 2019 [Ha19], 2020 [Ha20, Cu20], and 2021 [Ha21, Cu20, OP21,
ASKR21, HDD21]. Statistic details of the corpora are shown in Tab. 1. In case more than
one dataset was provided per year, we aggregated the statistics over all datasets included
in the challenge. While SemTab2019 consists of 13,765 tables and 21,682 columns in
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total, there are 131,253 tables and 190,494 columns in SemTab2020. In both corpora, the
dimensions of the included tables are rather small (on average 1.58 columns and 35.61
rows in 2019 and 1.45 columns and 9.19 rows in 2020). In SemTab2021, the contained
tables are the largest in terms of rows with almost 875 on average. However, the number of
columns (3.86 on average) is only moderate and the corpus in general is the smallest with a
total of 795 tables and 3,072 columns. Numerical data is almost nonexistent in the first two
years (0.63% in 2019 / 0.07% in 2020), increasing to 28.24% numeric columns per table on
average in 2021, which is still not comparable to the number of numeric data in real world
data lakes.

GitTables [HDG21]. GitTables is a large-scale corpus of relational tables created by
extracting CSV files from GitHub repositories. Table columns are labeled with semantic
types from Schema.org [GBM16] and DBpedia [Au07] using two different automated
annotation methods (syntactically/semantically similarity matching from semantic type to
column header). In this paper, we have focused on the annotations origin from DBpedia and
the results of the semantic annotations method as described in the GitTables paper [HDG21].
This leads to a corpus containing over 1.37M tables and 9.3M columns in total. Although
this is by far the largest collection of data tables, the dimensions of the tables are on average
only moderate with 6.82 columns and 184,66 rows. Overall, GitTables incorporates the
most numeric data with an almost balanced ratio of 53.08% textual and 46.92% numerical
columns per table.

Discussion. The overview in Tab. 1 and the discussion before shows that most existing
corpora contain no or only a minimal fraction of numerical data types which is very different
from real-world data lakes. An exception is GitTables which has a much higher ratio of
numerical columns. However, as we show in Sect. 4, GitTables still lacks a good coverage
of different numeric semantic types which is one important aspect that we tackle with our
new corpus SportsTables which covers a wide variety of different numerical semantic types.
Moreover, another important (but orthogonal) aspect is that existing corpora include a large
number of tables. However, on average the tables are very small in terms of the number
of columns and the number of rows. Instead, our new corpus SportsTables contains fewer
tables, but on average a significantly higher number of columns and rows per table to better
reflect the characteristics of real-world data lakes

3 The SportsTables Corpus

In the following, we will introduce our new corpus and describe in detail the implemented
construction pipeline to build SportsTables.

Methodology to generate corpus. Fig. 2 gives an overview of our implemented pipeline
to generate the new corpus. The main idea was to collect data tables from different sports
domains such as soccer, basketball, baseball, etc. since data tables coming from such kinds
of sources are rich in numerical columns. For example, a soccer player statistic table of
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Fig. 2: Overview of the implemented pipeline to build SportsTables. We use web-scraping techniques
to extract HTML tables from a manually defined web page collection for each selected sport and
convert the tables to CSV files. With the help of a defined ontology and a manually created dictionary
that maps column headers to semantic types, we annotate each table column with an appropriate
semantic type.

a soccer season contains typically 3 textual columns (e. g., player name, team name, field
position) and 18 numerical columns (e. g., goals, games played, assists). Hence, building a
collection of such tables will lead to a corpus that contains many numerical columns which
are in addition semantically interpretable. As a result, the corpus will enable to analyze the
performance of semantic type prediction models in a much more rigorous manner regarding
numerical data.

Scraping data from the web [Di19]. A vast amount of data covering information about
player statistics, team statistics, coach statistics, or season rankings of different sports are
available on various web pages. Therefore, for collecting the data, we built a data collection
pipeline based on web scraping technology[Di19]. In the first step, we manually searched
and defined a set of different web pages for each of the selected sports of which we want to
scrape contained data tables (left side of Fig. 2). We first converted each HTML table on
the web pages to Pandas-Dataframes using Python and then saved them as CSV files (center
of Fig. 2), since this file format is most known and used to store raw structured data [Mi16].
During the scrape process, we kept the respective column headers from the original HTML
table and used them as headers in the CSV file.

Annotating columns with semantic types. Due to the low granularity of existing ontologies
(e. g. DBpedia) regarding semantics of a given sport, we manually created an ontology-like
set of valid semantic types for all sports. For example, in DBpedia there is the type
Person.Athlete.BasketballPlayer, but semantic labels in the particular that would match
individual numerical columns such as NumberOfGoals are not defined. Next, we annotated
all table columns with semantic types using a manually created dictionary that maps column
headers to matching semantic types from our created set. Since the column headings were
in many cases identical if the semantic content was the same, this procedure significantly
reduces the manual labeling effort. In addition, to ensure that the labels are of very high
quality in terms of correctness, we manually checked each assignment based on the content
of the columns.
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Sports #Table #Total Cols Avg. #Text. Cols per Table Avg. #Num. Cols per Table Avg. #Rows per Table

Baseball 174 3,829 3.97 18.03 76.34
Basketball 180 3,801 1.78 19.34 152.5
Football 303 6,764 2.45 19.88 354.79
Hockey 257 5,347 2.1 18.7 247.15
Soccer 273 5,097 3.9 14.77 297.11
Total 1,187 24,838 2.83 18.1 246.72

Tab. 2: Corpus statistics about the number and size of included tables. Statistics are shown broken
down by individual sports taken into account and in total. Across all sports, the average number of
numeric columns is much higher than textual columns.

4 Analysis of the Corpus

This section describes the characteristics of SportsTables in detail and then demonstrates
the significant impact of these characteristics on semantic type prediction frameworks in a
small study where we apply the corpus to an existing type detection model.

4.1 Corpus Characteristics

In the following. we discuss the statistics of the SportsTables corpus and compare them to
the existing corpora.

Data statistics (Tab. 1&Tab. 2). Using the described pipeline for creating SportsTables,
a total of 1,187 tables which comprises 24,838 columns (approx. 86% numeric and 14%
textual) are scraped from the web resulting in 20.93 columns (2.83 textual and 18.1
numerical) per table on average. This ratio of textual to numerical columns, as well as the
total average number of columns in a table, differs significantly from existing corpora. To
provide details about the contribution of different sports areas contained in SportsTables,
Tab. 2 shows the main statistics by the individual areas of sports.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the average number of textual and numerical columns per
table of SportsTables versus that of the existing corpora. Here we can see that numerical
columns only exist in the corpora VizNet with 0.33, SemTab2021 with 1.09, and GitTables
with 3.2 columns per Table. Compared to GitTables, in SportsTables there are thus on
average over 6 times more numeric columns per table. Moreover, as we discuss below, our
corpus uses a much richer set of numerical data types that better reflects the characteristics
in real-world data lakes which is very different from GitTables. For example, when looking
at the semantic types that are assigned to numerical columns in GitTables, more than half
(393,925) of the columns are labeled with just a single type Id.

In terms of the total number of columns, the tables in SportsTables (20.93 columns per table)
are on average about 3 times wider than in GitTables (6.82 columns per table), which contains
the widest tables among the existing corpora. As such, the number of columns in tables
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Fig. 3: Average number of textual and numerical columns per table for each existing annotated corpora
and our new SportsTables corpus. This shows the absence of numerical data columns per table in
most existing corpora and the dominance of textual data columns per table in all existing corpora.
Instead, our new corpus SportsTables contains on average over 6 times more numerical columns than
textual columns.

Fig. 4: Corpus statistics about the number of unique semantic types included. Showing that our new
corpus has a higher proportion of numerical semantic types than textual semantic types in contrast to
the existing corpora. In addition, there is a large overlap of semantic types used for textual and numeric
columns in the existing corpora. In comparison, the semantic types in SportsTables are disjoint for the
two column data types.

of SportsTables are reflecting better the width when comparing this to the characteristics
of the tables in the real-world data lakes which we analyzed. Moreover, considering the
average number of rows per table, it can be seen that the tables in SportsTables have on
average 246.72 rows. In comparison, tables in SportsTables are larger on overage than in
many other corpora where tables have typically fewer rows.

Annotation statistics. Semantic type annotation follows a two step process. First, we
establish a directory with manually defined mappings from column header to semantic type
for each existing header. Second, we label each column with the semantic type listed in the
directory for its header. As a result, 56 textual and 419 numerical semantic types are present
in the corpus. Thereby textual semantic types are those which specify textual columns and
numerical types are those which specify columns containing numeric values. To compare
the annotation statistics, we also counted the number of textual and numerical semantic
types in an analysis of the existing corpora. The results of these analyses can be seen in
Fig. 4. Different from our corpus, the sets of textual and numerical types are not disjoint in
all other corpora (except TURL where no numeric values are present). This indicates that
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(a) Top 20 textual sem. types (b) Top 20 numerical sem. types

Fig. 5: Semantic type annotation statistics of SportsTables. (a) Shows column annotation counts of the
top 20 textual semantic types. Across all kinds of sports, player.name and team.name are the most
common. (b) Shows column annotation counts of the top 20 numerical semantic types. A dominant
type here is rank, which describes a column containing the placements of e. g. a team in a season
standings table.

individual semantic types were assigned to both textual and numerical columns which is
problematic if semantic type detection models should be trained and tested on these corpora.
In particular, GitTables has a very large overlap and almost all semantic types are used in
both column data types. To give an example, in GitTables the semantic types comment,
name and description are assigned to both column data types. Next, we take a closer look
into the semantic types of our corpus.

Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b shows the top 20 semantic types (textual and numerical) in regards
to how often they were assigned to a table column. It can be seen that the most common
textual types across all sports are player.name and team.name. These are types that occur
in almost every table. Other types such as country or city are also common, describing,
for example, the player’s origin or the team’s hometown. Among numeric semantic types,
rank is by far the most common and is present in almost all tables. The type describes a
column containing the placement of e. g., a team in a ”seasons standing” table or a player in
a ”top scorer” table. All other numeric semantic types show mainly an equal distribution
of the frequency, which is a good precondition for training machine learning models. In
order to show not only the frequency of the top 20 semantic types, Fig. 6 plots all semantic
types (separated in textual and numerical) by the frequency of occurrences. Here we see
that 19 textual and 66 numerical semantic types occur only once in the entire corpus. For
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the training and testing of prediction models, we would suggest not considering these types
due to the low occurrences.

SportsTables vs. GitTables. Since GitTables is the largest corpus with the most tables,
one could argue that a subset of GitTables would result in a new corpus with similar
characteristics as SportsTables. To analyze this, we executed a small experiment in which we
filtered out only tables from GitTables where the number of textual and numerical columns
(min. 3 textual and 18 numerical columns) is at least the same as it is in SportsTables.
The result was a corpus containing a total of 16,909 tables and 743,432 columns. On
average a table has 12.53 textual columns, 31.43 numerical columns, and 17.35 rows.
However, looking at the semantic types that are assigned to numerical columns, more
than half (393,925) of the columns are labeled with the type Id. In terms of training and
validating semantic type detection models, this is rather an unfavorable type representing
no semantically meaning. Moreover, the next 5 most common numerically based semantic
types are parent, max, comment, created and story editor, constituting a large proportion of
the columns. The assignment of these types to numerical data is slightly less understandable
and indicates a lack of quality in the automatically generated labels for table columns.

4.2 An Initial Study of Using SportsTables

In the following, we report on the initial results of using Sato, a recent semantic type
detection model, on our new corpus. With this, we want to measure how well the semantic
types in our corpus can be inferred by the model with a special focus on how it performs on
textual and numerical columns.

Experiment setup. For the first experiments, we only considered the soccer data from
SportsTables. Thereby, we split the corpus into different sizes of train and test sets (5/95,
10/90, 15/85, 20/80), to show the results of scenarios where the model has less and more
training data available. We use the pre-trained Sato model, which was trained on the VizNet
corpus, and re-trained it with the different training set sizes. During re-training, we replaced
the last layer of Sato to support the number of semantic types that occur in SportsTables
and then re-trained the entire neural network. To measure the performance, we applied the
re-trained model to the corresponding test data set.

Results of study. Fig. 7 shows the results of the experiments reporting F1-Scores using
the defined different sizes of train and test splits as described before. We plot macro and
weighted average F1-Score across all semantic types to show the total performance, but
also separate average F1-Score for only textually and numerically based semantic types,
respectively. As we can see in the figure, while Sato can detect numerical types, there is a
significant performance difference between predicting textual and numerical semantic types
for all setups. At the data split 20/80, all textual columns can be predicted correctly by the
model, whereas for numerical columns only an F1-Score of 0.56 is achieved. On average,
the difference in F1-Score between textual and numeric types is 0.41 across all setups.
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Fig. 6: Shows how often semantic types occur
in SportsTables using buckets of varying widths,
which represents the frequency of occurrences.
For example, 19 textual and 66 numerical types
occur only once in the entire corpus.

Fig. 7: Initial results using the Sato model on our
new SportsTables corpus with different train/test
split sizes. The differences in F1-Scores for pre-
dicting textual and numeric columns indicate that
the model can handle textual data more effectively
than numeric data.

These results indicate that the model is more able to handle textual data and determine the
associated semantic type more accurately than for numeric data. Across all semantic types,
the weighted F1-Score increase from 0.73 to 0.82 while the macro F1-Score range from
0.53 to 0.63, which are rather moderate score values for semantic type prediction models.

5 Further Research Challenges

Detecting semantic types in real-world data lakes comes with many more challenges that
need to be addressed. In particular, based on our findings of the analysis using Sato in
Section 4, we think that new model architectures are needed for detecting numerical data
types which have very different characteristics from non-numerical data. In the following,
we list some of the challenges we think are important to be addressed. We hope that our
corpus enables research on those challenges.

Embedding numerical data: Most state-of-the-art models apply language models like BERT
[De19] to encode literals to infer the semantic type of a table column. Since such approaches
are optimized for textual data, the performance on numerical data of such models is not
entirely analyzable with the existing corpora.

Leveraging numerical context: To improve the semantic type prediction of a table column,
recent approaches like Sato [Zh20], TURL [De21] and Doduo [Su22] incorporate also
context information like the table-topic or values from neighboring columns of the same
table. Given that tables in existing corpora contain almost entirely textual columns, the
contexts (e. g. values from neighboring columns) used are rich in information and therefore
also lead to performance improvements. However, it is unclear how effective this approach
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is in case the tables contain many numerical columns and only a few textual columns since
the context information provided is reduced due to the lower entropy of numeric values as
described before.

Supporting wide tables: Existing datasets for semantic type detection consist of tables with
small numbers of columns and rows. In nearly all corpora, the existing tables contain on
average less than two columns and less than 40 rows (see Tab. 1). Therefore, at the current
state, it has not been analyzed how state-of-the-art models can handle such large tables.
To give an example of why large tables could be a problem for recent models, we will
briefly discuss Doduo[Su22]. Doduo uses pre-trained language models (e. g., BERT) and
hence they have to convert the entire table into token sequences with a fixed tensor length
of 512 elements so that the table and its entries can be meaningfully processed by the
language model. To accomplish this, Doduo serializes the complete table and its entries as
follows: for each table that has 𝑛 columns 𝑇 = (𝑐𝑖)𝑛𝑖=1, where each column has 𝑁𝑚 column
values 𝑐𝑖 = (𝑣 𝑗

𝑖
)𝑚
𝑗=1, they let 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑇) ::= [𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝑣1

1...[𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝑣𝑛1 ...𝑣
𝑛
𝑚 [𝑆𝐸𝑃], where the

special token [CLS] marks the beginning of a new table column and [SEP] the end of a
token sequence. With this methodology of serialization and the fixed given tensor length,
increasing the number of table columns means that decreasing number of values of each
column can be included for serialization. For example, a table with 512 columns would
allow only one value per column to be considered and this would most likely result in an
insufficient semantic representation of the column based on that one value.

6 Conclusion

Existing corpora for training and validating semantic type detection models mainly contain
tables with only or a very high proportion of textual data columns and no or just a
limited number of numerical data columns. Therefore, it has not been studied precisely
how well state-of-the-art models perform on a dataset with a very high percentage of
numerical columns as it occurs in real-world data lakes. Moreover, tables in existing
corpora are very small regarding the total number of columns and rows. To tackle these
shortcomings, we built a new corpus called SportsTables which contains tables that have
on average approx. 3 textual columns, 18 numerical columns, and 250 rows. With our
new corpus, semantic type detection models for table columns can now be holistically
validated against numerical data. We show initial results by using Sato – a state-of-the-
art model – on our new corpus and report significant differences in the performance of
predicting semantic types of textual data and numerical data. The corpus is available on
https://github.com/DHBWMosbachWI/SportsTables.git. Finally, we think that the corpus
is just a first step to stimulate more research on new model architectures that can better deal
with numerical and non-numerical data types.
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Reliable Rules for Relation Extraction in a Multimodal
Setting
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Abstract: Relation extraction for automated knowledge base construction typically requires much
training data. If these are not available for a specific information need, relations must be extracted
manually, or by hand-crafted extraction rules [Wu18]. Data Programming can be used to define
heuristics that generate noisy labels for many instances, but this requires programming knowledge
[Di19]. We present an approach to extract relations from multimodal documents using a few training
data. Furthermore, we derive explanations in the form of extraction rules from the underlying model
to ensure the reliability of the extraction. Finally, we will evaluate how reliable (high model fidelity)
extracted rules are and which type of classifier is suitable in terms of F1 Score and explainability.

Keywords: Relation Extraction; Knowledge Extraction; Knowledge Base Construction; Explainable
AI; Multimodal Documents

1 Introduction

Automatic knowledge base construction is a task that typically requires a large amount of
labelled data against which extraction models can be trained. Unfortunately, especially in
relation extraction, these labels are often unavailable since concrete use cases frequently
differ strongly from each other. The corpus documents vary regarding the language used,
data modality, structuredness, and domain. Many documents are also multimodal, which
means that in addition to the text, they contain much other information, such as tables, font
size, and text alignment. For this reason, annotated relations often must first be created in a
laborious and error-prone procedure [Wu18].

An alternative to manual annotation is the application of hand-crafted extraction rules, which
can automatically create noisy labels for many data instances [Ra17]. However, creating
these rules requires programming knowledge, and without gold data, it is impossible to
evaluate whether the applied rules are reliable. Furthermore, the application of complex
language models in the low-resource setting is often infeasible due to the high computational
effort involved [Ga21].

Due to these challenges, we present an approach that finds reliable extraction rules based
on a small number of annotations, which makes the extraction model explainable on the
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one hand and suitable to annotate new relations on the other hand. This has the advantage
that a user can assess the model’s reliability without having a lot of test data available. A
small amount of training data is called a number less or equal to 10 instances in our context
of information extraction. We follow the convention of few-shot learning, where few-shot
means that only a few labelled training instances are available [De22]. These extraction
rules are presented to a user, who can decide by expert feedback whether a rule fits their
use case. The requirements for such a user are generally the necessary domain knowledge
about the relations of the use case and basic HTML knowledge. A typical user group for this
are data journalists, who often have HTML knowledge but not necessarily programming
knowledge.

This work presents an approach that allows the integration of expert knowledge and expands
the group of potential users for extracting relations in a low-resource setting without much
labeling or programming effort. To ensure this, our model requires only a small amount
of training data and provides extraction rules with high fidelity, which are suitable for
user-driven feedback. For this purpose, we combine approaches from Explainable AI with
those from Data Programming. If these rules are considered reliable by a user, it can reduce
the annotation process for a new data science project.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes relevant related
work. Then, in section 3, we introduce our overall approach using the associated pipeline
and the methodological details. Next, our evaluation, experimental settings and the dataset
used are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 discusses the results and shows future
work.

2 Related Work

The construction of a Knowledge Base is challenging, as Knowledge Bases need to be
accurate, up-to-date, comprehensive, flexible, and efficient as possible. [Di19] propose
automated knowledge base construction requirements that are not fully covered by any of
the systems studied. An important key feature is an option for user feedback in which they
can define or select extraction rules without coding skills.

Fonduer [Wu18] is a tool that implements a complete pipeline for the extraction of relations.
It is based on the fact that users define the extraction rules themselves and evaluate and
constantly improve them in an iterative process. Documents are automatically parsed,
and their multimodal information, such as the membership of a span to a table header,
is preserved. The user-defined extraction rules thus form entity types and relation types.
However, these rules require programming knowledge, and the final extraction model can
only be explained indirectly based on the defined rules.

By 2003, several methods for adaptive information extraction had already been presented.
These focused roughly on two approaches. On the one hand, knowledge extraction with the
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help of finite state techniques which are expressed by grammars or automata. On the other
hand, relational rule learning techniques, where rules are learned in a Prolog style [KT03].

Modern approaches based on language models can consider the context of entities (neigh-
bourhood of elements in the DOM tree) in HTML documents for extraction. In a few-shot
setting, attributes can be extracted from a web page by pre-training the model on unlabeled
web pages [De22]. In this way, an average of 10 training websites is sufficient to achieve an
attribute value-level F1 score of 94.2 for an attribute extraction task on a website.

[Ha17] have presented a tool that provides a user with a visual interface to perform simple
information extraction tasks without knowing a programming language. Easy to understand
extraction rules are presented, which are generated from a small set of labelled data. Their
system already has a bunch of predefined rules. These rules can then be refined to improve
extraction performance. However, it is impossible to relate these rules to a trained model,
which makes it impossible to perform more complex extraction tasks.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence is a research field that aims to make AI systems results
more understandable to humans [AB18]. Approaches to make the behaviour of these
black-box systems understandable are, e.g., Rule Extraction or Feature Importance. Lime
[RSG16a] can be used to generate explanations in the form of feature importance scores
within a local neighbourhood around the instance to be explained. To do this, new artificial
instances are sampled near the input to be explained, which are then used to learn a simple
local regression model. The learned coefficients then correspond to the feature scores. To
evaluate the comprehensibility of extracted explanations, [Ji21] conducted a survey and
assessed which types of explanations are well suited to improve the understanding of a
black-box model. Users found extracted rules very helpful, especially when they refer to a
few features.

To link user feedback with Explainable Artifical Intelligence, [TK18] give a user the
possibility to mark a feature for a given training example in such a way that this feature
should not influence the training process. The user can determine whether the model has
mistakenly drawn a connection between this feature and the example through domain
knowledge.

The advantage of our approach is that arbitrary extraction models can be used, from which
explanations can be extracted using Explainable AI. This is not provided for in the classical
techniques of adaptive learning. In principle, our approach is compatible with all black-box
classifiers and all XAI methods that provide extraction rules. Prolog-like rule systems, for
example, do not offer this flexibility since, at most, the rule systems themselves can serve as
explanations.

To our knowledge, no system has been presented that allows users without programming
knowledge to extract reliable relations from multimodal data based on a few training
examples.

Reliable Rules for Relation Extraction in a Multimodal Setting 1011
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3 Methods

This section describes the individual building blocks of our approach. In Figure 1, the
procedure is roughly shown.

A knowledge base construction framework (Fonduer [Wu18]) parses multimodal docu-
ments, and relation candidates are generated. The user labels a small set of documents
(subsection 3.1).

Relations go through the steps of featurization, dimension reduction and feature combination
(subsection 3.2, subsection 3.3).

The transformed vectors are used to train the model. The model provides predictions and
feedback to the user through a ranked list of explanations (subsection 3.4).

The user gives feedback in the form of a selection of reliable rules (subsection 3.5).
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Fig. 1: Process of the overall approach in a productive environment. In the relation transformation
block, rows represent instances, columns express individual entity features, and colours symbolise a
component in the feature vector.

3.1 Parsing and Candidate Generation

Parsing multimodal documents is challenging because different kinds of information (font,
table structure, colour) should be preserved. However, as much information as possible
should be available in the database in a uniform and structured way. For this purpose, the
framework Fonduer is used in this work [Wu18]. After parsing, a hierarchically structured
graph is available for each document. For example, a section can contain text, tables, or
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figures. The smallest unit consists of sentences. Fonduer captures the context of sentences
and candidates, e.g. information about where they appear in the document. Furthermore,
details such as font size or the HTML class used for an element are preserved.

This form of modelling makes it possible to use the structural information of the document
as a signal for relation extraction. In our case, relation candidates consist of two mentions,
which are two text spans in the document that potentially express the user’s desired relation.
Both correct and incorrect relation candidates are required to train the model to solve the
binary classification problem. Correct relations are those candidates where both entity
mentions are in a predefined connection. Incorrect relations contain entity mentions that are
randomly drawn from the document. Accordingly, all relation candidates are derived from
the cartesian product of both mention sets. Furthermore, we make sure that some incorrect
candidates contain exactly one correct entity mention (details in subsection 4.2). The set of
correct relation candidates is manually assigned. Fonduer then transforms these candidates
into a feature space that embeds textual, structural, visual, and tabular features. We denote
the transformed correct candidates as R𝑝𝑜𝑠 and the incorrect R𝑛𝑒𝑔, respectively.

3.2 Featurization and Dimensionality Reduction

With the Fonduer featurization, each relation candidate is assigned to a feature vector of
dimension 𝐷 derived from the multimodal context of the linked entities. Each feature is
binary and expresses whether a property applies to a relation or not (e.g., the first entity
mention contains the word professional, some instances can be seen in Table 2). This feature
vector is denoted as r = {𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝐷}. Each component 𝑟𝑖 of the feature vector refers to a
property of the respective entity mention of entity type 𝑒0 or 𝑒1. We denote the set of all
properties of an entity type E0 and E1, respectively. Furthermore, some properties refer to
the context of both entity mentions (e.g., the distance of both mentions from each other),
the total set of which we call G. We denote the set of all features F = E0 ∪ E1 ∪ G.

The dimensionality of a feature vector is typically over 100k for a common set of HTML
documents. However, since we have little training data available and want to make model
decisions explainable, we reduce the dimensionality [Cu08]. This is achieved by filtering
out the vector components that vary least from the difference between the average correct
and incorrect training vectors. We use this form of dimension reduction to obtain binary
features. Since the explainability of single features should be preserved, we cannot use
techniques like singular value decomposition or embeddings because we would obtain a real
feature space. Our dimension reduction approach assumes that those features are particularly
relevant for the classification whose values differ most between the positive and negative
candidates. The 𝑙 most varying components are defined in the following way:

F𝑠𝑖𝑔 = argsort𝑙
(
|r𝑝𝑜𝑠 − r𝑛𝑒𝑔 |

)
. (1)
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r𝑝𝑜𝑠 =
1

|R𝑝𝑜𝑠 |
∑︁

r(𝑖) ∈R𝑝𝑜𝑠

r(𝑖) . (2)

The argsort𝑙 function returns indices of the 𝑙 vector components with the highest value. The
average of all vectors corresponding to the incorrect relations r𝑛𝑒𝑔 is defined respectively.
Thus, F𝑠𝑖𝑔 contains the 𝑙 indices of such components that differ most with respect to correct
and incorrect relations. We assume that the corresponding features are the most important
for our relation classification task and discard the rest.

3.3 Feature Combination

Another approach we take is to combine features from E0 and E1 into one feature. As
explained in subsection 3.1, there are incorrect relations where one of two entity mentions
is correct. This is because each relation, in our case, consists of exactly two entities. Since
individual features are intended to serve as both a classification explanation and an extraction
rule, it is reasonable to require the validity of two relation properties in one rule. Therefore,
explanations and extraction rules should also express both properties in one. Here we
use only those features that are preserved after dimension reduction. We denote the set
of all combinations of E0 and E1 together with the features from G, F𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 , where
F𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = (E0 × E1) ∪ G.

3.4 Training and Explanations

For the binary classification task, we use low-complexity models (details in subsection 4.2)
because their training is better suited in the low-resource setting, and there is evidence that
the complexity of models correlates negatively with their explainability [Gu19].

After the training, we extract a set of explanations with Lime. Lime is an approach that
explains the prediction of a specific instance based on the importance weights of the
associated features [RSG16b]. Lime explains a selected instance, but since we want to obtain
extraction rules that explain the overall model and provide valuable explanations, we need
to choose a representative but also a diverse set of instances for Lime. We have chosen this
local approach because the dimension reduction already performs a global selection, and
the local approach results in a multitude of explanations. In addition, this has the advantage
that a user can select one of these explanations. We generate diversified artificial instances
based on our test relations to obtain explanations that cover as many relation patterns as
possible. We build clusters over our test vectors using the k-means procedure to achieve this.
The rounded cluster centres then form our representative, diverse instances based on which
explanations are extracted. We derive a ranked list of feature combinations by summarizing
the weights over all instances and sorting them in descending order. The intuition is that
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each feature can be interpreted as a rule to classify unseen data. The higher the explanation
weight of a rule is, the closer its predictions are to the predictions of the explained model.

Another approach to measuring the fidelity of each feature to the model is to apply each
feature, interpreted as a rule, to the test data and then compare the results to the model
predictions. Thus, a baseline is established that assigns an F1 Fidelity to each rule, which
is derived from the F1 Score of the model predictions and the application of each rule
[Gu18a].

3.5 User Feedback

The ranked explanation list can then be presented to a user who selects a reliable rule based
on domain knowledge to classify relation candidates. Under the assumption that the list
position correlates with the actual F1 Score, the advantage is that a user has less effort in
selecting a reliable rule. In subsection 4.4, an example of a ranked list is shown, in addition
to the quantitative analysis, to make plausible that some rules are both understandable
and accurate. We present rules that we assume a user would plausibly choose to find an
appropriate expression based on the context of the use case.

4 Experiments

The following subsections evaluate which classifiers are suitable for relation candidate
classification and generating reliable extraction rules based on different amounts of training
data. The test data labels are only used to evaluate the final results. We never use the test
labels for dimension reduction or hyperparameter selection. Our code and data are available
at https://osf.io/dn9hm/?view_only=7e65fd1d4aae44e1802bb5ddd3465e08.

4.1 Dataset

The Structured Web Data Extraction (SWDE) dataset consists of a collection of 124,291
structured web pages with 8 different verticals [Ha11]. A vertical (e.g., job posting) consists
of 10 differently formatted websites, each consisting of up to 2000 pages. Within a page are
labelled attributes (in the case of job postings: title, company, location, date). For our case,
we want to extract relations between job titles and corresponding locations. All websites
are available in HTML. Since there can be many mentions of job titles and locations on
each website, only those relation mentions are considered correct whose entity mentions
are at the correct position in the document. An example of a job posting can be seen in
Figure 2. We use 400 webpages from the Careerbuilder site. We define the mention space
for all jobtitle entity mentions as n-grams between 1-9 items and 1-6 items for the location
mentions, respectively.

Reliable Rules for Relation Extraction in a Multimodal Setting 1015
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Fig. 2: Example excerpt of a job posting from the Careerbuilder website. The entities of the correct
relation are marked in green.

4.2 Experimental Settings

For the experiments, different types of models are used to investigate the relationship
between classification performance and explainability. For all of the following models, the
sklearn default configurations are used: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Decision Tree (DT),
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Gradient Boosting (GB), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Classifier (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB) [Pe11]. Since we want to evaluate our approach for
a small number of training data, we limit the number of correct relations |R𝑝𝑜𝑠 | and test
the following amounts: |R𝑝𝑜𝑠 | ∈ {3, 5, 10, 20, 40}. We sample 10 incorrect relations for
each correct relation, which is a typical ratio for relation extraction [NG15]. Under these 10
incorrect relations are two containing exactly one correct entity span. Since we know that a
document can contain only one correct relation, the remaining combinations of mentions
can serve as the basis of the incorrect relations. We use this variety of simple classifiers to
evaluate whether differences in explainability can be detected. We also use the standard
deviation of classification performance over multiple training runs to assess how reliable a
model is for a given set of training data. The larger the standard deviation of the F1 score of
a model, the less reliable the extraction performance.
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4.3 Ablations

We evaluate each module of our pipeline in terms of median F1 Score. Thus, each model
type is evaluated with the totality of all features, with the features after dimensionality
reduction, and with the combined features. Each configuration is evaluated with 10-Fold
cross-validation to determine standard deviation and median values. The scatter values of
the classifiers are particularly important since this is an indicator of model reliability. We
use the scatter of the F1 Score to measure the model’s reliability, as we don’t know the
actual F1 Score in a productive setting where we have no labelled test data. Especially when
little training data is used, a higher scatter of F1 Score results (as seen in Table 1).

For k-means clustering, we use 10 cluster centres, and dimension reduction reduces the
feature space from 382k dimensions to 30. Dimension reduction almost always resulted in
better F1 Scores. This can be seen particularly clearly for Naive Bayes and SVM. When
applying the feature combination, no clear pattern emerges; only the standard deviation for
the Random Forest decreases and a constantly increased F1 Score for Naive Bayes. It is also
noticeable that for the Random Forest model with combined features in the median already,
5 correct training relations are sufficient to achieve an F1 Score of 1.0, with a standard
deviation of 0.1.
Tab. 1: Median F1 Scores and corresponding standard deviations for different training amounts and
model types.

Model / # train 2 3 5 10 20 40
MLP full 0.84±0.06 0.85±0.03 0.87±0.01 0.9±0.02 0.94±0.02 0.95±0.02
MLP red. 0.96±0.08 0.98±0.06 0.99±0.07 1.0±0.02 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
MLP comb. 0.96±0.04 0.97±0.02 0.98±0.02 0.99±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
DT full 0.86±0.12 0.79±0.1 0.85±0.06 0.9±0.04 0.94±0.03 0.95±0.01
DT red. 0.86±0.12 0.85±0.06 0.92±0.08 0.94±0.05 0.96±0.03 1.0±0.01
DT comb. 0.93±0.05 0.91±0.07 0.97±0.03 1.0±0.04 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
KNN full 0.2±0.32 0.29±0.15 0.42±0.12 0.57±0.11 0.63±0.07 0.72±0.07
KNN red. 0.97±0.01 0.98±0.02 0.99±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
KNN comb. 0.97±0.06 0.98±0.01 0.99±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01
RF full 0.93±0.27 0.97±0.04 0.94±0.03 1.0±0.02 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
RF red. 0.93±0.09 0.96±0.09 0.98±0.08 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
RF comb. 0.98±0.01 0.98±0.02 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.01 1.0±0.0
GB full 0.86±0.04 0.85±0.06 0.93±0.07 0.94±0.05 0.96±0.04 0.97±0.01
GB red. 0.86±0.06 0.85±0.07 0.95±0.08 0.96±0.05 0.95±0.03 1.0±0.01
GB comb. 0.97±0.01 0.98±0.02 0.98±0.01 0.99±0.01 1.0±0.02 1.0±0.0
NB full 0.01±0.24 0.07±0.27 0.64±0.26 0.64±0.3 0.96±0.02 0.92±0.03
NB red. 0.74±0.17 0.76±0.12 0.75±0.02 0.78±0.06 0.77±0.04 0.77±0.01
NB comb. 0.9±0.27 0.89±0.06 0.94±0.03 0.92±0.03 0.93±0.03 0.96±0.02
SVM full 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0
SVM red. 0.93±0.17 0.96±0.03 0.97±0.03 1.0±0.03 1.0±0.02 1.0±0.0
SVM comb. 0.87±0.17 0.9±0.07 0.92±0.07 0.98±0.05 0.99±0.02 1.0±0.0
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4.4 Explanation Evaluation

Tab. 2: Selection of the 10 extracted rules with the highest F1 Fidelity.

F1 Fidelity Explanation F1 Score
STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
STR_e1_NEXT_SIB_TAG_iframe 1.0

STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
BASIC_e1_CONTAINS_WORDS_[US] 1.0

STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
STR_e1_HTML_ATTR_rel=nofollow 1.0

STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
BASIC_e1_CONTAINS_WORDS_[US -] 1.0

STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
STR_e1_HTML_ATTR_class=BingMap 1.0

STR_e0_HTML_ATTR_class=job_title AND
STR_e1_HTML_ATTR_id=JobDetails_.. 1.0

STR_e0_ANCESTOR_TAG_[html body ...] AND
STR_e1_NEXT_SIB_TAG_iframe’] 0.98

STR_e0_ANCESTOR_TAG_[html body ...] AND
BASIC_e1_CONTAINS_WORDS_[US] 0.98

STR_e0_ANCESTOR_TAG_[html body ...] AND
STR_e1_HTML_ATTR_rel=nofollow’ 0.98

STR_e0_ANCESTOR_TAG_[html body ...] AND
STR_e1_HTML_ATTR_class=BingMap 0.98

Since our goal is to extract reliable rules, we evaluate the fidelity of the explanations of all
model types using the F1 Fidelity between explanation and prediction [Gu18b]. To evaluate
the quality of the final ranking, we calculate the rank correlation between an optimal ranked
list (according to the F1 Score for a specific rule against the test labels) and a list resulting
from ordering the explanation weight. The set of rules to be ordered is the same here,
only the order may differ. We used the Spearman rank correlation instead of the Pearson
correlation coefficient since the values of the explanation weights are no longer relevant
for the ranking, only their order. Furthermore, the distribution of the explanation weights
does not necessarily follow a normal distribution, which must be assumed for the Pearson
correlation coefficient.

Figure 3 illustrates how the number of training data, the model, and the explanation type
affect the rank correlation. Extracted rules ordered by F1 Fidelity correlate more strongly
with an optimally ranked list than a list ordered by Lime explanation weights. Furthermore,
it is shown that RF and KNN achieve a rank correlation of more than 0.98 from 5 correct
training relations. The Lime explanation weights for SVM and DT were omitted because
they do not have a function to assign pseudo-probabilities to instances. In general, the rank
correlation tends to improve for an increasing number of training data.

In Table 2, the top ten explanations extracted from a Gradient Boost model are shown as an
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Fig. 3: Rank correlations for different models and explanation types plotted against the number of
correct training relations. Only for models with combined features.

example. This was trained with 5 correct relations. According to Table 1, this configuration
has an F1 Score of 0.98, while all top six extracted rules have an F1 Score of 1.0. We assume
that a user would select rule #5 as reliable. Based on the HTML classes, the user can infer
the meaning of the entities because the jobtitle class indicates a correct jobtitle mention,
and the BingMap class expresses the presence of a corresponding location (Figure 2). The
authors from [De22] use a complex language model to achieve an attribute value-level F1
score of 94.8 for a similar task. The results cannot be compared directly because their model
does not use candidate generation; therefore, it is not a classification task but an attribute
extraction task. Also, the model is trained on 80 different sites and thus has to recognize a
larger variety of patterns. However, an average number of 10 webpages was used for the
few-shot training.

5 Discussion

In this work, we presented an approach to extract relations and corresponding rules from
multimodal documents using a small amount of training data. Using our example from
Table 2, it can be seen that even a single rule can provide better extraction performance than
the underlying model. The prerequisite for this is that a user would select this rule.

In this way, annotating new websites with less labelling effort is possible. This is the
case because the user would have to use part of the annotated data in a setting without
explanations to evaluate the extraction model. However, more than 5 annotated websites
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would be necessary for a reliable evaluation. Reliable rules can then be used to annotate
unknown data.

Rules extracted by Lime perform worse than those extracted by the baseline method. We
assume this is because Lime is unsuitable for classification problems where many features
provide a strong signal for the correct class. The main area for improvement in this work
is the simplicity of the data set and the associated extraction task. Future work is to apply
the presented approach to more complex data. Furthermore, more advanced approaches to
explanatory extraction, such as Lore [Gu18c], will be used.
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Predictive Maintenance for the Optical Synchronization
System of the European XFEL: A Systematic Literature
Survey

Arne Grünhagen1,2,3,4, Marina Tropmann-Frick1, Annika Eichler 2,3, Görschwin Fey2

Abstract: The optical synchronization system of the European X-ray Free Electron Laser is a
networked cyber-physical system producing a large amount of data. To maximize the availability
of the optical synchronization system, we are developing a predictive maintenance module that can
evaluate and predict the condition of the system. In this paper, we report on state-of-the-art predictive
maintenance methods by systematically reviewing publications in this field. Guided by three research
questions addressing the type of cyber-physical systems, feature extraction methods, and data analytical
approaches to evaluate the current health status or to predict future system behavior, we identified 144
publications of high quality contributing to research in this area. Our result is that especially neural
networks are used for many predictive maintenance tasks. This review serves as a starting point for a
detailed and systematic evaluation of the different methods applied to the optical synchronization
system.

Keywords: Predictive maintenance; Condition monitoring; Fault analysis; Cyber-physical systems;
Systematic literature review

1 Introduction

The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) is the largest currently operated linear
particle accelerator in the world and opens cutting-edge research opportunities in molecular
andmaterial science and systembiology on atomic scale [So20]. Those precisemeasurements
require timing with an error margin in the femtosecond range for most subsystems within
the facility. To provide this high-precision timing, an optical synchronization system is
installed at the facility to synchronize critical accelerator components in time. Due to
the high demands on operating the optical synchronization system accurately, even small
decreases in performance can have a huge impact on the overall system [Sc19].
To monitor the health status of the optical synchronization system, different kinds of sensors
are installed for measuring environmental conditions like temperature or relative humidity,
but also for monitoring more complex properties like numerous control loop variables.
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Especially, the frequency domain of these control loop signals provides information about
electrical, mechanical, and optical disturbances. Since the optical synchronization system
contains several interconnected devices like laser oscillators, controllers, and motors, we
consider the system as a networked cyber-physical system (CPS). Due to the huge complexity
of the optical synchronization system and the partially high data rate (up to 300 kHz),
detecting and tracking all kinds of failures is not feasible for a human. Therefore, we plan to
develop an automated mechanism for the optical synchronization system that identifies and,
if possible, prevents potential failures to decrease machine downtime.
The process of automatically identifying faulty behavior of a system and if possible initiating
countermeasures using data-driven methods is known as Condition Monitoring (CM)
[Ha11]. CMmethods use signal processing techniques and fault analysis tools for evaluating
the overall health of a system. Predictive Maintenance (PM) techniques try to predict future
critical system conditions in advance to initiate countermeasures before potential bad system
states occur [PVB21].
To get a full overview of what kind of PM and CM methods exist and which of them can be
applied to the optical synchronization system, we conducted a systematic literature review
that aims to determine state-of-the-art CM and PM techniques applied to CPS.
The rest of this review paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related publications.
Section 3 describes our approach to conducting a systematic literature review, including
three research questions that we want to answer. Section 4 reports the main findings of the
systematic literature review. Finally, we end with a conclusion in Section 5.

2 Prior research

Most publications reviewing CM, PM, or fault analysis methods give an overview of
methods with respect to their respective research area but do not differentiate between
CM and PM, i.e., robotics [Hu21, ITK19, Ki18a, Le18, MTT21], rotating machinery
[Dr21, NUS21a, NUS21b], energy management [AC20, RTJ21a], transportation systems
[AH20, Zh21b], or wind turbines [De21, RTJ21b].
Literature surveys focussing on predictive maintenance tend to evaluate the methods with
respect to their industrial and economical context, i.e., [HB21, Ji20a, AA21, Ar21, BCC21].
The authors of [Bo19, SYD11, Li21] each report on predictive maintenance algorithms and
future trends in their respective application areas. Literature surveys addressing condition
based monitoring also focus on the concrete methods used in their respective application
area, i.e, offshore-wind turbines [BRK21, Ma20], rail transport systems [KM21], and
hydroelectric plants [dSGC22]. Since anomaly detection is a very prominent way to detect
bad systems states, we are also interested in literature reviews covering anomaly detection for
CPS. In [AC17, AKI21, Na21a, Se22] the authors review state-of-the-art anomaly detection
methods being applied to time series sensor data of different CPS domains.
In conclusion, existing literature reviews focus on publications adhering to a domain different
from ours. Furthermore, most existing publications do not differentiate between condition
monitoring and predictive maintenance. Therefore, we conducted a systematic literature
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review for identifying state-of-the-art methods and techniques that can be used for CM or
PM for CPS.

3 Methodology

A systematic literature review is a formal and well-structured approach to synthesize
evidence and thus allow researchers to come to an understanding of the current status and
current challenges of a specific research area. The methodology of our systematic literature
review follows the guidelines as proposed by [KC07]. A systematic literature review consists
of four consecutive steps, namely Identification, Screening, Eligibility, and Quality (see
Figure 1). First, a set of primary publications was built in the identification step that is
successively reduced in the following steps. The filtering in each step is based on respective
criteria that are based on a set of research questions.

Key words

Research questions

Database

Title
Abstract

Keywords

Exclusion
Inclusion Quality criteria

Identification Screening Eligibility Quality Qualitative
and

quantitative
analysis 

1037 
studies

560
studies

351 
studies

144 
studies

Fig. 1: Systematic literature process

3.1 Research questions and contribution

Our systematic literature review is complementary to existing research in the field of CM
and PM for CPS by addressing the research questions depicted in Table 1.

3.2 Selection of primary studies

In the identification step, primary studies were identified by searching for specific keywords
in well-known databases. The keywords are derived from the previously defined research
questions (Table 1). The systematic literature review was carried out in July 2022 without
any restrictions. The primarily identified studies originate from the databases ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore, Elsevier Scopus, Springer Link, andMultidisciplinary Digital
Publishing Institute.
The keywords string is based on three different aspects, namely CM and PM, data analysis,
and Cyber-physical systems. Each aspect is expanded with a list of various synonyms and
phrases that have a similar meaning resulting in an aspect group. The keyword search string
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Tab. 1: Research questions

Research questions Discussion
RQ1:What kind of data is used for monitoring
and predicting the health of a CPS?

For analysing the health status of CPS it is
required to access sensor data provided by that
system.

RQ2:What methods exist to extract meaningful
features from data provided by CPS?

Sensor data can very often not directly be used
for further machine learning tasks. Therefore
the data recordings need some kind of data
processing to make the data more meaningful.
Thus, an overview of what feature extraction
methods are commonly used in the literature
as well as their respective CPS areas are deter-
mined.

RQ3:What methods exist for CM and PM for
CPS?

The most prominent data driven methods for
PM and CM for CPS are identified.

is created by connecting the phrases and synonyms of each single aspect group with a logical
OR and the three aspect groups are connected with a logical AND. We split the two aspect
groups CM and PM and data analysis. Merging these two aspect groups, we came up with
a lot of publications that do not follow our research goal which is to detect a degradation in
the system. We also generalized the optical synchronization system part, where we found
out that the term CPS is the most general form of a complex system like the optical synchro-
nization system and is the best fit for our research goal. The final search string looks as follows:

(’’predictive maintenance’’ OR ’’health monitoring’’ OR ’’condition

monitoring’’) AND (’’data analysis’’ OR ’’fault diagnosis’’ OR ’’fault

analysis’’ OR ’’fault detection’’ OR ’’anomaly detection’’ OR ’’outlier

detection’’ OR ’’time series forecasting’’ OR ’’time series prediction’’

OR ’’data forecasting’’)

AND (’’Cyber Physical System’’ OR ’’CPS’’ OR ’’Cyber-Physical System’’)

Combining the results of the different databases results in a total of 1037 studies.

3.3 Screening

In the initial screening phase, we filtered the studies following a set of very broad guidelines
to ensure that no important studies are filtered out in the first stage. A publication passed
the first screening phase if it follows one of the following criteria:

• The study describes what kind of data is extracted from a CPS (RQ1)
• The study presents how data coming from a CPS is processed (RQ2)
• The concept of CM or PM in the context of CPS is explained in general (RQ3)
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• The study describes how a specific CM or PM method is considered in the context of
CPS (RQ3)

• Different predictive maintenance methods are compared and evaluated (RQ3)

The number of studies was decreased by 477 to 560 remaining studies.

3.4 Eligibility and Evaluation

The eligibility of the remaining publications was determined by examining the full texts of
the papers against a predefined set of inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Table 2).

Tab. 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the studies

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

• Original research study
• Peer-reviewed publication
• Study presents new methods for CM or
PM for CPS

• Study evaluates CM or PM methods for
CPS

• Secondary research and review papers
• Studies that are only available as presen-
tations

• Publications not in English or German
• Studies covering network security of con-
nected CPS

To proceed to the next evaluation phase, a study has to meet three of the four inclusion
criteria and none of the exclusion criteria. In this phase, we reduced the number of studies
by 209 to 351 remaining studies.

3.5 Quality Assessment and Synthesis

Each of the remaining studies is evaluated using a set of quality assessment criteria depicted
in Table 3. Each study gets assigned a score between 0 and 6. All studies with a score of
less or equal to 3 are excluded. After the quality assessment phase, we have a total of 144
publications of high quality according to our guidelines.

4 Data analysis

To provide insights into the current state and future trends in CM and PM for CPS,
we performed a descriptive analysis of the remaining publications attained through the
systematic attrition process (see Fig 1). Afterward, we performed a detailed qualitative
analysis of the selected literature, addressing each research question individually.

Predictive Maintenance for the Optical Synchronization System of the European XFEL: A
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Tab. 3: Quality assessment parameters

Parameter Quality indicator Score
No description of the CPS and the data used 0

CPS environment Basic description of the CPS and the data used 1
Reasoning why data is valuable for PM or CM 2
No description of the methods used 0

Algorithms and modeling Basic description of the methods used 1
Reasoning why methods are used for that specific problem 2
No evaluation of the developed methods 0

Empirical evaluation Basic empirical evaluation of the methods used 1
Reasoning about the performance of the methods 2

4.1 Descriptive analysis

Following the process of filtering the publications as depicted in Figure 1, we were left with
144 publications that fulfill our criteria (Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5). This section includes an
analysis of how much research was done in the field of CM or PM for CPS.
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Fig. 2: Number of publications of high quality per year addressing CM or PM

The number of publications addressing CM or PM per year is shown in Figure 2. In general,
papers addressing CM problems are published more often than papers addressing PM. The
first CM publication was made in the year 2006, no publications matching our criteria were
made from 2007 to 2012. Just three publications about CM were made in the years 2013,
2015, and 2016. In 2014, we found no publication of high quality about CM or PM for CPS.
The first publications about PM were made in the year 2017. Starting in 2017, the number
of publications about CM and PM increased heavily, such that the number of publications
reached its maximum in the year 2020 to a total number of 35 publications. Since our study
was done in the first half of 2022, the number of publications in the year 2022 is very low
and not representative of a new potential trend.
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4.2 Qualitative analysis

The final set of publications with a quality score of higher than 3 was also used for an
in-depth analysis to answer the research questions (see Table 1). For that, we analyzed the
full texts of each of the publications and extracted the CPS area (RQ1),monitored data
(RQ1), feature engineering technique (RQ2), machine learning type (RQ3), and CM or
PM (RQ3).

4.2.1 RQ1: What kind of data is used for monitoring and predicting the health of a
CPS?

For evaluating the health of a specific system or to predict future system behavior it is
required to gather data coming from that system by using different kinds of sensors. Most of
the sensors interact with the environment and produce an electrical signal, but very often
the electrical signal stands for a different physical unit. Depending on the sensor type, the
electrical signal coming from the sensor is converted into the respective physical unit (i.e.,
temperature, acceleration, acoustics) that is monitored and used for CM or PM.
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Fig. 3: Number of monitored data usages

A total of 51 publications from different domains use vibration data, e.g. [AH21, ANA20,
Ki18b, Zh18]. 29 studies report on the successful use of temperature data, e.g. [CL20, Le20],
also, 29 publications use electrical data, e.g. [EW18, GL18], 20 publications use pressure
data, e.g. [Li18a, Ma21a], 19 publications analyze velocity data, e.g. [Bo21, LW19], 13
publications use either a force or torque as input, e.g. [Li20b, Sh21] and twelve publications
use a specific position of the CPS [Ma21a, SG20]. Few papers report on the use of
acoustics [Wu21], images [Vi19], relative humidity [Sy18], oil quality [Li19a], or air
quality [Sy18]. Very often, a publication does not just monitor a single signal but combines
different properties to a multivariate dataset, for instance, the authors of [Ma21b] combined
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temperatures, velocities, torques, and pressures from an industrial press to a joint monitoring
dataset.

4.2.2 RQ2: What methods exist to extract meaningful features from data provided
by CPS?

Data coming from CPSmay contain noise that could lead to poor learning performance if not
properly handled. Additionally, the high dimensionality of CPS data may lead to potential
dropping performances. Due to these problems, it is very often required to not directly
work on the data, but to extract meaningful features from the data and apply algorithms
to the extracted features. We, therefore, identified feature extraction techniques that are
successfully applied to CPS data. Figure 4 shows which feature extraction techniques are
applied to what type of monitored data.

0 25 50 75 100
number of publications

raw
statistics

wavelet transform
frequency domain

statistics of frequency domain
canonical variate analysis
autoencoder latent space

statistics of wavelet transform vibration
temperature
electrical
pressure
velocity
force or torque
position
acoustics

Fig. 4: Feature extracting methods with respect to the monitored data that are used more than once

Most of the publications do not use a feature extraction method, but they are applying
machine learning algorithms directly to the recorded data. The most frequently used
feature extraction method is to split the data into smaller segments and determine certain
statistics of these segments. For example, in [DK18] the authors use the root mean square
(RMS), kurtosis, crest factor, skewness, and entropy. The authors of [SZ21] calculate basic
statistics (i.e., maximum, mean, root mean square, variance, standard deviation, skewness,
kurtosis) from the time domain, but also from the frequency domain. These features are
then combined into a common dataset as input for machine learning algorithms. The second
most feature extraction method is to calculate the wavelet transform of the monitored
signal [AJW20, Ca20]. Two publications [AJW21, LTT19] also compute certain statistics
of wavelet transform and use these as features. Twelve publications utilize the frequency
domain of the monitored signal, either by calculating the Fourier components or the power
spectral density. Eight publications use the frequency components directly as data, e.g.
[Xu17], and four publications compute certain statistics from the frequency domain [Zh22].
Two publications extract features by training an Autoencoder (AE) such that the latent space
representation of the monitored signal is used as a feature [Fo20, Li18b]. The authors of
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[ALK21, Wa21] use canonical variate analysis for extracting features.
The feature extraction stage results in a dataset consisting of multiple features for every
point in time. Before applying the actual evaluation or forecasting of the system status,
machine learning pipelines might contain dimensionality reduction techniques to decrease
the number of features. Feature reduction techniques can also be applied directly to the
monitored data because different CPS sensors tend to generate correlating signals (e.g.
temperature, spinning speed). In the analyzed publications, twelve publications make use of
principal component analysis, e.g. [CYM15, Ch20a, Fa20, LRN20]. Linear discriminant
analysis [Na21b, KH22] is used by two publications and t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding [Se21] by one publication.

4.2.3 RQ3: What methods exist for CM and PM for CPS?

For identifying the most prominent methods, publications processing either simulated data
sets or real industrial case studies are analyzed. As a result of this, existing machine learning
methods or algorithms were identified and evaluated according to their purpose, either PM
or CM. To get a precise overview of methods and algorithms among the publications, we
analyzed CM methods and PM methods separately.
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Fig. 5: Prominence of CM and PM methods

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the different methods that are used more than once for
CM or PM and their general machine learning type. A general observation is that most
of the described CM and PM problems are addressed by supervised learning approaches,
followed by unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning.
The machine learning technology that is used most often for both CM and PM is artificial
neural networks since approximately half of the publications apply this technology in some
way (e.g., deep neural networks, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), recurrent neural
networks). Most of the publications taking advantage of neural networks use this technology
for supervised learning, but neural networks are also applied in the context of unsupervised
and semi-supervised learning. A more detailed overview of what kind of neural networks
are utilized by the publications is given later in this section.
In the following, we concentrate on methods used in CM applications. The Support Vector
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Machines (SVM) are used for supervised learning [AJW20, CCH19, GL18], unsupervised
learning [BB21], and semi-supervised learning [YZ21]. Decision trees [Se18, Zh20] and
random forest classifiers [Pa20, Xu19] are both mainly applied for supervised learning
tasks. Different publications use algorithms that are based on Bayes’ theorem (Bayesian
estimation [Ly21, SG20], Bayesian filtering [FT21], Bayesian classification [EW18]). Six
publications use different regression-based technologies, for instance, linear regression
[Du20], polynomial regression [Vi18], or support vector regression [Sh21]. Different
clustering algorithms, namely Gaussian mixture models [Ma21a], Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [Sy19] and K-means clustering [Na21b]
are applied mainly for unsupervised and semi-supervised learning tasks. Few publications
use the result of the feature extraction as an anomaly score to measure the faultiness of
the respective system. By defining a specific threshold [CYM15] on that measure, the
respective data is evaluated. The remaining methods that are used just once are hidden
Markov model [Ki18b], hierarchical clustering [Ka19], a method based on belief rules
[Yi17], AdaBoost [LN21], affinity propagation [Ha16], recursive graph model [Ch20b],
and linear discriminant analysis [KH22].
In the following, we report on PM methods. Different regression-based algorithms are
used second most, namely, linear regression [FHS21, Wu18], support vector regression
[Kh21, Ni21a], and RANSAC regression [JZW17]. The authors of [Le19] use weighted
least squares regression and feasible generalized least squares regression. In [GK20], the
authors evaluate the different regression-based methods (linear, gradient boost, random
forest, extra tree, AdaBoost). SVM [Fe19, GYS21, PK20, Ye19] are utilized third most.
Random forest classifiers [Be19, Yu21] are used four times, and simple decision trees
[Ca20] three times, both just for supervised learning purposes. ARIMA [Ji20b] and methods
that are based on Bayes’ theorem [Li19b] each are used two times. K-means [Li18c], hidden
Markov model [Wu18], and Kriging method [Li19b] each are utilized once.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
number of publications

convolutional neural network
long short-term memory

feedforward neural network
autoencoder

transfer learning
self organizing maps
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genetic algorithm
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bidirectional LSTM
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temporal convolutional neural network

deep belief network
recurrent neural network

residual convolutional neural network
restricted Boltzmann machine Condition Monitoring

Predictive Maintenance

Fig. 6: Popularity of neural network types for CM and PM publications. Different architectural choices
are counted individually
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Anoverview of the neural network types used for CMand PMapplications is given in Figure 6.
Most of the neural networks contain either convolutional layers (CM [LRN20, Ni21b], PM
[MK20, Ye19]) or LSTM cells (CM [TC19, VEN20], PM [AJW21, KC21, NZU20]). More
PM publications use LSTM neural networks than convolutional-based neural networks. Pure
feedforward neural networks are addressed by thirteen CM publications [Ad20, MPD18] and
by six PM publications [Fa20]. Four publications use autoencoder for PM [MK20, Ye19] and
14 publications use autoencoder for CM [BB21, DK18, FG21, YZ21]. The remaining neural
network technologies are more special and used less. The remaining technologies are transfer
learning (CM [Ci21, Zh21a], PM [Kh21]), self-organizing maps (CM [Bi18, K.18, Li18a]),
stacked autoencoder (CM [Al20, DK18], PM [Fo20]), genetic algorithms (CM [Ad20],
PM [Fa20, KC21]), variational autoencoder (CM [Li18b, YZ21]), bidirectional LSTM
(CM [So21], PM [Kh21]), extreme learning machine (CM [Xu17]), gated recurrent unit
(CM [Zh21a], PM [Wi20]), temporal convolutional neural network (CM [S.19]), deep
belief network (CM [Zh19]), basic recurrent neural network (CM [Li20a], PM [Ji20b])
residual convolutional neural network (CM [Ni21b], PM [MK20]), and restricted Boltzmann
machines (CM [De22], PM [Fo20]).
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Fig. 7: Yearly distribution of techniques associated with neural networks

Figure 7 displays how the popularity of techniques that can be associated with neural
networks for the purpose of PM or CM for CPS develops over the last decades. The
developments give a good indication of which new trends are on the horizon and help to
understand what techniques were successfully applied over a longer period of time.
CNN, LSTM, and pure feedforward neural networks are applied over the longest period of
time. The number of pure feedforward neural network appearances decreased after 2019.
Self-organizing maps were mainly used in the year 2018 and deep belief networks were only
used in 2019. The number of AE usages grows from 2018 until now. The last appearance of
a stacked AE was in the year 2020 while the number of VAEs increased in recent years. The
number of bidirectional long short-term memory usage grows starting in 2021.
Transfer learning, extreme learning machines, and genetic algorithms are techniques that
address the training process of neural networks. The number of usages increases over time.
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5 Conclusion

The goal of this study was to report on state-of-the-art methods that are used for CM and
PM tasks to fill the data engineering pipeline consisting of feature extraction and modeling.
Our research questions are phrased such that we get an overview of methods that can be
applied to a big variety of CPS. That was necessary since the optical synchronization
system is a collection of several types of CPS. We came up with a list of publications, their
addressed monitored data, feature extraction methods, and CM and PM methods.
The first research question is answered with a list of what kind of CPS data is addressed by
CM and PM. Especially, CPS from different application areas producing vibration data are
considered a lot. For the optical synchronization system, potential vibration sources exist
such as stepper motors or water pumps. Therefore, it is planned to use accelerometers to
directly identify vibration sources and apply the methods found.
The second research question addresses the topic of feature engineering. Most of the
publications apply algorithms directly using the recorded signals. The identified feature
extraction methods focus either on statistical analysis or on features coming from the
frequency domain. The optical synchronization system can make use of that because the
operators are heavily using the frequency domain of key signals for evaluating the health
status of the system.
The third research question asks for CM and PM techniques. The main difference between
PM and CM publications is, that CM uses more fault detection methods like clustering or
anomaly detection while PM uses more regression-based algorithms. Also, the percentage
of recurrent neural networks, including long short-term memory is higher among the PM
publications compared to CM publications. This is because PM techniques are more likely
to address the time-dependent behavior compared to CM techniques, which is a typical
characteristic of recurrent neural networks.
The development of neural network-related techniques shows that recent publications tend
to use more specialized learning algorithms like bidirectional LSTM or transfer learning.
This shows that better planning in the neural network design reduces the costs of training
huge neural networks with a simple structure.
Predictive maintenance often requires prior knowledge to build a model capable to predict
future system states. Therefore, applying predictive maintenance techniques includes a
manual inspection and monitoring of the system state over a longer time.
In conclusion, the review of existing PM and CM work builds an extremely helpful
foundation for systematically evaluating the health status of the optical synchronization
system and predicting future system outages.
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Automated Statement Extraction from Press Briefings

Jüri Keller1, Meik Bittkowski2, Philipp Schaer3

Abstract: Scientific press briefings are a valuable information source. They consist of alternating
expert speeches, questions from the audience and their answers. Therefore, they can contribute to
scientific and fact-based media coverage. Even though press briefings are highly informative, extracting
statements relevant to individual journalistic tasks is challenging and time-consuming. To support
this task, an automated statement extraction system is proposed. Claims are used as the main feature
to identify statements in press briefing transcripts. The statement extraction task is formulated as
a four-step procedure. First, the press briefings are split into sentences and passages, then claim
sentences are identified through sequence classification. Subsequently, topics are detected, and the
sentences are filtered to improve the coherence and assess the length of the statements.

The results indicate that claim detection can be used to identify statements in press briefings. While
many statements can be extracted automatically with this system, they are not always as coherent as
needed to be understood without context and may need further review by knowledgeable persons.

Keywords: Computational Journalism; Claim Detection; Data Mining; Natural Language Processing

1 Introduction

Scientific press briefings are a valuable instrument in scientific communication. They
consist of alternating expert speeches and answers to questions from the audience, which
let scientists and journalists immediately and jointly address the information needs of
journalists. The SMC press briefings4 used in this work, typically begin with an introduction
of the participating experts followed by moderated questions from journalists and answers
from invited experts. Additionally, the key results are concluded in closing statements.
Press briefings can directly contribute to a more fact-based media coverage by connecting
journalists and scientists. Even though press briefings are highly informative, filtering this
information and extracting relevant statements remains challenging and time-consuming
due to the high entropy and domain-specific language used.

In this context, the research question will be answered: To what extent can claim detection
be used to extract statements from scientific press briefings?
1 Technische Hochschule Köln, Claudiusstraße 1, 50678 Köln, Germany jueri.keller@smail.th-koeln.de
2 Science Media Center Germany, Schloss-Wolfsbrunnenweg 33, 69118 Heidelberg, Germany bittkowski@

sciencemediacenter.de
3 Technische Hochschule Köln, Claudiusstraße 1, 50678 Köln, Germany philipp.schaer@th-koeln.de
4 https://www.sciencemediacenter.de/alle-angebote/alle-angebote/?tx_solr%5Bfilter%5D%5B0%5D=

type%3APress+Briefing
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To approach this domain-specific problem and automatically identify relevant statements
from press briefings, a pipeline is proposed, relying on claims as a central element of a
statement. A transformer based language model [CSM20] is used to classify claim sentences,
which are subsequently filtered and clustered to improve the relevance and coherence of the
emerging statements.

For example, a sentence like "We do not yet know what a long covid course of Omicron
infection looks like." is considered a complete claim, while the sentence Ïf I only have mild
symptoms, it doesn’t mean I won’t have problems in the long run." is only considered an
incomplete claim as it can not be understood without context.

The main contribution of this work is the application of state-of-the-art methods in claim
detection to develop a system that extracts statements from transcripts of scientific press
briefings. Additionally, a novel dataset of 53 transcribed German press briefings is created
and partially annotated. The dataset and implementation are made publicly available via
GitHub56 and Zenodo [Ke22].

2 Related Work

Automated extraction of statements from press briefings occurs at the intersection of
journalism and computer science. While the premise and context emerge from journalism,
the technical methods originate from computer science.

Various definitions of a claim exist [Da17; LEC16]. Generically, a claim indicates the
author’s position related to a main concept (topic) of a sentence [Le17]. Therefore, claims
are indicated as the main feature of a statement. Generically, a claim is a short phrase people
can have different opinions on [LEC16; LT16]. Since claims are conceptually complex, it is
often difficult to determine what a claim is and what not [LT15]. To clarify, this work refers
to a claim as a sentence asserting something on the main concept.

Claim detection is an information extraction task often part of a data processing pipeline
solving more complex problems. Automatically detecting claims in texts has a variety of
applications in fields like decision-making, argument mining, fact-checking, or document
processing [Da17; Le18]. As diverse as the applications for claim detection are, so are the
domains it is applied in, such as for example political, debate, legal, and the web [LT16].

Besides binary classification, different claim types or the part of the sentence that is a claim
can be identified [Ko18; LT16]. Levy et al. [Le14] first formally defined the task of automated
claim detection for computational argumentation while working on automatic argument
mining [Le14; Sl21]. The systems developed in the following years can be categorized by
their ability to detect claims without further context or the scope of application, e.g., a

5 Press Briefing Claim Dataset at GitHub: https://github.com/jueri/press_briefing_claim_dataset
6 Statement Extractor at GitHub: https://github.com/jueri/statement_extractor
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Fig. 1: Schematically visualization of the pipeline approach.

corpus of documents or a single one [Da17; LT15]. Chakrabarty et al. and Daxenberger
et al. provide more extensive overviews of different claim detection models and datasets
[CHM19; Da17].

3 Statement Detection System

Figure 1 visualizes the pipeline approach to extract statements from press briefings. The
press briefing needs to be initially segmented into passages (1). Then, at the system’s core,
a classification model is used to identify sentences containing claims (2). Further, the main
concept of the press briefing and the sentences are detected (3). This information is used in
the last step to filter out the sentences that are not or incomplete claims (4).

1. Segmentation: The press briefings are split by a sentence tokenizer, and neighboring
and coherent sentences are combined into statements of multiple sentences. Therefore,
the sentences are represented in vector space through spaCy [HMB20] and neighboring
sentences are clustered by similarity with the TextSplit [AG15] algorithm. Starting with a
list of vector representations of sentences, TextSplit calculates a score for each segment.
By modifying the segment boundaries, the score changes. The optimal segmentation is
determined by minimizing the aggregated segment scores [AG15; Mo20].

2. Claim Detection: A German language model [CSM20] based on the BERT [De19]
architecture is fine-tuned for the task of sentence classification. The model’s hyperparameters
are tuned to achieve the best results on available training data. The German BERT version
GBERT is used as the foundational model for the classifier [CSM20]. This model is
fine-tuned as a claim sentence classifier using a dataset of 3000 sentences created for this
purpose from the publicly available SMC press briefings7. The dataset contains a total of
53 press briefings from a time span of over four years. It consists of 24,897 sentences with
an average length of 17.31 tokens.

7 https://www.sciencemediacenter.de/alle-angebote
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3. Main Concept Detection: Based on the intuitive assertion that a claim sentence with a
topic similar to the overall topic of the press briefing the sentence originates from is most
relevant, the topics of both the sentences and the overall press briefings (i.e., the title and
the introduction text) are detected. Therefore, Wikipedia articles are used as representations
for the topic of a sentence or the whole press briefing. All Wikipedia articles related to
tokens in the sentences and the title and the introduction texts are detected. The sentence is
considered more relevant if a sentence can be linked to the same Wikipedia articles as the
title or introduction text. For this task, the wikification APIs Dandelion8 and TagMe9 are
used [FS10].

4. Sentence Filtering: Two techniques are applied to filter out claim sentences with a low
topical similarity between the main concept of the sentence and the overall main concept to
improve the coherence and relevance. The similarity is measured by two approaches based
on embeddings or Wikipedia concepts. Both approaches create a similarity score that can
be used for filtering with a minimum threshold.

The first approach calculates similarity by creating a vector representation from the title of
the press briefing and the individual sentences and then measuring the cosine similarity
between both. The vector representations are created by combining spaCy [HMB20]
word embeddings. The second approach is based on the Wikipedia concepts detected as
described previously. The confidence scores of shared Wikipedia concepts between the title
or introduction text and the individual sentence are summed to create a score of topical
relatedness.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Three experiments were conducted to evaluate the system’s ability to extract statements
from press briefings. Therefore, three new press briefings with 799 sentences from different
categories were annotated as ground truth.

Claim Detection: For hyperparameter optimization, models with different configurations
were trained for six epochs. The optimal number of epochs was determined in conjunction
with the learning rate by comparing the evaluation loss rates after each epoch. Learning
rates, ranging from 0.00005 to 0.01, were tested. The best results could be achieved with a
learning rate of 1e-5 and three epochs. For the final system, a model with an F1 Score of
0.89, a precision of 0.92 and a recall of 0.86 was used. This model assigned slightly more
false positive than false negative labels, but since the human in the loop can decide on the
misclassified sentences, this behavior is preferred.

To evaluate the claim detection component of the system, claim sentences classified with
minimal confidence scores of 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 are analyzed independently. Since the

8 https://dandelion.eu/

9 https://sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/tagme-help
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Tab. 1: Results for detected complete claims. The first three columns hold the results for different
confidence thresholds of the claim detection model. The last three columns contain the results of a
system using a claim detection model threshold of 0.8 and the different main concept methods. The
best results are highlighted in bold.

Confidence 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8
embedding

0.8
w. title

0.8
w. intro

F1 0.466 0.473 0.450 0.481 0.339 0.341
Precision 0.426 0.378 0.339 0.463 0.456 0.430

Recall 0.513 0.632 0.671 0.500 0.270 0.283

confidence score limits the number of sentences considered as claims by the model, a score
small enough to allow claim sentences to be classified and high enough to exclude non-claim
sentences leads to the best results. The overall best results for detecting claims independent
of their completeness were achieved at a confidence of 0.7 with an F1 score of 0.68, a
precision of 0.89 and a recall of 0.55. By investigating individual results for the claim types,
complete claims (that can stand on their own) and incomplete claims (that can not), it can be
assessed if the filtering and sentence clustering methods improve the coherence. In total, a
maximum of 167 of 224 incomplete claims and 102 of 152 complete claims claim sentences
could be identified with various system configurations. With the claim detection model and
minimum confidence of 0.8, the highest F1 score of 0.47 could be achieved. Raising the
confidence threshold to 0.9 results in a higher precision of 0.43. Decreasing the score to 0.7
leads to a higher recall of 0.67.

Statement Filtering: Based on the results of the first experiments, the claim sentences with
a confidence score of 0.8 are further filtered as this threshold achieved the best F1 score. To
exclude incoherent statements, the similarity between the sentence’s main concept and the
press briefing’s main concept is calculated. The main concepts of the press briefing based on
embeddings, title wikification and introduction wikification are evaluated individually. For
each method, a minimum similarity is chosen by investigating the similarity distribution for
bends. With the introduction wikification based filtering, a precision of 0.43 was achieved.
The title wikification method reaches a precision of 0.456, and the embedding method
exceeds this score with the best precision of 0.463. All results are presented in table 1.

Sentence Clustering: The last experiment evaluates the sentence clustering method. Claim
sentences with a confidence of at least 0.9 are enlarged to statements of multiple sentences.
The statements are then assessed according to their coherence. To measure if the larger
statements created by the similarity-based sentence clustering are more coherent, the
complete claim and incomplete claim ratio for all methods are compared. With 53 %
complete claims, the coherence of the statements extracted exceeds all other methods and
the baseline. 46 % of the statements extracted with the claim detection module and a
minimum confidence score of 0.9 are complete statements. The embedding method of the
main concept module extracts 50 % complete claims.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

The analysis shows that the press briefings are very argumentative content full of claims.
While most claims are incomplete and can only be understood with further information,
46 % can stand alone. The sentences extracted by the proposed system are highly likely to
be claims, although not necessarily complete claims. This finding is supported by the low
false-positive rate of the system considering all claims. Missing coherence is the main error
of the statements extracted.

Compared to the initial results of the claim detection model with an accuracy of 0.89,
the results achieved in the experiments are noticeably lower. This may be caused by the
dataset used for training, which only contains complete claims and no claims and should
be improved in future work. By adding a filter based on main concepts, some incoherent
claim sentences could be successfully excluded, and the precision improved. A smaller
confidence threshold of the initial claim detection module could improve these results
further by providing more claim sentences in general. The embedding-based main concept
method provided the best results. The Wikification-based methods come to an extent as
some topics can only be expressed poorly by Wikipedia concepts, and other Wikipedia
concepts may not exist or be captured by the model.

Assessing statements of multiple sentences, some statements previously classified as
incomplete claims can be understood without additional information through the added
neighboring sentences. By systematically adding sentences, more coherent statements could
be created. However, this method sacrifices the conciseness of statements since they get
longer.

In summary, this work investigates how statements can be mined from scientific press
briefings. A dataset is created from publicly available press briefings and used to fine-tune a
claim detection model. Additional methods are tested to improve the quality of the extracted
statements. More context is added to the statements, and the statements are filtered based on
their topic. The results are compared to a gold standard to evaluate the system’s performance.

The results show that the system can differentiate between claims of any type and no claim
sentences with high precision (0.89), but only half of the claims can be recalled (0.55).
Considering only complete claim sentences, the system’s overall performance decreases (F1
0.47), but relatively more complete claims can be identified. These results emphasize the
system’s difficulty differentiating between complete and incomplete claim sentences. The
resulting statements gain coherence by adding more context. Similarly, incomplete claim
sentences can be filtered out by low topical similarity, which improves the results slightly.
The evaluations show that the presence of a claim can be used as an indicator to detect
statements. However, the results leave room for improvement in many aspects. Especially
the coherence of the extracted statements needs to be improved to extract statements that
can stand on their own.
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MLProvCodeGen: A Tool for Provenance Data Input and
Capture of Customizable Machine Learning Scripts

Tarek Al Mustafa13, Birgitta König-Ries123, Sheeba Samuel123

Abstract: Over the last decade Machine learning (ML) has dramatically changed the application of
and research in computer science. With growing complexity, it becomes increasingly complicated to
assure the transparency and reproducibility of advanced ML systems from raw data to deployment. In
this paper, we describe an approach to supply users with an interface to specify a variety of parameters
that together provide complete provenance information and automatically generate executable ML
code from this information. We introduce MLProvCodeGen (Machine Learning Provenance Code
Generator), a JupyterLab extension to generate custom code for ML experiments from user-defined
metadata. ML workflows can be generated with different data settings, model parameters, methods,
and training parameters and reproduce results in Jupyter Notebooks. We evaluated our approach with
two ML applications, image and multiclass classification, and conducted a user evaluation.

Keywords: Provenance Management; Code Generation; Machine Learning; JupyterLab; Jupyter
Notebooks; Reproducibility

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) is the dominating data science approach today. ML solves various
problems in many sectors. It also benefits the scientific community by supporting scientific
workflows [De19] and database systems [Ma20; Va17]. ML workflows include steps to
obtain results for given problems from raw data. These steps range from data preprocessing
to deployment. Though they are common for every ML workflow, the specifics of the
implementation, metadata of the entire experiment, and history of data points and sources
used, differ for each ML model. Reproducibility of ML experiments, an increasingly
important issue [Ba16; Hu18; SK21], can be enhanced by capturing this information
as provenance data. We propose a method that allows users to generate code for ML
pipelines by filling in templates with pre-defined parameters and variables. These templates
incorporate all information needed for provenance tracking. We argue that this reduces the
complexity of creating ML models while enhancing reproducibility. The main contributions
of this work are: (1) define the minimum requirements to reproduce chosen ML workflows.
(2) use these minimum requirements as a data model to build a template based system
to automatically generate ML code in Jupyter notebooks4 with multiple, user-chosen
1 Heinz Nixdorf Chair for Distributed Information Systems, Jena, Germany
2 Michael Stifel Center Jena, Jena, Germany
3 Friedrich Schiller University Jena {tarek.almustafa, birgitta.koenig-ries, sheeba.samuel}@uni-jena.de
4 https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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parameters. (3) automatically capture and display provenance data from the generated
notebooks to allow one-to-one reproductions by (4) inputting captured data into the system.

2 Related Work

Provenance Data and Reproducibility. Provenance plays a key role in reproducibility
[Mi16]. Prospective provenance describes the specifications and steps that must be followed
to generate a data product [Fr08]. Retrospective provenance captures what happened during
the execution of a computational task. It is important that both provenance data types are
captured and documented [De15; HDB17]. In our previous work, we investigated more
factors that influence the reproducibility of ML experiments [SLK20].
Provenance Data Models and Ontologies. Provenance data models specify the format of
metadata and which data points are represented. The W3C PROV family of specifications
[MBC13] includes The PROV Data Model (PROV-DM) [Be13] and The Provenance On-
tology (PROV-O) [Le13], an encoding of PROV-DM into OWL2 Web Ontology Language.
Our previous work, the REPRODUCE-ME Ontology [SK17; SK18a], extends PROV-O
and includes the provenance-plan (P-PLAN)5 vocabulary to describe all computational and
non-computational steps and data of scientific experiments in a machine-readable way.
Provenance Capture Systems. There have been a number of applications of these specifica-
tions and ontologies that may adopt or adjust existing data models. Other significant works
include PROV-ML defined in [So19], which uses W3C PROV and ML-Schema to specify a
provenance data model for complex tasks in the computational science and engineering
domains and multiple systems that aim to capture provenance data automatically from either
ML scripts [Na20; Sc17], model outputs [Ma17], computational notebooks [SK18b; SK20],
specific workflow steps like data cleaning [PML20], or whole systems [Sc18].
MLOps. Systems applying DevOps practices to ML [Ta20] include AutoML6, MLflow
[Za18], and ModelDB [Hi04]. They support ML development and deployment, including
workflow management, data engineering, provenance management, and reproducibility.
These systems target complex, custom-made ML products requiring contributions by several
experts including data scientists and developers. In contrast, our work focuses on customizing
predefined ML pipelines by lay users without the need for ML expertise.
Code Generation and Templates. Automatic code generation can increase productivity and
consistency in ML scripts. Code generation tools can assist the development of automatic
programming tools to improve programming productivity [LCB20]. However, supporting
automatic code generation with multiple parameters raises complexity exponentially. Train-
Generator provides and generates custom template code for ML7. It offers multiple options
for preprocessing, model setup, training, and visualization. We build upon this system by
developing a framework that can generate code for multiple ML tasks, generating executable
notebooks, and integrating provenance data capture and visualization.

5 http://vocab.linkeddata.es/p-plan/version/13032014/

6 https://cloud.google.com/automl/docs

7 https://traingenerator.streamlit.app/
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3 MLProvCodeGen

In this section, we introduce MLProvCodeGen, a JupyterLab extension that explores how to
support the reproducibility of ML experiments by combining template based code generation
and provenance data capture, input, and visualization into one system. We implemented two
example use cases: Image Classification and Multiclass Classification on tabular data, each
with its set of customizable parameters. MLProvCodeGen was designed such that it can be
extended to others. MLProvCodeGen is available online.8
Fig. 1 shows the system architecture consisting of a frontend plugin to capture information,
and a backend plugin to process that information and generate notebooks from it.

Fig. 1: System Architecture of MLProvCodeGen

Frontend. The frontend plugin provides a user interface as shown in Fig. 2. Users can open

Fig. 2: Excerpt from Image Classification Input Elements in the User Interface

the extension by clicking the MLProvCodeGen button in the other section of JupyterLab’s
home interface. At the bottom, users can submit their selected parameters to the system’s
backend. The user interface also allows users to input a provenance file from an experiment
generated by MLProvCodeGen in the past in order to reproduce it.
Backend. The backend’s main goal is to generate a notebook for either Image Classification
or Multiclass Classification from user inputs. Each use case has a set of templates associated

8 https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/fusion-jena/MLProvCodeGen/main?urlpath=lab
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with it from which code can be generated. Therefore, the backend first selects a set of
templates based on the specified use case, and then links variables from the user inputs
to the templates. Since Jupyter Notebooks consist of cells, each cell is generated from a
distinct template. Templates contain placeholder variables that are filled by the backend.
For example, the template contains a placeholder called 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 and the backend extracts
a 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 variable from the user inputs using 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 = 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠[′𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦′] [′𝑒𝑥 :
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐼𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎′] [′𝑒𝑥 : 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑑′] that is called 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 and has a value [𝑒𝑥 :
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑑]. When the templates are rendered, the value 𝑒𝑥 : 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑑 is written into the
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 placeholder and the output is appended to a notebook file. This way, a notebook file
that was empty at the start is filled with rendered outputs from templates for all markdown
and code cells. We use Jinja9 as our templating language.
Notebooks. The notebooks are structured as follows: At the top is a markdown cell containing
information about the ML task itself. The code cells below contain the installation command
for the requirements and packages needed to run the notebook. Import statements are added
directly after and provenance data capture is initialized. The remaining cells follow the
structure of an ML pipeline. Each notebook has a cell for data ingestion, data preparation,
data segregation, the model, training, and evaluation. At the bottom of each notebook are
cells to generate a provenance graph, generate a provenance data file in JSON format, and
cells to view the provenance data file and graph.

experiment_info creation_date, file_size, modification_date, task_type, title
hardware_info CPU, GPUs, Operating_System, RAM
packages All Python packages used in the notebook + the package version used
notebook prov:type, creation_date, file_format, name, kernel, programming_language,

programming_language_version
data_ingestion start_time, end_time, execution_time, data_format, dataset_id,

dataset_classes, feature_dimensions, dataset_description, root_location,
training_samples, testing_samples, validation_samples

data_preparation start_time, end_time, execution_time, number_of_operations, operations
data_segregation start_time, end_time, execution_time, training_split, testing_split, valida-

tion_split
model_parameters start_time, end_time, execution_time, gpu_enable, pretrained,

save_checkpoint, model_name, model_description, activation_function,
output_neurons, loss_function, optimizer, optimizer_learning_rate

model_training start_time, end_time, execution_time, random_seed, resulting_model_seed,
batch_size, epochs, print_progress

model_evaluation start_time, end_time, execution_time, evaluation_metrics(accuracy, loss,
AUC, Confusion Matrix, F1, MAE, MSE)

Tab. 1: Provenance Data Model of MLProvCodeGen

Provenance Data Capture. All provenance information captured for notebooks generated
by MLProvCodeGen is listed in Tab. 1. We capture provenance data using the prov10 Python
package. This allows us to specify entities, agents, and activities according to PROV-DM

9 https://jinja.palletsprojects.com/en/3.1.x/

10 https://pypi.org/project/prov/
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specifications and build p-plans and collections adjacent to PROV-O. If a specific function
was used to capture that information, MLProvCodeGen generates an activity describing it.
Each code cell is an entity, has an activity that describes the execution of that cell, and a
second entity that describes the data generated by the execution of that cell. Cell entities are
ordered by specifying how a given cell was influenced by the ones executed before it. At
the end of the notebook, the captured provenance data is saved to a JSON file and used to
generate a provenance graph as seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. A major downside of using the
prov package is that the provenance capture has to be hard coded into the notebook at the
time of notebook generation. This means that changes made by users after that point are
only saved if users write them into the provenance data package themselves.

Fig. 3: Excerpt from a generated provenance JSON file in MLProvCodeGen

Fig. 4: Captured Evaluation Data in the Provenance Graph

Provenance Data Input. Any provenance data file generated by MLProvCodeGen can be
uploaded to the system in the user interface to generate an identical reproduction of the
code described by the provenance data. Uploaded files are processed by the backend in the
exact same way as data input by users through the input elements in the user interface.
Extensibility. Due to the modular nature of MLProvCodeGen, users should have the ability
to add new ML experiments to it. We have published step-by-step instructions in the online
documentation. The different steps include: From an existing notebook (1) Write code

MLProvCodeGen: A Tool for Provenance Data Input and Capture of Customizable
Machine Learning Scripts 1063
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generation templates according to the notebook’s cells, (2) add provenance capture code to
the templates following the data model and prior examples, (3) add new input elements to
the user interface in line with the variables used in the templates, and (4) connect frontend
and backend through a server call for the new ML experiment. Further evaluation would be
necessary to assess the difficulty of extending MLProvCodeGen.

4 Preliminary Evaluation

We conducted a user evaluation to measure MLProvCodeGen’s user experience by combining
an online survey via LimeSurvey11 and a virtual installation of our program via Binder12.
12 entrants successfully completed the survey. All questions and completed answers
are available online13. Our goal was to test the appropriateness and general usability of
MLProvCodeGen for users from the computer science domain who may or may not be
familiar with ML experiments, data provenance, and reproducibility. We asked users to
self assess their level of proficiency with these terms, to complete hands-on user tasks,
and consequently rate their experience using a variety of metrics. Of the 12 participants,
eight answered the question regarding their professional background. All had a background
in computer science or a related field. Prior knowledge about both machine learning and
reproducibility was very mixed with all values from “poor” to “excellent” selected.
The key conclusions of the online survey are: (1) The explanations and instructions given
are adequate to use MLProvCodeGen without outside help. (2) The user interface is intuitive
and easy to use. (3) The generated notebooks have comprehensible structure and, depending
on the users expertise, the code is coherent and understandable. (4) The provenance graph
displays the provenance data as intended. However, for users without domain expertise, the
graph is difficult to interpret. Due to its size, it is also challenging to find specific data points.
Therefore, the provenance graph leaves room for improvement.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented MLProvCodeGen, a tool to support the reproducibility of machine
learning experiments by combining template based code generation and provenance data
capture, input, and visualization into one system. We evaluated our system by implementing
two use case ML tasks, image classification and multiclass classification, and conducted a
user evaluation. Future work on MLProvCodeGen includes improvements to the provenance
graph, provenance data export, and adding more examples such as clustering. All source
code, further information, explanations, a tutorial, the documented user evaluation, and an
installation of MLProvCodeGen on a virtual machine are available online.14
11 https://www.limesurvey.org/

12 https://mybinder.org/, available at https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/fusion-jena/MLProvCodeGen/main?
urlpath=lab

13 https://github.com/fusion-jena/MLProvCodeGen/tree/main/EvaluationResults

14 https://github.com/fusion-jena/MLProvCodeGen
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To Iterate Is Human, to Recurse Is Divine —
Mapping Iterative Python to Recursive SQL

Tim Fischer1

Abstract: Writing complex algorithms and iterative computations in SQL is difficult at best, commonly
leading to code that intermingles looping control flow with database access. This yields programs
with control flow that rapidly hops in and out of the database, with each roundtrip incurring significant
overhead. We present the ByePy compiler, which can compile entire Python functions directly to plain
recursive SQL:1999 queries. By doing so, the compilation eliminates all but a single roundtrip, leading
to runtime speedups of up to an order of magnitude.

Keywords: SQL; Python; Compilation

1 Introduction

The performance of all applications stands and falls with the efficient use of resources, e.g.,
compute, memory, network, etc. In the realm of database-backed applications, developers
can optimize the usage of many, if not most, of these resources by adhering to the decades-old
mantra of database development: “Move your computation close to the data” [RS87]. To do
so, developers need to express their computations and data in a form that databases can
ingest and process. Nowadays, this usually means storing the data in tables and expressing
the computations over it in terms of the ubiquitous SQL.

Following the mantra and moving all computation into the database is often difficult.
The main stumbling block is the impedance mismatch between the declarative paradigm
underlying SQL and the imperative paradigm most developers are more familiar with.
This mismatch leads developers most comfortable with imperative programming to write
programs that perform the bulk of their computation outside the database, i.e., far away
from the data. Such programs are littered with intermittent database access throughout;
consider the implementation of function march in the left half of Fig. 1 (march computes
the outline of a 2D shape). During the execution of such a program, it will have to perform
many complete round trips , i.e., the program’s control flow has to move from Python
to the database and back again . With each additional round trip incurring resource
overhead.

Intending to reach code that behaves like the right side of Fig. 1, that is, minimizing round
trips while retaining the imperative paradigm, Ramachandra et al. introduced Froid
1 Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Wilhelm Schickard Institut tim.fischer@uni-tuebingen.de
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1 @compile
2 def march(start: Vec2i) -> list[Vec2i]: def march(start: Vec2i) -> list[Vec2i]:
3 goal : Vec2i | None = None goal : Vec2i | None = None
4 track : bool = False track : bool = False
5 march : list[Vec2i] = [] march : list[Vec2i] = []
6 current : Vec2i = start current : Vec2i = start
7 while not track or current != goal: while not track or current != goal:
8 square: Squares = SQL( square: Squares = SQL(
9 """ """

10 SELECT s :: squares SELECT s :: squares
11 FROM squares AS s FROM squares AS s
12 WHERE s.xy = $1 WHERE s.xy = $1
13 """, """,
14 [current], [current],
15 ) )

16 dir: Directions = SQL( dir: Directions = SQL(
17 """ """
18 SELECT d :: directions SELECT d :: directions
19 FROM directions AS d FROM directions AS d
20 , (VALUES ($1 :: squares)) AS s , (VALUES ($1 :: squares)) AS s
21 WHERE (s.ll, s.lr, s.ul, s.ur) WHERE (s.ll, s.lr, s.ul, s.ur)
22 = (d.ll, d.lr, d.ul, d.ur) = (d.ll, d.lr, d.ul, d.ur)
23 """, """,
24 [square], [square],
25 ) )

26 if not track and dir.track: if not track and dir.track:
27 track, goal = True, current track, goal = True, current
28 if track: if track:
29 march.append(current) march.append(current)

30 current = Vec2i( current = Vec2i(
31 current.x + dir.dir.x, current.x + dir.dir.x,
32 current.y + dir.dir.y, current.y + dir.dir.y
33 ) )
34 return march return march

Fig. 1: Execution context boundaries between Python 3 and the database õ in iterative code with
embedded queries and code compiled with ByePy.

[Ra17]. Focussing on optimizing simple non-iterative PL/SQL functions by compiling them
to SQL, Froid was restricted to code with linear control flow. Building on this idea, Hirn
and Grust introduced a new compilation approach that extended the compilation to support
non-linear control flow constructs, e.g., loops [HDG20; HG20; HG21]. In [FHG22], we
demonstrated the applicability of this approach to languages other than PL/SQL via ByePy,
a Python frontend for [HG21]. Since then, we have been working on extending the set of
language constructs that ByePy can digest. In addition to the features presented in [FHG22],
it now also supports the following:

• dictionaries with string-valued keys and “JSON-valued” entries,
• delete statements on containers (e.g., del some_list[2:5]),
• falsifiability of builtins (e.g, while some_list: ...),
• nested None disambiguation (e.g, if ... and x is not None and ...: ...), and
• arbitrarily nested (augmented-)assignment (e.g., v[0].my_dict["key"] += 1).
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Type Checking Desugaring Lowering⇝SSA Backend

source codesource code fully typedfully typed simplifiedsimplified

Python 3 AST𝜏 AST𝑠 SSA+SQL SQL õ

Fig. 2: Intermediate representations in the ByePy frontend.

2 The ByePy Compiler

The ByePy compiler consists of two major parts. The first of which is the novel frontend
which compiles Python to a mix of Static Single Assignment form (SSA) to represent the
general control flow and SQL to represent embedded expressions. Furthermore, the second
part consists of the SSA to SQL compilation pipeline elaborated in [HG21].

ByePy focuses on computations over database-resident data; as such, we limit the supported
language features to a subset most commonly used in conjunction with such computation—
think conditionals, loops, flow control statements like break, and complex assignments
like v[0].att += 1. The frontend wrangles Python programs using this subset into the
SSA+SQL representation in three distinct stages, as depicted in Fig. 2, those being
performing soundness and type checking, simplifying particularly complex statements
and expressions, and lowering the AST into the combined SSA+SQL representation.

Type Checking Aside from the conceptual impedance mismatch between the imperative
paradigm of Python and the declarative paradigm of SQL there is a structural impedance
mismatch. Python is a dynamically typed language, meaning types are reified at runtime.
SQL, on the other hand, is statically typed, where types are already explicitly declared
before runtime. To bridge this gap, ByePy implements a type-checking stage that enriches
a minimally typed AST such that each expression is annotated with an appropriate type.
Minimally typed refers to the fact that ByePy requires type annotations in situations where
the type inference does not have enough information—e.g., function parameters, variable
declarations, or function return types.

Desugaring Following the type checking, we rewrite parts of the AST in terms of simpler
syntactic constructs. Doing so simplifies the subsequent steps greatly as it limits the amount
of different syntactic constructs they are required to handle. These rewrites include the
following:

• reducing the set of used operators by rewriting more complicated ones in terms of simpler
one (e.g., x not in y ↦→ not (x in y)),

• placing appropriate “casting expression” where Python’s duck-typing would do so during
runtime (e.g., if some_list: ... ↦→ if len(some_list) > 0: ...),

• replacing stateful expressions with an equivalent series of assignments and variables, and
• rewriting of arbitrarily complex assignments into their simplest equivalents (e.g.,

v[0]["key"] += 1 ↦→ v = [{**v[0], "key": v[0]["key"] + 1}] + v[1:]).

To Iterate Is Human, to Recurse Is Divine — Mapping Iterative Python to Recursive SQL
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Frontend Lowering⇝ANF Trampolining Code Generation

iterativeiterative gotogoto recursiverecursive single loopsingle loop with recursivewith recursive

Python 3 SSA ANF ANF + SQL õ

Fig. 3: Intermediate representations in the ByePy backend.

Lowering⇝SSA The desugaring produces an equivalent AST in which all stateful
computation is expressed solely through single variable assignments and statement-level
control flow. With such an AST in hand, we can finally apply the lowering. In short,
we translate all control flow constructs into equivalent labeled blocks and GOTOs while
translating the remainder directly to equivalent SQL queries.

Once the frontend has compiled all Python specifics away, the backend pipeline designed
by Hirn and Grust comes into play. In short, it applies a series of three transformations
depicted in Fig. 3 which results in an equivalent recursive SQL:1999 query, i.e., a recursive
common table expression (CTE).

Lowering⇝ANF The control flow, which is expressed in terms of SSA, is lowered to
Administrative Normal Form (ANF) using a transformation described by Chakravarty et al.
in [CKZ04]. In short, we turn all blocks into functions, all GOTOs into calls of those functions,
and all assignments into LET-expressions. Of particular note is that the lowering to ANF
places the calls replacing the GOTOs in the tail position.

Trampolining Lowering to ANF, generally, leads to a family of recursive functions. To
facilitate the compilation into the SQL-based CTE form, we subject this family of functions
to the trampoline transformation [GFW99], which yields a single-loop computation that fits
the CTE semantics.

Code Generation The last step is to generate SQL code equivalent to the program in
trampolined ANF. We can do so by encoding LET-expressions as LATERAL-joins, recursive
calls as SELECT-clauses containing the parameters, and conditional expressions as UNIONs of
the individual branches with mutually exclusive WHERE-clauses.

The generated query implements the trampoline through a recursive CTE in which each
recursive step handles one trampoline transition. Thus, all program state resides within
the working table; this includes both the state of the control flow and the bindings of the
program’s live variables. Each recursive step generates a new row representing the result of
the transition, containing both new variable bindings and copies of the unchanged bindings.
This behavior can lead to performance impacts for functions whose local variables carry
sizable data structures—like long arrays. The right edge of Fig. 4a exemplifies this.
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Tab. 1: A collection of Python functions with roundtrips before and speedup after compilation.

Function CC Loops # Runtime (Speedup)
per call after compilation

march track border of 2D object (Marching Squares) 5 q 2000 13% ( 7.6×)
savings optimize supply chain of a TPC-H order 4 qq qqqq 18 5% (19.5×)
packing pack TPC-H lineitems tightly into containers 9 qq q 45 16% ( 6.3×)

force 𝑛-body simulation (Barnes-Hut quad tree) 5 q q 126 27% ( 3.9×)
margin buy/sell TPC-H orders to maximize margin 5 q qq 61 24% ( 4.2×)
markov Markov-chain based robot control 5 qqq 3000 39% ( 2.6×)

vm-collatz calculate the collatz conjecture on a simple VM 17 q 67 30% ( 3.3×)
vm-padovan calculate the padovan sequence on a simple VM 17 q 7100 12% ( 8.5×)

3 Experimenting with the Divine

We claim that compiling Python to SQL using the ByePy pipeline has the capability of
speeding up programs quite drastically depending on their complexity. This section supports
this claim through eight sample functions with varying complexity and quantifies how the
compilation affects their runtimes. We performed all measurements with PostgreSQL 11.3
and Python 3.8 running on a 64-bit Linux x86 host (2× AMD EPYC™ CPUs at 2.8 GHz, 2
TB of DDR4 RAM). All presented results represent the median of five runs.

Tab. 1 lists the eight sample functions; you can find the original Python source code, compiled
SQL queries, and appropriate data generators on GitHub2. They cover a wide range of use
cases and classes algorithms, e.g., optimization problems over TPC-H data, simulation of
VMs, or algorithms over 2D point data. The columns CC (cyclomatic complexity) and
Loops give some insight into the structure of the functions without looking at the source
code. Especially the latter gives a sense of where the embedded queries (q) sit inside the
functions control flow.

Zooming in on march in Fig. 4a, we can see that the performance of the compiled functions
can be sensitive to the size of the data they operate on. In the lower-left corner, the planning
required for the query outweighs to performance benefits introduced by the compilation.
Fig. 4b shows us the expected effect on the number of roundtrips; increasing the number of
iterations and invocations also increases the round trips a program encounters. Furthermore,
we can also see that compilation significantly decreases the required round trips .

4 Wrapping Up

When working with database-resident data, most Python developers opt to perform complex
computations outside of the database. Embedding database access in (potentially deeply
nested) loops raises significant performance concerns. To minimize the resulting round

2 https://github.com/ByePy/examples
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Fig. 4: Deeper analysis of the runtimes and round trips of the march function.

trips such code experiences during runtime, we developed ByePy; a Python frontend for the
PL/SQL to SQL compilation pipeline described in [HG21]. The compilation yields runtime
speedups of up to an order of magnitude on a wide range of functions, from optimization
problems to stochastic processes.

Currently, we are in the process of introducing PostgreSQL’s geometric types, functions,
and operators as optional extensions to the ByePy dialect. Beyond these extensions, we plan
to expand the set of Python language features ByePy supports. Extensions that appear to be
in immediate reach include things like multi-variable assignments (e.g., a, b = 1, 2) and
comprehensions (e.g., [f(e) for e in some_list if p(e)]). In the not so near future,
we hope to integrate the compilation directly into the @compile decorator, enabling easier
use of ByePy in the wild.
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Optimizing Query Processing in PostgreSQL Through
Learned Optimizer Hints

Jerome Thiessat1, Lucas Woltmann1, Claudio Hartmann1, Dirk Habich1

Abstract:

Query optimization in database systems is a crucial issue and despite decades of research, it is still
far from being solved. Nowadays, query optimizers usually provide hints to be able to steer the
optimization on a query-by-query basis. However, setting the best-fitting optimizer hints is challenging.
To tackle that, we present a learning-based approach to predict the best-fitting hints for each incoming
query. In particular, our learning approach is based on simple gradient boosting, where we learn
one model per query context for fine-grained predictions rather than a single global context-agnostic
model as proposed in related work. We demonstrate the efficiency as well as effectiveness of our
learning-based approach using the open-source database system PostgreSQL and show that our
approach outperforms related work in that context.

Keywords: Query Optimization; Hint Set Prediction; Gradient Boosting

1 Introduction

Every database system features a query compiler that converts each incoming declarative
SQL query into a query execution plan (QEP). The most important component of such a
query compiler is the query optimizer. The task of this optimizer is to determine the most
efficient QEP. Despite decades of research activities, query optimization is still far from
being solved [Le15]. According to [Ch98], the most challenging issues for the optimization
of complex SQL queries are: (i) finding a good join order and (ii) selecting the best-fitting
physical join implementation for each join within the chosen join order. To solve these
challenges, a traditional query optimizer uses three components: the enumerator which
spans – according to the relational algebra – the search space of all possible QEPs, the
cost model to assess the cost of any given QEP prior to its execution, and the cardinality
estimator which delivers the size of intermediate results and base tables as most crucial
input to the cost model.

Such a traditional query optimizer can be found in open-source database systems, e.g.,
PostgreSQL [Po]. However, a disadvantage of this traditional optimizer approach is that the
determined QEP for a query can vary widely in quality [Le15]. The quality variance possibly
originates from miss-predicted intermediate results from PostgreSQL’s cost estimator and
1 Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden Database Research Group, 01062 Dresden, Germany,
{jerome.thiessat,lucas.woltmann,claudio.hartmann,dirk.habich}@tu-dresden.de
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PostgreSQL w/ default hints PostgreSQL w/ our learned hint approach
Stack-Benchmark 5,445.78 sec 2,802.54 sec

Tab. 1: Workload execution times of the real-world Stack benchmark [Ma22] with default and our
learned optimal physical operator hints (PostgreSQL v14.2). More details in Section 4.

PostgreSQL falling back to a genetic optimizer upon surpassing a certain amount of joins in
a query. To overcome this issue, PostgreSQL provides a set of well-defined optimizer hints
to steer the optimizer on a query-by-query basis. For instance, the usage of the physical join
operator hash join can be enabled or disabled using a specific hint. In general, PostgreSQL
features six Boolean hints for physical operators; three for joins and three for scans. In
the default setting, all six physical operator hints are activated to allow the optimizer’s
enumerator to span the largest possible search space.

To show the significance of hinting, Table 1 compares the workload execution times of the
real-world Stack benchmark [Ma22] for PostgreSQL using (i) the default hint setting and
(ii) our learned hint approach for the six physical optimizer hints. As shown, the utilization
of our learned hints dramatically reduces the workload execution time. We achieve this
benefit by learning a simple gradient boosting model per query context for fine-grained
hint predictions. Moreover, our learning component is intentionally designed as a separate
loosely-coupled component for PostgreSQL to guarantee broad applicability for different
PostgreSQL versions. To sum up, our contributions in this paper are:

• In Section 2, we introduce preliminaries and describe the related work in this context.
• Based on these considerations, we describe the key features of our context-aware

learning approach for hint sets in Section 3.
• Then, we present selected evaluation results to show the efficiency and effectiveness

of our approach compared to state-of-the-art and related work in Section 4.

Finally, we conclude our findings with a short summary in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries and Related Work

Fundamental for our contribution is the procedure of hinting the PostgreSQL query compiler.
PostgreSQL offers various hints as planner method options2. In the following, we use the
terminology hint as PostgreSQL’s planner methods options, hint set as a combination of
hints, and hinting as the procedure of setting the planner method options in PostgreSQL
accordingly. Hinting in PostgreSQL is syntactically a trivial task and can be realized by e.g.,
set enable_hashjoin = false; to disable hash joins as a prefix annotation to an SQL
query. As already stated in Section 1, we focus on the six Boolean hints that are considered
by PostgreSQL’s planner3 for physical operators. These hints consider three joins, i.e., hash,

2 https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/runtime-config-query
3 https://www.postgresql.org/docs/14/planner-optimizer.html
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nested-loop, and merge join as well as three scan operations, i.e., index, sequential, and
index-only scan. These hints only allow to enable or disable the corresponding physical
operators which however influence the whole optimization procedure.

As clearly demonstrated in [Ma22], these six physical operator hints can be efficiently used
to steer the query optimization to produce more efficient QEPs, but hinting is a challenging
task in general. To tackle that challenge, [Ma22] proposed a learning-based approach called
BAO – the bandit optimizer, which is the most relevant related work for our approach.
From a high-level perspective, BAO learns a mapping between an incoming query and the
optimizer hints the query optimizer should use for that query using reinforcement learning.
For that, BAO treats each hint set as an arm in a contextual multi-armed bandit problem
and learns a single model that predicts which hints will provide the best run-time for an
incoming query. In general, BAO works as follows: For every SQL query, the underlying
PostgreSQL query optimizer produces 𝑛 QEPs; one for each hint set. Afterwards, each
QEP is transformed into a vector tree and the resulting vector trees are fed into a tree
convolutional neural network (BAO’s single model) predicting the execution time of each
QEP. The QEP with the least predicted execution time is finally selected for execution.
Once the QEP is executed, the selected QEP and the real execution time is added to BAO’s
experience. These experiences are used to periodically retrain the single model.

To the best of our knowledge, BAO is the only work that relates closely to our challenge of
predicting hint sets for incoming queries. However, BAO has the following shortcomings.
Firstly, BAO uses a single global model across all incoming queries to predict hint sets. This
does not allow for fine-grained nuanced predictions for queries that differ only marginally, for
example in predicates. Secondly, BAO predicts hint sets indirectly by predicting execution
times and then inferring on the best hint set afterward. This indirection step is not necessarily
beneficial, as multiple hint combinations need to be evaluated during query optimization
time to determine the best-performing QEP. Lastly, BAO only investigates a reduced amount
of hint sets to keep the necessary additional effort during query optimization time as low as
possible. That means, for the six physical operator hints, there are 26 = 64 possible hint
sets, but only 25 are considered in BAO. In these 25 hint sets, the globally optimal solution
might not even be included.

3 Context-Aware Hinting

To overcome the above presented shortcomings of BAO, we introduce a novel learning-based
approach called POSGB to predict the best-fitting hints for each incoming query in this
section. The key features of POSGB are: Firstly, we deploy context-sensitive models, where
we build a learned model for each set of joined tables of a workload. The idea behind
this is that each set of joined tables represents a self-contained context, since the queries
per context are thus reasonably homogeneous with respect to the joins and differ only in
the filter predicates. Using this divide-and-conquer approach allows us to predict on a
fine-grained basis, where BAO uses a context-agnostic approach. Secondly, within each

Optimizing Query Processing in PostgreSQL Through Learned Optimizer Hints 1077
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context, our models follow supervised classification. This means that we directly predict a
hint set from a query, rather than inferring indirectly on multiple QEPs with estimated costs.
By relying on a classification task, we are also able to consider the whole search space of the
26 possible hint sets rather than a reduced subset. Lastly, to reduce the additional effort of
using these models during query optimization time, we utilize a classical gradient boosting
model within each context, rather than one single global neural network. Gradient boosting
models are a learning method using a sequential ensemble of smaller models (i.e., weak base
learners) typtically trained using momentum based optimization (e.g., gradient descent).
Based on that, for each query during query optimization time, a context classification and
a prediction with one small simple model has to be conducted. Naturally, these learned
context models traverse a training phase before being able to predict an incoming query.

Training Phase: POSGB’s training phase follows the same principle for every context.
Within each context, a set of input queries is first featurized query compiler independently
(i.e., not relying on QEPs) in the fashion of [Ki19; Wo19] by encoding filter predicates.
Moreover, since we deploy supervised learning, we also label each training query with the
optimal hint set by exhaustively evaluating each query-hint-set combination. Notably, we
also investigated the use of PostgreSQL’s EXPLAIN functionality to reduce our labeling
effort to a minimum. However, evaluating the Pearson correlation coefficient between
guessed and real cost of an appropriate sample did not result in any notable correlation.
Since we could not even observe any relation in the order of best-to-worst hint set, we
deemed EXPLAIN not suitable for our task. This requires the execution of all training queries
with all hint sets. Then, the hint set that produces the least execution time is determined and
used as a label for each query.

Query
Query 

Execution
Query Optimizer

Hint Set

Retraining

POSGB

PostgreSQL
GB Model
POSGB

Fig. 1: Workflow of POSGB

Model Inference: POSGB’s query inference follows Figure 1. Firstly, the optimal hint set
of an incoming query is predicted by POSGB. There, the query is assigned to a context
and featurized analogously to the training phase. POSGB then predicts the label – a hint
set – from the featurized input query. Secondly, the query with the predicted hint set is
propagated to PostgreSQL for query optimization and execution.
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Fig. 2: Workload Evaluation of Multiple Data Splits

An important challenge in hint set prediction and generally learned query optimization, is
handling unseen, badly performing queries. Generally, our model does not support detection
of unusually long executing queries. For this reason, we provide a model adaptation by
detecting such queries. Each query is executed with a timeout (i.e., statement timeout in
PostgreSQL), where the timeout is context-sensitive and based on already executed queries
within the specific context. The longest running seen query per context defines the timeout.
By doing so, any query that exceeds the specified context-sensitive timeout threshold is
considered as critical. On the one hand, such critical queries are canceled and re-executed
with the PostgreSQL default hints. On the other hand, the critical queries are exhaustively
evaluated in an asynchronous manner to determine the optimal hint set. Based on this new
experience, an updated model for the specific context is trained. Upon having the newly
trained model ready, the old model is exchanged by the new one.

4 Evaluation

To show the efficiency as well as effectiveness of POSGB, we conducted a comprehensive
evaluation on a machine with an Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU, an ASPEED Graphics
Family GPU, and 95 GiB memory. Our whole evaluation is based on the Stack benchmark,
consisting of 100 GB data as well as 6191 queries from real-world examples [Ma22]. We
evaluated four different scenarios: (i) PostgreSQL native with default hint setting (PG), (ii)
BAO [Ma22], (iii) the initial evaluating of POSGB (INIT), and (iv) after retraining has been
deployed (FINAL). Figure 2 shows the most important result. Depicted are training splits
on the x-axis and the relative workload time factor regarding the global optimal solution
on the y-axis. We determined the global optimal solution by an exhaustive search over all
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queries and all hint sets. Important to note is that the Stack queries are classified into eleven
contexts and that the training splits are fully random. Additionally, the 100% split marks
representative learning, which uses all data for training and testing. Notably, every but the
100% split are vaulted (i.e., test queries are not seen by the model).

The most important results can be summarized as follows. Firstly, we observe that POSGB dra-
matically reduces the workload execution times for all training splits compared to PostgreSQL
native as well as to the most related approach BAO [Ma22]. In particular, the workload
times using POSGB are much closer to the global optimal solution. Secondly, with more
training data, the workload times are continuously reduced, which is not the case with BAO
as already shown in [He22] due to catastrophic forgetting. Moreover, POSGB performs
well even for the small splits like 10%. Notably, this performance comes with a caveat as
each query has to be labeled. This sums up to roughly 12h for the 10% split. However,
we deem this time still feasible as it is not impractical and does not interfere with the
model’s on-line behavior. Furthermore, representative learning shows our model is capable
of learning all data that it has been confronted with, which is not the case for BAO. Lastly,
our refinement of detecting critical queries shows that the model improves. Deploying this
model refinement naturally implies labeling and retraining phases. However, these phases
can be handled asynchronously.

5 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, we showed that proper hinting of SQL queries in PostgreSQL can have a positive
impact on the overall query execution time. For that, we started by describing PostgreSQL
and BAO [Ma22], the state-of-the-art approaches of predicting hint sets, and elaborated
on its shortcomings, which we tackled in our novel approach called POSGB. POSGB is a
learning-based approach based on simple gradient boosting, where we learn one model per
query context for fine-grained predictions rather than a single global context-agnostic model
as done in BAO. In our evaluation, we demonstrated that hinting with POSGB produces better
QEPs than BAO using the Stack benchmark [Ma22]. In particular, POSGB is consistently
better than BAO resulting in much lower workload execution times over all training splits
– closer to the optimal solution found throughout labeling. Nevertheless, we have not yet
reached the optimal solution and rely on hintable, sub-optimally performing query compilers,
which offers enough potential for further work in this area.
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WebTensor: Towards high-performance raster data
analysis in the browser

Lucas Fabian Naumann12

Abstract: We present WebTensor, a chunked tensor implementation for WebAssembly (Wasm)
compiled from a self-written C++ library and designed to efficiently analyze raster data directly
in the browser. WebTensor allows loading (chunked) data from various backends, manipulating
it by aggregations and forwarding computed results in a zero-copy manner to JavaScript so that
they can be further processed or visualized. We demonstrate the performance of WebTensor by
benchmarking data access and aggregation operations and compare it against a JavaScript version
compiled from the same C++ code.

Keywords: WebAssembly; Raster Data; Tensor Processing; Visual Analytics

1 Introduction
With climate change research becoming increasingly important in the last years, so are raster
datasets used in it, for example, from the Copernicus project3 or the MOSAiC expedition4.
Analysis of raster data is often done using visual analytics, a method where domain experts
analyze the data with interactive visualization and exploration tools [Cu19]. Easy and
platform-independent access to such tools could be realized by a browser application that is
able to load the desired datasets and process them. However, such applications were not
feasible in the past, as processing the data in the browser with JavaScript would be too
inefficient due to performance limitations of the language, and doing the processing on the
server side instead would introduce a too large overhead regarding requesting and receiving
data [LH14]. This infeasibility changed when WebAssembly (Wasm), a binary instruction
format for a virtual machine, was launched in 2017 [Ha17]. With being supported by most
browser engines and achieving a performance comparable to those of languages like C++
[Ja19], it is suited for high-performance data analysis in the browser.
So far, only a few data processing tools utilizing Wasm have been proposed, like the
embeddable SQL database DuckDB-Wasm [Ko22] or a Wasm backend for TensorFlow.js5.
None of those tools is suitable for analyzing raster datasets. Existing tensor implementations
for browsers like TensorFlow.js focus on machine learning and thus lack features needed for
analysis tasks. For example, tensors should be chunked to perform aggregations needed for
the analysis efficiently and, as the data typically originates from a multitude of different
sensors, data of varying backends, types and layouts should be processable in a single tensor.
1 Technische Universität Dresden, lucas_fabian.naumann@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
2 German Aerospace Center, Institute of Data Science
3 https://copernicus.eu
4 https://mosaic-expedition.org
5 https://blog.tensorflow.org/2020/03/introducing-webassembly-backend-for-tensorflow-js.html
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Fig. 1: Memory layouts for a three-dimensional tensor: (I) row-major order, (II) column-major order
(row-/column-major order indicate data along the last/first dimension to be contiguous).

In this paper, we present WebTensor, a chunked tensor implementation for Wasm
designed for raster data analysis and intended to serve as a backend for JavaScript
programs. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of WebTensor on various data
access and aggregation operations and compare the results against an equivalent tensor
implementation in JavaScript.

2 Background
Tensor Data Processing Multidimensional data is often represented as a datacube, which,
in its most basic form, is a tensor. In order to store multidimensional data, it is mapped onto
the one-dimensional index space of storage devices (cf. Figure 1). The resulting memory
layout has a significant impact on I/O performance. Due to the performance implications of
data locality, multidimensional data is commonly chunked to reduce latency when the data
access pattern might change over time6. Analyzing such data requires two kinds of queries:
data accesses and aggregations. Data is accessed either at a single index of the tensor or
along index ranges per dimension. The latter one is commonly called dicing or, if the index
is static for one dimension, slicing. Aggregation reduces data along selected dimensions by
applying a numeric operation. Consider, for example, a four-dimensional tensor with three
spatial and one temporal dimension. Aggregating over the temporal dimension by taking a
minimum, results in a three-dimensional tensor containing the minimum value over time at
all spatial locations.
WebAssembly & Compilation Toolchain In the past, JavaScript has been the only
programming language natively supported in browsers. Consequently, developing applica-
tions for the web required its usage, restricting the feasibility of computationally intensive
applications because of its limited performance [Ha17]. In order to overcome this issue,
Wasm, a binary instruction format for a virtual machine usable in browsers, was introduced
as a compilation target for high-level languages like C++ [Ha17]. Jangda et al. showed that
Wasm is not only faster than JavaScript but even comparable to code executed natively on
x86 [Ja19]. Currently, the Wasm heap is limited to 4 GiB in size as a 32-bit addressing space
model is used [Ha17]. Furthermore, the interaction between JavaScript and Wasm is
one-sided since the Wasm heap can be accessed by JavaScript but accessing JavaScript
memory by Wasm is not possible.

6 https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/blogs/developer/en//entry/chunking_data_why_it_matters
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Fig. 2: Architecture of WebTensor (orange: JavaScript components, blue: Wasm components).

There are two major toolchains for compiling C++ code to Wasm: Cheerp7 (commercial)
and Emscripten8 (non-commercial, open source), with Emscripten achieving a better
performance as reported by Yan et al. [Ya21]. Once installed, the Emscripten compiler
frontend em++ can be used as a drop-in replacement for regular C++ compilers. For the
compilation process, Emscripten uses Clang and LLVM. Additionally to compiling to
Wasm, Emscripten allows to compile C++ to JavaScript.

3 Raster Data Analysis in the Browser
Figure 2 depicts an overview of WebTensor and subsequent components (JavaScript
components in orange, Wasm components in blue). We compiled WebTensor from a
self-written C++ library to Wasm using Emscripten. JavaScript programs can interact
with it by utilizing three APIs, which were initially written in C++ and then compiled to
Wasm and bound to JavaScript methods using Embind9. These APIs enable WebTensor
to be used straightforwardly in JavaScript programs and allow arbitrary post-processing
or visualization of tensor data, making it a flexible tool for various applications.

3.1 WebTensor
Memory Layout To maximize spatial data access locality, WebTensor stores raw data
in a binary buffer with data of fixed-sized rectangular chunks lying contiguously in it. For
accessing the values corresponding to the bytes stored in this buffer, the tensor stores chunk
objects, each one having pointers to one of those contiguous blocks and additional metadata,
e.g., the chunk type, the value type of the data and the internal memory layout (cf. Figure 3).
This decoupling of raw data and metadata has additionally the advantage that different
chunk types (e.g., dense and sparse chunks), varying data types (e.g., float and int) and
arbitrary internal memory layouts (e.g., row- and column-major) can be freely combined in
a single tensor.

Data Access As the user should not have to care about the internal memory layout of
WebTensor, accessing its data is done by specifying indices regarding its dimensions,
which are then transformed into offsets within the binary buffer. Such a transformation
requires using the chunks as only these contain necessary metadata, like the type of the
stored values. Since all chunks have a fixed shape, the one containing a user-provided index
can easily be obtained and, with that, also an offset to the first element in it. In a second
step, the metadata of the chunk can be used to determine the offset from its beginning.

7 https://leaningtech.com/cheerp
8 https://emscripten.org
9 https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/connecting_cpp_and_javascript/embind.html
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(b) Buffer-Chunk structure of WebTensor.

Fig. 3: Chunked data representation in WebTensor (orange and blue color mark different chunks).

Features WebTensor provides methods for accessing data at single indices as well as for
dicing and slicing operations. Slicing and dicing operations thereby only return a view to
existing data, which offers the same functionalities as a tensor regarding data access and
aggregations and can be materialized to a new independent tensor at a later stage. Regarding
aggregates, the computation of basic statistics, i.e., minimum, maximum, mean and standard
deviation, on arbitrary dimensions is supported. Furthermore, it is possible to rechunk a
tensor, thereby changing the in-memory order of its data, and thus favor access patterns and
aggregations over specific dimensions.

3.2 APIs

Loading The Loading API enables JavaScript programs to load data from various
backends to WebTensor. For this, parts of Apache Arrow10 (compiled to Wasm) are
used to process data in the Arrow IPC and Parquet format. Since Wasm programs cannot
access JavaScript memory, data should be loaded directly from the backend onto the
Wasm heap to avoid unnecessary copies. Currently, WebTensor offers loading data in
this way from a dedicated server using a WebSocket connection and the IPC format for
serialization. Loading data in the Parquet format from object stores or the local file system
is also possible, but at the moment, only by loading the data first in JavaScript and then
copying it to Wasm using the API, thus having an increased overhead.

Tensor This API binds the slicing, dicing and materializing, as well as the aggregate
functions of WebTensor to JavaScript methods using Emscriptens Embind. Hence, it
enables the manipulation of tensor data and the construction of new views and tensors from
the JavaScript side.

Reading Using this API, WebTensor data can be accessed from JavaScript programs,
where further processing or visualization (e.g., with the library D311) is possible. Accessing
the data is done by first obtaining its begin and end addresses in the corresponding chunks, as
well as information about the chunk types, data types and memory layouts. Then, zero-copy,
typed views of the data on the Wasm heap are created with this information and returned to
the JavaScript side through the API.

10 https://arrow.apache.org
11 https://d3js.org/
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Dice
Shape

Wasm
[ms]

js
[ms]

[400, 20, 20, 20] 11.01 27.41
[20, 20, 20, 20] 1.34 2.78
[20, 30, 72, 72] 1.00 1.55
[20, 30, 20, 72] 0.94 1.49

Tab. 1: Runtimes for dicing varying shapes.

Aggregated
Dimensions

Wasm
[ms]

js
[ms]

time, alt, lat, lon 444.4 2439.0
time, alt, lat 1136.4 2439.0
time, alt 980.4 2777.8
time 574.7 3030.3

Tab. 2: Runtimes for aggregating the minimum
over varying dimensions.

4 Experimental Evaluation
Setup & Methodology We compare WebTensor against a JavaScript baseline imple-
mentation, compiled from the same C++ code using Emscripten, for various data access
and aggregation operations. As baseline to compare against, we use a compiler-generated
JavaScript implementation as it has been shown to consistently outperform equivalent
manual implementations [Ya21]. We executed all benchmarks with benchmark.js12 on a
machine with an Intel i5-6440HQ CPU @2.6 GHz and 32 GiB RAM using a Firefox browser
(version 107.0). As noted before by Yan et al., the specified optimization options for the
compilation of the Wasm and JavaScript code sometimes show unexpected behaviour,
e.g., building with -O1 results in more efficient code than with -O3 [Ya21]. We used, in all
cases, the -Os optimization flag, as it led to consistently good performance results.

Dataset For our evaluation, we use a space weather dataset provided by the German
Aerospace Center. This dataset has four dimensions: time, altitude (alt), longitude (lon)
and latitude (lat), along with multiple variables. The data is organized in row-major order,
i.e., the values for varying latitudes lie contiguously in memory. With about 13 GB, the
dataset is too large to be processed at once in Wasm with its 32-bit addressing space
model. It is planned to support processing datasets larger than 4 GiB by implementing a
lazy loading strategy for dataset chunks and replacing the least recently used one when no
further memory is available. However, this has not been implemented yet. To still show
the performance of WebTensor, we restrict ourselves to a data size of 250 MB by only
regarding a [400,30,72,72]-shaped region of the dataset and one of its 32-bit floating point
variables. The original dataset is not chunked, but for the benchmarks, we rechunk the data
into 12 chunks of shape [100,30,40,40] (all dense chunks, with row-major order and floats
as value type) having a size of approximately 21 MB.

Benchmarks First, we measured the access times for single indices. For this, we generated
100 random indices, measured their mean access times individually, and afterwards, took
the mean over the 100 values received in this way. The resulting mean access time amounts
to 1.35 · 10−2 ms for Wasm and 1.63 · 10−2 ms for JavaScript, with a standard error of
0.1% for both.
12 https://benchmarkjs.com
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After the access of single values, we evaluated the performance of dicing operations. We
did this by specifying four fixed dice shapes and, in a similar fashion as before, randomly
generated 100 concrete dices (with varying start and end points) for each of those shapes,
measured their mean runtimes individually and then computed the mean of the resulting
100 values. The received runtimes are shown in Table 1, the standard error is omitted in the
table as it amounted to less than 0.16% for all shapes and is thus neglectable.
Lastly, we measured the execution times of aggregation operations. Table 2 shows the
execution times for aggregating the minimum over the tensor dimensions specified by the
“Aggregated Dimensions” column of the table. Again, the standard error is with at most 1.6%
neglectable and not shown. The results for computing the maximum, mean and standard
deviation are similar, hence we omit them here due to lack of space.

Discussion The Wasm version of WebTensor always achieves better results than its
JavaScript counterpart. For point data access, Wasm outperforms JavaScript by 21%,
and for dicing and aggregating, it is, on average, faster by 92% and 294%, respectively. The
performances differ thereby not by a constant factor but vary. Furthermore, while the results
for the Wasm and JavaScript columns in Table 1 are expected due to data locality and the
number of operations to be performed, this is only the case for the Wasm values in Table 2
and not for the ones of JavaScript. As the number of aggregated dimensions in Table 2
decreases from top to bottom, so does the number of operations needed to aggregate over
them. Thus, the runtimes are expected to decrease too, besides when aggregating over all
dimensions, as in this case, the data to be considered lies contiguously in memory, allowing
optimizations. This expected behaviour can be observed for Wasm. Regarding JavaScript,
however, equal runtimes were obtained when aggregating over all four dimensions as when
only considering time, altitude and latitude. For fewer dimensions, the runtimes increased
even further. Currently, no satisfying explanation for this discrepancy could be found, but
as the same observation was made in multiple repetitions of the benchmarks, it should be
subjected to further studies in the future.

5 Summary & Next Steps
We presented WebTensor, a chunked tensor implementation for Wasm capable of
efficient raster data analysis in the browser. Our initial experimental results indicate that a
Wasm-based tensor implementation can significantly outperform comparable JavaScript
implementations on raster data access and aggregation operations. As a next step, we plan
to extend WebTensor such that larger datasets and more complex data analysis tasks
become possible. More specifically, we plan to implement lazy loading of chunks from the
backend such that complete datasets can be analyzed, as well as loading data from other
backends without making unnecessary copies. Additionally, we intend to implement more
aggregation operations (e.g., resampling, computing histograms) and a data cube layer on
top of WebTensor to provide more metadata information (e.g., physical coordinates of
tensor indices).
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Which Rules Entail this Fact?
An Efficient Approach Using RDBMSs

Tim Gutberlet1, Janik Sauerbier2

Abstract: Knowledge graphs (KGs) are used to store information about relationships between
real-world entities in various fields. Learned rules over KGs describe patterns of KGs and allow for
knowledge inference. In this paper, we focus on the problem of identifying all rules that entail a certain
target fact given a KG and a set of previously learned rules. This can enable link prediction as well as
help explain connections between rules and (potential) facts. Solving this problem time-efficiently for
large rulesets and KGs is a challenge. To tackle this challenge, we propose an approach relying solely
on RDBMSs including indexing, filtering and pre-computing methods. Our experiments demonstrate
the efficiency of our approach and the effect of various optimizations on different datasets like
YAGO3-10, WN18RR and FB15k-237 using rules learned by the bottom up rule learner AnyBURL.

Keywords: Knowledge graphs; Relational databases; Link prediction; Explainability.

1 Introduction

Many practically relevant large KGs are incomplete. Therefore, the prediction of missing
or additional information, also known as link prediction, is highly relevant in contexts
such as biomedicine [Br20] or social networks [Wa18]. Rules describing patterns of
KGs, which are learned by rule learning tools, can enable link prediction. The rule
(𝑋, 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑂 𝑓 , 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦) ← (𝑋, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚) describes for example the impli-
cation that someone (𝑋) born in Mannheim is a citizen of Germany. To determine the
confidence of a potential new fact (link), one must know from which rules it can be derived.
The confidence of a fact refers to the probability that a particular fact within the graph is
correct. In our example: If we know that 𝑋 was born in Mannheim it can help us determine
the confidence of the fact that 𝑋 is a citizen of Germany. Knowing the confidence is needed
for rule-based link prediction models [Me19]. Moreover, the confidence is used for building
ensembles with link prediction embedding models [Me18] and for improving link prediction
embedding models [Gu18]. Therefore, it is important to identify all previously learned
rules of a KG entailing certain target facts. Moreover, it is generally helpful to be able to
explain the connections between rules and (potential) facts. To illustrate the performance of
traditional RDBMSs in solving the problem in case of large rulesets and KGs, we create and
analyze an efficient approach to this problem using PostgreSQL. As further discussed in the
preliminaries, we are interested in the non-recursive application of rules and in finding all
1 University of Mannheim, tim.gutberlet@students.uni-mannheim.de
2 University of Mannheim, janik.sauerbier@students.uni-mannheim.de
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applicable rules for a given target fact. Therefore, our approach is limited to binary relations
and conjunctive queries, in contrast to employing deductive databases. Our approach uses
indexing, filtering and pre-computing methods tailored to the natural structure of a KG
and its respective rules. We ran several experiments testing our approach on different KGs
(YAGO3-10 [MBS14], WN18RR [De18] and FB15k-237 [TC15]). Additionally, we show
how different database setups impact the performance for different rule lengths. For the rule
learning, we use AnyBURL, a fast bottom up rule learner for KGs [Me19].

2 Preliminaries

A KG is a set of (subject, relation, object)-triples also called facts. There is a set of entities
present as subjects and objects, as well as a set of relations in a KG. Here is an example KG
with the entities 𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎 and 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦 and the relations 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑜 and 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛.

KG = {(𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎, 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑜, 𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟), (𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦)}

For our purposes, we are concerned about first-order logic Horn rules, which describe
patterns of KGs. Here are two example rules. We capitalize the variables and lowercase the
constants representing entities.

(𝑋, 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑂 𝑓 , 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦) ← (𝑋, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚) (1)
(𝑋, 𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦) ← (𝑋, 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑜, 𝐴1), (𝐴1, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦) (2)

Each rule has a head (e.g., (𝑋, 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑂 𝑓 , 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦)) consisting of one atom and a body
(e.g., (𝑋, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚)) consisting of one or more atoms. A grounding of a rule
assigns values to all variables of the rule, resulting in a ground rule. A true body grounding
refers to a grounding of the body of a rule for which all (ground) atoms appear in the KG.
The problem we are solving is identifying all rules that entail certain target facts based
on the KG and a previously learned set of rules. This means we are interested in whether
there exists a true body grounding and the head atom can be unified with the target fact. To
illustrate the problem, think of the following target fact.

Target fact = (𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎, 𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦)

Rule (1) does not entail this fact because its head atom cannot be unified with the target fact.
The head of rule (2) can be unified with the target fact by assigning 𝑋 = 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎. Therefore, it
would entail the target fact if ∃𝐴1 ((𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎, 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑜, 𝐴1) ∧ (𝐴1, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦)). The
KG contains the facts (𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎, 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑜, 𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟) and (𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑛𝐼𝑛, 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑦). Together
with the target fact, this results in a true body grounding for rule (2) with 𝑋 = 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎 and
𝐴1 = 𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 . Therefore, rule (2) is part of the solution.
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3 Proposed Approach

The given KG is stored in one table of the relational database (kg_table with columns
sub for subjects, rel for relations and obj for objects). The basic idea behind our approach
is creating SQL queries which check whether a certain rule entails a certain target fact.
Those individual queries are then combined using UNION ALL operations over all rules,
where the head can unify with the target fact. To improve this basic idea, we employ several
optimizations listed below. Every rule has a specific rule ID which is returned if the rule
entails the target fact. This would be the query for rule (2) and the target fact given in the
preliminaries:

SELECT rule_id_2 FROM kg_table t0, kg_table t1 WHERE t0.sub = anna AND t0.rel =
marriedTo AND t0.obj = t1.sub AND t1.rel = bornIn AND t1.obj = germany LIMIT 1;

3.1 Database Structure

Alternative to having one big table for all facts, our approach uses one table for each relation
in the KG, with two columns for the subjects and the objects.

To speed up the search and enable direct access to the table contents through B-trees,
we employ unique clustered indexes. We duplicate the knowledge graph tables and use
once (subject, object) as key and once (object, subject) as key for the indexes. Within the
generated SQL statements, the tables with the order (subject, object) are used in case of
a fixed subject. The tables with the order (object, subject) are used in the case of a fixed
object or no fixed subject and object. This ensures that the indexes are used efficiently.

3.2 Advanced Rule Pre-filtering

Firstly, we only consider rules that can unify with the target fact for the query. This can be
done by naively testing each rule. However, it can also be done more efficiently. The easiest
way is storing each rule under its head as key in a hash map. The head stays unchanged, but
we use “X” and “Y” as variable descriptors.

Let (s, r, o) be a target triple with the entities s and o and the relation r. Then we only use
the rules stored under the keys (X, r, Y), (s, r, X), (X, r, o) or (s, r, o) for the query of the
target triple. Additionally, when it is true that 𝑠 = 𝑜, we also use the key (X, r, X). Instead of
looping through n rules naively in O(n), this allows for pre-filtering of the rules in O(1).

3.3 Pre-computing of Expensive Rules

As we will illustrate in our experiments (4.3), certain rules result in way more cost in terms
of execution time than others. To address that, we pre-compute a portion of those rules. To
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identify the most expensive rules, we gather an independent set of n target facts from the
KG and run their queries with the EXPLAIN ANALYZE command to get the execution time
for the individual rule sub-queries. Afterward, we rank all rules which appear in the results
by their average execution time multiplied with their number of appearances in the results.

The top x% of rules are then pre-computed, by calculating all potential assignments for
variables in the rule head that form a grounding together with a set of facts from the KG. We
then store these combinations in a table for the rule. If the subject or the object is a variable
and the other one a constant, then the table only contains the column for the variable. For
the implementation, we use indexed materialized views to 𝑆𝐸𝐿𝐸𝐶𝑇 from the KG with all
the conditions we already know from the rule. Consequently, the 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑇𝐸 statement for
pre-computing rule (2) and the query for the target fact from the preliminaries would be:

CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW view_rule_2 SELECT t0.sub AS sub FROM kg_table
t0, kg_table t1 WHERE t0.rel = marriedTo AND t0.obj = t1.sub AND t1.rel = bornIn AND
t1.obj = germany;

SELECT rule_id_2 FROM view_rule_2 WHERE sub = anna LIMIT 1;

We exclude rules with one body atom, as pre-computing does not improve their performance.
Beyond that, we limit the pre-computation to rules with two body atoms for illustration
purposes, as rules with more body atoms incur a pre-computation time two orders of
magnitude higher than rules with two body atoms.

4 Experiments

The goal of our experiments is to benchmark the performance of our approach on different
datasets and rulesets, as well as to measure the effects of different optimizations. Furthermore,
we analyze the execution time for individual rules.

For the implementation of our approach, we used the open-source object-relational
database system PostgreSQL. Additionally, we used Java with the PostgreSQL JDBC
driver. The source code and datasets, we used for the experiments, can be found at
https://github.com/timgutberlet/Which-Rules-Entail-This-Fact. We conducted all experi-
ments on a Fujitsu Esprimo P957 (construction year 2017) with 32 GB RAM, 512 GB SSD,
an Intel i7-7700 @ 3.6 GHz CPU and Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS as an operating system. The rule
learning with AnyBURL was mostly done with the standard configuration of AnyBURL-22
available at https://web.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/AnyBURL/. We only extended the
limit of body atoms from one to three for acyclic rules to match the cyclic rules, as we do
not intend to discriminate between them. This means the rulesets only include rules with up
to three body atoms. The relations in the rule bodies are always extensional (defined by
facts), never intensional (defined by other rules).
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AnyBURL - 10s AnyBURL - 50s AnyBURL - 100s

YAGO3-10 4.2 10.4 14.3
WN18RR 34.8 65.0 77.3
FB15k-237 5.4 26.2 42.9

Tab. 1: Performance results (avg. execution time per target fact in ms)

#entities #relations #facts of KG 10s 50s 100s

YAGO3-10 123,182 37 1,079,040 27k 107k 165k
WN18RR 40,943 11 86,835 6k 20k 30k
FB15k-237 14,505 237 272,115 33k 135k 252k

Tab. 2: Dataset properties & #rules per ruleset learned by AnyBURL

Experiment Avg. execution time (in ms)

All optimizations enabled 10.4

Advanced rule pre-filtering disabled 55.0
Tables for each relation disabled 132.9
Indexing disabled 1720.2
Pre-computing of expensive rules disabled 14.1

Tab. 3: Ablation study of optimizations using YAGO3-10 & 107k rules

4.1 Overall Performance

As illustrated in Tab. 1, our approach works for different datasets and rulesets learned by
AnyBURL. For every dataset, we learned rules for 10s, 50s, and 100s (Tab. 2). We used the
training sets as the KGs and the test sets as the target triples (3k-20k triples). The validation
sets (3k-20k triples) were used as target triples to create the rule rankings to pre-compute
the top 1% most expensive rules with two body atoms.

4.2 Ablation Study - Optimizations

For the ablation study in Tab. 3, we used YAGO3-10 as the benchmark dataset and the
AnyBURL 50s ruleset (107k rules). We didn’t analyze versions with multiple optimizations
disabled due to very high execution times. The “tables for each relation” optimization
described in 3.1 specifically reduces the execution time for long rules. We tested this, by
measuring the average execution time of different rule lengths in the version where the
“table for each relation” optimization is enabled versus the version where the “table for each
relation” optimization is disabled. In both runs, the rule pre-computation was disabled. In
this experiment, the execution time for rules with one body atom was reduced by 12%, for
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Fig. 1: Quantile performance analysis of rules using YAGO3-10 & 107k rules

two body atoms by 25% and for three body atoms by 74% when the “table for each relation”
optimization is enabled. This might be caused by the increased use of the indexes during
execution for longer rules.

4.3 Rule Quantile Performance Analysis

The quantile analysis in Fig. 1 is based on the total cost per rule after using the validation set
as target triples, as described in 3.3. The total cost per rule is calculated by multiplying the
number of appearances with the average execution time. Here, the number of appearances
is a count for how often a rule appears as a result of the queries for all target triples. It
indicates that only few rules incur a major share of the cost. The most expensive rules
are predominantly rules with two variables in the rule head and two or three body atoms.
Excluding those rules (978 rules) reduced the average execution time for YAGO3-10 & the
AnyBURL 50s ruleset (107k rules) to 0.14 ms per query using all optimizations. In the
given example (YAGO3-10 & 107k rules), we achieved an 98.8% execution time reduction
for the pre-computed rules. The pre-computation took 15 minutes. This reduced our average
execution time from 14.1 ms to 10.4 ms, as illustrated in Tab. 3.

5 Conclusions

We have designed an efficient approach for finding all rules that entail a certain target fact
given a knowledge graph and a set of previously learned rules. Our experiments specifically
demonstrate the effect of indexing, filtering and pre-computing methods. Potential next steps
include a further analysis of our approach on various datasets, an empirical comparison of
different database technologies (particularly triplestores and deductive DBMS), exploring
the use of multithreading, investigating the use of multidimensional indexes and creating a
dedicated solution only using the main memory.
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Explainable Data Matching: Selecting Representative Pairs
with Active Learning Pair-Selection Strategies

Lukas Laskowski, Florian Sold1

Abstract: In both research and enterprise, dirty data poses numerous challenges. Many data cleaning
pipelines include a data deduplication step that detects and removes entries within a given dataset which
refer to the same real-world entity. Throughout the development of such deduplication techniques,
data scientists have to make sense of the large result sets that their matching solutions generate to
quickly identify changes in behavior or to discover opportunities for improvements. We propose an
approach that aims to select a small subset of pairs from the result set of a data matching solution
which is representative of the matching solution’s overall behavior. To evaluate our approach, we
show that the performance of a matching solution trained on pairs selected according to our strategy
outperforms a randomly selected subset of pairs.

Keywords: Entity Resolution; Data Matching; ExplainableDM; Pair Selection; Benchmark

1 Explainable Data Matching

Improving data matching systems is an iterative process: Insights on matching behavior
derived from the set of output labels of the matching solution serve as the basis for
improvements in the next iteration. To accelerate this optimization process, we have
developed a data matching benchmark platform, called Frost [Gr22]. Frost combines
existing benchmarks, established quality metrics, cost and effort measures for evaluating
and comparing data matching solutions. Furthermore, the platform includes techniques
which enable the systematic exploration of matching results. However, as real-world datasets
can contain millions of records, it is unrealistic to examine all pairs within a result set.
Consequently, there is the need to summarize data matching results such that only a
representative subset of the most meaningful pairs remains. Based upon a matching result
set of size 𝑚 generated with a data matcher on a dataset of size 𝑛, we aim to select a subset
of well-distinguishable pairs of size 𝑘 with 𝑘 ≪ 𝑚 that are representative of a matching
solution’s behavior.

To achieve this goal, we leverage instance selection strategies from the field of active
learning, a semi-supervised learning method, where the initial seeded training dataset is
very small or empty. Therefore, to sufficiently train the data matching classifier, more label
1 Hasso Plattner Institute, University of Potsdam, Prof.-Dr.-Helmert-Str. 2-3, 14482 Potsdam,
{lukas.laskowski, florian.sold}@student.hpi.de
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candidates are iteratively selected and, after a manual labeling process, added to the training
dataset. Since manual labeling is costly, a variety of pair selection approaches exist that aim
to achieve a target matching quality in as few iterations as possible. Our goal to select a
subset of pairs which summarize the matching classifier as good as possible is similar to
the pair-selection task in active learning. Nevertheless, we differ in how the pair-selection
algorithm is applied since our use case works upon a fully labelled result set and therefore
lacks the iterative procedure.

Within the field of active learning for data matching, Christen et al. [CCR20] recently
proposed an iterative pair-selection strategy based upon their novel informativeness measure,
which outperforms prior works. Hence, we base our non-iterative pair-selection approach
upon the informativeness measure by Christen et al. With an informativeness score for each
pair, we choose the representative subset as the set of pairs with the highest score.

In the following sections, we first introduce related work to explainable data matching
(Section 2) and then introduce our proposed approach (Section 3). Next, in Section 4, we
show the effectiveness of this strategy by experimentally analyzing its behavior. Finally, we
conclude and discuss next steps (Section 5).

2 Related Work

Explaining data matching decisions is generally a challenging task. Especially with complex
machine learning or deep learning models like DITTO [Li21], results are difficult to
interpret but often superior to those achieved with approaches based upon simple classifiers
or rule-based approaches. Without specific tools, it is close to impossible to understand how
a certain black-box matcher assigns labels, as the underlying model can be very complex.
Additionally, result sets are large and make it difficult to select pair instances for further
analysis. While explanation techniques already exist in the machine learning community,
Thirumuruganathan et al. found that these techniques do not suit the needs of data matching
scientists and propose a variety of research opportunities [TOT19].

Baraldi et al. [Ba21] propose, with their Landmark explanation framework, a new framework
for local pair-specific explanations specifically tailored towards data matching. Landmark
introduces two main innovations: First, it generates per pair two explanations by fixing either
record (called landmark) and perturbing the other record (called varying entity). Second, it
produces an artificial entity by attribute-wise concatenating both entities. The MOJITO
framework [Di19] analyzes the influence of individual attributes on the matching decision.
Their results show that black-box entity matching models might rely on untrustworthy
attributes. Hence, they conclude that quality metrics are not sufficient to quantify real-world
performance of a data matching model, but rather emphasize the need for explanations.

Nevertheless, surprisingly little work has been done so far towards matching solution-
agnostic filtering or selection of representative (or summarized) result subsets. Explanation
frameworks like Landmark can then be executed upon pairs within a representative subset.
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3 Informativeness-based Selection of Pairs

To explain the behavior of a matcher, we present an approach that selects pairs out of the
result set labeled by a matching solution. As described in Section 1, we base our selection
strategy upon the informativeness measure developed by Christen et al. [CCR20].

informativeness(𝑢, 𝑅) = (1 − 𝛼) ∗ 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑢, 𝑅) + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦(𝑢, 𝑅)

The informativeness-score for 𝑢 in respect to the result set 𝑅 is the weighted average of the
uncertainty and the entropy. The balancing factor is given as 𝛼 and set to 𝛼 = 0.5.

To each labeled pair within 𝑅, we assign a similarity vector 𝑢, which consists of the pair-wise
similarity for each attribute of the two records 𝑟1, 𝑟2 with (𝑟1, 𝑟2) ∈ 𝑅. To calculate the
informativeness, we use an additional similarity measure between a pair of pair vectors 𝑢, 𝑣,
in our case cosine similarity, called 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) that we assume to already exist. For a pair 𝑢,
we define the set 𝑅𝑆 as all pairs from the result set that were assigned the same label as 𝑢
and as 𝑅𝑂 those assigned the opposite label. An environment 𝑆 of supporting pairs for a
pair 𝑢 is bounded by the closest instance classified contrary to the target pair, and defined as:

𝑆(𝑢, 𝑅) = {𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑆 |𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) > 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑤) |𝑤 ∈ 𝑅𝑂}}

uncertainty(𝑢, 𝑅) = 1
1 + |𝑅 ∩ 𝑆(𝑢, 𝑅) |

Uncertainty quantifies how certain a label assignment is. In case only very few similar pairs
reside within the environment 𝑆 around a target pair, the label assigned to it is uncertain.
Hence, its uncertainty score will be higher. Compared to a pair with plenty of confirmations,
a pair with high uncertainty might be especially valuable and representative of the matching
classifier’s behavior.

entropy(𝑢, 𝑅) = −[
∑

𝑣∈𝑅𝑆𝐸
𝑢 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
|𝑅 | − 1

∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(
∑

𝑣∈𝑅𝑆𝐸
𝑢 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
|𝑅 | − 1

)

+
∑

𝑣∈𝑅𝑂𝐸
𝑢 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
|𝑅 | ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(

∑
𝑣∈𝑅𝑂𝐸

𝑢 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
|𝑅 | )]

The entropy value represents how diverse the environment around a certain pair 𝑢 is. It can
only yield a high value in case both summands are high negative values. Again, this can
only be true in case we have both very similar pairs of the same and the opposite class.
Pairs that fulfill this requirement are considered to have high entropy, as they help to form
the decision boundary and are therefore, again, representative of the classifier’s behavior.
Compared to the active learning setting, our approach does not work iteratively, and we do
have already all pair labels available (as assigned by the matching solution). Therefore, we
would need to consider all pairs for entropy calculation, which in return would lead to a
very similar entropy value for all pairs. Hence, we restrict the pairs considered for entropy
calculation to those pairs whose similarity to the target pair 𝑢 is higher than the entropy
environment limit 𝑒. We define the environment boundary 𝑒 relative to the S-Environment
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Fig. 1: Evaluation Process. This figure shows the two phases of our evaluation approach: “Matching
Phase” and “Learning Phase”.

as 𝑒(𝑢, 𝑅) = 𝑆(𝑢, 𝑅) ∗ 𝑙 with 𝑙 ∈ [0, 1] and set to 𝑙 = 0.4. The set 𝑅𝑆𝐸 includes all pairs of
the same class as 𝑢 and a similarity larger than 𝑒(𝑢, 𝑅) to 𝑢. Similarly, we define the set
𝑅𝑂𝐸 with pairs of opposite class. Since the entropy base metric requires a similarity value
for all pairs of pairs, the proposed approach has a runtime complexity of 𝑂 (𝑛4) with 𝑛 as
the amount of records in the base dataset.

Under the assumption that machine learning models benefit similarly from a representative
pair subsets as humans do, we select the top 𝑘 pairs by informativeness measure as the
representative subset. Hence, this particular subset summarizes the matching behavior of
the matching solution better than any other equally sized subset could. In case one chooses
𝑘 small enough, the selected pairs now serve as a basis for a human analysis.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate our approach by training a matching solution only upon the ground truth labels
of pairs within the representative subset, and then comparing its quality using F1-Score
against two baselines. Figure 1 outlines the overall evaluation-process: We first produce
results for informativeness-calculation by predicting labels on unseen testing data, which
serve as the basis for the informativeness score (“Matching Phase”). During the subsequent
“Learning Phase”, we select the 𝑘 pairs with the highest informativeness score as our subset
of pairs. These pairs and their respective ground truth label are then used to train the same
(but untrained) classification model. Afterwards, we predict and evaluate against the full
gold standard.

We perform experiments using the matching solution “Cyber-Punk” which is one of the
winning concepts of the SIGMOD programming contest in 20212. As the dataset, we used
“SIGMOD AltoSight Z4”, which contains mainly textual data about SD cards. Besides our
informativeness selection strategy, we compare up with two naïve baseline subsets:

2 https://dbgroup.ing.unimore.it/sigmod21contest/index.shtml
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Fig. 2: Retraining on Selected Pairs. Comparing the results for the presented selection strategies
on multiple subset sizes on dataset Z4 using the “Cyber-Punk” matcher. We use subset sizes of
𝑘 ∈ {100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000}.

• Averaged Random (fully sampled): For this strategy, we sample randomly 𝑘 different
pairs out of the set of pairs. In practice, this resembles a human who scrolls through
the entire result set with no further filters or selections available.

• Averaged Random (same split): In most datasets, the majority of pairs are easy to
label as non-matches. Therefore, the previous strategy predominantly selects such
pairs and only few (if any) duplicate pairs. In contrast, this strategy samples 𝑘 pairs
with the same proportion of duplicates and non-duplicates (according to the ground
truth annotation) as can be found in the selected subset. Although we sample randomly,
this subset implicitly comes with a substantial advantage as its proportions are based
upon the informativeness-based subset with respect to the ground truth annotation.

As shown in Figure 2 the informativeness-based selection strategy indeed outperforms the
completely randomly sampled selection strategy at any subset size. This observation is
reasonable, as likely many trivial non-matches were sampled into the subset. Consequently,
a smaller subset size 𝑘 causes a larger difference between the two solutions: At a subset size
of 100, the informativeness-based strategy ( 𝑓1 = 0.03) has a 15x higher F1-Score compared
to the randomly based selection strategy ( 𝑓1 = 0.002). With more pairs in the subset, we see
a similar effect. For instance, the informativeness-based strategy ( 𝑓1 = 0.986) has a subset
size of 5,000 an F1-Score which is 11.6x higher than the randomly based selection strategy
( 𝑓1 = 0.085). Even in comparison to the random sampling of same split, our approach
achieves the highest scores on small subsets and matches on subsets of size 𝑘 ≥ 5000.

Since our use-case is mainly targeted towards subsets of size 1000 or less that a human can
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grasp or look through, and we do significantly outperform both sampling approaches in this
area, our approach does indeed work as anticipated. This shows that a subset selected using
the informativeness score includes pairs that bear more information compared to random
sampling – and therefore offers insights into the behavior of a matching solution.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We set out to select a representative subset of pairs out of a potentially very large result
set. Our results do indeed indicate that the informativeness-based subset outperforms
random selection by far. More importantly, these results now serve as a baseline for further
improvements towards reducing the overall runtime or developing novel approaches.

Beyond our current results, we see further research opportunities in this area. For example,
our existent evaluation can be underlined with additional test settings including multiple
datasets as well as a diverse set of matching solutions from various domains. Furthermore,
one could further extend this approach by indicating for each selected pair how many similar
non-selected pairs exist in the result set. In case these pairs were accessible to a data scientist,
he could better make sense of this particular pair’s properties.

Acknowledgements. This paper is the result of a seminar supervised by Felix Naumann
and Luca Zecchini. We thank them for their valuable input and support during our project.
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Efficient handling of recursive relationships in ORM
frameworks using Entity Framework Core as an example

Benjamin Uwe Killisch1, Florian Scheffler2, Thomas Kudraß3

Abstract: ORM frameworks are a popular method to bridge the differences between object-oriented
programming and relational data management. At the same time, recursive relationships are present
in many schemas to represent tree-like or net-like structures. This paper discusses how to efficiently
build and execute queries for data with recursive relationships in ORM frameworks, mainly Entity
Framework Core (EF Core). Five possible solutions are conceived and implemented, while making
sure that they can be used like regular LINQ queries. Next, the solutions are tested with different SQL
dialects. The results of these tests are then analyzed by a variety of test parameters. This analysis
shows that queries with recursive common table expressions and queries using key loading are the
most efficient. Queries with auxiliary property, vertical unrolling or horizontal unrolling, are either
too slow or only usable under particular circumstances. The analysis also shows that the performance
of the solutions is always dependent on the circumstances, especially the SQL dialect.

Keywords: Object-Relational Mapping; Recursive; Relationships; Queries

1 Introduction

Object-oriented programming and relational databases are currently the most popular
paradigms for programming and persistent data storage. Since they are different, object-
relational mapping (ORM) is needed to bridge their differences when using them together.
One challenge when using an ORM framework is loading data with recursive relationships
from the database. The motivation for this paper was the challenge of loading article at-
tributes in a recursive relationship for a REST API developed by the e-commerce company
Relaxdays GmbH. Performance is critical, because hundreds of articles have to be updated
per day. The topic of recursive queries has already been covered by Szumowska et al. [Sz11]
for the framework Hibernate. This paper will cover Entity Framework Core (EF Core) for
C# [Mi21]. EF Core can automatically map classes and their relationships to a database,
and convert the results of database queries into objects. Its most distinguishing feature is
LINQ (Language-Integrated Query) [Mi22a]. Using LINQ, one can create database queries
using method chains and type-safe lambda expressions based on the classes mapped to the
database. There is no need to write SQL queries as strings, and therefore, EF Core can be
used independently of the underlying database.
1 HTWK Leipzig, Fakultät Informatik und Medien, benjamin_uwe.killisch@stud.htwk-leipzig.de
2 Relaxdays GmbH, florian.scheffler@relaxdays.de
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2 Solutions

There are multiple requirements for possible solutions. Solutions should be as fast as pos-
sible, while also being convenient to use. They should also be able to handle cyclical data
and still terminate while returning the correct result. In the context of EF Core, the solu-
tions should function regardless of the SQL dialect. Furthermore, they should accept two
lambda expressions, one for the initial condition and one for the navigation property of the
recursive relationship. Navigation properties represent relationships between two classes
that are mapped to tables in the database via EF Core. The first class will have a navigation
property that is a single reference or a list of the second class. An example of this is shown
in Listing 1. The query will be created for the recursive relationship represented by the
navigation property employee.Subordinates.

List. 1: Usage of the solution implemented in section 2.1.

context.Employees.RecursiveQuery(context, employee => employee.EmployeeId == 1, employee =>
employee.Subordinates);

2.1 Recursive CTEs

Common Table Expressions (CTEs) were specified in the SQL:1999 standard and allow for
queries to be named and reused again later, as described by Heuer et al. [HSS18]. CTEs can
be used as recursive queries by adding the RECURSIVE keyword. A recursive CTE consist
of the initial query, the recursive query, and the actual query. Only the recursive query can
reference the CTE it is a part of. If we use this to join the CTE with the table we want
to query, we can query the table recursively. The recursive CTE can then be referenced
in the actual query. There are some problems with this solution, the main one being that
the syntax of recursive CTEs is not standardized across the different SQL dialects [SQ22]
[Or22] [Po22] [Mi22b]. Furthermore, not all SQL dialects can handle cyclical data properly.
Out of the four dialects examined in this paper, Transact-SQL can not, but the other three
can. The query will terminate with an error after reaching the maximum recursion depth of
1000. Furthermore, CTEs can not be used as subqueries in Transact-SQL. Recursive CTEs
can be used in an ORM framework like any other query, although they are more complex.
It gets more complicated when using a framework like EF Core. The following steps are
executed to transform two lambda expressions into a recursive CTE:

1. The navigation property of the recursive relationship needs to be read from the first
lambda expression. EF Core stores the mapping of the classes to the database schema,
including the relationships between tables, so the columns of the relevant table and
the corresponding primary keys and foreign keys can be loaded from there.

2. The second lambda expression, which contains the initial query, must be converted
into a query string. For that purpose, EF Core provides the ToQueryString() method.
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3. The resulting string must be slightly adjusted to account for parameterized queries.
The values of query parameters must also be read from the second lambda expression.

4. Based on the type of the relationship (1:1, 1:n, m:n) and the schema data loaded in the
first step, the relevant table names, column names and key comparisons are selected.

5. The final query string is built while considering the used SQL dialect.

6. The final query string and the parameter values are passed to FromSQLRaw().

FromSQLRaw() returns an instance of IQueryable (the interface used to query data sources),
which can be chained to further LINQ methods to extend the query. However, EF Core only
allows this if the query string passed to FromSQLRaw() starts with SELECT. A CTE always
starts with the keyword WITH, so the query string has to be surrounded with SELECT ∗
FROM (query). But, as mentioned above, CTEs may not be used as subqueries in Transact-
SQL. So, if Transact-SQL is used, the query is immediately evaluated, and an IN subquery
based on the returned objects is created. Not only does this worsen the performance, but it
also violates lazy evaluation, which is usually expected from instances of IQueryable in C#.
An alternative would be to keep track of the search path in an additional column, and to
check that column in the where clause of the recursive query. This, however, has not been
implemented for this paper.

2.2 Vertical Unrolling

Boniewicz et al. [BSW12] describe alternatives to CTEs for recursive queries. One of them
is vertical unrolling, which works by combining multiple LEFT JOINs. The number of joins
is equal to the maximum recursion depth of the table. In the best-case scenario, this depth
is known. Otherwise one must make an educated guess with the risk of incomplete query
results. The size of the query increases with the depth of the recursive structure, which can
make this very impractical to implement when using query strings. In EF Core, however,
this solution can be implemented easily with a loop and the ThenInclude() method. In EF
Core, Include() and ThenInclude() are used to load related data and are translated to JOINs. The
query method accepts the recursion depth as an additional parameter and calls ThenInclude()
accordingly.

2.3 Horizontal Unrolling

In addition to vertical unrolling, Boniewicz et al. [BSW12] also describe horizontal un-
rolling. Horizontal unrolling creates a temporary table for each level of the recursive struc-
ture, creating each one based on the previous table. These temporary tables are then com-
bined using UNION. Similarly to vertical unrolling, this approach also requires knowledge
about the maximum recursion depth. It can be implemented using a loop, and the resulting
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queries will be simpler than vertical unrolling. However, temporary tables are not conve-
nient to use in EF Core. Among other things, the name and columns of a temporary table
must be known at compile time, making them impractical since one needs a specific tem-
porary table for each entity and recursion level. Because of this, a different approach is
implemented in this paper. The queries for the temporary tables are all executed immedi-
ately. The resulting entities are then used to create the next query. In the end, a final IN
subquery is created based on all the loaded entities. This approach creates a lot of database
roundtrips, but makes the recursion-depth parameter obsolete. Instead, a new query is only
executed if the last query returned at least one unknown entity.

2.4 Using an auxiliary property

In some cases, the table with the recursive relationship has a column for which all records
of the same recursive structure share the same value. Such a column can be used to create
a simple recursive query. First, all the values of the aforementioned column (the auxiliary
property) are loaded for the records that match the initial query. Then, an IN subquery
for the auxiliary property is executed based on the loaded values. This is exactly how this
approach is implemented in EF Core. While this approach is simple, it has a few drawbacks:

1. Such a column must either exist already in the current schema or be added to it. If it
is added, it also needs to be maintained on every insert or update operation.

2. The auxiliary column should have an index to improve the performance.

3. This approach always loads the entire recursive structure, even if only a part of it is
required.

4. To use this approach for an m:n relationship, one would have to create an additional
table that links every record in the original table to the roots of the structures it is a
part of. Since this would make the query more complex, and such a table would be
much harder to maintain than just a column, this approach is only implemented for
1:1 and 1:n relationships.

2.5 Key loading

The idea of key loading is to load the values of the primary and foreign keys of all records in
the table, and then use this data to find the primary key values of the records in the recursive
structures to load. For this, the primary keys of the records matching the initial query must
also be loaded. Finally, the relevant records are loaded with an IN subquery. This approach
uses the fact that object-oriented programming languages are turing complete, while SQL
is not. A disadvantage of this approach is that a lot of data could be loaded unnecessarily if
only a small amount of records of a big table is required. Usually, one can easily implement
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this approach with three queries. In EF Core, it is a bit more complex, mainly because
simple primary keys must be handled as well as composite primary keys. To do this, both
kinds of keys are represented as value tuples. This has the advantage that C# compares
value tuples by value, not by reference.

3 Performance comparison

Each one of the described approaches was tested in many different scenarios, varying in
SQL dialect (MySQL, SQLite, PostgreSQL, Transact-SQL), relationship type (1:1, 1:n,
m:n), recursion depth (3, 4), the amount of branches per layer (2, 5, always 1 for 1:1 rela-
tionships) and the amount of recursive structures in the database (5, 10, only one structure
was loaded per query execution). Every table usually had one or two columns additionally
to the key columns. Every approach was repeated and measured 150 times for each resulting
scenario. For vertical unrolling, the correct recursion depth was passed to the query method.
This is the ideal scenario, while in reality one might have to use a higher maximum recur-
sion depth, to make sure to always load all the data. All tests were executed using an Intel®
CoreTM 5 i7-10510U Processor and 32 GB RAM. The databases for MySQL, Transact-
SQL and PostgreSQL were hosted in docker containers, while the SQLite database was
stored in a file. The results were then analyzed by the different parameters. Since the aux-
iliary property approach is not implemented for m:n relationships (cf. section 2.4), there
is always one analysis for all approaches and 1:1/1:n relationships and another without the
auxiliary property approach but for all relationship types. Figure 1 and 2 show the analysis
results by SQL dialect with and without the auxiliary property.

Fig. 1: Average query duration, by SQL dialect, for 1:1 and 1:n relationships
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Fig. 2: Average query duration, by SQL dialect, for 1:1, 1:n and m:n relationships
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The figures show that recursive CTEs are a lot slower when using Transact-SQL, as it was
anticipated. They also show a pattern consistent across all results: When there is no join
table (1:1 and 1:n relationships), and the recursion depth is low, vertical unrolling is quite
fast. But vertical unrolling becomes very slow when there is a join table (m:n relation-
ship), especially when using SQLite. The same goes for higher recursion depth, although
the corresponding analysis is not shown here for brevity. This slowdown happens because
the number of join s increases in both cases. Also, horizontal unrolling and queries with
auxiliary property are usually slower than at least one other approach, while key loading is
usually faster than those two methods but slower than recursive CTEs.

4 Conclusion and further research

Recursive CTEs are the fastest approach in many scenarios; even when they are not, they
are usually not far behind. They also scale well with larger amounts of data. The same goes
for key loading, but it is a bit slower. For these reasons, recursive CTEs are the most efficient
solution, but depend on the used SQL dialect. They should not be used with Transact-SQL,
because of the slow performance and the missing handling of cyclical data. One should
use key loading instead if one wants to avoid these disadvantages. If smaller amounts of
data and a low recursion depth can be assumed, one can also use vertical unrolling, since it
performs well in these situations. The use of horizontal unrolling can not be recommended
since there is no scenario where it is the fastest. Queries with auxiliary property are also not
recommended since this approach can only be used in specific situations and is also slower
than vertical unrolling in many of them. Further research could be done using further SQL
dialects like PL/SQL, and/or using another ORM Framework. More extensive testing could
also be done with higher recursion depths and more entities.
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Witness Generation for JSON Schema Patterns

Christoph Köhnen1

Abstract: JSON Schema is a schema language for the popular data exchange format JSON. This paper
introduces an approach to convert regular expressions, which appear in ECMA-262 syntax in JSON
Schema, into an alternative syntax, such that they may be compiled to finite-state automata. Specifically,
we address the challenge that the ECMA-262 pattern syntax uses anchor symbols to mark the beginning
and end of a word, which is not compatible with available libraries for automata manipulation. This
is a step towards generating witnesses, i.e., JSON instances which are valid w.r.t. the given JSON
Schema specification. We implement an algorithm proposed by Dominik Freydenberger to convert
regular expressions into brics syntax. We show that we successfully address over 97% of the unique
patterns found in a collection of thousands of JSON Schema specifications collected from GitHub.

1 Introduction

JSON Schema is a language for describing collections of JSON instances, where JSON
is a widely adopted format for data exchange. This article describes a student Bachelor
thesis project which targets a key problem in generating a witness for a given JSON Schema
specification (short schema), which is a JSON instance valid w.r.t. this given schema. Witness
generation has several important applications, such as checking schema containment [At22],
a challenge also researched in [Ha21] for type-checking data science pipelines.

For example, consider the JSON Schema specification in Figure 1. Any witness must be
of type object, as required in line 1. If the object has a property (line 2) whose name
matches the pattern ^(sur)?name$ (line 3), so "surname" or "name", then its value must
be a string (line 4) matching the regular expression in line 5 with at least three characters
(line 6). As this example illustrates, JSON Schema patterns can describe property keys (via
patternProperties) or string-typed values (via the keyword pattern).

JSON Schema patterns are encoded in ECMA-262 syntax2 and are actively used in practice:
In analyzing a corpus of approx. 80K open source JSON Schema documents [Ba21], we
found that 21% of the schemas contain patterns. Our approach cannot handle lookahead
and lookbehind as well as the word boundaries \b and \B. The former one matches between
a word and a non-word character without consuming one. But this concerns less than 3% of
the unique patterns found in this corpus. We further found that the bulk of patterns actually
describes regular languages. Some patterns in ECMA-262 can exceed the expressiveness of
1 Universität Passau, Fakultät für Informatik und Mathematik, Lehrstuhl für Informatik mit Schwerpunkt

Skalierbare Datenbanksysteme, Innstraße 33, 94032 Passau, Deutschland, koehne02@ads.uni-passau.de
2 https://json-schema.org/draft/2020-12/json-schema-core.html#rfc.section.6.4
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regular languages, due to backreferences [FS19]. We consider such occurrences as normal
characters.

Translating the remaining patterns into finite-state-automata [HU79], we can generate string
witnesses for patterns, simply by traversing a path from the initial state to some accepting
state. From product automata, we can generate string witnesses that adhere to several
constraints, e.g., matching several patterns as well as minimum and maximum lengths.

1 { "type": "object",
2 "patternProperties": {
3 "^(sur)?name$": {
4 "type": "string",
5 "pattern": "^[A-Z][a-z]*$",
6 "minLength": 3 }}}

Fig. 1: A JSON Schema specification.

Our Java implementation of a tool for JSON
Schema witness generation [At22] uses the au-
tomaton library brics [Mø17] for creating au-
tomata from regular expressions, as well as
for computing automaton operations. However,
brics relies on the syntax for regular expres-
sions accustomed from computer science text-
books [HU79], assuming expressions to be
bounded. Thus, the expression bc* matches "b" and "bc", but not "abcd". Yet in ECMA-262
syntax, the equivalent regular expression would have to be explicitly bounded as ^bc*$.

Contributions. (1) We implement a novel algorithm to convert patterns from ECMA-262 to
brics syntax. The conversion was suggested to us by Dominik Freydenberger. (2) We have
integrated our implementation in a tool for JSON Schema witness generation [At22]. (3) We
further present an empirical study on the applicability of our approach to patterns as they
appear in tens of thousands of real-world schemas crawled from GitHub and provide a fully
automated reproduction package of it. We can show that for 97% of the unique patterns
found in this corpus, we can successfully apply our rewriting.

Structure. Section 2 introduces preliminaries and presents the conversion of regular
expressions in ECMA-262 syntax to brics syntax. Section 3 presents and discusses our
empirical evaluation. Section 4 reviews related work. Section 5 concludes.

2 Patterns and Witness Generation

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ::= 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 | 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 | 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 ;
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ::= null | true | false | 𝑥 | 𝑠 ;

𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 ::= {𝑘1 : 𝐽1, . . . , 𝑘𝑛 : 𝐽𝑛} ;
𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 ::= [𝐽1, . . . , 𝐽𝑛] ;

Fig. 2: JSON grammar, adapted from [At22].

Preliminaries. The JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) is a data format where a JSON document
(or JSON expression) has a syntax which is
defined by the grammar in Figure 2, where 𝑛 ≥ 0,
𝑥 is a number, 𝑠 is a string, 𝐽1, . . . , 𝐽𝑛 are JSON
expressions, and all 𝑘𝑖 are pairwise different key
strings. JSON Schema also uses JSON syntax. A

formal semantics is defined in [At22; Pe16]. Specifically, we are interested in the keywords
patternProperties and pattern, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟 ::= (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟 alt)? 𝑠𝑒𝑞 ;
𝑠𝑒𝑞 ::= (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 | 𝑞𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑟)∗ ;

𝑞𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑟 ::= (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝) 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡 ;

Fig. 3: JSON Schema pattern grammar.

Approach. We denote a regular expression extracted
from a JSON Schema document as JSON Schema
pattern (or short pattern). Since such a pattern follows
the ECMA-262 syntax it can be defined by the grammar in
Figure 3 with the following tokens: alt is the alternation

symbol |, group one of the alternatives (expr), (?:expr), (?<str>expr), (?!expr), (?=expr),
(?<!expr), (?<=expr), char a character (or its unicode representation), a character class
(like [abc], [a-z], [abcA-Z] or [ˆa-z]) or an anchor symbol (ˆ or $), str a sequence of
characters and quant a simple (+, * or ?) or range quantifier ({m}, {m,n} or {m,}, 𝑛 ≥ 𝑚 ≥ 0).

The speciality of the ECMA-262 language is the use of the anchor symbols ˆ for the beginning
of a word and $ for the end. The expression ^abc$ in ECMA-262 syntax matches the string
"abc" and nothing else while abc matches any string with "abc" inside, for example
"012abcdef. To generate a string which matches a given regular expression in ECMA-262
syntax it can be helpful to create a finite-state automaton, since every regular language can
be defined by such an automaton. The Java library dk.brics [Mø17] supports the creation of
finite-state automata with regular expressions as well as the common operations of automata
like concatenation, union, intersection or negation. Matching operations are also supported.
Regular expressions are defined in the class dk.brics.automaton.RegExp.

A regular expression in brics syntax consists of the tokens listed in Figure 3, the symbols
@ for any string and # for the empty language, but without anchor symbols, non- and
named-capturing grouping and lookahead/-behind. It follows the same grammar with the
exception that grouping only stands for simple grouping. Lookahead and lookbehind exceed
the power of regular expressions. Freydenberger and Schmid worked that out in [FS19].

We now introduce an algorithm3 to convert patterns from ECMA-262 to brics syntax, i.e.
removes the anchor symbols, which works for nearly all patterns found in the corpus of
JSON files from open-source projects on GitHub [Ba21]. To get rid of ˆ resp. $we define the
functions h and nh (short for hat and nohat) resp. d and nd (short for dollar and nodollar).
h and nh compute regular expressions which do not use a symbol for the beginning of the
word, h(𝛼) matches the same language as the part of 𝛼, where ˆ is used, nh(𝛼) the same
language as the part of 𝛼, where ˆ is not used. d and nd compute regular expressions which
do not use symbols for the beginning or end of the word, d(𝛽) matches the same language
as the part of 𝛽, where $ is used, nd(𝛽) the same language as the part of 𝛽, where $ is not
used. First we define a special predicate.

Definition 2.1 Let𝛼 be a regular expression in ECMA-262 syntax. The predicate nullable(𝛼)
is true if and only if the empty word is contained in the language defined by 𝛼.

Examples for nullable patterns are (^a$)*, (a|b?) or ^$ which only accepts the empty word.
Now we can define functions to compute the anchor and non-anchor parts of a pattern.

3 Idea, algorithm, and replacement rules by Dr. Dominik D. Freydenberger (not published).
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Tab. 1: Rules to compute the values h(𝛼), nh(𝛼), d(𝛼) and nd(𝛼) for a regular expression 𝛼 recursively.

𝛼 h(𝛼) nh(𝛼) d(𝛼) nd(𝛼)

𝛼 ∈ {(), @, #} ∪ CHAR # 𝛼 # 𝛼

ˆ () # # ˆ

$ # $ () #

𝛼1 | 𝛼2 h(𝛼1) | h(𝛼2) nh(𝛼1) | nh(𝛼2) d(𝛼1) | d(𝛼2) nd(𝛼1) | nd(𝛼2)
�̃�+ h(�̃�) · nh(�̃�)∗ nh(�̃�)+ nd(�̃�)∗ · d(�̃�) nd(�̃�)+
�̃�∗ h(�̃�) · nh(�̃�)∗ nh(�̃�)∗ nd(�̃�)∗ · d(�̃�) nd(�̃�)∗
�̃�? h(�̃�) nh(�̃�)? d(�̃�) nd(�̃�)?
𝛼1𝛼2 h(𝛼1) · nh(𝛼2) | hn𝛼1 (𝛼2) nh(𝛼1) · nh(𝛼2) dn𝛼2 (𝛼1) | nd(𝛼1) · d(𝛼2) nd(𝛼1) · nd(𝛼2)
�̃�{𝑚} h(�̃�{𝑚,𝑚} ) nh(�̃�{𝑚,𝑚} ) d(�̃�{𝑚,𝑚} ) nd(�̃�{𝑚,𝑚} )
�̃�{𝑚,𝑛} (𝑚 < 2, 𝑛 > 0) h(�̃�) · nh(�̃�){0,𝑛−1} nh(�̃�){𝑚,𝑛} nd(�̃�){0,𝑛−1} · d(�̃�) nd(�̃�){𝑚,𝑛}

�̃�{𝑚,} (𝑚 < 2) h(�̃�) · nh(�̃�)∗ nh(�̃�){𝑚,} nd(�̃�)∗ · d(�̃�) nd(�̃�){𝑚,}

�̃�{𝑚,𝑛} (𝑚 ≥ 2, 𝑛 > 0) h(�̃� · �̃� · �̃�{𝑚−2,𝑛−2} ) nh(�̃�){𝑚,𝑛} d(�̃�{𝑚−2,𝑛−2} · �̃� · �̃�) nd(�̃�){𝑚,𝑛}

�̃�{𝑚,} (𝑚 ≥ 2) h(�̃� · �̃� · �̃�{𝑚−2,} ) nh(�̃�){𝑚,} d(�̃�{𝑚−2,} · �̃� · �̃�) nd(�̃�){𝑚,}

Definition 2.2 Denote the set of all regular expressions by REGEXP and the set of all non-
anchor character symbols and classes by CHAR. Let 𝛼 be a regular expression in ECMA-262
syntax. Define the functions h, nh : REGEXP→ REGEXP as follows. Let �̃�, 𝛼1, 𝛼2 be regular
expressions in ECMA-262 syntax and hn𝛼1

(𝛼2) be h(𝛼2) if nullable(𝛼1) and # otherwise.
Compute h(𝛼) and nh(𝛼) by applying recursively the rules from Table 1. Analoguously, for
a regular expression 𝛽 in ECMA-262 syntax which does not use a symbol for the beginning of
the word define the functions d, nd : REGEXP→ REGEXP as follows. Let 𝛽, 𝛽1, 𝛽2 be regular
expressions in ECMA-262 syntax which does not use a symbol for the beginning of the
word and dn

𝛽2
(𝛽1) be d(𝛽1) if nullable(𝛽2) and # otherwise. Compute d(𝛽) and nd(𝛽) by

applying recursively the rules from Table 1.

The rules in Table 1 are complete for all possible patterns in ECMA-262 syntax not containing
word boundaries, lookahead or lookbehind since these features can match inside a pattern
without consuming a character. Finally, we can formulate the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to convert a regular expression from ECMA-262 to brics syntax.
Input: regular expression 𝛼 in ECMA-262 syntax without word boundaries, lookahead or lookbehind

1: 𝛽← h(𝛼) | @ · nh(𝛼) with h(𝛼) and nh(𝛼) computed using Definition 2.2.
2: 𝛾 ← d(𝛽) | nd(𝛽) · @ with d(𝛽) and nd(𝛽) computed using Definition 2.2.

Output: regular expression 𝛾 in brics syntax

Example 2.3 For 𝛼 = (ˆa$ | b)? in ECMA-262 syntax we apply Algorithm 1. First, we remove
ˆ by applying the rules from Table 1. We obtain

h(𝛼) = h((ˆa$ | b)?) = h(ˆa$ | b) = h(ˆa$) | h(b)︸︷︷︸
=#

= h(ˆ)︸︷︷︸
=()

· nh(a$)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=a$

| h(a$)︸︷︷︸
=#

= a$,

nh(𝛼) = nh((ˆa$ | b)?) = nh(ˆa$ | b)? = (nh(ˆa$) | nh(b))? = (# | b)? = b?
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since nh(ˆa$) = nh(ˆ) · nh(a$) = # · nh(a$) = #, ˆa is nullable and by using the shortcuts
h(�̃�) = # if �̃� does not contain a ˆ, # | �̃� = �̃� | # = �̃� and () · �̃� = �̃�. We get 𝛽 = a$ | @ · b?.
Then we remove $ analoguously by applying the rules from Table 1 and obtain

d(𝛽) = d(a$) | d(@ · b?) = d(a$) | # = d(a) | nd(a) · d($) = # | a · () = a,
nd(𝛽) = nd(a) · nd($) | nd(@) · nd(b)? = a · # | @ · b? = # | @ · b? = @ · b?

since $ is nullable and by using the shortcuts d(𝛽) = # if 𝛽 does not contain a $,
# | 𝛽 = 𝛽 | # = 𝛽 and 𝛽 · () = 𝛽. The last step gives us the result 𝛾 = a | @ · b? · @, which is a
regular expression in brics syntax that defines the same language as 𝛼 in ECMA-262 syntax.

3 Evaluation and Discussion

JSON Schema patterns do not only occur with a clause "pattern": regExp but also as a
pattern definition of a property name as mentioned in Section 2. Occurrences of both types are
considered in the evaluation together. The numbers are based on a dataset of schemas found
in open-source projects on GitHub [Ba21]. This corpus consists of 82,094 files. 17,747 of
these files contain at least one pattern. This is 21.62%, so more than one fifth. Hence the goal
to translate each JSON Schema pattern in an automaton-compatible syntax is relevant. After
collecting all these patterns and eliminating duplicates we obtained 3,232 unique patterns.
Our reproduction package is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7586341.

The implementation handles non- and named-capturing groups as capturing groups. In
Table 2 we consider the numbers for syntactically invalid patterns and patterns for which
we do not support a conversion. The former ones are 0.4% of the unique patterns and are
mostly due to unescaped slashes, which are not allowed in ECMA-262. The latter ones are
patterns containing word boundaries or lookaround, that is lookahead or lookbehind. These
kind of patterns occurs in 2.44% of the unique patterns. These are the only possible cases
for patterns which the algorithm cannot convert to brics syntax. For all the other ones,
which is over 97% of the unique patterns, the procedure is successful.

In Table 3 we consider numbers for these brics-manageable patterns, where over 84% of
them contain at least one anchor symbol, i.e. ˆ or $. However, in nearly all of these patterns
the anchors are not inside the regular expression, which means that ˆ resp. $ stands at the
beginning resp. end of the expression. Only 0.67% of the brics-manageable patterns have
anchors inside. If a pattern contains a non-nullable part before a starting or after an ending
marker this pattern is unsatisfiable, i.e. it accepts the empty language. Fortunately, such
patterns are scarce. Also nullable patterns, that are patterns which match the empty word
(see Definition 2.1), are rare, they amount to less than 6% of the unique patterns.

As we can see in the experimental results, there are less than 3% of the unique patterns for
which our approach fails. These are due to invalid patterns, word boundaries and lookaround.
However, these kinds of patterns are also not supported by the former approach in [Ha21].
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Tab. 2: Patterns extracted from the corpus.

Total %

Unique patterns 3,232 100.00
Invalid patterns 13 0.40
Not supported patterns 79 2.44
Manageable in brics 3,140 97.15

Tab. 3: Patterns manageable in brics.

Total %

Patterns with anchors 2,648 84.33
Anchors inside 21 0.67
Patterns without anchors 492 15.67
Nullable patterns (Def. 2.1) 183 5.83

4 Related Work

Our implementation is integrated in a tool which can generate witnesses for JSON Schema
documents [At22]. This tool can be used to check schema containment. An earlier approach
to containment checking (not based on witness generation) is presented in [Ha21] . It also
relies on an external automaton library, the Python greenery library 4, which also uses a
non-anchored syntax. Habib et al. unanchor the patterns from the schemas and unescape
the anchor symbols before using greenery especially for computing intersections of two
regular expressions. These steps are only executed on the string representation of the regular
expression, without parsing its structure. Thus, there are instances when the approach by
Habib et al. fails to preserve pattern semantics, e.g. for patterns containing anchors inside
and not at its beginning or end – different from our well-principled approach.

5 Conclusion

We have successfully integrated our syntax conversion in a tool for JSON Schema witness
generation. The experiments in [At22] reveal that the generation of automata from complex
patterns in JSON Schema can cause severe performance problems. This motivates a range
of follow-up research, for instance, caching of reoccurring patterns, or a lazy computation
of automata for the purpose of witness generation.

Acknowledgments. This article describes the results of a bachelor thesis project at the University of Passau,
supervised by Stefanie Scherzinger. I thank Dominik Freydenberger for suggesting the conversion algorithm.
I further thank the authors of [At22], specifically Lyes Attouche, Mohamed Amine-Baazizi, Dario Colazzo,
Giorgio Ghelli, and Dario Colazzo for guidance and support. This contribution was partly funded by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) grant #385808805.
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